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I just want to touch on one or two points O which

not be as expressed. I am not going to take time to go further, one or

two points further into their history though, that I will touch on very

briefly. First, one point that I might have mentioned in I Kings t/22:22

one in vs. 22 there where Micath saw a vision and there came forth a spirit
the Lord

and stood before ){l and said I will persuade him. And the Lord said {4/

%J/24/ Who will persuade Ahabe, that he may go up and fall at Ra

moth-Gilead? And one said on this manner, and another said on that manner.

And there came forth a spirit, and stood before the Lord, and said, I will

persuade him. And the Lord said, Wherewith? And he said, I will go forth, ano

I will be a lying spirit £n the mouth of all his prophets. And he said, Thou

shalt persuade him, and prevail also: go forth, and do so. Now therefore, be

hold, the Lord hath put a lying spirit in the mouth of all these they

prophets, and the Lord hath spoken evil concerning thee. Can you believe that1

the good God would put a lying spirit in the mouth of Ahab's prophet. Well,

we read in the N.T. that the Lord gave them over that they might believe

a lie and instead of the truth, the Lord gave them over that they might be

lieve a lie and it is a fact in life, that the persons who reject the truth,

do not as a rule remain simply in a neutral position. They usually are given

over to the position or situation where they believe a lie. Now those as

expressed here sound as if it is the Lord's definite directed agency in

causing this to happen. But I think that we must recognize that the pas

sage here does not enter into that particular question. Our catechism says

that God is not the author or evil and that we fe&l is the teaching of the

Scripture, that God is not the author bf evil. Nevertheless God uses people

for His own purpose. God makes the wrath of wicked men to serve him. God

gives Satan a certain amount of rope. He permits Satan to accomplish a

good deal in line with Satan's purposes and uses it so that in the end God's

own purposes are accomplished out of it and through it and consequently we

must recognize that everything that happens in the world, happens because Go,
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permits it to, and would not happen that way if God intervened to prevent

it and so in a sense, God causes it to happen just that way arid yet we must

recognize that there is the agency of Satan, there is the evil, there is

the result of our evil and wicked acts which God permits to happen, but which

He uses. Now this vision of Miciah's I think that we do not need to say

Miciah is seeing exactly what happened. We don't need to feel that God didn't

know what He could do to get Ahab to go to Ramtoh-Gilead and therefore that

He caLled the differentirits before him and they discussed the matter

and Miciah has been allowed to peek in on the conel and see how the Lord

did it. That would be taking it absolutely literally, the vision which

Miciah had and I do not think that we take it as literally as that. On

the other hand, I don't think that we take it as just a figure to express

the idea Ahab is in danger as he goes to Ramoth Gilead, I -think there is much

more to it than that. I think that we are justified in saying that it does

present the divine will, that it reveals the fact that it is the Lord's will

that Ahab go to R.G. but that it is not His will that he go there to win

a battle, it is His will that he go there and be killed. It is God's will

that that be the end of his life and God isperniitting his prophet to reveal

that fact and God is permitting the prophet to reveal the fact that all of

Ahab's prophets who are speaking are speaking under the influence of a lying

spirit. Now, that, of course, gets us naturally into the question about

these prophets, were they imposters, or were they deluded and that is an

interesting and vital question, but that is dealing with the question of

the prophets rather than with history and we will spend ah hour on that next

Fall, but these other features of them 4 I thought we ought to look at now,

(question k 3/ll-)Oh, yes, I would say that everything that happens, happens

so because God permits it. I would say that if God chose He could flip His

finger and this world would just disappear and nothing would happen that now

has, and therefore you might say that God permits the world to go on as it

is and he permits things to continue to happen as they are happening. (questior
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5) There are three possible views. One view is that God is doing His beat

but that it is not very good, and in the end He is going to n, but He i8

having a hard struggle. Now most of us do not hold that view, that God is

struggling along and eventually He will win out. Now a second view is that

God is doing the beet He can and He can do a great deal and He is sure of

winning and He has planned a great deal but some influences have come into

the world beyond God's control and He can't help himself. Satan is here;

wickedness is here, there is nothing that God can do about it, He has got

to work in such a way as to accomplish His results and He will do that in

the end, but that in the meantime, He has these great difficulties which

must be met and God is in no sense responsible for it that they are simpley

here and He is going to overcome them in the end. Now that is a mild Cal

vinistic view. Now there is a view which some have callen an extreme Cal

vinistic view which seems to me to be actually the view of the teaching of

the Scripture and that is that God not only permits anything to happen bet

cause He can't help, but He permits things to happen because in the end when

we know everything, we will find that it was part of His great plan and that

while there were evil results of it and ev!L connections with and there was

evil ggencies which well be punished and which deserve punishment for its

evil, we will find that the net whole result is good and accomplishes that

which God desires in the end. (question 7) Evil accomplishes good, there is

no question about that, but that if evil didn't come, there would be grer

good, of course, but the evil being here, the evil accomplishes good. (ques

tion 7)That is a statement that has to be interpreted very definitely. Cer

tily if you take it strictly the end justifies the means, but if you fully

examine it, you must say that the means is a part of the end and for a person

to secure an end which is peace, which is a good end, but as a means of se

curing it, is dishonor and slavery for his nation apart of the end is the

means which has been used.n bringing the peace he has brought dishonor and

misery upon his nation and disgrace to himself and consequetnly the end is
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bad rather than good. Ithink that that is the fault is of those that say

the end justifies the means, they are meaning to say a bad meaning which

brings etil results is-all right if you have a good end. Well, your end isn't

good because your means are a .part of the end. Now that is getting us off

into a big interesting field and I think it is worth glancing at, but we

haven't time to into it very fully. (question 9) That is getting into data

absolutely beyond our reach, that is to say, it might be.possible to imagine

that God created Adam in such a way that Adam would never fall. If Adam

never had fallen, we would think that was much better certainly then

9 but the fact of the matter is, Adam did

fall, and Adam having fallen and sin being in the world, what God %I has

done since, I think that we must say is the very best thing that God could

do. (question 9)No, I would say that God's original plan before Adam was

created included the fall. (discussion) We can say that God used

god is not the author of evil, but God

controls all things and brings His purpose out in the end. I picked up a

book in the bookstore last night and the man told in it how he had a, was

in Mexico, and wiped his eye with this towel that had not been stthri

lized and he got terrific upset from it. There were terrible pain in his

eye and the only thing to do was to give him morphine pills and he said that

before the eye was cured, his whole body was covered, there was not a square

inch of the body that wasn't puffed out from the pricks of the instrument

from giving him morphine and he said that the eye recovered, but he said

that the morphine was so strongly in possession of him that the minute that

they quit giving him the morphine, he would get back the same pain, just as

bad a before from the results of the morphine rather than anything wrong

with the eye. He said that he cured himself from the morphine habit, but he

said it was a hundred times harder than curing a person ofalcohol. He says

that it was absolutely terrific, but he says, as he looked back on it, he

said that he was very very thankful that he had gotten that misers in the eye
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in the first place, because he said, it gave him such marvelous training in

will power in recovering from the morphine habit. Now I don't think that

any of us would try a thing like that, you would fall into it, but I think

that we can look back and see how God has had wonderful purpose in every

think that comes to us and we can look back and see that it was good, that

His plan is atways best. Now that is quit a littledfistant from Miciah

even though it is related somehwat, (question ii 5/ii.) This lying spirit, I

am saying is an evil spirit, and I think that it was an evil spirit that

desires to do evil and God used it, the evil purpose, for his good purpose

in the end. He makes the wrath of wicked men to praise him as the wicked

demons go out. (question 121) Well, who do you ask to take the Bible literally?

I think that now, Stanley Jones, I heard give a talk back in 1925 in a

foreign missions convention in Washington. He was unknown in this country

and I think that is the talk that brought him it was just after

his book of Christ and I remember how vividly and dramatically he

described his going to India and he said that he went to India and be took;

the Bible and he said that somebody would come up and they would criticize

Elijah and he would jump over here and try to defend Elijah and then somebody

would criticize Paul and then he would jump over here and try to defend Paul,

and then they would mention Adam, and he would get over here and try to defend

Adam and he said that he was going back and forth and getting nowheres, and

he said, that in the end he found that the thing to do is to forget all of

these others and defend Christ and you had a there that was vital and

was the true heart of the matter. Well, now as he meant it and as he inter

preted and what lead him into it, I think that it was very harmful, but I

think that perhaps one reason, one thing that enters into his going on in

this tangent was a misinterpretatn originally on the other side and

very often when we don't understand things clearly and we go from one extrem¬

to the other, very extreme, I believe that the Bible is absolutely true and

everything in it is God's word and I think that it is very vital that we
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realize that fact and that we book to it as God's source of knowledge for us,

but I don't think that the absolute dependability of every word of the Scrip

ture is the point of argument with unbelievers. I don't think that. I

dnn't think that the character of adam or the matter of the fall or the

relation of Paul and Peter or the question of little supposed errors in

the Scripture, or anything like that is the means of th1iproach to an unbeliever

(end of record) ot 2

has certain fundamental belief's which he has adopted as coming from the

Scripture, and he interprets all of the Scripture in the light of those facts

and beliefs and he %gives them God's . Now for the unbeliever,

the great central matter is the matter of Christ. It is the belief in

Christ. It is the character Christ, different from any other who ever existed

or even has been imagined. It is the way in which Christ fills all needs.

It is the way in which He gives the answer th the problem of the human soul.

It is the man's sin and guilt and need of something that he can't get himself

and with the unbeliever, there is one central thing

and that is his need of a Saviour and there is no reason that you spend a

lot of time trying to convince the unbliever that the Bible is absolutely

true., but now I think that W you convince them with
a few intereLng
examples of Where %%{ people thought the Bible was in error and where fur

ther investigation proved how remarkable new evidenee whows it to be accurate,

I think if you can take up attacks on it and show how these attacks on care

ful. examination fall, if you can take a few key examples of it, you can open

his mind to the fact that the impression that he has been given isn't one

which but needs an examination and you can perhaps put him

in a position where he is ready to consider a little more definitely the

tton of his need of the Saviour and of the SavioT that God has provided,

but the vital matter with the unbeliever is Christ, that is the

and it is perfectly silly to spend a lot cf time trying to convince an un-

believer of things: that would never win him salvation any.)éay. If he be-
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lieved every word in the Bible was true from cover to cover, it wouldn't do

him any good, but once one has become a Christian then it is vital that he

knows the Bible is God's word inspired and that he take it as His source of

knowledge then He will find all sorts of thing when at first sight you could

get all kinds of ideas about and he would have to see how they fit together

and get the truth that God is giving for his life. That is to discuss a

problem like th%is here with an unbeliever, you might say, is like taking a

person who doesn't know anything about the table of multiplication and trying

to explain that to him, he is not ready for it and he would just get all

mixed up, he won't know where he is. He will have to at first get a new

multiplication table, you will have to get him started and then he comes to

the point where he is ready to take difficutl problems and to find the answer

in his understanding of God's purpose in his mind, after he becomes a Chris

tian. Now there is one other point in this chapter that I wanted to call

your attention to. (question 3) Well, I would say there are two things

possible, one is that the Lord has enabled the prophet to see a vision, a

little scene which presents a truth to the prophet and the truth of the,

that God is ruling in these things, that it is not just accident that these

prophets had this idea, but that God is ruling in it, that God has a definite

purpose in it, God is allowing him to know what the purpose is and that this

is all God's definite plan presented in this pictorial form. Now that is
in

one. Now, another possibility is this htat God j$' working out His purpose

has actually held such a council, but in such a case, the council is not

for the purpose of decidng what God should do, but for the purpose of

making clear to the heavenly spirits what his purpose is and he says to them,'

what shall we do when he knows all the time what He is going to do, but He

says ti to them to give them a chance to bring out their ideas and to discuss
in

it and and that is a possiblity and that case it

is quite a literal council, but it is not a council in which the Lord s

trying to find out what to do, but in which He is leading the spirits along
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into understanding and since these spirtts are evil spirits in this parti

cular case 417 We have something similar in the case of

Job, but in that case we have a picture of a council in which Satan is show

ing hiw true character and is opposing his ideas and so I would be more in

clined to take that literally then to take this one quite that literally, or

as I say, I would take the ideas in it as being absolutely true and you can

take it very literally if you want, I think, with this understanding in that
leading

case, that it is God XaAJ them to understanding His ideas, rather than

God discussing what shall we do, and trying to find out. Well, one other

think that I wanted to call your attention to in this chapter is one which

is very easily misunderstood. Vs. 30.. And the king of Israel said unto Je

hoshaphat, I will disquise myself, and enter into the battle; but put thou on

thy robes. He didn't say to Jeh., you pretend to be me, he didn't say that

at all, he said that I will disquie myself, you put on your robes. In

other words, Jehosh. goes in in the normal fashion as the king of Judah,

with his insignia as the king of Judah, but the king of Israel, when they

said he was going to be killed, he says that I am just going to prove that
this
%%/t.I1f follishness, that it isn't so, that this man Miciah is just a trouble

maker and not a true prophet, but he says, Now, I am just going to be extra

safe, I am not going to go dressed as a king and I am going to go in such a

way that nobody will kick me out from the multitude as being the king and

the king of Syria commanded his thirty and two captains that had rule over

his chariots, saying, Fight neither with small or great save only with the

king of Israel, you go right after the king f Israel, make him your objective

Very good advice here, take the objective and get after it rather than bother

about the side issue and so when the captaisnof the chariots saw a king there

they said, this must be the king of Israel and they turned aside to fight

against him and Jehosh. cried out and why did Jehosh. cry out? Was the poor

fellow frightened when he saw the soldiers coming against him and he yelled

for mercy? If so eh shouldn't have gotten in the battle in the first place.
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Did he cry out and say, what is the matter, why you don't want to think I

am the king, you are not supposed to go after me, it is the other king you

are after, well, that, of course, is absurd. I think that our English word

cry here can be misleading. The word cry here is just a cry of anguish or

a cl'y of pain, but the word cry doesn't necessarily mean that. In old En

glth it certainly didn't and I would say that Jehoshaphat gave the battle

cry of Judah. Jehosh. faced with a situation where a lot of them are ga

thering into him, he let out the battle cry of Judah and they, of course,

immediately recognized that it wasn't the battle cry of Israel, it was the

battle cry of Judah, and when t perceived thathe wasn't the king of Israel,

how did bhey perceive that? Simple because he cried for mercy and the

king of Israel wouldn't cry for mercy? I don't think anything of the kind.

Because thye heard the battle cry which was not the battle cry of Israel and

they said, this is a king in alliance with Ahab, this is not the one which

we are after and so they left. Well, now, you might say that is reading into

the text, but I don't think it is at all, but I think that it is taking of

the two, the reasonable of two or three possible interpretations. (qistion

8) Now where does it say that he ran Oh, Yes, pursuing him, well that means

attacks They were coming against him, now, of course, it may have been

that with all of this group that the battle would go back and forth, but I

don't think that this means that he was running away, it means that they were

all consentrating on him and attacking him and they turned away from him when

they saw that he wasn't the king. 8 be might

have in the battle been trying to get away form the crowds who were around

him. Even then, I think that he would give the battle cry, for men to rally

around. Now over in the next chapter there is one thing rather vital for us

to look at. Last itme we noticed lijah's second miracle. His first was

crossing the Jordan. His second was healing the waters and then in oh. 2 vs.

22, the waters were healed and in 23 he went up from there to Bethel and as

he went there came forth little children out of the city. Now I don't know
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why the A.V. translates that as little chilren, the word in young men. It

is a word which boys and young men, it is a word which is used as serve a].

most any age, you may call it by this same name. In fact, it might be that

you have a waiter and he is a gray haired man and you cal]. him garcon,

if you want him to come in France. Now, this word here is not the word for

little children such as we have over in the book of John, these were doubtless

older than that. These men perhaps rather young, we don't know, these men

came out of the city and they mocked him and they said, go up thou bald head,

go up thou bald head and here was a situation where Elijah was gone and Eli

sha was tng his place and Elisha was beginning his ministry and as he

began his ministry here, at the bery beginning of it, there came a small

thing, you might say, but a thing which treatened to indicate an attitude of

the land toward this man so different from Elijah. Elijah was a man to fear,

Elijah was a man who brought down fire from heaven. Elijah was a man whom

God tremendously used, but who is this fellow Elisha? The great thing on

Mt. Cartuel is sometime passed now, some years passed, perhaps, and

grow dim in memory at Elijah's disappearing and God wishes Elijah's work

carrie thn and here at the beginning of Elisha's ministry, God permits that

these wicked men come out and try to cast upon God's prophet, he

permits that there shall come bears out of the wilderness, and shalt attack

these people, an unusual thing, for bears to do, they rarely attack. I

have capped many a time in sections wlwe there are bears all around and one

has never yet . Unless you attack a bear, it is very rare that

they will in any way interfere with you. Now there are plenty of things that

could happen to make them, and God could cause such a thing to happen, but

it si very rare, but the bears came out of the woods and injured quite a

number of these people right after Elisha had cursed them, in the name of the

Lord and the word of it rapidly spread through the land End they said, this

is the successor of Elijah and Gpd isprotecting him as he protected Elijah,

and the ole reputation and background of Elijah was just gathered around
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lieha at the beginning of his ministry and Elisha carried out his healing

ministry and his preaching ministry , going back a forth and up and down

through the land carrying on the work that Elijah had begun.. Now, of course,

some people would say, how can you belve that God would let bears kill

people, particularly little children. How could God let bears kill children?

Well, why would he? He does. If those bears hadn't killed those peoel,

none of them would be living today, all of them would have died long beefore

this and the probabilitys are that many of them would have died painful deaths

of one sort or of another. It is in the world, as the world is today, that

there is misery and pain in the world as *a result of sin. There is terrific

pain in the world and the fact that God caused that these folk should die

earlyer than they would have otherwise and by a death which might have had

more pain than some and some would have had much less than others in the

normal course of events, was certainly nothing to impune the character of

God, but it was using the forces of this world as they are as sin has come

in in order to advance his work and to make it possible for Elisha's work

should go forward in the speed with which L. Many peole have
if

the idea that God is a God of love, all sickness, all disease, all misery,

allisuch things would immediatly cease. It is 4{/ not the ay it is.

We have these things in the world, they are the result of sin, they are here,

but God uses them for His prupose and God has not promised to protect us

from them except as it is desirable for his purpose, that our life be

spared a little longer, or that we be given the task of serving him a little

more fully, but he has promised to give us victory over these things and he

has promised that the time will come when they will be entirely removed.

(question iLl. l/3)yes, that is to say, we don't know what Elisha said, but

the language which Paul used and the language which Christ used in the O.T.

was far beyond anything that we have any reason to think

but, of course, we are not told. (question 15) (end of record)
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I think it well to recognize sthmething day. I have never heard
as

a contraversy His language one bit %44 strong as Marth Luther

and Mobn Calvin and 21 and I think it wise that we remember the

gneral attitude of the day and that we refrain from using language whcih will

be misunderstood, but I do think that you shoudi make your ideas clear never

the-less. (laughter) (question 1)1 meant to tell you that in France you

call a waiter garcon, the word for boy, and the ward is used as

servants of Abraham who were men in their forties or fifties and would

be much better translated youth. They were probably ynder 30, they were young

men, probably, but the idea of little children is not the translation of

( ) the word is used far more frequently for people over 30 than for peqie

under 30, but I don't think that interpretation of it is correct. I

don't think that little children, the reason I don't think that it is little

children, isn't because the word wouldn't be little children, it includes

little children, but because I don't feel that it would fulfill the purpose

of it here. That is the word may be younger or older, but the purpose of

the indident would be far better served if they were older than if they were

younger. I would incline very strongly to think that they were older. (ques

tion 2) Very dfiinitely, yes. And this impunes the character /$ of these

iears, very definitely. (laug1ir) Well, that is the old question again, if

God permits the war 2 3/k if God

was not a murdurer they war 14 in Korea would come to an end immediately,

it is part of God's plan, but that doesn't

excuse any individual from committing murder. It doesn't adouse any indivi

dual fro fighting in a cause that he is not personally convinced to be a right

eous cause. It doesn't excuse anyone for permitting wickedness, the fact

that God uses wickedness for His purpose. (question 3 i/k) Yes, the lion is

a dangerous animal. A bear ordinarily is not, but the lion over there was,

the lion in the U.S. is not ordinarily. The lions in California, many of

them 18 feet in length from the tip of their tail, no half of that is tail,

(laughter) I have known people there in the mountains to /4/$/ camp and the
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mountain lions have killed their donkey which was tied up twenty feet from

where they lay, and never touch a man. The lions in this country are co

wards, 5/f4 I have slept with them all around me. (laughter) I wouldn't

do that aer there. The lions in this country though they are strong and'

powerful, they are very hard to meet if they would stand up to you, they

are cowards and it would be very rare that you would have any dangefr from

them. Now the African and the Asiatic lions are different sorts of beasts

and there are no lions in Palestine today. I camped perhaps 30 nights in

Palestine and never saga lion, not one of them, there are none there today,

but in the crusades there were lions and some d the crusaders hunted lions,

but the last were killed off in the middle ages, but in those days there were
constituted

not many lions, but a few in the land, and they 4/Ø/{ then, Now

the bears they do not constitute because bears do not o±'dInarIly attack

people, but it is possibel for somethigg to happen that will cause the bear

to attack a person and it is a very good idea if you are out in our woods

in America not to try to play with them, they might misunderstand. (laughter)

and they are powerful creatures, they are very powerful creatures, but they

don't ordinarily attack people, and, of course, animals not attacking people,

people don't have the same desire to exterminate them as other animals.

I think that there is only three days a year that you are allowed to kill a

bear in Pennsylvania. I camped up in northern Penna. in an area perhaps four

or five nights and two months later it was bear season and they had taken

200 bears out of that very area, some of them weighing 300 lbs. They are

all through there, but they are harmless ordinarily. (question 6) I havent

looked into that partcular question. I have into the lions R/ but I

don't know about that. It would be a matter 'which might be a bit difficuti

to prove. aat kind of external evidence would you want. That is if you

find tracks that is good evidence, but tracks from that time would be com

pletely eradicated as far as today. As you find them mentioned by somebody

who was in the land, that is good evidence, but we have no material from
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ancient Palestine except what is in the Bible. We have no other material.

Now we do have accounts of war-like expeditions of the people from Egypt

and from Assia across Palestine. Now, they might have and not men

tioned it at all. They might, or might not, or might not have seen any

or there might be many, many of them there. It is a sort of thing on which

it is not always easy to prove negative. On that sort of thing, you see.

You don't merely have to have evidence of somebody who was there, but you

have to have evidence of the purpose which you have in writing which would

mean that they would accept that particular thing. You might take the

accounts of a hundred americans who were on the island of Guam and you
no

might read the±r letters home and one of them might happen to mention

anything about the language which the natives use, but you couldn't insist

that the natives were dumb or that they all talked English. Now one of

them might be interested in language, he might go into it, but he might

not. It all depends on if you have the material and that is the difficulty

in proving the negative on a thing like this. In ancient Egypt we have

dozens, hundreds of pictures from ancient Egypt, showing the men in the

nobles of ancient Egypt with the great numbers of retainers directing the

work in their farms, going on hunting expeditions, all sorts of things.

We. have pictures of them, colored pictures in their tombs showing a tremen

dous number of the features of life in ancient Egypt. There are just dozens

of pictures that have donkeys showing in them, showing the many different

ways they use donkeys for in those days. No one cf those pictures has a

camel on it and consequently a few years ago, they said, there is no picture
was

in ancient Egypt that shows a camel. There %Ø' no evidence of camels in

Egupt and therefore whnn you read in Genesis 12 or 13, where you read that

Abraham became very wealthy in Egypt and that he had, it gives the different

kinds of property that he has there and in the course of it it mentions

camels, and professor of the university of Liverpool says that here is

clear proof that this story gas written by somebody up in Palestine that had
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never been to Egypt. He said it would be easy for anybody living up on

the edge of the desert in Palestine to think that Abraham in Egypt would

naturally have camels, but he said, actually they didn't use camels in

Egypt, they didn't have many andthe Enc. Brittanica, 1930 edition has an

article by Prof. Hall, director of Antiquities at that time in the British

Museum in which he said that the camel was unknown in Egypt until kOO B.C.

and that being the case, the Bible is purely in error when it says that

Abraham had camels. How could he bave camels in Egypt, become wealthy

in Egypt and have camels if they didn't have camels in Egypt then. And it

isn't a case of your having 1wee or four letters of people who went ot

Egypt. It isn't the case like in Palestine where besides from the Bible we

have no information except just a few account of war expeditions, you have

h ndreds of pictures and no one of them shows a camel. Well, it is clear

proof that the Bible must be wrong, that is if you can prove the negative

that way and you have a very strong presumption about it, very strong, and

if it were not that the Bible were an inspired book and was God's word and

mentioned the camels in Egypt, if it were an ordinary book I would have said,

well, now with all of these hundreds of pictures and no pictures of camels,

isn't that pretty good truth that this particular acocunt is mistaken and

written by somebody that didn't know something about Egypt. But being in the

Bib'e, I said no, there is a problem there, there is no evidence of the

camel in Egypt, but the Bible says it was there, t,' I believe that it must

have been there. Whether the Lord will cause us to get evidence to show

it in its life, or not, but it is true because the Bible says so. Bell, that

being the case, you can imagine how excited I was one day in 19 3á I heard

a lecture by the director If the Oriental Institute in the University of

Chicago and in this lecture he told about the recent discovery regarding the

and the animals of Ancient Egypt and he mentioned a magazine called

Sudan notes of record and a magazine which is very little known in this

country and he mentioned an article in this which told about the discovery

of any oasis in Egypt, the year before in material from a ltttle before the
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time of Abraham, of a rope mane of camels hair and he said, in the light of

that, it was necessary to revise former ideas that camels were unknown in

Egypt. You can't have camels hair without a camel. Well I imagine of the

hundred people who were listening to that lecture, it was just one fact in

200 facts mentioned, and they just didn't think of it any more, and I pro

bably wouldn't have either except that I had h d the problem in mind for 8

years and I had been owndering about it and the minute that I heard that I

immediately looked and went and got the article and looked it up and looked

into the evidence a little bit and found that there is sufficent evidence

now come to light to show that there were camels in ancient Egypt. Now

why they didn't draw them in their pictures te don't know. Was there some

taboo about their animals, was it considered unclean in some way, was there

some reason they didn't want them pictured in their grave pictures of the

life of the men, we don't know. We don't know what the reason is, but the

fact is that there were camels in Egypt and the fact is they didn't picture

them and they are not mentioned in any of their descriptions, but we have

found two or three other similar which have caused that it is now a

that the camel was in Egypt and so the ency. Brittanica in 1930 and the

Bible sharply contradicted each other on this point and you might say that

the Bible is getting out of date, it is not in touch with the newest evi

dence containing the encyclopedia Brittanica, actually the Bible was ahead

of the Ency. It had further evidence that we had not caught up with. Now

as to whether the is evidence of the facts of these bears in Palestine, I

know. I haven't looked into that. The evidence on such a matter is

not very great and consequently it might be difficutt to prove, but at any

rate the fact that the Bible mentions them, I would stop and I would say

let us look up the word and be sure that that word has to be there, if it

can be used in a wider sense, I wouldn't be too dogmatic that it was bears,

but bears is the word that very definitely only means bears and not used in

a wider sense, then I would say whether we ever get evidence on it or not, we
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can know that there were bears in Palestine at that time. Well now the

point I was interested in here was the purpose of the incident, although

these other little sidepoints are quite interesting and worth looking at.

Now I want to read you, we finiihed Ahab and I want to read you an in

scription which has been found far far acfoss the desert in Assyria. It

is the story. (end of record) ot k

They named their states after individuals (skipped 0 - ) In the

year of iar which we consider to be 854 B.C. in the month of

on the 14th day, I started from the city of Ninevah across the river Tigress,

and then he describes his going actoss the desert and comes over into Syria,

then he says the city of I approached. his 'oyal city I
ariots 20

destroyed, devesta ed, I burned with fire,200chZ4é, 1200 horsemen, %,ooo

men of (reading - ]4) Well, now do you notice anything

of special interest in this inscription? It names two men familiar to us,

it names ahab and it names Ben hadad, we will say it this way, it names the

king of Dniascus and named Ahab of Israle and it said the kings of Syria

fought against these mne in battle and where in the Bible do you read f

about the fighting of Ahab with the king of Assyria. How

many can give us the reference where it tells of Ahab fighting with the

king 4t' not of Syria, but of Assyria. Now Berihadad was the king of Syria,

who Ahab fought first, but this has Ahab and Benhadad working together to

fight the king of Assyria and wehere do we have that in the Bible? But it

no wheres tells of their standing togetr fighting the king of Assyria. The

king of Assyria is never mentioned at this place in the Bible from a hstorica

viewpoint this perhaps is the most important event of Ahab's reign stopping
by

the Assyrians from running over the land $ joining together with these

other kings and forgetting their differences to fight the great wicked king

of the Assyrians. It is a tremendously important event historically, bt

we know nothing of it from the Bible. It is not mentioned lire, but here is

this description from far over the desert which names Ahab and names Benhadad
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thh king of Damascus, and gives us oØ'ur date 854, which is one of our earliset

history dates in Biblical history, 854 and it is the date which is used

as a pivot fro trying to figure chronology of the O.T. And it is a confir

mation from an external source of thename of Ahab, and it comes from approxi

mately the time which we would figure on the Bible alone of Ahab and so we

figure that date and it gives us a tough problem of trying to fit in all of

the other kings into the years that we named, had to squeeze them rather

tightly to get them all in, so some people try to make out the Assyrian

may be wrong, but it may be, but we have no proof of it, so at the

present it is better to try to . Now how many of you have copies

of the book Modern Science in Christian Faith, will you raise your bands?

Quite a lot do, so with the ones we have in the library will be quite suf

ficient for the rest and I wish that before the end of the year you will

master the main facts of my article in that Archaeology and the Bible for

the present look particularly at what it says about Egypt and Mesopotamia

in relation to the O.T. I wish you would look at that and then I wish be

fore the end of the year that you would get the names of the kings of Judah

and Israel well in mind with their relation to each other and to foreign

kings. Now the part we studied in Kings and Chronicles thus far goes up

through the reign of Hezekiah and so for next time I won't assign anything

for you to turn in, but next Monday or Tuesday , but have that material

well in mind through Hezekiah, the Kings of Judah,and the Kings of Israel

up to and through the time of Hezekiah and their relations to each other,

that is who reigned when who did in the other kingdom and what references

there are to foregin kings. I think that probably is enough for one lesson

and the other one, this article I mentioned in particular, stressed on what

it says about Egypt. (end of lecutre) take a paper a write your name on it

and lay aside all notes. I am going to - we have been lookling at the great

religious crisis of the Bail worship and the eradication of the Baal worship,

and you have been reading the assignments through to the end of the reign of
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Hezekiah in both Kings and Chronicles about the history of both the northern

and the southern kingdom and now I want you to write just one word on a

piece of paper under your name. If you have your name written down undereneath

it write the name of the one who was ru]4ng in Judah in the third year of

Jehu's reign in Israel. If you don't know, then just write, I don't know.

or that he was killed in 850 B.C. or.ny such thing and consequently the

fitting together of the date is soinethg that is difficult. We are told

how long the kings reign, but we are told the years, not in months or in

dates, and just how they figured it is difficult to know. I understand that

when an American child is a year old, a Japanese child may be 3 years old,

alhtough they were both born on the same date and it is a matter of different

ways of figuring ages and when it comes to figuring the length of a kings

rign, there is also the same difficulty. You know how it comes also in

the time that Christ was in the tomb. The Scripture says He was three days

and three nights in the tomb and how long is three days and three nights.

Well, some say it is the period from Friday until Sunday and some say it

is from Wednesday until Sunday and that is what is different, but naturally

the Scritipure does not intend to say, it is just exactly 72 hours, it

doesn't intend to say that, consequently, if it is parts of three days, it

might be two hours of the first day and two hours of the last day and 21

hours in the middle date and that oild not be at all impossible for it could

be three days and night periods. On the other hand, if it is three full days

and nights, it would have $ to be much longer periods than that and some

would even add. an additional night to make it four nights and three days.

And so when you have a large number of kings and you are given their reign

in years and you don't know exactly how they figure the years, there is always

the possibility of there being one ro t$wo off in your guess, and alvo, of

course, there is the matter about them that we know that kings have often

made their son ko-king with them so that the two will reign simultaneously

for a while and we don't know how often that occured. There are many attempts

to fit them together, but this date, 854 is the anchor to which we connect it.
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Now the question I asked you this morning - How many did not know the answer?

Will you raise your hand? Oh, my, I am rather shocked at that. I specifically

assigned you today to learn the kings of Isr and the kings of Judah and

(students protest it is tomorrow) Oh, then we will hate as shocked-as we

were. (laughter). -'But I assigned for last week the reading accounts of these

kings and in reading the accounts of the kings and studying them, you all

learn, I trust, how Jehu became king and how did Jehu become king of Israel?

Mr. Schreiber. (answer) Yes, he killed the house of Ahab and Jezebel and many

others. Now was there anyone injured from Judah? King Ahaziah of Judah was

killed. Well then when did Ahaziah of Judah reign at the same time as Jehu

of Israel reigned?' No, no, if he killed him how could he? You just said

that be killed Ahazlah. (answer) If you, don't remember the name of them,

I should expect everyone to remember, in the account of Jehu, being made king,

that he killed Ahab and all of his family and that included Ahab's grandson.,

who was king of Judah, who was up visiting his cousin, the king of Israel

and. was there at the time and was killed, and then in reading those chapters

I would expect that most of you would.reoall that when Ahaziah waskilled,

the result was that Jud.ah was left without 'a king, but there was a woman

in Judah, at the time who was much interested in what might happens, and what

was her name, Athaliah, and what -relation was she to the house of Ahab? She

was the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel and what relation was she to Ahaziah

the king of Judah Who was killed? She was his mother and when she heard of

the death of her son, what did she do, Mr. DuVa].l. You read this in kings and

in Obronicales, so that we vxpect everyone to know it by this time. She took

over the throne for awhile and as she took over the throne, she killed all of

her grandchildren. She killed all of her grandchildren except one was hidden

and. escaped. and she took over the throne and for six or seven years she i'ei.gned

and ruled in Judah and this was after Jehu began to rule in Israle and. o you

might not remember how long she reigned and you might not remember she began

to rOIg. immediately-when Jehu bean, so ,1--made it the third year so that it

L. - - - .-'-- - - - - - ,
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would be far enough along so thaL there would be no question in anyone's mind

that it was into the reign of Athaliah of Judah. You see, it is not a matter
or

of m mempry of looking at a chart, it is a matter of remembering these

events which are described in detail in the chapters in Kings and Chronicles.

that -I assigned you for study last week and the week befc. Now there is no

great value in learning a long 1i of kings just as memorizing a group

of words, but to learn their relationship and the historical event that took

place is the vital thing. Now everyone who has ever gone to Sunday School

very much, knows about Athaliah and how she killed all of her grandchildren

except Joahh and how Joash escaped and somebody hid the little baby and how

he (end of record)
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the trend of the times and the trend was established through Elisha and Elijah.

(skipped 0 - i)

what was the effect as far as Baa worship was concerned upon the Southern

kingdom of the revolution of Jehu which raoted out Baa]. worship from the

Northern kingdom? (answer) Yes, by Athaliah the daughter of Jezebel. The

death of the king of the southern kingdom gave his mother complete power

for a time. She vaaldn't have had except she was ruthless and unscrupulous

and she seized it and so that which roated Baal worship out of the northern

kingdom, gave it its chance in the southern kingdom, that is the irony of

history. In this case Baal worship got% its opportunity in the southern

kingdom through its being rooted out of the northern kingdom because of the

fact that it gave Athaliah the chance to seize power in the southern kingdom,

and so for about seven years she reigned and the worship of God was done away

with and it was Baalworship which was officially observed and if she had been

able to have reigned for 50 years, a woman of personality and ability as she

was, she might have establThshed it permanhtly and have ended the worship

of God in that line, but as you remember about seven years after, she began

to rule, there was a revolution which threw her off the throne and this rev0

lution was able to succeed because they had the little baby whose life they

had saved and there was one whome the people could look to as their legitimate

king and it was with the help of that that they were able to seize the throne

and to put the little boy on the throne and to do away with the Baa], worship

and that was the end of the Baal worship in tie southern kingdom. (question 2 3,

k) 854 was the date of the battle described in the annals of Sennacherib.

They didntt put the da 85k upon the stone, of course, but it is the date
to

which we attribute the event there described, and the reason we attribute it

is because we have Asyrian history from this time right straight on and in

dealing with that Xssyrian history we do not have the same problem that we

have in the Israelite history. There is a man who reigned seven years, there

is another who reigned 29 years and there is another who reigned 10 years.
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Well, if one icing reigned 7 years, one 23, and one 10, what was the total.

That is as if they reigned exactly 7, exactly 23, exactly 10, it would be

40, but maybe everyone of them was three months short of that and you call

it that many years, but maybe everyone #as 11 months over and you would still

call it that many years. It would be anywhere between 37, 38 and 144 or 45,

you see that is only three kings. Nov you have a list of 20 kings,everyone

of them there is the possibility of a year more or less one side or the other,

and so you cannot add lengths of reigns together that way. You can't do it

because they don't arrange that they will always die on the same day of the

year so as to make it come out even. (question) No, not Sennacherib, Shaitnan

ezer III, he fought against in 850, not Shalanezer didn't call himself

Shalmanezer the third, he just called himself Shalmanezer, but we figure up

and we find that there were two Shalmanezer's before this in Assyrian, so

wee call this one the thrid. (question k) Yes after Athaliah's reign it

disappeared. (question) There was no Baal worship . There were, of

course high places for Baal worship, but it is not impossible that there was

a little survival after that time, but practically none. It was not looked

on with favor by anyone. It was rooted out quite completely in the southern

kingdom at this time. It had never gotten a firm hold there, but with the

government controlling that way and forwarding it in a ew more years, it woul

have gotten control . You might say it is like the situation in China of

today. My guess that in China today 97 of the people are against Communism,

but they don't dare to say anything because the ones who do say anything are

uic] shot, and shot in such a way as to publically terrorize the others, so

the others just stay quiè and hope or something better, Well, now you have

ten years pass by with the present regime in China, and nobody daring to say

anything against it and all of the young people growing up without ever hear

ing anything against it, and instead hearing constant propoganda for it, and

ten years from now, you will have a great mag people who are very strongly

convinced that that is the only type of government that is worth fighting for
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because they have never known anything else and the ones with ay initiative

against this will have all been killed off in that length of time. Right

today a strong movement in China, if a strong force landed in China against

it, right today, doubtless thirty of the people would glady join with us,

and if they had a strong chance of winning, doubtless, 70 or 80 % of the

people would join with us. It wont be that way ten years from now. Now

it was that situation there, of course, in the southern kingdom. The Baal

worship was introduced from above. The attitude of manpeople was more or

less indifferent. There were some who were strongly opposed to it, and in

the course of the seven years, she did win over quite a few people to it, but

largely it would be a matter of lip service. She wasn't in a postion to

excercise complete propaganda, being more or less alone there like a whole

army ttzt controls a nation could do, but she did make good headway against

that and she could have had enough in anther 7 years she would have gotten

well established and in another 20 years she would have completely destroyed

the worship of God in the land, but just like in England when queen Mary

became queen of England. She tried to establish Roman Catholicism and she
at the stake

took the bishops and the protestant leaders and she burned them $/%%/

and of course it horrified the people, and caused their reaction against

Roman Catholicism in the land. Well, if Mary could have gone on with her

policy another 11.0 years, England would have been 100% Roman Catholic. As it

was, she died just after she had gotten rid of the leaders of testantism

and had aroused great hatred toward herself and before she had time to get

it established and as the result it had just the opposite affect as she had

desired. And, of course, that was the way with Athaliah. When whe was killed

there was a strong reaction against the Baal worship in the land, and of

course, it was not completely rooted out in Israel so there was nothing from

Israel to creep into the land in that direction. It was not favored by the
it was

crown anymore and the end of the Baal worship. There are high places for

Baal worship, but the high places epoken of after this is something entirely
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different. They are the worship f Jehovah on different high places th.ru

the land and theoretically that is perfectly all right, but the trouble was

that God commanded the worship to be at one place because not having the

Word of God written in full for people to understand and study, there was

a great danger of all sorts of wrong practices developing at these high

places and they did and the result was that God commanded the worship to be

centralized so that at the one place it could be kept in line with the

teaching He desired and the foundation made from which eventually the word

of 'rod could go out through the whole world at the time of Christ, so the

high places were to be rooted out and they were by Hezekiah and then later

by his son. That is a very important date in the later history, but it isn't

the Baa]. worship, it is a different factor altogehter. Now these Assyrians

with whom Ahab fjoined with Berihadad to fight against, our Scripture doesn't

tell us anything about that coolition, but it does mention that Ahab was one

of the kings and this is one of our earliest references of Israleite kings

by name on any foreign writing, on any contempor4ry writing, that is to say,

on anything written at the time of which the original copy is preserved to

this date, and this writing of the Assyrians of Ahab mention Hadadisre, would

be the same thing. It means Hadad is my help. Now when this inscription was

discovered, people said, this is a remarkable corroboration cf the Biblical

account, showing Ahab as having actually been the king of Israel and the king

of Israel of considerable strength and having at this same time with him in

Syria a king named Berthadad. Now, they said, the kings name was really Hadad

idre because the Assyrian inscription referred to him as Hadad idre, but they

said, then adad may very well be an abbreviated form, a popular form of the

name of the Israelite reference in the Bible is doubtless a correct reference

to ben...hadad even though it doesn't have his name accurate. Well, that is what

the scholars thought when this inscription was discovered. However, subse

quently there was discovered in the land, of Assyria, an inscription in Aramaic

from jhis time which had his name as Barhadad and more recently there is tè
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inscription I read to you about his grandfather which referred to him as

Barhaddd, which I read to you a couple of weeks ago here, and so these

Aramaic inscription by the king himself, that is by his grandfather and then

by him, himself, using the name Barhadad it becomes clear that the form he

uses was Barhadad and instead of the Bible being the one that has another

related form, it is the Assyrian inscription itself and that is a very inte

resting thing, showing that not only the Biblical record corroborated here,

but that actually the Biblical record has its most accurately and the

Assyrian record has another form of the name, but not the correct form as

the Biblical form, the only different between the Biblical form and the

form he used himself, is that the Bible says enhadad and the inscripjtion

said Barhadad and Bar is the Aramaic for son and Ben is the Hebrew for son

and it would be a very natural thing to hebrewize that element of the name

12 (question) The fact that itis the same time, it is the same

period contemporary and so they say it must be the same name and the two

names have the hadad as the same and we have other cases where a man has

two forms of his name like that, but we have no such proof in this case, but

the two names are so close that when the Assyrian inscription was found, they

didn't say the Bible was wrong, they said the Bible has a somewhat incorrect

form of it, but now we know that the Biblical form is the form he himself

used. Now we have this inscription from king Shalmanezer and. a little later

we have an inscf'iption by him in which he refers to the land of Syria, and

get the difference well in mind please, Assyria which is fal' across the

dwsert in be northern part of Mesopotamia, and Syria which is our modern

name for the land of Aram, the land which has Damascus as it capital on

the west side of the desert, but the king of Assyria shortly after this time

describes his coming to the west again to attack Syria and he refers to a

king of Syria, not naming Hadadid.re, but a different name, the name Hazael,

of Damascus, it says, rose for battle and so you have two different names

here. You have the name Hadadidre in the early part of his reign and in the
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later part, you have the name Hazeal and in one of his inscriptions, the

Assyrian king makes this statement. Hazael, son of a nobody, seized the
as

throne. Now what would that suggest. w,ˆL Hazael Hadadidre's son, do you

think? It would be quite evident that he was not. Nobody could ever call

Hadae a nobody, he was a king of and powerful man., one who caused

the king of Assyria a great deal of effort in fighting against him and con

sequently Hazael, being called the son of a nobody, means he was a usurper,

a man not of the royal line. Now would anybody before the discovery of this

Assyrian inscription have guessed such a fact about Hazael? How many of you

could have guess ed that before hearing about the Assyrian inscription, will

you raise your hands please. (end of record) ot 6

(skipping from 0 - 3/k) He said, I am weeping because of the terrible

ravages that you are going to execute againstthe people of Israle and the
towards

terrible crimes that you are going to commit t'1 them. And Hazael was

quite shocked. He said, as thy servant of God, why who am I to do thses

things, I am just a common person, how could I do these things7' He might

order me to do them and of course I do whatever he ordered but I am just a

common person, I couldn't give an order to do te things, I am just one of

his officers and I as thy servant i I am

just a common person, how could I do this, and Elisha said, the Lord has

shown me that you are going to king of Syria and that day we read that

Hazae]. went back to Benhadad and he said the prophet said you can recover

from your illness and then Hadad felt so relieved he just settled back into
wet

peaceful sleep and immediately Hazael went and got a rag and put it over his

face and choked him to death and made himself king and you read that in the

account and I asked you to note all of the historical events described and

that certainly was an important historical event, when one king of Syria was

replaced by another one and Benhadad was replaced by Hazael, a usurper and

so when we find in the Assyrian inscription, Hazael son of a nobody, seized

the thone, it fits exactly with this element of the Biblical account and
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then we read on and we find that Shalamezer put up a monument, what we call

the black marbelist of Sha].manezer, and it is not like the ovalists that 'we

see in some of our cities, but from Egypt it is similar in shape but

not in size, it is only about this high. It is shaped like an oval and

it is black and it has on the sides of it pictures of people coming with all

sorts of reparation, but he calls it plunder, and they bow down before him and

they present to him these things and under%neath it says, the tribute of Jehu

son of Oniri, and of course, this means Jehu and king of Israel, a successor of

Omri, although there were more kings in between, a successor of Otnri, and Sha

lamezer refers to the land of Israel as the land of Omri and the reigning kings

as of the house of Omri and even to Jehu the one who killed the last remnants

of the house of Oniri, he refers to as a son of Otnri, meaning, of course, that

he was his successor on the throne of Ontri. And so we have in the Bible a

revolution described, Jehu destroying the successor of Ahab and we have the

two kings names on the Assyrian inscriptions, Ahab and shortly after, Jehu

names and we have the king of Syria, Ben hadad named and then Hazael named

and Hazael described as the son of a nobci-. (question k) No, these are a

number of different d but all from the same king, from the reign of

the same king. (qt.ation) This book here is one which I would like to mention

to you all. It is called Ancient near eastern Text related to the Old Testa

ment, edited by James B. Pritchard. James P. is professor of O.T. in Crozier

thEo. Seminary, just a short distance from here. He is a young man who has

been owrking into the field of arhceology for a humber of years and who got

a very clever idea about six years ago and his idea was this. In 1927 there

was published in /Germany two volumes, Pictures and texts relating to the

O.T. and in these they gave in one volume a translation of the literary text

and the historical text of Egypt and of Mesopotamia and of other countries

'which has been discovered as relating to the O.T. and in the other they gave

pictures of monuments and bar-reliefs, etc. from ancient times which might

relate to the CT. with discussion of the picture. Now Pritchard thought it
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would be a fine thing if we had a similar book in English which would make

these texts available for us in English, and not merely to translate the

German book in 1927 but to get up to date translations of many texts which

were not known in 1927, and to have many more texts in it than were to known

then and to have them made not a translation from German, but a translation

directly from the original Assyrian -Babylonian and, of course, Pritchard

knew very well, that he himself was not confident to translate any measure

of these texts in a form which would be appropriate fro a boot like this, so

he set to work and gog in touch with about dozen of the leading scholars

in this field in America. I don't think there are any European scholar in

the book. But he forgot, for instance, Dr. Wilson who used to be director

of the Oriental Univ. of Chic, and who is still ,f a professor of Egyptology

there and got him to translate all of the Egyptian work related to the

subject, and Wilson is a very fine scholar. I met him first when he was

excavat/{ing in Egypt and visited Berlin when I was studying Egyptian

in the Univ. of Berlin and I was much impressed with him then and he has done

very fine work in the field since. Well, he translated these Egyptian texts

and thatis more than a third of the book, a tremendous task,. The Assyrian

text he got Dr. Speiser of the UNiv. of Penna. to take the mythical and reli

gious types of texts, like the story of Gilgamish and so on and he got Prof.

Mee of the Univ. of Toronot to translate the legal text and he got a number

of other scholars and all of them among the best that America has in these

lines and he got all of these texts translated by these men and they sent them

into him and then he had the job of putting them together and finding about

all sorts of little details to have them fit together since the one would

spell a worä in a certain way and another in a different way and get the

agreement as to which would be best and there was a tremendous amount of edi

ting work with it, of checking and tabulating and arranging and he did a

great deal of work and a gory good piece of work on that. Now he asked me

some years ago if 1 thought Conservatives would be interested in a book like
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this and I told him that I thought it would be of very great value and I

said to him, Now, I said, In the preface of such a book it is entirely pos

sible that you could all. unintending make statements that would repel Con

servatist from the use of a book like this and I said, I think that would

be unfortunate for it would hurt the sale of the book and it would keep them

from having the use of what should be a very valuable thing and I said that

I would be gald to lobk over your preface, If you care to have me do it and

see if there is anything like that in it. So before it went to press he

gave me the preface and I looked it over and I notice that he says that these

make the Bible a much better book, and I suggested that he leave out that

prhase and there were a few other pharases like that in the preface which

he didn't mean any harm by them in themselves, he is a thorough going liberal

and he wouldn't realize how they would utterly clash with our whole belief.

Now. I felt that it was justifiable to try to get his preface purged of such

statements because you don't buy the book for the preface anyways, you get

the book for the text and the texts are made by first class scholars who

have done their best to tell us exactly what is in the original. I don;t

know of anyone of these %%/f/{Ø' scholars as a Bible believing Chris

tian and there are doubtless places where their prejudice have lead them

to a misinterpretation of the originil, but such places are very few. On

the whole it is a translation of those texts. and it has this value from our
t

viewpoint. Nobody can say, here is a man who wonU/o an Assyrian text and
ied

trj to translate it in such a way as to fit with the Bible. These men

had no such desire. If anything their desire was the other way, but they

were interesting in telling exactly what these texta say and so this is

an up-to-date translation of most of the texts now available in these lan

guages that could have any remote relation to tie Bible. There isn't more

than one in five that has a direct relation to he Bible, but they give you

the background of the thinking of the Egyptians and the Asians and the

Aramenlans and these diN'erent people from the time of the O.T. and Consequeni
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ly it is a very very valuable work for anyone who wants to know something of

the bakcground of the Bible. Now I wish that he had published it in hree

volumes instead of one. Ppr several reasons. In the first place, because

if it were in three volumes, it would be much easier to carry around than

this ggeat big dictionary that I have here. It would be much handier, but in

the second reason, because if it wee in three volumes, I would each year of

the three years here assign one of the three volumes so that you would buy

one volume each year and every graduate would have the three volumes and I

would have no hesitation for each year of assigning one $5.00 book contain

ing one third of this and for a person who is going to keep up any interest

in the archeologyical backgound of the O.T. this book is absolutely necessary

and for one thing it one is going to work into that field at all, it is es

sential. Noy, ven if a person is able to read these texts in the original,

and you might say, I can read the babylonian and egyptian, what do I need a

book like this for. Well, even in such a case it is well worth having because

on each of these texts it gives you the references to exactly where you find

the original and 101- and aside from the translation, the state

ment in producing each of them simply giving the references are abolsutely

essential and very difficult to gather. I mean it would take looking through

a hundred different books to get what is gathered together so neatly in the

book, so since it is one volume for $15.00 instead of three for $5.00 I don't

feel able to require anyone to purchase it as in the other case, I certainly

would do it in three sections. But I recommend it very strongly to you.

(question U) The name of it is Wear Eastern T'xts Relating to the Old and

New Testaments. It is edited by James Pritchard, published by the Princeton

university press. This last year, Dr. Pritchard has been in Europe and in

Palestine gathering pictures in the hope of issuing a companim book with the

pcltures like the other one. I don't know whether that will work out of not,

that is a more expensive proposition than this is and somewhat more difficult

and actually though in some ways more interesting, though not'quite as valuabi
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really. It doesn't give nearly as much valuable information as this does,

and fiurthermore, the German volume of pictures, the pictures are just as

good today as they were then in 1927, the text of oourse, can be much better

translated now with the advance of knowledge. Even working in that gathering

of tbe pictures and it will be valuable if he is able to publish a companion

volume of that type. So the book is one which is worth. We have three copies

of it now in the library and it is a very good book with which to become fa

maliar and I hope that eventually most of you may have a copy. Now here it

has the inscriptions of king Shalmanezer III torgether here and we notice thes

very important facts in connection with Jehu and Berth.adad and Hazael and Ahab

in the inscriptions of Shalmanezer. Now Shalmanezer III succeeded his father

Ashar Paul II, his father does not enter into the Biblical history.

He reigned from 883 to 859 and since he does not enter into the Biblical

hist , I would not take time on him here except for the fact that his

inscription gives a very vivid idea of the nature of the conquest which the

Assyrian kings made. He, for instance here, in one of his inscriptions, we

read while I sb.yed in I conquered the other

seizing their inhabitants and in many bloody battles I destoryed them,

tore down the walls and burned the town tp I caught

the survivors and upon stakes in front of their towns. Now,

that gives an idea of the cruelty of the Assyrian king. They were constantly

trying to conquer the countries round about them and they were very very 2 ierc

and cruel in their treatment of those whom they conquered. And it is easy

to imagine that even Berthadad and Ahab would forget their differences in the

face of an attack by the great Assyrian power. It was a great power d' the

day and it was a power whose conquest was characterized by extreme cruelty

and people, it was pretty hard to be neutral, you had to be on one side or

the other. Now the Bible gives no mention of them at this time, but they

mention the Biblical kings as you notice and they begin to appear on the

horizon at this time. Right after this, after king ShalmaneZer II, the

Assyrian power seems to have overextended itself with the conquest and himself
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and his father and his onand as á-a4'esult there is a period of about nearly

100 years in which there is comparatively little to be feared from the Assy

rians. (question (end of recordH
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then there seemed to have been quite a drop in Assyrian power that lasted

nearly 100 years. We think of it at least from the viewpoint of the vest.

We think of a great Assyrian attack in the time of Ahab and then

Assyrians more or less disappeared from west view for a period of nearly

a century and then it comes back with renewed force a century later. You

have already read about its coming in the reign of Bezekiah and attacking in

the reign of his father. And so at this point I am very anxious that you

shall get the facts of the history of the kings of Israel and of Judah from

your reading in the Scriptures, and I don't see why it would be necessary

to actually repeat theta in class/ This is the best textbook material in the

world, is Kings and Chronicles. You have the material there, but I want to

give you some idea of the external evidence that throws light on that period

and help us better understand it, and the oustanding external force then

is the assyrian attack. Assyria is the northern part of Mesopotamia. You

all know, I trust, that Mesopotamia, a greek word, meaning between the

rivers, we call it the 'and of the two rivers, Tigress and Euphrates, which

is across the desert from the land of Palestine and over there along those

rivers there has been a great civilization as far back as history goes. You

read the$' article by Dr. Speisér telling something of the history of Meso

potamia at different periods. Now, the history of t$ Mesopotamia originial

y is largely confined, that is the brilliant history of it, to sout1n Meso

potamia, which we caiil Babylonia. The northern section was more of a savage

area for a long time. The northern section was one in which they had to

constantly be defending themselves from the attack of the marauding tribes

of the mountains and even of the wild beast of that area and it developed a

very fierce type people and they took over their culture to a large extent

from the southern part, from Babylonia, but at this time, the time of the

later Israleite kingdom, it is,,a petiod in Mesopotamian history which we call

the Assyrian period because of the fact that the Assyrian power was then domi

nant and the Assyrian king hid their capital at the city of Nineveh, though

they had another city almost equally as great which was called Ashar a
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city named after the ~od., As from whom the land of Assyria takes

its name. Now these people of Assyria then were in the northern part o1

Mesopotamia and they were the first of the Mesopotamians about whom we learn

anything directly in modern times. The reason for this is that excavation

in Mesopotamia began in northern Mesopotamia about 110 years ago. It began

just about %{/%4/ the Tigress river in the modern town of Mosul where a

frjench white named and then an Englishman named Laird ex

cavated into a series of mounds in the desert there which they discovered

to be the remains of the ancient city of Nineveh, the capital of the Assyrian

empire. And the first discoverthes that were made in Mesopotamia came

from this area and in these discovereies they found all sorts of

of bar-re1e, of large statues, wonderful palaces, ay things showing the

greatness of the Assyrian kings, but of course, what we were most interested

in was the writing and in that we begin to find these references ot Jehu

and to Ahab and of Ornri and Benhadad and Hazael and immediately it was a

great source of evidence on this period of Biblical history. In fact it

ran so large in people's minds that 100 years ago the language was called

Assyrian by everyone, because from the Assyrian king, then we dis

covered later that %{the culture really cues from Babylonia and people thought

we ought to call the h nguage Babylonian and then they found that before the

city of Babylon was founded and before Assryia was great there was a city

called whth was important where this language was hsed, so today the

language is called rather than Assyrian and Assyrian is called a dalec

from A . Personally I prefer to call it Babylonian, because people

know what you are talking about. Unless a person is a specialist in

he has no idea in the world what you are talking about when you say Ac

but today in any university where courses are given in this language, they

call them courses in Ac 11.0 years ago, they would have called them

courses in Assyrian. So it begins with our knowledge of Assyria %here, and

then our knowledge spread out to other sections and it is the greatest
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field of collateral evidence regarding tee O.T. that we have had. We have

far' more evidence from there than we have from Egypt, that is in relatton

to the Bible. Not more matinal, we have 'ust as much material from Egypt,

but the material here has far more relating to the Bible than that from

Egypt, and thereason for that, you all r know having read my article on

the subject which I think was rather important. (end of record)
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and then at the left side of the page write the word Judah, not immediatly

under your name, skip down about three spaces and then write Judah, and

a space below that write Israel, and then as a column in from where you put

Israel and Judah, you see, I am going to have a figure after that and I

want the heading over the column I want you to put kings, and then to the

right of that put Chron. You see, you have two columns, one column in headed

Kings and one Chronicles and underneath them at the side the names are Judah

and Israel. Now I would like you please to write under Kings in each line

write the number 10. Now you see he idea is assuming that this lo repre

emits the amount of the material devoted to the history of the kingdom of

Judah in Kings, what would you say would be the approximate amount in Chron.?

Wouldit be half as much, put 5, if' it be twice as much, put 20, this is just

an estimate, you see, but it is based in your study of parallel and I don't

expect you to guess to the 100th of % or the 10th, it will be quite satis

factory to put there the amount, if it is 1. times as much then put 11.0, if it

is as much put 2, so you put your estimate of the proportional amount

in Chronicles that you have about the Kingdom of Judah as compared to the'

amount in Kings. If it is 6 times as much put 60, and if it is 1/6 put

1 and 1/6,, let me see, 1 1/3, no 1* (question 2) Then in the column below,

the amount of material in Kings devoted to Israel, you have indicated with

a 10. Now in the column under Chronicles, if Cbron. has 1/5 as much put a

2, twice as much put 20, whatever you think/? That shouldn't take you long

to put that down so will you collect and *. Speakman from in here?

This is just as estimate, if you are not exactly right, we won't you

for it, but it gives us an.idea of your comparisons in the papers you

have been turning in. Now yesterday we ere looking at the end of the hour

at the history of Assyria in relation to the Bible. What is the defference

between Assyria and Syria Mr. (question 3) Mr. Limkemann, could you

tell us? What is the difference between Assyria and Syria? Yes, Assyria is

clear across the desert in the' northern part of Mesopotamia, and is the name

Syria, the name that was used in ancient, times Mr. TWhat was it? Yes
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the Babylonian language was called Acadian before the city of Babylon was

founded and consequently we, in most universities today call the language

Acadia rather than Babylonian, but I guess, the people in that room can't

hear my questions very well, maybe we hope that when the exam comes they

have heard more than they seem to be hearing this morning. IIr. Buswell?

(question k 3/k) Yes, Babylonia is the southern part of Mesopotamia., Assyria

is the northern part. (question 5) No, never. The Assyrian empire conquered

most of the ancient world, but and in a sense you could call it all Assyria
all

just as you could call of Europe Germany when Hitler held it. But actually

Germany would be only the part from which it had come. Now the A9syrians

conquered Babylonia which was never called Babylonia. Assyria, you call it

part of the ASsyrian empire. Now this country we call Syria, which is very

confusing to us today because it sounds so much like A3syria, what was it

called in ancient times? Syria, yes, I mentioned it yesterday, but most of

you have forgotten overnight, I guess. Aram, or the Aramians. And that, of

course, is not new. Yesterday, we covered that before because we dealt with

the wars between Elsrael an. Syria and we mentioned that the name Aram is

just the same as the name Edom except $for the difference of one letter and

consequently we showed you one place where Edom and. Aram were in Chron. has

one and Kings has the other and so our EnLsh one has Syria and the other

says Edom and we don't see how they could confuse them, but Aram and Edom

is just one letter different and yet, that is about the only place I know

of where the two are confused in the Scripture. (question 6-) Southern Pat

of Mesopotamia. Mesopotamia is the land around the two rivers, the Tigress

and the Euphrates and the southern portion of that is called Babylonia and

the northern part is called ASsyria. Yes, I think we had better look at a

map of that, maybe. (indistinct) You see, on this map here you have Babylon&

and Assyria. Mesoportamia is the region of these two rivers here and Babylo

is the southern section of it and. Assyria is the northern. (question 7)

Yes, Aram is indicated here only it says addan aram which is a part of Aram//
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which Abraham went. 712

is used in the Scripture for Babylonia. It represents the main

which was an earlier name for southern Babylonia. (question 8)

They were in an area called Phoenicia. Phoenicia in ancient times is the

one called Lebanon in modern, it is today the Republic of Lebanon and Syria

is further east. That is a bit confusing because when it was all a prat of

the turkish empire, they called the whole area including Palestine, Lebanon,

and I heard an interesting remark. Mr. Emerson was telling me that in the

twon that he lives in in South America in Peru, there is a family there which

they call Turks and they come from which is a village just a mile

from Bethlehem, so they are actually Palestinians, you might call them Arabs,

they are no more turks than we are here, but the Turkish empire was holding

the country when they left and came over here and so they are called turks ad

of course, that is often the case, people are designated as from the name

of a coutnry that has .conquered theirs, but actually, of course, and

the Assyrian empire conquered all of the ancient world, but the ASsyrians

would be the people of northern Mesopotamia. Now, the history of this land

of Mesopotamia here as it has been revealed to us from archaeological dis

coveries in the last 110 years, a survey of it could well take us a month,

and an investigation of it in erlation to the bible could take us a full

semester. I wish that we had time left to take a month of two to its re

lation to the Bible. We have touched on it occasionally. Last fall we dealt

quite a bit with the relation to the Bible of material whith were found in

that area. That is to say, there were the ancient Babylonian epochs which

told the story of the flood and the story of creation and so on and last fall

we discussed their relation to the Book of Genesis. We did not then go into

the story of how they were preserved. Those epochs were copied shortly

after 2000 B.C. Perhaps they assumed their present form about that time, we

don't know, but at least there were copies made and about that time of which

we have some fragments, but the, greater portion of them we have from Assyria,
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but the types of them that we have from Assyria have written on them the.

statement that these were copies from tablets in Babylonia, so we know that

their origin is in Babylonia, but the last, great king of the Assyrian empire,

built a great library in Ninevah, and in this great library he pried to have

all of the learning of his day and so he sent his representatives all through

" the Assyrian empire 11 i/11 and so the greatest

pository of the literature of ancient Babylonia that'-we have, is the

library of king in Assyria. This library was discovered about

a hundred years ago and thousands of clay tablets have been taken to the

British museum and there is much valuable material still in the Brithish

museum from this library that has been there for 16 or' 17 years that has

not been tlwoughly studied, but from it we get a very substantial portion

of our knowledge of ancient Babylonia. The relation of Babylonia and Assyria

is somewhat like the relation of ancient Greece and Rome. These were the

great centers of culture and learning and busthness and Rome was a great.,

conquering state which conquered Greece and took over much, of its civilizatin

Similarly Babyloniawas a great center, a center of commerce, a center of

religion, a center of culture of every sort, and also a center of great conq

uest that went out prom there. But after Babylonia declined and Assyria

came to the front and the Assyrians took over the culture of Babylonia, they

took over their mebhod of writing; the took over a great part of their

civilization, they added a few details which increased its efficiency at

a number of points. They were very great fighters, 'h-*it* there civilization was

mainly a Babylonians civilization, but the Assyrian empire was the empire

which during this period, the first' part, that is the latter pat of the first
'

half of the first rnillenium- B.C. the assyrian empire was the empire which

conquered everything they could 'around; year after year, conquerthng more and

more territory and showing utter ruthlessness toward the people they con

quered if these peole showed an
-

to submit to-their conquest and

to their power and so the As-yrian empire became know by all the peoples
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around as a terrible and was greatly feared. I read you a

little of how they after tb had conquered a city, and the city revolted

against them, and stopped paying them the they had told. them to

pay;., then they would attack the city again and when they would conquer it

then, y would take the men out and they would and some

of them they would cut off their heads, pile them up in great heaps, others

they would and in their inscriptions they tried to

just how they treated them so all the world would know and others would

lmowhow dangerous it was to revolt from the Assyrians once they had con

quffed. And this, in a way increa.sed their power and affectiveness and built

i their empire, but: it also increased the desperation which these would

fight againsthim and some extent made their conquest more difficult and it

meant that there was a developing hatred against them outside their empire

and within so that when the Assyrian empire finally was destroyed, finally
it dis

the power became great enough to destroy it, just appeared

completely and it did not do like most empires (end. of record) :

(9)

and., they built up such a great amount of hatred against them so that then

they were destroyed one yearyou will hve.the A syrian empire feared by

allof the world, five years later you have their land in ruins and their

forgotten and their cities were never rebuilt. It stands almost

isolated among the greatest capitals of the world in that regard. Now in

our history we came up to the point where Jehu extablished a new line in

Israel and we notice that is the turning point in the history of Israel and.

of Judah because Jehu when he killed the king of Israel, also killed. the

king of Jüdah and he begins' a new dynasty in Israel.. In Judah it does not

be gin a new dynasty, but it means that you have.a queen ruling for a time,

a queen who is the daughter of Jezebel, and then she is put out of the way

and her grandson takes over a a little boy, and the line of David continues.

In the south we have as you notice just one d'ynasin the housebf David,ri
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through the whole history of Judah. In the northern kingdom we have a suc

cession of dynasties, but the dynasty in the northern kingdom which. ruled

next to longest, which had next to the largetst number of kings in it was

the dynasty which was founded by king Omri. What was the dynasty in the

northern kingdom which was ruled longest and had the largest number of kings

in it? Who founded that dynasty Mr. Warden? Jeraboam add was succeeded by

his son, and who succeeded Jeraboain's son Mr. ? Jeraboam's dynasty

consisted of. one rule of fair length and one rule of about 3 months, that was

one of the shortest dynasty in the northern kingdom. What was the longest

dynasty in the northern kingdom? Jehus yes. Y°u all have read, I believe,

the numerous chapters dealing with the history of the successor to Jehu and
routed

-

I hope that most of you remember that afterJehu MOX out the line of Ahab

completely that the Lord told him that he wwould allow his successor to the

fourth generation to sit on his throne, to the fourth generation. . That is

Ahab's line you have four generations in all, three in all, but two in

the last one, but in Jehu, you have five generations, himself and his sons

to the last generation and these kings reigned then, for long periods, not

as strong dynasty as the dynasty following, but yet qite a strong dynasty

and one which continued for a long time. If we add up the years in which

he reigned and in which his successors reigned, a good estimate for the date

when he seized the throne in 8401 an estimate for the time when his great

great grandson Zechariah was killed after a very brief reign would be 7'k8,

so you see we have a period of nearly a hundred years which they reigned and

we have five king . Now these kings were not as wicked kings as Ahab, but

none of them was what you would call a good king. They were men who were

fairly strong in thëir.ru1e, but they ought to be because the kingdom of Is

rael was three times as large as the kingdom of Judah. We have aiinteresting

picture of one of them in connection with the death of Elisha. You remember

the grandson of Jehu came to visit Elishen Elisha lay dying and you re

member that that is described to us in II Kings 13 and there we have the accnt
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of how Elisha had fallen sick of his sickness whereof he died and 11%

was the king of Israle, who you remember is the grandson of Jehu, came down

to him and wept over his face and said, in father, my father, the chariot

of Israel and the horsemen thereof in II kings 13:1k and Elisha said unto

him Take bow and arrows. And he took unto him bow and arrows, and he said

to the king of Israel, Put thine hand upon the bow. And he put his hand

upon it; and Elisha put his hands upon the king's hands and he said, open

the window eastward. And he opened it. Then Elisha said, Shoot. And he

shot. And. he said, The arrow of the Lord's deliverance, and the arrow of

deliverance from Syria: for thou shalt smite the Syrians in Aphek, till

thou have consumed them. And thus Elisha promised him. Elisha was going

the bulwark of Israel, but he promised a great victory to the king Joash.

And then you remember that Elisha said take the arrows and. Joash took them

and Elisha said to the king of Israel,smite on the ground and he smote

thrice and stayed. And the man of God was wrothe with him, and said, Thou

shouldest have smitten five or six times; then hadst thou smitten Syria

till thou hadst consumed it: whereas now thou shalt smite Syria but thrice.

Now isn't that mean? Why didn't he tell him in advance that he would des

troy the Syrians, that he would defeat them just as often as he hit the

ground then he would have hit ten times. But just to say smite the ground

and then when he did it only three times to say that hell only win three

battles. That was rather unfair, wasn't it? And it would certainly would

be unfair if. that was what it meant, but that isn't, of course, what it

means at all. What it means, of course, is that Elisha said to the king of

Israel who had come and is giving every sign and every outward expression of

considering Elisha as the bulwark of Israel and considering that it is
and.

God's' mercy through Elisha { God's mercy to the people that determines,

their well being. (question 63/4) There was a king of Judah named Joash

that had lived about 30 years: before this time, but this is the grandson

of Jehu, there are two or three of these names which are found in both
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lines. This is the Joash, the king of Israel and Elisha

then, saw Joash here who was making this, giving this evidence of being

so devoted to God and to his prophet, and Elisha tests Je's interest

in what God commands, To some extent it is that and even to some extent

perhap %/% it is his general character. Joash is glad to fit in, he is

glad to ay what, the, people as .a whole say. The people recognize what Of

Elisha. has meant to their nation and Joash echosthe word. Joash wants the

people to know that-he is one who is areligious'man. He is one-who knows

what.religion has meant for the :nation and he is one who sees what a great

man the prophet is. He wants them to know that. But not Elisha says to him,

here is the word of theL1. God is going to give you victory. Now take

these arrows and he takes them, and, now he aays, strike on the ground, and

now if Joash is reallytrying to do the Lord's will and really is convinced

that Elisha is God's profit, when he gets this command he will do it with

a will. He will take and he will hit the ground hard several times and he

d11 , show by his carrying out .of a commandment which doesn't seem to have

much meaning to is but which comes from the one who is God's prophet and able

to speak for God, he will show. by his immediate and energetic obedience to

this commandment, his real interest in following whatever God says regard

less of whether it seems to him the sensible thing or the ratl childish

thing to do. But Joash takes it and rather lack-a-dazically touches the

ground three times with it and stops and he-has done what Elisha has said,

he has humored the,, old man, aut he hasn't put his heart into it, that is

very evident, and Elisha is very angry and Elisha shows his realization

of the attitude of Joash. Becasue if you had: put your heart into this thing,

you would have shown a rea lheart to follow God and God would have given you

all' of the blessings you would like' to have. As it is God is going to contin

to be with Israel, he will give 'you deliveren.ce to some extent from the As

syrians, but he is not 'going to give you the blessings, he cannot as he could

and would if your heart was in obeying God. (question 9) The situation here
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as so often in the Scripture, or in any other thing is, we have a certain

amount of material and we have to try to gather together this material

and see what it means. Now we find here that Elisha was angry at thim and

if what Elisha said implied that hitting it once was enough, Elisha was

a pretty nreasonable.person to be angry. It is quite clear from that that

Elisha expected him to hit more and if what Elisha said wa something that
on

didn't require more, than Elisha-was the most unreasablepersonand Elisha

here speaking as God's prophet, than God would be a most

unreasonable person. Now the impression that we get from the Scripture

as a whole is that God uses his prophets ina reasonable way, there is
not

a reason in back of it even thought it may be obvious at first sight, and

therefore .I think we are required to try to see what the reason is and we

have to gather from that that when he says strike on the ground, anyone who

was truly devoted to the Lord could understand that this didn't mean just

once-and, of course, Joash understaod that much because he struck three

times, but then he stopped, and when he stopped, Elisha was angry with him,

and the fact that he was angry with him, we are justified, if God is a rea

sonable God and Elisha was his prophet, in gathering that it meant that one

who was truly devoted to the Lord would have taken the command and carried

it out with more vim, vigor, you have to take the fact that you have them

and then interpret them. You have to interpret them in the light of the

picture of God in the Scripture and in the light of what that is

you have to assume that these-were reasonable persons. Now, I know I some

times tell soiaody to do something and he does about a third of what I ask

him to do and ,I get quite angry about it because he does it, and then he re

peats to me what I said, and Ifind-that I mispoke myself and didn't give the

impission that I intended and then I become quite embarassed and digusted

with myself, in the first place for not having spoken clearly-land in the secdnd

place for having been angry with him for not doing what I had in mind~ but only

doing -what I said. Well, now,.I think we can assume that such is not here.
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That if Elisha might have mispoken first, but when Elisha is speaking for

God and we are told what he says and what happened, we are justified in as
speak

suming that he did %'/in such a way to 13

Now, of course, this in turn, the matter of studying the meaning of Hebrew

words would come in. He said smite on the ground, and he smote thrise and

stayed. Well, now the Hebrew word what does the Hebrew word

mean? Well, if you want to find out really wb a word mean, the way to do

isn't simply to look into the dictionary, because the dictionary writers

a few to find out, you are simply finding out what

he says, and of course, if he is a good man, it is all right, but if you want

to really get evidence, youwould see what are the context in which the

words are used. Now, in this case, whaI he said in Hebrew was to smite on.

the ground. Now if he had said touch the ground, that would be different,

I mean., it isn't a.matter of what our English words say, it is a matter

of gathering from the context what the Hebrew word means and you are justified

then in gathering from this context that when he says smite on the gDound,

he doesn't mean to hit it once, that words means to really 13126

Now, of course I don't mean that you bibild up your interpretation of any

one word from one passage, but it is just a-further illustration of how we

get our teaching, our understanding of words and of teaching from the contex'

and we check one context by another. The study of the Bible is just like

any sign. It i gathering data and interpreting them. 14

Well, now, this is an idea of the character of king Joash. He was not a

bad or wicked king, like king Ahab. He was not a man who was introducing

Baal worshi into the land. He was a -man who-was outwardly following the

Lord, but he was a man who was at least lack-a-daisical in his loyalty to

God. Now, you studied thel chapters in Kings and Chronicles about the dynasty

of King Jehu, about his son Jehoand his son Jehoash, and then the next

son, the fourth in line, Jeroboam, whom we cal]. Jeroboam second to distin

guish him from the previous Jeroboam. He was, of course, one of. the great
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kings of Israel and he belonged to the longest dynasty, the dynasty of Jehu.

This Jeroboam extended the kingdom of Israle, we are told in the .book of

Kings to its widest extent it ever had. Reestablished the wide boundaries

of the kingdom of Israel and he did that with the help of one of the prophet

and as you read that in Kings, how many noticed which of the prophets it was?

(end of record)
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I don't recall but it is my impression that the septuagent tries to get around

it like the A.V. that is my impression, I am not at all quite sure. You

mean on this case of Saul? But on this case Hadadbezer and Hadadrezer, we have
ancient

an inscription with a man's name on it, Hada±ezer, and we know what it means.

HAdad is my health, and Hadad is a god, frequently mentioned, a pagan god,

there is no such thing as Ha 3/li. ,




Erom
and we have the now in the case of Edom and there

again is the difference of one letter, and we have Edom 41 many times mentioned

in the Scripture, and 1(1 Erom many times in the Scripture, this is the only

case I know of in which there has been a confusion, but in this case, II Sam.

says Erom and I Cl-iron. says Arom, and Ps. 60 says Edom, and it is quite
bree

evident that there has been one of the t4/must have been a mistake in copying,

but the mistake of copying is between these letters in which such a mistkae

easily occurs and you will not find such a mistake with most letters. (ques

tion 4) II Cl-iron. 22, What is it about? Well, there you have the number

written out and in the writing out of it, it would be impossible to ( )

too many letters to print, and so there is a case in which thej

discrepancy goes back to a very early period. Now, just how did Chronicles

get a mistake at that point, it seems quite definite to be. We don't know.

Dr. R. D. Wilson thought that in the early days they probably had some system

of numberals and that later in order to preserve their text more carefully

they changed them all into spelled out wora.s and gave up the numörals. Now,

I don't know what that system of numerals was, we do not know. And if we knew

it might be that we would see how the error in copying could easily have been

done, but it would seem that when one says he was 22 and the other says he

was k2, one or the other must be an error and the evidence you could get

\suggests

very strongly that probably it is in this case an err~or. There are

a few cases of numbers. In fact, we will say this. There are more cases

sug

a f

off




error of transcription in relation to numbers than in relation to anything

se in copying. The hardest thing, ordinarily, to preserve in copying is

roper names. That is very difficult particularly foreign proper names. I
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remember when I -was a student at the Univ. of Berlin, what time they used

to have therewith my name. It was a terrific problem for them and l remember

once I went to a , I used to get, they always addressed me, wrote anything,

they didn't write MacRae, they wrote Máckal, because there is no word in Ger

man that has a capitol letter in the middle of the word and so they would

never think of there being a capitol R and there must be a mistake or something,

it looks more-like a Kthan anything else, though it looks more like ''a capitol

.R than a k . And then the la letter there is no word in German that ends

in ae, so they figure that it must be an 1 even though it looks like an e

And so they would nearly always address meas Mackal, no matter how clearly
-.

I wrote it or if I dictated it, the man who wrote it down, the next person who

would copy it would copy it Mackal and one time I bought a hiking suit, I

was going to have two or three days free and I wanted to get off into Switzerland'

near Berlin, and I bought this hiking suit and I wanted to be sure to have it..

on time and I said, now it is a capitol; R and he wrote a great big capitol R

on the other line, the man in the store, and I said, wll you have it at my

place by early afternoon on such and such a date. And he said, absolutely, I

will and the afternoon came and I wanted to o and the suit didn't get there

and I waited, and waited, and it didn't get there., and finally after two hours

of waiting, a man came and brought it and he said does a Mr. Rawl live here?

We didn't know a Mr. Rawl, but I had been waiting for that suit, so I went

to the door and I said, say, let me see that, and I looked at it and there

was my name there with a capitol R and he had been going all around asking

for RaØl, he read it MacHal, so he asked everybody where this Mr. Ral lived,

and in the house in which I lived there 'were a great many apartments in the

house where I had a room, and he had gone from one to the other asking for

Mr. Hal and finally at last somebody said finally there is a foreigner that

lives up stairs two floors up, f don't know what his name is, but maybe it is

he, so he went up, and sure enough it was the foreigners name. (laughter) It

is very difficult to in copying names to get them accurat copying-manuscripts
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Very difficult and when it comes to reign names in particular, you get stuck

very very easily. 1n2 the Univ. of Berlin they have a wonderful system. Then
they give you the diploma.

you enter there, you Ø%/ 4é and that means you are safe, you know. You get

your diploma anyway. So they give you a diploma when you enter there, you

are a metriculated student and the rector of the University,

speaks how wonderful it is to become a meticulated,student of the University of

Berlin and we had about 200 of us foreignors were getting our metriculation

of that year, and so they gave the foreignors their diplomas all. at once, and

we all met in one room and the rector gave us a little speech and he went out

and two clerks started in to give us our diplomas. And they mild look at it

and they would yell out the name and a fellow would step forward and take it

and when it came to the Egyptian names and the Arabic names and the Russians

names, those different one, they didn't seem to have much diffiulty, they got

their names all right, but when he got the American names, it was a tough

problem. I remember Charlie Woodbridge was one of the group and when they

called his name Woodbray, Blakely, who used to be President of Queens

College in Charleston, NC., he was also in the. group, and when they called

Woodbray, Blakely thought they said Blakely, they would say

714 which would be the best that they could do with Woodbridge, and when

they called Paul , they said and w$Ie had quite a job

figuring who they meant, but they managed to get all of the names and then

they came to mine and they were really stumped on it. (laughter) He said

Alexander Mac that was as far as he could get and when he mentioned the

Alexander, I caught on that I was the one that he meant. (laughter) It re

lieved me of some embarrasment. Well, I realized that with two languages that

I had chose to be related, actually are German and English, that they should

have such a difficulty with our names and making any sense out of them at all,

that we would have such a difficulty in understanding what they meant when they

pronounce our names, it simply gives you an idea the problem of the scribes

in copying down the Babylonian names and the Egyptian names and other foreign

names like that in the Bible. And so in the Bible it is an interesting test
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of its accuracy to look at the proper names and see what happened to them. In

Alexander the Great, about 300 B.C. who made a conquering trip into fta, and

an account of the trip was written more or less, mythical account of the trip

called the 83/k and we call it that because it used to

be said wrote it and we don't think he did, so we call it

Well, this story was written in Greek and translated ini' Syriac, and
the

Greek was copied and recopied and recopied, and the Srriac was copied and

recopied, and recopied, and when you compare the two today, the list of the

mention of his twelve companions, the two lists, you can't find one name in

the Greek that you can recognize as the same name as any one of the Syriac

twelve names. Names have all been so changed, even though

the story is actually the same in the course of copying. The±e was an Egypt

ian priest in about 300 B.C. who was able to read the hyroglyphic inscriptiona

of course, at that time, and he read of the inscriptions on the hieroglyphic

monument and he made an account of ancient Egypt and in this account of the

kings of ancient Egypt, he listed the ancient kings and he arranged them into

d.ynasies and we have had that list through the ages and upon it our ideas

of the ancient dynasies of the kings of Egypt has been based. Now within the

last hundred years we have learned to read Egyptian hieroglyphics and

we have gotten the names from tie monument exactly as in the first

place when he wrote his account, but as we compared the names of the Egyptian
in

pharaohs with the names the copies as it has

been copied and recopied and recopied, just as "the Bible has been copied and

recopied, though not as many times, and as we compare them and we find that

at least half of the names of the kings of ancient Egypt there is not even one

letter which remains the same as any one of the letters in the original name,

so greatly has it become chand in the process of copying. It is very diffi

cult when you take a manuscript and copy it and the copy that you make is copied

and that copied again,to keep proper names accurate, it is extremely difficult,

and particuarly if they are names from a foreign language which are not the sort
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name with which you are familiar. It s extremely difficult to do.. Look at

the septuagent and you see something of the difficulty. In the septo.agrit

here it tells about the, we have the city of Beersheba and we have the woman.

Bathsheba, who is the mother of Solomon, and in the septuagent as it has come

down to us, Bathsheba, is caned Beersheba. Now that is a comparatively small

change, but it occurs in all septuagent manuscripts. There ar,e much greater

changes.. Mien we have the wars of Omri and Tidni, in a chapter in Kings there,

they fight each other and do this and this and in the septuagent it has the

same name for both, calls the same name exactly for both and there is one

place where it gives the names of David's officers there in the

septuagent, somebody in simply copying, put down a common word, instead of

the proper name. The common word, which was somewhat like it, add it said

that so and so and he ran to his house whcih is actually a proper name, but

slightly changes the meaning. I heard the other day about a man going to

Sesqui Centennial recently, a woman went into a book store and she said I

would like to get a book b and the man, said, by Commont?

They are having this big celebration for him and I would like to get one of

his books. Commont? Who i that? What' book did he write? Why, she said,

he wrote Faust, for instance, 4{. . Oh, he said, you mean Goethe, (laughter)

and the woman simply called it ? 121 which is easy to see how

that sort of change can take place.l Well, now in the Bible then, we should

not be at all surpi,ised even if the pSy old septuageñt was on the whole very

accurately transmitted, it wald not be at all surprising that proper names

were quite mixed up, /éin the way, when we get the original names on the

monument and can' find them later. But there are many cases now where within

the last century, we have recovered the actual names of the ancient kings,

whether of Judah and Israel or of Babylonia or Egypt from the monument, and

we find that these names as péreserved in the Bible are on the whole very very

accurate. There area few cases where one letter is changed, but comparatively

few. On the whole there are extremely accurately done. And it is an evidence
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, the most remarkable evicence of the very great l3

Now, of course, our errors in copying are apt to come from the fact that we

know something and so that the fact that these names

are so very very accurate and the fact that you have something that is non

sensical XMM like this statement Saul was a year old, is just a further evi

dence of the very very great care those scribes took, whether it made sense

to them or not to copy just exactly what they found and the result is that we

can say, this isn't what the Scribes thought it ought to be, but this is

what he found in the manuscript that he is copying and the copying of the

0.T. has an accuracy to it that surpasses any book of ancient days

and I think that it is very important that we know that and very important

that we realize that accuracy and dependability of the of the 0.T., but

it is, also important that we realize the fact that there are little errors

that have crept in in copying. There are not many. There are extremely few,

but (end of record)

10

And every detail has originally . We can depend upon it. We do

not have it as originally written, but we have it remarkably near to the way

in wL'hich it was written, so near, that these cases where there is definite

error in transmission are extremely few. And I say it this,way, You bring me

some brand new idea, some new theories, some new doctrine, some new viewpoint,

and you say, look at this here, this statement, this word proves my viewpoint.

I have no other evidence in Scripture but this verse and this says it and it

must be so. I will say to you, well, how do you know that this verse has been

accurately transmitted. How do you know that there hasn't been a mistake in

copying this particular verse, so that one of the verse or one of the letters

were originally different and your view is false. But when you bring me two

letters in different parts of the Scripture, and you say, look here, this is

clearly taught in these two verses, and you don't have evidence o' an error

in one o± the other, I will say to you, the chances that both of these verses
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that there has been an error in transmission of which we have no evidence

are so very slight as to be hardly worth . I think that the Lord had

caused that there be some of these little errors in some of the Scripture just

for the very reason to lead us to avoid the danger that is so easy for us to

fall into of taking one little verse by itself and building a whole theory and

a whole doctrine aione little verse. And it is so easy for human to err,

that the Lord doesn't want us to do that. He wants us to compare Scripture

with Scripture and to know that the Bible is preserved with the most remar

kable accuracy, but yet that there are a certain number of places where there

have been errors that have come in the course of 6pying. Now, for next Monday

I wish that you would look over, just look over, I Kings 17 - II Kings 2. Now,

that is quite a number of chapters, and they are long chapters, but most of

them are familiar chapters. I am not asking you to answer the questions about

historical or spiritual lessons in them, but simply to look them over rapidly

and to note any problems in them that occur to. Note any problems that occur

to you in these chapters, any verse that you don't knowwhat is meant, anything

that seems to you to be a real problem. Now the lesson for Tuesday is of a

different type. Tuesday it is the same sort that we have been having. II Chron

21 - 24, answering the same questions we had azto the spiritual teachings

and historical teachings of these four chapters. See the difference in

Mondays and Tuesdays. Monday is dealing with material that has mostly spiri

tual lessons. I am going to run. over it quite rapidly. We are getting near

the end of the year. I have sometimes taken a long time on these chapters,

but I am only going to take a little (end of lecture) question of in

telligence rather than of memory this morning. It takes a little bit of time

to explain it and so I won't be able to re explain it for any who are later

than the present 3 minutes after so anyone who comes in after this time, please

don't interrupt your work to try to explain it to them because you cannot do

it in a word or two. Here is the question. We have thus far in our assignments

in Kings and Chronicles, examined the reigns of four kings of Judah. Rehaboam,

bijah, Asa, and JehoshaPhat and we have covered the reigns of several more
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kings than that of Israel, we have covered Jeraboam, his son who reigned

hardly any time, B his son who reigned very briefly, who

reigned 7 days, Oniri and his son Ahab, and we haven't quite finished, I believe

the reign of Ahab in the assignment, or have we just barely come to the end

of Ahab's reign? Now we have covered all of those kings of Israel and those

kings in Judah. Now what I want you to do now is to think of that as a period

about which you were going to write a history, that period after the death of

Solomon as far as we have gone now, think of it as a period bout which you

are not going to write a history of Judah, now a history of Israle, but a

history of the land of Palestine during that period, and indicate to me

where you would make a division into two sections of that period, where and

why? Now, you may not know the exact month or date or even the year, but tell

enough so that I will see where you, how you think that material would be

reasonably divided into two sections which have some one basic difference be

tween. Now as I say, it is a question of intelligence rath than of memory and

so if you don't know, why you don't know and don't worry about it. I will be

interested to see how many of you in your reading have not merely read state

ments but have 'thought about it and noticed what was really involved.

And who was her husband Mr. Hayenga? Ahab was here husband. And who was

Ahab's father Mr.' Anderson? How many thing Z was his father? How long

did Z reign over Israel? 7 days he regned. And he was hardly the

father of king Ahab. Ahab's father was king Omri and Omri is historically per

haps the most important king in the whole history of Israel. From a spiritual

viewpoint, he is not. From the spiiitual results of his actions, perhaps he

is, but the results were not particularly apparant during his reign and the

Bible does not stress this. From the viewpoint of secular history there is

probably no tore important king in the whole histroy of the northern kingdom

than King Oniri. In fact, the Assyrians record in later years to this land as

a land of Omri, and even Jehu, the man who killed the last descendents of

Oniri, thej Assyrians called Jehu, the son of Oniri, by which they mean this age
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that , one who reigns over the land that Omri reigned over. And per

haps the A5syrians didn't know whether he was of the same dynasty or not,, but

it shows how great the importance of the name of Omri was. He was a,second

founder of the northern kingdom of :Israel. His importance historically is

very very great. Now as to the question I asked you and which I hope that

most of you gave a correct answer, in the southern kingdom during the period

at which we have been looking, :how many dynasties were there? One. There was

one dynasty and so you cannot divide it into dynasties. Now to divide a history

of a period into dynasties in some cases is a .:natural division which shows

the important divisions of the history. In other places you might say that

it is more or less accidental. Supposing that you were to divide up the

history of the U.S. from 192 - 1949. Suppose that period you wanted to

discuss, how would you divide it? Suppose you wanted to divide it into two

parts,how would you divide it? One way of dividing it would be into, the time

when Roosevelt was president and the time when.Truman was president, but that

would be a very natural and logical way of dividing that period. And why .not?

The policies were very much the same during the time of the two men and yet the

period from'l9k2 to 1949 in American history is a ,period which would naturally

divide into two separate distinct vital sections and what would be the division

you would make? The war years and the. years and the years of attempted re

construction. The period when there was war and the period after the war was

over. That would be the natural division and it so happened that Truman was

president during, a further section of the war years, but it. didn't make a

sharp division in american history when Roosevelt died and Truman became presi

dent, but it did make a sharp division when the war ended and the problems of

war were succeeded by the problems of peace. Well, now-in the case of this

period with the Southern kingdom there was one dynasty,' there we four different

kings. Now we. have not any reason to say it would make a natural division

to divide between one or two or three of these-,kings and the rest, we have no

rason for any such viewpoint as that. That is as, far as the kings themselves
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were concerned. Now in the northern kingdom how many dynasties doyou have

during this period? You have three dynasties in the northern kingdom. You

have the dynasty of Jeraboarn succeeded by his son who reigned very very breifly

and you have the dynasty of who succeeded by his son who reigned very

breifly and then you have the dynasty of,Oinrj which began with Omri, one of

the most important kings of the whole history of Israel and he was succeeded

by his son Ahab and other successors but that is as far as we have gone yet,

in our examination of history. Now if you wanted to make a division of the

northern kingdom into three according:to the three dynasties, it would be

quite anartieicjal distinction. It would relate to who st on the throne, but

it wouldn't affect the people as a whole tremendously, but what would-be the

natural divisionbtween them in the.historyofthis period? What were you

going to say, Mr. Kirdwood? Yes, well isn't El B 's son who I

mentioned as having reigned for a very very short time? Zimri, I wouldn't

count Ziimrl as a dynasty because he reigned only 7 days. He killed the son of

Bashah who had reigned only for about 3 months, even as Nadab, the son of Jer

aboam reigned about 3 months, but then you had fighting between Omri

and and Omri won out and Omri established but as far

as the country as a whole is concerned, how would you divide it logically and

naturally into two sections, Mr. Yoder? (answer) There was a period in which

there was constant war between the northern and southern kingdom and there was

a period of peace and alliance between the northern and southern kingdom and

that wukld efffect the life of everybody practically in both k±gdoms. The two

kingdoms are so close together that whether they were at war armies

we read that there was war all through the reign of Reháboam, there was war all

thru the reign of Jeraboam, there was war in the reign of Abijam the son of

REhaboam, you remember, and then how about Abijain's son, Asa, was there any

war in his reign? Oh, you remember that Basha came from the north and he es

tablished fortresses and you remember that Asa sent a message to the king of

Syria andasked them to help them and he attacked Basha from the rear and then
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Asa came up from the rear with an army and destroyed the fortresses that Basha

had built and took the maberial of them and brought it over into his territory

and built fortresses there to protect himself. The was war going on during

a period of about half a century during a long period after the death of Saul

when the two kingdoms were at constant hostility. There was no peace between

them and then we find that in your later part of your assignment you had Je

hashaphat going up and visiting with Ahab and you remember that Ahab said to

Jehashaphat, what shall I do, I have this aattack from the Syrians over here,

do you think I should go and fight them, would you go with me? And Jehoshaphat

said, I am right with you. If you think it is the Lord's' will, I am right

with you, I am right beside you, I will stand with you and the two were standing

together and so you have the period of hostility and of warfare between the

two kingdoms and the period of friendship and alliance between the two kingdoms.

And the period of hostility lasted about 50 years and the period of allthance

and friendship lasted abotu 50 years and that is the striking thing in the

relation between them. It is not expressed in so many words, but it is verse

after verse, after verse, that refers to the first situation and abundant

evidence of the second. As further evidence of that wehave even the fact that

Jehoshaphat's son married the daughter of Ahab. You have a close friendhsip,

a close alliance between the southern and the northern kingdom in the latter

part of this period and so you have these two diverse periods and what made

the change? We have no statement in the Scripture as to what made the change,

but there is good reason to suspect that the change was due to the wisdom in

a wordly way of Ki4ng Omri. We have a situation which seems to prevail during
2 ies

the first dynastj of the Northern kgdom which does prevail during that time

and then after Omri becomes king, we have quite a different situation and it

continues all through his dynasty and changes at the end of his dynasty and it

appears quite evident that Omri was a man who started a new course of events.

He was not a man who lead the people back to God. Neither was he a man who
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made great strides in leading them away from God. He seems to have been as

far asØ evidence goes, an Egyptian, as far as religious things were concerned.

He was, however, a man who was an able general (end of record)
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Did I give you the date? He reigned from 745 until 727. the 5th who

reigned from 727-722 and he was succeeded by Sargon, a man who so far ag we

know was unrelated to him, who reigned from 721-709. Sargon was succeeded

by his son Bennacharib. These four Asyrian kings are very important in con-

"nection with Biblical history and every student of the 0.T. whould be fami

liar with all of them. (question 1) Well, I should give you the page where

you can easily get them. They are in Barton's Archaeology and the Bible

page 68-69. There are a great many other places where they are available.

It is one of the best knownfacts of archaeology, of these

particular king. Since so-may were late I don't want to lose any more time,

so I had better not repeat them now, but you can all get them from here and

be sure you remember them. Seiinache"rib is the king who was very well known

because of his relation to Israel. We want to speak a little bit about king

Sennacherib, who reigned from 705-681 B.C. Sennacherib is the one who made

a great attack against Judah and that is an incident which is both striking

and so important that it is described three times in the 0.T. In what three

books is it described Mr. Walter? (answer) Where is the thir d one. I and

II Icings, fl Ch.ron. and third in where else. Isaidh.36-39 gives a rather

full account of this relationship of king Hezekiah with the Assyrian kings.

Now this account which is told in full in the three places is very import

ant because it is the account of what treatened to be the complete dbfwnfall

of the kingdom of Judah and Isaiah had already prophesidd in the days of

Ahaz, the father of Hezekiah, he had prophesied that Ahaz deal with

would not help Judah but would injure Judah, actually it would result in

removal of the Judah would be face to face with ASsyria and the

Assyrian armies as he said in Thaiah 7 would across into Judah and then

Isaiah describes in many places in the early chapters of his book, he des

cribes the way in which the Assyrian force like a river is going to come up

and flood over its banks and flood right down into Judah and the terrible

results that follow from Ahaz' wicked act in making an alliance with an
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ungodly . And then after Isaiah does this, you might think that it

means that the whole land is going to be destroyed as the northern kingãoTa

is and taken into captivity, but it goes on to say, yet the Lord will pro

tect his city. He says that God will protect the land, he says, as birds

will the Lord deliver Jerusalem, and some people think that is a

prediction of airplanes, but in the context he is not dealing with anything

from the distant future, he is dealing with something in the near future.

He is dealing with protection from Assyria. And in those days there was

nothing you could do about the birds flying over head. They were not a part

of your power. You couldn1t use them. They we beyond you. It was a good

example of the power of God moving beyond and apart frin human control and

so Isaiah said, like birds flying, the Lord. will defend Jerusalam. That is,

nothing that man does will have anything to do with it. God will deliver

Jerusalem and he gave these predictions in several places in the early

part of the book of Isaiah andthen when we get to Isa. 36-39 we have that

historical section of the book in which he tells how it was fulfilled and

the same account is contained in II Chron. and in II Kings except that you

have a little more of the actual message through Isaiah in the book of Isaiah

than in the other two places and perhaps a slight bt more of some of the

historical details in one of the other of these sources. Now this account in

the Bible is such a striking thing that it is one that in every cycle of

Sunday School lessons when we get to this section we always take that. What

ever else we may skip, we always present this, so at least once in every

six years in every Sunday School, at least in every Sunday School that h

lessons that aren't too thoroughly controlled by the modernists you have a

lesson on this subject, on God's deliverence from Sennacharib and the Bible

tells us how the forces of Assyria came and they gathered around in Judah,

they attacked and conquered certain Philistine cities and it looked as if
j

they were going to conquer the land of Judah, and then how they came up and
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their representatives came right up to the gates of Jerusalem, and there at

the gates of Jerusalem they called on the people to go in and then we read

that they sent a letter calling on them to surrender and the scripture gives

us a little background of that letter. When they sent the letter calling

on him to surrender, really he heard of the coming of the Egyptian force

and he thought takes another force, I had better see if I can bluff

this one into making peace immediately, but, of course, they didn't know

that, they got a letter from Sennacherib asking them to surrender and they

knew that many other cities much greater and stronger than Jerusalem had

been conquered by . They knew that Seimacherib and his power and

the power of his predesessor was far greater than anything that Judah could

muster, far greater than something f/Ø/many times as large as Judah

couls muster, and we read that Seimacherib conquered the walled cities of

Judah. He took the other important cities and the most important cit, net

to Jerusalem in Judah, was a city called Lachish, somewhat west of Jerusalem

over on the edge of the Philistine plains. It is not down in the plain, it

is up in the hills, but a little bit isolated from the main body of the

hills, and so it was a very strong fortress and'a powerfulland important city

this city of Lachish, but Sennacherib took Lachish and carried the people,

broke the great walls of Lachish and carried the people off. Now Jerusalem

is the only thing that remains between Sennacherib and complete conquest

of Judah and it would be silly to say Sennacherib was unab1e humanly speak

ing to conquer Jerusalem. His army was many times as large as any army the

Jews could muster and he had already conquered many cities much greater than

the city of Jerusalem, and so when he sent his representatives up.there to

the people and called on the people to, surrender, we read that they said in

ch. 37:10 thus shall ye speak to Hezek-iah king of Judah, saying, Let not

thy God, in whom thou trustest, deceive thee, saying, Jerusalem shall not be

given into the hand .... there was nothing else for Hezekiah to trust in,

there were some good walls around Jerusalem, but a strong army could certainr
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wreck them... Thus shall ye say to Hezekiah king of Judah, Let not thy God

In whom thou trustest, deceive thee, saying, Jerusalem shall not be given

into the hand of the king of Assyria. Behold, thou hast heard what the kings

of Assyria have done to all lands by destroyond them utterly.; and shalt thou

be delivered? Have the Gods of the nations delivered them; which my fathers

have destroyed, as Gozan, and Haran, and Rezeph, and the children of Eden

whenh were in Telassar? Where is the king of Hah and the king of Arphad,

and king o the city of Sepharvaim, Hena, and ivah? and all of these

various places have surren'ded or been destroyed and the people terrifically

treated, and now why can Judah expectto, Jerusalem expect to be saved and

we read in vs. 14 that Hezekiah received the letter from the hand of the

messengers and read it and Hezekiah went up to the house of the Lord and

spread it before the Lord and when Hezekiah spread the letter before the

Lord, God s(%ent Isaiah to give an answer to Hezekiah and Isaiah said this

si the word which the Lord has spoken and he continued with the word that

God would diliver Jerusalem and this shall be a sign unto thee, Ye shall eat

this year such as groweth of itself; and the second year that which springeth

of the same: and in the third year sow ye, and reap, and plant vineyards,

and eat the fruit thereof. And-then we go and we read how the king, how in

vs. 36 then the angel of the-Lord went forth and smote in the camp of the

Assyrians a hundred and fourscore and five thousand: and when men arose early

in the morning, behold, they were all dead corpses. So Sennacherib, king of
Assyria

departed and went and returned and dwelt at Ninevah, and as he was

worshipping in the house of his god he was killed. Well, now in this account

that youread here, how Long wit after Isaiah gave the declaration? begore

God destroyed the Assyrian army? Was it the next week? Or was it the same

day? Or was it a month later? How long would you' say, Mr. Kirkwood? How

amny of you can tell me what the sign was which God gave? How many, would

you raise your hand? I just read vs. 30 and I wonder how manyre listening

7 r' It, vs. 30 told wh the sign would'be, Mr. Kraak? Well, then how
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long would it be. It would be a tleast two years, between two and three

years, because he says you are going to be shut up in Jerusalem here vs. 30

which I just read to you, it is a good thing to go into the reading of the

Scripture, but it is amuch beter thing to listen when you hear it read and

that is what vs. s30 says. This is the sign, you will eat one year just what

grows itself. In other words the people were unable to plant that year.

They wee in Jerusalem and they didn't know when marauding bands of Assyrians

would destroy anyone who would venture outside of the wall, so they couldn't

go out and plant. They could-go. out and make a quick out a certain

distance And gather together what they could of stuff that grew of itself,

but they had been unable to plant that year because of the Assyrian armies

around. And then he says the next year .you will only be able to gather that

which springs of the same, in other words, you can't plant anything next

year either, but in the third year, you-will be able to sow and reap and

plant vineyeards and eat the fruit thereof. So he says, there is at least.

about 2 years before. . this happenes and so when in vs. 36 you read Then the

angel of the Lord went forth, the then means two or three after Isaiah spoke.

It does not mean immediately, it can't in view of this sign that God gave in

vs. 30. (question W12) Now there are parallels to it in Kikngs and Chron.

and how many of you, what did you read in Kings or Obron? How many have

Kings open before. you. Quite . a few, then it is enuf that we had better look

at that particular verse and see what is involved there. II Kings 19:35.. I

am very glad that was -called to my attention because the use of that word

that in the Scripture is something that often misleads people. Vs. 29.....

And this shall be a sign unto thee, Ye shall eat this year such things as

grow of themselves, and {%M on the second year that which springeth of

the same; and in the third year sow.ye, and reap, and plant vineyards, and

eat the fruits thereof. " That is what we are told In vs. 29 and then

in vs. 35 it says And it came to. pass that night, that the angel of the Lord

went our, and smote in the-cap,-of the Assyrians anhundred. fourscore and
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and five thousand. What night? Did it come to pass? The. night when. the

angel of the Lord went out and smote them? That is the night when. it hap

pened. (question ill.) It is a very valuable warning against trusting super

ficial impressions that you would get from reading" the English, because you

will find that all through the Scripture that in readingthe English we can

get..superficial impressions and then we can build doctrines on that super

ficial impressions, even denominations have been. founded upon superficial im

pressions of what the Scripture has said. And there has been a great deal of

strife which is utterly unnecessary If we would go and see what it says and

get the context and see what is meant and here we find that Isaiah said

two or three years from not all of this trouble will be over and then he

says (end of record) .

(11)

That is quite a common way of using that.in.English. My wife doesn't use

it in that way. I have never heard it used before much in the way that

she uses it, except that we had a man here.,,a student from Czechslovakia,

and he was a very bright. fellow and: he was constantly. using the word that

in. a way which I found out is the way that she uses it. She got hers in

, but the word that as . uses it is the thing that I am now

going to talk to you about. Now thetis the way he uses it. He would say,

now could it be that way? ""- 1
.

That is the

thing that I was going to tell you about. Now the Bible used the word that.

a great many times in that sense, in that day. something will happen.. What

day? The day that I am now going to talk about. The day that I am pointing

my finger at. That day is the time when something occurs. Zt' But you do

not consider that in that way in that day, you will very soon find yourself

involving hopeless in trying to interpret many passages in the

Sripture where the phrase in. that day is used. In other words, the question

is what does the Hebrew word mean which is here translated that? And in

is near.
nlish we have the word this,. which means .a thing which And that
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which means a thing which is a little further way. Now that is a particular
happen to

distinction of pronouns, there is no reason why you shoudi have exactly

that distincjtion of pronouns in some other language and as a matter of

fact, you don't and in the Hebrew you have the preposition which means tht,

the thing of which I am pointing, and that the thing I ,am talking on, that

is the difference between the two expressions. Now, you can translate either

one of them as this or that, 2 but they

have a different meaning altogehter and when you come to translate it into

English, unless you are going to give a whole paragraph to explainign the

exact meaning, you have to do the best you can on it. Now in this context,

I would think the AuV. would have done much better instead of saying that

night, to say it came to pass one night, because it is very clear from the

context that it as not the night which was just spoken of and in English

the that may so easily give the impression that the Hebrew would not contain,

which vs. 29 proves not to be right. (question 2 3/1) Yes it says the angel

of the Lord went out and smote in the camp of the Assyrians 185,000, well how

did the angel of the Lord do it. Well, w& are told that it was sudden, arent

we? Now the English tranalation is a bit awkward here. They say and when.

they arose early in the morning behold they were all dead corpses, and of

ocurse it sounds in EnglLh as if they means the 185,000, and, of course, it

doesn't. It means,in fa&t there is no they expressed in the Hebrew, it is

s1mpl a plural form-'which means people. And when it came that people arose

in the morning, there is no word they, which in English refers back to some

one you have just been speaking of. The Hebrew has a word that they could

use for that, but they -don't use it. It is when men arose, when someone aros

but it doesn't say that, it just means t the time of arising, king Sennache

ib woke up and he said shall we march up and attack Jerusalem today? And

then just then he heard a noise outside and he said, what is the matter? And

a man came running and' saidking, he said, something terrible-has happened.

You know., I don't hear many people getting -i.p everything is
-
qui%et, and the
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king said, what is wrong, blow ]ihe bugle. And he said, we have already blown

the bugle, and he said, only a few people are around and the king said, let

us go and investigate. XSo they went out and then came and found these men

all dead here and there and everywehere, lying dead through the camp. People

woke up and behold there wee all of these dead corpses around, 185,000

soldiers. Well, it shows that, sómething happened rapidly, quickly, which

disposed of a great many men, in the course of the night. Now, of course,.

the Scripture says that the-'/angel of the Lord went out and smote. If you

want to take that with extreme4' literalim, you can imagine an angel that

came with something in his hand which he struck the people and caused them

to fall dead,but that, of course, if by no-means a required interpretation

of the word. The Angel of the Lord came and caused that this happened, causd

that they all of a sudden had a stroke, that they all suddenly had something

go wrong with their bodies which caused them to drop dead, just what was the

thing which caused this terrific sudden havoc in the forces. Well, now the

Scripture does not, go into details, thére was no medical man on the ground

with modern technic to investigate and to determine what the exact situation

was, but it is interesting that there is in the recordd shortly before this,

we read that he heard Sennacherib heard that the king of Etheopia was coming

to fight againstg him and theking of Ehtiopia was the king of Egypt also,

the Scripture sounds rather queer there, the king of Ethéopia was coining,

how could he get way up there to Palestine. Well, the Sctipture doesn't

bother to give us the background, but king of Ethiopia, named here,

was a man who became king of Egypt and ruled both countries and it was the

Egyptian army which had come up to meet the kin of Assyria. Well, there is

an Egyptian story quoted by Ilerod that in the days of Sennacherib, that

Sennacherib attacked Egypt and that on the borders of Egypt his army met

the Egyptian army nd that while the two armies were there facing each other,

that a great body of field mice came up and that, the field mice chewed up

t) bowstring of the Assyrian army with the 'result that the men were help

less and-had to turn around and, go back and not attempt to invade E4gypt.
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Now this story which , centuries later quotes, which is by him at

tributeto the time when this very same king Sennacherib is a story which

from which we can gather there was at least this, that there was an Egyptian

story circulating, retained after this that in the days of Sennacherib, Egypt

had been in great danger from him, but that his army had been rendered help

less not by any Egyptian force, but in a very strange way, something had

happened that had made them helpless and made them have to leave and that

many today conjecture that the mention of the Egyptian story might suggest

that actually what occured was a great outbreak of bubonic plague which is

carried upon mice. Now that is purely conjecture. Now, we do not know what

the means is that the Lord used tocause this great havoc in the Asyrian

army at this time. Of course, if they had only immunized the peple, they

we probably in too much of a hurry to stop and do that at this time, but

they might have beeen prepared against them, but it came and it came suddenly

and theyvere rendered helpless andthât is a good guess as to what it was.

The Egptian story, however, is to some extent, a corroboration. is an

evidence from another source that Sennacherib had a terrific disaster which

was not a disaster as the result of meeting an army in battle and which took

place there in the Philistineplain In the territory between Judah and Egypt/

There is evidence then from Egypt about this. Of course, this evidene

is not very direct. (question 8) I don't know but it is my impression that

it was extremely rapid. (question 8 3/k)(pulling down map) Here, this will

give you an idea. Here is Judah and here is the Philistine plains here and"

here is Egypt down here. Now we have no record from , it is someth

that He the Greek traveler heard in Egypt, centuries after and so it

is a tradition handed down. It might even be a record which was available

in Her time which someone read and told him. He could hardly read the

Egyptian heiroglyphics himself. Well, the Egyptian tradition is that it

happened in the southern part of this area here. The Biblical account down,

say where it happened. It does say that the armies were down in this PhiliStifl'
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plain at the time when the message was sent to Jerusalem two or three years

ago, before, and so we do not know just where this takes placed, but it was

somewheres in this area and it is altogether possible that the Egyptian

tradition that He heard was exactly correct and that it happened

quite far south in Palestine right on the very edge of Egypt. That is really

down in the Wilderness and that is entirely possible. On the other hand

it is entirely possible that the Egyptian record that H... heard was

d#Ø'istorted as to the exact place where it happened, but that it re

called the general area, but that it had it too far south, we don't know,

the Biblical account doesn't tell us whth. My guess would be thatit was

further north and, of course, it says here that they arose in the morning

and there were all of these dead people. That doesn't mean that there was

no sickness in the camp before, it is entirely possible that the whole thing

occured in one night, but it is on the other hand, possible that there might

have been a man sits here and a man sits here and a man sits there and the

thing bginning to spread without the king hardly realizing what was hap

pening without its coming to attention vividly of the direction of the As

syrian army. They think that it is a little fever that comes now and then,

they lose a few men, they always do on those expeditions everywhere, but

this is just something that will pass over, and all of a sudden it flowers

out into a terrific thing and they are absolutely helpless. They wae not

placed in a position where as far as we know, either the Egyptians or the

Jews came upon them with forced and injured them, because we read that they

turned around and went back, those who were left, went back to Ninevah. Now,

we have this account in the Bible here and we have the Egyptians tradition

records which is interesting but that I would not attach a great deal of

weight, but a thing that we would be much interested in was to know what

Sennacherib had to say about it himself. Sennachrib ruled for many years ad

he was a very powerful ruler and he built great palaces in Ninevah which had

been excavated and what did Sennacherib have to say about this great expedi

tion which he conducted through the west? Well, we find that in his inscripton
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he etescribes his expeditions quite fully and here is the oriental institute

of Sëmiacherib, it is one edition that there are several different

copies of it tb.t have been found' in different places, but here is 'a trans

lation on pg. 287 of ancient near eastern section and in this translation

we read in continuation of my campaign, deceased

13'
'

cities belonging o who did not

bow to my feet quickly enough. I conquered them and carried their spoils

away. The officials and the common people of Echron

their king into fetters because he was loyal to his somn oath

by3' the God and had handedhim over to Hezekiah of Judah. He, that

is Hezekiah he4ld him pris,o±ied unlawfully as though he thought he were an

enemy. They had become afraid and had balled-for help upon the kings of

Egypt, the bowmen, and the chariot corps and the cavalry of the kings of

Ethiopia an army beyond counting and they had come with their asstance.

In the plain of their battle line were drawn up against me and they

sharpened their weapons. Upon a certain fine oracle of Ashai,"my god, I

fought with them and inflicted defeat 'upon them. In of the

battle, I personally captured alieEgyptian- charitoeers with the princes

and also the charioteers of "the kings Etheopia. I seized

and and .he 'gOes on and tells about'-'his conquests. He says,

I have f.1len Echron and Kil

and hung their bodies on poles as surrounding the city. As to Hezekiah of

Judah who did not submit to my , I the 46 of his strong cities,

walled forts and cOuntless 'smáll villagOs in 'their' vicinity and conqueed

them by means of well earth rams and battering rams brought near

to the walls
'

attacked by footsoldiers using mines,

I drove Out' of 'them 200,150 people, young

and old, male and female, horses, mules donkeys, Camels, 'big and small cattle
-

beyond counting and considered"thOm booty and so you find all these things

that he did to the lesser cities of Jüdah and we have previously ±ead about
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(indistinguishable to *) and the hand of Jonah, and Johah is rnn6iond once

in the Bible outside his own book, and that is in this connection with the
II

reign of Jeroboamn and that is the only evidence-ax to when Johah , but

itis a mighty good one. It shows us then the prophet Jonah id his work.

1

Now the question that I asked you all at the beginning of the hour, if the

book of, the amount of material in the book of kings about the kingdom of

Judah is figured as ten, how much material do you have in Chron. about Judah?

(answer) Yes, about tyleve. or thirteen. That is, it is definitely more, but

it isn't a tremedous lot. You have a great deal of parallel material,

you have some , it might be even up near 20, but.I doubt if it is

that much. It certainly is under 20. I would think 15 would be about the

top limit. Now is the amount of material you have in Kings about the history

of the kings of Israel 10, what would be the amount in Chron. about the kin

in Israel, Mr. Dayton? (answer) about--'l,- how many said about 20? Two said

20. How many said about 15? Several said 15.. How many said 10? About the

same. Nobody said 10. How many said about 5? Several. How many said about

k? Who said about three? Who said about 2? Three/. Who said one? Two.

Makes me wonder how much attention you paid to these parallels whn you were

writing them down. As you make the parallel it should, become quite obvious

if you watch what you are doing that the book of Kings is an account of the

kings of Israel and of Judah and what he.dees is that he takes the kings of

Israel and he carries them through ay thirty years, forty years, and then

he goes back to Israel, and then he will carry that through maybe 50 years,

and then he will go back to the place wheDe he left the other kingdom and he

will carry that on a ways and then he will go back to this one and the'kook

\
of kings, you cannot say, for instance that chapter 15 of II Kings will be

later than chap. 13. It' may be 20 years earlier because he is taking one

\ kingdom, he thugh, and then he takes the other and , them throu

and he goes by kings reigns that you will have a kings reiñ, maybe two
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kings reign and then he will go back and to the other one and he carries one

UP and the other up and carries the two parallels and your material in kings

is about half of it from Judah and about half of it from Israel. In fact,

more of it is Israel than Judah because it has all that account of Elijah

and Elisha. Now how many chapters in Chron. deal with Elijah and Elisha?

How many chapters in Chron.? How many would say 10? Who would say ? 8? 7?

6,5,k,3,2,l? How about 1 Mr. Ellis? (laughter) There is a chapter in

I think there are two, I forget whether it is two or one, but isn't there

a chapter about Mikiiah-given? in both? Micaiah deals with the king of Judah

in Israel and it is very important to the revolution in Judah, and then, I

am not sure about the time when the king of Judah and Israel went together

up around the Dead Sea. But that is in kings tuo, or just in Chron. But

kings deals with Elijah not, at all, and with Elisha, only if at all, in that

one chapter. There is just a very brief mention. Chronicles, yes, Chron.

Chronicles, why does Kings tell so much about Elijah and Elisha and Chron.

nothing? Why is it? It is because Cliron. is the history of the kings of

Judah. It is not a history of the kings of Israel. There is not a single

chapter in Chron. which is dealing specifically with the history of the kingdom

of Israel, not a chapter. It simply takes the kings of Judah and goes

straight through, one king of Judah after another and it only touches on the

Israel at all, when it is closely and definitely connected with Judah, that

is all. Cliron. is the history of the kings of Judah. Kings is the history

of both, taking one and then taking the othr. Chron. is just the history of

Judah. Consequently, if kings, if the amount of the history of Israel in

kings is 10, and you said the amount in Cbi'on. was of one, it wouldn't be

too far off, but we will say one is all right for it, but when you get more

than one, you are using your imagination because it has no chapter dealing

with Israel at all. That is the difference in the nature of the two and

instead of telling it to I thought as you made the parrallel, studied

the parallel you would observe it for yourself because, of course, if I were
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to tell you everything important about the Bible in one year in OT. History,

you would have a tiny fraction of what is important there, but if' we can. learn

something of how to do it for yourself, you see what then you get a training

in a method you can use the rest of your 1i in getting material from the

Bible that God may use through you for a blessing to others. So in our study

of these parallels, hoping that you would notice a great many things that are

far less obvious than this one, as to the meaning and content and purpose of

the two books-and the history they tell us of the Tudah and Israle. Now

the details of the history of. several kings of Judah at this time, Toah,

Amaziah and Uziah and Jotharn, it is not necessary that we go into it here,

for your have studied them in your study of these chapters and the same with

the reign of Jehu in the north and I want to give you material that you

can't get simply from studying the Bible for yourself, and that we get when

we get to the reign of Hezekiah and our assignments to this point have gone

through the-end of the reign of llezekiah and Hezekiah you will find toldin

Kingd and more fully in.Chrànicles, was a righteous King. One who held the

greatest passover theyhad had since the days o Solomon. One who followed

the Lord with a whole heart. He was the best king since the days of King

David and in Hezekiah' s time, you have an attack by the Asyrians on

the land. This.attackiad already been threatened in the reign of his father

king Ahaz. In king Ahaz time there semed to be no danger from the Asyrians,

because the Assyrians were far across the desert and between them and the

Assyrians, there was the kingdom of 1srael and the great kingdom of Assyria.

Then, you remember in the time of King Ahaz that the king o Syria and the

King of Israel made an alliance together and attacked Judah and this attack

on Judah by the king of Israel and the king of Syria together was an attack

on Judah by one country that was three times as big as Judah and another 5

times as ig. Israel wasn't three times as brong, but it was perhaps at

least one and one-half times a strong and three times as large and ayria

was perhaps five times as large but fu±her 'away. Now these two together
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coingagainst Judáh put Ahaz in a difficult situation aad Ahaz sent, to

we are. told, I asked:you to be verycarefullyin noting the.

reference to foreign-kings.- Both:.kings and Chron. told us that Aház -had H

sent ot - the king of Assyria and offered to pay him tribute and be

subject to him if he would give rescure him from these two strong nations

to the north thatwere oppressing-him, thatwerethreateninghim. There is

a parallel to-this section in-Isaiah, 36-39chaptersof Isaiah, whibh we

will go into next year in the prophets and it adds somewhat to our knowledge

of the history at this point. It isa very important point in the history

because it is at this point that Isaiah gave the prediction.of:the virgin

birth of Christ., it fits in organically and is given into this situation in

the time of king Ahaz, but icing Ahaz looks to the Assyrians f help and it

seems like a very wise and like thing to do, but Isaiah came to him

and told him it was not the wise and statesman thing to do and Isaiah told

him that God was able to protect hm against Israel and against Syria and

God would do it and Judah would-not be injured by i but-he says that the

action of Ahaz in getting the Assyrian king to come in and protecthimfrom

them was going to mean that-Assyria-would overrun not only Syria and Israel,

but also Judah and that Judah would be placed in far" greater

danger from theinighty'assyrian emp,1ire than it had ever been from the

small kingdoms as Syria and Israel. That is the warning that Isaiah gave

and is not contained in Kings of Ghron. as given in the book of Isaiah. Kings

and Oliron. however, tell us how King Ahaz made this arrangement with

and came and he conquered Syria and made it a far, greater

Assyrian empire, and then conquered Israel, at least he overcame

Israel, but when he overcame Israel, he -destroyed' the king odIsrael

and he allowed another Israelite to be establ&shOd asking of Israel, a man

names
-

and Ho you were told in II Kings 15 was made the king of

the northern kingdom and he reigned for nine years and Ho revolted against

successor Shal he revolted against'him and then the
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Assyrian forces came and they attacked Samaria and they conquered it and

tf toot the northern kingdom captive in 7/22 721 B. C. It is one or the

other of those two dates, you can't tell the exact month, so we don't know

which of the two years it is, but that is one of the important dates in 0t.

History, 722 B.C. or 72]. B.C. because that is the date of the fall of the

northern kingdom. The conquest occurred at the end of reign, but the

destruction occured at the end of Ho reign, new conquest and destruction

at the hand of the Assyrians. Now, the full working out of Ahaz' plan was

evidenet. Syria and Israle were gone and the Assyrian empire came right

next to Judah. The bumper states were removed, Judah was in worse danger

than it had 'ever been before and so the danger was before them as to

whether Judah would also be attacked onsome pretext or other by thèAssyrian

power, Israel being gone. Now Pig who had come at Ahaz' invitation

as described in this tells us in his own inscriptions about his conquests

and about his destruction of of /Israel ,and of of Damascus,

and we learn from Pig inscriptions that he began a new cycle of Assy

rian conquests. We notice the cycle under Sh III there was a

period of nearly a century hen the Assyrian empire had been comparatively

weak, now it has gathered its gtrength again and under Pig it began

a great series of conquests which continued for about 100 years, until the

downf&1l of the Assyrian empire. And Pig followed the policies of his

ancestors in this quality of calculated , this quality of not only

of terrific cruelty to those he conquered, but $/%14 of cruelty which he

advertised. It was not that atrocities were done quietly, they were done
his

as a part of )E(,ZZ purpose in order to fx6ighten other nations and make them

afraid to approach him. But Pig introduced a new policy too, we learn

from his inscriptions. He introduced a very clever policy. Pig said if

I conquer an area as soon as my troop M go away tIny will refi4volt against

me and I will have to come back and even if I kill a great many of the people,

terr111r nistreat, tir leaders, as soon as I am gone, they revolt again.
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Now, he said, there must be somebody ., and so he thought of a clever

way. In each region which he conquered he'took the leading people, not merely

the king and his nobility, but he.took. the c1assof people-who were accustomed

to government, the class of people who were educated-and rho (end of record)

(ii)
. . . .

and the results of these that :the people . who were aecomed to leadership

and who had leadership qualities would rind 'themselves man area where the

great bulk of the people had, a different -language, different customs, and

detested, them because they had been brought in.by.the.hatedAsryrian con

queror and so, they had no chance.. to ,.
. .' . .... They were

looked on with disgust by the people where they were. NO; only that, they

had to look at the Assyrians for protection agamnsthe people, and consequently

he thought ,that would make them loyal to him. And so he thought he would

make all the leading classes of all of the nations loyal to him because they

would all be in areas where the great'rnáss of peopIé"w{óuld be hostile to

them and they would have to be protected by the Assyrians., and. so he intro

duced this very clever system of migration of people and we find in the Bible

the account of how he utilized this against Israel and he took so many of

the people of Israel into captivity that the wild beasts began to come into

the cities and the people 'whom he had grabbed over into Israel,, began

to say the reason we are being ttacked.by these wild beasts is we don't

know, the manner of the God of. the, land, so Pig brought to tell

t1- about-the God of' this area where tt could be satIsfied :and following

his custom, and that is the beginning of the Samaritan religion.,, People

of other nations wantng to knowthe manner of the God of the land in order

that they might be protected from the wild.animals there, and it is a mixture'

of the religion that they 'were. taught and-some-of'the religions that they

brought with them. . So that, is the policy of deportation of Pig' , which

he introduced and was kept right on by' his by the next' king

Sargon add- his son Sennacharibwho made an attack-against Judah: itself.,,. An,
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in fact this is described in great detail in Kings and Cbron. and which

Sennacerib describes in his inscriptions which we will look at Thursday.

The lesson for Thursday is II Kings 21025. It gSres five chapters particular

stress on the historical facts. There is not so much spiritual meaning in

it, perhaps in other sections, particular stress on the historical facts,'

and I am not going to bother you with the parallel this time in Chron., just

Kings. (end of lecture and record) S
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and immediately began to use his mind and brain to ask the question, not how

shall I continue in the path that the northern kingdom has gone in the past?

but what shall I do to make my kingdom-strong and to establish it on a solid

basis? And t/here are a number of things which he did for this purpose and

can somebody name one outstanding thing that he did that is mentioned

Built the capital at Samaria. It s mentioned that

1built Samaria. Before this the capitol was for abrief time,

and nobody knows where was

but Samaria was we read, was built by , he bu ut

a new city for the capitol, a place where there had never been a city before

and he built this capitol at Samaria and proceeded to establish a better head

quarters for the nation, a very statesman thing to do. Instead of simply

proceedng along the line of the past, he looked for a way of making hsi kingdom

stronger and one important way was to build a capitol. Did any of you know

o2 any other king of "Palestine who started his reign with similar action?

David. So he was following in the line of David, establishing a good capitol,

and it was a better capitol than David had established. David took an old

fortress and conquered it and made it the headquarters of this land and it was

well situatj4ed, Jerusalem was, a little too far south for being really in

the center of the whole, land, but on the whole fairly well situated and fairl

easy to defend, but a rather small area and rather closed in. Omri selected

a place where t1e had been no previous city, therefore he didn't have to Col-..

low along the line of the previous building. He was like the U.S. when the

colonies were begun here they would drive the cows home from pasture and then

they would build houses along the sides of the way. the cows walked and we have

little narrow streets winding back and forth and in and out, Boston is perhaps

the worst of that type, but we have a good deal of that just simply growing

up in New York and Philadelphia and in most of our cities. And when the U.S.

became a nation, they decided to establish a capitol that wouldn't imply carry

on the accidental development of these other cities, but to build a new city
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according to a definite plan and system that would be arranged in such a way

as to be the capitol of a great nation. And so Washington did not grow up,

Washington was built according to plan and there was a definite plan and

ly out of it to be the capitol of the nation. Now Omri did the same thing in

amaria and Samaria there he took a new place where there had been no city.

And we noticed last week in, say, I asked you to 3

(away from mike; indistinct)

and so Ornri established his good capitol at Saniaria there. We noticed in

archaeology of Palestine last time that the cities of early Palestine were

built on hills re there was a 'Spring and they had to have a sp%ring in

order to be safe from seige and just about every bill that had any sort of

a spring consequently was built on. But when Omri became king there was a

new invention made comparatively recently before, which he availed himself

of. Samaria, the hill of Samaria had a little spring, now sufficient to

take care of the city and there had never been a city there before. But Omri

established there, his capitol there, because of the new invention which made

it possible to have a city there. Does anyone know what the new invention

was. Cistern. Yes, and what is a cistern? (answers) A storage tank for water,

a very simple idea, but some of the simplest ideas are among the la to occur

to people. You take the simple idea of measuring according to tenths hasn't

even o.ccured to us in America yet; we only use scientific measure

ment, but the simple idea of not having to have a permanent spring for you to

get water but of taking the rain water and storing it up, it had been done on

a small scale naturally, but to think of utilizing it sufficiently to build

a great city was something which wásnew. We don't know. just when it began, but

we know that Omri availed himself of it and by the use of cistern, cleaning

out large places for covering with cement to make them hard and firm and clean

to hold the water and making a good many of these he was able to gather enough

rain water in the rainy season to take care of them through the 4( year and

even and so he established this fine capitol city
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in Samaria there. Well, another thing which most probably Omri did, because

it happens right at this time when we know of no other cause for it and it was'

quite 5 3/Il. is to put an end to this bickering and fight

ing back and forth with the land of Judah. The two nations were closely re

lated. Israel was much larger than Judah, but Judah had large hills that were

difficult to fight across, and Judah had a gread deal of wealth in proportion

to its size. It was proportionally much wealthier than the northern kigdom,
so

although much smaller that the total wealth of the northern kingdom was much

greater and they were constantly fighting back and forth and there was no

progress for either of them as long as this continued and Oniri said, let us

put an. end to this and so he went )out of his way to make friendship with the

southern kingdom. Now we have no statement as to that, no 'proof of it, but

we find in our history that under the reign of his son, that is the situation.

There is a friendly relation between them already and the idea that he may have

submitted such a relation and had brought it about that he introduced a sys

tem which would lead to a land between his .tL son and king Jeho

shaphat, that is to have the son of one marry the daughter of another, is

natural enough to attribute to him in view of whathe seems to have done in

relation to Tyre and Sidon. There was this strong maritime kingdom. This

powerful commercial realm to the north and northwest of the land of Israel,

that land along tie coast, a land that was not a great deal of fertile

ground, a land with not a great deal in the way of mfg. but fine valuable tim

bers in the hills whcih could be cut down and sold through out the world and

from which fine ships could be built and had become the greatest maritime nation

of the age and he made friendship with Phoenicia and married his son Ahab to

Jezebel the daughter of the king of and this introduced a friendly

relation whereby the commerce of Phoenicia could flow into his laid and some of

the advanced culture and civilization of Phoenicia could be brought down into

his land and we have no record of any war with Pnoenicia during this period.

There seemed to be a relation of either friendship or at least neutrality and
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8 for sometime after this. Now this, then, being the situ

ation, it would seem that Omri, then was an empire builder. That he was a

man who built solidly and carefully and from a political viewpoint, he was a

great and wise ruler and his name lingers in history long after his death. The

Bible is not a book of history. It is not a book of Science. It is not a book

uf geology. It is a book which Rod wrote to tell of his relation wlh man and

in telling of this, it touches upon history and whereever it touches upon it,

it touches correctly and it touches much more on history than it does on geolo

gy. Bt it makes no attempt to give us a full and complete history or to give

us a balanced history in which the important historical ethics will stand out

prominantly. That is not the effort or purpose of the Bible. And consequently

Oimri is quite incidentally mentioned and there is little said about him in the

Bible, but from a-historical viewpoint we see the results of his actions and

of his qualities continuing for many decades after his death. Now t1ne was

one side aspect of Omrits activity which he probably paid no attention to. It

is possible that some of his advisors warned him of it, on the other hand, they

may have been like himself. Tbrooghly worldly men, not hostile to religion,

not particularly friendly to it regarding men who were interested in secular

development and to whom religion is a rather incidental aspect of the life

of the nation and so Omri may not have thought of the possibilities- that in

iaairying his son and heir to the very able and active, daughter of the king of

this great realm to the northwest, that he might introduce into his land some

thing that would have tremendous results as far as the religion of the land is

concerned. Professor Olmsted of the Univ. of Chicago, the late professor, very

fine histori4an, very find student of archaeology, in his History of Palestine

and Syria, says that when Jezebel came down into the land of Israle she was much
an

%% in the slituation of %Ø early Christian woman in early christianity

who was married to a Roman countryman, a roman noble in the country, a wealthy

roman pagan and she was anxious to win him to her more advanced and up to date

religion, that is Olmsted's idea that Jezebel came from this great merchant city
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11 came from a realm which had dealings with the great nations

across the seas. They have all sorts of advanced luxuries of life that Israel

had never seen or heard of and she left her center of advanced civilization

where she lived and came down here to live in this backwoods section in the

hills there with this well-to-do king, and she was anxious to bringsorne

of the sophistication .and someof the advanced civilization 'of her more en-

lightened kingdom and her more enlightened religion and so she brought down
Melk name

with her the religion of the god of Tyre, seems to be the god that

Zezebl worshipped. We find previous to this time in the history of Israel

that the name Baal is used for various gods and we find that it is used even

in the names of some of the Israelites themselves who were Baal worshipopers,

even sometimes applied to god, himself, because the word Baal, simply means

master, or lord, and you could apply that to any god and so the word Baal was

simply, is a term of reference, it is not a proper name, as god is not a proper

name, but the proper name Jehovah, was the proper name of the God of Israel.

And the proper name of the god of Tyre is Melkarc, but they seemed to have

referred to him by the ttle of lordZ, and called him simply Baal. Now they

simply called him Baal or Lord and so the land of Israel had fallen into a

serious apostasy prior to this when Jeraboam had introduced the worship that

centered around /the golden cØalf and he said, these are your gods which

brought you out of the land of Egypt. He didn't deny the coming out of Egypt,

he didn't deny the exodus, he didn't deny the fact that god had brought them

out, but he said worship him in a'different way. Don't follow your old custom

of going to Jerusalem and worshipping before the mercy seat, come here and

worship these golden calves, and perhaps the people confused with the invisible

god of Israel standing above the golden calves, we don't know, but at any rate

it was not supposedly theoretically, it was not a turning away from the god of

Israel, it was not a turning away theoretically from the Bible. Oh, they re

interpreted some sections of it doubtless, but they claimed to still follow

him, they calimed to still be followers of the Lord and it was a period of

apostasy, but now something else comes in (question 14) Tees Aaron built a.goldefl
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religion which has the advantage of carrying with them material things, an
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calf and that may be sort a something in betwèeñ'cbimecting up the two, we

don't know. But, of course, the gods of Egypt 6uid have been in the minds of

the people to some extent and there is no description given, no explanation,

we really don't know.' Probably the Egyptians worshipped bulls and various

animals and it may be a carrying on of an Egyptian superstition we don't know.

But now this is a long time after, and whether it is a connection or not, it is

hard to say. The critics try to show a connection between the two, but it is

such a long period that we aren't sure. But, now, at any.rate, a new apostasy

comes in which is much worse than the apostasy which preceds (end of record)

12

It is hardly mentioned right now because the apostasy is no much worse and

so terrific that it 2 drives the knowledge of God entirel;

out of the land. (question ) (indistinct)

Well, now this new religion w]ich was coming into the land had much in its

favor as far as making progress was concerned. It is representedof god of

the great civilized community and while the people in the hills

country he might have a natural pride and feel that they were superior of the

other countries round about, as practically every country feels they are superio:

to others rougd about, yet they would have to recognize that %4 from a view

point of natural and material things; Phoenicia was way ahead of them. This

with its commerce and activity, so sophisticated was from a wordly viewpoint,

was way ahead of them and they were receiving some of the goods of Phoenicia

and their women were falling into some of the practices, the wordly practices,

and as these things came in it was natural enough to take over with it

2 3/k and you have that advantage to it, but you

have the great advantage of the wife of the heir to the throne, who soon becomes

the queen of the land, is one who is utterly devoted to and while tlre is

no evidence that Ahab ever became a Baal worshipper, as far as our evidence goes

he seems to have been always either neutral or at least nominally a follower of
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Jehovah, yet his wife was a much more energetic personality than he was. She

seems to have been a woman of great personal charm, a woman of intellectual

gifts, a wOman with much initiative, a woman who was anxious to advance her

ideas and so Ahab did not forbid here as she came to be his wife, to ot only

to bring her religion with her, but to bring with her those who should carry

on her worship the way she wanted it carried on and very soon, it naturally

became evident to the people in the that if you wanted to get ahead in

the , if you wanted Ahab to give you a good position, or show you his

favor, it was a mighty good thing to be on the right side of his wife and a

good way to be on the right side of the queen, was to show some interest in the

religion that she is so anxious to follow and so you have the beginning of the

coming into the land now, of -.a religm hostile to the religion of Israel, defi

nitely and outspokenly hostile to the religion of Israel, a religion which is

supported by a woman who is in the most straegic position in the land and a

religion which has the advantage of carrying with them material things, an

evidence to the type of Bivilization which from a .material viewpoint, seems

much more advanced %$ and more suphlsticated than the religin of the peo1e of

Israel and--,so it is the greatest criss religiously in the history of the

people in the Bible. The greatest crisis is this whcih came in with the

coming in the this Baal worship which threatened eventually to completely

engulf-the, land and to drive the worship 'g of God entirely out of the land.

(question 5) Well, now that is a funny thing. I don't know as I recall what his

actual name was, but up in Tyre they called him the god of the city, so the

Syrians call him what is already the title, the god of the city of Type, but

it wouldn't-be very good"totell people inIsrà.el to worship the god of the

city of Tyre, and so they just called Inn Ball, master, because Baal is an old

Hebrew word which has been used for other gods before, but now in this period

Baal comes to mean the god of Tyre, this god who was the god of Jezebel,

and it began to spread over the land in such a way that it looked as if the

religion of Israel would be completely destroyed by the coming in of this

worship of or we should call it Baal worship (question 6) That was the
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worship of the golden. calf. The worship of the golden calves was not the denial

that this is Jehovah. They said these are your gods that brought you up out

of the land of Egypt. They named their sons with words that had Jehovah

in them. The worship of the golden calf is a form of modernism, but a form that

is much nearer to the actual teaching to the teaching of the Bible than the

present day Modernism is to the. teaching of the Bible, but the worship of Baal

is an entirely different religion. It is not as far perhaps from the religion

of Israel as Modernism actually is in its essence form the of the Bible,

but in its terminology it is much further in modernism. It didn't make a

pretense ofbeing the same religion. It was definitely and clearly a different

religin and its making tremendous progress in the land in the reign of Ahab,

the son of Omri, a man who had nothing like his father's ability. Ahab was

probably not simply a weakling, he was probably a man of fair ability, but

nothing like the initiative quality of his father. He followed in the line

4 that his father had taught, and he tried.to build up the kingdom along the

line that his father had-started. He probably carried the same procedure

further. He worked it out in such a way that there was even a marriage license

made with the sout1n kingdom, so that his daughter married the son of Jehospa

phat of the aout1n kingdom, and he tried to establish and maintain friendly

relations with the southern kingdom all through his life and there is no evidenCE

that Ahab ever himself, adopted Baal worship, there is no evidence of such a

thing, but he permitted his wife to do it, he permitted his wife to advance it

and to propagate it and he gave his favor to those who his wife favored and

in that way enabled her to use the patronage as a means of advance of Baal

worship. AM his influence was in that direction even though there is no

evidence that nominally he evert adopted it himself. Well, now you have then

the greatest crisis religiously in, the history. of the nation. Well, some'

people would say, well, Israel is going into apostasy, so forget Israel,. let

Judah stand true to God, but it' doesn't work that way. If Israel goes off into

the Baal worship, you will' have. a tremendoiS. force to cai Judali off into
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Baal worship. As a matter of fact, Judah did have a period when the daughter

of Jezebel was actively propogating it in Judah and looked for a time as if

she might win out in Judah and this was even after it had been nouted out and

destryed from the land of Israel. Think then what the progress might have

been in the land of Judah if it had become dominant in the land of Israel. It

was a great crisis and the Lord did not wait for it to invade Judah and for

it. to become strong in Judah. i% When it was strong in Israel the Lord put

countermeasures against it and raised up prophets and leaders putting an end

to this greatest crisis that ever faced the religion of Israel in the course

of the time of the Biblical history of the people in the land of Israle. And

so when this great crisis came, we find, that one interesting thing happened.

Some people have the idea that the Bible is a book of miracllilous events from

every page. You open up about any page and you will find three or four mira

cles. That is 'what the Bible is, simply'an account of most marvelous wonder

ful works page after page. Well, some people just stress the miraculous

and marvelous works and give that impression, but as a matter of fact you can

read in the Bible chapter after chapter, page after page, and have nothing

of the kind. There is section after section where God deals, he speaks di

rectly to his prophets, yes, but as far as causing things to happen in a way

that is contrary to the normal working of nature, you have practically nothing

of that kind in the reign of Saul or in the reign of David or in the reign

of Solomon or in the reign of Rehaboam or of Abijah or of Asa. You have long

periods when there is very very little of that type. The miracles of the

Bible arrange themselves around a few great.crisis. Now, of course, I do

not count the creation as a miracle. Creation is the great act of God in

initiating the whole process of the universe. It is not a miracle, it is not

in the true sense of the word. But then, you found that the first great

series of miracles occurs is that which occurs in connection with bringing the

Israelites out of the land of Egupt and Into the Promised land and there we

have a series of great wonder works that God did. We hve a second seep here

i4 rf Ahh This is the second great ner.iodof.mir.acies.....
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There are more miracles, if you leave out the exodus and the entrance

into Palestine. There would be probably five times as many miracles in the

story of lijahand Elisha as in all of O.T. history up to that time, except

for that which is connected with the coming out of Egypt and the entrance into

Palestine. (question 11 3/k) Yes, that is with the coming of Elijah, that would

be another possible approach from the viewpoint of the political history

which is at the beginning of something whcih goes quite a while before it

becomes apparant and so I doubt if from a political viewpoint,

perhaps Mt. Carmel would more apt be the when he came permanently

into public knowledge, but it certainly is an interesting suggestion. Now

the great crisis then, we have here, the second one is this Baal worship

and that is the time when you have your second great outpouring of supernatural

acts. Now the third is in the time of the exile and this is only connected

with the book of Daniel. You have practically nothing of that, I think, in the

book of Jeremiah or in that history of that whole period after the end of the

Baal worship right up to the exile and then in the exile and in connection with

the book of Daniel, you have the time when the attempt is made to destroy

the religbi of Israel in the exile there and forced them to worship the Baby

onian gods and there you have the third period of miracles and the fourth is

in connection with the life of Christ and the beginning of the spread of

Christianity. And almost all of the miraculous attempts in the Scripture gather

around one of these four great crisis and in between there is very little of

that nature in the Scripture. So now we have a great period when God marvelous-

.1y intervenes and God entered in with supernatural power to save from exclusion

the word of God which He was keeping alive in this little nation of Palesine

there, to keep the knowledge of God alive in this little area and to prepare

the way for the coming of his son into the world and to utilize the means of

causing the writing of the Scripture and theWord of God which was to go out

to all of the earth eventually. And so here at the time when this great ad

versary came threante.ing utterly to destroy it and here God intervened with a
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great miraculous intervention and he intervened as He always does through

raising up a man for the purpose. God works through men. He does not work

simply with great neon signs or great. broadcasts, he works with human beings

devoted to him and anxious to serve Him and he raised up two men here for the

purpose of destroying . the influence of the Baai worship in Israel. And they

were two men of very very different types. They are two men of such different

types that 4niy God's activity could have cause d that one of them would fol

low the other. They were two men of very different type but two men that fit

together in such a way that neither of them could have accomplished his work

without the other. Without Elisha, Elijah's work would have disappeared like

the flashing of a meteor across the sky. Without Elijah's work, Elisha's

work would have been very effective in little quantity, it would have effected

a very small part of the land and had little permanent results. Neither of

them would have done what the Lord wanted done apart form the other. Both

were necessary and God used them both to completely fulfill the purpose of

destroying these forward movements of Baal worship in Israel and Judah and so

you have the two men (end of record)
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about the great crisis which came into the land of Israel and. from there into

the land. of Judah as the result of the coming of Jezebel from 44' ?Tyre

and of the alliance and friendship bgtween Cmri and the king of Tyreand the

iesulting introduction of the Baal worship into Israel. We noticed that htLs

introduced a crisis whii would normally been the end of the worshipof God.,

in the land of Israel. It would have swept over that. land and destroyed it

completely, but God intervened with marvelous power to prevent it. Now in

these next few chapters we have only occasional points of secular history.

There is not a great deal in them which relates to change of foreign countries,

thereis an ocoasionaireference-to the change of Jud.ah and in relation to

the change of Israle. There is not a great deal in it that tells of political

crisis or great military operations. There are a few things of this type,

but the emphasis is mostly on the definite relation of God with individuals

that he greatly used and individuals in this--case who were not particularly

prominent in. the political realm and under these circumstances in the course

in O.T. history with the great amount of historical material that we wanted to

get over it is not possible for us to linger over, the details of this section

as long and as much as we would like to. However, I do not feel that I can

skip over it and go on to the historical material afterwards whth is of such

tremendous importance because from the viewpoint of spiritual lessons and of

the viewpoint of lessons of work, methods of which God works and how He uses

men, this is one of the most important sections in the Scripture. In fact one

year in O.T. history I thinkwe took 3 weeks 4{ going into the different details

of it and they are of very great thiportance in that area. Now we spent more time

on questions in Genesis on early portions of the Bible than we normally do

and consequently that probably was at least as valuable if not more than the

same time on this. We don't want to skip it, we, just want to go over it hasti

ly and under the circumstances if something rather important which I say is

not clear, please interrupt me If something of lesser importance is not clear

why just pass it by because there is much to give and to go into all the deO

taZils and I would like to 90 fast enough through it so that some of the thing
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will be clear w±ch will not be clear to all of you. But the main things

will'-be. clear to everybody. Now there will be points at which my interpretation

of it will not seem to you to be sufficiently provable and there are many

little points that we can spend an-hour or two discussing and there are big

points that we can spend an hour or two discussing and it would be very worth

while, but we don't have time for it this year. Conseuqnetly then I will bare

to ask you in this discussion in the work of Elijah and Elisha, if there is

some big matter I don't make clear, inrupt me, but if-there-is a matter

you don't think I give suffieient evidence for my viewpoint or you think m

viewpoint is wrong for the amount of evidence, regardless of the amount of

evidence which I might give for it, I would appreciate it if you would make

a little note about it and give it to me so that I would have it in writing

with, your signature and then I might consider tha point important enough to

go into a little the next hour, but simply for lask of time, we have to either

pass it by or just run through,-it very rapidly. Consequently I will not have.

timefor discussion as to the truth of my intrepertation of it. There are

points, I must say, of it that the interpretation of it that I will give you

is 100% certain, there is no question about it, the only. thing that would be

is that it might take time to present the evidence. There are other points

on whcih there may be many differences of opinion and mine may be only one of

several and in such cases we could discuss it back and forth and it would be

stimulating and helpful but we don't have time, so just make your own judgement

as to whether you think my viewpoint here is soething that is correct and cer

tain or whether you think it is mething that isn't is, a pure guess and not

so pure either, rather bad guess, (laughter) but use your judgement and you

won't have to inform the rest of us about it simply for lack of time. Now

before we do that'I would like to call your attention to what Mr. McLatchie

(laughter) as you look at this. on the board here and you will see a writing,

here is a pièture which you can all see here of a stone which was found in

northern Byria. t was found there about 1940 and taken to the museum in

Baruch, perhaps 200 southwest of where it was discovered. You notice a picture
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of a man up above there, a a king evidently or a god and underneath

It'1re is some writing and you cannot read that writing from there. Down

here the writing is copied off, and I dont believe that you can read that

either. This writing appeared within Baru and it was written up in the

bulletin of the museum of B during the war and that bulletin was not

available in America during the war, but the author of the article sent a

reprint of his little article about this to Dr.' Albright in Johns Hopkinss

Univ. and Dr. 'Albright wrote an article on it in Oct. 1942 in the bulletin of

the American School of Oriental Research. I think the reference is worth

your having. BASOR 87 of Oct. 19k2, p. 23 f " Now professor Duinond the french

author of the article onthis made no sense out of the second line of it but

the first, and third and fouth lines he was able to make pretty good sense out

of. He found that that first nsvl . that

indicates and here if you question my word for it you can see it here

in the original letters, now that word means a that means a stone

monument, a monument put up. It may be this great or it m-y be the whole

size of the room.4 They call it astala or a monument. This is a monument

then and this word here. those of you in second year Hebrew immediately

if I wrote it in the Hebrew character would think of/4 or

which means to place and this here is the aramaic form which corresponds'

to the relative pronoun and it does not occur much in the Bible but it is

the monument which he put up and now here in the and this being in

northern Syria where they use Aramaic you would think the r immthdiate'ly

makes you think of which occurs in the Ps. ,2 which we translate

and it is an aramaic word rather than a Hebrew word but it is the same meaning

as the Hebrew word . Son, or son of. Well now, then somebody's son put

up the monument and this here there evidently-was a letter broken on the end

of it that he couldn't read and this next line this seems to be perhaps

again and then here is an r and he didn't make anything out of that,
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but here is an r and thenhere is something broken and he didn't make anything

out of the second line. The third line, the first word can anybody make a

guess what that might indicate. Good. It says king. In bhe Hebrew it would

be , of course, but in theAramaic it is and then the next word is

h /f/I many know what means? Yes, I hoped that many

of you would remember it from yesterday or was it Friday when we discussed it

in class that 9 and so that would

be the King of Arani, and the inscription continues and we won't take time to

go into the rest of it, but it says that he put up, set up his lord Melkart,

remember we noticed that Melkart was the God of TyBe, he set up for his lord

Melkart and then again you have the which he vowed to

him and and he listened to his voice. This then is

a monument which somebody seat up for his lord Melkart whith he vowed to him

and listened to his voice. Now DuMond interpreted those lines but he didn't

get any sense out of this second line here. Now Dr. Aibright takng this

inscription and looking at the Bible found that the second line was not hard

to reconstruct in spite the fact that it is quite broken. Now Prof. DuMond

being a Frenebman, although he is a very fine scholar, perhaps was not very

familiar with the Bible and conseuqently it may not mean. that Albright was so

very much more brilliant than he in this particular regard because once you

see his interpretation it looks quite simple, but that he perhaps was more

familiar with the Bible and so thought of that which would throw light on

the thing. Now when you look at this you think that it represents, that

is aramaic and in Hebrew it might be and then there is something broken and

pu notice that down here that Melkart went right across the line. They didn't

bother to stop a word at the end of the line they just went right on to the

next line and so it was JYILKRT and the T was over there, now here if you have a

man put up a monument. Well you question the fact as to who his

father was, you would expect it to begin with his own name. Sometimes a name

begins with the word so if you take this the 'Hebrew would give
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it a and then you notice that there is a letter missing and then there

are two letters. Now does anybody think, of a name that might be. Benhadad,.

a very excellent suggestion. That is the suggestion that Dr. Aibright made

that youshould have here the letter and so it is then Ben and then the

h and the d and then what would this be, Ben hadad the son of something that

begins with you might not remember the name although

you all studied it recently but we didn't discuss it at all, we only

mentioned it in class, but anyway there is the name and then here is an r and

something broken just before it. What do you think that might represent? the

origin, the son of and here is an hvy and something broken, that ggain

you would remember f you pay particular attention to these names in the assig

nment which I gave you last week in which we looked at I KIngs the 15th chap

ter of I Kings in the v.,18., dovs anyone see anything there which throws light

on this line? There is the name Hezion, and so it is a pretty good guess that

this name if Hezion and there you have Benhadad, the son of Tabromon, the son

of Hezion and so you see that is only putting in conjectively three letters

to four letters and there could be practically no doubt of this one and when

you have all the'
'

known except the n it is pretty definite and here is son

of, it would be very natural with the and then you have Hezion

the four letter s are all in different word s and you have' sufficient of

each to make it quite definite. Now Prof. DuMond had no idea what to do with

the second line, but as you look at the second line, if you don't know these

names, yes some of you even, probably, as you saw it on the board had no

suggestion about the second line, even though you had read that chapter last

week and Prof. DuMond had maybe not read it for years, but when you look at the

statement here, you have a king' and his father and his grandfather's. name, 3

in a row (end of record ' . . .

14

that the Biblical 'representation of this name of Syrian king here in the Bible

here that has been copied and recopied and recopied and nobody knows how many
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time in between it was copied and recopied, etc. the name exactly corresponds

to the name we find on this monument, the man XXV the king, his father, and

his grandfathrr except for these four1etters which were not on the monument.

But all the letters on the monument are exactly likethe letters in the Hebrew

and the other letters in the Hebrew there is a space for them where it is

broken on the monument where you can easily fit them in and they just exctly
a

correspond. It is wonderful to corroboration ofthe tact that although God

did not work a miracle to have the Bible written on sheets of imperishable

metal which we could see today as exactly written originâ.lly, he did cause

that men use most remarkable care in preserving it so that its preservation

is one of the marvels of history. It is not.lOO accurate in its preservation,

but it has an of surpassing any other book of it's kind and the accuracy

of these peculiar names that appear onee in the Bible, this combination that

nbody would know nothing about otherwise, and yet copied and copied exactly

write all though the ages. It. is a wonderful corroboration of the accuracy

of the Scriptures. Now that, in turn, works back the other way. We know

rothing about this king except what the Bible says about it and now we find

a monuinnent put up on. which we have this name and therefore the Bible helps

usto know the full spelling of his name, the full spelling of the name of the

father and grandfather. His own name, anybody could guess the h in. because

Ben hadad is a name that occurred to other s ,also, but the Bible helps us to

understand the monument better and the monument h1ps us to understand the Bible

and seeing 1y the remarkable accuracy of the Scriptures. Well, now this goes

a step further. This king is a king of Damascus, the Bible tells us here.

When Baasha attacked Asa, Asa sent up to Damascus to Ben Hadad the sn of

Tabromon, the son of Hezion, and asked him to attack Baasha from the rear and

protect him that wa'y from him and he did.. He is the king of

Damascus and this monument was put up in northern Syria says he puts this

onument up to Melkart, and Melkart is not a god of Damascus. Melkart is the

god of Tyre and Sidon, particularly of Tyre. And for the king of Damascus who
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is mentioned here in the Bible to put up a monument in honor of the God of

Tyre and bow to the god of Tyre and listen to the voice that something was

there which was not extremely common at that time, but the God of Tyre was not

content of being the God of Tyre and having the people of Tyre worship him,

that there was an attempt made to influence people of ot1a nations also to.

w3rhsipo the god of,Tyre and here the king of Damascus, far across the mountain,

put up a monument to Melkart, the God of Tyre and that, of course, is exactly

.'.hat we find in the Bible, that at this time, the worship of the god of Tyre

began to spread over into Israel and Jezebel brought it down and with-great

missionary fervor sought to induce the Israelites to turn away from their old

fashion worship and to turn to her more sophisticated and civilized, so she

thought, god of Tyre and so we have the worship of Baal going in two directions

over toward Damascus and coming down here into Israel and it fits with our

Biblical account of the situation. Now the Bible tells us that when this

crisis had begun in the land, and it doesn't take much time elaborating on

the crisis telling us what the s1iiation.was, it said in Chapter 17:1 that

Elijah, the Tishblte, said to Ahab. Now, who is this Elijah. We have had no

mention of him before. We didntt know where he came from and we didnt know

anything about him before this. Now we suddenly find that he came from

Gilead over across Jordan. He is one of the inhabitants of Gilead, and that

is all that we know about him and yet he said, as the Lord God of Israel lived

before whom I stand. He cAaims to be one who stands before the Lord God of

Israel and as one who stands before the God of Israel, he is not afraid to stand

before the king of Israel. As one who is used to standing before Jehovah, the

God of Israel, he has no fear before Ahab. He simply suddenly appears before

him, makes a statement and disappears and you might say some fool come out of

the desert here, some sortof an uncivilized fellow, nobody/Ø of the type

of these civilized cultured sophisticated people from Tyer and Sidon

who were bringing their advanced religion on the land, but he is one of those

who holds this backwoods religion . He had come out of the wilderness and he is
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appearing before the. king of Israel and makes this crazy statement and then

disappears. As the Lord God of Israel lives, before whom 'I stand., there

shall not be dew nor rain these years, but according ot my word. Whose word?

Is God speaking or is Elijah speaking? Elijahis so associated with thestand.

of God that He knows that God. will revealto him when there is going to be

rain. Well, now if the next day or the next week, they had had a big thunder

storm and flood in the land, people would have said, what kind of a fool was

that who came up here and made that statement? People probably didn't 4pay

much attention to it, but he was a picturesque figure and he had atrracted

attention and it was a peculiar sort of thing and they said, well, some sort

of a fanatic if he would come often and make much trouble we u1d have to put

him out of the way so as not to interfere with the peace of the kings court,

but he has only come once and people remember the incident, but paid no atten

tion to it acept to discuss it as a curiosity. This man who had no fear before

tie king to say these foolish things. But the word of the Lord came to Elijah

and he told thim to get away from there. Does this mean that he only once

appeared before Ahab? Perhaps he stayed in town two or three weeks and told

a lot of people there. Perhaps he made it quite apparent to a good many.

It doesn't say. We don't know. But at least before the draught began to be

serious God told him to lave and so he went down besie the brook Cherith,

before Jordan and in that area, as you know, Jerusalem is up and all these

Sarnaria, etc. are up on hill country there and from that down into the Jordan

there is the steep side area dropping down over half a mile of altitude, in

many places 3/k of a mile of altitude and of course you have many

sized canyons and there are many places in there where a person could hide

for months and not be found by a large army hunting for them. And, of course,
had

they didn't know in what direction he had gone or anything and nobody in

particular noticed him or payed attention to where he' went, when he first

went, but he went down to the brook Cherith and there the Lord said you shall

drink of the brook and I commanded, the ravens to feed you there. And this
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word raven, with a little change in the }%/becgme arj and there are

many just a change of vowels, same kind. o many people think that this

simply means that God commanded the Arabs to feed him down there and it is not

the ravens at all. Well, it has been interpreted raven all through the ages

and there is no reason why God couldn't work the miracle i he chose and cause

the ravens to come 'and to feed him down there by the brook and if it was only

the feeding of the man by the ravens was the only supernatural or unusual

tin in the whole account, we might say, well, there is not much, else that

fits, together with it here, probably what it àriginally meant was arabs and

somebody has simply vocalized it differently in the course of time, but since

we have so many illustrations of the, at this time, the wonderful outpouring

of God's supernatural power in these remarkable actions, why there is no reason

whatever, to change the point. It is just as reasonable that God cause the

ravens to do what he could easily cause them to do if he chose, cause them

to bring his food down there by the brook Ohrith, and so he stayed there by

the brook and he ate the food which the ravens brought him, which was probably

ample to keep him living, but not perhaps any great banquet or anything, but

he stayed there and then the brook dried up -and then the word of God came to

Elijah and said go to Zarephath, and where is Zarephath? What makes you

think so? Yes, it is on the map, fine, but how did it get on the map? Well,

the verse here says Zarephath which belongs to Zidon, and so that would give

us pretty good indication that we would be entitled to look on the map near

Sidon and we look on the map near Sidon and we find there is a modern town

called arepheth which is just a few miles south of Sidon there, a little

town. I stopped and walked around in it. I didn't otice any widow woman

there (laughter)it is just a modern arabic village there today. Now, of course

it is possible the name might have disappeared and the new village been given

a name, because of people reading in the Scripture there was such a town near

Sjdon, but when we have so many towns like this which we have the names pre

served, there is no reason this mightn't be one of them too. And so it is

quite definitely accepted. The name has been preserved all through the a.
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This little obscure village south of Sidon, was the place where he was direc

ted. Go up toward Sidon. Now what a place to go. The Baal worship had come

from Sidon and Tyre and from that area, and you go right up to the very heart

of it. Well, that is the last place anybody would look for him and very often

the last place where a person would be looked for is the safest place and that

is where the Lord sent him. But he didn't go to any city that our Lord Jesus

Christ refers to. He didn't go to a Jewish city. He didn't go to an Israelite

city, he went up to a city, he went up to this foreign land there and

he came up to this city of Zarephath and he came up and God miraculously pro

vided that he would be kept alive in the home of this widow women and whe

and her son also kept alive in the terrible famine which by this time was on

the land. And so the Lord took care of Elijah up there and then in Oh. 18 we

find that the Lord suddenly sends Elijah back. He says go and show yourself

to Ahab and you might say how caihe go up there back and forth like this wiht

out being seen? Well, they didn't have, a few main roads like we have now.

They were little trails largely, very poor roads, and so traffic wouldn't be

concentrated in small areas and there was a great deal of wilderness area

through this reason and it would be quite simple to walk through the area where

hardly anyone could see him at' all and so the Lord said go and show yourself

to XXX Ahab and Elijah leaves Zarephath and he comes south again into the land

of Israel and then we find that Ahab is with Obadiah, the governor of his

house. Obadiah a man, who greatly fears the Lord and who does his best to

serve the Lord so long as he can do it without offending Ahab and he really

does a great deal. He isa very Godly man and he only stops short of the point

where he might offend Ahab. And so Obadiah and Ahab are hunfting for water% to

keep the animals alive, were hunting for some little spring, some little

place that they didn't know of so that the horses and the mules might not

die of thirst. The famine, the rain was not short enough that people didn't

have water to drink yet, but it was short enought that there wasn't enough

for the animals. There wasn't enough 12 3/k and so the
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famine was in', a very serious situation and they were hunting to see if they

could find some source of water to whelp save the animals. And Ahab went

one way and Obadiah the other and here Elijah comes to Obadiah and now Elijah,

Obadiah sees him and he recognized. him add he falls on his face and he says

are you my lord Elijah? And Elijah says, go tell Ahab that Elijah's here.

And immediately Obadiáh is overwhelmed with the great power of od and the

fact that he himself is fuilfilled, he is in a terrible

s$pot. If he goes and tells Ahab that Elijah is there, he knows that Ahab

will be very angry and will want to get ahold of him and he says. Ahab has

sent to every country asking whether Elijah was there trying to find him and

now, he says if I go and tell him you are here, Ahab will come all ex-.

cited to get him and when he finds he isn't here he will turn his anger on

him. He:knew that God wouldn't let Elijah be seized by Ahab, but he, himself

had been etting along in his own care all this time, pleasing Ahab and at

the sametime serving God and this would be going a little too far, and he

doesn't figure that God will protect him. He knéws that God will protect Eli

jah and so he doesn't want to go and: Elijah has to give him an oath and say

as the Lord lives before whom I. stand, I will show myself to him daily and

the Schofield Bible heads this a prophet out of touch with God and says in

the note ....In such a time as the reign of Ahab and Zezebel a believers true

place was by Elijah's side. Obadiah is a warning type of the men of God

who adhere to the world while still seeking to serve God. The secret of the

Lord, and the power of the Lord were withElijah, the separated servant .....

And so Ahab came to meet. Elijah and (end-of record)
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and now we expect to read of his conquest of Jerusalem. He says, hmself,

I made-a prisoner in Jerusalem, his royal like -a bird in a cage, I

surrounded them with earth - in order to-molest those who were leaving

hi/s city gates Now you would expect that this would mean that he is

going to then march up and utterly destroy Jerusalem. He shut }iezekiah up

like a bird in a cage. He didn't bother with any other king shutting him up

like a bird in a cage, he simply said that he marched up and conquered the

cities, undermined the walls, the word mine by the way, means to dig a hole

into the ground, and I should think undermine would serve as well inhere,

as it is used in a modern technical way, but I don't think they had it in

that time (laughter), I suppose the reason they called things mines, is be-

cause they dig a mine and put them in. (question i) In other words, the
the thing

situation is one in which human beings to human eye is absolutely There

was nothing in the world for those two years humaiy speaking to prevent

Senriacherib from coming up and digging under the walls with battering rams,

and attacking them and they could easily have done it humanly speaking

2 but Isaiah said, don't worry,

he said, you are going to. have two years of conditions and then, he

said, you are going to be free again and that would give them the assurance,

they didn't need to worry, they could put their trust in the Lord, they

were helpless, there was nothing they could do, but they wee' not going to

be overcome and many people say, how perfectly silly, Isaiah is just crazy

to say such a thing. Why, of course, aennacherib i going to take us one

of these days, it will probably be tomorrow. Probably the next time Drew

Pierson went on the radio he set the date (laughter) he said it was going to

be Feb. 16th when ennacherib will attack, I predict that that is the way

it is going to be. And then when it didn't come then, he probably made a

couple of months later, and he eventually would have hit it right, if the

Lord hadn't interveded and caused (laughter) Now, why didn't Senna

cherib attack before? Well, for one tng, he had the Philine country he
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was taking over. He was mopping up the other various cities of Judah, and

he was expecting a big force to attack from Egypt. In fact we read in

the Scripture, heheard,//f/ that the Egyptians were coming and then

he thought, well, I will send a message offand see if they won't surrencer

immediately and aave me the trouble. It was a march of a few miles up there

and Jerusalem did have very strong walls which might have taken quite a bit

of a Beige, if would at least be quite a, it would take a good bit of effort,

and they seemed to be "right into his hands and he might as well clean up

these other things first. That is probably the reason he postponed it. If

he had come earlier, humanly speaking, he certainly could have conquered it.

And of all of these other places, he says, I conquered, I destroyed it, they

hung up the people on poles around the city, but Jerusalem, he says, Heze

kiah, I made a prisioner in Jerusalem like a bird in a cage. His which

I had .1 took away frtm his country and gave them over to the King of

Ashar

but I refused his country, but I still increased the tribute due to me as

his overlord which I imposed upon him beyond the formal tribute to be de

livered annually. Hezekiah, himself, whom the terror inspiring surrender of

my lordship had overwhelmed and whose irregular and elite tr4oups which he

had brought into Jerusalem,his royal residence in order to strengthen it had

deserted him did send me later to Ninevah, my lordly city, together with

30 talents of gold, 800 lbs. of silver, precious stones

large cuts of reed stones, with ivory .... and he goes on

and tells all the wonderful things that Hezekiah gave to him. In another

inscription he says, I laid waste a large district of Judah and made the

proud and overbearing Hezekiah, its king, now in submission. Now, of course
thever

all about his wonderful glory and all that is what you find in communiques

by all armies, all the bearers are the greatpowerful conquering soldiers and

the others re the ones who lose out. They are nmbered during the war when

the German's attacked Greece from the north and we read one day about a tremend
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allied victory in which thousands of Germans were destroyed and the force

of the invasion was broken in a certain place, and then the next day you read

about a great allied victory in which the Germans had been utterly annihi

lated and the place it named was 10 miles south of that ned the previous

day and then the next day there was another great allied victory and the

Germans were completely wrecked and that was still 10 miles further south,

and it is only by noticing the loation of them that you could tell that ac

tually the germans were pushing their way right down into Greece and there

was nothing resisting it and I had no doubt when the American troops
in

were invading Germany they did exactly the same thing and so these

Assyrian records, all students rather discount the strong language that they

use about their great glory and are interested in actually what they did and

we can't imagine Sennacherib, after having pointed out that Hezekiah was the

(ringleader of the opposition, that he would be satisfied to shut him up in

a cage like a bird if he was in the position to do anything more and we can't

imagine that he would even mention shutting him up as a bird in a cage if he

thought it was important enough to get him to really go and attack as he-did

other places, and the fact of the matter is, that he does not even claim to

have conquered Hezeklah. It is a pretty lame thing to boast about and he

never boasted that way about anyone elde. It shows that though Sennacherib

did not wish his people in Assyria to know about it, the fact is plainly there

that he failed to conquer Jerusalem. Now, the Bible also tells us that

Hezekiahgave him tribute, 30 talents of godi and a large amount of silver,

thought the amount of silver is much less than the 800 account here mentioned,

and the Bible says that he gave him this and we get the impression from the

Bible that he gave it as an earlier time and it is most likiey that what ac

tually happened is that Hezekiah sent all of this ribute to Sennacherib when

he first came &n order to propitiate him and to make friends with him and tht

?Sennacherib refused it and was not stIsfled. and was going to uttey des

troy him and that it was then that he resisted him and that as a result %
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Sennacheribwould have destroyed the city if God had not intervened and.

delievered them.,. The' Assyrian record in what it omits and what-it boasts

about is the trongest possible collaboration of the Biblical account:of the

fact that God intervened in a. mighty way and prevented the powerful Assyrian

King from going to Jerusalem what he did to all of these other-cities. And

then, it. is. very interesting that in Sennacherib's great palace there is a

beautiful which he put up and this shows a-great

city and it shows the mighty walls around this city and it shows Sennache

rib approaching with his army and then it shows Senn.acherib standing before

the city and his men coming with-battering rams and attacking the city and

the people on the top, of the yails throwing things down on their heads, it

is a very active scene of battle and then you see in another seene the

victory and the people marching out of the city and Sennacherib pushing

them off into slavery and taking tt place and it was put up in Sennacherib's

palace in a very conspicious place and if- you look at it you wonder is this

one of the great cities of the world that Sennacherib has conquered of which

there were many that he thought so much about his conquest that he put up

the great picture of it here in his palace and you read underneath, "Senna

cherib, King of the World, King of Assyria, sat upon throne and

passed in review the booty taken-from Lachish." And so it is the second

greatest city in the land of Judha, a city somewhat inferior, oh, greatly

inferior to Jerusalem and Jerusalem was greatly inferior to other cities which

he found which he thought important enough to put up in his palace to remem

ber. I call it Sennacherib's consolation prize. Jerusalem as the one place

he uade a great failure and he tried to remember the best thing he could

out of the Judean conquest, the chapter of quite an important fortress of

a very definitely second city of -the land, the city of Lachish. And if some

of you have time to read that book of Sir Charles Martin, The Bible comes

alive, you will find that the: last half of-the book i the accoun of the

excavations of Lachish and it has got a picture of this and the-
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inscription underneath and an account of %é. what was discovered at Lachish.

I told you once before. the first half of the book, but it has some very,

excellent material in it, has a lot-of junk in it along with-it and I don't

think you are confident to distinguish between the good material and the junk
as Isay

in the first half of the book, though/I say there is still some very good

material there along with. some real unfortunate guesses, but the last half of

the book is the account of the excavation in part of which, Martin parti-

cipated and tovhich he contributed heavily-and.-excavation which give us

a wonder/fti idea of the background of Palestine at this time, the excava

tion of ancient Lachish. But -it fits. right in with this account here. (ques

tion i0) o, it is 200,000 men that he. took -from Judah, 185,000 yes, well,

that is a large number of men,- -but after all there was no telegram in those

days and they had marched for weeks from their home and a_,great number of.

men had been brought out and they were there two or three years on this cam-

paign and he doesnTt make mention of how many-men he loses thought, he makes

a lot about how many men the other-side-loses.. Now, of course, it may be

that they immediately -sent letters to the war depmentand flags of Assyria

to all of these people's families as soon as.Senn.acherib got home, we are

not told about that, but all. that wehaveis Sennacherib's official inscrip

tion which he wrote to glorify himself andto show his people what a great

man he was. And in inscriptions like that..they rarely even mention their

defeats. You go to. the hotel - in Paris-where they have the great tomb

of Napoleon .and there is that great - tomb, of that great conqueror Napoleon

and 1ae isa big monument to the battle of , ,
. and here is one to the

battle of Y -. and these great battles around us that Napoleon van,

but you look all around-there and there is no monument about Waterloo, in fact

there is no mention-,of it there at all,.and in greátthings like this, glori

fvin 1Deole they ut u that they hope to last forever, they make as little

possible, and he didn'tsay-here that he couldn't take Jerusalem, he doesn't,

say anything about his losses, but he said. I shut him up like
-
a bird in a cage.
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And-,-it is not like a--newspaper in whicht1iepeople.would try to get the

news. Even you take: a newpaper, I doubt if~-Ithe Russian-papers' the-Russians

might lose a-half a million men somehwere, and I doubt if there ld'be a

word of it in the paper.- I doubt if they -would let anything get in on it.

Now, of course.,--in.-those day

was doubtless-the -t e-:-people who came -back would tell the

people-and they would know thatSennacherib hadl:a It"oftroub1e.anddiffi

culty in the course of his conquests, but in his thscrtptioñ.'sbe says nothing
/

about them. (question- 13) Well maybe he&idin his , but in the

things he wrote up for, preservtion.The preferred- to forget this altogehr.

(question 131) Cirhaaah., There. are variuswás that they- spell it in

English.We have the name- In the. cuneiform -writing and ..in the-heiroglyphics., but

we have a great deal of evidence- about- him arid he is mentioned several tines

in the old Testament. It 1s an instance- of corroboration of the name and of

the facts about himbetween the Scripture and boththe Egyptian and the Assyri

an records. (question 14) No, as you readSennacherib'sacOunt and as you

read the account of these Assyrians, you don':t, they intend to make it lookd

as-if they did most everythingthemselves, and whenybu read- the Egyptian

account, they tell how the king rushed into battle and -h* he hundreds

of his enemies and they have: ..-_that show.the king built up ten times

as big as- an of their men inthe body,. and he wôuld hit them with his fist

and - knok over a hundred of-the enein and - all -that sort - of thing. And. they

try to make it look as if it was the king who did it and very often, - we
-
find

in modern times, that a king or a general, that. he is the one

who did it rather than the great.-number of soldiers and we do not have any

evidence from Assyria as yet, aboütthe -great number of men involved, but As
conuered

syria at-about ikOo B.C. :% /% the land of . and in the-land of

Ir one of the-smaller-cities was the-city:-6f NUM 1.9 and I drew up the-

telephone-directory for Nuzi. (end of record)

(15)



and on some of these are literally dozens of them 'which record lists of armour

and materials for the men and the equipment all reddy for the fighting men

from. this little ,tonw of Nuzi in the kingdom of Ira which was subject

to Assyria, and it gives you, as you read those inscriptions, at first sight

as you read it seems rather tiresome to read the lists

of their armour and all this and how many there are of this andt, and it

seems like tiresome boring reading until, you start to thing of the

and it gives you a vivid.accouna in a lesser country what a tremendous 'amount
pre

of paration and is going on all of the time in order to keep the

equipitent in shape and ready for the soldiers from that one town and it gives

you a realization that if it Was that way in a little twn of Iuzi in the

kingdom of Ira that the Assyrians utterly conquered, what was it in the

greater cities. And there was--a great system of organization there, undoubtedr

the Assyrian must have been very effective organizing,

bu iVntheir royal inscriptions which they put on these great stones which V

have been. preserved, they make it sound as it it were they alone that did it.

And youdon't get the impression of a great number of men who were working under

their direction. I think we have time to read you a word from the library

of a 'world before the end of the hour. Now we do not meet to

morrow and next week you will have the time for review so that you will be

extra well prepared for the examination following. We ha two more lessons,

but I want to read you this from the library of the world's best literature,

a quotation from a poem by Lord Byron, the. Destruction of Sennacherib. The

Assyrians came down like the wolves on the , and his
-
horse were

gleaming in purple and gold and the sheen of their spears were like stars on

the sea as the blue wayes roll nightyly on the blue galillee, like the ]mves of

the forest when summer is green, sunset was seen, like the

leaves of the forest when: autumn hath blown, 'lay withered

and torn, as death spread his wings on the and breaths in the

face of the Coe as he passed, the eyes of the sleepers waxed deadly and
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and the hearts that once beats and forever stiff, and there lay

the steed with his mouth wide and through it there not the breath

of his pride and the,. of his gasping lay white on the turf.:

of the rock beaten surf, and there lay the rider distorted and pale with the

dew -on his brow and the rust on his ma, and the tents were 'all silent,-.the.

banners . .

andtiie widows of Ashar are loud-,in their wail . - 3

in the temple of Baal




(end, of leciaine)

Let us turn in our Bibles to Isaiah 3,7: and, yo.u remember Isaiah 36-39 is

the historical section of the, book in which it tells us -about the events con

nected with Sennacherib's invasion of ,Judah and in this we have the account

of God '5 delivery of the city, and ,the -Lord made 'the prediction that the king

of Assyria would not come to this city in-vs.-33 ",,""

by the way that he came the same, shall return and then. vs. 36 ,.,... Then the

angel of the Lord vent forth, and smote in the p of the Assyrians 185,,000




.

and when men arose in the-morning behold, these were all dead corpses. So
.Lt

Sennacherib, king of ssyria, departed and went and returned and dwelt at
a

Ninevah, and it came to rass as he was worshipping in the,, house of 1isroch

his God, that Adrammelech and Sharezer his sons smote him with the sword, and

they escaped into the land of- Armenia: and -Esarhaddon his son reigned in his

stead. We gave you the names.of four kings of Assyria, -the last we gave was'

Sennacherib, - and here we have the name of Sennacherib's son. Esarhaddon.

Well, now Esarhaddon reigned instead of his father after his father's death.

His fat1 was killed as he was worshipping in the house of - Nisrock his god.

Was the death of Sennacherib -the day after he got back from Having been de

feated. in the attempt to conquer Jerusalem, or was it perhaps a month later,

or did perhaps-as much as six months elapse between his teturn and the time

when he was killed here? What does the Bible teach about that matter, Mr.

Smick, what yould you say? You haven't,' how many have this open in front of yo
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As I have-been reading it. together, it is pretty hard to consider it unless

you are looking at it, or else it will make you have a photographic memory

so that as I say it you can see it. before you and keep it before you definitely

Now raise your hands again, those- of-you-who have it before you.. Fine, that

is most everybody. Mr. Olsen, what would you say? (answer 6 3/1.) .. Mr. Olsen

is ignorant on it, who is not? Mr. . Dedic? (answer ) Yes, well, how long was

it after he went back to Ninevah beore he was. attacked by these thugs and

murderers? How many can 'tell how long? Who can tell us how long? Mr. Bates?

You think this sounds as long as two years?. You do? How many of you think

it sounds as long as two years?--How-many of you think it as

long as two. years? How many think it sounds as if it were less than one year?

How many agree with Mr. Dorsey? That you can't tell at all. Quite a few

of you are ignorant like Mr. Olsen. Well, I think it is a very good rule of

Bible interpretation when the Bible doesn't say, 4.t is a good thing for. us not

to say unless we have some evidence from some other source. Yqiwi].l notice

that it says that he went, back and. he came to Ninevah and he returned and dwelt

at Ninevah and it came to pass as 'he' was yorshipping his. Sons killed 4im. Well

now, that doesn't say that it didn't happen.a few days later, does It? But

it doesn't say that it did and I am-sure that the average reader-of.-the Bible

readingthis will have, a picture. of Sennacherib defeated in Palestine, going

back to his home in disappthintment and almost immediately being killed. That

is a picture that people wll get 'from it, but it doesn't'.say that. Most

readers of the Bible, aside from you in this cAass, of cowse, most readers

of the Bible will get that impression that it happened almost immediately aid'

maybe will say that it happened'.. immediatly and everyone in this class at s9me

time 'or other will insist that because 'two things are mentioned one after the

other in the Scripture, therefore-they come right immediately after each other

and I am not worried now about how long you thin they laxed between Senna

cherb's return and his death, but'I am worried about your studying this vital

principle that when you find it saysthat this happened and then bhat appen/
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that does not meanthat ithappened-immediately un1ssit says that&?

it did-immediatly. And that. applies :to future prediction and to past his-.

tory. It is very very vital. thatwhatever the Scripture definitely teaches

we stand upon-and that wheatever the Scripture doesnt definitely teach that

we do not, take any staid unless..-you have evidence for it of course. Now

in this ease the evidence from Seniacherib's inscription, the account of his

atttaeh. here and the later events of his reign lead. scolars to, conclude that

there was, about 20 years after he returned to Ninevah before his death,. Now

you couldn't tell that fxi the Scripture, you oouldn't say there was more

than six months, but neither could- you:say that thane was less than 20 years,

it just doesn't say, and the evidence that we have from other sources shows
not that

that, there is a gap in.our-,account. That is to say that there is a mistake
0




or anything, by the word gap, I &onk,.mea a mistake, I mean simply a space and in any-

yhing you give you aregoing to be spaces unless.,youaie going ,to make what you say-so

complete that you get about two sentences, said, in the course of your. life, Because any

thing you say has got -further questionsthat could be asked about but that your sentence

simply doesn't touchupon. - You sayI saw a man, riding down the street. Well, there is, a

gap there. You have',t told. yiliether,he. was riding on a horse, in an atuornobile, in afire

engine, in a locomotive, in a baby carriage. You havent told. bow he. wa., riding. You say

I -saw a man riding ma car. You haven't tolus whether it was a Ford, Buick, Cadellac,

Chevrolet, or..wa it was. - You .say, I .saw him. in a Chevrolet. You havene't told -him whets

er.it was of 1950 on oil 50 or-what. You say,I saw him in a-1945 Chevrolet,, you

told. us wbethirit was-a sedan or a coupe ora convertible. I saw him in a.1945

Chev., sedan, and he hasn't told .us whether it. was black or blue or green or red. or-oaxIge,

or what... You could go' on and. on in everytying. you way has got gaps in it, that is to say,

there are a' few id.eas brought out and there is much that you have not touched upon and. that

is true of any. express. n;onanysubject whatever-There is no one, who can give us tha .

±elationship between--a circv.mfrancé. and. a--diameter without le.ving gaps. Because ±1' you,, say

3.141559- and goon and give a sixteenth-decimal there would still be: 300 more decimals that -




/
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you could get if you were to keep going. (question 12 I said, the estimate that is made

on the date of Sennheib s account was about 20 years. Sennacheri inscriptions tell

us about his trip coming to Jerusalem and. they tell us later of them i his reign and. it

is usually considered about 20 years. (question 12 3/1l) Hezekiah? 1)hat has it to do a

bout Hezekie1is reign? (answer) Chanter 38 you mean. Yea, well it is arallo1 in either

case. In those days was Hezekiah sick unto: death. A very good Question. Now, everyone

I trust iWi has Isaiah before you, 37 and 38, which I am looking, or II Kings 19, 20

which Mr. Kirkwood. is looking at or II Chron. something or other which I suppose somebody

else is looking at. They are all three parallel, I don't care what you are looking at. I

hope that you are looking at one of them. And the nex chapter, I 'relieve all three begins

with the words, In those days was Hezekiah sickunto death. And in chapter 37 we read. how

Sennacherib came and attacked. In 36 we read' how he came and attacked Juclah. In 37 we

read of the negotiation of the two or three years after the negotiation, of the overhtrow

of Sennacherib, o± his returning to Ninevah and of his death at and 38 begins -in those

days was Hezekiah sick unto death and what days are those days? Are those the days when

Sennacherib' s sons were lanning how to kill him or were they days when they were fleeing

into Armenia after they had killed, him. Well, what does those days refer to? And. what

would you think Mr. Smith? The two Smith's are. ignorant on this point. Mr. Blo qrmiist :wha

would you say? Yes, .1 think that is a very interesting point. Hezekiah, be has been givig

us a history of the reign of (end. of record)
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It is what is always said to men who are out and out in their service for

God. Art thou he that troubleth Israel? Are you this troublemaker? My
God.,

how peaceful it would be if people wouldn't $speak out for if they were

simply like Obediah who in a quiet way served the Lord, and not

not offend the political and ec#clesiastical organizations which are moving

forward into new realms and new changes and want peace in order that they

may revolutionize the country. He says, are you the one who is troubling

Israel? Are you the trouble maker? And Elijah very truly answered and said,

I haven't troubled Israel, I am simply standing for what Israel is always
house

stood for, I am standing for God, but you and your father's have forsaken

the commandments of the Lord and have followed and so now here is

a situation where Elijah now has to be listened to. If Obadiah were to call

on Ahab to follow God and turn away from the Ball worship, Ahab would pro

bably pay no attention to him. He might tell him to get back to his proper

business in handling the things in his hand and stay out of great affairs of

state that don't concern him, but Elijah is one who has been taking a stand

for this and one whom Ahab would like to put out of the way, but now he is

in a position where he has to listen to him on account of the drought. It
Elijah

is not simply what $$ has done, it is what God has done. God has produced

a situation in which Elijah will be listened to and it is remarkable how a'

man can stand for God and he can seem like a voice in the wilderness, he can

seem to have no attention paid to him, he can stand for the Lord and then in

the providence of God, a situation develops where the man can be heard uni

versally. It happens over and over, the man who is Martin Luther,

standing for the Lord and he was writing thesis and trying to get attention

all over Germany to his stand against the scholastic theology and against

the AWAX message of seeking for salvation by works and nobody was paying

a- attention to him. They looked at it arid they said, he has gotten some

interesting ideas there. Maybe sometime we will look into them and they

didn't pay any attention and all of a sudden, utterly unexpected to him the
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Lord produced a situation, a situation in which his voice went out and the

indulgence came into the area who were raising the money to buil%d

St. Peter's church and. to give the Arch bishop of his wonderful. palace

and his splendid banquets and giving all the people salvation through pur

gatory and when Martin Luther found people in his own congregation whose

faith was being wrecked by the work of the indulgence sellers, Luther felt

that this *as off the line of his main activity, but it was a crisis, it was

a stand which was interfering with the word of God and coming eight into his

community, he vox1 have to at least speak out about it and so he wrte his

thesis and tacked them on the church door for people to discuss, not expec

ting that they would get any more attention than the other thesis, but

thinking that at least in an area here, there would be some discussion and

people's attention would be called to the seriousness of this matter and

he would at least speak out for what he thought was right and to his amaz

ment people copied the thesis and translated them into German and carried

them all over Germany and within 2 weeks they were down in Rome and within

six weeks they were being told on the streets of Jerusalem and they spread

all over the western world and a thing that Martin Luther had never dreamed

of came to apas, hat this action which he took on a sideline that wasn't

particulary the center of his interest, but was a point where he had to be

either false to God and keep quiet or speak out and he spoke out and the

Lord had prepared the situation just right so that when the other words that

he thought were on more central and basic matters had gotten no attention,

his word on this particular matter was carried all through the world and, of

course, it resulted in attention to his other words later on and in the be

ginning of the tremendous work which he did, but God produced the situation

where the word of Luther was heard all through all the countries of Europe

and God had prepared a situation here. Elijah's original sentences were

heard by the court, and perhaps a few people heard about it. When the drou

came the word spread about it and all over they heard about what this crazy
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man had said and maybe there is something to it after all. See the drought

that has come and now he is in a situation where he can put a challenge to

Ahab and Elijah is like, he is like a great plow that breaks the way through

a difficult situation. He opens the ground. Re is the means that God used

to break open the situation and to force people to listen to the word of

God. He is the great evangelist that comes with sensational methods is the

one that comes and wakens people out of their lethargy and compels them to

listen and so Elijah says to Ahab, he says, You bring the people of Baal,

you bring the prophets of Baal, 450 in the prophets of Asheroth, koo to

eat at Jezebel's table, you bring them up to Mt. Carmel and, he says, I

will appear there before them and we will see who is God and so the 850

prophets of Baal and Asher appear and Elijah, the one man against

them standing for God. And the probabilities are that 90% of the people

of Israelor more at this time were nominally standing for God but only

very nominally. They were afraid to open their mouths. They would give

lip service to Baal worship and in course of time they would have completely

gone over to it, but at this time they still felt that God was the God of

Israel and the one they wanted to follow and yet they felt that it was good

to not get yourself into any dangerous situation and it was just as well to

at least give lip service to what the king liked, especially when Jezebel

was and so there were plenty of people who in their hearts felt that

perhaps Blijah was right, perhaps rather hoped he was, but there was hardly

anybody who was ready to .speak out publically and take the risk of being

killed with Elijah for if Elijah had failed in this great challenge, you can

be perfectly sure he would have been killed. And so Elijah said to the peo

I, even I only reinaineth a prophet of the Lord, but Ba.l1s prophets are 50

men and he called on them to take two bullocks and put them there and put

wood on them and no fire and then they should call on the name of their

God and he would call upon the name of the Lord and the God that answered

by fire let him be God. The people answered and said it is well spoken, we

can be quite sure that God had told Elijah in advance what to do in this sii - V
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ation. A person to go out and give a challange like this without the Lord's

command would be very very foolish, very very foolish. There are people

today who do that sort of thing. I've heard of people who hold up a

rattle snake in front of the church and they will say now look here

this snake can't hurt me. The Scripture says that they shall lift up

{ snakes, it can't hurt me. They hold it up and then the snake makes

a strike and they get bit and there have been such situations played up

in our papers within the last twenty years and I don't think they are

particularly honoring to the Lord. When he says we shall take up rattle

snakes, take up poisonous vipers, he means that when in the course of

doing his service we have to come into dangerous situations, we can

tru'st him to carry us saf%ely through. We can trust huinto take care

of us in sñtuations which would be death under normal eircumatances but he

has brought us intothem for his purpose, it is not just for , It is

not just a test which we make up, and in this was just a test mate up but

God had shown Elijah what to do and Elijah would follow in the definate

command of God in the test. And so Elijah gives the test which God has

doubtless given him and says lets make this test and see who was the God,

and then when the prophets of Baal cry out and they get no answer Elijah

mocks them and says cry aloud for heathen gods. He id talking or he is

persuing, $$/f he"s on a journey, perhaps he's asleep and must be

awakened and. he made fun of them and ridliculed them. Oh fte bitterness of

this man's life. The way he about these Baal worshippors and the

way he ridiculed their god and talked this way about Baal to theni4/ You

can be right sure that if Elijah had failed in the test, that if no fire

had come Elijah wouldn't have lived to tell about it. But here was a

test, a great test, and if this test had been made three years before it

would have meatt absolutely nothing. In the first place they wouldn't

have bothered % with them. Why bother with them. %fI5 Suppose Elijah
is

had come to Ahab and said, let's go up to Mt. Carmel and see who God
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Well Ahab would have said, well who are you, why bother me. I've got im

portant things to do, not to takk to a man like you. He wouldn't waste

his time. Suppose they had gone up there and held a test very few of the

people wou have paid any attention to it. When you go aroung and tell

about it they have said now are you sure thats true, I don't believe

it, I thiri,k it's a story that sombbody's made up. But here God had pro

duced a national situation which centered the peoples attention on Elijah.

God had produced a situation in which he could give thths great test in

such a way that the knowledge of it would reach out to the very end of the

land. He produced a aituation and Elijah was absalutely true to him and

was his instrument to use in the accomplishment of the work, and what was

needed there was to shake the people loose from their indifference, what

was needed there was to give a great spectical of some sort that would

awaken the people from their lethargy and it would show them what the

true situation was. So God sent the terrific famine, the terrific Ø.Z'FA&f%

drought into the land and caused that before it came Elijah uld have

predicted/, and he caused that at the end of it Elijah should 1,4é appear

at jut the right time that in order that this great spectical would be

given there, that the people would be given the evidence of who was the

real God. And so after the prophets of Baal failed and no fire came theb

Elijah took twelve stones and he built an alter in the name of theLord

and made a trench about it and put the wood in order and cut the bullock
him

in pieces and laid L% on the wood, and filled four barrels with water

and poured them on the burnt sacrifice so that it was drenched with water

and he did this three times and you could be sure that if the fire fm

some natural source say would cause it to ignite naturally after you

poured all this water to it, it 41 would just be watersoaked and water

logged all the wood why it would be practically impossthble, and so it

looked like an absolutely hopeless test but at the time of the evening

sacrifice Elijah didn't stand up and yell and scream like the Baal
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worshippers had done and cut himself with his and do all that sort

of thing, God had produced a great public spectical and now they were react

to listen and now Elijah speaks quietly. And in this situation where the

attention of everyone is focused, Elijah makes the prayer and prays that

the Lord will show His control here and then the fire of the Lord fell

and consumed the burnt sacrifice and the wood and the stones and the dust

and licked up the waters and it transends any human develop

ment and is a marvelous intervention of God to display the fact that God

was the God who is the creator of the universe and such an intervention

that God rarely gives, but he gave here only in this tremendous place of
th

the Baal worshippers who %reatened to destroy the worship of God from the

one place where He was preparing the way and giving the word of God to

Christians, preparing the way eventually for the coming of His son and

so the great evidence was given and you can imagine the effect upon the

people. All the people saw it and they fell on their faces and said the

Lord is God, the Lord is God and all the people now are convinced and they

are ready to go out and tell others and everybody is ready to see that God

is the true God and P,aal is nothing and now is the time to go among them

and give them the word of God and tell them how to be true to Him and to

turn to Him with their full hearts. Now if we have had the tremendous

spectical, now it is time for thy qui,et steady work of going from

town to town, village to village, city to city, preaching the gospel and

presenting the word of God. And first, of course, there is something yet

to do so Elijah says take the prophets of Baal and let not one of them

escape and they take them and Elijah brings them down to the Book

and slays them and so the prophets of Baal who are bringing this wicked

licientious worship here, this idolatrous worship that would utterly des

troy the worship of God and in the land are cut off, these two are

up there at Mt. Carmel and then Elijah says to Ahab, get thee up, eat and

drink for there is a boutiful abundance of rain and here God has given

the one great specticle and now is ready for the end of the draught. But
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But there is no sign of rain and so Ahab can have his banquet and have

his feast, but Elijah, if the rain doesn't come will be no better off than

he was before and the faith that has been built up in the people will be

dissapated and the whole specjtioal will go for nothing and he sends his

servant up to the top of Mt. Carmel to look towards the sea and he looks

and there is nothing there. He comes back and Elijah says, Oh, go look

again. And he goes up and says, No, there is no sign of l3ain. Well,

go look again and seven times the servant had to go up to the top fo the

hill and look. Elijah is so anxious, we have got to get this rain, if the

rain doesn't come this whole thing goes for nothing, why can't he relax

and sit back and say God has done this, God can bring the rain also and

God will bring the day today, and if not today, next week, but he certainly

will bring it soon, that is part of his plan. But Elijah is all keyed

up and tense and excited now and he's got to see that rain quickly as

possible and flnally$ the 7th time a little cloud is visible and Elijah

says, Oh, that is wonderful, the rain is coming (end of record)

ot 16

and the rain won't stop you and meantime the clouds / were covering

the heavens and now is the time when the word of God should be taken gout

to all of the people. Elijah should relax, he should go down to one of the

caves there in Mt. Cazinel and relax and rest for a day or two and get him

self ready and start the great work of carrying the word of God to the

people of the land and who are now ready to listen and after what he had

done up there nobody would dare absolutely safe, he is ready

to carry the word and the people are ready to listen to him, to go thr'u

the land, but now after this terrific crisis, this terrific excitement, he

has got to get rested, he has got to relax. You know bow hard it is to

relax after a crisis, you feel like going ahead and doing something, and

if there is nothing sensible to do, you feel like doing something crazy.
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I know after a great sermon with a big meeting and all, you just feel you

have got to take a walk, I have got to do something and work out the energy

and get it out of my system and certain that is necessary, but Eli

jah, we read that he was just so excited, the hand of the Lord was upon aim,

he girded up his loins and he ran clear across the valley of Ez

all the way over the Jezreel ahead of Ahab's chariot. This was an exhil

lerating thing to do under the circumstances and a mighty foolish waste

of energy and certainly no real relaxation to it and so when Ahab tells

Jezebel what Elijah has done by this time, Elijah is thoroughly exhausted
IF

from the long run and everything and Jezebel sends a messenger. Jezebel

really thought that she could do something against Elijah she would have

sent a couple of servants and told them to grab this man and bring him in

here and throw him in the dungeon, or she would have said, God and seize

him and strike him dead as he walks along. But there is nothing Jezebel

can do. The people had seen that God is a God of Elijah and God is the

true God. They have seen the spectacle, they have seen the fire fall, they

have seen the end of the draught, the nation is ready to listen to Elijah,

nobody would dare to touch Elijah under these circumstances, but Elijah

instead of relaxing and getting ready to go on to the more important part

of the vor, the part that couldn't be done without this first great spec

tacle, instead of that he just run in front of the chariot aczross up

there and threw away his energy and he is all excited and tense and Jezebel

says so %f// let the gods do to me and more also if I make not thy life

as the life of one of those prophets of Baal by tomorrow about this time.

She sayd, I will give you a few more hours to live then I will kill you,

and yet there is nothing in the world that Jezebel could have done to hurt

him in this situation. Everything was in his hands to go forward and do

a great work for God but the poor fellow is just so tired out that he is

just so nervously exhausted that he just got up and walked out across

Israel and across Judah down to Beersheba in the far sothern end of Judah
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and came into the wilderness and he ran away and had to take a few weeks

to get himself in decent shape
+en right at the time after the spectacle

a couple of days would have put iim in shape to go on and do the great

work and so God shows us God's great works in the Bible and He shows he

wonderful, way He has done, but He also shows us how men have been

served Him affectively and failed in their weakness and their fai'ure to

carry out all the aspects of His work as He wants them to do. And we have

a wonderful story of a man's great success in Elijah, but we have a wonder

ful example of errors to avoid also, in the way he almost failed to ac

complish (end of lecture)

study the historical and spiritual lessons of II Chron through II Chron.

28. The lesson for last Monday was quite a different type of lessons.

That was a rapid survey of II Kings 2. Just getting the main facts in mind.

We covered a good many more chapters and was dealing with matter which

there is not so much historical importance though there is some, bt it is

mostly of spiritual importance and very valuable for intensive study, but

for the purpose of this particular course, we will go over it rapidly.

Now the same applies for our lesson for next Monday. It is II Kings 3-1 .'

Now you see that is a frly long lesson, but it is not to be written up in

the way in which we just wrote up Chron. It is simply to run through those

chapters and note the main situations that are noted in there and get the

historical facts which you will not find are a great many. That it is

dealing with the dealings of the prophets, with the king mostly or with

the people and that is very important, but from the viewpoint of political

history, it is not so important. Get the facts about political history that

i find in II Kings 3-11 If it says a certain king of Israel lived in the

reign of a certain king of Judah, or vice-versa note that. At least get

the reference so that you can easily gather together material of that type

without having to go 'over all of the chapters again. If a foreign king is

mentioned, be sure you note that because you may be interested in naming

what is said about it. And if you find problems of matters which seem to 701
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to be difficult to understand or to interpret.. why make a note of them.

Either you can give it in to me or ask me about it. We won't be ab'e to

spend much time in class on these chapters although they are well worth

a great deal of study, but for the purpose of this particular c.ass we

won't have much time to spend on it. Now the lesson Tuesday is a different

type yet. The lesson Tuesday continues in II KIngs, but that was 3-10, I

think I mispoken when I said 3-11, 3-10 was for Monday, now Tuesday is

II Kings 11-16 and in these chapters, you will find quite a bit of material

that is parallel to material already given in Chronicles. In that case

you can note the parrallel, but you don't need to give over ggain the

haitorical and spiritual lessons that you have already gotten from Chron.

is it is just the same material. It is often that you will find that there

is anyweres from 3 verses to 30 verse that are word for word and I am not

asking you to check through every word to see that it is exactly word for

word for this assignment, but you can easily tell if two verses are the

same, even with minor ifferences. It is a parallel and see what is the

parallel in these chapters to what you have already had in Chron. and in

dicate the parallel. Now what is new in these 6 chapters that you haven't

had in Chron, make a write up on that on the spirituals and historical

lessons even as you did today. Thus we are doing the historical and spiri

tual lessons for the material in Kings and Chron. but not repeating what

you have already done in the other books. Now, if the Lord thinks it is

important enough to give twice, it is important enough for you to do twice.

The Lord emphasizes by repeating them. He does not waste words in the

Scripture. We cannot go through the Scripture and leave out parralles

and say they don't matter. They do matter or the Lord wouldn't put them

in so I hope that you will study the historical and spiritual lessons in

Kings in the parts that are parallel, but I think you will get more value

out of it if you do that 3 or k years from now instead of doing it right

now when you have just done it with the other parallel. So the only part

I am assigning now is the portion of it which is not parallel and then to
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indicate the parallel to the other. Now (question 8)Keep that for your

self so that you have it/s. Tuesday it is to be urned in, Mondays is

nothing to be turned in unless you have particular problems in it you

would like to simply turn in for my information and if you find them inter

esting problems. I might be able to touch on them in class. Nobody turned

in any such paper for the assignment last Monday, so I gathered that every

thing was perfectly clear to you in those chapters there. Now today we

are continuing with the discussion which we had last T$4uesday about

the chapter and by the way, we meet tomorrow you know at 8 o"clock, but

we do not meet church history at 10. We are continuing thenin the dis

cussion of Elijah and Elisha and I do not want to take time to go into

all the problems here or to bring all the spiritual lessons and vital mat

ters from it. I want to run rapidly over this material. And consequently

if I Ø{ speak myself or if there is something I say that is not at

all clear, please interrupt me, but if it is the matter of your thinking

that I give insufficient evidence for something that I say, or that my

view is definitely incorrect, why in either case I would appreciate it if

you would write out such a statement and turn it in to me, but I don't want

to take time in class with matters of that type this morning because, just

beca'8se we have more important matters from the viewpoint of this class

to cover later and don't want to take thb time on them " I want you to

know what I say about these chapters and whether you agree or not I will

be interested in learning by but no orally this time. Now we

notice now Elijah ran away form the post of duty. After the great work

which he had done, the wonderful thing he had done, the glorious way in

whlth. he had stood for God, we should not be hard upon him, nor condemn

him for his great failure It this point, but we should recognize when even

so great a man had such a terrible failure at this point, the danger for

us and we should pray that God will enable us to stand as true and strong

as Elijah did on Mt. Carmel which is a tremendous thing to ask for more
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than most of us can ever hope for, but then we should ask that all th.ru

our lives, whether in great situations like that or in smaller situations

that He may give us the sefi control. When the important work is finished

and there is a brief interval to utilize the interval in getting in shape

for the next bit of work for him rather than in wasting our energy as

Elijah did here, running before Ahab's chariot and getting into this situ

ation where the empty threat of a wicked woman scared him so that he

ran off. But he ran here in terrible, it wasn't 'ust the fear of Jezebel,

Elijah was a man of courage, a man of bravery, it was theoverwrought ner-
as

vous condition. It was a situation in which he didn't think logically 4i'

the result of his having poured himself out in this tremendous ordeal up

there in Mt. Carmel and then after doing it, not stopped and gotten him

self as quickly as possible into shape to go on to o the next thing. He

was terrifically nervous and overwrought and he descended into depths of

despair. And you will find in some of the greatest men, you will find

that they have had experiences very similar to this one. It is said of

Spurgeion that after some of his great sermons, some of his wonderful ex

periences in representing the lord in presenting his word that he used to

have a fit of depression come over him sometimes afterwards where he was

absoslutely hopeless about everything and pessimistic. They say, that one

time when they had planned for building a largel' building and he simply

feared because they were so bankrupt and everything would go to pieces

and the thing was utterly going to be a fillure and he was absolutely

despondent about it and the leaders of the church would say we have got the

money, it is all gathered, we got it here, there is no debt, there is no

borrowing, we are not even pledging, we have got the money and he just could.

believe it he was so despondent, /Ø'/%/ and so finally they brought in

the money and put it on his desk there and laid it out before him and of

course, that was no means typical of that great man of God but it was one

of the cases where he fell into a terrific despondency somewhat similar into
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that which Elijah fell into. And they can be prevented by controlling ones

self and utilizing the opportunites to get in condition after the great

crisis as Elijah faild to do in this case. And so Elijah sat down under

a juniper tree and requested that he might die. And said, It is enoi;

now Lord, take my life: for I am not better than my fathers. And the

Lord didn't rebuke him for his sin and wickedness in taking this attitude

in fleeing from his duty. When he wwoke from his sleep an ael touched

him and said, arise and eat and he looked and there was a cake baken on the

coals and a cruse of water at his head. The Lord wonderfully provided

for and cared for his overwrought servant in his oondtion of despondency

and left the rebuke and criticism for A later time when he should have

regathered himself and be in shape to profit by it. That is a good lesson

for all of us. That when there are occasions when someone is suffereing

as a result of their own sin and their own wickedness and their folly, that

sometimes that may be the time to give them the rebuke they deserved

but very often as they are suffering from it it is the time to be sympath

etic and understanding and help and to reserve the rebuke for a situation

when they are in proper shape to profit by it. And the angel of the lord

then after he had rested awhile came to him and touched him the second

time and said arise and eat; because the ourney is too great for thee.

And he arose and ate and drank and then in the strength of this food, he

vent forty days and forty nights to Hoeb the mount of God. It says in

the strength of this meat he went forty days and forty nights. What kind

of meat did he eat when he woke up? How many could say what kind of meat

it was that he ate. (end of record)
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Sennacherib, he turns to Sennacherib and gives a survey of his future history in relation

to what has b&en told, then, shall we say that he continued with the subject that he is

dealing th, the events of the reign of Hezekiah. That is a very good suggestion. (ques

tion *)Yes, that is, like you say, in this day, in that day, in those days men there is

flow some days of which I am going to tell you. These when He.ekiah was sick. Now, I thi

that is at least possible as far as the work is concerned, but even so, the cuestion is be
in

fore us, what are the days? Does he mean there was a time /i/Hezekiah' a life when he

was sick but it is someway related surely to what we in. some way

it must mean either days which came after what preceecled., perhaps a long timea.fter, or

days that came during there must be some relation to it. I think you all agree

that it is not necessary that ii those days mean the days when Sennacherib was being killed.

That would be relating it to the immediate . Now, you can take it a little further

back and say in the days when, I don't mean in those days necessarily but

the subject that we want to discuss is generally related to the period when the deliverance

came from Sennacherib. Now, you can surely take it back still further and say it is an

incident about Eezekleh which comes more or less in the general time at which in the general

time at which the whole experience of Sennacherib occurred. And I think that surely that

is equally valid. That is, it does not say, in the days when Sennacherib lay dying, or in

the day when Jerusalem has just been rescu.red or in the day when Sennacherib's army was. out

side. It doesn't say that and. therefore we are justified in concluding that it was d.uring

the late time of Hezekiah and we are, I believe that we all agree on that, and. we are justi

fied. in. considering that' it may very possibly be related in general to the events previouily

but we have no reason to say that it had to be related to the time of Sennacheribs

death. Mr. (.uestion 2)But I think that Mr. Nilson has brought out a very important point.

38 d 39 are quite definitely connected together. How does chapter 39 begin? At that

time you might say that is any time. There was a time when Hezekiah's reign, but go on

Merodachbaladan, the son of Bale4an, king of Babylon, sent letters and a present to eze

kiah for he had heard th t he had been sick and was recovered. Whknh comes first, 38 or 39?

Why? Because Merodach-baladan did. what is escibed. in, 39 as a. result of having heard

of what happened in 38. He heard of the events in 38 nd therefore he did. what was in 39 and.

so we know that 39 comes after 38. Now does 39 come after 37 or before?, It does not say.
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39 comes after 38, we are not told. that it comes after 37 or before. But you notice that

39 ends with a very very strange prediction. It-ends with a prediction that Hezekiah's

descendenta. will be carried out into captivity in B&Lon and that mxstiave sounded utterly

fantastic to Hezekiah when he first heard. it. Assyria was the great power of the day. Se n

nacherib ruled in the north and Babylon was a city which had. been very important in ancient

times a thousand years before but which was not a city which was subject to Assyria. .And. to

make the statement that all the goods of Jerusalem will e carried captive to Ninevah would

be a perfectly natural statement. All the goods of Smaaria had. been carried captive to Nine

vah. Wh.h not the goods of Jerusalem also? They certainly wouldbe if Sennacherib conque

red. Jerusalem. But to say that they woudl be carried captive to Babylon. That is a fanta3

tic tement because Babylon was a subject city fi hting for its very existence against

Assyria and how could Babylon send. armies clear across the desert strong enough to conquer

Jerusalem? It was a fantastic prediction, but it was a prediction which was fulfilled one

Ini.ndred and. fifty years later and this prediction, this fantastic prediction was made about

Bablon b Isaiah, a wonderful predictive prophesy something that would

appear utterly unbelievable at the time and it ends this historic section 36 - 39 and

ch. 40 begins Comfort ye, Comfort ye my people end begins that long passage in which God

assured thepeople that He would. deliver them from Babylon and it has section after section

which refers specifically to Babb].on as a nation which holds them in possession end it is

a very logical situation to have 39 end with the prediction of their being taken captive

Babylon and then to have cha. /40 continue with the section of Godts message of relief from

Babblon and so it is a logic l thing to have ch. 39 md. our historical section. But that

doesn't prove chronologically what its relation is to 37 and most scholars believe, in

fact all believe that 39 follows 38 because it says so in 39, but most believe that the

real purpose of Merodach-baladan, the son of Balad.an, king of Babylon, in sending letters

end a present to Hezekiah, was not that he sent these letters from this place way across

the desert way over there simply to tell Hezekieh how glad. he was that he recovered his

illness. But that was just an excuse, for messengers to go and. to try to get Hezekiah to

make common cause with him in upposin the king of Assyria and then the king of Assyrai.
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tells us how he had. these uprisings against him and how Mer. made a rebellion in Babylon a

gainst him for a number of year, Bab ion was held. independent of Assyria until Senna

cerib came with tremendous power and. overcame the land and Mer. had to flee and. hide in t1

marshes of the northern end of the Persian sea for a number of years in order to save his

life and. he finally came back again for a. brief time to gain the independence of Babylon id

again it was taken and so that it seems to be that that was the real purpose and if that was

he real -purpose then it very likely occu.red previous to ch. 36 and so we have if that is

true a series of chapters here of which 37 - 37 forms a unit and 38 - 39 forms a unit and.

36-37 tells us of this tremendous event went God delivered the land from Assyria and 38

and 39 tells us of this event important for predictive prophesy when God predicted that

they be taken captive, not to Assyria, but to Babylon and the events of 38 - 39 happened

in those days in the whole general period in which the events of 36 -37 happened, but in the

portion of the period. just proceeding the beginning cli. 36. (Mr. tIison question 8)Yes,

the references in Kings that Mr. Njl*ou has called our attention to would. suggest very

strongly that the illness occured. about in the fifth year of HeekIah while the attack of

Sennacherib was about the 14th year, (uestion) Oh, he reigned 29 years, 15 would make it

about the same time. That is right, about the same time, it would make it. (discussion)

I think it was definitely before that because it was pointed out that it would. be very

diffJcult for a messenger to come in to Jerusalem when they were actually there (discus-sion)




Well, at least it is about that period, I would think most likely a

coupid of years earlier. But it doesn't say exactly, but at least it would

not be after that time, it would be beore.(question 10) Yes, yes, probably

if he came in the fourteenth year and the' deliverence was about in the 17th

year, the sickness may have occurred in maybe in the 13th year and the mes

senger about the latter part of the 13th year and this may have been the be

ginning of the revolt against 3ennacherib, which lead Beimacherib to come

with his army (question ll)Yes, I forget, it is stated

here in his inscription he gives the events of his reign by years. No, he

doesn't give the dates. He says, in my third campaign, that is the way he

begins it, in my third campaign, I marched against these lands and here in
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this ancient near eastern we have only the account of the campaigns

about that time. It doesn't give enough of it to show how many campaigns

he described, but the third would be fairly early in his life. I have a

poem, the whole of Sennacherib, bit I didn't bring it with me. This

only gives the select that is related to the Bible. Well, now, I was

trying to bring out then here that matter of not reading into the Bible what

is not there stated. The question of 38 and 39 is not proven that 38 and 39

preceed 36 and 37, but it is very very possible. (question 12) If it does

say it happened immediately, yes, definitely. (discussion)We have to look at

the exact passage -- and then shall appear--- there might be a thousand years

before that then, that would be entirely possible, but immediately after

this tribulation, just what tribulation it is referring to would also be

that is the big question in interpre

tation, the exact interpretation of Bennacherib. There are many things that

are very clear and many things that are not clear and you have to study

carefully and beware of because some very eroneous conclusions

result in that (question 13*) I believe that the word is ( )

there, straightway, I am no sure that that means immediately in the sense

of the modern word immediately, but starightway seems to show a rapid progress

rather than the following of two events one after the other. You see, our

word immediately, literally means, without any meaning. Well, now statghtway

is related bt different, that is the difficulty in translation. You want

to take the Greek word there and if you find that that doesn't, I would think

it would be much clearer if something would say.. and without anything hap

pening in between, something would follow immediately after, then there would

be no question. (laughter). Or, if you read this, that he sent them to con

gratulate him on his illness, 39, now that is pretty good evidence that that

would be in a year or two. He wouldn't come ten years later to congratulate

him on his recovery from his illness. That would, when you are given sthmeülng

that binds the two together, but in this case, at least, you have just the
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area, and the result was that it wasn't many years before the people of

Babylon persuaded Sh. to against his brother and as Ashur. tells

us in his inscriptions, they closed the gates and broke off the ties of

brotherhood and declared their independence and asked other countries there

(i6)

two things mentioned., in those days, and it doesn't say which comes first.

Well, now another thing that I wanted to bring out in this that is very im

portant is the situation of Babylon at this time. It had been a very great

city a thousand years before. It is still an important city, but politically,

it is of secondary importance and Sennacherib became so angry at Mer. and the

people of Babylon for rebellion against it that he tells us thathe marched

against Babylon, after he had 15 these

countries to the west. He marched against Babylon and he attacked it and

he concquered and Mer. had to flee for his life and (end of record)

(17)

sold into slavery and those that weren't sold into slavery, he reduced to most

humble circumstances and j, he made it but his words are some

what exact for in the next reign that it is again a city of considerable

importance. Sennacherib sent his son, Es haddon to Babylon as viseror

and Es. while he was a conqueror like his father Benn.acherib

seems to have been of the culture of this great old city of

Babylon, and Es. became one who was greatly attached to Babylonian culture

and he rebuilt much of the city and he allowed the city of Babylon to become

again an Important city and during Es. reign he lead an army which marched

clear down into Egypt and conquered Egypt, so he was a very great conqueror,

he ruled from 681, after Sennacherib's asstsination, to 668, and then in 668,

Es. died after having conquered many areas, even including the greater part

of Egypt. Es. was succeeded by his son Ashurbanital. He reigned from 668 to

626, you see he had a fairly bong reign, nearly 50 years, and Ashur. was left

king of Ninevah, reigning there supreme in the city but Es. did a very foolish

thing. He made another son Sh, the king of Babylon, and he is not im

portant in Biblical history, but it is important simply in showing the situ

ation. He had made this second son of his king of Babylon, in absolute con

trol of Babylon, subject only to Ashur. Now you see what he did. He broke

the kingdom in two parts, one king supreme, but the other had a very strong
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area, and the result was that it wasn't many years before the people of

Babylon persuaded Sh. to against his brother and as Ashur. tells

us in his inscriptions, they closed the gates and broke off the ties of

brotherhood and declared their independence and asked other countries there

about to join with them in opposing Assyria and about the middle of his

reign AshuT. had a terrific fight in recovering this territory. For a

time it looked as if he would lose out completely, but eventually he suc

ceeded in reconquering all of this country right up to the gates of "Babylon,

but Sh. shut himself in his palace, set fire to it and perished in the

flames and Ashar. had Babylon once more, and Ahsar. tellus us how ter

rifically he treated Babylon, tearing down walls, and destroying buildings

and killing many people and you think that thts would be the end of Babylon,

but the city regained its strength again. Ashur. reduced it to very little

importance and it put in a viceroy in charge of it directly under him, but

in the latter years of Ashar. reign1s power declined. He ceased carrying

on warlike expedition, the army, the people had become weakened by the

great amount of blood that had flowed in, these terrific ward, the nation

was to some extent impoverished of its blood and at the end of Ashur reign

in 626, the Assyrian empire was apparently a great and strong and powerful

empire, but its strength had been slackned and it was in a condition where

you might almost say a could blow t over. It had been growing for

2Oyears on its great reputation., on the, reputation of the terrific .eeds

it had done in past years add when Ashar. died the viceroy of Babylon revolted

against,625, and established Babylon independent of Assyria and for the

next twelve years, for the next lit yrs. this city was independent Babylon, of

Assyria and then the Babylonians joined with the people of the region across

the up to the mountains the Medes and the Medes and the Babblonians together

attacked the Assyrian empire and in 612 they destroyed the city of Ninevah,

and it has never since been rebuilt. The city of Ninevah was destroyed then,

and it was the end of the greatness of Ninevah and almost the end of the Assyria
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empire. The Assyrian empire lingered on another 8 years in difficult times,

but the empire was destroyed to all intents and purposes then, there was

continued fighting until 604 when it fell apart and the last great Assyrian

force was ended and it was the final end of the Assyrian empire which was

never again reestablished and the viceroy of Babylon,Na was reigning

in Babylon and he did thse things in alliance with the king of the Modes

and Ninevah was destroyed and a Judean prophet wrote a p n of joy over

the destruction of Ninevah which is the book of Naham, dealing with the

dewtruction of Ninevah and then the Assyrian king, what was left of the

Assyrian power was fighting for his life after the destruction of Ninevah

made a new capitol for a brief time. They moved to Vici for a brief time

for a new capitol, only the ancient name of it was Haram, the very ity

where Abram had lived after he had left before he came to

and in Haram the Assyrian empire made its last stand for eight years and

while they were at Haran, the king of Babylon sent his son, a great general,

with an army to attack them and the king of Egypt, now was one who had been

made king by Ashr. who had reconquered Egypt after it had revolted after

the death of Es. and the king of Egypt came up with his army to stand true

to his obligation to the Assyrian king, not knowing how weak the Assyrian

empire had become and he came up with his army to attack, to help the Assyrian

king in fighting against the Babylonian attackers and as he came up from

Egpt, come up here to he came up this plain and you

get shut in by the mountains there and he came up here and then intended to

cross a pass there through Mt. Carmel near Megiddo over near the plain Ezreel

and then probably cross the Jordan and go up North here and head up toward

where he would meet the Assyrian force. And the king of Jerusalem

here heard of the coming of the Egyptian forces, his troops could look out

from the hill country here and see the great force coning up here and he

decided that he had beeter step this Egyptian army from coming and what could

the little force of Judah do against the tremendous force of Egypt. Well, he

said there is a place where I can stop them and so he rushed from Jerusalem
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clear up here to Megiddo where they would have to come through a pass tliru

the mountains and he came there with a force which he quickly gathered and

was going to stop the Egyptian fore there from coming through the mountains

and when king Jesthah was there at this pass near Megiddo, we read that the

king of Egypt Pharaoh Necho said, what are you doing here? He said, I haven't

come up here to fight you, I have come up in connection with the king of

Assyria. I have come up to fight with the king of Assyria and our English

translators assumed that meant that he was coming up to oppose the king of
be

Assyria, but that is not what it means. It may be to oppose him, it may to

fight on his side, to fight with him, to fight in connection with his affairs,

and so the translation of it, I have come to fight against the king of Assy

ria is an inaccurate translation of the Hebrew and a translation vihch

conflicts with the facts as recently discovered but as wouldn't have to be

rediscovered because it is purely clear from the Biblical account, that is,

they are not stated so, but they are very vasily infereed, so Pharaoh, Necho

then said, I haven't come to fight against you, it is the king of Assyria

I am concerned with and he meant concerned to help him, but he wasn't telling

all of his plans to king Josiah, why should he. He was saying I am dealing

with big affairs of great empires, you are just a little kingdom, get out of

my way and let me go on and Josiah tried to stt him and Pharoah Necho's army

thrust Josiah throygh with a dart and they carried Josiah back to Jerusalem

dying and that is told in Kings and in Chron. and from that there is probably

the term, the bat1e of Armeggedon, comes from that originally, because

there at Armeggido, this great king, this good king, of Judah,

this king who had the great reformation which he did away with the high

places as you read in last Thursday's lesson, and established the worship of

God on the foundation that has every been since the time of David, ex

cept for the brief revival under Hezekiah, this great and good king was their

killed at this little skirmish at Megiddo and the king of Assyria, the king

of Egypt went on up to and there up in he fought for the side
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of Assyria against Eabylonia and Media and the Assyrians were destroyed and

the army of Pharaoh Necho was routed and they 'e driven back pel mel down

to this Philistine plain fleeing back to Egypt in this order and when this

occurred, the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the prophet, ch. 46 of Jere

iniah, against Egypt, against the army of Pharaoh Necho, king of Egypt,

which was by the river Euphrates in Carchemish, which Nebuchadrezzar, king

of Babylon smote in the fourth year of Jehoiakim , the son of Josiah, king

of Judah. Now this Nebruchadrezzar, king of Babylon, was not king of Babylon

when he smote that army. He was then the general of the army and the son of

the king of Babylon, but he was later the famous king of Babylon, and so it

is quite in order to call him king of Babylon at this point in the account

for this is the man who was the king of Babylon, so at this time he was simply

general of the army, and so the whole of chapter 46 is devoted to the

of joy by Jeremia over the defeat of pharaoh necho's army, and the amy fled

back there into Egypt and Nebruchadrezzar, the son of general of

the army would have pursued them to Egypt, doubtless, but a message came

from Babylon and the messenger said your father, ths dead, and

Nebuchdrezzar said, if I go on and pursue the army to Egypt, while I am gone,

somebody else will seize the throne of Bab: ion, and he did the sensebale thing,

he interrupted the pursuit to rush back to Babylon in order to establish

himself securely in and so he went back to Babylon and was crowned

king of Babylon, the great king Nebushadrezzar, also called Nebuchadnezzar,

the great king of Babylon, who reigned in Babylon for 601.-562 B.C. and Neb.

then reigned as the great powerful king of Babylon, powerful as any Assyrian

king had ever been and it is through Babylon, not through Ninevah, that the

kingdom of Judah is taken into captivity in 586 B.C. and so the prophecy of

Isaikh 150 years before i literally fulfilled, as Hezekiah's descendents

are taken off to Babylon. So now ye have seen the downfall of the Assyrian

empire and it is being succeeded by Babylonian power and we call this the

new Babylonian empire, the reason being that there was a great Babylonian
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empire over 1000 years before whose greatest king was Hammerabi, this great

king reigned in Babylon over 1000 years before this time and then Babylon

has fallen into weakness and subjection for nearly a thousand years, now it

has a great period of glory which lasts less than a century and-we cal]. this

the neo Bab lonian empire and it was the Neo. B. which took Judah captive.

Now in your reading and in your study for last Thursday you read about

king Josiah and his good deeds, you read about Mannasseh and his wicked deeds,

the son of Hezekiah, you read about Amon the son of Manasseh, who only reigned

three years, you read about Josiah the good king who reigned for, who did

away with the high placed and who was reestablished the worship of God on

such a fine level (end of record)
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that he was succeeded by his son Jehoahaz who reigned only three months

before Jehoahaz was takencaptive by the troops of pharaoh-necho and carried

off down into Egypt, and another son was made king by pharaoh necho and this

son was Jehoachim, kim is the way the English spell it, and his son is chin,

the ch and the k $4%1, both represent the hebrew so our English has two

different ways of spelling one Hebrew letter, but it is helpful for us in kee

ping the two apart. The actual only difference is that one ends with n and

the other with m. Well, these kings you have studied about and we won't need

to take time in class for them. I will just mention them very briefly here.

Josiah, his son Jehoahaz who reigned only three months, another son of Jo

siah, gehoiakim, who reigned 1]. years, and Jehoiakim's son, Jehoikin who

reigned only three months before he was taken captive by Neb. and carried off

to Babylon as a prisoner and he was succeeded by his uncle, the brother of

Jehojkim, another son of Josiah, named Zedekiah and Zedekiah reigned 11 years.

You see the similarity there, 3 months, 11 years, 3 months and 11 years and

the names, you read all of that in your study for last Thursday, I am merely

asking you to remember it for sure for we will hear of them for suer pro

bably next week or two and certainly next fall when they will be of very

great importance in the study of the prophetic books. (question 2 )Ie s, the
2 is quite brief and is
is something in the light of further evidence that we can tell, but that fact

that (record warped and difficult to understand 2 -7Ø_)

WXWOM I won't assign any lesson

for Thursday, (laughter) Last time we noticed the situation of Babylon, 700

B.C. and we noticed how changed this situation was a century later, how rapid

ly it came up after the declension of the Assyrian power, until Babylon became

the great power of the ancient world for a period of less than a century. But

it was a period of greatness. The neo-Babylonian empire and from that period,
rem

from that supmacy of Babylon, the mnie of Babylon took on that glamour to

it and that horror to it that is attached to it in the Old Testament and in

the New Testament , for it was indeed a great aggressive power, the great%

ii'ii1'tA1'g of the forces oppae'¬.,*--tQ God, that great center of wordly
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art and culture and civilization, the greatest in the world for not a very

long period, but a very great center. We noticed yestaerday a little bit

about Nebuchnezzar, or Nebuchdrezzar, whether you want to use his official

name or the popular pronunciation of his name, a man who was the son of

the viceroy of Babylon and when Neb. (father) died in 60k, right

after the defeat, the final end of the Assyrian empire, the battle of Tarcham

ish, we notice that Nebuch. rushed back to Babylon in order to make sure of

his position as successor to his father. He established himself as king of

Babylon and then for the next period of about ko years, he was constantly

leading his army in this direction and that, conquering various areas. He

went down into Egypt and conquered that whole area and subjected it to him

self. Made himself supreme through most of the ancient world, but his in

scriptions are very different from the inscriptions of the previous assyrian

kings. The Assyrians kings tell us that in such a year, the fourth year of

my kingship, I let out my armies and I went to attack this eity and I marched

into this land and I attacked this country and I took this king captive and

they tell step by step about their military affairs year after year. I read

you some from Sennacherib's inscriptions telling abut his campaign in which.

1 shut Hezekiah up in Jerusalem like a bird in a cage and Nebuehdrezzar left

us no such inscription. Neb. begins his inscriptions with the statement of

with the help of the great gods I carried on great military campaings. I

cneed great mountains, I went over tremendous areas, I destroyed mighty

cities, I conquered powerful nations, and he just runs it all together that

way in a comparatively few lines and gives you little specific knowledge about

his great military exploits. Then he goes on to tell you the things that he

was interested in. He was really interested in the buildings that he put up

and he describes the details of building after building that he constructed in

Babylon. The famous hanging gardens of Baon which Napoleon, which Neb. con

structed. He became famous t1ughout the ancient world and the buildings of

Babylon were built all through the city, great powerful buildings and made it

a city such as the world had never seen before anywhere. As you look at some
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of the remains of some of these buildings, most of which have crumbled away

and been covered up with dirt, but you can dig into some of them and get the

floor plans and find various fine statuary in them and flower and so

on and get an idea of their greatness and you will find them in the city of

Babylon and elsvhere in Mesopotamia. It makes very vivid to you the words

that you find in tie book of Daniel where you read thatNeb. looked out over

Babylon and he said, is not this great Babylon which I have build? It is a

very interesting corroboration of the accuracy of the picture of the charac

ter of Neb. which we have in the book of Daniel, this evidence of the great,

in both in his statements and of what we find of them, of his great interest

in these tremendous building works which he carried on. The German excavator

in Babylon have excavated from that city over a million bricks, everyone of

these large bricke had on it the words I am Neb. the great king, the king

of the world, the guardian of these great temples and so on, there was about

eight lines glorifying Neb. which were stamped on every brick of these great

buildings which he constructed there. Neb., like the kings of Assyria was not

in any sense a humble man and you gather that from the accounts of him in the

O.T. That is Daniel, I forget, but I think it is in the 4th chapter, where

it tells how he looks out and says is not this the great Babylon which I have

built. k:36, yes Daniel 11:30 .... Now the Assyrian king would not use words

like that. Their glory would be in hteir conquest rather than in the great

buildings which they had carried on. Now I have mentioned a number of times,

what an interesting evidence we find on the accuracy of the Scriptures in the

preservation of proper names. The proper names are not preserved with absolute

accuracy, but they are preserved far more accurately than any other words that

have come down from ancient times. (end of record)
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copying is very difficult, and particularly in proper names, aid yet in the

Bible you will find (skipping) Now there

is a very interesting instance in Jeremiah where you will find, 39:3
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see there in your English Bible a very good representation of the Hebrew

It is an account ofa conquest of Jerusalem by the forces of

Nebuch. and it says of all the princes of the king of Bablon came in, and sat ir

the middle gate, even Nergal-sharezer, Saingar-nebo, Sarsechim, Rabsaris,

Nergal-sharezer, Rathiag, with all the residue of the princes of the king of

Babylon... a very interesting verse Well as you look at it it doesn't

make much sense. It sounds like just a lot of names, and that is what it
Hebrew

sounded like to the scribe who copied it, just ,a lot of names of the type

which you find in your English Bible here are also in our Hebrew Bible and

this as it stands in our present Hebrew Bible is just as you find it here and.

you look at it and you have the names of Nergal-aharezer twice which ts a

rather strange thing. You have it the first name and the next to the last

name. It sounds just like the name of a lot of different principles and it

so happened that within the last 20 years a discoverey has been made which
light

shows a most remarkable %/on this passage and wiho shows the accuracy

of the preservation of it. Now this name Nergal-sharezer,has been found on

tablets from the time of Nebuchadnezzer and we find thatthis mane is the

man which became emporer of the Neo Babylonian empire after the reign of

Nebuch. 's son. He was one of Neb. 's leading generals for many sears and

we learn this about him that he came from the province of " He

was designated then, that way. Now, you know how as it is written here,

Nergal-sharezer, Samgar-nebo. Now, of course, the vowels there

but that word Samgar. Supposing that you had the worR
31

what

would happen to the end? (answer) Whenever in Hebrew, that is almost any

time when you have a preeefding another consonant, with no yaw between

is on the next word is doubled. That can easily happen in most any

language. It has become a regular rule in Hebrew and so becomes

in Hebrew and if you wrote in Hebrew

he would put just Smgr, and, of course, that could easily come later on to

look at those letters to pronounce it Samgar instead of but the
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consonants which are the vital things which are the things which come from

early times are exactly here what they would be of the name of Nerga

sharezer, and so we learn from this that the cheif princes of the king of

Babylon sat in the middle gate of Jerusalem, that is they established their

headquarters there for direction of the conquest, and the establishment of

the control in the city and that the first of them is the great general who

later became Nerga].-sharezer of Samgar and then the next name is nebo,

Sarsechini, another characteristic name of the time, though we don't know

much about this particular individual. And then we notice that the way it

is given nebo Sarsechim, Rabsaris, and Nergal-sharezer, Rabmag. Now Rabsaris

and Ratnag are two names of positions, of course, as found in the in

scriptions and you have here two of those names, official names, first he

names then he names Nebo Sarsechim and tells his position in the army

and then he comes to what Nergalsharezer's and these two leaders

with their staff came and put their positions here in the middle gate. Now

there is another name further on in this chapter, Nebuzaradan, who also is

found in the inscription and so we have these names, the fact that the hyphon

was misplaced here in the course of copying shows that the copyist had no idea

what these names meant as they copied them century after century, Babylonian

was forgotten, these scribes were copying the O.T.and as they copied

new ones and yet they preserved these so very very accurately.

It is an evidence of the remarkable accuracy of the preservation of the Old

Testament. (question 6 3/k) No, the hyphon should come after you

see is the place from which Nergalsharezer came and then nebo is the

beginning of the next, Nebo-Sarsechim. Now the neo Babylonian empire then

conquered Jdah and they did as the Assyrians had done since the time of Pig

lath Pelezer. They took the people and transported them to different areas

the last four kings of Judah by the way are very important as I mentioned to

you yesterday because they were the kings at whose time came the last events
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of the downfall of the kingdom of Judah, the importance and then

they were at the time of Jeremiah and Ezekial and you can't understand the

books of Jeremiah and Ezekial unless you have the history of these last four

kingd of Judah " I went over the names of them rather rapidly

yesterday, but we will go into more detail about them next year, but I do

want to stress their importance. But then after they were taken off into

exile, we read in the Bible that the time came when the son of Nebudhudnezzar
the

lifted up/i head Jehoiskim, the next to the last king of Judah. We find that

in II kings 25, the very last end of the book. And it came to pass in the

37th year of the captivity of Jehoikichln, king of

Judah, in the twelfth month.... you member that Jehoiachin, the son of Jehoia

kim reigned only three months when he was taken into captivity. W&11,, we

find here in II Kings that 47 years later, Evil-merodach, king of Babylon

in the year that he began to reign did lift up the head of Jehoiachin king of

Judah out of prison.., and he spake kindly to him, and set his throne above h

the throne of the kings that were with him in Babylon; and changed his pri

son garments; and he did eat bread continually before him all the days of

his life. And now that is very interesting that this Jehoiachin after 37

years of captivity, we are told in kings that he was treated in this way

that he was given a of his condition there in pris&n in Babylon,

by Evil-Meradkch in the year he began to reign and this Evil-meradach is

the son of Nebuchnezzar. He did not reign a very long time. He had a com

paratively brief ign, but within the last five years there had been dis

covered tablets from Babylon which tell us of the position and food and thins

that were set apart for the chair of king Jehoiachin and his family in Baby

lon. It casts an interesting light on this statement and showing the impor

tance attached to Judah even 26 years after the downfall of the king because

he was his prisoner 11 years during the last ii years of Judah before Zedekibh

was captured and his eyes put out and he was carried off to Babylon. Now the

neo Babylonian empire then is a period of great brilliance and it has left
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many signs of its brilliancy in Babylon and in other parts of Mesopotamia.

It is interesting that the city of of the Chaldees, the city from which

ABram came down in southern Mesopotamia te one of the cities among many which

were greatly beautified by Nebuchnezzar and down there we find many buildings

which were changed in construction at this time which have on the bricks

the stamp of Nebuehadnezzar. You know they tell us that printing was in

vented 1452 A.D., but actually this was real printing that Neb. did on these

bricks. He had a mold which had about eight lines of inscription and it was

stamped on each brick, so that is real printing, so printing goes back to

the time of Nebuchanezzar. That which, of course, is unique about modern

printing is that we have movable types that we can move around and in that

way it is possible to do it a good deal more rapidly and with a great deal

more variety, but the actual matter of printing, of taking a lot of material

and stamping it at once was actually done there by Nebuchadnezzar. Now he

had a long reign and a very successful one, but his son was not worthy to

follow in his footsteps and so he was succeeded y his son who did not righ

verylong and then his son Eel-merodach after aonly two years of reign was
ed

succeeded by Nergal this general we have mention, but by that time

he was pretty well along in years. was succeeded by a son who reigned

a very very brief time and then there was another man who came in to reign

named Nabonitus and Nabonitus, you notice how many of these names have Nabo?

Nabo was one of the important gods, was the first god and Nabu was

the second. We don't find any Assyrian king with the word Nabu, but it is

characteristic of a reat many of these Babylonian names and also Baal is

common in Babylonian anmes, like Balshazzar, because Baal there stands for

the leading god of Babylon. Now Nabonitus became king and reigned for

a number of years and he was the last king of Babylon. When he was reigning

as king of Babylon when Syrus I attacked Babylonia and captured it and put

an end to the nb Babylonian empire, an empire which was only about 80

years, less than 80 years, but an empire very great while it lasted. Now

when Byrus, the Perians conquered Babylon and it is interesting the question
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here that is in connection with the conquest, Baishazar mentioned in Daniel

5, it used to seem to be a great mistake in the Biblical account, but Bei

shazar was named as the l king. But the inscriptions shows us that Na

bonitus was the last king. The matter has been worked out so that now it

is perfectly clear that the Bible is not in error, but remarkably accurate

in the things it accually says about it although there are a good many things

that it doesn't explain about the situation here. Professor Douherty of

Yale Univ./wrote a book in the Yale Oriental research in the series of 1928

called Nabonitus and Belshazzar which goes into this situation, shows the

remarkable accuracy of the Bible in the light of this cuneiform inscription

in connection with the downfall of Babylon. Now after the downfall of Baby

lon, Cyrus I took over and we find that Cyrus the Persian (end of record)
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the is
that case /%' spoken not about Elijah, but about Elisha and in that

case it is not spoken about one who is not carried up to heaven in a whil

wind of fire, but one who is dying on a bid and there are no horses of fire,

or chariots of fire visible for King Joash to see, and if there had been

doubtless he would have had 14 and so

in II Kings 13, Joash uses the exactly the same phrase and there is no sug

gestion of chariots of fire or horsemen of fire and it is quite evident that

in that case, the king of Israel is saying about Elisha as he weeps over

him as Elisha lies dying that King Joash says, my father, my father, the

chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof, the real protection of the land,

of Israel, the anti-aircraft gun and the parachute tropps of the land of

Israel are the one who is worth more to us than an extra two or three di

visions of troops, to think that you are going and immediately Elisha takes

up the cha11gge and gives him a word about the defense of the nation

against the enemies and therefore in times of war, it is very

natural to think that an extra end of record)

\
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That is not a man who lived near him, it is a man who was near him at a

particular time. A man who happened to be near at the time. He said to his

neighbor in the word of the LORD, Smite me, I pray thee. And this other

fellow knew that this was one of the prophets, this man who was one of the

prophets gives him an irrational request. He tells him to do something which

he simply can't see any sense in. Why should he hit this man? He had nothing

against him, why should he hit him? The man tells him to and not only tells

him, the man speaks in the word of the LORD, he is a man whom he has known

as one who has been in contact with God and he knows him as one who has been

in contact with God and whom God has used in the past and he speaks to him

def{inite1y as to what the Lord wants him to do and it doesn't sound rational,

and so he says, I wouldn't do anything Like that? Why should I hit you?
hadn't

Well, he asked him to hit him because he didn't like him, he asked him to hit

him because it was the Lord's desire for a purpose and was it necessary to

explain all the details of what the Lord's purpose was and why the Lord wanted

it? It was not. He simply gave him the Lord's command, he knew it was the

Lord's command and he wouldn't listen. H. D. Wilson said one time in talking

wibh Philip who was editor of the magazine of the Presbyterian

church of the time, a professor in Seminary in Western Penna. and Dr. Wilson

said to Philip if there was a statement in the gospels which was said

to be from Christ, that it was Christ's statement and it was definite that bhis

was Christ's statement, and there was no question as to the

there was no problem at all but what we knew this was what Christ had. said.

Would you accept it as true? And said, not unless it agrees with

my judgement and there is the fundamental difference between the attitude of

the rationalists and the attitude of the Christian. We use our judgement

in the evidence that this is God's will and then we use our judgement

in studying the Bible to be suer just what it teaches, just what God has said.

But once it is clear to us that this is what the Bible teaches and we have been

convinced that we are Christians that this Book is God's Word, then the thing
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for us to do is to obey what it says and we will find that if our judgment

disagrees with it then, it is because we have not yet enough facts in that

area/ on which to base a valid judgement and in many areas we will never have

enough facts in this life, but God who knows the end from the beginning has

given us his will in the Book. Now, of course, when you come to some

that seems to you utterly contrary to your judgement, you should not

immediately say, well, this is what the Bible says, you should say the fact

that it seems to be contrary to my judgement means that I should test it very

carefully and be sure that is really vaht the Bible says and something hasn't

been read into it that hasn't been misinterpreted. We should always do that,

be really sure it is what the Bible says. Don't let somebody else as

to what the Bible says determine for you. When once you determine what the

Bible says, if you are a follower of the Lord, then that is the thing to be

followed whether it appears rational to you or not. And so, he said, because

youl have not obeyed the voice of the Lord, behold, as soon as you are departed

from me, a lion will slay you and as soon as he was departed from him, a

lion came and slew him. What an immoral to have a lion kill a man like

this. What a wicked book, what a sinful book to have such a terrible thing

happen. Now, if it is a good god and kind god instead

of this terrible cruel god of the O.T., the lion wouldn't have killed that

man, he could have lived on in happiness and probably would still be living

today (laughter), at léeast he would have lived long enough to get some

wasting disease that would lay him down in misery for three or four years before

he finally died, instead of having the lion meet him and killing him here. The

fact of the matter is, there are so mnay mistakes. They used to say in 1915,

when th%.'ere is tbis terrible war, how can we believe that there is a God?

How could there be a God with this terrible war? And so many people take the

attitude that I am going to judge what the Bible ought to say. My idea of

what is right will determine what it has to say and if it conflicts with my

idea, I can hardly see how it can be the word of God. Well, for one thing we

haven't got supreme knowledge. We haven't even got supreme knowledge of what
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is right or what is wrong, but for another thing, we cannot make they

world over to suit us. You say, I don't believe that could be word, I

don't believe that there could be such a God who would have all of these miseries

for me, well, then you can't believe such a world as this would exist. You

can't believe that there would be the misery and suffering that there is in
is

the world today. The fact that misery and suffering are here. The fact is

that wickedness is here and the fact is that whether the man is killed by a

lion and has two minutes of agony or whehter he dies of a terrible wasting di

sease and has three or four years of agony, the fact is that most of us have

pretty disareeab1e experiences to face in this life and what is the explana

tion? And on a human viewpoint, apart frmrn God's w%ord, about all that you

can do is to try to imagne things a different way than they are and make up

a philosophy of imagining everything is rough or else just say everything is

terrible and adopt some sort of pessimistic philosophy. There is no explana

tion apart from God's word and God's word gives us the explanation. It tells

d the activity of Satan in the world. It tells us the terrible thing of sin

which is in the world and the terrible results that sin has brought into the

world and which will affect everyone and it tells us what God's will is in

relation to this and when the Lord tells us that a lion kills this man, the

alternative isn't that this man will live forever, if the lion hadn't killed

him. AThie alternative isn't that the man would have had a happy life forever

and never had any suffering to go through if the lion hadn't killed him, no

thing of the kind at all. As far as the individual man is concerned, we have

no reason to think that he was an awful lot worse than he would have been if

that paticular fate hadn't met him at that time. But it is an illustration

to us and to thepeople there at the time, an illustration of the terrible sin

of refusing to obey God and to do what God's will is . It

is an illustration of that which is to drive that lesson home to the people

there and to drive it home to us. And as to the actual Rate of the man, the

question of his eternal fate would be a thousand times more important than
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whether a lion killed him or whether he died of a wasting disease, 1 or

wheter he died in his sleep. And so in this case, the Lord gives an object

lesson as he does repeatedly through the Scriptures. There have been many

worse hers than Ananias and Saphira from the hun viewpoint. There have been

many, tunay just as bad only the Lord has not put to death, but the Lord smote

them at that time in order to make an object lesson for the beginning of the

Christian Church in order to show the terrible sin of lying to God and taking

a hypocritical attitude in relation to the things of the Lord. And so here

the prophet found another man and he said, smite me, I pray thee, and the

man smote him, in such a way that he wounded him, the blood flowed, the man

was evidently one who had been injured. We have no reason to think that it

was a lasting injury, there is no rson to think that it was anything that

would take a long time to heal, but it was something which gape the impression
'S.

of having 8 . He was to give an object lesson.and

the prophet waited for the king and disguised himself with ashes on his face

and as the king passed by, the prophet cried to the king, and said, your ser

vant vent into the midst of the battle and a man turned aside and brought a

man to me and said, keep this man, if by any means he is missing, his life

for your life or you will pay a pthund of silver, a poind of silver being more

than almost anything they would be able to pay in those days. And as your

servant was busy here and there, that is a wonderful text by he 'ay, and

as your servant was busy here and there, he was gone on. And it is mighty

easy for us when the Lord has given us a task, the Lord has given you a work

to do, the Lord has given you something, a thing that he wants you to do and

it is so easy for you to be busy here and there doing lots of other things,

and maybe $/%1 very good things, maybe very helpful things, but they are

not the things that the Lord has called you to do and while you are doing them,

your time is gone, away and is lost and the opportunity to do the thing

that the Lord wants you to do is gone forever. While thy servant was busy

here and there, he was gone and the king of Israel said, so shall your judgement

be. You have decided it. The king of Israel knew what was right and what was
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done and he gave his decision along the line that was right, just as David

did when the prophet came and told him about the man who stole the sheep

from another man, and David knew what was right and he gave his decision and

it is another example of that which is so vital if we are going to get ideas

across to people, to get the idea in a sphere where they can look at it ob

jectively without , where it doesn't seem to be conected with their

own person al experience. 10 spoke to us in Chapel, was it a year

ago, 2 years ago, I believe. Gave a very fine message and afterwards, when

we were talking to him and we were discussing various subjects, he had several'

children who had grown, he made a remark about the children which I think is

good in application to our relation to almost anybody and it was this. He

said that he found that with his children, when the child would do something

that was bad, it would never be an occasion for a moral lesson. That was not

the time to impress the child. He said, he would say, now you )4 have done

what was wrong, you know this is wrong, you know you must be punished for it,

and he would give the punishment iTmnedlatlely and that was that, but, he said,

he would watch his opportunity, and when in an ordinary course of conversation,

or in the discussion of other people and other situations, a situation come

when that particular principle could well be brought in, then he would discuss

a little how terrible such a thing was or how wrong the thing was or how right

it was to follow such and such a course and he would impress 4f the idea upon

the child at a time when the strong emotional feeling wasn't aroused there as

trying to defend oneself. And I think that is very important in all of our

dealings. Get the principles across apart from the emotional situation that

is how it began, and it is much better to do it ahead of time than %t to do it

afterwards, but the Lord, here, in his object lessons in the Scripture so often

is one of the big reasons for parables, for our Lord's parables. He says, now

you are such and such and such and you will immediately want to defend yourself,

on the other hand, if it is praising you , you immediately will swell up with

the praise that you forget the principle involved. But to give you the general

principle apart from you and you can look at it objectively and impartially and
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get the idea and later it can be applied to you in the proper situation. And

so here he gives this object lesson to the king of Syria. Now some people say

that dramatics is per se contrary to the Word of God. Now I am not ready to

pass judgment upon that, but I must say this, that in the Bible this and other

instances are instances where to some extent at least dramatics is used. It

is used as a means of getting an idea or a principle across and it would cer

tainly suggest very strongly I think the idea of dramatics per se is not wrong,

whatever the problem comes up in connection with the application. Here he

acted out this little situation. He gave the king a presentation od the situ

ation of which the king didn't seem to be involved at all and the king gives

a reasonable decision upon the matter and in ordinarly matters, most people
of

are capable é giving right decisions unless their emotions are aroused as

they are when they think they themselves are concerned. And so when he had

given this judgement and the man quickly took the ashes away from his face

and the king of Israel discerned him to be one of the prophets and now he

gives the application and he says, thus says the Lord, because thou hast let

go out of thy hand a man whom I appointed to utter destruction, therefore

thy life shall go for his life, and they people for his people. And the

king of Israel went to his house heavy and displeased, and came to Samaria.

And hee is the conclusion of the application based upon the very judgement

that the king himself has given and the king of Isravent to his house

heavy and displeased and came to Samaria. He had recognized the wrong that

he had done so that it was too late, there was no way of remedying that

which he had done. He had the opportunity and he failed to seek the Lord's

council and see what the Lord wanted then in the particular situation. Now

chapter 21, Ahab comes in rather incidently. You are all familiar, of course,

with the story of Naboth. It is a sbory whth is given in Sunday Schools a

great deal (end of record)

22

hard time seeing much sense to this story of Naboth, the Jezreelite. I remem-

ber in , w it about 1940, or was it early ki, when Ingersol, the
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editor the whcih was published in N. Y. )57f and very

widely destributed at that time made a trip around the world, and Ingersoll

wrote up in his newpaper an account of his experiences and I heard about his
and so

account of his interview with Stalin y.f,'%Z I got the paper in order to get
Stalin

his exact words on it and in his account he showed how he talked wtih and

he told Stalin he said America is interested in your , he said,

Roosevelt favors you against Germany and he is trying to get the U.S. to

stand on yourside and he is doing everything he can to h&lp you against

Germany and Stalin says, this all sounds very pretty, but he says, do you

want me to believe that Roosevelt really is on my side against Germany? Do

you think I can really believe that? He said, that is a fact, I talked with

Roosevelt, I know and what he is doing. Well, Stalin said, I understand

that Lindberg and are going around U.S. giving talks urging

people of the U.S. to not enter the war. And he said if Roosevelt is sincere

ly on our side, wouldn't he have Lindberg and ? (laughter)

Ingersoll printed that in his magazine there and that was what Stalin said

to him? And it seemed inconceivable to him that the head of a government

could have someone who was giving a lecture on a policy different from what

he favored and not shoot the man. He just couldn't see the sense in it and

of course, that would be the attitude of any ruler. He would,

if he wanted something, simply take it and if he didn't like what somebody

did, he would simply liquidate him, but here is Ahab in Samaria and in Jezreel,

where Ahab has his summer palace there is a vineyard right next to ti and

Ahab says to the man who owns the vineyard, I would like to have a nice little

garden of herbs right next to my house here, and o I would like your vine

yard and. I will give you a better vineyard in place of it, or I will give you

the worth of it in money, don't worry about the price, I will pay you whatever

you think it is worth, you set your own price. He was not trying to deprive

Naboth of anything, he just wanted to buy this vineyard which was at the place

where it would be desirable to have, and Naboth said to Ahab, the Lord forbid
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that I should give you the inheritance of my fathers. He said, this has a

great sentimental value to me. My ancestors owned this land and I want to

kep it. I don't want anyother vineyard, I want this one and there isn't any

price for it, I don't care how much you offer and so Ahab did not liquidate

Naboth, nor did he send his soldiers to just seize the Mineyard as could be

done in many countries of the world today, but he

didn't do either of the things, what he did was that he went to his home and

he layed on his bed and he wouldn't even eat any bread. And Jezebel, his wife

came in and said, what is the matter with you? Are you a man or are you a

mouse? (laughter) She said, why don't you get up and do something about it?

She said, there is something you want, why don't you do something about it,

why ly here and mope? And Ahab said to her, I want this vineyard and I have

offered Naboth a fair price for it, I am ready to give him double what the

thing is worth and he won't give it to me and Jezebel had a different idea of

government than Ahab had. (laughter) And so Jezebel said, are you the king of

Israel? She said, get up and be happy, but did she say in v. 7' Get up and be

happy? %/j1$ Send some soldiers and take the vineyard, it is yours why

don't you take it? Thee is many a country today, that is just what they would

do, even in country where they 'wouldn't think of liquidating a man, many a

country they would seize the land and take it, but she does not even suggest

that. It says in v. 7 I will give thee the vineyard of Naboth. She said,

your the king, yes, you have the power, but I will give you the vineyard. In

other words, Ahab is a constibutional Israel was not in any sense an

absolute . Ahab was a constitutional monarch, a leader of the nation,

but he was not the absolute monarch, there were many things which he could not

do and this shows that the fault of believing Jezebel's words to )Ø Elijah

that by this time tomorrow, your life will be like one of them. Jezebel couldn'

touch Elijah. The man whom all the nation recognized, the great hero who

stood alone against the prophets of Baflal and who had proven who was the trnie

God. Jezebel couldn't have thought of such a thing. Why Naboth was in no such
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position of people looking up to him. He is just one of the ordinary

people and Ahab can do nothing against Naboth and Jezebel can do nothing

against Naboth except through . The only way she can do it is by

conforming to the laws of the land and persuading people of things that are

wrpng in order that the laws shall work out against him. And it is a very

strong evidence of the nature of the Is and one which I think is

extremely important from a historical viewpoint. And so she writes letters

and Ahab seals them with his seal and she tells the people to go through this

judical murder which is described %here, to convince people that Naboth is

a blasphemer, is a rebel, that he is one who deserves death and even at that,

it is done in such a way that it is the man of the city who become convinced

of Naboth's wickedness and who proceed to kill him. They do not say that

the queen wants this done, the king wants this done, % no, they bring in men

of wickedness who give lying testimonies about him and they take him out and

they stone him with stones in accordance wii the lying testimony and then

after /$iJ they have done it they simply send word Naboth is framed and then

his death and so when Naboth is dead then it is easy for Ahab to get possession

of the vi%.x/neyard. It shows the constitutional monarch that Israel was and

how definitely the laws were superior to the king and is necessary to ly about

circumstances in order to get the results you want. And then we have Elijah

coming and bringing the word of God to Ahab and rebuking him and telling

him that God is going to destroy his family off the face of the earth and

then Ahab humbles himself before the Lord and the Lord says to Elijah, see how

he s humbling himself before me? I will not bring evil in his days because

he is humbling himself, but I will bring it in the days of his son, will I

bring the evil upon his house. There are many interesting things in connection

with that, but they relate more to the study of the prophets which we will

study next year. And then chap. 22 is that very interesting chapter in which

we see the change relation between Israel and Judah and Jehosaphat

is there with Ahab and Ahab wants to convince Jehosophat that they should go
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and should attack Ramoth-gilead. And they bring in the prophets and the

prophets all say with one voice, go up, the Lord will deliver it into your

hands. These prophets are prophets which desire to do what the kings wants

them to do and then there is a verse which is sometimes misunderstood. v. 7..

Jehoshaphat said, Is there not he a prophet of the Lord besides, that we

might enquire of him? And the word here translated besides, the word

( ) which means further additional, is there not here an additional prophet

of the Lord that we may enquire of him. Some people take it as the other

prophets before were not prophets of the Lord, but this one is. There is no

thing in the verse that would suggest that. In fact the word ( ) very

definitely to the contrary, it means is there not one more prophet of the

Lord. (question 9) The word Lord in small letters is the Hebrew word

which means lord, and which could mean any lord, anybody. And the word lord

in capital letters is the Hebrew word which we render as Jehovah, which is

an unrelated word and, of course, that might suggest the possibility that it

means a different god, but that is not the rest of the wording of the verse,

the wording is an additional prophet ofthe lord, it is not a prophet of a

different god. Well, we will continue there Monday. (end of lecture)

We noticed that very interesting account there of the prophecy of $ Mi

caiah. It is t only time that Micaiah occurs an3rwheres in the Scriptures.

The name is exactly the same as the name )I% Micah, which is the name of

one of the books of the Bible. Micah, is simply an abbreviated form of Mica

iah. What does Micaiah mean Mr. Dorsey7 Who has a Hebrew Bible? Well, Mr.

Nilson, yot have a good ear don't you, you tell us. Mi4 - ca - iah. What is

Mm is from and Ma is what, but what is Mi? Mi is who. And what is c? Life.

And what is iah stand for? Iord. Who is like the Lord? Micaiah. Mr. Bates

wished that he had his book '1/ open because he Micaiah, who

is like the Lord? Now that is abbreviated in the Biblical books to Micah. Is

this Micaiah here the author of the biblical book of Micah, then? Mr. Zumbach

thinks not, why not? Which one don't you think was alive in the time of Ahab?
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How many think that this may be the author of the Biblical book? How many

think that it couldn't be the author of the Biblical book? Most of you are

neutral, don't think. (laughter) Well, let us look at the book of Micah

and see if it throws any light on the matter. We will look at Micah at some

length next year, but there is no need of taking much time at it now, but we

will just begin the book, either in the English or the Hebrew, open to the

book of Micah. Now Mr. Walters, which ever one you have open before you will

you read %t' the first verse. (reading) Now is that the time when Elisha lived?
b

(answer l3) He lived in the reign of Aha', and this says Ahaz. What is the

difference between Ahab and Ahaz? Mr. Kirkwood? Yes, there is only the dif

ference of one letter between the two names, but that one letter can make

quite a difference. If you address a letter to U.S.A. or if you address it

to TJs.S.R., you find only a difference of two letters, but those two letters

make quite a bit of difference and in this case King Ahaz lived at the time

when the northern kingdom, of which Ahab was the king, was destroyed and there

were about seven more kings in the northern kingdom, (end of record)
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the introduction to the book oC Micah tells us the time of it and it is over

a century later. So that proves that the Micah in this chapter and the Micah

/ of the book of Micah must be two different characters, even though both of

them were true prophets and spoke the word of God, but lived over a century

apart. And so they cannot be the same man, for Micah, the author of the book

of Nicah lived in the southern kingdom and M.caiah in I Kings 22 living in

the northern kingdom. That doesn't prove that they were unrelated, but it

makes it probably that they were unrelated. Nobody can prove that Micah
no one can prove

the prophet was not the great great grandson of the Micalah,

he wasn't but there is souhing of a presumption against their being any re

lation but people do migrate. Well, now this

man Nacaiah is mentioned here in this chapter and it is the only place where

we have him mentioned. He is one of the bravest men in the Scripture. He is

a man who stood for God. (indistinct) l

And the king of Israel said to his servant, do you know that Ramoth gilead belo

ongs to us? And here we are sitting and not doing anything about it and he

said to Jehoshaphat, now you go with me to Ramoth-gilead and Jehoshaphat; said

I am like you, my people are your people, my horses are your horses. In other

words, we are in an alliance. We are friends. And if you make war we

have a non-agression agreement we are going with you and do the

same thing and so Jehoshaphat, the king of Judah, one of the godliest of all

the kings of Judah, said to the king of Israel, in qutre, I pray thee, a the

word of who? The word of Baal? At the word of Jehovah, at the word of the

LORD, and so the king ol Israel gahtered the prophets of Baal together a

bout four hundred men, did he? Do you think he gathered the prophets of Baal?

It doesn't say, it just says he gathered the prophets, but he is trying to

convince the king of Judah that it is right for them to go and attack Ramoth

gilead and the king of Judah wants him to inquire of the Lord and so he gathers

kOO prophets and says shall I go up against Ramoth-gilead, or shall I not?

I 4,
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And they say go up for the Lord, the master, the controller, not the LORD

would deliver it into the hand of the king and have wethus far any proof that

these were true prophets of the Lord? We have not. Have we any proof that

they were false prophets of the Lord? We have none. What do we have proof

of up to this time? Well, what about the relation to the Lord? What do we

have proof of as far as their relation to the Lord. is concerned? We have

absolute proof that these men were pretending to be prophets of Jehovah, whe

ther they were or not. Jehoshaphat wants to know that the Lord will say about

the matter and what the Lord's will is and Ahab calls in prophets and aske

them for an answer. These might have been prophets of Baal. Theymight have

been men who were not prophets at all, but that we know, that they were wen

whom Ahab thought Jehoshaphat would take for prophets of the Lord and they may

have been, and they may have not have been. As far as our evidence points to

it, but this is what they were pretending at least to be. I don't mean pre

tending in the sense that they weren't. I mean that is what Jehoshaphat was

supposed to think they were else there would be absolutely no point in it. If

you were to go ad say, I would like to know what the Bible teaches on this

subject and you were to say to somebody, now let us get a minister and find out

and you were a very ent member of a protestant church, we will say, and you

said to this man you were visiting in another place, let us get a minister and

see what he says the Bible means here and he would bring a man in and say, here

is a minister and he would explain to you what it meanE, and after you had

talked with him awhile, you would 4find that he was a Christian Science minister

or a Roman Catholic priest, you would be slightly surprised, for what you

had asked for was a protestant minister and the man, even though you only called

him a minister would have given you the impress ion that he was a protestant

minister and it a situation like this, the prophets as they spoke were claiming

to be prophets of God, so whatever they were, I 'would think it extremely Un-

liklely that they were prophets of Baal. Ahab might conceivably have gotten

some prophets of Baal and said, come in here and pretend to be prophets of
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Jehovah, but there would be a strong chance that one of Jehoshaphat's men

would have seen these prophets of Baal in action and would have recognized

some of them, and in addition to that, the prophets of Baal were fanatical

supporters of Baal, and to ask them to come in and pretend to be prophets

of Jehovah, would be just about the same as if you were to ask a group of

Catholic priests to come in and pretend to be protestant ministers, it is

very unlikley that they weld care to undertake this, very unlikely. (question

6) The difficulty of that is that we are not sure they are in Chrjonological

order. I think Mr. Dorsey has a point there we ought to know, it is important

but not decisive. All this great number of prophets of Baal Aad been killed

in. chapter 18, and it is most likely that that occured before this. Of course

if it occured quite a little before, there may have been new prophets of

Baal who had come from Tyre by this time. If it oocured afterwards i% then,

of course, those prophets would still be there so that we don't know the

chronological order, we are not told, but I would think that if it occured

before and these were new prophets of Baal, they would be very evidently

foreignors, nor Israelites, and they would make them much still more

to pretend to be prophets of the Lord. So we have fourhundred men here who

are speaking in the name of the Lord and saying, go up and take it because

the Lord will deliver it ix the hands of the king and they were just exactly

like a great many pro$tstant ministers. They were not as far as the

evidence goes, I would say they were certainly not fanatical prophets of

Baal who were anxious to lead the people to believe in Baal, they w not

that. They we men who were pretending to be prophets of the Lord for the

ke of what they would personally get out of it. They wee saying what the

people would want them, what they thought he would want them to say, they

were just like the two young men, graduates of northern seminary that I

heard of, who came to h presbyter in which is located, I don't know

what the name of it is, but the pastor of the church at told me this

about years ago. He said that these two young men came to the presbytery
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to be examined for ordination and it came out in the examination that they

didn't believe in the virgin birth, and they didn't believe in the resur

rection of Christ, and they weren't sure that God ever worked or has ever

worked supernatural acts. They weren't even sure that God was personal and

hew all these things were explored and they came out with the views that they

had been taught in their seminary the presbytery was ready to ordain them,
one

but this minister of a large church there was opposed to it.

He said, I don't think these people are thoroughly sound, he said, I would

like further evidence on it and so the presbytery adjourned for lunch and

during the luncheon the two very nice young fellows came around to see him,

and they said, Dr. so and so, why don't you want us to be ordained? Tel]. us

what you want us to say so that you will have us ordained. And they were

perfectly ready to say anything he wanted them to.

so that they would get ordained. They would do what you wanted them to, and

of course, many ministers ire in a church that way, they will say what they

think will please the congre4ation, thinking of themselves like entertainers,

perhaps to try to say the thing that the people reall3 wanted. But they

are not prophets of the Lord. They are people witb4% a propfession, a pro

fession of getting people out t church. I remember the pastor of a big

presybterian church in Los Angeles some years ago, I heard speak in the Bible

Institute there to the students, they were having ministers of different de

nominations speak about their denominations and this man said that, they asked

him to speak about doctrinal preaching and he said, and he gave a talk on

doctrinal preaching and he said I gave a series of doctrinal sermons back onee

and he said they were very very well received. He said, I didn't think I

would give any doctrinal semons, but he said, people came to me and they said,

please give us some doctrinal sermons and he said I said to them, do you think

I want to empty my church? I believe this man was sound as far as his belief

was concerned. I have no reason to think he would deny any of the doctrines

of the word, but he said to them, do you think I want to empty my church, he
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said? They said, give us some doctrinal sermons, we would like to know what

we believe. Well, he said, I don't want to empty my church. Well, they said,

give us just one or two and see whathappens. And so he said he gave them

two doctrinal sermons and he was surprised that he found the crowd larger

instead of smaller, so he decided that it was a good thing, so he gave a

whole series of them. Now there is a case where the man gave, I believe,

two doctrinal sermons presenting the doctrines of the Scripture, but his

object was to get people into his church. His object wasn't to give the

Word of God. He had gone to a sound seminary, he had been taught what the

Bible teaches and he knew it and I imagine he would give a few minutes of

sound doctrine in an ordinary 30 or 35 minute sermon that he would give and

the rest would be stuff that would tickle the ears of the 4eopie and would

keep them coming to the church. Well, now, these four hundred prophets here

we probably that same type of men. They were men who wanted to please the

king and so when the king said we are planning to go and attack Ramoth-gilead,

Jehoshaphat wants to be sure it is the will of the Lord, now what is the will

of the Lord? Now these men sais, go up for the Lord will deliver it into the

bands of the king, and some of them may have been very sincere. Some of them

may have been very sincere, but they were sincerely trying to please the king,

rather than sincerely trying to know what the will of the Lord was. And Je

hoshaphat evidently felt a little bit perplexed by the uniminity of these

prophets. He was not accustomed to having the prophets of Judah perhaps, quite

as unanimous as this. There were usually oeri or two who would present a

minority report and when he found them quite as unanimous as this, he said

are you sure we have all of the prophets. Is there not here an additimal

prophet of the Lord that we may inquire of him, and the king of Israel said,

there is one other man by whom we can inquire of the Lord, he is the son

of Imlah, and I don't like him, lie doesn't prophesy good concerning me, but

evil and Jehoshaphat said, oh, don't feel so badly about it, let us see what

he says and so the king of Israel sent an officer and said, bring in Micaiah
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in a hurry and so they vent and they god Micaiah and while they were gone,

the pØrophets put on object lessons indicating the fact that the Lord was

going to give Ramoth-gilead into his hand and they kept on declaring this

with force and power trying to convince the good king of Judah that this was

the will of the Lord and the messenger told Micaiah wla t he should say. He

gave him the message that he ought to bring, but Micaiah said, as the Lord

lives, what the Lord says to me I .111 speak and now read us vs. 15, Mr. Le

Roy. (reading) How many think that he read the last half of the vs. right?

How many think that he read it wrong? Quite a few don't agree with you on

the last pat of the verse, Mr. LeRoy? You read everything that was on your

page didn't you? Yes, that is right. (laughter) Language is one thing that

most people forget, but language is a matter of and as we speak

we make a series of signals and these signals convey thoughts and from the var

ious different signals we give there has gradually developed methods of writing

which put down a portion of the signals which we give when we speak, but

only a portion. (end of record)

24

because it only gives a portion of the signal which you express when you

speak. We have no system which gives a full and complete record of what you

say. You have to have it on a good tape recorder or something to get that.

I remember one time I had two friends of mine who had quite a dispute, and

after the dispute each of them told me how terrible the attitude of the other

was and it â.11 centered about one phrase which one of them had said. And

the way that one of them told me, I said to him, Do I have to do so and so?

And the other fellow wouldn't give him a definite answer. He was iquite

disgusted with him and this one says do I have to do so and so? and he said,

the very idea, he thought it was such a terrible thing to do this and you see

each of them had t$,é interpreted the exact same words utterly different. One

of them had read an inclination into it and the difference was just as great as
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if they had used different words. We convery thought through inclination,

through expression. If I say this is a fine day, you know what I mean, this

is a fine day? That is quite different, a very different idea. Of course,

in that particular case you might put an I or a ? in modern English. They

didn't use that in ancient Hebrew. We have improved a little over the He

brew in our methods of representing what we way, but there still is a great

deal that is not indicated. Now Mr. LeRoy read everything that was in the

verse as writtne, but I don't think he gave us a true reading of it because

he made a selection between various possibilites and the selection that he

made was that (coughing) selection that

he made was the wrong one. At least Mr. Kirkvood thought so, he was the

first to put his hand up so we till let him read the verse. (laughter)

How many would have read it like Mr. Kirkwood. did? Who would read it dif

ferent from Mr. Kirkwood? All right you read it to us. In other words, you

made it a question? How many of you think it is a question? (laughter) Mr.

Bates will you read it. You read it as a question too? I think

that /% it is not a question, I think it is more like sarcasm, I think,

but it may be a Aittle bit of ridicuiC, it is hard to tell, it may be a tone

which would perhaps, here is what you want me to say, all right, I willgive

you what you want but it is perfectly clear that that is what I am doing. It

was not a tone that would say, this is a message from the Lord. Now what right

do we have to read all of that into the verse. Why don't we simply take the

verse as it stands. The next verse.., a text without the context is only a

pretext... and almost anything that you read anywhere )L to be understood

has to be read in the light of context. That would refer to ti4I any lan

guage, most any subject, most any discussion. It is difficuti to have the

one sentee such that it isabsolutely clear what it means unless you have

something in the context to explain the different possiblites. Now, it is

always clear from the sentence, certain possiblities, you cannot saythat any

thing can mean anything, that is not time. There are definite ideas in a

sentence that you give, but there is a range of ideas and there is always a
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range of possiblities of expression. That is one thing that is very important

to remember. Now here it is very evident from the rt verse that the ex

pression was not satisfactory and to whom was it particularly unsatisfactory?

What is the most important feature of the unsatisfactoryness? To whom do

i think it was $' unsatisfactory in particular? Ahab? How many of you think

it was Ahab? Only three or four, how many think that it was someone else?

Who? Jehoshaphat. Why was it unsatisfactory to Ahab? Ahab didn't care what

he said. Ahab wouldn't have even brought him in. It was unsatisfactory to

Ahab because it was clear that it was unsatisfactory to Jehoshaphat, but what

Ahab wanted was to make an impression of Jehoshaphat, and we can be satisfied

that Ahab would not have cared in the least bit how he said it if it made the

right impression on Jehoshaphat, but it was unsatisfactory tth Jehoshaphat,

and therefore unsatisfactory to Ahab and so it is quite obvious from the next

sentence that Ahab recognized that it wasn't satisfactory to Jehoshaphat. Eith

the'/%)I{ tone of the voice was such that Ahab said, this can't possibly

satisfy Jehoshaphat, or that the effect upon Jehoshaphat was clear from his

facial expression and Ahab saw that Jehoshaphat was not satisfied, in either

case the important thing is the effect upon Jehoshaphat and that we learn

from the remark of Ahab. (question 6) Yes, that would be a possiblity, but

I don't think it would express quite the way it is here. I think that if

Micaiah had said, the way Mr. LeRoy read it, I think if he would have said

that Ahab would have said, See, Jehoshaphat? This fellow agrees with the rest.

What was it you said Micaiah? And Micaiah would repeat it. I think that

Mr. Reumann is right for he certainly would have asked to have it repeated, but

would he have asked in the way in which he asked this? Now, you could say,

supposing that the man told him the truth and he knew he told him the truth,

it is conceivable that a man would say, how many times would I adjure you

to tell me nothing but the truth, but it is very unlikely. Certainly the im

plication of that is that he quoted something that isn't true, now and he

says haven't I told you. If you would say to a little child in your home,
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How many times do I have to tell you not to touch that clock over there?

If you would say that all of a sudden, when the child had perhaps been open-

ing the door or something, why it would be very strange indeed. The impli
you

cation of it is that he has been doing the thing that )fé object to and your

asking him not to do it. How many times must I tell you not to tell me any

think but what is true in the name of the Lord? And so this is a case where

it is perfectly evident from the context that the tone of the word convyeed

an impression, an idea was expressed by the tone of the voice and I doubt if

many of you could give the tone in a satisfactory way without a little prac

tice. But I imagine with a little practice I imagine almost anyone here could

and if you are every going to read this in the pulpit, I would strongly re

commend that you practice reading this verse, a few times first and get it in

a way that will satisfy tyou so that when you read it people will get what

you are driving at, for otherwise it just doesn't make sense. Now turn for

a second to Isa. 7. Now here we are getting ahead. This chapter we

are dealing with the prophets so we shouldn't spend much time on it, it is

really next years work, but it is an important connetion with next years work

that I want to bring out. We have been reading about Ahab, now let us read
10

a word about Ahaz and read me vs. l2,L,', Mr. LeRoy (reading and laughter)

Now, of course, Mr. LeRoy read this without any warning, and here he didn't

have the context in mind or anything, but he read us the four verses and of

the four which one do you think ought to have been read different'y? Which

one would you suggest Mr. Koerner? Mr. Hoover, which would you suggest?

41 would think that no. ii) No. 11, let us hear you read II? You make sort

of a question out of it. Yes, well, now there is context before which you

naturally none of you have in mind, so that might be in interpretation. Well,

let me tell you this that vs. 11 is what the Lord said. It is a message given

thru Isaiah and in the light of context it is a true offer. I think Mr. Le

Roy read 11 very satisfactorily. I would only suggest that the tone he put

into it, be intensified a bit. The same tone, only a little more definitely%.
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What Mr. LeRoy put in 11 is in it. Isaiah is telling Ahaz, Isaiah has just

said to Ahaz, you don't need to worry about Syria. God is going to destroy

Syria and your land will be safe and then he goes on to say Ask a sign of

the Lord. Ahaz doesn't put much faifti in th&s fellow Isaish, %/% he is

not interested in that that he has to say and so he says, ask a sign of the

Lord. Ask it in the depth or in the height above, ask something, ask anything

you want. Ask the lord for a sign, ask him for a proof that you are safe from

Syria, that you don't need to worry and Mr. LeRoy I think, put the correct

thought into it, but he could have made it a little more definite, a little

more intensified, that which he did put in. He was just a little afraid of

making something wrong and so he sort of held back on putting it in., but what

he put in was correct. But now, what about vs. 12, athe one in between the

two that Mr. Hoover suggested, how about vs. 12 Mr. Zumbach, what do you

think for that verse? Do you recall Mr. LeRoy's reading of it? Well, suppose

you read it to us.(answer) Sort of certainty, I think that

whatever it is, now, of course, what Mr. Zunibach put in might make the Lord

angry, might it. The Lord says do it, and I won't do it. It might conceivably

make the Lord angry. How many of you would have read it the waxy Mr. Zumbach

did, sort of a defiance to the Lord? (discussion lk)Oh, that is an interesting

idea, I had never.headd that before. (laughter) (end of record)
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of the Old. tTestament (0) Our present ideaof Chronology is something which
when

would not in the minds of people the O was written and. which God did not consider

important enough to put in their minds and I think it is rather vital for us recognize*

A man told me from Chicago one time, the University of Chicago, he said. you know, " He

said, Dr. Free of Wheaton College, professor of Archaeology, I can't understand why

he would be interested in Archaeology, $ for he comes from an instituation which is
statue

so old. fashioned and conservative, I would.'nt be surprised if they had. a archbishop

/of it (i) Well now his idea of a conservative was of

an archbishop usher Well, archbishop usher was a very Godly man

and a learned one too, Archbishop Usher studied the contents of the Old Testament and.

try to determined when things happened. and. he said. "I believe that Adam was created in

14.004B.C. That was a good guess. Therebad. been two or three hundred other guesses made

by other people. There were a good many points tpon which the evidence was not sufficient

for us to be able to say just when it was. And. an archbislmp Usher would have been one

of the first ones to say,but you couldn't be sure today that he thought that was a

good. approximation, but he twists things just a little bit here to try to make it come
so that it would. be exactly kOok

out before the birth of Christ from the creation. This man had no understanding of the

facts that a truly conservative and truly christian attitude toward the Bible isnt

following of Archbishup Usher and seeing that everything he said. is necessarily true, it

is our studying of the Bible and. saying whatever the Bible teaches is true and. what men

have inferred from the Bible may be true or it may be false and. in this particular in

stance I think that the Archbishop Usher could be wrong. I think that the creation of

man came long before kook B.C. and Itm sure that the creation fo tie Universe invariably

is far more than koOk B.C. And the Bible doesnt say when it is so it is not a matter
is

of whether the Bible 4 correct or incorrect on this point, the Bible just doesnTt say.

However right at that point, I think that there is something rather interesting to observe

and. that is this. !any a child in school is told the Bible says that the world was

created in 11.000 B.C. and. this is utterly rd.iculoue because in Egypt and in China and.

1m other countries we have records of events that happened 5000, and. 6, and 7000 years

B. C. And the child will begin to have contradictions between the new discoveries
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in China end Et and other countries and. the Biblical statement that the world was

created. in 4004 B.C. and. to be scientific, you would have to abandon the Bible. Well

now, of course, the Bible doesn't teach that the world was created in 4004 B.C,, at all

and I dontt think that could be true, for I think 'that the world was created a long time

before that, but at the same time I think that it is worth while to point this out that

there Is no cord. in China or in Egypt or in any other country no written record on

any event in the world which happened ea.rlyer than 3000 B.C. There is no record (written)

in itself could prove that events happened before the time that Archbishop Usher said.

that man was created.. I have a very fine book at home Ancient Times" by Professor

of the University of Chicago. It is a splendid picture of Ancient history, he was a

very fine student of Ancient History.. In this book which is a standard text book of

hightachools, he makes this at atement. "The year LfI.l is the ear]4est fixed date in

history because that is the year in which the Egyptians have established their calendar.

That was the yaaar in which the Egyptian calendar was begun,L124l B.C. Well now I d.ontt

know whether that is condition of the book, I sure that if (author) was

living today, he would take it out, because there is no scholar of any standing in the

world today, I believe who even think that the Egyptians calendar was originated as

early as 3000 B.C. Although just recently about 20 years ago it would be

easy t say 4241 was the year that the Egyptian calendar was established., (question)

Yes, well that is a very good question and a very interesting question. bit unfortun-

ately it would take about ten or fifteen minutes to explain it and. it will fit in very
et

nicely when we Jj, intothe Egyptian background and. in the times of Abraham and of

Sarah, and so I think that it is a little better then than now, so if I don1t mention

it then, I wish that you would. bring it mpg I think that it is ver well worth everyone8s

knowing it, hit I'd rather bring it in then than now. There is a very irrnteresting dev

elopment, We in a way like the story I just finished telling about coming from Jerus

alem. There are many fadts that enter into it and. unless you know all of thentparticular

oicumatenies, and the same is true in this there are quite a few factors that enter into

it, a very interesting story, but today I do not believe, I can say this absolutely, that

if a fellow today were to say that he could prove that 1ff]. B.C. anything near 3000
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B.C, was the year when the Egyptians established their calendar, I would say that I could

prove that he was not a scholar. I would say that because the evidence is so

conclusive, that there is no writing anywhere in the world previous to 3000 B.C, so that

If a man today were to make that statement, he would. immediately lose his scholar stand

ing. Now of course peor].e that are not interested in scholarship, that would be of no

61 But how he came to fix upon this particular date of 42419 that was

a very interesting iference that tlooked likemighty good. evidence t that time, but to

day is very clearly not evidence at all. So now the question of chronology then is one

that is of necessity of concern to us. It must concern us bcanse anytime that you try

to fit historical events together it is such an Interesting, important framework to ex

plain the system that has been developed sincethe 5th century A.D., that it is important

for us to try to see what (7)

so that it will concern us and it is also important that following Usher, there have

been great Ushers that have been placed in the markins of many Bibles and. So many people

have been led to believe that it is part of the Biblical section and consequently it

enters into field of Biblical Apologetics, who know what the truth is, and to realize

that this .is not part of the Biblical teaching. Now 1 think so much will be

suItisent for our inmroduction /' to our subjects. Everthing I have

said thus far has been important and vital but I haven't fitted it into

the outline of the course because it relates to the course as a whole in

a particular aspect, but I'm going to begin our OT history with a Roman

Numeral I The World before Abraham.

A. The Creation, Gen. 1 and 2.

It is hard for us to know just where to make the dividing line, but I

think that this is the proper place. We'll consider Genesis one and

two as being the story of Creation and you have an assignment about

( a very bad hum which causes the talking to be blurred
and very difficult to understand)

- -
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Now I am going to explain why I don't think that it is necessary to take it

that way, $% though I think that it is possible, but I see that we only

have three minutes left on this 50 minute scheduló, and so in those three

min4tes I am going to ask you to take a peiece of paper and write some

names and give me some information. I would like to have you write on that

paper your name, underneath it put an A and urâr that £ state approximately

what you know about the historical content of the OT. Have you had a

great deal of it in S.S. or other places and do you feel that you know

much about the historical content, or if you feel you know nothing about

it, or you have a fair knowledge of the whole thing, or do you know a lot

about the first part, Genesis, and a very little about E,ra, and the minor

prophets. Just give me an idea of what you think of your knowledge of

the facts of OT history. B is what courses have you had in this particular

material in Bible School, in college, anywhere, in Faith Seminary here,

anywhere. What courses have you had dealing with the general subject of

OT history. What courses and teaching have you had somehwere, other than

like Sunday School and at home, perhaps a thorough study of the book of

Genesis,perhaps a study of the main facts oi 0 History, perhaps a study

of the return from captivity, what courses you have had, I am interested in

knowing the approximate proportion of study you have had. C is of what

work had you had in Archaeology. Some of you have had absolutely nothing,

so that question is very easy to answer, some of you may have had a lot of

courses in Archaeology, arid if so I would like to know exactly what it is.

What courses you have had and i$% how much you know about it, and how much

you have had of it. That will give me a great deal of help in giving in

assignments adn knowing approximately lhow much time to give to certain marts

of it because I really do need about 2 years to cover the material that

I vantee to cover this year add so I have to do a good deal of selecting

what would be most important for this particular class. Now some of you

have this paper already and some will take a bit longer, so those of you
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who have it ready, please give it to me, or lot 13 see, it is very difficult

for you to come up here (next lecture 3 1/2)

You all have your papers ready to turn in today, I trust, we will collect

them at the end of the hour and I will assign the lesson for tomorrow later,

hin the hour also. Yesterday we began to look at I, the interpretation

of Genesis 1.1. We notice that Gen. 1.1 as it stands in our English version

is a sentence by itself, and yet the next sentence begins with and, how do

yoy know tha t the sentence ends at the end of verse one and does not continue

into verse 2. Well, there is a verme division there, but the verse div

isions are not original although they are very ancient and further more

you will find many places in the Bible where a sentence includes several

verses and a colon at the end and not a period in the authorized version.
sentence

There are many places in the Bible where one runs through two or

more verses. Well, you say, "However, there is a period at the end of

the verse." Well, the period here, is put in by the translaters of the

authorized version. There is no period in the original. SThe punctuation

marks in the Hebrew are not considered to be original or part of any in

spired text and furthermore, there is a certain mark which we call a

(hebrew word) a mark which comes as 5 and it looks something

like our colon and it comes at the end of a verse and it has nothing to

do with the sentence. It does not indicate the end of a sentence or the

middle of a sentence. It is simply the indication of the end of a verse,

and from any interpretation there are mzny places in the Hebx where the

sentence runs *hrou*i more than one verse. So there is nothing in the

Hebrew corresponding to a period and the fact that the next berse starts

with an and immediately awaits the question, "Is this verse end, a complete

sentence or is it not?" It wouldn't matter particularly much whether it

ended a sentence or it vent straight on, but as it stands in the English,

it is complete clause, but in recent years, pactically no philological

scholars will say, at least all liberal philolical scholars and probably
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the great majority of conservative philological scholars today say that this

sentence is not a sentence which stands by itself, but that it means in the

beginning of the time when God created the heaven and earth, or in the

beginning of God's creating the Heaven and the Earth. That i8 the inter

pretation that is taken today by most philological scholars. Now that does

not prove that it the best interpretation, but it does prove that it is

worthy of consideration. All Scholars at any time may come to an eroonius

conclusion. There is always the possibility of a change and this is not

a unanimous opinion. It is just an opinion that is very widely thought.

I am not interested in Biblical question in what someone's opinion is

particularly. I don't think that we reach truth by counting noses. I am

interested in why anybody holds an opinion that he holds. I am interested

in what his ebidences are. Ina/simply giving a list of the peple who

hold a view, proves very little about anything. Even if you have the

greatest names in the world in support of a certain view, that does not

prove it because there is aways the possibility that these men have not

studied the particular question, and have simply followed someone elses

judgement. I used to notice when I was in college. We were told that all

the scienctist and all the Biologists believed in Evolution. Wei.L, it

sounds tremendous, when you think that all of science, and all the

Biology scholars believe in Evolution, and you go to almost any High School

teacher of science, and say, 'Do you believe in Evolution?" and he will

answer yes. And you go to the great bulk of college instructors and you

will ask if they believe in Evolution, and they will say yes. Well, you

go to most of thom,"how much study have you done on the subject?" "Well

I have read a few books on the subject, I have taken some courses from

others, I received the word in classes." Well where does that qualify him

to speak about the subject. You will find %/the men who have positions

of some standing in college have necessarily done research in some line

of science, and I remember one professor that we had who was very, very
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dogmatic about Evolution. He was a professor of Botany and eh considered

one of his great duties in life was to convince people that Evolution was

true, an d I asked him,"What is the research work that you did in preparation

for your doctors degree?" "Oh he said, °i have been studying the circul

atory system of the leaves." Well, he might do some very fine

work in that field, but that does not qualify him to know anything about

whether volution is true or untrue. And so, when you get down ot it,

the scientists that have actually doae work that bears upon this particular

subject, are few indeed, and the man who has done some specific work,

right in this field, is worthy of being listened to, and the man who

hasn't is merely making a secondhand judgement on the rights and opinions

of others and there is little gained in science adn in any other field

by simply counting noses and seeing how many note in favor of a certain

view. That attitude in Science is jast exactly like the attitude of

one our midwestern states a few years ago which I remember I was told

had considered passing a law that
fold

then be ,I 1/7 instead 3.1416,

which would make it much simpler for figuring construction, but which

would in the end complicate rather than simplify. Another state I

heard was considering repealing the law for supplying demand. Well,
on

now in this case the evidence/which the claim is based that this is not

an independent sentence rests entirely upon a vowel in the Hebrew. The

Hebrew as it stands begins with the work Buirashi, and it is here trans

lated "in the beginning", but quite literally it would be "in a beginning

If you want it in the beginning, you would say Barashi, and conecquently

in Hebrew Burashi is either in a beginning or in the beginning of, and
since

the answer to most philological students today is to say that/this does

not tt the article which would make it Barashi, therefore it must be

in the beginning of, and what follows must be a clasue which comes after

that which follows the of, and so it is in the beginning of God's creating

the Heaven and Earth and in the beginning of God's creating of Heaven and
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Earth, most of them will say, and that is at that time the earth was

without form and void and darkness was upon the face of the deep and a

great kind was moving upon the face of the waters then God said°"Let there

be light." So at the beginning of God's creating Heaven and Earth, God

said, "Let there be light." That is the interpretation thatis most taken.

Mew would make the 11 of the sentence to come earlier than that.

They would aay,"In the beginning of God's creating Heaven azEarth, the

earth was without form and void',' a few would take it that way, most would

take that as a subordinate clause still introductory to the main clause

which would be God said, "Let there be light." Nov that is the a%Xftitude
lack

which is taken but it rest entirely upon the l% of the vowel 12 after

the first letter of the sentence. The fact that as it stands it is ¬rash44A..

instead of 5arash±t)and when people are so ultra-dogmatic in insisting that

that is the truth on it, I wonder why it is that they are e&.ao-dogmatic

on it, since they overlook the fact that is known to everyone of us that

the vowels are not in the original Bible, that the vowels were put in in

perhaps the 5th Century à.D. Nov they were not put in in the 5th Century

A.D. from somebody desiring to see what vowels would fit beat, the rabbis

then wrote down the vowels that they were accustomed to pronouncing as they

repeated these sentences and they had been pepeated over and over for

centuries, people would read the written text which had the 12 1/2

and they would pronounce it a certain vowel, but it would be very easy for

those vowels to become confused in the process of passing on fro generations

and for centures, and %//%% to build a big argument on the fact

that we have a cert&tn vote]. in our presence certainly gives us a very

shaky foundation. There is no reason why it might not be possible that

originally it was Barashand it had developed into Brash1in the process

of passing on. The written text includes only the comma. Now someone

says right away,"What 13 do we have? How can we depend on anything

in the Bible if only the consanants are written and not the vowel?'! Well

you can depend upon a great deal in the Bible with only the consonant
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written you are in just about as safe 13 1/2 in the old testament

but in the new Testament they have all been written. You are in just

about a safe a position as you are in English where we

write vowels but you never know just how to pronounce them until' some

body tells you. In tie Hebrew if you have the vvvels written, you

know how to pronounce them. In the English, you never know until someone

tells you. I guess I gave this illustration in OP Introd. last )ear, but

it is worth repeating for those of you who had it htere and it is import

ant for the rest now. (illustration on the English word "read")

end of record k
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So you see the problems of interpreting English. You will have to take

your construct into consideration and you do in Hebrew too, and yet there

are a great many things that are definite in your English. Now it is

read and is not read, there is absolutely no question about that. Nobody

could possibly say that it is read with just those hree words along, of

course if you want to put more in, you could make it read again. "Does

he say that he read such a book, well if he does, he read it, I believe

it." Now you have does he read, if he before it and you gctit . You

can make it almost anything by the context, and yet as it stands with

a capital D and a period at the end, it stands does he read. So there

is a great deal that is absolutely certx in the interpretation of the

English language and there is a great deal that has to wait for further

evidence from context before youknow what it is and it is exactly that

same situatinn in any language. Now with the Hebrew the vowels were

passed on by word of mouth. Just as in English we read sentences and

we remember how we pronounced them and all of our pronounciation In English

is now passed down mostly by word of mouth. We look at book and it

doesn't tell us whether It is read or read, but we know it because it is

passed on and it is the accustomary viewpoint and in Hebrew the great
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bulk of t1 vowels as they were written down in the 5th Century A.D.

doubtless represent the original pronunciation, but there are undoubtedly

amny cases where in the process of passing it on from generation to generation

the pronunciation of the vowel would change. We do not consider it as

certain by any means that the vowel was original, and therefore it is not

at all impossible that it was originally Barashith, however in the 5th

century A.D. It was BrashIth, and that is the way it has been passed on.

Now berashith, most philological scholars of today will tellyou, must mean

in the beginning of or in a beginning, however we find that in the 5th

century A.D. a St. Jerome studied with a rabbi, studied #%$/ Hebrew

very thoroughly and he made a translation of the OT into Latin and he

translated it "in the Beginning God created the Heavens and the Earth."

Therefore to him it was not impossible that it could be Berashith, instead

of Barashith, and still mean exactly what our English makes it mean, "in

the beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth. And that is the way

all the ancient translations render it. And the ancient translations do

not prove what the Bible must mean but they show what people in those

days who translated It thought it meant, and at least they have showed

that it was considered by them to be a possible translation. "In the

beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth." Now of course, if you

take it the other way, as most take it today, "in the beginning of God's

creating the heaven and the earth, you are not sure whether it means

3 1/2 God's creating it, the Earth was without form and void.
seems

Well now that to suggest that when God began to create Heaven

and Earth there was alrbady something there. There was already a great

mass of incoherent matter and God began to create that and that is cert

ainly not the sense of the word create as used in the Scripture nor is

it the teaching of the Scripture about God's creation. Most scholars

think that that is only an introductory statement, that it actually is

in the beginning of creation, when the worth was without form and void,
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kthen God said,. Let there be light, but that of course brings us into

pretty near the same situation. In the beginning, God said, let there

be light and there already was a world there without form and void, with

darkness upon the face of the deep. It does not necessarily prove that

matter existed before God created, but it certatily looks bery strongly in

that direction, that interpretation. And since the ancient translation

all take it the other way, and since any way Ø the vowel is not

part of the original text, it seems to me rather foolish for us to simply

say, "well, it must be that, $($ it might be in the beginning of, since

mose philological scholars take it that way today." I"m not ready to %)( say

%% dogmatically that it must be a separate sentence, but I do incline to

think that that is the better interpretation, that is better than to take

it the other way. Now, if you take %%% it of course as introductory to
is

the other, the question which does it introduce, but in either case you

have something of a dltr&celty in interpreting it in a way to get away
matter

from there being original before God created. I don't say that

it is impossible, but it is rather difficult. If you take it however as

an independent sentence-- oh, and one more thing about it, It is an int

eresting tact that this word beginning never occurs in the Bible with

the article anywheres. It always occurs without an article in the Bible.

We have it used elsewhere a few times, we have it in Deut. 33.21, we have

it in Isaiah b.lO. Well, of course, someone mentions that they are both

poetic., so that weakens the force of them as an argument, and yet it is

a fact you have in no instance in the Bible where beginning is put with

an article. I think that we should be a little careful, though, about

reading into the subject. In the beginning----it is easy for us to think

it means here is a point at which time began. There is a point at which

all ttlngs begin. Here is absolute zero, here is the beginning. You can't

get that out of this verse. There is no article in the verse as it stands,

and even if there was it wouldn't prove that it is an absolute certainly.

To me it seems much better to think that it means At the beginning, that is
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how did the world begin, how did the Universe begin, well, aththe beginning,

in the beginning God created. It doesn't mean that that is a specific

important vital point which is absolute zero, it means nothing of the kind,

but it means this is the way it all started. In the beginning, the way
from

it all began, the front of it , the head of it, the word in/the Hebrew

7 The origin of it is, that God created and so our English translation

in the beginning can lead us into reading into it a philosophic

conscept that is certainly not properly devIble from the verse. This is

the way the Universe began, God created Heaven and Earth, thtt is what it

means not, here is absolute zero, the point bore there was any time,

this at which, this particular prescribed t)f/ point God begins to create.

Certainly God existed before this creation. Certainly God was in existance

from all eternity. And of course that concept of eternity is one which

we cannot grasp or understand it, all we can do is say it, but it is the

clear teaching of the Scripture that God was without a beginning. God

always was. We cannot go back to a point when God was not. (question)

Well, that is something which someone may read into., but I would hesitate.

I would say that there was, that this is the way that the Universe began.

Well now as to whether ther e was anything before that certainly God

8 1/2 well now whether there was succession before, events before,

the scripture doesn't say. And so if someone wants to suggest as a

3/k

that there was no time before, there is no objection to such a suggestion,

unless we find scriptural evidence

of it somehwhere, I don't think we have a right to assume opinions. I

don't think it is derivable from this particular verse. I think that all

this verse says is that the heaven and the earth, which together make

up the universe as we know it, have a beginning. (question)

.u .iio ni.artn,

the beginning of the universe, and this came about as a result of God's

creatIng it, and this word create is a word that is used only three
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Well, I am inclined to think that the beginning in John 1 was a great

deal earlier than the eginning here. In the eginning was the Word and

the Word was with God and the Word was God. God was long before the be

ginning. I"m inclined to thinkthat, now if someone wants to say, "no

there couldn't be time before the universe and therefore John means that

when the universe began there was flod already there, well you lhave to

conceive of a situation in which there is no time and in which there is

a God. When you get into conceiving such things all you are doing is

using words. No one can conceive it, on the other hand no one

can conceive of time that goes back, and back and back and no stopping.

Either of them is a conception which is beyond our possibilty and it

seems to me we base simply to say we don't. (question)

Whenever God chose to start it.

B t this says at the beginning of the universe, whereaat the same as the

beginning of time, the Bible does not say. It is a matter that is inter

esting to speculate upon, but cannot go beyond that. But what I am inter

ested in you see, is not to determine what is the correct philosophical

answer to some of these problems, because we may work out one which seems

to be very excellent to our present generation, then the next generation

may find a lot of flaws in it and work out a better one. It is an inter

esting thing to work on but it is not my particular purpose.i My purpose

is in finding what does the Scripture teach and what are the questions

into which it does not enter. And this particular verse does not enter

into the question of whether there was time before the universe and why.

There may have been and there may have not been as ar s this particular

verse is concerned. Aèl this verse says is that the Universe had a

partiular beginning. In a beginning, God created the heaven and theEarth,

the beginning of the universe, and this came about as a result of God's

''creating it, and this word create is a word that is used only three
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times in this chapter, in this first chapter. It is used in the first

verse, 21, and 27. It is used three times in this chapter and is used

again in the second chapter, of course. It is used in the 2nd Chapter

in the 3rd verse. It is used comparatively rarely in the Scripture. It

is always used of God in the Scripture. It is never used in such a way

as to say He created this from that. iHe took some wood and He created

a table. Yu find no use of it in the Scrlptrue with a material 12

which was used in the creation. And we find many times in Scriptrue

when we are told tt production of one thing from another, but the

word create is not used in connection with any of them and consequently

it is not merely an argument to say that this word create has a definite

meaning, a divine act, into which He brings into existance something

entirely new. He bflngs it into existance because of His almighty power.

Now that does not say of course that he might not use material in con

nection with His creation of something, #/%)'/ and still the word

create is used, but it does say that there would have to be some element

of it. at least which is entirely bew and which was the result of Divine

power. Some element or aspect of it, which is entirely new and which

could not have been apart from the Divine creator. In mosê cases it would

seem to mean that the whole was a result of a Divine creative act at that

time. Now in this word create, we find it is the second word, in the very

let Chapter of Genesis, is a word that ØØ has much to e11 us about

God and His re&atlon to the human race. Not a common word in the scripture

and not even a common word in this chapter. Wow as this chapter is an

account of the creative activity of God, there are many aspects of it

of which in connection with the word create is not specifically used and

where it is altogether probable that they represent stages of the creative
begthnning

work in which God used means in one way or another. This first word, we

notice that God is not defined in it., the form used is the plural form.

that does not mean that it indicates a plurality in the Godhead necessarily.
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It certainly does not mean that it indicates the plurality of God for the

word Elohim, the plural word is used literally in the Bible. Hear, 0

Israel, the Lord thy God, is one God, (plural word) and consequently this

whole world does not indicate a variety of objects. The uEual inter

pretation of it is that it is a plural 15 k it indicates

God, but it indicates one being. Now perhaps there is a suggestion here

in the fact that in the Godhead, there is a plurality of persons, perhaps

there is such a suggestion, but we could not derive that exclusively from

end of record
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Simply stated in the beginning here, God is the active one p{Ø what follows,

it is stated that all of the heaven and the earth conies as result of this

creator. And this is a beginning, this is the way the universe originated.

Now the words, the heaven and the earth. Th, word heaven is a plural word,

and it seems to indicate all those aspects of the universe that are apart

from this earth itself. It is often used as the sky in the scripture. We

look up at the heavens. The heavens declare the glory of God. The heavens

drip rain. It is used frequently as the sky. It is used through all the

heavenly bodies. It is a word which is rarely if ever in the CT used to

indicate a particular place remote from the earth. It seems rather to

indicate the totality of the universe apart from this earth. All that

we see or we would see if we' could pierce on and on indefinitely, all of

that together seems to make up the content of the Hebrew word Heavne. T e

heaven and the earth, together here in the first verse, seems to indicate

the totality of the material universe. To say that it includes more than
that it include

the material universe, %$Ø7f could/spiritual beings apart from material

things is something that is not ncessari1y derivable from the word here.

It may be, but this verse includes the creation of Satan, it includes the

creation of the angels, it includes the creation of 2 hosts, but I

do not think that we can say so dogmattca].ly. It is equally probably that
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they were in existance prior to the creation of heaven and earth, it is

possible, but I don't think that we can be dogmatic in either. E1l then,

this is this first verse, and whether it is an introduction to what follows

or whether it stands alone, I think that everything we have said about it

is clearly %'Ø taught in it, whether it is inferred from it, whether

it is an introduction or something that follows or whether it is a direct

statement as a separUe sentence. Now regarding the interpretation of the

verse however in relation to what follows, there still remains sertain prob

lems. If this sentence is independent, we sII.l have three possible inter

pretatthons of it and aarious scholars in the past when most scholars took

it as an independent sentence, hold one or other of these three views,

taking it as an independent sentence. If it is an independent sentence,

what i* it, what is it's relation to what follows? Now professor S. R.

Driver, the greatOxford professor, the one who introduced liberalism, who

had a great deal to with
introducirlq

it, as far as the CT concerned, the

man had tremendous influence in the liberal theories, not ehe radical

theories, but the liberal theories of the OT, but a very great scholar

one with tremendous knowledge of the Hebrew and Aramaic. A man who did

excellent work on everything wtith which he worked althoughthere are

many people who disagree with him, but Professor Driver took the -View that

this verse here is a general statement, which summarizes eyerything that

is contained between here and chapter 2 vs.kr--These are the generations
would

of the heaven and the earth when they were created and he 6)f%$ stop the

chapter there. He would say we have a unit here, which starts with verse

one and ends with the first half of verse four and most thterpret

ers believe that that is indeed the end of the unit. The end of the

first half of verse four. These are the generations of the heaven and

the earth when they were created, and it begins in the beginning God

created the heaven and the earth and in between you have the account of

the details of this which is thus introduced in the beginning and euaarIzed
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at the end. But somebody immediately says, "Well, how can you take a break

there, you are well into Chapter 2 there? Doesn't the division come at

the end of Chaptre one? Well, again of course, it is vital to recognize

that the chapter division in the English Bible are taken over from the

Latin Bible in which they were placed by an Archbishop in the thirteenth

Century, and the Jews later took them and put them in the Hebrew from the

Latin Bible though they changed them in different places. They are in

no sense a part of the original '%Øpf scripture. Campbell Morgan says

that in 9/10 of the cases they are wrong, and I think that is much too

extreme, but I think that there is no question that they are wrong in

a sufficient number of cases to show that it doesn't mean anything

to us in our interpretation to see where a chapter division comes. Person

ally when I study any chapter, like to begin a few verses before it begins

and a few verses into the next chapter, just in order to make sure that

I am not mislead by the chapter division. Some places they correspond
the thought I may

with a real break in/%X, other places they don't, but whatever %$ say

as to the proportion of the number of cases where the chapter divisions

are in the wrong place, this we can say with certainty, that in this

particular place here, the chapter division is wrong and undoubtedly

the chapter division should not be right exactly where it is, and you

say, "why do you say that?" Because you run through Chapter 1 and you

are told what happened on six days and in chapter 2 starts and you are

told in verse 2 what happens In the 7 day, and verse three completes the

account of the th day and then you go on to discuss something else. I

can't imagine why the good archbishop made his division at this point,

perhaps his horse stuinbed and he was a little confused, but I don't think

that was likely to happen right at the beginning of his work like this,

perhaps that he might have thought that all of chaper 2 is describing the

7th day. Perhaps he thought the 7th day ran on all through history and

we are now in the 7th d I don't know what his reason was. But at any

rate, unless you think that the 7th day includes everything that is described
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in chapter 2, which is pretty hard to believe, because chapter 2.7 describes

the creation of man, and back here in chapter one we are told that happened

on the sixth day, so how are you going to get into the 7th day, unless you

are going to say that chapter 2 is all of an account of the 7th day, I

think that you have to say Chapter one really runs through the first three

verses of chapter 2, and that makes a unit. There is the account of the

7 days of creation. And whether youend it at the end of verse three and

say that this is a new section which begins with the words These are the

generations of the Heavens and the earth when they were created, or whether

you say this is the summary at the end of it and stop there and start your

new chapter, right there, which ever way you do right about there is the

end of chapter one and the beginning of chapter two and unless you are

going to say all that follows is a part of the 7th day, and I think that

you would have a rather difficult 'ime making a satisfactory argument for

that viewpoint though I do not say that you can rule it out absolutely.

So we have here then those 7 days of creation and the question is, is

Driver correct in saying verse one is simply a summary, 4t gives us the

whole thing in one sentence, just like the nevppaper article does today.

It tells you the whole thing in one sentence and then you start all over

again and tell it all over. YOu will notice very often newspaper articles

of today, they will start in summarizing the whole thing in the first

sentence and then they will go back and start at the beginning again and

if you take it in chronological order and say that the second sentence

comes after the first sentence, you get absolutely no sense out of it.

You can't, because it is an early state of what was stated in the first

sentence. Well what we have in Newspaper articles today proves absolutely

nothing as to what might have been meant by a sentence in the Bible. It is

only helpful as an analogy to suggest a possible idea, and then see if that

idea may be the fact in the Scripture, but it is important to note that

the Bible itself, frequently has general statement first followed by fturther

detail on the order of our modern newspaper Etory. I would like to call
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your attention to three examples of this. One of these examples would be

GEnesis 18.f There you read in Gen. 1811 and the Lord appeard unto him

inthe plains of Mamre. Nov that is that? That is a general statement of

everything contained in the chapter. The Lord appeared to Abraham in the

plains of Mainre. All right, go on and he sat in the tent there in the

heat of theday and X$lifted up his eyes and looked and lo three men

stood by him. If you take if in strict chronological order first, the Lord

appeared unto him, then he lifted up his eyes and he sw three men standing

by him, and when he had called these men and he had talked with them and

after awhile he found out one of them was the Lord. Well what's the snese

to taht if the Lord 'had already appeared to him. I think that any inter

preter of this chapter %f%f$' takes the first half of the first verse

as a general statement that summarized the great bulk of what follows, and

so that alone would be sufficient to prove that it is a possible interpret

ation of a Hebrew chapter, that the first sentence is a general statement

summarizing what follows. We find the same thing in Exodus 40.17. It

came to pass in the first month in the second year and the first day of the

monthe, the tabernacle was reared up. All right now, you have the tabernacle

reared up and in the next verse it belle us that Moses reared up the tab

ernacle. It's already reared up and then he proceeds to rear it up. You

see it doesn't make any sense. There are many people who till re-interpret

prophecy as if when it states something and then ti states someing

else, this must come after that. Well it may, but you cannot take it as

an absolute dogmatic rule, that everything vilibe in chronologicalorder

because there are other reasons for order which may enter in, and you have

to examine each ease on it's merit and see what is the factor therein and

here you /Ø have clear evidence that a general statement may be given,

and then you may go back and give the details, and that is what is heae

in Exodus 140.17. I was quite m3stlf led when I was looking at Gen. 140.17

I couldn't see how I could have made such a mistake. Then hinge 18.30
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I have indicated as another illustration. Yes, Elijah said unto the people

to come near unto me, and the people came near unto him and he repaired

the altar of the Lord that was broken down. Aliright, Elijah prepared the

altar taht was broken down. Then what does he do, he takes five stones

and with the flones he builds an altar in the name of the Lord. Does this

mean that he built a second altar, or does it mean that his preparing the

altar is a general statement then goes on to tell the details, and he

takes these stones and builds up the broken down altar inthis way. It is

what follows that seems to refer to one altar, it seems a more probable

interpretation that we have here a general statement followed by a more

detailed 13 1/2 . Well, now that doesn't prove that Genesis

1.1 Is a general statement, it is a possible interpretation, and that is

all. It shows that that may be the interpretation of a verse in a sit

uation like this and Driver thought that was the correct interpretation

to make.. A gneral statement followed by the discussion of the details.

The difficulty with that in my mlnd,Is verse 1 is your general statement

and tells the whole thing, then I would expect berse2 to be one or two

things, to tell what the 1/1/situatIon was when he began to do it,

or selse to tell what the first step was of his doing. Well now verse

two begins with a situation and this situation, if verse one is a

general statement, is a situation that tileted after the creative activity

had already begun. That is a real difficulty to my mind. Now I haven't

met any others who find it a real difficulty, so perhaps my opinion is not

particularly good at that point, but it does strike me as a real difficulty.

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth--general statement.

Now we start in to discuss it in detail, we say that the earth is without

form and void, well how is it
~end

of record.)
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I you take it that way, then perhaps it is a].]. right. This is the first

act of God in the creation. He brings into existance an earth without

form and void. If you take it that way, you are all right. It is the

first act of God in the course of the story which is given in full in breif

in the first verse. Now perhaps that is 0 but if it Is simply

describing a situation, the earth was .thout form and 1void, that is the

situation when lie began to create, that doesn't fit with the word of
in the ScrIptun of

creation or with the whole picture % God as the originator

of earth. That is a real difficulty, but not an 1 difficulty

in fact Im inclined toward that interprtion of the verse anyway. It

shows a change of situation, rather than a description of the situation,

but we will look at that, (1) I don't know whether we will be

able to get to verse 2 today or not, but we won't take a hole hour on

every verye. Now a second view if Prof. a great conservative

German and also the great founder of the radical

interpretation of the CT. They agreed on holding a second view. A view

that verse one describes not the whole creation of God, but the creation

of matter, the creation of a watery chaos. Verse 1 is a first step, that

God created a great mass of watery chaos. And at the first, the creation,

that's all contained in verse 1, and of course verse 2 describes the

situation after he had created the heaven and the earth, and then the

succeeding verses go on to tell how he took this incohent mass Is had made

and he proceeded to bring it into some shape and into some order. That

is the secondview. Now the 3rd view that some hold si that verse one re

presents a complete creation includes everything, but does not include

what follows. That after it was a catastrophe which is not here described,

and then that verse 2 tell s something that came later, and that what follows

is God's restablishing an earth that had been previously created. That is

a third interpretation of verse 1. All three o them on the view that it

is an independent separate sentence, statement. Now Prof. Delitz opposed

'- -.
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this view, he did not think it a correct % thnterpretation. I think how

ever that we ihould mention that it is not one that can be ruled out as

exegetically impossible. The three are possible ways of interpreting verse

one and which of the three are correct is a matter in which we must decide

R a basis of study of Scriptural teaching elsewhere or of other evidences.

It is not inherent in the text which of the three it is. Of course, that

is very unsatisfactory. If this was a Bible School, you would be utterly

disgusted at this point adn would decide tomove to another one. You would

say, we want to know what it is, *hy doesn't Dr. MacRae give us the answer

to it, we want to know .o that we can go out and tell people, and many

students in Seminary had that idea, what i it, we just want ot know what

it is, we'll just take it and go. And there are many Seminary's that do

it that way, but that is not my interest, my interest is in, shoving what

the Scripture does say ad what there is the Scripture does not definitely

say and on which you are left to form conclusions from other evidence and

I think that it is very vital that we distinguish as we deal with people

between those two aspects. (question) I should of said that the

only way that it can be determined is that way, I don't say that it can't

necessarily be determined. I say this, we can say, it teaches that God

was the beginning of everything, that God created the universe, it came

as the result or His creative act, it teaches that. t as to the partic

ular relation of it to the other verses, I think that we should not be

dogmatic, but should recognize the different viewpoints and if you find

some evidence that proves absolutely which it is, I shall be much interested

in% it, but I personally feel that te cannot be sure which si the correct

interpretation of the three, as far as this verse alone is concerned. There

are other passages which will look in one direction or another but I do not

think will prove it. Now as to the lesson for tomorov. The lesson for

tomorrow is a lesson which sould take about two hours. It may be that

those who have had OT Introd. will think it is a repetition and yet I
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think it is a worthwhile repetition for them. I

want you to take Chapters 1 and 2 and list the various thing which God

created in these 2 chapters, and I want you to note in your paper how many

of the aspects which God created in verse 1 are described in ch.2 as being
of every tiny

created. I would say to go through Ch. 1 and make a list not

detail, but of all the matters of importance which God created in ChL1-3.

and then go on into chapter 2 and indicate what in chapter 1 is repeated,

what creative aspects are repeated in ch. 2 Se e whether ch. 2 is a

complete repitition of the story of creation, oris it something which

could come after one and just goes right on, or is there repetition in it,

there certainly is repetition in it, well is it a complete repetition, and

in connection with that, I would like everyone to lookin the Internationa

Critical Commentary on Genesis. I think that there are one or two copies

of it in the Libray, I brought my own over, and asked Miss Russell to put

it on the Reserve shelf, but these especially I have asked her to put on

the reserve shelf, you will look at them in the library añ will not take

very long. There is just one page, page 51. It is the page dealing with

the interpretation of Chapter 2 and in that page, he tells you his idea

of the relation of the creation story in Chapter 2 to that in Chapter 1.

It is not even all of the page, so two minute s for the book wilibe enough

anyone needs to use it. Three copies should be enough%. (end of class )

Two papers for today, either give them to them or hand them-------------

(Talk on commentaries) (cautioning against taking them out of the room, all

have disappeared) Yesterday we wire beginning to speak about Genesis 1.2,

we noticed that in Genesis 1.1 that there are certain things that are

ve definitely taught. We notice that it definitely teaches that the

beginning of the Universe comes from God and that God receeded t1

universe and that the Uni3erse came into existance through the creative

activity on the part of God. Whether this verse covers the whole process
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of creation of the Universe but only for a step is a matter on which there

may be a difference of opinion, and then again there may be some who hold

that it is the whole process of the creation of the Universe, but not the

process described in the rest of the chapter, but it is a creation which

was followed by various events and (io) the events in the end of

the chapter took place. These are three different possible interpretations

from this first verse, and every sentence that anybody can ever give about

anything has more than possible interpretation. We learn the truth by

getting difference sentences and seeing the possible interpretations of

them and then seeing what is the thing they all have in oonnnon, find out

1$% how one exiudes certain views and another excludes certain views, but

we cannot expect to get all truth in this light because because for one

thing we dont have the minds to appreciate all truth, and second, it would

take a million years to simply read all the truth in the Universe. I re-

member only a few years ago, I think it was 20 or 25 years ago. Youwould

go into Child's restaurant in N. Y. and PHila. and other places and you

would find that on the menu opposite every article of food, they have

stated in parenthesis how many caloried it has, and the idea was you

would read how many ceories there were in it and you could arrange a

diet so that you would get exactly %the right number of calories and

then you would know how much starth, protein, etc. and you would have

a perfect diet. And today, anybody would consider the suggestion of that

kind as utterly ridiculous, because nobody at that time ever even dreamed

at that time that there was such a thing as a vitamin, or amino acid, and

these two matters, re far more important than anything that is known

about diet 25 years ago, and so tody, people think of getting a scientific

diet think of vitamins and arnie acids and for all we know there may be

other &lements that nobody every dreamed of that will be discovered 30 yri.

from now that will be even more important than vitamins are. There are

thousands, yes millions of elements in the universe that God has put there,

and God knows all about and we know nothing about and it wasn't lie purpose
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in His Word to tell us about all of them. Whatever He tell us in His word

is true and dependable, but He doesn't tell us everything in every field.

There would be no purpose in it, there would be object in it. Whatever

He says here, whatever definite that we can stand upon, we can be mighty

sure that is the only true interpretation of the tUng about which you

are looking. There may be other possible interpretations which will be

equally true. I don't mean that you just don't know what a thing means,

but 1 mean that there are various aspects involved in it, as in the il

lustration I gave you about traveling. If I say that I left Baltimore

for here yesterday. ;You know that I left Baltimore, you know that I

arrived here, you know that I came here, but you don't know how I came

or by what method of transportation, or what part of the day it was,

whethere I stopped over sometheres on the way. There are a thousand

questions that you do not know, where there are different interpretations

and it might mean one or the other. On the other hand, a better way to

say it might be there are other matters which are touched upon that are

not really dealt tith in this particular passage. That is the case here.

God preceded the elements. The universe came into existence as a result

of God's creation. There was a time when there was rt a universe. As

a result of God's creative act, the universe came into being. That we
whether

learn from this verse, But ftfØ, this verse simply refers to the orig

inal creation of matter, and then the development of the matter into

proper forms being all that follows, or whether this word is a general

statement which covers everything that is described in the first chapter

thd the first three verses in the next chapter, or whether this verse

is a complete creation which is followed by events of which we are not

told and then the rest of the chapter takes place as additional events

after the complete creation originally described. Those are three

possible interpretations dealing with factors that God has not gone

into in the Word. There are other matters related to it that are not

specifically revealed in this verse. It is important to have them before
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us as a possiblity, the difference there between them if it is vital and

important for our thinking would probably be cleared up by explanation

elsewhere in Scripture. If it is not important and vital for ur thinking,

it may be that we never will know. This though is the correct interpretation

on these aspects, but the big vital matters that are taught in this verse

are absolutely true and clear. And So we go on to the second verse, and

again we find ourselves in a situation where there are certain matters

about which we do not know. #2 Gen. 1.2 (end of record)
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Now it doesn't day the heavens and the earth, it just says the earth. That's

an interesting thing, does that mean that there is now a difference be

tween the heaven and the earth? Does it%mean that He is simply talking

about the earth and is not telling us what the situation of the heaven

was? "And the earth was without form and void." These two words are

quite difficult to translate, without form or void, so have rendered

them vacancy and vacant. They are truly different Hebrew words. They

are words that are not very common in the Hebrew, which have the meaning

more or less of a general chaotic mixed up condition. The earth was per

haps formless and emp'ty is a good guess, though we cannot say a difference

between the two words. We don't have enough light on it to be sure that

one would be formless and the hther empty, but each of them have a general

idea of incoherent state, and particularly the combination of the two

together. An incoherent state, a state that is not developed &nd formed

into something that is what you might desire it to be. "And darkness was

upon the face of the deep." "And a stir of God," now some writers might

say a "might wind "and a mighty wind was rushing over the face of the

waters." The authorized version translates it, "the spirit of God."

Now in the first place, this rendering mighty is not a very literal ren

dering.1 wind of God is moving, and they say that a wind of God would

be a mighty wind so what he means mighty wind is of God, and he

says Godly would mean mighty, so that is hardly a direct translation.
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The use of the word "of God" suggests certainly that it is spirit rather

than wind, though it might easily be a divine wind, a wind that God sent

which was doing this. The word (Hebrew word) properly does not

actu&lly mean wind, but it can mean breath, which doesn't have the idea

of breath in rapid motion, rapid motion so much, but simply breath or

wind i you want, but the same word also means a spirit. It is interesting
Greek

for it is the same way with the word word) We have this

word in the NT which means spirit, and yet we also have the same word

used in our English word 2 3/

The word Numa means wind or it means breath, or it means spirit and in

John 3 you J.have it translated, "the wind bloweth where it listeth," and

in the next verse translated as spirit, everyone is born of the spirit,

the same word exactly is used. And so you have to tell from context whether

it is a wind or breath or the spiritual thing that the wind or breath ind

icates and I am inclined here to think that spirit it /f$ more

probably what is meant, not so much that the word but perhaps

the use in connection with the word God and also if He meant a wind I

would thˆink that there would be another word that he would be more apt to

use rather than the words of k, which doesn't have the idea of storm,

but more of breath. It was moving upon the face of the waters. Now im

mediately of course, the question comes to us, when did this condition

exist as is described in this second verse, low if the Lord wanted to

He could have said, after the Lord had created the heaven and the earth,

then the earth was without form and void. He could have said after He

began to create the world He established an earth without form and void

and this situation was found, but He did not state this specific time

or when it occured here. That time is not stated, and therefore v shave

to guess about it if we want to know the exact time to which this refers.

When was the situation such as is described here? Is it the first stage

of the creation? Whether the first verse describes the whole creation
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or whether it just describes the first stages, is this the first stage of

the creation? Is %% this a chaotic condition which eame into existance

after the first verse perhaps a thousland years after, perhaps a million

years after, who knows when? Well, we are not told and we do not know.

YOu might say, one day up in HYde park a little boy was born. You might

say this boy became president of the U.S. Now you don't mean that he

became president the next year after he was born, you don't mean ten years

later, there was a big gap between, but you don't have to say when, you

can say that this boy became president and refer to something many years

later. On the otherhand you could say this little boy was born and had a

great deal of colic and we know that that little boy must have had the

colic during the first three months and not fifty years later. You could

infer from the statement how much time there is between, but the statement

would not tell you. Now there are people that say this verse I' must des

cribe something which occured a long time after the first verse because

they say the word here translated was does not mean was but became, and

therefore it shows a change which occured a long time after. Well, in

answer to that I would say that in the first place I believe it is correct

that the word maans"became" and not "was". In the second place I don't

think that means it necessarily occurred a long time after. This Hebrew

word (hayah) is a word which acually means , according to

Brpwn Driver and Briggs, "to ahppen" or "to beome" . As a subordinate

meaning it is suggested that there are times when it is used in place of

a copula to mean "to be". But such times are few indeed. If you go through

this first chapter of Genesis and take our English word "be", you will find

that it occurs appoximately fifty times in the chapter, some form of "to be".

You will find that of those approximately fifty cases , about twenty-five

of them represent the Hebrew word (hayah) and the other twenty

five are supplied from context with no Hebrew word whatever. Ordinarily

in Hebrew the copula is no txpressed. You will say , "This is a book,"
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in Hebrew you just say, "This,a book," The "is" Is not ordinarily expressed

in Hebrew. In Greek alsd it may sometimes be omttted. But in Hebrew it Is

not customary to use a copula at all.. You just put the words right next

to each other: "This, a book." "The book red". You do not need the copula.
will find

It is not a characteristic of the Hebrew language. And so you apply-it

in about twenty-five cases in this chapter it says something like this:

"God saw that it was good." In the Authorized Version the "it was good"

is in italics, that is, the "it was" is in italics, "good" is not. "God

saw good." What He saw vai good. You don't need a "was" because it simply

is stating a situation.

estion: Does it means it was all good?

Well that's a later guestion.

The copula then is used about twenty-five times in the chapter, but never

translates the word (hayah). On the other hand there are about

twenty-five cases in the chapter where a change is expressed in our

English by the word "to be". For instance, "lndthe evening and the

morning were the second day." The Revised Version is a little bit more

literal because the Hebrew has two words there instead of one. It says

"It was evening and it was morning the second day." Well now, you see the

difference. "This book is black." "This record is evening." "This
were the second day. You see

record is green." "The evening and
the difference? In one
case you're saying "This equals that" It is a copula. In the other case

you're saying something occurred, it was evening and it was morning. It

became evening and it became morning. A change took place. God said

"Let the waters be gathered together, and it was so." It happened. It

isn't that when God said "Let the waters be gathered together," the

waters already were gathered together, it is that it proceeded to become so,

it proceeded to happen. So your Hebrew word (hayahØ) means , In

most cases in the Bible, I would say in 99% of cases if not 100%, it means

for a change to take pace. It became. "And the earth became without
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form and void," or "there came into existence/7 an earth without form

and void." "it was evening," It became evening" "Evening came into

existence," "Evening occurred." And so I think that in the case that

there was a change before there was one there was not an earth without

form and void; then something happened and there came into existence

an earth without form and void. Well does this mean that immediately

after God's creative act the earth came into this situation, or that many

things intervened and then it came into that situation? Nobody knows.

It is not stated, it does not tell us whether the two verses indicate somethizg

that happened , one in the morning and the other in the afternoon, or one

one one minute and the other the next minute, or one happened one minute

and the next a million years later. It is not here stated. And no one
to say

has a right from this verse/that it did or did not happen in that way.

This we know: At the beginning of the series of events described from

verse three on to the rest of the chapter, there was there an earth which

was without form and void, darkness on the face of the deep, and the Spirit

of God moving on the face of the water. You can not say that it proves

there's a gap between verses one and two, but you equally cannot say

it does not. Now to my mind the theory that there was a trimendous

upheaval between these two events is something of which we must simply
proved

say "Not te]4". We cannot say it is true; we cannot say It is not true.

The BThble teaches that Satan fell. Satan was the greatest of all created

beings, he was the first of all created beings. He was created to do a

wonderful work for God and he fell Into sin. And there's much of it

happened before the Garden of Eden, because in the Garden of Eden you

already have Satan there who has fallen, and who is already then sinning.

When did he fall and what were the consequences? If somebody wants to

let his imagination run it is perfectly easy to say, "Well there
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must have been a tremendous catastrophe, there must have been a terrific

upheaval that would naturally cause the earth to become chaotic, with

form and void, aid so this must have happened before, and maybe it did.

On the other hand to say dogmatically that it happened that way would

certainly seem to require some definite proof, and I know of no proof

of such a thing, I know of no Scriptural ppee- proofs. It is something

which God has simply not told us about. He has not informed us one way or

the other. Back in 1813 the noted Scotch clergyman Thomas Chalmers

presented what has been called the "Restitution Theory", the theory that
end

verses two on to the rest of the chapter are describing not an original

creation but a restituiton of the earth which had fallen into a chaotic

condtion as the result of a geeat catastrophe connected with the fall of

Satan. It is an interesting theory, one is very foolish to dogmatically

supporti it; he is equally foolish to dogmatically deny its possiblities.
claim

The only referenc that I know of on which this theory may eal4m to be

based aside from the word "became" in verse two here, is Jeremiah 4:23

263, Isaiah 2: 1 and Isaiah k5:l8. Perhaps we might take a minute to look

at those. In Jeremiah k:23-26 e find that the Lord is there expressing

his disappointment at the sin of the Israelites, and rebuking them for it

and telling them the terrible punishment whichis to come upon the land.

Vs. 22 "For my people is foolish, they have not known me, they are sottih

children, they have none understanding, they are wise to do evil, but

to do good they have no knowledge." A rebuke of the people of Judah at

the time of Jeremiah. Then he goes on to say, "I beheld the earth, and

lo, it was without form and void, and the heavens and they had no light,

I beheld the mountains and lo they trembled and all the hills moved lightly.

I beheld and lo there was no man and all the birds of the heaven were fled.

I beheld and lo, the fruitful place was a wilderness, and all the cities

thereof were broken down at the presence of the Lord and by His fierce

anger, for thus hast the Lord said, The whole land shall be desolate;

yet will I not make a full end." And Jeremiah goes on in passage after
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passage deicribing the caning of the Babylonian attack, the destruction

and overthrow of Judah, but the fact that it is not a full end, there is

still a future for the people of Judah afterwards. Now this passage seems

most naturally then to be looking forward to the time of catastrophe and

upheaval and turniil and misery that is to come to Judah as a result of

the presence of the Lord punishing the people for their sins. To take it

out of the context and say it is here describing something that happened

long before the creation of the world is unwarranted surely. There must

be reason here that is to say (end of record)
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if
There might such a thing might fit 0 but that is what is meant, I

would think that it would be brought out a little more clearly than tht.

Herd it seems to me He is talking about the future punishment God is

soon going to bring upon the land of Israel, and I do not think we have

any varrent from this to secure some ideas to what might have happened

long ago. There might be an analogy clearly taught elsewhere you could

say that would fit in with it, that would give a similar situation to

occur to that 1 greater one which occured before, but it doesn't

seem to me that it is a passage on which to build such a theory. isa. 211.1

There we read, "Behold the Lord makes the earth empty and makes it waste,

and turneth it upside down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof.'

Well, the Lord certainly does that punishment for sin, however the des-

cription of his having done that at one time in the past before the events
Isa.

described in çtØ. 1.2, where itcontinues, "and it shall be, as with the

people, so with the priest: as with the servant, so wiht his master; as

with the ;maid, so with her mistress; as with the b yer, so with the seller;

and so on and it would seem to be describing again the destruction which

is to cane to the Land of Judah, and to say that this is talking about

something long before would surely require something that we don't find

here, some definite evidence that is lacking. It might be similar to
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Something that happened before, but if so, we want some definite evidence

that such a thing actually did happen before. The other reference that

is suggested is Isa. 45.18 and that is a very interesting one because

this very word 2 that is translated without form is used here,

"For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens: God himself that formed

the earth and made it; he hath established it; he created it not in vain,"

that word in vain is the same word translated without form. He created
Lord

it not without form. He formed it to be inhabited and the and there

is none else. Well now does that mean that when God created it, it was

perfect and that it fell into that formless condition, or does it mean

that He did not create it to be a formless universe? Even though at one

stage of the development it might have been. I do not think that this one

brief sentence here in isa. is a warrent for building up such a theory.

It seems to me as far as the Bible is concerned, the restitution theory

stands without teaching but it occurs, but there is the possibility that'

that is what happened. It is one of the thousands of things that God ha

not told us in the history of theuniverse. I would thinkthat surely there

must have been some king of catastrophe in the cnection of the fall of

Satan, just what that catastrophe was, we are not told here in the Scrip

ture, that it occured before the creation of man at least would seem very

likely, but just when, where you would put it is a matter 1or conjection.

(question of student) Yes, there Is a passage there which doubtless is

looking beyond the King of Tyre to Satan, which describes certain things

about Satan, how Satan was the cherub that covered the anointed one, bearer

of light, and how Satan fell, that is I think clearly taught there, but

that doesn't necessarily mean a great catastrophe upon the earth is a

matter of question. It might have been before this earthw4.s created. It

might have occured before the creation of this particular universe before

the beginning described in Gen. 1.1. We don't know, but it is grue

that it would seem that there was a fall of Satan 44 that time. Satan

appears in Gen.3.l as one who is already fallen. (student question
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Our English word, replenish means to fill again, the re means again and

the pleniel is the latin to fill, so our authorized version says replen

ish the earth, which means to fill it again, that is after the flood, because

before the flood it was full. Of cote, the Hebrew word doesn't have any

re on it, the Hebrew word is just to fill; there is no fill again. student

question) If you simply take just the English you can get a great many

contradictions naturally. The English is a very good translation, but a

perfect translation is an impossibility in the very nature. (student

question) Doubtless that is what the authorized translaters had in mind

because of the fact that the Hebrew simply means fill. But of course

it is one difficultl thing in using the authorized version. The authorized

version is a very very excellent translation, a wonderfully acikrate trans
(6

lation, t{/fˆ a more accurate translation of any book into

any language was ever made than our authorized version. However there is

two things to note, one that it is after all a translation and any trans

lation differs from the original. It is impossible to translate it exactly

from one language to another simply because languages differ, but secondly

the authorized version is a translation into the English language f)300

years ago, nearly OO now, and the English language has tremendously changed.

When iyou read, "1 do you to wit," youvouldn't have any idea what it meant,

but he says, I do you to wit such and such, and you immediately know that it

must mean that he wants you to know so you can make a good guess of that.

There are many cases of that, he says, "I prevent the dawning of the

morning with my prayers,' and you know that he didn't go out and start

to pray and the morning didn't come. You know that your Latin pray means

to come before and he means that before the dawning came I was praying, so

a few things like that are quite wimple, where a worrd has completely changed

it's meaning, "he that letteth will let," it doesn't make any sense. It

means that he that hinders will hinder. The old English word let had the

same as our modern word hinder, and our present word let means just the

opposite. There are cases like that where the word cannotlmean that
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and it does not make sense in the text and youlook up and see what does

that old English word mean, and if that were all it wouldn't be so bad,

but the trouble ts that where there are few words which have completely

changed their meaning, and where you immediately say, "This is absolutely

wrong, let's look it up and see what it really means, or let's guess from

the context." Over against that there are hundreds of words which have

slightly changed their meanings and the word has changedits meaning just

enough that the present interpretation of the word seems to fit the con

text and seems to make good sense, and yet that sense is not the sense

that the translators of the authorized version intended, because to them

the word had a meaning which was slightly or quite a bit different than

the meaning it has today. In every language words were always changing

their meaning, and sometimes these changes come suddeeiiy, and sometimes

they come very gradual. But there is no one here today that can talk

the language of 300 years ago. A man would have to spend his whole life

trying to learn how to do it, and then he wouldn't be able to do it cor

rectly, because there are so many many thousands of forms in which the

language has gradually changed and surely if you wanted to take few

simple truths of salvation and go out and preach them and you can simply

take the auhorized version and take a few sthkple truths and go out and

preach them and it is wonderful. But if you want to get beyond those

simple truths and get down to what is the exact meaning, what is the

real teaching of Scripture, there are two things that you can do, one is,

you can take the next 40 years studying Shakespeare and Elizabethean

Dramatist and try to learn exactly what the language meant in those days

in order to know just what the authorized version means, and then after

you have spent that 40 years of study in English, you will be in a position

to speak quite authoritatively as to what the translators of the authror

ized version really thought the Hebrew meant, but in half that length

of time you could learn much better for yourself just what the Hebrew

means, and so there are the two ways to do it. Study the old English
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very thoroughly or go directly to the Hebrew which was the source of the

translators of the authorized version. It is a very wonderful translation.

It was a great gift of God tothe e nglish speaking world to have this tran

slation, but in a way, it is very unfortunate that we have this wonderful

translation, because it was e wonderful that people got the idea that it

was good enough for all time and I would say that for the last 50 yrs. we
christianity
probably have been greatly hindered in the English speaking world by the

fact that we do not have a translation that is generally eEcepted which

is accurate and dependable and which can be put into people's hands who

haven't read this all their lives, who could probably imake a pretty good

guess from context just what a thing means, and put into their hands and

say here's the Bible read it for yourself and study it. A man was tell

ing me he had a group of boy scouts and he was reading to them about

Christ and how they couldn't get near them for the press, and the boy

said what is the press doing in here? Well, we don't use that term

now in that sense. If one of you were to come to me and say I have a

question I want to ask you but I couldn't get to you for the press, we

woud]. be quite amazed. So many expressions that are not the way we talk

today, so that it does not give you the teaching fo the Scripture and it

unfortunate because it is so beautiful and it is such an accurate translation

on the whole, but a translation into a language that we do not use today.

Well now, this second verse then, shows us that at the commencement of the

events described in vs. 3 and on, the earth was in a certain situation

described in vs.2. It shows us that, but whether that is immediately after

the commencement of God's creative act or whether there is a space in be

tween, is something that the Bible does not re cal to us and therefore it

would be very foolish for us to be ogmatic one way or the other about it.

Now we go on to another point which is qyite similar to this in our results

we must reach and that relates to the foéfllowing verses to one word in

them. We will call number 3 the word day in Genesis 1 and 2. Now what does
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the word day mean? What does the word day mean as you use it now? What is

a day? We use the word day, today, very commonly in two entirely different

senses. You say work while it is day, you mean work while it's twenty four

hours. Work while it is day for the night cometh. Day is a regular word

to use for the light portion of the cycle, for that period when the sun was

shining, that was day, and it certainly is never twenty-four hours when you

are in that sense. You wouldn't even say, I believe, one day I was talking

to a man, and he said, now see how bright the moon is shining. You wouldn't

say that, you would say one night. We use the word day very, very commonly

in the se.nse of the light period, the period when the sun is shining, and

then we use it as a measure of a period of time of approximately 24 hrs.

We use it in these senses and you have to tell by context which of the two

it is in which we are using. Sometimes you might be in doubt which of the

two it is, because either one would fit this context perfectly. Now we

use the word day also in modern English in a third sense, we use it in the

sense of a period regardless of the length of time. Let us say that in

Napoleans's day it was much easier to do these things than in our day.

Well what is our day? How long is our day" Is our day 24 h.rs. long? Is

it a period of time in which the light was shining?Ilur day means a period

in which we live. Napolean's day means the time in which Napolean lived.

If you look at Gen. 2.4, you read these are the generations of the heavens

and the earth, when they were created. In the day tha t the Lord God made

the earth and the heavens. Now what is the day that the Lord God made the

earth and the heavens? Does that refer to a 24 hour period or to the light

period of the day or does that move likely refer to the whole process of

making the earth and the heavens and include all 15, in this verse

the day that God made the earth and the heaven. We are certainly not

standing in Gen. 1.1. that this is one day, God created the earth and the

heavens, if it was, is it the day in which the light was created? (end of

record 9)
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we are not told, so the word day in modern English is used commonly in these

three different senses and of course that doesn't prove what it would be

used in the Hebrew, it suggesting possibilities. We want to go to the Bible

to see how it is actually used there and when we go to the Bible we find that

in the Bible it is used in the sense of length period. Right in Gen. 1 it

is used in the sense of the day which is not 2 hr day. Gen. 1.16, and God

made 2 great lights, the greater light to rule the day and the lesser light

to rule the night. So very clar1y there the day is not a twenty-four hour

day. And that's the Hebrew word 1J1 , day, the same word which is trans-ia

lated day, one day, a second day, a third day, and so on. The greater light

to rule the day. That is clearly the time when the greater light is ruling.

The daylight part of the day. And so the word "day" is used in that sense
places in

here and in many other e-e Scripture. 'Work while it is day, for the

night cometh when no man can work." That is, the daylight portion. Then

the word day is used in the Scripture in the sense of the cycle , the

dark and. light portions that go together to make up one day. It is used in

that-eeRse-&-e-SeP&ptPe-whePe-hey-sa&4

that sense in the Scripture where they said, "'Let her stay--" when Rebecca
with us

was to go to Isaad, and her family said, "let her stay/for a few days'

They didn't mean just today, but you can go away for the night, they meant

the whole period. And so it was the twenty-four hour day that was there

meant. The twenty-four hour day is used in the Scripture as it is used

in our modern English. And there we find many instances in the Scripture

where the word day--Isaiah 2:12 is one example. In Isaiah 2:12 we read,

'The day of the Lord of Hosts shall b upon every one that is proud and

lofty.
" The day of the Lord of Hosts shall be upoon every one. Does

that mean within one twenty-four e hour period? Hardly so. It's like

the day of Napoleon. It is the day in which the Lord is going to exert

ifreouentlyHis power in a very special way. And the day of the Lord iS used in
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he Old Testament and certainly never definitely with the sense that it is

to be only a twenty-four hour day . The New Testament quite often has this

use of a longer period under the word "day . In II. Peter 3:8 we read:

"A day is with the Lord as a thousand years; a thousand years as a day."

In JOhn 9:1 ( we read, : "I must work the work of him that sent me

while it is day." That of course is a figurative use that refers to the

light pe.t of the day, but refers to the period when he is there. That

is not such a good period for tis- this particular point we are calling

attention to now. But there are naiy cases where the day is a long period,

though it's used far more commonly with the light portion , and then is

used in-between for the twenty-four hour day much less commonly than for

the 1g1 light portthon of the day, certainly, and yet more commonly than

for a long period. Now which of these three is the use of the word "day"

in this chapter? I think that we can say that it is not stated. There is
right

no statement here on which we have an absolute/to say that this is longer

than a twenty-four hour day, but there certainly is no statement here

which would require us to say that it is as short as a twenty-four hour

day. Take the third day. What happened in the third day? We 0' read

there that in the third day (starting with verse ii) we could read, "And

God said, "Let the earth be covered with grass,and plants and trees all

over the earth, and all of a sudden it covers it." But that's not what it

says. God could certainly do that if He chose. He could all of a sudden

cause an earth to come into existence in the flash of a second, all covered

with trees and grass and everything. But we read in the third day God

said, "Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed and, the

fruit tree yeliding fruit after its kind." Vs. 12 "And the earth brought
le

forth grass and herb yeilding seed after his kind and the tree yelding

fruit." How long does it take the earth to bring forth a tree yielding

fruit? Well it usually takes many years before a tree grows up to point

where it is yielding fruit. The picture here given is a picture of vegetation
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gradually springing up and extending over the earth. It is not the language

which we would expect to be used if just all o a sudden the earth was

covered with vegetation. And the same thg applies to the sixth day, vs.21.

The Lord didn't say, "Let the earth be covered with all sorts of ltving

creatures. Let them be standing there full-grown in the various parts of the

world." He doesn't say that. He could do that if He chose. He could

instantly. As a matter of fact, why that six days? Why not say, "Let us

immediately have an earth standing here all covered with vegetation, with

animals upon it, with all sorts of life in it, with men there already

living in houses already built and standing there. The Lord could do that

instatnly if He chose. But that's not what it says. It describes six days

in which various things were done, and here in the sixth H says, "Let

the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle and creeping

thing and beast of the earth after his kind and it was so. Let all these

come forth and spread over the earth." The impression is o a long period.

Now I don't say that that proves its a long period, but it certianly is not

the natural language to use if you were describing an instantaneous act.

So in the third and the sixth day there is a very strong suggestion here
a

that what is meant here is a period of time, rabher than/twenty-four

hour' (Question asked here.) That's the next point that we were gong

to look at in that connection. It says, "And it was even%ing and it was

morning." Now what do we mean by saying "It was evening and it was morning"?

You say, "Here we are, in Wilmington. Now we've ft'f finished our work.

The day is over. Now it comes evening gXX ; it comes morning. There's

a second day." You could say that here, and that would be our experience

You could say, "We use those terms in a figurative sense." You could say,

The day of Napoleon began ." Of course we don't begin our day with evening

now . In the Hebrew it always begins with evening. Yu could say we begin

them with the dawn. You could dawn of Napoleon's era came when Napoleon

began his first attempts to secure power. And then his high noon was such
We

a time. could use them in a figurative sense very easily. eU now
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are they being used figuratively here? Well, what makes morning and

what makes evening? W read in the fourth day tht it says that God

caused the % sun and the moon to appear, and He sent them in the firmament

of heaven to give light upon the earth and to rule over the day and over the

night, and to divide thelight from the darkness. He did that in the fourth

day. Well if He did that in the fourth day it wouldn't seem very natural

tht there were evening and morning physically, literally, in the first

second and third day. And certainly there would have been no evening

in the first day because light was created on the first day. And if you

had evening and then morning how would you have evening except at the end

of a period of light? How could there be an evening on the first day when

there wasn't any lightat all yet? "And God said, Let there be light, and the

light appeared," you would say the light appears and then evening comes.

Well then, if it did, light would have appeared on the day before, because

the evening is the beginning of the day, according to this figure. So that
have

the evening and the nirrning previous to the fourth day $ to be figurative,

they cannot be literal. Well then there's another point to notice in that

connection. We say, "Here in Wilmington it is now evening. Now it is
Was

morning. It is one day." All right. W&ti God in Wilmington when these

days happened? Where was He when they happened? Or was it evening? It

is evening here in Wilmington when it is morning over in Tibet, and it

is evening in Tibet when it is morning in Wilmington. Whihc is

it to God? Is it evening or morning to God? Now there were no men until

the sixth day, and God was not in Wilmington or in Tibet or in any other

one place. God was everywhere, and so in every instance it was just as

much evening to God as it was morning. And therefore the day that it was

evening ai1 it was morning cannot mean that they're anything but a figurative

sense, because a twenty'f our hour was not throughout the universe , begin

with evening and begin with morning. At one time it's the evening one

i11ˆ place, it's the afternoon in another, it would be morning in another
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it would be midnight in another, and so on around the world, and if your're

away from this world, it would be neither evening or morning, and God is

not confined to one place. (Question) If this was a 365 day day, it might

$/ have been that God was at the North Pole when it happened, and there

would be evening for 180 days and morning for 180 days. Butof course we

don't take the words literally here, very clearly they are figurative.

They were the beginning and ending of this period. That doesn't prove that
it

there wasn't a twenty'f our hour day, though it sertainly isn't an argument

to prove -- (Question) There is no point from which it would be evening

from every part of the earth, and therefore from the viewpoint of the

earth as created you couldn't say, it is now eveing and now morning. Y,u

would have to say, "And God said, Let's take our viewpoint from Wilmington."

You could say that the period He way talking about was would be the period

of evening and morning in Wilmington. It won't apply to London, it won't

apply to China, it won't apply to Paris, but just to Wilmington. There

would be no such thing as a twenty-four hour day to God, because is not

bound by the movement of the sun on any one place in the world, and there's

no reason for Him why one period of time should be twenty-four hours;

any more than twenty-four million years. (Question) Man wasn't here

until the sixth day, and the sun wasn't here till the fourth day, and

the light wasn't here till the first, so there couldn't have been evening
\ \_

in the first in any case. (Question) Of course the way we use "evening'

in English, evening is the time jsut as the darkness is beginning. Now
had

verse 2 would show a darkness which continued from the 'á very creation,

and it would be the time the darkness was ending. I would rather doubt

if there could be a connection, though I couldn't say for sure. (Question7

Assignment: Driver's Commentary e on Genesis and of Skinner's Commentary

the on Genesis, the International Critical Commentary. Please don't take

them out anymore. In either one of those, or in the Encyclopedia

Biblica, or the Hastings Dictionary of the Bible--in those four you will

find discussions of the relationships of the story of creation in Genesis
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to the Babylonian story of creation. I wish you would look in two of

those four books. In the two encyclopedias I mentioned it will be either

under Cosmology or under creation. In the two commentaries it will

be under the secition of Genesis 1. Look at 1$% what they say about the.

relation between the Biblical story of creation and the Babylonian story/

of creation, and write out a statement mentioning the two you looked at.

What is the situation in this regard. Bring in that paper for next time.
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there was

noting

until that time to cause a day to mean a 24 hour interval.

It perhaps was a 24 hr. interval, we don't know, but it might just as well

have been a 12 or 36 hr, 48 hr, or 10,000,000 hr day, there is nothing

to indicate the length of time. There is intended begore this and no reason

to think that afterward there would be a different length than the length

before that time, perhaps they were 24 hr. days, if anyone wants to think

they are, there is no objection in the wr1d, but to say that the Bible

says it that way, or that it is any test of orthodoxy to believe that way,

it would be putting into the Scripture something that is very definitely

not there. Students question-------------------No, I wouldn't think so, because

of the fact that after that, that which is described doesn't sound like

something that is very easily done in a 24 hr. day, that doesn't prove

It, it still may have been a 24 hr. day. It is possible to take a moving

picture of something that %( takes a week to happen and to run it through

in an hour very rapidly, and God could speed everything up so that we could

have all these plants to grow, and these trees that take one hundred years

to grow, could grow in an hour, He could do that if lie chose, but we have

no reason to have any cortainsty that he did that, and so if anyone wants
they

to believe that 1/ are 24 hours 1 I see no reason why one shouldn't

have any opinion he desires on the subject. The only matter is, I don't

think that he has any right to criticize anyone else if his guess is that

the days and hours were different. We just don't know what they are.

Student question--------

Yes, well of course right there, the question is what does that mean? God

rested on the 7th day, and I'd like to look at that, and maybe we might

look at them under a different head instead of right here. Well shall we

go then to #'4 and #4 Qi] be a survey of the rest of Chapter 1 and

through Chap. 2 to verse 3 because that is really the one chapter. A

survey of that; that is to say, our course here is of History and not

an Exeg&sls of Genesis. You could spend of year studying the first Chapter
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of Genesis, and we certainly could spend two or three months very nicely

pn it, but I try to deal with those questions that are most crucial, and

which are apt to come up most frequently, and so in the rest of the Chapter,

I want to take somehthing of a survey of it looking at important questions

th.t occur to u .s we go through, but without trying to go into every

detail. Now we fine here in verse 3, we have the first creative act of

God that is specifically distinguished. God said, "Let there be light."

Whether verse one describes creation of matter first or not, we have here

einething that is definitely one specific creative act. God saide, "Let

there be light and there was light." God saw the light and it was good

and God divided the light from the darkness, and God called the light day,

and the darkness He called night. That certainly was not a 2 hr. day, no,

because that was the light day, but now here we have light created and

someone says, "How can you have light before you have the Sun?" There was

a son over in the 4th day and how there is light now, well of course,

we know now that not all of the light comes from the sun. The sun is one

producer of light, it is a great producer of light on account of the heat,

it is in the sun on account of the reaction (chemical) that is occuring

there but there are chemical reactions in other places through other

performers of light in other ways and there is certainly light in the

universe apart from out f%/Ø% particular sun or perhaps from any part

icular sun. Here we have light perception and our particular sun is a

ifferent question which will come later, and perhaps our particular sun

was created before that, we don't know, it doesn't use the word create
day

in the 4th about, what the 4th day is talking about i becoming a

means of making time divisions. It was put up for that purpose. Perhaps

the sun was put there and was not visible before that. We have for instance

here all this water, undistinguished, unseparated water. Maybe the earth

was just covered with tremendous masses of water up in the air, up above

the air, maybe the light was so diffused through it that there vat s. little
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less light and then a little more light, but no distinction between the

night and day as we have it. We don't know. It certainly was nothing

impossible or unscientific to suggest as this chapter )6 does but there

was light before our sun was made a divider of time or even perhaps before

it was created. Now it is interesting that the authorized version I rather

inaccurate in it's translation in the end of verse 5 here. It says that

in the Evening and the Mrning were the first day. Literally, it was

evening and morning,--- a day, one day. There is no the is was simply

one day, a day occured on which the Lord performed this creative act. Then

we read, "God aaid, 'let there be a firmament in the midst of the eaters,

and let it divide the waters from the waters." and ther are plenty of

very learned professors of philosophy of religion that will tell you

that in the old days they believed there was a great, solid thing around

the cart, a great firm thing surrounding the earth, and there is actually

no such firm thing at all, that this is an old mythology,. Well, if you

think the word firmament means something firm, why you can say it is an

old mythology, but the Hebrew word (7) has no idea of anything

firm in it whatever, it means an expanse. Let there be an expanse in the

midst of the water, let it divide the waters from the waters. That is

a space, a separation between, an expanse, it might have air in it, it

is an idea thatf Its as you look out from the great heavens. There is nothirg

firm in the word. Now what the old English word firmament meant exactly,

I don't know. No one today can tell except by looking up old English

sources because it is not a word that is used today in any use whatever,

except as dlrèved from this verse. But certainly it sounds tike the idea

of something firm, but that does not mean the Hebrew word means like a

china cuboard around the eart, nothing like that, and God ne the firmament

and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters

which were above the firmament and it was so, and God called the firmament

Heaven, a second use of the word heaven. First God created the Heaven and
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the earth, but it is not a place to which the dead go, it is the whole

universe outside of the earth. Now He calls the firmament specifically

heaven, that that we look up at in the sky, that is the heavn as contrasted

with the earth. And the evening and the morning were the second day. And

God said, ' let the waters under the heaven be gathered toethere into one

place, and let the dry land appear and it was so and he differentiates from

this earth between the place where the water is and the dry land comes up

out of the jvater, and God called the dry land earth and the gathering

togethere of the waters he called sea. Well now it would take comparetively

little change in the earth surface to make it all water, because there is

a tremendous amount of water on the earth and a comparatlbely small change

in out continents would make the difference. If you take a globe that is
hardly

built in actual proportion, you can $$7j'/notice the highest mountain

on earth, it is slight in comparison to the earth as a whole and the

great oceans had tremendous depth of water and it suggests here that orig

inally the earth was pretty much round on a flat bases and the water over

it and the Lord had the earth come up out of it and do you have a question.?

Student questions----------

Thank you very much for raising that, I should have mentioned that as I

came to it. The word used there is 'a second day' there is no"the"in the

Hebrew. It was a day and it was a second day and Dr. Davis who was pro

fessor of Old Testament at Princeton Seminary when I waexthere had a theory

aott that which doesn't particularly appeal to me. He had a theory of the

peseiblity that these are simply the days of God"s creative acts, and they

are not successive, that there was a day when God gave a command, "Let

there be light." That's one day on which that happened. Adn then some

time, maybe the next day, maybe the next year, maybe ten million years later,

God perfommed another creative act. He said., "Let there be a firmament."

And that was the second day. Well there is no "the It's not

"the7 first ," "the second," "the third." it's "a day," "a second,"
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"a third day," but it impresses me more likely that they are successive

days, regardless of language. If that theory appeals to someone, I certain'

will not dogmatically say it's impossible. (Question.) Evening and
"Evening" is

morning.%/The Hebrew term for"begirming", "morning" for "end," because

they begin the day with the evening and we don't. We think of the day as

beginning with the dawn. We have any number of hymns and poems, songs,

which have the word "dawn." The beginning is the dawn, the end is the

night. But through the entire Biblical usage of the words, the day

begins at nightfall, and even today, up in New York I ran onto a woman

on the train once who was connected with some Jewish dramatics in New York

City, and she told how on Saturday night they would have %$% their big

perfomrance , and she said they had to start it I think nine o'clock in

the evening because the Jews over in Brooklyn couldn't start to travel

until they saw the first star, and then they knew the new day had begun,

the Sabbath was over. When they'd see the star on Friday night, they would

know Sabbath had begun, they could no longer travel or do any work, until

Saturday night, and then they would see a star, thry would know that the

day was over, a new day had begun, and a new day which was no longer the

Sabbath they could go to the theatre, so they could spend all day Saturday

in prayers, but the meaR&A- minute the evening started it's a new day.

Well that is the usage of the day through the Scriptures. Now we in modern

times divide our day right in the middle of the dark period. In the middle

of the night we start a new day. You can start it anywhere you want it.

It's just a matter of what particular usage you're going to make of it.

I got off the train about two weeks ago and had breakfast, and I looked up

at the clock and I saw that over here it was now one O'clock in the iwrning.

I'd just had breakfast and the sun was just beginning to come up. And on

the time when I'd left it was already five o'clock. (question: If you

didn't have any sun, how could you have evening?) They couldn't. They're

figurative. The terms used for beginning and end. The sun did not come

until the fourth day, so they cannot possibly be literal. It has to be
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figurative. It has to be merely beginning and end. Else the fourth day

would be incorrect here. We'd have a contradiction in Scripture.

(Question: Since they can be translated "beginning" and "end" , then

that's the most likely interpretation. It outlaws this twenty-four hour
before

business.) Well if you do, not matter what you hold to, If/thereto a sun,

there wouldn't be morning and evening at any event. You could have a twenty

four hour period without having an evening and a morning. (Question:

To the Jew the beginning and the end were evening and morning. To God

perhaps it could very well have meant beginning and end of His day, whatever

that day was.) The period in which He did the work, whatevr it was
S

He called it a day and evening begins with the morning and evening. It

wouldn't mean an actual evening, because when it was evening in China, it

was morning in New Yrk, perhpas. And eve&i- evening and morning are all

at the same time to God, midday and midnight, it's all at once. (Question)

It would suggest to my mind that water was uniformly divided over the earth,

whether it be in the form of vapor or in the form of liquid,

and a change would cause a part of the vapour to go up, and the liquid

to come down, and make a div1son in-between the firmament. That's

what it would suggest to me.




(end of record.)
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That's not contrary to any scientific eveidence vii- we have. (Question)

The word "Let" is an English word; strangely enough, I never noticed tht

before. The word "let" in the Authorized Version usually means"to hinder".

4He that ].etteth will let till He is taken out of the way," means "He

that prevents or hinders," but here in the Authorized Version the word

"let" means the exact opposite, but it doesn't mean permit. We use the

word "let" usually to mean "permit." This doesn't mean "hinder, and

it doesn't mean "permit." This word "let" in the Old English doesn't mean.,
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"let" butttcause.N If I were to say, "Let this machine go around,"

that wouldn't mean it would go, I'd have to say, "Cause it to go around."

"Let itl" simply mans "remove anything that prevents it," but God

isn't removing prevention here, He is actually exerting force that

causes it to go. So ltd say this word "lot" is a very, very poor translatiai

in this case as far as modern English is concerned. Now in old English it

may given the exact same idea, I didn't live in those days and am not con

scepquently able to say, but what the Hebrew ways is a form of the verb

to be -- become, a form of that verb, the opposite form of the verb, so

that is just as if you were to say, well it's very much like an imperitive,

because it's third person instead of second. It's as if he were to say

become a firmament in the midst of what, the word 'let' is purely an old

English expedient to try y5% to represent the opposite fnm of the verb.

student question----

Once you have the series of the first, second, third, etc days then you

would use the article afterwards, but it gives a different impression

than it does in the beginning, although it is rather hard to know when

you have an article how uch weight to give it because we tend to think,

,well., here's a table, any table. Here is the table, this is the bable.'

The means one definite one. That is very important, but we don't use

it actually that way. We say, 'The man went walking in the woods.' Well

what woods did he go walking in. Well, the one he walked in, the the there

doesn't mean any definite one at all. We wouldn't say, 'They went walk

ing in a woods.' We' d say, ' They went valkiIg in the woods.' We just

mean the one they went in. "Did he take the train or the bus to travel?"

Well which train did he take? Well the one he took, it doesn't mean any

particular one. And that is true of not only the Hebrew and English, but

of most languages, that have an article. The use of it varies. Sometimes

it practically means this, or sometimes you might as well not have it at

all. Latin didn't hav* a definite article and I think they are just as

well without it, and in English we would save a great deal of paper if we
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!ou].d leave out all of the 'thes' in our books, and it would be just as

good without as with because there is about one in 50 that really effects

the thought. Student question ------ about the spirit moving on the waters

Yes, it is not a very cnmon word. k moved, to cover, to rush,

rushing over the waters, and we don't have many context to give you an

idea as to what the word is., it is a rather uncommon word.

Student question---------

The purpose of it is to show the orderly of God, that God

in all his dealings with the creation of man is acting according to

plans and patters, so it is anged in a definite order, not in a hap

hazzard way.

Student question k 1/2

Yes, well I think ordinarily it is better to translate it from the second

person. If I say, 'Let this machine be carried into the other veom it

would be much better to say,' Will you please carry this machine into the

other room?' It is much better ordinarily to indicate who is going to

perform the action and speak directly to that person and to give the

command. How can you say, ' Let it, cause it to happen.' Now of course

the Lord can, the Lord orders it to happen. The Lord says,' Such a cond

ition be so and it is so.

Student question --- 5 1/2

Now there is a very, very interesting matter. In translating from another

language, we have to try to get what is the idea, and then we have to try

to put that idea into our own language,' and to think in what way will in

our language l-express that particular idea. Very often you can't express

it. There is amny an idea that is very common in one language, that in

another language there is no meaning for it. And very often there is some

thing expressed in one language and in another language you have two or

three possible ways of expressing it, each of which brings in a new dist

inction that isn't in the original, and you have to choose one of them, I
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think an interesting case is where in Germany a man comes to a doctor for

an examination and he asks, ' How many 060 do you have? " This

means brothers and sisters. He doesn't care whether there is two boys,

) girls, or 3 boys and 2 girls. He wants to know how many are in the

faily, well in English we have the word most of us never

use it, it is hardly known for that purpose. We are apt to say, ' How

many brothers and sisters?' and he doesn't care how many brothers and

sisters. In ordinary use, there is a distinction 'the', and there is

no one word that expresses the idea, nd that is your great difficulty

in translating. In the Hebrew here, there is a very prominent word which
senses

begins two XJXXJXJJX and it is used in the sense of with and is much more

commonly used to indicate the two, the direct object, if the direct object

is definite, it is not an indefinite object. It is used in the first

verse of Genesis. "In the beginning God created (7) the

heaven and the earth. The means that this is the direct object,

the heaven and the earth. Now acqulla, a Jew about the time of Christ or
(7 1/2)

a little after was not satisfied with the eubsequent?translation.- It Is

not a good translation, he said. In the Hebrew it leaves some words en

tirely untranslated.. Like this wore it's not even in there, and

so he said, he translated it; 1n the beginning God created with the

heaven and with the earth, wherever he had the he put in the word

with, so to a Greek who didnot know Hebrew, it made nonsense. There is

a man in Los Angeles who had published what he called the Concordant

Vrsion of the Bible, who had exactly that idea. He says that you must

take every word of the original Hebrew and Greek and represent it by a

word in English and wherever that word occurs we use that same word in

English and if there is a compound word in the original, we have an English

for one part of the compound and an English word for the other part and

we translate it exactly. nd if you have 50 or 60 dollars that you want

to throw away, you can buy the whole concordant version. He has translate

a
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the whole Bible in that way and it is utter nonsense. If you know the

original, you don't need this. If you don't know the original, this makes

no sense to you. If you know the original, and a.ll the Greek and Hebrew

bywords were distroyed, this would be a tremendously useful thing to have,

because on the basis of it we could write the original again, but to tell

us what it means is absokitely useless, because our words do not correspond

In that way. It simply shows utter ignorance of the nature of human life.

And so it is an interesting problem an d a baffling problem, but yet one

that great progress can be made to learn to get an idea and then express

the idea., and you can't say, what's that word, that's this and that's this,

that is not translation, that doesn't make sense, but get the idea, and

then put the idea %f%$ of the original into your own language, and even in

two languages as closely related as English and German, I found that when

I have a friend wØho wants me to translate something in German to him, it

is far easier for me to read a paragraph and then tell him what it says, but

if I go word for ward, it doesn't make any sense, I have to have at least

a sentence and then start to put it into words. It just makes no sense.

Student question ---- (10)

No, I think the firmament is smp1y around the earth. That is the impres

sion that I get. That's right, the word heaven is the word used in a very

broad sense. It means actually everything %$%% apart from this earth. When

you look up to the sky, everything that you see is the heaven, and it is

sometimes specialized for a certain (10 1/2) apart of heaven,

and it is used in that way, the sky % or the air that separates from

the vapor above, below, He calls heaven, but He also uses the

term heaven for everything. Just like he uses the word day here for a long

period, 24 hs. or much longer than that and He also uses it just for the

length period. That is true of any language, you will find words used in

some of different senses and you have to learn to know exactly what they

mean and if we insist on using the word In the one sense, we get into

hopeless confusion, like the young Hi School student who told me, he said;
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YThe Bible is full of contradictions, and no intelligent person ean believe

it is true. Now here is a good example, he says, "You read in the story of

the flood, how Noah took all the animals, two or seven, depending upon

whether they were clean or unclean and took all the animals and put them

in the ark. And he said that was a preèty big thing wasn't it'7/J(yfØ//%ˆ%%

/'7//}(ØZt the ark? and then you read a little further on and you find the

Israelites walking through the wilderness carrying the ark on their

shoulders." Well, there is a word used for two different things, and you

will hav to decide from the basis of context when words are used in

different senses and what to use.

Student question---------------------------------------------% (12)

Verse 6 would seem to be around the earth, the PICTURE seems to be the

nearit with a great mass of vapor around it, and then some of the vapor
condencing

close to the earth and some of it going up into the sky, and

in between you have something that separates the vapor in the sky from

the vapor actually n the earth.

Student question ---------------------------------------------12 3/k

Above means away from the earth. It divided the waters that were close
under the firmament

to the earth/from the waters away from the earth which were the other

side of the firmament. The firmament was round too like the earth, it

would be a round expanse around the earth. The words above arid below -

above to God, what is above and below. Is the earth below the sun

or above th sun? Is the moon above the eart h or below the earth?

Actually there is no way we have of knowing what particular arrangement

would seem correct to Him. When I first went to Rome, when I was ten years

old, I found a little map of Rome, which showed all the streets of Rome

an I used to use it as I walked around Rome. I used to run around with

my little only ten years old. I was much better following

that then, than I am now because just a few months ago one night in Rome

I started out and I had supper here and I started to go over a mile over
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there and I just started to walk. I didn't pay too close attention to

the map and I walked a mile and a half, and it is just a mile over there,

and finally I studied the map carefully and found that I was back at where

I started, half a mile back up. But in those days I was much more intel

ligent than I am now, and got around pretty well with this map, but the

map shoved the city very nicely arranged here on the amp with the main

streets and everything and after I had used the map quite awhile, I found
at

that it was different from most maps in that it had the south y1Ø the

north, right at the top of the map and the north was at the bottom, so

I got that fixed in my mind that Rome, with the south up there and the

north here, and I learned all the streets in just that way and that seemed

to me the natural way, and then when later I got more maps that were made

according to the rular fashion in which maps are made, the north at the

top, I found it very confusing. It was very hard to get used to that

change. (end of record)
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Which would belong at the top of the picture and which at the bottom,

what the arrangement we don't know. (0) might not even apply to

God, but the word above and below means away from the earth, or to the

earth, they are purely human words used in relation to gravitation upon

this earth.

Student question ---- (0 1/2)

No, it is related to this but somewhat different,

well look at it a little later. This could be exc&amation here could

be true without the theory being true, but the theory

fits with this, but it is a little further on, and r&lates more to the flood.

Student question (0 3/2)
the Lord

Yes, and God saw that it was good,/is creating something good, The Christian

Scientist will tell you, the Lord is creating something good is stressed,

repeated, it's given over and over here as something good. Well now you say,
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"You have disease, you have sickness and trouble, how does that get here?"

God created a good Universe. Well just forget it, just put it out of your

mind, it is mortal error. The rouble is they read the first chapter of

Genesis and stop. The Bible has a very sharp distinction between the con

dition of Chapter one in which everything is good and the condition after

Chapter 3 when God had cursed the earth. There are people who think that

you can explain everything if you simply assume an absolute God who creates

and controls everything in accordance with His will and that explains every

thing and you can't understand anything if you don't take that as your

starting point. Well life is not nearly so simple as that, and as a matter

of fact, you might say that is very satisfactory through the first and

second chapters of Genesis, but when you get to the third chapter, you

have other factors come in which God permits and one of them is God's

cursing of the creation and so you have the active agency of Satan after

that and you have wickedness in the world lead by Satan, and you have

God having cursed the crea tion, and having caused much that was good

to have bad features upon it and upon the sin of man for good purposes

in the end, but now it is not this simple. You cannot 2 1/2

any kind of a God and go ahead and find that everything comes straight

out of it., for there are other factors that God permits and you have to

see what the situation is and the only true way to understand it is to

see how the Bible explains it and in order to make a sharp con

trast between %% the good world God created and the world we live in

which is under the curse, God the Holy Spirit lead the writers to stress

the fact that at every step of the creative process, God was well satisfied

with that which He had done.

(Student question-----------

application looking forward that there is no necessity in another applic

ation. If there were a condition before, you might say that the contrast

was looking both ways, but as long as it looks in one way, you have no

need of looking in another way. It is as if you ihear a man down at the
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B. and 0. say, "A train is coming, a train is coming." Well you say

"I am going to Baltimore, I've got ot run." Arid I'll say, "No, he

is yelling about the train going to Philadelphia." You say, "Yes, maybe

he is yelling about both trains." Maybe he is for if both are coming in

he will yel for both reasons, but if you know that one is iing in, that

(k)

don't get much excited about it unless you have very definite reasons to

understand they both come in at the same time.

to appear, and then God ordered that the earth should bring forth grass,

the herb yielding seed. He didn't say, "Let the earth be covered with

grass," but let the earth bring forth grass. Vegetation came up and

sprang up and covered the earth.

Student question (5)

We are not at 2:20 yet, we are at 2:11 at the moment. Certainly a picture

of something gradually covering the earth, not a picture of the earth

coming suddánly into this situation. Rod could cause the later if

He chose, but that is not the picture. Now, God said, "Let there be

lights in the firmament of heaven." Now in the firmament of the heaven,

the heaven describes everything apart from the earth. That is it is all

Irciuded in heaven. Heaven just means everything God created apart from

the earth. But the firmament of the Heaven, refers to that which is a

round the earth, and so it would suggest that asyou look up from the earth

at this firmament, you would see lights which are visible in the firmament,

visible through% that expanse and therefore we cannot be sure whether He
these

means, let these bodies $ light giving bodies which already He had caused

to be there from previous time now become visible from the earth through

this firmament which surrounds the earth. We don't know whether that is

what He means or whether it was in order that the vapor around whould

become thinned out sufficiently that they sould become visible and that

instead of having a diffused light that would be present all the time, then

perhaps more at one time and slightly less when the sun was at t thei
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side, instead of that you would actually see the sun and have a sharp dif

fer&entiation between day and night. Whether it was that, or whether it

actually was made for the first time, it is difficult to know for certain.

It would seem rightly on account of the great importance of sunlight for

vegetation as we know it today, it would seem likely that the sun actually

was exerting it's influence on the vegetation even though perhaps in a

different form, but not necessarily, it is one of the thousands of things

which we don't know.

Student question 7 3/k

You mean about Let there be light? Yes, of course it is just a question

of how much light we need for vegetation, how much a concentration of

light, we don't know which of the two. I would incline from the vegetation

coming before the thing that the sun was actually exerting a strong in

fluence, even though not the type that would make a distinction between

night and day, but that is qyite

Student question (8)

They are in order of production, yes, but whether it is an order of one

higher than another, whether the animals are higher than the sun moon and

stars, I would question, or whether the firmament is higher than the light

is.

Student question 8 3/k

Well the sun is higher than the 9 but as to whether it is higher

in any sense of quality, certainly the animals are not higher in any qual

ity in the sense of the sun, and they come So then you have

the fourth day which established a system of dividing time. Signs and for

seasons and for days and for years, and of course it is a very, very in

teresting and striking thing, that f the natural divisions that God had

made in the Universe of time do not divide exactly one into the other. The

moon is there as a division of time, and we have months, and the months

have no relation to the moon, but they start with it and they are more or

less the length of a moon. The moon goes around the earth Ia so many days.
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That is where we get the word moon and where we get the idea of a month,

although in order to honor Julius Caesar and Augustus, we lengthened a good

many of them, but originally the Babylonians used to stand up on a hill and

watch and see if they saw the new moon coining and if they did they would

give the word, beacon' fires would be lighted and the word flashed hun

dreds of miles, the new month had started, the moon had disappeared and it

was hard to be sure what, which night the new moon would appear and so

they would be watching through the night for the appearance of the new

moon. Well after a time, they got to calling it a certain number f days,

but it was between 28 and 29, it is not exact. The time of the p$ turn
divide

ing of the earth on its axiz does not XOM exactly into the number of

days that the moon goes around the earth. There is always a difference

there. And of course, you take our week, the 7 day period, and that doesn't

divide exactly into the month, and neither the day nor the month divides

axactly into the revolution of the sun around the earth. Our year is 365

days and 11 hrs. and 24 minutes, and a certain number of seconds and it

varies, and it bha been changed slightly every century, very slightly, but

if you go back kOQD years it is a very marked change, a change of quite

a few months in the length of the years. It don't exactly fit together,

but God created it in such a way that we have these heavenly bodies which

give us these dividions, give us an orderly arrangement, but yet a very

complex arrangement. Well then, that is the fourth verse. And now the

fifth day, the Lord said, "Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving

creature that hath life and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open

firmament of heaven, and God created great whales and every living creature

tl-t moved which the waters brought forth abundantly after their kind, and

every winged fowl after his king. So we have the water animals created, the

fish, the birds created and then in the sixth day, we have the earth bringing

forth living creatures, the creepthng things and the beasts of the earth.

I remember when I was In Hi Sch. and we had a teacher who was an evolutionist,
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and I pointed out that the order which He gave for evolution corresponded

somewhat to the order fliere in Genesis, and she said, "Oh, yes, the first
the process

chapter of Gen. is just a very poetical account of/evolution,"while it is

Interesting that you have according to the evolutionary theory, you have

your fish, then you have your birds before your land creatures, and God

shows that the actual creation owas in that order, fish, birds, and then

the land creatures. If course that doesn't mean that one evolves fDom teh

other as the other as the evolutionist states, but it

does show that there was an orderXj in which God brought them into history.

There is a relationahp thee where there are certain evidences which fit

together into the evolutionist's theory by the evolutionists, but evidences

which correspond to some extent to something real which God has caused to
in

be placed/the Scriptures here before any of these evidences on which teh

evelutionist builds his theory were known to unyone, an consequently it

is knowledge which could only have come from the divine Spirit Himself,

which we have here in Gen. Wherever you find anything which evolutionists

believe which is clearly taught in Gen., you can be fairly sure that the

evolutionists are correct on that particular point.

Student question ----- 14

Yes, in verse 21, we have the word create used showing a marked change in

the vegetation and the animal creation, a specific creative act of God at

that point. Now our time is gone a little faster than I thought it would,

we don't get as far along as I figure any day in this material, but I think

it is worth taking the time to go to this extent in it. Now I want to give

you the asigrunent for next time, and I will have to give it you rather

hurriedly (end of record)
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I wantr to give an assignment that will use two books that are in the 11brary

I may have two home, but I don't know just where they are at the moment, so

if I see them, I will, put them in there temporarily with the other two, but

I will, make the assignment with the expectation for the present of haveing
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only the two there and so from that viewpoint I will make three assign-

ments now as far as these books are concerned, so everyone will have the
I'll divide it

assignment of the book to do with in the next week, in three

parts to keep you all from rushing in the last evening before the last day

of this week in the same book. Now this book is by a man named Heidel, who

is connected with the Oriental Institute of Chicago, and it is called the

Babylonian Genesis. In this book, he has a great deal of discussion of the

Babylonian creation (i) and I'm not assigning you his dis

cussion, all am assigning you is to read the text of the main Babylonian

creation story in the book. Now he has some subsidáary epecs too, and I'm

not assigning those, just the main Babylonian creation story. It is

markedly similar to the Biblical in that it is written on seven tablets,

and the Biblical story has seven days, so you have seven tablets of
which is translated into

creation there,/% poetry is quite poetic language and it may be a little

hard for you to get the drift of it, but I don't think it's too hard, I

think that will a little effort you will get it. I would like you to write

out a brief summary of what you find in each of these seven. In each of

these seven tablets, a brief summary of what happens, and secondly, a

brief statement as to what is created on these seven, see whether it

exactly corresponds to the seven days of the Biblical creation, or whether

it is some different to it. So there are too different things, you can

do them at once, but write them separate. First take the Babylonian story

of creation and just tell us, I shouldn't say the story of creation be-,

cause some people may say that it Isn't a creation story, we won't prejud

ice the point, we will just call it by it's name anuma-alous, the first

two words, (2) from above. , it has seven tablets

and just write a brief summary of what happens in each tablet tnd then

write a brief statement of what is created in each tablet. Maybe each of

them will tell you exactly what is created on bne of the days of Gen. or

maybe you will have all seven of the days of Gen. put in the last tablet,

and maybe the relation will be different from either of these. I would
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like to find out in your statement about it. Now for next Monday, I would

like to have that done, next Monday by everyone whose name begins between

A-J. Tuesday - K-P, Thursday R-Z, so you have the assignment for Mon. Tues,

and Thurs., but those of you who do not have this assignment for Mon. is

to refresh your mind, if you already know it, and if you don't,learn it.

The order of the books in the OT except the Minor Prophets. Get a good

idea as to the order of the books. The OT except the Minor Prophets. Pro

bably all of you know that a good division of them is that there are 5

books in the law, 12 books history, 5 books poetry, 5 books Major prophets,

12 books of Minor prophets. 5, 12, 5, 5, 12, it helps to learn them, and

if there is anyone who doesn't know them, learn them, and if you do know

bhem, refresh your mind on them. In the English Bible, those who were

in introduction last year already had them, but refresh your mind, and

not the minor prophets. That is the assignment for Mon. all except those

A - J who have the other. Student question --- k 1/2

It's only a portion of It I think. It is not my impression that it is

complete. If it's complete, it would be all right to redd that, but it

is my impression (5)

today on the book by Heidel, little over a third, I assigned for today, be

cause there was a little more time for today than there is between today

and tomorrow, and we don't have too many books to go around, so I spread

it out over three lessons and those of you I mentioned I trust have it

ready for today, and a little under a third for tomorrow and the remaining

number thursday. Those of you who did not have that paper to do ON Heidel

for today, the other two thirds of you have today memorized or reviewdd

the names of the books of the OT, except the Minor prophets. I don't

object to your learning the minor prophets if you want, but that is not

a follow up to this particular assignment, in fact it will perhaps not be

done this year at all, we will certainly do it in the prophets course next
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year. Now for the two thirds who are not working on Heidel for tomorrow,

the lesson for tomorrow is to glance through the book of Gen. glancing up

every chapter whose number is divisable by 5, and seeing what the general

content of it is. Just have a birdseye view in your mind of the content of

the books of Gen. I imagine eveiody here has read Gen. once or many times

in the past so just look at each chapter divided y 5, and see what the

chapter tells about, you don't have to read all the chapter, just see what

the general content is, so if I ask you tomorrow what the content of Gen.

35 is, you will immediately know. This applies to all those who do not

have Heidel tomorrow. It applies to those who had Heidel today. No I

think I'll change that, make that thos e of you who didn't have Heidel

today and who don't have it tomorrow. I think it would be better to have

those who had Heidel today, learn the books tomorrow, then everybody will

have had that tomorrow, and to those of you who have alredy learned the

books do this assignment, and the other two thirds will have this assign

ment first, so that is the lesson for the next two days.

Student question --- 7 1/2

I want the Hebrew order learned but not at the present time. This pres

ent assignment is the English order. Now in the Church History course

we have a good many copies of the Fpistle Clement, ten or eleven, some

thing like that, so I divided that class in half, but half of you have

already I trust handed in your paper in C. History to the office for me.

I said to have it ready by OT history time. If you have it ready and

haven't turned it in, why you can do so at the end of this hour and there

will be no deduction for lateness for I said that was to be before this

class. We will deduct simply 3 points from the grade on it if it is not

in by the end of this hour, but an additional 3 points if it isn't in by

tomorrow, so you will have opportunity today, with a very slight deduction

on the grade. I have to do this because otherwise, we would be too crowd

ded tomorrow on the books, and later on they should belong to the other

half of the class that hasn't yet done that assignment. Now to continue
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with our discussion, we were looking at a survey of the material

in the remainder of Gen. land the beginning of 2, and it is a little hard

to know, not so much regarding this right now, but I'm thinking of Chapter

2, it is a little hard to know just how much detail to go into on this. Our

subject is OP History, and we have the whole OP before us, and so in a

way I feel that we sould only touch the vital historical points of each

chapter. On the otherhand it does seem that this material tI is not

perhaps; so specifically of historical nature which is never the less very

important for discussion., and for general Christian witness in this first

chapter, so we may go into detail a little more than we will in some suc

ceeding chapters of Genesis because this is not an interpretation of Gen.,

it is an OT History and we have a terrific amount of material to cover in

the course of the year. We really are trying to put about 3 courses into

this one and of course a good bit of it I can't get to. I try to $/%/gIve

you the cream of what used to be three different courses in this one. It

is ressary because there is so much ground we have to ge t over in the

three year Seminary course. Now we are looking at this survey and we have

looked last time at the events of the first day, the creation of light.

We looked at the event of the second day, which was the creation

the firmament and the separation of the waters above and below the firmament.

We looked at the third day, which was gathereing the waters together to

make up the dry land, and there He said, "Let the waters be gathered ogethex

and let the dry land appear. Now He could have said, "Let all the waters

immediately be in one place, and all the earth in another place, he could
it

have said/in such a way as to suggest an instantaneous change. A it is

stated, it seems to $ me there is something of a suggestion of an event takixg
of

place, rather than/an instantaneous change of situation. That's the

Impression I get out of verse nine. Now I would not be dogmatic and

say that vs. 9 specifically teaches , definitely teaches that there is a

great change which takes place; it might take a long time. I wouldn't say
that

$Jt(% that is definitely taught, but I will say that that thmpresses me as a
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little more natural interpretation of the words as stated in vs. 9, than

that it is an instantaneou event such as would take place in one second or

In a very few minutes. The Lord, of course, could cause the whole

creation to have taken place, everything in described in Genesis 1., He

could have had happen just like that. All of a sudden there would be an

earth standing here with classrooms here, and you sitting here and you

mem remembering what would have happened before if thre had been a before

to have ahappened. That could all have come into existence instantaneously

if the Lord chose that it be that way, but the Scripture does not suggest
way

that that is the w&ek in which He brought it into existence. We have the

main events spread over a period of seven days, and then of many of them

they are given in such a way as to suggest that the Lord caused events to

happen one after another so that by an orderly progress of events He brought

certain situations into existence. And that's the impression I get of

vs. 9. Now if someone prefers to interpret vs. 9 as an instantaneous

event, I do not think the wording shuts that possibility out, but it seems

to me a little more natural to think that vs. 9 describes an event which

might conceivably have occupied millions of years. That is, the first half

of vs. 9, I mean the first half of the third day, which is vs. 9 and vs.

10, and it ends with he word which ends most of the day, "And God saw

that it was good," but after you have that statement at the end of vs. 10,

you do not then have the end of the day, you have in vs. 11 another great

creative act, a creative act which could hardly occur until the end of

/$'//%// Vs. 10. "Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed

and the fruit tree yielding fruit after its kind." That cald hardly have

happened under water begore the dry land appeared. There could be under

water vegetation certainly, but there is a suggestion here of a great deal

of land vegetation which would have hardly have come into existence until

after the dr land had appearedf. And in vs. 11 we have what so nd like
tremendous

t1e account of a process which might have consumed a /ØˆX/of time
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(passages?)
and we have these two different (1k) here combined into one day. Why

are there not two days given to it? Why are not vss. 9 and 10 the third

day, and then eleven and twelve the fourth day? It certianly sounds like

something that would take up a long time. What happens in the fourth day

arthihat happens in the third day. Then for instance the first day when it

thne instatnaneous act, the creation of light. There's no suggestion of

process there, the suggestion is of an instantaneous act. We may wonder why

it is divided just this way, in particular wijen we notice that this phrase,

'And God saw that it was good," in the third part of the third day, and also

in the last (end of record)
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the sun, moon and starts either created, or made to become visible, which

ever happened in the fourth day, this seems clear, that in the fourth day

heavenly bodies assumed a role as time dividers, as measurers, they were

given that role in the fourth day. Time becomes an important elemtent

in life in the fourth day. A means is given of dividing it, of distinguish

ing it, of separating it into its parts, and wIthe whether the great heaven

ly bodies were then created or simply then became visible from the earth,

is a matter which we cannot say because the Scripture odes not sepclfically

state that it is one or the other, which of the two it is. And then the

Fifth Day we have the animal, and we have the word create which has prey

iously been used in the first vs. and not again until now used again in
a

vs. 20. Vs. 24 God said, "Let moving, living, animate cretures

come into existence in the water and ISFAL over the earth," and then

God created animal life. So we have, it would seem, a sharp differentiation

made between what preceeded and the creation% of animal life, this word

"createY beging used for the first time since vs. one. He created great

whales an every living creature that moves. And we have our sea animals

and birds created in this Fifth Day, and that was quite enough for one

day. The Sixth Day has the land animals, and you have thus the animal
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life dividdd between the Fifth Day and the Sixth Day, and so it makes it

seem again a bit strange that you have the Third Day these two tremendous

events described as occurring within the one day. Then you have your

Fifth Day here, and now you have your Sixth Day, in which you have the

animal life upon the earth created, and it sounds again as if it were

something which was done over a long period i of time. It does not
simply

give the impression of/being the earth immediately covered with all these

animals. You know the old question, "Which came first, the chicken or

the egg?" And of course you think of the chicken being first. Where did

the chicken come from. How could you get a full grown chicken all of a

sudden. If you think of an egg first, where did the egg come from? How

could you have an egg without a chicken to produce the egg? And of course

as a matter of fact we have a cycle of events, we have the light cycle

in every type of lIQe, it is impossible to think of starting our cycle

at any particular point. God established it according to His own methods

adn His own way, and we do not know the details of it. And we cannot

think of a natural explanation which simplifies it. God could do it all

instantaneously, He could do it on a prodess, but whatever process He used

we can be sure is not something that we would have imagined or thought

of, or that we can easily deduce without clear statements from Him alD.it

it. Did God create Adam as full-grown, a mature man, did He create Him

as a little child? We are not told in Scripture. The impression we get

certainly is that he was a grown man. If he was a grown man how did he

have ideas, skills, all the different things that we develope by experience?

We learn, we acqure, over a process of time. How could a full-grwn man

exist who came instantaneously into existence unless he all of that in

him already? A man, if he was created as a little baby, without any of

those skills, the human baby is perhaps the most helpless of all infants

in the whole creation, and could not possibly exist without an older

generation to help them, to take care of them, to teach them, and to bring
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him up. God began it a in some way the deatails of which we do not know.

It requires a divine, supernatural agency to bring into existence the

world and the animal life and the human life which we have. But just where
only

He started, how He did it, we/know what the Scripture tells us. When we

get beyond that, it is pure guesswork. And the attempt to bow God out

of His creation by finding certain similarities and working out a system

which you think will do away with the necessity of a divine act in connecticn

with it is something which can only go a cert,1n distance in any case,
it

and/comesup against a dead end. You can perhaps slur over the points of

difficulty and make certain things appear simple. You might say , "How

absurd to think of God creating a thousand different speees species

around us, God creating all of these. Why they s- just developed, one

from the other." Well, where did the one come f rim? It would be no easier

to create one than to create ten thousand. Where did the original life

come from? Where did the various possiblities come from that developed
into
fe all of these? It would be no easier, no simpler, one than the

other, you have just as much necessity of divine activity in either case.

The question is simply, "What method did God use?" But if you do not

have God doing it, you cannot have any method. You may say that it takes

faith to believe in a divine, supernatural being who created the universe

a4i and established all things. It does, it takes faith to believe in

anything. It takes faith to believe that this room is here and that any

of us are here. It takes faith. But to takes far mote faith; it goes

to the point where you may call it credulity rather than faith to believe

that it came into existence without a divine, superaatura]. Creator who

established it, without a divine great reasoning, intelligent Being who

formed it and determind exactly how it would be. To believe that there

is simply some sort of a pe4, process that came from nowhere and yet goes

somewhere, and that without any intelligent Being directing it and controlt

it, brought all this into existence simply is faith carried to the extent
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of credulity. You cannot rule faith out of the universe unless you're

simply going to quit doing anything, retire into an asylum somewhere.

;i'y/ You cannot believe that tMngs exist without sometbhg to account for

them, and it takes less credulity to believe in the account which the Bible

gives us than any other account which has been worked out to explain it.

And for this we have the definite evidence of God's own Word, His own

statement about it. Whether you have then His command, but that doesn't

mean to say that-when you've said all this that God necessarily did all of

it as an instantaneous thing. I remember a boy saying to me ee once,

"Why of course you believe in evolution, you can't help it. You can see

the evolution of a boy into a man. It's perfectly obvious. " Well it is.

The deelopemn.nt of a boy into a man. But that is not what evolution

means. What does evolution mean? If it means developement, there is

developement everywhere, but where is hte line between the developement h

that occurs and that sort of a change which we would mean by an evolution

ary process which would be contrary to the Biblical account. Just where

is the line to be drawn? That is something which no one is competant to

sy say. God does not create one as a little child and then all of a

sudden make him to be a grown man. He has established processed whereby

we develope, and at any particular section of the universe there is no

reason why one type of creature may not have branched out into certain

others. There's no reason why all the differnt races of mankind may

not have come from one root. In fact every scientific evidence today

seems to suggest that they have. There's no reason why a horee could

not have developed in such a way as to develope its number of toes $

in response to certain situations. But the question is, "Just how far

does this process go?" And that is a matter on which there are only

two ways thn which it could be decided: one, a definite statement from the

One who created it, and h that of course would be the beet possible

type of evidence. And the second, some absolutely incontrovers-ial
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observation. And of course no one was there to observe those thugs, so

it would have to be a matter of circumstantial evidence, which is always

is possible to misinterpreted, which always may lead one astray; it has

to be dealt with with very great care, and circumstantial evidence for

a change, well let's say this, from one genus to another, why bother

with species, from one genus to another, circumstantial evidence of a change

by natural process from e one genus to another is absolutely non-existent.

There is nothing I believe that has even been suggested as being evidence

that there has actually occurred a natural developement from one genus to

another. You can have a big arguement as to whether there has ever been

from t one species to another; it depends on how you define the word "spec1

and it is certainly possible to define it in such a way that you have
genera

4& divisions within the across which there has been many such,

across which there is no possible evidence that has been ever been discovered

of natural change across from one to the other. But why go that point?

From one genus to another there is certainly no such evidence. And there

fore any theory whet which contradicts the Biblical account on these

points is purely a guess; it does not rest upon evidence, because there is

no evidence of such a change. Well, that's anticipating a little; we're

still on our survey. And on this Sixth Day we find God said, "Let us

make man in our image, after our likeness." "Lit us make man7/ in

our image." Why does God, use the plural? I it the editorial "we?"

Is it the "we" of majesty? Is it as a Jew suggested to me once, a "we"
His

of God associating the other beings of7'creation with Him in this great

creative ae-of event of creating man, and using a polite form, as if

they are associated with Him in what He is doing? Or is it perhaps a

suggestion, though not a proof by any means, of the fact of the Trinltyf

God that God uses in this case the plural in speaking of Himself? He

does not ordinarily do this. Ordtnarily God uses the singualr in

speaking e of Himself in the Old Testament. In this one case He does use
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the plural, and perhaps it is a suggestion of the plurality of person

in the Godhead. I think that it is vital that we separate sharply
e

between that which is clearly provably and that which is suggested. You

can't prove anything by something simply being suggested. But it is

interesting to see how the Bible, like any good pedagogue, suggests things

before it explains it, and gives information and opens the way a little

to make it easy for you to undestand it when the full revelation is

presented. And so we find that many of the great doctrines of the Scripture

which are clearly explained somewhere in the Scripture, but there are

intimations and suggestions of them at earlier points in the Scripture,

and you cannot prove them by these intimations, but you can find a prepara

tion made for the clear proof of them later on. And so in this case it

seems to me that it is as reasonable as any interpretation, $ probably

more than any other, that this is an information or a suggestion of the

fact of the plurality of persons in the one God. "let us make in our

image after our likeness. And let them have dominion over the fish of

the sea and of the fowl of the air and over the cattle and over all the

earth." Man to have dominion over the physical creation. A control

of man over the material existence and over the lower animals. You know

sometimes it strikes me as most interesting when your're dealing with
one of

horses, and you think of how/these horses has the strength of a dozen

men, you think of how these horses do not have to be subject to being

eamp compelled to go this way and that. Of course a man could kill them
fairly

very easily, but when it comes to leading them, making them do this and do

that, man whose strength is the fraction of that of a horse, is able to
the

lead horse and direct and (13 3/k) if the horse won't do the things

which he desires him to do. And you find of course in a circus or in

a zoo that that is true of creatures that are many times as powerful as

a horse. You find that there is a (end of record)
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a dominion which probably would be exerted in a different way and in many

ways which we cannot even imagine of, if it were not for the fact of sin

and the curse which came upon the animal creation. This is one of the

many interesting points on which C. S. Lewis has done a certain amount

of thinking and has had some very interesting suggestions to make. I think

they should be regarded as simply suggestions, and not taken as having

any authority, but he has some extrmely suggstions, many of which I think

are-undoubtedly correspond to the actual facts. I think particularly

his three novels, or particularly of the first

two of the three, "Out of the Silent Planet," and nPerbLandra, and in

these two novels he transports t you to another planet on whihc the fall

has not taken place and shows you things in a more natural way, and makes

it easy for you to see how unnatural our present condition of earth is,

where everything is affected by sin and by the curse which God has put

here on account of t1e& sin, and he touches upon many of these different

ideas in a very interesting way in the course of those two novels, and

brings out a little bit of his guess, and often I think very good guesses,

as to what life would be like if it 'e not for the ting of sin intof

the world. You should read them in that order. "Out of the Silent
It was on the bookshelves for a wk or 2

Planet " came 1 out in the 25$ series er- last year./ It's a good novel

People can read it as a story and not see it/s meaning at all, they won't

have any idea of what he's arguing. But if you read it with an eye to see

what he's driving at, 4 it may not be apparent until you get near the end

of the book, and thenit's worth going back and looking at it over again

to see the many ineresting things he's brought out. He brings out, makes

it seem natural, a world without sin, and he shows how na unnatural is the

condition of our present world with sin in it. It is a very good refutation

in its effect that sin was a fault upward, a step upward in evolution;

he shows how it is the exact opposite of it. Sin introduces factors which

are unnatural and which destroy the general goodness of creation, and yet
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we're so accustomed to it that we take it for granted and don't realize
I

the full implication. These ideas help on e to understand Gods attitude

toward the world then. The third of this series is one in which k~comes

back to this earth, and upon this earth. He brings out a great many ideas

which you learn from the Bible and he brings out thetr naturalness in

this novel very very nicely, but to my mind he sort of destroys it all

by a few big general concludlons that don't seem to me to fit t- with

the rest of the bbkv- book. Now we look at the large cnnclusions in it

and think (flaw in record) created He them. I have now either read to

you or specifically referred today to every use of the word create in

the first chapter of Genesis. Could somebody tell me how many I have

referred to? 1, 21, and 27. Three vss. use the word create. How many

occurances or the word create have I either referred to read to you today?

There are three in vs. 27. So we have five ups of the word create in the

chapter, of which three are t in that vs. which I jast read to you and
but

the other two are in two other verses. Three verses ai4 five occurances.

And it's interesting that in this first chapter the word "create" occurs

in the chapter five times, and three of h those five are in relation to

the creation of man. And you notice , He uses the word very sparingly

before this, "In the beginning God created heaven and earth," vs. 21,

"God created great whales and every living creature that moved," etc.

vs 27, "God created man in His own image, in the image of God created

He him, male and female, created He them," as if he just wants to stress

that fact. Twice He used this tremendous word before, once of the making

of the whole creation, heaven and earth, once of the tremendous change

with the coming of animal life, and now three times in one verse, He used

this tremendous word to show the direct vital creative activity of God in

connection with the coming into existance of the greatest of all God's

creatures upon this earth. I think it is very interesting, that tremen

dous emphasis upon the fact that man was created, others may be made, others

may be formed, others the Lord may say let the earth bring them forth, let
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them spread over the eart, but He says of man, He three times in the one

verse here, stresses that fact that man is a direct creation of almighty

God. If you carry that examination a little further, you would find that

this word baMh is used in the pentateuch twelve times, eleven of which

are in Genesis, nine of these in Genesis, ten of those in the Pent. are in

this simple stem, socalled cal stem, two of them are in the niphal w,hich

is the passive stem in the Hebrew, and so we have these 12 instances of

the use of the word create in the Pent., $v1% all of them are in Gen. but

one and that is in Deut.L32, all the rest are in Gen., and three of those

refer to the entire creative work of God. Gen. 1.1, Gen. 2,3, 2.. Three

instances of create used of the entire creation, one reference to animals

ch. 1.21, and the other 8 ref. are all to the creation of man. Ch. 1.27,

3 times used of man, ch. 5.1,2 and 6.7, but the 1]. of the 12 instances, 2/3

of them refer to creation of man and all of the uses in the Pent. except

these three that refer to the entire creation and one that refers to anim

als. It is very interesting stress on the creative acti'v'ity of God in

relation to man. Now after He tell shere of the creation of man, and He

tell so f giving man dominion over the animal, He tells of giving him all

the vegetation, vs. 29 "For you it shall be for meat" and of course any

one who doesn't realize that our Bible here is in old English, will im

mediately say, "Well how on earth can these trees be meat, the fruits

be meat for them. They don't contain the protein which meat contains,

and they don't fill the meat of meat in the body. They don't take the

place of it. Cheese may. If you want to get along without meat, you

can use cheese. Most of t1herbs don't give you meat, and here He says

of them "to you it shall be for meat" but of course the old English word

for meat means exactly the same as the modern word food and it's very in

convenient, but in the Bible here, we have this word meat, which everybody

understands. We know exactly what meat is, only it doesn't mean that at

all. It means food here. I think that the harm done in using the A.V.

today because of the having of o many words that we don't understand
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like 'let', 'I do you to wit' and a good many others such expressions is

not the tiniest fraction of the harm that is done by the fact that it uses

so many words like this one meat which is perfectly intelligable to us, but

that has slightly or greatly changed their meaning and consequently we nev

er dream often of the fact that the word has changed its meaning. It changes

a little bit or a great deal, and unless you are going to take every word

in the A.V. and look it up in the dictionary of 16 century English in order

to find out whether the word that time meant different than it means today,

you can be mislead point after point by the use of the Bible which is in
like

language which is so utterly antiquated today. Now if you do .Z the

people did before the Reformation and use the Latin Bible, you can at least

look it up in a Latin dictionary, look every word up and know exactly what

it means, and you are not confused by using a different language in your

own different interpretation of so many words in your own day. But I pers

onally question very much whether it is possible if our Lord tarries, that

there should be a great revival or a great step forward in the knowledge

of God in the English speaking world, unless those who believe in God, 1st

come to the point of reading their Bible in a translation, some tans1atIon

that is in their own English language and not in a language that is as

antiquated and no longer understood by anyone who is living. We are sending

many missionaries out to translate the Bible in the language of the Indian

tribes of S. AmerlcaX and the Negroe tribes in Africa, and it is a very

splended thing to do, but one of the greatedt needs of the day, is for the

English speaking people to have a Bible in their own language, which a per

son who know Hebrew and Greek can use with tolerable security that

it is a well made translation that anti-christian ideas haven't been in

serted into it, and yet that in his won language that the average person

of today will urxrstand. It is a teemendous harm to the whole causeof

Christianitg that we are clinging to an antiquated version. In hte old

days of Martin Luther, the people felt we have the Latin Bible, who on

earth do we need it translated into English and German. Go back to the
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good old authoritative Latin, and they were insisting on that for three

centuries. Anybody could learn Latin and read itand the1e position was

not I do not think anymore illogical, perhaps less illogical, than the

attempt today to make the people who do not know Greek or Hebrew and want

to know what the Bible says, read it from an antiquated language even though

it is a wonderful translation, wonderful in literary value, it is wonder

ful in general accuracy. It is a very splendid translation, but

it is a translation into a language that nobody uses today, nobody living

nowhere. We have a few great Shakespearean scholars who understand more

of it than tp rest of us, even they do not in fully know what is means

by a language which has been completely changed in the last 3 centuries.

Now the 6 day then (13) it was very good, and you cannot look at

man as he is today and say that he is very good. Man with the sin and

vidkedness, with the evil that charactarizes him /' wherever he goes,

but God looks at the earth after man was created originially and He said

in vs. 31, "He looked at what He had made, and behold it was very good."

Then the chapter continues 3 or k more verses, eventhough we are mislead

by chapter divisions that are put here in the wrong place, the heavens

and the earth were finished and all 14 and on the 7th day God

ended His work which He had made and He rested on the 7th day, and how
be enough

long did God rest? Well, would 24 hours .tf that time for God to rest?

To recreate within Himself' all the tremendous strength that had gone out

in this great creative act which He had done in the preceeding d6 days,

or is it (end of record) (17 is on back of record 23) ot 17

and it would take a similar number of million years more for Him to get

His strength back and get rested after the work which He had done. Well

at first the fact of the matter is that not only does the word rest in that

sense have no applicability to God, but the Hebrew word used does not have

that meaning. I do not know in old English whether the word rest here

would have the meaning of the Hebrew word, but the word 'rest' and the

word that is here translated rest in the Bible is not the word which is
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used when a man lies down to sleep and is tired. That is not the use of

this prtlcular word in the Hebrew. This word simply means to cease, for

instance let us look at Isaiah l as one instance among many that might

be given. We have this same word (Hebrew word) and God (i)

is the word from which our Sabbath comes, the day of cessation from ord

inary activity. A day of turning aside from the ordinary things of life,

and devoting the day to the Lord. In Isaiah 14.4 we read: Then shalt

thou take up proverb against the king of Baylon, and say, How hath the
rested rested rested

oppression ceased! How hath the ppressor ceased! the golden city ceased!

Wonderful, the king of Babylon has taken some rest, the king of Baylon

has rested, but if you go on you find out that is not what it means, eves

though the Hebrew word alone would be sufficient to show it because He

says, 'the Lord has broken the staff of the wicked and tte sceptre

of tle rulers. The King of Babylon is not resting, he is ceasing from

his wicked act, because God is breaking his staff and destroying his

power and bkis word used here translated cease twice in Isaiah 14.14 is

exactly the same word which is used back in how God rested on the Sab

bath day. God ceased His creatve work. God brought to an end, this

great process which He had been carrying oni It was a rest in the

sense that it wax an end, it was a change in activity. The sabbath

day is not intended to be a day in which a person lays abed all day, it

is a day of change, it is a day of cessation of the ordinary activity. It

is a day of doing something that is different. It is a day of ceasing of

the ordinary activities of life. Not a day of rest! There is rest $1%

from it, it brings rest. A change of activity does bring rest and up

building, but that is not what this particular word means as you see here,

and cease would be a much better translation of it in this case than test

is. I have here about instances before me which I just took at random

of the use of this word with the definite meaning of something stopping,

not of rest in our sense of the Sabbath rest. Here is an interesting one.

J0g,(shua 5.12 'And the manna ceased on the morrow after they had eaten
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of tre old corn of the land, neither have the children of Israel manna any

more, but they did eat of the fruit of the land of Canaan that year.' The

manna had gotten so tired after coming down for kO years that nv It dec

ided to take a rest. This word does not mean rest, it means to cease. Now

the ordinary Hebrew word is the word ( k ) and this word interesting1

enough, does not specifically mean rest either in that sense, but it is

a word which comes to take on to itself that meaning and is used in that

sense, but it is a derteri sense even then. The word for ins

tance is used in Gen. 8.4 for the ark rested in the seventh month and this

ark was so tired after going around for all these months that when it saw

Ararat it just decided to take a rest, but of course our modern English

word 'rest' we use in a sense of taking an upbullding of recreation a

cessation bfom labor;in order that you may restore your energy, but we

also use it in the sense of simply standing on a certain thing, stopping,

to come to a stop, the ark stopped on ararat, it would be more in a sense

of stood. Thˆe ark came to a stop, it came d. a stand. The word is used
close

in Deut. 5.14 in a way which seems very '/ to our present idea of rest,

but there are many instances where it also has meant simply stopping o

of taking a stand, but (5) means to cease and God did His creative

work in 6 days and He ceased on the 9th Day and He blessed it, and sanc

tified it because in it lie had rested, He had ceased from all of His work

which God created and made. Now it seems to me that the proper inter

pretation here is why we rest on the 7th day, is because God took exactly

six days to build, and one day to rest, but that the illustration was

given, that God wished to drive home the principals that He had made man

in such a way that man needed cessation of labor 1ˆ/7 of the time. God

formed and planned our bodies in this way. He made our nervous constit

ution in this way. He extablished it in such a p1/ condition that for our

well being it is necessary that we take one day of complete change, and

God having formed us in that way, God then proceeded to des$Icribe His
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creative work under 6 heads in order to drive home to us the vital fact

that it is His desire that we should rest on one day in seven. It is

for a penteg 7 purpose that God put it in this way, in order to drive

this truth home. Now the Sabbath rest is not simply a matter of cessation

of labor, it is not simply merely a matter of building up sour energy

there is more to it than that and I think that also is included in the

teaching here. God built a great creative work through 6 periods and I

think the division of the periods is somewhat artificial as having those

two great acts on the 3rd day and having the animals divided into two

days. It is done to drive home to us this truth, the division into six

sections. But God did this creative work and then He didn't finish it

up, and simply rush on to something else and the 7th

day He ceased from his labors and 8 the seventh day, and this

day illustrates and indicate these facts that there is an end, there is

a goal, there is an objective to God's work. There is a completion to

it. There is a point to which it comes and a place where stops and looks

back over the work, and ponders over that which is done and He sees what

is done that it is good. There is that which God wishes to drive home

to our attention that it is well for us not sdmply for us to stop what

you are doing and go on and amuse yourself for while and then come back

to it, but it is will in all the activities in life for you to stop and

ponder over what you have done,to cease from the activity, but to look

back over it 1% to see if it is good or whether it is not so very good,

to see what the situation is, to note whether your activities are moving

toward a goal, whether you are accomplishing something that will reach

a definite purpose or not. There is the eschatalogical, that is the goal,

the aim, the objective, the final thing to which you are leading and the

reoccurance of the Sabbath day drives home that fact that in the activity

of God there is a goal, there is an end, there is something toward which

all the creation moves and He desires it also in the activity of His

preaching that there will be times of meditation, times of pondering over
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what is done, times of considering how we can improve, how we can do it

better, times of rejoicing over that which has been accomplished and the

looking forward to see if we are progressing toward the goal XAXfX that

He set before us. The Sabbath has not merely that meaning of cessation

of labor, but a meaning of looking back over the labor, a goal

student question 10

He blessed the Sabbath day because in that he had ceased, he had come

to the summit of the creative activity and looked back over it. Well, the

that's what it means. A great blessing upon it today set apart for His

workhip, for our retation to Him, it is indeed in many respects a very
I don't think that

blessed day. I would imagine that is what it means, {/%{%{ of today

as an 10 like a cow or a horse or something

Student question 10 1/3

Now that word kind takes ds down to our next which is the question of ev

olution in the Bible. We'll leave that till later.

Student question 10 1/2

Well I would say that it is simply indicating the sevenfold arrangement.

We will continue there with the lesson assigned. Don't forget to give me

the papers (end of record) (17 is on back of 23) ot 18

(no record 18) ot 19

I wish everybody would now take a piece of paper and write your name on

it please, not a very big piece, half of an ordinary piece would be suf

ficient. Write your name on it please, under your name write the name of

the first book in the Bible, then I want you to skip two books and write

the aame of the next one and so one' up to about Joel or Amos. Like it were

a then skip b and c and but d down and then skip e and f and put g down -

the survey of the rest of chapter one to three and we noticed yesterday

a little bit about the Hebrew word barah and it occurred to me that perhaps

some of you-------------bumps in record---------------and yesterday we had certain dis

cussion of the meaning of this word and it's usage in the Pent. The word

for rest -- we notice that this word may mean to rest as the book rests on
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on the table and it may mean to rest in the sense of being refreshed and

built up. It is used in both senses and then we noticed yesterday that

this word means to cease rather than to rest and the idea of rest in an

additional idea which falls from cessation but is not specfically includ

ed in the word tl/2 And so we discussed those three words

yesterday and I am writing them on the board now for those of you who

are only beginning Hebrew now will get the correct spelling of them in

your notes. The older students got that yesterday. I think we discussed

sufficiently for our present purpose the general summary of the survey

of Gen. 1.1 - 2.3 and so we go on to #5 which is evolution and the Bible,

and of course in OT history we will not go extensively into this subject.

We have sometimes had a whole wears course on evolution and the Bible in

which the various evidences have been examined in detail. I have already

in this class said a few words on the relationship of the scientific dis

coveries to Matter of Evolution and I have also said a few words on the

question of the general relationship of science and the Bible altogether.

A scientist and a student of the Bible may contradict each other time

after time, point after point, but what facts science discovers and what

correct interpretations are derived from the word of God cannot clash

because God who is the writer of the Bible is the creator of science. In

the facts of the Bible there can be no disagreement. Between the mis

interpretations of science on the part of men who study science and the

mis interpretations of the Bible on the part of the pelople who study

the Bible there can be any amount of disagreement and one thing that can

cause this disagreement more readily than anything else in both fields is

when a person takes a few facts adn proceeds to build up a whole system

on those facts and proceeds to deduce and infer and theoretic about matters

in connection with what he does not have sufficient evidence to reach a

conclusion. A scientist may discover certain facts and from those facts

he may deduce very important things, but then on the basis of those facts

he may go further and may guess and these guesses may be right and they
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may be wrong, but the non-scientist may have a difficult time distinguish

ing between the guesses of the scientist and the facts the scientist has

discovered,even the other scientist working in another field of science may

have this same difficulty and %//% exactly the same thing is true of

the Bible. We have these words in the Bible and these words contain in

them certain ideas. There are certain things definitely stated and those

are the facts and then upon the basis of those facts we proceed to infer

and to theorize and we may infer dOreetly or falsely, but when we put our

inferences and our theories on the basis of the Bible on anything like

the same level with the facts of the Bible, we are getting onto dangerous

ground. Often when you have a sharp clash between science and the Bible

it is really between a theory that someone has built on the Bible that

the Bible doesn't teach and a theory that somebody has built on science

which science doesn't really prove and so you have a clash between two

things, both of which are false very frequently. The facts of science

and the facts of the Bible never contradict each other but there are

plenty of mistakes on the part of students of the Bible and plenty

of mistakes on tie part students of science and what we are interested

in this class is to find out what the acutal f.hcts are, what does the

Bible teach? There are many things that it doesn't enter into, but

what it specifically and definitely gives is final, it is true and it

cannot be wrong. Now on this matter of evolution and the Bible, we

have noticed that there is nothing in the Bible against the development

from a child into a mane, and there is nothing in the Bible against the

differentiation of an animal or a man so that from the same family there

comes small and large so that from the same race, original race, we get

red and yellow and black and different types of men developing over a

long series of time all from one original species and still being one

species even though there are difference between them. Now if such dif

ferences should develope to the degree where the two could not be classed

together, a very definite difference between them, where they could not
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propriate together, but they were definitely distinct that way, they

were distinct that wry, separate species, you would have nothing in the

Bible that would contradict the possibilty of any uchdeve1opment, although

as far as I know there is no proof of any such 4ee1opment has bver occurred

within a species, but I do not know that anything like that would contradiet

any Biblical statement, but the theory of evolution, that everything has

come from one original parant stock and all animals and all plants

had developed by a natural process going from one to the other is a great

extensive theory which has many facts w%hich may be fit here and there

into it in a tremendous number of inferences and guesses in the making up

o f this extensive theory and what about the theory? Does it contradict

the Bible or not? t$jYC Well there are four things to point out in this'

first chapter of Gen. in connection with it. First is that we have this

phrase 'after his kind' given repeadedly in the account of the

creation add why should it be introduced and given repeatedly here if it

is not to stress a certain definite point about these things that God

created. God says in Gen. 1. 'Let the earth bring forth grass;' in verse

11, 'the herb yeilding seed, the fruit tree yielding fruit after his king,

whose seed is in itself in the earth and it was so.' And verse 12, 'and

the earth brought forth grass and herb yielding seed after its kind and the

tree yielding fruit whose seed was in itself after its kind.' We have the

same phrase which is repeated twice here given again in connection with

the animals in verse 21. ---- 24, ---25, There is this constant

repitition of this idea of propria.tlon after its kind, of each of them

bringing forth succeeding generation after its kind. There is a creation

X$ˆ then of different kinds, not only kinds that 12 that we

cannot be dogmatic about it, at least there are a number any theory of

unified all of one parent stock is definitely excluded by this

frequently repeated phrase here. Now if the question if you say that there

are six thousands species and somebody tries to prove that one of those

species might have developed into two, that does not contradict this part-
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iculat question, but the question is how large is the kindd? A I stated

either yesterday or the day before if you have a group of 12 1/2 If

you have say two hundred genis, various types of genis, and there is no

evidence that any fact of a passing over of one genis to another, you

have there a complete 13 the idea that everything has come

from one original kind. Now as far as this particular word is conterned

in the Scripture, I thinkthat if you have any amount of development with
it would

in a genis you want, but have the different g separate jy{/$e

fulfil th&s particular specification here, but the fact of the matter is

that you can define species in such a way th t there is no evidence of

any passing over from one specie to another. There are very few cases

where it is even suggested that there has been a passing over and in such

case there is a question of whether it is a new species or something of

a different variety , but it is not necessary to enter into that even,
are each distinct

for if you have all bhese different generi which from the

other, it certainly shows all that is necessary on this partifular point.

Now #2 the creation of man. We notice this word create is stressed in

particular in connection with man. We notice how many of the case s where

create are used is specifically of man. It is used two or three times in

the creation of the whole, onee of animal life, but all the others in the

Pent, refers to the creation of man. %(end or record)
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separate creation. He stresses the fact that there is a sharp break be

tween man and the animals. But of course the great point at 0 whicbˆ%

the teaching of evolution breaks down faith on the part of so many is it

gives them the idea that humanity is simply a part of the animal creation,

subject to animal laws and animal morals and that Is the impact of it upon

student after student in colleges and Universities and right at this part

icular point there is very clear evidence that it is sharply in contradic

tion to any %{%/S' such view of the origin of mankind. Mankind is

in the Scripture very definitely taught to be a separate creation al-
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together from the animal creation. Well now the thrid point that I want

to mention, there is related to the second, that is it is simply a further

evidence in connection with this and it is in vs. 27 or Gen.l. God created

man in His own image---------------------that is the stress on the creative activity,

the specific creative activity in connection with man, but the 1 1/2

that I wanted to bring out in particular is a phrase that is used not in

1.27, but in 2.7 And the Lord od formed man of the dust of the ground

and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life and man became a hung

soul. Well now in this verse, we have man becoming a living soul, after

God makes him. God takes dust of the ground, and breathes into his nos

trils the breath of life and man becomes a shying soul. Now what does

this phrase a living soul mean. Well, we might think of the English

word living, the meaning of the English word soul, but that of course would

get us no nearer to the determination of what the Lord means by this

statement because the question is, what is the Hebrew phrase here used?

The Hdbrew phrase here used is the phrase 2 1/2 Now if

and the adjective is and that adjective means some

thing living, it is related to the verb to live. A living

Well now what is a living ? The translation soul is a translation

which is often found for the word , but our question isn't wht

does our English word soul mean, it is wh does this Hebrew word mean?

You will find that this Hebrew word is translated 'life' just as

often as it is translated soul in the Bible. You fii the word used for
important

instance in Gen. 1.30. "Wherein there is life." But more than

that you find the combination k a living soul.

Well your answer is very easily found right here, because in Gen. 1.1121

we read, "And God created great whales and every living creature that

moved"and this word living crure is exactly the same l 1/2

And then in verse 2 it is the same way, and "God said, let the earth

bring forth the living creature after his kind" and it is

Student question 5
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Well, if you just look at the one verse and ignore the others, you might

5 but here we have it right in these other verses in the

chapter where it describes the whale, $/%5 it describes the very

type of living of animal life. In chapter 2.19 we find a phrase: and

out of hte ground the Lord formed every beast of the field and every

fowl of the air and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them

and whatsoever Adam called every 5 1/2 every living creature,

that was the name. Well what does mean? The phrase

seems to mean an animate being. It seems to refer to animal life per

haps particularly but to an animate being, a living creature, an organ

ii that hasgo t the qualities that we find in dogs and cats and whales

and other creatures. Well jS what does it mean? Man became a living

soul. This particular phrase here is not describing the immaterial part

of man's nature. It is not here describing the spirit that God give

man. That is abundantly taught in the Schipture but not in this particular

phrase. The Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground and breathed

into his nostrils the breath of life and man became a 6 1/2

Man became a living creature. He hecame that which the animals already
man

were. The animals already were animate beings and/after his creation

is also an animate being. This phrase then is not here a description of

the immaterial part of the life of man, it is a description of man b¬,

coming that which the animals already were and therefor it is clear that

man was not what the animals already were. He was not already a 7

and this you see completely rules out any idea of a change from any prev

iously existing animal life into a man. It is another evidence/ that

the human being is a new and unique creation built upon principles and

following patterns in his makeup that are similar to those in the animals,

certainly. There are many features that are like those in the animals, for

he is indeed a living creature as they are, but he is not such a living

creature until God had breathed in his nostrils the breath of life, until

he is a man he is not animal, and so it is utterly ruled out any possiblity
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of man being the end of a long process of development. He is entirely

a,C/%XI/ distinct creation. We notice that is stressed repeatedly

in this constant use of the use word create in connection with it but

this, I think is a matter of very strong evidence of that fact. NOv the

4th matter to notice in connection with this matter of evolution is the

description that we have in chapter 2 of the creation of yuan. It is very

clearly taught there that woman is a separate, formed in a separate way

by the Lord, that God formed the woman for the man and from the man. It

is not that there were two beings originally built, it is not that there

was a development, but it is simply that God created the man and God creat

ed the woman. There is a distinct separate creation of woman here, a def

inite interference of God. Now of course, when you take the difference

between the male body and the female body and when you take the hundreds

o ways that they react one to another, the relationship between them,

there is an intricate organism there which to think of---- people say

a blind fish was swimming through the water and something got in its way

and 9 developed an eyeØ. Well, you think of the complicated

mechanism of an eye being developed in such a way s-s-tweite----9-/2--

it strains the credulity almost to the breaking point, but to think of all the complicated

relationships of the male and the female as living been developed in any such accidental
is

way as that, it/certainly utterly beyond imagination. And here it is specifically

taught that there is a definite creative act of God there which formed the woman, and

of course it is 4ie true also that in all the species that God has deliberately,

Intelligently developed , not also- only in this regard but also in other regards, He

has formed creatures which would be adapted for the need which he placed. before them.

Arid to think of it as happening accid.ently 4e certainly requires faith or credulity

far beyond anything *hat is required by anything in the teaching of the Bible. Of course

yen-kiew just to think of the matter of the eye, it looks simple enough to have something

develope that is able to recognize light rays, but when you examine the structure of the

human eye and find a million rods encombed. in each eye, with their function of handling
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the light the way they do , and you find the extemely complicated mechanism, to say that

all this simply came into existence through accident is really preposterous. And so

these are the four points that I wish to mention here in relationship between evolution

and the Bible. Can one believe that evolution is true and. believe the Bible. Well e

if the Bible is god's Word, whatever it says is true, and on the points of which it does

not touch we do not know, but these points wh4eh-I've mentioned are definitely touched.

and. definitely taught in it., and on no one of them is there any scientific evidence to

the contrary. If there was, we could be sure that it was being misinterpreted., and on

farther examination, the facts would be found to be different than what they claimed to

b. But there is no claim that there are facts contradictory to the Bible at any one of

these points. There was a book published by a professor of botony or biology in the

University of California, I understand a very outstanding scientist in the flild. who

made a very thorough study of the mechanism of evolution and examined the evidences

for the gradual passing from one species to another. It is, I understand, a very excellent

book in the field. I axe personally not at home in the field and. only speak from eeer

hearsay, but I understand it is a very excellent book by an excellent man in the field,

and he came to the conclusion at the end that out of the gradual process, the passing

over from one species to another, there was absolutely no evidence whatever, and. his

conclusion was then, well what has happened? How did. our different species come into

existence He doesn't say, "Is there evolution?" He says,"What is the mechanism of

evolution? How did evolution occur? Well, " he says, "unless we are to accept the

impossible belief in special creation, we have to believe that there is some form of

evolution which has occurred, "and therefore there must have been a sudden change, in

one generation, from one species to another, which would leave no trace , of course.

But a sudden, sharp immediate change took place, here you had *og, and. I suppose in the
this

next generation you had cat. You had/inimed.iate' quick change, add once every so

many million years such a quick change occurs, and they are too infrequent for us to observe

them, and they leave no trace, but r.eu.he.4_ we have all these different species in general,

where did they come from, and. unless you're going to accept the impossible theory of

special creation, you must believe something like this. Well it is a uestion when you
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et into that sort of argument, what 'do you wish to believe. .t That is not a question

of, What are the facts of scienCe?! because on this particular point there are no facts

to support an anti-Biblical viewpoint. (question , almost ]J4)

(end of record) ot 21

No, one of these is the 5th day and one is the 6th. The 5th day in verse

20, you 1;tU have God creating marine life and birds. Verse 20 is only

marine life, and that preceeds the life of the animals upon the land.

Yes, let the earth bring forth.%' Well now, that doesn't mean that the

earth is an &&telligent being that has the power to do something of its

own volition, but ti means that the Lord causes that from the earth they

come forth, student question (1)

No, I would think it was a continuing comingof the different species in

whatever way . It doesn't say, let the earth be covered by, it

says, let the earth bring forth. 1 1/2 as if he is bringing them

into existance according to an orderly plan. student questthon -

That word firmament, that word become by the way, our English word become

I think as we use it means an object to change in one of its characterist

ics. That is what we mean ordinarily by become. Now this word is much

broader than that. It means come into existence or change one of its

characteristics. That is it means let this situation come to be the sit-

uation, that is let become so. Well now that my mean, here is a book

that is green, let the book become red; or it may mean let there become

here a red bodk. Let there come into existence a book that is red. The

emphasis is on what is over him now. There was not this before, now there

is. Was it not because it was different or because it was a different

place or a different 2 1/3 . translates the

word occurred,happened, become. I believe those are the three first

meanings of the word, and so let there be a firmament would mean, let it

become something subsequently different or let a firmament come into being.

I am glad you asked that question because it is very important to gt
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that idea of what that word become there means. It isn't become simply

in the sense that Victoria became queen. It might be th there became

a queen to be, but there was previously a king and then the queen. It

is a change which occurs because of a situation which comes rather than

simply a change in one characteristic involved, ordinary use of the word

become. (question) Yes, within marine life he says after its kind. That

woudi suggest that there were different kinds in the marine life. He

uses the phaase there let them bring forth after its kind and it suggests

that it brought into existence many different kinds, but whether that

means every genus or whether it goes down to species, or how many kinds

it doesn't say, but it at least was mentioned. I don't think that

it would prove, that it would leave the possibility of a change from one

kind to another within marine life and yet on this matter of a changQ

from one type of animal to the other, as you notice I only give one point

in connection with that and I gave three in connection with the creation

of man. That is the scripture is absolutly clear on that that man is a

special creation. It is absolute on that. Now I think it very very stronU

suggests that in marine life and in animal life and in plant life, there

are {$ many kinds rather than that they loll have developed from one, but

there is really not much evidence on that particular point as on these

others. So I would not be nearly so gogmatic on it as on the point of

the special creation of man, a distinct creation. (question) 5 Yes,

each one in accordance with its kind. I think it would rather definitely

be because it is used in vs. 24 for instance. "The living creature after

its kind, cattle, creeping thing-and beast of the earth after his kind."

There is not one kind that's cattle, creeping thing and beast of the earth.

And so I would think that it would be a collective thing. All these dif

fereht ones, each one after its kind. (question) 5 i/k Yes, it says

that man was not an animate being. Man was not what the animals were

before until God breathed into them the breath of life. (question) Well

evidently until he had the divine breath he didn't even have the animate
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qualities that the animal had. (question) The spirit is also along with

it, but it is not specifically stressed in this particular verse. 6

It may very well be that he breathed into him his spirit,

the word breath infers the same word. The bDpath of life, the spirit of

life as God gave men, made man a living spirit. Man became an animate

being and was not previously what the animals were until he was a spiritual

being. (question) No. It doesn't say that. (nephesh) means animal life.

(question) It's not the English words it is the Hebrew words that deter

mine what the Bible means and the word ( ) does not mean soul in the

sense of the Human spirit. It does not mean that. (question) 7 The
of

( ) is used /%$Ø'anima1 life. (question) Well, it is all a

matter of what you mean by that word soul. That is just an English word.

The word ( ) is used which is translated breath or spirit. No, there

are other words for brdath. I don't thi nk thatthere are any others for

spirit or soul. (question) 7 3/k Well, now we are going two points

later 'to take up a survey of chapter 2 as we have surveyed chapter one
go into that

and I shall OW/0/900/009/more at that point. Right now I would

rather just confine us to the immediate question, evolution and the

Bible and notice these four points and then I want to go on rapidly to

the next point because it is one which will take a bit of time and which

is very important though it is entirely different in type than this one.

And that is the relation of chapter one to chapter two. You have all read

in Skinner his statement of the relation of one and two and you have
of

examined 1 and 2 and made a report on it as to the relationship ) the

creative act me one and two. I woudi like to read you what Driver said

in his book here upon the Westminster commentary on the book of Geneses;

he says here about Chapter two on page 35 in comparison with chapter one.

He says with 2.kb we enter into an atmosphere very different from that

of l.-2.4a and then he goes on to discuss alleged differences of style, etc.

but then we say that present narative differs secondly from ch. 1 in

representation. (9) Where the details and the order cf the events
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of creation in so far as they are mentioned in it for the narrative deals

briefly with everything except what relates directly to man differ%

from the statements of chapter 1. The earth instead of 4merging from

the water as in one 9 1/3 too dry in fact to support

vegetation. The first step in the process of filling it with living

forms is the creation of man, vs. 7. Then follows that of beasts and

birds, vs. 19 and ]t that of woman, vs. 21 that is obviously a different

order from that of chapter one. So you have a different order here. You

have two accounts of creation then and you have a different order of creat

in each of the two accounts of it. And. Skinner says substantially the

same thing on page 51, he says from chapter one, this chapter differs

fundamentally, both in its conception of the primal condition of the world

as an arrid waterless waste vs. 5f compare one-two, the order of creative

works namely man vs. 7, trees, vs. 9, animals vs. 18-20, woman vs. 21-23.

So you see you have a different order of creation in this creation story

from the otherone and this is a point which you will come across re

peatedly as you deal with people, because it is a very widespread teach

ing. The Bible begins with two different stories, There isthe story

of creation in ]..l-a., and there is another story of creation right

after and the two stories of creation contradict one another. That is

taught everywhere. The two contradictive story of creation with whi

the Bible begins. Well now is thtt true. Does the Bible begin with 2

contradictory stories of creation and if it does what sort of a stupid

fellow was it that put the two together to make the Book of Genesis here

who couldn't see how utterly they contradict each other. (question) 11 1/3

It is true that it is very easy to through and pick out facts

to fit your theory and ignore facts that don't and it is something that

is done by a great many scientists and a great many Bible students and

which every one of us will do sometimes if we are not careful. We must

be very careful. I like to ask you not what is the evidence for this

particular view of the teaching of the scripture, but what are the arg-
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uments for and against? I like to ask you what looks in this direction

and what looks in that? In order that we see both sides of the question

and often find that the interpretation that we had was not completely

wrong but was somewhat wrong and we get a different interpretation when

we look over all the facts, one which tells us exactly what the Bible

means, and so I think it is very helpful when you study any question to

not simply marshall the facts in favor of what you have in mind and ig

nore what looks %' the other way, but to try to make up an argument on

the ohter side and get everything you can in favor of the other side and
valid

to be sure that you do not ignore any vital evidence against the po1tion

that you are taking. In that way you are much more likely to find the

actual truth that God teaches than if you take a preconceived idea and

go out and look for evidence to support your idea. I don't mean of course

that this is the way you could do all your sermons, I don't mean that

you should go so far as to give people the idea that you don't know

what the truth is on a 13 , I think you should separate be

tween your careful study of trying to see everything about it for and

against and then when you have a great truth to present, you go out and

try to present it in a way that will win acceptance, of course. Try to

present it in such a way that people will see the truth, but if you get

in your own thinking, the attitude of the propagandist and the attitude

of supressing the fact you don't agree with, if you get that attitude

in your thinking, you are bound to make very foolish mistakes and so I

think it is interesting to note on any false view on anything you find,

you are apt to see what looks like a very strange 13 /4. You

are apt to say, why on earth couldn't they see this is prefectly obvious

14 but watch out you will be doing the same thing sometime.

You take an idea and look for evidences for it. Let's look at the evid

ence and see ,2y1 what direction and look at each particular bit of evi-

dence (end of record)
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Now as facts in most everywhere you find curses in the Bible. This is

simply taught as facts, but the Bible begins with two different con

tradictory stories about creation and we want to look at the facts and

see whether it is as represented. Does it begin with two contradictory

stories of creation? Well, it begins with two chapters, each of which has

an account of the creation. That is true. There are two chapters, each

of w1ih has an account of man's creation and the two accounts of man's

creation differ. They don't contradict each other, but they differ one
contradictions

from the other and very often people can find Øff p{/ simply in dif

ferences. Chapter one-3f. -"God created man in his own image, in the ima

of God, created He him. Male and female created he them." Then in the

2nd chapter it is stated very differently. "And the Lord God formed man of

the dust o the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life

and man became a living souland then the story of the creation of woman

at the end of the chapter. All of which is gathered together in that

brf statement, i%n the first chapter. It shows us that what it says

God has created, it doesn't necessarily mean that there simply was a

move given and the thing was instantaneusly done, because it says He
it

created and then here says he formed him and he breathed into his

nostrils. He gives different steps which enter %Xinto that which is

described in one word, created. The two are different, but they don't

contradict one another, but we have two accounts of the creation of man.

Now an illustration has been given that I think is a help here, the il

lustration of an j atlas. You open the atlas and on the first page

of it you will find the map on which you see North America and on the

second page you have a map of North America and as you look at the two,

you say, here is a contradiction. On one North America has one shape,

and on the ohter a different shape, and on the one it is North America

very small and on the other it is much larger and on the one, N.A. it has

very few cities named in it and on the other it has a great deal, perhaps

four or five times as many cities as it has in the first ma;. Of course,
a - -
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he difference is that the first map is a map of the world and your 2nd

is a pap of North America and the map of the world includes N.A. and so

N.A. is on both and you have two maps 6fich show North America, but you

don't have two maps of N.A. One is a map o the world, one is a map of

N.A. Now that illustration is not strictly accurate here, it would be

mush more accurate if you compared a page that was a map of the world

and a page which was a map of the U.S.A. Then you would have the whole

here and the U.S. is just this little bit on the big map of the world,

and on the other one, the whole page is given to the U.S. There you

would see a marked difference between the two and you would have per
hundred

haps a times as many cities in this one as you have in the other.

Now we have in this first a story of the creation of the universe, and

we have many things stressed in it and in the s{econd chapter we have

a story of the creation of man and we have the creation of man repeated

in the second and more detail given and those things which are connected

with it and which are round about gone into in much more detail only they

are not touched upon. The whole creation is included in just one verse.

And so you have a overlapping between chapter 2 and 1. An overlapping that

you are apt to have in any boot when you discuss a subject and you discuss

the thing involved in it first, and then you take one phase thf %%j and you

go into that more in detail. But Skinner says and Driver says that chap

ter two begins with a world that is so dry that nothing can grow, and the

other begins with a world which is so wet nothing can grow on it and that

in chapter two the order of creation is altogether different than the

order of creation in chapter one and it is an interesting and vital pro

blem, so important that we go into it in this class and also in the intro

duction to the Peneteuch rather fully, so half of you have had a discuss-

Ion of that particular point last year and since half of you have already
us

have gone into that it won't be necessary for IØ1 to do it this morning

80 we will leave that until next Thursday. (end of class) According to

Driver and according to Skinner we have two stories of creation here which
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contradict each other. One of those starts with something that is very

wet and the other with something that is very dry which is surely a great

contradiction. If you said like one story of Napolean's coming to America

in which you said that Napolean vent down to the port of Italy and got on

a ship and started out and he came over, you see 5 1/2 ) and he

discovered America and if the others day Columbus went down to the port

of Spain and he came over and he discovered America they would surely

be a contradiction in those two stories. In one said that Columbus started

from Spain, and discovered America and the other said he started from

Italy and discovered America, tha'e is a sharp contradiction in those two

stories. If one said that Columbus started from Spain and discovered

America and the other said he started from Italy and discovered America,

there is a shap contradiction in it. If you have an account which says

that the world was a watery chaos and then God causes the dry land to

appear and God proceeds with the other steps of creation and you have the

world as it is and then the other one says the earth is dry and there is

no rain on it, and God proceeded to make rain and to make it into an or

derly creation, you would say that there is a sharp contradiction be

tween the two stories. Each of them is the full account of Columbus

discovery of America. Now if yne of these stories is a story which said

that Columbus was a young man who was born in Italy and brought up in

Italy and that the time came when Columbus left Italy and he got in a

boat and made a trip to Spain and then when he got to Spain, he talked to

the King of Spain and there he made arrangements and got some new ships

and came over and discovered America. Now your other account said Columbus

was a man who was anxious to discover America and so he went talked to

the King of Spain and he got some money and he left the port of Spain and

came over and discovered America. Would you see any contradiction then be

tween the two stories? One would start with Italy, the other would start

with Spain. One he would leave Italy, the other he would' leave Spain,

but as a matter of fact, one would be included in the other. One would be
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a larger story than the other one. There would be an overlapping be

tween the two stories but not a contradiction between the two stories.

Now the question here is do we have two complete stories of creation and

if we have 2 complete stories why don't they start with the same situ

ation, so that is an important question in that connection vMch is over

looked by most students of the subject. They simply say we have h .re two

stories of creation, one starts with wet, one with dry, there is a shap

contradiction. Now of course the next contradiction that is alleged in

the two stories that you find both in Skinner and in Driver is the dif

ference in order from chapter one, chapter 2 differs fundamentally both

in its conception of the climal condition of the world as an arrid, water

less waste and in the order of creative works, namely man, trees, animals,

and woman, which is very different from the order which you find in the

first chapter. Well now that of course appears like a very sharp contra

diction and rarely indeed is the question even discussed. Sure you have

too different stories of creation here. It is assumed as something that

is absolutely definite and certain. You believ3 the Bible story of cre

ation, well which story do you believe? You believe the first one or

do you believe the second one? You will find that ques tion asked every
(cç')

were today. (quest1on You won't get anywhere by counting noses as a

matter of facts for the question ths, what is the evidence? Unfortuneately

in the world in every age, a few people present and spread an idea and

then most people simply take it up from there and counting the number of

people who believe the earth '1flat at one time or the number who be

lieved that it was round at another time proves nothing about it at all.

The question is what is the evidence of it in this case? I think in any

sort of discussion we come into, any sort of an argument it is a mighty

important thing to stop and s, now what are people taking for granted

here? What is it they are just assuming without proof? If you want to

be statistical and perhaps not altogether honest in your method of arg

uing, but you want to win your point, it is one of the cleverest methods
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of doing the thing, to get a personˆX over to argue on something that is

not the vital thing, but in so doing get him to assume the low point at

issue. Now, I'm not saying that people are actually doing that deliberately,

but that is the result that it amounts to, the way that most of your

scholars today, most of whom have read it in a book or somebody else wrote

it and so quote aand give it as if it is final and definite, there are

the two oontradlctory stories of creation. Well, now the first question

is., Do we have to stories of creation? Well supposing you want to el

about the coming of the students %$% to ,fFaIth Seminary this year and you
how how

dscrlbe/somebody left Chicago and/he came and you tell about the incidents

along the wya and you tell how he got here and how he was assigned a room.

Then someone else ways,"I am going to tell about the coming of the students

to Faith Seminary this year,. Five left California, tileft the state of

Washington, three left Carolina, six left Labradore, k left Alaska and so

on I don't know the exact figures. He describes different people from it

in getting here. Well, you have one story which follows one part of the

matter and you have another which gives you the whole thing. The whole

thing is given in brief. One gives a part of it in full detail. Do you

have here tvo complete stories, or do you have two stories of different

things which overlap. Or you might way, which one was a part of the other,

1ut you are given a big birdseye view of the whole thing and then you are

given a RIJ% certain section in larger relief. Which do you have

here? Well the assumption which is made. Personally

I think that we should never presuppose or assume anything. I think we

should take as our starting point something for which we have proof and

be sure we have proof of what we are presupposing or assuming and here lets

look at the thing that is being presupposed. That we have two complete

stories of creation. Well now, as a matter of fact, you will find that
(12)

all the $ %%/,f/g%,1Ø were recognized that the two stories don't give

you a whole account of creation. They wI1l recognize that in chapter one
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you have a good many things told that are not in chapter 2, but they are

apt to say that the reason for that is that the writer of chapter 2 was

particularly interested in man and he tells you about those things which

are connected with man specifically instead of dealing so much with the

creation, with the universe as a whole. Well they will all admit that,

and lets carry the question a tiny bit further and ask, "Is he simply more

particularly interested in that or is he haveing a different purpose al

together in setting out to tell us of the creation of man and those things

connected with man coming into the world when the other is describing the

creation of the universe. And if so you have two different purposes. one

a large purpose and one a small purpose and both of course are vital. Now

those who say we have two creation stories that contradict each other, we

look at chapter one and we read that God said, "Let there be light." Where

in chapter 2 does it tell us of the creation of light? Where does that

come in referring to chapter 2? It is not mentioned anywhere. Well, does

the author of chapter 2 not believe that God created light. Does he just

think that it came into existance just accidentally? Where did it come

from? On the second day God made a firmament. Where in chapter 2 does

it say about the firmament? Not anywhere. There is nothing said about

it. In chapter one you read that God caused that the sun, moon and sears

be put in the Heaven. There were divisions in time. Where do we find that

in chapter two. We don't find that anywhere in chapter two at all. (end of

record) ot 23

the
and f/j{/birds . Where in ch.

2 do we have the sea animals mentioned? There is no mention of
we

them there. In chapter one/read that God caused that the earth would

bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, the fruit tree yeildlng fruit

after his kind. In chapter two we read in verse 9."out of the ground

made the Lord to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good

for food." All right, there are trees, but there is no mention of earth.
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There is no mention of grass. In other words chapter one describes a
even

great many things which are not/mentioned in chapter two and so if the

both stories of creation, chapter bvo must be the story of creation by

a man who was very limited in his observation. He had never seen the

sun, moon or stars, the light, the firmament or the (1) . He had

never seen any of these things. But how could he tell the story of cre

ation and leave them out entirely. Well of course the ntural answer is

he wasn't giving us the story of creation of the universe at all. He is

giving us a partial story of creation. He is taking a certain section and

dealing tith it more at length. Will, now what section is he taking and

dealing with more at length? Suppose that the first one is giving us a
that

picture of the whole creation just as you might say we described Co-

lumbus, not Napolean, leaving Italy and coming to Spain and goin across

to the U.S. The other one stat,ts in Spain and describes his trip. Well

now supposing at the first one of these two were to describe a vital

incident as if it happened whenX he was between Italy and Spain and the

second which doesn't tell anything about coming from Italy, yet tells this

same incident and exactly the same, there is no question about it let us

say, but tells it between Spain and America. Well, then, you will say e

even though the storys are not actual duplicates because one is the whole

thing and the other is a portion of it, yet the order is clearly dif

ferent because a portion of the whole which comes 2 3./k in the whole

is given here or in this part here that is not even given, so there is

a contradiction, so that even if we take the claim there are two creation

stories and we cut it down to the point where we say one is the creation

of the Universe including man, the other is the creation of man and what
there

follows,even if you take it that way, I1 can still seem to be a contra

diction, can't there? Because the order according to Skinner here; the

order of the creation in the second chapter is first man and then eroation
,

but in the first chapter man and woman have not been created in between
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their creation and trees and animals along with many other things are

before the creation of man so even though one is a whole story and one

is brief one, there is a contradiction if the second one

is an account of that portion of the creation. Well now let's ask that

question. Is it even an account of that portion of the creation? Well,

you look at the second one and you find that for one thing the first point

we've noticed it has a dry beginning, the other wet, that is easily ex

plained if one starts here and the other starts here so there is no

contradiction if they are smaller areas and I think that we have given

sufficient evidence to cover that. But now divide a point of the order

in verse seven the lord formed man of the dust of the ground and then in

verse eight and nine he makes trees. The other one has trees before and

then in verse nineteen we have animals made and the other one has animals

between trees and man and then kere we have woman at the end. Well, let's

look at those two creations. Verse 8, "And the Lord God planted a garden

eastward in Eden and there he put the man who he formed." Now the

natural way %$ˆ% to say that as a creation would be that the Lord formed

a man and then the Lord said let there be a garden here, a garden of Eden,

with lovely trees standing there and a beautiful place for man to live.

Here he has created man and then he says let the trees be here, let the

trees be in existance and he takes man and he puts him over hers, but that

is not what it says. 1t says that the Lord planted a garden. Well now

why would he plant the garden if he wanted to put man in the garden. It

is not a very good thing to put a man in a garden that is just planted. It

is not very good. It is a rather peculiar sort of a work anyway you

might say. Here's a man and he buys a good stove and he says all right

deliver this stove tomorrow to this lot down here. They bring it down

to the lot and they put the stove here and now he says I want a house

too. Let's call some carpenters and let's build a house and so he vuilds

a house after he has gotten the stove. Well, what sort of a workeman is
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he? Is it reasonable to say that God cr ated jnan and then God planted a

garden. Not let the garden be there, but planted a garden. And then it

takes maybe fifty years for the great oak trees to grow u and all the time

the man is out there with no shelter, no protection just waiting for the

garden to be ready for God to put him in. It is not a very reasonable

picture. The question is does this mean vx. 7 God made man, vs 8, then

God planted a garden, or does it mean'; where is the important thing that

he is telling about the creation of man? Man is created, then what did he

do with the man? Well, God planted a garden and the trees grew up and he

put man there, but the time he planted the garden is before the time that

he created a man, so that he had the garden ready before the man was put

in it. Well, you say, this man bought a fine stove and you know where he

put that stove? Well, he bought a very fine house, he had a nice house

built and he put the stove in the house, but actually the building of the

house was done before the actual getting of the stove and putting it there.

But you tell the thing you are particularly interested in first and then

you refer back to something that preceedthd it in time and tell it as that
you

place in which $ putt the thing that you now have. Well, now is this

in verse 8 and 9 an account of the creation of trees anyway? The garden

of Eden? Then did the trees in the rest of the world simply spread as

the seeds were wafted in the winds and came up elsewhere. Re is starting

here with planting a garden in Eden. And then vs. 9 and out of the goound

the Lord made to grow every tree pleasant to the sight and good fook and

the tree of life in the midst of the garden, the tree of knowledge of good

and evil. This is a description of a garden made for man. Nbt a des

cription of the creation of vegetable life in the universe and God is here

tellingus here what he did with man after he created him. He put him in

a garden w%,hich God had prepared for the purpose and incidently the

Hebrew has no plu-perfect. The Hebrew perfect indicates something, a con

dition that is established and here we have the man is created and you can
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translate it and j Bay the Lord had planted a garden and out of the ground

the Lord made to grow every tree. He had prepared this garden and had it

ready and there he put the man whome he had made. It is just as reasonable

a translation and a far more reasonable picture if God had half the sense

that any man would hbe, or ought to have at least, in building something.

If he had the garden ready before the man was created to put into the gar

den. And so we have then here a picture of the building of a garden where

man is to be which beforehand doubtlessly occured before the creation of

man, but which is not a picture of the creation of plant life and nothng

is mentioned but the trees anyway. (question) )9) Even if it was simply

an account of the making of one particular garden and there were other

trees elsewhere, there is no contradiction. There is nothing here to

speak about trees in the world as a whole. It is just a garden he is

talking about. If this were the description of the planting and bilding

of a garden after man was created, it would be a rather peculiar way to

do things but it would not be the original creation of trees. It would

simply be the planting of and the building of eees in the one spot. So

that there is no reason to say that this is the creation of trees and veg-

etation agfter the creation of man and the other element of this creation
man

over in verse 19, we find here that the Lord here commands/in 16 & l7s

he can eat of the trees of the garden, but not to eat of the tree of Kno

wiedge of good and evil, but then in 18, the Lord says tt is not good for

man to be alone, I will make a helpmeet for him and so the Lord sent 10

to make a helpmeet for man in 19 out of the ground the Lord forms

every beast of the field and every fowl of the air and He brings them to

Adam to see what he will call them and whatever Adam called every living

creattre that was the name thereof, and Adam gave names to the cattle and

to the fowl of the air and to every beast of the field, but for Adam there

was not found a he].meet for him and the poor Lord 1 been trying and he

says where will we get a helpmeet. Well let's make aoptiiAr
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let's make an elephant, is that satisfactory, no, well then let's make

a hippopotamous, or let's try a giraffe, and so he tries one thing after

another and none of them work, so eventually he says that he will have

to hake a woman. Well, from any viewpoint that is a prey low picture

of the 10 3/k of God for the writer of this story to have had in mind.

From any viewpoint whatever and it is not the impression you get from
God says let's

reading this story. The impression you get is here is the man, %$%i//
us look at
the animals, and let us dernonstaate the fact that there is required a

special helpmeet for man because these animals do not fill that particu

lar need so he goes and gets the animals and brings them and demonstates

the fact and all you have to do is to consider that vs. 19 is a plu

perfect, whether you put it that way in words or not, and in the sense

it certainly is the natural way to take it. The Lord had formed all these

beasts and he brings them to Adam. The vital thing here is not forming,

but the bringing. He refers back to the fact that these had been cre

ated. They are there, now he brings them to Adam to see what Adam will

call them and he demonstrates the fact that there is required a special

type of helpmeet for Adam and so it is an illustration here, an incident

here where you cannot take the Bible verses as necessarily going along

chronilogically with each of them telling something that happendd after

what happened in the verse before. And you cannot do that with the Bible

or with any other book that was ever written. It will tell something then

it will go back and tell something more repeatedly, they are dealing wIbh

the situation that they have described, an element of the situation, then

they go back and tell you the background of that element and so this is

not a necessarily description of the original creation at all. It isn't

reasonable to consider that the writer meant it to be a description of

the original creation of Adam , or animal, it is a picture of the bring

ing of the animals to Adam. And so what you have here is a story of the

creation of Adam and creation of Eve and of the place that was prepared
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for Adam and of the demonstration of the fact that he needed a helmeet

like unto himself rather than that any of the animals would fill the need.

And it i no sense a picture of the creation of the universe or depicts the

creation of the animals or the creation of vegetables but simply of the

creation of man and of woman and there is no contradiction whatsoever be-

tween the two nor do we have two distinct stories of cfeat1on given. But
a

the large% a pthcture of the universe and the smaller/section given more

fully. I have explained this in Inttroduction to Pent. last year and

doubtless will again next year and so the middlers have gone over this

twice and I think it is important enough to go over twice because you will

find that college students in any modern institution, you will find that

this is simply assumed that there are these contradictory stories of cre

ation and raurally the average student doesn't know how to deal with them.

There are many 13 3/k contradictions and difficulties in the Bible

whIh it Is 14 how to deal with when you meet people that you

can help. but it you don't know them you may be able to go and look them

up or you may never strike anybody that is troubled with a particular

difficulty, but this is one that you are sure of meeting because it is

one of the commonest and most widespread and the very foundation of the

critical argument on the Old Testament and therefore it is vital

that we have a full understanding of the situation here in regards to

(end of record)
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two contradictory stories of creation. I know professors in college who

would begin a course in Bible simply with asking, "Do you believe every

thing in the creation?" Yes." "Well what sUery do you believe?" First

or second and the fellow doesn't know. If he guesses the first or if he

guesses the second, in either case it is a difficult situation. It is

like the man I khow who used to be a professor in Princeton Seminary then

he was in San Francisco Seminary, and then he became President of the

college $ that I was attending and one of the students It the college
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was taking work in the Bible institute in L. A. there and the president

of the college heard he was doing this and he called him in and he asked

him what he was taking work down there fore You will spoil the whole

value of your college work. You must have an open mind or your college

work voñtt help you any.. He said, why are you taking work down therel

The man said that he wanted to develop his spiritual life as well as his

intellectual enough to understand the Bible etc. Well the man said, are

you ready for that sort of thing. Now how do you knov,$/ whether you

have the correct books in the Bible or not.? You haven't gone into that

matter yet. Do you know this for instants; Were the books in the Bible

placed there by someone individual who said these are the correct books and

he put them there or were they put there because a consul voted that these

should be the onesf Which was it, the consul or the individual? Well,

the man scratched his head and thought a minute and he said I guess it

was the coneil. The president said oh, no, no council ever did it. You

are entirely wrong. You see you don't know the basic things about this.

You shouldn't go tb the Bible Institute Just take the work from

us in college. Well now he said, the other answer, an individual. The=

professor said no, no, no individual ever did it. You see, you don't know

the first thing about it because both are absolutely false for when you

ask the question, no individual did it and no council did it, the Lord

did it and the Lord worked through the mass of christian individuals

not through any one individual nor any council and there never was a

deo-ision. of either one which determined this matter of what books would

be in the Bible. There have been statements by councils that we accept

the books of the Bible, namely so and so, but those books have been ac

cepted by the christians long before and the council never dreamed that

they were establishing a new situation by saying these are the books we

are going to do it with nov did any individual ever in Christian history.

But when you ask which is it, the poor fellow is just stumped. He doesn't
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know what to say. I is like the old question, have you stopped beating
your

wife yet? And whether you answer yes or no, you are in a bad situ

ation. (question) (3) (Contradiction between 1.20 and 2.19) Well, now

that is veryinteresting. You notice back here in the first chapter that

in verse2cD, the Lord said, let the water bring forth abundantly the mow

ing creature that has life and fowl that may fly above the earth and then

he says in verse 24, tat the earth bring forth the living creature. Now

that word the earth is the Hebrew word ( k) which is used in verse 1

when God created the Heaven and the darth and that includes everything.

It is not the word for ground is the word for the earth and you can use

it in the sense of the solid eaeth on which we walk, but in a stricter

sense it includes the water as well as earth. The picture given here is

$'the fish and the animals of the water coming forth from the waröer and

then the birds coming, it doesn't say where from. Let it bring this
forth

and fowl that may fly. The picture is of its coming later and

perhaps coming in some relationship to the water, there is nothing

mentioned specifically as related to water or to earth. Now we speak

over here of ground. Out of the ground the Lord formed every beasts

of the field and I don't think it likely that the word groun does not

mean the land of den or the land of China, or some particular section

of the earth's surface, but that it refers to the material, the ground,

the dust. It refers to those materials which God has put here on this

earth and surely even the fish didn't come frm just pure water, they

come from the ground which is at the bottom of the water or from the

sea plants that grow up from the ground at the bottom of the water of

from the various chemical elements which is circulated through the water

and on top of the water (question). No ground is ( 6) It says arist

in chpater one. I don't believe that ( ) ground is ever translate

earth. Certainly not here. I think that they are pretty good in
d
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their translation in keeping the two the same (question '6) 2.19 is a

picture of the beast ----- there is no 6 1/2 here. It comes

fromthe water, it comes through the water, but there would be plenty of

ground. Whether it is ground ciroulated in the water or ground at the

bottom of the water, or ground on top of the water, there would be just

pure water wouldn't give you the material for creating fish out of it.

The water woudUbbe accidental, but there would be other elements. I don'

think there is a contradiction there. (question)7 Out of the dust tf the

ground is another word that is C )-------------- - -- - - -- - - ---Where does it say just

the water? Over in Samuel and Chrthnicles, in one of them it just says

that God tempted David and David made 8 3/k and in the other one

it just says that Satan tempted David and David made 8 9/10 so if

you say that just God, or just Satan, then there will be a contradiction,

but it it just says that God did, there is not a contradiction. I may

say that last Monday afternoon) I lectured to the class in 1I$ this room

in schata1ogy. Last Monday afternoon Dr. Buswell lectured to the class

in schata1ogy. In one case I just said I did and in the other case I

just said that Dr. Buswell did, but in neither case did I say that just

I or Just Dr. Buswell did. It makes a big difference where you put the

just. (laughter) and in the scripture it is a very good ro1ein Scripture

exegesis never to put a just somewhere unless the Scripture puts it there

and I think there is a great deal of misunderstanding at point after point
in

in the Scripture i$y important Doctrinesbecause people in their minds

infer that there is a just somewhere where there isn't and everything

the Scripture says is true, but there are a eat many things that the

Scripture doesn't say that we may think are there, but they are not so if

the Scripture doesn't say it. 10 . So in a sense God tempted

David. Satan desired to tempt David and God permitted Satan to tempt

David, so Satan tempted David. So God and Satan tempted David. It was

a cooperative enterprize. It was an enterprize for opposite purposes.
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10 1/3 working together and the fowls come out of the water, the

most obvious thing is that they come from the water. They are formed out

of the dust of the ground which is in the water. The fundamental things

are made up of the ground. The most obvious thing is that they come from

the water and whether you look at the fundamental thing or the obvious
makes a difference which way 11

thing, it you take it. (question) What is the word right

after fowl? You see the revised standard version of the New Testament is

a translation that just came out two years ago and I think that it is good
restrict

that we %ˆ that term "revised standard" for that. Now it is a bit un

fortunate that the American standard version that came out in 1901. We

ordinarily call the revised version, and 80 you can call that the American

Standard version or you can call it the revised, the American Revised or

the American Standard. It has two names, but when you put the two together,

this is the name that has been adopted by this version that the religi

ous committee put out a few years ago of the NT Revised Standard Version,

and we are apt to get confused if we don't watch that. It is just like

you speak of the American Council of Christian Churches and that is one

of course, but bhe Federal Council is now changing its name to the Int

ernational -- Now you say that the American Standard or the meri an
kI4 r - ( )

Revised 12 1/2 question) If you have acttj* )?ew4

ha" to emphasize it. (laughter) Like where it says, the 12 3/k says

over in I Kings 13 that he said to his son, saddle me the ass and they

saddled him. (laughter) I think that is a good illustration to remind

us of the fact that there are various 13 1/k facts that italics which wou)

practically everywhere else mean to emphasize it, in the Bible are used

in the exact opposite reason, to indicate that it is not in the original,

but an Infeaance from the original and so the that simply being supplied,

this can be translated, let the waters bring forth the moving creature

and the fowl, or it can be, let the waters bring forth the moving creature

and let the fowl fly. Either translation is equally possible of the original
necessarilythere and even if that were not the case, I don't think it would 090
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mean that the waters that bring fort h the fowl, it could be a sort of

a parenthesis there, (end of record). ot 25

but with that other translation that is equally possible, it clearly says

nothing about where the fall comes. (question 0 ) You will get more

questions on these two chapters than any whsres also because that is what

is stressed/. There are more difficult questions elsewhere in the

Scripture than these, but they are less known. (question) 1/2 No, multiply

just means become many, become numerous on the earth. The eartch includes

the sea. The word arist is the whole world including the sea and the fowls

wouldn't, wherever they came from just wouldn't just fly over the sea, for

once they got started, they would multiply over the ground, the dry land

but also over the whole globe. There is no inference, of just over the
in English

earth there, putting in a dust that isn't there. The word earth/here is

used in two distinct senses. It means that there is venus and mars and

Jupiter and the earth and when we say that the earth includes you are on

the earth instead of the planets, when you are on the atlaithic ocean you

are on the earth just as much as if you were thn the U"S. Nobody would

say, when they are on the ocean,"My it will seem good to et back to earth

agaln,fwhen we get to the U. S/after leaving England." You would say

when you get back to dry land again, you wouldn't say get back to earth

again. Earth is used in the sense usually by us as the whole world in

cluding land and water and is used in a second sense to mean the material

that is in your garden, we call that earth. And our English word has those

two distinct meanings and this Hebrew word arist has one of those senses.

The earth is this planet, but it does not have the sense of the ground

in your garden. That is not arist. The arist is not /pfyi the material.

The arist maybe a section of dry land. He says the dry land he called

earth, it is a section of dry land and as such it is used very commonly

and translated usually land in that case. The land of Egypt. You wouldn't

say the earth of Egypt, unless we meant the ground, but in Hebrew the

arist of Egypt is what we mean in English by the land of Egypt. You see
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the word arist and the word earth has a general correspondence but not

an exact correspondence and that is true when you compare any two a.ang

uages that the two things have a somewhat of correspondence but not an e

xact correspondence and many a person says why should I learn to read He

brew. These people who translated the Bible could make a better translation

than I will be able to make anyway, so what is the use of my trying to

learn. I can't make a better translation than they did. And you robab1y

can't. Why? You learn what the Hebrew word means and then you look at

your Hebrew and you see whether the word earth is arist or ( ) 31/2

and what it is and you see what the possibilities are in the interpretation

and even with a little bit of Hebrew, even one semestre of Hebrew and no

more, if you use it carefully and realize the limitations of it and not

try to use it for more than it is, but use it carefully, you

tremendously increase your understanding of the Bible just by that little

bit of Hebrew or Greek, because you can get to know the meaning of certain

words and see what words are used and it can become tremendously useful

for Bible Interpretation. This is very important to see how words relate

to one another. What the meaning of the word is and not say, this Hebrew

word is this English word. You can rarely say that about any two wordsin

two different languages. Well now, (question) the question of whether

we have two creation stories or one, our next point, the next number 7 is

the survey of Chapter 2. -- I think we are 4Ind of going rapidly. We

can't spend as much time on this survey as we might like to. We have, after

all the whole Old Testament History to survey, and we have already to some

extent surveyed this chapter;In noticing it's relation to chapter 1 aand

we perhaps can go quite briefly about that. It starts with the time when

we have a dry situation on earth, but the dry situation does not continue.

Vs. 5- the Lord had not caused it to rain, but vs. 6 tails us that there

went up a mist from the earth and watered the whole face of the ground.

God then used, not rain, but a mist at that time for the purpose of watering
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he ground. Now there are some sections today where the farmers pray

for rain and if the rain comes they have crops and if the rain doesn't

come they don't have crops and there are other sections where they don't

care the least bit whether it rains or not in fact they would just as

soon it didn't because they water their land from some stream which comes

from the rain in some other section, not in theta section and they ir
through

rigate and water that way rather than % rain. There are different methods

of supp'ying the water and there are other places through artisian wells.

There are different methods of supplying water. Now there are those who

think that this means that it had never rained until the flood. That this

situation of watering with a mist, instead of rain, continued to the blood.

The Bible doesn't say that nor does it contradict it. There is no mention

of rain before the flood, theye may not have been any, and again there may

have. We do not know, it doesn't say that it just came through the mist

at this period and not up to the time of the flood. It says that at this

period there was the mist only. Maybe it was to the flood, maybe not, but

at least it was not. At this time thor e was no rain other than the mist

for a sizable length of time doubtless. Probably through the whole time

of the garden of Eden or both through that and through the time up to the

flood. Now we have that situation and the Lord makes man out of chemical

material, the dust of the ground and He breaths into his nostrils the breath

of life. God has aspecific relationship established in man. He breathed

into man the breath and doubtless that is the illustration of the fact that

man has a prticular relationship to God. A relationship to Him %$4/%which

in some way villustrates what is described in the previous chapter where

it says that God i1 man in the image of God. He made him having a spir

itual life similar to that of God. Something of which we have no evidence

that it is through anything in the animal creation. There is something in

man over and above, 8 like the animals which were made out of the dust

of the ground. And to some extent made on the same pattern they are made.

Manh of the features of his body are similar to the Ieaturs of the various
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animals, but He has breathed into his nostrils a special breath directly

from the Lord, a spiritual life given to man and then amn is made a living

soul. Man is made an animate being, in other words as the animals already

were. Here is this animate being possessed of spiritual life, God has

prepared a special place before him and there he puts the man, there he

has caused all t1e fine trees to grew up, trees that will bring forth all

kinds of fruit that are eatible, trees that are pleasant to look at, and

there is the Area thabe which is called the tree of life and there is the

tree of knowledge of good and evil. (question) 9 No, I didn't say that.

I said that the last that man became a living soul indicates that

man became an animate being. There is nothing about his spiritual life.

I would say that the spiritual life is probably strongly suggested in

God's breathing into his nostrils the breath of life. We have no sug

gestion to any counterpart to that in connection with the animals. It would

be most likely that that indicates the impartation of the spiritual life

to man, but that is done in connection with his becoming an animate being.

There is no evidence that man ever was an animate being before he was a

spiritual being. He would be a spiritual pff being, he would be man as

soon as he became a living creature, since he was an animate being and this

word living, so it might just as well be a living creature. The spiritual

life is not contained in this particular phrase living soul, but it is

Probably inpli@d in the phrase 19. Now I think our time is about

up and we have to give some assignments for next Monday(moans). You don't

want any assignments for Monday?(laugher) You mean you would rather take

the two hours and simply study what you would think would be most useful

for a better understanding of this? (laughber) Supposing you do that then,

next Monday study whatever you think would be most useful to the interpre

tation of these two chapters and just bring me in a brief statement telling

me how you spent the two hours. (laughter) (end of record) ot 26

a resume of the creation of man with more detail given then before and the

account of where God placed man and of course the creation of woman. Vs. 09
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we notice there is simply the preparation of the place for man, not the o

riginal cration of creation and then we have the description of the 1/2

of the Garden of Eden with the naming of the different rivers in the Garden,

and then God put man in the garden to dress it and keep it and then wehave

the command given that he bay eat of all the trees except the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil. Was there any other trye that was of particular

importance in ghe Garden of Eden? The tree of life. Was he forbidden to

eat of the tree of life? He was not forbidden to eat of the tree of life.

It was only the tree of the knowledge of good and evil that he was for

bidden to eat and we read up in verse 9 that both of these were placedtherer

in the garden. Now the tree of knowledge of good and evil. What does that

mean? Well, that is a question that is difficult to answer. It is here

not given m detail about it. We have of course the account of the tem

ptation and that is all we know about the tree of knowledge of geod and

evil and therefore various theories have been built to explain what .t

means and once you get away from the clear teaching of the text and go be

yond it, you are simplytheorizing and are very apt to get into ideas which

have actually no foundation and I'm sure that most of the theories are

that way. I think they all are except the ones I myself have made.(laughter)

I think the important thing about this tree of course i that it is the

text. The test is given that they are not to eat of it. That is fact.

They are not to eat of the tree and he says that in the day that they eat

thereof, shall surely die. It is a tree which is the test of Adam. There

are tervible results that follow in the falling of this test. It is a tree

which is vdry bital in the whole future of the race because it is the

source in which this test comes. Now is the tree in itself important? The

only absolutely certain answer you can give to that question is to say that

we do not know. There are those who say, that it doesn't matter what it

is. It could be any tree. It could be any plant. It could be any deed

whatever. There is dust a simple test given, that simply shows %fˆwhether
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is willing to obey God or not. God has given everything that he $ could

have. The tree of life is not forbidden. He is given all the beautiful

things of creation but there is one thing set aside and that he is not to

touch as a sign of his willingness to obey God. Now if that is the case

then, the tree doesn't matter, it could be anything at all. Just something

for a test and in such a case, the tree might be called the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil because it would be the tree which would be used

as a means whereby God would receive knowledge as to whether man would

chose the good or the evil. It would be the tree which would give the test,

whether man would choose good or evil. And so the Area of the knowledge

of good or evil would simply mean in that case the tree which is designated

as the means whereby man makes his chice between good and evil. Man makes

his cheice to obey God or to disobey Him and there becomes evident the sit

uation of the universe whether good or evil is that which man has selected.

There fore there would be nothing magical about the tree, there would be

nothing remarkable about it. There would be nothing unusual baout the fruit,

but here is something that is used for a very simply test. Now it is al

together poss&ble that that is the correct interpretation. There is no one

who can say that there is any reason to deny the possibility that that is

the correct interpretation because there is nothing which would prove to

the contrary. (question) 5 No, here is man who is a simple being oveying

God, doing what God tells him to. Now when man disobeys God he breaks

the test, he puts forth his hand and he take of the thing and thereby he

establishes himself on the side of evil rather than on the side of good.

Now that being the situation, man being one who himself making decision

between good and evil and not simply doing what God tells him, it would be

quite natural for him to go on and do more evil things. There may be a

suggestion in that verse 22 that there is som3thlng more involved in it.

In fact, I am personally inclined to think that there is something involved

in it, but I don't think that there is proof of it. Did you have some other
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idea to suggest? (question) 6 1/2 No, God knows everything yet he gives

the test. The test makes evident the fact, the test provides knowledge,

but he might know in advance what the result of the test might e, but ne

vertheless the test would be that which gave the knowledge whether God re

ceived the knowledge immediately then or whether he knew it before in advance,

it would be still through the test that it would become evident what man's

decision would be. God would know far in advance what the result of the
what

test wouldbe. He could even determine if that is what you believe the re
but

suit of the test would be in advance and yet that wouldn't mean )$ˆ% what

this was the test that he gave knowledge which made up which sihOwS clearly

what the situation was, the result was. I think the way I said it, perhaps

would have given a bit of a false impression. (question) 7 1/2 All right,

now, ch. 3.7, the eyes of them were opened. Does it say that as soon as

some particular vitamins in this apple reached the proper organs of their

body there eyes were opened? It doesn't say that. It says that they dis

obeyed God and their eyes were opened and the opening of the eyes were the

opening to evil. Did this opening to evil come from something from the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil? Which open the eyes %to evil, or

did it come from disobeying God, they embarked on the path of disobedience

to him and immediately naturally their eyes were opend to all sorts of evil

possiblities that would never have occured to them as long as they were try

ing to serve God loyally. That is vs. 7, 22 similarity. Behold the man

is become as one of us because the apple has affected his constitu%tion . He

doesn't say that. What causes hm to become as one of us? Is it the re

suit of the failure in the test and learning of evil or is it the result of

the physical effect of the apple he has eaten. Neither of those verses ex

plicitly say that it is a result of Ø that God implanted in this fruit

something which would turn Adam into a wicked man if Adam shou. eat it and

then the minute that Adam ate it, ha becomes this wicked man. It doesn't

say that. He becomes a wicked man naturally when he disobeys God, but

does the fruit make him a wicked man? (question) 9 i/k You mean that this
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has made man good then, made him tore like God? (question) (laughter) I per

sonally don't think that is does, but what I said is no proof anywheres that

I know of that there is more involv3d to it than that it is a test. There is

perhaps the suggestion of it. I personally incline to think that tbre is,

but as far as actual proof goes, it is possible to interpret the passage as

merely a test given and as a result of this test, Adam has failed. Adam has

fallen. Adam has taken the path of evil. He has taken the path that is

setting his will up aainst the will of God and therefore having set his

will up against the will of God, all /#/1%fl/%/,S,1 these results come

from that and not from any specific thing haveing to do with any particular

thing in the fruit. Now I incline to think that there is another interpre

tation that is a better one. I incline to think that there was actually

some effect upon itm from eating this fruit, but I don't think thatyou

can prove it. (question) 11 and if it doesn't fit that, then what does

fit2,, that is the point. The interpretation that I think is the cor

rect one fits that, I believe, but I have never heard anybody else give

it and any interpretation that I have heard others give, other than this

one that this is just a test, I don't think fits that. (question) II 1/2

I think that you are right that vs. 22 shows definitely that eatingf' of

the tree of life would have a specically physical effect upon the man

that would cause him to live forever. I do not think that you are right

in saying that this shows that he had never taken of it. I don't think

we know whether he did or not. No proof that he has taken of it, absolutely

none and so My personal inclination is to think that this tree of life is

the tree which was to be taken in its proper quantity to support his life,

but which is taken more than what is proper, would perhaps give him an

extension of life beyond what God had intended and that he was taking it

as part of God's command that he was to utilize it in his proper fashion,

but that now he would know the possibilties of taking it in a way beyond

what God meant. I think that it definitely does show vs. 22 that taking

of the tree of life would have a specific physical effect from the taking
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of the fruit but I don't think that that proves necessarily that this other

tree has a specific effect. One tree could have what another tree didn't.

(question) 13 It is possible. Well,my idea of logic is different of course.

13 1/2 taken away less to eat of it and live forever, it may mean

that he had never eaten of it so how could he live forever, it may mean

that, but if he eats of it to a much greater degree, he will live forever.

I think that either of them have possibilities and I Incline to feel the

second must be the possibility because previously we are specifically told

that the tree of life was there and we were never told that he was for

bidden to eat of it. The only provision 14 Well hten was it pure

luck that as man wondered about the Gardan of Eden, he eats this, he has

got to eat of the others, he eats anything

he wants to but this one, and God says, well let's {$,hope that he

doesn't stumble on this one, because if he does he will live forever. Now

if he eats of the tree of knowldege of good and evil well then he will know,

(end of record)
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(question) Yes, it seems to me that it must be that the tree of life is

a perfectly normal proper thing for him to eat of or we wouldn't be told

that it was put there, and there was no proDibition of his $eating it.

There is only one tree that he can't eat of. It must be something that

is perfectly all right for him to oat of and therefore when later on the

Lord was afraid that he would eat of it., it would imply one of two things,

either that he had been eating of it 4n proper quantities, but that he

was to bake it to a much greater degree, some harmful results would come,

or that man was immortal and had been eating of the tree of life. It

must either mean that or that man was immortal and had been eatingof the

tree of life which kept him immortal, but now that he has eaten of the tree

of knowledge of good and evil, now he is suppose to enter the paththat

leads to death and he can no longer eat of it. Therefore God must remove

htha from the garden of eden so that he must not keep on eating from this one
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and therefore be living forever, but that that would be removed from him.

I just don't see how it can possibly be that it meant that if Adam ate of

this it would of itself give him something of tremendous harm, for other

wise it would have been for7/{bidden before or not be there. There is

absolutely no prohibition of it before. I 3/k that man would stumb'e

upon the tree or not, or whether he happened to eat it, that would be

(question) 1 3/k It might be the very same tree. It may be the means

of dividing what it means of making the human body keep perpetually vitali

zing itself and continuing a life that is a continuous evergrowing life,

which would be the type of life that Adam had in the garden before he ate

of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and immediately he entered

upon the path that leads to death and consequently that the tree was re

moved then that in the new creation it would be 2 1/3 . Now, first the

big thing that I am trying to do is to distinguish between what is clearly

taught. What are the facts? Those that we must stand upon. For when you

get the facts alonj there are various places where you have to interpret

hhem and let's label our interpretalon as interpretation and not be dogmatic

about it. Let us distinguish between the interpretations. Those inter-

pretations that re utterly impossible because they are ruled out by some
the

thing in the narrative. Those Interpretations, facts prove cannot be

so. Let us take thos e interpretations which may possibly be so and note

them in some cases. I mean as much as we have time. Let us not oe

casionally that there is an interpretation sometimes not clearly stated

in the text, but yet which the facts stem absolutely required and which

therefore must be the only interpretation, but in this case, here we have

just two chapters giving us a breif vision which must have had thousands

of facts that enter into it. We have a whole world that we know nothing

about except is given here about the garden of eden. And we can draw certain

inferences from what is stated and beyond those inferences te can let our

imaginations run and we can draw all kinds of inferences and there are some

inferences that seem very natural. You look at three words or a verse here,
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and you say of course, that is it, and you look elsewhere and you find

other things that show that thatparticular inference must be a false one.

Now the inference that the tree of life was something that was extremely

important that man must never eat of and of which we can be sure he had

never eaten of before the fall and which immediately after the fall he

k 1/k that inference seems to me to be an impossible one for in

that case, we would not be told in such a conspicuous way in vs. 9, God

caused every tree pleasant to the sight and good for food to grow, the

tree of life also in the midst of the garden and the% tree of the knowledge

of good and evil, these two str3ssed and emphasized among those trees which

are pleasant to the sight and good for good and the tree of life placed

in that conspicuous place in the midst of the garden and then we are told

that there is only one tree that he cannot eat of. He can eat anything
don't

and do anything, but eat of this tree. That rules out the possibility

that the other tree, the tree of life is bad for Adam to eat of too.

It must be that it didn't matter whether he ate of it or not because God

would not put it Mare., a thousand trees, and eat of anyone he wants, but

hope that he doesn't stumbel across this one, that is impossible. That

gives us an obsurd picture of God's work. If he wasn't suppose to eat

of the tree of life before the fall, there would have to be some fence

around it to keep him from it or some prohibition. That is one inference

that I think that we can rule out as impossible. But as to whether and,

I think that we can ay the inference is definite from the start that

if he eats of the tree of life, specific material results follow from it.

I think that is definlteZj from 22. Lest he take also of the tree of life

and live forever. That would specifically show the material effect that

proceed in the physical sphere from the eating of the tree of life, but

whether these effects would come from just one eating of it, or whether

it meant a continuous effect if he kept on day after day eating of it, that

is something t1 the verse does not say. Which of the two it is.(question) 6
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Well does it day after eating one kinds (discussion-student) Well, of course

he said previously in the day that thou$ shall eat of this thou shalt die,

which would show that the change took place as soon as man ate of the

forbidden fruit, then it was God's will that the possibility of eating of

the tree of life be removed from it, but if the possibility of one time or

the possibility of eating of it day after day. You iight say fl. you drink

a glass of wine every day for 10 years, it is going to hurt you. It will

give you 7 o the liver. Therefore we don't want you to drink any

right now, but someone will say, if I drink too much it won't hurt me at

all, why make the rule at all, .by not imake it two months from now? Well

if you are going to make it at all, you might as well make it right now.

But the fact of making it doesn't mean that one drink of it doesn't nec

essarily have a bad effect, it might mean that, but it could equally well

mean that the thing that you don't want to do repeatedly, hat you have to

start so"tie, you might as well start right now.(question 7 1/5)

No, supposing that you were to say of someone, a little child of neighbor

ami1y, and the child made an awful disturbance wherever he went, Vol

might say, I don't want that child to come into my house, or ou might

say I don't want that child to come into my house anymore. Now if jftyf he

had made the distrubance in your house, yesterday or the day before, you

woudl say I don't want him to doome into my house. You wouldn't have

to say anymore. You might say it, but if you don't say anymore it doesn't

prove that he has never been there. There are a great many things like

that where you may say it or you may not say it, you mustn't read a just

into a verse if it isn't there and you musn't read anymore into a verse

uless if says anymore. You mustn't read it out either. It must ye either

in or out, we don't know unless it says. If it says that he did this and

he did that, it doesn't mean necessarily that they come next to each other

un]as he says immediately after he did the other or unless there is some

thing in the whole situation that will prove it. (question 9) It is pos

sible to say that everything stated in the Scripture is true. t is poe-
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sibL3 to say that there are many things that can be inferred by neces

sary reading into the Scripture, but there are many things which are in

ferred by probably inferences in the scriptures of which we cannot say

that we are certain of the truth. We must say, it appears that this is

the truth. We must draw that line. (question 9 l/2)(laughter-) If it

said one, that would prove one. (discussion)Therefore God sent him forth

from the garden of Eden. He sent him forth so that he would not have

access to the tree of life. Before this, God put him in the garden and

placed the tree of life right there, so evidently, it would seem be to

a purely physical effect, but now, he says, man has sinned, now we are

going to drive him out of the garden so that he can't take of the tree

of life. Now if that implies that it would be a terrible thing if man

had ever before taken of the tree of life, then it implies that either

that man was awfully stuØpid never to bother to take of this. He would

touch every other one, he wouldn't touch this one and God hadn't com

manded him not to. God had said that he could eat of all the trees but

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. The implication is either

that there was no harm of his eating of it before or that it was expected

that he shoulde&t It.(questlon 11 1/k) No, it is the leaves that are.

the 11 1/2 , not the fruit, but also the fruit that give the lire

giving effect. You never heal anything until after the event has oc

curred. You cannot heal the cut on your hadn until you hav the cut.

But I do think that the point Mr. Watson has pointed out that in revelation

when it speaks of the tree of life, it says that it bearth the Irit

every month and that would suggest that there was no tremendous effect

that would cane from oneeating, but it was that which provided the con

tinuous food which was harmful. Every month a different fruit. It would

stronly suggest, at least, in Revelation that it was something that was

continuous eating rather than one eating. (question 12 1/2 ) That Is

right, it would be. There are many, many other things that God could have

done, This is the thing which he did(laughter) therefore Mr. Anderson is
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right and we are /X%,d tocnject it as to what may be the reason why

God did this rather than something else. The only conjecture that we make,

we may/ be able to see evidence that it is just about certain and it may be

that we see only one of a possible interpretation. Now if we are going

to conject, why did He drive him out of the garden? The Bible says that

he drove him out because God said, lest he take of the tree of life and

live forever. But then the next verse says that he sent him forth in a

garden to till the ground, so you have two reasons given. I don't know

but there are many other reasons. There are many reasons that enter into

most any act that a person does in a particular in which to do the act.

Now in this case, it may not be that God intended the Garden of Eden to

be aplace of {fallen man, and that he intended fallen man to become

111. 1/14. . Does it not mean that God does not wish to destroy the

tree of life or destroy the garden because it was God's will that the

$pfy/{// (end of re c ordj o t 28
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We
c?ül/tudy

three two chapters for the whole year. We could study the'

possilities. We could get all the possible inferences in them and we

could have bery interesting times just on the two chapters, but what I am

interested in doing in this class is first seeing what ae the definite

facts that the Scripture clearly teaches and which therefore we say are

true and there is no question about it. Second I am interested in seeing

what are some of the inferences which are so definite we must except

them as almost certainly true. Third I am interested in those inferences

which though they occur to a person very naturally at a first glance at

some of these verses, yet on close examination are quite definitely in

correct because they don't fit with some other fact in other verses. I

just want in connection with these chapters for us to get those three

types of material in mind, but what is more important is the method. The

distinguishing of the fact, the inferences from the fact, and those in

ferences from the fact which may appear obvious but on close examination

don't fit other passages and therefore are not correct. I say that science

and the Bible do not contradict each other, but by that I mean 1/3/k

I mean the specific statements of the Scriptures, actual things that you

find there. I say that the theories of scientists and the theories of

Bible students often contradict each other and the theories of science

often contradict the fact of the Scriptures and the theories of Bible

students often contradict the facts of science. We have facts on both

sides.. and the facts cannot contradict each other are true. We have the

duty and the necessity of making inferences from the facts but we must

distinguish from those things of the Scripture which are almost required
inferences

by the facts and those %$%X$' which are one of different possible in

ferences and therefore we mustn't be dogmatic about it and when we make

such an inference that it contradicts the facts of the Scripture it is

definitely wrong. If it contradicts what seems to be a fact of Science

we should then go very slow about being at all dogmatic about it. If

there are other possible inferences which are equally true to the Scripture
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which would not contradict science but seems to be a fact of science. I

say by what seems to be a fact of science, I might say right here too, for

in both cases the fallible human has to examine and z% determine what

appears to him to be the clear fact, but of course there are some things

which are so clearly stated that I don't think that we can get away from

there a fact. The fact that God made a specific place for man. The garden

of eden. A specific place. It is fact that in this he put the tree of life

in the middle of it and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. What

ever these trees are, they are trees that were put there by the Lord. T1y

were part of His plan. It is a fact that God said to man in vs. 16,

every tree 1n the garden thou mayest freely eat, but of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil, thoushalt not eat of it." It is absolutely

impossible to say that when God said of every tree of the garden thou

mayest eat, he meant every tree except the tree of life. Because he ex

plicitly says that you can ea of every tree wxcept the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil and that very clearly teaches that it was

perfectly all right for man to eat of the tree of life. Well now perhaps

man just didn't come along to the tree but at least it is clear and there

is evidence in that there would be no harm done if he did stjnmble on to

it and the promise given before would suggest perhaps that it was definit

ely God's will that he should eat of it. Perhaps it was part of the

creation of what was ordained for man before he was created. We don't

know. 14. 1/k persist (question)--Yes, man's body some people have

said that as soon as a person is born, deteriation sets in. As soon as

he is born he egins to die. The different parts of his body begin to

wear out. The food, the nourishment that we get is irxufficient to pre

serve us in the state in which we are. We are constantly declining in ox

regard or another and if we never get any disease, and if we neber have

any accidents, we eventually reach the point where our system goes to

pieces. There is decay coming in us right from the very start beyond th

which is being replaced. Man originally was lnnnrota.l. That is not simp)
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some philosophic statment that man is made such that nothing can injure

him. He is not a cast iron thing. He is a living thing of flesh and

body with materials coming in and out with things happening in his con

stitution and life going out. It may be that his body is not decaying.

But it is in the condition that as rapidly as he uses up certn elements

there are new ones replaced and. his organs, everything about him is con

tinuing good and in order for it to do that ö would have to have some

thing that we don't have today. A man had eternal life in the garden of

eden. That doesn't mean that man in the garden of eden was such that

he had to be changed in order s he is now. No, it means that he had

that which if he continued as he was, he would never die. (question) 6 1,4

He had immortaility then, he could not then die and if he continued as

he was then, he then could never die. Well now what made him that way?

Did the tree of life have anything to do about it? We don't know, but

the fact that it is so prominently mentioned as being in the garden, it

was put there in the middle of the garden and he is told that he could

eat of every tree in the garden. There is no prohibition of it. There

is no statement, "I hope that he doesn't stumble on to that one." Some

terrible tIng would happen if he stumbled on to that." He explicitly

says that you can eat of all the trees except the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil. Now is the tree of life, then, the thing that God

used to give man a body which could not die at that time. We just don't

know, but I think it is/ an inference that cannot be said to lack elementB

of probability. (question 7) Well, now, that is a good argument against
that

the idea $f eating of it in suffiient quantities would store up for the

future, make him be able to live forever. That is a good argument in
that

favor of the theorie, instead of that it was something of which he
immortal

ad to eat continually in order to have eternal life. Now when God said
~est he
stratchld forth his hand and said take of the tree of life and eat and

what he had baen doing
life forever, what he meant was, lest he keep up/%% day after day re-
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taini.ng that which God had provided in order to give him this immortality

in this body and that he is going to put him where that would no. longer

be available to him and therefore the 8 would go into his body

and after 900 or 1000 years he would die. (question Where does it

say that God created man as having immortal life without eating of the

tree of life. --- He did not have death before he slnned,that is correct.

That is right. It is altogether possible that God created man so that

he needed nothing to live with. He had a quality of life in him and that

was that. He didn't need to eat, he d&dn't need to sleep, he didn't

need to rest, he didn't need to relax, he didn't need to do anything.

He just had immortal life and that was all there was to it. That is

possible, but to my mind it is more likely that God created man in such

a way that if he took the sleep that he had plenty of opportunity to get,

and if he took the food that was there before him and God said eat of

these trees. Why eat if he had eternal life anyway. He didn't need to

eat. Did he eat for the fun of it'! Just for the pleasure in it? Did not
Adam

the food have something to do with his maintenance of life. Suppose t

were to say, "Now 11m not going to eat. I am going to sit here and not

eat any more." Well, he was immortal. Would he have just lived anyway?

It seems to me that what God created was not something up here on the

wall that is absolutely stationary that never changes and that has nome

thing in it that you could call immortal life. But what God created was

a living moving constitution with all its functions working and these

functions were given a situation in which they would cntinue working

forever un3e ss something was done to disturb that situation and then he

specifically stresses the fact that the tree of life is put there and

he has told him to eat of all of the trees, why mention it unless it was

there as one of the means, it was provided to give him.that continuous

life. We don't know, but it just impresses me as a very probable infer

ence. (question 10 1/2) There were none in the garden. No, God created

him such that he would not die as song as he followed the things God told
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him to do and one thing God told him to do was to eat of all the trees.

Now as long as man was an innocent creature, not a simple creatur it
veins

would not occur to him to cut his and try to kill himself. That

could not happen until sin came in. (question 11 1/k) Had man been a

sinner, he could have died. (laughter) That comes back to the old ques

tion could Christ sin or couldn't he? Theologians have argued and de

batedf or months and years. Could Christ sin or couldn't he? 11 3/k

say that it was impossible for Christ to sin or that it was possible

for Christ not bo sin, which is it? That is to say if Christ simply was

12 he couldn't sin anyway, then what is there about a wonderful

life of Christ as an exam1e for us. He couldn't sin. He couldn't have

the possibility of sinning. There is that wonderful story of the tern

pt1on. Satan tempted Christ and Christ showed himself to be the Savi

our of the world, and ruler of the universe by resisting this temptation'

12 1/k the will of Christ. If he couldn't sin anyway, what is

the temptation? It doesn't mean anything. There is nothng to it. In

other words when you get into the internal character of what might exist,

or the possibilities of the divine creation, there are a million things

we don't know, 12 1/2 we do, and there are all sorts of things that

might have happened here where God might have made up all to walk on our

heads Instead of on our feet (laughter) and in the 12 3/k he could

have made the creation quite different. (laughter) God might have done

things a thousand different ways than he did, but this is the way he did

it and he made the tree of life and he put it in the midst of the garden,

he said that you may eat of all the trees of the garden except the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil. Well then, that it seems to me definitely
if

excludes the idea that/man had happened to stumble on to that tree and eat

.it after God had explicitly said that he could eat of it, well, that would

have caused a terrible result, that would effect the whole universe. And it

suggests the promise given to us, suggests the 13 although it does not
whjhc is definitely

prove it that this is something/%$ God's 13 l/'I. (questi
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1!l suggests then that n the garden of Eden there was death already,

only that man was the only dreature who could not die and if that is the

case, that would then suggest that there woudi be some one particular

thing that God gave man that was different thah the others for in taking

him out of the garden and removing from him that particular thing that

previously had given him this immortal life. (end of record)
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After he slimed God did not want him to eat of the tree of life and there

is no inference here either that he did or did not eat of it before, but

the clear teaching before is that there is no objection to eating of the

tree of life. It was perfectly all right for him to eat before and I

think that there is a suggestion that it was God's desire that he eat of

it before though I don't think that it can be proved. (question 3/k)

I don't know right or not. But I say, if it is right then it

fits in with the idea that the only immortal thing in the garden of Eden

was man and if that was so, it would fit with the idea that it was some

specific thing that made him immortal for once he was removed fuom there

he didn't have that. Now, I don't know. I don't know whether there was

the death of plants and animals, etc. or not. I just don't know, but this

we do know. That there was in the Garden of Eden, there was no killing

of animals. That we know. There was killing of plants in the sense that

they eat fruit, but there was no killing of animals. (question 1 1/2)

I think I did say that, but I shouldn't have. The Scripture does not

say and therefore we do not know and my inclination was to suggest that

there was not and when Mr. Watson said except a grain of wheat fall to
the principle

the ground and die, my immediate inclination is to say that was

applied only after the fall. But then, I realized before I said that, I

realized that it was said in the original creation for these to multiply

after their kind and therefore it would seem reasonable to think that

the falling into the ground and growing up was something that was some

thing that was a current event. But again the question can be raised:
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Is that really dying when the seed falls into the ground? If it dies, it

doesn't produce anything, so that you are getting here into a big wide

field that I'm afraid we haven't better spend much more time upon. (ques

tion2 1/2) Lewis gets around this very very nicely in his book"Out of

the 2 3/k which describes man going from this earth to another earth

in which there has been no sin and in that earth he has death there, but
not

not as an a 3 as something that comes in a hostile way, but some

thing that simply after the end of the proper' span of life th re is an

end brought to the organism. Simply something that is not at all un

natural, but a natural end to the normal span of life. I don't think it

is ]jOO satisfactory way of getting out of it, but I think it is a pro

blem which we canot altogether solve. Simply because we don't know all

the factors. We simply don't know them like a man who is color blind and

you say to this man, green and yellow and red etc." and the man says,

"What are you talking about?" "Well don't you know the difference betwenn

yellow and red? "No, I don't, tell me what they are." Well, how would

you tell him? How would you describe to a man who Is color blind? It

is absolutely Impossibile. There is nothing you can say that will explain

what red, yellow and gree are atnce a person has never seen them. It is

absolutely no possibIly and there are thousands of factors in God's unth

verse and in God's creation that are being outside our experience and

there is just no way of telling us about them and we have here a situation

in which there are thousands and thousands of factors which are absolutely

unknown to us. We have a few outstanding factors brought out in order

to tell us those things that are ment for us to know and we can infer a

certain distance beyond that but when we get very far, we find ourselves

getting into the place where we have to say, 'I just don't know." Now,

I will have to immedlatly turn to the assignment for next time and don't

forget to give me your papers for today before you go and don't forget

to state 2 things on the paper. One is did you put in 2 hrs. of prepa-
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htdid
ration for today and if not how much, and the second is /$ˆ$IØ/you

do in this time? Remember that was the assignment that we gave you for

today for you to put two hours on what you thought would be most helpful
I'm glad

in connection with this particular phase of the work. )4( someone

suggested that we have that kind of an assignment because it really is

a much more fruitful assignment than simply to lay down specific things

that have to be done. When you get out of Seminary no one is going to

lay down specific things for you to do, so if you don't figure out for

yourself how to study and move forwardin different lines, you will never

make much progress actually so l think this sort of a suggestion someone

made is an excellent one and I will be much interested in looking over

your papers. But for tomorrow, I am going to give you a psecific as

signment. The assignment for tomorrow has three parts to it. The first

is what does the NT. say or what references does it make to the serpent

in the garden of Eden? What new Testametn references re there to the

serpent, some illusions, some reference or direct statement about the

serpent in the garden of Eden. That is the first question. The second

is what NT references or statements are there about Adam, that is other

than the mere statement that Jesus Christ, the son of David, I mean not

a geneology, but anything the NT says about Adam. That is the second

question. The third question is anything in addition to these that the

NT says about the fall of man. Now it may be that in two hours you won't

have time ot do the third. It is very hard to judge. 1 4f i4iagine

that you can do all in two hours, but if you don't you can only get the

first two done in two hos, then we will take the others later. So that

is the es1gnment for tomorrow and don't forget to give me your papers,

(end of class)

6 3.4 ---I think that before we go on with the discussion, I would like

to get your opnion on the matter and so could you take a piece of paer

and put your name on it. This is not a quiz in the sense of finding out

what you know. It is just a little examination of what you think, particu1ar1
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what your reasons are of what you think. Now we noticed yesterday that

in Ge. 2,3, where we read about the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,

we notice that it is possible as many commentators think it is, that this

is a tree by which the knowledge of good and evil would be make known.

The tree which will show whether Adam chooses good or evil and in that

case there is nothing in the tree itself, nothing in the fruit which

produces a change in the person that eats of it. That is a veiw of inter

pretatin which I know of no evidence to prove that to be an aimpossible

interpretation, but now suppose that that is not the case. Suppose that

the tree actually does do something to a person by eating thereof. Not

just. bhat you obey God or not, but actually there is an effect upon the

person who eats it. What is that effect? Does it teach him how to rob

banks? Does it teach him how to do all kinds of wicked things, how to

forge checks? Does it teach him how to do all kinds of good things, how

to %% improve people's moral character, how to lift up their spiritual

lives? What does it give him, what does it do for him? Try to explain

it in language that will be clear.(laughter) Try to explain it in lan

guage that will be clear, so that we can't' misinterpret your words. Any

English word is capable of two or three interpretations. Any word that
explain it with

you use in expalanation,try to use another word. Try to make it exactly

what you mean. Take about three ninutes on that and explain exactly what

you think it does ---if you don't think it does then simply state that

you think that it just is a test of the man to be, and if you don'.t think
are to , (much laughter)

if actually did anything, but if you Ø$ think that it does/something --

give any evidence that you know of, but the main thing is the exact idea,
were that .

what would it be if it %' fact.---------------------How did Adam and Eve know

what it would mean that in the day that they ate of the tree of knowledge

and good and evil they would surely die? How would they know what die

meant there? (quest1onlO) We could ask two or three thousand questions

on this of which there would be about 5 ot 6 that we would be able to

give the answers to,-that is to say there are amny, many things that we
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don't know and I think it is vital to recognize what does the Bible tell

us. That we know. That is true. That we can count on. Those things

that the Bible does not tell us, we are free to guess upon, but we should

label out guess as a guess. Now the first one, how did they know what it

meant to die? Well there are two.possibilties. One that he had explained

to them what it meant. We are not told everything that God said to them.
bit

We have no reason to think $4 what he might have said a. great deal to

thmm. It isn't here. He might have explained to them just what that

meanst, on the other hand, it is altogether possible that He hadn't ex

plained it to them at all and they knew from the nature of the a.tatment

that i was something terrible, something terrible to happen if you do this.

You wIll not do this, God says. He commands them, do not do this lest

you die, for in the day that you eat thereof you shall surely die. well

it is something terrible. Maybe it is best not to try to experience it

and find out. If it is something terrible then let's keep away from it.

You tell a child, don't put his finger on the stove, you will burn it.

Well, the child doesn't know what it means to burn, he may get. his curi

osity aroun.se and say well let's'-find out. Let us see what it means and

on the other hand he can infer from her general attitdde perhaps thatit

is something that is terrible. And of course the thirdf way he may tell

if he may have gotten his finger 'a little hot sometihfii or something but

didn't really burn it and he can guess from that how much hurt the thing

would be. There may be something that would give an illustration, some

thing of the life in the garden o± something that God could use to give

an illustration of what would happen. They just know that it is some

thing terrible. (question)l2 1/k There is a, I think, a very good con

jecture made that tliereie'a possibility that the tree of life being

placed in the'midst , in this conspicubus way in the midst of the garden

and man is told he could eat of every tree except the ne, that it was

one that had a very special part in giving him that which would cause his
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system to continue rebuilding 13 so that permanently.

(question) Well, why wouldn't it? Well, without sin there is no death

because God provides the mean for life. There is nothing that in itself

can continue permanently. .gerything that we have comes from God, and

if we fail to take advantage of God's blessing then we die. You might

say here, the man, hero is a man who is born again into the kingdom of

God, ;Well you got eternal life. You are born into God's kingdom. Yu

are all right now. Wll all he has to fcl.o is to sit back add accept

eternal life and forget about it. No, God gives you this thing through

the word and tells you to feed on it. He gives you prayer, He gives you

Bible study. He gives you communion with himself. You need all these

things to grow. Without them, you will not grwo. But, if you are truly

born again, you will take advantage of them, you will use it for there

is a means whereby you get it. There is no such thing as eternal life,

which is a gift independantly apart from the means which God has given

you 14 1/3 but if you have eternal life you will use these,

and doubtless Adam wasn't such that he could simply not eat, not do any

thing. However, he had to use the things tkt God had given him. Well,

now maybe the tree of life was the means that gave that extra result for

certainly there was 14 1/2 necessary. Certainly Adam wasn't just

a kind of phantom. He was a physical being. Everytime he touched his

arm, there was 14 3/8 and everytime he would breath in and breath

out, there was a (end of record is not too plain)
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It's easy to think of something of the quality existing by itself, to

imagine, there is a quality of eternal life. You have got that quality,

that Is all there is to it. I don't know of any Biblical evidence that

any such thing existed then. You might say, "We don't like to have

chickens running around the backyard making noise and cackling, disturbing

the ground, and tearing up our rose bushes and everything. All we want

is the quality of producing eggs. Lot's just have the egg-producing
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4X.t quality without the chicken. Well, you can't do it. The egg

producing quality .s an attribute of the chicken, not something that

exists of itself. And I think the same thing is true of eternal life

and a good many things. They are attributes. The old psychology of

forty years used to teach that man has three faculties, will and thought

and emotion, and the language they used sounded as if they were three

distinct things, like a bushel of potatoes or something. A man had this,

and there was quite a revolution in psychology when they recognized what

is after all a thoroughly obvious fact, that man does not have will, or

mind, or emotion, but man wills, man feels, and thinks; they are activiti

they are not things, and the same is true of eternal life: itis an

activity, a possibility of continuing without being destroyed, and there

must be means which God provides whereby that could carry on. Now

whether the tree of life was that or not is purely conjectural; we do not

know, but it is as good as any other I know. (question: It is necessary

to believe by the doctrine of verbal inspiration that there were literal

trees?) The doctrine of verbal inspiration means that these words are

free from error. Now the word "tree" can be used in a figurative sense,
maybe

undoubtedly. Maybe instead. of trees/there were vines, but I think that
C

unlikely. I think it mush more likely, they were actual, literal trees.

It would seem to me there is nothing in the passage to suggest they

are figurative. Now aperson has the right to suggest the possibility

of intrpreting another way, but we examined to see if there is evidence

requiring such a thing, and I should think it extremely unlikely that

there was any reason to think 4f these as other--now if you grow every

tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food, now those certainly

are gigures that apply excellently to literal trees, much better than to

.nything else, I would think. That is, I say you have a perfect right to

suggest the possibility of taking anything in the Bible figuratively; you

have no right to suggest taking most of any one chapter figuratively. It
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has figures scattered through It, like any work that ever was written,

and any one 41$ element, you can say, "Now maybe this is figurative," but

you can't go on and say, "This is figurative, that is figurative, that is

figurative, the whole thing is figurative." That reduces it to nonsense.

And you have to have some evidence or reason for thinking it is. It is

like when Galileo first looked at the sky through his telescope, and

Galileo said, "The moon has mountains, and there are valleys in between

the mountains." And,people said, "That is perfectly absurd. How can the

moon have mountains. The moon is perfectly flat." And he said,tI looked

in the telescope. You can see that there are mountains." And somebody

said, "Oh yes, that's just the way it looks through the telescope. Actual]i

In-between those mountains, where it looks to you like a valley, there is

doubtless some crystalline substance in there that is invisible, but it fi

up all that space so it is perfectly flat." And Galileo said, "If you

want to suggest that, then I'll say there is a similar crystalline substance

over the mountains that makes them ten times as large as they are, so

there actually are mountains there." In other words, when you start in

assuming something, suggesting a possiblity, you have a peifect right to

do it, but only to a certain extent. When you go beyond that, you reduce

it to nonsense. Now in this case, if there is any evidence for.assuming

these trees were something else, all right, but in the nature of the

passage, I think it would require a good deal of evidence. (2uestion)

C. S. Lewis may or may not believe them to be fact, I don't know, but

that would not affect the matter. I certainly have never meant to suggest

that C. S. Lewis was an inspired interpretor of the word. In fact $f

it is altogether possible that he may be absolutely incorrect in a great

many things, but C. S. Lewis has taken certain of the'Biblical concepts

and has expressed them in a very cidar way. And in so far as he has done

that, I think it is very useful, but I would say that he, as any human

writer, should be read with great care , that one does not take over/

incorrect or erroneous ideas from him. Now when most people use the word
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'xnythology" they mean something that didn't actually happen; it is just

an illustration. Now there may be illustrations in the Bible that didn't

actually happen, there are terrible 5 1/14 ; some 'of them may be

illustrations, not things that actually happened. But to say that these

stories in the beginning of Genesis didn't actually happen is going

contrary to the whole teaching of Scripture, and I wouldn't be at all

sure that 0. 5. Lewis would 5 1/2 that; he might call it "true mythology"

and meansomething entirely different. I think what it is is a true

accoutt of the history of the world. (Question: C.S. Lewis in"Perelandra1'

didn't attempt to make a real interpretation of the temptation in the

Garden of Eden; as it is there he approaches it n a different way. The

devil there Evehe tried to make her think it was good not to do

what God had told here, whe was doing a good thing There was a different

approach entirely.) Why a different approabh? Isn't that exactly what

Satan does here? Satan trios to make woman think it would be a good thing

to eat of this fruit ....(Question: It would be a .good thing for her, but
in

I mean a good thing ;YzI/God's eyes; she was actually doing God a favor.)

Well, I don't know. But at any rate, there is in conncoction with the

book "Perelandra" an interesting thing that in that he makes the temptation.

he's not telling the Bible story. .he's assuming a .new situation on another

planet, and on that he makes the temptation doing something which doesn't
like

sound the least bit/what was .done here, but it was something which would

be good, and something which at the end of the book they are given a perfect

right to do, but something which is simply given as a simple test of

whether they will be obedient and trust God. And that is of course that

those take who say, "This is merely a sign of whether Eve will be obedient.7

There was nothing per/ se in it which made any difference." That it is

evidently the Lewis derives from this, though he uses an entirely different

story. But in this matter here of the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil, we notice that there i$ nothing in the accoutn which would prove
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that it is actually something that had an effect. It is altogether

ps sible that this is merely something to prove whtehr they will be

obedient of not, and many Co mentators interpret it that way. And that is

the most important thing about it in any case: the vital thing is, did

they obey God or not? They did they trust God or not? When God said,

"This is the thing to do" did they have confidence in what God said was

right, and that God truly loved them and it was best for Hm and best for
trto

them and best for all concerned, or did they proceed to/their imagination
a

to reconstruct the universe in % way contrary to what God has done,

which they thought would be better, under Stan's leading. That is the

vital thing, it's the primary thing, it's the Importatn thtig in the

passage, and whether there is any actual effect produced by eating of the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil or not, is something which is

quite beside the point as far as the important aspect of passage is con

cerned. And therefore the Lord has not made clear to us whether the

eating of the tree does anything or not, and I don't know whether it did

or not, but my inclination is to think that it did, but that is purely

a guess. (Question; I would say that regardless of what interpretation

you had on the frutt itself having an effect, the main effect would be

the effect of sin, the effect of disobedience, although ....) That's

right, that is the viati thing. The sin, the disobedience to God, the

lack of trust in God, the failure to follow. God's 'word. When God says

this is the thing you are to do, the descision, after all, there is a

better way to do it than what God says, that is the sin and that is

what causes the misery and brings the result; death didn't come from

eating the fruit in any case; death came because of God's punishment

upon them for having disobeyed Him. And so it doesn't affect the main

important matter here, whether the fruit had any effect on them or not,

and I personally think it did have an effect, but that is

purely a guess on my part, and it is just as possible to interpret it
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or
that it didn't have an effect, y% I woUld rather say, "It doesn't tell

us whether it had an effect or not." And if your opinion is that it didn't

have an effect, you have a perfect right to that opinion, but you have

no right to say somebody else has got to take that as a conclusion, because

it doesn't say it didn't have an effect. It doesn't say it did, it doesn't

say it didn't, therefore we don't know. (question) Well who said it

was good for proof? (EVe saw the tree was good for fruit... to make one

wise...) Well, how did Eve see these things? She saw them because

Satan told here that. And, I mean, it may have been, but I wouldn't be

too sure. It says, "That's what Eve saw." That was Eve's opinion.

It may not have had any effect at all. On the other hadn, it may have had.

You can take person today, you ban give him good food, you can give

him all he needs, all kinds of food you can want, and you can just take

one little tiny substance, so little of it that the amount of it you'd

eat every day could easily be put on the top of a needle, perhaps on the

top of a pin point, and just see to it th.t that particular tiny amount

of substance doesn't get to them, you can give them everything else they

want, all they want, and they'll get terrible diseases and die. There

are little tiny things which are various foods which are good foods, but

without these little tiny things you just can't live. Well nobody

dreamed until the 1st ten years, and whether this might have something

in it that might have a certain effect we can't tell. It's not necessary,
(2 trees)

11 1/2 think it is. (Question) Yes. You can't get away from the

fact that in ch. 3:22 God says, "if they take of the Tree of Life there

is going to be an effect from .t that I don't want them to hav," which

means an affect that is in the tree. And so if that has an effect in the

tree, it suggests that it's possible that this does too. But it doesn't

prove it. Incidentally, I'd like to mehtion that I just looked down

here and noticed this. It says, "How to open a Bible." Jvidentally

somebody bought a new bible. (Direcionsread.)"This operation can be

-: repeated once or twice." Now, how many time o you repeat this operation

- --- ----- :- -
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every time you open your Bible? How many here do this every time you

open your Bible? Somebody? Well it says here "How to open a Bible".

Do you mean that you don't open it that way? (laughter) Yes. It doesn't

put in the word, "new". It says, "How to open a Bible". It means, how

to open a new Bible, or, how to open a Bible the first time. But the
the words

word "new" or/"the first time" is not in there. On the $ other $ØØ
"HOW to open

hand, 7the word, "every time" isn't in there. /fy5j the 'Bible every time,"

that isn't in there either. And therefore you have to tell from context

which way to take this thing, "How to open a Bible." And you can well
who had

imagine if somebody who didn't know anything about Bibles tJ{ZØ just

become a Christian and understood this was a wonderful book., if this was

put in his hands, he would say, 'Well, every time I open the Bible I have
(laughter)

to do this."! I think it's a good illustration of the fact that we mustn't

read into something words that are not .....(end of record)
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That are not expressed.
And that's true in any language, in anything, in any statement. But

when we come to the Bible, we have a tendency to read a statement, and

immediately read into it all kinds of things that aren't expressed there.

And we have no right to do that any more tha%n we have with this here.

You have to look % at the context and see what the implications are

that are not there expressed. But the implications that you draw from

the context, you have 7f drawn, they are not expressed there, and therefore

recognize that you may be mistaken in your interpretation. Now if this

treed had a definite effect simply by the eating, not the matter of simply

obeying God or disobeying God, but simply by your eating of it..maybe

some of you have heard that poem of Service's in which he begins..(blank .

He head about the man who was in the battle.and carried a pocket Bible,

and a bullet came and it struck him, and it didn't go through the Bible,

it stopped it three-fourths of the way through, it its force,

and theman's life was saved, and what a wonderful thing it was, and he

thought maybe he ought to carry aBble, but he didn't get around to do
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it, but then some time %$ went on, and he was in a battle and somebody

shot,$$ and the shot him over his heart and Ø it didn't go through,

and his life was saved. And he said, he didn't have anybody Bible but

he had a pack of cards and it worked just as well. (laughter) The(fall ?)

of course was lessened in order to try to destroy people's faith in the

Bible, but I think actually it should have the effect of destroying rather

a misconception. The New Testament says th.t God causes rain to fall upon

the just and the unjust, and God does in His universe..He has established

it in such a way that certazlri things happen in accordance with natural law

regardless of your relation to Him or your general situation. The universe

just is that way. You see people who are wicked who are getting along pros-

perously, and you see righteous people who seem to havd every

kind of misfortune and every kind of 'j trouble, and you say, "What's the

matter? Thes person reads the Bible every day and yet he has all this

trouble." Well at first when you get into it you find that there are

reasons why the righteous suffer, and there are reasons why the wicked,

some of them, I mean, have a temporary success. There are reasons for

these things, but there are these forces, and here is a godly man, and he

goes out into the ministry and he works hard and he accomplished nothing,

and here is another man, and he goes out into the ministry and he is not

half as good as this other one, and he accomplishes a great deal. And you

say, "What's the matter, this is a much more godly fellow than. this one,

much more consecrated fellow than this one. Yes, he is. But iiis fellow

bothered to try to learn to spak in a decent fashion that people would

enjoy hearing, and the other fellow just took it for granted that he could

speak well enough, and people didn't like to hear him speak, and they

drifted away and didn't dome to hear him. And he said, "Why on earth
me

doesn't the Lord give $%v( more success with all thy prayer and all my

devotion I'm not having any success," and the Lord wants him to give a

little thought to material things and to learn how to speak in a way that

will get across. The Lord has made our world in that way. There are
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material forces and He wants the Christian to study these forces, to use

them for His glory. Well there is no reason why it must not be that God

put something in this fruit here of the Tree of Knowledge of Godd and

Evil., He put something in this that would have an effect upon a man.

It might very well be. My personal guess is that it is, that He did.
that He

One cannot say for sure that He did for sure; it may be/didn't. But my

personal guess is some of the phrases sound to me a little bit as if He did,

but if He did, what was it that He put into it? What would the effect be?

Well, If the Tree of Knowledge of Godd and if eating the fruit had

an effect, then the effect of the fruit was to give him a knowledge of

good and evil, wasn't it? What is the knowledge of good and evil? Is it

the knowledge of how to break banks, the knowledge of how to torture people?

Is it the knowledge of how to do wicked things? Is it the knowledge of how

to good things? Is it the knowledge of how to read the Bible? Is it the

knowledge of how to lead a prayer meeting? Is it the knowledge of good

things/? Well, it's the knowledge of good and evil. Is it the desire for

evil? Well, if it is, it's equally the desire for good, isn't it? What is

it? What do you mean by this knowledge of good and evil? Mr. A, what

do you suggest? ( I suggest that it opened man's eyes to the possibilities

for evil which he had not heretofore known, that he now recognized the

force of evil in the world, and the fact t1 he could allign himself with

it.) Now would that be a better interpretation if it simply said,

'Tree of the Knowledge of Evil"? I mean, did it equally equally

increase his knowledge of good tlthgs, the knowledge of good and evil.

(His was possibly a more passive obedience when he didn't know evil,

and when he realized the conflict between good and evil then he realized

....allign himself with one side ....) So from that viewpoint then, it

would make the temptation greater to do evil because he would know more

about evil, but he'd also know more about good. So you would think the

two would kind of balance, wouldn't you? (Question) He would know they

existed, but knowing they existed wouldn't certainly be making a choice
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between them, would it? Adam made his choice before he knew it. (Now he

experiencial knowledge of good and evil) It's very hard how that would

come fr eating fruit, that sort of thing, isn't it? You would think

that could very well come from making the wrong ch±e, but from eating

fruit it's rather hard to see how it uld do that, and also, if it's

knowledge of good as well as knowledge of evil it's rather hard to see

why it would be a bad thing to do, isn't it? ('uestion: I'm just wondering

if it didn't give him a knowledge of good as contrasted to the knowledge

of evil, whereas before he didn't have anything to dontrast the good with,

all that he knew was what God had told him; now by whatever physical

change, the distortion of his mind, $j he experimentally experienced

evi$l, and now he could contrast the evil which he had experienced with

the good he had experienced before.) (Mr. Eck: How could he be as God,

then? God never experienced evil?) Mr. E. says, "How could that make

him like God, "like one of us, knowing good and evil"? (Student) Well,

of course if they knew to discern between good and evil, if they really

knew that, you would think they would be much more apt to do good than

as if they didn't know it, wouldn't you? That would be a step in the

direction of good rather than of evil, wouldn't it? The person who

understands the difference and sees the terrible consequence of evil,

he's much less apt to do the evil than the person who doesn't. (Student:

Where did you get that idea from?) (laughter) Dr. M: Verygood. (laughter.)

(Student: Paul says he knew what was good, but what he would do, he

still did not.) (Student:.... perversion of the will). The will, yes,

rather than the knowledge. The perversion of the will when they accepted

SAtan's statement that God was wrong, that they'd better off with eatkng

this fruit, instead of worse f$ off. (Student) No, every sin makes it

easier to sin more, certainly, but would the eating of the fruit, aside

from the fact that God had forbidden that, would t1 make it easier to sin?

(Student: Not a physical effect, but maybe a distortion of the will so

that he was like God in that he could sin or not sin, that he had free will

inthat Bense.) Oh; but most theologians believe that man's will was
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comparitively free before the fall, but after he ate the fruit . his will

was bound, that now he was tied to sin; his will was less free,
\
rather

than more, so how would he now become"like one of us,"then? (Student:

...progressive perversion of the will.) Yes, but how would that relate

to the fruit? That would be apart from the fruit, wouldn't it? It wouldn't

relate to the fruit. (Question)But why would that be called the knowledge

of good and evil then? If it were called "the knowledge of evil," that

might be right. (Student: I think he had a greater comprehension of good,

and also a comprehension of evil by his partaking of the fruit, gXX in

that itself there was penalty one way or another, it was the disobedience..)

That's right, but your opinion is that the fruit didn't have any effect

upon him? (That's right.) (Student 2: It did have an effect, whatever it

was, because before, it says, they were naked and they didn't know it,

and afterwards they knew they were, and they knew there was something

wrong about it . ...comprehension ....something came in that allowed him

to make judgments between the two ....) You mean, in other words, they

might do all kinds of things before the fall that we would call

sin, but they verei't sins because they didn't know any better? (They

got in a postion where they could make a judgment, they could look ahead

and see the consequences of their actions, and judge between what was

good and wia was evil in that sense.) In other words, the fall was a fall

upward, they now learned the difference between what is right and what

is wrong, and they were going forward. That's the evolutionary %1J'

theory. (laughter) (Student) Yes, but would that fit with this phrase,

"knowledge of good and evil"? Wall now, we could go on indefinitely; I

think we had better move on a little further. (Student: ..."like god"

an appeal to pride...the power of choice now...) But theologians all teach

the opposite; they say now they didn't have the power of choice; before

they had the power of choice, and they chose evil, and now their will is

bound to evil. (Student) (end of record)
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/Stilll having a survey of the second c1ter of Genesis. Arid we were

/noticing in this chapter something of the problem involoved in the question

/
'What is meant by this Tree of the Knowledge of Godd and Evil?" We saw

/ that as far as the facts of the Scripture are concerned, it is proven

that knowledge of good and evil have something to do with this tree, but

it is not stated whether that knowledge is something which is related

to the tree simply because the tree is the instrument selected for that

purpose without there being any specific material relationship between

the tree and it, or whether there isactually a direct physical relation

ship/ between eating of this tree and %/y( securing the knowledge of

good and evil. In 4 the first case, of course, the tree is simply the

instrument God uses to make the test. In the second case, there is not

only the instrument which he uses to make the test; He puts in the tree

in the fruit of the tree something that wilil have a definite effect on many

when eaten; it's not merely that man disobeys God, but that certati effects

flow from this XXX disobedience, and there we found a real problem: 1hat

are the effects which flow from his disobedience? Is it that it increases his

knowledge of good and evil? That doesn't seem to fit the circumstances.

Is t that it Increases his discernment between good and evil? Well that

surely woudi be a good thing. It would be a very strange thing to forbid

man to increase his discernment between good and evil. It would 5a very

strange reason inded for driving him out of the garden, if that/what

he secured. If it had been simply the knowledge of evil, the Tree of the

Knowledge of Evil, but it's not. The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and

Evil is just as much the Tree of the Knowledge of Good as much as it is

the Tree of the Knowledge of Evil. And so we find many commentators who

try to give an explanation of how eating this fruit gives man a knowledge

of good and evil, and this knowledge of good and evi which it gives to him

is something which makes him like God, and yet it is something vhicbmakes

it desirable that God drive 0 him out of the garden because he has it,

and there are many attempts made, and I think some of them %// sound very
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/possible

when yo/u read them, though when you examine into them you begin

to wonder. And personally I think that the only way to find a satisfactory

p

t

answer to the problem is to look at the Hebrew words g involoved and to

see what these Hebrew words mean. The Tree of the K'owledge of Good and

Evil. The Hebrew words are 0 and T)-1 . What do the Hebrew words

TOV AND RAH mean? What do the English words,"good" and "evil" mean? If

I recall correctly, I %)(qI/ think Job once spoke of a loss which had come

to him, great misery which had come upon him, possesions of// his were

destroyed, and he said, "Shall we receive good of the Lord and not receive

evil at His $ˆ hand?" Well, can you receive evil at the hand of the Lord?

Is the Lord an evil one who will do what is evil? What would Job jzf{

means when he said this? Is it perhaps possible that our English word

"evil" has undergone a change in the course of the centuries, so that

today our Endlish word "evil" is specialized onto a certain specific

meaning which was not in the mind necessarily, perhaps, of the K.J.

translators when they rendered it? Ad consequently that "evils' j

Old English would have a meanign which would correspond more closely

to the Hebrew word/ than our present word "evil" does, and that our

present word "evil" sometimes would still be used in the Old English

sense, but quite generally it is used in a different sense altogether

today. What does evil mean today? Why it means "wicked", doesn't it?

It means that which is morally wrong. If you say that a person hd a

great knowledge of evil, you mean that he knows things that he oughtn't

to know. You mean he know things that are morally degrading. You

mean things that are criminal, that are harmful to others, and degrading

for himself. Is that what the Hebrew word RAH means? Or is it even what

the word evil meant in Old English. Well the way to find that out of c-'urse

would to be to take the word "evil" and trace it through Shakespeare and

other early English writings, or even to trace it through the A.V. of the

Bthble. Or better still to take the word RAH and trace it through. Now

of the word TOY, which corresponds to" good,'when we think of"good our

"2!d"good" is already ambiguous. Here is a good man. What do youmean by
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that? You mean he's a man who obeyd the Ten Commandments. You mean
what is

You mean hats a man who does/AU/

morally right. But then you say, you should& merely be good; you should

be good for something. And what do you mean by good now? You are good

for something? Yes, utility. You say that ice cream is good. You mean

the ice cream is morally upright and keeps the Ten Commandments? (luaghter)

The word "good", while it is used in a moral sense, is used much more in

a. physical sense, in a sanse of that which has utility, in a sense of that

which is efficient; that whIchs constructive; of that which can accom

plish something. Now our word, "baa' Is I think in English the exact

equivalent of our word "good". Here is a bad man; wellthat's an evil

man; that's y/ a wicked man. No, I guess' "bad" does have quite a bit
too.

of the moral connected with il doesn't it? (Student) Yes, 7
morally

very good. That indicates something which there is nothing/involved

in% it, . If we're referring it to a man we are not apt

to use the word "bad" in that sense. We're perhaps apt to use the word

"weak" or"Inefflclent" or something like, but of things we're apt to

use bad in that sense; we're not so apt to use "evil"; we're not apt

to say , "it's an evil 7 i/k " in modern Engllsh.7 Now just on

this word "wrath" I notice one interesting instance that comes to mind
ch. 24. a

is in the book of Jeremiah/ We find that there was/time when people

said that the people who remained in Jerusalem were good people, and the

people who had gone into captivity were bad people, and they said,there

fore that the people who had gone into captivity had deserved to go, and

the people o had stayed there, they were the upright people. And

Jeremiah said, "It's just the other way around." And so in Jeremiah 24

he didn't want to say something that immediately would make them angry;

he wanted to give it to them in a tone that would hold their attention

and get the point across first. And so he went out, we read, with two

baskets of figs. V. 2 "One basket had very TOV figs, very good figs, figs

that are first rate. The other basket had very RAH figs," the word which
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is translated "evil" in Genesis 2. But here it is translated "naughty",
(laughter)

'the other basket had very naughty figs which could not be eaten, they were

so bdd." Now you see how the word "naughty" has changed its meaning?

In Old English "naughty" means bad. "The gigs are naughty." That is,

they're not good figs, they don't taste good, they're naughty. Of course

we wouldn't translate it that way in modern English; they weren't

'naughty'tfigs in our usual sense in modern English. But it's this same

RAH that is applied to the figs here, and then it's translated "evil" in

the next verse: "The Lord said to Jeremiah, 'Whatdo you see?' And I

said, 'Figs, the good figs very good, and the evil very evil, that cannot
figs

be eaten, they are so t/ evil.' These/had gone against the Ten

Commandment, they're gone against the moral law; they are evil. Well,

you see that's not what it means at all. It means that they are not figs

that have utility, that can buildup, they are something that are not

suited for a constructive purpose; they are evil in the sense of being

bad, in the sense of tearing down; In the sense of destruction. And we

read of course in the Scripture, "The Lord sends good and shall He not

send evil?" And we don't mean by that , "Shall 1f5% the Lord send some

thing that is morally I// wrong," we mean, "Shall the Lord send some

thing that tears down, that is destructive." In that sense it would be

evil to tear down some tenement houses, it is destructive, but it would

be preparing the way or the building of a sky-scraper in their place.

It would be the destructive, the tearing-to-pieces, the doing-away-with,

but it would not be evil in any moral sense, it would depend on what

you were going to build there, if you were going to build a saloon there

in their place it would be evil. If you were going to build a Christian

church there it would be good, so that it would depend on your purpose,

the thing is physically destructive or constructive, but the

purpose is not necessarily morally good or morally bad. That's a different

question. Now this phrase, "TOy and RAH, tkaen together, "good and evil",

we find it used a good many different times in the Bible, the two words
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used together. W. find that pharaoh, in the latter part of Genesis, had

a dream, in ch. l. And he saw seven cows and then he saw seven other

cows, and the one group of cows that came up were well-favored and fat,

and the other were lean; and the "bad" cows here ate up the "good" cows.

And the "bad" cows here, they're spoken of with the smaewrds, the TOV

cows and the RAH cows, and they probably %1I weren't any worse disposi

tioned %{ than the fat cows were, but they $C$/ were cows which were

not fat, which were adapted to accomplishng, to building-up. They
this

were the good cows and the bad cows in %$ sense, and the same is used

of the ears of corn. W have the seven good ears and we have the seven

bad ears of corn, and we have the seven good cows and we have the seven

bad cows. We find over in Isaiah that $ the Lord said, "1 the Lord create

evil.." and the Westminiter Confession says, "God is not the author of

evil." Now is the Wstminstar Confession wrong at that point? Ware the

writers of it unfamiliar with the Book of Isaiah, or did they realize that

in Isaiah where he said, "I the Lord create evil," the Lord was not claiming

to be the author of evil in the moral sense. He was claiming to be the

one who can build up and the one who can tear down; the One who sends

into your life the things that are a joy to you , and $help you to go

forward and accomplish in succeeding and getting what you want, I% and

the things that tear into your life and seem to you to be calamities.

If your 're truly Chriss and the things come from Hm, you know they are

not real calamities to you; they are evil, they are destructive, but they

are from the Lord and they are for your good, because He makes all things

work together f'fSf for good to those that love the Lord. He is the author

of evil, he tears down the wicked. He destroys the pretensions of the

heart. He brings His opponants to nothing. He creates evil; but the

evil which is spoken of there is physical evil rather than moral evil.

Now that isn't to say that the word RAH may not be used with a moral

connotation. Naturally that which is destructive of the plans of God

is per se morally evil. That is to say, destructive to God's will is
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per se morally evil. But the root idea of these words, TOV and RAH

is an idea of building up or of tearing down, the idea of being efficient
it is

or the idea of not being effective;/not inherently a moral idea.
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is the common word for bad, and it may be used in a moral sense, but it is

most commonly used in a physical sense. Now that doesn't prove that

in this case where he says"the Tree of the Knowledge of Godd and Evil

It does not mean the knowledge of moral good and of moral wickedness;

it doesn't prove that that isn't what it means; but it does suggest

very strongly to my mind that the TOV nad RAH here

are used in their ususal Scriptural sense, rather in the specialized sense

of moral goodness and wickedness, for which other words would be more

common in the Scripture, and therefore it suggests- to me as a possiblity,
(it's

and a very reasonable possibility,! something on which I think anyone

would be very foolish to be dogmatic) that the tree of the knowledge of

Good and Evil was a tree which was place d there as the means by which
forward

God intended to give man a great step/in his effectiveness in accomplish

ment, to give him skil]s, to give him ability to build up and to )

tear down ability to do the things that he desired, where they were of

building up or of tearing down to make f' room for that which is to

built up. That it is, in other words, a word for going forward in increasing
practicle

of skill, in increasing of knowledge, and it would mean in th

case tht %1 it was God's will that man should go forward and should make

a great step forward in practicle knowledge , but that before he took this

step forward in practicle knowledge that he should prove himself ready to

take it, thtt he should stand the moral test, and therefore God forbids

him progress on this line as yet, until he is ready for it, and gives him

the command that from this particular tree here, which is a good tree and

a tree adapted to a good purpose, as tree which will make him wise, make

him more godlike in the sense that he is more effective, he can accomplish

more, he can do more, that this is not intended for him as yet. We often
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here it said nowadays by people wherhaps know nothing about Christianity,

that the great trouble with our civilization is that our technical
that

knowledge,/our ability to do things in the physical sphere has gone

ahead of our control in the moral sphere, and our knowledge of relationships

between people and how they work together, and that therefore that we

are getting into the position of a little child with a sharp razor blade in

his hand or with some strong machine which is a fine thing for one

who is developed enough%/$/ to know how to use it right, but the danger is

tI our civilization will us up to pieces because its moral fiber is not

up to the intellectual and material things which it has in its )1Ø/ hand.

Now if this be the correct interpretation of this, it would mean,of course

then, tht God placed this tree here and placed it for a good purpose, and

that after man attod thd test, and after man proved that he desii1 to

trust God and to do 1 what God's will was, whether it appeared reasonable

to him or not, that he wouldn't say, "This is the one thing God doesn't

want me to have. God must be mean to me and withholding it. I'll

reach out and take it." But that he would rejoice in the good' things

God had given him; but then after a man had stood the test, God would

have said, "Now you're reads for it, now eat %%/ of the Tree of the

Knowledge of Good and Evil, now take this step forward in your material

effectiveness now that you're ready for it." But man then, according to

this interpretation, when he takes of this he steps forward in a material

way, and at the same time he steps backward in a moral way by virtue of

breaking God's command, and he falls because he has disobeyed wha God

has slad, he has refused to trust God, he has put Satan's word ahead of

God's word, and his Ø own desire ahead of God's desires, and the result
is

is that then after he has done that, he f' now in htis morally bad condition
a power which

and he has the possession/4$% is dangerous, particularly for one in that

situation, and therefore the Lord says in ch. 3, v.22 , "Behold, the man

is become as one of us, to know good and evil." That is, man has taken

a step forward in efficiency, in effectiveness, in ability to accomplish
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things. He has become more godlike in this purely physical aspect, and

therefore, being more effective, more J/ powerful, more wise, it

is quite natural then that he will think to put forth his hand and to do

the thing that will help to retain him in his power, and to make him able

to go forward in a life in defiance of God, and therefore God saysl he
of Eden

must go out of the garden/and not have access to that which he could

use with his newfound power in the attitude which he has assumed in defiance

of God. (Student): Why did they think they were naked after that?) Yes

the eyes of them both were opened and they knew that they were naked. They

now had secured a wisdom which was in itself morally good '$ or bad, but

an understanding which enabled them to accomplish things in various

directions and to see various possiblities and potentialites, and probably

then would leave them to see that which would never would have occurred

to, them in their innocent state, to see possiblities and potentialities

and to realize the need f of something to hide their wicked thoughts from

one another and from God. There is cert.inly nothing to suggest--I heard
natural

one speaker tell once how doubtless man and woman had a/covering and

that they sinned they lost this coring, and then they were naked. There

is nothing in the Scriptre to suggest that that I know of. He suggested

that it was a covering of life, a wonderful covering of life, and they

lt this covering. Now I don't say that this is impossible, but it

doesn't impress me that we have any reason to make such an assumption there.

I would think they were just as naked before as they were after, but

there was nothing wrong with their nakedness before. AFterward there were

two things: there was one, the moral change which came simply thDough

disobeying God, and there was also the physical change which would give them

the possiblity of recogiizing %$ potentiatities that perhaps they didn't

know. (Student:....splritual life....) Yes, but of course that's rather

hard to define exactly. It is a phrase--we say they had the spiritual
which

life before %$ˆ% they lost afterwards , but just what it is that they lost

is rather hard to define. They had a potentiality before: they were
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innocent. I don't think that man was so much righteous before as he

was innocent. He was in a state where he naturally trussed God, and God

gave him the opportunity to trust him fully and 'pf completely, and then

he followed Satan instead of GiL Now we often hear that said, "Man died."

God says in the day you eat thereof you sIll die. " Now does that

mean that there was a spiritual death immediately? Entirely possible.

But I would not want to be dogmatic on it, it does not so state$.

But this certainly is true, that in the day when they ate it sin entered

into the world and they began the long process of decay, which only

nine hundred years later or so resulted in complete physical dissolution.

(Student: that give them this knowledge?) No, I would not say that.

I would say that we do not know. I would say that the facts are that

the tree is connected with knowledge of good and evil, and if you interpret

that "good" and "evil" in a moral sense, I would think it is unrelated to

>1,i what they ate, that it is simply doing which God has forbidden and

that is all there is to it; that it is merely an indication, merely a

sign. But I would incline personally to think that it is a more probable

explanation, and I think it's very foolish to be dogmatic...9 i/

a more probable explanation that wL It means by the Tree of Knowledge of

Good and Evil is that actually, eating of this put certain vitamines or

certain chemicals into their bloodstream, into their system, which had

a definite effect, and that this definite effect would be an increase in

physical wisdom, a knowledge of building up and tearing down, rather tha,n

that it is an increase in fine perceptions of moral differences or

anything of that kind. Now to me there are the two possibilities, and I

wouldn't think that we certainly have any right to say that this one is

right and this one is wrong. I think there are the two possibilities,

but I personally do not see the third fi possibIlitr that eating of this
it

had an effect upon them, but that the effect which/had was an effect in

the moral sphere. I think the effect in the moral sphere came through the

disobedience to God, rather than through what they ate. (Studenft
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Well, to build up and to tear down, and to create any destructive thiag

would be folly, of course. But of course a destructive thing may be a

very good thing. Morally it is an excellent thing to clean away, take

away the trees and the roots and the weeds and everything and open up

the ground in order that you can grow things on it; it is destructive

but it is very good, when it is for the purpose of making the ground such

that you can produce food on it. When it is something to o out and

destroy the food that your naighbor is growing than the destruction is

morally evil. But whether it is morally good or evil depends on the

purpose of it, not whether the actual act is destructive or constructive.

(STudent) I would say, "They couldn't have sinned before they did sin, "

yes, but I would say this was their first chance to sin, they had no other

choice set before them; there was no other possibility before then of
might

doing something contrary to God's will. "Well," you say, "if they

were determined to find something they could commit suicide, they could

something that was definitely contrary to God's will, but such a thing

would never had occurred to them. But God put them in a position where

the whole area of choice before them was a very simple area. There

were no complex questions to think of, what is right and what is wrong.

It was a very simple question: "Shall we trust God, and obey Him, or not?"

And this very simple test was put before them, and they failed the very

simple test. (Student: ....something to give them more skill, why did

God say, "Thou shalt not eab"? )Does that mean never to eat? I do not

think so; I think it means, do not eat until and unless He gives another

command. He canI say, "Thou shalt not eat" today, and when they show by

a day or two days or a year or two or a thousand years or two %'1

whatever the time was that they resist the temptation and they do his will,

He could say, "You are ready for it; now you are ready to-step forward

in spiritual life and have a corresponding step forward in physical effect

iveness. Now come and have some of this fruit." I don't think God would

create somethirgwhich was per se bad. He created, of course, and that which
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He created was good. (Student: Do you think Satan might have a hand

in this?) In the creation, no. H can't create anything. .tan only

destroys, tears down. He never creates. He makes new combiˆ nations of

that which God has created. He puts things together in a new way, but

he never really creates. (Student) He created ph%ysically, but not morally,

and that's why I think He-epe e4-ths-ee&tei- 13 1/3 rather than..moral.

(Student) In connection with Mr. A. saying, "Thou% shalt not eat of this,

that means he could never eat," we don't know. He said, 'Thou/ shalt

not eat', and that certainly stood until He gives a contrary direction.

It stands for the sent moment, and it stands for the next moment, and

it continues standing until .... (end of record)
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" ....And if God said toraham, "Sacrifice your son to me," and that as

God's command to Abraham, and God was commanding him to do it, and either

you have there an early mythical story giving a bad idea, an incorrect

idea of God, and we know now that it was 1%)Z untrue and God never did

command sacrifice, or also you have a true story in the Bible that God

did command Abraham to sacrifice him, but that it was not God's intention

that this should go to the point of actual sacrifice, and God intended

to intervene as He did intervene and prevented it, that it was a test of

Abraham, calling upon him to start to move in that direction, and to

keep on moving in that direction, and God would see how far he would move,

and then if God intervened that was because that was God will that the

command stops at that point. And that, of course, would correspond, as

Mr. K. pointed out to the interpretation here: "Thou shalt not eat."

Does that mean, never Ø eat? Well, He could have said, "Through all

eternity never eat of it." But He didn't say it; He just said, "Thou shalt

not eat of it. (Studetn) The Hebrew usage there has a f$/ form which

we call the infinite absolute. And the infinite absolute you cannot

translate exactly because we have nothing corresponding to it in English.

y&/I// It would be just as accurate to translate, "In the day that thou
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shalt eat of it, to die thou shalt die." That is to say, that the

infinite absolute is the idea of the verb absolutely, that is, without

relationship of time, condition, anything else. It's just hte idea

5o when you say "die" there, it doesn't Vim mean a participle,

continuation, it $ means the idea of "die." And the ordinary use of

the infinit&ve absolute is to be put before the verb idea which it comes

from. "In the day that thou eatest of it thou shalt die." It is

as if you repeat the word, only you repeat it in the absolute > form,

which has no tense, no person, nothing, it's just the form. Now the

infinite absolute also is used in a different way, it follows the verb

form, and when that is done it usually means a continuous action, but

here it precedes it, it does not follow. So it is just stressing the

terrible thing about eating of it: "In the day that you eat of it

you will " Y°u see, it's stressing the idea, "die". (Student)

Why does it make matter evil for God to create that which will tear down

as well as that will build up, for H4m to create, for Him to create the

thin calf as well as the fat calf, the evil one as well as the good one?

How does that make it morally----It's just a physical difference. (Student)

Nt in our modern English sense. It would be RAH In the sense of the

Hebrew, and "evil" in the Old English sense, in which Job said, "Shall we

receive good of the Lord and not receive evil from Him?" He didnt' mean

moral evil, '( he meant physical evil. He meant, "The Lord gives me wonderful

things; praise God for it. Now the Lord sees that I'm better off without

so much of this, and He takes it away. Well., it's a good thing to give me

all this; lie gives me all these fine automobiles and all these lovely

things and I'm so busy running around the country with them I don't have

time for meditation and prayer as I should, and God sees it's a bad thing

for me, He takes it away, and He makes me loose a lot of money, or He %

has my leg broken or something. He puts me in a situation wher3 I have

time to meditate and think of the things I should have been able to think

of without His having to interfere, to force me X%i/ Into that situation.

It's morally good, what He's done. But it's physically evil." There is
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no moral evil in it, but there is physical evil in it. (Student) That's

right; and the mind having become perverted by sin, then you have the
which must continue.

situation developej Things are natural, you have to recognize the

unnatural condition. You might say, "It's perfectly silly to have to

put locks on things. Peope ought to be good enough not to steal something.

Therefore I'm going to leave my bicycle anywhere downtown and not put any

lock on it. It's perfectly silly." Well, it is silly, and in a good

world , in the world the way God made it, it would be ridiculous to think

of leaving anything like that, of fearing that anything would happen to it.

But in the world as it is we have to recognize the moral situation and

we have to act accordingly. And there are many things that in a perfectly

good world we ourselves could do, it would be perfectly all right. It

might be very fine for us to do. But in a world with evil around us and

within us we have to recognize potentialities, and we have to keep awawy

from it. There is many a minlsterj who decides to make his sermons more

effective he will go down into the wicked part of town and he will observe

what $happens and he may preach on it, and a man may do thtt. I know

one minister in PHIladelphia who used to do it. But when he did he

put on his clerical costume, and he took an alter with him. So that there

was no question in any one's mind but what he was there for and why he
in order

was there. Now there are ˆother ministers who will say they are going/to

observe then wickedness of life in order to preach better about it., and

actually they will very soon find that they are pandering to their own

lover nature, and they are placing themselves in situations where ideas

come into their heads that are bound to be morally harmful to them. And

in a wicked world our morals are so apt to become mixed, that there is

many and many thing that we must not do that would be perfectly all right

for a person to do % in the world before man sinned. (Student; How about

the potentialities of Adam before the fall. How do you account for that?

He was given the rule over the universe, he had dominion over the animals../
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How about when he lost control .... Hov do those two words before the

fall compare as used in Jeremiah? Do they have the same connotation in

relation ...nature...). That's right. God put evil in nature. He put

thorns and thistles in nature. But that was physical evil, not moral

evil. He put physical evil in nature for its effect on mankind. (Student)

We definitely believe that it was a fall upward; it was a fall downward.

We do not believe there was utility gained in the fall. Not at all. But

if the fruit had an effect upon man, then my ,é/ opinion is that it was

an effect in the physical sphere rather than in the moral sphere. Perhaps

it had no effect. Perhaps it is purely the matter of the test. NOw we

have looked at the raning of this. We have noticed the fact that this

tree is connected with the knowledge of good and evil. We Ø){ have noticed

that. We noticed the fact that God forbid man to eat of it. But there

is no limit given as to how long this command is to last. W have noted

%(,/ that there was no command not toeat of the tree of life, but quite

the contrary, it says, "Thou shalt eat of every tree in the garden." The

English translation says, "we may eat.' There is no word "may" In the Hebrew.

"Thou shalt eat is what it says. They were told to eat of every other

tree except of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. We have noticed

that it is entirely possible tht there is no physical effect whatever

from eating this, that it is simply the fact that man has disobeyed God's

command. We have noticed however that if there be an effect from it, there

is one suggestion which I have made which fits with all the context, I

believe, and makes the effect not to be a moral effect, but a physical

effect. Now there iIj may be some explanation altogether different from

that. It may be that it had a physical effect different yet, which I have

never thought of, which perhaps nobody has ever thought of, but the

Scripture does not tell us. As far as the facts are concerned, the fact

is that this tree was that which was the subject of the test, and that as

a result of fal1g the nan becomes morally evil, but that %% is

getting on
with4

the next subject. We are dealing with chapter 2, and we
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were dealing with this question, "What is the m.ning of this, thá Tree of

the Knowledge of Godd and Evil?" Then we have man after this command

is given, v 17, "he shall not eat of this," thought "he shall eat," v 16

tells us, "of all the othr trees in the Garden, heshall freely eat.

This one he shall not eat." Then we have the creation of Eve given, and

the creation of Eve given here is first a demonstration that there was

no other creature which was a proper help-meet for man, and so the animals

are brought before man, and man has intellectual powers, mar4s able to

name them, man was able to look at the antmals and to have it obvious and
no

clear that/one of them was a proper help-meet for him. And then we find

in v. 21, "The Lord caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam and he slept,"

and it is specifically stated as a fact here that god took one of his

ribs and closed up the flesh, and th rib which the Lord had taken from

the man He made into a woman and brought her to man. It is specifically

stated here that that happened. Now there are those who say, "This means

Aai fell asleep and had a vision, and in his vision he saw this happen,

and when he woke up, there was the woman. Where vhs came from we don't

know. Now it doesn't seem to me that's what it says. It seems to me

that it expicitly says that God did it. It does not give the details.

This word "rib" is not necessarily "a rib", a piece of his side, it's

something out of him, but as to the whole detail of it there is of course

a great deal which we do not know, but this is given as a definite thing

that was done, and so it seems to me that the Scriptural teaching is that

God, by this wonderful creatibe act made the woman. Now you might say,

"Why did G0 have to make her this way?" Well, He didn't. God could have

said, "Let the woman be there," and she'd have been there. God could have

said, "Let the wlule world be created (everything just as it is today) and

it would have been exactly that way. He could have done anything He chose,

but the Bible tells us what way He chose to do things. This is the

way that He__chose to do this, ˆiØ// evidently in order to bring certain

lessons to lnan, in order to show the relationship between the man and the
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woman, in order to show that she was the hip-meet for theman, and to show

the relationship which should exist between them. I have here Matthew

Henry's Commentary on the Book of Genesis, and Matthew Henry in his

commentaries very often has very interesting little touches bringing

out spiritual lessons and interesting ideas from that which occurred.

I don't know that the commentary is so valuable in helping us to get

an exact interpretation of the meaning of the facts, but it very often

is extremely helpful in enabling us to get a better understanding of the
vital

spiritual lessons which are lXˆ%X for us in the account in the Scripture.

(end of record)
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Matthew Henry says that the woman was made out of a rib, out of the side of
made not

Adam, not/out of his head to top him,/out of his feet to be trampled upon,

but out of his side to be equal with him, under his arm to be protected,

and near his heart ot be his beloved. (luaghter) Now so much for

our interpretation of these two chapters. Now we s'{%/ have two other

things we want to look at; I think our next point should be certain

spiritual teachings, certain spiritual teachin in these two chapters,

and I think that these are as vital as anything in the chapters. I asked

you some little time to note what we learn about God in these chapters.
Of

And you noticed that in the chapters God is spoken/as definitely uncreated.

Ø//5/ In the beginning there is God already. Before the universe

there is God. There is none before Him. You have the self-existence

of God here clearly given. You have the omnipotente of God clearly

taught in these chapters. You have the fact that God is separate from

the universe, He is not the spirit of the universe, le is not a part of

the universe, He is not dependent on the universe in any way. God was

before there was a universe, and God created the universe. There is many

a modern theory which makes God in some way connected with the universe and

inseparable from it. The teaching of Genesis 1 and 2 is that the Lord is

de1inite separate from that which He has created, and exists altogether
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apart from it. You have God pictured here as one who has done things

in an orderly fashion, as not as one who is simply arbitrary, but one

who is orderly in His methods, one has a purpose and a method and there is

a progress and there is a goal in what He does. You have God shown here

as doing that which is good; he has a good purpose, and we have it stressed.

"God saw that it was good." And you have God shown he as one who has

love toward His creatures, and who does everything for their welfare.

Now you have a picture of man in these chapters which is very different

from the picture that many people have of man today. I received through

the mail Just yesterday from one of our great 1%'/ publishers a copy

of a book which they thought we might adopt as a text-book in the seminary,

but I don't think we will. They claim it is the best book that ever has
life

been written to prove that this/is the only life we have, and that there is

nothing after death. And there are those who have ideas of man which are

very very different from the ideas in these two chapters, and these ideas

are very wide-spread today. There are those who think of man as simply

part of the animal creation, so low down that he's just like a worm of

the dust and it hardly matters what happens to him, and there are many

people today who go to the opposite extreme and think of man as the

very lord of all the universe and able to accomplish just about anything

he wants. ANd these chapters very definitely oppose both extremes. They

teach that man is sometMng entirely different; they teach that he is

the creation of God; that he has no life or power in himself except that

which God gives to him. They teach that he is just as much made by God as

the creation is. They teach us utter inferiority to God. But at the

same time these cahpters teach that man was made by God as something utterly

apart from the rest of creation. His creation is separate and distinct, and

not confused with the creation of the universe or of any part. He it
has

created from the divine spirit. He ç$$/ the divin brat.l breathed into

his nostrils. He is given specific moral responsibility. He is created

as a being with reason, with intellectual powers, with conscience, with
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responsiblites toward God, with the right of dominion over the creation

under God, with the right given him of having dominion over all that God

has created, and with the command to subdue the animals and the plants

and all the factors of the earth; to subdoe them in order that he may use

them for the purposes which God has given. Well now we want to see some

thing, whether it is a pantheistic picture of eternity, of the universe,

of material things, whether it is an aesthetic picture, what the picture is

of the material universe, but wwe haven't time today on it, so we have

to leave that until next time. Please leave me your papers which you have

for today, and for next time make an outline of the contents of the

Book of Genesis. What would you figure out to be the main divisions of
it from

it. Put about two hours on what you think don't copy/any book; figure

out for yourself an outline of the main divisions of the Book of Genesis,

and write it out. (end of lecture) 5 3/4

before the creation existed. 6 there that God was able to con-

trol and determine creation simply by his command. By his desire. We

hav the omnipotence of God then, clearly taught in this chapter. We

have clearly taught here in this chapter the fact that God who is eternal

created matter at a definite time and man at a definite time, that he

acted in orderly fashion. That he moved forward in progressive, definite

order and we see it in Chapter 2 the divi2e purpose of love throout

in his relation to his creature. Then we notice the teaching about man

kind in these 2 chapters. K Is definitely distinct from the Lord cre

ational, also distinct from God, that he is distinct fom both. Mankind

is separate. The lover creation separate from God, definitely inferior

to God, definitely created by God, given dominion over creation and gi

ven an immortal soul by the divine spirit. When we follow the teaching

about the universe, the material universe, it was made by the Lord but it

is His creation, a distinct from him, not a part of him, not in any sense

controlling him, but controlled by him. Given in the beginning at his will.
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That it came into existancd in orderly stages, that it is distinct from man

that man is given control over it. Thus we have the fundamentals of the

uderstanding of these three great vital matters that effect every one of
ran in

us given here in this chapter. I f%/)17 to a man not so long ago, a

physician, who was a very active christian and very much interested in

spreading the knowledge of Christ, in fact he was giving his whole time to

Christian service when I met him, but he was having very serious trouble

He was finding his mind filled with doubts and uncertainites and he told me

that the probeim that was bothering him was this, that in medicine he

lvarned that if you treat a man in a certain way, a certain result comes,

if he is sick and you give him the right medicine he may get well, if you

give him the wrong medicine, he may die and that the number of cases that

the physician treats right and the well bing of the patient is dependent

to quite an extent on the physicians care and activity, on his knowledge

on his efforts to understand how to deal with the material creation and

bring results from what he does. Now he says this is a very materialistic

sort of thing and as over against it you have the Christian attitude that

it is our relationship to God that is important and he said that I can't

seem to fit the thing together and my whole medical training seems to

drive me away from Christianity and he was a very active christian, but

now the thing in my mind is this tremendous experience that I've had of

conversion. He said, that's the thing that holds me. Now if someone

can convince me that that is simply a phsycological phenonienom as the

result of certain factors, he said, I simply don't khow what I'd do.

Well, I think the anser to his problem is stated right here in the first

two chppters of Genesis. We have it taught there that on the one hand

God controls all things, that he has given his orders that the relation

to God is the most important ftor in the cosma, that in addition to

that we have &t clearly taught in each chapter that he created in def

inite orderly fashion. He created so thata definite lava would work in
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according to definite system. He created the various plants to bring

forth seed after their kind. He ordered the sun and the moon and the

stars to move in regular fashion in order to be divided into time. He

ordered that there should, the earth sould bring forth grass, that the

waters should bring forth the various sea creatures, he ordered definite

relationship between these things. He said to man that in the day that

thou eatest of this, thou shalt surely die. There is a recognition there

of a power of choice on mans part and a recognition that results follow

in accordance with what he does and so we have two factors definitely

taught here in thae first two chapters of Genesis. You have no dë

terminism in those two chapters whlbh makes man not responsible for any

thing. Everything simply absolutely going according to law, and there

is nothing you can do about it. You have definite choice and you have

definite opportunies, but it is opportunities in a certain scribed fear,

a fear that God has created. You have the 2 factors taught here in this

chapter and if people carried the one vital all important factor to the

extreme by neglecting the act and by making it look as if this was an

awful arbitrary world in which God reachei out and does this and does

that and everything is purely arbitrary as his activity and there is no

such thing as our skill in determining results, he is not following the

teaching of t!is chapter. He is taking a portion of the teaching and he

is carrying it to an extreme and he is neglecting another portion of the

clear teaching of the chapter. We have the true factors in line. We have

teh factor of God acting in accordance ttth his determined purpose and

then we have the factor that God has c'eated things to move in accordance

with lawe and in accordance with causation in which one affects another

and causes something etc. and in the midst of this he has God given man

the power to be himself a cause in the midst of creation and the two are

stated and taught here in the Scripture. It is easy to put your stress

on one and forget the ohter, and it is easy to put the stress on the
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other and forget the one, even to make an argument that if you have one

you can't have the other and yet the facts of lire include both of them

and you can't explain life apart from both factors and both are clearly

taught here in the beginning of the Scriptures. Here we have the foun

dation of our viewpoint of life very clearly given here in these two

chapters before the fall occurs. We find that there is no suggestion in

these chapters of the idea that the material universe is bad. The idea,

as the Buddhist hold that what man needs is to get away from material

things, to rak his contact with the material universe, to get away from

all need of and use of material things. That is not the teaching of the

Bible. God created htings good. He created a good universe, cerSain fac

tors, certain situations all are good for God created them and what is

needed is not getting away from material things, but it is the 13 1/2

it is tis freeing of material things from the effects of sin or from the

Zwrong use of them, or the misuse of them wlhich is a result of sin.

So these spiritual truths about God, about mankind, and about the universe

in these 2 chapters, I don't know that spiritual is the complete term

for them, they are very important spiritual truths, but they are very

important general truths for our understanding of the universe. They

are, I think, probably more important than a great many of the other l

they are very clearly taught here and

we are here in a shpere which is fifinitely superior to that of most

ancient inethology or most modern philosophy. We have a sane and reasonable

viewpoint on life here which fits with the ciccmbtances as we discover.

There are two other matters that we could notice in these two chapters of

positive teaching which is vital for us today, what is the matter of the
sabbath

that is Stressed in these chapters. God created in such a way

that a reoccuring period of rest is desireable and necessary. A recuring

period of complete change from the previous activities. (and of record)
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attention to mtter airroron; rrom triose Wtilcri occupied tfle attention

during the min parts or tfl ooo. &nd so lie created tIle universe vitIl

tIlls Sabbath principle d.ncl he clemonstratea, he iliustratea it by ceasing

on the (tki ciy irom nis cre.tIv .b.DOL' %*a 1i...u r.iun of his purpose

fo us.I was reading just recently that some big company, in case of

another way, they will not, as they did in the last war, go onto a seven

day basis. They said that they found that in the% last war, the going onto

a basis of 7 days of work brought an immediate increase in production, an

immediate spurt, but that after they had been at it a little time, the

activity 6 per day, the product per day flattened out so that they were

producing no more in 7 days of work than they had previously produced in

6 days of work. When you go against God's law, you find that though you

may seem to temporarily to have an advantage, that in the end you are

the loser rather than the gainer by what you do. God created man to work
And of course we notice

fof 6 days, and to have a 7 day of rest. Previously that the Sabbath
involves

principle tØ not merely the matter of rest but the matter of the

impression upon our minds of the fact that life is not just something that

is hap-hazzard, that there is a purpose, a reasonable purpose and progress

that is moved toward a goal, that the 2 moves toward its end and the

creation moves toward its end and God's purpose in this universe moves on

towards its destination. There is purpose, there is progress, there is a

goal and lie intends that that shall be stressed upon by taking one day of

seven, apart for contemplation on His word and of His purposes for us. Now

the other matter which is vital of course is looked at in this chapter,

ties. tvo chapters 1f is the matter of creation of woman and of her relat

ionship to man as here depicted. Quite in contrast to the attitude of those

like the buddhist who put woman in anutterly inferior position, to those

who treat woman as though she were hardly human. The Bible has a very di

fferent attitude toward woman and here she is created as the equal of man,

she is created as his helpmeet., she is created as his associate. We find
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on the other hand that there is a difference of position. The man is cre

ated first, the woman is created as a helpmeet for the man. There is a

different position. There is nothing on the opposite bo buddhaism, there

is nothing in common with the wife's 3 1/k to try to blot out the

difference between man and woman. Each is created with his or her own fun

ction, his or her own place, his or her own purpose and God has created so

that there is a certain subordination but there is not an inferioMty and

that there is aplace for both and if we go against this, we find that con

sequences fall which are not for the best. God created the universe in

certain ways and we always make the best of it by learning how e created

it and to bring ourselves in conformity with his purposes for us. We find

that just as in the French Revolution, they tried to change the week to

have it be ten days, and they found that it just didn't work and the attempt

recently, of course, the attempt of trying to do it so that there was no

week, it was just a continuous succession, there was no... but of course

there was double pay on Sunday, but no other difference. That also does

not work. The way that God created the universe is the way it works. Now
of the

we move on then to #9 "The relation and Bib1icl and Babylonian stories

of creation." The Biblical and Babylonian stories of creation. Sometime

ago you looked into this a little. You looked at the statements in the

Bible Dictionary and in the encyclopedia Biblical in Skinners ICC C0inmentar

and in Driver's commentary and you notice in them how all four of these

insist that creation is 5 1/k is taken from the Babylonian story of
They

creation. X% point% out that the Babylonian story of creation, while the

copies have oome down to us come from the 7th century B.C. are doubtless

taken from a writing which existed at least 1500 years later or we will

say, in that form, approximately 1590 years later, because there is now

good evidence that it reached that point at about 2000 B.C. But at about

thattime the story was written into this form in Babylon and that is much

earlier than any manuscript of the Bible or any suggestion that anyone has
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as to the time of the actual writing of any Bible book. And so they say,

the Biblical writers took the Babylonian story of creation. They 6

it of its . They did away with its cruder aspects and they

made from it the story of creation which we find in the first chapter of

Genesis. Now that is the view that these four writers take and if you find

in most any book written kO years ago on this subject, most any literal

book at that time will take exactly this view. And a great many written
and

subsequently take this view. Here is a book called the Monuments $7 the
Ira M. Price, a E$1 cousin of

Old Testament byfDr. Seville. He was formerly professor of semetic lan

guages and leterature in the Univ. of Chicago. This book which went thru

many editions, went through 17 editions in tts first form and then was

rewritten and revised and in 1925 went into its last edition, completely

changed from the earlier edition. Up to 1925, it was the best book I know

of on the reäation of archaeology to the Bible. Of course, it is now a

great has been learned since 1925 and the book is now quite out of date.

But the great bulk of the Scripture in the book are statements which are

still true even though we know more, it still hasa great deal of 7 1/2,

The M'numents and the Old Testament by Price. Now in this book, on the

whole, he takes a very conservative and a very proper attitude toward the

relation of archaeology toward the scripture and it is on the whole a very
conclusion

excellent book. But onthis particular point, I find that his %%$$y{%$
accurate

are not very $$$$7. I want to read you what he says/ after he tells us

of the story of creation in the Babylonian tablet which you have all read

and outlined the material in each section, he said: "before passing on to

other features of Babylonian tradition, lwt us look at some of the resem

blences and differences between Genesis and these records. 1. Genesis

knows a time when the earth was waste and void. The Babylonian e.acount

mentions a time when all was chaos and nothing. 2. In Genesis light dispells

darkss and order follows chaos$. In the Babylonian records the God 9

and over$f$throws the demon of chaos Tiama.'! You see the very close similarity
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at that point. "#3. In Genesis after a time the dry land appears. In the

Babylonian account Narta created the dust and poured it out by the water.

#k. In Genesis the sun, moon, and stars are set in the heavens. I the

Babylonian account, Marta placed these as the stations of the Gods." That

is not quite accurate. The Babylonian record says nothing about the creatioi

of the sun. "#5 In Genesis God created the animals and creppthuig things. In

the Babylonian, the assembly of the Gods created animals and living creature
In the Bab. 7Marta is the0!rure

of the field. #6 In Genesis God created mankind. Here are then six prom

inent similarities between these twoArecords. Theeare not of course, i

dentical., but there are certain portions of the Babylonian account that

have been omitted, these lines would read almost like a copy of the Genesis

record." Did you feel that way? Moans) It almost sounded like a copy

of the Genesis record if you left out a few of the lines or would you
though

have to leave out 98% of the lines? He says,"But the unhlkenesses ,1%

not so numerous as the former are extremely significant. / 1. Genesis

mentions God as the creator of all things. The Babylonian record mentions

no one as creator of all things, but various Gods come in for their share

in the beginning. 2. Genes;is describes a waste 10 i/k. The Babylonian

account personifies these words as warriors to mebt in combat, Marta the
he

most prominent God in the Babylonian account. That Is Tiama compares

to ( ) which he translates without form in the second verse of Genesis.

3. Genesis is pervaded with 11 and the Babylonian account is pervaded

with ." He says'liow can we account for such few likenesses? Did

the writer of Genesis borrow his account from the Babylonian tablet? or did

the Babylonian record have his origin in the Genesis account or did both

derive his story from a common original source or is there some other method

of explaining bhe similarity?" Now most writers will be much more specific

than that, but they will say that the Genesis account is clearly taken from

the Babylonian because it comes so much later. Then you will find conser

vative writers who will say, "No, the fact of the matter must be that since
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the Biblical account is true, that the Babylonian is taken from the Bibli

cal." You would have a mighty hard job of starting the Biblical account

from getting the Babylonian account 11 3/k . It is very hard to see

how the Biblical could come from that or how the Babylon could come frcim

the Biblical. I think much harder than the other way. (question 12)
enoughto show that

That is to say that the similarities are not 11/%$% one could be de

rived from the otherl but that both come from different sources. Well if

that is the case, then that would do away with the whole argument. (questior

12 1/2. Well, we would want some evidence of it. I mean, that would be

different yet, there would be no evidence for it. But of course, if the

two are so similar that one account must be 13 , well, of course

" And there are those who try to show

the Babylonian comes fromt the Biblical but they have a mighty hard job.

It is pretty hard . (question ) Yes, but you notice what

he says here in Genesis the sun, moon and stars are created; the Babylonian

the sun, moon and stars are created? It seems to me that Mr. okelmann

has pointed out one of the mose vital things about the question. If 2

Ztories are related to each other, the question is what kind of evidence do

you need to show that they are related to each other. Well, if you say that

here is an account of the story of Columbus coming to America, and here is

an account of the trip of Benjamin Franklin to England in 1770 in order to

try to get their favor for the cause of the colonZy to present the act.

Well, is one of these stories than the other? Columbus crossed

the ocean in one story, and in the other Benjamin Fraiklin. There is an

oceicrosssing in both of them. In one of them Cojumbus went in a boat,

in the toher, Franklin went in a boat. In the boat that Columbus wax i

there was a captain. In the boat that Fraklin went in there was a captain,

the boat that Columbus was in spotted land a long distance off. The

boat that Benjamin Franklin was in they yaw land sometime before they got

there and when they arrived, they came to an island. Columbus came over he.
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to discover a new country. Benjamin Franklin went over there to get

(end of record)
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such similarities that you would be apt to find between any two stories of

two men making ocan voyages. They do not prove a relationship between the

two stories. Now if the story of Columbus told how hn saw a whale and he

mae a certain remark in answer to him and how on the fifth day on the way

over, they had something for the meal that didn't agree with the people on

the boat and they decided that they hadn't had the best refrigeration to

keep it properly, and then on the 6 and 7 day they had other types of

experience and you found e4aotly these experiences in Ben. Franklin's

trip on exactly the same days, you would say that that was too much similar*
other

to be coincidence. One f those men had taken the story and changed things

around and has simply given us the same story in different wordss. One of

those is derived from the other. If you have incidental features that are

the same and enough of them that the similarity is not accidental 1 1/2

would necessarily come from the same big factors involved, then you will

have evidence tk4t one story came from the other. But if the similarity

is such that naturally yov would get anyway, why that doesn't prove any

thing, (question 1 3/k) But here he says that the sun, moon and the starsi

are sot in the heaven. In Baylon , Marta places these as stations for the

Gods. Well, to be set in the heavens and to be placed as stations for the

Gods are not parallel and I don't think that it says tplaces the sun as

a station for a God . (question 2 1/2) I think that it is some

thing that is overlooked. They say we have a Biblical story of creation.

Well, what is the Babylonian story of creation. Well, here it is. Well,

what is the similarity between the two? Well, is the Babylonian a story of

creation? Or is the Babylonian a story to glorify Marta, a story to show

how he was the victor in the course of which creation of many things that

were incidental, but not the main purpose at all, the purpose being to glorify
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Marduk and to tell how he was the victor in this strife between the dif

ferent Gods. The Biblical account has for its purpose to show us how these

things came into existance and how God extablished it. The purpose of the
but

two is different, %$k there is an overlapping that the one has a purpose

the account of creation, the other an$ aspect of creation. But once, that

you said that, you stated in full what the resemblence between them is. The

There is creation in full and if you are going to have two stories of

creation, they would be very queer creation stories if they didn't have
creation

any resemblance to start with. They would be very queer stories if the

dry land wasn't mentioned. What kind of creation would you have without

dry land? They would be very queer creation stories if they didn't have
made

animals k and mankind made. If it any creation story

" When you say there is a Babylonian

creation story you have already stated that and you might say that the

Indians have a creation story, and the Eskimos have a creation story and

all sorts of people have creation stories and if the fact that they have

soinhing about creation in them means that they are reled to each other,

why then, almost anything can be shown to be related to something if there?

something similar about it.1 An account of a football game in Phila. last

week, and an account of one over in Chicago 20 years agocould be said tha

one was borrowed from the other because they would both be football games.

But you would have to show something more than the fact that there were

two stories of football games. They løie to have a great many incidences

that were similar which wouldn't iiust happen in almost any football game.

Well, you say, here is a story of a football game and here one sdde has the

ball, id the other side has the ball, and there was passing in it, and there

was soAme kicking in it, and it was in four quarters of 15 m±nutes each,

Well, there are two stories. One was derived from the other. Well, anyone

would laugh at you. There are a great many factors which are in common with

any two stories of football games, and a great many factors in common be-
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tween any two stories of creation, but in order to show a siftilarity be

tween the stories, you have to show that there are 5 1/2 in common

between them which wouldn't just naturally be true of just any creation

story tha just anyone sat down to write. (question 5 3/k) Well, I don't

think so, because the thing is, that anybody who is in the world anyway,

woudl perhaps hit upon the thought that there might be a beginning, and if

he bit upon the thought that there was a beginning and if you get any people

to live here any long period of time, some of them are going to hit upon

that idea. It would be rather natural /$ to become rather curious a to

how some things began and then if someone stt down to imagine how it begak,

and it would be very strange if someone didn't, if he sat down to imagine

how it began and if another man in another part of the world sat down and

imagined how it began and they had never heard anything about each other,

what they wrote would be sure to include 4f sun, moon and stars, creation

of animals, that is there would be these things in common in any story of

creation which different people must have imagined. Now if you had things

in common between them which would be very strange that they both would hit
and that a pumpkin

upon. If one, for instance, said, that the plants were created and grew

and greg and went way up into the sky and it shot out into a big red ball

that is the sun, and then if the other one had the same story of how the

sun came into existence, you would say that it is hardly likely that two

different people absolutely unrelated were a part of this same idea of the

origin of the sun, one of %( them must have been taken from the other, but

if two stories simply say that they sun was created, well, anybody, anywhere

in the world who starts thinking about the origin of the sun, is apt to

have some kind of an answer. (question 7 1/2) Well, that is the question.

Do thpy run parallel? Well, to how great an extent do you have statements

in common? In the Biblical story it begins with light being created.

In the Babylonian story, you have no mention anywhere of light having been

created. Then, the Biblical story says the firmament was made and the
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Babylonian story, you have Tiama's body divided into two parts, one for

a firmament, one for the earth. That is fairly well along in the story.

Well, now the next thing in the Biblical story is that the waters separated,

and the dry land appeared. Where do you hare a stage corresponding to

that in the Babylonian account? I doubt it, I don't recall seeing it., but

I haven't noticed anything similar to it " Then when it comes to the cre

ation of vegetation, you notice that he doesn't oven mention the creation

of vegetation as a similarity. I don't recall that there is anything of this

about the creation of vegetation in the Babylonian story. Then you have of

course, in the Biblical story, the sun, moon and stars. I question very,

very, much, that you will find any similarity of statements between the

two sufficient to show that there is a relation between them. I question

it very much. I think that you will find a good many books which will tky

to show that there is, but I think that if you take what they say, you will

find that thei arguments are quite different from one another, that there

is no similarity great enouh that different writers will hit upon the same

thing as the proof of the answer. I doubt if you will find any false re

lationship 10 . Now, of course, you might say, if you

have some created before animals are, in two stories there is a similarity,

yes, but the possibilities there are only two there, it has got to be before

or after. That is to say, it is not striking enough similarity to prove

anything. If you had a hundred stories of creation, a good many of them

would be bound to have 10 1/k (question) Yes, but as you say, you can

imagine anything, it might have happened. But the question is, what is the

proof of it. (question) I don't think itwould be any terrible thing i

did find a similarity, but I don't think that we should imagine whore they

are not. I mean, I am interested in what are the facts and I do not see any

factual evidence in such similarities sufficient to require the ddmission of

a relation (question 11 3/k) well, i don't think the Babylonian account says

at the beginning there was nothing, well, I don't think a similarity that
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would prove it. (question 12 1/6) Well, any creation story would be apt

to start (question) There is a frame of mind that a great many people got

into, beginning about 1890 and on, and there is some toda though not so

much, but there was a history of religion school of interpretation that

13 . It is aframe of mind which looks for

similarity between stories and then says that this is taken from that be

cause of these similarities and it may be true n any two cases. You may

have a doctrine that is taken from another doctrine, but it is an important

thing to examine and see the similarities and evidences as to whether tt is

or not, but there is frame of mind which men get into where they find simi

larities everywhere under the sun and they take everything imaginable form

other things until you get to Prof. Yenson, the great German Scholar, who

was very excellent on 13 1/2, but when he got into this matter of deri

vation, he went absolutely crazy(laughter) until he wrote.. he wrote a book

of over a thousand pages and in this book 14 . It was his

first book, he wrote a second volume which shoved the relation of the Baby

lonian Gilgamish to Napolean and all sorts of other things, but in this

first one he showed this relation to the Bible and he ended it something

like this: so then we see that the fj one who is worshipped 14

in churches and cathedrals and chapels,

and to whome serviees are held every weekend, actually never existed, but

is nothing but a derivation of the story of the Babylonian 14 1/2

That is Christ Gilgamish and the similarity between the

story of Christ and the story of Gilgamish, I think are about as great as

the similarity between the Biblical story of creation and the Babylonian

story because they both walk, they both talk, they both have two feet.

The Biblical story, of course, says that God was God and man, the Babylonian

says that Gilgamish was 2/3 man dna 1/3 God. So each of them has divine

elements in them and humans elements. Gilgamish lead a campaign up a great

mountain (end ofrecord)
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but actually most people I noticed in Germany. Professor Yentzens books

on Babylonian myths and ethics were studied, the tales of their 0

were quite expenseive because they are very excellent books and very well

done, but this book of his on 1/3 story on world literature,

bigger than any of his others, a great big volum, thousands pages, they

only wanted a quarter for such a volume.(laughter). They also want to

get a 1/2 4/i. I heard a speaker though in the american

church in Berlin came who was studying in Egyp 3/k and he gave

a talk and he told where the idea that Christ was three days in the

grave came from - there was something in Egyptian Mythology about it

and he went on and he told us about a hundred different

things in the life of Christ, all from Egyptian Mythology, not grom

GilgIet, 1 Xand it is easy to find similarity

between this that arid the other thing, but the question is are the

similaritys such that prove a relationship or are they not? This whcih

is given here by Christ, this list of six similarities, the first one

Gen. when the time was whan the earth was waste and void, 1 1/3

when all was chaos and any story of creation is apt to start when there

was n%othing. It wouldn't have to, there might be a story that thought

of an eternal universe 1 1/2 into the present but

it seems to be more likely that it would start with nothing. So that is

a siãllarity that does not prove a relation. #2 in Gen. light dispelled

darkness and order follows chaos. Well if you start with darkness and

chaos, naturally light and order will come next, but I don't think that

it is a true statement that in Gen. light dispelled darkness. In Gen.

God said, let there be light and there was light. Thre is no such state

ment as to the dispelling. In the BaylonIan record that God 2

wand the overthrov of the demon of chaos . Is a

fact. I don't know why they ca1 Tlama the demon of chaos anyway. As a

matter of fact, you doubtless know when you read the story that Tiama was
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Margaret's great grandmother and that Tiama actually was 'one of the

earlier Goddesses and she was living peacefully there until these young

er Gods began making such a noise and disturbance around that she couldn't

stand it and she tried to make them be quiet and they organized themselves

fought against here and killed her and to call herd the Goddess of chaos

is purely imaginary. She did create some terrible inonstres to fight them

with, but that was their viewpoint. She probably thought of them as ter

rible monsters, but to call her the goddess of Chaos, the only reason I

know of for it, is that in Gen. 2 we read of ( ) which is tran

slated without form and void, ( ) one of the two words is translated

without form and it sounds a little bit like the name Tiama, but it actu-

ally doesn't prove (laughter) Well, no, it actuy does because you
has another

see the Tiama/gutteral, the Ti - a betweBn there in the original, doutless

the T and then the gutteral, 3 1/2

There is a similarity but that-is not aiilarity enoi.ái to prove the re

lationship. The two words sound familiar and it certainly doesn't prove

that Tiama was the Goddess of Chaos. She was there long before any other

Gods even existed. She was their greu grandmother and actually she was

the one who wanted quiet and peace and they were the one who were making

trouble so that it is not, you have a battle in the Babylonian account

in which Margaret wins and the Biblical account as he says, light dispells

darkness, and you can figure that as a batt1r here if you want to, but

that is not a siftiilarity - (question k l/1)Wel1, it includes creation. It

is not an account of creation, It includes a great many creative facts. It

includes the origin of mankind, the animals. Well, it is very interesting

how this developed. The way it came about was this. Early in the last

century they began making this discoveries in Babylon. These discoveries

corroborated. various instances told in the Bible and people were tremen

dously interested inthem because of the light they %$7)t(jf threw on the

Bible and the tendency was every time you found anything in Babylon that
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was similar to something in the Bible, they would say, kook what a won

derful corroboration and people even today will do that. They will take

something in the Babylonian record that has absolutely nothing in the world

to do with something in the Bible and they will say look here, there is

a corroboration of the Biblical 5 1/3 here is something the same

thing when it has no relation whatever. But that is done by people try

ing to win evidence of the truöhof the Scripture and bringing corroborations

that have no relation at all. That is the attitude that people took.

Everybody tried to believe the Bible was true and people were seizing

upon these corroborations and some of than were very 5 1/2 and going

wayb eyond what there was in the evidence and ben after people had

5 3/1k and talked so much about it., the unbelievers were stirring

around wondering what they could do for an answer and then someone hit

on a very brilliant idea. An idea which was a natural idea to doome out

of that situation and that was it. They said, yes, the Biblical story of

creation,of the fall, of the flood, of all these that are found in the

Babylonian story, sure they are and the reason for this , it is old Baby

lonian mythology and it has been developed little and changed little and

you have it in the Bible and therefore it is just Baylonlan mythology that

you have. And some were very happy about that. In 1901 when Professor

Delitz gave his great lecture althig that line, he said Babylon has de

stroyed Babylon and by that they meant this evidence from Babylon destroys

the other evidence as suppowt of the Bible and shows that actually the

Bible is just a reflection of Babylonian mythology. Well now in the

first place before everj saying over the relationship, people/ whould have

examined it and seen is their a relationship and the anser of most

conservatigts is to say no, the Babylonian story comes from the Biblical.

Well, such might conceivably be the case but we have to have evidence of

it and the evidence is that the Babylonian story was written down long be

fore the Biblical story was written down, but in addition to that the evi

tR.nt Is that the two a 4ict jngs that are. hardly related to one
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another and we find that Prof. 7 of the University of Chicago in

his book they wrote on clay a book published by the U. of C. press in 1938

looks a this and he makes a very interesting conclusion about It and he

says that the Assyrian story, that is the Babylonian story of creation

was the first creation account discovered written in Assyrian so people

immediately began comparing it with the Biblical story, but the Babyloniaan

story deserved the popularity it enjoyed, there can be no doubt, it is

dramatic and has plenty of action and it fully explains what it intefids to.

The opposite is true of gen.l That certaily contains mo beautiful concepts

than it does reflect the very high state of thelogical development. Never

the-less it is merely a Innurneration of facts and the style is still just

as monotanous. It was evidently produced in scholarly circles and-of

necessity condemned to remain there or the general public would have known.

If we wish to compare that kind of scholarly presentation with the cuneiform

narrative, we must compare it with another type of story than the Assyrian

story. It is useless says 8 1/2 to hope to get results by the tearing

of a page from a book of philosophy with .a drama. which went out of the

passions and mothions of dai'ly life. He says by all means let us stop

wasting time in endeavoring to compare a narrative which do not admit a

comparison. Now there is a professor of Assyriaology, a man who is not

the least bit prejudiced in favor of the ,Bible, but you can see quite the

opposite, and when he compares the two, he says it is utterly ridiculous

to try to prove a relationship between the two. The whole style and manner

and everything are so utterly different. He says let's stop wasting time

trying to compare soething that doesn't admit a comparison at all. And it

would have been better if the conservitists had, done that in the very first

place and not 9 about the Babylonian creation

story as the proof of the truth of the Biblical creation story because it

wouldn't have been a proof in any case from any viewpoint.. (question) Now,
we

I see that our time is up so jfyi will have to quickly assign the lesson
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for tomorrow and the lesson for tomorrow is divided into two parts de

pending on whether you are a eginning student or have already had a

year of Hebrew. If you have had a year of Hebrew, the assignment in

volves a very careful study in the Hebrew, a very careful study in the

Hebrew of Gen. 3.13-19. If you have not yet had Hebrew, you can put your

two hours study in the same pasaage in the commentary and trying to see

exactly what they say the passage means. If you have had the Hebrew al

ready, it will be sufficient ot have it in such case you can answer any

question that I might ask you about it. If you haven't had the Hebrew

please write out for me a statement of exactly what you find the commentaries

teach this passage to mean and particulary the meaning of vs. 14 and l5,

exactly tha= the (end of lecture) 11

study of the Hebrew of certain verses that those who have not had enough

Hebrew to do that have studied them in commentaries and have written out

for me something of the conclusion you came to on the basis of commentaries

or at least what views the commentaries hold on certain vital questions in

these verses, so we will only have papers today from some of you, and the

ones who we don't have papers from will understand, that you are ready to

answer questions on the Hebrew in these verses whenever I ask you for it.

Now the lesson for tomorrow will be in three parts. The first part deals

with tho sections of the Bible, Nehemlah 11. 10-12, and ICh. 9.12. And

there is a" question to answer in connection to that. Did the ancestry

of Adaiah; who was his father, his grandfather, his great grandfatØher,

his great great grandfather, his great great great frandfather, as far

back as you can go, write out correctly.what was the ancestry of Adaiah?

#2 is Matt. 1.1 There is only one vs. involved in this one, but there

are two questions. #1 WIjo is Christ's father? #2 Who was David's father?

#3. deals with Matt. 1.8-9. This is "the longest question of the three.

Compare I KIngs for proof of each relationship. Now I will tell you what

I want youto do on this question. You look at Matt. the first chapter and
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you will find a statement made there in vs. 8 and Asa begot Josaphat. Now

the Greek can't say Jehosophat and they have no 1k in it so they have to

say Josaphat and it seems rather silly that when (end of record)
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Johoshophat is taken from the Hebrew and the translators of the NT of the
give

authorised Version differ on this question so we JXX the name as it is o

.riginally in the Hebrew or shall we give it the best the Greeks could give

it? So you will find that in some parts of the NT Noah is spelled Noe

after the Greek and others as Noah as it is in the OT. You will find that

Elijah in some parts of the NT is called Elijah and other parts he is

called Ellas eventhough the Greek is Elias in both occaIon. Some of the

translators of the AV held that we should give the name as it is origin
the Greeks

ally in the Hebrew and others said that well couldn't pronounce it cor

rectly why should we try? (laughter) and the .V translators did not try to

come to unity on this question. The ones. who translated book took one idea

and the ones who translated the others tookanother idea and that is very

good as long as you. are studying it from a .scholarly viewpoint because you

see the difference and you study the problem yourself and you decide what

you think that answer should be, however, the ordinary man in the pew it

takes quite a problem because he finds Elijah spoken of here and Elias

there and he says what, is the difference? And then if he learns a little

Greek, he looks in the Greek and finds it exactly the same word in the

Greek which is translated two different ways and then he is qyite troubled,

and it creates for the one who is not a scholar quite a problem. That is

of course charaistic of the problems of translation. Yu cannot

in translation simply leave % things open; you have to make a decision.

Often your grounds for your descision are not very clear, but you have

to make a dasclsion---it's in the nature of translation. Every translation

is an interpretation. Now in this case you read !!
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here, and you wonder, "Who is Josaphat? Is that the Jehoshaphat of

the Old Testament?" Well, it says here, "Asa begot Josaphat," and so-i

I think we probably should start a verse earlier than that. Verse 7,

"Solomon begat Roboam." Did you -ever hear of Rohoam before? Well,

Roboam is do you think perhpas the Old Testament speaks of as Rehoboani?

Well, you look back to I. Kjngs ll:k3, and you read there, "And

Solomon slept with his fathers, and was buried in the city of David his

fatherj:and Rehoboam his son reigned in his stead." So on your paper,

if this were part of the question, which it isn't, (laughter) you will

put down, "Solomon begat Roboam---I. Kings ll:k3." That is your proof,'
Old Testament

that is, your/illustration of what th New Testament means by this
this

statement. Then you look at the next part of verse 7 and you read,

and Roboam begat Abia." Well now, who is Abia? You look in I. KIngs

H a little further along and you come to chapter 14, v. 31. You can

probably % run your eyes over these chapters and find the place easily,

if you don't want to do that you can use a concordance and find it,

and it probably wouldn't take you any longer than as if you just ran

ahead through the chapters and looked for the place. But you would

find I. INgs lk:3l, "And Rehoboam slept with his fathers, and was

buried with his fathers in the city of David. And his mother's

name was Naamah an ApmonItess. And Abi jam his son reigned in his

stead." And so you decide-this Abi jam is probably the same man who

is spoken of as Abia, without any"J" or any "M" In verse 7 here of

Matthew, "and Roboam begat Abla." Well, you would put down, if this

were part of the question, "Roboám begat Abia---I. Kings 114.:31."

Then the next statement in verse 7 Is, "and Abia begat Asa." And you

look back, chapter 15:8 says, "AndAbijam slept with his fathers;

and they buried him in the city of David: and Asa his son rigned in

his stead." So there is Abijah; his son is Asa. So you put, "Abia

begat Asa---I. K4ngs 15:8." The is your Old Testament proof of the



situation. Now if you have difficulty with one of these names, the

two of them, you might have to look inour soncordance for the

father and for the son, and see how they connect up. But the lesson

starts, this part of the question, with verse 8. Verse 8 says, "And

ASa begat Josaphat." Now you put down, "Asa begat Josaphat--
" and then

you give the statement in I. Kings which shows the relationship of

Asa to Josaphat, and you go on that way through verses 8 and 9, just as

1 did in, verse 7. So those are the three. questhns to write out for next

time. I imagine you can do it in an hour. I'll give you another

hour to review today's discussion in this class. But someone might

find a little difficulty in finding one of these.; it might take you

"a little longer time; you will find naturally some ii information hidden

in it that may not be obvious, or else I would not assign this particular

assignment, and in working that out it may take you a ittle bit longer

to catch on to exact situation. But I think you'll find it worthwhile.

So that is the assignment for tommrrow. Now we were looking yesterday

at I. A. The Creation, and under that number 9, the elation to the

BAbylonian Story of Creation. Whenever you have two accounts, two

books, two storied, which have such a relationship to each other that

it is obvious that on of them is $/ borrowed f from the other,

or that they both go back to a common source, then it is allowable to

speculate as to what is the original source, or which comes fir.st, or
one get

how did/the information from the-other, or how did they both get it from

a certain source. But if you do not find any such evidence to prove

a relationship, then it is rather a waste of time to start speculating

as to how the relationship, if.there is no proof that.// there is

no relationsip to come about at all. You might say that a man in

Tibet one day sees an American come walking through his town. There

has been no American there for a hundred years, perhpas, through his
.01

town, and here comes anAMerican through. And this Aericap. is Lowell

Thoman, who is a news broadcaster/. And then two days later, a missionary







of the
Ø/China Inland Mission comes into that town, the first time in

history that a issionary has been in thtt town. And immediately someone

1n the town begins to speculate, "Did Lowll Thomas tell the missionary'

that this town was a good place to come to? Did the missionary

tell Lowell Thomas he was coming here, and Lowell Thomas get here first?

What was the relationship between the two men?" Well, we could speculate

and think of a hundred different possible relationships, and one of them

might be true, but it is equally possible that they came independently,

even though there had been no American there for a hundred years before;

that the two men came independently, perhaps from different directions,

perhaps they had never heard of one another. If you have proof that

there is a connection between that there was one American and another

American came to that town, then it $' is maybe very valuable to try to

find out what the connection is. But if you have no a priori reason
be sure there is any

to //relationship, then it would seem rather a waste of time

to try to decide what the relationship is. The first question is, "Is

there a relationship?" And when it comes to the comparison between

the Babylonian story of creation and the Biblical story of creation,

we noticed in the first place the Babylonian story isn't in the é/

proper sense a story of creation, it is really a story of a fight between

two groups of gods, and as a by-product of that, certain things were

created. The Biblical story is specifically a story of creation; the

Babylonian is a story of a strife between different gods and incidentally

a certain amount of creation takes place. But the stories are so 1terly
whatever

different; 95% of the Babylonian story has no counterpart/in any sense

in the Biblical story, and when you single out the details of creation
b

from the Babylonian, the similarity is only as would/between any two

stories of creation, adn it it were a very, very strange thing that any

group of people would ever have a story of creation, then you might say,
in

"How does it come about there is one/femBabylon and tbe is one in

certainly
the Bible?" But it is/not a stiange thing but a natural thing that any
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group of people would somehow, sometime develope a story that would

have something about creation. And so it is a false assumption that

these stories are related, an assumption made uncritically by conserva

tives and Bible-believers in an attempt to give evidence in support of

the Bible which was not evidence at all, and then taken over uncritically

by attackers of the Bible, and twisted around to make an argument

against the bible, and if the argument is either it would be more

likely that way than in favor of the Bibl, although actually it is

an argument in nither direction. And I don't say it would be a real

argument against the. Bible if they were related, because the evidence

would be insufficient to prove it one way or another -it-i- in such

a case, and we could think of a great many possible riationships.

Professor Montogoniery of the University of Pennsylaania made the

sga-. statement to me nearly twenty years ago now, that after all the

furor of twenty or thirty years earlier, when people were so sure these

were related, that now it has settled down to where the only real

relationship between the stories was that the Biblical had this word,

TO,ttthe earth was withoutform and void," TOHU 4/ and VOHU, and that
great-

the Babylonian had the name " for the name of the/grandmother

of the gods whom she fought. People usually call her a monster, but

then the defeayted side in a war is generally referred to as a monster,
may

no matter how fine they/have been ordinarily, and, there is no reason
of

in the world to think/T a actually a monster. But he said, "just

the fact that one is named TOHU and the other is T is the only

real relation between the two storthes.A And now I read you what Professor

iciera at the University of Chicago said, about it. He said, "By all

means, let's stop wasting time trying to compare things which are so

utterly different that there is no basis for any comparison." It is

a good illustration of the fact that so very often people spend a great

deal of their time $ discussing womething which is a step remove4d

from the facts, instead of getting through to the facts and finding.
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out whether there is anythingto.discuss in that particular relation.

Now we go on to"B'.' "A" was he Creation". "B" is"The Fall of Man--Genesis

3H and under that "1 His Place In History". No true history can

ignore Genesis 3. Genesis 3 is the turning point of history. Next to

the account of the crucifixion of Christ it is the most important

event in all history, and arguments could be made that it was even more

important than that. It s not, but an argument could be made that it

is, because apart from that the crucifixion of Christ would

have no meaning and no purpose, in fact would never have been necessary.

The crucifixion of Christ is much more important than the fall, but

the crucifixion of Christ is remedying that which was done by the fall,

and the fall is the basis, it is the foundation of. history. 34'$ Without

it history cannot be understood . .We.,fInd a good world, a world which

God created according to good and orderly plans and pattern, created to

be a good place for those creatures,whom He loved, to live in, and then

we find this world full of evil and wickedness, of cruelty, of beastiality,

and we have no way of understanding it apart from the fall, so thatitis

the very turning point of history. All history before that leads up to

the fall, all history after that is related to it, and ununderstandable

apart from it . Of course, the next turning point of history is the

crucifixion of Christ, but the effects of the crucifixion of Christ are

not yet evident except to a very small degree, and will not be evident

until Christ comes back to take in HIs possession that which He won

through His death on Calvary's cross, and to establish that perfection
which He won by His death

on the , tree. And
"

the fall had results which

were more immediately apparant, and results which affected all of life

and all of history. So much for "I. Its place in history." Now "II. The

Details of the Fall'. Under this, "A. The Nature of the Test." We have

already discussed this at some length, perhaps. Whatever the situation

is regarding the tree, whether eating of the tree did something for them

,or not, whether or not---- (end of record.)
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Take God's word and put confidence in it and follow it out. Whether ep

he will have confidence in God's character, to know that when God says

something it is done with a spirit of love toward His children, and done

in line with the best interest of everything in the universe, or whether

he will decide that he knows better than God what is best f or him, and

best for the world. And so the nature of the test is a test of man's trust

in God, of man's obdience to God, of man's willingness to consider that

God is right and loving in all things, regardless of whether there is

any actual $'f effect from eating of the % tree "or not. Now, "b. The

serpent." When we look, at the passage, we immediately, naturally, ask

the question, "What kind of a story is this that we have here? Is this

abood of Aesop's Fables? We find the serpent: here comes and he begins

to talk to the woman. And the woman has quite a discussion with the serpent.

Is the Bible a book in which you are going to have animals talking all

the time, in which you are going to have a lot of bizarre, of unusual

things that are all together from our present life, simply in order to

present a71 a lesson or to carry an idea, and we know that such things
with

never actually happened? Well, that may be someone's reaction $% this if

all that he ever reads of the Bible. But as you read the Bible as a whole,

how many times do you find in it $% that animals talk? What is the number?

How many of you can think of. ten instances even in the Bible where animals

have talked? How many can think of more than two? How many cannot think

of as many as two? We seem to have unanimity on it. Or have the questions

been asked too negatively? How many can think of exactly two? We seem

to have pretty good uniformity on it. Now in the other case of an animal

speaking, you all know that the animal which spoke in the other case was
/

not a serpent nor apse. (laughter) You know that in the other case it

was Balaam's donkey. And in that case we have an explanation of

how the donkey was able to talk. And what is the other explanation.

The other explanation. is that an explanation was behind the donkey, that

God opened the mouth of the donkey, that God made something happen which



is
)1$' unusual and contrary to the ordinary course of nature in order to drive

home a special lesson to BalXaam, lie caused that this animal should be

the instrument of revelation, that thoough the animal something should be

said to Balaam, and a lesson should be brought to him. Well that immedi

ately raising the question in our minds where we have only two instances,'

this does not prove that this instance is like the other instance, but it

at least shows the possibility that it is like the other instance. You

might say that $/ It raises a certain presumption that this instance will

be like the other instance, and put the burden of proof on the man who says

it isn't, to indicate some reason for saying the two are very different.

In that case the: onkey talked because a power greater than the donkey,

a superhuman power, enabled the donkey to talk in order to give a lesson

to the man which was not specifically connected so much with the donkey,

as with the power which caused the donkey to talk. It was to cause Balaam

to see his sin and his error in going against that which was God's real

will, even thought God had given in to his urgings, and permitted him to

do that which he knew to be contrary to the real will of God. It was

God using the thiäey to convey God's message to the man. Now in this case

then there is a presumption that some superhuman power is j4'4 using the

serpent to convey a message to thejyIˆ/ man. It is not a fable, like

Aespp's Fables, in the sense that you have pictured to you an attitude

which is characteristic of a human being in a certain situation, but
is

which is given under the figure of an animal. The serpent/here in no

way characteristic of a human being, nor representing human attitudes.
out

It doesn't play/something of human life in the form of animals, as in a

fable in which animals talk. The serpent is here an instrument of revelatimH

Someone may think that is blasphemous at, first, to think of the serpent
you

as an instrument of revelation, and the reason think so, if you do,

is because you are taking the word "revelation In a narrower sense than

the true sense of the word. "Revelation", the word itself, does not say

who the revelation comes from. It doe not pass on that information







to you. If I were to say about this"ne ktie, "Where do you think ,I

purchased this necktie?' Unless someone heard the revelation that I have
no

to someone in the office yesterday, there is/one here who would know

where I Si$'%/ purchased this necktie. I don't' know whether by looking

on the back of it you could gather some information, but I am Iç/ quite

certain of it that from the front there is nothing which would ve any

inkling of it. The only way you could find out would be to get a revelation

That i, it would be necessary for me to communicate information to you.

That would not be a divine revelation. That would be a revelation from

a human being, but it would be a revelation in the true sense of the word,

because it wouldt a communication from one mind to other minds. Well now,

in this case, we find the serpent is an instrument of revelation. We find

that a superhuman being is doubtless, although not here expressed in the

chapter, using the serpent as its instrument in conveying the ideas

which this superhuman being wishes conveyed. (Question) The New Testament

has a number of references which seem to j refer to this passage, even

though they don't explicitr say so. They seem to refer to the passage,

and they use the term "the serpent" in connection with the devil, in such
that

a way as not directly to say/the serpent is here the instrument of revel-

ation of Satan, but certainly to suggest it very very strongly. I think
the conclusion

to make inescapable/that the writers of these New Testament passages
serpent here

considered one or two things were true:" either this was not a OIXOMY

at all, but the devil masquerading, or else that this was a serpent, but

that the serpent was being used as an instrument of revelation by Satan,

by the devil. And I don't think that there Is anything in the passage

which gives us the right to conclude that it was not a real serpent, that

this was just a figure, a form, a pretense of %'I/ a serpent, that Satan

had assumed the form of a serpent, and that all serpents ever since get

the blame for something that they had actually nothing to do with. I don't

think we are entitled to reach a conclusion like that; I think the

conclusion we have to reach is that this :is a real serpent, but that tils



serpent is permitting itself to b used as an instrument of revelation

by Satan, and that Satan is thus making use of the serpent's body as

his instrument. (Question) You mean that it might be a horse or a giraffe

or something, instead of a serpent? (Student) Serpents do crawl. today;

the word here used, NAHASH In the Hebrew is the same word which you find

elsewhere in the Hebrew used for the snakes which were in existence later,

and the serpent does crawl today, and I don't think we have any reason to

think that t1s was a different sort of an animal from the serpents

which we have now. (St.) Oh, you're asking not whether this is what we

have today, but whether it looked different before than it looks now. That

is, you're not questioning the identity of it, but questioning whether

the form is the same or different. Well we know nothing about that; there's

nothing said. (Laughter). (st)i think you're right; that there were

definitely creeping things, and that therefore it probably did crawl before.

(St) Milton had a great many ideas, some of which were very excellent,

and siDme weren't. But I don't think there is anything in the Scripture to

warrant that. (St) The presumption that It is the same creature which

is called the serpent later, I said that, but as to whether it looks the

same or not, we just don't know anything about that. Now it would seem

hardly likely that all the y/ animals talked before the fall, or that

one animal talked before the fall, without some suggestion of it. It's

possible, but it would hardly seem likely. It would be something so differ

ent fran what we see now that it would seem likely that some reference

would have been made to it that in the creation they were zIØgf/ made so

that they could speak. (St) There was a little snake one time up in

Grand Canyon about this long and only about $4( half as big around as

my little finger, with bright red colors around him. He stood out on

a rock as I passed out, right straight (I don't know how he ever stood

that way), absolutely motionless, and,I went up to him and I took my

stick ------ But it is true that ordinarily the serpent crawls on its

stomach today, and the statement, "On thy belly thou shalt go" suggests
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that he may have been different; I don't know. (St) Man was not given

exclusive dominion before. God told man to exercise dominion over the

animals, to control them, He put them under his hand, but Satan came in
' Why curse upon animals?

and interfered with the normal course. (st) There are two possititLities.

(end of record)
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It's pretty hard in dealing with horses and dogs and other animals to keep

from feeling a certain diffrence in personality among them. There is

a certain difference; there is not (taught?) on the level of human beings,
aj

nothing like that, but there is a cert%n difference in animals, very

definitely, and it is pretty hard in dealing with them to get away from

the feeling that you are punishing for certain things and youre rewarding

for certain things, and you get results accordingly. And so it does

not seem to me impossible that the serpent might have had that much

volition to permit Satan to use it, and that it is punished for that. 0

the other hand, I don't think it is iecessary to bellevethat, though I

do incline to feel that is correct. It is possible that the curse upon

the serpent simply means pCJ' that the animal is put in a situation which

perhaps doesn't actually make snakes an awful lot worse off in our world

today than wolves and bears are, but H pits in a situation which makes

it obvious to mankind that it's in a class apart by itsel' puts it separate

in such a way as to drive home to us the lesson of that which happened,

and to remind us of the situation. It's possible that the curse upon the

serpent might simply mean that. I Incline to the other view, but I wouldn't

be dogmatic. (Question:more subtle?) Yes, the word (sounds like Ahroorr

is not a very common word in Hebrew, and what it seems to mean in the

context here is that in some way this serpent seemed to the woman to be

a proper one for a fellowship with, ( 2 ). It was more subtle, it 1nsinud

itself into her fellowship 41 somehow, Of $ course, as far as the

unnaturalness of the serpent speaking was concerned, it is true that it is

very easy in a certain situation for something not to appear unnatural

that wouldn't ordinarily. We don't always 7pI realize how $JT out of







/something is with the usual tyof thing, and so it might not

seem unnatural to her under the 2 1/2 particularly after

the conversation began. She might be so interested in the thing under

discussion that she wouldn't stop to think how strange it was that this

one was talking. (Question: Is this a slur from the proximity to the

ground) I think so (or is it merely to say he is going to partake of a
to

little dust now?) That is getting on/the curse, which is a later subject

is "The Details of the Fall" , and under that, "b. The Serpent", and

I think jVS)1 we find these New Testament references which you turned in on

your papers; Romans 16:20; I. John 3:8; John 8:k9; Revelation 12:9; 22;

these five New Testament verses, which make reference to b. serpent in such

a way as to sugest a very close relationship between Satan actually

and the serpent. I think we are justified in concluding that it is quite

certain that we actually have three individuals aside from God in the

first verse of the third chapter. W have the serpent and the woman, but

that the serpent is a means of revelation for Satan, that Satan is the

active personality there in the temptation, even hough it is done

through the serpent. We not only have the serpent then asking this question,

adn this leads us tosee7 "c". "b"was"The Serpent", "c. The Process

of the-Surrender". And here we / have the first.thing. The seent

asked the woman the question, "Is it true that God said you must not eat

of any tree of the garden?" Our English here is a little ambiguous, in

fact that y1 word "every" in English is ambiguous a little bit. It may

mean "all", it may mean "none", it may mean "not any one", it may be "not

all", it may be "not any one", not "every". But the Hebrew is just as bad;

the word "every" there is often translated "any" in English, and, it i

more ambiguous than our English, but iSiI% just as much $'5 so. He says,

"Is it true that God has said you're not to eat of any of these trees in

the garden?' And the woman is astounded at the idea. What a terrible

reflection on God, that God would make all these beautiful treeshere in

the garden, all this lovlinees before them with this splendid fruit, and
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then say, "You mustn't.eat anh of it." Why the woman indignantly denies

it. She says, "We__may eat of the fruit of, the tree of the garden."

You notice how Satan approached the question. He didn't say to her, "You

know I think it would be a good thing if you would go over and eat of

that tree there." He didn't come directly to the point. He came to her

with somethhg which distracted her attention to another fact. And it is

a very important thing. in pedagogy, and it is a very important thing in

propaganda that the %y{5ó7 indirect presentation is often far more effective

than the direct presentation. If you can get a person to come to the idea

themselves, instead of your bringing it up, you will often find them much

more responsive and much more interested. And that can be used for good

as well as for bad, that if you get them to lead up to the question,

instead of your leading up to it, it is usually m'uchmore effective. And

so that is what Satan id here. He raised the question% about all the
of

trees, "Is it true you mustn't eat/any of these trees?" And the woman

indignantly replies, "Why, of course -not;" she says, "we can eat of the

fruit of the trees of, the garden. But," she said, "there is one tree in

the midst of the garden, ˆ and God said, 'You mustn't e.t it, and you

mustn't even touch it, or you will die." . Now where did she get that idea,

"neither shall ye touch it XXX lest ye die." Well we don't know. There

are two possibilities. There is one which I think is a rather unlkeIy

possibility, and that it that in the additional statement which God made

to them (for doubtless God talked to them a great deal-more than is

actually given in chapter 2), tI in these further discussion which God

had with them He had said, "You had better not even touch this tree at all."

But of course, she goes beyond that. She says, "Neither shall ye touch it

lest ye die," as if death were in some way associated simply with the

touching of the tree. I am inclined to 'think it very unlikely that God

had said, "If you touch this tree you are going to. die." That is-what

she seems to say here. It seems to me that it is most probable that

actually the connnand regarding this tree is ˆ4.Z/ exactly as given in
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the previous chapter, that He said, 'You shall not eat of this tree; you

shall eat of all the other trees, but f this tree you shall not eat, for

in the day that thou eätest thereof thou shalt surely die," and that He

had said nothing about touching it. And in that case, fr'% if that is true,

as I think likely it is, though I say we cannot be dogmatic about it, if

that is the case, then Eve is here adding to the commands of God. Now

Eve might have said, "it's a terrible thing to eat of that tree. That

tree is a very, very dangerous thing. There are terrible results if we

eat of it, and therefore my husband and I have decided we are just not

even going to touch it. We are going to go where temptation can come to

us easily; we are going to keep away from it. There is plenty of other

ground for us in this park to be happy in; we just won't go up to that

tree at all; we won't even touch t1 tree. This is our de$cision in

order to help protect ourselves from the danger that is there." That might

have been a very wise and sensible decision for her to make. But when whe

makes it out to be a command of God, and says, 'God says you mustn't touch

it lest you die," she is adding to God's command in such a way that it

can boomerang and react, and instead of making it easier for her to obey

His command, make it harder to obey His command. And therefore, it is

my opinion (I wouldn't say that it is certain7at all) that Eve already

made a serious mistake when she spoke in hast and gave the command of7

God inaccurately and carelessly, instead of stopping to go back and see

what the facts are and see exactly what they are. And if she is going to

follow the policy of not touching the tree.at all, which might be a very

excellent policy, to nevertheless very definitely understand that the reason

she doesn't follow it is because of expediency and not that it is part of

God's command, that it is something that is wise and helpful to,do, but

that God's command is, "Don't eat of it." (Student: Do we have a complete

record of what He communicated to Eve?) To say that dogmatically I wouldn't
?
do, and I tried very definitely to avoid saying that. I feel that there

are two possibilities. You might say there are three possibilities. One







possibility is that God said, "You mustn't eat of this, and therefore

I think it is wise for you not to touch it." That is a possibility.

Now if that is a possibility, I dnn't thing that is what she said, "You

shall not eat of it; neither shall you touch it lest you die." That is

not that He said, "It is a good thing for you not to touch it." There is

a second possibility that He said, "You mustn't eat it, nor must you touch

it lest you die." Well now, if that was the case it seems to me rather

strange that the way the command is given leaves it out; this is such

an important part of His command in that case. And the third possibility

is that the command is exactly as given there, and she added to it. Now

we cannot be dogmatic as between the three possibilities, but that they

were actually told that they would die if they touched it seems to me

extremely unlikely, and if either of the other two was the case, she then

was adding to God's command, either a little in the one case or a lot

in the other, and in either case I think she did something that it oild

have been much wiser (II 1/2 ). I think she would have been on

much safer ground to have noted vht God's command is, and to say, "We

think it's wise to take this all policy for it, but here is what God's

command is." (Student'! Provided that God didn't say not to touch it,

what would you classify this statement as, a mistake; could it be a lie

and a sin in the fact that the fall had not already come?) No, it is a mis

take. It was a careless mistake.; It is not a sin, but it is the y sort of

thing which can lead to it. I would say that we, In our Christian lives,

can carry on our Christian life and our Christian conduct in our relation

ship to God's Word, in our relationship to many aspects of the church, I

think that we should carefully distinguish between that whichGod commands

and that which we decide is a good thing to do as buttressing and

carrying out the will of God. itØ>fU would be very {foolish for us to

say
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We can only do what .God commands and we will not absolutely take any attitude

on things except the specific demand of God. The commands of God are infe

rences. There are various ways that they reach out into our lives. There

are various things we think are 13 in order to carry out the

import of each command, but I think it is wise that we make a distinct align.

I think it is one thing that has often lead to 13 i/k in

Christianity. The people had taken inferences and implications and ideas

as to the best way of living lives that would be acceptable in God's sight

and it's elevated these things into commandPand then people are 13 1/3

that this is what Christianity is. I think it is important that we

make a distinction. Well, the woman here may have given exactly thecom

mand of God. I think that is very unlikely. She may have slightly changed

the command of God. Th.t is possible. If she did that I think she made

a mistake. She >41j may have very considerably. changed the command of God

if He hadn't said anything bbout 13 X3/k. That I think is probably

the case though 'I wouldn't certainly be dogmatic on that. But if she did

that, she, by leaning over backwards put herself into a rather dangerous

situation. You know sometimes, it is desirable that we lean over backwards

on things, but if weget into the habit of It, if we constantly lean over

backwards, I think we exert equilibrium to where we are apt to go over for

wards 14, 1/3 . sometimes. There is
.

from one

extreme to another. (end of record)
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Take God's word and put confidence in it and follow it out. Whether ep

he will have confidence in God's character, to know that when God says

something it is done with a spirit of love toward His children, and done

in line with the best interest of everything in the universe, or whether

he will decide that he knows better than God what is best f or him, and

best for the world. And so the nature of the test is a test of man's trust

in God, of man's obdience to God, of man's willingness to consider that

God is right and loving in all things, regardless of whether there is

any actual $'f effect from eating of the % tree "or not. Now, "b. The

serpent." When we look, at the passage, we immediately, naturally, ask

the question, "What kind of a story is this that we have here? Is this

abood of Aesop's Fables? We find the serpent: here comes and he begins

to talk to the woman. And the woman has quite a discussion with the serpent.

Is the Bible a book in which you are going to have animals talking all

the time, in which you are going to have a lot of bizarre, of unusual

things that are all together from our present life, simply in order to

present a71 a lesson or to carry an idea, and we know that such things
with

never actually happened? Well, that may be someone's reaction $% this if

all that he ever reads of the Bible. But as you read the Bible as a whole,

how many times do you find in it $% that animals talk? What is the number?

How many of you can think of. ten instances even in the Bible where animals

have talked? How many can think of more than two? How many cannot think

of as many as two? We seem to have unanimity on it. Or have the questions

been asked too negatively? How many can think of exactly two? We seem

to have pretty good uniformity on it. Now in the other case of an animal

speaking, you all know that the animal which spoke in the other case was
/

not a serpent nor apse. (laughter) You know that in the other case it

was Balaam's donkey. And in that case we have an explanation of

how the donkey was able to talk. And what is the other explanation.

The other explanation. is that an explanation was behind the donkey, that

God opened the mouth of the donkey, that God made something happen which



is
)1$' unusual and contrary to the ordinary course of nature in order to drive

home a special lesson to BalXaam, lie caused that this animal should be

the instrument of revelation, that thoough the animal something should be

said to Balaam, and a lesson should be brought to him. Well that immedi

ately raising the question in our minds where we have only two instances,'

this does not prove that this instance is like the other instance, but it

at least shows the possibility that it is like the other instance. You

might say that $/ It raises a certain presumption that this instance will

be like the other instance, and put the burden of proof on the man who says

it isn't, to indicate some reason for saying the two are very different.

In that case the: onkey talked because a power greater than the donkey,

a superhuman power, enabled the donkey to talk in order to give a lesson

to the man which was not specifically connected so much with the donkey,

as with the power which caused the donkey to talk. It was to cause Balaam

to see his sin and his error in going against that which was God's real

will, even thought God had given in to his urgings, and permitted him to

do that which he knew to be contrary to the real will of God. It was

God using the thiäey to convey God's message to the man. Now in this case

then there is a presumption that some superhuman power is j4'4 using the

serpent to convey a message to thejyIˆ/ man. It is not a fable, like

Aespp's Fables, in the sense that you have pictured to you an attitude

which is characteristic of a human being in a certain situation, but
is

which is given under the figure of an animal. The serpent/here in no

way characteristic of a human being, nor representing human attitudes.
out

It doesn't play/something of human life in the form of animals, as in a

fable in which animals talk. The serpent is here an instrument of revelatimH

Someone may think that is blasphemous at, first, to think of the serpent
you

as an instrument of revelation, and the reason think so, if you do,

is because you are taking the word "revelation In a narrower sense than

the true sense of the word. "Revelation", the word itself, does not say

who the revelation comes from. It doe not pass on that information







to you. If I were to say about this"ne ktie, "Where do you think ,I

purchased this necktie?' Unless someone heard the revelation that I have
no

to someone in the office yesterday, there is/one here who would know

where I Si$'%/ purchased this necktie. I don't' know whether by looking

on the back of it you could gather some information, but I am Iç/ quite

certain of it that from the front there is nothing which would ve any

inkling of it. The only way you could find out would be to get a revelation

That i, it would be necessary for me to communicate information to you.

That would not be a divine revelation. That would be a revelation from

a human being, but it would be a revelation in the true sense of the word,

because it wouldt a communication from one mind to other minds. Well now,

in this case, we find the serpent is an instrument of revelation. We find

that a superhuman being is doubtless, although not here expressed in the

chapter, using the serpent as its instrument in conveying the ideas

which this superhuman being wishes conveyed. (Question) The New Testament

has a number of references which seem to j refer to this passage, even

though they don't explicitr say so. They seem to refer to the passage,

and they use the term "the serpent" in connection with the devil, in such
that

a way as not directly to say/the serpent is here the instrument of revel-

ation of Satan, but certainly to suggest it very very strongly. I think
the conclusion

to make inescapable/that the writers of these New Testament passages
serpent here

considered one or two things were true:" either this was not a OIXOMY

at all, but the devil masquerading, or else that this was a serpent, but

that the serpent was being used as an instrument of revelation by Satan,

by the devil. And I don't think that there Is anything in the passage

which gives us the right to conclude that it was not a real serpent, that

this was just a figure, a form, a pretense of %'I/ a serpent, that Satan

had assumed the form of a serpent, and that all serpents ever since get

the blame for something that they had actually nothing to do with. I don't

think we are entitled to reach a conclusion like that; I think the

conclusion we have to reach is that this :is a real serpent, but that tils
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There is often an extreme from that to the opposite extreme which can

be far worse than the original , but I don't think it is

God's will to go to extremes in either direction, though there are

many cases where it is wise for us to say we will not touch them. It

is too serious a matter, we will keep absolutely away from that parti

cular thing. Well now, I think that it is quite likely, at least,

that she was careless in her 1 exactly what God's command

had been and that she leaned over backward in such a wa y as not to

do a sin, but to bring a certain danger which could have been avoided

if she had said exactly the word. that God said. I gave this in a

sermon one time and a man afterwards said that he thought I should

be a little bit careful in my wording in this particular passage be

cause someone might et the idea that I thought Eve had a little

copy of the word of God in her pocket that she sould have taken out

and tooked at 1 1/3 I tMnk that it was the word of God

just as much as if she had it written down, but I don't think of course

that she had a little Bible which had only two chapters of Genesis

init. (laughter) (question) Yes, inspiration means that we have a cor

rect presentation of what she said. It doesn't mean that what she

said is true, but it means that it is true that she said it. That is

a very important point. Somebody said that the Bible says there is

no God. That is true. Bible says that the fool hath said in his

heart that there is no God. Now, that is a correct inspired statement,

that there is no God, but it is a true presentation of what the person

actually said in his heart that there is no God. And very often, we

can make mistakes if we simply grasp statement from the Scripture at

random and say that this is linspired and 2 1/2 God's word and

it may be an inspired picture of somebody's attitude. It may be it is

an inspired quotation of what somebody has daid. "All that a man has

will he give for his life." That is a cynical statement, but is is contain
ed
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in the Bible. It is what Satan says in the book of Joel. There are

people who 3 that it is a Biblical statement, but they6re not

quoting the whole statement. It is a Biblical presentation of Satan's

oddity. It is not the oddity of the Christian. It may be, of most;,

but of not all. (question 3 1/3) Yes, I do not think that the innocence

of Adam and Eve before the Fall meant absolute perfection, to the ex-
sin would

tent that they could not make a mistake. I f/% think that, $i%/ˆ/
involve a
deliberate going against God's will. Now in this dase there wasa

mistake, an error, evoked by her emotions in answering the serpant's

question. The serpent raises a doubt as to God's goodness. God doesn't

let you eat of anything. She is repulsed. k except this one

and then in her zeal in protecting the one, she goes beyond. It w as

not a sin, but it was a carelessness, an error. I don't think they

had perfect 11. 1/lI. . (question) Yes, but that was after he

had come in the Garden. (
'

) No, if you see a man coming

down the street here in a ten thousand dollar Rols Royse and you see

him f/)1 with a lot of things that you will never have in your

whole life, you may say, "Wouldn't it be nice to have them?' That is

not sense. He would say, "My, isn't that nice, isn't he fortunate?

I would like to have that myself." That is not 5 but when it

takes possession of your heart and it becomes an emotiona

ecomes sin. i4nt is it is COfltiflud..L .tt1,uae. It is not in

the fact 01 observing something which is nice. Now or course there i$s

i point where she stps merely noticing facts and where she assumes an

attitude tovra I but I aon't think that there would be the opportunity

or Eve to covet, because it was too easy to get 5 l/d . II ive

had LØ set back ana moped and. said, My isn't that mean not bo let us

eat oi tn.t wonaerrul Iruit. How I wish I could eat it. And it she

had just tt back and moped and longea ror It, tnt wouia aeri.nite..Ly

been sin, but I don't think that tn tiers it is a coveting in the tru
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sense or the word. (question b) She saw that the tree was one

to be desired, but one what? She saw that tne tree was something

that had b l/ , but it doesn't mean that it actually did, DUL

it means that this is the impression that treated by her mind ¬ 1/3

(question) That is right, she is recognizing the tact b 1/2

Well, now we will have to go a little faster, Dor we nave a big book

to cover her, but I think that these 2 chapters are so much under dis

cussion that it is worthwhile to spend a little more time on them than

we will on something else. (en a or lecture)

This morning in Church History class, I expi"inea what Is to be cone

in Arenlus II vol. and what in Hipel ( and what in Tertellicn ann

I trilnic everybody understood what I meant by that, but I tlind that

later on there were some who didn't notice whether they were between

A-Ha, I wrote all that out, but I clicint bring it with me, but vial

someone remind me for the benerit or any who were not paying attention

when I made that part of the announcement. I announced that all those

tIel A- Ha by next Monday had Arenius, id then by Thursday what was

it- Tertellian, and then I think I said He - p and then .1 said Terte.L

ian the first week and H---------b the secona week, no I mean Ter-----

and H---- Tnurs. and then those from R - Z, they would run from H----

on Mon. ana Arenius Thursday. Now is that clear to everyone now? I

wouldn't botne.r about it particularly, bit since there are three copies

or each of tnese books, it you would be very careful to use it during

the days that I assigned it to you then it will be tree to those to

which I assignea it in the other days, so I would appreciate it it

anyone who is assigneci xor next Monday, would not use that book after

Old Test. History class, but voula leave it available for those who

have it assignea for that time. (question 9) he is a good Greek Scholar,

so I would think it would be a good translation , but I don't know.
as

Of course, no is very strongly prejuaicea, and to an individual trans-

lation, I aoui.an't say. (question 9 1/2) 1 recall it was H-------- - - - -- 000K ,
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ow in Old Testament History, the assignment ior today, was wnat (var

ious mumblings) Today was that quesion on Unxonology in three parts

and I would like to u..Lviae tne cssigmment for next time. We have f

books avc.il.ole .nu .i. tnlnk it would be well to make a division and

say about ox tne els x or Monday will use the 4 books and the

o..ner i.,, use &nem ior TUeSUay. Now tne £f books which are vilaDie

ior tnls are Barton's Archaeology and the Bible. O4ft oi tm Delongs

to trie Library, are my own. ±uv,or ne Iirst 2/3 or the class,

where vouia tn.t run, about up to p or earlier, let us say up to )

0, .et-o and irm p- will have it for Tuesday, and I would like to re

quest the p-z to try to use it during the time piz Detween Monaay

Noon. That isn't much time is it? Well, we better say then., tnat it

will be ixee to anyone. Those a-o have it ready by Monday noon,

arid tnose from p- please aon't start using tnese books until Monday

morning. (question i 2/Lf) laughter I aon't think triat tne

assignment will take you very long for it is note. great, deal or mate

rial to read. It is tne suL'y 01 the rlood. flow you may find in

p,L//,L,L Barton, or 3, you may call them stories of the flood, but

this one is the main one. It is the Babylonian story of the

flood. It is taken from the Gilgimish lf 1/3 runs 3 or 4 pags

of very small type (end of record)
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or the Babylonian account by the man who had the same, who was"the

one survivor of the flood, and you see, that flood is like the 1/5

flood because in each or them was water, and each ot them them water

was above the earth and each or them there was one survivor who
to tell the story.

lived., I believe thttiose re rather obvious; in comparison and

don't bother to mention them on your paper, but it' you find any that

aren't so obvious as that that would relate to whether it was, it
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wouldn't just be in any flood, but it might be specifically of

this one, notice it. What do you rind in the similarity of' the Bible

flood and thths account. You know that the Bible story is 7-9

In Genesis, and you might perhaps glance through your Bible story and

you have already made a summary of the events and turned them in, or

the Biblical story. Well, see it you rlna any similarity of the Baby

onian story and or course s I say, there is water in them both. and that

is not much or a siliarity, but it there is a boat in both, that ix

a similarity. You might have two stories of a rlooa and in one or them

a man would be in a boat and be saved and in another one,he would

climb up to a high mountain and the water wouldn't qutie reach him, he

would be saved that way. Another story of a flood is that the man

might swim around and escape that way, perhaps he would take an air

planea nd fly around (laughter) nntil the flood was over, but it there

is a boat in both or them, perhaps that is anot a great similarity,

because alter all in those days we didn't have airplanes , and it it

was a tremendous flood it might cover the mountains, but it would be

a mighty big flood to cover the very highest mountain, so I think

it they have a boat, that is not a great similarity, but it is a simi-

larity and it ought to be noticed. What similarity you rind in them.
it one simply had a

U one or them strasses the painting or the boat and II. it wasn't
plan unpainted surface
painted, well, there is a difference, it they were both painted, veil

that would be a similarity, naturally to some extent. Naturally all

boats sooner or later are painted. See what you think are real

similarities it there are any, and list them. Arid turn in that report

in to me, either Monday or Tuesday, and maybe some other time we

will reverse the section it you think there is an advantage in that.

We will do it anyway for the sake of having variety. (laughter)

If you don't rind any similarities at all, just say so, and that will

be sufficient, but I would imagine that you would rind at least enur

likeness to be worth saying well, now in both of these the rain comes
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down from Heven, but after all that would relate to any flood, so

that is not essential., I think that you will at least find some

probJØlems that will require discussion if you don't find any simi

larities, but 1 think that you will at least find some thingsvorbh

considering whether they are similarities o not. Now does the Bibli

cal one have a pilot, a captIn, or does the Babylonian one have a

captain. Well, it they both tell who the captain is, then that is

slmiJ.iarity. See it you lind any. Well, now, we were discussing

the fall 'ast time and we noticed A. the nature of the test, B. the

serpent. We noticed what is involved in the serpent and how it would

seem that one of 2 views would finally be correct. Either that there

was no serpent at all, Satan took the place of the serpent, or that

Satan used the serpent as an instrument, and it would seem to me that

the ter view certainly is better in this case. There is nothing in

the rrrative to suggest that there was not a real serpent there and

a good deal to suggest that there was and when we read in the end that

it says in the curse upon the serpent, upon thy belly shalt thou go,

and thou shalt eat dust all the days of thy life" 1 have never yet

seen Satan going on his belly or known him to eat dust and conwequently

it does not seem to me that there is any way that we can relate that

to Satan. It seems to me that is talking of a serpent not of Satan.

Now, 01 course that is getting ahead of our present discussion. We

were discussion the fall rather than the curse that followed it., but I

think that is a fraction in connection with the curse, which is pretty

conclusive evidence that there is a real serpent there and if there is

a real serpent there, the serpent is either an independent actor in the

thing, or Satan is using the serpent and there certainly is sufficient

evidence to say that the serpent is not an independent act, particularly

when you bring in the New Testament references which tie it up so

definitly with Satan and his attitude and his activity. (question 5 5/)
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I would incline to think so, but I wouldn't quite feel that I could be

dogmatic about it. That 18 to say, it seems to me that there is a good

deal to be said for the idea that this serpent allowed itself to be

used by Satan so that there was some volition there for which it was

coupled. It would seem to me, but it someone said I don't believe that

a serpent can be coupled for anything, I don't believe that there is

any b on the part 01' an animal, if he says that, it doesn't quite

correspond to your re.Lationsnlp of the group creation. They do not

have consciencesas we do, certainly, but yet there is something or a

personal reaCtion, I'm sure. If somebody wants to say the serpent can

have no personal responsibility whatever and insist upon it, I would

say all right, we will agree on that, we will assume that it doesn't,

but we have no proof one way or the other. It it doesn't, when the

things that e the curse upon the serpent can be not so much a punish

ment or the serpent as a position, a. situation in which the serpent is

placed which is in the nature or things reminds mankind 01' what hap

pened and it reminds mankind the part that the serpent played in this,

and reminds him of his responsibility 7 That Is, it could be an

rather than a. punishment. The word curse, is equally

properly interpreted in that way and I don't care which of the two you

take, but I'd hate to be dogmatic on either one, I think that we should

recognize the two possibilities. (question 7 1/2) Well, this is the

serpent that was in the garden 01' Eden. Now we don't know. It is true

and we assume that all serpents were descended from this one. Now it

is rue probably that every person today is descended toom probably

any person that you can name vim lived 3000 years ago, who has any des

cendents today. I once, when I was in Hi School when I was in the

Library and supposed to be studying for the date and I got the date

pretty well figured out and needed a little relaxation and so I vent

into the geneology section and I started in looking up something 01' my
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ancestore (laughter) and I mangaed to trace them back to Charlemagne,

the great emporer who ruled most or Europe. I was quite interested in

haviang done that so we had anobher debate the next year so I vent in

and traced up another ancester and I got to Charleinayne through a

different one. I got to Charlemayne on three or tour different lines

and I thought that was very interesting, so what I thought for a whilel,

I wondered, isn't that remarkable to be descended frOm Charlemalne. My,

I wonder howniany people today are descended from Charlemayne, and so

I did a little figuring. I said 20 years ago, there were two people

living who were ancestors of mine, my father and my mother. We will

say that just before they were born there were four people living, t

least tour who were ancesters of mine, my four grandfathers, and then

a generation back, there were eight d.ncesters 01 mine, another generation

there were sixteen, and so Charlemayne came to be about the 37th

gener-ationback and so if you figure up and multiply by 2 and by 2 anb by 2

you 'ye bot at least a billion and a half and since there was certainly

not but a small portion of that number or people living in Europe in

700 or bOO A.D. and the result must be that everybody living today

who has ancesters that came from Europe, probably if you take the

facts would go back to Charlemaine on 50 different lines. 01' course,
aescencients

there are doubtless a lot 01 people living today who have no AAAJOY-APAI

living today, but just about any people living then, doubtless who

has descendants today, are probably so interelate down through that

we are a.i. descendents of each other and this is most likely that all

the serpents at least all of that particular species, would be descend

ents of that serpent. (laughter) 10 l/ Well, maybe there was only

one serpent there, maybe there were thousands of them. Maybe this

only relates to the particular serpent that are clescendents from that

one. Perhaps the curse is not upon 9/10 of the serpents in the world

today. It may be only upon these low. 1-erhaps that is the sltuathn.
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and if so, I think the other ones are rather unfortunate on account of

it because they certainly geta lot 01 treatment that is rather mean,

(laugneer) and yet I must say once or twice when I have killed. a ser

pent my sonscience h..s really hurt me afterwards. I felt badly about

it. I think that pexthaps i , we shouldn't be too sure that this

particular serpent that we see should have any relation to that one

(laugritØer) I remembered one time I killed. that pretty little green

rattle snake, otilt was only about this long. (laugher) I felt llk a

murderer for the next clay. (laugheer) Well, so much for the serpent.

11 1/2 process of the surrendered..Now the thing that I'm

trying to bring out is the gradualness ox the surrenaered, and 1 think

that there is a lesson here that is very vital Ior everyone ox us. 1e

did not come up face to lace with a definite decision, shall I disobey

God or shall I obey God? Shah I be on the Lord's side or shall 1 be
at

on Satan's side? She did not )1L/Ø one instance face that decision

absolutely clearly and. 12 and make the decision. She gradually

came to the decision of which she made and I think that it is hard to

say where the line comes where you pass over from temptation into sin.

It is very difficult oxten to say where it comes, t there is a place

where you pass form. We may not be very sure where it is, but most

every criminal knows everyone who is in the deepest of wickedness

did not start out to get into a situation like that but he gradually

moved over into that situation. I remeber when we had a fellow fired

from the school where I attended, he was persident 01' our Senior class,

and had been very promising for the four years he was there and yet the

week before the commencement, they discovered that he had been

with funds belonging to the class over a period of over a year, he had

been taking a little, and a little and a little and actually had goØtten

vay with several hundred dollars and finally they found out what the

situation was and he was dropped Irm school and on of the other tallow

was speaking to me about it and he said, that fellow was just a little
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careless with money sometimes. He was handling these funds that belonged

to the class and he was just a little bit careless with it d.nci he

neeaea something oi his own and was a tittle careless with the money

and so he borrowed five dollard from the class fund and 1 will put it

back next week, and he did and everything was pertectly all right and

he got usect to the habit or borrowing 5 dollars from it and pretty soon

he was borrowing 10 dollars and then 50 dollars and in the end, he

took quite a sum and then he didn't have the money to pay it back,

and there he ws .na ne gru.aually got into that situation and you cna

et used tomost anything. It is a good thing that when you start

along a certain line to think where that line will land you it' YOU 101

low it out logically na tie probably stioula have stoppea immediately

here, right in the beginning where it was easy, but he went on step

by step and the process of the surrender is a gradual thing here and

we tina her first questioning just exactly what is God's word on this.

1. think that, this is perhaps a guess, that she l i/ to the

Lord for it. I don't think that she was as accurate as she could have

been, in trying to determine exactly what is the
record or any

Lord's will for me anyway. We have no i2// command except not

to eat or it and then she adned to it and said neither shall you touch

it and then she was not sinning then, but starting on a path which

could ena her up pretty far away. It is vital that we know just exactly

what God's will is and what his will is and it we take measures that

are not part or God's command, that we realize that we are doing it

because it makes it easlrr for us to carry out his command (end 01 re-

cord) ot 44
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be touching that thing all the time and saying, now I wonder what that

fruit would Ceel like it I were to touch it. IT Was to keep .way Iron

things to the command or the prohibition, under-

stand where we are and now the serpen; said to the woman, you vilinot

surely die, because that God knows that in the day you eat thereof,

your ryes will be opened and you will be like God's knowing good and.

evil - that this means you will be like Goa because you will be able

to understand good and evil, righteousness and vickednevs, and see

where to line comes between, to me, that doesn't make any sense in

the connection. It seems to me that either it isan absolute lie and

means nothing or else it meane that there actually is an increase

and effective povere to accomplish what you .Lmay be interested in,

povere to know how o do the upbuilding thing, the thing that ac

complishes and the thing that tears clown. She is told that it will

enable her to do this, now thaybe it would and maybe it wouldn't, I

incline to think it would, but at any rate, she is given to think that

here is a lovely thing that she could have and it is a good thing to

have and. yet God has commandedher not to have it ana immediately the

minute she accepts that she is questioning God's goodness, she is

questioning what God said. He said you will die, the serpant says

you till not surely die, sho are you going to believe, the serpent

or God? Whose word are you going to follow? She shouldn't even

question that what God. says is true, but she is also questioning the

goodness of God. He is keeping something tam her that is good. Well,

he may be keeping something from her which is gooa, but he may be keep

ing a good thing from her for a definite reason because it is not, she

is not ready yet to have it, because later on would be the right time

for her, there may be a definite reason. My little boy, his mother was

very mean to him this afternoon because she kept him from something

goon. She took Miss harden to the train and they got up there on the
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plattorm and the trains cme in., several, ox them went before Miss Hrcien

train came and then Miss Harden's train came and she got in and little

Johnny couldn't understand how there could be place where you could

see trains coming in and out c.ll the time, why would anybody want to

leave a place like that? (laughter) His mother was depriving him of

something good keeping him from seeing trains cOme in and out. She was

just mean and he couldn't understand. how she could take such an at

titude and she would have liked to have him see trains for the rct

20 hours if he felt like it, but she knew that he neecica a nap and that

it was better for him to see more trains some other day rather than

then. She was depriving him of something goodi, but she was depriv

ing him of something that was good because she had . good purpose in

mind that w.s better for him than to give him that particular good

thing right now and God may be depriving you of something that is

good and another person may have that good thing, and it may be Goats

will that they have that good thing. But how easy it is for us when

things don't go right for us, ana something doesn't work out, we say

well, why does God let the other person have this and not let met?

Why does He give this other person this blessing and not give it to

me? Why am I treated this way? It you truly love God and if you

truly trust God, if you truly are a child or God, then carry it out

in its implication, you will realize that what God permits to come

into your lire is what is actually best for you and He has a plan for

you a dn a purpose in it anu though it doesn't look good to you, it

looks very bad, you can't understand why God woulu permit tX1t to

come, yet you must realize there is a good purpose or God would not

do it. how or course, you have your own responsibilities, that may

enter in to it, but Goci will over even.-what the result of

our acts,.i even the mistakes we make when-we-end Øyt' are for our good,

that we truly trust him and love Him, but it is hard for us to
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realize that who are the children of God, and have the whole Bible

to show us these truths. Well now, here is Eve, and when we take

a p like this we are following in the same direction in which $ she

went at this point. She, whom God had put in this wonderful garden,

began to God's goodness; Ø4Ø/ "He's kept away irom me something tn"t

is good." Now let's look into this and finci out it Goc. really is

treating her right. "And so she saw the tree was good for food." Well,

Goa had never sala it wasn't gooa for food. God had simply said they

weren't to eat of it. "And she saw that it was pleasant to the eyes.

And of course it was pleasant to the eyes; everything that God had

made was pleasant to the eyes in those days. It was attractive, but

God had said not to eat of it, and God must have had a gooci purpose it

he's a loving God in having given this command. But she saia, it"s

gooci for food, it's pleasant to the eyes,and she said, "it's some

thing that a person might very well desire it they want to get wise;

tfley.Li get wisdom from this. Doesn't want me to be wise? Surely
her

Goa wants p10 to be vise. Of course he does. But maybe He doesn't want
8

her to get vise right away, or maybe He ciosn't want her to get tnis

ricuiar rind of wisdom right now. .L know so many people who say,

Want to serve the Lord. I want to do the Lord's will. I know the

Gospel.. I've got John 5:lb. I want to go out and preach it.7 But,"

they say, "1 want to learn what the other side thinks. i w.nt to get

J..1. or the opposite viewpoint," and therefore, instead of studying the

Bible with those who believe the Bible, they will go and spend a lot of

time studying with people who deny the Bible and who tear it to pieces.

They want to become wise in that regard. It may be God's will for

some people to receive that particular type of wisdom, but I think in

''t cases, it Bs will that they first get a thorough understanding

of the Bible from a Bible-bdlieving viewpoint. I have never known of
disbelieved the

a person who thoroughly Bible to say, "I must laarn the
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fundamentalist viewpoint. I want to go to Faith Seminary and see

what they have to say." I have never known one to take that attitude.

But I have met man after man in a Christian college who wanted to serve

the Lord, but he's read John 3:16, he knows what the Bible says, he
hear

wants to go and % what the other side is. Well now, is there a

danger that such a one may be getting into the very attitude that Eve

got into here. It is something that is desired to make one wise, yes.

But is it the particular type wisdom God wants you to have, or is it

the kind of wisdom He wants you to have right now, or is there anobher

wisdom that isnore important for you to get first, in order that you

can 'Ø$ˆ$/ properly evaluate that widdom. So she considers those things

and she weighs the serpent against God. You cannot wigh the serpent

against God. Someone has said that one with God is a majority. And it

certainly is true. But none with God is equally a majority. A human

being adds nothing to God. God's wisdom is infinite. And God's goodness

is infinite, and we don't have to weigh God over against any other

force in the universe. We have to wigh God's Word and understand what

it means, and determine exactly, and not add to or take away from the

Word of God. We have to try to understand what He is saying and what

He means, but we do not have to 4'f compare what God says and what

others say, and try to see which one is right. I myself feel that that

is a fundamental error in a great deal of philosophy as it is taught

today. It starts out with this viewpoint: How are we going to explain

the universe? Well let's get the facts and explain it. Well, what

is the most important fact in the universe? The most important fact

in the universe is God, and the great bulk of the important facts of

the universe we can't reach and touchrrthey are beyond our contact--

the only way we can find out about them is to learn the facts of them
in God and

from the one who knows. And so if we believe/in the Bible as God's

\ord, the way to learn abut the universe is to study the Bible and

see what it teaches. I mean, if you're to get beyond the things we can
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touch and handle and study here in this world. And when you start in

with the study of philosophy and you leave this out of account, you

are of necessity going off on a line which can't get you anywhere,

because you are leaving the most vital facts out of account. You can

not get the true wisdom except through the source from which it comes.

And if you leave God's Word out of account, your conclusions mean

absolutely nothing. You can study something that you can

experiment on, something you can touch, something you can observe, but

when you come to study the origin, purpose, meaning of the universe, you

have to get the one source of wisdom or you can't expect to get anywhere.

Well now, Eve is trying to deal with things here which she has no

access to, to determine what is back of them, what the true meaning is

she is gaining God's word against the serpent's word and trying to make

a decision as to who is right, and she is in an attitude which is very

very dangerous. She has gradually gone from a start at which she was

simply trying to defend God against the accusation that God might be

mean in not letting them eat the fruit of all the trees in the garden.

And she starts with that, and she gradually goes along to this point,

and now she takes of the fruit, and she carts and she gives it to her

husband, and he eats. And so we have the process of the surrender,

which is gradual as C, but as D, we have The Suddenness of the Result.

I don't mean that the result necessarily came instantaneously, but I

mean that there was suddenly and instantaneously a realization of the

point which she h d reached. Be sure your sin will find you out; the

finding out may be very sudden, it may be very unexpected; but it is
it

bound to come, and/may seem to come very, very suddenly. Oven Latiinore

tells us, in his recent book, "Trial by Slander" or some such title,

how we was over in Tibet, I believe, on a United Nqtions commission,

and he heard a rapping at the door, and he went to the door, and he

asked What it is? and he found a telegram from the press in the United

States asking him if it was true that he was the top espionage agent
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of the Russians in America, and that he's charged of being a convict,

and he says in his book that he was utterly astounded. It came as a

blow that almost knocked him over that anybody would ever have thought

such things as that about him. Well now, the things may have been

absolutely false, but it should not come as a blow to him, and as a

sudden effect, because he had allowed himself to be used as a front man

for Communist organizations foryears, and he had worked with one after

anther, and worked with men who were giving every bit of ,$6'%/ their

activity, and spending thousands of dollars in order to advance the

cause of Communism in America, and he had worked with them and associated

with them, put his name with them, and allowed himself to be a leader
innocence of

in their movement, and perhaps he did it all in the/ignorance of his

heart, but he is a pretty bright man, and it is hard to believe that

he was quite as stupid. as that. The result neverthe&ess came to hint

suddenly. He said he just could hardly stand up he was so shocked

at whtt came. And that is exactly the situation with Eve here. All of

a sudden whe realizes what has happened, and yet she has gradually

drifted into it., and you drift down with the tide, and all of a sudden

there is a brink of Niagra, and over you go. And the suddenness of the

result is something that is indicated here, and that is %6 true to life

and to experience, and something that will come to everyone of us if

we do not stop the process somewhere along the way. Now, of course,

I do not mean that any one of us could have a temptation that is
decisive

comparable to that of Adam and Eve; this was the thing in the

universe. This was a turning poii in the universe. But in a lesser

scale, we all of us have experiences similar to that, and in a lesser

scale every person, saved or not, goes through situations of far less

import, but very similar in nature, and the Christian as well as the

non-Christian. I have known many people who have gone forward in a

meeting, and made one great wonderful act of consecration of everything

to the Lord, and then havng done that wonderful thing for God, they
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feel capable of going ahead and living for selfish purposes all the

rest of their lives. Maybe they're looking out for the best church

they can get; they're looking for the place where they'll have the

best opportunity; or the place where they will have everything that

will be most comortable for them. And at point after point they

put their own interests and their own desires first, and you can't do

that. Consecration is a moment by moment and a day /'$ by day propositior

and you cannot consecrate, you cannot give tomorrow to the Lord today.

Well here was Eve, and the eyes of them both were opened. She had

given to her husband, and he ate, and immediately the eyes of them

both were opened, and they saw how vose they were, adn how wonderful

it is to b so wise; they're just like gods now, and they were so

happy. But that's not what happened. The eyes of them both were

opened and they were ashamed. The eyes of them both were open and they

knew that they were naked, and they sewed fig leaves together, and

made themselves aprons. Their eyes were opened and they saw that they

were in an awful predicament. "Look at the situation we are in.

We haven't any clothes to wear." And they hadn't thought of that before.

There was no reason why there was anything wrong with that before, but

now sin had come into th lives. And they had taken an attitude, they

had changed their approach toward God, and immediately fear and uncer-

tainty come into life, and immediately they are strangers of lives which
immediately

are holy and right before God,/assume unholy and wrong potentialities,

and there comes a cause for fear, for mistrust, for embarrassment which

would not be present 4' in a state of hthliness, and entire devotion to

the Lord. (St) (end of record)
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The thing for us to do is to examine the passage carefully and try to

find out whether we have a universia picture of every man, or whether

we have an individual. And we have so many details which are indi#id

ual that we cannot ( escape the conclusion that though he represents

every man, and every man is involoved in what happened--ha is the

federal head of the race--and what he did we are responsible for as

his heirs and his descendents. Nevertheless he is an individual--Adam

begat Cain; Adam begat Abel; the race doesxt t beget individuals. There

is much here--to Adam and his wife did the Lord make coats of skin

and cloth them. There is much here which I thinks indicates that there

was an individual emplyed in the matter. I would not cast aside any

question like that as to the possibiities of interpretation. There

may be at any part of the Bible something that we may have overlooked.

We must go to it fairly and see what it is. It is true that Adam did

represent the race. Now someone says, This is just a legend, just

a story in pictorial from; It shows something that is an experience

whihc we all have. Well, is that the teaching of the Bible? And

you find the New Testament references to it take a different attitude,

and you find the narrative here presents a different things. And
can

therefore no one/say he is fairly and truly interpreting it in taking

it in such a way. The only way he can take it such a way is to say,

those people who wrote this story 9jd thought it was a true one,

but it isn't; they were mistaken. And once you do that you are not
(St:

taking the Bible as it is; you are twisting it around./ Your attitude

then would be that the New Testament clearly makes the proposition

clear by its interpretation?) Yes. The New Testament, when it says,

"Adam was not in the taansgression, the woman---" Now what does that

have to do with the race as a whole. Is not that referring to an

individual? I don't see how else you can take it. It is referring to

an individual situation. "As of one man's The terminology is

quite clear in the New Testament, I think. But I do think we Should
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beware that we do not adopt an obvious, immediate interpr-3tat ion, and

Insist that that is true without careful investigation. When someone

comes along with any interpretation, no matter how crazy it sounds at

first sight, I think it may be worth inveBtigating to see if there

might be something of an idea in it which corresponds to the facts, but

the question is, What does the Bible teach? What is the New Testament

attitude? What is implied and suggested by the actual terminology used?

Adn what is, I think, quite clearly intended here, is the account of

a real individual who was actually the ancestor of the race, and not

merely something figurative. A man said to me once,"Why, just look

at the Book of /XJ Job. You have this man, and you have these sons,

and you have these daughters, so many sons, so many daughters, just

the same number of them And then you find that one day he lost--you find

that one day he lost this probably, one day that, and one day the other.
C

That an't be true. Things don't happen that way. That is clearly just

an imaginary picture." Well now, whether the Book Job is an imagin

ary picture or not is something to be decided by a study of the book.

But to throw it aside on such arguments as that is utterly preposterous.

Because you can find in life after life that things work out in just

such a way as that. In case after case there are these similarities,

and you Oif might say coincidences, if you want to call them. It's

no reason for saying that a thing is tmproper or that it couldn't

happen. I have come upon some of the queerest ones comparitively

recently. They just are there. Life is full of them. And there

are all sorts of arguments used and raised to interpret the Bible

which are utterly invalid. I remember at a meeting of the American

Oriental Society that one of the men got up and said, "What

are we going to do with the Book of Ruth? That is surely not a story

of something that actually happened. That is surely an allegory. You

find here that it begins with a man here, with two sons, Mahlon and

Chilion, and one of them means 'sickness", and one of them means
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"weakness". And they both died. Now who would give names like that?

Those are just pictures. They are pictures of a situation. And Naomi

means "pleasantness". They are all / just pictures. That is not a

true incident." And Professor Aibright of John Hopkins University

got up when the man finished, and he said, "Wel.,!'I don't know that

there is much validity in that sort of an argumett. There was the

Oxford Movement. I don't mean this recent thing, but a century ago,

the movement in the Anglican Church toward Roman Catholicism. There

was the Oxford Movement a hundred years ago, and the leaders of it

were Newman, and $ Manning, and Wiseman. Aren't they pictorial

names? They were the leaders." And I notice that Biblos, of Jud 5 1/2

the ancient name of one of the important cities in Syria, the city

from which the name of our Bible comes. And the word means "little

mountain." And in modern names when the French, who control Syria,
0

decided to excavate it, they sent a noted excavatr, Pierre Montaign,

whose name means "little mountain", to excavate Biblos. Well I dn't

think that is the reason they selected him/ for it. (laughter) But

you find that sort of argumenteverywhere in relation to the Bible,

if I{zf/ you're going to extend it on, you'd say, "Why certainly

we wouldn't have a president of the United States called True Man."

(laughter) You see all sorts of arguments on interpretation, and there

may be something to any of them, but do not let the authority or the

number of degrees of the man who gives them influence you in your
S

determin1tion of whether they are right or not. The more degrees a

man has, and the more studying he has done, the more he is elevated above

the people to whom he speaks, the more apt he is to get a lttle bit

careless and flung off ˆf arguments without thinking them through

sometimes, and people just sit and take notes, and think it all must

bevonderful, because this great fellow says it. That is one reason

why I always try to encourage people, any time anything I say sounds

untrue to them, to speak up and say so, because I don't want ever to
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get into that attitude. It is a very, very easy attitude to get into.

I'm not the least bit interested in what anybody thinks about a thing.

I mean, the fact this man thinks it doesn't prove it in the least; I

don't care how great a mna he is, but I am tremendously interested in

what the reasons are why a man reaches a certain conclusion. And of

course, the more intelligence he has, the more study he has done,the

more possibility there is tht he has good reason, but I want to know

what those reasons are, and to make my judgment on the basis of reason.

You don't learn truth by counting noses, and you don't learn truth by

seeing how prominent a man is. We had one of the greatest physicists

in the world come to Occidental College when I was there, 901#11 and

tell us the truth about religion. And when/J& he got through, you

could have seen that any child should have been able to speak more
sphere

truly in the/) of relIon than that man did. I don't think he had

even studied the matter he talked about. But because half the world

bowed down and said, "It's wonderful!" when he gave some truth in

physics, which he had very thoroughly worked out, and really probably

knew more about than any one else in the world, he felt that therefore

he could speak on all kinds of other things he knew nothing about at

all, and the sad thing is that people just sat and thoroughly worshipped

as they listened, and accepted what he said. The question isn't. Who

says it? but What are his reasons? But let's examine anything, no matter

who suggests it, and really see what the evidence is for it.

Well now we have this immediate result. And then we have God asking

questions. And what do you think of God asking a question, that is

question .. What do you think of God asking questions when God knows

the answer perfectly well? Wouldn't that be silly? The Lord called

and said, "Adam, where art thou?' Didn't God know where he was? Why

dtl He ask the question, "Adam, where art thou?" Doesn't that prove

that we have a finite God here who didn't know where Adamwas? And He
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couldn't find Him; He had to call and ask him, in order to find out

where he was. What a primitive story we have here, of a od who

had to come down and look for Adam, and He couldn't find him, He

had to call and say, "Adam, where art thou?" Well, it's easy enough

if you're going to take that sort of argument to try to make out that

we have justa primitive story here, and that it is actually a very
do

primitive mentality that made it, but you can/the same thing with any

book that was ever written. i% You can do the same thing with arjthing

that was ever written if you're going to take the words and insist that

they mean exactly what they say, and that it isn't the implication of it

7773/ perhaps that is the importance. This word doesn't mean God

doesn't know where Adam is--I mean, wants to find out. This word means

that God wants to call to Adam's attention the impossibility of hiding

from God, and therefore He does it in such a way as to drive home a

ruth to Adam's heart--that Adam cannot escape God; that God is

interested in Adam, and though Adam is trying to flee from God, God

is going to search him out, and to investigate the situation, and

He sqys, "Adam, where art thou?" And it is a very good method of

pedagogy to ask people questions that you know the answer to '%'%%

perfectly weal, and it is a very good method of leading them along into

truth, but you want to be rather careful who you use it with, because

I find that sometimes when you do it, people will interpret you exactly

that way that way that I suggested of interpreting this of God here.

In fact, I've had it done. Usually I don't try to prove they're wrong.

I simply avoid using that particular method again with that individual.

(laughter) Well, here we have God using that method with Adam, and

asking, Where art thou? Ad God is searching Adam out. And Adam gives

an excuse. God doesn't simply say, "Oh, there is nothing to that

excuse," but simply follows it down, asks a further question. Now he

says, "I was naked and hid myself." God says, "Who told you you were

naked?V He doesn't explain the thing; He doesn't discuss it; He asks a
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further question, and He knows the answer perfectly well. But He asks

, it in order to show the absurdity of the attitude Adam has taken. He

pushing him down, little by little, with His questions, and He follows

it right down until He gets to the serpent, and Adam and Eve relax and

say, "Isn't that wonderful? He has accepted our excuses; He has gone

right to the serpent now. He Ø4/) didn't even question what we said.

We didn't do it; the serpent did it; and He has gone right straight to

the serpent. But then after He deals with the serpent, He comes back

to them, and you can't evade God that way. You make your excuses, and

we all do, perhaps efforts to evade; we make our excuses; we try to

evade; but God sees right through them. But the trouble is that we

don't ourselves, and half the time, when we try to deceive God, but

we deceive other people, we succeed very very well; but what we succeed

in is deceiving ourselves, not in deceiving Him. And we kid ourselves

to the point where we believe what we say. There is nobody in the

penitentiary but was put there for something he did. Everyone there

was framed. For everyone there there is a reason why he is there,

but he doesn't deserve to be there. He was wrongly treated somewhere

along the line. Everybody makes an excuse, add we all do ourselves.

And I think it is a good illustration here of theneed of avoiding that,

of taking the blame yourself, regardless of what blame sornevon else

takes. (end of lecture)

We were looking last time at the L1. itself, the details of the fall,

and under that E was 'God's questions", and "F. The Effort to vade".

And we noticed that the man, as soon as he had sinned, then ran and tried

to hide, he tried to evade God's questions, he tried to hide from having

any contact with God. Fellowship with God was broken; there way an

entirely different attitude than the attitude which he had had before.

He hid behind the trees of the garden. Now he knew enough to know the

trees couldn't hide him from God; he knew God was the Creator of the

Universe; he knew that God saw everything, knew all tbiigs, and yet he
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hid among the trees of the garden. Very silly. No sillier than the

attitude most of us take a great deal of the time, the attitude that

all lost people take from God; they try to hide f rot God, %{$/%%/

%j but if they think it through they know they can't hide fr God.

And the raise up all kinds of arguments, philosophical, and historical,

and scientific arguments in order to keep from facing God, to come

between us and Rim, and to separate us from the necessity of facing the

direct questions. //2/ People live as if there was no God, and yet very

few will, admit that they don't believe there is a God. Most people

will say, "Well of course they believe "
(end of record)
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by philosophi reasoning, that there is not a God. Very few people

are willing to call themselves atheists. They will say that, perhaps

they will say that they don't know. Most people will admit that there

is a God and if there is or if there isn't, they don't face the ques

tion. They hide from it. They hide from all sorts of things which are

no more able to hide them from God than the trees in the garden are, to

hide Adam from God. And you know that, right here perhaps, we notice

the value of reasoning, the value of argument, the value of historical,

or scientific, or philosophical arguments of religion. You don't win

somebody by argument. It is the holy Spirit that wins one to the Lord.

A person faces his sin and his need of a Saviour and sees Christ as the

only possible answer and is saved. Your arguments do not save a person.

They cannot possibly. I think that perhaps your arguments might be

compared to someone who is cutting down the trees that people are hiding

behind. They are refusing to come face to face with the facts. They

know He is there, they know it perfectly well and yet they refuse to

admit it or they push it so far into the back of their minds that they

kid themselves into thinking they don't believe. They convince them

selves, perhaps, that there is nothing to it and your arguments will not

save the person but will remove some of the obstacles that they themselves

have built up to make it seem unnecessary for them to face the fact of

their responsibility before God and to face the requirements of Christi

anity. You do not win a person by argument but you remove obstacles, not

obstacles in God's way, but obstacles in the person's way. Obstacles

which usually that person has built up themselves, but which, sometimes,

others have built up. You might say the person takes advantage of some

thing that someone else is doing. .2.. bad spot in record...) the

spiritual failure when someone is lead into unbelief. There is always

a turning away of the will from doing what we don't want to do, but that

we know is right, and yet it is far easier to turn away the will when we
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have a tree, convenient tree, behind which we think we can hide. I do

not think that anyone ever lost his faith on account of unbelieving argu

ments which were put before them. I think he lost his faith

because the heart is desperately wicked and since the heart did not want

to fac, his responsibility to God and desired instead to go out after'

his simple lusts, but I think that the argument, the presentation of

unbelief which was put before someone, furnished him a convenient tree

to hide behind; and to do the things that he wanted to do and therefore

it is a cause, but does not absolve the man from responsibility. It is

exactly the situation here where the Lord said to the man, "What have

you done?" and the man said, "The woman that thou gayest me; she gave me

of the tree and I ate." You see it is all her faXyult, it's God's fault.

If God hadht created the woman, man would have never

sinned. "The woman you gave me", see? He put it right there. He

directly tied up the responsibility to God, so it is God's fault, you

see. God didn't bother to argue with him. He simply acted as if he

were taking his words at face value and turned to the woman and He

said, "What is this you have done"? and the woman said, "Oh, it is that

serpant. The serpent lead me astray." Then the Lord turned right di

rectly to the serpent. And Adam and Eve, both of them heaved a great

sigh of relief. They had escaped from any punishment because God had

taken the excuse that I% they had persented and sometimes people take

our excuses and other times they don't and we can be sure fc/ of this that

our excuses don't make the least bit of difference to the Lord. I know

one time, I was on the train in the middle of the war, heading westward,

and I got to talking to a Lejutenarit who happened to sit across from me

at the table at breakfast and h mentioned how he had a ten day furlough,

in Texas, I think it was, somewheres down that way, and he was due ˆout

in San Francisco at a certain time and he said, "Now this train is late,

and I am going to be six hours late in getting there. I can't possibly
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get there before and there will definitely be punishment for b&ing late."

1ell", I said, "It is not your fault that the train is late, won't you

tell them that the train is late?"NO, what is the use of making excuses,

I could have allowed for he train and taken an earlier train. They

know that just as well as I do. What is the use of making excuses."

I think as a rule, it is a fact that we all have good reasons for failing

sometimes, but no one of us has a reason for failing all the time and

everyone will make allowances for accasional reasons. It is not necessary

to give them, and if a person is making excuses all the time, why, they
as if

are apt to be judged at face value. God simply acted %$4 he assumed

that they were excuses and he just went right on and it didn't make the

slightest difference in the world. His verdict was strictly in accordance

with what they had done, but e traced the thing down. He took the story

and as soon as it was right, he traced it right 5ack to its beginning

and then He came back and dealt with the matters along the way. And so

He turned to the serpent and he didn't give the serpent any chance for

an excuse. He simply turned to the serpent and He gave the curse upon

the serpent immediately. The man and the woman are what matter in this

account, it is therefore the serpent is an incidental element which has

been used of the devil to lead them astray and the serpent is not given

an opportunity to say,"After all it was the devil who used me, I couldn't

help myself." And so we come to #3,'!the curse." I separate these two

because the details of the fall are interesting to us to understanding

how things come to be as they are. They are interesting as an example

of how mn fall all the time. They give us many interesting psychological

insights into ourselves, but at the same time what is actually given is

simply something that has la ppened. Now the curse is some{thing tha is

a definite regulations established a permanent effect and consequently

I think it is a separate head, the curse which God placed as the result

of the fall and now the curse $as naturally given here, divides into

three parts. There is first the curse on the serpent, second, the curse
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on the woman, third, the curse on the man, and then there is a fourth

part of it which jj goes throu-'h all three of these which enters into

all of them. First, the curse upon the serpent, then. 3a. What are

we t old about the serpent? He says to the serpent, "Thou art cursed

above all cattle, and above every beast of the field." He says, that

whatever misery and suffering that comes to other animals, upon you there

comes a greater curse. This suggest already that all of nature, in some

ways, participates in the curse. "Thou art cursed above all cattle, a

bove rery beast of the field." /j% it suggests that God is placing

a curse upon this good world which He has created. Upon this good

animal world, upon this good earth, upon all this at every stage, he

looked upon it and it was good and when he came to the end of the sixth

day, we read, that he looked upon t and it was very good, and now the

serpent is more cursed than the rest and so there is an implication that

there is a curse that rests upon all, but here he is stressing the ser

pent. The serpent is to most cursed, not that it is exclusively cursed.

And, of course, that raises a question, as I mentioned last time, is

the serpent actually receiving a punishment? If it is, then we must

recognize that the serpent had a responsibility, had permitted Satan to

use it, it had a responsibility and consequently we see this punishment.

Whether that is true or not, I find, very difficult to say, but there is

the suggestion in this verse that possibily that is not necessarily

the case, because thou art cursed above all cattle and above every beast
S

of the field. There is a cure upon nature, all nature, not just upon

this earth, and the curse upon nature is not a punishment, but the curse

upon nature is the punishment of man. Man is punished by that which is

done to nature. Man is punished by the effect which come upon the

animal creation, and upon the vegetable creation as we find in later

parts of the curse and so it is altogether possible that the curse upon

the serpent is meely a part of that which is to have Its effect upon
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man, that is the serpent, as an animal, and that it is simply an object
under the

lesson for man arid somhing to effect man in his life /$%ˆ' curse. Now,

that is doubtful, between the two views, I don't see how you could be

dogmatic. I incline to think that thero is a little element of punish

ment, but I certainly am far from certain, but the serpent is cursed above

all the other creatures, "upon thy belly shalt thou go/
If
wh%(ether this

means that previously the serpent walked upright, or whether it is simply

that the continuing condition of the serpent is going to be the object

lesson to man, is something that is hard to say. "rust shalt thou eat all

the days of thy life." That does not mean that the serpent actually

eats dust, it means that his head is down in the dust, that he was in

a condition, an inescapable condition in that regard and, of course,

upon an earth under the curse, "to craw upon your belly and have the

dust in your nostril" would naturally e altogether different than it

would be to be upon the ground in a world in which nature was perfect,

and in which there was no curse. I have never thought of picking things

up from the floor and eating them anywhere I have been, as far back as

I can remember, but when you have a little child in the house, you find

that it is impossible to prevent him occasslonally from pickind up things

from the floor and eating them. You drop things on the floor, he picks

them up and you don't have quite that same feeling about something

being on the floor as being immediately taboo as far as going into your

mouth is concerned and that brings to your realization a difference
house where

between your 1'% )41 you try to keep things clean and where you know

what comes in and you know who is there and the situation of the world

which in general is under the curse. When I go out to the mountains

for a few days and am entirely away from human beings, even though, I

get dirty, I feel cleaner, much cleaner, than I do riding in a street

car or riding a train, where you don't know what kind of people are

around you or what kind of germs and what kind of effects there may be

there. We have all sorts of attitudes toward this world, because of the
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world being under the curse, which we would have not in a perfect world,

as God made the world. Everything in it would be good and we would not

have to take these particular cautions that we have to take n the world

as under the curse and the serpsn. crawling upon his belly and eating

dust is a part of the situation of the curse, whether it is a particular

change in the serpent's condition or not. Then the 15th verse continuing

part of the bbject lesson, perhaps, also part c.f the punishment, perhaps

not. I will put enmity between thee and the woman, the serpent and the

woman had been bosom pals. Thy stood together bainst God. The ser-

pent had told the woman how mean God was and how find it would be for
believe

her to eat of this and she is to the serpent instead of believing

God. Well, there is a friendship between the serpent and the woman and

now there is a change, now there is an enmity between the serpent and

the woman. Now ther is an. attitude of distrust, an attitude of fear, in

stead of the attitude which was in the garden. And this is an attitude wit

which is to continue. It is not merely between this woman and this ser-

pent, but it continues between the serpents descendants, and her seed,
trying

etc. The descendants of the woman is to hit at the head of the

serpent and trying to destroy the serpent and the serpent is trying to

injuDe the heal of the woman. (question 14 3/k) (end of record)
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Now as far as a condition reflex is concerned, I take it the difference

between a condtion reflex and an unditlon reflex is that one is a nat%

ural instinct and the other is something that you acquire as a habit

as a result of circumstances. Well, here is a prediction that it is

going to be this way, and it doesn't tell us thether it is going to be

naturally made or rather ti is going to condition. I conditioned my

wife once in this regard, it was just before we were married and I was

very anxious that we were going right out to the Grand Canyon right

after, and I was going to take her into a section that I don't believe
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any woman had ever been in before(laughter). Thre was little danger

of rattlesnakes there, but there are some, and so I always keep my

eyes open very carefully lest I step on some. Once I looked down

all of a sudden and there was one all coiled up, and one foot was

ahead of it and one behind it and I didn't know which way to step,

(laughter) I almost stepped on it, and because if you stop on it, they

are apt to spring up at you rather sudden'ly and I hadn't had that

particular experience, so I wanted her to realize the danger and watch

out for them and so I told her a bit about them before we went and we

went out there and we wal1 for two days and went way off into a dis

tant section of the canyon and that night I was fast asleep, and all

of a sudden she began to shake me, "look, look, there is a rattleshake,

right over there." It was just as near as Mr. Dorsey, and I looked

and I got out my flashlight and there was a great big crooked stick

there. (laughter) You see, she had a condition reflex there. (laugher)
d

I ha given herd an idea of watching out for the serpents and I had

given perhaps too much 2 Well, thatwas better than having it

be too little to the point where she might be careless. Is this i_

latlonship here, the result of situation in life, you mean, or is it that

God makes it that way from then on ? I don't see that we know. I don't

see hwere to tell. I know people who have no fear whatever of serpents,

and I know others who seem to have something in their background or

things that have happened to give them such a fear, they just have a

terrific fear of them. I know that is true of horses and true of mon

keys. I heard, not so long ago, of a big gorilla, a very big powerful

brute that could lift up three men and throw them through the door

if he desired and they didn't know what to do, they didn't want to kill

it, they didn't want to shoot ti, and they couldn't get it back, I think

it was just last week, sometime. It wasn't hurting anybody, but they

didn't know what it might do, and they wanted to get it back in the
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cage and they tried all sorts of things for a couple of hours. He was

wandering around and everybody was running from it and finally they got

a hold of the keeper who had been away, I guess, and he came in and he

got a little bit of a garder snake about this long, and he put it down

in front of it and the thing began to scream in terror and rushed back

into his cage. 0(laughter) Well, that is not a condtion reflex, in that

case, that was, I would thing, there was/ some innate fling for it.

I think the fact of the matter is that in this fear, there had to be

fear in order to avoid definite danger and there is fear that will go

beyond actual danger. There is unreasoning fear that grips us all at

times, and does far more harm than the actual things often that we

face. It is one of the great difficulties in our modern life is all

sorts of unreasonable fears that we have. It is all prt of the curse.

It is the human mind and human personality that is under the effect of

sin, and under the effect of the result of the curse which God has laid

upon this earth because of sin. Well, now, that effects a good many

parts of this curse. Here we have the continuing enmity between the

serpent and the woman and the woman's seed in this case. Now there is

no explicit mention here of Satan. There is a suggestion perhaps of

hope for the man, here, but it is the curse upon the serpent which stands

out. Now 3b is the curse upon the woman. You might say that is already

included to some extent in this. There is the enmity between the woman

and the serpent. She looses a good friend. She no longer has that

friendly attitude toward the serpent, nor that feeling that she can

trust the serpent and she knows that she can't trust him, there is this

enmity, this fear, this suspicion inserted into nature. Nature is out

of joint as a result of sincoming into the world. I will refer you to

verse 16, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy

conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forXth children; and thy desire

shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee. The woman has

ruled over the husband here, she has brought him the apple, she has told
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him what to do. She has lead him into this situation and he feels that

he can blame her for it. Well, that situation is reversed now, under

the curse, and you find that in a very large portion of he world the

woman is almost a shadow of her husband, there is an absolutely wicked

extent to which men have control and an arbitrary control over women

in the world as a whole. You find that except for a few sections hre

and there, to a very limited extent, that woman has suffered in this

situation and you find that in the U.S. about 5Osyears ago, the woman

was saying that women had been in bondage all these centuris, the

woman has a right to equality and has a right to be free from all this

and we had this great feminist movement and then you find that when you

get an attitude etabl1shed of absolute equality you find that doesn't

work, that that is not the system as God has made it. It is tht the
as it 7 In-

world Is now. There is a Xfff%e in person. There is an equality

there is an unfairness in many places in which women are treated in the

world today, utter unfairness, an unfairness which I do not think that

a Christian should in any way participate in and yet an unfairness

that is so under the curse that it cannot be removed from this earth.

remember how disgusted I was once at a fellow. He was a young fellow,

a minister, out of Seminary a couple of years. He was speaking about a

girl in the town that I was visiting him. He said, "You) know, my bro

ther was here visiting and you know what he said about that girl? He

said, the trouble with her is that she wants a man. She is just looking

for a husband that's the way she is." Well, this fellow himself, was

just crazy to be married, and was looking %% over every girl he could

meet, considering, and trying to decide who would make(laughter) and

the think that impressed me was this thing that we consider perfectly

normal and right for a man, the very fact that he suspected a woman

of having such an attitude, just seemed to be a terrible thing and that

is ingrained in the constitution of our civilization. You will find the

attitude taken by most people to a very large extent. %/6% There is
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an entirely different attitude. We have to recognize it and I don't thixk

that we should say, that that which is unfair, that which is wrong, is

part of God's Holy will. I don't think that we should say that, but we
curse

should recognize this that there is a upon the earth and that

we have to recognize the curse and that we have to deal with things as

they are, alleviate them as much as we can, but we also must recognize

that there are definite differences between man and woman and. God has

given man, not this arbitrary control over woman which in so many con

tries $/L/ is excercised; nothing of the kind, but he ha: given man a

first place, a leadership, and that is God's will in the creation of

man and woman. Man should have the leadership and when that is chan

ged, you find that it doesn't work out. But people take it and go

way beyond and God predicted that in the Scripture. Now the earlier

part of the verse, "Ishall greatly multiply thy pain, thy conception

in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children" Upon this aspect of life

is a perfectly natural, and in which in many parts of the group

creation, seems to be almost entirely free of pain and difficulty. In

the human world, there is a tremendous amount of pain and misery con

nected with it and %% the result of things not being in the good ndi

tion thnwkich God r'reated it. The nature is out of joint as the

result of the curse and the sin which produced the curse. Now pick

up a book, I was reading a book not so long ago, by an English doctor

who was very much disgusted with the attitude $f' that a great many

people had in relation to this point. He was an an English doctor

who I think, as far as I could get it, had worked out some very good

sensible ideas in relation to childbirth and he said that he %j1t

found it very difficult when the fact that everywhere he went people

said, Oh, but woman is under the curse, woman is supposed to have this

pain and this misery and it is perfectly silly to try to do anything
about it. That is God's will. Well, I think that is amisunderstanding
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of the verse. /%'f is a result of sin, it is a rtsult of the curse,

which has brought pain and sufferng in the world, that may strike any

of us and will strike us no matter how fine Christians might be and no

matter how well He directs our lives, we may very likely have a great

deal of pain and misery in life, but a large port/ion of it comes from

the nervous condition %4, the fear complex, the wrong approach to

things which is all a part of this sin within our hearts all from the

curse upon nature and after we believe on the Lord as we are truly his

follovrs, it is Hil will that we shˆould have calmness and a freedom

from worry, and a complete trust in him which greatly decreases the

effects of the things in every aspect of our lives and anything that

we ean do to hurt that relaxation and that freedom from worry

Is, I think, definitely in accordance to His will. The fact that

there is suffering and misery as the result of the curse, doesn't mean

that we shouldn't do everything thwe can to try to make it easier and

it doesn't come because ti is God's will that we should suffer, it

comes because the result of sin is nevitably suffering and God has

placed a curse upon the nature for our good, and it should div1us not
JcT1

to a situation of rebellipn against Godbut a condition of trust1g_r\ çr-
:.. r,

which inevitably Now you will find these qualities of rela-

xation of trust that often you will find people who have no Christian

profession at all who put many of us to shame in their attitude and

serenity and calmness in their minds. You will often find it, but in

a great many of the cases where you find it, not all, by any means but

in a great many of the cases it i the result of a Christiabackground.
'%AA
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There is the Christian effect that comeˆ, even with the baokgrour4

forgotten, or later 13 1/2 . It is most interesting to read in

early Church Histo,ry how the people in the Roman Empirp had their
ç r r b 'f i

great -vii484 combat and jhey would masthousands of people
(

in the arena atd It w& for thepeople to see the blood flowX.
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And there is practically never once in paganism a word said against

this terrible cruelty until you find Christianity overcoming in the

p1re, and then the thing is done away with almost immediately. And

you will find t that when you have people who are very humanitarian,

and devote their lives to good works, and do a tremendous amount

of good in the world, I think I could say that in ninety-five percent

of cases you will find that there is a Christian background; that it

is the effecti of the gospel, and you will find that abuses, which

just go right along and people ignore in a nations without Christi

anity, after the gospel comes, people begin to notice and observe and

take an irterest% in trying to do away with them. It is very foolish

for the Christian to set himself up against the social gospel, as

if the social gospel were a harmful thing. One man said to me, "If

people are going to hell anyway, what do I care whether they go drunk

or sober?" Well, it is far, far more important for the person to be

saved from sin than it is to be saved from drunkenness, yes, far more

important. ut you will find... (end of record)
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Today and tomorrow, I do not believe that I asked you to turn anything

in for this assignment, today and tomorrow. I merely want you to get

the material well in mind, and then next Thursday we will find out how

well you have it in mind. The test Thursday will not cover anything

beyond the point we reach in lectures tomorrow, except for matter that

has been assigned of course. The assignient for today and tomorrow was

the book of II Sam. and I asked you particularly to note in the book

what it said about places, or countries of importance, what important

things happened in connection with a particular place or particular

country; that is to say it is the material aspect of the history of

II Sam. that we are concerned with in these two assignments. As a book

of history, what do you find? Political and economic, particularly poli

tical history, what is the outstanding thing discussed in II Samuel and

what are the outstanding matters that occur in connection with it? That

e that narrows the scope down sufficiently to be able to do a fairly good

job of it in two assignments and then we will find out Thursday on one

of our questions how well you do on it. Now we were discussing the

2 port evangelian, and we notice that although most of them 2 i/k

God said to the serpent was discussing very specifically the matter of

God's curse upon the serpent that it reaches a point that it seems it

no longer shakl have any relevancy to the serpent. After that point he

has spoken exciusiviely to the serpent and it is rather hard to see any

previous relevancy to Satan, enmity between the woman and the serpent,

but nothing to do with Satan, it is the serpent, 3xclusively. The ser

pent goes on it/s belly, nothing to do with Satan, but then when we

see at the very end of it He seems to turn the attention away from the

serpent to the one who was using it and to speak to this one and to de

clare that there is to be an end to the situation which has now been e

stablished, that there is to be a time when one who is spoken as the seed

of the woman is trying to bruise th head of this one who is addressed and
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this one who is addressed is going to bruise the heel of the one who

is spoken of as the seed of the woman and we notice what a peculiar ex

pression this is, "the seed of the woman". It is he, not she, it is not

the virgin Mary, it is the seed of the woman, but there may be a connect

ion there to the Virgin Mary in that it is the seed of a woman, not the

seed of a man, which perhaps is a suggestion that there is not such a

statement that you could know the doctrine in advance, but the suggestion

that makes you realize there is something unusual, something strange,

something that you need a little more knowledge, a little more data in

order to fully understand ,that it means and then you find that it fits in

perfectly when you see what actually happens. That Virgin born son of

God was the one who bruised the head of Satan and whose heel, Satan bruised.

So here we have the promise of the Gospel, the declaration of Salvation,

the certainty that God is going to give the victory. That is #.

#5, we call the seed of the woman in the subsequent period and tere we

are just breifly looking ahead into succeeding chapters to see what if

anything there may have reference to this port evangelion, to this won

derful promise about the seed of the woman and immediately we think of

the first verse of the next chapter, a verse which I asked you to look

up in the Commentaries to see what it means, what opinions they had on

its interpretation. Last week you turned in to me a discussion of it

and of course I asked those who had already had it to look it up in the

Hebrew and see exactly what it says and in the verse there is a very

strange phrase, that last phrase of the verse, which in the Hebrew has

the word kanifiesh, the verb kanifi is translated in the Old English,

"I have gotten", not a word that we use a great deal nowadays, at least

not in the form gotten. The Hebrew word Kana means to acquire, to pur

chase of to acquire and so it is very close to the meaning which we will

take from this word gotten. Acquired or secured, purchased, perhaps.

nd then 'ish', a man, he has secured a man, he says when she bears Cain.
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This word Kanifi sounds a little bit like his name, Calion, and it is

probably connected with the name, not that the name Calion means 6 1/3,

it is a. different form altogether. The word Calion however sounds some

what like the root of Kanifi and it might be that she selected this name,

and selected it on the ground of its similarity in sound to this word, that

she gave this meaning, Kanif'i. I have acquired, I have secured. What

has she secured? What has she acquired? She has secured a man, and

of course immediately you think of the promise, the seed of the woman,

and you wonder if this means that she has hope that now there is to come
bruise

an end to the terrible curse, that the promise seed that shall this

{ serpent's head is now here, and of course that is not stated here,

but you just wonder whether that might be the thougL j 7

that she has secured a man, and then she says, the ng1Ish says, 'from the

Lord', but the Hebrew word for from, the common regular Hebrew wrod, is

mm, and the word mm does not occur in this word at all and so that is a

rather free rendering, I do not recall any other place in the Bible in

which the word 7 3/k is translated from. I do not recall any case,

but this is sometmes rendered//... How does the revised version do it?

Yes, I didn't look in the authorised in connection with today's 1eson.

I didn't recall that it said from the Lord, I thought of it as simply

with the ( ). I looked up the -word with in Young's concordance

to see what it gives as translations of 'f', 1 should have looked up

'from' to see whether 'from' ever repersents 'f' except in this case,

but the Hebrew word, 'f' is a good many times translated'with'. Now
of in

this 'with the help', the Revised version '$ the help of' In italics,

it is not in the Hebrew. I have gotten a man with the Lord, well, why

do they put in 'the help of'. Evidently they ,$ didn't think I had

gotten a man with the Lord would be very clear what it means. I have

gotten a man with the Lord, and so they put in the words'with the help'

in order to show you what they think it means. It is an interpretation.
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and it is very nice that they put it in italics. Now very often in the

Scripture, you will find words in Italics, which while they are not in

the Hebrew or Greek, are definitely required by the forms of the Hebrew

or Grek, that they are absolutely certain. There is no question about

them, very often, but in other cases, the words in italics are simply
the

words which translates puts in as his guess as to what would be a

good thing to put in there in order to make it intelligible to an Eng

lish rader and in this case, it is a guess. What does the word'wlth'

mean? 'I have gotten a man with the Lord'. Well, the hardest thing in

any language is prepositions. Prepositions vary from language to lan

guage and within any one language, the preposition often has a great

many different meanings and it is very hard to tell why we use one pre

position in all this various group of meanings in one language and then

take four or five in another language to represent the different ideas,

then one of those in the other language will take four or five In the

first language to represent it. I saw a good illustration of this once.
Smith

There was a man in Australia, I forget his name now, call him ,3'%, for

the illustration. He wrote a book which he called "Literatur by Lan

guages". Then he thought he would make a joke of the way this word

'by' had so many meanings. What does the word mean? 'Literature by

Languages? What does the word 'by' mean? What is the difference be

tween Literature by Languages, and walk by the road? Or he went by

train? or he didn't by Christmaa? I remember he said in the front of

it, he hoped people would say, 'by literature;, 'by languages', by

Christmas', by all means','by Job 'by Smith'. (laughter) But you see

how mahy different meanings this word by has. Now our English word 'with'

doesn't mean 'from'. And the Hebrew word 'f'as far as I r3call, can never

mean'from'. The AB says 'I have gotten a man from the Lord'. Our Eng

lish word 'with' may mean 'with the help of', but I think'the help of'

is quite a subordinate idea and I am not at all sure that the Hebrew word
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'f' ever means'with the help of it is more apt to mean, in association

with'. Now of course if. you say, ' two of us carried the piano in the
you say,

house'and"who did you do it with?", you would say, "I did it with Harry."

Ygu would mean that you did it with the help of Harry. But the idea of

the 'with' is in association with, rather than with the help cf and the

help is a secondary idea, j%/ in connection with the association. I

think that 'with' in the Hebrew 'f' ordinarily means 'association with'

$% rather than 'with the help of', so this is a very, very queer

statement. I have purchased a man, I have secured a man, with the Lord.

(question 12 1/2) Well, if you want to put in the 'mm' that is

can't understand something, so it must be wrong, letis change it. But

what we try to do is interpret it as it stands admitting the fact that

there are cases where the 12 3/14 . But insisting that

these cases are far less frequent than Critics of the type of Driver will

assume. That is, we will admit that there is the possibility, in almost

any one case, but in 13 comparatively few cases of a corruption in

the process of translation. If I give you a hundred cases and I say, "Here

are the translations, and out of these I think that there are probably

three of the hundred words that there has been an error in translation,
perhaps

and I would suggest that this is 7#ˆ$1l the original 13 1/2. You

have a right to say, "Well, now perhaps that is a good guess." But of

out of the hundred, Instead of guessing it in three cases, I guess it in

thirty cases, you have pretty good reason to say, that is pretty wide

interpretation. The evidence to the accuracy to transmition is too great

to assumeerror of transmIeIon in any large number of cases. There are

undoubtedly some, but in this case, and we- have the 114 , It says
as

'with' the Lord, if you translate the'f' with. 14 suggest

that you put in the'min' with the Lord, you might as well just drop the

'f', and put in the 'm' "from the Lord" which is exactly what the

AV has. Even there it is a little uncertain that it means by "I have

gotten him from the Lord." Does the' from mean'with the help in that
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case? But the important thing to know in connection with the Hebrew

word 'f' is that the Hebrew word means 'with' in only a comparatively

small percentage in the cases where it is asserted. Well, a good many,

perhaps, a third of them, maybe a quarter, this brew word 'f', re

presents two different Hebrew words which in this fvm assumes the same

form 14 1/2 distinguish it. (end of record)
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the word 'lay' when you read it, the word l-a-y in English, what does

that word 'lay' mean? Well, the troubadores sang 'lay' is one mean

ing. The hen 'lay'an egg. That is another meaning. He 'lay'oon his

side. That is a third meaning. While the word 'lay' in English then

has different possible mean%ings, but these are not meanings of the same

word, these are distinct words which have that same form and you will

findthe proof of it by the fact that in other forms of these words they

will be different one from another and similarly in this case, there are
two
f Hebrew words, one of which, before a suffix, has the letter 't'

doubled. "He went with him." 'itto' 1

The other word 'f' is in Hebrew the sign of the accusative used fre

quetnly before accusative that represents a definite specific idea, that

is not a general idea like 'I have gotten a man', but 'I have gotten

the man' , "I have seen my friend", ' I have seen Henry', something

like that that is definite. That could use an 'f', it doesn't have to.

1 3,k Is a sign of the accusative in such a case. We cannot

translate it 1 3/k . There was a translation of it made into

Greek at one time, may centuries ago in which they felt that every

Hebrew word should be represented by a Greek word so they always tran

slated it ' 2 ' which means'with'. And so 'in the beginning God

created with the Heaven and with the Earth' and of course that doesn't

make sense, but he is simply taking this 'f' in translating and putting

the word 'with', not that he thought it meant with, but he put a Greek

word with every Hebrew word to show you what the Hebrew actually said.
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Now if the word 'f' before a suffix , it does not become 'itto', but it

either stays 'f' or becomes ( 2 1/2)

So you see, you have two different Hebrew words which in the undec1ine

form are exactly the same 'f'. And so you have this sentence, "I have

gotten a man ft the Lord". You immediately ask, which of the two is
to say a man

it? And it naturally seems more natural 'with' the Lord, and yet you

wonder just what she means, 'with the Lord', and it is a very unusual

use of the preposition in any case, on the othr hand if it the sign of

the accusative, I have gotten a man even the Lord'. Now that is very

strange. Now would she think that Cain was actually Jehovah, the re

demptive name of God? Could she think such a thing? It would hardly

seem possible, and yet the fifficulty between the two, the difficulty
whether

of knowing exactly what is meant by it, makes us wonder $/Ø/we

have in the phrase a reflection of the idea that she thought here is

the promised seed and either she thougt bhat here is the wonderful gift

of God, that lie has given me the promised seed who will bruise the

serpent's head and bring an end to all of our misery, or she might have

thought that here is the one God, God incarnate, the one who is to be the

seed of the woman, the one who is to bruse theserpent's head. Now

whether she knww enough theology to establish that, we don't know, and

we don't know whether God elaborated on what had previously given 4 i/k.

We know that God must have revealed sorthIngs to these people that are

not told us in the Scripture. There are plentiful teasons to think that

some things are revealed beyond what is actually is given here, but whe

ther that actually might have been, we do not know. At any rate, this

verse here, I would not say that we can dogmatically say, 4 3/4

that that came was the promised seed, but I think that it can ver:; clearly

be said that it suggests the promised seed and that she may have thought

that this was perhaps the actual one promised, this was the seed which

was hoped for. Well, you say why on earth, would she th 5
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Didn't she know that it was at least 4.000 years before the time of Christ?

Well, God said, the seed of the woman will bruise thy head nd thou shalt

bruise his heal. He didn't say when, and so you go back to that veerse

and you say, what is the Chronology, how long will it be before e seed

comes? And the swer is, God does not say. She has no way know. She

has every reason that it may be soon, but no reason in the world to think

that it must be soon. It is exactly the situation that the Christian
has been in

church relative to the return of Christ. We have had right from the time

of Christ's ascention into Heaven. We have had every reason to think that

it may be soon, but never any reason to say that it must be soon, and to

day we have more reason to say it may be soon, but absolutely no rightful

evidence to say it must be soon. It is not revealed and we do not know.

And so, what may be perhaps here, a suggestion of .vets attitude toward

the promised seed, but when we look at vs. 25 we find a further suggestion

"And Adam knew his wife again and she bear him a son and called his name

Seth, for she said, God has appointed(the route is similar to the )

me another seed instead of Abel" because Cain slew Abel. In other words,

here was the first one, Cain came; she hoped this was the promised seed.

Then Abelcame. Cain proves to be a murderer, he cannot be the seed. Abel

can't be the promised seed because Cain has killed him and so God. has ap
her

pointed another seed, now let us see if Seth is going to be the promised

one. I do not think again that we can be dogmatic upon it, but when you

put the two verses together, it seems to me there is ther most extreme

probability that that was what was in vs's mind. And then we turn over

to Chapter 5, 29 and we find that one of Seth's descendents named Lame.
ech

A man of very different character from the Lam who was descended from

C11 i "Had a son and he called his name Noah., comfort, and he said this

one will comf or tus in our work and toil of our hands, because of the

ground which the Lord h cursed". What did he mean by that? What did he

mean by saying, 'here is a seed that is going to comfort us because of the
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ground the Lord has cursed. It could just mean that here is a boy, we I eel

happy to have a child, and so we are comforted about our 8 . Is that

all he meant? Perhaps, but it would seem to me much more likely that

is harping back to the one that was promised, and he is pointing specificUy

to the curse which God has laid upon the ground an the result of man's sin

and he says God ha-.: promised this world 8 1/2 forever. Here is a

seed and let us hope and pray that this is the one we are looking forward

to, the one who will bring us comfort and consolation which God has pro

mised, the one who will bruise the serpents head, and it would not be

then any proof whatever of what kind of a man Noah was going to be, but

it would show the attitude which, the Godly attitude of his father Lamech.

Just as when you meat a person today and you find what their name is, you

find a man with a good Biblical name, and he may be a bank robber, he may

be a bandit, he may be an athiest, and the name proves nothing about him,

but it is rather apt to suggest that his father was one who loved the

Scripture. And when you find someone like the Governor of Texas who two

years ago, I understand, had two daughters, on of whom, he named Ima,
Ura

the other he named 9 1/2 and his own name was Governor/ Hog the

names of the two children don't show anything about character of the two

girls, but they do show something about the rather light type of mind

that their father possessed before he became Governor, when the two

daughters were born. (laughter) I have been told, I never have checked

into it, it may be wrong, but a man told me that he had received an

invitation to a party given by Miss Ima Hog in honor of Miss Ura Hog.

(laughter) and as I say, you cannot hold it against the girls. It shows

their father's attitude when they were born. Well, now in this case then,

it so worked out that Noah was the one whom God made a creature of right-

eousness and whom God used as an instrument in saving Humanity through

the flood, but I don't think the name Noah, has anything to do wiht that,

the name shows what his father felt, and showed the godly character of

the father which was partly responsible for the Lord's use of his son.
H
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#6. Th aftermath of the Fall, No, #5 is the seed of the woman, and #6 is

still out of chapter 3. lq-- looked ahad here because of the ralation

ship to the Port evangelion. The aftermath of the Fall would be verses

20-24. The amn called his wife's name Hajah, because she was the mother of

all living. And the Lord made for Adam and his wife coats of skins and

clothed him. We found back in vs. 7 that they had sewed fig leaves

together and made themselves aprons after the Fall and before the Lord

had come to them. How soon did the Lord come to them after the Fall we

do not know. Not instantly after, because you couldn't sew fig leaves

together in an instance. There was a period of time, at least involved.

Was it a half an hour, was it an hotx, was it a day, was it a hundred years?

We don't know. It cit have been many hundreds because we are given the

total length of years of Adam's life, but after the Lord had put the curse

upon them and given them the promise, then the Lord made for them coats

of skins and clothed them. Up to this point we have had no mention of

sacrifice, we have had no suggestion of the possibility of eating of ani

mals, no suggestion of any reason for killing animals, nothing of the

kind and yet we find here, the Lord made them coats of skin instead of

using the means that they had used befre of sewing leaves tog.her.

Well now there are those who think, and I think that thy have much reason

to think that this indicates that God has revealed something here that is

not explained in the Scripture, that he had revealed to them a meaning in

this, a reason, that the death of an animal provided a coat of skin or

the man and the woman, was a type of the representative of the work in

which God was going to redeem them and a light was going to be given. Now

we have no proof of that, but that is the common Idea later in the Scrip

ture and. is suggested here and whether God explained it to them, or merely

suggested that there is a definite difference betveri the clothing that

they had, thy used something that grew, like cotton, God used somtehing

for which an animal must Ive his life. I don't think it shows that it is

better to dress in furs than to dress In cotton clothes, I do not think that
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is the reason for this act. I think that there is a meaning contained in

it and we must say that doubtless God revealed something to them beyond

what I1 it says, although how much, we do not know. And then vs. 22 the

Lord said, that verse which so many make the Lord seem to be such a hard

and selfish and mean individual, the man is Ø become like one of us, to

know good and evil; and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also

of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever: Therefore the Lord God sent

him forth from the garden of Eden to till the ground -- I remember when

I was a child., I read the verse and I was greatly puzzled by it

(end of record)
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and therefore 1 think it is vital in dealing with the passage to give

people something of an understanding of the verse. You cannot get the

full meaning of the verse by tself, you have to interpret it in the

light of context and in the light of the picture of the Lord in the

Scripture as a whole. The picture of the Lord as one who is good and kind

and loving and one in all of his dealings with mankind has a purpose

1/2 therefore you know that the Lord is not grelving because man has

taken a step forward to become more like God, but the man is facing a

danger and he has acquired further ability, you might say, $/

it is likely,. My little boy reaches his hand into a shelf and he takes

out a knife and begins to play with it or he takes up some liquid and be

gins to fool with the bottle and we take these things and put them on a

higher shelf, we put them up where he can't reach them and then one day

we find that he has got to the point where he can reach a higher shelf

and we see that he has taken hold 01 something very harmful off this

shelf, but we say now the boy is getting taller, he is getting stronger,

he is now abi e to reach up to this higher shelf and lest he take the

razor and cut his throat with It, we will put it still higher (laughter)

and so the Lord says man has acquired further intelligence, further abili-

4.
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anci then in addition to that you viii- Ilna tnt when the humanitarian

movement get away Irom the gospel as many or them do, you will rind that

thpy get out on the g /cina byways in the end they orten bring with

them all sorts or things 1/2 The social improvement is a tiling

which is a byproduct of the gospel, an improtant byproduct anci we shoula

always r.voz" it aria should recognize that the only way that you can actu

ally can make a better in the end that lasts is by aealing with the em

question which is the rundation or aLL I and God in this curse

has to some extent what no has done to nature through

the sin or man and to some extent he is simply pointing out the fects

or the sin upon man's constitusion and or his relationship to nature. We

can't expect to separate 1 1/2 between that two aspects or it. And

then he turns to man and seep the curse upon the man arid to Adam he said

because thou bast nearkenea to the voice or thy wire, thou liast eaten or

the tree of vllthh I have commanded thee saying thou shalt not eat. Here

again, Adam got his direction here from his wife. He followed herb. The

question isn't shall you follow her, or shall you follow God? The question

1)6Z'Ø is how do you follow God and if she leads you toward following God

then he should follow her, but the minute she steps away from it, then

he should cease to follow her. I think that it is one tiling that we

ought to watch out for that we don't follow any human being. That we

follow the £orct and follow His Word. I think that it is important on the

other hand that as we deal with others to recognize that other people are

going to follow us to some extent therefore our example is important in

dealing with others and yet let us try to get others not to follow us but

to follow the Lord. When you find people putting on human beings, idoliz

ing a human being, and thinking that that human being is just about per

fect, oh, 110w often things just turn about and they find that that human

being was one that they could not 10110w properly. My mother, when she

was a young girl told me that there were two ministers wflo were oonstafltly

just out in evangelistic work., and aolng so much ror the salvation or the
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lost and she said to someone that as long as these two ministers stna tru

how could my raith ever waver and then she7 and my rather movea away to

a airierent part or the oountry and didn't see these men for 30 years,

and 50 years .Later, I remember In just one year both or them had turned

into complete moaernists. Both or them iia turned absolutely away Xrorn

the things that they had been teaching. Both or them were utterly removed

from that on which 5 l/d cannot put your trust in any human

being. it is only in God and His Word tflc*.t you can put your trust and

Adam, eben the one nearest to him, even his wire, ir he flec'.rkenea to her

inteaa or God, he would . It says; thou hast hearkened to the

voice of thy wire and now instead of following Goals woro, eaten or the

tree or which I commanded that thou shalt not eat thereor. Cursea is

trio ground for thy sake. The vegetable creation under the curse as a re

sult 01 the sin or man. Not that the vegetable creation had mlsleaa Adam.

It isn't because or the apples that the ground was to be punished. There

is no punishment nere in the ' curse upon the ground, out the ground Is

cursed for its errect upon Adam (question 1/3) No, not exactly. Nature

is cursea. Man is no longer in a world that is tree xrom/jL/# harm. He

is in a world or which there is a curse upon nature which is the result

or sin and which also is to have the eliect 01 driving man to God " Tnere

are the two aspects. Triere is tile erxect or sin 5 and then there

is the purpose that it shall arive man to Goa. and you xlii ilna that in

this wicked vorla tn.t we live in, you will rina that people turn to God

orainarily only when they have some trouble, airlicu.Ltles. You will luAu

that when a nation has everything going well, the people just wont listen
there is not much interest in It, I mean in sections

&s a rule to the gop, out tile nation as a whole is not interested and

then trouble comes that is when people are ready to listen to Gods wore,

and it is necessary on aeccount or sin or man that sent trouble into the

world. I know that when .i. was in my teens, I aeciaea once tilat it was

wrong for me to pray ror the Lora to keep me xrom serious diseases and

inju1es tn.t tilat was right as a part or a prayer, but not te whole prayer.
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I decided that I snouLa pray that the Loru wou.Lu make me responsive to

His will and ready to the lessons that he wants to give me so that

it vouia not oe necessary for him to sends the pains ana miseries into my

life in oraer pt to force me to te tne lessons that lie vantea me to

nave, but triat ii it oo necessary, triat it I turn away irom listening tO

trio things that be wants me to get, that lie souia not just 1ea'me, but

that he snoula send the alsci.niplary things to make me ioo DaCIC to him.
have

Ana you will find that most peopie vno navent mtcn use ior the Lord Zt

na .n expr1ence 01 sorrow ox sullering, ox trouoie and it SnoUlQfl't De

necessary, we should. DO able irom Gous woru to get wriat no wants us to

nave. it is tnere. We cd.n stuuy it, we cn pry, we can wnt no

wnt OUt mu w. us simple will not p.y surricient attention anci it is

necessary in the lives of those Christians whom God uses most. It is

often necessary that Goa use what it seems to be narshness in order to teath

us the lessons He wants to have. The person who is haveing everything

going along just tine, that b not necessarily the one that God is blessing

inoob. It may be one tha it isn't worth while to use a hard methoa to
it may not be a sign

give the lesson, particularly of blessing at all. It is one 01 the pro

blems or the Scripture. Why do the righteus often have a hard time in

this life na the wicked often have everything come out just fine. Why

is that? Why does itox'ten seem that way. Well, God does not pour out

his blessings strictly in proportion to our deserves in this lire. It

is not the situation. In this life it is not a matter 01' you do this good
thng,
t1j1 you get this good, you do this bad, you get this punishment. It is

not that at all. It is that in God's economy through the universe but that

makes eternity a home, but that in this lire it is a matter of God's gi

ving us that vhch is necessary to produce the results that he deoirez. JD

says; tho' no slay me, yet will I trust him and Paul said, That in all

things, Paul who was shipwrecked, stoned, had a thorn in the flesh that

he prayed repeatedly God would take it away and God did not take it away
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Paul nevertheless said that all things work together for goad

to them that love the Lord, because he knew that if a person is clearly

following God, all these things are for his good. And the curse upon the

ground was for the good of man. "Cursed is the ground for thy sake, ak

in eovrow shall thou eat of it all the days of thy life. Thorns also an

thistles shall it bring forth to thee.' Someone asked Ralph Ingersoll

when he was going abut the country giving his great lectures assailing

the mistakes of Moses and declaring them to the Bible, someone said, "Well,

Ingersoll, if you made the world instead of God, how would you make it

better than He did?" "Why," Ingersoll said, "that's easy. I'd make

healthntagIous instead of sickness." And, of course, his answer was a

good answer for a question like that. The person went to him with utter
ommi ssion
am&se&e*-'of the recognition of the fall of man or the curse. This world

is the good world which God created. We can't say, "We see that every

thing is perfect, because the perfect God made it," and you believe in

th Absolute God, and everything is explained. It Isn't. You have to

have the Absolute God, plus sin in the world, plus the curse upon nature,

In order to understand things. And we can't tell often which is related

to this factor and which is related to that factor, and vhdch to the other

factor. There would be no disease and misery in the world if it were not

for the curse upon mankind. But of course, Ingersoll's idea of simply

doing away with 4.1- disease, simply making health contagious instead

of disease, would be simply giving man heaven without salvat/ion. It

would be like taking the pig and dressing him up in good clothes, and

putting him in the parlor to eat at the table. It wouldn't work out.

You have to have the nature changed, you have to have the character

changed before you can give the perfect world to live in. And so the

Lord said, "In the eat of thy face shall thou eat bread till thou return

unto the ground, for out of it vast thou taken, for W thou art and

unto dust shalt thou return." God prescribed that in this world under the
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curse hard vor was good for a man, hard work of all kingds, and certainly

a certain amount of hard physical work. And the person who does not

follow the command and gets this is not so well off in the end. God has

established it that way in this age. (St: Does that mean that before

he didn't have to plow the sound at all?) No, because it said above

that, "He put Adam in the garden to % till it." 2:15 "The Lord God

took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it."

It was quite easy activity. There was no toilsome, miserable activity.

Just another fact about 3. The curse on natre is a fact of experience.

It is here, and it can not be denied. Thorns and thistles shall it bring

forth to thee. Why is it that you have to work so hard toike good plants

grow, and yet the weeds just sprout right up? There they are. It's the

curse upon nature. It's the way God has made it. And all of nature is

Integrated with this violence and suffering. A man told me out at the

Grand Canyonr--he is a naturalist there, and he is much interested in

the balance of ˆnature. He said, "You must never dldstrb the bab1ae of

nature." He said that out there they decided there were too many mountain

lions, and so the jØ/pf government hired a good mountain lion hunter, and

he vent f in there, tracked them down, and killed fifty mountain lions.

And the result was that the next year they had sickly deer multiplying

all over the park and dying on the roads, and it became such a nui

sance that they had to go and hunt down the deer to even up the balance

again, and they wished they had the mountain lions back again. And he

said there is a balance in nature, but it a balance that nature rends

with tooth and fang. It is a balance of suffering, it's a balance of

mutual enemies. It is a situation that certainly is not charac terlctic

of the earth as it was made., but it is characteristic of the earth under

the curse. And you will find it all through. He said, "Once they said,

here Is a little animal, and it is absolutely of no use, just the scum of

the earth. Let's get rid of it." And he said, "Walt a minute. Before

you do that let's find out how it fits into the balance of nature." They
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looked into it. He said, "If you kill this animal off, you won't have any

century plants." Well, the century plant is a very beautiful part

of the Grand Canyon area. You have these great sharp stocks that stand

up about this high th sharp points, and then once every few years--it

isn*t a century--it might seem that long if you w&lted for it-- every few

years this stock shoots right up in the middle of that, and then opens

up in these beautiful flowers. And he siad, "you won't have an* of these."

The reason was that there is a little fox there which would come, and when
sharp

this plant got up just so high, it would jump up over those/prongs on
that protect

the 4de-and..would-eit-the plant, and would eat it up before it ever got to

the final stage. Ad the result was that these little foxes would absolute

ly kill off thentury plant, if it weren't for the other little animals

which cut down the foxes to the point where there was a balance of nature.
5

And he had a great many examplei of this sort of thing. The balance of

nature was the balance which amounts to the law of killing .... (end of reco)
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It is a fact of experience and it is a fact of Scripture, but it is not a

fact that will last forever. In Romans 8:22, we have the apostle Paul

dealing with it for he tell su, well in the beginning just a little earli

er than that, he says in verse 20 the creation, it uses the old English

word creature, something created, and nowadays we say creation for this

word creature, .me creation was made subject to vanity, not willingly,

but by reason of him who hath subjected the same in hope. Because the

creation itself also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into

the glorious liberty of the children of God. For we know that the whole

creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now. And the A.V.

translation translated the word creation, which just for variety of use

of words, it is exactly the same word. The whole creation groans and

travails in pain together until now and not only they but ourselves also'

which have the first fruit of the spirit, even we ourselves groan within

ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body.

It says, the whole creation groans and travails under the curse, but it

is going to be delivered from the bondage of corruption. It doesn't say

that it is going to be destroyed, it is going to be delivered from the

bondage of corruption. Sometimes you say, isn't such and such a person

fortunate? He is out of his suffering now. You mean he dies. Ordina

rily you don't mean that. You mean he got well from his disease. And

here when it says groans and travails, but it is going to be delivered

from the bondage of corruption, it simply means that the curse is going

to be removed and that there is going to be a time when this earth will

again have the condition that it had prior to the coming of sin and the

curse upon the world. Which all leads, rather naturally, to the port

vangelion, #11., but I think that we will have to leave that until tomor-

row morning. (end of lecture) cover the whole % old Testament

history as fully as we would like to, of course, and I like to assign

a good bit of the main part of it to get in mind aside from what we dis-
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cuss in class. We want to discuss particularly in class, problems that

need investigation or matters that are especially frequently discussed in

order that you people will have a good foundation in those particular

things, and therefore we are taking goa deal longer on this portion 010

Genesis than we can on most. But tzl3re will be d. gooa many portions or

the Old Testu.ment that we will be able only to touch very little in, but

I w.&nt you to have knowledge of' the factual material or Old Test.ment

history, so for Monday -i.iiü Tuesday, the lesson for the two aays, will

consist or £ study of the boo%k or II 3muel for next weeks Monday and

Tuesuy. I would 1ke you, in tne Bookˆ 01' II Scam. to make .n outline 01'

the book, na to get an idea 01. the principle content, principle events

that occur in it, .na of'. the principle places that are important in it.

The principle events and the principle places in the book or II 3.muel.

This book is aevotea contrary to writ it's name makes you think, to an

account 01 tne reigns 01' the most lamous king that Israel ever had. It

is .n account or his reign from the time when he megan to reign over just

portion OX tile land. to the time when he regnea over the whole 1"na up

until just before his ae.th, and so it will be a study OX tile evni.s ox

tills man's regin. We won't discuss it much in class., but 1. would like you

to get it wall in mind and it will be included. in the material to be coy

erea in our test a week from next Tfl.ursaay. This assignment for Monaay

and Tuesday. We were speaking last time about the curse ) and I believe

that we riadi Ilnisnea our discussion or the curse, have we not? We are now

ready to take up the matter of the port iVangelion. Yes, we cliscussea at

the end. 01' the hour the curse as a xd.ct or scripture In Romans O:iee., and

the ict that Romans b clearly teacfles the curse is going to be removes

from creation. That is to say, here-is poor fellow. he is lame. he

can hardly walk. Well, the lameness will be removeci Iroin his hr1y. He

will ale. Now that wouldnt be very much or promise or getting over

his lameness, is it? II you say tne time is coming when that lameness will
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be removed and his body will rjoice and ne viii. oe xree rrom this .Lameness,
DOd Without tile

it certainly suggests continuation for the/lameness, either complete

hel1ng from it, wilicri is not subject ot lameness. And so when we raaa in

Romans o tna.t the creation groans ana travails under the curse ana that

the creation is going to De Iree from tne curse, it certainly would seem

clearly to teach tiit there is to D time when this nature that we

nave here, this natural world, is going to De Iree Irom tile curse under

wilicn it is now. o is the tort varieiion, , praon me, it was

) two years ago, out now ri.s become Lf DCCaUSC what was tnen .L is now

going to be b. f is the Port evangeilon, is a. term which means the

earliest form or the ospei. The edrilest, t,n, beginning, the roots, maybe

roots is not quite the word, the beginning or the Gospel. You could say

root in the sense that it is that from which all else eventually comes and

7 l/ it is not so clear how it comes from this until you have studied

into it a good bit, so it is better to go into it, perhaps, just in the

first form. The very first Gospel that we have in the Bible is naturally

not contained in Chapter .1. and d wher we are told of the perfect creation

which God made and it is not contained in Chapter 5 in the earlier part

where it tells flow man fell, and it could not come before the fall, for

there was no need or it t:ien. But now, man has fallen and there is need of

a gospel. Does chapter contain a gospel, or does chapter j entirely

contain a message or doom? It has been felt by the %/ church and by

the Jews before the coming of Christ, in many instances, that in this

chapter you have not only the punishment of' sin, not only the explanation

of how sin came into the world, but a word of hope, that sin is going to be

brought to an end, that there is going to come a time when there will be

victory over sin and every place in the chapter where you find a suggestion

of' that is right in connection with the curse. It is not in connection with

the curse upon man, or upon woman, each of them is explicitly given the

declaration of God's punishment and or the misery into which they are coming
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now as the result of the sin they had taken upon themselves. But before

this was given to them, in the curse to the serpent, it has been felt by

a great many interpreters that there is here a strong suggestion of the

tact that God is going to give eventual victory over sin, and over that

which is connected with sin. (question 9 l/d) No, that is a part or the

previous or the curse rather than the port evangelion. That

wouctJ. properly come into the exposition of I Timothy rather than the'

Port Evangelion. No, I think that that is a rather obscure passage and

I don't think

A. m glad that Mr. Watson mentioned this because it is a point that cer

tly is connected with what we nave been doing and I hope that you will

have it in mind when you get i'tr, the study or £ Timoy, to note the

relationship back to the curse here upon woman and that passage there is one

in which . It needs a good study and I don't think

that we can dogmatically say exactly what it means, but A. think you can

come to a conclusion that will be quite helpful. But now we are going

into the Port EvangeJ.ion and it rests on the two verses which I assigned

to be studied in Hebrew by those or you who have alreo.ay had Hebrew. Or

course, I didn't expect those or you who haven't had Hebrew to study

this, but I did expect you all to study it in the commentaries and to

see what you fine about it. Now let's look at those two verses. Gen.

, the curse upon the serpent, vs. l,l5. Those of you who have already

had Hebrew, follow it in the Hebrew, those 01 you who have not yet had

the Hebrew, follow in English. The first verse, .L don't throw that there

is much need or our going tto it carefully. The Lord said unto the

serpent, Because thou host done this, thou art cursed above all cattle,

and above every beast 01 the field; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and

dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life: There is no triougnt or the

gospel in this verse except in so far as it is a relief to the man to see

the on e who was the cause 01 his tall, subjected to punishment. There
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ty, and it is necessary since this increase in ability is combined with

a moral 2 He has come at the same time as 2 it is necessary

that things which would be good used properly shall be removed from his

reach and of course he simply could have taken the tree of life and taken

it out of the garden and put it away somewhere and let man live there, but

very evidently it is not simply that he can't have the tree of life, bit

it is God's viii that now that man has become corrupt and has fallen, he

shall not only be removed from the opportunities which are there in the
in

garden of eden, to do that which his present moral condition would be harm

ful but that he shall be sent forth from the Garden of Eden, that he shall

go out from Eden into a different so4rt of existence. And so the Lord

drives him out from the Garden of Eden to till the ground, the ground

from which he had been taken and at the east of the garden of Eden, he

placed a cherubim and the flame of a sword which turned everyway to keep

them away from the tree or life. Now God could, or course, put up a

invisible wall to kep man from getting in there, or he simply could re

move Eden, anyway he wanted. All this is a vivid presentation of the

fact that man is completely shut out now from the Garden of Eden as the

result of the Fall. And then I think that finishes our section or B.

What is our Roman Numeral 1, does anybody remember. "The world before

Abraham".. and it #11 were to be The World after Abraham, if that were to

be a division, we are not yet to that, that might suggest an idea as to

a possible point of division of the Book of Genesis. If you were going

to divide Genesis into twc parts, that way of course, would be %){

to take the parts before, take all or Genesis which relates to eternity

before creation and all that deals with the Universe, well then, you would

have maybe the first two words in the first and, the rest afterwards, you

would have a much longer space before in the first part than after in time,

but you would only have two words, so that wouldn't be a good division.

Now we might way take Genesis and divide it into the Universe before man
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and the history of God's relation o man. Well, then, you would have

chapter one, vs.1-26, and all the ohher would be the rest, and that is

hardly a reasonable division, although it would be a very important epic

in the history of the universe. A second arrangement would be to make the

division at the Fall. Certainly that is the turning point of history. Be-

fore that everything is good and after that there is the terrible principle
evil
that has come into the world through man's Fall. That would be a good

turning point, but even there, we have the only two and a fraction chapters

of the Bible before that and we have +7-48 chapters alter and it hardly

seems the proper division 01 the Book 01 Genesis it we were to divide it

in two parts. (student-- why do we have to divide it in two pats?) You

don't have to, (laughter) but it you were going to, 1 would suggest that

God is delaing with the universe and wib.h mankind as a whole or he sele

cted individuals out of mankind as a whole up to chter 10 tnd then in

chapter 10, God concentrates His attention on one family and from the end

of ch. 10 on to the end of the book, He is delaing with one family ant so

ttier is a continuity there which makes it pretty difficult to make any

6 fast the dividing line in the book or Genesis after cli. l(i. It

certainly would seem thec one of the main dividing points would come at

the beginning 01 vital attention to Abraham, one of the main division points

in the book wf1ould stirely come there. Then if you wXant to divide it

further, into more than two parts, why unless you are going to have one o

them 40 chapters and then two and three which are au smaller amounts, it

would seem to m that you would have to recognize that this was the main

dividing point because 1 don't know of any 6 1/2 to divide it in three

that would be anywheres near an equal length, ever , that is three where

one wouldn't be much larger than the other two parts. So it would seem

to me that this would perhaps be the most logical division of it into

two parts 01 the book, if you want a dividing point and 1 don't quite see

a way to divide it into three or into tour. W could say we are going to
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f
-a-

or this second one represents a pspe- serpent. The meaning of this
Gressm.n

scene is bso1utely unknown. That was ProI.-Gi&m11s interpretation

beck in 192b or this scene. i think it is suiricient to i11ustr-.te the

ict tn-t ctu...Lly, from among ttie thousna s ci these pictures tn.t

you find, when you rind one that hs these elements on it, we simply

don't know wht it meQ.ns. They ..L .i/d someone daiu., This is

not i tree t .1l; this is & cmptire; it is a fire coming up .nd the

flames pouring out. 1 think myself that is little bit extreme, when

to look at it it looks very very much like a tree. (end of record)
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It does not deny the story in Genesis of the two not having clothes

when they ate from the tree; the is no such idea as that in it.
even

It is not certain this is a serpent $4{/Ø/ behind it, and/if you do

got that o 0/2 of figures, that is no proof of such'a story as

this. If we did not have that story in the Bible, nobody looking at that

picture would ever dream tht that is what the picture represents. We

really don't know what it represents. And so it is a mighty slim found

ation on which to build a theory% that the story of the fall is an old

Babylonian myth which has ben taken over by the Bible. Evidence to be

found in Mesopatamla, to raise the question ˆ$//.t'/ as to whether there
for the

is a Babylon origin/story of the fall. There is another suggested source.

This, however, was not found in Mesopatamia. This was found in Egypt,

but it comes from Mesopatamia. It is called the "Myth of Adapa." And

you notice right away the similarity between the name Adaa and the

name Adam. This "Myth of Adapa" Is a story which was found on four

Babylonian fragments, three in Mesopatamia, but very small. One, a much

larger one, was found in Egypt. In Egypt people had to learn to write the

cuniaform writing of Mesopatamia for diplomatic correspondence, and so

in the school there they had some simple myths which were easy for the

folks learning to copy. It is written in a very simply form of Mosoptamian

writing, using the myths as we would use fairy tales, for instance, as a
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that will make a distinctive mark, and among these hundreds or thousands

of seals that have been recovered from ancient times, one was found that

when it was seen, they said right away, here is a picture of the gall. And

then on was found in a different place in Mesopotamia which also has on

it what seems to be perhaps a man and a woman and pehaps a serpent or

sothing that &ooked like a serpent, but this one is much more recent
out of

and the other was discovers a long time ago. Now %/jt($ thousands

of pictures, here are two of them which have these particular things on

them. Does that prove the story of the fall of man. Many immediatly

declared that it did. It was proof of the Bible story and of coarse,
would, I

others think the argument is much stronger it you are going to say that

this is related to the Fall of man, is to say that it is the exact op-

posite, that this shovs n old i3aylonian myth, but a Babylonian myth
of a man and and eating the rut

of the Fall of man, the woman and the serpent and the tree/are absolutely
any

unknown to us. There is no evidence of such myth in Babylon except these

two pictu.es among the thousands of pictures which cn be imc..gin d to
up

correspond with the story. Yesterday I looked ln)$ book

by Prpf. Glesmanri, who was Prolessor 01 O-4d Testament in the University

of Berlin, a book published in 1926. It is a book called, Ancient

Orientd.L Pictures latd to the Old Testament. And he gives ,X%%/

pictures of a few se4ls and different things, and among them he has

what he cLls the temptation seal, but after the word, temptation he

ns question mrk in parenthesis. And then in his description he

simply says this about it: "This seal shows two figures seated

with tree in between, sacred tree in-between. The ilgure on the

right has horns, showing that it is intended to represent a god. The

figure on the left does not have horns; it is uncertain, however, whether

it is meant to be a woman or not." It is not a god, he thought; whether

man or woman, he felt was uncertain. some think that the figure in back
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because we all now recognize that a man's handwriting s rather original,

rather distinctive and It is very difficult to copy and therefore you can

cash a check at the bank from a teller who hi s never seen $$ you in his

life simply because he has a sample of your handwriting and he merely

compares yours with it on the check. Well, now up until this last cen

tury then, some other means of identification was necessary than flhnd

writing and way back to the very 10 history, some sor t of a seal

has been the method of identification. Back in Egypt, and in certain

periods of Mesopotamia, they had stamp seals. They had something that

woudi have a picture on it and you would stamp it in the center on some

thing. Such as clay writing, clay tablets, something like that, and you

woudd stamp this on it as your identification or in Mesopotamia, in most

periods, they r.placed this with a cylinder seal. A little cylinder that

you would roll over that made a picture that would repeat itself. You

generally would only pnint it enought o get the picture down once, but

you could keep on rolling it if you wanted to. And individuals had these

seals and carried them with them, treasured them carefully because they

were their identification and whenever you would make a contract of

some kind of a promise or sign your approval of some ttatement that was

made, you would put the seal upon it. Many an ancient document has got

as many as a dozen of these seals on them. Well, when you have a good

many hundreds, thousands of people who have individual seals, naturally

there is a good deal of variety in these seals. dveryone of them has

a picture upon it and they have a name too, or they may simply put under

neath this is the seal of so-and-so, and have the name written out by the

scribe below. But the seal is your identification and consequently there

is great variety in these seals. Naturally many of these seals give soo

ries Sf from the 11 1/2 They give all sorts o stories of incidents,

of combinations of pictures, combinations of perhaps there will be a man

and a horse, perhaps there will be flowers, almost anything put together
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of the Fall of man. Well, that was a rather silly thing to d. You kind

a picture that looks somewhat that it might be perhaps th Fall, it is

very worth while to expect that it is the Fall, the relationship, but to

say that it is a proof', an evidence, here is something that shows that

they had this story over there and therefore it is true, is jumping way

ahead of the other and hen we do something that goes beyond evidence

in any field there is always a great danger of a boomerang on us as it

did in this case. It was early in this century that Professor DelItz of

the Univ. of Berlin began to say the creation story, of course, is from

Babylon, it is oust an old Babylon myth . The story of the Fall, of
these

course, all things were in Babylonian myths and were taken over from this

book and you have just a lot of gold Babylonian mythology which you are

believing and so this seal with the picture of the Fall has been shown

in book after book as the picture of the Fail of man taken from ancient

Babylon. Well, now, let's just ask a question then? What is a seal?

1 think that we should understand. It is a comparatively modern idea

that a person can write his name and there is something so individual

and distinctive about it that it is sufficient evidence that he is the

one who has set his approval to something, set his seal. That is compa

ratively modern. Only a hundred years ago, most institutions in America,

most individuals who had much means had either a seal that you stamped

together, some institutions sill have them, though they are only used

for 3 1/2 purposes, a seal you would stamp together which would imprint

upon the paper some sort of picture, mark or sign, and then others had

a seal which was on the end of a stamp that you would put some sealing

wax on and you would heat it and you would press it and would make a

picture upon it and that idea of something thatyou had, you could put on

somhing and nobody else had it and nobody lse could put on it and that

proved it was yours. That is an idea which was common till within the

la,-!t century. Nowadays, as I say, these seals are only a matter of some-0

thing rather formal. They don't have any particular importance in them.
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start with the constructive interprettion and then we will take up tn

exiticJ. problem t the end, but we ao nv iuk at the critical pro=-

blem. The problem is this. #7 Claim of Babylonian Devigation. What is

the origin of this story of the fall? Where does it come from? Is it

true? Well, there were those 70 or 80 years ago were convinced that it

was true, but who were thankful for any evidence that they could find

that would hlp increase their confidence that t was true and that is

a very proper attitude to take, . God has given us evidence here,
in

he has given us helps., p1,4 understanding the truths of his word, being

assured of it, but that doesn't mean that we want to take things that are

not attached to this kind and make ourselves believe that they are. Now

about 70 years ago when people were finding in Baylon material which

proved the existence of great Kings mentioned in the Scripture and other

wise unknown, when they were finding their evidence thich hrev light

upon the accuracy upon many a statement of God'.s Word, thy found there

a story of creation, and they said how wonderful. Here is proof that the

Biblical story of creation is true. Here we find a story of the creation

in Babylon and among other things they found a seal there which they said

is proof that tne story of the Fall is true. Now this seal that they

found had a picture on it which showed what looked clearly like a tree in

the midst. There was something that came up and had branches which

sprung out and on each side of it a person was sitting and then back of

one of the persons, one of the two had horns, one did not. So they said

that the one with horns is man whether these two horns

or not (laugriter) the other one had no horns, so they said of course

that is the woman, and that over the woman there was a curved line coming

upright from the ground twisting over a little bit, and they said, that
a twisting

of coue i /$ˆ$ˆ/snake standing behind her talking. And so they

said, here is the picture of the Fall of man and it is found in ancient

over in Mesopotamia there and there is added truth of the story of
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is that sin has brought death into the world and that actual whether it
is
is murder or manslaughter, at least it is violent death as a result of

jealously of it's kind. (question i/2) Yes, I would say, by faith, Abel

did this would suggest that Abel 3/k by showing faith in

God and trust in God by doing that which God desired. Now of course it

might be that this is 1 but I think the other is

more likely. (question 1) But as to whether it is just a type of not,

would be rather hard to insist upon since we do have the difference in

the clothing, before we had no explanation about it, and as there is a

difference here, they fit into the line that in later teaching, without

the shedding of blood, there is no remission of sin. I wouldn't say that

we have a clear proof, but we have a suggestion of that which is suppose
does this mean that

to come later, and %/$%% suggestion j/%$% god is giving them a

suggestion and gradually leading up to eplaIning it, or does it mean

here that God has explained it to them and we simply are not told, we

don't know. One of the two is 2 . (question 2)Luke 11. I don't know

just how definitely that means that Abel was a prophet and what is spe

cifically meant by it is very hard to say. We don't have enough light

on it. (question 2 1/2) Yes, that is quito difficult. It seems most

likely that he is falling under the domain of sin when he should be ru-

ling over it and getting rid of it through the proper 3 . That is

what is likely means, but exactly it is . difficult
lecture

statement. Now Ibeiieve our time is up, so ena or Ø)

I thinic last time i skclppea " section and trit is very bad. I brought

the I didn't give 6 or did. 1? %Ill then i. aian't give (. tier-

haps we had better tQ.ke note on ( oeiore we go on to C. The thing

that confuses me ttier is tn.t trie last time .1 gave this material, I gve

this .s ft1 unaer B and this time I put it t the eric na consequently

I made notation at the and to put it in there, but when I came to the

end, I didn't notice the notation, I just went right on to '. I thought

this time we would instec.ct OX scc&rting with the critical problem, we wouica
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Well that is because of the attitude that Abel had and the attitude Cain

had, or was Cain definitely disobeying a command which God had given him

of demanding animal sacrifice. In line with the coats of skin that we find

in vs 20 of the previous chapter, it is not at all infallible that God has

revealed whet sort of sacrifice he antd. and Cain is not saying, "I am

not going to make sacrifices to the Lord. 10u notic e that, he is not

saying I am not interested in this world, I am against it, I will have no

thing to do tth It, it is a lot of foolishness; Cain is not doing that.

Cain is bringing sacrifice, but Cain is evidently then either bringing

sacrifices with a hear that is not acceptable toward God, which is true

in anything, or he is simply paying more attention to the specific regu

lation that God has la,Zyed down, paying as one who Is tilling the ground

as an agriculturalist, he is not a Z% keeper of shepp, he will have

to go and buy sheep if he is going to kill then, so he is going to give the

Lord wh.t he has, he is not going to bother with the specific regulations

that the Lord had given and there fore the sacrifice that he makes does

not present the picture that God intended should be presented

by the sacrifice and so God has respect to Abel and doesn't have respect

to Cain. How does he know God respected Abel and not Cain? We ar not
r

told. But Cain is angry l 1/2 because he is angy at the Lord, and

the Lord sad, why are you angyy, why is 11+ 1/2 ? It you do well, you

will be lifted up and if' you don't do well a sin ofIerng If,

you don't do well, there is a way or getting right with God. If you don't

do well, the opportunity is given that you should. avail yourself of, of

making a sin offering and coming to the Lord requesting his forgiveness.

(end of record)
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a very brief summary of a very important event in history. The details of

it are not evidently tremendously important or God would have explained it

more fully, but the Ig features of it are of tremendous importance. That
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come into the world at this time and so as sin brings forth death, we find

here the story of Cain and Abel in vs. 8 there is Cain actually slaying

his brother A.,el, I don't think we should over simplify this story here,

it aian't all happen in a d3r. It probably was a long Q-cries of adventure.

When Byron wrote his dramatic poem, Cain and Abel" people were shocked

and horrified at the poem. .1. have not thoroughly read the poem, but the

amount that I have looked at it, I am inclined to think that the shock

was wrong, that i was based upon trie sort of stilted attitude that many

people take toward the Scripture in which they tr to interpret phrases

in an ultr-iiter$al way and to assume that when two things are mentioned,

One must come right after the other Immedlatly, no space between. Byron

hattempted to picture a character of Cain, a real living Character, lac

ing th stiucttiofl and, displeased witi it and gradually lead by Satan into

where he actually commits murder and the impression I have of it is that

it is a very interesting picture of the way in which the character actually

does ctevelope. Whether or not there are two children here, one of whom

was always bad and one was always good and the bad one kills the good one.

That is nonsense. There are two children here and one of them refuses to

accept that which God had given and rinds himself increasingly under the

influence of sin and eventually it leads to death and brings forth the

rnurder of ktbel the brother. There are a few ph%rases in this verse that

are a bot difficult to understand in this chapter. 1 don't know how

much time we should take on It, in OT. history, we could take " year on

just the study ot the early chapters of Genesis. Our purpose in this

course is to see the outstanding things in OT history and I don't think

this chapter has anything like the questions aroused about it or the

general discussion that you have of the earlier chapters. W sLou.Ld no

tice of course, hat it is mentioned that Abel brought the firtslings of

hsi flock and Cain brought the fruit of the ground and the Lord had re

spect ot Abel and his offerØ1ng, but not repsect of Cain and his offering why?
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divide it into five, the world berore Abrehm, the story of Abraham, the

story of Isaac, the story of Jacob, Lnd the story ox Joseph. What dif

ficulty would you find. in dividing the book according to this iaea Mr.

Watson. You have mucn overpping between the stories of ADrE.hm na

1sc and the stories of lsc and Jacob, in Iac& you have ttra11am's death
birth

and Jacobs, of course, .in the same chapter so that you haea sharp division

between nc ies or Abraham and Jacob, but you do not have, you have

Isaac overlapping the two of them, so it would be a rather difficult divi

sion to make. Now C then, will Dc just -5, an interin division with the

consideration of developments between two crisis, the great crisis of the

Fall and the crisis of the Flood. To the human observation, the t.Loocl

might seem like a greater crisis. TI-xe world overwhelmed witn water, thou

sands of people killed, tremendous upheaval in the whole creation, it

might seemto be a greater crisis than the .tall, but actually, ot course, in
1-n

its meaning, 1ts1% true importance, the Fail is a far greater crisis than

the Flood was. C is the chapters in between, #-5. Now under C here, Gen.

. and 5, we look at the content of these two chapters and #1 we probably

have 9 the see d of the woman, but it is covered already &nder the pre

vious head. It is mentioned here becaus it is so important in these

two chapters. Then we would call #2 Sin brings Form Death. God said in

the day thou cutest of thou shalt ureiy die and since we do not find any

specific physical change of such drastic a death that occured at the time

of the eating of the apple, we tend to say this means spiritual death, it

doesn't mean physical death and at that time there were spiritual 9 1/2

that came into the world as soon as they were sent. Now perhaps that is

the correct interpretation, I think it is rather hard to be dogmatic upon

it, but at least this is true, that the principle of physical death begun

at the Fall and after the Fall, we find that death as a principle has

come into the world, we find that man's body is not deterirrating beyond

what it was before, we find more than that, that actually there is murder
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aleph written here, and it is because the aleph is silent, it has not

been written. And occassionally that happens, but it is not the usual

thing. So now, you say, therefore this means, here is what is going to

happen. There is going to be the man waiting for the head of the ser

pent, watching to get a chance at the head of the serpent.

(end of record)
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that one who you can call the seed of the woman and between Satan and

that one who you can call the sedd of the woman, there is not only going

to be an enmity between the woman and the serpent, and between the des
one

cendents, but now between Satan and that 1ˆ{ who is the seed of the

woman 11142 there is not to be not merely an enmity, an enmity

that expresses itself in particular race. (question) I think there are

things that she would recognize, but I don't think that anything divine

would yet be recognized. (question) This then, suggests here that there

is to be not merely a continuing enmity, but there is to be an actual

combat between the descendents of the woman, the one who can be spoken

of as the seed of the woman, and the one who is actually addressed here,

which is of course, Satan, not ther serpent,f or that serpent would be

dead and gone long before this could be fulfilled. And so up to

this point he has been talking to the serpent and now he turns his atten

tion to Satan. (question) 13 It has not been my observation that there has

been anything between the seed of the woman in general and Satan. The

great bulk of humanity seems pretty friendly with Satan, from my observatio

of this. It is only those who have ben redeemed who have enmity be

tween Satan and themselves. And particularly enmity between Satan and

womankind. Unredeemed woman, I think is pretty friendly with Satan as

a rule, though I don't see any mark of real enmity there. I fe'l that

it refers simply to the serpent. I don't think that it has any reference

to suggest (question 14) Yes, I trust that everybody is familalar with

the problem of that, the commentaries study on this. The word shoo there

is a ( ) In this right in here there is no ( ) and therefore

we have no right to say that it ( )., but it is possible since the

aleph is followed that it might have been written without the aleph being

written, it is possible, but very unllkley. Now, the t. )

means to wait for., to lie in wait for., to watch for, and most naturalistic

interpreters will say that here it should be ( ), but there is no
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in which we approach . We just can't possibly understand it.

We just don't have the data. I was reading someone said he met a man

who was colorblind and he talked to him and he said, m that is very

interesting to me being color blind. I wonder just what that is like.

He says, how do you see things. Do they look to you all black and white'!

Or do they look like a pale blue? The man asked what he meant by black

and white or pale blue. How could he tell. Wh at do you mean by red

and white? If a person has never seen colors, he has never seen any.

There is no possible way that you can explain to him what they mean.

He says, oh, I see, when the upper light is on, you stop and when the

lower light is on, you turn and then he comes to another place where the

lights are reversed. Well, what on earth are you talking about, one is

red and one is green? There is absolutely no way that you can explain it.

You have that sense of recognizing that and the man that doesn't have it

just doesn't have it. 10. and we can gather some in

formation about it, but eyond that

But this does seem to be clear. God speaks to the serpent in vs. 14 and

in the first half of 15 he speaks to the serpent and then after he speaks

to the serpent, th/at there is tobe a continually enmity between the

serpent and the woman and the descendents of the serpent and the des-

cendents of the woman, then he turns his attention away from both the

woman and the serpent, but to something related to both of them. In ref-

erence to the serpent, he says, thy head which to the head,

he is not talking to the serpent but to the one who was controlling the

serpent, the one who used the serpent, the spiritual being behind the

serpent, because a more serpent would not be living this long afterward.

It is some other that he is talking of as he takes this one in the first

generation, because it is a continu8ng one, then he deals with one in the

next generation and when he deals with the one in the next eneratlon, it

is an individual one. It is not the descendents of the woman, but that one
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and then looked at you, I don't turn from here over to here 6

It is distinct, but it isn't spacial. (question) The inIlnite being or

God we simply don't understand. God might choose to manifest himself thru

a body or thru a form, but he doesn't have to. Goa can be iniluence in

us nere and at the same time working over in China and India and Africa,

iingland etc. He is not limited. And when God was speaking to Adam, he

was contro.L.Lthng the movements of the universe. 01 course, that is even

true o the Lord Jesus Christ. When Christ was a babe in %Bethlehem

crying for milk, he was at the same time controlling the stars in their

orbits and holding all things . We can't umerstana, but we rind it

taught in Scripture. (question) 7 He says I and the Father are one.

That is to say, these are figures, a way or expressing ideas which we can't

understand because we don't have the capacity and it is given in termi

nology which comes near to expressing it in the human language as it can.

It you take the expression or the unity or Uoa na the expression 01 the

distinction of the persons, to our human mind, they simply contradict each

other, for we simply do not understand all the data in that area. Mr. 1cke

Imann was trying to explain to me something about radio, and he explained

certain principles to me and I immediately took what tie exp.L1nea to me and

twisted it around and showed him how he got himself contradictory and he

said, wall, certainly you do not know anything about the suDject.laughter)

He was right. He knew principles in a sphere that I don't know anything

about and when he tried to take a little bit out or it and exp1n some

thing to me, I diant have enough facts to understand what h was talking

about and when w come to understand the nature or UoU, we can get a

little idea here and little idea there, what ha reveals to us is tru,

but when you get beyond that, there is a great deal that just Isn't in

our area and we don't have access to it. We dOfltt know it and thus can't

understand it. There is a tremendous amount in the spiritual realm that

we simply do not know anything about. And that is true or ny viewpoint.
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Yes, he is not everywhere present as God., but he is a. spirit. (question)

Well, you get into the spirits, there is a great deal that we don't know

anything about, but 1 would say that they are not spacially inclined. Per.

haps spacially limited'. Satan can manifest his power as a spirit in dif

I eretit ways, but not universally so. (question) (laughter) I don't think

that you can speak spi.c1c.liy or . spirit. It isn't a. SpaCial 4 that

you can get ahold of to touch. Can you understand that? But it is not
weighed

pacia.i. TI-Icy have iiiXpi bodies just before and. after death in order to

try to prove whether there is anything that let, whether a spirit left,
weighed

and they showed that the material in tIle body just as much aster as

before, therefore they said that there was no spirit there. Well, you

cantweight the spirit. The spirit is not something that weighs anything,

so I don't think that you can figure it is in a particular place, but that

it can manlIest itself, in this world through people, material organism, but

there is no way in which your spirit can have any influence in this world,

except through you, so to all practical purposes it is confined in its

activity to the one body definitely. An effective body, but Satan is thus

conrjned. Satan can manifest himself here or there or elsewhere, in th

world. He can manifest himself in many people at the same time. He can

be working over in Korea and in Tibet and right here at the same time.

Satan was not in that serpent and no where else, so that if you killed the

serpent you would get rid. of Satan. That is not true and. I didn't mean to

say that God looked over here to satan anymore than you say the God is

right there. God is not in one particular spot, but God is infinite Ana

Satan in finite, but Satan does not have the omnipresence qualities of

God, but Satan is a spirit and I simply used the figure or speaking to the

serpent and. then turning your attention over to him, not meaning that God

turns his attention in a spacial way, but that he does turn it in the way

or direction 0± interet from the one to the other, even if' the two of them

are in the same spo7t. You might say, I- or instance, it I look at Mr. Jones
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mission to go into the swine and he gave them permission and the demons

caused the swirto be drowned.. But I think that there is a distinction

between the demons and. the swine, each or them were individuals. (question)

But Satan interspersed . And the serpent is the visible Satan.

And the first verse of this does not seem to me to be speaking about Satan.

(end 01' r'cord)
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so I don't I.L see how you can get Satan into the first hall of verse 50,

but it does seem to me, undoubtedly, that Satan is in the last haIr or the

verse. Now what I was trying to do was to bring out evidence that the last

hail' 01' 15 is talking about Satan. Now I don't think that Mr. Paimer is

questioning that. I think that he is agreeing with ma on that. But I

think that he is questioning where the first part is taking about the serpent

or whether he is talking about Satan or not. (question) In the following

verse. Well there is not in the next. Yes, that is exactly what

I meant to say. That God spoke to the serpent and then he spoke to

Satan and. he gave a curse to the serpent and thena curse to Satan. I think

what Mr. Palmer has reference to is that 1 sopke 2
(laughter)

and. when I was a young fellow, (laughter) in High School, sometime about

then I used. to puzzle over some 01' the problems 01 the Universe and I used

to think now, where am I? Am I here? Am I down there in the loot? Am

I over here in the hand.? Where am 1? Xnd what is the answer? Where are

you? The answer is that a spirit is not spaclally placed.. Is the Holy

Spirit in me? Anymore than He is in that chair? You say the 11.5. comes

in, but what you actually mean is that the 11.3. controls you. The H.S.
neither is a demon,

is not spacially limited and/he is only limited in the matter of expres

sion that he is using in this instance, but he is not a place. A spirit

is not in a place. You are not in your head or in your foot or any one

place, but you exert your influence through these things. (question)
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What kind. 01 a serpent is this anyway? That is going to live that long,

long after generation and. generation 01 ciescend.ents have disappeared. It

raises the question up to this point he has been talking to an animal. To

serpent, but is he now t.lking still to the serpent or is he talking to

one that will be there arter a thousand years? Is he talking flow

He has been talking over here to the serpent and Mien

he turns his direction and looks over here and says something in this

direction to one who is connected with the serpent, having been the one

who is using the serpent and speaking tririougri the serpent and who is the

real cause 01 the dilliculty. Who is the real eenter 01 all of this. He

turns to that one, and he says, he will bruise your head and as for you

you will bruise his heel. And so it would seem, in the context. Yu

might say that there will be enmity between the serpent and the woman and

the descendents of the serpent and the de8cenaens of the woman, each one

of these is going to try to hurt the head of each one 01 those and each one

01 those is going to try to hurt the heel or each one of these. You might

say that. But it would just be a continuing on, the way many naturalistic

interpreters try to take it, but that is not what is said here. It doesn't

say the clescendents or the woman and the descendents 01 the serpent. It

says, You, so either he is talking to a lieteral serpent and saying that one

of the sons oi the woman is going to kill this serpent here, or else he

is no longer talking to thel' serpent, but he has at this point, turned his

attention to the one who was using the serpent, the one who is back or

the serpent, the one who had spoken to the serpent and to that one, he says,

you will be injured by the one who is promised seed of the woman. (question)

I don't think so. I think that it was a real serpent. I don't think that

it was mealy a torm that Satan appreared in. (question) Well, that is

right, but then you could. speak to the demons or you could. speak to the

You wouldn't say to the demons. You are going to Dc drowned in the

lake. The demons couldn't be drowned in the lake. The demons asked per-
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between the serpent na the womn. Enmity between the serpents ae8Ceneflt8

and tile womns aescenuents. Now we have third 9 and in this

tilira we read tilat s br him, and that can, t be the woman and

it can't be the serpent xor ne is talking to the serpent, so it much be

.s to tne seea 01 the woman, this one who is to bruise the ilea 01 tile

seeu ox the serpent, as to the seed 01. the serpent who is to Oruase tne

ne.a or tile seea ox the woman. is that vrnit we n.vo now? Tnct WOU.LQ DC

5emetriccii, vouiant it? gins u,i. o then what would we nave?

We nave him, wno wouiu seem to Do flot.et,.,U,i), out one OUT, OX eltiler U or

LI. 1lLfler one or the seea or the woman or one or tile seeu or tile serpent.

One descendent or the woman or one aescenoent or tile serpent. aria which

01 the two is it? Well, it is re.Latea to the circle, here. but we re

tolu that it is going to bruise the serpent. Weli, now, you mlgflt say

to the serpent. One ox your aescenaents is going to kill you. That could

Donceiv.Di.y De Said. But it aoesn't seem to be wtit the context calls bor.

The context seems refler to e.i ior continuation or the oppositions

tnt fl-vu Deen ulseussea between the two sides, the serpents side and the

vomans side. And so, since you on one side or this, it Suggests tflt tie

is Iroin the other Side na is . sooa a the womn than that OX tile

serpent. 0 When it S5 tie, it Would seem to be one or the seea ox tile

woman. That is the seed ox the woman in some very speei.Q..L Sense. he, i,flt

one wnlcn eøfl o e-.i.ieu in xui.i.er senSe, tile scea or tile wom.n. IWW, nerd

we nave it. here is the serpent and here is the woman. UanaraLions go by.

Tnousca.nas ox yers pass. Mny, many uCSceflUefltS 01 i.,fle woman lived end alea,

and were buriea. .jow c,ner'e is .n enmity oetween t,nO L1w u.&. uae woman and

the line ox tile serpent, and then thousands or years later, this prophecy

is tultiiled .nd one or tile descend.ents or the woman kills the serpent. Weli,

how did the serpent live so long? How is the serpent there all the time?

It doesn't say that he shall kill one 01 the descendents or tile serpent.

It doesn't say kill e.LJ. 01 the descenclents 01 the serpent, but killed you.
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or plural? That 18 plural isnt it? That Paul says the promise was given

to his seea, as or one, not .s to many. That is singular then, isn't it.

In other vor, the word seed in hebrew is ex.ctiy like it is in English.

Here is a seed. That is one. But farmers scattered seed.. That is many.

The word is the dame for singular or plural. It covers both. It can be

used. either way na you have to determine by context which it is. Whether

it is singular 'Ø or plural. o that when there Is enmity between the

woman's seed and. the serpent's seed., that Qoet mean tnat there is going

to be one serpent and. one descendent or her own that in one luture time

will meet each other. It means a great many descendents 01. the serpent and

a great many c1escenents 01. the woman. It is plural, isn't it? Tile enmity

between thy seed. and her seed as far as the word is concerned. it could be

singular, it could me.n there would be but two individuals. But it seems

reasonable in tile context to consiir that it, there is plural.. That

it means many aescenaents or tile woman afla many aescendents or the ser

pent will have enmity one G.g.inst the other. but then, it continues, He/

It aoesnt say they, it says he, and ttierelore it suggests that as this

continues, it is not all 01 the seea u& or one particular seea, aoesn't
is

it? It suggests that one particular seea is now in mind. wfllcti rereredt

to as that one, He, a specific one ,4,with a definite pronoun used. to

point to it and. with a singular verb usea. That one J then, we say is,

is .,. It is either a seed 01 the womo.n or one or the aescendents or the

serpent. Now what are we told about that one? he (question ) Yes, he

was literally . He will bruise you sto tile head. And

its for you. You see, you have the pronoun there which you aont orolnarily

have. ( ) and. as for you, you don't need the you. The verb carries a

you, so it puts an emphasis upon it. And as I'or you. as ror flint, he will

bruise you as to the head., and. as br you, (question d .L/4O) Y,.u will.

bruise him s to tile heel, he will bruise you s to the head.. Well, now

here we have, first then the two. The serpent aiiQ the woman. Enmity
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And who is the you trld.t he is talking to? The serpent. ttr¬ns1ation) woman.

The serpent and the woman. I will put nmity between you and between the

woman. Ies...between your seea and between tier seed.(Not very clear 0-I)

He said between you, the woman B
(trans.Lca.tion tiara to copy l-)

How many think that it goes on to discuss the relation 01. A to B, raise

your hands. How many think that it Is relation between C to D, raise

your hands. Most of* you think that it is C to D, the womans seed to the

serpents seea. Well go on and we will read. and see. Between you and the

woman, your seedana her seed, A na B, C and B;, and. then we have he. Now

just a minute. What is the Hebrew word for He here? Who. They say a

good thing to learn in Hebrew; Who is he, and ti is erie. Who in Hebrew

is He in ngllsh, an He in Hebrew is she In the ingllsh. So it is who,

he. Do you ordinarily express He that way? Yu don't do you? Ordinarily

your verb simply carries it, but rwe it is expressed that what one? He.

As to whome as to that one that He is either the se&i of the serpent or

the seed of the woman and. 01 that one, what is tie going to do? ( )

after all, why couldn't he be the serpent here? We know he is not the

woman, why couldn't he be thet serpent here? Well who is he talking to?

And ordinarily when you are talking to someone you aon't speak 01' him a

he. Ordinarily that when you are speaking to them arid using He is the

third party, but the tact that he is ppeaking tottie serpent would seem to

make the he 5 rather than the serpent arid the rct that the lie

is masculine is indicated two ways, rirst by the pronoun which is masculine,

second, by the verb that is masculine. This would seem to indicate that tti

he is not the woman but is one or the two seeds. Well, now, wily Goes ti

say he though? Why doesn't it say they, isn't he plural? WelJ, which is

the word seed? Singular or plural? How many 01' you think it is singklar?

.how many think that it is plural? Well, we reed that God says to Abraham

thy seed shall be as the sand of' the sea. II thou art able to count the

sana or the sea., thou shalt be able to count thy dead. Is that sing.LuJ.ar
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watching for the coming of the man in order that he may snap at him, but

it certainly is not a good figure of the man - watching for the coming of

the serpent; lying in wait for the serpent. There are creatur6es which

men trap; lIle in wait for, but that is not the usual thing with a serpent.

It is not a figure of something that actually happens. That to lie in

wait for, fits with the serpent, not with the man. And it doesn't neces

sarily fit with the serpent. It has not been my observation that ser

pents lay in wait. I find them more at to be lying around sleeping. I

have found them varying quite different than actually watching for me. So

much the other $'ˆway that I have actually felt ashamed to kill them. Now

there may be other serpents with a different attitude, but that has been

my personal experience. (laughter) I don't think it is really a picture,

and then the serpent lies in wait for the heel of the man, and the man

lies and waits for the head of the serpent, and the isn't written here

anyway. Now, you take th other meaning, bruise, the meaning with which

the word is used in Joel, there are only two other occurences in the Scrip

ture of the $é word 1 1/2 / and one of them is Psalm 139.1, and

there in e context it would seem to mean cover. It is quite a problem

there. It doesn't seem to throw any light on this passage anyway, but

in Job 9.17, jfØ the word is used and thusly means bruise or break and it

would seem to be parallel to the instance here. The man breaks the serpent's

head. The serpent breaks the man's heel. It would indicate a very severe

injury done in the one case and in the other case, a not nearly so severe

an injury. (question) Psm. 13941. Now, the Roman Catholic church considers

that %.i the seed rafer'// red to here, that it takes it as she, not he,

and it to be the Virgin Mary, but you notice that it isn't she, it

is he. He does it. The seed of the woman. Nevertheless the reference

to the Virgin Mary is not quite as we notice at first sight because I do

feel that there is a suggestion here of any important truth. Why does he
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to the serpent.. the seed, "he" will bruise your head. That word "weed"

you don't use in connection with woman ordinarily. The seed of a man. It

is not the seed of a woman. It is an unusual expression. It is a very

strange expression. It is not a normal expression at all. In the middle

ages there were those who thought of child birth as a man planting a seed,

and the woman is simply the ground in which it is planted, in which it

sprouts and the child comes forth. Now, of course, we know that that is

an entirely eronious figure. We know that the woman is truly a mother of

the child. Nevertheless, it always has been the usage in all language.

To speak of seed as the father 3 3/k . In fact our very term, our

very medical terms are the Greet word for the word "seed". The very word

used in the Greek that is in the New Testament and

So the sedd of the woman is a very very strange phrase and why is this

strange phrase used here in connection with the first promise of redemption?
ad

I do not think that he is explain% here clearly so that someone oild know

that the great mystery of the Virgin birth, but I do think that He is gi

ving an intimation of it in the term that he uses. I think that he is

presenting the suggestion that this is one who will brAIse the serpent's

head, one who is very unusual. He is the one who is the seed o

the woman. He is the only one who has even been born in this world to

whom that term would possibly apply because there was no man seed in con

nection with his birth. And so the seed of the woman, an expression which

very excellently fits with the Lord Jesus Christ, the one w1 o did indeed

bruise the head of the serpent at Calvary, even as the serpent, at Calvary

bruised his heel in the terrible suffering and injury which he went through

at Calvary in which destrying the power of the serpent and redeeming us and

we find in Rom. 16, it says that God will bruise Satan under your feet

shortly, and there promising the eventual of all that which is

here promised. That is Christ bruising the head of the serpent in principle

at Calvary. One that ransomed, saved us from the power of the devil, but in
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the full out of that, that awaits the secofid coming. That is when

Satan is fully bruised under our feet through that which Christ has done

in bruising the head of the serpent at Calvary. We may mention a little

further into this tomorrow morning.
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he got through showing how each one or them failed, the conclusion was

veil, what about it? Well, it is just an old myth, you can't expect ariy

thing to work out. Tnat is the modernist attitude towards the story, but I

happened once to be at a meeting where John Brown of Arkansas was speak

ing and he took up difficulties and one was this section, where did C&ifl'

get his wife? Then he vent in to show how it says that Aaam and Eve be

gat Cain and Abel and Seth and begat sons and Laughtere and there is every

reason to think that there would have been quite a large number of them

by the time this event happened in the Lire ox Cain and then he noticed

how long these people lived in those days and I don't remember just what

the evidence was that he had to show how old Cain was at this time, the

time he married, when he took his vita aria went oil into the land or Nod,

and he said that the thing that bothered him about it wasn't how Cain

got his vile, but why the old tool waited so long.l1aughDer). But,, I

am afraid that a lot of that was without much evidence, but at least, it

i8 just as reasonable as the 15 which make a difficulty in the story.

Then OX course, the Christian Century says, the idea that he married his

sitter is., of course, preposterous, and they oust thrust that aside, just

like that, but there is no reason in the world why such an idea is pro

psoterous. It is, there are ver good reasons why it is not a good thing

to have marriage ox brothers and sisters. One reason or course, is that

there is an 15 in the family, in married life which is different

than the or brotneres aria sisters and it is well to keep the

things apart and you can lead to troubles and difficulties II you don't

make a sharp line ana thus have the opportunity or a certain type or

intimacy that is perfectly )fright between brothers and sisters and cousins

because tnere is wt no thought or the possibility or marriage and that

is doubtless one reason why the Bible forbids marriage of close relations.

Now or course, the other realon is, that ir there is a weakness; the stu

dents of herdty are convinced that 11 tnere is a weakness in a person tfl
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were forbidden to eat of the tree and vent and did it, to a man who was

fishing in the gulf and get angry at the South wind and 9 1/2 is a

bigger change than I can imagine occuring, even if in both cases there

was something important to connecting to eating and some c'othing given

to a person and to me that is, it is true that story will change. You

just take today, I can tell you a story of today and make one of you tell

some fthnd, and then they will tell someone else and then come and tell

me and it will be completely changed, but it is mighty hard to prove that

it is the same story unless we have the evidence of the steps by which

it came. It could bery v1l have come from any one of a hundred other

stories. To say that a story likethis actually is related to a Biblical

story with no more similarity than that, to me, is something entirely with
anyone of

out evidence. It could jz t as well have come from a thousand other things

It is certainly true that %)(% same stories develop and change and we have

evidence of this in which there are remarkable changes, but without such

evidence to assume this to be the case, to assume that this came from that,

rather than some story in India, or in 10 5/4 is to my mind purely

imaginative. Veil, we started C last time and we were speaking about C

which was Genesis 4 and 5 and we mentioned under that #1 The seedotite

woman # ii. and in this /ft,1 account or Cain and Abel tiler

is a question of how much we want to try 11 to explain the different

details or the story because after all it is not after all so specially

important to the study or Old Testament History and it is not one or the

matters which is most widely raised as an argument and difficulty in the

Bible as were the first 3 chapters of Gen. About the only tiling that you

hear about Cain and Abel Ø. very muon in contact with unbelievers is the

question; where did Cain get his wife? I remember an article in the

Christian Centryg,' some time ago writch took up that question and it took

up various explanations of where Cain got his wife and went through about

three pages trying to show how each or on e or them fallea, na Men vnen
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replacement or a substitute fro either of these two books, but for what it

does it has some very excellent material and on the whole a very good ap

proach to it. Some of the material, I wish, it was thought through a litt

more than it seems to be. On this matter of the seal, he just simply

mentions the seal and he says that like these seals show the antiquity

of the idea, which I think is rather without evidence, that is comparative

small 6 3/k but has a great deal of ... yes (question) Th.i'. is this

about it that during wartime there was very little progress in archaedogy.

So 26 years back Isn't quite as far s the time, but at the same time in

the 30's there was very great progress and of course, he is before the

30's and even before the last half of the 25, but he did do his work care

fully ezough that there is remarkable 7 1/3 definitely wrong on it.

There is added material, a tremendous amount of added material, but it was

on the whole a very fine job. If you can get it now, I would be tempted

to assign material from it evan now, even though it is so old in archae

ology. Well we will go into this matter of archaeology a little later on,

but It present we have to deal with this question of the Babylonian de

rivation of the story of the Fall. (question 7 3/k) Yes, the seal that has

the picture on it of the two people and the tree arid perhaps tie serpent,

that seal comes from about 2500 B.C. which is perhaps a thousand years

before the time of Moses and so it is definitely earlier than anything

also., but there is no story with it. It is just a thing that somebody

used as a stamp as an indication of his possession or something and when'

you think of when people sit down and make /5Ø) artistic combination of

ethings, or when a little child starts to put pictures together, whey you

get so many kinds of combination that out of all of these thousands to pick

out this and say that this shows the Biblical story of the Fall is some

thing a long ways from the evidence. (question 9) Possible, yes, but then

at that it would develop into a story of somebody's fishing in the Per

sian gulf and breaking the vingn of the south wind. It seems to me a bit

unbelievable. (question) But to change from two people in the garden who
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Anything earlier, of course, is to old to be o any value. It Is The

Monuments and the Old Testathent", Ira N. Price. I know of nothing later

which is bett3r of this type. Now this other book, "Archeology and

the Bible by George A. Barton, was also written very early. It was

written not nearly so early as Price, the first being May 1916. It went

through seven editions. This one 1937 Is the seventh and it was changed

a good bit with each edition. It never was a complete reworking as in

this edition of Price, but with every edition he would add a new, a few

new pages to bring things up to date and he would make a few new change,

and thuin every case he would forget to make a few changes that contra

dicted the new, so it is interesting to go through one of the late editions

and see how many, see how you find It 1/2 from this edition and one

from that, contradictions between something that remains from the third,

and something that remains from the fifth, something from one of them in

the Seventh, and yet on the whole it is a good piece of work. It has a

lot of very fine stuff in it. The latest of it is 1937 , which you see,

is thirteen years old and he was never quite as up to date as Price and

in 1937 5 1935, while Price in Feb. 1925 has got his know

ledge right up to about November 1924. (question) No, there are a good

many other works on the subject. There are none that have the particular

arrangement of either of these two books and I like the arrangement of

these particularly well. But we will be discussing the matter of archa
course

cology a good bit in this // and we will discuss 5 1/2 and I will

speak of different ones and assign readings of these. (Student question)

Dr. Pre .... book has tot some very excellent material in it and I pro

bably will be assigning that. (question) I would rather leave that until

we pick up the matter of archaeology later on. We will discuss the good

and bad points of various books of that time. Dr. Fre...'s book has an

entirely different approach from either of these. He goes through the

Biblical matejial and discussing things as they relate to the Biblical

matrial and so of course it is very different and is not In any sense a
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In the Babonian myth, the god Aa andAnu are divided and work at cross

purposes. Aa tells a falsehood to accomplish his ends. Genesis repres

ents Jehovah as feeling and acting in a much more human way than some parts

of the.Bible do, still portrays Him as a consistently righteous, omnipotent

God, who demands obedience, and whose punishments are the reasonable recom

pense for transgression. The superiority of the Old Testament stands

out in striking contrast'.'/ Actually, it takes a..lot of imagination to

see any relationship between the two sories.Both of them have something

in them about eating with some marvelous result that may come'from it.

In both there is clothing, as there is in thousands of other narratives,

in different places, and in both of them there is a conflict between

human beings with supernatural beings. Again you would find that In dozens

and dozens of stories in many different countries. But to say that one

is related to the other, seems to $ me to be entirely gratuitous.

(St) This book of Flee's here, this edition is 1925. It is the'XX last
-, in

edition. FiseTs book was written/1899. It went through seventeen editions,..

the seventeenth being in 1923. Then in 1925 it was rewritten, reset, and

reprinted. That is to say, it really has two editions. He wrote one

in 1899, and it was reprinted sixteen times with slight changes until 1923.

But during those thirty years there has been a tremendous advance in

archeology. And then he made a new edition, which brought it up to date,

and up to 1924, when he wrote it, it is the most up-to date thing that

Ilmow of that was available at that time.. It was very good up to that

point. Now of course, that is twnnty-six years ago, and there hard been

many changes since then. Many improvements in our knowledge. But he

was very very substantial and careful in his work, and even today, aside

from this r.e1ton of Babylonian myths to the Bible, aside from this

matter, on which he simply follows the prevailing trend, it was very good;

even today. He has got a great deal of excellent material. If you $

ever find it in a second $(1 hand store, it is well-worth getting if

you get this edition, the one thatwe rewritten and published in 1925.
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it a power
gained knowledge. This knowledge carried with/r±b4e hitherto

regarded as an attribute of divinity, and enabled Adapa to break the

wings of the south wind. It tempted Adam and Eve to become like God,

knowing good and evil. " You can find similarities like that in any

14 1/k , anywhere. As in Genesis, knowledge did not caiy with it
ed

immortality. Aa, the god who had permittXAdapa to become wise feared

that he might gain immortality, as gehovah , with Adam, lest he should

put forth his hand and take hold of the Tree of Life, and eat and live

forever. Aa accordingly told Adapa a falsehood when he was

about to go into the presence of the king god Anu, in order to prevent

him from eat'uing the food that would make him %/ immortal.. Jehovah

drove man frdrn the garden where the Tree of Life grew. The two accounts

in agree iii'the fact, that immortality could be obtained by eating a certain

kind of food. The lines at the end of the Adapa story are much broken,

but they make' it clear that it was in punishment for what he had done.

Adapa was subject to the sickness, disease and 15 . This corresponds

to the 15. inflicted upon man, and the pain of childbirth

imposed upon woman. It appears also as that Adam and Eve were clothed with

skins in consequence of their deed; so Adapa was clothed by Any in this

special clothing ...." (end of record)
ot53

....increasing knowledge, with the attribute of divinity on the one hand,

and with sufering and clothing on the other, which are presented in

.Genesis1(. An increasing number of modern scholars regard the Babylonian

story as an earlier form of a narrative which the people added-te- 0 1/2

Others hold that it is a somewhat degenerate form of the %$)/ Biblical

narrative." Can yo4magine. How did you start with Genesis 3 and have

it degenerate into a man fishing, who is upset and breaks the wings of

the south wind. In any event, the Babylonian story J!Ffé$' proves the

Biblical conceptions to be very ancient, and by its contrast with Genesis

it exhibits the dignity and religious value of the Biblical narrative.
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its power for seven days to blow coo' air over the hot land. Anu and Aa

the great gods called him to accoutn and warned him. Aa admonished him

that when he uld reach heavens portals he should not drink the food

or drink the portion which should be set before him, for fear that they

would be the food and drink of death. Such eish4R- admonishion

was ill-devised, for it was the food and drink of life that was set before

him. And this bad cousel robbed him of immortal life, and he was obliged
is

to return to earth." Now that/his interpretation of it, which may be

correct interpretation. But you notice he began it with saying, "The

resemblance of the ideas in this myth of the so-call'ed fall of man in

Gen. 3 are passing strange." They eat in both of them. There is food

that is supposed to give you life in both of them. lthough in Genesis

that wasn't the food that wasn't eaten; it was on the other tree. There

is something bad comes. One says, "Because you do eat." The other
In

says, "Because you don't eat.' /Both there is clothing z{j mentioned.

In both the god g is angry with the man about something. You can find

these similarities in any 12 3/14 if you look for them. But now-
read

then gives us the translation here which I-ieRiened toou.

And the translation n some places, the choice of words may be colored

by interpretation. But I read it to you exactly as given. Then he says

afterward, "The comparison between this myth and Gen. 2 and 3 brings out

two or three things. The food of life apparantly corresponds to the

Tree of Life of Genesis. Adam lost perpetual life because he wished to

become like god, and was thrust out of the garden lest he shuuld eat

of the Tree of Life and eat foreeer. Adapa was already a wise man, and

failed to become immortal, not on account of his disobedience or presump

tion, but because of his obedience to Aa, his creatorl, who 2 misled

him. Pxf.Zirmnerman of Leipsig thinks the Genesis narrative may have

been influenced in. part by. this remarkable tale. Well now, I have
" Park's (?)
here Barth's "Archeology and the Bible". I'll just see what he says

about this story. He says, "In the first place, Adapa $' like Adam had
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to eat. of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, of the temptation

bythe serpent, all this. I don't see how anybody would get this out of

it. But if you want to you can get most anything out of most anything.

And in this, you'll find this element here, and you'll find this element

here, and you'll find this element here, and if I would give you the

elements first some of you would say, "That is z'% it exactly. That is

the roigin of the story." I have had that happen in class. Now I'll

read you what he sass about it. Now this is all the evidence I've given

you. We have no evidence anywhere else. It is purely a matter of inter-

preting what I gave you. How are we going to irterpret it? It says that

Aa said, "They'll give youfood of death. Don't eat it. They'll give

you water of death. Don't drink it. They'll give you clothing. Put it

on." It says later, "He gave him food of life." And he wouldn't eat it.

And now he says, "We don't understand this. Y0u'lllave to go back to earth!'

Well now, the serpent said,"You won't die if you eat of the fruit. Go

ahead and eat it." Ad Eve and Adam ate it. They did die. In one case

there was something which produced death. Here is something which Aa

said would produce death, but which actually, Anti said, would produce

life. I mean you can findall kinds of similar things, but you can find

it between any two things in the world if you look for it. But it is

wonderful how people succeed '1 in finding it here. Now here is 11 1/k

which is a very good book on the whole, says,
" of the ideas
-amt -the resemblences/in this myth of the so-called fall of man in Gen. 3

are passing strange. This Adapa, like Adam, had certain amount of inherent

wisdom, but was not immortal. He was a kind of 14f semi-divine person,

who was a priest and sage of the temple of the god Aa at Aragu. In

carrying out the reqtfrements of his office he was a fisherman on the

Persian Gulf. When out fishing one day, the south wind suddenly swooped

down his craft, overturned it,- and of course threw him into the sea.

Enrage by the insult, he broke the wings of the south wind, and thus destro
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before thee. Put it on. Oil will they wet before thee. Anoint thouseif.

The admonition that I give thee do not forget. The words that I have

spoken hold fast. The messenger of Anu came, saying, "Adahas broken

the wings of the auth wind. Bring him before me. The road to heaven he

made him take, and to heaven he ascended. When he came to heaven, when

he approached the gate of Anu, at the gate of Añu Tamus and Gish-

were standing. At sight of him, they cried, "Adapa, help'.' "Lord

for whose sake art thou thus? Adapa, for whom art thou$' dressed in the

garb of mourning?" "In our ciritry two gods have disappeared. Therefore

in the garb of mourning am I clad." Who are the two gods who disappeared

from the land?" "Tamus and Gish--." They looked at one another and

were astonished. When Adapa before Anu the king came near and

Anu saw him he called out, "Come Adapa, why hast thou broken the wings of

the south wind?" Adapa answered, "Ariu, my Lord, for the house of my

lord in the midst of the sea I was fishing. In the middle of the

voyage the south wind turned upon me and capsized me. 1o the house of

the lord it made me go down." (Probably the lord of the deep.) "In the

wrath of my heart I cursed. At my sight answered Tamus and Gishseda,

HThine heart should be torn 8 2/3 ." They spoke. He was crowned.
heart of

Hs heart was won. Why had Aa revealed to impure man the/heaven and
A (and there is a little break)

earth? heart/had created within him,a name he had given him. "What

can we do for him?" Food of life bring him that he may eat. Food of

life they brought him. They ate not. WAter of life they brought him.

They drank not. Garment they brought him. He put it on. Oil they

bought him. He anointed himself. Ana looked at him. He wondered at him.

"Come Adapa. Why hast thou not eaten nor drunken. Now thou shalt not

live. Men. Eat my lord. Aa my lord said, 'Do not eat; do not drink./'

"Take him and bring him back to earth." (Then there is a little break,

and then there are a few words we can't interpret. Now you see the origin

of the story of the fall, don't you? (laughter) Well, I peBonally,

don't see how anybody looking at this story could think this is the origin

of the story of the temptation in the garden, the story of the command rn.



He goes on the sea, the Persian gulf there. Well, then, 6hapter Two,

the beginning of his boat. And the next line says, The Son of Wen.

And then there is a break. We can guess from what follows that the

south wind upset his boat; (Something wrong with record--repeats line

after line--5 ) ...when it means that he.. .he fell into the water...

some suggest....




Seven
The wings of the south wind were broken. Ø,/days the south wind blew

not on the land. YOu see, Adapa became so angry when the south wind upset

his boat, that he broke the wings of the vouth wind. For seven days there

was no wind there. Anu--.that is the god of heaven, one of the leading

gods of Mesopatamia- -Anu, the god, to his messenger, laborat said, "Why

is not the south wind not blown upon the land for seven days?" HIs

messenger, Elabora, answered him, "My lord, Adapa, the son of Aa, the

wings of the south wind is broken." Anu, when he heard these words cried,

"Help." He ascended his %$$ throne, saying, "Let someone bring him.

Likewise let Aa (one of the other gods that we have already mentioned here)

who knows the heaven, summon." Then there is a break, and then it says,

"He caused him to wear--" Evidently Aa gave him some clothes to put on,

some special clothing. With the morning garb he clothed him, and

counselled him, saying, "Adapa, "Into the presence of thektng art thou

going. Lt the order not fail. Keep my word. When thou comest up to

heaven and approachest the gate of Anu, at the gate of Aflu, Tamus and

Gish----------------are standing. When they see thee they will ask, "Lord, for
?63/k

whose sake art thou dostet thou$? For whom art thou dressed

in the garb of mourning?" . And. you shall answer, "In our country, two gods

have disappeared. Therefore am I thus." "Who are the two gods who in

the land have disappeared?" "Tamus and Gishseda." They will look at one

another and be astonished. Gracious wods will they speak to Anu. A

f'j6 favorable countenance of Anu will they show thee. When thous standest

before Anu, food of death will they show thee. Do not eat. Water of

death will they set before thee., Do not drink. A garment will they set
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simple way of learning a language. And so there are these myths there

in Egypt, which, of course, none of the Egyptians believed, but they

had them there as taken from Mesopatamia as a way of learning the lan

guage of Babylon and the writings of Mesoptamia. And there is a story

in it, which, as we read what is written, we find that the first two

tablets are fairly complete, and then there are a few broken lines at'

the end. We have to read them and try to figure out what they mean. And

as we read them adn try to figure out, it is quite clear that this is

talking about a city called Arado in Southern Mesopatamia. And it is

describing a man there who is called Adapa. And it tells of an experience

Adapa had. Now the first table simply tells us what an able man Adapa

was. I will read you a translation here of the first chapter: He

possessed intelligence; his command like the command of a god. Large

intelligence Aa perfected for him to reveal the destiny of the land. Unto

him he gave wisdom. Eternal life he did not grant him. In those days,

in those years, the sage, Son of Aragu, Aa had created him as a leader

among men." Now thisson of Aragu"would sound as if Adap is a man of

Aragu, rather than as a new creation. And Aa had made him as a leader

among men. You see, he is not the first man. There are other men there.

"A sage whose orders none could oppose, blameless, clean of hand, annointed,

who executed divine command. With the bakers he was baking, with the

bakers of Aradu, he was baking. But food and drink of Aradu he preferred

%/ daily. With clan hands he bound the table. Without him the table

was not loosened. The ship he steered. For Aradu he fished and hunted.

At that time Adapa of Aradu summoned Aa in the chamber upon the bed

daily he looked after the colonial Aragu, the sacred key, the key of the

new moon. He embarked upon the sailing ship. The wind blew, his ship

salded away, with a rudder he steered the ship upon the wide sea. Now you

gather from this that here is a man of considerable ability that is one

of the men of Aradu, who is among the bakers of Aradu, and the ones who

prepare the food and so on, supposed to be a man of considerable wisdom,
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and there fore there is no reason in the world why Cain and Seth and

Abel should have all three of them and a half a dozen other pohaps Md

all married sisters. So that the question of where did Cain get his'

wife is after all a rather silly question when there is plenty of evi-

dence in the sSCripture where Cain could have gotten his wife. The only
this

reference that we have to it here is of course, in cˆhapters, vs. 17
noch

where it says Cain knew his wife and she conceived and bear pf and he

built a city and called the city after his son Enoch. Now in the story

perhaps we might mention though, the Lord's attitude tovara Cain where
and

the Lord sent Cain out, says that he is to be a fugitive t1/ti vaga

bond on the earth. Cain says that my punishment is greater than I can bear,

thou hast driven me this day from the lace 01' the earth. I think that

land would be much better than earth. He must have been on the earth, not

from the face of the earth. The word arist here is the word for land or

earth, the face of the land, that Is, away from the area where his rela

tives lived and he was to be a fugitive and vagabond on the earth and it

shall come to pass that everyone who fincieth me shall slay me. 1 think

that that is a rathr bad translation. I think anyone 2

the dii rerence between any and every is rather peculiar and I think both

of the ideas are included in the Hebrew . And anyone who finds me

will slay me and the Lord said, whoever slays Cain, vengeance shall be

taken on him sevenfold. And the Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any

finding him should kill him. There are novels and poems written today

on the m.rk 01' Cain, by which they mean the mark of a murderer aá the

word is used today it is altogether ditrerent than the origin 01' it. The

mark of the Lord was a protection upon him. It was a sign that it was not

God's will that Cain should be slain by some other man. Well, now we have

the account of Cain's family here and then we have had here sins

death and now we have the fear of death upon Cain's part. Abel died one

death because Cain with murder, remorse in his heart, with the experience

he has had he is constantly fearing death and the fear of the thing is of tei
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tar worse than the actual thing itself. And then we have culture without

Godliness and we have that very interesting account of the descendents of

Cain and of their inventions. Lamech, great, great, great grandson of

Cain had two wives, one was Adah, the other Ziilah. And Adah bear Jabel

the father of such as dwell in tenteand of such as have cattle; and of

His brother's name was Juba I,

the father of such that handle the harp and organ and Ziilah bear Tubal

cain, an instruotrot every artificer in brass and iron. So here you

have advances in civilization. You have real knowledge of good and evil.

Now you know how to build lup and how to destroy which have been acquired

of the aescendents of Cain, the generations that have gone by and in this

situation Lamech says to his vif 59, Adah and ZIllah, hear my voice, ye wives

or Lamech, hearken unto my speech; for I have slain a man to mu wounding,

and a young man to my hurt. If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold, truly

Lamech seventy and sevenfold. And many a temps on rather very poor foun

dation have been maae to work up venous theories of interpretation of

these words of Lamech, but actually, the context I think that it is very,

very clear what the situation is. He goes On and Cain shall be avenged

seven fold, thr9ugh Lamech seventy and seven. Here is Cain, the founder

or the family ajid Cm is not to be killed. Whoever slays Cain vengeance

will be taken on him svenfold. Well, God's protection is a sevenfold

thing. Lamech said that it Cain shall be avenged sevenfold, then bruly

Lamech seventy and sevenfold. Why would Lamech be avenged anh more than

Cain? Well, Catn's protection rests upon God. God said that he would be

avenged sevenfold. But Lamech's now comes from an age which understands

the artifice or brass and iron. Which knows how to make excellent weapons,

which is able to make what they consider real progress in civilization and

therefore Lamech said, I have slain a man to my wounding. Somebody just

did me a little injury and I tilled him. A young man to my hurt, somebody

just stepped on my toe and I ran him thrh with a dagger. He says, I am
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strong. I have got all these tine weapons. I have got this understanding

of technical things. I have this ability to do these different things,

therefore I am perfectly safe. II 6am is avenged sevenfold, then Lamech
and

is avenged seventy sevenfold. It is a picture or culture without

Godliness. It is a picture of increasing knowledge, of increasing ability

in a material way, but ability that results baling divorced from know

l6ge of God, results in an attitude of bravado, defiance to otners, in

an attitude of meanness and. cruelty to others, in an attitude 01 certainty
sevenfold, yes, but viii.

of ones own safety. God can avenge Cain/Ø/i, yet Lamech be

avenged seventy and sevenfold because of the great advance that he has

made in this great age. (question). The only thing that I see in the

context is better technical material. (question) Well, we don't know. It

is probably possible that Lamecfl was a boastful sortthat says what he

will do but didn't actually proceed to do it. We don't know. Well, next

week we will continue with our lecture next Monday, so Thursday you will

have a written lesson and. It will cover everything up to date including

the important places and countries mentioned in II Samuel. I mean thos3

in connection with the Important things that happened, that is the gene

ral historical framework of II Samuel. What were the great political

events that occurred in the book. (vnd of lecture)

We have been going rather slowly thus far in our Old Testament History

it is almost hair a semester, and we have covered. a little over three

chapters and at that rate it will take a long time to get through the

Old Testament. However, I figured that these three chapters ar among

tue most important in the Bible and they are among the most discussed in

the Bible and, especially the first two are where you are most apt to have

problems come up in dealing with unbelievers or with people who are igno

rant about the word and in the third of course it is so exptemely DIta.L

in our understanding of the whole plan of salvation that I thought it

worth while to take time to go considerably into detail in that. It is of
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course, Impossible for us to think or covering a.Ll.L the matters that a]e

vital in connection with Old Testament History in one year. It will take

several years to do that. W could scim through and try to get just the

outstanding facts and not get into detail t all and that would not fill

our purpose. It is more important that we take certain sections and get

them rather thoroughly so that you learn soemthing of method and somtriing

ox detail in understanding these passages and it is also important that

we get soemthi.ng that is a general idea in order that y1 hav theain

facts regarding all of it and then some knowledge or how to go on to in

crease your knowledge of each section of it. So it takes some in much de

tail and some very bristly and. thus vw have a disunity in our treatment

but however it is necessarey for the purpose or the class. It is necessary

also that .L assign you quite a rev things in the course or the year that

we won't have time to discuss fully in class and. so last week, I assignea

you as one lesson, that is two lessons, I assigned you the background, the

historical background of II Samuel and. than we begin with tplft/today and

tomorrow's lessons looking at the spiritual// lessons and doctrinal teach

ings or 11 Samuel. From a viewpoint 01. personal lessons for the spiritual

lire, l think that II Samuel is one 01 the richest books in the Bible.

it' you look just a little bit below the surface, it is filled with matters

that are tremendously heirul to everyone 01 us in learning God's will for

us. But before taking up the spiritual end and devotional lessons which

will largely be a matter or your own study, 1 ask you in those four hours

to just read. over the book as a whole to note its historic background. And.

I asked you particularly to note what it said or importance about various

countries. I am just going to take just a very few minutes now, just sum

marizing that which was most vital in that connection. Now doubtless you

have all noticed it, but Ijust to be sure you have, 1 just want to summarize

it. The one thing that, or course, you notice in the beginning ox the boolç

is vnt is the situation. When does the book begin? Well, you coufi in

halt a minute glance at the end of the previous book and you would see that
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the .i-'.tiili.istlnes h overcome Israel. The King or Israel was dead. The

people from the land had iiea. .verytIling semea to be absolut.Ly hope

less before the overlordship of the ±'illistines. And so the book begins

with David, a man who had been under Phillistine service. Who was not

directly connected with this people at the end 01 the previous book. A mn

who has nothing. He Ilct been a rugitive rrom aUI. lie h2.S . iew people

who were ro.Liowlng him, but has no territory over which he rules, and Is

raeJ. itself' is in a pretty oa sitution. Tnt is the situation at the

betinning or the book Now .t tne end or the book, it does not say what

the situation is, but as you go throuh and you see what happens in the

course ox the book, you note that the sitution trit is attained by the

end or the book is 1nsteu oi we nd aisruptea israelite, you have

a strong unitea territory with powerrul king ruling over iii. Tnis m-n,

Lk.via, ns been, at the end of' the book, Kingover Israel, king over the

entire lfld or Isrel, not only that but he has pretty well turned ioUflQ

the situation In regards to tne .rhhllistlnes. Made them pretty largely

subject to nimselt, he fls completely conquered the land 01 LflClafld

or dom, most or yr1a to tIle iortn, 2mmon as tar south as the Joraon in

the desert. Tnese vL'ious territories are named and ttie wars that he had

against them are aescribea particularly in chapters d aflQ lu. and so oy

the end or chapter lU, we nave £Av1d estaDlishea in strong position, noi

on.Ly over all or Israel, but witn .L.ge empire round about him ot otflev

laflds which he has conquered. So the rlrst ten ch.pters or the 000k deS

criocs the progress or LLvid from n exile, man with Low territory over

which tie rui tIle situation where he is ruling over ail ov Israel and

tis this large empire in ddit1on. In the next lf chapters there is harly

any mention of war without outside nations. The only case, 1 noticed this

morning in hastily running over it, in which this occureci is in ch. 21 and

at the end or l, you have an account 01 some wars with the Phillistines.

It seems perhaps that it is more a matter of the individual exploits of

some or David's men here, rather than a full scale account 01 the war. So
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it may that here he is telling of events that really happened in the ter

ritories in the first ten chapters. (end. or recora.)
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the fhi.Lilstlnes described, in chapter J. an that is, I believe the only

part or the war in the book after chapter 10 na all the remaining ILf

chapters David is already at the summit 01 his power. In the course of

those chapters however, you remember that in J. and following there was

Absolum's rebellion, the attempt of his son to destroy him and. to take

over control, an attempt that for a time was completly victorious and then

was entirely destroyed and. which was followed in chapter 0 by Sheba's

rebellion. Therebe.L.Lion of Sheba was very interesting. vs. d, that alter

Sheba, a Benjd.mite had called on the people to follow him against David,

we read in verse 2 so every man 01' Israel vent up from after David., and.

tollowea Sfleb., the son ox .bichrl, but in men ox Jud.ah ciava unto

their king, from Jordan even to Jerusalem. So while eleven ox the tribles

following Sheba, and only one, but the largest or all, remain with David.

And. yet, this rebellion is completly aestroyca in the course ox this

chapter. So from a polictical viewpoint, you have these two great rebel

lions which are closely related to each other. One they rebellion or Ab

solom, then following it, the aisruption or iortn and south briexly turning

way from David., but then quickly srunning bck find in the first

ten chapters we have the rights or David. to control. Pern...ps I srioula fl-vv

mentioned e...rller in ini iirsi, p.rt ox Davia's rise to control, the step

in which he bec.me estblishea in lsrel itsell. You notice c.i.t the begin

fling ox cflpter , he went up to HebrD,1. s very interesting now

David tought against tne nations rouna bout. how David. fought against

the enemies of the Lord. in cn.pter here and. again in en. 5. David. ala

not personally lilt a hand to make hiniseix icing. David simply called and

inquirea or the Lora, shouio I go up to any or the cities 01. Juctah, and

when the Lord. told. lhim to go up to Hebron he went up and. dwelt there but
',
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the men or Juan came na they appointed him king over the house ol

Ju-an.Then over in en. 5 the men 01 the northern kingdom came, 01 the

2/5 01 the kingdom rc.ttier, and they asked him to become king over all Or

Israel. So we have Lk.vidl, tflen, in the Xirst chapter simply .Lflient1ng

over Saul, and the next £+ chapters, king over just one tribe, the southern

third or the land and. then in chapter live we have him made King over all

01' lsr.el. And, here he is mde king over all 01 Israel in chapter 5

we have in verse 5, that chronological verse, in Hebron he reigned over

Judas 7 years and. b months and in Jerus.lem, he relgnea ) years over all

Israel and Judah. A very mportant verse in the viewpoint of history, 01

course because it gives you your tramework. It is interesting there in

chapter 5 to notice the first thing that David did alter he became king 01

all Israel. In chapter 5.5 It tells flow he reigned, over Hebron and then

reigned in ierusc.lem, and then inuneaiate.Ly in vs. b we rind that this

tiling that David dia Iter he became king over all the land. was to set

out to conquer Jerusalem. Jerusalem Wa.S 1ll in Jebusite rianas. It had

never yet been lsrca.e,Lite city, until the time or David through all the

long history up to that time and David immeaictely se o wor. flOl, Only

to remove a toreign stronghold which was in the midst or his land and.

divided them up, but to establish better capitol for the lana. TO get

a strategic center, and so his conquest or Jerusalem and his establish

ment or it, as his capitol, was a very wise rlrst step alter he became

king over all 01 Israel. he did not remain in liebron which WaS . Juaean

city, he aid not go up North and take a city in Israel in the northern

country, but he took city right on tile border Detween the two, city

which had not belonged to either one bet ore and he made it the new capi

tol to tie tile two see Lions 01 the .i.nci together and ot course the next

chapter tells how he moved the worship or God to this city which he made t1

Capitol and how tie CStabljStleQ tIle taoerncie and. the ark there in Jez°u

slem ana made his plans to build. a temple there in Jerusalem. cquestion)
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i aon't recll any. I think that L.v1a ws snowing his vise strategy,

his 5st1.biisbrnent or the lcingciom. (question) b I aon't know Whether I

ought to take time here. I'll take just a second on that, wou.La be OX

interest to everyone aria is worthwhile here in this conriect.lon. Will you

open your bible to II Sam. . It is not clear exactly what it means at

I'irst reading, ou .1. tnhxlic it becomes clear quite easily. Ii barn.

It tells how David hd been made king over all the l.na then he im-

meai.tely sets out to establish a proper capitol. Ana so in verse b;

Ana the icing aICi his men went to Jerusalem unto the Jebusites, the in

tlabitaflLS or the lana; which sp.2.ke unto £)aVici, saying, ixcept thou take

away the bthl:ncl and the lame, thou shalt not come in flitne.r; tflining,

tvia cannot come in hither. Nevertheless Dcvict took the strong ho.LcI or

Zion; the same is the city ox Davia. Ana via saia on that day, Who

soever gettetri up to the gutter, and smiteth the Jebusites, aIld the..

you have heard ox people coming up out or the gutter, but here whoever

gets up to the gutter( laughter).. .c.nutne it-.me nu tfle blind, that are hatea

ox David's soul, he Shall D chiel anc. captain. Wherex ore they saia,

The blina and the .Lame snail not come into the house. O .L)aVicl await in

the xor, ana callea it the city or David. And David built. rounu Dout

Irom Miilo and Invaru .... Now flow many know what verse b anc d mean,

this relerence to the Dlinu and tfle iame, will you raise your nanas? Does

somebody understand what is meant by this statement? t xlrst. signi. ii

s fbi. prticularly clear, but I tnink however, that it quite easily yields

to a suggestea interpre&...i.ion. You take the words )6/pi as they Stand

here. Perhaps they aont seem to giv much meaning, DUi. now think what

can they mean? There is one meaning that will suggest itsell on a little

thought. I uon', know 01 any other which has anything to commena it ex

cept this one suggestion aflO. t.nls on suggestion works out very nicely.

Now in verse b.... David ana his men went to Jerusalem... and they Said

unto the Jeousites in 1ierusalem. We want this city to be our capitol.
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Bow ney sc1a, ao you surrender to us? Let us take this city over which

tis teen a loreign city in tre miust., ox the land in all this time. Let

us take tills city over to be our capitol. But they nswreu.... except

thou take away the blind and the lame, thou shalt not come in hither...

Now wn. uoes That meø.n? You can kill all or our strong people. You can

take away all or our solalers, .na you our city is so strong that the

blind and the lame c.re sulriclent to keep you Irom geti.ing in nerd. The

strong Iortlications, the splendid lay or the .Lana. with a deep or Ge

pression on three sides or te city. Weli, all you need is a strong wail

to the North nu you nv it so aeienaea. that with ale weapons ox war a

vailab.Le in those days, it was almost, lmposslo.e to get in. Come up on

tile South, come up on the .dast, come up on the wesi., only Irom the NOrL.h

is tflere .Level access to tile city or Jerus.lem. na ox course, L.nis

was not tile whole city or ieruslem. This is the strongrlo.La ox Zion which

2.8 just the ouDft est.ern p..rt or what is now Jersualem. The southern

ena or rus.....wm now goes out.. with two ends ox tone fli.i.i. That reach out

with l1L.L.ie v..eliey Oei..ven which ri.s Deen preL.ty wall Iil.LeQ up in the

course or the ages, 0u wit.fl .nis iiL...Le hi.LL this .Lltt.Le valley

in between these i.wo oui...ner.u nhi.Ls, open as it ws at tflt time, you have

ru.irly small area there cut., oil with sri..rp arop .t tfle Outfl, tile

na the Wst and just. the one siae, I..n iurn on wtilcn I.-ir.Ly SL..roflg

line cross Irom one side i..o th other to fl.ve very st.z'ong WLl put -

iong it and it woula be just about Impossible .o get, in t,nre witflou

mouern weapons 01. war. nu so, they say, except you t..1c t,fli Di.i.flG

ariG The .L.me, you cant possibly get in hither. Well, now, I tilhrlic t.Xi.t

is, makes verse six quite clear. You might say telegrapfllc.liy

here, it is very briel.Ly Statea, but I aont Know ox ny Other SuggeS..iofl

ox mening x or verse b ana I think that is one which is very e.i-r in

the situation. Then we have tile answer .... Neverttieiess L)avlG took the

stronghoJ.a or Zion; the same is the city or David .... Bow i.,ftere is the
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ic.ctor. he sci.ia tXit he cnt get in out. ne ctiu. Well,- now verse o gives

us iittie more QCtc.ii, but it uoesn L. give gre.t de-1 01 Qete.iL here.,

out it. give s suggestion with wnlen we c..n guess wnt nppenea na then

Xc..vu.tl0fl fw.s m.ae cie.r our guess is correct. L)aV1G

Whosoever gettetn up u i.ne gutter, nu smiLeth the Jebusltes, flC. tile

.L.me na L.ne o.Llncl, i.fla.t ..re htea ol L).vias 5oU.L he Shc&lJ. be ctilei

.na cin,wereIore t.ney se.ia fle olinci nu tile .id.me Shl1 not come

into tile house .... o Uvia Su.iQ then who will go up to trie guLer .nd

smite t.fleni? W.I..L, now just wht aoes in.t men? We cou.La make pretty

good guess, I think, Just on tile W0K &.nere, DuL. i.fle XCc.VtiOfl flu.S

Shown that here there ws piee wfleie l1fley got t1helr Wter SUpp.Ly.

4here there w..s guLr, aeep, Ilriy nu.rrow pL.ce -, .Lllce tfle

opening oi we.Li tti...t goes uown to tns p.Lln down Deiow c.flU they ur-.w

tneir wctter up here na you cn get in through tile spring Irom the outside,

out it is quite steep uphlii. .na it wou.Lci tQ.kC you right up into tile city.

na so eVlUenL..Ly ioo mu.ae ills wy up tills guttervy with 4. Ibw men

Where they never thought. u.nyooay wouiu De ,Die ..o Climb Up flU L.fley

cme in na L.ney c.LlmDeu up L.nere nu nn being rigni, in t.ne miast UI

L.fle city .nere, ic. w-s posslole ior them to get contro.i. nu open c.ne g.-c.eS

na c.tle resc. cou.iu come in. ques..iun 'L)) Yes, c.neye wou.L.u flve c.rieir

pui.Ley ..flere. I uonc. Know U1.t tfley tlc.Q .fl c.CtU.L PUJ.J..ey, out they- uSu

i.nelr ropes, recning aown i.o gec. tn w...c.w, nu so ic. w.s me.ns 01

gec.L..ing in c.flt c.ney never 6nuugnL, u, as possible and so 13 1/2

and that is often the case when the very strong, great stronghold of a

sort, some problem that you rñust cant see any way that you ca-ipossibly

meet, if you find the right access to it, you will find there is a way,

and the way to get into it.% There is an unguarded entrance and the

same is true in your own lives that it is well to be

vigilant because there are many such ways that Btan can find to get

entrance into your life. I don't know that we can use David as a type of
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Satan, but (laughter) it certainly is true that there is a very great

spiritual lesson for us here in this thing which happened and 'there

also is of course the historical fact which occurred which is illiminated

by our theology. And it is an illustration here of the fact that the

%/% Bible person 14 1/2 to give us a full account of material

events, but to give us the picture of such events as are necessary as

the background for the revelation of God to His people. We very often

have suggested (end of record)
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from a very rapid glance through the contents of the book you could

get this summary that I am giving you and it is very wise in taking up

any book of the Bible to get this-background, to see the general histori

cal situation in the political cuents before you go into the more thro

rough study of the precise details and the attempt to understand the spi

ritual meaning of each section of it. Now with this in mind, of course,

it is much easier to get a spiritual lesson as we go through chapter

by chapter and these chapters are very full of illustrations both ofways
to do the
will of God and also errors to avoid. I think they are very helpful in

one's spiritual life. These chapters of II Samuel, I find as useful as

just about any part of the Old Testament. (question) 1 1/2 Ch. 6, Yes,

well, today, we have the spiritual lessons so that will come under today's

lesson, rather than under political background. But in ch. 6 you have

David bringing the ark up to Jerusalem and DAvid is doing a great thing

there. He is bringing the ark of God and giving it it's proper honor.

] is going to take it way up there to this city high and he is going to

give it all the honor. He proceeds to do the right thing, but he does

the right thing in the wrong way. He fails to examine carefully God's

word as to just how it is intended that the altar shall be moved and con

sequently they put it upon a cart which was not the way which God had

said that the ark should be moved. They put the ark upon this cart and
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started to bring it up and the oxen shook the cart and it looked as if the

ark might tumble over and
'
Uzzah reached out his hand, it seemed to be

the sensible thing to do in this situation, the necessary thing, and he

reached out to try to stthp it from falling. But that would not have been

necessary if they had been moving it in the rignt way and therefore the

Lord intervened. The Lord caused the Uzzah should die there by the ark

of God as an evidence that David was doing this right thing of establishing

the center of God's worship in Jerusalem, he should go to God's word

and see exactly how it whould be done and the loss of Uasah here in this

situation probably saved ahundred other errors later on. It brought to the

the warning to go back and to study the wore and to see it and how it

could be done. Now you take this with exjreme literalness, the anger of

the Lord was kindled against Uzzah and God smote him for his error. Well

was it Uzzah's fault? Or was it David's error? It was perhaps David's

error of carelessness. Perhaps David didn't even investigate the matter

of how the ark was being carried up and the others who were commisiioned

to take care of it and simply vent ahead and what seemed to them the

best way wiihout consulting God's word, but Uzzah was the one who was in

the position where he was visible in connection with it and he was the

oen upon whom the smote came which brought the lesson home to all of us.
Now as far as Uzzah' personally is concerned

I don't think that this mans that there was any eternal loss to

Uzzah on account of this and I don't think that it means that there was

any great sufferings of Uzzah on account of this. His death was pro
(laughter)

bably a painless death here. It was not what I would call a great

punishment, but it was a great example to David and to the people.

(question 5) Well, did they leave in words when God smote him? I don't

see how the ( ) would affect it. With verse 7 as it stands in the

English Bible and the anger of the Lord was kindled against Uzzah, and

God smote him there for his error; and there he died by the ark of God.

Now if you left out the words for his error, and read and the anger of
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the Lord was kindled against Uzzah and God smote him and there he died,

I don't see the difference (question 5 3/k) 6 Yes, that sounds like

a modernist's article attributing something that we call natural to di

vine intervention. I would say that dad controls everything. I think

that we are going to discuss miracle more l.ter on, but I think that
a

right at this point %$Ø word on the subject would not be amiss. There

are many people who have the idea that a miracle means something which

is opposite to, contrary to, apart from the entire course of nature,

and that the proof that the Bible Is God's Word is that God has done a

great many things in it which are utterly contrary to nature and could

never have happened in what they choose to call "the ordinary course

of events." Now this is a concept which I do not think you find

anywhere in the Bible. Our English word "miracle" is-the- a word which

translates various Hebrew words, but the most common is simply the

word "sign", and it simply is an 14- indication that God was working.

Now what controls the ordinary course of events? Does not God control

the ordinary course of events? Doas not God direct everything that

happens? Why would it be any better for God, instead of preparing for

something, and having it work out so that in the ordinary course of

events the thing he desires to happen will ppen at the time when He

wants it to happen--why would it be any better for Him to simply have

sp-- things happen in a natural way, and then all of a sudden God

intervenes in some entirely strange and different way? I mean, that

doesn't seem to me to be a more-exanl- exalted conception of God. God

controls everything. Now maybe God all of a sudden looked donv from

heaven, and He saw Uzzah there, and Uzzah was reaching up to grab the

ark, and God said, Isn't that a shame? What is the matter with this

man Uzzah? I'm going to kill him if he does that sort of thing." And

He smote-deew- down with a thunderbolt, and Uzzah was killed. It caught

God unawares, you might say, and He had to use a very strange method to



do it. Now maybe God did act in some such way, even 1 though you laugh

when I say he caught Him unawares, and I think your laughter shows that

you all agree that God did not do anything that He had mt planned to do

ahead of tithe. Now, had-Gid- God planned in advance, "I'm going to send

a thunderbolt." Not a thunderbolt--that's in the natural course of

events. Something different. Something that never was on the earth
before,
Iz'W and never will be again%, some very strange thing God sent. Or

shall we say, "Perhaps God knew exactly knew what was going to happen.

He knew it from all eternity. He knew what st&k- mistake David was

going to make--He knew that that it was vital right at htat patit to call

the attention of people to the necessity of studying God's Word and

seeing exactly what God wants, and that therefore, when Uzzah was a little

boy, that God caused that Uzzah should one day do something that was

too great a strain on his body, and that God caused that that heart condi

tion that was in Uzzah there, unseen and unknown by anybody, should

proceed at exactly such a rate, not too fast and not too slow, but exactly
the instant

at such a rate that right at/that Uzzah reached out his hand there, that

was just the little extra straw that was needed to make that heart quit

4' functioning, and he dropped over dead. (laughter) Which way did G'd

work it? We don't know. but it is entirely unnecessary to say, "God

$ didn't plan for it; He didn't plan f for it; He didn't use natural

means--He just all of a sudden reached in and did something. There is

no such teaching anywhere in the Scripture. I would say God controls

the natural course of vte--He controls / all things that happen, and

when you sac something happen exactly the way the Lord wants it to, you

know that that is part of God's plan, and it doesn't mean that He made it

up that minute and decided that the creation as He had done it once

wasn't sufficient; He had to go in and do something new and id-different.

We don't know. Maybe He didn't do something new and idffert. Maybe

He did. We don't know. But it doesn't say He did, and we have no

right to assume He did. I would say, what is the "natural course of

events"? There Isn't any such thing. The earth wouldn't hold together
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it
one second if God didn't control it and direct/and cause it to. If God

didn't exert force to make the nautral laws operate every instant, they

would cease operating, and everything would fall to pieces, and Ii, chooses

that they will work in such a way as to accomplish the result He desires.

Now we will have many other instances where this particular question

comes into effect. We'll look at them as we go along. Uzzah brings

out the point. (St: The word here for "his error", "his" is in italics.

That means that it is not in the Hebrew, doesn't it?) That's right.

(And so, "smote him for error" could be anybody's error, couldn't it?)

Even if it were "his," you wouldn't know who the "his" was. (St) That

is reading into the text.. It is altogether possible that God knew Uzzah's
when

heart, and smote Uzzah on account of )f his heart situation, but/was

Uzzah was smitten here in this situation, in the midst of moving the

ark in, it had this tremendous result on the whole future of the estab

lishment of the worship in Jerusalem, and I don't think that right here

it is Uzzah's part that matters. I think the important matter was

how the ark was being moved. I do not feel that this verse here proves

t) XX us that Uzzah's part was good or bad. Uzzah may have been a very

fine godly many who was taken to heaven at this time. He may have been

a wicked man who deserved jSy{,I punishment for his sin, which punis1nnt

he would have gotten equally well whether this had happened or not. I

think the thing that is vital here is that they are disregarding God's

command as to how the ark was going to move, and ultimately that \\

and not another. (St) That's the point: was God
to do something violent,

frustrated--)laughter)/or had He planned from all eternity to do it just

that way? (St) An example. It has a purpose in the progress. And it is

a very good idea for you, when there $% is something that you ought to

hit and hit hard to do it., and do it strongly, and do it in such a way

that it wiliX make an effect, but it is a mighty good / to plan

it in advance (laughter) after that it will simply be a second thought

that comes to you. There is nothing that is stronger and more effective
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in life than controlled force, and there is nothing more effective than

a person losing control of himself and hitting out ildly in all

directions. I don't think God ever does that. X Now then, we'd better

get back to Genesis. (end of record)
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one or two people that I have to discuss with them privily or is it some

thing of value to the whole class, it is worth taking time and I try not

to take time unless I think it is of value to the whole class and I

do believe that it is in most of theese things that we have taken up, but

if you hav a question that is not of interest to the whole class that

you are interested in, I would appreciate it very much if you would write

it out. If you write out the question, if you have some question as to

something that I have said, something that Isn't clear, something that tou

would like further light on, something where you think that I am defini

tely wrong, any idea whatever, if you would write it out and sign your

name and turn it in to me, I would appreciate it very much, but we just

have to hesitate as to how much time we take in class because we have a.

whole class to consider and a whole lot of ground to cover. And so we

get back then to 'iGenesis C cli. 4 and ., under which l was the seed

of the woman, #2 Sin brings forth death, and under this subject of sin

brings forth death in ch.4.23, those words of iamech in which Lamech

showed his confidence in the great material advances that his family had

made. They knew how to make wonderful weapons of iron and copper, they

were way superior technically to anything before. If God could still pro

tect Cain, if Cain was avenges sevenfold, veil then Lamech with his great

material advance will be avenged seventy and sevenfold. It is a picture

of the degredation along with great technical advance of the

civili-zationbefore the flood and it is a picture, I fear, of the attitude of

many in our own era. Now #3, the ante-deluvian patriarch . There in

chapter , we have the discussion of these antedeluvian patriarchs. The

line of Shn, the line of Seth is described. Some people will say the

Go,LZcj line of seth. Well, it is true it is a Godly line in the sense

that through it came the one whom God was going to use in later years.

It is a Godly line in the sense that there are individuals in the course

of it whom we know to have been Godly. How nuiy individuals in Chapter 5
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are there of ièm you can say definitely that you know that they were Godly?

How many are there in the chapter of whom you can say that? How many

will say ten? flow many will say 8? how many would you say Mr. Mood? YOU

wouldn't say? (laughter) Mr. Bates? Well, at least a couple, who are they?

Well now, &ioch. We read here that noch walked with God and he was not

for God took him, description of a Godly man. There is a man who lived so

closely to his God that God assumed him up into heaven, the ascension of

.tnoch. (laughter) Whether the Virgin Mary was taken up bodily or not, no

one knows. There is nothing in the scripture to say that she was. There

is nothing to say that she wasn't. We cannot say that she wasn't, but we

have no reason to say she was. Nbbodh who was there at the time *XXX

who lived for fivehundred years after has ever said that such thing oc

curred, although people today have said so. (laughter) Maybe there was,

but we hay no scriptural evidence and therefore the wisest attitude is

one of strong schepticiam. (laughter) but on the assumption of .Iˆnoch tnere

is no doubt. The scripture says that ioch was taken to God. noch walked

with God and he lived so closely in fellowship with God, that one day he

just walked a little further and remained with God forever. a very brief

picture of a very spiritual life. The assumption of nueh. Now there was

a book of inoch which was written about the time of Christ, perhaps a little

of it before, most of it much after, a book which has all kinds of imagi

nary stuff in it which is purely what people thought about .i.noch later on.

Then in the book of Jude we have a quotation of one statement from .noch,
vengènc e

a looking forward to the %$$ In which God was going to take upon the

wickedness upon the earth. And that is all we know about Lnoc.. t very

Godly man. Life sketched very briefly, but that much about it very clear.

o there is one man that we know is Godly in this chpter. Now, Mr. Bates

do you know that Seth was a Godly man? Mr. Bates is &gnorant on the ques

tion. (laughier) Now whether Seth was godly or not. Is there someone here

who knows? Nobody knows, oh, here is one who knows. We don't know. There
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is, I think that we can make a guess, that beth was a godly man, but it is

only a guess. I think that it is a reasonable guess, but should be labeled

a guess. It is most liekly a Godly man, but it is only a guess. There is

nothing said here on which to have any certainty that Seth was, but we

have certatkty that och was and of the men between Seth and ioch we

have no certainty, there is no statement to give us any proof as to whe1ther

they were Godly or not, but inoch was. Is there anyone else in the chapter

who was a Godly man? Noah. You cannot tell anything from chapter about

Noah, but in Chapter 6, you read that Noah was a just man and perfect in

his generations and Noah walked with God. Oh. 6.9 tell that Noah was

a Godly man. Here are two in the chapter. Is there any other of whom you

can say vith more than a guess, that he was a Godly man? Lamech. What proof

have you that Lamech was a Godly menØ iiow that statement taken absolutely

alone could be the statement of an ungodly man who looks at the earth with

a terrible curse God has brought upon it and says that we are going to do

something about it and my family is going to impDove things, but taken in

the light of the previous statements in the Scripture of God's promise of

the seed of the woman that is going to bruise the serpent's head, of God's

promise that aLleviation is going to come through a man from the curse,

taken in the light of that we are justified in reaching the conclusion

that Mr. Fearnov did, that Lamech was a man who believed God. He believed

the promise of God. He looked forward to his fulfillment, he hoped that
through

his own son might be the one t whom the fulfillment will come, therefore

we have proof not much about Lamech in general, but a very definite proof

that %$ he was a believer in the Scriptur3 and one who would look for

the fulfilment of God's promise. (question 9) Well, now, that would be

strange indeed, if the man who made the statement himself before, if the

man who made the ungodly statement in chapter 14. were the same man who made

the Godly statement in chapter 5, *t would be strange indeed, but not at

all impossible i that was all that we knew about the matter because it is
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one thing that is very good to learn. As you go into Christian work when

eo4iebody does a good deed, do not immediately say, this is a perfect and

Holy man, that everything he does is fine. And then when you find that

he has feet of clay, you immediately are terribly upset because your idol

has beet of clay. You should not have an idol in the church and every man

has his weaknesses and even his widicedness, everyone of us has sin In %his

heart and in his life and the strange thing is that you will find that the

best of men and the fInst of men sometimes fall into the worse of sin

and you will, it is not at all impossible that the same man might take the

wicked ungodly attitude of Lemech in cli. k and also the Godly, looking

forward to the hope of the promise thf lamech in Oh. . It is not at all

impossible. We must put our trust In the Lord and not in any man and

know that no man is perfectly sanctified in this life, but in this parti

cular case, it happens that we have other evidence regarding these two

men. We hav3 the very best of evidence here as to whether these men are

identical or different and what is the nature of that evidence that we have

Mr. Dorsey? Lamech is the son of Methusalah, and the grand son of the

Godly noch in ch. 5 and in ch. k Lamech is a son of Methusael and Methu

sas]. is the son of Mehujael, he is the son of Irad, and Irad the son

of a man named &ioch, who was the son of Cain. You will find some simi

lar names, but other names that ar different, and the order of the names

are different. On) is descended from a male line of Cain, the other the

male line of seth and so it is quite clear that we have two different men

here and so that this is given not to show two different sides of one man's

character as you will find so often in life, but that it is two men that

may be taken as representative of in the day. One of them the literal

remnant of them who still believe in God and looking for the $/ fulfil

lment of his promise, the other of those who were going along with the

trend of the time and feeling that the great progress was being made in

human culture and human technical skill was something that was so important
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that God was quite utterly shifted into the background. The one is looking

to human efforts throuh the great hope of the future, and the other is

looking to God and the fulfillment of his promise and the two different

men are fepresenting two different groups. Well, now then, we have the

contrast of the two Lamech's. I had that in my notes about six lines down,

but we picked it up a little earlier than I had figured on, but it is

an important thing to notice %$ the contrast between the two lines here.

It is interesting to take this book of irchaelogy and the Bible by G.t.

Barton in which he has many very, very, excellent things and to

notice some of the things that are not so excellent. (laugher) One of triem

is his discussion of the line of the patriarchs and if you will look at

it I tnlnk that you will find one of the most nonsensical pages that I have

ever seen in my life anyvheres. He gIv you lists from Gen. k and 5 and
how

tries to make out that they are just the same and tries to show that the

close parallelism of the lists of names would suggest that they are actu

ally the same lists and then he takes a list of kings before

the flood which is found in a tablet and the names are 13 3/k -
the same as

14 now you would never thin* when you heard this that they were Liech,
Adam., Seth,
t?noch, Mahalaleel, Cainan, Jerod, Methuselah, Noah, but Barton tries to

suggest that possibly it may be the same list in different form. It is
ten

this derivation idea gone to a crazy extreme when you try to compare

names of kings before the flood to these. I think that the best

answer to that sort of comparison I have every heard was made by Dr.

itlbright of John Hopkin's University who said it is very easy to change

Moses Into Me all you have to do is drop Moses and add Me




(laugher) (end or record)
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simply feel that it is not vital to your notes. If it is, I try to decide

and tell the individual that I will be glad to discuss it with him later,
and I may make mistakes and that,

but very frequently questions are asked which relate to matters that we

would take up later on in the course of any event and in such cases we

simply get a little bit ahead of ourselves if we discuss them when the

question is raised and in this case, I don't know whether we would have

in the course of the year reached to point where we would have time for

a discussion of the problems connected with Uzzah, if the question had

not been raised, but everything that we said about the problem would have

come up in connection with other problems that would come up during the

year. I don't think there is a single principle or single point of dis

cussion that we have In connection with Uzzah that would not have come

up during the year, during this semester, I think, even if Uzzah himself,

had n.ver been mentioned in the course of the time, so our discussion of Uz

zah, yesterday saved us a little time in the discussion of these other

points and makes you ready to deal with em as we come to them without

our having to take time in class for discussion about them. I don't su

ppose that you began with prayer when thes was announced, it would

be just as well to wait until after the written lesson, I think .........

..... you were writing out for us today, a study of iritual and devo-

tionl lessons that you find in chapter 7-fl 12 of II sam. I think that

just a word right here would be further about this matter of les-

sons that you get from narratives from the Scripture. I spoke last week
attempted

about the defects o the allegorical method of interpretation. I OXXOM

to balance what I said about the defects with its real excellency and I

would like to just say a word right here on that point. We read in the

bcrptire that mid went up to Rebron and became king over Judah and what

difference does it'; make. What do we care if be went up to Ilebron then

we care whether the present emporor of Indo China is going to make a trip

back there in the near future or not. .ter all, it is purely a matter
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0 something that happened. If it is not for its interpretation, it is of

no particular interest to us. It is one of thousands o thousands of facts.

but there is a reason that it is vital for interpretation or God would

not have put it in the Bible. It had a relation to the events which are

the background o the story which are necessary for us to understand the

situation in which God revealed himself to man and consequently it be

comes a great importance to us. We are interested in these material facts

simply as facts, not because the facts in themselves are important but

because they are the background to the vital account of how God revealed
T

iimslef to men. )4'nen we are interested in those great facts of the

present constitution of the universe which the cripture clearly teaches.

We are interested in definite doctrinal statements as to the nature of

God, as to the nature of the world, as to the dealings with the world, as

to the great facts o what he has done in the past to what he is going to

do in the future. We are interested in these facts and we gather them from

clear statements which are given in the eripture whether it be in Gnesis

or in Rvelation or in Matthew or in I4alachi, or hw.re it is. W are inter

ested in definite clear statements on doctrinal matters and whereever we find

these clear statements, no matter what book itis in, we must stand upon it

if we are truly followers of Christ and except it as true. They are are

ability on such matters. However, the Scripture contains a great deal more

than that. God has not explaines everything to us in straight direct

dedactic language. You will find that if you every try to do any teach

ing in religious education whether in missionary work or preaching, whatever

you. are doing, a great part of your work is actually teaching. You are

trying to get concepts and ideas into people's heads and you will find tha.

when you take an idea and you try t. explain it, didactic language, that

that is necessary and vital that you will find that very very frequently

the best way to get it in people's heads is %$ by an illustration. You

can talk about God's dealings with poole. You can tell what God is apt to
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do in relation to your life and what sor t of relation He wants you to have

with him, but it will be far easier for people to grasp these ideas if

they see how lie dealt with David's life and what David's relation was to

him. You can learn most anything more easily by an illustration than sim

ply by a statement of the principle involved. It is often a question f

as to teaching what is the best thing to do is to use the deduc
present

tive method, the principle, try to explain and then follow

with illustration or to use the inductive method, give illustration and then

draw fr m than the principle and I think that myself the wisest thing is

to use both methods. Sometimes one or sometimes the other varying with

the nature of the teaching, the nature of the class, the nature of the

particular lesson, but a great part of that which is vital as to the

principles that determine the relation of humanity to God and his relation

to us, He has given to us, by means of illustration, and so when we read

about David's deeds and about God's relation to D,vid, we have a very very

vital part of Scriptural teaching, illustrations of the relationship which

may be true between us and the Lord. Well, now of course, when you J)t

take u something like that you in a different situation altogether from

the stituatlon that when you are reading a dscr1ption 0 God's character

and personality methods, purposes and tc. That 15 an entirely different

situation. In that case it is a matter of determining what the words,

mean, the constructiun menas, exactly what these statements say. Now, you

have thee to do, but you h ye a further step, you have to ask your

self, is David's situation really similar to mine.j m I really similar

to him? Is that which is described here somthing that relates to a parti

ii] circumstance or something that would relate to something anywhere? Is

the principle here relevent to me because there is a slàilarity here between

my situation and his or not? And consequently bhere is more possibility of

error, perhaps, then there is by simply taking it didactive passages and

yet a very great part of our knowledge of God in his dealings with us comes
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from this very matter, from the illustrations of his dealings with indi

viduals which we learn a great deal of from Christian biographies, from

stories of Missionaries and of great Christian workers and itis a field

that I hope that all of you will use extensively, but of which, we lean

most and most definitely from his relation to those individuals who are

described in the Scriture and so it is extreme$ly vital for our lives

and an extremely important part of Bible study to read ot Gods relation

to .abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, solomon, Rehoabom, Hezekiah, Isaiah, Jere

miah, dozens of others; to read the statements and stuy them and see how

they apply to us and how they apply to those 1 who we will try to help in

the Christian life. Those who we will try to lead into the Christian life.

tnd so the study for the gamin, of these moral prmncipls is an extremely

important part of Biblical study, moral principles of action, principles of

relationship with God, principles .1 Gods dealings with mankind and there

is no book in the Bible which is richer in this field than the book of II

Samuel. Now when you get beyond that into the field, not of illustration,

not of stories of how God has delat with people, but of allegories. You

get into a field in which it is very easy to be lead into harmful attitude

and yet it is a field which shoul not be entirely neglected because God

himsf has used it to some extent. I the book of Hebrews and in other

places in the N. L. you find that he refers to old Testament events and

allegories and he refers to the tabernacle)(, for instance, different es

sential features of the tabernacle as being an illustration and a type

and this means that God gave these matters as a lesson as a type, as a

sign, and God intends that to some extent at times matters shall be illus

trated by stories which are not directly related to the matter which is

being illustrated. He described the children of Israel coming up out of

±gypt and coming to Mt. 3inai and Paul speaks of Mt. Sinai as compared with

Jerusalem and he speaks of Hagar as compared vibh Sarah and he says cast

out the blind woman and her child and he says these things are an allegory
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and by that he mens that God has given us a typical presentation

truth in a form of an illustration. It doesn't mean that the illustration

is tru... It doesn't mean that these things didn't happen. It means that

there are certain principles there which help us to gain an apprehensiveness

of divine truth and to drive it home to our minds. Nov the great danger

is that onee we find illustrations and allegories and types, we try to

do two things, (1) we try to find them everywhere and we try to make

little details have a meaning that were never intended to have a meaning,

(2) and we take this as a method of proving something when allegories prove

nothng. allegories Illustrate. They are beaGtifully illustrative, but

it does not prove. You must prove from your direct statement and then

allegories may suggest and bring various ideas to your mind to study into

to se whether they are true, but it does not prove them, it merely sug

gests them, and the proof must be derived from the study of the direct

statement and of the actual dealings with God with his people. Proof c

come only fr direct statement or from actual occurances and that which

is legitimately derived from it. allegories merely illustrate, it never

proves. Now, of course, when origin goes so far as to say that the ass and

the fowl J2 represents the Old and the New Tstanient,

you would say, what on earth has the Old and the New Testament hve to do

with it here? is to be illustrated here. Now if you want

to say that Christ came into Jerusalem riding upon the ass

and that similarity Christ comes into our lives riding on the Old and the

New Testament, why it is an illustration, bVt a pretty queer illustration.

I think that we can find much better. I don't think that God intended i

for such an illustration as that. If you think that it is a good illustrati

then I don't see any harm in your using it, but use it as an illustration

not to prove something. Personally I think that it is a very poor illus

tration and I think that you could make up much better ones, but so long

as it definitely illustrateon and if you are convinced that it is a good
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illustration, allegory has its place. It is a means of teaching. It is a

means of driving ideas home. It is a means of taking an idea and presentirg

it again in a different form and thus helping to find a lodging in the

heart and minds of those who listen. And so as you go through II Samuel

you may find some allegories and illustrations that will make good illus

trations that are helpful to you and as long as you use them definitely as

illustrations, there is no harm in it and there may be a lot of good, but if

you use them to try to prove something, it is definitely harmful, but you

will find in God's dealings with David, you will find wonderful lessons as

to how God deals with his people. You will find, as say, one of the

richest sources of information as to the growth and development of the

Christian life from II Samuel that I think can be found in any book in the

entire word of God. And of course, if you go through it this way, you

will naturally be noticing again the matter that we have gone through as

the material background which our history in a sense. I ask you

originally to notice particularly references to places of importance and

references to foreign nations and references to important Israelite cities.

Now, you have already done that to some extent as you go through with

these spiritual lessons in mind, you will also naturally notice those

things and we will be ref ering to them again from time to time. Next

time then the lesson is the next 6 chapters. For Thrusday it is ch. 13

to 18. (end of record)
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There is many a thing which may be suggested to you which at first sight

will appear rdiculous, but on close study you will find that though there

is superficially no relation, there is an inward deep and thorough going
T2L

relation and a vital important. M1ton was trying to understand how the

planets move around in their orbits. He was trying to understand the

solar system and he saw all of a sudden an apple dropped form a tree, and

you say, what on earth does an apple dropping from a tree have to
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with the planets in their orbits and superficially it has absolutely no

thing to do with it and it seems perfectly absurd to connect the two, but

saw that of the thousands of peoples who have seen apples drop be

fore in the history of the universe,' saw what noone of them had ever

thought of before. He saw that there was a definite relation between the

dropping of t e apple and the movement s of the planets and it lead him to

formulate his law of gravitation which revelutionized our conception of

the movements of the heavenly bodies and which held the, which was uni-

versally accepted until Einstein came along and made a few very very minor
few minor changeshave l

changes in extremely small portions of it and yet these/many people to say

Newton is now completely out of date, who have left him and taken over

Einstein. Einstein made a few very slight improvements which are vital

when you deal with matters a billion miles away, but have no relationship

to the undrstanding of anything near tike the planets or like anything on

this earth. But Newton's advance was one of the greatest advances which

science has ever seen and it was done through noticing the deep underling

interrelationship between two phenoinina which at first sight appeared to

be utterly unrelated. And so when we look at these patriarchs and we see

the list of the Smarian kings at first sight we say how utterly ridiculous

and yet that Is no reason we shouldn't examine more closely and see if there

is any relationship. But when you look more closely as Barn did, it seems

to ma that when you actually look at the facts instead of the theorizing

he does on the facts, you see that there is no r3ason to say,%$4 thee

many facts available to us, that there is any relationship between these

two lists. The names are utterly different. It takes a terrific lot of

twisting and changing to get any siilarity between them. Now he also in

that compares chapters k and 5 and tries to prove that they are the same

lists and in order to do that he had to rearrange the names in both lists

and change some of them quite a bit. He does point out that there are seve

ral names in one list that is in the other list, the same name or a similar
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name. Cain named his son Enoch and he named a city after his son Enoch

and in the line of Seth several generationsdown we have Enoch who was

a godly man who walked with God, what does this prove? It certainly

does not prove the two list the same. You will find similarities in

the names of people in any part of the world. It does illustrate this,

I think, that Cain didn't go off on that side of the world and live and

Seth live over here and the two on diffrent I think that it

definitely illustrates that because you have enough similar names to

show that there was an interrelation in between the two groups and more

or less the general group of names which you find w$ere more or less

common to the whole race. They used the same type of names. Just as

today, you will find the same set of names used in any nation or in any

general group of people and you will find similar names, I think jut

recently, yes, it was fire years ago, I read a statement somewhere that
Edmund Corp.

Charles E. Wilson, who was president of general Motors and then Chases
" Electric

Edward Wilson, was president of General MOH and then another Charles

E. Wilson was president of Worthi , three of our great American

corporations, three men, all Charles E. Wilson, and as far as we know

utterly unrelated. Well, it simply shows how common the name Wilson

is in America and how common the name Charles is - and the fact there

would be three Charles E. in such high positions in corporations is

quite enough to convince somebody 2000 years from now that actually them

was just one corporation, not three at all and the whole history would

be come quite confuaed to convince somebody of that then, but it is tod

a fact that there are three distinct corporations and yet there is this

similarity. Well, now if you have a perporation like the General Electt
and .

corporation in China, native chinese were president of it with no

relationship with people in America and his name was Charles E. Wilson,

you would be tremendously surprised. (laughter) names in China are dif

ferent. When you find a continuing similarity, it shows a relationship
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one individual name which might be quite similar. I think that the

name of the federal conciliator for labor disputes in the U.S. for the

last four or five years has been Ching. His last name is Ching. Many

people think that he is Chinese. He is actually not Chinese. There is

nothing Chinese about him. He is an american who happens to have his

last name the name Ching which happens to be similar with a certain Chi

nese name. You can have a similarity and it proves nothing,

but if the rest of his name were like Chinese names, we would think that

probably the similarity went beyond accident. Now here, I think that

there as much similarity in the names of the sons of Seth and the names

of the descenents of Cain to make it quite evident that the similarity

goes beyond accident. It is not enough similarity to

actually just one list, but it is enough to show that they belong to

a civilization which is related; a civilization in which the general

style of names th common to the descendents of Cain and to the des

cendents of Seth; a civilization in which the fact that Cain's son is

named Enoch did not lead the descendents of Seth to feel that Enoch

was an ungodly name and a name that they should avoid, but actually

it was given to one the great great great grandson of Seth was Enoch,

who was the godliest man in the whole line as far as our evidence

goes. There is, then, relationship between these two lines. There

is no reason to think that there was any 7 1/k between the

descendents of Seth and the descendents of Cain and of course there is

no reason to think that all the descendents of Cain were wicked people

and all the descendents of Seth were righteous people. (question 7 1/2)

Who made the name? The Bible does not tell us. Family names? No. I

think that we can safely say that they did not have family names because

of the fact that in all these names referred to in the Old Testament we

have no mention of any. If we had only these two lists in Ch. k and 5

nothing else, we would have no reason to say they did not have family
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names. As it is you cannot say with absolute certainty that there

were no family names prior to the flood, but since there is no evi

dence that there were family names and I do not recall any instance

of family names, prior to the Romans anywhere that I have come across,

why, I would think that almost certainly there were not. In fact,

a great many of our present Europeans, that is, people of European

extraction are from groups which did not have family names until

within the last three or four centuries. think that My own name

came into existence within the last four centuries. It was a plan

which was known as the plan of Grace. ( 8 3/k ) is the Gaelic

word which means Grace. I suppose that it was a name they had adop

ted when they became Christians, perhaps 7 or 8 centurthes ago wihch

refers probably to the Grace of God and the clan was called by hat

name and then when about 3 or k centuries ago people of this group

in northern Scotland began to become literate and began to learn

to read and write Etc., they began to write down their name and they

called themselves members of the clan of Grace or of the family of

Grace, we were all originally related and some of them wrote it Mac

Rae as we do that is by far the most common spelling of it, others'

got the c mixed with it, spelled it Crea, some even made the C into

a G and splled it McGrath, there are various forms taken, but it is

a name that came into existence comparatively recently. I have a friend

in California named, Colorado whose name is Graham whose great grandfatI

in Norway was called Abraham and his son was called Frank Abraham's

the son of Abraham, and about that time they stopped, his son would

have been George Frank $/1f 'a son, but about that time they

stopped just naming them by their father and made them family names

and so they called his son, instead of George Frank's son they called

him George Abraham, and then when they got over into this country
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and were calling it Abrahamson, they got tired of writing that much so

they left off the A in the beginning and the on end and that made it

Brahams and most of our family names have developed within the last

two or three centuries. In ancient times, the Roman clanare just

about the only instance I have come across of actual family names.

(question 10 1/2) We don't know. We have no way of telling what the

reason is. Simply that the names used as enough distinctive to be

not purely accidental. I mean they could both have Enoch in them and

it wouldn't prove any relation. You could have one name exactly the

same, but when you have Lamech in both of them, and you have Bhoch in

them, and you have Methusalah in one of them, and Methusael in the other,

you have enough names that are similar that it is hardly pure accident

that they happened to think of these names in different families. The

chances are that somebody thrig1t of the name sometime and that other

people simply said that is a nice name, we will name our sons. He hap

pens to be president this year and we will name our son after Ift the

president, so he got it. )question) 11 3/k That's right, that's right,

but if you find somebody in urope named Kim Kinhan, you will say that

is probably israelite, that is almost too much similarity to be ac

cident, there might be, but if you find Kim and Park and Pak and three

or four others, you will say there id definitely . There can

always be one or two things that are accidental, but when you get very

many, we have pretty good evidence that there is a relation. There is

a book by Kipling, by the way, calˆled Kim, which is a story of a

man in India which again has no relation to . Well, now these

two lines then, I don't wish to be dogmatic, there is relationship, but

I would say definitely, I think that we can deduce this fri it, that we

do not h.ve two parts of the world, watertight separations, Cain over

here and Seth other there and when we come to the time of the flood we

are not told. That part of the world was wicked, and part as righteous.
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Not at all! Out of both linss, only Noah and his family were righteous,

and all the rest was 13 . There was one more or less

civilization, a civilization which degenerated 4/ all civilizations

apart from the Grace of God and there was left this one individual

of Noah. Now one other thing that we could mention about these is

the matter of whether there are any names omitted in the geneologies.

Our reason for interest in that relates not so much to this list, tho

somewhat a it does to the lists that we get after the flood and so we

might conceivably leave that discussion until after the flood, but I

think perhaps it is just as well to take it up here, especially if I

gave you an assignment in connection with it. I asked you a little time

ago to take up the matter of the fi st verse of the book of Matthew.

and to turn in a statement who was Jesus' father? Well, you find there

that it said the book of the generation of Jesus was the son of David

the son of Abraham. Now you would not today, in America speak of one

of the Adamses up in Boston as the son of John Adams the 2nd President

of the U.S. You would perhaps speak of them as the great great grand
son him

4/4 of John Adams, you wouldn't speak of %44 as the son of John

Adams. You wouldn't speak of Charles Francis Adams ho was the American

ambassador to England during the Civil war (end of record)
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manner of speaking. We do not call a man a son of someone other than his

own parents. We do not speak of him as a son of an . But in Biblical

language, in the Hebrew usage, the word son does not necessarily mean one

who is simply a direct offspring, an immediate offspring. Paul speaks of

Timothy as his son. The word son is used in a more or less derived sense

in the Scripture occassionally. We may occassionally use it that wasy in

iñodern language. But u1te commonly in th Scripture, the word son is used

of one who is a descendent, rather than a descendent in the immediate next

generation aid we have that right in Matthew 1:1. The book of the generation

of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Araham. And then we have,

I gave you the illustration of I. Criron. 9?12 and Neh. 11:12 where you 1

in one case the list of about seven men in a row from father to son and in

the other case you had four or five of these to show that in one case they

had simply on1nhitted two links in the chain. Very eUidently they were giving

an idea of the line of descendents and it was not necessary for their pur

pose to give every individual in the line, but it was not considered neces

sary to indicate that there was a jump over some generations. They simply

said the son of and then the son of the great great grandfather and

in Matt. 1 in the geneology, I had you look up the account of the Kings

in II Kings to see what you were told about the descendents from father to

son, axwe find that in Matthew I there are three kings of Judah known to

every Israelite child. You may be sure that they were thoroughly familiar

with the history of the Kings of Judah. T1e were three kings of Judah who

were simply omitted in the list and it spoke of a man that h begat his

great great grandson. It simply skips over these generations of men who

were perfectly well known to every one who who writes, to all the Jews, they

were thoroughly familiar with the data, they simply did not bother to give

the whole list, but skipped over certain names and the word begat was evi

dently entirely satisfactory to mean he became an ancestor of, through him

there came this line. (question 3 i/k) We don't know. If you say that

Charlemagne begat Allan MacRae, you have a gap there of 1200 years, 1300yrs.
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(question 3 3/k) Well, if the word begat can mean as it is definitly used

in Matt. to mean "became an ancestor' then you could tell how hid a man was
child

when his t1' was born. The child through whom there came into the line

It . And so you could tell these facts about a man's li. This

man lived for so many years and then a child was born through whom there came
yes

this lane that we are describing and then he ii$'%$' longer and he begat other

sons and daughters, but there was one through whon came the line that we

are here describing and this man was so old when that child was born and so

that on, then, would be the ancestor adn he might be the brother, the grand

father, 50 years a hundred years, a thousand years a million years, it just

doesn't say. (question 5) Very often they use the phrase the son of my body,

the son of my loins, something like that is occasionally used, but I think

that oidin.ar11y that is not necessary, because ordinarily the question would

not come up. I mean ordinarily the interest of giving a line is to show

to what familXy one belongs, just what the general background is, or some

thing and if it is to show the immediate relationship usually that is quite

obgious because the peol, are then living. There is this to remember about

lines that all language is ar, rctempt ot express ideas and the word contains

that body of idea or thought which is put in it by the people who use it.

ITi ancient times ther, was a word used meaning philosophy and a philosopher

was one who loved to get knowledge, who , lover of friend of know

ledge, and a philospher would go out and h would get stones and arrange

them in order and try to see what their similarity was. He would try to
and

arange the trees in the family. They would try to study the moon yI the

heavenly bodies. He was one who was collcting knowledge, and then there
Greek

was a, this is a $/' word, of course, taken into Matt. with this meaning,

and then the Romans had their own word.," to know", the same meaning

originally as knowledge, but they used that for one who tried to get the
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back to these things. They said, "Yes, you can raise the trees and

families and groups. You can see the facts about how often the sun comes

up and how long it remains up and all of that. You can arrange these facts,

but what is the interpretation back of it. Let us try to get at the real

inner meaning of this. And they called that Science. And so philosophy

was arranging facts in order and science was trying to speculate as to the

inner meaning and the background of it all. But in the course of the middle

ages as the two words were used, they completely changed sides and today, we
Os

use science to mean exactly what philophy used to mean and we use philosophy

to mean exactly what science used to mean. This distinction which is so

vital to anybody today. What is the difference between Science that gathers

facts and philosophy which tries to build a speculative system with inter

pretations. It is perfectly obvious today what the difference is between

science and philosphy, but this distinction is one that wasn't present in

the minds of the people in the middle ages and the two words meant nearly

the same thing and then they became specialized in the opposite direction

to that which they had formerly had and %% the fact in understanding the

meaning of any word that you have to ask yourself, "what e the questions

that were vital in people's minds, when this word developed and came into

broad use. Now this question as to the difference between a child who is

your immediate child, and a child who is your descendent would seem to be

one which did not appear as obvious and as vital to tie people in those

days as to us. So they use the same word to ex=ress the idea which inclu-

ded both aspects. And I think the evidence is clear of that in Matt. 1:1,
and from
%y{ this instance in Nehemlah here and from this instance in the list of

kings in Matt. 1 here. I don't think that there is any question. Now, that

doesn't say that you have to interpret this list in Genesis as meaning

that these were not immediate sons that there were gaps between. Not a t all

It does mean that you Iwe to admit the possibility that it may be correctly

That is all it means. Personally I think that there are large
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gaps in them, but whether those gaps are enough to make the creation of man

50,000 B.C. or 300,000 B.C. or 900,000 B.C., I don't know. I know nothing

about it, but it is my personal guess that it is at least as early as 30, or

k0,000 B.C. Now that is my personal guess. Purely a guess. All I insist

upon is this. n view of these other passages here, no one can deny th

possibility that there are gaps there. (question 9 1/2) That is the one

thing that.. I'd say this, of the lists of descendents of Noah to Abram,

I am absolut1y convinced there are gaps there. of hto before, we don't

know. There may not be any gaps, there may be, but if there in the time

after, it seems to me that it is at least possible. Well, our time is up

now, we will continue until next period. (end of lecture)

Today, I believe you finished up II Sam, don't you and the spiritual and

devotional lessons and noting again, of course, the historical points as

you run through it at this time. With the emphasis on the sp±ritual and
ed

devotional lessons. So, for tomorrow, I think I XXXXX ask you to study

the life of Abraham. Didn't I? Gen. 12-25. Now, I will riot ask you to

turn anything in for tomorrow, but I will ask you to study for tomorrow

the general details, general facts about the life of Abraham as shown in

chapters 12-25. You will note in the course of these chapters where im

portant things happen. What are the countries, what are the cities which

are found in the story of Abraham. Notice also the covenants which God

made with Abram. What chapters do you have the account of the covenants

of God with Abrah given in? Don't bother to write it out just remember it.

Whrere and in which chapters are the accounts of the covenants with Abra.

What was the covenant. Was the covenalit God said to Abraznm "Come out of

Ur of the Chaldees. Come over across the desert. I am going to give you

another country to be your own country. This land I am going to give you."

Is that his covenant with Abram? To give him a land. Each time the cove

nant repeated is that what is stressed that Abra is to have this land?

This earthly territory? Is that the thing that is stressed? If not, what

is it that is stressed? And in which ch ers do you find the different
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elements of the covenant with Abraham. Then as you go throggh the account

of Abrams history you will also notice certain weak points in Abram, cer

tain failures that h made. Where did h show that he was not a perfect

man? What did h do that was not perfect? I don't mean to go through every

detail of his life? And try to pick out little tiny points? What are the

big glaring mistakes that Aram mates. I would like you to find them, not

more than three or four, but have them well in mind and know where they are

told about and what the details of them are. So these are.., this is what

is covered in tomorrows lesson and if you think that that is a little bit

much to get finished by tomorrow, it wont matter paticularly because you

can run it over a little bit into a portion of your study for Thursday You

see Thursday you have a written lesson and that written lesson will include

everything this semester so far and including the material on the life of

Abram that I now mentioned. W have had five lectures between th two

written lessons. We will not have one the following Thursday. Now, the

last part of the end of the hour we were speaking about D., the flood. And

in connection with the flood w looked at one, the relation to the Babylonix

story and we noticed that the Babylonian story of the flood is not similar

to the Biblic.l story only in those matters which you were to find in any

two stories of the flood, but that there are details of a special kind of

flood which are similar and expecially some method of deliverence of those

who excape that are similar and there are further details which go with these

would not necessarily go with even this sort of a

story and then you get down to some comparatively minute details

(end of record)
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eventhough there are points which are strikingly different. These points

which are strikingly different are in certain details, the birds are dif

ferent. There is mention of a captain and mention of other people in the

story of the Babylonian story. Mention of his reattion as he looked out

on the waters that you don't have in this story of Noah, the Biblical story
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has the division between clean and unclean animals which you don't have in

the Babylonian story. You have the rainbow in the Biblical and though you

have an inference in the Eab. that there would probably not b another flood,

a declaration of some other point was used rather than the flood in case of

another destruction. And of course you have the great difference between

the two in the emphasis on the one great and holy purpose a h did hat he

did as contrast that there werea number of gods at cross purposes with one

another, fighting among themsels and one doing the thing that the other

doesn't catch on to and so the other is very angry and there is nothing he

can do about it. The p1ytheistic Attitude is very different from the idea

which is in the... as the relation of God toman in the Biblical story.

The relationships are such 4{ as to make it seem expremely likely that
that

the two go back to one original event, % they are two accounts of the same

occurance. And this is not at all unreasonable to expect since the flood

was the last grave outstanding world event prior to the time of Abram, it

would be rather natural that the story of this tremendous thing would have

greatly impressed the grandhcildren of Shem, Ham and Japheth as they told it

to them and even though their grandchildren tried to put out of their minds

the remembrance of God/i and of God's will for them, yet many of the details

of the story of the flood would have remained and been passed on correctly.

And so it is possibly an evidence to some extent to the fact that there was

such a flood, the tact that you have this babylonian story. There are so

many details fairly similar. (question 3) That is a very good point but let;s

go on just a little bit further first. I mention one more point in connec

tion with it at the end that it takes the Biblical story as we have it to

make the parallel to the whole Babylonian story. The critical viewpoint

which is taught in most colleges that have courses in Bible today in most

almost all theological seminaries that are over thirty years in age today,

this viewpoint holds that there are two distinct stories, what they call

the J story and what they eall tIP story and tht these two stories have

been combined together to make our present flood story. I ran into a southern
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Presbyterian church in C vile, Va. about 6 or 7 years ago one

Sunday evening and I heard the pastor preach on the story of the flood. And

he said in beginning his sermon, before h, read the Scripture lesson, I guess,

he said, "Many of you have been confused in reading the Book of Genesis just

as you are confused in the Gospel by the vay the different documents are

intertwined and interlaced. You are similarly being confused in reading

GnesIs. The way these two stories,contradictory stories, are combined

together. Now, tonite I will oust read you the J story of the flood and

our sermon will b, based on that entirely." And consequently h did read

three verses and then he would read half a verse and then he would skip

two or three verses and then h would read two or three words and so on

he read the J story and then he proceeded to give quite an evangelical

message on the basis of the J story of the flood. The J story and the

P story you have to, together as they are in the Bible, to get the full

parallel to the Babylonian story. (question 5) No, No, not at all. Simply

that the Babylonian story has a sacrifice at the end, only one ofthe

Biblical stories has a sacrifice. The Babylonian story has this time of

the birds, only one of the Biblical stories has the account of the birds.

The Babylonian story has the measurements of the ark, only one of the

Biblical has the measurements of the ark. There are elements in the Bab

ylonian story which are found in both the J and the P story. But there

are elements which are found in only one of these two stories and some in

one and some in the other and so you have to have the two stories together

to get the full parallel to the Babylonian. I do not say that this is a

complete contradiction to the idea that we have two documents interlaced,

but I think that this proves that there is a certain distance in that di

rection. Now I think that we will take just a very brief time /now at

point #2 a brief look at the Critical View. About half of you last year

had the course in the Introduction to the Pentateuch and in that course

we went more fully into the nter of the Critical view of the story of the

flood. Now there is no need here in repeating what we did then. You have
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it in mind and if you haven't you have it in your notes and can easily re

fresh your mind on it and consequently ye can count on you to be fairly fa

m&lure with it enough in connection with this course. It is a vital part of

this course as a background, but for your sake it will not hurt to have a

very brief review of some of its features and for the oters I think it

is worthwhile to give such an introduction to it even though we will go into

more detail on it next year. I wou like to say that the division into

two stories of the flood is one which is worht our mentioning this fre

quently because it is one of the points of the Biblical story which you will

find very widely referred to. Just like the point of two accounts of cre

ation. You have two different stories tzf the flood, two different oontra

dictory stories, we are told. Well, as to this matter how are these two

stories divided. How is it done. Well, you go through the story and you

see all the sections that refer to God as God and you put them together

and then you take all those that refer to God as Jehovah and you put them

together and then you have large elements that don't have either in them

which don't refer to God specifically and you see with which verses you

will put those and you see if it is possible in this one to get one com

plete story of the flood which uses the name God and another complete story

of the flood which uses the name Jehovah and if when you have done it you

have two complete stories of the flood, why that would certainly suggest

that you have two original stories each complete and then combined toge

ther. Then in addition to that as you try to tell which verses go wih

which section you are not merely interested in knowing what makes up a

complete story you are interested in avoiding unnecessary duplications.

There is no use in telling the same thing twice in a story, you say, there

for if a thing is told twice, one part goes in one and the ohter in the

other, you have duplications and you have repetitions and as you look at

them you see evidences of style to show that the style of the J document

is similar to the style of J elsewhere. Gen. 2.4 following through the

next ffw chapters and other parts of the 014 Testament and you see that
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the tjle of P Is similar to the similar to the syl, of P elsewhere in Gen.

1 and elswher, In the O.T. Thus for instance is you find that now in Gen.

1 a statement refers to male and female created h, them and in Gen 2 It says

they were naked, the man and his wife. It doesn't say they were naked male

anf female, but it ways mane and his wife. The other doesn't say God cre

ated them the man and his wife, it just says God created them male and female

Well, now than, is male and female a characteristic of the P school

of writing and man and his wife a phrase characteristic o the J School of

writing? Well, you look at the division of the flood story here and you

find both places they are called male and female and the man and his wife.

There are several time byt they don't occur consecutively. Sometimes you

have the phrase that is characteristic of P and the J story and visa-versa.

And therefore we know that at those points the man that combining the two

the mixed them up a little bit and h took a phrase from one and he

put it in the middle of the other one and sorntiines he inserted it and simi

larly we see the evidence of influence of the redactor at work. Many places

in that you find the style of J in P sections and the style of P In J Sec

tions. Well, that is one way to get around it to say that it is the style

of the redactor, but it is certainly very much against the claim that the

two differes stylistically if you find the style of one in the other. If

you are going to say this has the P style and this has the J style, that is

proof that there are two documents, however if J has the P style, that is

proof that the redactor has introduced it, you do away with this as an

10 1/2 and any of you ho are interested in going further

into this point, I think youwould find it very interesting to take Wm. H.

Green's book of'n the unity of the Pentateuch. Wm. H. Green was professor
1901

In Princeton Theological Seminary until I believe I think for nearly

50 years h was professor there. H, wrote many very fine books on the 0.T.

Mostly dealing with the critical problems and answering in opposing the

critical attach upon the 0.T. and he ha' about fifty pages chap. 3 in this
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book on the story of the flood, taking up these phrases which they say are

characteristic of P and phrases that are characbristic of J and showing how

they fiVi . Now as to the idea that the thing that is told twice and

naturally you wouldn't tell a thing twice in one account therefore one

phrase goes in one story and one phrase goes in another story and that is

very interesting. You have repetition. There is no question about it. You

have the thing said and said and said and said agian. You have a good deal

of that and therefore you might say this is proof that there are two diffe

rent documents but here is the interesting thing about it, the beginning of

the flood story you divide it into two documents and then in each of them

you find replicas. You can divide them into three or four documents. How

wicked was the earth that God had to destroy the earth on account of a

flood? Man had corrupted it way before the Lord. The earth was filled with

violence. There was all kinds of wickedness in men's hearts. God looked

upon man and He said how long could H put up with the wickedness of men.

There are five or six or seven phrases like that. One after the ohter.

Any one tells the story. It is repeated. Well, in this case, % you put

all of them in the one document, but that surely wouldbe evidence enough

to show that there are two different documents. And the evidence

shows there are six or seven, sufficient number. You have the

floods lifted up the ark and they spread over the earth and everything

was covered and then you read that the violence of the water was tremen

dous and the tops of the mountains were covered. Well, yol can divide

that statement in the middle and have one of it b, one document and hav
iv ids

one the ohter. But the thing is that after you d% it into the Q

documbn, you still find that in the earlier part of the story of the flood

that you could divide it again and perhaps again. You have most of the

features in the coming of the flood, I'm told, six or seven times.

Now isn't that a queer sort of writing to tell us this thing six or seven

times? That is any literarXy writing, it is something that you will find

in It. It is not merely trying in the briefest possible language to give
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us an idea of what occurred. It is trying to give us a picture of it.

It is trying to enable us to realize what a tremendous thing it is and so

it is stressing these matters and dwelling upon them arid emphasizing them

and if there is evidence for dividing the one document on this basis,there

is evidence for dividing into six or seven documents. But that is only

true of th first half of the blood story. When you come to the end, you

don't find that. In the first part, you have twc full complete stories

but you could take each of them and divide them up into three or four more.

In the last part you neither of them in complete because it is the artis

try of the story. It dwells upon and stresses the wickedness of man upon

the earth and stresses the tremendous nature fo tie flood at

the time. But when you come to the end, the waters were dried up and they

opened the door and stepped out of the ark. The things at the end it is

the to build it up and up and up just to tell you how it is coming

to an end and so at the end neither sotry is complete. ach of them as

sumes things from the other story because most of the events at the end

are only told once where at the beginning most statements in one form or

another six or seven times and you will do exactly the same thing if you

try to tell anything that you are trying to stress and dwell upon and em

phasize. As I just said now. Stress, dwelled upon and emphasize. You

might say that is three documents. I used stress, dwelled upon, and

em-phasizeand that is not the least bit overdrawn. 't is exactly the method

which is used. (question 15) Yes, that is ajI very important featureof it

that the that you can divide it into different documents is a mat

ter which has no external evidence regarding it. (end of record)
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two stories contradict each other and therefore there must havebeen

two different documents. Now if we had somewhere a record that the

priest had a story of a flood and that the prophets had a story of

the flood and if ye had a few quotations from it, and these quotations

were all found in the story of the flood, then you might say, well now

here is evidence there were two different stories, we find evidence

both of them are here, isn't it likely they were combindd. I

mean that it is not at all un%gnatural to talk of two stories being

combined into one such things do occur. The only thing is, you have no

right to assume such a. thing occured without proof of it and to say that

you have proof of such a thing here and that therefore it is two dis

tinct different stories combined together, and not only that but two st

ries that contradict each other. And I have here Adctis the documents of

the Hexeteuch which we have used much in the Pentateuch, of course, and

will next year in the Pentateuch course, and in it the statement is

made that there is a sharp contradiction on the thing that caused the

flood because one story tells how the rains came down and covered the

earth, but the other says that the fountains of the deep were opened

and the windows of heaven were opened. Now you see in one place, the

fountains of the deep are opened and the water comes up out of the

earth and covers the land, the fountains of the deep were opened up and

in the other there is tremendous rain. What a contrast. But the one

that says the fountains of the dáep were opened asossays that the win

dows of heaven were opened and so as a matter of fact you have one of

them saying that there was rain and the other one saying there was rain

and also tidal waters. And there is no contradiction there at all and

if you have a case where there was rain and tidal waves to take the

statement of rain and put it here and take the tidal waves and put

them here and say that there is a contrast, it doesn't make a contradic

tion. NEither of them says the other event did not occur. Both of them
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occur and if there was a tremendous flood it would be quite natural

that the great deep would rise up and come over the land as well as

the waters coming down from the mountain and submerging them and so
ailleged

that the /.1 contradictions between the two very often consists of

two different things that can perfectly well each of them be true but

which there is no reason that they can't both be true. But when you

say this says this and this says this and there is a contradiction,

and in this particular case the//1 y are not even different. One

of them says rain, the other says both tidal waves and rain and so they

are not even different. They are overlapped (question 3)

0h' yes, of course, the P document is in turn divided up into P1, P2,

P3, Pk, and J document into Jl,J2 J3, and Jk. That is true that

that has been carried to that extent. (question 3 1/3) No, the thing

of it is, it is a very complex thing, involved theory, very complex

and involved and there are very few penni.e today who know a great deal

about it. But there are a great many people today who have been taught

in school that it is true, established, definite and they are absolu

tely certain, and I spoke last Thursday night. I gave a paper for the,

a Presidential Address, before a group of about O professors from

different institutions in this area including UndversIty of Pennsylvania,

Brynmawç Alford., Princeton Theological Seminary, Crozier Seminary, other

instituations of that tXype, and I spoke for about an hour and a quarter

on this very subject. (laughter) and about a third of them, I think a

bout half of those present were professors in classical literature or

anthropology or something like that and, don't know much about the higher

Criticism. The ohters half, a third to a half, were men who were actu

ally professors of Old Testament, actually working in this field and

they were all of them one hundred pereert "onvinced that it is true

that you can divide WV into these documents this way. They were

100% convinced of it and the discussion was quite interesting afterwards.
(laughter)
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But I do not think, I did not feel that any of them brought out any

arguments which impressed me as very strong arguments in relation

to it. In. most of them, I don't think that they would bother to

try to argue on the matter. I don't think that any of them can do
arguing

as good. a job of on, it as they are cppable of doing simply

because they haven't tried particularly. They were trained in this,

they were taught that this was what Science has worked out. This is
hey are

definite. This is proven. so convinced that it is true that

to them it is just as absurd to Dry to prove it as it would be to try

to prove the earth is round. That is the way they were taught

when they were in school and they are absolutely convinced of it and

they go out and they teach it and they are interested not in the ques

tion, is there a J document, or a P document, but the question, is this

particular verse part of the J document or is it a part of the P docu

ment? (laughter) They are convinced that the thing must be correct

and consequently they could have done a better job of arguing than they

did. But there is one point about it to mention. There was a man there

who Is an expert in Sumerian antiquities and he spoke up and he

said I made the statement that you would not take any rediscovered Baby
that is what

lonian story, like the GilgImeahstory, the flood story on one tablet,

or the wrn& story, that is the story of creation. I said no one

today would think of taking one of those and dividing it up into three

or four sources on the basis of internal evidence alone and saying this

is this source, this is this one and this is this one and this man who

is an expert in Sumerian after I got through spoke up and very politely

and very cautously made the statement that he thought I was just a

little bit inaccurate in my statement about Babylonla because as a mat

ter of fact the 5' story, there are other Sumerian source which

have similarities to a part of it and he himself had written an article

showing the relation of this Sumerian story of the source to the
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Enuma Elis, the Babylonian story and he said he had no doubt there
though

was sources back to the Sumerian that had been combined into it

he was sure nobody would be so brash as to try to show what they are, to

try to divide it up. (snickers) Well, now, if it is brash to try to

show what they are when you actually have a Sumerian source, what about

these men who with no such source divide up Genesis and all of the Penta

teuch and every verse and every word of it in fact and say this is

from the J and this the P and this the .E, this from the D document,

add even divide them into P1, P2, P3, Pk and etc. Well, I thought the

best way to answer him was to say this that it would be very interest

ing indeed if someone had taken the Enuma Elis story and tried to divide

it into sources which nobody did when we had no external evidence on it,

but if somebody had and divided it into two or three sources and then

he Sumerian story was discovered, then to see whether one of these

corresponded very much to the Sumerian story actually discovered or not.

There you would have a chance to test whether the method is effective

or not; whether it can really be done and in this case the Biblical
with whth

story, we have nothing/to test it, yet we have almost an of

omnicience in this regard. (laughter) by those who wrote on it, mostly

kO or 50 years ago and the recent writers simply follow them. 't

considered absolutely proven since 1853 which verses are P and which are
that's

J in the flood story, $ one of the places where very few changes

have been made. It is considered as very definite. One difficulty

with the wholelthing %; one reason that we don't get together on it;

is that there are a mass of people like the other professors who were

present that night and hundreds of people in the world as a whole who

know nothing about the subject. They know nothing about it and as far

as they are concerned they take the word of someone in whom they have

confidence that you have on the one hand a great number of people who

are teaching in our Theolo1ca1 Seminaries and in our Universities who
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were trained to believe that this is fixed and definite and certain and

they have no doubt of it and they think that it is silly preposterous

for anyone to deny it and then on the other hand you have a great num

ber of evangelicals who are convinced that 'the whole thing is a lotof

foolishness "and can't think how anybody can be quite so stupid as to

believe it and so you have such extreme views on both sides that there

is very seldom very much of a reasonable discussion nowadays about the

basis on which it rests. Now I think that things may change. We may

have opportunities for such reasonable discussions. I doubt if that

particular club have had a paper such as I gave in the last forty years.

I am sure that if anyone had said to almost anyone there that we might

have a fundamental paper sometime, he would have been horror stricken on

the idea. (laughter) and that of course, is what 'they had last Thursday

night. It not only was in actuality but I used the Word in the course

of it. (laughter) But, I do think, that it is not necessary that we

take two or three years studying over these detailed evidences but

the thing that is vital is that we have something of an understanding

of the basis on which the theory was given and something of an under

standing of its weaknesses and that we do in the Pentateuch course.

We don't do it in this course, but it is so important in relation to

the flood.that at just at this point I want to bring out these few main

points and of course, the people that I had last year, I would like to

review their notes. (question 1 1/2) OR, I would say readily that any

story may have sources and I would say that it is entirely possible

that Moses, in fact, I am sure that Moses had sources then, i have no

doubt about it, but I think that it is unlikely that he had two dif

ferent sources, inter-pieced, taking a little from one then the other.

I think it is very unlikl. I think that it is altogether possible

in connection with some particular incident that he might have had

such sources. I tb,çink that altogether possible. Someone could take
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Dr. Harris could write a story of his experiences in Europe and PalestirD

last summer and I could write one and then someone could take mareial

from each of ours and put them into another and take a few phrases from

each one. Such things happen frequently, but what I deny is that it is

possible without external evidences to take a complete story and divide

it up that way and then say these into which we divided actually existed

and they contradict each other. That is what I demand. And it is unfor
and it is a

tunate, little hard to make clear exactly what we mean by it because

people get the idea that we think that the church is to believe in

sources. Not at all. You find sources all through literature. There

is no reason that there shouldn't be sources. The Sumerian story

may be, I don't think it is proven that it is, but it may be a source

of a portion of the Enunia Elis story, but even with the Sumerian story

in fron t of you, I don't think that anybody today woudl be so brash,

to use his word, as to think that he could take the Babylonian story

and diide it up and know which came from each of the different sources.

He could only say, very likely these sections came from, the Sumerian

story. (question 12 1/2) That is the Philosophical approach t' it. It

is to say yes, repatition is a good method. I mean, we must do that
what

but %, is more to say is and you take the Babylonian

story and something is repeated and stressed and dwelt upon and given

over and you find that in the J and the P story you find it stressed and

given over and even no matter how much you divided down you are still

going to find some of it 1 you have anything like a cnti

nued story, but the interesting thing therein connecgion with the flood

story is, you have so much repitition in the first part and so little in

the lat part and consequently you don't have two complete stories even

as you divide it at the last partand at the' first part you might as

well have five or six . Well, now, at this point wanted you to

have an idea of the situation regarding the flood story and since it is
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such an important part of the whole critical viewpoint I want those

who had the Penteteuch last year to be sure that they have well in

mind what we went into last yearand we go dow to #3 The cause of the Flth.

That is Genesis 6 and in en.6 we have the account of the cause of the

Flood, the increasing sin in the earth. We note there that though there

was great technical advances we note morally there wasa degeneration.

That the world under sin natually goes downward. Development is down-

ward rather than upward. It is only the power of God that lifts it up.
that is

There is a fact there, a fact in human life in a sinful world. It is
rw

a fact in your own lives. You are not going just naturally, just grow

ing and improving. You are going to need to have a series of being lif

ted up by the power of God and improved and take a step forward in one

reagard or another regard in your spiritual life and in your general

attitude and that tyou will find that when you turn your attention away

from it you will gradually degenerate from that. You will have to try

to get back. It will be as you draw close to the Lord and you study

the Word that you will take a step forward in this and that as the

power of God lifts (end of record).
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up to this date. You will not laave a year from now if you just

set them aside and forget them. Life does not work that way and so we

have this gradual decline, this gradual degredation that comes in before

the flood except that the grace of God was working in individual hacarts

and lives, we have Enoch, Lamech, a very Godly man - we have Noah, a

preature of righteousness, but Noah left almost alone. In the beginning

of the six chapter we have a very interesting account which is given

with extreme .brevity and which we dont know much about. Those who think

that Genesis is a lot of mythology say there is much more material which

was here originally which has been left out because in later date when

there were monethiests and they didn't like that sort of thing and so

they just cut it out of the story. Well, thatof course, is Dure con1ecion.
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But we have here though, is a statement in verse k there were giants

in the earth in those days. Also after that when the sons of God

came into unto the daughters of men and they bear children of them,

the same became mighty men which are of old, men of renown. We have

that little incident described there in the course of this account of

the wickedness of man both before and after. Well, now just what does

this fourth verse here mean? What is the real truth in connection with

it? The sons of God and the daughters of men. It is natural for us
that there is not something that

to think %, is marvelous and supernatural here. It is natural for us

to think that it is probably some explanation of just some natural situ-

ation and so people tell us that this is the breaking down between the
Seth

separation of the godly line of Shem and the ungodly line of Cain. Wel],

we don't, I think, have anywhere in the Scriptures, as far as I know,

a statement that all of Cain's sons are ungodly. I imagine thatmost

of them were, or a statement that all of Seth's descendents were Godly,

though we know that some of them were and we don't know of anywhere in

the Scripture a command that these two lines sould remain permanently

separate from one another and I don't know why the daughters of Cain

should be called daughters of men. If you want to say the sons of

God came in unto the daughters of the devil, that would be God opposite

the Devil, or the sons of righteousness unto the daughters of wickedness,

there would be a pair, but that isn't the parallel. The parallel is not

between good and bad. It is between God and man and the difference be

tween God and man is not a diffeDence of goodness and badness. Seth was

a man just as much as Cain was a man and so to say that this means the

line of Cain and the line of Seth seems to me extremely unlikely and

then they bear children to them the same became mighty men, men of renow.

Why were the children of a common nation of Seth and Cain be any more at

to be mighty men then the childl/ren of Cain or the children of Seth.

I think that there is a great deal against that interpretation
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and I don;t know of anything in its favor and so I think that that inter
pretation

must be layed aside as an unsatisfactory one. (question) it

If you take the war between the Japanese and the Germans you would find

that the Japanese seemed like Pigmies and the Germans seemed like giants.

(question it 1/3) No, I would say that the Jews as a rule are tend to be

short rather than tall. I would say that most likely the Phillistines

were tall and among a group which was tall, it would not be unnatural to

have occassionally some who were extremely tall. I don't remember any

record of giant, of Jewish giants. There were .Phillistine g.ants. The

think that I would question would be whether a combination of Phillistine

and the Jew would be apt to produce a giant. I think that you would be

more apt to get them among the Phillistines who were tail already than

from a combination. I would say, why should the combination of the des

cendents of Seth and the descendents of Cain be more apt to make Giants

than the descendents of one of them? I don't see any reason why that

would cause that. (question 5 1/3) If you take the measurement it is con

sidered to be about 9 feet, I think, but it is possible if there may have

been a geat many upheavals and we have the measurements exactly right,

At least he was a very tall man. (question 5 3.4) Well,

there were giants before that, probably. begins there were giants

in the earth in those days and then it continues and also after that when

the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, they bear children to

them and the same became mighty men. Well, Mr. Ellis questions whether

.the.giants are necessarily the desceddents of this union and he is entire

ly right. There seem' to have been giants probably before the union or

possibly the beginning is a general summary described in the last pat. We

cant' be very sure onthat, but, at least the ones they bore became mighty

men, men of renown. Now why would the children of a combination of Seth

and Cain be anymore apt to be mighty men, men of renown, then the children

of Cain or the children of Seth? I don't know any particular reason why
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the combining of the two lines would be more apt to bring mighty men or

to make outstanding citizens. (question 6 3/k) Yes, it happens and it might

be what happened here without any particular reason, that is right. But

I question that you would describe the people who came from Europe the

sons of God and the people who were here the daughters of men. I don't

see the reason for the combination. (question 7-1/3) That is the

word translated giants here. We don't know. There is nobody living who

saw them or anybody who took pictures or even anybody who was living

who wver wrote an account. We have nothing except this and therefore we

are left pretty much to guess as to what it is. Even with certainty that

it means giants., there is a question. They were at least different. They

were in some way, outstanding, and as he says, they were men of renown.

Mighty men. They seemed to be men of strenghth; men who made great repu

tations. Now, it may mean that there were great upheavels of some sort

add one of the leaders of them might happened to have had a father from

the descendents of Seth and a mother from C in but I think that it would
a

just as apt to be the other way around, or. just as apt to be entirely one

line. We don't know anything about it much except that it is before the

flood and we have no eUidence except this and so I am not ready to say that

this interpretation is necessarily false. I am just ready to say I don't

see any evidence that it is true, that is all, but these are the descen

dents of Cainand the descendents of Seth, I don't know why they should

be called sons of God and daughters of man. It is purely a conjecture,

it may be a correct one, but I know of no reasnn to think that it is. It

may bean something entirely different that we are not familiar with. The

suggestion is often made that the sons of God here means demons, that it

means angels established of the Lord who had left their first estate that

it means that this represents in some way a coming in to this earth of

beings and entering into human life and actually having posterity.

Now that of course, the Liberals are all sure that is the correct interpretati
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and is a mythological account and mythological imaginings about early

days, but the fact that they are sure it is the interpretation doesn't

mean that it is at all. It doesn't prove one way or the /other And

I might say it j a more natural interpretation of the to think

of the sons of God as being supernatural beings and1 as the daughters of

men as being natural beings, then it is to think of the sons of God as

being the déscendents of Seth and the daughters of men as the descendents

of Cain. I is a verse which lifts the curtain for an instance and gives

us a visionof many things which occuppied a long time doubtless in that

era then of which we know so very little and what the true interpretation

of it Is, we have no further evidence. I incline to think that probably

it is more likely that it represents some sort of fallen angel than that

it represents a division of humanity. But if it is a division of humanity,

I certainly dontt know what division it is. I don't see any reason for

connecting it with Seth-and Cain. (question 10 1/2) No, we have no proof

on the matter at all one way or the other. (question) Yes, a very interest-

ing point that this very phrase, "the sons of God" is used to represent
asit

supernatural beings. Twice in the book of Jo1!,l and 3 and that ,Z/%) is

stated here among them is one supernatural being who had faline, Satan.

At least one. Whether there wer any others we don't know, but there was

at least one who had fallen and therefore if that is what the phrase

"the sons of God" means it that connection, it is possible that that is

what it means in this sense, but that doesn't prove that is what it

means in this sense, because we are sons of God. It is used in other

senses. I don't know of any place where it says the descendents of Seth

are sons of God, or where it says the descendents of Cain are daughters

of men. (question 11 3/k) There is a statement. there which describes fu

ture events or particular groups ofsupernatural beings. Whether it does

7Ø// not rule out the possibility that demons might in some way be able

to bake on certain human characteristics, it does, at least it not evidence
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that it is true, but I don't think it is proof that it isnt true.

(question 12 1/3) (laughter) Well, that is a matter that we dont know

about. We coulsn't say. (question) In Genesis one and two we are told
reproduced

that the animals which God created after their kind. We are told

that' that was the rule there laid doz. Now as far as demons are concerned

it certainly is not the normal usual things for demons to reproduce at

all. And it certainly is not a normal or usual thing for demons in any

way to mix with himan beings in any such way as that. That certainly is

something which is very unusual in a sense and yet I don't think

it is exactly because in that sense we have a definite statement

of God, but the animal and the plants after their kind;. This would be

somthing very unusual, 'ery strange. That's what we know we don't know,

I don't think that we are getting anywheres by spending time on it, we

just don't know, but I don't see any evidence that it means the line of

Cain and the line of Seth. Now perhaps it means something that we don't

know anything about. Perhaps it is in some way it is ary strange thing

of actual intervention of supernatural beings in this world. We just don't

know much about it, but I incline personally to think that the matter of

interpretation is more likely than that to decide different groups of human

beings, but if they are different groups of human beings, I don't know

what the groups are, but I don't think they are the descendents of Seth

and Cain. I don't think that ha anything to do with it. (quèstthon) 15

The Mohammedans claim that they have a footprInthat is 200 feet long

somewhere in Arabia which is (end of record)
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You have a lesson for today and Thursday you have a little written lesson,

Now #3, The Cause of the Flbbd, and that of course is described in Genesis

6, and the chapter begins with the statement in the second verse, that

the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that they were fair, and they

took them wives of all which they chose. And then there is repitition.

After the sons of God came into the daughters of men and bear children

to them the same became mighty men which were of old, men or renown. Now

there are three possible ways we know of taking this statement. T1e is

the one possibility that the sons of God has the same meaning as mentioned

over in Job, that they are supernatural beings, that they are beings of

supernatural power, beings as described in II Peter who have not their

first estate. And that the angels of God do not (A46 marry and one given

in marriage such as these here who have fallen from their first estate,

seeking to experience that which does not belong to thir estate and which

should not belong to them and as they are entering in in some way that we

know very little about into this period of earth's history, in favor of

that would be the fact that in the New Testament we have such people

possessed of demons and we have evidence that there was such a thing as

demon possession. They believed that there are supernatural forces

which enter into this world in some way at certain periods. Now, of

course, that is a very unpopular idea in these days, because so much that

people would have been ready a short time ago to interpret as demon

possession, is not taken to be simply a derangement of the mind. And

doubtless there are many places where people have thought it to be demon

possession where it actually was derangement of the mind. It may be that

even if there are long periods in which there is actually no such thing,
it

as demon possession, in which God does not permit y% or it is not done for

some reason or another, but we can't accept the Gospels as two records

without believeing that at least at some period there is some thing as

demon possession, or that at least in some cases and perhaps at some time
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in many cases there is such a thing as demon possession. It is clearly

taught in the Bible that there are supernatural forces which exert an

influence in life for good as supernatural forces which exert an influence

for ill even though it is rue that a very great portion of our experience

in life is related to natural causes and we misunderstand it rather than

understand it, if we imagine supernatural agencies in volved in

it without definite evidence to such a fact. Now those are the reasons

why this is a view which cannot be said, I believe, to be impossible.

The view that the sons of God means the same thing here as it means over

in Job. It is interestng that in the mythologies of most ancient peoples

you have ($ instances where this sort of thing is alleged to have

occurred. Well, now, that doesn't prove anything whatever, as to its ever

having occurred, but it does show that it %$' was a rather common idea in

early times. Now the idea might perhaps of come from it having actually

happened at certain . On the other hand, of course, the modern

scholars would generally feel that this is simply like those other stories

just ancient mythology that doesn't belong in the Schriptures. That

of course, we don't believe. Now, is this actually beings' Is it act

ually supernatural beings? I don't think that we can say. A second view

holds that thej sons of God are descendents of Seth and the daughters of

men are the descendents of Cain. Personally I see no varrent for that

view whatever. I know of no evidence in Scripture that they were commanded

that they should be a sharp wall between them, the two lines. There is

plenty of evidence that many of Cain's sons were wicked. I see no proof

that they all were. There is plenty of evidence that they great bulk of

Seth's descendents were also wicked because only Noah was left, and therefore

if you have at the time of Noah, Gain's descendents 100 wicked and

Seth's descendents 99 and 99/100 % wicked, I don't see that the distincition

between the two was great .enoggh to call one the sons of God and the

other the daughters of men. Now there is a third possibility that I think
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we should look at which is certainly not any more impossible than the

first view. Now the thrid view is that the sons of God here is not used

in the sense as it is used in Job, not in that sense here, but that it is

used in the sense in which we find it in the New Testament, that he that

believes in Christ becomes a on of God. That the sons of God here means

degenerate people, members of the church of God, those who have been saved

by the death of the Lord Jesus hrist. These are the ones spoken of here

as the sons of God. I1ow that would not be an incorrect use of the term

because it is used frequently in the New Testatment. It certainly is

no more correct use of it than in the book of Job, where it refers to

supernatural beings, but it I equally correct. We find in the New testa

ment repeatedly, "how are we the sons of God". Now i this means the

sons of God, it doesn't mean the sons of Seth. It doesn't mean those

that were in the f4mily of Seth and not In the family of Cain , but it

means th%e regenerate, the elect, those who are saved as AXbraham was

through faith in Christ, even though they did not know the details of it,

they did not understand what was going to happen exactly, but they knew

that God had promised that He would give a particular seed of the woman

which would bruise the serpent's head. They knew the true God; that there

was salvation coming; that God, as predicted, would in some way bear the

penalty 0 sin. They looked forward to the days of Christ, and they were

saved throggh faith in Christ, just exactly as we are saved now by faith

in Christ. And so the sons of God were taken in that sense here then

you would mean by the sons of God people regardless of whether they were

descendents of Seth or Cain, or from some of the other sons of Adam for

as a matter of fact at the time of Noah, not over a fifth of the people

were descendents 0 Seth, and not over a fifth descendents of Cain, because

Adam had many other sons as the Scripture says and the rest would be

descendents from the other sons. But these would be individuals who were

born again. Regenerated through Christ, who therefore would be spoken of
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as the sons of God and the evil as described here that these the sons

of God, who should have been separated unto God and whose lives should

have been devoted to service and whose wives whould have been selected

from those that were also sons of God, that they saw those, who are

spoken o as the daughters of men, not that they themselves were not

sons of men, but that they were only daughters of men. The were not

daughters of God, only of men. They were purely human, not people who

were human beings regenerated through the blood of Christ and therefoer

that these men that should have been carrying on the testimony to the

Lord Jesus Christ and raising a standard for Him, were allowing their

lives to be wrecked and their testimonies to be ruined in this very vital

and important part of their life, the question as to who they should marry,

and taking wives who were only human, who were not regenerated through
things which has brought as much

Christ. Now that is indeed., one of the/injurieinto the Christian church

in our age as anything, has been people that were wishing to serve the

Lord, but leaving him out of account in this very important part of their

lives. I was talking to a man not very long ago connected with a church

in town, not a separated church, but he was telling me about a man in

the church, a young man who was painning to become a minister and tre

mendously interested in becoming a minister, and he said that bhis man

was engaged to a girl who had absolutely no interest in religious things

whatever and she was just constantly trying to get him to be not Interestec

in such things at all, and he described to me one time when on a Sunday

afternoon, late they were off having some rather worldly enjoyment and

it came time for church and he said to her lets go to church and she

answered we are having a good time here, so let's stay here. What do

you want to go to church for and he said, but that is my life, and if that

was the division between them before they were married, you canthink that

the situation would be afterwards. If he really wanted to serve the Lord

he should have made a clean break immediately. He never should have made
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the relationship. Now there, that is a thing which has ruined the lives

of more Christians, more servants o the Lord, than almost arhing

else and consequently since that is the case in our present age, it is

entirely possible that that is what is referred to here. That that is

what happened, and that would certainly have a great deal to do with

the increasing degeneracy and wickedness of the race, until you reach

the point where )1 only Noah was left. And so here we have three posilbie

interpretations, one of which I see absolutely no warrant for whatever
of Seth

in SCripture, that is, 7the so/%7 and the sans of Cain, and if

there is a divisionl between them, what about the rest of the sons

of Adam? The other two, it seems to me a great deal can be said for

either one of them, and I don't know of anyway in which we can prove

which of the two is correct. (St: Does the OT In any other passagb

refer to "the sonsf God11 .....degeneracy of the people?) It is pretty

hard to give a negative. I cannot think positively of any instance.

(St: I read someplace where it is just applied to New Testament people.)

I cannot think of any instance. I do know that regenerated people in

the Old Testament speak of God as their father. Of course, that is the

converse of it. For a regenerated person to call God his father, which

ceinly an unregenerated person would never have any right to do, would

imply that he was God's son. Now there may be an instance, but I don't

recall it, but in the NT, of course, it is very common. (St: Somewhere

in the Prophets doesn't it say, "They shall be to me sons and daughters...?)

That is right. (St) There is nothing in the book or context to suggest

that it was the line of Cain and the line of Seth, and that Seth was good

and Cain evil. (St) If they weren't, what were the lines? If one

Isn't evil and one is, what are the lines. (St) The sons of God and
--

daughters of the devil would be clearly good and evil. The sons of God
human

and the daughters of men--the contrast may be between supertHP and
human

between- not between good and evil, and the daughters of men in
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that case might have been good, they might have been bad. There is

nothing to indicate which they were in it, in that gase. But if it is

%he sons of God" means those who were regenerated, then "the daughters

of men" would be those (not that there is anything evil in men, but that

it is only men, the daughters which are only men, in that case it would
of a difference

be evil. ow if you feel that there is no implication in it/between

good. and evil, then you would probably take the former view that it is

demons and human beings regardless of vhetehr it is good or evil. (St)
In our generation,

It has/{/ fØpj In our age. ( St: Not necessarily.) Not necessarily,

no but individuals among us. In our age it is remarkable how often you

find that people who are people of real prominence and leadership and

strength, and when we watch, how very often you find, they are people

who have a godly background, but very often a divided home. I was just

thinking of one instance, of Harry Hopkins, nan who had such tremendous

influence in Washington for about ten years, a man who went and talked
n

with Stalkn and made arrements with Stalin, he had as much influence as

any American aside from Roosevelt had to do with. Roosevelt said, "Treat

him exactly as if he were myself." And he made deals and arrangements

with him. And the same thing with Churchill. He exerted a tremendous

influence. He was a very powerful character when he could get time to

get away from the racetracks, where he loved to gambliin the two

dollar section. he just loved the nightclubs and all that sort of thing,

but still he took guough time away from those things to do a tremendous

bit. A very able man, 14 1/2 man, and a man who along with his

many evil qualities had a lot 0 good characteristics and a lot of

impulses to really help people and to do good. And his father was a

very world sort of manI who had no interest of anything much that was

of a very hgh character, and his mother was a very devout and earnest

Christian, who did the vy *err best she could to give him a very

Christian upbringing, but found it difficult on account of the opposite
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influence of the father. And you could repeat that over hundreds of

times when we find outstanding men in modern life, time and again you

find that there is a .... (end of record)
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It is true that in our day, in the last three or four eenturies, you find

that the mighty men, men of renown very frequently are men who have

a very definite Christian background, and yet a background. which is

not holy. Now, we can't tell what was before the flood, I merely see

poasibIli1es that between the combination of the demon and the human

being, there might be a great element of strength, and there certainly

would be between the Christian and the non-Christian--there would be

an element of strength combir with the recklessness and the carelessness

which allows that strength to exert itself in a direction in which it

ordinarily wouldn't. Therefore, perphaps, from a worldly viewpoint,

comes a man of renov$n. (at) As between the two, the two are possibilies,

and I think that some may prefer one, some may prefer the other, but the

vital think is that we be not dogmatic on either one of them, that we

recognized--this you can say definitely here: Clearly there was a union

of those who should not have been united. Clearly there was a combination

which was not in accordance with God's will, and which contributed to

the increase of the wickedness in the earth. That you can say. As to

what the two elements where, there may be different possibilities.

It is just like everything %$ in the Scripture, It's not a point but

area. There are possibiliths within it. Sometimes you can narrow the

area-4ewA-but, and sometimes it is broad, but in any event, it describes

things in those days before the flood which contributed to the situation

ithere"God say- saw the wickedness of man very great in the earth, and

every imagination of his heart evil cnntinually," and the Lord decided

to destroy man from upon the earth. (St) And the women are just as had

as the men. Why would you make a distinction? Why don't you say, "the

sons of men" and"the daughters of God", then? It would seem to me that
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use
when you %1 the two terms it would suggest a difference. They are

not parallel sufficiently to take it as just a nautral power, as meaning

exactly the same thing. (st) I don't think that is what it would mean

here, and particularly as you find that it is the --you read in verse 2,

The sons of men God saw the daughters of men they were fair and they

took them wives of all that they Ø$/ chose." What is out of the

ordinary about that? Before that we have had lots of marriages. We have

many of them; we have jt)f had all of these p(L( men and their wives and
now

children, why now all of a sudden tell us/that the sons of men saw the

daughters of good. "The sons of God saw the daughters of men that they

were fair." It sounds as if you describe somebody's education and

grammar shhool and high school and college, and seminary, and then you

say, "This man decided he would like to get an education. He decided it
When it is

would be worthwhile to learn something." /%/ something you have already

got, It must be something out of the ordinary or there is no% point

in mentioning it. Matthew 2k:37 There we have a statement where the

Lord says,"Of that day and hour knoveth no man, no not the angels of

heaven, but my Father only. But as the days of Noah were, so shall
In

also the coming of the Son of man be. For as/the days that were before

the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marraige,

until the day that Noah entered into the ark , and &iew not until the

flood came and took them all away, so shall also the coming of the Son

of Man be." Very evidently here what he is pointing out is that life
on had

was going/In normal course; not as though something new/happened, $Ø/

they'd begun all of a sudden to marry and give in marraige, but they

were simply carrying on in their normal course, eating and drinking,

marrying and giving in marraige, and all of a sudden this comes. (st)

The whole tone is that God is displeased with what is happening, and

he decides to wipe them out. And then in Luke l7:2f also of course

refers to the days of Noah. In Lke you have the same statement told;

in both cases it is not describing the wickedness in the time of Noah; it
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is simply descriling the fact that people did not expect some great

change; it came suddenly. They thought everything would continue
the

in exactly the same way. (St: Jgard1ng that use of te-e-the term
Hos ea

"sons of God",/used it in speaking of the blessing of regathered Israel,

"Ye shall be called the sons of the living God." That would be an

instance of the use of it in the OT.) Yes. (Also, Isaiah 43: "...

bring my sons from far, my daughters from the end of the earth, everyone

that is called by My name." ) Yes, everyone that is called by the

name of God. (St: it seems to me you've been settin* the NT passages
You say

against the Old. /The one describes a normal course of affairs ....

you say the first one doesn't describe a normal course of affairs.)

Very goo point. The NT refers to the days of Noah, and describes the

situation in the days of Noah, and in the NT context it is plain that

His reference to marrying and gving in marriage, like his reference

to eating and drinking, is simply a reference to the fact that the normal

course of life was going on at the time j3% when the flood came. The

passage in ch 6 here is describing a period perhpas a hundred years or

more before the flood came, a period when God determined to destroy the

earth, and began preparing Noah for the situation, and it describes the

things that made it necessary to destroy the earth, and in the list of

them it doesn't say they were eating and drinking, maryying and giving

in marriage, out it says, "the sons of God saw the daughters of men,

that they were fair, and they took wham they chose of tnem, ana Goa

said,very imagination of man's heart is evil eetRaii-- c:ntinuously.'
H

Thre is an accidontZal similarity that they both refer to marriage, but

they are dealing with different aspects of it, and probably a different

time. (St: II. Peter....could that be used on any other occasion than

what we are talking about..?) It might be, but I don't know of any that

we could be cern of. It is very likely that II Peter is referring to

this instance, if this means demons here. %e don't know. The next

thing that interests after "The Cause of the Flood, Gen. 6", is k. "The
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here
Nature of the Flood". I don't think we need to take time/to discuss

Noah's character%, his previous preaching as a preacher of righteousness,

his general career. Those are obvus in the reading. but the cause of

the flood, or the nature of the flood, is described in the 7th, 8th, and

9th chapters. And we have many details there which are very interesting ot

read, and easy to examine; we don't need to go into them here. But we

ask this one question: as this a universal flood? Well, w does it

say? It says %$%/ in verse 11 "The land was corrupt before God, and

the land was filled with violence, and God looked upcn the land, and

behit was corrupt, for all flesh had corrupted his way upon the land.

And God said to Noah, "The end of all flesh is come before me, because

the land is filled with violence, and behold, I will destroy them with

the land." Everyplace where I said "land" the AV says "earth", but the

Hebrew word which is the word used in the first word of Genesis,

and which there means the whole

of this globe upon which we are standing, that word is also frequently

used inˆ/$/ the Scripture for the land of Canaan, the land of

.gypt, the land of Assyria, it is the word for a particular land. It

is very different from our English word earth. Our English word "earth"

means the whole of this habitable ground, or it means that portion of

it on which you can grow vegetables. You wouldn't say you had a piece

of earth in your 1- hand if you had a piece of gold. You wouldn't

say you had a piece of earth in your hand if it were filled with water.

is used in two senses: it is the whole globe with everything

that is included in it, and it also is that portion of its material

which is suitable for the growing tf vegetables. There are two very

different sense in which we use that word. Now in Hebrew the word

means one of thc sense. It means the whole habitable earth; it does not

mean the other sense. The material on which you can grow vegetables, that

In Hebrew., not . But in Hebrew, ".;>c has a second
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meaning, -riies a meaning which is much closer to its primary

meaning than is the secondary meaning in ng1ish to the primary meaning.

It is much more logical than our nglish use of the word "earth," because

means this whole globe or a portion of the globe, a portion

of it which is a unit for some political p reason, and ansequently when

you say "the earth" it could concelvablW mean the land of Caanan, the

land of Mesoptamla, the land of Africa, one particular land. That is

what it could mean. s far as that particular statement is concerned,

we now know that God is going to destroy all flesh, "the &R4- end of
come

all flesh is/before Me; the land is filled with violence through them;

I will destroy them with the land. He looked on the land; it was corrupt,

for all flesh had corrupted his way on the lend." And so that certainly
globe or it is a definite

would sound. as if it is either the whole habitable/portion of the

globe which forms a unit, one or the other. Now when you get down

to verse 17 and you read that He is going to bring a flood of waters on

the land to destroy flesh wherein is the breath of life from under

heaven, everything that is in the land shall die under heaven--miMht
above

that mean just that portion of heaven that is undep that particular

land, but it certainly suggests that it means anything that is under the

sky anywhere. It certainly seems to suggest that. I don't know as from

chapter 6 that you caid prove that it is a universal flood or that it is

a flood over a large portion of the earth, but when you go on and you

read the description of it, the tremendous size of the flood, and the

flood going up and covering all the mountains that were there, and all

this long time that everything was covered in this way, the picture whth

is given is one which is pretty hard to imagine
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as being confined to one particular surface of this earth. The impression,

it seems to me of the whole picture is very strongly a picture of a flood

which covered the whole earth rather than one which covered only a parti
where

cular land. I think this we can say with certainty, )$ ever human be

ings were , there were no human beings left. I got a letter

just recently from a professor in $ Christian instution who wanted to

know is it possible that the flood was just where civilized man was and

if there were saved men through the time of the flood that lived elsewhere.

Is that possible? I do not think so.! (question) l 1/2

(end of record)
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Well, I would say at least it would seem thatit might have extended over

a considerable distance, but I don't think that the whole earth by any

means was covered, because, f it was, we would be finding remains of it

all the time. (question 3/.) 1 am not enough% of a geologist to know.

The group of Professor Price, the 7th Day Adventist from California is

very insistent that all our strata comes from being deposited by the flood

and he has written a great deal on it and he has quite a number of fol

lowers who are very ardently attached to the theorZy, then I know of others

who are very much against that idea, say it would he impossible to think

that a great pouring of waters over the earth would leave evidence of

that type. t'ersonally, I don't quite see how strata would be laid in

regular form and order by the flood. It seems it would be more of a matter

of a something of a tumultuous overturning, with some breaks left more or

less in a chaotic condition but with the earth as a whole not

particularly affected, but there is agreat deal of that type

but it is pretty hard to say. There are many tbings on which

geology can speak with great positiveness, and there are many other

things on which It certainly it's highly questionable as in any other

science. The difficulty is that until you work a great dea 1 in

the science, you are not capably usually of judging what are the definite

things and what are the things that are purely conjectures. So many that

do work in it become sornehwat emotionally attached and they talk much more
that are doubtful

strongly in favor of the things they do that

about the things that are quite clear so Geology is a science in which

there are a good. many points that I don't think anybody can have much

certainty on it as yet. e may discover. There are other things, of

course, a great many on which there is very valuable material. (question )

Well, if they were rivers he felt pretty miserable. (laughter I think they

seemed like it to him. and so you mean that when it says the waters pre

vailed and increased greatly on the earth, it means that maybe they came up
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three or four inches? (question) It seems to me that it is true that the

Scripture is filled with figures, but at that things are quite figurative

enought to make this or these sections here be comparatively small, is

rather difficult. (question) Iou would probably find fossils in !'. J. if

" You find animals tn almost any part of

the world that are unique and are not found any whores else an on the

other hand you will find exactly the same on both sides of the Pacific

Ocan or both sides of the Atlantic in instance after instance in ways

that are very different. I don't think the evidence is sufficient on that

basis. There is just as much

on one side s the other from that particular viewpoint. (question 5)

Dinasaurs, are they carniverous? I"m no expert on dinasaurs. It's my

impr.ssion that they were vegetarians. It is my impression that they

were just like our lizards of today only many many times larger and as

to when they lived, whether after the flood, or the first hundred thous

and before or in the second or third, I don't think we know. There is

plenty of room for (laughter) There was plenty of time they could come,

but I don't think we know exactly when. There is too much in the whole

question of the geologic agents. Thre is touch that is very uncertain

for us to be able to relate it specifically to the cripture but 1 don't

know of any evidence which shows the Scriptural account to be imp .......

That is it's a question of here you have one thing which has a good deal
very definite

of /' and a good deal of h1ghy speculative, the geologic

as we reconstruct it from what we find and. then over here on the otherhand

you havj the scriptural account which has a great deal that is very clear

and many many points that. it doesn't touch on and just how to fit the
data

two together. I don't think that we have sufficient basis. Perhaps wehn

we know five times as much about geology as we do now, we will see exactly

how it fits together. I dont know. But I would say that th dinasaurs

may have come after the flood, as far as I know, or they might have come
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before the flood, or they might have become extinct quite a while befor,
i they were

but I would think it likely/before they ware extinct quite awhile before

because one of them whould have taken up an awful lot of room in the

ark. (laughter) It's my guess that they were exuinct a pretty long

time before the flood. They were pretty large creatures but rather in

efficient. They weren't built for very affective accomplishments. They

were suited as I understand to a country with a great deal of grass and

vegetation and not much in the way of natural life. Well, now when you

get into the distribution of animals, tere are so many things that we

just don't know anything about. It is vary very slim. You get so many

on both sides of the Atlantic that are exactly alike and both sides of

the Pacific exactly alike and then again you find, you take an area arouno

th Grand Canyon which is just an ideal area for bears, exactly like

the areas of the wor.d where you have a reat many bears an there is not

a bear in the place. %j Absolutely none. Why it is, there ar3

many reasons. There are so many of these things that there is a great'

deal that we know nothing about, but 1 don't think there is any

to fit the dinasaurs. Now., the other matter you mentioned; carnivorous

animals is something we will mention a bit later. I want to speak about

that. I think that when you spoke $$ before that I thought you had in

mind carnivorous animals and we will speak about that in just a little.

(question ) No, in Mesopotamia there are several flood levels which have

been found at different places in Mesopotamia. These levels in Mesopotamia

do not correspond to one another. There will be one in one place and anotbe

er in another, 3 or 4 hundred years apart fnn. The region of Mesopotamia

there is an area which is very very %$ flat and down which two tremen

dously large rivers flow and these rivers have changed their course in

recent centuries and it would seem quite likely that there is a certain

area there at Ur of the Chaldees, where there were people and houses and

settlements going on for some time and then that the river, there was a
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f 1004 and the river came across that are and it came across with
sufficient




force, evidently, to bring in !ulte a lot of soil that came

down in the river and deposited it there. That might have happened in

a couple of days, or it might have lasted for O years. Fht then you

have the river receding from that place and houses above it of the same

type of civilization exactly as it was underneath it which would sug

gest there wasn't a long interval between and just four miles away

where the ground is a little higher, you have exactly the same civili

zation with no interruption and consequently the flooded Ur which was

much popu1a1zed as an evidenceØ of Noah's flood, was probably popula

rized at the time by archaeologist who had no thought of having any

relation to Noah'z flood, but was simply doing it in order to raise money

for their excavation. the evidence is too strong in that praticular
with

case against it, having any connection the flood at all and. there

are other similar areas e'sewhere in Mesoootamia, but they come at dif

ferent periods, so that I do not think that we have any evidence from

Mesopotamia of a flood layer which would correspond to the area of Noah's

flood. My own guess is that civilization before the flood was not in

Mesopotamia. That isn't to say that the Garden of iiden might not have

possibly have been there. We do not know, but at least that the people

at the time of the flood were not there, I believe, because it so hap-

pens that we would have found definite evidence
of it

which we haven,'t. I wouldn't be a hit surprised if they were

in Alaskaor some place 11k that. We just don't know. Well, now then

was it universal, we cannot say. Whether it was universal or not. It

ma be that Australia had no men living in it at the time and was way

off from the rest of e world and was elevated up a few thousand feet

higher than it is now and was above the flood jI or dia not reach to

there, or possibly for some reason the water was all held on the ot er

side of the world and didn't get to there. it is possible. 3ut the
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impression I get from the story is that most of the world weis covered

with, it, if not all and most likely all. Certainly not a very small

section. Now, I was going to speak about flood strata and I already have,

I don't know as to the nature of it that there is much more we need to

mention but what is quite obvious in the account.' Perhaps right here it

would be good to say a word about whether the,ark has been rediscovered.

There has been constant publicity from various.sources in the last 5

years, the idea that some Russian flyers flew over the ark. And some

even say that one or' two of them went an saw it on the Mt. Ararat, about
wrote

1917 or 1918. And then they / a full report that the boat

should be suppressed because they did not want it to be published and

therefore nobody has ever seen the report and the flyers were killed but

they told somebody else who told somebody else and then on to another

person and eventually it reached somebody who.wrote a tract about it

and told how the ark had actually beendiscovered. A man came to me

about 8 .years ago and asked me if I would be willing to go with them to

find Noah's ark over in Ararat and as they desctibd it to me, their

theory did not sound to me at all impossible, unlikely, but not impossible.

Their theory that. the ark might have landed near the top of Mr. Aarat

and might within the next few years been covered with' snow which turned to

ice and be embedded in a glacier and preserved in the glacier for a period

of many thousands of years and then now to have travelled that way down

the mountain side until it got to a low enoggh level that 'it came out

of the glacier and that then in one of those valleys there the ark, in a

well preserved condition had come out of the glacier and was there. Now

it sounds to me unllkly but byno means impossible and I said to them; "It

woud seem to me that there would be no harm in someone going and. looking

and seeing if they can find something of that kind. It would be very fool

to have any publicity about it before it was done because the chances are
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one in hundred that such a thing is true. If it was found it would be

a very wonderfulthing. But to go and look and make a lot, of publicity

and find nothing, would do a great deal of harm. And therefore T nre

thorn that they get someone that they could trust to go over there and

hunt for six months to séeif:they could find such a thing and examine it

carefully and if they did.find definite evidence then sand a large party

and examin it very carefully, taking scientists of different types with

them and bring definite evidence regarding it. And I thought they were

somewhat interested in the view I presented and I said that if you want

to do this I would be willing to be one of the party.. They were that an

xious to have me because of my knowledge of the Old Testament, of Archae

oly and of mountain climbing and so for the three reasons they were

very anxious to have me in the group to go. But I said; I do not wish

my name connected with anything like that in advance., I don't want any

pbulicity given in which my name would occur at all in advance, and so

they agreed that it wouldn't be. And so, in order to raise money in order

to carry on such an expedition, they made up a mimeograph sheet in which

they sent out to people they thought might give for it and they sent ma

one of the copies and it described the people who had promised to taket

part in iyt. One was a leader in the science of boatbuilding, connected

with the Navy and various f men like that and when they mentioned one

who does not whish his name to be mentioned. All that we can say about him

is that he is president of one of the leading Theological Seminaries in

the state of Delaware. (laughter) But 1 believe that a good faith

with me. on my desire that my name not e mentioned in connection with any

advance publicity, I didn't pay much attention to it after that and I

believe that their group after trying in vain to raise sufficient money

to put on such a big expedition of this kind, that they finally broke up

in some disagreement and two or three of their party left the rest and

made an expedition on their own with an awful lot of publicity and went
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over and exactly the thing happened that you might have expected, they

found nothing. Now that doesn't prove the ark isn't there. In great

mountain complex like that, it would be entirely possib].e for it to be

there and you could hunt six months before you found. It. It is entirely

possible. (end of record)
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perfectly true and the ark. had been broken up for kindling wood in the

next ten years. We are not told what was done with it. It simply

could have stayed there and rotted in the rct OO years. We simply don't

know anything about it.,'. but that won't aways have the harmful effect on

people's faith you. think It might because I remember bout ten years ago,

or a little more than that there was tBmendous publicity through the U.S.

absolute proof of the theory that evolution was going to be found. Out

in the Grand Canyon there, is amountd.in called '. It is mountain

which rises up out.of the Canyon to a great hdight and it is isolated

from everything around. Isolated from, both ends and therefore the Smith

sonian Institution gave the money and orgainized a greet party of scien

tist which were going to g and climb " .' And on this temple

which for many mnay thousands of years had been separated from the main

land, they were going to examine the animals and see how they had evoluted

in different directions from that of the animals in th test of the U.S.

and thus to get absolute proof of evolution. About fifteen years ago,

maybe a little less than that., there was tremendous publicity on this

in the Newspapers all over the country. The great expedition was going to
find

. , . ,
be made, and absolute proof of evolution. Then the newspapers had' a great

deal about the details of the climb, and how they got to the top and about

the little incidents of it and then you heard nothing more about it. And

people who went out there naturally asked what did they find, what is the

wonderful proof of evolution, that has been discovered and the rangers and

the naturalists got tired of having so mañ people asking the question
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so they made out a memeoraph statement to give to everybody who asked

the questions and the mimeograph statement explained that the scientists

had examined the top of" the mountain thoroughly and that they had collected

about two hundred specimens of small insects from it and they had taken

them from the Smithsonian Institute and were going to be examined in order

to see what evidence would come form them. Someday we would get the anser

and as far as I know the answer had not yet reached the public of what

was found about the insects. There was just exactly the thing I mentioned

about the ark. There was termendous publicity about how. they were going

to find absolute proof of evolution. There was nothing found. They might

have said in advance. There won't be anything found, but that doesn.t prom
evolution

one way or the other as fas as is concerned. But it just fizzled out

it didn't do any 7'harm. So perhaps this publicity about the ark hasn't

done such harm that one might have feared. I think it is still possible

that thefl ark is over there, but I think it is very unlikely and I hope

none of you will use it as a punching proof in a evangelistic campaign

(laughter). the people know what the situation is in the beginning of the

book and I ,don't think you need to go back to judge this for the situation

but You will have to note carefully and slowly what is stated in the book

there. The first chapter o two may not throw much light on it, but the

next few really will and so note what is the situation, as it starts and

what changes takes place in these chapters. What are the historic and

political events which are described here. What are the places mentioned

and who are the people of importance in connection with it. That is of

course., of comparatively little importance for our spiritual and individual

lives. Whether a certain battle was fought or a certain man was king, thsi

different matters have comparatively little direct importance for our

spiritual and devotional lire, but they are the skeleton, they are the

backbone. They are the framework upon is given that which has tre-

mendous importance for our spiritual life and in order to properly to under.nd
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the vital things, we need' to have this background well in mind and so 'I

am assigning you the background to figure out there for yourself. I

shbudd, of. course simply pointed out to you, explain it to you,. but we

could take five, or six years try ing to explain ,historic background

of the whole scripture. If you. learn to find it for yourself, then the
lives

rest of your/ you can be finding it.and that Is far better than to

have us take the time to give it-all simply a somebody elses opinion;

the 'vital matter isn't as .to what I think about it, but what the Scripture

says and the vital matter there isn't what are these sounds, what are

these. words, but what do they signify. What do you properly infer from
by this

them? In' II Samuel you had an introduction to what we' mean//%$/,$

II' Samuel is somewhat #%. Impler in" this regard than I samuel

and we took it fIrdt. .We assume of course, that you all know a little

bit about the general structure of the Old Tstament, although even if

you don't, you will be able to figure this out sufficiently for our pre

sent purpose., Now, we want to go a good deal faster in our discussion

than we have been going. 'f We want ot stop of vital points and take

time to really get into them, but a good many ointsthat are quite im

portant but not extremely vital, we m.y have to move over rahter rapidly

because we have a big book to go over to some, extent in the course of the

year. We spent a good bit of time on the vital introductory matter which

is very important in the discussion of the Bible and important in under

standing its full general teaching on situations, but we will have to

pass over many problems which we would like to go into if we had limitless

time to do it. I would like to ask, however, in the juA.-of the term,

even though we wont have time to take up a fraction of the things we would

like to in class, I would like to ask you if questions occur to you, wouldrt

ou please write them out. Anyithing that impresses you as a problem or

diff1culy as a reason f or striking difference in an opinion I have ex

pressed, or
something

that seems to be really important that we haven't
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takentime to stopover, if you would make a 'note and give it to me, I

woudi appreciate it and then from these notes w.-might be helped in

picking out things that would be worth a little time to go over rapidly,

although there will be much that we simply can't go Into because of the

length of time. The Bible is a book that we can spend our whole iives

on and all we can expect to do in Seminary Is to' learn something of proper

methods of .pproach. Proper methods not simply looking at i superficially

and getting a big quick view, or not simply going through it with preconceiv

ed opinions and looking for proof text3 to support your opinions, but look

ing at it and seeing what it really says and determining exactly what it

means. So that the main thing we can do is to try to, learn something of

method of approach to Scripture and to get the most important fats of it

in mind during. this year. In our survey we have been discussing D, the

flood and under the flood we have looked at the cause of the flood and the

nature. ind I t ink that is as far as we haf a gone. We mentioned under

the nature of it the question of whether it was universal o not and we

noticed that it at least covered a very very wide area. It as least was

a very tremendous thing. It at least covered wherever man was. It is

pretty hard to conceive of something quite as vast, quite as tremendous as

here described, being cthnfined to a certain sectiOn of the world. It is

pretty hard to see how there could be a flood of the magnitude here des

cribe and have it be shut up in one section. It would seem almost' to

require that it cover the whole earth. I would not dogmatically say that

it absolutely did cover the truth, but I would say that it seemed to

me that it be almost required by the description ivn. We metnion ad

the Babylonian flood strata in class. I notice that there is no evidence

of flood strata in Babylon which proplerly relates to Noah's flood, even

though there are flood strata in Babylon, there are flood stata in Johns

stown, Pa, and in many many other places,' but somthiig r lating 'to Noah's

flood, we do not have evidence of it. #5 is the consequence of the flood.
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The consequence of the flood can be expressed first A - Blessing on the

Righteous, but not removal of the curse. The curse still remains, but

those who come through the flood are given a great blessing and are given
there

a promise that will not be another flood of such magnitude as this one,

That God will not wipe out all humanity by a flood again. We have th'

account of it in Genesis S where we are told about Noah's coming out of

the Ark and building an aar". and the Lord smelled the met savour and

the Lord said in is heart, I will not again curse the ground anymore

for man's sake for the i4iagination of man's heart is evil from his youth

neither will I again smith anmor everything living as I have done.. While

the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer

and winter, and day and night shall not cease. A declaration of the

continuity of the general condition which we have. Aecognition of

the weakness and evilness of man a a result of sin. The imagination of

a man's heart is evil from his youth, even regenerate man is. so

effected as the result of sin that t is necessary that there be a long

process of sanctification and God is not going again to send a universal

flood and then in chapter 9 he goes on with his blessing of. Noah and we

have the statements, the command to be fruitful and multiply and replen

ish the earth, to fill up the earth. That English word replenish some

people draw conclusions from the "re" in it about the previous condition

that the "re" is purely an English "re. It is not a Hebrew "re". The

Hebrew word is simply "fill up". And' in Old English the word replenish

is the way to say "fill up". Modern English, if we say replenish, we

think it is filling ágiA, but that is not in the word'replenish. It

is simply be fruitful and multiply and fill up the earth. The earth was

now pretty empty compared to the situation before when Cain's descendents

and Seth's dascend'ents and the descendents of the other sons and daughters

of Adam who had been all wiped off by the flood. And they are to fill aga±.

but that is not inyI the Hebrew word, which is just to "fill" and of course
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this filling doubtless went far beyond went far beyond the . Doubtless,

well, I don't know, we can't say how many people were on the earth before,

maybe there was just as many before as there were in the next few thousand

years after the flood but maybe there were as many befor. as there were

hundred gears go or two hundred years ago, but I suppose there are four

or five times as many people on the earth today as there was two hundred

years ago and doubtless there was only a small fraction of the number that

are on the earth today. I imagine that 500 years ago, there were perhaps

a tenth as many people on the earth a there are today, maybe a twentieth,

and I would doubt that there were any more than that on the rth before

the flood. Then in verse 2 of chapter 9 He gives a promise. he fear

of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth, and upa

every fowl of the air, upon all that moveth upon the earth." A fear of

man, an attitude of all creation towards man into your hands are they de

livered. A supemacy of man over the animal creation is stated in verse

2 here. nd that Indeed is a strange thing,-how man physically weak in

comparison with so many por-tions of the animal creation, very small com

pared to the strength of the horse, tiny compared to the strength of the

elephant, yet is able to have the horse and the elephant, and many of these

animals o obey his will and to some extent even to put £er into the

many much larger animals, which could destroy him very easily that is apart

from modern invention. (question) Let us look at that. What particular

verse do you ihave in mind? Oh. 1-- God said, let us make man in our own

image and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, the fowl of the

air, the cattle, all the earth and every creeping thing and then in vs.

28, God blessed them and said have dominion over every living thing that

moves upon the earth. He gave them dominion before the flood, giving

dominion in the first place, and now in ch. 9, here; that of course i

a. dominion which is given originally under a circumstance of innocence.

It is /f before sin has come into the world. It is a situation in
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which there was no destruction. There was no danger, There was no fear.

There was no disturbance, all w$'ere friends and doubtless the situation

was prior to the fall. Now since the fall there has come into the animal

creation hatred, terror., and destruction. (end of record)
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animal creation and under those circumstances we might wonder. Does man

still have dominion over the animal creation or does he lose it at the

Fall? And in ch. 3 and , there is nothing stated as to whether the

dominion has been lost or has been retained. It might be natural to think

that it might be lost. On the other hand, it is altogether possible that

it could be rdtalned. as it is not stated. But here after the flood, the

dominion is expressed here, but expressed in a.different way than under

the condition of innocence. There man was given dominion over tb3se frien
him

dly creatures. Now, he is told that the fear of M and the dread

of him has become all the creatures and into his hand they are delivered.

The dominion, I think, then would be just as extensive as it was before.

But it is adomlnlonthat is tinged with fear, with the recognition of the

results of the Fall. There is no longer the fridiy attitude that there
distruction

was prior to the fall. There is the hatred, the Ø%%z%%/among animals,

the destruction of animals by man, and sometimes man by animals, but there

is a fear and a dread of humanity based upon the animal creation. They

are delivered into the hands of man. It still remains .then, a large por

tion of the dominion which. God gave before the Fall. It still remains,

but it is very to the previous situation, and it gives man the

authority and dominion to a large extent built upon fear rather than

friendship and recognition of proper relationship. And then, vs. 3 is

something that we haven't had mentioned befoee. Every moving thing that

lives shall be %%%Z food for you. The Old English word meat" Is the

same as our modern word f00d. The Bibel, when it says "meat" means

Hfood". They can speak of an apple a t!matfl vegetation is "meat". In
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this case, of course, since its speaking of moving things, the word

'meat" would be equally correct bt not an exact transalation of the

original since the original is food in the wider sense. But he says

that every moving thing th.t liies shall be foot for you; even as the

green herb have I given you all things. What does He mean? "even as the

green herbs'? Well, previously he has said in vs. 30, He has said in

vs. 29 that every plant to you it shall be #or meat, and in verse 30

to the animal creation u1 have given every green herb for food". Now

He says tht the animals will be for you food, even like the green herb.

In other words, the man is now told that he can eat animals. You might

say, does that mean that man never ate animals before' It

doesn't say so. It doesn't say he didn't, it doesn't say he did and so

we do not know, but we do know that after the flood, man is explicitly

told that the animals are to be food for him, during the present age ex

cludes vegetarianism. There are those who refuse. to eat meat on two groui4

some on the grounds that they say that it is not good for them-to eat meat,

that our bodies are better off eating egetables and there are others who

say that it is not right to kill an animal in order that we may live. I

have a friend, a Canadian student studying medicine in Germany and he. was

a very strict vegetarian. He used to walk miles in order to find a vege-

tarian restaurant and the last night before I was leaving Berlin, he came
- cooked

over and helped me pack and my.landlady up some scrambled eggs for

us and as a special treat in recognition of this fellow's kindness, she

mixed in just a little bit.of bacon and he wouldn't touch them, of course.

And she sais, that little bit wouldn't hurt you. Well, he said, that is

not the question. I ma not Interest%Med in its hurting me, don't belie

that it will hurt me, I am not worried about that, but it is the principle

of things. I .don't believe that an animal should die in order that I can

live. Well, it sounds like a very pretty sentiment, but it is not a

Christian sentiment. It is not ,a Biblical sentiment because the Bible
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teaches that God has given the animals as meat, a food,for man and there

fore there is no reason why we should say that we will' nt eat it. God has

given them to us' itis a sentiment that is not based, upon fact. I remem

ber that I mentioned this to another fellow and he said, well, how does

he wear shoes, they come from a dead animal? He said, why doen't you ask.

him how he can be consistent and do that? Well, I
di1dn't

want to ask him

that. 1 was afraid that if I did, he would start ve1ng wooden shoes.

(laughter) He was of this principle and, he probably would, have

carid it out consistently and I preferred that he should but

the, it is a beautiful sentiment, but it is not a Christian sentiment. It

i, not a sentiment that is based upon fact. Gcd has given us this food to

eat and then as to whether meat is harmful to us, God told Noah that the

animals were food: for him as the green herb. Now, whether it was harmful

before the flood, or not, we have no way of kiowing. It may have been

very harmful; It may have been good, it my have been eatenthe, we don't

knew. But we have the assurance here that meat is given to be eaten. I

believe that there were many scientists, there were many physicians

20 years, 30 years ago, that'were convinced that there was a great deal

of waste matter in meat that was very harmful and people could often be

much mor healthy with just vegetables, but now with the new discoveries

of vitamins and the, acids, it is definitely established that there

are a good many substances in meat that are necessary for the proper

carrying on of human life. Man can get them,.posibly from cheese, milk,

but not fully. The easiest source to get them from is meat.' The Scripture

says that meat is given us that the animals are to be food for us, as the'

green herb, we can take it as s'mething that is true. (question ) It does

say, that it is His will at then, and from that we cannot draw conclusion.

It Is just like the old syllogism "all men are mortals Socrates is a man

therefore Socrates is mortal". All right then, Socrates' horse isn't

a man, therefore it isn't mortal.' If you say that men are mortal that
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doesn't prove whether the horse is immortal or whether they are not mortal.

They are just outside the sphere of discussion and this says that since

the flood,6 ammals arQ given us for food. God hs given them to. us for

that purpose and. they are good for us to eat.. One can guess one way, one

can guess the other, but: unless you find further evidnce it is purely

a guess. (question)" You mean why is it different? ell, the Lord, later

on, gave explicit command. In fact he even told Noah before this that

there were some animals that he called clean and s'omhe called unclean,

and there are two reasons which there might be for tbe differentiation.

That is something that we will come to in Exodus, but there is no harm

in just a word on it now. There are two possible reasons. One reason

might. be this, that under particular climatic conditions, it might be

much easier to keep one particular type of food. One might have to

be eaten immediately if it were to be good. One might deteriorate much

more rapidly. There might be various reasons, but under particular con

ditions, one particular type of meat was much 'more--suited than anthther.

And another matter rbout the, commands to the Israelites is that very often

commands were given more or the purpose of containing a lesson. More

of impressing upon 'their hearts that they were a pculiar people. They

were different, so to speak. , They had things to do that marked them off

from the nations round about them and they showed that they were set apart

from them to God and did certain things simply to indicate that fact.

And so just how much under one category and how much under the ohter, you

can't tell. That is the question which will be of great importance a

little later when we get to that, but which relates right direct to here

so I am glad to have it.raise at this time. Then iiil vs. k, however, says
which

but flesh with the liêe thereof, is the blood thereof, 'shall ye not

eat. Now there are people I know of who say the Mosaic law is done away

with and therefore we do not have to obey any of the commands of the

Mosaic hgiene and.th re are others who say that we are much better off
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if we do. I know some Christians who try very definitely to carry out

the Mosaic law in their eating, in their hygienic life. But this matter

of the blood in the meat isxot soemthing which origiiates. withthe

Mosaic hygiene. .You find i.t right here in vs. k given to Noah. But the

flesh with the lif,thereof, which is the blood thereof, shall ye not

eat. And you ask right away, what is the reason for this? You remember

in acts 15 when the peole were told, the Christians ere told by the

council in Jerusalem they need not obey the Mosaic lac1, they were told

nevertheless they should abstain from things 11
L

. They were

told to do that. Well, now, in this case, here, the quistion is why

did He command them not to eat flesh with he blood? Was it because the

blood represents the life? And it was to bring to.teir.minds the les

son, the important lesson of the fact of life being In the blood. Blood

must be shed for our salvation. Is it a means of giving us a lesson? It

may be. On the other, hand, maybe there is something hygienic in it. I

heard a paper at a meeting of the Oriental Society cne time by a Bali

more physician in which he presented the results ? tests that he claims

to have made with animals which were killed and the blood taken out in

accordance wih the Mosaiclawand $1 animals of which the blood was not

taken out and calimed to find that the meat was much more healthy, much

less toxic of the animal from which the blood had so carefully been re

moved. The important thing here to note is whether his is something

that should be taken in consideration in present life or not. It is some

thing that goes back to Noah. It does not start with the Mosaic covenent,

or the Mosaic law. Now we have this blessing on the righteous man, but

not removal of the curse. The blessing is somewhat different from the

blessing before the fall of man. And then, of' course, he establishes the

covenant 'Tith hiiü.. He, says right after this that 119 is going to require

their blood, whoever sheds man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed,

for in the image of God majde He man and then lie tells in Bf of making
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Hi covenant with man that will not cut off all flesh by a flood and

putting up the token of the .ovenent, setting his bo in the.clouds, which

would be,,,a tokex of the covenant between God and the earth. When the

Babylonian records were first discovered, they immediately naturally looked

for the rainbow and someone found the ow in it., but then on closer study

they found out that it was amisinterpretaton of a ord in the Babylonian

record. There is no mention of any rainbow in the Bbylonian record. That

is the-sort' of thing that wicked man would put out of his mind. It is

a sign of God's .goodness anda blessing upon His own and one of the thi±gs

that would not be remembered (question l", 1/2) Well now that.relates to

a point that' we will come to in just a 'minute. Now, the covenant, the

blessing of the righteous, has this sign of the bow n the clouds. Now

does it say here that there was no bow before that. Does it say that

there was no rainbow previous?. It doesn't say so. t says here, from

here on when you see the raihow, you'll know that is God's promise. If

there.was a rainbow before he did not recognize it arid did not say wh.t

11 means. Perhaps there wasn'tany rainbow there. I mean we cot draw

conclusion where it doesn't state any, but in either case, now the rain

bow has this meaning. (end of 'record)
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A. was blessing on the.r.ighteous, B was changed cond tion. You notice

that there ar certain changs here. The are certin new things that

have come into existence after the flood. here we axe told. the. t they

animals. Well,rJdid they eat them before?" I this strictly e.

new thing? We don't know, but at least, it was hot''L the Garden of den

and there was no mention of tbef ore, it is a possIblIty that it was no

thing new. The rainbow. 'God, says, I set my 'bow in tl'.e clouds and when I

bring a cloud over the earth, a bow will be seen in the cloud and I will

remember my covenant.' The-sign is there. Does it man that there was no
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such sign before? And yet it perhaps looks in that direction. It

seems to suggest that there may be a definite change there. How that

change could take place in a few ways; it could be yI it hadn't rained

before or it could be that there had been no , there simply was no

rain there. Of course, we were told back in the garden of Eden that

at that time God brought up he mists to water the ground,, it had not

rained. And we are not previous to this told of the beginning of rain

previous to the flood. Maybe that was the first rair, maybe it wasn't.

(question) And so there might be some reason why
°t

would not have rain

before, though you might have rain. At any rate it is a,possibility that

this was a new condition. Now, there is another sustion of a pos

sibility of a new condition nd that is that you find a very strange

story in the end of this. 9th chapter. A story there which is briefly

told and we must say that wedo not understand it .ltgether. There are

elements in it which are not; given us. The sons of Noah went forth from

the arc, Sham, Ham, and Japheth, and Ham was the father of Canaan. These

are the three sons of Noah and of them was the whole earth overspread.

Thi.t is later on, of course, It doesn't mean at that immediate time. And

they we read that then Noah became an husbandman and planted a vineyard,

and he drank of the wine. Now he didn't plant the v nyard the day after

he came out from the flood and drink of the win the second day. It is

quite evident that between the coming out of the ark and oh. 9;21, a

period of months if not years has gone by. Thre is a period of time

long enough after he pl.nts a vinyard. for it to prod cc grapes. I don't

know how long it takes, but It is a mtter of:a few d ys at least before,

I don't know whether they produce the first year, or not, at any rate

it is at least a few weeks , months, and possibly a ear or more. And

then we read that he drank of the wine and was dunkn and was uncovered

within his tent and here is this man that has been dscite as a preacher

of righteousness. This man whom God chose as the only righteous man on
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the earth and, now he is 'drunk. He is drunk of the'wine that he has
Has Noah

drunk. And you say right away, what a very very strange thing. After.

all he has gone %$1 through, gone back on his good character and

turned away from God after all this, that is possible. But it doesn't

seem extremely likely and so there are those who' say this. means that

before the flood, you could have your. vineyard and you could take your

wine out of it and you could drink it, and of 'course, vine is the Hebrew

word that means what comes out of the grape. That is, you take the grape

and you crush it, pour out the juice out of them and 'that is the Hebrew

word called "wine". And you have this material and you let it stand and

possibly it could stand quite a while and Noah was not accustomed to this

idea of fermentation. Perhaps, there is here for them..'a n--.,,w condition

described whihc did not exist before. As in the 'case of the rainbow, as

in the case of the eating of the animals, we are not told 'that there is

anything new about this, but as in those places, it is an infDrence that

at least deserves consideration. It might be a new condition. But perhaps

we have ifl these three regards changed conditions after the flood. ll,

now, if they are changed conditions in these three regards, we wonder

what would cause it and, of course, the Lord could cause it anyway. that

He chose. But we do notice that among the planets we notice that

there are some with rings around them which are very strange large

rings of vapor going around them and thre are those who suggest what is

called the Canopy theory, the idea that we had rings around at least one

of the planets now, 'these rings of vapor around them, that possibly the

earth was in that condition prior to the flood where there were great

rings of vapor around the earth and where you didn't have the right lite

of the sun. You didn't have, tbestrong changing of lite. You had condi
under

tions, perhaps, which were quite different and which you might $/ not have

the fermentation as you have now and that you wouldn't have had the rain

as 'you have now.and that it;would also relate to the type of food whit
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are desired both for animals and for human being and that at the flood

the rings were brought down, the vapor was condensed dna brought down onto,

the earth and that naturally was raised the level of the water considerably

upon the earth, I believe about 3/1 surface is now covered with water.

The region where people lived before the flood might oven now be covered

with water. This area might be under one of the oceans, we don't know.

That is a theory which has been suggested. It is a ,theory which seethe to

fit with some of these suggestions but they e not clear statements of

Scripture, they are merely suggestions and. we do not have th data to

fact it through and make.certain, even to prove it true or to prove it

false. (question 7)Oh, yes,, the length of life. It is true, of course,
far longer

.

that man lived according to the bible before the flood then he has

since. well, now the effect of sin would naturally, decrease the human

life add we find these pabriarche living these very long periods, but it

is a fact that the long life is to continue pretty steadily all through

up to the flood. It isn't just a constant diminution from Adam on down,

and then after the flood, we find that the life rapidly decreased and

consequently God has suggested that possibly a change has resulted in the

human body and is wearing itself out much more rapidlyand cutting down

the length of the human life. Well, now, this Is a theory which I think

it would be very.foolish to go out and preach as aBiblical teaching, but

it is an interesting suggestion and the difficulty with it is that no

one of these ccinditlons that we have mentioned can be proven not to have

existed before the Flood, but there certainly is the suggestion that they

didn't and in the case of Noah, it is something that is very enticing to

think that ctua1ly ho. didn't realize the effects of this would be, but
that
actually it was something that was new. Well, now, in the account we

should go on and look a little more at the account. As I said, it is an

account which we don't understand-.- We don't know justwhat it was. he

drank of the wine and was drunken and was uncovered within his tent and
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Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of his father and told his

two brothren without. Well, now, does that say that Ham had done anything

wrong here? After all the, verse might be Ham glances in and he sees that

his father is ina bad situation and he goes arid tells his brothers that

they must come and do something about it nd it is only later on that we

get the. idea that there is anything wrong that has happened. And what is

thw wrong thing that has ahppened?' Verse 24, and Noah awoke from his wine,

and knew what his younger son had done unto him. Now that English word,

Hyounger" simply represents, the Hebrew "little," arid son as we know in He

brew means posterity. It might mean son, grandson, great grandson, anyone

who' was a. descendent of his. He knew vat, his little son had done unto him.

Well, how did he knOw? And where is the little son? lie said, cursed be

Ham who has done' this wlckedthing. That is not what he said. Well, some

say Ham was the youngest of the three and therefore since he is the young

est of the three, thOref ore his, younger son would mean Ham, but they are

always listed as 3hem, Ham and Japheth; Ham is always listed in the middle.

That doesn't prove whether he is the youngest son, but as far' as I know th

is no proof that i/ he is the youngest son and he awoke and knew what his

little son had done unto him, and he said, cursed be Canaanand' just above,

we road., Ham the father of Canaan, and so it would suggest that the one who
that

had done whatever the rephehensibel thing/was done was not Ham at all but

was Canaan', the young one, the grandchild. de is the one, certainly he

is the one who is cursed. There is nomentlon hereof any curse upon Ham.

There is no criticism of Ham whatever, except for the fact that he is the

father of Canaan. He is not criticized for anything else here at all. You

certainly cannot take verse 22 and. consider itas a criticism. If you take

the verse alone, there, is nothing in it alone to suggest that it is a

criticism and in verse 24, it says; and Noah awoke from his wine, and knew

what his younger had seen his nakedness. That woudd,of course, correspond
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verbally with 22, and, the father of Canaan saw the nakedness of his father,

but that is not what he says. He knew what his little son had done

unto him and so to exactly is something that you.can'tdo. And so we

must say that there is sonhing that we don't know what it is. We don't

know what was done o Noah, but it certainly is pretty difficult to deny

that It' would seem to b Canaan rather than Ham who did whatever it was
else .
($ why on ea:th should Canaan be cursed. - Why should one of Ham's many

sons be cursed and the jhole curse be directed to this one and. no mention

of a other..son of Ham, and no mention of Ham himself. And he said, Cursed

be Canaan; a servant of servants shall h be unto his brethren. There was

a man up in Canada a-few years ago who wrote an article on anthropology,

a suggestion for the book of the American Ø$J Scientific Affiliation,

and the article, he wrote was not printed because he made up his own brand

new anthropology which was different from anybody elses in the world, that

I know of, and while It 'was very interesting, it seemed to have no factual

basis and therefore it wasn't used, much to his disgust. But he devoted

the greater part of his article to the discussion of the three brothers

Shem, Ham and Japhe.th and he said that what is needed in life is to have

Shem, Ham and Japheth working together and that when the three brothers'

don't work together, we get into trouble and he said that Sham is the Semeti
Univ. of Pa.

peoples, the Hebrews and the others; Japheth, Dr. Spleser wrote an article

aboub fifteen years ago in which he suggested that the mountain folk above

Mesopotamia, up in the mountains there. There were quite a few mountain

people there for a collective name fro them all we might call them Ja

phetites and.two or three others had taken over the suggestion and had

been adopted, by many, but he evidently had gotten ahold of that and he

said th Japhethites were these mountain people and 'the Shemites were the

Hebrews and the Arabs and then ha says. the Sons of ham, wee all
(he ignoreC iurseu u ia1 fl

of them and so he said that when it says cursed be Canaan, he says a serv

ant of servants shall he be to his brother, he said that a servant of
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servants means n" ideal servant and thref ore this means that Ham is

going to be th ideal servant and he said that all our great inentions

come from Ham and he started in-and he listd all the great discoveries

which have been made in modern science, very fw of which, he says, have

been made by the Jews, 'and none of which have been made by these mountain

people in Mesopotamia, and that ,s,11 of them were the descendents "of

Ham and the prophecy was wonderfully fulfilled that Ham was the ideal

servant, the servant o±. servants. Well, I thought it was a rather fan

tastic theory, but the thing I mentioad it for here is that it is exac

tly opposite to what the verse says. The verse says "Cursed be Canaan."

It doesn't say Ham is cursed. There is no curse upon Farm anywhere in

the . The curse is on Canaan, and a servant of servants shall he

b is not a blessing, but a. curse and therefore it doesn't mean that

(end of record)'
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to his brother and then he said, blessed be the Lord God of Shem and Ca

naan shall be his servant. Thou shallenlarge Japheth, and he shall

dwell in the tents of Shorn and Canaan shall be his servant. Now you wonder

who this Canaan is and you read down in ch. O.6-- the sons of Ham are

Cush, which is Etheoia, and Mizraim, which is Egypt and hut, and Ca

naan. So. Canaan is one of the four na mad sons of Ham and if you want

to know more about Canaan, you look on to verse 15 and you read that

Canaan begat Sidon his firsborn, Sidon you know is the city there in

Syria in Palestine and Heth, that would be the Hittites, and the Jebusito,

and the Amorite, and the Girgasite and the Hivite, and the Arkite, and

the Smite, and the Arvadiet, and the Zemarlte, and the Hamathite; and

afterward were the families of the Canaanites spread abroad and the border

of the Canaanites was from Sidon, as thou comest to Gerar, unto Gaza; as tim
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Gaza; In words, Palestine and'Syr.a, as thou goest unto Sodom and
and dmah, and. Zéboim;.

Gombrrah, even unt'oLasha. 'So it is very clearly stated in ch. .10

here that Canaan means the, people who were in Palestine before any Is

raelites went up. They are the white people who were in Palestine be

fore the Israelites came in and who wero coxuered by the Israelites

at athat time and mdc to be doers of work and drawers of water and ser

vants to the Israelites and they were here first by Noah and the statement

made that they shall be servants, they shall be jection and

that, --,Was fulfilled with the Israelits conquest of Canaan. and with the.

Israelite. troatment of the Canaanites, and it. ha.. nothing to do with ham

except that Ham happened to be the: father of Canaan as he, was of many other,

and.t. certainly has nothing todo with thenegroes because there'

no suggestion anywheres in the criture that Ham had any connection

with any Negroes whatever.' But whether Ham aver did or not, certainly

Canaan never did and so it is ,a very strange instance of. how people can

take two or. three words out of the 8cripture and can build upon them things

that- halve absolutely nothing whatever to do withit, but the sad thing

is this that. we all will do It if we are not careful because the air is

just filled with'misconceptin and the Lord wants us to et back to the

Scripture and see.what i's there and take what it says' and that what it says

is true and what we infer from' it may-be-.true-.and what we infer from-mis-

understanding o the statement we have no reason in the world' to

say. (quest= 3) Verse 19? . And the 'border, of the Canaanites was from

Canaanites,as you 'go south toward Gerar to Gaza;, then as you go to. .$odom,

that would be'from there going east again, Sodom and Gomorrah and. Admah.

and Zeboirn, even unto Lasha. In other words-which would' be most of Pales-

tine and probably half too. (question) No, the Etheopians are a
white

very definite Their skin. is black btt their other characteristics
whose skin is

are all wh±te.. It's like the people of India, black, .but who

are vary definitely, not Negroc. ., That. is an effect from he climate, but
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it is altogether possible that the. Ngroes are descendents of Ham, but

it it is just as possible that they are from either Shorn or Japhet. We

have absotely no evidence on it one way or the other. One of the Sons

of Ham is Mizraim, that is Egypt and we have an Egyptian' record as to the

account of how at, about 2000 B.Q., traveling south down the Nile, while

on.the.Nile they.came in contact with the Negroes. The Negroes were far

south in Aftica. The Negroes worked North nd the Egyptians worked

south and they met and they gradually worked further north, but the Egy

ptians-came in contact with them after they evidently had been separated

from each other for a very long time. Well, now,, this indident, then we

don't altogether understand. There are doubtless elements in it that

are not clear to us.. It may be that the fermentation, the

drunkenness was entirely.new.' .1! like to think so, in view of the wonderful

things told about Noah's character elsewhere. The statement,. God shall

enlarge Japhet.and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; is, usally taken

by interpreting the tents of Shern, the revelation of God given through

Shera to Abraham, tb descendents of Shorn, that the., blessing s of it are

to be taken over by the Gentile nation who are the descendonts of Ja

phet. That is usually so interpreted. That is the general inference, but

it. is as likely as any'inference . I know of. ThOu shalt enlarge Japhet

is usually taken to mean that. Jahet spread widely over the world, and-0
the 'Sons'

' '.. '
, " ' . .,

.
. , .

6$/ describe $/44 of Japhetdown'belov which seems to have covered

a much larger area than either of the. others,. Although the great bulk
they

of the people of the' earth, we are not in a position' to know whether

are descendents of Shorn. Ham or Japheth. for that' matter. 'I think' that it

is vital to realize that we are not told anywhere-that there is hard and

fast divlsion:between them. . That the sons.ofShem went over tha.be, and

that . Japheth was here. and Ham here and never intermarried. There is no

suggestion anywhere of that being' the case and. therefore it would seem

altogether possible, and probably that there was perhaps a line trom..each
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of them which; a line of leadership, a line %. of groups which looked: for
to ech..:'

their leadership $' one of the three, but which the population of which

was very greatand the word emetic,, as we use It today, I think that.i

important to recognize is not a racial term. Sernetic today does not

describe any"particülarrace. It déscribesa group of languages and these'

languages are spoken by people of varied diverse background and varied

diverse physical types Language doesn't tell much about physical type

anyway, because languages are often taken over by people of very differ

entature, either if they re another nation or if people migrate,

you will find forinstanóe down. in 5,. America you will find a great many

Germans in S Miericc. who are now, Spanish 'speaking You would never

dream that their background was German. Their racial condition-, their,

ph y sical structure is very definitely German,butwhen you hear them

talk, they are just as spanIsh as anybody in SOuth. jejica. They'have

lived there and given up their German language alto' ether and taken over

the Spanish language of the. people who got there a little bit ahead. of them

And the Semetic languages are spoken by as$ a matter of fact, Cush, here,

of theopia is one of the sons of Ham and the langü.ge of the ftheopians

is a Sam--tic language and h.s been for many thousands of years. ornetic

as used today is not a word is descent,it isa wordof language. Well

now (question) comes form Judah who was a son of Japheth and strictly

speaking i only means the tribe of Judah, is-Jew because the other tribes

were taken into aptivity first, but it has 'been
extended

to some extent

to cover all the but when the Jews whnt back o Palestine, they

names the king of Israel as Judah. (end of lecture):

For next Monday aLd Tuesday. There will be no assignment for this

Thursday. Now please turn them into the middle aisle quickly. What

Middler here has his Hebrew Bible with him? Nobody? Well, the thing I

thought of mentioning in I Samuel we could pick up next Monday. It will

take us about three minutes but/it is a very interesting point and next
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Monday, you Middiers bring your Hebrew Bible with you because I want to

cal]. your attention to a very interesting point in the first part of

I Sam. and for tht reaon I.-was going to try to give it to you today,

bL;t next Monday will be just as good. This is of cöurs, two days late,

what I have herefor you this morning. Now we were looking last time at

the consequences of th flood. We were noticing ,$the blessing on

the rightethus and noticing the suggestion of changed conditi,on. I think

it is better to say the suggestion of. changed condition, rather than

changed condition. 1 think they are very definite suggestions and de

finite. evough and strong enough to lead me to think that it is rather

probable that these are actual things, but I do not think that it is at

a.l certain and no one of them is clearly stated that the condition is

different from before, but there is a strong suggestion that it was and

it-fit's in with the idea that the flood was a great cosmic event which

seems to me to be most probable, although there we should not be dogmatic

on. I know that the ordinary ignorant person is much more attracted when

you go out to preach to them and you way "This is it. And you proceed to

tell them the whole history :f the universe and this is how it happened,

and he is much more attracted then if you have any uncertainty about any

thing, and therefor if your purpose simply is to build up a church and

to bring people in particularly uneducated people, you might say that it

makes for greater immediate effectiveness to ignore any uncertainties and

be absolutely positive about-everything. But don't think that your pur

pose simply is to. attract people and to build up a group. I think that

is a vital purpose and one which you should remember and I don't think that

you should ever forget that purpose. That is veryvial. There is no

point in talking to emy rOoms, but X do think that you can, there is pl

enty that i absolutely certain in the Scripture to talk about. You don't

have to be speaking about the things which you are Uncertain about. Then

is plenty to speak about hat: is absolutely certain and , but you
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cannot speak a gre t deal with a positive definite clear message about

the things that re certain in the interpretation of the Scriptures and

stick to them without"having a ptty good idea what the things are on

which there are various possibilities of opinion, kwing where the

exegias of that material of which you are quite sure as to exactly what

it means and then I think that when people are a little, more trained in

th faith and a little further educated in the word, it is useful for

them to learn about those matters on which hero are various possibilities

of interpretation and I think that ii the end you will find the

leader-shipthat will be used of God is a 1% readership which speaks positively

where the Bible speaks positively and which ,judges between possibilities

where the Bible only gives us possibi ities and who does not try to go

beyond that which is . If you purpose is only to attract people,

and to get them to cointhng and attendi g.your meetings, that that is.all

your purpose in life, why then why bo her to study the Bible at all. Why

not just speak to them in an interest ng way and in an effective way and

get some good soft stories and that Is all that you need and that is the

purpose of one. Now, I say, that is "a part of your purpose and a vital

one, to get peop.e' in, out more Important than that ,1 is what you give

13 1/2 . There is no point in having a lot to give them

if you don't get it. You must get them but you must also give them some

thing that is worth while and so our purpose here is to try to train

real interpreters of the.word. And so hi this I tnk that this is

a point that is sufficiently clear that it illuminates our understanding

and it is helpful and I think that you should remember that it as pos

sible that these conditions were more or less the same before the Flood,

and that there is not an absolute change in conditions, though there are

at least instances of ; Now i If Ge. 10-11. We will not linger over

. I 'shall just try to point out a few "vita1 things. about . Under this

#1 is the table of the nations. This table ou1d be worth
great deal f
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study. There is much in it that is clear, much in it that is not yet

understood or known to us. The table does not try to explain the whole

situation in antiquity, but it gives us certain very important facts and

it gives us certain facts concerning which we do not have sufficient back

ground to know fully what they mean, but we may have. it sometime as 'we.

discover new things about that ancient world. I am just going very ra

pidly tomention a few matters in connction with ('e'nd of record)

Øot7l

table while in general geneoJ.oglcal, does not seem to be strictly gene

ological. There are cases in it where the word son seems, to be used as one

who was subject rather than than who was descended. It seems to some ex

tent to' give apolitical relationship rather than simply a geneological

relationship. It seems to show something of the development of dif

ferent nation of ntiquit.y, at least a portion of the world of antiquities,

and?*f 'their political relations here, to some extent, linquistic to some

axent,, racial to some extent. It is not a straight direct geneological

table. You find, for instance, in verse, 15 Canaan begat Sidon his first
was,

b'brn, and Heth. Sid,on %' of course, a great city. Verse 19, and the bor

der, of the Canaaxites' was from Sidon. Sidon was one of the greatest cities

of the .CaflaaflitsS. Yet Sidon is the name of a :man., the son of 'Canaan,

and that all'the people of this particular city came from him and the

i-Ittjt came from the second one, is not at all, a likely interpretation.

And when you read the next verse .. and the Jebusites, and the morite,

and the Girgasite... that is aulte clar, those' are names of nations, not

of indviduals.. The Jebusites, the morites, The,'Girgasites, they are

names of nations. This is not a talbe of individuals to any great extent,

although there are individuals names in it. It gives us some of the natiors

which come from Japheth and from Ham and from Shem. Some ofthese nations

are very well known to us, others .weknow, very'little about s' yet. There
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is àn.iiterestin statement down in vs. 21f where we have the children
...unto was

of heiii and then ofAram. We come down to/ber IØ born two sons; the

name of one was Peleg; for in his days was the earth divided;. Now what

does that mean? Was the earth divided? Someone has made the theory

that if you look at South. America and you look at Africa, you have the

two sort of fit together like a jigsaw puzzle. They are separated now

by many of thousands of miles of water, but at one time it was one

land) and is now separated with all of this water between and they

show various between certain sections of.S.America and certain

sect/ions of Aica and they say that where it says here ... for in his

days was the earth divided;.. that means when the separation occurred,

when th two continents began to move apart. Now I do not Ythink that thee

are amny scientists today that think that is true and yet I don't think

that it can be proven that there is absolutely no proof whatever to it, but

the what this means here rather unlikely in this case.., was the

land divided... Another possible suggestion would be that it was in the

days Peleg that the event. of the tower of Bable occured, for then the

.. people were scattered, and divided aborad. That strikes me as perhaps

a more likely interpretation. This man, Peleg, at any event, has a name

which rn.,ans division and his name w given him because of his days in

which the land was divided. Perhaps it means that his name was changed on

account of the situation that develop3d. Perhaps it means that before he

was named the great event occurred and he was given the name then. We re

not told. So it is aninterestingverse to conjecture about. ndsome of

these names we know,. perfectly well like Mizraim - .gype, Cash - theopia,

Asshur -Assyria. Aram - ramians, NiMivah the great city named earlier

in the chapter; to fully understand it we need much more evidence than

we have yet discovered from those ancient times. We can understand

it now much better than we could have afew years But we will not take

ti in this course to more. than to mention these fewf acts about it and go
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on to #2 The Tower of Babel. And we won't spend much time on #2 either.

ç #2, The Tower of Babel is. something doubt&ess which occurred after

the time of Noah. It is hardly likely that Noah is involved in it and

it quite definitely happened before the time of Abraham. We have no

certainty of the name of iyone involved in this event described here.

It is in between two periods.. Just when it is we don't know, but the.

event describd here, the Tower of Babel, i one which is ery to get

specific ideas on details that are not fully described:here. I heard

a very interesting story about how the people were building the tower.

Suddenly the Lord confused their language and 'a man from above said

hand me up that load of bricks, and the an below said in a different

nguage, what ar you talking. about, what are you saying? And the man

above couldn't understand just all of a sudden like that they began talk

ing different languages and therefore they were all in terrific confusion.

Well, it is possible that is.what it means, but I don't think it i likely.

I. don't think it is necessary, I mean to say, to take it that way. It is

not necessary to consider. tha this is an event which happened in asingle

instant. It may be, but I wouldn't say it isn't. I would say, that we

cannot dogmatically sayit is. Personally, I .minc1ined to think that

it is not. Now one thing that there is much misunderstanding about is

what were these people trying, to do? We read in th beginning of the

chapter the people were traveling, journeying from. the east and they found

a p1in in the land of Shinar; and they dwelt there. And they said one

to .nother, Goto, let us make brick, and burn them thoroughly. And they

had brick for stone, and slime had thy for mortar.' And they said, Come

let us build us a city and a tower, those top may reach unto heaven:, unto

the sky, whose top reaches way up into the clouds. Well., why did they want

to do this? Whose top reaches up into Heaven so we can get up there and

pull God down out of Heaven and establish ourselves in control. Well, of

course, whenever people try to', do something against God's will, that is what
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they are tying to do, is to pull God out of his control, but that is not

what it says here as being the specific purpose. That is an indirect part

of the purpose. But the purpose was that we will build a tower whose

top reaches up into the dky and let us make us a name lest we be scattered

abroad upon the face of the whole earth. Their purpose has nothing to

do with the place where God is. The word Heaven is not used here in the

sense of the abode of departed spirits or of the place where God has his

headquarters for the control of the universe. The word "Heaven" here simp

means the sky, the clouds, very high. A tower whose top will reach up into

the Heavens and why do they want to do this? To make a name lest we be

scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth. In other words it is

a one world idea. It is a plan for unity not under God's direction. It

is a,plan for human leadership, human headquarters, human control, which

whenever that is done in leaving God out of account, it amounts to the de

fiance 'of God whether it is actually so stated or not and such a thing can

never work, can never be effective, can never succeed. That doesn't say

that God doesn't want us to have uni, but he wants us to have unity in

recognition of Him and'undor His direction. (questi on) No, frankly, Mr.

Blomquist.there is an important point about the book of Genesis, or most

any EiblBook. When we start into discussing subjects, I want to tell you

the story of the history of America. .1 would not start in and tell you

what happened on a certain day, then the next day, and the next, and the

next', and go on that way for .e:hundred thousand days. It woudi be

very very confusing and very difficult to understand if' you did that. What
trace it forward aways

I would do would be to take one phase and
'
and then I would take

and trace it forward'a ways
another phase . And , then I would take another phase and trace t

it forward a ways and that is the way you do in any history) in any account

of anything escept. the story of simply the life of one particular indi

vidual. If you were going to write a story of the last war, you would

not say, on this day the Americans decided that they were going to attack
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Pr. ma. Now onthis next day they moved forward twomiles to T.

and on the next day they made their actual attack on Pr.!and on the

next day, the American ambassador in Turkey .. 10.

You wouldn't do that. You would say in the Pacific this happened. 'You

might describe, a year, you might describe a month, you might only describe

a week. If you, would think 'Of the Pacific and go forward a certain dis

tance, and then take Europe ,"and go forw.r&a certaixt di8tance, and you

would take each of them in a eertaixi area which make a unified whole, then
t

try to show Wits relationship to other areas. You have to do that in any

thing whether it is history, whether it is a story of something, whether

it is prophecy, ?rwhatever
it, is, we do not simply move forward in

chronological spheres, we move logically along one and then corn eback

and take another . No here after chapter 9 at the end of the the

question' of asked what happened to the people after the flood. Well, we

start in and tell about' the, three sons of Noah and the, nations, that came

from them and we look forward a good many centuries and we describe the

different nations that went out in different directions from' the sons of

Noah We show / the future history of the sons of' Noah, then we come

back again and we say now, let's describe something )4C, in the course

of the 'prosess.. We start'back here and 11

ten days or ten weeks or ten months or ten , we don't know. But

acertain length of time had and then they shoot out in various di

fferent directions arid first we have taken and shown how from this rouØ'

tine these'dlfferent 11 1/2. Now we comeback and tell the

events of' it as we describe this great event of the divisions of the natior

And so chapter lObegins before chapter 11, and continues after chapter 11.

And chapter 11 is one incident in the midst of the description in chapterlO.

And that is a very important thing to have in mind, in 'study'of the 'Scrip

ture or'anythin else.' You ask, what is the chronological relationship

between the two chapters and' not ot assume that one comes after the other.
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Now chapter 10 ends up with.the.farni1ies of the sons of Noah after their

families after their kind, in their land, after häeir nations. Ch. 11 stai

at % a time when the earth was of one language and one speech,-which ..ias

very early in the course of these many events which are referred to in

chapter 10. (question) At that time there was nobodyj in 12 1/2

It was before there were any people. Now I.don.'t mean that there hadn't

been people before. Before the flood they may have all been in this

, we don't know, we don't know where they were, but at this time,

this is sometime after they left the ark and before they were scattered

abroad and so at that time all the people were together. There weren't

a great many people, just a few: thousand. There might have even been a

million. But it was a comparatively small group, of people speaking one

language and then they became scattered abroad and eventually some people

drifted across the ocan and came to this continent and we had a few

undred thousand Indians here before the coming of the white man. I
North and

doubt that in the whole of South-America we had as many Indians as there

ae people in the state of Delaware. Certainly not as many people as

there are in Philadelphia before the coming of the white man. Doubtless
in boats

they were people who had either drifted across the ocean/or come a

cross the sea. (question) 14 No, I mean the two are in dif

ferent levels. It is reasonable, but they are different levels. That

definitely ties %$ with what's in ch. 11. With what is in verse 25

then is made to happen from it, but we are not sure. It is purely a

guess, that this Is.what 25 relates to. I would say quite definite

that 11 is the beginning of that. the beginning, after that it

of course, it went. o far more with many other ,'Of-course




,

(end of record)
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At the time of Moses. Now that.'thai be wrong, It may have been written
at , '

the time of Abraham. But I thlYnk it most likely that it was written

at the time of Moses and that Moses at this point ,% gives this nar

rative a statement of how :the descendents of Noah divided up into

the differnt nations which were come and the only stress of

those nations which were from and well known then and others

which had become extinct before, he doesn't bother to mention, and others

which were then already in excistence but not particularly important.

but important later. 1 . . Now

in chapter 11, then, we have the people with this purpose. They are

altogether, but they are' getting too large to stay together. It's dif

ficult. Maybe there was. many as a hundred thousand now, 'perhaps there

were even a million. But for that many people, it was difficult to

get enough food, to get enough room for decent living, together, and there'

was the. possibility that they would become scattered and lose their i

dentity, and they said, No, we want to keep one world. We want to keep

together, unified. We don't want to get scattered. Let us build a great

big bower here, which would be a' sign of our unity. Something that we

will be able to see when we go off a distance, and which will show us

where to come back to our headquarters and we' will keep ourselves closely
would be

united here in this great.human organization. All of which % very

excellent, if they had definitely God as the head of their organization

the one whom they' were following to carry on,. but which in'

ignorance of God soon becomes something . And so we read

that they said, Let us make a name, lest we be' scattered' abroad upon the
'

face of the whole earth, and build this big tower. And then the Lord

came down to see the city, and the tower which the children of men built.

And you see what a primitive, early, idea you have of the Lord came down,'

and of course, there are those .wh'o 'take it that way, but I don't think

2 1/2 , ,
. . . he Lord is everywhere. The Holy
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Spirit is everywhere. Isn't it strange that when somebody says the Lord

came down to see it, you say, what a ,primitive idea of God. And yet,

when you say the Holy Spirit entered into the man, you don't say wha a

primitive idea of God. Actually both are figures. The Holy Spirit

is everywhere. He is in everytl4ng. He is in this table here. He is in'

this wall, He is in the air, in everything erywhere is the Holy Spirit.

And God is everywhere, but the Holy Spirit exerts his activity more in a

certain place. He begins to take a greater control of one a that one is

more elded to Him, and we speak of that.as entering in. It is a figure

of speech. And ~it is niilarly a figure of speech, the Lord came down"

it means that the Lord exerted His influence particularly in a certain

place. (question 3 1/2) (cannot distinguish answer)

(question.,4 1/k) .
.

Well,, this is the Lord God without distinc%tion of person. Whether,the

actual particular action was performed by the as a? unit or by.

God the Father, or.Godthe. Son, of by God, the Holy spirit, we are not

told. It is, I think, a good conjecture. that the second person of the

trinity is the actual one who performed a great many of the specific acts

we are told in the Scripture that the Lord did. And then it is

altogebher possible that there was a specific activity.of Christ involved.
it-is .

in it, but $/ˆ not so stated in the Scripture, but it does not say God,

the Father, there, it is God. It is God, the, one God, the triune God, and

whether manifested particularly through% one of the three persons, we can

not be sure. But if so, it would be a likely conjecture that it was

Christ, the second person. (question ) In His presence. You me,Zan He

is in the space around the table, but not in the table? Well, now, of

course, that is a big question, the matter of th omnipresence of God, and

to look at the Scripture evidences upon it;, and to go into it, would be

.a big subject which would be very interesting. It might take us a month,

I don't know. Idon't have the nterial right now condensed, but it would
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be very interesting to look into,, but, lam speaking more of that which

has been, I believe the view, of the Orthodox Christian Church throb

the ages. I think all branches of the Christian. Church have actually

held that God is everywhere. That there is no limitation to His pre

sence. He is not like the man, who can say, "1 Tm right here, lam not

there you are". U1 look at where you are". Now, it would certainly not,

be beyond God's power to say that He would withdraw Himself frin that part

of the room and confine 1himseIf to this part, but I.don1t think that

we have any scriptural evidence that He ever . That is the at

tiude that has been held by, I think, all branches. of the Christian

Church on this particular thing. And it would be interesting to, look,

into the facts and see whether we could make, a little bit more exact and

preciseour 'definition in that regard, but until we do so, I would stick

to the generally accepted" yew, (question) 7 1/3 It is doubtless one of
on , .

the verses whichˆ thiis based. Yes, I go to my Father.. That would sug

gest that He was going somehwere where His father is and i' is the belief

of the Christian Church that God, , 7 3/k
" . So that that would

be in a way, afigurative use of it.- It. wou:U be real, it would be true,

but it wouldn't be Indefinite spacial terms, but it is ,a veiw that ,the

Chruch, I' think, has universally 'held. But, of course, you get into meta

physical types' which are -very difficult ..(question)

You are getting'into spacial terms again and how much e,.can fit it into

spacial. terms,' i's the question. He is not a body with eyes and hands, He,

isa spirit. Now,for one of us, everything could be before us, and that

we had 'a, thousand television sets and we looked at this one and that one

and that one and saw' what was happening everywhere. But we don't have to

thihnk of any such concept about God. God simply sees everything is usually

thought because He is everywhere, but He can exert His power as little

'and as much as he chosses. Now, there are doubtless a practice here that

in our knowledge completely and there is no way you can express it.
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Well, at any rate God came down, and He saw what was happening and He

said, "Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language; and this

they begin, to do: and
"
now nothing will be restrained frcm them, which' they

have ithaginedto do. Come,-let us go down, and there confound their language

The Hebrew word': "ebmé" I don't know why it is translated "GO toU in the

Old English' here..threeor four times in chapter 11 here.. I like the

it come.a little better. I think,it is a little more literal translation
of

%if the original. "Come, let us go down and there confound their lan

guage; and that they may not understand one another's speech." Now, He

says; what is. he goiigtodo? He is going.to go down and confound their

language that they may not ,understand one another's speech and so the Lord

scattered them abroad.and they left off tobuild .a city. Now, it doesn't

sy exactlyhatHsdid or how He did it. What He did was to scatter

them. He scateréd them. He said, "Let's onfoundtheir.language.."

And then He went. 'own and He scattered them. Now what is maant by

"scattered?" We don't know. It is possible that God worked a surgicald

" operation somethere. in the brain of each one of these people so that all

of a sudden they lost the language that they had and they took some new

language axd suddenlf there were thousands of different languages being

talked instead of one language a before. It1spossi'blë, but the Scrip

ture doesn't' say thatishat happened, and l don't think thatisnec-

"essary to 'consider that that is what happened. M own personal guess is

this w.y', was that the Lordsl1ghtlr intensified the natural series of

events which ta'k place. That He slightly increased that which takes

place whenever you get a group of ungodly people togèthr trying to car

ry on a project, even when you 'get Christians together that are not fully

sanctified, you fird -that,'ithens. Well-'in little while, they get

to
misunderstan9iiig

one another and this one wants to do this and this

one wants to do that,, and this one says let's build an abutment over

here on the towl, and this one says, no, it /ought to be over here and
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'this one says thatwe have to put this kind of material in it and this

one says'thai'would beterr.ible if you put that in, you want to put

this kind and pretty soon they got to fighting and they can't understand

each other's language. They don't see any sense to what each other is

saying. They think it is all foolishness. They say, if that is the

kind of" a:tower that you are going to build then I am not going' to'-have

aything' to do with, it, 'lam going to go off here and build my on tower.

And very soon we find that they are scattered ,abroad on the face of the

"
earth;and they lose 'contact with one another and their languae the.nnatu

"
allraad ±ne'vitabléy- in the process of time becomes so completely changed

thatsoon they would not be able to understand even the words 01' one

another. (ques.tioii 113/k) Row do you account for. the tongues in the

world today? There,are many different theories. about it. There is one

gpup of- tongues, .,that are quite easy to.7account_for~ -That is th-rl

group,- of: tongues that cover'-about 2#3 of Europe.' That group of tongues

is very easy to account for because we can see how they came into exis

tence. We have Latin.' We have documents In Latin. We know how ti-ic

people talked in Rome in 100 B C And then, we have today, people in

France and in Spain, and in Portugal and in Italy, and in Rumania and

in perhaps a dozen differnt comptri'es 'speakinS a dozen' different: lan

guges all of which we can trace back step by step to ancient Latin, to

ancient Rome, and yet tdday, some of "them. cannot understand edqh~ other

atall. And. we can take the language today of the. Swedes .nd the'kiguage.

of the Germans and they can't understand each other at all, but we can

find where certain regular changes have taken place in the consonants and

in the vowels of the language and we can trace it back to an imaginary

original/language which we think may once have existed just as Latin'

know eicisted, on the basis of thss? o4ier languages. And then peóple

take'. --La and and a dozen different groups like tIis 'nd

they Ttrace them back on a futher imaginary process basèd upon the
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same principles which we see in the development of Latin and. t4i4 'these

Germanic language, and they take it back to ht they think may have been

the origi'nal'indo-gerinanic language rom which all 1% of these, came.

But when you do that, ' you have the n' the source from which has come t e

language of /iO of Europe and a goo d portion of1
Westelfn

Asia But

after'youdo that, you have othere langugss:in'the world which have no

relation to ththse. And where did they come, from; how did they

start, nobody knows There are various men, who have various theori s

Personally I like the theory of Gespert, the Danish linguist, best o

all. His thwory is that there is, an ability in man' to 14, Ianusge,
that

that there .1s, anatural ability to make language,/ dust as a child N 11

learn.tb stretch'his.arms.and move his legs and to do certain thing,

ey.en.i' nobody ever showed..hirn, would learn, to talk, that there is t1.is

natural ability to develope a a- language And he says that if yoi. take

aDortion of the' world whee its children -would be leftalone. the

would-be killed óff,:;thee would be no possibility' of their growing up,

'Yotake those portions', you have one language over very large areas,

all through the skim land you have one language over, thousand of

square miles, and very few people, scattered broadly, but one langt

(end of record)

ot7.

tropicaa areas you take the area of America here, the sections

where'- the'winters arecomaritvely mild, and where: there are berries
pants h ye been kille off by

'orthings that very smalI..children, if their/animals,r died in som

accident, and 'the children, were. left alone, and they could have grow

up, andyou take those areas and you will1 find in them' there, are many

original languages,. We'have a couple of hundred. Lidian languages, among

a comparitively small group of people here, and soiie of them, as far as

we can. see absolutely under .ge, and his theory is, that given a few

'children, left to gráw up naturally, without instruction from 'others
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have been able to develope a language, and that all of our original

langes began that way, that it is a natural ability in man to make

language, but must of "us simply learn a language from oths, but originally

cut off from other/ language, there would.be some process by which we

would build a lange. There are other theories, but.1 don't know of

any that are as good as that, but the fact is that we have perhaps

several hundred" Perhaps five or six hundred languages unrelated, as far

as we know, but of these we have one original language, Indo-germanic,

from which we have at least forty languages today that are clearly

derived from it, and are related. (St) Accorng to the Scripture

account you have one original 1aigaga- language. Now you have one

original language, when the people are saescattered, the lange would

differ and they would gradually develope other language, and when they
might

would be completely cut% of f and the language destroyed, you/have brand

new language start, we don't know. At any rate we have our situation

today, and the %Biblemalces no attempt to tell us how it happened, so

it is purecn---eee- conjecture on our part.. What the Bible does

is tell us how it began to happen,. and the beginning of it is here at

the-egIng-- this place when the Lord scattered the people abroad

on the face of the earth, and they loft off to build the city, and v. 9

says, "THerefore the a- name of it is called Bbel, because the Lord.

began there to bale! th langugage of all the earth. And from the

the Lord scattered them abroad on the face of. the earth." Some of your

Bibles have a fodtnote under the word Babel, which says "confusion.."

because the word "Babel" does not mean "confusion." Our modern 'English

word "babel." means "confusion," I guess, and. wh they.: did was to babel,

they couldn't understand each other. But the old qord "Babel" here,

is the name of a plate in Mesoptamia; it is, a Babylonian word "babel"

which is in two parts,
1bab'

"eL" "Bab" means- "gate" and "el" means

Øqod,. "The gate of od." And the city of the city of Babel, or Babel,'
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is aag- gate and the' sign that stands for "God." The name of the

city. of Babylon 'or Babel is "gate of God, H and in this particular case

here we are not being told what the word "Babel" means, because it is

perfectl well, known what the word "Babel" ffiean's.,:and doubtless was

perfectly well'kw- known to, everyone at the time of Moses what the

word "Babel" means.'. But Moses is pointing to Babylon as' the area in

which the w- town of Babel was originally built, and Moses is saying,'
today

"It is very appropriate that the word .7 'Babel' should be used/for that

place, that word which now means 'gate of God.' Is not 'that' the place

where God balleled (or confused) the language?" That is, it is a pun,

you might' say; it is a 'play on words. And there are a great many of

these plays on words in Genesis, a great many of them. There are great.

standard 'names given tochildren, given to cities, given-to situa'tjons,

and then there-is'
play on words 'whereby' the appropriateiess of this

standard name is designated', and it is a misunderstanding to think that

it is -a translation of it; 'it is not a translatjon it is sliply a pepe,

pointing out' how appropriate it is that such a name should be used; a

name that sounds like something that expresses 'a certain idea.
11

III. The Generations of Shorn. We find from verse 10 on of ch coming.

up to Abraham 'and Nabel,. the generãtions'o±' Shorn. It is interesting
"Arphaxad

to note that-these-generations of Shorn begiii-wih-.the-aet--e-the.

son of Shern born two years after'the flood, : Sô,'that would mean that
/and if

Shorn k- lived. until five bnndred 'and two years after the flood, there

are no gaps in this chronology at all, you then have Abraham born when

TErh was seventy years old; in other words, In the three hundred and
a hundred '

fifty-second year after the flood,/fifty years before the death of

f/ Shern, fifty years beefore the eath of Arphaxad, one hundred and

eighty years before the death of Sah. one hundred' and ninety years

before the death of Eber, forty-eight years before the .death of Peleg,

eighty yews before. the deat of Reu1 one hundred years before the deh
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of Serug, and forty-nine years.-before the death of Nahor, the grandfather

of Abraham. And so if there are no gaps in the chronology, every single

one of the ancestors bad to Noah were still living at the time of

Abraham. That is not the picture that we get at all in the time of

Abraham. We have a picture of a gr wicked civilization which had

.turned away from God, and from which God called him to go forth to a
in there

land which God would show him, a land/which/also were people; there

were. great numbers of people scattered here and there who had forgotten

all about Noah, and most of them had put God out of their hearts and

minds. And so it seems most likely that there are gaps in the chronology

along the principle we pointed out before, and thea- that there actually

was 'a much longer period than the period of three hg- hundred and

fifty-two years w- between the time of the flood and the time of the

birth of Abraham. (end of class period.)

" ' h
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That is the death of Johathan is of medium importance. The death of Saul

is of great importance, because he is a figure who is of vital importance

in the event described in the whole last half of this book. So the death

of Saul, or Saul and Jonathan were slain, that is the important event in

the last chapter of the book. And where did this happen, Mr ? On Mt.

Gilboah, yes. I trust that everybody knew that it was Mount Gllboah was

where . Especially I had asked you to note the places where things

happened, of importance. I don't mean just every place that is mentioned

incidentally, but something of great importance as this you certainly would

notice that it was u on Mt. Gilboah. And Mt. Gioboah is mentioned se

veral times in this chapter in addition to a number of times in the begin

ning of II Samuel where it refers back to this event. And then, %e/{

third question related to the 3ven1 of medium importance

at the end of the chapter. What was the event of medium importance there?

Mr. Leonard? Yes, I think that the event is a little longer than what

you have given, you gave the most vital part of it, perhaps, but you might

say first, that the Philistines took the bodjles of Saul and Jonathan and

hung them on the wall of the fortress of Beth-shan, the great fortress of
risked their live

Beth-shan. And then the men of Jabesh Gilead came over and/rescued them

and took them back and gave them to a decent burial. So these two places

are of importance in this event of medium importance. As an event of medium

importance, but as a place, Beth-shan is of tremendous importance. But

from the fortress they were taken by these men and taken back to Jabesh

Gilead. And now, I trust, that the papers are all correct in relation to

this and these things and now we will continue with our discussion of the

(question) 2 1/2 The whole area here is called Gilead, Jabesh was one of

the towns. Now we were looking yesterday at the principal features of the

geography of Palestine and in that connection we notice that it is made up

of four main regions, from North to South and of these four main regions,

we had begun to look at the first of them, the one, I say first, simply becaw
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It is the one which we reach first when we come from here. It is not the

most important. It is, in fact, some ways the least of importance. That

is because there are less Bibllcalˆevents in this region than in any other

of the four. It is 'haps the most important section 1 from an economical

vi3wpoint. It is one of the finest petts, one of the finest sections of

Palestine. Nevertheless, from the viewpoint of Biblical History it is less

important than the other three, and why would you think that might be Mr...?

From the viewpoint of Biblical History it is of less importance than either

of the other three sections of Palestine. Why would that be? Even though

economically it is one of the most fine sections of Palestine and today it

is a very important section, and yet in Biblical history it is the least

important of the four, now why would that be? (laughter) Why do you think

they did the least in it? We are talking aboaut all of it. Why is it of

less importance in Biblical history even though it is one of the finest

sections of !alestIne, than the other three regions which are less at

tractive in many ways? Well, why were they kept more to the West?

I think, the last thing that Mr. Palmer said from a historical viewpoint

is the reason why this region is of less importance in Biblical history

than the others. It was possessed by strong people. It was never to any

great extent, a center of Israelite life in Biblical times. The events

of both Old Testament and New Testament largely take place in the other

three areas, comparatively few New Testamenteventa. and still lesse Old

Testament events take place in the coastal plain, because it was filled

with strong people. We read in the Pentateuch that the Israelites came up

this side, and came into the land, from the East here, and did not come up

the vest. Now why should they do that? As you come up from Egypt from

Sinai here, you might come right up there straight up the coastal plain.

Why should they go way around up on the Eastern end, much further, much

less pleasant country? Why should they do it that way? We are told in

the Scripture that the Lord, said that they would go that way rather than

by the way of the Philistines lest the people be ft.rightened when they see
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war on the way. This territory was possessed by strong peoples and with

the strong people there, while the Lord c:uld have destroyed them and re

moved them from before the Isaelite, He chose instead, to bring them up

to this desert area where there were less people and less difficulty than

to bring them in from over here where they wouldn't have to see the great
region

difficulties immediately. And so, this 7{ here is occuppied by po-

werful nations whom the Israelites did not conquer for many years and ne

ver wholly subjugated and consequently while it is an excellent section

out of the land of Canaan, it was not the sections where the Israelites

lived to any great extent and as a result the Philistines still were the

prominent people there even after they were subjugated and after Bible

times when people came from Greece and other regions to to Canaan,

the land of Israel, the first thing they struck were the people of the

Philistines. And so they called the whole land after the Philistines and

our word "Palestine" means the land of the Philistines. The word is taken

from the word "Philistine". It means the philines' country and here

God promised this country to the Israelites and yet, we even today, call

it the land of the Philistines. Plaestlne means the land of the Philistine.

Is it any wonder that the Israelites of today, do not call it Palestine,

but call it Israel. And so you have this coastal plain in which these

PhlistInes and other strong people lived and the Israelites mostly lived

up on the Hill country here and over here and their events are in other

sections largely instead of down in that section. Their relation to that

sections of largely that of antagonism. Now let us run over a little bit

of the 75yC%Ø various sections of this coastal plain. We notice that

up here in Phoenicia, it is a narrow section. The mountains come right

down nearer to the coast and we notice that up there it is sections of

good harbors and in which it is easy for ships to be protected and easy

for people to start adventuring out to sea and 9

and so Phoenicia there is one of the great maritime regions of the world,

and even today, the people of Phoenicia are great world travelers. They
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are not great shippers anymore. They do not have a cultivated life today

like it was in ancient times. They are rather poor people as a whthle, but

they still are great travelers and over half of the population of that

area has probably been for some trm of y3ars in North or South America.

That is, it was up until 20 or 30 jars ago, I imagine it is ttlll so

today. It is a region which is very important in ancient history as a

seafaring people. They were great ;merchants and great travelers. And in

that region there, there are three great cities which you should be fami-

liar with. Up in the North here is the city of otherwise known
from the name

as Bibloc, the city of which our word "Bible" comes fIrom. And South of

this is the sity of Sidon, and further south the city of Tyre. Sidon and

Tyre are very well known as the two greatest Phoenician cities. Bibi...

was just as important and just as great but less widely known, although the

word that comes from Bibl..., the word "Bible" is far better known than

either of the names of Tyre to the South or of Sidon to the North and

then you have other cities of less importance down here. This city of

Accho was of sonsiderable importance in the middle ages f/% it became

to be known as Acre and was a great crusade center during the middle ages.

Then you have here a large harbor region. It is too large to be a good

harbor without a great deal of additional work, breakwaters and so on..

When I came to this part here there is a modern town of Hipha here in the

southern part of it. When I came there in 1929, the ship had to anchor

three miles out. There ˆwas no decent way to bring it in with safety into

the shore. You are already in Palestine proper, although you are not far

from Phoenicia. This ship had to harbor three miles out and from there

we went in on a little launch and when I got in there to the customs house,

I found that one of my suitcases was not there and so I decided that perhaps

it was left on the boat and I vent out to get it and I had vivid impression

of the poor nature of this area here for shipping. I had to go out for

three miles to the boat in order to see if my suitcase was out there. I

found a ittle motor launch that was going out with six or seven men in it.
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I got in it and we went out for three miles. We came up to the edge of

the great ship there. There was a ladder hanging down the side, a big

wooden ladder and our little boat came up to the edge and I stepped up and

grabbed the ladder and the next wave carried the boat away for thirty or

forty feet away before I had hardly.. (laughter) gotten m hands on the lad

der. I climbed up and went inside and I couldn't find the suitcase, but

I had a good rest there anyway, but it was a half an hour before they

were able to get close enough for the rest of the people to get off and

come on to the boat. It shoved something of the rou. nature of the sea,

there. How unsuited it is to general maritime life. Quite different from

Phoenicia further north. 12 3/k and then the modern

city of Baruch in between Sidon and Bibl... which was one of the greatest

ports n the world today. Now, you have here in this big indentation here,

a little headline at the north of it at Acre and at the South of it here

you have quite a projection out in the sea, there, as you notice, which
entitled

is Mt. Carmel. Carmol is a mountain ridge maybe eight miles in

length. It rises maybe three thousand feet above the surrounding plains,

and juts right out to the edge of the sea and so it breaks the coastal

plains. There is nothing but a very narrow area of beach between Mr.

Carmel and the sea. The plain is broken into two parts there, the Phili

stine plain to the north and then a complete break with a long ridge of

Mt. Carmel there. You remember in the story of Elijah that it was on

Mt. Carmel that Elijah met with the priests of Baal and you remember that
consumed

after the fire had fallen an Elijah's sacrifice, you remember that

Elijah told his servant to go up to the top of the /,mountain and when he

got up there he could look out to sea. Carmel is right on the edge of the

Mediterranean sea and he vent up there and looked out to sea and on the

7th trip up he saw a little cloud the size of a man's hand out there at

the sea. South of Mt. Carmel the plain is unbroken all the way South, but

it divides into two main sections. There is the section to the north there
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which we call the plain of Sharon. A name which is much used in

in the Bible, suggesting a place of great fertility, a place that is a

very attractive land, the plain of Sharon. (end of record)
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It was occuppied by a strong people before the Israelites came and alho

the Israelites over it, it never became any center of any

great importance of Israelite legend in Old Testament times. THe very

fertile and very attractive plain of Sharon. And you notice the little
ams

stre that go down from the hills to the sea, there, an area in which by

even a fairly shallow well, you can find water most anywhere. A very

fertile and excellent region, but not an important region in Bible History

and then south of the plain, you have the Philistine plain. And this

Philistine plain is so cal&ed because of the people who occupied it in

Biblical times. It, is not as fine an area as the plain of sharon but it

is a very attractive pleasant area. It is an area in which the Philistines

were able to maintain quite a fine community life. The Philistines had

five important cities down there which we read of in the Bible, the cities

of Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Gath and ., 1 1/2

Ekron is another one. There ˆvere five main ones and some others of

less importance, but this region down throggh here is where the Philistine's

lived. Now, if the Philistines lived down there, how is it that they could

fight up there in Gilboa, and how does it come about that at Beth-shan

they could fasten his body on the fortress. 't indicates the fact that

there the Philistines lived down here for quite a period they controlled
and

the whole of the 1X of Canaan and they held fortresses here and there

throggh it and they held the Israelites in subjection for most of the time

of Samuel and of the and to a large extent during all of the reign of Saul.

And at the end of the reign of Saul they seemed to be in complete control.

There center is here. They are not a numerous people, but they are a

people of considerable technical knowledge and understanding. They under-
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stand the use of iron. They know how to make good iron weapons which

were unknown to the people in the rest of Palestine. They probably brought

in the knowledge of iron. The iron age probably came with the Philistines

when they came into the land and they kept the knowledge of 1--on in

their own homes and how to work it and how to make instruments. They sold

the other people iron agricultural implements, but they refused to let

them have weapons only Saul and Jonathan had actual iron weapons and iron

arms. They were the leaders of the Israelite kingdom. Some were able to

get some, but the rest of the people did not have the advantage of the

equivalent of the armament. The Philistines ddd not enter intoa program

of arming the Israelites and sending them money and help in order to make

them strong and self sufficient. Inst3ad, they kept th iron and thus

a comparatively small number of them were able to maintain their safety

for a long period against the far greater number of the Israelites who

were up here mostly in the hill country and the region is much less fertile

and much more barren further south here until ym come to a river here,

which is called the river of Egypt so-called, is not the Nile river. The

River of Egypt is the river which is the border between Palestine and

Egypt. It is still one hundred miles from the settled districts of Egypt.

It is simply a border. The great river of 1gypt, of course, is the Nile,

the river that makes Egypt prosper. But in the Bible they speak of the

river of Egypt as the river which is the border. (question k 1/3)

What place in the Bible do we find that there were more Philistines? What

verse? Give us a reference. Chapter l and 15. You mean the account of

the battle there at.. yes, chapter 13, where does it say that there were

more Philistines than Israelites? "When the men of Israel saw that they

were in a strait, (for the people were distressed,) then the people did hide

themselves in caves, and in thickets, and in rocks, and in high places,

and In pits." And there were only 600 who dared to be with Saul. And why

was it that there were only 600? Because the Philistines had chariots. We
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read down in vs 19 of that same chapter that no smith was found throughout

all the land of Israel: for the Philistines said, Lest the Hebrews make them

swords or spears: But all the Israelites went down to the Philistines, to

sharpen every man his share, and his coulter, and his axe, and his mattock.

And verse 22 says that it came to pass in the day of battle, that there was

neither sword nor spear found in the hand of any of the people that were

with Saul and Jonathan: but with Saul and Jonathan his son was there found.

There were only 600 people who dared to come out to what would seem to be

certain slaughter. They had no decent weapons. The Philistines had 30,000

well what is 30,000? How many Israelites were there? At least a couple

of million. Out of a couple of million men, what is thiry thousand. The

Philistines would have been just swallowed up if the Istaclites had had
decent

decent weapons, but the Philistines kept them from getting %$é weapons

until the end of Saul's reign when David lived among the Philistines for

awhile and learned the secrets from them of the working of iron. And after

that, once David had those secrets, then the Philistines are comparatively

small folk, because there never are more than a fifth as numerous as the

Israelites. Their army may be more numerous because they had equipment, but

the people as a whole, the potential , was a very small fraction com

pared $ to the Israelites. (question) 7 3/k I wouldn't make it quite

that strong, but Jerusa1pem was a very strong point, very easy to defendØ.

(question) It had never belonged to them. It had been conquered in a

conquest of Canaan, but the conquest then would seem to be merely that the

army was defeated and the king taken , but the actual city would

seem not to have been taken because it remains a foreign city until the time

of David. (question) Where is that?( first chapter of Judges, 8 vs.) In

Jerusalem? Where is that verse? (vs. 21, same chapter) "And the children

of Benjamin did not drive out the Jebusites that inhabited Jerusalem; but

the Jebusites dwell with the children of Benjamin in Jerusalem unto this

day." That is the Jebusttes still lived there, you see in the territory of

the chil/dren of Benjamin; the Jebusites still lived in Jerusalem until this
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day. (question 9 1/2) In the light of verse 8, the fighting aainst the

people of Jerusalem and slaying them is the taking it and setting

the city on fire suggests possibly that there might have been a temporary

holding of it for a brief time, but the army was going through and attacking

one place after another , and there were a good many cities that

they seemed to have briefly conquered but when the campaign was over we

find they are still in enemies' hands. (question 10) I would think that

most probable, yes. Particularly when we go on in the bool of Judges, we

come over to chapter 19, we read about an Israelite who is going North from

the land of Judah and. he is going up to Mt. phraim and as he comes we

find in vs. l0..ttthe man would not tarry that night, but he rose up and de

parted, and came over against Jebus, which is Jerusalem; and there were

with him two asses saddled, his concubine also was iwth him. And when they

were by Jebus, %$(which is Jerusalem) the day was far spent; and the servant

said unto his master, Come, I pray thee, and let us turn in into this city d'

the Jebusites, and lodge in it. And his master said unto him, We will not

turn aside hither into the city of a stranger, that is not of the children d'

Israel, we will pass over to Gibeah.'t So here toward the latter pt of

Judges they recognized that this JebusS, the city of the Jebusites, is not

a city of Israel and then we find all through Saul's reign, it is not, but

David took it. And tha' phrase taken along would give you the im

pression that he had completely conquered it, but it would be evident that

there was which perhaps set apart of the fire but did not

hold it, rushed on following the enemy. They could have stopped and they

could have established themselves and they could have held that one city,

but it they had, they would have lost the chance to conquer the rest of the

land. That of course, is getting into the question of the conquest, the

big question we will look at later, but this %throws some light upon it.

Now, this coastal plain, just to give you an idea of distance, I mention

Gebale, far to the North, here, or Byblos, beyond this map here. South of
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Byblos, along the coastal plain, you go about forty miles and you come to

Baruch, the great modern harbor and city that was so important in ancient

times, aitho not so important in Biblical history. Thirty miles south

of this, that is 70 miles south of Byblos, you come to Sidon, and then

33 miles south of Sidon, you come to Tyre. From Tyre, here, you go 13

miles and you come to the modern border and then from this modern border

you go 15 miles and you come to this city of A)ccho,in other words, 28

miles from Tyre to Accho, which is within the border. And

then from Accho you go ten miles along this coast her, and you come to

Haifa, which is just on the northern end of Mt. Carmel. South of that

we have the plain of Sharon which extends about 75 miles. Then we have the

Philistine plain that extends about another ko miles and then you come to

the city of Gaza at the southern end of the Philitine plain and south of

that is another 50 miles to the river of Egypt of which you get to see a

little bit of it down here. It runs to the Mediterranean sea. That is

your coastal area, a very important section in Palestine today and one

which is important to the Israelites in its r1ationship with them but not

for things they did in it. In the Old Testament, there are very few things

mentioned that happened in this area. Who can give me one that happened

in this plain here? One event, not including Mt. Carmel same

area up above, but in the plain there; who can name one event which hap

pened in Biblical Old Testament history?

) end of record)
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It was, at least Gaza from which ha took the gates. The city of Gaza, one

of the greatest . Then there is a, I think there is a book recently

published entitled "Iris in Gaza" which is talking about, taking it from the

idea of Sampson being in Gaza, there, and forced to work there

So Gaza was where Sampson was taken. Now, how about the Northern par

Can somebody think of an event which took place up in this coastal plain
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far north here, even north of Tyre in this little city of Zarephath? Eli

lah and the witch. After Elijah fled from Aha and went clear up there

Now in New Testament we do not have a great number of events

which happened in the coastal plains either. Oh, one other thing we should

mention from the Old Testameht. You remember when Jonah fled from the face

of the Lord, he came down to Joppa here and he found a ship to take him off

to Spain, a ship of Tarshish, which is an ancient name for Spain. Well,

now in New Testament, we also have many events in the Philistine plain. I

do not recall of any record that would prove that our Lord was ever on the

coastal plain at all. He may have been. He probably was, but I don't recalL

any reference to anything he did down in that coastal plain in New Testament

times. (question) Yes, Gerar is one of the Philistine cities. Yes, Abraham

stayed there and Isaac was there. Another event in the Philistine plain in

the Old Testament. (question) 2 1/2. Yes, that was rather far North, but

it is in the . (question) That was either in Joppa or L which is

not far from Joppa. It was in these two cities that he did various things

at times. He was in Joppa when he was called to Caesarea to see Cornelius.
In

But there's comparatively little in the Philistine plain t){ the New

Testament. Now the next region after the coastal plain, the hill country

region. This hill country is the region in which most events take place

in elthbr the Old of the New Testament. It is the region in which the Is

raelites lived and didmost of their deeds, where most of the important citI

were. The Hill country region which is a long back bone of hills some

places rising into very high mountains, which runs all the way from the

extreme north of Syria clear south down to the southern end and this hill

country region, we simply call it, as a rule, the hill country running clear

down here at a region between it and the plain in which in modern

terminology we would call it foot hills, but in the Hebrew word for it, it

is . And this term is used particularly of the region opposite the

Philistine plain here. This region, hare of the lower hills between the

high hills country and the Philistine plain which we call the Shephelah.
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Now, that word, "Shephelah" is the Hebrew word and it is good for us to

use it to identify this section. It is translated in the Bible variously.
If'
It is used by the Philistines coming up to it they say they went up into

the mountains. If it is used by the people of Israel coming down to it, th

say they went down to the plain, and in both cases it is the word Shephelah.

For from the viewpoint of the mountains it is a plain, and from the view

point of the plain (coastal) it is the mountains. I think that foothills

would be perhaps the best translation if you want to give it a translation,

but Shsphelah is good because it is the actual %)t7 term. It is not another

region, it is the area between main regions, between the plain and the h/-ills

right in this section around the Philistines and it makes a sort of a no

mans' land between the Philistines and the Israelites. Many of the battles

between the Philistines and the Israelites were there fought in the Shephe

lah. It was there, for instance, that David met Goliath, there in the

Shephelah. It was there that the ox cart came bringing back the ark, came

up into the Shephelah, and there at Beth-shemesh in the Shephelah, that

the Israelites got the ark back again. Now, that is not a main region,

but a section between the two regions here on the border between, but this
begins with

second main region, the region of the hill country, a mountain far to the

north up here, Mt. Lebanon and this Mt. Lebanon is a long ridge, but its

highest point is ten thousand 34Ø forty six feet above the sea. Now, the

highest mountain in the U.s. this side of the Miss. river is only about

7000 feet high, a mountain in N.Carolina, and so you see Lebanon is 50
than t

higher. he highest mountain %% in Eastern U.S. and in addition to that

it is fairly near , so you see it is nearly two miles in rise fairly

near the Mediterranean sea, so that it is a really sizable mountain is Mt.
forests

Lebanon. And all the sides of Mt. Lebanon there were the great in

ancient times from which the best woDd was secured and the wood from Mt.

ebonan was taken to Egypt and most of the fine buildings of 7'Egypt were

built with wood taken from Mt. Lebanan. That is what gave Byblos its great
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importance in ancient times. Itis to Byblos that the ayptians went to get

wood for their buildings. They had no fine building wood in Egypt. They

had little brush heap trees in Egypt and they got the good wood from Le

bonan and 1 In exchange for it they gave them the papyrus that grows in

Egypt, the fine writing material and then this town became a great center

of E,ypt and then when they had J'1% far more than they wanted to use

and when they went about the Mediterranean purchasing things elsewhere they

would exchange for it papyrus, which they had secured from Egypt for the

wood of Lebonan and so the people came to think cf the papyrus as something

which came frm this town of Byblos and so they called the papyrus bybi...

and a group of papyri together they called byblios and therefore a book

came to be bybl .... and then the Bible is the book and It comes
didn't even grow, it

from the name of this town in which the papyrus/grew in Egypt, but it was

$/1 named after it because they had the cedars of Lebanon which meant

much to the Egyptians and you know also, of course, that Solomen secured

the cedars of Lebanon for the building of the temple and for the building

of his own house. So Lebanon is not a place where Biblical events happen,

but it is a place which is very important because of the material that comes

from there and of the effect of th events connected with Lebanon upon

Biblical history. But as you come south from Lebanon, you have this long

snow covered ridge of Lebanon extending far out in Syria there, and as you

come south from it you find a very extensive area up here, very extensive

hill country, very rough areas. You will have fairly large regions,

but not so particularly flat with hills up and down on both sides of them

and pretty much in the middle of them too. There are many hills there and

some fairly hgih mountains, like Taber, Gilboah, these other mountains up

in that northern region there and in it is this city, this town, not mentior

in the Old Testament, but important in the New Testament, the town of

Nazareth, and in this town of Nazareth, you are right on the edge of this

northern part of the hill country. At the southern end of the town of
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Nazareth, there is a hill, a place you go out from the town maybe a half

mile and then you come to a place where you go straight down into the

valley below and they call that the hill of precipitation because it is

the hill where the people took Christ and treatened to precipitate him

down the side of the hill and so they call it the hill of precipitation,
to

but from it you look down fj$ the plain below and your hill country is

broken here by a great plain here that cuts across and it cuts actoss

north of Mt. Carmel here and you have what is called the valley of Jezreel,

and then the valley cuts across down here into the Jordan valley. It is

a low place in the hill country here which cuts into it quite a wide val

ley, the Valley of Jezreel, a very fertile region. The Jews today changed

Jexreel to Israel, they call it the valley of Israel. It has become one

of their great centers of colonization in the last thirty years and the

river Kishon runs through it up to the Mediterranean and then you have

another small stream flowing down here into the Jordan and right there is

the fortress of Beth-shan. It guards the approach from the Jordan valley

up into this valley which cuts into the midst of the hill country and thus

Beth-shan guards the way across from the Jordan valley across the hill

country so that Beth-shan was a very important fortress there. It is really

getting down into the edge of the Jordan valley, but it is in the south

and cuts across here and just at the southern end of that valˆley is Mt.

Gilboa$. Now your hill country comes on over here to Gallillee north of

this, it comes on through this lower country and then on into higher hills

again and here you get Mt. Jerezim and Mt. Bbal. Mt. Ebal is over 3000 ft.

high, Mt. Jerezim is only 800 ft high. They are the two mountains where

in Deuteronomy the command was given that the Israelites were to give

blessings from one side and curses from the other as given in Deut. there,

blessings upon them if they would follow God's law and curses if they went

away from them and right there on the shoulder of Mt. Gerizim is the town

of Shechem, an important town in Israelite history, right from the gbook of
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Genesis on. We find it even in the time of Jacob, we find Shechem there,

an important city from that time on all through the Israelite history and

that is the center of the Samaritans. The Samaritans today have their
he

headquarters at what was the old town of Schem but what is now called the

new city. You know the Greek for new city is Neopolie and Neopolis in

modern Arabic becomes Noblus, $'there is no p in Arabic so they make it a

b, and Noblus is the town of the Samaritans, it is right here on the should

of Mt. Gerizim, and it is there that Jacob's well was and still is today,

of course. And the city of Samaria that is not shown on this map here be

cause it did not exist in the time of the desert, was built later on by

Omri and is just a few miles further$ east. Tijen south of this region of

Samaria, the hills become very rough through here. There is a section

which is spoken of as the valley of the shadow of death. Now that is just

a poetic name that has bean given to it, w do not know exactly what region

David referred to in the 23rd Psm., but this region is a valley where it

goes trough with the hills so high on both sides that you can hardly see

the sun at all and a place where it would be very easy to ambush a traveler

and so it has been given that name in modern times. It is a very roggh

hilly region and you come off the side of the road aways you come to

and Bethlehem here and Al and through this hill country until you come down

to Jerusalem and at Jerusalem there along the top of the hill country, you
from

can go % Jerusalem to Bethlehem in about 5 miles, fairly level, only little

low hills, but Jerusalem today, held part by the Jews and part by the Arabs,
h

and the ArabZs gold and the road between is held by the Jews and so

instead of going in ten minutes in a car from Jerusalem to Bethlehem as

we used to do, this summer I had to take forty-five minutes in a car in order

to go and instead of going five miles, we sent about 12 and in doing that

you go sway from that backbone of the mountain and the result was that you

had to go down and way up and way down and way up, very steep and difficult

going, and it takes forty-five minutes to go the 12 miles instead of 10

minutes to go the five as it used to be and it gives a very vivid idea of
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how rough this hill country is, a rough region, and yet with many more or

less flat areas in it with many little springs and the region was most

(end of record)
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The assignment for next Monday and Tuesday deals with different chapters

but it is the same thing about the chapters. the study
and sins and pla

of the covenant with Abraham and some study of his mistakes and sort of a

background here, so this will be m detailed. Mention the places that

occur. Now, if there is a long list of places, you don't need perhaps to

deal with each one specifically, but (record jumping ahead indistinguisha

If he says, let us get away from Mamre and its terrific heat well, then

Mamre is a place of great heat. What you learn about these places or what

happened . That is the first question to write out and the second

question is/ ; What moral and Spiritual lessons which would be good for you

to preach and present to others but would especially be good also for you

to apply to your own life and a third question is ; What divine actions

or statements do you find here. That would, of course, include God's co

venant with Abraham. In each of these chapters what promise does He make,

or what does he do or what does he say, the specific divine actions or

statements. Now, somet$imes you will find three or four different state

ments made in one versa. Sometimes one statement will take five or six

verses to present and it is simply a matter of detail. Use your own

judgement as to what belongs together and what distinct statement.

But answer these three questions about these four chapters in the Japers

that you turn in on Monday and about the next four in the papers that you

give me on Tuesday. Now we are at present dealing with a section we inter

jected between, the world before the patriarchs and the patriarchs

We will now look at number two; the place of Palestine and Old Testament

history with some glances at New Testament incidentals. Another time we

took up A as survey of geography of Palestine and I asked you today to
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go over something of your old Testament and New Testament history and note

events which took place, and which of these regions they took place in and

so we might ask about the life of Christ. What do you find in the life of

Christ that took place in the first of the regions. What did you have in

mind that took place up there in the first of the regions? Mr. Gilchrist;

Do you remember? k i/li- (answer) Do you remember any specific reference He

made to anything over in this area? There was a Phoenecian woman

that came to Him and then you remember His reference ID the widow of Zare

phaph which He made once. And then He referred to Johah, of course, but

what he refers to about Jonah happens to have been on the sea, Jonah taking
region

the ship from Joppa. Now, about the second Yuu find anything about

the life of Christ in the second of these four regions? What do you find?

Yes, the first region is the coastal plain going from North to South.

Phoenecla, th Plain of Sharon, the Philistine Plain. The Coastal plain

there is the first region and there is very little in the life of Christ

that took place there and comparatively little in the Old Testament that

took place there, but it always was right near and it exerts an influence

indirectly more than a direct one. Often the Philistines from yonder

are fighting the Israelites. But it is not the scene of many Biblical

events, but it is one of the best parts of Palestine, one of the finest

parts of modern Israel. Well, then, how about the second region, in the

life of Christ? Anything happen here in the second region? Yes, in the

second region you have Christ as a boy living at Nazareth. Did aaything

happen in connection with the life of Christ in the second region before

that? He was born in Bethlehem, but was that in the second region? Bethle

hem I mentioned last time how Jerusalem is up on top of the hill and Bethle

hem is on top of a hill and the second region is the hill country that

comes clear north to the south clear down to the desert and from Jerusalem
is just five miles on

to Bethlehem, 'Øp{ the plateau %$ the top of the hill, a road that you could

go up easily previous to the recent war. Today it takes you fort-five minutes
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of going down and up and down and up and down and up because you have to

go twelve miles out of your way since the road is held by the Jews though

Bethlehem is held by the Arabs. If you are a Jew you can't get into Bethle

hem at all, or if you are visiting there in the arab section to come from

the ancient city of Jerusalem which is in Arab hands almost entirely, it

used to take you ten minutes, but will now take you 45, and that I thought

would vividly, a very interesting thing in present history, but I mentioned

it because it would vividly call to your attention the situation of Bethle

hem and the nature of the country round about them. The shepherds were in

their fields at night and they saw the star and they heard the heavenly

hosts and they said, let us now go to Bethlehem and so did they leave their

places up in the hills and go down to Bethlehem, they left bheir places

down in the pasture and they wetn up to Bethlehem, up on the top of the

hills. Bethlehem is in the hill country, the pastures are in the hills too,

but not as high as Bethlehem. (question) That is the third section. The

third section is the deep depression around the hill country. (qtion)

Now, first, there was quite a bit of the life of Christ on the shores of

the sea of Galillee which would be in the third section. There were some

around Jericho which is in the third section, but all of these events around

Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Nazareth, his preaching in Galillee, this is ll in

the second area and so your second region takes up a greater part of the

life of Christ. How about the fourth region which is the high country

on the other &ide of the Jordan river, life of Christ over there.

It was the ministry over there and occasionally he went across the

sea of Galillee over into that section. So you have the first section

entering very slightly into the life of Christ, the second very greatly

entering into the life of Christ and the thtrd and fourth to a much lesser

extent and yet to a definite extent into the life of Christ and it is exactly

that same way regarding the Old Testament. In I Sam. that portion of events

in I Sam take place in the coastal plain region? Well, they took the ark

down, and it was in the temple of Bagan and the idol fell overj there were
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a few events there, but not much. Most of the portion of I Samuel took

place in the second region, the hill region. The overwhelming mass of the

events took place there. What portion of events took place in the third

region around the sea of Galillee, around the Jordan river and the Dead Sea?

Very, very little in the book of I. Sam., and in the fourth region there

was an occassional battle in that book. He went over and rescued Jabesh

Gilead, rescued the people of Jabesh-Gilead, and. his body was rescued by

the people of Jabesh-Gilead later on. There is very little over in that

section. Now how much of II Sam. have that takes place in the first

region? Very, little. In I Sam. another thing that takes place in the

coastal plain was /$ David going down to the Philistines and lived among

them for awhile, but in the II Samuel there is very very little. If you

can think of something, I don't recall anything at all. Yes, they chased

them into It, but that is about all. There is very little in the first er

glen. Is there much in second Sam. in the second region? A great deal.

One little thing, I remember, I spent half a day this summer, hunting for

the place where Absolom kept his sheep shears, which is in the book of

II Sam. It mentions that he kept his sheep shears at a certain place and

I found the place and it was very interesting and It was in the second re

gion. Well, there are many events in the second region in II Samuel in the

hill country. Well, now how about the region about the Sea of Galillee and

the Jordan River and the Dead Sea in II Samuel? How much do Zj you have

that happened there? What happened there? David crossed the Jordan and

you remember that the ambassadors came back from King Hanan who had em

barrassed them so by cutting off their beards and had so humiliated them

and had told them to stay down in the Jordan val%ley until they b
that is

reproved. And that is about all %$ mentioned here . There is very little

mentioned about the Jordan valley in II Samuel. What about the third
ir

section? Is there anything about the th%d section 1,/)$% in II Sam?

David's pledge to Mahanaim. the gileadites took care of David when
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he was over there. This man was called the Giladite, and Gilead is the

whole hill country over here, Gilead. There is a balm in Gilead, we sing.

How amny people sing that without realizing where it is? Over here in

the fourth region, the other side of the Jordan valley, very very, lovely

hill country region. Here is the old city of h , I remember once,

I came down on horseback several years ago from the north through this

lovely hill country with its great fields, its crops, splendid fields of

grain when it rained. The rain varies over there. It may be desert, it

may be . About 2/3 to 3/k of the year it is fine. And we came down

over the hills down to this ancient city of and as we came down

there we sw the clear evidence of human evolution because you could turn

to your right and you could turn to your loft and you could see the marked

difference. at the right you could see the great columns of the

Hellonistic city, the city which the Romans built, , a city that

was there in the time of Christ and which continued for many centuries

after that. You could see the great columns that remained in the ancient

temple, the remains of some of the buildings there and some of the

find Christian churches after it became a Christian town. You could see

aleady they were excavating there setting up some of the columns that

were fallen down, getting a better idea of the civilization of this very

advanced city of 2000 years ago as we came over the hills and. sat here at

the right we could see the evidence of the high civilization of over 2000

years ago and then over at the left and then you s3C the cave dwellers be

cause the modern people in that area were living in caves. So you saw the

evolution of the cave dwellers to the advanced civilization, except in the

opposite direction (Laughter) as evolution usually . As a matter of

fact that is more often the case than the contrary. When people turn away

from God they degenerate. They do not naturally progress. But, over there

when we saw that of this great cultivated civilization of the

Greeks and of the Romans in the time of Christ, you realize how it came

about then He came across the sea of Gallilee and came up into the fields
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there and saw the demoniac there, and the demons said to him let us mix

with the herd of swine. There was a herd of swine there. How does it come

that in Palestine, the land. of Jews who were forbiddefi to eat pork, there

was a herd of swine? It was not in Palestine proper, it was over across

in a area here where the Romans had built ten lovely cities

(end of record)

in them as in most of the Bible, the area of Palestine that is especially
next most

important is this hill country right here, the region which is
fourth fourth is the 3rd

important., the f/ over here and almost as important as the 00 and

the least important there. Now that in

modern Palestine the fact that the Jews have Israel is the part which is

least important in 'Thllcal history. It is one of the finest in the lot,

but is not the section that is most prominent in Biblical history. As a

matter of fact, I think I saw the statement that out of thirty six

holy places in Jerusalem, 35 of them are in Arab hands and one in Jewish

hands and if you take Palestine as a whole, the places where the Jews

lived in ancient times are largely in Arab hands today. The one great

exception from the Biblical viewpoint is Nazareth in Jewish hands, but

most of the places that are especially interesting to us are today in Arab

hands. So that it is qutte a turn about in the situation. Well, now, we

were looking at this second region and we notice something of the situation

there, coming south from the great Mt. Lebanon and down through this hilly

country and Gaulle, with these various mountains, there is one perhaps

that I should have mentioned more in particular, Mt. Tabor, here. Mt. Tabor

is not an extremely high mountain. I think it is about 2800 feet high. Not

a great deal higher than Jerusalem. The actual level of the city, that is.

But Mt. Tabor is a city that stands in a more isolated position. It has a

rather flat top and quite steep sides and it stands in a rather isolated

position so that you can see it from far to the south and far to the west

and far to the east. It is the watchtower mountain. It can be seen through

most of Palestine. It is the place where they would send the word out to
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call the folks together, to calith, Israelites together to meet an enemy.

It is a very important mountain from this viewpoint. (question). No,

Is not in Palestine proper. Tabor, you see is right in the midst of Pale

stine proper. You can see Herman from a much wider area than you can see

Tabor, for it is a much higher mountain. It is probably three or four

times as high as Tabor but it way off in Palestine proper. In the case of

an emergency, you would hardly run way up to Herman and if you did. it would

not be visible from much of Palestine because it would be to far to be

visible. Herman is a very beautiful mountain, snovcovered most of the year,

but Tabor is more important in Biblical history than Mt. Herman because

of its position right here in this important place here in Gallilee.X And

not so far south of Tabor across the valley of Jezreel, we have Mt. GIlboa
You remember what happened at

here. Mt. Gilboa and what happened at Beth-shan which is not far from it

here, but down in the valley, getting down into the Jordan river region.

So remember this plain of Jeered here which k the other plains

went up from here making a way of getting across through these hilltops

and here on the southern end of Mt. Carmel which is down into this hill

country, you have on it two ancient fortresses, up here and

k further south. and . Is not much

known among the Bible students. It is mentioned a good many times

in the Old Testament, but there is no one individual outstanding event in

connection with . But with there is one that every Bible

student knows. (question k 1/3) The boundary line between Gallilee and

Samaria? Yes, it would seem... Gallilee is a hill country region and

Samarla is a hill country region. Then in between the two you have this

valley coming up the plain of Jezreel and the plain coming up from here

and which of the two might vary from time to time. It

would be a rather, you see there are natural divisions. GallIlee the

hill country, Samaria, the hill country here and then in between are this

plain. The natural way according to natural geopgraphlc situation would

be to make three divisions, the two others are so much larger that
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either one of them would hold this plain which might and it probably varies

in different 5 . I think probablyØ it would be more apt to be

a part of Gallilee than a part of Samaria. Saiparia is a region that is

all very much cut up, if you can get an idea of it from this picture here

on the map, many little valleys, little valleys and little hills. Very much

cut up and it is today in Arab's hands 5 1/2 much further to

ward the sea there, the land up htere, and then they come up thr$ough

the shephelah right up to Jerusalem further south so that in Samaria, there,

which is a much less attractive region, more hilly and. less land, the

Arabs have a larger section and then Israel reaches right over the to

the north, for most of Galilee is in Israel's hands today. I was up there

this summer in the place where the Arab territory juts further south into

Israel there. We were down right on the edge of it there, and while we

ate our lunch we could hear the mortal shells dropping as they were firing'

across just for practice, but none other . They weren't supposed to

hit us, but we were in Arab territory, but there is the no-man's land in

betwenn and it is all right bo shoot anywhere in the no-man's land. They

were landing in the no-mand's land. (question) Let us leave that for

a minute, we will come down to that. Now the second area, you have the

charactaristics of Samaria here, Mt. Gerizirn and Mt. Ebal are two out

standing mountains in it here, near Jacob's Well there, and then the city

of Srnari further to the west and then further south in Samaria you come

to Shiloh, here, and then still further souh you come to Bethel and Ai and

then it isn't far until you are right into Judah and Judah is still hill

country region. And then south of Judah, you go to Jerusalem five miles

to Bethlehem along the backbone of the hill country another fifteen miles

to Hebron, the city so important in connection with the life of Abraham.

What is important about Hebron in connection with the life of David? He

ruled there for 8 years. He was set king over Judah and ruled in Hebron iy

f or eight years. An important city in connection with the life of Abraham,

and in the life of David, a city that today, is perhaps the most dramatica1
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anti-jj4ewish in all Palestine, the village of Hebron that is entirely

Arab and has been for many many years. Well south of Hebron the hill

country flattens out more and become somewhat lower and dryer and you go

further south you get into the edge of the more desert like region. You

go about 20 miles further south and you come to Beer-sheba. You have heard

of from "Dan to Beersheba". It is spoken of as the limit of the land of

Israel proper, from Dan, way up in the north here, to Hebron way down here.

Dan to Beersheba describes the land as a whole. Beersheba, the well of the

oath or the well of ;t')rI 8 1/2 mentioned in connection with the life of

Isaac, today, out on the edge of the desert there. Water is very precious

htere. You remember Isaac dug a well there at Be,rsheba, south a little,

a well that has been used, had a device on it that has been used since

Roman days. It had a thing going down into the well that had little like

cups on it and as they would go through the water, they would come up and

these little cups would each of them bring up about two cups of water and

then they turn over and then they drop about one cup of water into the pail

there and the other half would go back down into the well again and it was

run '$ by a thing that went round and round and an old camel pulled it

around and around which looked as if it also had been there centuries.

(laughter) That was 20 years ago, I don't know whether they still have the

same camel there or not, but you are getting out into the desert region

and then you come to a region which, I'm sorry to seem this map isn't

called by proper name. The proper name of it is the Hebrew name "Meged".

"Meged" means draught, but it a name given to this area south of Beersheba

here which is a fairly, not so high, but somewhat of a plateau nature, with

sort of rolling hills and some higher hills in it. The word means dry,

much of Palestine is dry, but this word is used for that particular section

there. It is a section that is important in the world just lately because

the Egyptian army held it for ahi1e and then the Jews sized it and I don't

believe the U.N had intnnded to let the Jews have it., but they seized it

by force and they have it today and it is a region that is well worth havei
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It is a region that is rather dry except than when you get more rain

than usual, then it is very fertile. If you farm under ordinary

circumstances, you will have maybe three years of cr failure, no water,

nothing, just be in poverty. Then, one year you will have a buiner crop

and make enough money to last you for 7 or 8 years. That is the sort of

a place it is. It is fine soil. It grows things wonderfully but it needs
V




ater and they are trying to put in Artisian wells and work out irrigation

system and then they might be able to develop something really good out of

the . It is very . 11 Now the meged territory is there

at the southern end of Palestine and therefore you find that when the
translaters

A.V. translated it meged, they like to call it the south, instead of using

the proper name it
meged", which would be much etter. They just call it the

south because it is in the southern section and so you read that Abraham

came up out of Egypt into the south and he actually was going north. Well,

that is all right, you come up out of Mexico into the sotth gXX when you

come u into the U.s. To a person not familiar with the U.S. that would

sound rather strange and that is the same way in Palestine, you mean the

southern part of Palestine, but in that case, south wasn't the paoper name,

it would be better to call it the meged and give it the name by which it="

kk!,~~Called~~ Of course, when the Hebrews speak of souard they a'ways

say toward the meged, that is the word for the south, the meged. Most

naturally you would say that area 12 the way it is designated

You might also say the looking towards the desert and

the southward is toward the right corner

Now that is that second section here. (question) 12 1/3 (not very dis

tinguishable) The word and the word sound very similar, don't they?

a matter of fact they are exactly the same Hebrew word. Sometimes in

the Bible It is translated as and sometimes it is translated Edom. The

Hebrew word Edom. Now Edom is this region down here south of there. Now

that is Edom, but in between the not so very long before the time of Christ
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people from Edom migrated over here to this section of the meged and south

of the meged and consequehtly that then began to be called , actually

Edom, the same name exactly. But this is really Edom over here, but Edomit

went over there and then one of those Edomites from over there succeeded in

getting hi as king over all Judah, in fact of all of Palestine,

and his name was Herod and he was an domite, or an , if you

prefer that terminology. He came from here, but in Old Testament times they

were all over here so that is good to have that distinction brought out be

cause you don't want to get confused on the difference in the location of

Edom in the New Testament and the old Testament times. Now the third

region, I think our survey of the second was very hasty. We will be looking

at it more in detail at other times because it is the important from

the Biblical viewpoint . important is the number of things that

happened there than all the other three sections put together. Now, the

third region is the region that comes down from.. here in the north you have

the valley between Mt. Lebanon and what they call the anti Lebanon

Two long ranges there, mostly snow covered. Highly snow covered in the

winter and continues through most of the summer and between them you have

a river flowing northward up in the north there and then you come further

and get the drainage southward and there a begins than becomes lower

and lower and lower until you get down south of the Dead Sea and then a

depression continues that goes clear down south there to the Red Sea below.

It is a very long valley , usually attributed to an earthquake

that runs clear down there and which can be traced down in Aftica in additj.

A long depression there, more or less straight, clear down here

between high hills hinined on both sides and reaches way down to the far

to the South, that is to the eastern end of the Red Sea of course.

And this depression which runs clear down there in between the two is rather

important from the viewpoint of the Old Testament, but a little mor from

the New Testament viewpoint. t is more of a boundary than

(end of record.')
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but here you are not 250 feet but 1250 feet below sea level, so you see how

very very deep it is. 1250 feet below the level of the Mediterranean Sea Is

the Dead Sea. You have Jerusalem 2600 feet high, half a mile above sea

level in altitude, you leave Jerusalem, taking one of those arab drivers
teaching

who believes in the Mohammedan/of fatalism, "when your time comes you'll

die, you can't help yourself" and so he drives accordingly a he goes

around and around those curves(hairpin) as he goes down and down and down

from Jerusalem up a little ways from Jerusalem up over the shoulder of the

Mt. of Olives and down and down and down and down about 2700 feet to the

wild wilderness country and you come to a sign that says sea level. And

then you go down another 1200 feet, a quarter of a mile below in altitude,

and then you come down here to the level of the Dead Sea. It is the low

est thing in the world anywhere. It is way below the Mediterranean Sea

until 100 years ago, it was not realized. People knew it was a deep

depression, but that it was any whores near as deep as that, nobody had

any idea, less than 130 years ago, and so an American made the discovery

of the actual situation. (question) The sea itself is at least 1200 feet

to the floor, 2 1/2 in the Northern end and

about 10 feet in the southern, but at this moment I was just bringing out

the great depth of this depression along here. Now it is not quite as

deep further south. It gradually comes up, but it has the mountains on

both sides of it and the depression runs clear south to the Red Sea, clear

south to A...., that is important in connection with the story of Saul.We

will go into that later on. But most of it here, you have this valley to

the north where the water comes down from the hills to the side and begins

you r Jordan valley. Where does the Jordan begin, does anyone know? You

notice up here that you hav, several little streams coming south forming

the Jordan and so Dan is a place where a good sized little stream begins

and that is something added to the source of the Jordan. Another source

of the Jordan is a little to the east of it here a plce called B ,
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I notice that it is spelled up here P Well, that is probably what

it actually was originally for it was named after the Greek God "Pan", but

the Arabs had no P In their language, they had B instead so just as "Neopolis"

Is Noblus, Panla is Bania, and Banla, up there is a very interesint place.

Some people think this is actually Caesarea Phillipi of the New Testament,

we are not sure, Caesarea Philipi where Peter made his great confession.

I vent with a car, 20 years ago, down from Syria here down and down and

down into that country until you come to a fairly low place where you

look right up to Mt. Herman, north of you, and then fairly high hills a

round and there there was a place where that branch of the Jordan began,

and suddenly the water comes up out of the ground in a great series of
may be the

springs and the water comes gushing up out of the ground and it I place

which is the inspiration for the account in Ezkiel of the river that be

gins with water up to the ankles and then you go on a few cubits and it is

water up to the knees and you go on a little further and it is water up to

the hips and a little further it is water up to the neck, water so deep

that you would have to swim to get across and it comes gushing up out of

the ground. It is a very impressive thing. It is a wonderful picture for

zekjel for his story there and it may very well be the place where Peter

made his confession, the Caesarea-PhillIpi of the New Testament. Well,

now up there the Jordan starts with various streams, one starting at Dan,

and one starting here at Bania, until you come to this little lake here

south. This lake, which is a long name, but we use the easier tm, Lake

Hulh. Some of your Bible maps call it the waters of Maron, but that is

a mis , it is almost certainly not the waters of Maron. We found what

we think is the waters of Maron further, quite a little stream of water

quite a little further west. This is often called the waters of Maron,

but it is not. Lake Huleh is a good name to remember. You see it is quite

a small little lake up there. I believe now, it is about 11 feet above

sea level, only 7 feet above sea level. Well, now you come down here in the

south, you see you start between these high mountains here and up here Mt.
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Lebanon is lOOcOfeet high and over here Mt. Herman is over 9000 feet high,

and you can think of the water coming from them getting down to 7 feet above

sea level by this 6 1/2 two miles in altitude , so you

see it is very steep and precipitous country up there, but you go down here

to this little lake Huleh where you are 7 feet above sea level, just a very

small ˆlake about 3 miles across and there from that the waters rush sou

thward and in %f eleven miles they fall 689 feet and when they start they

are only 7 feet above sea level so you can see that in 11 miles from lake

Huleh to the Lake of Galilee, your waters drop 689 feet, a distance of just

11 miles, then you get to the Sea of Galilee, as low as the lowest point

in in California. Well, that is 250 ft. below sea level and

you are really down in the desert when you get there in those salt flats,

7 1/2 a couple of years ago where you look almost straight

down 5000 feet to the salt flats in the middle of death valley theie and

you fe'l as if you are looking right down to the bottom of the earth, but

here you are subracting 7 from 689, 682 feet below sea level already, to

and a alf times as low below sea level as death valley there, and you are

at the sea of Galilee way up at the northern end of the Jordan river which

comes down and down and down south of that before it gets here to the Jor

dan valley, and so you see that the Sea of Galilee is already nearly 700

ft. below sea level, but it is not a desert rgion in any sense of the word.

It is a semi-tropical region. It is a very, very beautiful region. A very

lovely section. Of course, I was there in the springtime and then it is

especially nice, but I don't know of any nicer place in the world than this

Galilee region and especially there on these shores of the sea of Galilee.

There your lake of Galilee there Is built like a pear, you might say, but

with the flat part upside down and it is about twelve and one half miles

from north to south and about 8 miles across as its widest point and a

sceptic once looked at that lake and he said, "Look at that little lake

hbere 8 miles across,12 1/2 tirom north to south, and as you look at it it

looks less than that. You keep looking across water and it is so clear
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there and you see those great cliffs on the other side where the swine came

rushing down and you look across at that and IS6 he said, "these stories

in the Bible about the people in the hhip afraid they would be upset and

killed. 9 1/2 . He was thinking how utterly ridiculous it

was and they say that even if he looked at it and made these remarks that

the beautiful placid calm water, there are storms coming up all of a sud

den and the waters dash about and the waves come up on the side almost

up to where he was standing some away from th sea. Illustrating

the fact that it is indeed a place of heavy winds that come up quickly

and suddenly and where it can really be dangerous and i is 750 feet in

depth at its northern end and that is pretty deep, 750 feet deep, that

little lake and when you get all that water and down in a pocket in the

hills you have your wind conditions which can bring up quite a heavy

storm, quite quickly and there was no make believe to the storm described

in the New Testament. (question) Is an Arabic word wMch corre-

sponds to the spanish word We have no English translation of

it that I know of. "Gully" is probably s near as anything to it. It

means a river bed, a place where water flows if there is water to flow.

In English you there is a river, you go out $% to Los Angeles and

they show you the Los Angeles river and three fourth of the year it is

absolutely dry and 3/k of the rest of the time it is about 3 foot deep

and then the tiny bit of time that remains it may be 50 feet deep and

bringing Øhouses down at a terrific speed. A terrific river, but very

seldom so. It is really more of an than a river, it is a river

bed down which the river flows when it rains and the spanish word

or the Arabic word can represent a good flowing river although it

can represent a river bed, either one. There is no English word to fit

it so we use the word a great deal in connection with it to des

cribe a river bed. Well, this sea of Galilee then, is not very much men

tioned in the Old Testament. The Lake of Chinnereth is it called. It i

occassionally mentioned, but not often, but in the New Testament, of course.
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as you know it is extremely important in connection with the life of Christ.

Now there is only one outlet from the sea of Galilee. That is the Jordan

River which flows to the south of this. You have anumber of % streams

coming into it, but you have the one outlet to the south and there the

Jordan river starts and your Jordan river flows southward 65 miles in
distance

airline to the Dead Sea, that is 6 miles in airline distance which is

not a great deal further than the length of the dead Sea itself, but it

takes the Jordan River 200 miles to get this 65 mIles. It winds and winds

and winds, a very winding stream. Little was known about the area about

the Jordan River down there. It is a depression within a depression, and it

winds and winds and little was known until Lt. Lynch of U.L Navy went

over there and made an expedition and made a careful study of it there in

the early part of the last century. But in this drop there are 610 feet,

north of the sea of Galilee, 11 miles up and 689 feet, and

then you have a 200 miles dropping only 600 feet, so you see the Jordan

River goes down less in all this distance than in this distance up here

and this actually is much more than this becaus. this is 65 miles and this

goes 200 miles. It is 13 1/3 it is not a very big stream but

very rapid and kind of a muddy stream particularly in the springtime

when it carries lots of sediment and when there is a good deal of water.

It is though in Biblical history, it is a boundary as you look at that

muddy dirty stream there and then you think of those beautiful rivers up

near Damascus in that oasis, 1 Damascus, you can't wonder

that Naaman said, " Not a crossed 'our river of Damascus in

all the waters of Israel. The Jordan in Biblical history is a division

line. It is ˆnot a thing of beauty. It is not something that was idolized

or loved for itself. No one would ever speak of this as Mohammed's of

Damascus because you know the song of Mohammed never went to Damascus. He

went up there wnce and he sat on a hill and looked down and when he saw

Damascus nestling like a pearl there in the valley, he said, a person can

have only one paradise, I would rather have mine in the next world, I am not
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going , so he didn't go into it. Well, I think our time is

up (end of record)
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that valuable

and heard about it and he said anything shouldn't go out of the

country, in fact I should have it myself, so he sent word to them that

they were to under no condttion to dispose of it until he had seen it, but

the native realizing that these Europeans wanted so much money for

this thing, they knew of course that it must be something magical or it

must be sonhing of great importance to the thing or they wouldn't be

willing to give dollars for it and they didn't want the

Governor to get it and have it be out of their hands so they made a big

platter and. put it on top of it and when they got it good and hot htey

poured water over it and it cracked it in about 89 different pieces and

each one of them took one of these pieces figuring that they probably

would 1 /k . Well, , then, took his thousand dollard

and went around to th natives one by one and

and he managed to get about four fifth of them and with the pieces that he

had and wit putting these together and it is in today.

1 9/10 and that is what is known as the MoaJ/... and it was im

mediately claimed that it was a forgery and that was a very big thing be

cause a thorough investigation of th

matter and let people come to an agreement about it., but after much dis

cussion and investigation eventually they decided that all scholars a

greed that it is genuine. It comes from , the king of Moab who is

mentioned in Kings, in the time of Ahab, the II Kings 3, I think, Mesha,

th king of Moab, who revolted from his to Israel and Ahab came

with the king of Judah and reconquered Moab and the account we have in the

Bible and we have more detail on it here and ther are certain points on

which we don't know just how the two fit together, but both are very brief

accounts, but there are pints of overlapping and an interesting

corroborationof the accuracy of the Biblical account with the addition
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important
of certain other details, so it is one of our first archaeological dis

coveries in Palestine; it is very important for the history of Hebrew

writing, for the details of Hebrew language at that time, the Moabite

language, which is evi3ntly very similar to the Hebrew language, id it

was a very important and valuable , so I think most scholars would

rather that the thing were complete and whole in the Berlin museum thart

have it be in this fragmentary condition in the , instead, but e

have most of the content of it and 3 3/k . We might just

mention at this point that the late intrest in this naturally made people

actually start making some real forgeries and there was a Jewish family

names Shapiro which soon after that time discovered in Palestine the on

gin&l document of Deuteronomy as it came from the hand of Moses and they

were offered a half a million dollars and they tried to get a subscription

in England to get people to contribute in order to et the half million

dollars in order to purchase it from the Shapiro family and then k i/k

was able to prove that this was a forgery and he proved that befor
But

they were paid their half million and so it was not purchased. X there
forgeries

were a good many made now at this time, but the people learned
was

how to detect frogeries and how to distinguish what actually genuine and

was one who helped greatly in this. In 195k the Palestine

exploration fund was founded in England, an organization for the exploratin

of Palestine. This organization )4%$' proceeded to hire two men to go to

Palestine, two army officers, and make a survey. There was no decent map

of Palestine as yet and these two men, Lt. Kitchener and Lt. Conder pro

ceeded to make a survey. Lt. Conder continued in Dalestinan studies for

many years and during the succeeding forty years he was active in writing

about Palestine. He did good work, although not outstanding work. The

other man, Lt. Kitchener spent a brief time working on this then he trans-

ferred his activities to Aftica. He became one of the great Fritish miii
r and

tary leaders in A%ica at the beginning of th. World War I in 1914, he was
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put in charge of all of the British forces and then was sunk with a ship

at that time and so forty years ago, Kitchener was one of the best known

VXX names of British military authority and it is interesting that he was

on of the few young leiutenents that made this survey, this original sur

vey in Palestine. 1872-1878. He spent parts of 6 years surveying western

Palestine. They did nothing east of the Jordan, but their maps were the

standard maps for many years of that area. Later some Germans made a sur

vey of Eastern Palestine. Now the exploration fund wanted to excavate in

Palestine and they began excavation and they carried on some during the

next few years. The excavation studied at Jerusalem and investigated some

thing of the ancient walls of Jerusalem, found some early materials related

to Jerusalem, but excavation was in its infancy and they were not ready,

really, to fully understand what they did. It would be interesting to go

into the details of 6 %3/14. there are features that they

discovered that are still important today, yet it is not of great importance
the fundamental

except as pioneer work in the excavation of Palestine, but

principles of the Palestinian study, that is of Palestinian excavation, ITe

not yet been discovered. 7 service excavation have done a master

ly work and some others following in his footsteps and did similar work,

adding to what he had done, none of it quite as good as Robinson's work, but

some of it additional work to his, but the next great step is so important

that I will make a C; Palestinian Research from 1890-1920. And the most

important thing in the whole period is the six weeks in 1890 in which Petri

laid the foundation of all subsequent work in Palestine. So we will call

that #1 under C, Petrie. Sir William Petrie, a man, who has now for

many years been working in Egyptian archaeology. He wrote a good book shortly

before his death, I believe that it was called "Seventy years in Archaeology".

He was over 90 when he died and he had started as a very young man, taking

an interest in archaeology and he continued up until his death, about 1935.

And in his book on his career in archaeology, his experiences in 1890 in
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Palestine are quite incidentally touched upon. He does a few little interes

ting incidences there, but doesn't give much attention to it. I was qhite

interested to see what he would tell about it because from his viewpoint it

was a little incident in a great career. From the viewpoint of Palestinian

study it is the foundation of all subsequent work in the study of Palestine,

is what Petrie did during his six weeks in Palestine. He made two discov

eries which are the fundamental discoveries, I mean the discoveries of 9

the fundamental discoveries upon which all subsequent Palestinian

study rests. He does not actually get any results of any importance during

that period. The very place that he examined has subsequentally been decided

not to be the place he thought it was, the dates bhat he had suggested then

have been changed and the dates that he gave forother later work in Pale

stine are not accepted by other scholars. Petrie's results are not to any

great extent considered correct by other scholars but the method which he

has started are the methods which have been used ever since that time and

which are foundational in Palestinian reserˆch. Now, of course, to go

into the matter of study in Palestine proper, we would need at least a semestie

or two, but it is important, I think for every Christian to have a little

idea of these fundamental principles of Palestinian research of which you

cannot properly understand any discussion of any study in Palestine since
giving

that time and so I am going to take a little bit of time in t1$ the

two great discoveries of the Petrie method. I have been mentioning a little

about Petrie's career, and the young man who he was greatly interested

10 went to Egypt and started excavation there. It was he who

put excavation in Egypt on a scientific basis. Before him it was largely

a matter of treasure hunt, trying to find something that would look pretty

in a museum, trying to find one beautiful and interesting object. Quite

often you will find things that are not so beautiful and are not so Interestir

but their relation to each other, the way you find them, the general situ

ation will tell us far more for archaeological study then some one indivi

dual great find and Petrie began trying to learn everything he could about
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what was found, 11 the exact arrangement, etc. He went to Egypt

as a very young man, and he had a very little money for the purpose. He

could not afford to buy things , and so he would buy o cans of pi

neapple, it was cheaper than getting individual cans and then every day he

would eat a can of pineapple add then when he would finish it, he would open

a can of spinach and in his early days, that way, he submitted himself to

all sorts of privations that waxy /j5 in order to save a few cents so

he could excavate a little bit longer. It was a good many years before he

acquired the fame and standing and recognition which lead various groups

in England to get behind his work and put it on a basis where con

siderations were not so . This was one of the methods that he used

for saving money. He evidently was not such an expert as a dietetic as he

was in archaeology. But in Egypt, he studied the material he discovered and

he explored all of Egypt. He has written 50 or 60 books on Egyptian studies.

A friend of mine who I met in the Cairo museum in 1929, who had spent a month

before that, most of his time in the Cairo museum, studying everything there

and as much as he could in that month, told me that the objects

in that tremendous museum in Ca±ro of ancient Egypt, Egyptian, they were to

put the name of the man who discovered it, or who had excavated It, he thought

four fifths of them at that time would have Petrie's name on them. He was of

tremendous importance in Egyptian excavation and Egyptian studies, even tho'

in Egypt there are many points at which his conclusions are revised, but othe

are not, but the method that he has recognized there as in Palestine as

having laid the foundation. Petrie was asked by the Palestine exploration

fund to begin excavations in Palestine in the 1890, and he only worked six

weeks. Others took it up at that point and went on. But when he began, he

came up there and looked around and they asked him to excavate the ancient

city of , and from the references to the Bible, the second

most important city in Judah, I imagine most of you know what the first one

is, but the second most important city in Judah, was the city of L .... and

then he looked at the map, and then he studied what there was in the Scripture
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and then decided where about where it was and they sent him there to exca

vate. Now, we know now that wasn't 13 1/2 . Books written about

the work there call it the lake that you should excavate, even books on

archaeology as late as 1940, you have heard of the worn of Petrie

which f/%/J/1/ doesn't matter because what he established there was

methods and it was the vital method which has been used in studying the

14. Now the two great principles that he discovered, the

first of them was the importance of the tell. When the map was made of

Wstern Palestine, they were very, very careful in noting out %$ everything

that they thought was important and particularly everything that would be

important for the study of Palestine in Bible times and so then Kchener

and Conder would find a little ruin somethere, they would. inquire from the

nativew what is this?, What is the name of it? They would get all the in

formation that they could and they would decide on the name and they would

be sure to put it on their map and these little ruins would often bear the

names of ancient Biblical places and they had them on the map, but very

often near the ruins, maybe half a mile away, maybe three miles away, some

where1 in the neighborhood there would be .. hill up there and they might say

what i that? Oh, that is the hill of . Or that is the hill of the

grandfather, or some ruchname. There were all sorts of common names given
S

to these hills and sometimes they would put them on their map and omethimes

they didn't. They were not particularly interested in these'h1lls. They were

particularly interested in all of the ruins and all of the ruins are marked

on their maps and in places these little hills are to. But Petrie discovered

that these hills were far more iportant than the ruins. He reconstructed the

situation in ancient Palestine. In ancient Palestine, the people lived in

separate towns. Often they were independent of one another. Often they were

wild marrauding people (end of record)
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where it could be defended, but in order to defend a town, it was quite

usual to put it up on a hill. It was much easier without modern %$f
V

weapons to defend yourself if you are nn a hill and can thro){ things

down on people than if you are down on the plain and have to throw them up

at them or if you are level with them. And so most of the early towns are

built on hills. Maybe not a very large hill, but something of an elevation.

But in addition to that, it is necessary that if the army be stronger than

you are, you will be able to resist the seige for a while at least. There
your people will be away and you have to hold out

is always the possibility that at least for a few days un

til they get back. Now, if you have no water supply in your town and egery

day you have to go down in order to get your water, the enemy can 4ust cut off

your supply of water and in two or three days they would simply have you

before the folks would get back 1 1/2 and so it was necessary that

the town be built at a place where there was a good natural spring and you

don't find such a great many p1tces that have these two qualities together

and so that limits the number of good places, that is good, up until the

time of King Omri and up to about the ti-me of King Omri, they discovered

how to make good cisterns and once they could make good cisterns they were

more or less indpendent of springs. They would make a big cistern and

check the water supply in the winter and then have it for the summer, tho'

aria, with a very little spring, was able to build a great an important

city at the time of King Omri and it cnntinued so through the rest of Bibli

cal times and straight through the New Testament period and continued a great

and important city because of the fact that they were able to use cisterns

and were not dependent upon that one little spring. But previous to that

time, they still had "o havthe spring and so most of them or all of the
a good

ancient cities of aIt im had to be near 1% spring and preferable hav.

the spring actually on the hill where they c
u9

build a wall around it

to protect them. Then, of course, it was we)d-to build a big wall. You had

to have a wall around you or it would be practically Impossible to maintain
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your safety. So these towns had a wall built around, but no one of them

was impregnable. In every case eventually an enemy would come strong

enough to conquer them, and when the enemy conquered the city, they might

kill the people, they might drive them away, they might knock down part

of the wall, they might knock down hte houses and take what they found

of value and go off and leave it in ruins. Or they might decide they

wanted the city there, and att, after the battle was over, they would

proceed to build something themselves. Then again, it might remain a

ruin, and perhaps ten years later, perhaps ahrndred years later, somebody

would want to build a town in the neighborhood. But in any case, the numle

of places where you could build a decent town was limited, and so it

was quite likely that the next town would be built on exactly the same

place as the previous one. They would take out of the ground all the

tllngs that projected out that looked worth something, the large stones you

pull up and use them for your new building. Y0uflatten the thing over,

and leave therest of the ruins underneath. You'd build your walls a litt

higher, or perhaps make new walls. And the result was that one town would

be built upon a&- another. In 1929 when I visited Meggido, I saw a trench

there that had been dug across that hill twenty hills before by some German

explorers. And looking down on that trench, possilby wide, looking

down there we could see the foundations of eighteen different cities, one

of them above the other. You would see the foundation, and things coming

up from anywhere from four to ten feet. Then you'd see the foundation

of another city. Eighteen cities one right above the other. Well

this explains how it comes that we have these cities of the ancient world,

one above the othr, often a great many of them, and of course, the area

varies somewhat; it may for quite a while remain e about the same, then

perhaps it is narrowed at certain sections and broadened at certain

sections. But to quite an extent the walls are one above the other.

And the wall keeps the debris in, from spreaxg out all over the plain, and
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as you keep building it up, it kepps getting higher and higher. And

sometimes--in Mesoamia there is one town that was established about

ep- 4000 B.C. It was a fairly good sized hill, and thei, as they built

town after twe- town on top of it, it got narrower and narrower, until

finally it got to narrow, and then they abandoned it. And the rilt is

that by about 800 B.C. this place was abandoned, was just a little hill,

and simply was forgotten until it was excavated in recent years. Well,

all the ancient cities of Palestine were somewhat like this. And after

you have studied them a little bit, you learn to recognize them. It doesn't

take much time to get to the place where, as you look &t a hill, you know

right away whether it is a natural $$ hill, or whether it is an artificial

mound which you would call a "tell." These tells make rather steep

sides and more or less parallel to each other, and we get to recognize that

particular formation of a tall. And so, even in a brief period/ there,

I learned to recognize, so that as I went along on horse back, I'd say,

'hat's that tell over there? Look at that tell over there! And there's

one over there." And you see four or five of them, and then you'd see

eight or ten other hills that wee- were nt not tells, and you'd recognire

which they were. Well, nobody had known this before Petrie, and so Petrie

went to a lIttl village which had a name which sounded like "Lachish."

And looking at this village, with its name like "Lachash' he excavated

there and he found ruins which went back to about the time of Christ and

stopped there. And then he say saw, not far away, a hill which was call

lachish," which would be, "the mother of Lachish." Of course the

very name may have suggestedKoif_som r of the idea ot the one place
beginning to dig,

being the original town; and going over ther./you found remains from the

time of Christ back. And so he brought forward this important fact: that

the ancient towns are all in tells. Well, how is it that we don't have them

kept today, that they call them "the hill of beans" or some such name? Well,

that was due to Rome. The Romans established such peace in Palestine as
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had never been known there before. Herod the great was really a Roman,

but he was an domite. He had been educated in Rome; he knew Roman

cusotme very thoroughly, and he had Roman soldiers helping him. And Herod

the Great, up in Galilee, tried to route out the bandits. In some of those

hills the bandits would have their caves, near thea of Galilee, where

they would be absolutely safe up on the side of the hill, and there would

be a litle bit of lace coming up, a little trail where only one person

could come up at a time, and the bandits would be perfectly safe up in these

caves. And so Herod the Gr had the Roman solds come, and they guarded

the bottom of it, and they held the bandits in there, and of course, if

one of the soldiers started to come up, the bandits above could easily

throw things at him, and could kill him, and mate it impossible for a force

of any size to get there, but they vent around to the top of the hill and

they made a sort of platform with ropes and they dropped it down, and on

that there would be several soldiers with full armour, and when it would get,
and

opposite the face of the cave, these would meet the bandits/would destroy

them. In that way, Herod the Great routed out banditry to a large

extent in Palestine. Well, the Romans established peace in Palestine such

as it had never known before and has never known sines, such peace and

safety a there never was before, and has not been right up to the

present time. And when this peace was established, walled towns were

no longer of much importance. And people would be off doing some work in

the ZØ fields, or doing something somewhere, and they'd cmme home, and

they'd have to climb up the top of the hill. Originally a hill, and then

town after town built on it, so that it would be quite a climb. And then

in the morning, he would have to go off down there again, and people

got tired of that. They said, "What is the use of living up here? Why

don't we go down and make our houses down there in the valley somewhere?"

And so most of these towns, in the Roman days, were abandoned, and the

people left it, and they took there name with them. And they built a re

new town with the same tame in the valley anywhere from half a mile to six
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or seven miles away. And so you have your new village down in the valley

six or seven miles away, which often preserves the name which was in use

for perhaps as early as two or three thous$and B.C., and the name has

been transferred to a new village that has been founded in Roman days,

and the hill there within a few generations was forgotten. We have no

records of this having happened in any case, but you have the fact visible

there. It is circumstantial evidence; it is evidence of the strongest

kind, absolutely unquestioned. Well now, this 0$ discovery was itself

a tremendous thing; this discovery that Petrie had made. It revolutionized

our understanding of Palestine, our understan%dlng of where to look for

things, our understaiing of where today of what is important in ancient

Palestine. But Petrie wasn't content with having made this great discovery;

he made another one which was equally important, another one the importance

of which is largely a matter of its relation %$$ to this one, but yet

which was equally important, and his second discovery was the importance

of pottery. Now, that was a thing that Petrie had learned in Egypt. Petrie

had excavated in all sorts of places in Egypt, and Petrie had learned there

what might be obvious to anyone, and yet no one in Palestine had ever

thought of it before, no discoverer or exp1orer there, that people always,

since about I guess 3700 or 3800 B.C., when pottery was invented, people

have always used dishes sines that time. Before that time they didn't

have dishes; they may have taken a piece of wood or something, some piece

of a fruit or something to put there fruit in, but when they began to make

dishes, after that time, wherever people are, there are dishes. And these

ancient dishes we call "pottery." They are made usually of clay. Of course,

there are metal dishes, but they are not so common. They are mostly made

of clay, which is usually fired, and these dishes made of clay this way

we call pottery, and he discovered this about them: that they had to have

a great many of them, and they are not tremendously valuable. And that

they are brittle; eventually every dish gets broken if it is used. Unless

you put them up in your closet and forget about them and keep them for
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souveniers, they will eventually be broken. And once they are broken, it

is not often worthwhile to take the time and effort to mend them. We have

a couple 0/' at home that my wife mended a couple of weeks ago--they broke

again. Unless you have some very special reason to desire to mend it,

you don't usually mend dishes; you buy another one, and when you do mend

them you find that it is usually not veryl isfactory. Dishes all eventual

get broken, and when they do, you are apt to get new ones. And so,

wherever people live for any length of time, there are broken dishes, and

of course, nowadays we have men who come around in rucks and carry

them away. But you didn't have that in ancient times. And so, wherever

people have lived, you find bits of broken pottery. And pottery looks

different from anything that is naturalj. You take some dishes, and you

break them, and you leave them there, and anybody can recognize them; no

matter how small the pieces are, he recognize wI they are. He will never

take them for bits of stone, or bits of natural earth/ He will recognize

immediately that they are parts of pottery. And so, if anybody tells you,

here is a place where people live in ancient times, and you look around
you don't

and/find any pieces of pottery there, you know that they are wrong. People

did not live there. And on the other hand, whenever you find pieces of

dishes, you know that people did live there at some time; at least, someone
lived
/'$j there for some length of time, and if you find very many of them, you

know there was quite a settlement there. Well, this would be important

in itself., but far more important %$41 than that, Petrie had discovered

in Egypt that the people at one time used a certain kind of dishes, and

as time went on, the dishes changed. If you take a picture showing

Delaware Airenue out here in 1819, you will be greatly amused at the

clothing people were wearing, particu]ly the women. It would look very

strange to you; utterly different than anything which you would see women

wearing today. The styles of our clothing are changing, the men's to

some extent; the women's to a great extent. Well now, this is tupe true

with dishes also. The style of dishes changes, and the style of the dishes
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can change in many different days. That was one very ç fine thing about

them. They had a certain shape. In time, it changes into a different

shape. You have certain favorite types of dishes., certain favorite styles

or shapes, and in time these are abandoned, and others take their place.

The shapes of them can change. Then, the way they 'are made can change.

Sometimes they bake them so that they are hard. YOu touch them and get

a metallic sound. At other times, there is no such sound as that.

(end of record)
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on the way up to Galilee, up near Hu].eh (Lake), and at this Tell,

made a very brief excavation digging into the ground a comparatively short

distance, but getting parts of seXveral different strait, and from it he

took 30 pieces of pottery. A little bit of the edge, a little bit of the

handle, something of a clue perhaps as to what they might be. Some of them

wale better than others. He took these thirty pieces of pottery and he

came to see professor Aibright and he asked him what time these pieces of

pottery came from and Dr. Albright looked at one and he touched it and

swept the side of the clay and something of the nature of the fire, saw the

color of the slip where there was a little light color on it or not, what
what sort of shape,

kind of decoration that he could see and what you could find. Some of them

were fairly small pieces. But Dr. Aibright gave a statement regarding

each of the pottery as to what he thoughtabout them. And then professor
Pierre

G returned to England and in Paris he visited Vicent who

Dr. Aibright always used to refer to at that time as to the leading authori

ty in the world on Palestinian archaeology. P. Vicent was of the

school, many many years and had kept up with all of the different

excavations, but P. Vicent was now in Paris and G and told

him about his excavation up the side of and he said that he had some

pottery with him and Vicent expressed the desire to see it and G shoved

it to him and asked him what he would think was the date of the pottery and

Vicent went through and he named and took each piece of the pottery and told

him about what century or half century thathe thought it came from. And

when he got through G took out his notebook and compared what Albrlght

had said with what Vicent had said and he found that in all three

cases they agreed exactly as to the century from which it had come and in

the case of those three, each of them had said, thós piece is not particul

arly distinctive. It is hard to tell from what one this one is, I would

guess that it might be this. And they had differed as to their guess on

bhree of the pieces which were not particularly distinct, but they had each

labeled those three as somewhat uncertain. And so Aibright thought that this
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was a. very remarkable test which showed that here were two men independently
look

ing at this pottery and reaching the same conclusions about it and show

ed that it really was on a solid scientific basis. Of, course, that was

1927, and that was a long time after 1890. Petrie merely layed the foun
the

dation of method and after six weeks in Palestine, Petrie returned to

ypt and continued his work in Egypt and it was manyyears before he again

carried on somewheres. in Palestine. Now, this was C. We started to look

at Palestinian Research from 1890 to 1920 and under that #1 was Petrie.

Now after Petrie there were others who carried on the work of T ........

and Petrie had made certain discoveries as to the time when this Tell was

in use, certain additional discoveries were made there, but nothing parti

cularly striking. The great work that was done during this period was the

work of professor McAlister at ~ezsr,, a town which was mentioned a good many

times in the Old Testament. McAlister went to ezer and excavated there from

1902 to 1905 and 1907 to 1909 and during this time he uncovered a great

deal of material there at Gezer and some very remarkable things indeed. Gez

Is mentioned perhaps 20 times in the Old Testament, also mentioned in

the first Maccabbees a number of times and mentioned in other ancient re

cords, and there at Gazer which is 19 miles northwest of Jerusalem, there

was this Tell 1700 feet long, 300 to 500 feet wide. // in 1873

had discovered an inscription that said this is the of Gazer and

from that he concluded directly that this Tell was ancient Gazer and

McAlister dug into it and he found among other things a great rock, " ft

with 80 steps going down 94 1/2 feet made about 2000 B.C. and abandoned

about 111.00 B.C. and the top of it completely covered over and other set-

tlements entirely above it. He found an open cistern from a far later per

iod which would hold 2,000J,000 gallons of water. He found a great high

place with eight large columns representing ancient Canaanite

worship before the time of the Israelites. He found a wall 14 feet thick

with every 90 feet. I am just giving you a few illustrations to show
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that he found remains of a great city which had existed long before the

Israelites were there and was important through the Israelite period.

It was the first real large excavation in Palestine and it aroused tremen

dous interest. It is not nearly so important to us now as a great

many other subsequent excavations. It is not so important for two reasons
as

some subsequent excavations. One was the fact that it was the pioneer

excavation. There had been no other large Tell excavated before and when

you are doing a thing like this you learn a great deal. I picked up a

book down at the store there today that it you wanted to learn to be a
don't e a

writer start writing short stories, vrit%jg novels and it said, the reason

is that if you write a short story and send it to a magazine you will get
and

it back rejected, $f) if you write another Xyou will get it back rejected

and by the time you have enough practice at writing anything that is any

good, you have probably lost all confidence in yourself. You probably

won't keep on writing. Or if you had, any confidence in yourself, the

magazine will be so convinced by all the rejected material that you sent

them that was no good that they would probably not read what you finally

wrote, but he aald the way to do is to write a long novel and then when

you get to the end of it look sack at the beginning of it and with all

the practice you have had in writing the whole thing, you will be astonished

at how poor the first part is, so he says, you go ack and start over again,

and do the whole thing over and when you get to the end, then you go back

and still you can see how poor the beginning was and he said after you

have gone thru it bhls way about four or five times, finally rewriting it

so many times, finally you have reached the conclusion that you have something

worth while, and maybe you will have by that time and you may be able to get

it published right away. Well, now that is an illustration of the fact that

if you are going to do anylthlng worth while you have to work on it and you

have to spend time and you have to learn how to do it and learn a good deal

by making mistakes. And when you finish, start over again, but you can't tale
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a big mound full of remains of ancient times and start at the Up and ex

cavate it down to the bottom and when you get through go back and start and

do it all over again. Once it is done, it is done. Once the material is

taken jzYgl7{ o"u-of the ground it is gone. You will learn a certain amount

from the relation of the things to one another. You'll have certain

individual objects from it which are interesting in themselves, but they

don't tell you one tenth as much out standing there alone as in their

relationship to each other. A tremendous amount of knowledge is buried

in that Tell and it will stay there for centuries if you leave it there

but once you take it out only that is taken from it vhy{ich you get while

you are excavating it and consequently for any great excavation that is

carefully made, there is the ability attained to do better the next time.

And, of course, a certain amount of that knowledge can be passed on to

otherés and consequently excavation has progressed and we have done each

one, I don't mean all as each one, but in general there has been an up

ward curve in improvement. This was a pioneer excavation and a great

deal was learned about nothing in it for it is very very difficult to

excavate in such a way as really to discover what is there. It is easy to

take a big mud wall, a very unimportant mud wall and dig right through

the dirt and never see it. It is very easy to do. You have to learn just

exactly how to do it. It is easy to be utterly mistaken about what a thing

is and you dig it up and destroy it be/fore you realize the true situation.

There are two difficult things to do in excavation. One is to direct the

men as to exactly how they are going to do it because there is a tremendous

lot of work to be done, the leaders cannot possibly do all the mechanical

work, you have to have a great many natives working and yet they have to

be very carefully directed to be sure that they actually discover and do not

destiand then there is another equally important task and that is to record

what is found. And you find something that is of very little importance.
relation

It seems to be the of two things, the arrangement of
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something. What you find may seem of very little importance, but as you

go on and find other things, this is the clue to them and they to this and

if this isn't correctly and accurately recorded you lose a great part of

your value. There are the two difficult things, the direction of it and

the recording of it. And some excavators are good at direction and poor

at recording and some are good at recording and poor at direction and

it is too much of a job for any one man to do both in any satisfactory way.

McAlister was almost alone in doing this. He had one or two western as

sistants from time to time but no one near his own stature. He had to carry

on the work himself the best he could. It was a marvel% of industry. It

was a remarkably excellent piece of work which this archaeologist

did and his first work there in Palestine, but it was nothing to what should

be done if you had several men who would work together and take care of

different 4% aspects of it. McAllster neglected the careful control

in order to get the recording right which is perhaps better than the other

way, but either is bad. But one man can't do both with the funds he had, he

fyif/ probably did about the best that could be expected on a pioneer ex

cavation tike this. There was a gr3at deal learned from it. Any book that

was published kO years ago about Palestinian excavation would have most of

its pictures dealing with Gazer., with MoAlister's excavation at Gazer. Any

book on the subject is apt to have a good deal about it, but it is not near

as productive an excavation naturally, as some later, which have the exp

erience and the knowledge and the observation of that one to help in obtainiig

the position which was used in doing that one. But there was another thing

that was not McAlister's fault at all and it is one which many chaeologist

finds, especially in Palestine. Right on the top of the mound was a little

Mohammedan god and very often you find that. A Mohammedan saint has been

buried right on the top of the hill and there is a little shrine to him and

nobody puts the turf back. He would cause a riot and zsacre is he disturbed

that and consequently this particular section could not be disturbed and

evidently that was right where the citadel of Gazer was. He found a few
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Hebrew
inscriptions in the early part of Ø' writing , one of them giving a list

of the month and year and telling what crops to plant and each particular

month was called the Gazer callender. It is an interesting thing. It is

auite brief, it doesn't tell us a great deal. He found a low *ttle insc

riptions that are 4% the sort of thing that we would expect children to

scribble on the wall somewhere. They don't tell much. They tell a little

bit about the grammar and the language. Theydon't tell anything about the

1tory. He found two curieform tabs and that is all the writing that he

found in it. Now in a city of the importance of Gezer, if he could get to

the citadel, he would probably find hundreds of cuneiform tablets. Of cours

the one disadvantage in Palestine is that they had good papyrus to write on

and papyrus doesn't last. Well, it does last much better than our paper,

but at that it doesn't last well enough to last through the centuries.

13 3/k The papyrus disappears. Clay cuniform tablets, these

clay tablets written in the cuneiform language of Mesopotamia are the most

durable things andj most probably from that early time there would be a

great many of them left ifyou could get to the dty, but he didn't get there.

(question) 14 Well, for one thing there are many, a number of cities that

have been excavated in which you find a /i)( burnt place. The city has

been destroyed and burned by enemy 14 and when you have this burnt

place and]ayer of ashes, you know that is got to be separate so
turn

you have your distinct stra%%ˆ with no question about it. Then if you find
scarabs,

if you find .gyption which are little things in the shape

of a beetle which have the inscription and a name of an igyptian pharaoh on

them, just as you find one of our coins with the date on it, if you find the

english coin with a picture of an English Lord on it, you would know that

that place was occuppied earlier, at least was occuppled as late as the

time when that person lived, and so that give you a date. It wasn't any

earlier than that, you know that. And thus in Palestine we have quite a

number of igyptian scarab sign, occasionally Egptian inscriptions and we
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have also material from Mesopotamia and in both of these places we have a

good deal of writing, in Mesopotamia and in kgypt, so that you are able to

usually, to excavate a complete you have material that will give you

relationships with other to give you a pretty accurate
(end of record)
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small dishes, but complete ones buried with the people that were buried.

Now as to your question; does this come from 2500 B.C. or 1500 B.C. or what

period, it may be difficult to tell, but your pottery , you have enough

from your strata which is in small pieces to recognize that that is similar

to this and not to a different one, and thus from the pottery, from the

pieces of pottery you can date the whole pieces, f and from the whole

pieces you can in tarn learn the whole characteristics of the pottery of

that period and thus you are able to establish a system of just how the

pottery changed from period to period and you are able to date it pretty

accurate. Now, of course, they couldn't do that when Gazer was excavated,

the best they could do then was to tell from the different strat, this is

earlier, this is a littler later and this is a little later and thus get a

general Idea of whcih were earlier and which were later and then Jre they

found marked changes of pottery and habits and so on, they could say that

this is where a different race came in, v$here a marked change came and

so they made a general term, and eventually they ØØ divided up the

periods up in certain general periods when the life was more or less of

one type or another type, and so we speak of the stone age as the period

before 3000 B.C. and we call that the stone age, not because they didn't

have copper then. In the last few centuries then, they had a good bit of

copper, but they used the copper like stone, that is to say they woudi get

a piece of copper and they weuld hammer on it and they would beat into it,

and they would break off peicee of it and they would get it into a certain

shape just as you would take a piece of stone. Before that we had the most

exquisite work, not so much in Palestine, as in Mesopotamia, we had before
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3000 B.C. most exquisite work made out of stone. People in the la%te stone

age had lots of copper arid they made very artistic things out of the stone

and then about 3000 B.C.&omebody in Mesopotamia probably discovered now to

take copper and not treat it like a stone, but smelt it and put it into the

shape, the exact shape, and you could do it much faster by treating it like

a stone. You could do it much faster and you had a far greater variety

of shapes and that was one of the great technical advances in the age was

when they learned to smelt dopper and in about 3000 B.C. you have a complete

change in the civilization of the ancient world with the discovery of cop

per, because that was the discovery that didn't stop; it spread throguh the

world. Immediately when some sections were able to smelt copper, the stone

age was over because those who could smelt copper immediately could make

weapons much faster than the others could and they could make a xnuh greater

variety of weapons than the other and the result was that if they had pro

ceeded immediately and quickly they could have conquered the world, at they

didn't do it, they proceeded slowly and the result was that before they es

tablished peace using the new weapons they had, other surrounding cities

learned to handle the copper, too, and the result was that they attacked them

and destroyed them first and so there is hardly a town in Mesopotamia, Per

haps not anywhere in the Near east that was not destroyed and burned at

about 3000 B;C. Once the copper was available, it meant that until every

body had it, whoever had it was superior over those who didn't have it. And

it caused complete turmoil and complete havoc and upheaval and confusion

until finally things settled down into a new regime, a new system, larger

political Units than before, better organized armies then before, a condition

which made it possible and r cessary to introduce the widespread use fo

writing, Writing begins about the same time copper begins and so history

begins when you have the writing and so just about 3000 B.C. hthstory began

and it is the beginning of the bronze age and you can call it the copper

age if you want ot. You can call it the bronze age. I think that everyone

should know that bronze is an alloy of copper. I think that any alloy of
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copper, you would call brass, but if you put a little tin in with it, you

would call it bronze. I was told once, by an expert for the Copper

Company, that if you take approximately 60% of bronze and I td.nk he said

40% of zinc which is nearly the composition of one of our pennies, you get

a certain strength much stronger than the copper is alone, but ton he said

if you will take one half of one percent of tin and add it to it, 5 1/2

the result is two and one half times as strong as it was before.

That tiny bit of tin makes that whole thing much stronger. Well, the result

is that our pennies are bronze, not brass. In the Bible there is no separate

11word for brass or for bronze or copper. The word " means any one

of the three. 4t really means copper, but in the old Testament for some

reason, I wish I could ask the King James translators why on earth they did

it, for some reason they always translated it brass and you road in the Old

Testament about this is brass and that was brass, and part of the image was

of brass, and to us today, brass sounds cheap and and un

substantial, but actually you might just as well translate it as bronze

which is tough and strong and durable and useful and if you translate it

simply copper, which is a general metal, you avoid the question of which

or what 4ind of an alloy it is. But these alloys were, of course, bronze

alloy. We c.1l it the bronze age and make the alloy, they often

seemed to have found the copper not in a pure form. It was really a bronze

which they found, but the introduction of the bronze age established a new

equilibrium in the world, but this equilibrium which was established bout

3000 B.C. was a tremendous overturning and upheaval and destruction throggh

the world, after this which lasted maybe a century, there was an equilbrium

established which lasted in general for about 1000 years. Of course, there

were upheavals and changes in it, but there was more or less of an equili

brium for about 1000 years and that we call the early bronze, the period

of about 2000 B.C. A period which was of much faster tempo of life than the

previous stone age, but yet in general, a fairly slow tempo of life and after
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the great upheavals that and the people who first had the copper and

didn't have sense enough to use it immediately were killed off and the others

who got it next established themselves, you have a general equilibrium more

or les. general for about 1000 years. Then. we call the next period the

middle Bronze. And that is only about 500 years. And then about kOO we

call the late Bronze. The middle bronze period is another time of upheaval

for everybody. Large numbers of people moving from one area to another and

you have more divisions, more great breaking down, more stratus, more des
previous 1000

truction in these 500 year s than in the years. That is the Middle

Bronze period, then you have the late Bronze period which lasted until

about 1200 B.C. and then after the Bronze period, we have the iron, and the

step forward from bronze to iron is not a fraction as great as the step for

ward from stone to bronze. It is a real step because they were able to do

things with the iron, perhaps they couldn't do with bronze, at least they

had a good deal more of it than they had of the Bronze. Once, they really

got the iron, it made quite a difference, but nothing like the difference
ore

made in getting the bronze. So about 1200 B.C. or perhaps a little befM
you all

is the beginning of the iron age and that immediately reminds of King A-

basha. Why is it that it reminds you of King Abasha? It reminds you of

his bedstead. Now, KingA we read in the Bible had an iron bed-

stead and why on earth should you bother to mention that the man had an

iron bedstead? Well, probably nobody knew in the time of the later Is
he

raelite kingdom, why j$4 should bother to mention this fact about king
of

....... and robab1y through the early years the christian era, the

people wondered why on earth should this be mentioned that he had an iron

bedstead and now we know that. it is right at the time of the beginning of

the iron age and iron was, rare then and he was the King and he got an iron

bedstead and the iron was beginning to come in and if he had been a little

more on his toes and had gotten a little faster progress with it, the

Israelites would have had a far harder time conquering him than they did,
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because you remember he was conquered by Moses over on the other side of

the Jordan, but 10 in the Bible. . heqd of the age but

not quite enough, he let the other nations get ahead of him technically

just enough that he lost out, but the iron bedstead connects up with the

beginning of the iron gage. Well, then you have what we call early iron,

early iron I and early iron II, we make the division, and then after that

we mean according to the country usually. We divide the Israelite pEriod

into early iron I and. early iron II and when we speak of it according to

the control we speak of it as the Persian period, or the Hellonistic

period, the Roman period, the B period, the Arabic period, and some

people feciciously call the latest the electricty one, but that is not a

term used by the archaeologists. Well, this is the way in which the pottery

is divided up into general terms, designations. It is better to refer to

it when you begin your work by terms like this than by centuries because

you may have to revise your whole two or three centuries ahead

or back in an area because naturally the pottery is very different in some

places than what it is 500 miles away and it is very different from one

people than it is from another people, but you can trace in the pottery in

the near east how a people spread in one direction and brings in a certain

kind of pottery. Here we have a region here and suddenly you begin to find

painted pottery and then you will find two or three centuries before, 500

miles over that way, there was lots of painted pottery and it has been coming

over this way. And then you will find perhaps your next way 3 centuries

later will be another type of pottery that comes from the opposite direction,

and this way you can trace the spread of Israel and the spread of different

races and it is a very complex and extremely interesting study, particularly

in the prehistoric periods after the history begins you have a great deal

of additional material to use in gaining your knowledge and you are Interest.

In many other features. The pottery is not quite so important then, /J51

in your preñiimtilary results, but it becomes extremely important then in
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noting relationships to other places that have not yet been excavated, and

determining what places are really worth excavating. So much then for the

continuation of the discussion of pottery and the brief mention of Gezer.

We could spend a long time on it, but for the purpose of this course, it
are

would not be wise, in fact, I'm ˆZ during this period, going to b%ly

mention a few of the excavations. Some Germans made some

at IVJCGI1 in northern Palestine and there at M ... ..- in the trial trenches
third

they made about 1906, they found there in the %%é$'% stratum from the top

which they and we now know correctly to be the time of Solomon they

found some square pillars. They found rather one square pillar in that

stratum, The pillars standing up about 8 or -10 feet high and about 3 feet

from the ground and there wasa hole from one side to the other of this

square pillar and they decided that this was an emblem of some ancient

worship. They thought that the people were polotheistic there at the

time of Soloman, monetheism, of course, did not begin until the time of

A , and consquent1y they thought that this was an emblem of some
why

ancient, polotheistic worship, but they couldn't quite figure the hole

was there. Someone said perhaps it was, to carry off the blood of the

sacrifice. But this was a column, not an altar, and even if it had been

used as an altar, this hole did not come anywhere near the top, it was

toward the ground nd it wouldn't do for that purpose and nobody knew

for 20 years what was the purpose of it. the other fortress near

a certain amount of excavation was done. At Jericho they excavated

at this time and they found some very interesting things at Jericho even

as early as this. They-found that in ancient Jericho there is a big gap

If you excavate in GJericho, you find you trace civilization back to

about the middle of the later Israelite kingdom and then below that you

don't find the things that you find next below that in other places, but

there is a big gap, and you find below that. things that are p3rhaps 500

or 600 earlier, there is a big gap in between. There is no civilization
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there and what does that mean? Well, you turn to the book of Joshua and

you read in Joshua $aboutthe destruction of Jericho and you read there in

Joshua 6, Joshua at Jericho at that time saying "Cursed be the man before

the Lord that rises up and builds this city of JerIcho". And then you

turn over to, I Kings 15; that in the days of King Ahab

(end of record)
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a Kings 16:3k, "In his days did Hiel the Bethelite build Jerichp: he laid

the %t foundation thereof in Abiram his firstborn, and set up
" and the

fulfilled there was some accident in
first time that it was/rebuilding it'1according to the word of the Lord,

which he spake by Joshua the son of Nun." Here you have evidence that there

was no fortified city of Jericho, there between the time of Joshua and

the time of Ahab according to this statement here, though there were

something of a settlement near mentioned in Judges and you find here that

thereis actually a gap in the corresponding to it. Now, any discussion

of the ancient Old Testament Jericho, you will find that they will talk

about the CanaaniteB1ue City and the Canaanite Red city and /)f7

they sound like very romantic sounding terms and you wonder just how they

know what were the colors that were characteristic to those cities, at

those times, but on inquiry you will discover that when the archaeologist

excavated Jericho in about 1906, he found the wall around it and then an

other wall of a later period and the two don't exactly follow and they

criss cross a bit and in order to make it clear on his map, he drew one of

them with blue ink and one with red, the Canaanite Blue city and the

Canaanite Red city of Jericho and that is the way the names have stuck.

Much more was discovered about Jericho 25 years later in G own
there

excavations when he dug down into prehistoric Jericho way-back before

3000 B.C. and advanced the guess that Jericho was the earliest city in

the world and made this claim that he saw actually the evidence of the

invention of pottery there at Jericho. Well, now, at least he got back

before there was pottery. Whether it was actually, invented there, others
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a break from period to period. And then , there are a great
many

dishes which are colorless and' then they put what they call slits on

them, just a small amount of coloring that covers the whole thing and so yoi.r

clay would be a certain color and there is this little bit of covering all

over. The slit of some light color will be put on it and in certain periods
type of

one slit is perferred iore than others, and then sometimes they would

take the. little top of it and they would make a little ornamental

fringe to it. The shape of the handle will vane from time to time.

Sometimes the people will like to have them with pictures painted on and

animals and different things painted on them. Sometimes they like to

have a little writing on them. Sometimes they'll be all in one color

with some black marks on them and.other times they will put two or three

colors on them, painted with-beautiful decorations. There is such a tre

mendous variety possible and there %% doesn't just anybody make his dishes

just anyway he feels like, there is a certain pattern that is followed
arid people have a certain habit and it
%$,* varies and then they get a different-one. And you take all these$' pos

sibilities of variation, and as you trace it through century after cen

tury you have a marvelous means of telling periods of time. Petnie had

examined this in Egypt. He had learned it from what he discovered there in

Egypt and had learned the variations in pottery. Well, now, if Petrie went

to this hill, that they thought was L and he began studying

it and he found that on this hill there were a great many little bits of

pottery scattered over the hill. And then he found that on the hill there

was a little stream that came down the side of it or like a little stream

bed, at least, where at some time there was water flowing and when it would

rain it would dig in to that waste and on the sides of that you

could depict the pottery sticking out and he went up and down the hill

with his trowel and he would pull out the pieces of pottery from different

levels up and down the hill and he would examine them and compare them

and see the differences between them and the difference in the type of
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2 1/2 that were broken pieces left at a certain level and up a

certain distant level, etc. And so he studied these and he established

the great importance of . The 2- 'may lie, but pottery never

lies. There is probably no one here who will not next month write a letter

with a line date up at the top of it. There is probably no one here but

that will receive a ltter next month that will be dated January 1950,we
and

forget % put 50 when it will be 51. People make mistakes that way in

dates. Sometimes you can get the date completely wrong and not notice

it. People lie or people make mistakes, or inscriptions often are very

unsatisfactory for dating. There was one ancient Palestinian town where

they were digging and they were very anxious to learn something of the

date, what was the time of it and then as they dug along a certain place

they found a side of a brick there that had some writing on it and they

said, oh, now, we will learn something of the time of this place and

of the people who lived here, so they very carefully took it off and they

looked at the writing and the writing was carefully cleaned off and thy

read it and it said, of love Isabelle', well that didn't tell

anything about the date, (laughter). Inscriptions are often like that.

They are something that some person has put up as an incidental of some

nature which doesn't.tell you anything about the history of the people or

the town of the people, but pottery doesn't lie because the pottery that

you use ar one period is different from another and it is not worth while

for people ever to have tried to altar or change it and especially you

get quite a bit of that is perfectly clear. The only thing that has been

deceptive about pottery haR been, some of the activities of the American

who were in research in recent years and in 1929 when I was there, if the

American we would go to a place and we would come to one of these
/

hills and we would go all over it and we would find these pieces and we

would take one up and see the handle and the leadØer Of the expedition

would say that is a typical jar handle of about 1500 BC and then we would

find another one and he would say that is typical of about 0O B.C., and
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and we would get these/ and fill our pockets with them and then we would

go and visit another place and find a lot of interesting specimens and we

would take these out of our pockets and put the others in and the result

is that a later explorer might be deceived at'first by finding some that

we had carried from one to the other (laughter) and of course when you had

begun exploration there was no such deception anywhere and even with this

there was comparatively little of this. You might be deceived with the

first few pieces that you found, but that wouldn't go very long and if

they are buried, there is no such chance of error at all. And so Petrie's

six weeks in Palestine seemed very unsatisfactory to many people. What did

he discover? He found that L .... was up on a hill instead of down in the
there

valley where he said and we now know that it wasn't L at all, and he

got some pieces of broken dishes there and what does all of that mean?

And 30 years passed by before the whole scholar world recognized that

Petrie had been right, but now it is recognized that it is also of even

more importance than in . You take a Palestinian city and you ex-

cavate it and it is a great deal of expense and a great deal of hard work.
to

Well, you can do that IX 'a comparatively cheap basis; too much money, too

much effort involved., but after you have.done that to afew and you get a

and a burnt layer of ashes, and you have another underneath and a

burnt layer of dishes here and sometimes you find complete ones and you

find many fairly large pieces. After you have doen this you get a table

of variation and these are different periOds. When you go to another

place and 4f${ without ever havng to excavate .t all you just hunt around

on the surface and see what you find and you are apt to find enough to

tell you when this town was occuppied. And that way, the effort that it

would take to excavate one city, you can examine a hundred and not learn

a great deal about them but learn the approximate period when they were

occupied and when it comes to extablishing the location of various things

in ancient Palestine, you can see what a tremendous step ,over has been made

Irimlv b th1 of ahl to tell- of what perod there was a town here
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or there was a town there. Now an interesting illustration of this, I call

your attention to Genesis 14.5 you read that in the 04th year came

Chedorlaomer, and the kings that were with him, and smote the Rephaims in

Ahteroth Karnaim, and the Zuzims in Ham, and the Emims in Shaveh Kiri

athajm. Now these peoples
"

8 (showing map) and

Ashteroth Karnaim. They, are on a good many maps and I am surprised that

they are not on these' particular ones, but at any rate it wasn't long be

fore they discovered Ashteroth Karnaim and Shaveh Kiriathaim, and these

two places were found and they were in Eastern Palestine, (slxwing chart)

they were over here in.. here is Asteroth and here is Karnaim, they are

two neighboring towns which were found over there and Shaveh Kiriathaim

is down here near the Dead Sea. Now you havethIs over here and this

down here and theresult is that it would sound as if the and the

kings came down this wa, but in historic times all of our records

show the king coming down over here. They always went down through wes

tern Palestine. There was no instance of their coming down through Eas

tern Palestine and therefore some said, here yØou have two places named

here on Eastern Palestine, the route they came, and there never was an

expedition from Mesopotamia that way, and therefore thjis story in Genesis

14 is just a fictitious imaginary story. Well, they examined it and they

found that in addition to these two places, a, third mentioned in between the
Zuzlxns in

two, Ham, now what is that? Well, professor nagle of University of

and Dr. independently noted on the map of western Pale-

stine among the hundreds of villages named there was this little town of

Ham there. These is this little village among many villages over hee and

there is the name Ham still preserved by a village over in )$ between

Ash$teroth Karnaim, and Shaveh Klriathaim, and the name Ham is the second

one in between the two here. Now it could be that there actually was an

actual line, like a route over there at that time. Well, in 1929, I went
with

there, professors colleague, prof. of . university and
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and Dr. Albright of John Hopkins, we went on horseback with Prof. Lee of

Ynching Univ. of China. The four of us went over ihrough this section here

and we were anxious to investigate this property and so we came to this

area where this little village of Ham was located on the map and when we

came near that village we looked up and right over here only about a mile
was

from the village we saw a small hill which by its shape jó)(# very defi

nitely . And as we looked at it it was easy to see that though it

was fairly small, we could make out the outline of a. triple line of forti

fication on the top. Three walls on the one town, showing that it was evi

dently a fortress which required very strong protection and now we had evi

dence, we went up to it and began to examine it carefully and we found

and we found pottery where from before the time of Abraham, and from

most periods . And so we found evidence that there had been a con

tinuous settlement there since before the time of Abraham. A settlement of

his time. There was a strong ancient fortress there completely buried,

{There has been no excavation done on it, a strong ancient fortress in

use at the time of Abraham, and right there the name of Ham has been pre

served through the ages and is used by an Arab village there tofday and it

was right betweenthese other two places and here it says that they came

and smote the Rephaims in Ashteroth and the Zuzims in Ham, aid the Emims in
pottery

Shaveh Kiriathaimand. so the evidence of the there and of the tale go

together with the arrangement of the names here and the preservation of that
he

name there to show that we have re in this record, not somebody's imaginatiai

but an actual record of a campaign that took place in the time of

Abraham and that is n illustration of the importance of this matter of the

and the pottery, the two foundations upon which all subsequent study

of Palestine rests. Now our time is past, so I think we should leave any

questions for next time and so let us assign ihe next four chapters until

we meet Tuesday afternoon. (end of lecture)

in o%ur discussion of Palestine about the works of Petrie and we note that
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the two great discoveries that Petrie made, the importance of the Tell and

the importance of Pottery. They have made a termendous difference in all

work in Palestine since that time. We are of course, tremendously interested

in any te)ll in Palestine and you never know what one of them may reveal.

You can get a great deal of information simply by studying the surface

and learning something about the pottery and seeing its re.tion to other

places. I showed you how much we learned about Ham just by a brief visit

one afternoon, just from the study of the pottery up and down Now naturally

this sounds rather to a person who knows nothing about it and then

archaeologists began to talk about the importance of pottery, other people

began to Tidicul it. From a few pieces of broken dishes, how could you

get this information? They ridiculed it, they thought there absolutely

nothing to it and were very sceptical and %% hard to convince and it was

many years before people were entirely convinced of the validity of po

ttery Ø%4 dating. Professor W. F. Albright, who is professor now in

John's Hopkins University, who from 1920 to 1929 was director of the

Amen-.canshcool of Oriental Research in Jerusalem then of the leading

experts in the study of pottery. He was there /.fOr many years, he exca-

vated different places, he studied all the excavations of others and he

learned to know the pottery very thoroughly from different places,

but there were those who were very critical of him and who thought that he

was using a good deal of imagination and so he was glad of a test which

came about. When I was with him in 1929 on the expedition in which he dis

covered Ham, he told me about this test which had taken place just a year

before. It seems that professor Gladstein who was later professor of the

University of Liverpool, was then director of antiquities d(end of record)
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are not quite so as Jericho G.. and some of his theories

but he got back to very early periods and found some very interesting

things therein Jericho. I think as far as that evidence goes, as yet, I

think that we still have to say that Damascus is the oldest city of which

we have such-evidence in the world today, I mean the oldest city that

has continued to exist up to the present time. That wouldn't rule out

Jericho as the oldest city. The oldest city as it continually exZisted to

the present time is doubtless Damascus. Samarla was another place where

excavation was carried on in 190$, this time by U.S., by Harvard Univ.

There they found the palace of King Omri and the palace of King Ahab and

the palace of Jeraboam the Second. And many interesting things at Samaria

including a good many pieces of pottery with writing on, with ink,

records, receipts they were, from the royal treasury. Lists of material,

lists that are not very interesting. They were rather dull, but they give

a lot in information when you fit them together and . There was

some excavation by a Gormanat Schechem in 1913 -1k, which has never yet

been published and it Øis one of the most promising cities, so it is very

unfortunate that it never was published. And then, in Jerusalem, in 1911,

they discovered the Soloam inscription. The Solome inscription there at
into the dty

the mouth of the tunnel which Hezekiah dug to bring the water of Salome

in order to protect them against the Assyrians. And since Jerusalem was

then wanted by the Turks, this was cut "out from the, rock in the tunnel and

taken to Constantinople and it is in the museum there today; the inscription,
d

it was the then the earliest incription we hay in Hebrew. We have older

ones now, but taken from the time of Hezeklah. Now just before the out

break of the first World War there was a sea captain who came and bribed

a Turkish official and got permission to dig most anywhere he wanted to and

he had a Finnish with him who used a crystal to gaze into it and de

termine just where he should dig and what they should find and they bribed

the Turkish officials and actually got into the dome of the rock, the place

where probably Abraham offered Isaac, where there is a rock there with a
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mosque over it, one of the three most sacred places of the Moslems in the

whole world and they dug in that rock. They thought there was some trea

sure under it and they dug in there in the night and the word of it got out

and they escaped just in time and for a time they thought every Westerner

in Palestine would be killed because it aroused the Moslem feeling very

greatly, but Dr. Aibright says in telling about it, that whatever his
aa

disadvantagees of Capt. Parker as far ' his honesty wax concerned, at least

he was a gentlemen and so when he conducted this excavation, he let P.

Vicent be present during the excavation and see what happened in the record

ing and so Vicent published a book he cled underground Jerusalem telling

about the excavations that the Parker expedition had made and we learned

quite a bit about ancient Jerusalem from it. But all of this was on a far

lower level scientifically than what was possible after the war. And that

is why I made a division here. C. was Palestinian research from 1890 - lD.

Very little was possible during the World War, naturally. D. is Palestinian

research since 1920 and in 1920, a new period began in Palestinian research.

A new period began for five reasons. The first of these was the greatly

increased number of excavations. After 1920 most of the countries of the

world were ancious to excavate in Palestine and there were a great many

excavations carried on in the next 20 years. But a second factor just as

important as this B was the factor of cooperation. They all worked to

gether except Petrie. Petrie as a matter of principle, when he excavated

he didn't want to be confused by what anybody found anywhere else and so

he worked very much alone and didn't cooperate with others and. the

result was that while the others learned a. great deal from what he disco

vered, they feel that he is wrong on a good many points and they revised

his resuults to fit with what they think work out in . comparison of

many different places. And probably he'd find something that he wouldn't

have found if he had been looking for the same thing that people found

elsewhere at the same time, probably in his overall conclusions, had to be

revised a good deal and more than they would if he had worked with cooperation
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The other nations all worked in cooperation at this period and when

the great thing that made for cooperation at this period was the American

School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem. The American School o Oriental

Research got the idea of trying to develop cooperation and it was a very
of

excellent one and they were instrumental in the organization %{ the Pale
al

stine Orient Society. The Palestine Oriental Society. I remember when

I first got in Jerusalem in 1929, the next day there was a meeting of the

Palestine Oriental Society in the American SchoolØ of Oriental Research and

how interesting it was. Here they came in, theD in their long white

gowns, the Jesuites in their black gowns, the Jews in their , the

British in their particular costume, (laughter), the different people from

different countries, they all came together for a meeting and each spoke

in his own language, one would speak in German, give his theory on a cer

tain thing. A man would dnswer in English. Someone would bring up a sug

gestion in French and they discussed back and forth and bhey brought in

their results and compared them and it was very interesting and very help

ful to each one and there was developed an idea of cooperation which carried

on through most of th period between the wars and was tremendously helpful.

Each excavation made preater progress in understanding by learning something

of what was learned in other ones and of course in order to do this they

had to learn to have confidence in one another. It is a thing that in one

way had its disadvantages and yet was necessary if you were to have this co-

operation. It became a fixed rule, something much not be mentioned publi
a

cally until the excavater hs mentioned it and so the result was., a man was

excavating and someone comes over who belongs to another nation, another

group of excavators and he doesn't try to hide something so htat they won't

know about it, he shows him everything he has, he knows that they won't men

tion it until he has publ1sh,r it and of course, this is expensive

and sometimes very slow, and it is rather exasperating when you hear a man

discussing something and he will say, "Now, I'm sure that bhls means such and
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such" and you will say, "Why?" "Well, I'm not free to tell you." "Why?"

"But I am sure that is the result." Arid you know what he means is that he

has been something similar at another excavation, but the other man hasn't

published it yet and he musn't say a word about it until the other man pu

blishes it, at least not in a public way. It had a great disadvantage, but

is far better than if the other nax were to cover it over. I remember a

representative of one of the great Universities in the country told me how

at that time he went into an excavation carried on by another great Univ.

in this country and the man in charge of the excavations was showing him

around and he was explaining everything to him, the assistant to this ˆman

hid around the corner and took pictures which he could send back to the

university in this country to show how the head man was just letting this

fellow from the other University know everything, letting him know all the

fine things they were discovering and in that particular case, the head
when

man was a man of sufficient standing that than he said/he sent a wire and

when the other man objected and he said, "I resign immedlately7, if so and

so is not allowed to have access to the work", the Univ. stood behind him

and changed their whole attitude that they had taken before and there were

many touchy situations, but there was a copperation' developed that meant

that progress in Palestinian archaeology was far greater than it could

possibly have been before. You had people from nations which had just been

fighting each other, people who would be very antagonistic in general. Peop

of different religions, different attitudes, but they learned to work to

gether in Palestinian excavations and research. Then C the third feature;

Better Government relationships. Under the Turks -- the first feature was

Increased number of Bxpeditions, the second was dooperation and under that

I mentioned the foundation of the Palestine Oriental Society and the part

the American School of Oriental Research had in its foundation. There

were schood here of all the different countries and of course incidentally

schoole of the different Roman Catholic groups and the oppositin between

the different countrles and the, djffeint. re1ioIrn were nr oreatre than the
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opposition sometimes between the different Roman Catholic groups. in

Palestine the Franciscans who are not particularly educated on the whole

and every little find they could get a hold of they'd keep and they would

almost worshipfully tentive would believe almost any story about it and

then the Dominicans who were very advanced scholars and very scientific in

their attitude and try to discover exactly what the fact is and then you

had the Jesuites who were often rater suspicious of the Dominicans and it

used to be that the Jesuites magazines used to tell about the Dominicans,

some of these things they would debunk which had been great shrines, the
Domincans
/y1%%/questioned this and questioned that and the way the Jesuites would

write about them, you would begin to think that the fires of the inquisition

would soon descend upon the Dominicans, (laughter) and then they say, though

that for about ten years there the Dominicans were able to avert this

attack because when it got too strong in some article of the Dominican

magazine there would be a mention of the chief of the Jesuite order and then

at the foot there would be a footnote which would say, "It may be recalled

that this man when he was in Palestine once expressed doubt as to whether

the Holy Sepulchre, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, really was the place

where Christ had actually been buried." And of course, that 1%/s the

point on which the Roman and Greek Catholics and these are absolutely

synonymous. You can't question than anymore than the of the

Scriptures and when the question was raised as to whether some Jesuite

accepted that, they had to lie low until his death and say nothing more

against the Dominicans. (laughter) And there were all these different

oddities in which you will find in any scholarly people, jeolousy, and

hate, is terrific. I have heard people say when they find out something

about a church squabble or a disagreement between Christians or some kind

of jeolousy or something, that is really inexqusable and shouldn't be among

true Christians, I have heard them say, "Oh, unbeliev.ers wouldn't be like

that. You don't find a s$pot like that in the unbelieving world." Well,
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thy are absolutely wrong when they make that statement. There is plenty

in the Christian world that shouldn't be there, but it is nothing compared

to what you find in the unbelieving world of unbelievers. No matter how

beautiful zf front they out on, when you get into the real situation,

that is what you find, and nowhere more than in our " A man said

to me once that it was very difficult to work in the field of Egyptology,

because he said so seldom are there two gyptologists in one city and if

you do find two they are usually bitter enemies. You have nothing to look

forward to in the way of money, nothing in the way of a chance for advance

ment in life and consequently the man who goes into archaeology without a

bold desire to do something for the Lord and simply as a , the man

who goes into it from that viewpoint soon is apt to get so obsessed with a

desire for personal fame and personal recognition that I have found that

there are certain individuals that I had to be very careful to keep my

ears closed when they made any remark about the thing that I was working

in because if they thought that I even heard them say anything about it

if I was writing ari1ng, I would have to have a 15

very very jeolously watch their reputation to be sure they

get recognition for everything that they could possibly to have

discovered. And it is a very very touchy field and so I think that the

American School of Oriental Research gets great credit for the part it

plays in securing this wonderful cooperation in this very difficult field

from this viewpoint which did so much for the advance of our ki'iowledge of

Palestinian archaeology between the wars. (end of record)
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the new conditions in 1920 in Palestine. I believe that I have assigned

the lesson already for today. Now last time we were noticing that after

1914 ot 18 war, there was quite a change in Palestine. Now, of course,

the thing that made the big change in Palestine was the change of govern

ment. Previous to that time, Palestine was a part of the great Turkish

empire. The Turkish empire had been conquered by the Turks, mabye 500
Previous to that,

years before that. The Arab world was a comparatively advanced section

of the world. During the middle dges its culture was doubtless superior

to that of Europe and in many ways its culture and its standardswere su

perior to those in the early part of the middle ages. Certainly its in

tellectual achievement were much superior to those fo the middle ages of

the west part of western Europe in the early part of the middle ages. Now,

the church came in about l300-lkOO A.D. and gradually covered this area

and they introduced a despised rule which made it very difficult fro

ordinary to go on. It was very difficult to carry on ordinary busi

ness because you never knew when the certain official would-come in and

would take a large part of what you were producing or, put new arbitrary

regulations upon you and the result was that the arab world slipped back

and from a viewpoint of civilization they slipped back, I would say, at

least They slipped back into a very backward situation under this

arbitrary Turkish despitism in which the officials were all sent out from

Constantinople, subject only to the rule in Constantinople

and with no control, local control, over them and so the whole Arab world

sank back to the situation /to which it has been until comparatively recent

ly in this area and before the 1914 to 1918 war, it was necessary to

deal with the Turkish officials about everything and the expeditions that
here wer individual ones from

went in/different countries hostile toone another and even from one country

hostile to each other and it slowed up progress although very substantial

progress was made. Palestine went ahead of any other section of the Arab

world, even before the 1914- 1918 wa as the result of the coming in some
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Jews there was small 3 There were not to bring a

certain amount of money in and also , of course, there were pilgrims from

various Christian sects who came and established headquarters there. There

were Franciscans' monastaries all over the land. There were some schoold

of the Dominicans, some headquarters of the Jesultes. There were various

protestant groups from various countries. There was a group from America,

knewn as the American Colony, people who expected the Lord's return very

soon and wanted to be in Palestine when He came, who went over there and

established the American Colony, a rather enterprise which everyone

put their money entirely into the organization and they lived together

there and they soon became among the people most familiar with the conditions

in Palestine. They were. comparatively well educated Americans and th y

traveled extensively in the land and while they didn't do intensive research

work of any sort, they did individually learn to know the country very

thoroughly and they made real to the knowledge of the Botany, for

instance,of the country, to the Geography sections and so on. They also

established a home there which to this day is perhaps the nicest palce in

Jerusalem, at least, in the ancient section of Jerusalem, to live. Well,

these various groups that came in and through them there was an increase

in the economic standard and in the general standard in Palestine way ahead

of any other section of the Arab world even before the 191k-l8 war, but

since the war, conditions are very different as resulted. Palestine was

under British mandate and the British tried to put things on a basis of

judging each problem by itself and trying to decide what was best for the

country and best for the satisfactory handling of the problem. Peace was

estaˆblished in Palestine, not anywhere as near as complete as in Roman

days i or in any other time since Roman days in the history of Palestine.

And under the British control they tried to set up a government in which

there were three official languages, English, Arabic, and Hebrew. They

permitted the Jews to come in and establish colonies, build up a headquarters
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for themselves there and the conditions were such that$ people and enter

prize could move forward. (question 6) D. Palestinian Research since 192],

General conditions. And I have spoke already of three of the conditions,

and I was giving something of the background of each condition, these gene

ral conditions. I mentioned last time the increased number of expeditions.

Now, of course, this was due to greater interest all over the world in Pa

lestine, but also due to the British control which made it easier to carry

on work there. I mentioned last time the coDperation and this of course,

was due to a great extent to the work of the American School 'Oriental Re

search in Jerusalem, but also the British government there established con

ditions that were conclusive to cooperation, much more so than under the pie

vious situation. I mentioned C, last time, Better Government Relationship.

I guess everything I have said this morning could be placed under C, the

one we mentioned last time. It does underly all of these to some extent.

The governments, as 1 mentioned last time, the government of Palestine sire

the war was under British control and a British no longer put it in the

hands of officials who would give the riht to excavate to a man if they

liked his looks of if he gave him a good bribe and take it away when they

felt like it, and so on. The whole matter of archaeology was put oRder an

expert of archaeology and he was given the function of overseeing the work

And of determining who should be allowed to excavate in Palestine and he

was supposed to be on the basis of a man's knowledge and man's

fitness to carry on the work and having sufficient funds to do a proper

job of the thing that he undertook. Those were the two qualifications

which were necessary and to this day this same condition prevls. (Q,uestij

Under the British mandate at the end of the l9lk-18 war, mandates were

given to different countries, different powers, over >'1)t1%J$ various con

quered areas. They were supposed to take these areas and develope them ird

such a situation that they would be ready for independence. That was the

idea of the mandates and that left it to each power to determine just how

much self government should be given them from time. to time with the bectIve
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of eventually giving complete self goverment and in fact independence. No

this varied tremendously with the different countries, how much was given.

And with Palestine the problem was particularly difficult because in Pales

tine you had the Arabs who had been there for many hundreds of years and

who felt as if the land belonged to them and you had the Jews who were co

ming in and who were buying up land and establishing themselves and the

Jews wanted to make it their land and they all thought it belonged to them.

Now, if you had given self government, the Arabs would simply have voted

the Jews out. You would have had a vote of twenty to one against allowing

anymore Jews to come into the land. You would have had. exactly what you

had in South Africa where the early settlers (dutch) voted to not permit
British'

the to come in even though it was under British control and they

gave the self government and that was the result of it. It was under Bri

tish control, but an Englishmen would have to live in the country 25 years

before he would be allowed to apply for citizenship because the people al

ready there voted that it would be that way. Well, the Arabs would have

voted to forbid the Jews to come in in any great number, in fact, would

have toted that those already there hou]i. not have any rights, but they

were not given that self government by the British. The British were anx

ious to develope the situation where the people could have self government,

but the British had obligated themselves during thewar. A noted Jewish

scientist had invented TNT and in order to et the use of it to win the

was, the British had made him the promise that they would establish in Pa

lestine a Jewish homeland and the British had very cagely worded their

promise. They said that the Declaration promised that they

would establish in Palestine a Jewish homeland with the understanding that

nothing would be done that would in any way interfere with the rights of

the people already there. And of course, this was absolutely. impossible.

You couldn't give it to the Jews and also leave it in the hands of the Arabs.

It was absolutely impossible and the declaration was worded in such a way

that it would make both peoples feel that the British were helping them, so
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the Jews helped to win the war and the Arabs revolted against the Turks

and did what they could to help win the war and they both felt that they

had what the British had promised what they wanted and afterwards the Bri

tish couldn't give either of them what they thought the British had pro

mised. and they hadn't actually because they so cagely worded it, but the

result was that they gave to each of them half of what they thought they

should have and as a result the both of them hated the British after that.

So instead of making friends of both they made enemies of both as a result.

But during this period the British iere inclined to develope self government.

And the British government included both Jews and Arabs as their govern

mental representatives and they did everything possible to develope self

government except that under the conditions it was absolutely impossible.

You simply couldn't possibly have it and the only way that the Jews could

eventually win a situation where they could have democratic rule and at

the same time have it be a Jewish land would be to drive the Arabs out

which they did a few years ago, out of 0 5/6 of the land. (question) I

meant to say that the country was more peaceful that it has every been in

all of history under Roman rule that it up till the last years, now it is

quite peaceful as long as it keeps the distance away from the line that sepa

rates the two provinces, but you get too near the line, you may be shot at,

of course, but if you are away from that line, today, you are safer than

you have been anytime since Roman days. That is Palestine today. Under the

British iwas not, I'd say, not dearly as safe as it is today, nor nearly

as safe as it was under the Romans, but a great deal safer than it has been

at any period in between. The British established pretty good control A

bout as well as could be under the conditions, under the circumstances. .

I've seen them in 1929 when there would be a mob of several hundred Arabs

milling around in the church of the Holy Sepulchre and things would be such

that you would just expect a riot, id it would look as if somebody would

surely be killed, and then a great big brawy British constable would come
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in there and wave his arms around and knock this one over and that one

over and in a few minutes you would have just one constable had established

complete peace and order in the place. Well, of course, it wasn't just

the rtthless way the man worked, it was the fact that everybody knew that

behind him there was strong power that would come in if he wasn't obeyed.

And between the two of them they' seemed to keep pretty good peaceful con

ditions (laughter) and of course, in addition to that the people, the

British rule, was not arbitrary. The people knew that if anything happened,
fair

they knew that they would be given a reasonably treatment through

it all. The was the power and also the justice which the Romans intro

duced. I think they probably would have made a success of the situation.

They did as good a job, I thinkas any foreign power has ever done for a

contragreenient. I think they probably would have made a success if the con

dition had not been absolutely impossible for anyone to make a success.

You have one group who had lived there for centuries and they felt it was

their country and they were entitled to keep it and you had another group

which would come into it and felt it was their country and they wanted to

get it and you cannot have the satisfactory situation with something like

that. Eventually there was bound to be war as there was. (question) The

Jews today have 5/6 of the land of Palestine, that is the state of Israle,

is 5/6 of Palestine. 1/6 of Palestine today isf taken over by Trans-Jor

don, and they call the whole country now "Jordon". And Trans-Jordon is

ruling that country; it is full of their pee policemen. They have es

tablished a peace and an orderliness that is superior to anything since

Roman days so long as it is clear you are not -a Jew. I walked out to

, the home of Amos, and on the way I stopped for a rest by ,l

a little headquaters of some Beens- Bedoins .....(end of record)
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a dew. A young Christian fellow from Bethlehem and made it, a Christian

Arab, and he told them no, that he was a Christian. And they said, how

do we know. Maybe it is our duty to do something $Øabout this. (laughter)

Well, If he is a Jew we had better capture him. The others said that we

ought to kilihim. I don't know what decision that they might have beached

on the problem, but this fellow found the answer. He said, do you think

he would be with me, if he was a Jew? Oh, of course not. (laughter) And

after that we had no more difficulty. So the Arab section is one %$ in

which there are absolutely no Jews today and it would be, a Jew wouldn't

live there long if he went into that area today. Now., over in the Jewish

section today, there are some Arabs. In that section 5 years ago 3/k of

the people, perhaps more than that were Arabs. Today, maybe 1/10 of

the people are Arabs. The rest have been driven out and are living in

refugee camps now, I guess, for nearly two years, in Syria, Jordan, Lebanor,

in little bits of tents that the U.N. have given them, a whole family

crowded in there.. They have been that way for nearly two years. And from

present indications will be fro the next twenty unless world conditions

change. It is a very very disagreeable situation, but 1/10 of the Arabs

who are still in Israel are practically all Christian Arabs. There is one

great Arab section within the area that is still Israel and that is the

section around Nazareth and Nazareth and the surrounding area is almost

entirely Christian and when the war came between the Jews and the Moslem

Arabs, these Christians didn't want to mix in at all, they just wanted

to stay out of it and so when the Jews had conquered all the territy near

there and driven all the Arabs out, when they got near that area, it was

announced over the radio that the Christian Arabs sent a messenger to the

Jews and told them if they wanted to take Nazareth and they should simply

come in there and that they were simply sitting at home and taking. no

position in the war and not raising any opposition and so the Jews just

took over Nazareth and the area and today the result is that in Israel
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you have a section with a good many Arabs in it and they are mostly:

Christian Arabs, but you have no section of Jews in trans-Jordan ex

cept just where the Hebrew University is and the Hebrew Hospital, they

are in the Arab section, and the Jews can come, once a week with an escort

and go in and out, but that is all. They (question 3 1/3) Well, that is

what they don't know either. And nobody else does. There are thousands

of people in 'exactly thatcondition in Europe that would, like to come to

America and a few have been' permitted in and a good many of' them are Jews,

and then some other people, who come-to America, but I believe our gov't

requires that in each case' that there be somebody here certifies they

will not become a ublic %%$yf charge and there is a job for them here

and a job which does not replace but a new job, an extra job, so

well, that is a slow process and we have taken in the Jewish organization

in this country and found' jobs like that for a,good many' thousands of Jews.

The Roman Catholics have for quite. a few Roman Catholics and some Prot

estant organizations have for a certain number of protestant from Europe,

but it is only a drop' thn the bucket to the number of people who are left

in Europe. And this is way beyond Europe and you have all of these people

driven out of the Arab section of Palestine. They are in a,semi-desert
pull

section. They have to walk 8 or 10 miles to f% up little scrub branches

of trees and bring them in to make fires to keep themselves warm through

the' winter and last winder they had heavy snow-and near zero weather and

it is an extremely difficult situation. But thereis just nothing that can

be done about it as long as the ' situation remains as it is

today. It is a very urifortuˆnate situation, but it is ñthd not exist

5 . We are speaking now of this period 1920-kO, the missions

then were very different though it was a situation which would inevitably

lead to the present situation unless some drastic change was made and the

British never like to make any drastic 'change. They always like to take

the immediate situation and see if they can along with it and
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hope that it will work out eventually. And they do very well in handling

immediate situations but they never seem to look very far to the future.

(question 5 1/2) How do you mean getting along? The Arabs had, many of

them are well to do. Many of them have fine homes, very fine furniture

in them, and what the Arabs say is that the Jews took their homes and that

they have took the furniture in them and sold it to give the money to

Jewish relief and the Jews are living in the homes now and I have only

heard the Arab's side of it, and I don't know what the Jews would say
good to them

about it, but naturally the homes are no y1%/once they had crossed

the line and they couldn't possibly get back to them. (question 6 1/3)

Well, there is this. The Arabs had 500 years of Turkish suppression

which has destroyed a tremendous amount of their initiative and their
móe true

knowledge. But that is )j in other sections than Palestine became

Palestine had this big step forward in the last ko years and there are

a great many Arabs who have a great deal of initiative inenterprize in

Palestine, but these are all pushed out now of the good section of Palestir

and where they are is full of historic sights, but it is mostly a very

barren section with practically no water and there is very little that

could be done in that section and then they are thrown out of the area

there and they are in Arab countries round about largely which are still

very backward, still suffering the result of the Turkish rule and so they

are people who inherently have a great deal of ability, many of them.

Many of them are people that with a little of education and direction and

with a place to live where there was some to do something would

develope a very high civilization. Some of them are remarkably able to

but as it is now there is ˆno chance for that. I don't think

that there is really anything that we could do. (question 8) Well, the

Jews are not Christians and I think it is well that we remember that. They

do not claim to be Christians and in fact the are very anxious hot to

be Christians. Their attitude, most of them, are not believers in the Bib)
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The Higher Criticism has been very effective among the Jews and the High

er Criticism is taught in the Jewish schools in Palestine. The Jews are

fulfilling prophecy by returning to Palestine in unbelief. And it is a

think that you would have thought impossible 15 years ago. There were 15

years ago a few little colonies in Palestine of Jews from very poor coun

tries. The/ˆy have come to Palestine to have a ,better chance and they

were supported by wealthy Jews in America and elswhere who were interested

in the idea of having some Jews living in Palestine and these poor Jews

want there and tried to live there and build up their colonies and the well

to do Jews in America and in Germany and in other countries of the world

15 years ago would never have thought of going back into Palestine. Why

should they go back to that little country? They were getting along and

prospering and happy in the regions in which they were living. Particu1arr

in Germany where they were rapidly getting$ control of the country. A

large part of the money and influence in the position was getting into

their hands and they were not. the least bit interested in Zionism. The

orthodox were to some extent but the unorthodox were not the least bit,

except perhaps as an interesting charity to some other Jews or something

of a national pride at having some Jews living in Palestine and then came

the persecutions of the last years and it has compleatly changed the

situation and the result is that the Jews have crowded in there since 1932

when Hitler took over in Germany. They crowded into Palestine by theaf/

thousands and with the Jews crowding in and many of them people who were

fleeing for their lives and it is a fact that when. a person is fleeing for

hsi life, he is not very apt to stop and think now I want to be sure that

I am perfectly fair to everybody else. It is not a charactaristic of

refugees as a rule, particularly on non christian refugees to be looking

out of the welfare of %others and they crowded in and this was their

homeland historically and their people have lived there two thousand

years or so and the Romans had taken it away from them and now they were
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going to go in and take it back again and rurally they were going to take

it back from whoever was in there. And of ôourse, they went in and

and this did enter into the situation about 1925, Jewswould come

in with a lot of money and they would buy land or wealthy Americans would

give them land and they would buy land/ Arabs who had lived on the land

and made a meager existence off from it for 300 years would receive more

money than they had ever dreamed of possessing. They would move into a

city, they would live on the fat of the land for a year then the morr

would all be gone and they's day, where is our land.. We want our land back

(laughter) and there was a good many cases where that would happen, exactly

that and you had reeling in those years and in 1929 you had Arab riots in

which hundreds of Jews were killed and some of their colonies were burned.

There was one which I had stayed in over night, and a month later during

a riot, it was burned by.the Arabs in the area round about it and there
e
wre these situations that developed and the Jews looked on the Arabs as

a very backward people, and the Arabs looked on the Jews as a very dege

nerate people. That is the Arabs were very strict Moslems, and I found

in 1929 when you would go into their villages, there would be woman with

their long veils over their. faces, very modest and so afraid to have any

thing to do with any strange man. That if you asked them the way to the

next village, they would t11 you the opposite dIfection just to get tid

of you as quickly, as possible and not have any danger of spending time

talking to a strange man and they had what they considered morality and

decency which means the women being all hidden away most of the time al

though the women did all.of the work and the men were very modest in a

way far more than our people are in certain regards and at the same time

if you came though the village in the moning it would be hard to get di

rections because the women were.busily out getting water and working and

they wouldn't tell you anything, they wanted to get rid of, you. If you

came in the afternoon, it was fine because the men were all out siting

under the trees chatting and they would be glad to tell you the exact
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directions and tell you the whole history of the place. They were very

sociable and very pleasant. But then you would go down the street in a

Arab village a few miles and you would come to a Jewish colony and there

in this Jewish colony you would see the Jewish girl looking for all the

world as if they were
&n

the heart of Brooklyn. Their faces all painted

up and their skirts above the knees and the contrast was just impossible,

these two right next tc each other, and the Arabs naturally couldn't un

derstand it. The Jews seemed utterly immoral and degenerate while to the

Jews the Arabs seemed itterly simple and a great many of the country Arabs

were, although among them there were people Arabs that shoiied a great deal

of initiative. And today as you go across from Palestine into trans'Jor

dan there is some country that is a little better than Palestine, than that

part of Palestine, but not much, but you find there they are building,I.7

and things are moving ahead and the Arabs ho had managed. to take any of

their money with them ae really building things, going places, but the

land is very unsatisfactory and the people are crowded in and there is

not much use for it. Well, during those years then there was an impossible

situation politically, but there was a situation from the viewpoint of

archaeology that was not bad in those years. It of course, had its dis

advantages for archaeology. %i remember when I was in Palestine in 1929

Harold a British student of the Scripture, a Jewish, (British) a

lawyer who loved Palestine. He told me anybody was very unfortunate who

lthved anywhere than in Jerusalem. He was there in Jerusalem and just a

month after left, the Arab riots broke out and heard that there

were two Jews outside the gate of Jerusalem with the arabs around and in

danger of their lives, and he called his chaueur, who was an Arab, and

he got in his car and he tried to rescue them. A mob gathered around.

the car and opened it up and-said,who's here and the Arab chauffeur

said, "This is an Englander!, but answered and said, "I am a Jew."

They pulled him out aibeat him to death with stones and then ten years
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later, let all his money to these Moslems, to the Arab

He was by no means a nationalistic Jew, (end of record)

ot88
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A British Archaeologist, a very excellent man, in the disagreement between
the




Jews and th, Arabs. He was one evening on his way from the excavation

of Lackish up to Jerusalem to have dinner with the high cominissionr and on

the way they were going through a desolate section, and he found the road was

blocked. H got stuck in th, road so his car had to stop and they were stuck
ga1k ed

up with guns, ordered him out of the car, him into the woods a little

way and s%hot him and nobody could figure any reason. H, was not known to

have any enemies and nobody could figue any reason, th, only thing they could

figure was that he was taken for somebody else. But in this way, Dr. Al

bright wrote his obituary and he said that as long people loved the Bible,

so long shall the ˆnam, of James Lewellyn a man who did so much in

the three or four years of his activity ther, in Palestine in the archaeology

fi,ld.% Well, now those are instances of how it interferred with archaeology.

But yet the British governmental situation was such that it was the golden

tim, of archeology in Palestine with those 20 years. It was a period in

which you didn't have a lot of people coming in there and digging up, looking

for something without the ability of doing it decently. A person had to

get permission from the director of antiquity and he saw to it that you

knew something about it to do it properly, and you were not molest% ed in

your wrk. You were enabled to go forward wthout arbitrary government regu

lations coming in. 1ou were protected and th, work could go forward and then

when you finished ;your work, the director of antiquities would come in and

look over your work, everything you had found and pick out a represented half

of it whibh was to stay-th,r, in a museum in Palestine and he would let you

take half of it to your own country and he coordinated the work of the dif

ferent expeditions. It tremendously 1ncreasd the value of each one of them.

Thr were good government relatioships of archaeologists from this period.
Ic was

Just an interesting ,xaml, of that. Dr. Nelson Gl%k who is director %

of the American School of Oriental Research for several years. In 1932, or 33

h, made a trip down through the Jordan valley clear south to the mouth of
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th Dead Sea, not the Dead Sea, but the Red Sea. And when he came back he

took several weeks on his trip with donkeys and camels and stopping here and
learned

there and %'1é/' a great deal of tremendous importance knowledge of ancient

Palestine. He got back to Jerusalem and he told me that when h, was back there

after dinner a day or two th High Commisioner invited him to dinner and

he had dinner with him and told him somn4hing of what he had seen and the man

said, would you like to see this from the air? And he said well, surely that

wou.be excellent. Well, you be over to the airfield at 7:00 A. M. tomorrow

and we will have one of the military plains make a reconnaisance and carry

you down to where you went and back again. So he went over there and had the

whole trip in one day what he had done in several weeks, but having had the

close study of it on th ground, it integrated them and shoved the relation

of things, tremethusly valuable to him to have this opportunity. Then, h

said, as he was getting into the plane, the officer Incharge said to him, by

the way would you b interested in any pictures of any of this. Oh, he said,

I would be tremendously Interested in pictures. Well, he said, we don't have

authority to make pcitures for you, but the government desires pictures of

of all this country as much as possible that seems to b, work while

so anything you see that you would like a picture of , you simply tell us

and we will photograph. And then these go into the archives, but then you

can write th government and say, I wonder if you have in your files a pic

ture of such and such (laughter) and so h pointed out 150 different things

that he wanted photographed and then when he got back he sent a list of a

hundred and fifty different requests to the government and theyhad pictures

of everyone of them. (1aughter So that you have a friendly attitudes on the

part of the government here. During the world war this was in Palestine most

of the time and of course, no regular excavation could take place during

that time. They were preparing for defense in case conquered Egypt

h would of course have come out through Palestine. They were preparing

for defense and establishing fortifications here and there and all that.

There was more peace in Palestine during th world war than there had been
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any time since in recent years because then the British actually enforced

P,ae,. There was absolutely no disturbance during those years, but during

that time, Glick was there in the American School and when they we", digging

over the country building forifications and all this, any tim, anything show

,d up that looked as if it might be somthing ancient, they would simply phone

Glock and he would rush out to th, place and see it and study it and that way

during those years a good deal was learned that was important archaeologically

even without any regular archaeological expeditions, and that was, of course,

because a man who was thoroughly at home in the fl,ld was there on the

grounds and because of these excellent governmental relations which existed

from 1920-l9kk,k5. Well, this point about Better Governmental Relationsis

a very important point. It was excellent then in Pal,stin, and probably it

is still there in the two sections of it. You can't cross from one section

to the ohter, but in either section, ,it is probably . Of cours, occassional

you get something in no mans land. They told in, that I wanted to se

6 where they had excavated down beyond Hebron and there is the

tell and there is a rope that go ,s right up to it and it is very easy to

get ot and someof the people from the American School had been there last

year once or twice. They said, it is irmo man's land. You leave with

the lin, between there is a section raising from a block in wbh there is

a half a mIle In her, that separates Israel and Jordan and it runs up and

down through the land and they say thatit is in that area that you are not

apt to be bothered. 7 . Well, just the next morning we

heard that some Arabs were trying to get across at their fild which was

part of it was in the no man's land, and when they tried to get across the

Jews on th, other sid, saw them in no man's land and shot them and so f iv,

Arabs were killed. And since my time tn Pal,stin, was limited and there
1

wer, other things (laughter) I decided to et go. So there is

that disadvantage now in betwn the two lines. You just can't kit in there.

But aside from that the situation is thoroughly good, I think, for archeology
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On
no in Pa1stin, that is th govrnmntal relations. Th Jewish side, you

would r,c1v vry but there is not much over there to excavate but

what there is you would receive every help and on the Jordon side, the gov't

of Jordan is very cooperative. Unfortuneately the northern half of the Jor
is

dan side in the hands of Syria and the government of Syria is less cooperative

and they wou.n't even let me go in to look at that country near the Dead Sea

there because of military order and you couldn't even get near it. While the

Southern part on the Jordan, they would let you take pictures of just about

anything you wanted except the Jordan River. That was forbidden, but most

anything else they were very cooperative. But during those twenty years the

relations were especially fine except during the periods of the riots in which

there were a few bad periods, but on the whole things were very good. Now,

D. Great Expeditions, another feature of this period, a third feature; these

are the general conditions of this time. (question 9) Palestinian Research

since 1920.X #1 is general conditis and under that we notice that these three

and a third one which was very helful was the presence of certain great ex

peditions of Palestine. That is the it is helpful to go and take a small

tell, the site of an ancient city and excavate it and it is, I think the most

fruitful excavations are the small ones because there a man can survey the

whole thing. Can see everything in its relation to everything else and he

can get an understanding in a few months, perhaps, in a few years the history

of this small city through its whole history and so the most fruitful expedi

tions are the small ones, perhaps, that is medium sized ones, rather than the

great tremendous ones. The great tremendous ones in proportion to their ex

pense are not nearly as valuable as the small ones, but the great ones are

tremendously important not only for what they discover, but for the help they

give in understanding the results of the smaller ones. And so it was very

fortunate that during this period there were twenty great expeditions in

Palestine. The first of these to be sited was the expeditions of Beth-shan.
with it

We mentioned Beth-shan, you are familiar from I Samuel. Bethshan is the
to

town which guards the way from the Jordan valley across the plain Ezr/..........
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It was a great ancient fortress which existed in very early times. It does

not go in Israelite history beyond the time of David. At that time it was

abandoned for a time then later on re-established. So there is considerable

there of history, not a great deal, but considerable. After that time it be

came one of the cities of the Decapolis, one of the ten Roman cities $,11 was

here at Bethahan. They caled it rather than Bethshan, but it was

a place whe there was a very l$arge city and there it was a very import

ant city and it was one of the Egyptian headquarters before the time of the

coming of the Israelites. It has many relations with Egypt and with Mesopo

tamia. It is such a tremendous job to excavate a place like Bethshan that

it could never be done by an ordinary excavator. It takes a great deal of

support back of it. The Univ. of Penna. Museum raised a large amounts of the

funds to work at Bethshan and carried on work there from 1921-3, 2k-9, 29-31,

and again in 33. I am not asking you to remember those dates but to get an

idea how long a period it extended over. Twelve years with some intermission,

they were excavating there at Bethshan. Well, now, in an excavation tike that,

they found certain stele which means a slab that has got an inscription on

the front of it, pictures in it, a memorial, it usely is to something. They

found some of these with Egyptian writing on, Egyptian pictures on, they gound

a number of things which threw a great deal of light on the history of Beth

shan and the history of Palestine, but the most useful thing about it is that

you get a great deal of pottery and you get a number of houses and you get

a number of graves and a great many specific things which can be definitely

dated to particular periods and then vehn you find a little evidence at some

other place you have enough here to compare accurately and to date it with

them more definitely and so the great amount of material from a place like this

which can be definitely dated is tremendously useful even though it is not

very exciting. It doesn't give proportion to its amount of expense, it doesn't

give as much information as a smaller place whrere you get less information
conclusive

over a longer period, but a smaller place cannot be satisfactorily without
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the evidence of what you get from these larger excavations. Now there were

three of them during that period that were outstanding. The first one was

at Bethshan, the next was at Megiddo. The work at Megiddo began in 1925

and was continued until 1937 with some intermission. There was very little

intermission at Megiddo. The work at Megiddo was carried on with mpney

furnished by J.D. Rockfellov Jr., $4/ with the Oriental Institute of

the Univ. of Chicago. Rockefeller gave the oriental Institute about 12,000,000

dollars and they carried on great excavations in different sections and they

spent their money like a drunken sailor. It seems as if there would be no end

to it. It meant that there was a good deal of wastage in money and at the
weñe

same time there was a good many things done that very worth while that pro

bably wouldn't have been done if you didn't have just a XZunlimited funds to

do them with and as long as Prof. Br. , the head of the Oriental Institute

lived, the money came in in great amounts and wonderful things were done and

it was just poured out lavishly and then Br died and Rockefeller didn't
he had given

know who was to succeed him and he decided $/&O enough money for the time

and so they had all these great works in different parts of the world and
slow up

they had to stop and try to get along with what they had and with what gifts

that came into them, and they sold off an awful tot of what they hdd and it made
The men

a tremendous change. at the Oriental Institute on the whole

feel that it was a change for the better, the general situation was much

better %$4'i when you were watching your money and spending it carefully as

in tte previous situation when Br had all he wanted and ordered the

rest of the men around like labor in the work, but yet it was a great thing

for archaeology that they had all that money. Br......was able to establish

these great excavations in Egypt and Mesopotamia and in Palestine and this

one in Pa1etine at Megiddo was at a which continued in history

right up to the Persian period from very early times. It is the place

where 15 speaks of Armegeddon, and of course, Armegeddon means

the hill of Megddo, the Hebrew word is hill (end of record)
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individual sites in Palestine. When I visited in 1929 1/2

they had their great expedition of houses

they had their trade Photographing equipment with splendid rooms for every

thing connected with Adam, for drying, for surveying, 3/ you

really thought you were at a modern mining town instead of at an excavation.

The scale was beyond what you would find at any other excavation ever visited,

but of course, tn'e was much done with this and they had good directors. The

work was excellently carried on and Megiddo gave us evem more information than

Bethshan because it covered the period of later Israelite history when Beth

shan was not in use and thus you have hundreds of examples, thousands of ex

amples from each period and you can see how not only in their dishes but in

their manner of living, in the housing , and the architecture of their temples,

and the sort of things they used in every type of things connected with

1 There has not been a great amount of 'writing discovered blut some

has been discovered, but people unfortunately were near enough to Egypt to have

good papyrus and they didn't have to write on clay like the Babylonians did

but you were far enough away from tie dry climate of Egypt so that the papyrus

would not last for years, so we don't have a great deal of writing, the third

of these great excavations is Lachish whee James L. Sparkey and we will speak

about that tomorrow. (end of lecture)
a

different expeditions even from the same countrybjtter Government relationship

and then we noticed great expeditions and among gread expeditions there have

been three, Bethshan, Megiddo, and Lachish at 'which there has been a very

large amount of excavation done and thus we have learned a good deal about many

features of the life of different periods and in each of these great excs3vP

tions one could spend at least a year of study of what has been found in them.

T1'e would be a few things that are striking and of great importance. The

great mass of the material 'would be material 'which is most important in inter

preting the discoveries from other places. You all know something about these

three, you know how Bethshan, you know the location of Bethshan, you know some

of the important things that have happened there. You know the location of
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Megiddo, you know its importance in the N.T. History. I didn't ask you

what happened there in the O.T. History and somebody mentioned to me the one

thing that ierhaps most celebrated, the most famous tht happened at Megiddo

31 at Megiddo. Megiddo guards the pass from the coastal

valley over across into the plain of Ezra and if you come up from Egypt you

have to leave the Coastal valley and get across, if you are going over to

Assyria or Mesopotamia, you have to leave south of Mt. Carniel. Therels not

room enough for an army of any size to stay on the coast up past Mt. Carniel.

early as the time of the third, a great Egyptian pha

roah, who ruled before the Israelites ever came into Palestine, we read that

when he lead a great expedition up into Palestine, the enemy tried to cut him

off here at Megiddo and he describes in his account how there were three passes

through the mountains and he picked the most difficult of the three, the one

that was so difficult that they never thought anyone in their right mind would

attempt to go through it and like Hitler, he took a great chance and with

great adventure stepping forward he carried out the plan that he had planned,

the direct opposite of Sta]Ln. gives us the description of these

three, and if the Canaanites had known his character, they could easily have

stopped him and but they thought he was like Stalin instead of like

Hitler and the result was that he defeated them and overcame them. Now, leter

on ye have King ?har.oh of gypt coniirig up to fight the Assyrians

and at the same area King Josiah thought he would stop him and he came up there

with just a small band of Judeans and his group was not large enough to meet

the mighty power of Egypt and he was killed and then in the N.T. we have our

references to Ramegeddon and there are other references ot Megiddo, but these

are the ones that are best known to Bible students. Now Lachish is not in

the northern section of Palestine as Bethahan and Megiddo are, but in the

Southern section. It is quite far south. Petrie thought he was excavating

Lachish, but he wasn't. It is not manymiles away from where Petrie was ex

cavating. Petrie's work in 1890 was called the Lachish expedition. Any

book wtitten up to 20 years go will call it that, but it was 25 years ago when
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Prof. Aibright who was director of the American School of Oriental Research

in Jerusalem, 1920-29, decided that the tell where Petrie had dug was too

small to be Lachish and studying the different tells down there and examining

the pottery of them and lir relation to one another, the geographic situation

and o on, he decided that hill called Tell 6- was Lachish rather

than where Petire had excavated and about 1925, Dr. Aibright presented this

theory that nobody paid any attention to for 20 years, they kept on calling

Petrie's 'work the Lachish excavation and then Petrie did some excavation in

Palestine again and his successor trained under him began the excavation of

Tell E.... and there they Ioudn the 'written evidence t1 it was

and Aibright's conjecture made on the baEIs of study % of location and

study of pottery ten years before was proven to be correct and so any book

written just about 1935 will refer to Petrie's work as Tell the

actual name of the place rather than Lachish, the erroneous name of what they

thought the *lace was and we will speak of this new great excavation at La
one of

chish where the most important ever conducted in Palestine, one which would

have given us nobody knows how much of tremendous value, had not the man who

was directing it, a very excellent excavator, J. L. Sparkey been killed as

I described to you last time and after that, the 'work was carried on for a

short time and then was given up so there is much yet to be done at Lachish.

Lachish was the second most important city in Palestine. KINg Senacharib, the

great Assyrian ruler, far across the desert in Assyria, in his palace put up

a great plaque on the wall, a great which shows Lachish in the

land o f Judah which shows the armies of Senacharib attacking this great city

of Lachish which shows that overcoming it, knocking down the wqlls, the people

marching out of the city of supplients with their hands raised above their

heads and the king massing judgment as to who should be killed and who should

be taken off to slavery from among the people. Now, King Senacharib was ruler

of an empire many times as great as the kingdom of Judah and King Senacharib

had oonquered many cities far greater than Lachish. He had donemany things

that 'would seem to be out of all proportion to the achievement of conquering
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Lachish and yet this is the great wonderful monument which you find in his

great Palace in Assyria. Does anybody have an idea why Senacharib would

select Lachish for this great monument to show victory over, rather than one

of the far greater cities in other countries that he had conquered? How many

of you have an ide&? There are only two or three? Well, how many of you

know anything about King Senacharib? Raise them higher, I can't see. About

1/3. How many of you know who King Senacharib is? Mr. Durham, who was King

Senacharib? Well, you shoulid all do one of three things. You should read

Byron's poetry or you should read the book $j of II KIngs or you should take

the 2nd semester course in O.T. history (laughter) and I think perhaps that

the little who know about Senacharib in this class $%Ø we'll leave this

particular thing until next semester and go on to . But

10 the importance of the excavation at Lachish.

Now I am not going to go over the many different excavations that have been

carriedon in Palestine, our time is too short. I am not going to even mention

them except as we touch upon them in connection with our history. I will just

mention at this joint that the word which we call Palestinian Excavation is

not confined to Palestine, to quite an ettent the same methods apply to Syria

to the North and I mention this that Prof. M. Glick who is now president of

the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, was director of the American School of

Oriental Research in Jerusalem from about 1932 or 32 until he begame president

of the Hebrew Union College about 1946. In his early years there in Palestine

Glick went over across the Jordan into the trans Jordanaregion and over there

he did a great deal of exploration studying the pottery, he came to

be quite an expert on interpretation of pottery, studying the pottery on

many different tells and greatly widening our knowledge. He has written a

boot about the country across the Jordan, and another book on the Jordan itself,

and he followed the Dead Sea valley south of the Jordan as I mentioned last

time telling about his later airplane trip to this same area he went clear

down to the Northern end of the Red Sea and he excavated there at a mound there

right by the end of the Red Sea which we will look at in connection with the
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history of the later period of Israelite history, but I am not going to take
d

time even to mention these at this point, but we will go on to 0. and, I have

to give e before I give capital D, small e is the presence of specialists. I

shouldn't forget that because that is well worth mentioning. That is one fac

tor after 1920 which was helful in excavation and that is in Palestine there

were certain individuals who stayed there all the time and studied excavations

in archaeology. Now that means that where the work wasn't done by nn who

came from America just absolutely without much previous experience.

There were many who did that, but after this time there was Clarence Fisher of

Norrlstown,Pa, who went over there in 1920 and stayed there practically ill the

time until his death about 1935 and he w the director of the Bethshan exca

vation the first two years, and he was the director of the Megiddo excavation

the first two years. He was on the ground there, constantly studying Pales

tinian archaeology and he became a great expert in methods of excavation and

in the study of pottery and so on and every excavation in the land had the

benefit of his advice and his experience and thse were others like him. Dr.

Albright was there from 1920-29 and went back almost every year afterwards

until the war for a month or two and his knowledge was available to all the

different areas, not only was it useful in archaeological matters but personal

matters. I remember when Bhlroh was to be excavated in 1929, there were two

and they would work along very nicely together for a little

while and then they would get to fighting and then one of them would come up

and tel Dr. Albrlght in Jerusalem his troubles and the other would come and

Dr. Aibright would go over and smooth over their feelings and try to straighten

things out and then they would go and work another two weeks and his influence

this way was very helful in helping the men to go along together and to conti

nue the work, but he was a real specialist in the study fo pottery and inter

pretation of Palestine and there wee a number of individuals this way whose

presence helped all the different excavations. Just to show how thoroughly

it helped, I will tell one interesting incident. The was a man in Calif. a
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professor in a Modernist Theological Seminary, who made some lectures back

in the 20s in which he tore the Bible to pieces and particularly the Book of

Daniel, and a young man afterwards, a young college student who kad studied

Dr. Robert D. Wilson's work quite thoroughly challenged him to a public de

bate on t1 matter of grounds on which the professor was foolish enoggh

Instead of tanding on his t'% dignity to accept the challenge. Well, he

accepted the challenged then he found out what material the young fellow was

familiar with, and he was a very bright chap anyway, and he saw the situation

that he was put in a rather ridiculous light and he backed out of it.
record

(end of X%4)
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Now, 'under these circumstances, you can well imagine, a man without experience

in this field (skips)
decided

and he went over to Palestine and exca'vte one of the great cities of ancient

time. Now, under these circumstances you can well imagine a man without

experience in $%X excavations in Palestine, a man with a little money

with sufficient name back of him that he could get .4

yet he might have just messed up a tell and wrecked a lot of evidence that

would be of real value and done harm and not gotten anything 3/k

but fortunabely before beginning his work he went to the American Sch

ool and asked advice where would be a good place to excavate and Dr. Albright

told him of several places and one of them in particularly interested him be

cause it was right on the main road north of Jerusalem and he liked the sound

fo that one and then Dr. Albright told him that some $people thought that

is Mizpah, but I don't think so, but there are others who do, so they named

that expedition the Mtpah expedition and so the Mizpah being a well known

Bible place, all their mail was sent to the Mlzpah expedition and he devoted

the rest of his life proving that this place was Mizpah, but when he asked

Aibright's advice on help and Aibright recommended these various specialists

in the land to him and 1ae is the fortunate thing, the man brought these

various specialists to help him, he got quite a number of them, and the result

was that when I visited the tell where he was excavating in 1929, these ex

cellent specialists were directing the work and they were bringing in their

finds and they had a little expeditt house there on top of the hill and
I

every car that vent by, and %$Ø/ used to say in those days that if you stayed

in Jerusalem long enough you would see everybody of importance from America

because they all managed to get to Jerusalem somehow or other and that year

they were coming in by the dozens from all over the country and every car that

went ncxth there you could see this hill and up on the top you would see the

excavation going on and so they would all stop and go up and see it and most

excavators try to get as far away as they can from roads so they won't be
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bothered with visitors and so they can devote themselves to doing a good job,

but this man was right beside the road and there he was in his expedition

headquarters thee shaking hands witi all the visitors and having them sign in

his guest book (laughter) and they all went back to America and $)Ø told

how they had met one of the great archaeologists of the world. It helped

his prestige inieasux'ably, but the unfortunate thing about it is, that %he

didn't actually direct the work, he let the specialists do it and so while he

was receiving visitors and raising his prestige, back of him on the mound

there was a first class job being done and there was a really good excavation

carried on. Now without the presence of specialists that sort of thing

would have just been another mound wrecked as many of them have been at dif

ferent times. These are the five important features of the Palestinian

archaeology between 1920 and 1939. Very important featut which contribute

so much to the great advances that were made in this field. We could go into

a great many very interesting excavations that would be very much worth while

but our time this year is rapidly passing L%$t and we are going to go on to

D. Light on the Patriarchal history from Palestinian archaeology. Small e was

the last one and this is E then. Now, here also we will have to be brief and

hurried because our time has gone more rapidly than it should have this sems

ter, but our history in the Bible in the period of the patriarchs begins with

Abraham coming out of the Ur of the Chaldees and we will refer to that in

connection with the brief introduction to Mesopotamian archaeology next sem

ester, but it is described where he went from there up to Haran, the city

which you all, of course, mentioned on your paper that you turned in to me,

and then he vent from Haran on into the land of Palestine across from the

Northern desert there along the Euphrates River and then came back down from

the North into Palestine and then we read in ch. /12 how he came into the
and

land of Canaan and he passed through the land the Canaanites were then in the

land, a statement that many have taken as throwing question on the Mosaic

/$Ø4Ø authorship of the Book of Genesis, but there is no reason vh it

should because it is simply pointing out the situation when Abraham came down
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there. He didn't come into an empty land, he came to a land in which there

were strong people round about him and people of warlike disposttion and here

we read that he in vs. 8 he came down and he removed unto a mountain on the

east of Bethel and pitched his tent, having Bethel on the west and Hal on the

East. We usually call this Al. The H would have come in through the Beptuagent

from a rough but there is no H in the Hebrew. It refers to Al and then

from there he vent down into Egypt and then he came up out of Egypt and we find

after that that Abraham moved back and forth in the land of Palestine. We

find him sometimes living up north here near Schechem up in this area, andwe

find him living down here near Bethel and Al and we find him living down at

Hebron quite frequently 64 near Hebron and when Jacob left Isaac

to go to the land of Mesopotamia up there at Heron to see his uncle . When

he left we were told where he was and where the previous things happened

and we have about two chapters describing events that happened in this place,

but there is only one mention of the place when told how he left it. And in

the previous to chapters you will question where did this happen, what was

the name of the place and you all know that it was Beersheba. Now Beersheba

is way down here in the south. Well, now this is interesting isnt it that

Abraham was sometimes up here and sometimes here and sometimes here and some

times Iwe and it show s that his life was a sniInomadic life. We don't find

him moving down here except in the famine when he went down to Egypt. We

don't find him moving down into the Jordan valley. He would go to these

places for particular purpose, but he lived back and forth up and down here

and so did Isaac and so did Jacob. On this hill country of Palestine. And

so we find various places mentioned in which he lived at this time. Now, that

we know how to recognize a tell, and now that we know how to tell from pottery

when a place was occuppied, it has been interesting to try to locate the

places mentioned in Genesis. And everyplace of importante mentioned in Genesis

in Palestine has been located and an interesting thing is this. As you go on

later on in the O.T. History you find places like Shiloh and naria other$
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places that are mentioned there, that are not mentioned in Genesis and some

of those later places have no remains earlier than the later period, but
pretty

every place mentioned in Genesis except one, there has been located f%'%j

definite evidence of actual occupation at that time. Now the one that has

not been accurately is Hebron and no one raises much question about

Hebron because it is called the city of 9 and it is in a valley

where four little streams come in. It is a place for ideal situation and

it would be very strange if there wasn't a time théere at any particular

time there, but it is a rather large area and it is rather difficult to find

all the remains that are there particularly when you have a thriving and a

very modern town there today. Probably the greatest Jew haters in

all the land are the people of Hebron and have been that vay for many many

years and it is a place where you have all these different houses scattered
difficult

through the valley, a typical place to examine and study thoroughly and as I

say thare are about tumultuous a people as any arab village in Palestine any

vheres. One of them claimed to me that he % had personally with his own

hands killed 15 Jews when I talked with him this summer, another one thought

he was boasting and said it was only 12, but it is not a good place for exca

vation. (laughter) but it is a place which in view of the general situation

it would be strange if it would be left without a town for any long period.

Now this is the only place where there is this much question about it. In

all the other places named in the Book of Genesis we have actual pottery evi

dence of a settlement at that time. While in places like Shiloh and naria

and many other places named later, we do not have any evidence before the

later period. Now some of the later places were also in use inthe time of

Genesis 10* but every one of these there is evidence of

occupation at that time. If the book of Genesis as the critics claim had

been written hundreds of years after the time of Abraham, that would be very
were to side to describe

strange indeed. If one of you a man in 1850,

visiting American university then, you would have to do some research to know
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which universities v In existance then. If you were even 11

Wilmington inthe last 25 years and you were to try to describe Wilmington

15 years ago, you would lave a difficult time remembering which buildings

were here then and which weren't, what the time is when these different

were established and anybody to have written Genesis at the time cf the

later Israelite kingdom and vent to all of these places, it would be strange

indeed if he didn't mention some in his imaginary stories that had not come

into existence until the later period. However, that is not the case, a pret

ty good evidence that Genesis was actually written down by Abraham and his

and written directly at the time when it occurred. I don't mean

to say that it was written in the present form, for that came from Moses,

but doubtless Abraham and the patriarchs wrote down most of vhatve have in

the book of Genesis). Now that, of course, is very important evidence from

Palestinian archaeology on the dependability of the narrative in the Book of

Genesis. Now we find Abraham vent down into Egypt in ch 13 he came up out of

Egypt and it says here that he came up into the south, which we have already

mentioned is the Megga, the southern part of and there we read that

there was strife between Abraham and Lot and we readhere that when the strife

reached the point, Abraham suggested to Lot that they divide the coun

try between them and in ch. 13 we read here how they were up here between

Bethel and Al and Abraham invited Lot to select where he wanted to live and

Abraham would, select the other area and we read that Lot lifted up his eyes

and beheld all the plain of the Jordan and that it was well watered every

where. "And Lot lifted up his eyes, and beheld all the plain of Jordan, that it

was well watered every where, before the LORD destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah,

even as the garden of the LORD, like the land of Egupt, as thou comset unto

Zoar." And up until 1925 this didn't seem at all to fit the situation there,

but we know that by discoveries and tell s in this area and pottery there, we

know now that at the time of Abraham this reagion here which is today a very

desolate area and has been ever since before the time of Joshua was an area

which had forty or fifty towns in it and which meant of course, that they were
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using the water there for irrigation purposes and that it was a very fertile

and flourishing region (question 14) No, they didn't stay in the south, they

came up from the south and they came, we read in vs. 3, "he vent on his

journeys from the south even to Bethel, unto the place where his tent had been ath

begining, between Bethel and Ai." So he was right up here between Bethel

and Al lk and from there you look down at the

Jordan valley here and then you look along . It is a good story

to tell in Sunday School in .Ameriaa how Abraham was so unselfish and Lot was

so selfish, but as you go there today and find this just doesn't seem to fit

a bit. Dr. Harris and I stood there awhile there this summer and we looked

across here and you couldn't find a more desolate looking region in the world

than the Jordan valley looks today. There is nothing in it that seems to be

attractive, nothing. The reason is is because it is an area in which there

is no green. (end of record) ot 9%].

I don't know whether the region would support a what we would call today, an

agriculture but at least it was good enough to support

these forty or fifty tthvns at that time, so it was a very nice section, nothing

like it is today. (qtt1on i)
W,
I don't believe that there is anything defi

nite along that line, but when you think of its being abandoned as early as

perhaps 1600 B.C., when you think of 3600, years with a good many cloud

bursts and changed in that length of time, I don't know whether there would

be much evidence. You occasslonally, you don't have much rain there, you

occasionally have a clouXd burst up on the hill here and you have a tremendous

amount of water pouring down over the hillside and it wouldn't take many of

them to destroy evidence 2 . (question) The evidence for this was

first discovered in 1924. Previous to that time it had been considered by

all modern students that this area was a definite area in all periods

and it didn't fit at all with this story here, but in 1924, Dr. Aibright and

a group of students from the American School of Oriental Research vent down

there into the v&lley and they looked for tells down there and they found

pottery and examined it and they found no pottery from much after the time of
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Abraham, although great amounts from before that time. In 1929, I was one

of a party of four, four men from four different continents, with Dr. Aibright

who was born in South America and we four were traveling on horseback through

the Jordan Valley and we found several tells there on which the pottery came

from a very very early period, nothing after the time of Abraham. Some of

them stopped earler than that. And up here south of the Sea of Galilee along

the Southern edge of it there, there is a place where we call Beth , the

city of the moon, a place which runs for half a mile along the southern edge

of the sea and the degree of the town rises up well, it is pretty near as

high as this building and from the top it just looks like a long long hill

3 the southerfi end of the sea and then you start to look at

it you see bits of pottery all over it and you find that all the pottery on

this comes from before 17,18000 B.C. There is nothing there that is after the

time of Joshua, absolutely nothing, except a small room and garden stationed

on top, nothing since that time, but it was a large and important tthwn before

that time. Now, this of course, is evidence we can get once we know how to

use pottery for dating and once we know how to recognize a tell. We have those

in our hands without excavation, but resting on the results of excavation

elsewhere for we can date these various times and so it was a number

of expeditions between 1924 on, but the result was between kO and 50 towns

located in the Jordan Valley, all of them from this early period and Jericho

would have been at the time of Joshua just about the only town left in the

Jordan valley and so that this description of vs. 10, Lot lifted up his eyes

and beheld all the plain of Jordan, that it was well watered everywhere, be

fore the Lord desroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, even as the garden of the Lord,

like the land of Egypt as thou comest unto Zoar. It describes the situation

as it appeared at the time of Abraham, and so this story here exactly fits

with the situation then and would not have fit even in the time of Joshua,

or any subsequent time and it is impossible to imagine anybody having made up

such a story at a later period, but evidence 5 think things
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could have been so utterly different. (question 5*) Well, of course, it is

a rather hilly section and I imagine that there

would be a place there where you could see clear beyond the Red Sea, but t
from where we stood
least we could see to the edge of Dead Sea, (question) You, see it is quite

a drop, a drop of several thousand feet and though it is not actually shere,

it is fairly steep. (question) You can see on the map here that between the

ground on that and on the ground on this that that is quite an area, there is

an area there at least two or three miles wide, but there is the steep hills

coming down on both sides severalX thousand feet, it looks very steep as you

look from the Jordan Valley and then there is a fairly flat area

and then there is quite a drop down to that inner

valley in which the Jordan River flows and in that you have the river and then

a valley that is ranging from perhaps * of a mile to 3/k of a mile in which

the river flows and the rise is not more than a couple hundred feet from there

on to the main plain. (question)7 Altogether pos1b1e that a good bit of it

could have been, or, of course, coming down a distance

(que1on) I don't know of anyevidence

and I think I would have heard of it if

there had been. There have been a great many cloud bursts in that area and
in

course of 3500 years and one cloudburst can make a tremendous change. You

take the New Testament Jericho, several miles away from the 0.T. Jericho south

of it, and the N.T. Jericho you have a very advanced, sophisticated city, a

Roman city of the time of Christ and thee in that city you had, it is up on

the river quite a bit, but you have a little stream that comes down the

hill to it, just a little tiny thing. They took the water and made fountains

and all sorts of pleasant arrangements, but when they began excavating there

they found the whole thing was just covered with big rocks. They excavated,

and told me that they took out of it rocks by the tens of thousands and

thousands of thousands. Just tremendous numbers of these rocks which of course
in

had been washed down from the height above and probably just a few cloudbursts.

And there was a period of before that (question 9)
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That is, of course, posib1e, but I don't think that there is enough evidence

to make it likely. It seems most likely that it is a matter of irrigation

and of course the comparison made like the land of Egypt, the land of Egypt is

very similar. You have a desolate barren region through vihich the river

flows and. from that river in Egypt you irrigate and you have very fertile

country. (question) 9 3/k No, it is a matter of making hypo I

don't think we should preach but I think

and we see which the facts fit best and in this particular

situation I would not say that there are sufficient facts to disprove the

possibility, but I think they look more in the other direction, that is it

assumes the change of which we do not have evidence.

but much more, I doubt that we have sufficient evidence. (question 10) Well,

Abraham was also, the crop

It is a phenomina of moving in a rather limited area back and forth and utiiizirg

the land at one time and then another time, which we find described here, and

of course, nowadays you wouldn't expect a person to do that because there are

more towns up here, but you could easily do it down here, but at that time it

was the reverse, this is vbrer the big towns are and up here there was more

wild question ii) Yes, vs. 10 here ways it was a well watered area

before the Lord destroyed Soilem and Gamorrah, now that leaves us

and we pretty good

evidence. Suppos&ng that there were a fertileregion down here, highly develo

ped many towns, a great deal of irrigation, very successful, then Sodom and

Gomorrah was built. You have a large portion , not just these two towns, you

have these five cities, 12 they were destroyed in this

and some pop1e think it is a rather unhealthy place to live, so some might

move away, but in addition to that you have a good many people and

you have irrigation ditches which becomes a swampy area instead of the

water is not flowing through them but it settles, holds the water, makes a

certain amount of marshes. It is a breeding ground for malaria, and pretty
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soon it actually becomes malaria and the people either die off or move
ttje 315

avay. That is a hypo$$j, but an extremely likely one. heard that

hypothesis first advanced up here at Megiddo. 124 who

was a director of an excavation up here at Megiddo in 1929 that

Megiddo was one of the greater cities of the ancient world right up to the

time of the Persian conquest and after that it was unused, and he said, "What

a strange change, what is the reason?" And he explained it on the basis that

with the Persian conquest up there in that area where it is around Megiddo,

it meant the depopulation of the area and it meant that in that are where

there was a good bit of 13 developed

and the marshes and the malaria came in and the people were either killed

off or they moved away, the few that were there. And he said that when the

university of Chicago began their work at Megiddo, they found it a very un

healthy region and they set to work and did some drainage there and they

did away with most of the malaria and it is certinly as good logic that the

same thing in the Jordan valley happened, and of course it could have been

a conquest that killed the people 134 I

think the other is a more likely, but at aZny rate whatever the explanation

the fact is clear. We have the cities there we have the tells there, we have

the pottery there, we have nothing but Jericho after the time of Abraham and

Jericho only up to the time of Joshua, so there is a situation exactly fitting

the-background of . Now this mentions Sodom and Gomorrah

here and we wonder about Sodom and Gomorrah, where are they. Well, one city

is given by this statement like the land of Egypt as thou contest unto Zoar,

and later on we find that when Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed, that Lot

said, "Can't you save this little town for me. It is just a little one, the

town of Zoar." And suggests he won't destroy Zoar and there is a

town calld Zoar down here near the southern end of the Dead Sea, and that would

suggest that Sodom and Gommorah was down in this area at the southern end.

When in 1925 there was a Dr. Kyle who was Union Seminary and

Dr. Aibright was the leader and there were others with them, and they went down
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here into the land of Mob and they went down hunting to see if they could

find out something about Sodom and Gomorrah and down here they found that the

southern end of the Dead Sea, this area where the sea is only ten or fifteen

feet deep, and the sea has covered much more territory in the last hundred

or 150 years than it did before because that shallow in the southern end is
so

where it overflowed when the water gets high and $'j7 there is a possiblity

that Sodom and Gomorrah are buried down in here. Well, now this would seem

to suggest that it might be so, that if you have five eities here and you have

five little streams that run into the Dead Sea. Well, now l5

(end of record)
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thousand feet above the Dead Sea on a fence there they found a

that it is an area not of an actual settlement but an area in which people

must have stayed for a month .or two edch year for a long time. There are

the remains of like booths. Places for people to encamp and stay briefly

and yet there is tremendous amounts of pottery there showing that for a

period of a great many years people would camp at that place and it is

a very good suggestion that it would be a festival päace where they came

to have some festival or which might last a month of two each year and

this place, at this place, the pottery stopped altogether at about the time

of Abraham. The was a great deal of it there and it stopped altogether

then. And so, here's the fact. It is a place where people were not set

tled homes but encampments that over many many years and they 'e stopping

at about the time of Abraham. Now Dr. Aibright and Dr. say that

that might mean that from these in the plain, the people would

come up for a festival each year and that when the cities of the palm

were deserted, naturally there were no more festivals there and conse

quetnly they stopped at the time that settlement stopped. You cannot

examine the settlements below, for they are under the Dead Sea, and you

can't even prove that there were settlements there, but there is evidence

thˆ%ere that would make It extremely liekly that there were settlements
Sodôrh.nd Gomorrah particularly

there and that this is the location of 1 3/k add the

preservation of this name down here. Now everybody just about has

accepted this except the Jesuites and the Jesuites decided that Sodom

and Gomorrah were up here instead of down there and they excavated over

this side of th%%e Jordan River. They found two tells there together

which they thought were probably Sodom and Gomorrah and
and some

they excavated into themand found )J,f some very interesting pictures f1j6ji/

ancient remains and said 'This Is Sodom and Gomorrah", and it is the only
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case where excavators have put a later date than other people have put

on their discoveries, for in most cases the excavator wants to prove his

place is just as old as possible, but here, all other is

at least 27 or 2800 B.C., a very early time. And the Jesuites

their insistence that it was a thousand years after that for quite

awhile, but nobody else woufollow and I believe that now they have given

it up. It was a very interesting place to find, but it is much tooearly

to be Sodom and Gomorrah and so there is no evidence now pointing to any

place except down here and there is good evidence to suggest the

presence of ,a number of towns down there which disappeared at just about

the time of Abraham, very good evidence to suggest that .nd the presence

of the stream here would make it possible and extremely L1Iely that there

would be towns here. Well, next you have ch. 3l-34-. (end of lecture)

We have gone behind and we have a great deal to cover. We recognize

E.- The Relation of Palestinian Archaeology to the Patriarchal period.

We are not going this time to look at any other archaeology, but we will

introduce the other main fields of archaeology later and then come back

and relate them to some extent to this period, but we looked at the cities

in Genesis in general. We noticed the discoveries in the Jordan valley,

and in Genesis -13. We jumped then to the story of Sodom and Go

morrah. We had already previously referred to the discovery of Ham and

the light it throis on Genesis 14. And in connection with Gen. 14 you

remember it refers to Melchisadec. /5( king of Salem, at the end of

the chapter and we have evidence that Jerusalem, which is doubtless the

same as Salem, was in existence at this time and the name of the king there

is Melchisedec, and we have written letters and a period somewhat later
when

than this, but not more than a couple of centuries later %$j{ the King of

of Jerusalem and the King of Egypt, and that King's name is a similar name.
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It is not ]hhis man, of course, it is a different man, but it is the same

type of name which is found. Now as you go on throgh the story of the

Pentateuch, or of Gen. you find the patriarchs moving back and forth on

this hill country and you will not e the same places occur and reoccur as

they move up and down along that back bone of the hill country. We have

one incidence which takes us quite a bit remote from here and that is when

Jacob goes up to Mesopotamia. You will ntoice that at that time Isaac

was living at Beersheba, far to the south, 10 or 15 miles south of where

Abraham had been near the Oaks of Mamre which is not far from Hebron and

that Jacob went from there north to Bethel, which we have already located

on the map and somewhere near Bathel he camped and th3re he set up his

pillar, you remember, and it was there that God gav. the vision to him,

and then he vent from there over to Harem, the place where Abraham had

lived until his fatherdied. Then when he comes back, you have a number of

places mentioned after he has come a long distance Laban pursues and catch

up with him and Labam catches up with him and then Laban hunts f!,r the

teraphim in his tent which he thinks has been stolen, and has been, tho'

Laban does not find one and then they set up a pillar and they promise

that neither of them will cross over this boundary stone to hurt the

other one and so they call the name of the palce Mizpah, Watchtower. Now,

this Mizpah, from which we get out beautiful Mizpah benediction, which

tells us that we will not hurt each other when the other is not looking,

(laughter) this beautiful benediction was written at this place is Miz

pah. Later in Israelite history there is a very famous Mizpah which is

a different Mizpha and a point to remember. The Mizpah which is so im

portant in the book of Samuel is no t the Mizpah where the Mizpah bene

diction domes from. It is north o f Jerusalem a few miles and the Miz

pah where the benediction was written is over across the Jordan River.

How do we know that? We know it because it ( describes how Jacob cros

ses the Jordan after that experience. After that experience Jacob
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camps
sees two camps . He divides his people into two and then he sees a

camp of angels, and there are the angels in his camp, so there are two

different reasons why there are two different camps. And then he says

the place Mahanahum, which means two camps. Doubtless the name was there

already. He is not naming it for this, he is remarking on the approp

riateness of the name and this same word Mahanahum you also notice in

II Sam. as the place where Datid stayed when he fled from Absolom . The

very place where Jacob had been just before his experience with the angel.

Over across the Jordan there beside the J river. And so this connects

up the two different stories there and you also note, about it it is not

giving the name to the place, it is observing how fitting the name is.

The critics say we have two different accounts of the origin of the name.

Two different documents, but actually what we have is not the origin of.

the name at all, butthe fitness of the name as he thinks of the name and

notices the two things which connect up with the fitness of this name. And

then after that he comes to Peniel, you remember. Penuel and Peniel are
face

both of the names used there. In either case it means the 71Xˆe of God

and that is where he wrestled with the angel and then Jacob comes down

into the Jordan valley and he comes to S , a town down in the Jordan

there, a town which was deserted before the time of Joshua. And then he

comes from there across the Jordan and on up and goes up into central

Palestine. He does not immediately come back to Beersheba. It was 20

years before when he left, that Isaac had been to Beersheba, that Isaac

had gone up and down throggh the land at different places. I think that

is all will take up at this of the relation of Palestinian archaeology

and geography to enesis,'de will noteother interesting features in re

lation to other parts of the Old Testament later on. we will go on

to III. The Patriarchal Period. Gen 12-50. I don't know whether we can

cover that this afternoon or not. I think it would be very good if we

could. We have spent a great deal of time on the first few chapters and
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I think it is wise that we should because there is so much discussed and

so vital. But we cannot spend an equal time on all parts of the Old Tes

tament and the rest of Genesis is comparatively well known and it is not

so much a point of discussion and argument as the early part, it is the

part that is quite well known and though I have here enough notes to

kepp us busy for as much as six weeks we will see what we can do in one
how

afternoon and far we can get. And so I will just mention the main heads

of it under III. Under A, the Historic Background. I think the historical

background at the time of the Patriarchs of Mesopotamia and Egypt, we will

look back to when we take up something of the archaeology later on, instead

of going into the details now of thatˆ background. The. Palestinian back

ground we have looked at. B is Abraham, and under Abraham we have the

one general outline of the material aspects of his life and this goes into

these points of archaeology particularly in connection with Abrham. We

have touched on some of them, (laughter) the spiritual history of Abraham,

and the spiritual history of Abrhaham you have been studying in writing

these accounts of these different chapters. You have noticed, of course,

his call. You have noticed exactly what God's command was to him. God

say to him in Mesopotamia, "Leave your home and come and I will give you

a land and this land will belong to you and your posterity foreverd". Was

that the bital point of the call of Abraham? A promise of some land?
soon

How does the land come in and how much is it stressed? That is a matter

that I have asked you once or twice before to look at. It is perfectly

clear in the text, we won't have to look at it here particularly, but the

different features of God's covenant you have looked at and I hope you

will have tell in mind. You know that the covenant is given in chapter

12 and repeated and stressed further to Abraham f%$ in chapters 15

and 17, (question 12 1/2) .A call from Ur, left Ur, but stopped at i...

on account of his fathers not wanting to go through. He stayed there

until hs father's death. (question) 110 , "the perfect in the Hebrew m
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be tken either way. It is something past. It may be perfect, it may

be pluperfect, but we have a reference in the New Testament as having

been % called in TJr of the Chaldees and we are told before that that

he had left Ur to go into the land of Canaan, so that I think, from the

Old Testament we could conjecture that it was in TJr, but in the New Testa

ment we can be quite sure it was TJ,. (question 13) we will get to them

in about 10 minutes. But, here in God's covenant with Abraham, in chap.

17, we have the point given that, the command given of circumesion. It

is explained in the New Testament. The seal, the sign which was given to

Araham of Abraham's state-A sign of his having been redeemed, as he, as

Christ said, he looked forward to the day of Christ. He looked forward

with joy that Christ was coming, and that through him he was to be saved,

and the precise details of it he didn't understand as we can understand,

but he received the sign and seal of his 'engrafting into Christ, the seal

of 14 . Well, then the high point of Abraham's

faith, you already know what that is. I believe that you have already had

that chapter today. How far did we get today? 34. Well, this is 22,

but you all know how it was. You have had it in Sunday School many times.

The high point of Abraham's state is Heb. 11:17-19. He sacrificed his

own son, the one through whom the promise was to come knowing that God

was able to raise him up and he did receive him from the dead in a figure.

Abraham had completely given him over to God and God gave him back and God

never remains in our debt. Whatever we give to God, He gives back far more

than any of us could possibly give to Him. And yet, we all of us, time

and again withhold from God matters that are very very small.

(end of record)
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Then . is Abraham's . Well, the points under sp±itual history I

wasn't going into all,of them..A. was his call, B was the .1tar, C. was

God's covenant with Abraham, D. was the high point, of Abraham's faith and
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E. is Abraham's L.......TheL you know what they are. The interes-

ting point here is that Abraham failed at his strong point. We are any

of us apt to fail at our weakest point, so we must guard our weakest point,

but we don't want to get overconfident about our strong points. What was

ABraham's strong point? And it was at the point of his faith that he

failed. God had promised that God would do for him, the seed he would give

him and the blessings he would bring to the seed. God had repeatedly given

him this promise and yet Abraham did not trust God to bring out the pro

mise of the seed. There was the instance with Hagar there, which may have

been a fall or not, but the real 1 "of course were with Abiiilech and

with Pharaoh, where Abraham lied about hiswife. and said that she was

his sister. Now was that a lie? It was just a little white lie. It

almost brought death tomany people though. It lead to a great deal of

harm and it was what many people call a little white lie because it lead

to a great deal of harm to others and it lead to a full lie on the part

of/ . It is perfectly all right for him, he can go this far and he

can stop. Well, to someone 2 ,and it is proved

that it wasn't perfectly all right for Abrahamˆ even apart from what God

had. done down in Egypt and in the land of the Philistines where God had

rebuked him and where it is only the mercy of God that kept the people

there from receiving terrific harm as a result of Abraham's little

white lies. Isaac-told a full lie because his wife was not his sister.

Abraham's was his sister, but in not saying that she was his wife, he was

concealing womething that was vital and important. The point of the re

lationship which should certainly not have been concealed and so he failed

to have faith that God would fulfill the promise in protecting Sarah and

protecting him and used the arm of flesh in the wrong way. He failed at

his strongest point possibly also in the case of Hagar. We cannot be so

sure in that case for there is no rebuke upon him for it in the case of

Hagar, it is strictly carrying out the eustom of the day. It is certainly
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not an example, but whether it was a definite sin under the circumstances,

it is questioned. I want to add certain particular aspects to notice. I

think the relation of Abraham to the people among whom he travelled there,

the people whom he visited in the land of Canaan is soething that i im

portant to notice. 1 have a ref. here to Mk. 9.38 at this point. We read

that John answered him aying, master we saw one casting out devils inthy

name, and he followeth not us: and we forbad him, because he followeth not

us. But Jesus said, Forbid him not: for there is no man which shall do

a miracle in my name, that can lightly speak evil of me. The question

not i someone with u, but is he with God? And the outstanding instance

of this, of course, is braham's relation to Melchisedec, king of Salem,

who was not a Jew, not of the covenant , not who was in the reat

ion Abraham was, but who Abraham recognized as one who was priest of the

most high God and to whom Abraham gave tithe of all that he possessed and

Peter said to Corñelius, he said, I see that God is no respecter of per

sons but that in every
iand

those who do his will are accepted of him.

(question 5) Yes, there is no record in Genesis of his ancestry, he was

not a priest because of having come' from the line of levites or certain

ancestry. His ancestry is not important in his priesthood, nor is his

lthfight of his life, where he comes form, how long he lived, all these

matters are not vital and God does not tell them to us in Genesis. He

simply tells us about him and who he is and what he did. And so, the

author of Hebrews gives him as an example of the fact that God may have a

priest who does not get his priesthood by virtue of coming in a certain

relation to other people, a certain line, as levite did, but that Jesus

like Melchisedec is one who is outside this line of the priesthood, who

is far greater than the Levitic priesthood and in fact these things which

of Meichisedec are true only in the sense that they are not re

corded in the Scriptures are actuallytrue of Christ that his life is

eternal. That of course is exegesis of Hebrews rather than of Genesis but
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it is important at this connection. Then, G. Abraham's meaning fur us.

1. He is the one through whom God gave the promises and prepared the wa,j

to Christ. That is., the most Importaht thing about Abraham. God gave the

promises to him. God prepares the way for Christ throguh him. God opened

up the way to bring into the world this Saviour through bringing Abraham

out of the land of Chaldeans. But then, he is secondly an example of faith

and faithfulness and this is stressed in Hebrews 11 , 8-19, and James 2.

21-2k. The faith of Abraham. Now in this matter of faith we couB have

a, spend a long time on it and I hope hou will at various times in the

course, but I notice that there is a very excellent sunimaryof the essence

of faith. A very excellent summary of it in the Schofield Bible on page

1302-1303. A passage which puts in brief a summary of a great deal

of scriptural teaching and I would recommend to yo the statement there of

the very excellent one on this subject. It is in connection with the

chapter on faith in Hebrews. We have spent less time on some earlier point

we might spend two days on it now, but I don't think that it is necessary

and we go on to C which Is Isaac. And you all doubtless know the main

features of Isaac's life, and if you didn't before, you have recently

studied it but in connection with Isaac, there are one or two features

to note that are not obvious on the surface. As anyone thinks of the book

of Genesis, you think of Joseph, of course. Joseph, as the man of purity,

Joseph as the one whom God used in such a wonderful way to save his people

through the famine and to prepare them a place for them in Egypt. We think

of Joseph, but then we think of Abraham, also. Of course, perhaps more

than of Joseph, and then we think of Jacob, but Isaac, doesn't occur to

most people so much. You don't hear so much about Isaac, except perhaps

in connection with the birth of Isaac, or with Abraham's sacrific e of

Isaac or of the promise being throggh Isaac, or how God sent the servant
a)

of Abraham to get the bride for Isaac in Genesis 24, but Isaac an

individual doesn't stand out to us. He simply is the least between two

strong characters. Abraham and Jacob are strong vivid individual that
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Each of them stands out with wonderful originality,a distinctness from
other

characters and Isaac seems in a way to be a pale copy of Abraham.

About the only time he is referred to much in his own life is in the

Episcopal marrige ceremony which so many people are so anxious to have

when they are married which contains that beautiful arable statement

that "may this couple live together in harmony and happiness such as

Isaac and Rebecca lived in" and all we know about the ˆmarried life of

Isaac and Rebecca is that she deceived her poor old husband (laughter)

She pulled the wool over his eyes, or rather put it on Jacob's hands

(laug1r). I fear the Episcopal marriage ceremony at this point was

selected more with an eye to beautiful sounding statement than to one

which would be a ctually a wish that we would want to wish on anybody.

But, I think he was just a pale copy of Abrahani.and he is. He copies

Abraham's strong points and he even copies his weak points. Most every

thing that Abraham does, Isaac does also. He follows in the footsteps

of Abraham, but he constitutes the necessary 1$%$ between the two.

The are the thDe patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and Isaac is

the link. Where Abraham 10 Isaac , where

Abraham $% camps, Isaac camps. Abraham blesses hs children, Isaac

blesses his children. Abraham and Isaac does the same

thing only with less excuse. He is., in a way, a pale copy of Abraham
the

but he is a necessary link in this chain. And if you don't have

originality of Abraham, or of Jacob, far better to be a copy, like Isaac.

and do a good work, as Isaac did and carry on and lead on for the next

step as Isaac did, then to step off like Esau or like some other and try.

to make the path that is not the path of God's choosing. So we can go

on now to D. Jacob and under Jacob #1, is the General outline of the

material aspect of life which-we will notice more probably in connection

with archaeological relation to different countries. You know of course

that a. is youth in Canaan, b. his time in Mesopotamia, and then his trip
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back from Mesopotamia, we looked at just recently and then c. is his return

to Canaan, and that brings us up to the question that Mr. Field asked; Let

us see, what chapter is that in now? 31, and your question was about vs.

And there we have the wonderful inizpah benediction given;"The Lord watch

between me and thee , when we are absent one from another. If thou shalt

afflict my daughters, or if thou shalt take other wives beside my daugh

ters, no man is with us; see, God is witness betwixt me and thee." This

last pa-t of the benediction isn't usually recited in our churches along

with the first part of it (laughter). It is an interesting instance of

taking some words completely out of context and using them for a meaning

that they do not have in the Scripture at all. It is a beautiful meaning

which we put into it, but it is not the meaning of these words here. And

that is doing despite to the word of God. The Bible is not a collection

of beautiful Psalms from which we receive some magical virtue from re-

peating. The Bible is a collection of thoughts expressed in words which
must

express those thoughts correctly and accurately but be interpreted

in the light of the context and these particular words do not mean any

thing like what people mean when they recite their as a benediction and

they are not a benediction. The are two people who cannot trust each

other, urging each other to try to be honest while he is away

from him and remembering if I don't see you the Lord sees you. (laughter)

And so they put up a pillar there and Laban was afraid that Jacob would

come over to hurt his sons, cross over beyond that pillar and Jacob was

afraid that Laban would come over beyond the pillar in order to hurt him

and take his daughters away from him, so Laban said to Jacob, "Behold this

heap and behold this pillar which I have cast betwixt me and thee. This

heap be witness, and this pillar be witness,sthat I will not pass over

this heap to thee, and that thou shalt not pass over this heap and this

pillar unto me, for harm. The God of Abraham, and the God of Nahor, the

God of their father, judge betwixt us.. And Jacob ware by the fear of his

" For fear. It is a word which perhaps the dread
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of his father, Isaac. He swore by the one who meant so very much inthe

life of Isaac, the one who was Isaac's God giving him blessing and also

promising him punishment when he should do evil. 'And so Jacob sware by

the fear of his father, Isaac. But they both swore by the God of Abraham

and of Nahor, and Nahor was Laban's father, the brother of Abraham. Now

the unfortuanate thing is, of course, that the word God is the plural form,

Elohim and that doesn't mean purely as 15 it means diety, but

it is a plural point, not a 'singular point, and it is used in the Scripture

occassionally for the Gods of the heathen and someone might say the Gods

of Abraham and the Gods of Nahor, the Gods of their father judge be

tween us. I don't remember what the tense is, (end of record)
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And now we come to this question here "shall judge". I don't remember

whethbr judge is singular or plural, but (laughter) which verse is this?

Gen. 31:53 - "The God of Abraham, and the God of Nahor." The God of

their fathers, just one judge between them. Well, that would suggest the

plural use,// the ordinary use is the singular, where God, even though

the word itself is plural. Now, you might, conceivable, since it is a

plural form, use the plural, but it is usually used in the siagular. God

created heaven and earth. God is plural, Elohim, but created is singular.

And so here when you have plura', it does not necessarily suggest it

means the gods of Abraham, and the gods of Nahor, but it does at least

suggest the possibility perhaps that they are different gods. The God

of Abraham, and the god of Nahor judge between us. t suggests that

possibility at least. Well, this is an oath to both Jacob and Laban and

of course, what matters to Jacob, as we re told very specifically, he is

swaring by the fear of his father Isaac, the god of his father Isaac, and

the God of Abraham, which is vital to him, but the god of Nahor is men

tioned as vital to Laban. I don't think that we can prove from this that

Nahor was not a believer in the true God that Laban was. I don't think

that we can prove it, that is too much to rest on the #17'ˆZ 2 1/2
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but at least it looks in that direction and, of course, Abraham was cal

led out from a land of heathenism, we know, and it doesn't speak of the

whole family being called our, we just don't know much about the other

members and so there is that little vowel then that looks as if it

were plural, but that doesn't prove it. That doesn't mean that an oath

by Nahor's god had anything to do with Jacob, of course, but it does mean

that Laban took the oath on that which he felt would . (question 3)

Yes, I was going to mention that on the spiritual history of Jacob, but

under the time in Mesopotamia, here, would come, certainly, the matter a

bout the cattle. We are told here that Laban said, you shall receive the

cattle which have a certain color. And then, we are told that Jacob put

certain things in front of them and then we are told that the cattle were

very largely of the colors which he was to secure. Well, now, when you

get on here to the time when he meets Laban, right after Laban makes that

terrible charge that he has stolen his household gods and of course, Ja

cob is indignant at being accused of such a thing that he would never of

thought of doing. When Jacob told Laban, pretty straight, what he

thought of him and Jacob told Laban, Chap. 31.8 "Your father has de

cdived me, and changed my wages ten times; but God sugfered him not to

hurt me. If he said thus, The speckled shall be thy wages; then all the

cattle bare speckled: and if he said thus, The ringstraked shall be thy

hire; then bare all the cattle ringstraked." Well now, Jacob here, does

not say"I was pretty and I fixed it up so that the right kind of

cattle would be born but he says, "God eaused it to be this way". And

so it doesn't look as though Jacob felt that this particular scheme of

his had a great deal to do with the . Jacob doubtless thought

that he was influencing the result in that wa$'y, but if he looked back

he doesn't mention 5 . He says, "God blessed me in

causing that this should be the kind ". And so I think that

we can say this, that it probably shows something of Jacob's attempt to

do soriahing that he thought would influence the bearing of the cattle,
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But, that as he looks back on it,-he realized that it was God who had
done

it and he was, at least, very skeptical as to whether his sc3Ime

had anthing to do with the results. (question 6) You/, mean that Jacob

really thought that he had done it, well, -,now, someday we will see him

and we can ask him what he really thought. (laughter) But, what I mean

to say is that Scripture doesn't say that what Jacob did produced a

certain result. It says that Jacob did it. That is what it says. It

says that there was a certain event which occurred. This other statement

is given. Now whatever Jacob thought in his heart, I think that this

statement corresponds to that the actual fact was, that God blessed him

and that God did it. And he may have thought that what he did contri

buted to it, he may have not have, but he certainly was not infallible in

any wise. What the Scripture says about science is true, but what Jacob

thought about science is not necessarily so. (question) The present, I

shouldn't nay present, 7 since I was in college,

20 years ago, at least, and it was very definitely that acquired charac-

teristics are not trans and that there is nothing which you can do

which influences the charac$ter of an . That was the theory on

which all agreed 20 years ago. Now it is altogether possible

that2O years .rom now, they might take a very very different viewpoint,

but I don't think there is anything in the Scripture that requires us to

say that there was. I don't think the Scripture proves either one way

or the other on this point. I think it is important that we try to see

what does the Scripture say. When the Scripture clearly teaches somethign

that is certainly true, but let us not read into the Scripture o± Infer

from the Scripture something that is not clearly there even 4J1 to get

our own icidas out of it or to try to make it fit any present tendence in

Science. Because science moves forward constantly and changes a great

deal. It was universally believed, I think, by educational psychologists

25 years ago, that training in one line does not help you a bit for another
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line. A professor in college said if you study French it makes it easier

for you to learn more French and if you learn mathematics it makes it

easier for you to study more mathematics, and if you study history it

makes it easier for you to learn more history, but no one

helps in the least bit in getting the other. Training is not transferable

from one field to another and so that being the state, I was much in

terested about 10 years ago to pick up a little digest of one of these

examination books that sell for about a dollar, that give a summary of

a field in Educational Psychology and to read the statement here, I got

it out at the University of Chicago, and I read the statement in it and

that of the experiments that have been made, 95% of them, when carefully

examined, demonstrate at least a part of the training one secures in any

field is transferable to almost any other field. 95% of the experiments

demonstated and especially it makes a big difference if you are learning

mathematics just in order to learn how to answer some questions and put

them an a piece of paper, it may not help you a bit when you go out and

try to measure up the earth, but if you were really, with the idea of

getting principles and getting something that is transferable, it will

ship you in Hebrew and Greek and Botany and every other field because the

methods of study and the methods of interpretation are all definitely trans

ferable particularly when you get them you try to make them transferable.

We had a student in this class about 6 years ago, and then he dropped out

for financial reasons and took a job with the Power and Light Company for

awhile, and lightened up his courses here for a period of time, and they

put him to work going around studying where the different wires were and

making a history of the Company, and how all this had been run through

its history and they gave him a job that they thought would take about

10 years and he could make a good start on it, and in a year and a half

he finished up the job to their great amazement and he told me that the

facilities which he used in doing it was using the principles that he

had learned in Old Testament History class. (laughter) Well, the reason
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I mentioned this about the book on educational psychology is that it went

on to say, "How can it be then, since the experiments demonstrate this,

that a few years ago, it was universally thought that the experiements

proved exact opposite, and it said that the reason is that forty years

ago everybody studied Latin and Greek and It was theory of Education

was that you would get a general discipline of your mind by studying these

languages, something that would train you for work in any field, and then

people //4z came around who hated these languages and wanted

to change their education and make it more practical and theywere so con

vinced that this whole business of general discipline was valueless, that

every stone that they looked at, they came to that conclusion, even tho'

we nowknow that 95% proved the exact opposite of what they derived from

it. But I thought that was a mighty interesting example of how it is

possible for good scientists with a prejudice to utterly misinterpret the

experiemnt and you can come to eonclusions whi h when you get a little

further enlarged are proven to be utterly wrong. I would not say, that

there might not be something in what Jacob did which we might not find

sometime had so thing relating to it, but I do not think that we are in

a position to say that that is necessarily the case and I am inclined to

think that it is not; becausethe Scripture doesn't say that God revealed

any facts of Science to Jacob, nor is there anything to indicate that this

is a will known thing at the time, or Laban certainly would have been on

to it. Certainly the whole suggestion is that Jacob did something that

hethoughtwouad have an effect, there was an effect, but what it told

about it later is that God did it and I don't think we have to say that

this was a result of his doing that anymore than Moses lifted up his rod

and made the waters. (question 12 1/2) Yes, that was a very interesting

question which no one knew the answer to up until 1926, then the dis

covery was made in Mesopotamia which shrew considerable light on it and

we will take up a little of that in the archaeology of Mesopotamia later

on. How many here are familiar with that ? The onethat was
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very widely discussed at this time, the meaning of the teraphiin, the

household god, why Laban was so anxious to get it? Will you raise your

hands a little higher, I would like to get an idea, about a third, I think.

That is what I expected, for there are about that many who have had so-am

archaeological work before, but we will go into it later on. If we did

this today, we wouldn't finish Genesis at the end of the hour. Now

there is the return to Canaan land, there is Laban and the Teraphim, and

what happened to the teraphim eventually? Gen. 35 tells how they were

buried, which we, knowing of their significance were very glad it occurred.

And then the meeting with Esaue here, and then ci. is the long life in

Canaan which Jacob had afterwards, a bit of which comes in the story of

Joseph and eventually he went to Egypt with Joseph. So much for the

general survey of the material aspect of the life of Jacob. #2 is the

Spiritual history of Jacob. That is, it is very well,know, thes spiri

tual history of Jacob,. As a youth he showed is grasping character, but

also he showed that Heb. 12.16,17, that he had an eye to see spiritual

values. Esau thought less of the birthright. What does this amount to?

Give me something to eat, I'm hunØgry , you can have it it you want it.

Lest there be any profane person like Esau. Esau, in many ways, a more

" attractive character than Jacob, but Jacob saw the value, he saw the

sritual value. He saw what was real far more than Esau ever did. Esau

was 14 1/2 and he was not-put down as a bad man

in any sense, but Jacob was the one who was the less promising in many

ways, but the one who had the spiritual insight and the one whose life,

God himself, eventually completely turned around. Now, as to the pur

chasing of the birthright, and the trick by which he got the blessing

from Isaac, it has always (end of record)
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And God had declared it and it was known and whatever we say about the ring

streaked cattle in this stage, this much we can be dogmatic about. What

Jacob did had nothing whatever to do with the results. It was predicted

and planned and definite from the very beginning that Jacob was the one to

whom the line of blessing was going to come, but it would seem that Esau,

like the bluff haearty good natured son, Esau, and didn't care near as much

for Jacob, and Esau wasthe older and even though he was only a few minutes

older, and Isaac treated Esau as if he was the one who would receive these

and may have definitely intended that he would give them to him. He may

have definitely intended, not that he would give them, but that he would

do his best to give them to him, and perhaps, I have heard it suggested

that he thought about the exegesis of the: Hebrew passage where it says the

"older shall serve the younger" and he puzzled over that and he said how

can we interpret that as the youngest shall serve the older, and how will

we interpret that way. Now, he said, "This isn't English. In English the

order of the words makes a big difference. IN Latin you have a case ending

which is the object, but in Hebrew often it is difficult to be sure which

is the subject and which is the object. The order sometimes changes
Isaac

around.' And IXIIX tried to convince himself that the prediction meant

something different from that which it means onpaper, and Jacob, instead

of trusting God and believing that God would fulfill the prediction and

would give him that which was supposed to come to him, instead of doing

that, he tried to use these clever means of . And his means had no

thing to do with the results, but one day, when Esau was pretty hungry

and he wanted something to eat. Jacob said, "Well, give me your birthright,

and you can have something to eat." Esau said, "What is a birthright to me?"

"If I die you take it." And when Esau thought so little of the birthright

as that, it simply the reason why God had not designated Esau

as the one to whom the birthright ghould be given in the first place. And

then when Isaac was there in bed and he was pretty deaf and he was pretty
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blind, and he was very very aged, and he felt that he was thinking over

these things and thinking,"Oh, I think it must be Esau". Now, of course,

Rebecca is very fond of Jacob, but sau is a much better character than

Jacob, it must be Esau really, and he was thinking that waj and then when

Rebecca deceived him and Jacob fixed himself up this way so that a man in

his, condition could be fooled and with' his hardness of hearing at the time,

he could be fooled and made to think that it was actually Esau even though

it sounds like the voice of Jacob, yet he could be fooled, and after it was

done, you don't find him getting very angry about it. He realized that it

only was what God had predicted and that his that could be inter

preted this way, and his feeling that he would be justified in going ahead

on this basis, simply had not worked out at all. And he did not get ter

ribly angry at either of them. Esau was good and angry. sau was the sort

who would get very andy quickly and get over it quickly, but Isaac was the

one who, if it $Ø real k 1/3
'

would have reason to be very very

angry, but he realized that it was . He realized that he

had no right to give a,mana blessing, but God might use him as an instru

ment of revelation, but it was God who would give the blessing to him. And

so we have Jacob and Jacob was not a man who sought often

all the time. He made his 'plans, but he possessed plenty

of determination and plenty of hard work. We find him up there with Laban,

and we find him working very hard and toiling very hard and very long for a

great many yeas. He was a man who had these lasting characteristics,

, but he was a hard worker and on his way back from there, at

Penuel, his life was turned around when he rest1ed with the angel and when

God gave him a survey of his whole life and showed him the mercy of God all

through it and the way God had been leading him so finally at the end of
said,"The Lord

his life, Jacob lead me through it all". Well, we won't get over Joseph to

day, I see, but we will take Joseph next year and Merry Christmas and Happy

New'Year to all of you. (end of lecture) Now, last time we were discussing
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2. the Spiritual History of Jacob, under D. We looked rapidly at the

physical account of David's career and the two aspects of his life. We

did not gomuch into detail on this because a good many of the points of

detail would bring us into archaeological material relating to Mesopotamia

in Egypt and we will ook at that material in general next semestre and then

come back briefly to some of, its contents. We are interested in present,

simply in noticing the important geographical details and material detais

as given in the Scripture in order that we might have them well in mind.

And then we looked at #2, the Spiritual History of Jacob, and we noticed

his youth grasping, struggling, trying to get things and yet seeing values
importance

trying not merely to get the things of immediate 5$ but having a vision

into the future, trying to get things of ultimate spiritual significance.

His attitude was wrong, but he realized that there was something there that

was worth striving for. He was not like Esau who lived merely for the day.

Often the character who is less concerned with trying to accomplish some

thing seems more pleasant and easier to get along with and a person may be

a much finer character, and he may have a much better attitude toward others

or he may merely be a lazier He may be easy going because of ----

'easy going because of lack of interest. I think there is a dif

ferente right there between fundamentalists and modernists. I have often

heard it said, modernists are much easier to get along with than fundamenta

lists. Fundamentalists are always fighting about little things. Modern

ists are much more tolerant, much more charitable. That .st.tement is not

true. Nevertheless there is a certain element of truth ±n it. But the ele

ment of truth is this, that tith the fundamentalists it is a matter of life

and death, whether this is God's word. To the fundamentalists it is a mat

ter of life and death, whether Jesus is actually God or not, whether he

actually died on the cross for our sins or not. And to the modernists, these

are old fables and superstitions and if the modernist had been closely
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connected with these things and had been brought up in such a way as to

at one tim°think they were true
lead them and. now he has turned away from them, he is apt to be

very bitter' and have a very intense attitude regarding it ˆ but i he has

not had this experience in his background he is apt not to have an attitude

of much real zeal one way, or the other on these things. He is apt to fell

well, if somebody wants to believe old superstitions, what is, the harm. If

he wants to beelive that Santa Claus is a real man, why should I get excited

about it. If he wants to believe that JesusChrist died on the cross,

well what is' the different. Lots of people liave, fool ideas, and conse

quetnly if you think of these as fool ideas and that is all, it is easy to

be tolerant of them just as you are tolerant of other ideas people have.

And if a person thinks theylmatter, then hecannot help feeling strongly on

it and you are more apt to show unpleasant qualities toward otheiEwhen.it

comes to dealing with something that you think is vital, and so to that

extent real often you will find two menand you way, "1 like the fundamenta

list's belief, but I like the modernist attitude". That is what the people

say. Well, they don't really. It is the modernist's indifference which

leads him on that point which, seems to have a pleasant attitude. You

take this same man and take something that he is really concerned about and

his attitude in most cases will not be the least bit more pleasant than the

attitude of the man who these and on the other hand there are a

great many modernists who have come out of a background where they have had

some realization of the importance of these things and the bitterness that

you find among them, the strong feeling, is every bit as great as you will

find on the part of any fundamentalist. The Lord wants us to have a kindly

attitude toward others. He wants us to have a tolerant attitude toward

other ". He wants us to deal with people in such a way that we look

at ideals without letting our emotions too much affect our attitude toward

the individual. He wants us to do that. and it is a 'difficult goal to try

24 for. 1$ And it is a much harder goal to reach when you are dealing with
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things that are really vital to you, things that you are concerned about

than it is otherwise. But don't let anybody tell you that the modernist

has a better attitude than the fundamentalist. It simply is not true. There

are many modernists who are much concerned about these things and there

are those who are not and therefore it doesn't show their real attitude,

their real feeling on those matters. Now Esau was easy going. He was a

pleasant sort of chap. He was easy going unless you interf erred with the

things which greatly concerned him. And it so happened that the things

which concerned him vitally were his immediate . The enjoyment he

got out of his hunting, the good food that he 4njoy,d to eat, the pleasant

things of life. As long as he had plenty of them he was easy to get along

with and very pleasant to . But when he reached the point when h,

was really hungry and he didn't see how he could live an hour or two unless

he could have something to eat, h, war ready to throw away all the vital

things of the future in order to get them and th Scripture speaks much

more highly of Jacob who saw the importance of the spiritual realm and

was anxious to get something in it, even though Jacob's attitude *t this

time was entirely wrong. Jacob was converted later in his hf,. Jacob's

attitude changed later in his life. But all through his life, Jacob had

a realization of spiritual values and that is a ver'r important thing for

anyone to have. We notice also that Jacob was characterized by his deter

mination and hard work. It is easy to think that the preson that is easy

going is a nicer person to get along with, but. God doesn't want us to

be disagreeable, he wants us to be people that are determined to accomplish

something. H wants us not merely to be good, but he wants us to b, good

for so*thing. H wants us to be sound, but h doesn't want us to b all
to accomplish

sound. He wants us to really be striving something along the lines in

which he directs us and Jacob, all through his life was characterized by

his determination and by hard work. Now, we notice that on his way beck

from Mesopotamia, he had that very strange experience at Pnil. An ex

perience which we do not fully understand. There are many attempts to explain
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it and *an* interesting suggestions that are made, but I think we must say

this that we do not fully understand anybne's conversion. There is that

which is individual and peculi"a to one person in the revealing of the

my man with God or in the incidence when God takes a hold of a man and turns

him to himself. We cannot mane a pattern and say that everyone much e

xactly conform to this pattern because they do not. Individuals differ, but

the elements that are characteristic of all conversions can be found there

in Jacob's experience at peniel. It was God's initiative. God came. God

shoved his wonderful grace in taking a hold of Jacob and turning Jacob in

a direction contrary to that in which he wished to go. We talk a great

deal about salvation by faith and that is one of the great things of the
we are apt to misunderstand

Scripture, but it as we think of it as meaning

that we have this wonderful thing called faith and because we have that

wonderful thing God therefore might save us. But we do something. This

wonderful %% faith thatis given us is what saves us. That is the e

xact opposibe of what salvation by faith means. Salvation by faith means

we do nothing at all, but it is God's wonderful grace which comes in and

sves us and we simply rest in the grace of God. We simply take that which

God gives us. We permit God. We do not permit God, we can't help it. We

simply rest in what God does. God takes our lives and changes them and

molds them Ø in accordance with his grace. And God took Jacob here at

Peniel and changed his life around. At Peniel, the name of which means

the place of God. Jacob saw God. Not because Jacob was looking for God

then. There are individuals that ar looking for God and God may in his

wonderful mercy permit them to see him. 113 may give them an experience

of himslef, but Jacob at this time was not so much looking for God as he

was looking for a way to escape sau (end of record)
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That was the time when in th mid$ of. his fear, God entered in andchanged
h
is life. Fear never converts anybody, but fear may put a person in a
situation

where he is willing to look in God's direction. You hear sto

ries of men who were on rafts in the aa .n. danger of their lives and

would turn to God and were marvelously saved and you hear of other sto

ries of men who were on rafts in the sea and made all kinds of vows as

.to how entirely different their lives would be if they ever escape, to

excape and were rescued and their lives a week after they were rescued

were exactly the same as they vere before. Fear doesn't convert them,

but the fear mak's people ready to look in the direction in which God

will look at them and Jacob was fearful and God met him, but it was God's

initiative, God turns Jacob's life around and God lead Jacob and at the

end of Jacob's life he said to Pharaoh, "The Lord has "11

(question) 1 1/2 You don't mean at Peniel? You mean Bethel on his way

up to Mesopotamia. There God intervenes., similarly as in this instance,

in a different way. Jacob was there sleeping and Jacob was there in a

mood, a -somewhat open mood. He had just left his family, he didn't know

when he would see his family again. He was alone there and as he-slept

there, God gave him the vision and he saw the ladder and the angels of

God descending and ascending and God gave him that vision and when he

woke up, Jacob said, "This is the very gate ..f God called Bethel." "The

House of God." And he said, "If this God will. be with me, then He will

indeed be my God." Now the, words can be taken as,a

vow. If God will do this for me then I will do this for God; But he

doesn't say what he will do for God, he simply says that God will my

God and that is just as possible to take it as saying, "if God is going to

do this for me then how foolish it will be for me to look to any other God,

for, me to think of any other than this God as my God." I don't think that

we have evidence for Jacob's realling fo'lowIng God after that, for I think

his real conversion is at Peniel rather than at Bethel, but I think that

God gave him there a realization of God's presence and power and made him
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more ready to see God as look back at Psni,l. I think

that in the lives of, there are individuals whose lives just make a com

plete alteration 3 1/2 but that is not true in most

cases and in most cases there are several spots and several instances that

God causes them to look to some extent in His direction and in many many

cases you can't tell at what point the real conversion Is, although I think

that in Jacob's case we can tell actually it was at Peniel. Now after

PenI,1, then Jacob came on the Schechem and therehe had experiences wth

his sons in which the wickedness which had shown itself in Jacob's grasping

youth, shoved itself in his sons in their grasping youth. And then we

have his grief over Joseph, the end of his life was %$ filled with sorrow.

God turned him to himself. God made him a vital part of the progress of

God's plan of redemption &d the preparation of Christ, the vital link be

tween Abraham and Christ. H, gave him a very important place in God's

but the end of his life was not happy. That is, the part up to

near the end, the latter pat of his life was not happy because of his tre

mendous grief over Joseph. God gave Jacob material blessings, but he did

not give him true happiness except during a very brief portion at the end

of his life. He was one whom God used, one to whom God gave a great place,

in His kingdom, one whom God used as an instrument to show us a great deal

about how God deals with him, but the actual joy of Jacob was largely

confined to the latter, very end of his life when he was to weak to appre

ciate to the full or to his eternal life with Christ. This terrible grief

over Joseph was the thing that Jacob could not control in any way. Jacob

had striven to get the spiritual values. He tried to seize the birthright

and to seize the blessing which God had already said would come to him, and

which were intended for him.. There was nothing h could do about it, but

he tried to seize them in his youth, but now he finds that in spite of every

thing he could do, that which meant most, WOO for happiness was simply

taken from him when his sons turned against $%p/ one of them and sold him
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into slavery and so the greatest pleasures and the greatest joys of life

simply cannot be received by our striving, they must be given by God's grace,

by God's prthvidence, by God's blessing. God wants us to strive, and he wants

us to struggle, and he wants us to work hard, but he wants us to do it in

order to advance his kingdom and in order to advance his purposes, not to ad

vance our own project and our own securing us spiritual values, but to ad

vance our own service to him then he will give us the spiritual joy at such

time a it suits his plan to give them to us whether in this life or in the

future. I referred a few minutes ago to that verse Gen. 48.15 where Jacob

said where the Lord had shepherded him' all the days of his life. He look

ed back and he saw that even before his conversion, the Lord had been lead

ing and he had been struggling against God's plan, also, and he had often

been struggling in his own purposes to accomplish what he wanted and that

God had lead and directed him and controlled and God had brought him to the

place where he was. Now I want to bery briefly mention at this point the

prophecies in Gen. 49. Gen. 49 is from the vijipoint of Hebrews, the

hardest chapter in the book of Genesis. You can read most of the book

through with a little knowledge of Hebrew without a great deal of difficulty,

but when you come to chapter 49, it is a good chapter to leave until 2nd

or 2rd year of Hebrew. That is for two reasons, one is that it is poetry,

and poetry is always harder than prose and another reason is that the sec

tions of it are comparatively disconnected. There is little context. Be

cause they are not connected one with the other, but h is taking each of

the sons and he is looking forward into the future and telling som3thing

about it in poetic and often rather cryptic language and so it is a diffi

cult chapter, not just as to the general purpose of the chapter, /f%%/

the general import, we must have an understanding of what th blessings of

the patriarchs were. Th blessings of th patriarchs was not someltiing

like an inheritance that a man can give if h chose. They were not some

thing that a man might use to help one son or anbther son, something that

he wanted, Not at all. They were the opportunity that God gave these men
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to give a glimpse of the future to them. The blessing that God gave through

the Patriarchs was a glimpse of something that was going to happen to them

or to their descendents. And so God permitted these different Patriarchs

at times o tell something of how God was going to lead and what God was

going to do in the lives of their children and bare in chapter 9 he starts

telling about his sons and you might think that he was going to deal with

their immediate lives but then as the English has said, I may tell you that

khich shall befall you in the last days. And this leads most interpreters

to jump from one extreme to the other instead of dealing with the sons

bth,mselves, they think he is telling of what is going to happen 3000 years

later and they think that everything here mentioned must relate to the

very end of the hu4'man race and they find that there are one or two

defi-nitepredictions that relate to Christ and so they think that they must corn

at the time of Christ and afterwards and then they get into all kinds of

difficulty in trying to determine what is meant by these different predic

tions. I saw a thesis once presented in another seminary in which the man

who wrote the thesis took this chapter for his subject for an M.A. thesis

and he started in and went through y/ different theories people had

advanced in interpretations, and tried to show how they differed from one

another and his conclusion was we don't know what any one of them mean, you

never know what prophecy means anyway. If it tells something about Christ

and the N. T. says it is fulfilled that't that, but if it doesn't, it is

just a statement that had no bearing upon it. Well, that is just throwing

up pour hands and saying that we can't do anything with it. And if you

give me a textbook on advance electronics to read, it would perhaps be

vise for me to throw up my hands and saY I dan't do anything with it,

but if I really want to do something with it, the things to do Is to take

a little more elementary sections and go through them and learn the princI-
same

pals and the thing is true of prophecy. It is very easy for people totake

som,tg/difficult advanced prophetic statement and try to interpret it

and they get into all kinds of va 11 and then when you compare that
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they have done and you say look here you can't know anything about it. Well,

that i true if you started just into the advanced 11 without

taking up the preliminary material. There are many people who have studied

difficult pro$$$'ph,ci,s of the Scripture. There are very few who have

tried to study the easy course of the prophetic discourse. To a large

extent they are left by the side and neglected. So if you are going to

understand th difficult portions, you must have studied the simpler portions.

YOU must take the easy things and get the principles. You must learn the

way of God's dealing in the easier things and then go from that into the

more complicated things and you get the principles where it is clear how

they were dealt with. Very few students of the prophetic books bother to

pay much attention to the account of 1ijah and Elisha. And yet you have

in Elijah and Elisha and in the historical books you have historical situ

ations 12 makes a statement and something happens, and you can

see the whole situation in the prophetic books and you know just what was

said and you don't have much about the situation, you don't know any

thing about what happened later and if you don't understand it, there is

a great deal that you simply don't have the full facts and you can infer

a good deal if you know what happens in the cases where you do have the

whole story. And so in Elijah and Elisha and the prophetic and historical

books are in my opinion the correct place to begin the study of the

prophetic books of the O.T. Now in this particular pase here, those words

"in the last daysttare very much 1eadng. They are an 1g1ish translation,

a literal translation of the Greek translation, but I doubt if the Greek

translation here is a very ,xac translation. The Hebrew, I think, trans

lated a very well rendered"after a time", after a while, in the 13

of days, that which comes beyond the days. Now that might mean two or three

weeks have passed and then after that something will happen, it may mean

two or three years will passed and then after that, it may mean two or three

centuries and it may mean two or three milleniuins, but the ,mphas is on
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passage of time and then it comes. And if you interpret it that way, it

is perfectly simple to see what is said here is something of the future

hsItory of these tribes beginning after a time, and often here, the %ter

awhile, is after they left Egypt and went back up IntoPalestine and you find

there are a good many of predictions here that can be found literally ful

filled work in Palestine and I feel that a great many more

13 3/k were literally fulfilled at that time if we knew the whole

history of events during that period, but of course, we don't. We don't

even have of those events. A lot of predictions he were very

important for the tribes during that period, but this has not been recorded

in the Scripture the entire fulfillment of it. A very interesting verse

is v. 7, v. 5; "Simeon and Levi are brethren" and then he tells what was

wrong about them, and then he goes on to tell what is going to happen to

them. "Cursed be their anger, for it was fierce; and their wrath, for it

was cruel; I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel". And
and was given

you find that the tribe of Simeon when they went into Palestine % the ex

treme southern end of the territory, but before long they disappeared.

(end of record)
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They disappeared as a tribe "They were dived in Jacob and scattered in Is-

rael". The curse then upon the ppople of Simeon was a fulfillment of that

right here. But he says here upon both Simeon and Levi, they are both

given a curse. But in the case of Levi in the wilderness when the people

turned against God, the Levites stood with Moses and they stood for God in

the wilderness against all their brethren and the curse into

1 and the Levites were similarly divided in Jacob and scattered in

Israel. Simeon was given the tribal area in the beginning. Levi wasn%'t

his tribe was already scattered, but they were scattered for blessing, bles

sing to them and blessing to the people around them. They were scattered as

God's representatives all through the land. Their towns were scattered here

and there but there carrying on the servants of God and
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representing Him. And so the exact statement here was a curse for one and

a blessing to the other. It was a statement which was given as a rebuke

and as a curse for the wickedness of the two men, but as it was carried out

the descendents of Levi followed God and the curse was turned into a bless

ing and no one can ever say, "1 can't myself because of my heredity, be

cause of the unfortunate situation I am in. There is nothing I can do." No

one can ever say that. The situation can be turned into a blessing if one

truly turns to God. Now, we will not, in this course, take time to look

further at these predictions here, nor will we say more about Jacob at this

point, but we go on to . Joseph. and under Joseph, #1 The General outline

of the material aspect of his life. Most of you are very familiar with

the life of Joseph. Probably more than w*th any other character in Scrip

ture. If you are not, you can easily gain such a familiarity from reading

these chapters for the main events are very clear and very simple. A you

know, he was favored of his father. He was the favorite son and it is

strange indeed that one who was so favored as Joseph was and so obviously

#afored by his father does not seem to have been spoiled. At least we

find such very splendid characteristics of him that it is difficult to

find any sign of his having been spthiled at all. There are those that would

think that there is such an evidence in his dream, but I think that this is

a misinterpretation of the dream. In the dream he sees 00 himself as

supreme and the other bowing down to him. Well, that is the situation that

he was in. That is the way his father treated him. But he does not inter

pret the dream himself here, it is the obhers who interpret the dream. The

first dream where they were binding sheaves in th' field, and "lo, my sheaf

arose, and also tood upright; and, bhod, your sheaves stood round about,

and made obeisance to my sheaf." Now the brothers interpreted it and said,

"Shalt thou indeed reign over us? or shalt thou indeed have dominion over

us? And they hated him yet the more for his dreains,and for his words". But

he hadn't said he was going to reign over them. He had a dream and he had
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a vision of that which was going to happen in the future and in deed they

did bow down . (question ) The Scripture says that

they were from the Lord and you know that they were from him. Abraham

Lincoln, they say with authority, many times during his life

as president dreamt the same dream. He would see a ship coming along and

he would dream that e saw this sailboat, beautiful sails flapping in the

wind as it was coming along, and the next morning h would come down and

tell his dream at the breakfast table and a little later a courtier would

come in and would say that there has just been a big battle and a great

and certain crisis had occurred and these seemed to come just before he

got news of an important crisis an d then they say that one night he

dreamt and the next morning he would say he had the dream of the ship again

and he said that he hadn't had it for awhile, and this time th ship cam,

into port and landed. And that night he was assinated. Now that is told

in Lincoln's biography. And there are people who have dreams which seem

to tell something of the future. There are people who bve feelings and

impulses that give them some ideas. Personally, I think that when anything

like that happens to me, it is with . When I get particularly

worried about some person, I always know that person is going to be all

right because if something happens to anyone that I am much interested in

it always come 5 1/2 //. Anything of that sort never
with

happened with me. I would say that most your dreams are the result of

what you have eaten. (laughter). They are the result of the experience

that you have been having and I think that most of us, the less attention

that we pay to dreams, the better. But at this time, the Scripture was not

yet written and God dealt with those people in particular ways in which it

is not necessary that he deal with us. We have the Scripture and lit is

God's desire that we study the Scripture and learn his principles and that,

we apply those principles and follow them. And therefore, the element of

the supernatural intervention is at an extreme minimum in our lives because
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it is God's will that we should ldarn to follow Him simply with His eye as

he tells us in the Psalm. If H, can lead us with His eye, that we are so

filled with His word we understand the principles so much that we act in

accordance with his will, but those people didn't have the full Scripture.

At the time of Joseph they had eiy little of it aEd at various crisis, God

has intervened in marvelous wonderful ways and particularly in those days

as he was preparing the way for the coming of the Son and see the beginning

of the outreach of the gospel in the world. I would not say, personally

that God might not in any particular situation intervene In a similar

remarkable way today. I would not say that it would not happen, but I

would not venture to say that it is an extremely unlikley thing. I think

that if you have a strange deream that you are doing the right thing rather't

than the wrong, I would be extremely sceptical about its having any parti

cular meaning. I would think rather of the experiences that you IWe had

which have been combined in some peculiar psycic way $ in order to give

you that particular experience or to check up on what you have been eating

and see if tha) might not have some relation to it. But in the case of

these men, undoubtedly God gave them dreams which ave them visions

of the future. Now we have that story of A. Lincoln, I would not say that

it wasn't slinilarily a somewhat psychic experience that he had, there are

other similar stories, but I think that it is in a different area from this

sor tof thing. Her, it was a definite divine intervention. In dour cases

we have no right to expect such divine intervention. We have the words and

God is far more interested in our studying the word and applying it then

in any particular specific thing that we do that might require a divine

on His part. But here he did give Joseph these two dreams and

they were fulfilled in the main, that is the basic idea of them was ful

filled. running over them later, he had over them, he

had the rule of Egypt and they were mighty G$1ad to have his dominion over

them protecting them from the fa . But some people interpret this

simply as a picture of the conceit of Joseph, and I don't think that conceit
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would have been at all unnatural or strange in the situation, but I don't

think 4 that they are an eidence of conceit in view of the other charact

eristics of Joseph which we have shown in the history. I don't think that

these dreams can show conceit, but I do think that God did give this dream

in order that they could later look back and see how God had his hand in

the whole thing and direct results. In the other drea& he said, "Behold I

have dreamed a dream more; and, behold, the sun and the moon and the eleven

stars made obeisance to me. And he told it to his father, and to his brethren

and his father rebuked him, and said unto him, What is this dream that thou

hast dreamed? Shall I and thy mother and thy brethren indeed come to bow down

ourselves to thee to the earth?" The first one just had the brothers in it.

But now this one has the sun and the moon in it. "His brethr,nvied him;

but his father observed the saying." His father wondered, can there b

something to this. Well, now was this dream literally fulfilled, his father

and his mother and his eleven brothers, as the eleven stars? Well, his

father and his brothers bowed to him indd in gypt, n,d all eleven of them

lived to that time when they went to Egypt. His own mother, Rachel, died

in Palestine. Leah was the head of the family. When she died we don't know.

Whether she was there in Palestine or in Egypt, we don't know. But at least

his own physical mother did not bow down to him, but it may be that the

head of the family and the woman the head of the family did bow down to

him, so we cannot say that this was absolutely fulfilled or not, but the

general import of it as very definitely fulfilled. His father and his

brethren later did bow down. his childhood a favored childhood,

and yet I think & unspoiled one and then the sudden chang when his brethren

:ook him and sold him into gypt and they sold him to this company of Ish

m,elites who came along and took him down into gypt and some people find

a contradiction in vs. 28; "Then there passed by Midianites merchantmen; and

they drew and lifted up Joseph out of the pit, and sold Joseph to the Ish

meelites for twenty pieces of silver; and they brought Joseph into Egypt".
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Some people say that that is a contradiction that must show two different

documents that have boon pieced toth3r and if the two contradict, what

kind of a silly thought it was to try jo piece them togthr and so they

saw some Germans coming by and so they pulled him out of the pit and they

sold him to the Frenchmen. (laughter) Very evidently if it were two docu
think there

mints, and picd togthr, the man who picd together did not Ø/$/6t/

any contradictions in the statements, th3 Midian1ts and the Isbmlits.

Suppose you say that they looked up and saw some Texans coming by and they

pulled him up out of the pit and sold him to the Americans. There cr

tainly would b no contradiction there. (laughter) Are the Isbmlits a

portion of the Midianits hr? Or are th3 Midianits mrchantmn, who were

in the Ishm3lit taravans here. o as to the exact situation W'3 simply

don't know, but w have no reason, no right to say thr3 is any contradic

tion, but v certainly hav no right to say that there is such a contradic

tion as shows two different documints because if there wire two documents

they wire not so considered by the man who put them together into one. The

exact situation w do not know. W do not know the full exact meaning of

what sort of grrup was the Midianits and what sort of group was the Ish

mlitsd These names art often 13 as our word American. What

is an American? Well, you go up to Canada and they will say, Oh, th'r is

an American. Well, aren't the Canadians americans just as much as w are?

Isn't Canada a part of America? Over there in Germany on time I went into

a store and a man said to m, "Oh, you are form America, are you? Well,

there was a man just hire from Amrica, perhaps you know him?' Well, I

said, "Perhaps I do. What town is h, from?""L,t us h said, "Yes,

IRio d, Janeiro." (laughter) V,ll, I could tell him even without knowing

the man's name that I had never met him. The term America in one sense

inlcud,s all of South and N,.rth America, and in another sense it is used

to include aonly the U.S.A. because our specific name as far as I know,

the only name of a country that has the word America in it. The United

States of America. The r3st Is the ununItd States of America, I suppose.
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But the terms, th way that ths national and racial terms art used

you have to have pretty specific information to say that there is

a contradiction. You laugh when I spoke of the German's coming back and

their selling to the Frenchmen, and yet I ran on to some folks in Nebraska

and they told m that thr was a large group of people out there and

everybody called them the German Russioaa. Now, they were certainly as

much removed from German Russians ly Yet these

People there were considered by those people as G rman Russians. I suppose

they wart Germans who had livid in Russia for a few generations and thus

had migrat,d to the U.S. W ndd to know a great dial more than w know

about those times before say this is a contradiction. But

at any rat this was a caravan of traveling mrchantm3n who cam by and
carried

they took Joseph into slavery and they %f7 him down into Egypt and then in

Egypt h is sold as a slave into Potifer's hous' and there in ypt, h,

by his industry and by his he rises to a position of trust in the

house and then to the contrary he finds himself thrown into

prison, and there we find the wonderful thing that h does not become

tend of record)
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Then we had him in prison for a long time. He's , he's calling to two

officers there, does a very fine favor for them; one of them is restored to

leadership in Pharabh's kingdom, and yet he forgets all about Joseph 3/k

And so it seems that misfortunes come to him one right after the

other and then one day as he is there in the prison and it looks as if De is

going to spend the rest of his life there, there is a sudden change that takes

place and he is exalted from being a slave who is a prisoner to ruler of Egypt.

It all sounds, of course, in a way very fantastic, but it is not at all. It is

contrary to 'what most people experience, but there are individuals who expe
every bit as

rience remarkable things in their lives as this one. It is not the least bit

impossible, though very very strange. And now we have Joseph as the head

of the land of Egypt there carrying out his plan to save the land from the

famine. We will note later on how the background of the story of Joseph

in Egypt, how many different details of it, not the details of the actual

events byt the details of the background fit in with the discoveries made

during the last century of the condition of life in Egypt. (question )2

What do you mean y height? (answer)and they help us to understand better

the details of Christ's life seeing them compared. I remember once when I

was teaching a course in Babylonian and I presented a ce'ta.:i z1itc1

tuaand a student in the class couldn't see any sense to it, how

perfectly ridiculous. How can a language have such a dramatic teacher as

that. Well, I didn't know how to show him that it wasn't too ridiculous and

I happened to recall that he a year or so before studied a year of Arabic.

And I said, "Well, look here, over in Arabic you haveexactly , you have such

and such a thing." And he said, "Oh, yes, of course,well, sure engoub it is."

And there you have an analogy to Arabic and that made it easy for him to under

stand to see the naturalness of the thing in Babylonian. And it is

3 to take things familiar to us and use them to represent to make it

easy for us to understand things that aren't. And so the Lord uses all sorts

of types and figures in order to make it easy for us to understand great super
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natural things and certainly there is much in the life of Joseph that is

similar to great events in the life of Christ and the Lord wants us,-I believe

to use anything that is a good example and similarity or type iof the great

spiritual truths that He wants us to present. But I think it is vital that

we distinguish between a type and a teaching. If God says this is so, that

proves it, that is that way. Now, a type, is not a proof that something is so,

but is an illustration. ou cannot prove anything by an analogy, but you can

illustrate something by an analogy. The fact that that gramatical situation

existed in Arabic didn't prove that it did in Babylonian, not at all, but if
anything

illustrated it made it easy to understand and /' you find in the Old

Testament or anyvheres else, that is similar to something in God's spiritual

economy, similar to something in the life of Christ may be used as an illus

tration, or a type and is very valuable that way,so long as veuse it as

something to illustrate and do not try to prove anything by it because you can-

not prove anything by a type. Now, it is n't any easier for us to understand
left to

Christ's humiliation, He who Z4,M4/,41 the joys of heaven come down to us

to life on earth by thinking of Joseph who on a much smaller scale, not by his

own intention, but because God did it, left the place of preference in his

family and was sent as a slave down into Egypt. It is a. little easier to

understand it //$%% perhaps as an illastration and easier to under

stand Christ's exultation by understanding something of the exultation of

Joseph and so many events in the life of Joseph, I think are helpful 5

But then when soembody says, "Well, Joseph married a Gentile wife,

and that is a type of Christ and the church." I think that is carrying things

to absuñdity. That is a purely accidental similarity, I would say. I

think that is the most important thing to remember about types is that they

are illustrations and only illustrations and do not in themselves prove any-

thing. I think that if we remember that, def1nitely,t.re is the thing that

we do not need to fear about going to far or not far enough because after all

the vital thing is what is the teaching, not what is the type. They type

merely helps to illustate. But if you illustrate the attitude that you prove
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something by the type, once you get that attitude, why then there isn't a

type anywhere that is exactly like Christ or exactly like the spiritual teach

ing God wants to give us and there fore if you take the type as proving some

thing no matter how careful you are in the use of ypes, you are in danger

of getting off in WlXi to terrible absuñdities and false teaclings. But

that is the vital thing. Not what is the type of this, but what id a type,

and the answer is that a type is an illustration. As long as we stick to that

idea, we are prefectly safe. They are God's means of teaching and of prepa

ring our minds to make it easier to grasp truth that He wants to give us.

I heard a sermon once in which a man ran through the names of the cities of

refuge and from the names he drew spiritual lessons and it made 7

in which to handle these spirial lessons and the lessons were all derived

from specific teachings of the Bible and it was a very nice and helpful ser
if

mon but he had tried to prove these things from these types it could have

been very dangerous, names of such types because they do not prove anything,

but they may often be useful illustrations. Now, the next time I wish you

would take the first 15 chapters of the book of Exodus and simply note the

main events, note the main events and note the geographical places wthe

important events occurred in the first s15 chapters of Exodus, for next

Thursday. (end of lecture.)

Idea of what strikes you (question)mere is a certain amount of overlapping

but there is a great deal that doesn't overlap and if you put it under 3

instead of 1 why we won't quarrel about that as long as you get it one place

or the other. Now we have been running through only that we went tery slowly

on the first few chapters noting those problems that are particularly vital

in dealing vlti people who have difficulties and questions about the Bible and

trying to get an understanding of the exact meaning of the first few chapters

of Genesis. These latter chapters are far easier to understand and which are

well known as a whole and we haven't felt it necessary in this class to take

much time on them. We vetn very rapidly ove r them and we were speaking about

e. Joseph, last time and we had noticed the general outline of the material
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aspects of his life and noticed certain features of this and there are cer

tam others that we will look at later as we touch a little upon Egyptian and

Babylonian archaeology next semester. And then 2ndly we all left out the

spiritual history of Joseph rather briefly. We noticed that he was the most

perfect character in the Old Testament. A man, characterized by great humi

lity, a man particularly characterized by trust in God and no matter what hap

pened, he was ready to do 'what he felt the will of the God was and to be satis

fied with what God sent. He was just as much at home in Pharaoh's palace

as he was in any of the other places where he had been. He had no difficulty

fittinginto any situation and yet he seems not to have become embittered when

he was in Prison to no fault of his own, but to have perfect trust in God
tested

in the midst of that situation. The way in which he t%d his brethren in

order to see whether they were really sincere and really changed was very

interesting in the latter part of the chapter. I don't think that we need to

go into it here. I think it is well to note that particular point though in

case you ever studied it from that aspect which is one which you can very

easily study at any particular time because it is not particularly difficult

and in this course with the whole Old Testament History to go throggh we want

to devot e ourselves particularly to problems that may be of some difficulty,

so we will not spend more time on Joseph but we% will go on to % IV. The

Deliverence from Egypt. And under that A. Thebackground of the deliverance.

Now, the background of the deliverance is impossible to go into fully without

going into Egytian archaeology and we are going to look at that a little as

a separate subject next semester, so we will come back to that then, but I

want to say about that a little bit and a little more about the general rel

ationaship. It is interesting that Moses wrote the first five books of the

O.P. and yet there is such a sharp break between Genesis and Exodus. e have

the book of Genesis finishing with the Israelites in high favor and then we

have Exodus beginning with the names of the chilreLi of Israel and Joseph died

and all his brethren and there ruled a new king over Egypt who knew not Joseph.

How long was the period expressed in vs. 7 of chapter 1 of Exodus. "The children
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of Israel were fruitful and increased abundantly and multi'plied. and waxed ex-

ceeding mighty; and the land was filled wtlhthem. Now there arose up a new king c
over Egypt
which knew not Joseph." Vs. #7 seems to show quite a large length of time. It

doesn't tell us anything about that time except $%/,a' the growth of the

children of Israel. It doesn't tell who were changes in the dynasty of the

Egypt, it doesn't tell whether the Egyptian attitude toward the Israelites

was changed, it doesn't bil anything about the tumults and wars and upheavels

in the land, it merely says that the children of Israel waxed great and multi

plied and waxed exceeding mighty and increased abundantly and then there arose

a new king over Egypt which knew not Joseph. But the attitude of the King

here after is very very different from the attitude of the kings before. Be

fore they had been so very friendly to the Israelites and so very appreciative

of what they did. Nov such changes as this can take place within the dynasty.

They can take place in one king to the next. They can take place in one presi

dent to the next. They can even take place within the administration of one

president. We have had that happen in the U.S. Such sharp sudden things can

take place, but it suggests that there was possibly more of a change than you

would normally expect the change from the kings great favor to the kings dis

favor to the people here. And that fits in with the evidence that we have XMX

from archaeology that there was at about this time a complete change of dyna

sty in Egypt and it is most likely that this change of dynasty corresponds

here to the change from the Pharaoh who was such a friend of Joseph to this

Pharaoh who did not know oseph. It is most liekly that the Pharaoh when

Joseph went down were an Asiatic group of conquerors who were ruling Egypt,

who ruled for about 150 years and that when these kings v(/he were known

as the H were driven out the new king who took over in Egypt rather

naturally did not like the people who had been especially favored y the

previous dynasty. That is not certain, but it fits in very well in the

general chronology and if that is the situation, that is, if that is the

time referred to exactly then we can see very naturally how these things have

taken place. But the new king of Egypt who did not know Joseph would be very
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hostile to the people. If you have been to the Univ. of Penna. Museum of

Philadelphia in the Egyptian section there, you will see monuments there which

will depict the attitude of the ancientEgyptian 151 . You will find evi

dence of their great cruelty. You will find that their pictures will show

a Pharaoh grasping a number of his enemies with one hand and brings his fist

é down upon them with the ohter hand, (end of record)
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In the front of the door which was in front of the and it

showed the king of the Hittites lying there fastened to the ground so that

everytime Pharaoh would go in or out of his alace he would step across it

a representation of the king of the Hittites. In the Egyptian heiroglyphics

there is what we call idoegraphs or particular pictures which represent just

about every Egyptian word must have one of these in front of it to show the

general class of things signified if you refer to a country you have a picture

that simply says country to show the name of a country and nearly

every word in Egyptian must have such an ideograph in front of it. Nov in the

case of foreigners iczuxt where ever they refer to a foreigner the Egyptians

have a sign which means foreigner and this sign represents a man with his hands

tied behind his back and blood streaking down from his forehead. That shows

a foreigner as they like to imagine that all foreigners will eventualy be.

And that is the attitude of the ancient Egyptians toward foreigners and it gives

an appreciation of the crueltydescribed in the first chapter of Expdus. They

were very friendly with the Israelites when they were helping them, when Joseph

was helping them through the famine, but these Pharaohs who were in charge at this

time the Pharaohs from whom these inscriptions come were men whose rule was

characterized by great cruelty particularly to those that they considered belong

iug to other races.
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Then in ancient Egypt we have great building operations. There has hardly

1en anything in the history of the world that is superior in the amount of

tremendous building to what the Egyptians did. The Israelites had nothing

to do with the building of the pyramids. When the Israelites were in Egypt

the pyramids had been standing there about as long as it is from now back

to the time of King Charlemagne. They were very very ancient when the

Israelites went into Egypt. They had nothing to do with them. But the

amount of effort that went into the building of the pyramids gives an idea

of the great building operations of the Egyptians and other building oper

ations that were carried on when the Israelites were there. One of those

great pyramids has over a million blocks of stone in them and these are

blocks that average further across than the length of this table and they

are a cube of that size and with no modern machinery it was a tremendous

job to cut out those stones and to bring them there and to place them and

some of them up, very high up in the air, the great height of that tremen

doas pyramid. And this work must have taken hundreds and thousands of people

to do this tremendous job merely to make a burial place for one king and

there are many pyramids, not quite as large as this one, for various kings.

the time of the Israelites in this period of Egyptian history they were

not building pyramids but were building a great many large palaces and many

temples and many of them are still standing today in maiy parts of it in a

very good state of preservation. In the great temple of which was

built about this time, I stood on the side of one of those columns and there
us standing

had to be three of around to reabh around and there were maybe two

hundred columns in that one section, that one hail of the temple of

The building operations were prodigious and tremendous which the pharaoh's

carried on and particularly which they carried on at this very period that

is the period of several centuries, within which time the Exodus of the

Israelites. We do not know exactly when the Exodus of the Israelites takes

place. There is no monument there to tell about it. It is a very staange
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thing, they didn't put up a big monument in order to say that this is

to celebrate the fact that the Israelites won their freedom from them

5 and were entirely free. It is just as

strange as the fact that in Paris there is no big monument celebrating the

battle of Waterloo in which Napoleon was defeated although

there are many monuments there which tell of great victories which tt hd

in other battles which they carried on. You wouldn't expect the Egyptians

to put up a monument to ceibrate this event and so you wouldn't expect tt

find much there which would specifically refer to /Ø)%%Ø it s 1/4

This is particualy the case because of the nature of the Egyptian

materials whkh we have. Thee Egyptians had the fines t writing materials

which were found anywhere in the ancient world. They had papyrus reeds

growing abundantly along the banks of the Nile from which th could make a

very fine paper, much better than the paper which we have today and they hd

abundant quantities of it, but paper doesn't last anywhere and in Egypt some

of it has remained that was buried in tombs, some of the great classic wri-

tings of ancient Egypt are preserved to us through school boys copies that
poorly

were j made and buried with the schoolby and we have found them and

otherwise all the copies of these great classic writings have disappeared.

But the Egyptians put up great monuments and they chiseled and

these monuments and these great inscriptians, hundreds of them are put on

the monuments with the chiseled sharply into them the pictures of the

different hyrogliphics giving these stories of the greateness of their kings

and naturally nothing was put in that kind of an inscrption if it wasn't

something they wanted to celebrate and glory in and have people hear about it

so that Egyptian, while we have more material from it than from almost any

other ancient country, it is not altogether satisfactory. It is not like

Babylonia vhre you have a great deal of all sorts of material that people

vDote for any purpose. There is here only those things XMX perserved that

people wanted preserved except just those things that are buried &n the bombs;

with some of these schoolboys and occassionally with some of the pharaoh's
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So that from ancient Egypt the/ things that would have preserved a

record of the Israelites are not there and we have no way of telling exactly

when they left Egypt. There are some people who are very insistent on one

exact date or another but there is no evidence to prove actually one or the

other of these dates now. We will go into that question a little laterg, more

at length, but I just want to bring out that fact now that while we know the

period within two or three centuries we do not know the exact time and con

sequently we cannot relate it t exactly to the particular individuals in

Egyptian history. There was an Egyptian queen, 712 . She was

a great ruler in Egypt, she was actually the king. Her husband was a nobody

until after her death, when he seized the throne and became another great

king. But while she was living, she was the king and in order to show that

fact, he always is pictured with a long beard because the long beard was

a sign of kingship. It probably was an artificial beard which she put on and

vore in order to indicate th.t she was the king and suddenly she disappears

and after that he is the great king and nobody knows what happened to herØ.

)1aughr) She had put up one very beautiful a great high

of one piece of stone out with inscriptions on e side showing

some of her great exploits and while her husband after her disappearance was

anxious to remove all signs of her greatness and he went throggh the great

temple she built and had her picture eradicated although the rest of the

pictures remained, hr picture is just erased out practically every place.

This beautiful was too heavy to destroy so he just built a brick wall

araund it so it couldn't be seen, now of which is gone and we have the

lovely which shows greatness. Now there are people who have

written books describing how as the princess who found Moses and

they tell us all about her how she was the princess who found and brought

up Moses and that of course is pure imagination. I would say there is one

chance in a thousand that she was the one. It is entirely possible, but it

is equally possible that she wasn't and that is far more likely. We do not

know the exact period when the Israelites came out of Egypt although we know
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the approximate time when it was. We will look a little at the career of

some of these individuals next semester, but the background as you learn

something of this material, it helps you to make more vivid the description

that you find in the Book of Exodus $I of the bondage under which the Israel

ite 94 . The of the Egyptians combined with their tremen

dous building operations and their desire to a greater amount of cheap labor

for them did a perfect background for the situation that is described there.

We shall now go on to B The course of the opp$ression. We V ill not have to

spend much time on this. I am calling your attention to it as an interesting

thing to observe. In Exodus I we have Pharaoh beginning the oppression. He

is aftaid that if the Israelites gain strength they will be too strong for

them and they will join with some enemy and hurt the Egyptians and therefore

ey put taskmasters over them to aflict ehem with their burdens. Now we

read in vs. 11 that they built treasure cities for pharaoh and two cities

are named Pithom and Raamses and thes name Raamses leads many of the people

to feel that it must be one of the kings names Raamses who was the king when

the Israelites were delivered. Well, it might suggest that, but it certainly

doesnot pave it. They say how could a city be called Raamses before Pharaoh

was called Raamses. How would you have a city of that name before you have

a king of that name. Well, it is not likely, but by no means impossible.

You could have a city of that name before you have a pharaoh of that name.

We know that Raainses the II built great cities which he called Rasnises. We

know that, but that doesn't prove that there were not cities of that name

before in different sections of Egypt. Alexander the Great gave the name

Alexander to perhaps 50 different cities and 50 others he named after his

father Philip, Phillippi, etc. and that doesn't mean that there is no city

named after Philip or Alexander before that time. We have dozeni of places

named Washington after Geo. Washington, but in most cases they were named

after his time, but there is no reason why there might'nt be a place which

was named Washington before the time of Geo. Washington, so this is an evi

dence that looks toward the time of King Raamses II. Haainses I was a man who
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reigned a very brief time and consequently 111 %under consideration at

this time. The grandfather of Raamses II. But Raases is the name of this

city and Pithom the name ofthe ohter city which they built for Pharaoh. And

then we find the more they afflicted the more they multiplied and grew and
rigour;

the Egyptians made the children of Israel serve with and made their lives
with

bitter hard bondage, in morter, and in brick and in all manner of service

in the field; all their service, wherein they made them serve, was with ri

gour. It seemed to the Israelites that things couldn't be any worse and thn

it got worse and it kep t getting worse and worse and carried on and very of

that tis the case in life. Things seem like they cannto possibly go on, t1

cannot possibly get any worse and then they may et twice as bad and it is

a strange thing and very often it is easire for us to stand the terrific

problems of life than the easier problems. The little things, the loss of

,the disagreeable things that come to us, they get us down terrifical]y

And then we get a real crisis and we find that we stand up under it and we

step forward and we seem to have reserved power that we never expected w$as

there and I think it is a mighty important thing that is to make your life

worth while to learn to call on the reserve for the little things and not

let them get ou down too much. The 13 can get worse and

worse and yet they can go an awful lot further and here we find them going'

on and the course of the oppression is worse, one of constant increasing

and in rgour and you think that it is just about the very end of possibility

and yet it continues for another eighty years because Moses was born and

lived forty years in Egypt and went up into the wilderness and was there

forty years and then he came back and the Israelites were still under the
the oppression

oppression. So that the course of was long and hard and of di

sagreeable treatment over a long period of years and in chapter 5 we find

the straw taken away from the people in an effort to make it still harder

frtthem and to peep them from grumbling 14 . And so the

course of the oppressinn is getting worse and worse and yet carefully

safe guarded so that it doesn't actually mean the destruction of the Israelit
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but rather their use for the building was 14. Now C. The Figure

of Moses. (end of record)
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And Pharaoh's daughter says I have brought him up out of the water and
but Ø'{ word Moses doesn't

therefore I will call him Moses, $/mean drawn p out of the water. That

is the error that leads people to thisinterpret the Bible at many points

and then you can very easily be shown that the Bible is full of mistakes

when you approach it from that erroneous viewpoint. The proper names of

the Old Testament do not more than a comparatively small number of cases

represent the particular idea that is given as the reason for the name. That
is
$&é to say they didn't take an idea and then say, "All right, let's express

this idea", and that is the name. The idea is that they took a name whth

might be a name in common use and they would apply that name because it

sounded a little like something that would suggeted this idea arid therefore

seemed rather appropriate and that is the case with a great many of the names

from the OT. and once you realize that fact, there is no problem, but if

you don't realize that fact, people will make out that the writers of the

Scripture were absolute numbsculls, the crazy things they were imagining

In conncetion with these names. l

a lot of nonsense is an argument which went much too far. When you take a

great Infience and you bring an argument against it that has that erect,

what it menas is that you are misunderstanding. Things are not quite
th

that foolish, is anargument to show that ere is a mistake in the

midst of a lot of good material $$ could be a real argument against the

inspiration of Scripture and this argument is used by modernist. It is used

a good bit, the argument that the names are, do not mean what it says they

mean. Well, they are not supposed to. (question 2)No, if you derive Moseh

from it would mean it would be the active one drying up, not

one drowned, 2 , but the name Moses is a name

we find in Egypt. We have statues of men named Moses in Egypt and a king

Raamses probably the name was pronounced Ramoseh, the acutal pronunciation
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was probably, the word Moses was before, Ha standing for the sun

God. It is a ratlw common Egyptian name and Moses has a rather common Egy

ptian name which is selected from the commonest Egyptian ames, but is an

appropriate name in this case. It is suggested by the fact he is drawn up

out of the water and so ve give him a name that sounds a little bit like

that, but it is a rather common Egyptian name and the useof it in this place

here is a further corroboration of the definite Egyptian background of the

story. This actually did happen in Egypt. It isn't just something that

somebody imagined up in Palestine. (question 3 3/k) There were some of

them, of course, who knew Hebrew, crtaInly, and Pharah's daughter called

his name Moses and she said because I pulled him out of the water. Whether

she knew Hebr and thought it was quite appropriate for a Hebrew child to

have an Egyptian name that soudded like a Hebrew word, was a pplicable, or

whether the suggestion was made to her by one of the maidens 41

but it is true that suggests itself from first sight

he hears an Egyptian woman giving him a name and it is related here to a

Hebrew word, but I don't think it is a difficulty 41
when you don't know the fa

We don't know the full facts. It is very foolish about something to try to

explain them in a certain way and say this is how it was because maybe it

wasn't that way. You can say if it was this way, that explains the situ

ation. There is no problem there because it may have been exactly this

way and that solves it. Then you have an answer to it that solves it, but
would

there may be other answers that equally solve it, and it may be one of those.
In order to show
Something %$% is not an objection, all you have to do is to show that there

is one possibl& way in which it might be explained. You should not say this

is necessarily the correct answer because we just don't have the full facts.

But we know that it is not an evidence of error in it because that is one

way in which it could have been and there are other ways in thlch it might

have been answered. Now Moses then has this good Egyptian name, but he is

an Israelite brought up in Egypt. We are not told imuch about his education

here in Acts 7 we are told that he was learned in all the wisdom of the Egypt-
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lans. It would be natural that Pharaoh, the son of Pharaoh's daughter would

be given a good thorough Egyptian training. It seems most reasonable to ex-

pect then that he was a fairly trained man. Now, of course, a hndred years
if the Pent.

ago many people thought that the Bible couldn't be written by Moses, nobody

could write in those days, but as a matter of fact we know that many people

could write in those days, but certainly a man trained in would be

able to write, certainly a man trained in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.

And we have writing both from Babylonia{ and from Egypt that goes back a
6

thousand years before the time of Moses, abundant writing. (aquestion %*)

Well, they didn't have in those days formulas and refrigerators, other ar
nurse

rangements. How would Pharaoh's daughter $ˆØ the child? She would have

the secret and send to the drug store and get the formula because they didn't

have them. (question 7) How do you mean advanced age? What is your evidence

of that? Vs. 10, The. child grey and she brought him to Pharaoh's daughter and

he became her son. Well, how long did he grow? (laughter) Did he grow six

monthe or two years, or how long was it. Well, it doesn't say. At least

she nursed him well, and conditionally that he appeared strong and it didn't

seem as though he would die apart from the woman who was able to nurse him

and so his mother nursed him. In those days when a woman could not actually

nurse her child herself, it is necessary to get some other woman and in fact

up until comparatively recently it was a very common practice for a woman

to murse the cbldren of other woman who couldn't provide the milk herself.

According to the Roman history, you kni Romanous and Remus, the founders
were

of Rome actually by when they were children, but that is

probably 8 (laughter) Well, now then, Moses was

then brought up and trained in all the wisdom of the Egyptians and that is

an interesting thing about Moses here. There are instances where a man with

no training and with seemingly little ability is tremendously used of the
There are

Lord. /instances where men with a great deal ability and with no tralnirg

is greatly used of the Lord but such instances are very few. There are enou

of them to make it clear that the Lord is not dependent upon human beings.
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The Lord could use Balaam's ass as his spokesman. (imperfection in record)

(laughter) but he does not do it ordinarily. Ordinarily you will find that

the people who have been greatly used in the wore of God have been people

who have been thoroughly trained and throughly prepared for the work to which

He calls them and when we take a man like Moody who had fine business train

ing and tremendous ability but very little specific training for his work,

when He takes a man like that and uses him a great way, you will usely

find that he gathers around him men of very through training who carry on

his work after him or carry on different details aspects of his work under

him. But great leadres have practically all been like Moses, thoroughly

trained in Egypt. The Apostle Paul, thoroughly trained in the knowledge

of his day, both the heathen learning and the Jewish learning of his day.

Men like Augustine, Calvin, Luther,Wesley, men who have been very very thor

oughly trained and so here are the Israelites in bondange and difficulty and

God does not send to bring the Israelites out, He began to train a man to

do the work and it took 80 years to train Moses for the work and the Israel

ites continued in their difficulties and in their bondage for 80 years until

Moses was trained and ready to take them out. We always are in a hurry, all

of us. We want to do the thing right today or tomorrow. Moses

lO but the Lord prepared the work thoroughly and then proceeds and does

it well. (question io) We do not know. That may not have been very long.

That particular thing didn't occur until after Moses came back and that was

after the 80 years and how long the was kept away from them, we don't

know. You see, there is tlis disadvantage in that, that the removing of the

straw from them would make their job a lot harder and so it had a good pur

pose from the Egyptian viewpoint, but it would make the bricks not so good,

and also it would make it so they would have bo work harder in order to try

to do as much, but they probably wouldn't get as much done anyway and after

all the Egyptians weren't just going to hurt themselves in order to hurt the

Israelites, so we don't know how long they kept it up. They might hnve kept
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buildings which were made with
itup for awhile. (question 11*) There are bricks from this time which are

made with good straw and made without any straw in the same building, and

that proves that such an incident as this, that is tosay, the starting with

good straw and then continuing without did occur at approximately this time

but whether they relate to this particular incident or not is something that
cid

can't prove, but at least it shows that the in%ent is not the

least bit impossible or contrary to that which might have happened. Such

a thing did happen. Whether it is this thing or not. (question 12) At

first they vent and got their own strav. Well, then they begged for straw

and he said there is no straw given you, but it diffnitely say what the im

plication is. Whether they had to go ahead and make brick without straw. It

doesn't definitely say. The implications 121 . That

is getting a little bit ahead of our present situation. That is after Moses

comes back from Midian and we haveen't sent him off to Midian yet. We are

speaking about his thorough training which he had and then after kO years

of this training we find in vs. 1l;"vhen Moses was grown, that he went out

unto his brethren, and looked on their burdens: and he spied an Egyptian

smiting an Hebrew, one of his brethren." And now Moses was impatient. Moses

was going to do everything right away. He was going to solve the whole

situation. He was going to all immediately two

directions. They are either going to solve everything right today. They

are going to get evely thing done at once or they say that there is nothing

they can do about itand they just go off and take care of themselves. And

most people are in the 1%tter class. And a few who are in the former class

are certainly much more commendable then the many in the latter class, but

God doesn't want us to be in either of these classes. God wants us to do

the things he wants done in such a way that they will get done and not fall

and get discouraged trying to do something way beyond our pover$s and get

dis couraged and give up altogether. And so Moses, now began to try to

14 all by himself and he went out and when he saw an
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Egyptian smiting a Hebrew and he slew him and he hid him in the sand. And

the next day he went out and now lie is the deliverer of the Israelites.

He had killed an Egyptian who was pressing them and so he saw two men of

the Hebrews fighting together and he said, "Why are you smiting your fellow?"

And the man said, 'Who made thee a prince and a judge over us? intendest

thou to kill me, as thou killedst the Egyptian?" And Moses thinking thhe

was the great deliverer and they should all immediately recognize it and be

greatful lk . And now we all have.

We try to help people and you immediately take it for granted that they will

appreciate your help and if you are going to help them because of their ap

preciation of their help, you had better quit right now and go into some other

profession because you may get and you may not get much of it. That

is not the thing that is vital. The question is are you doing what the Lord

wants. You can be sure the Lord appreciates the people &w you help

will appreciate it in eternity, but the possibi1Ites are that the one for

whom you do the most will have the least appreciation of it in this life.

And Moses here finds the attitude of the people and immediately he fears and

he . And here you have Moses commendable, trying to do a good thing,

(end of record)
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He determined to go out and do the thing right immediately and get it donv

which is, of course impossible. We must decide how it can be done properly

and now when hs first attempt fails he flees. And his flight off into the

wilderness, now is something from the viewpoint of Moses life, was of course

a confession of faith. It was a confession of sin. It was a confession of

failure, a confession of inability to do the thing he should. His life was

ruined. He was to be the great leader in Egypt and he lost i il because
associating

'f his l1g himsif with the Israelites. He could hve kept away

from them. He could of gone on and been very happy $ and prosperous, but

he had associated himself with them and done it in such a way 71/ that no

thing has been accomplished and now he is away. He is in the wilderness. He
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is hiding there. There is no hope in the future for him. (question i)

was an attempt to liberate one individual, at least. Now, there is no

evidnce that he intended to go out and kill al the rest of the Egyptians.

(question 1*) It is not stated, but at least he was definitely liberating

one from the immediate situation. He was doing that. And what would be the

point of that if it only meant the man 1 3/k

He may have not thought the thing out, but it was to that extent

(question 2) Well, of course, we do not know about that. How

he knew his racial background. But at least he doubtless knew that he was

an adopted child and it would seem very probable that the mother who had
had

raised him to that extent had a certain part in his bringing up. (question)

We don't know. We just don't know. Now it would

be entirely possible to bring up a child in Egypt and not have him know what

his background is. We don't know. It may be just . We

just don'e know. Maybe all this time he thought he was Pharaoh's daughter's

son. (laughter)We don't know. Anyone in a situation like this has a lot of

power in many points and absolutely none in some others. It is altogether

possible that he ha,d and had failed. We don't know. But that is

an interesting thing about . Unless you are absolutely top man in some

thing you will find a great many things you can do and a great many things

that are very very restricted and anyone else can't tell just what they are.

You have to learn by experience. (questhn k) Murder is premeditated - killirg

someone. This is not premeditated as $far as the evidence goes. (question)

In anger it is not . (question) Moses then fled into the wilderness

and from Moses viewpoint this was failure. But from God's viewpoint it was

part of God's plan. God uses our failures as part of his plan. We may

make a failure whcih is something that is terrifically interfers with our

work. Which cuts down terrifically the accomplishment of our lives and on

the other hand every one of makes many failures and God knows them all in

advance and it may be his plan to put our f&ilures into his plan into such

a way that by means of them he prepares us for far greater use than we might
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have been otherwise. At any rate that is what happened here in the case of

Moses. Moses had forty years of full training and all the wisdom of the

Egyptians. Somebody said that Moses learned to be something in forty years

and then he spent forty years learning to be nothing. Well, there is a large

element to that. He learend 5 1/3 he want to the ex

treme and God had to push him back and he learned humility in the forty

years in the wilderness. He qcquired characteristics which were necessary

if he was to carry on the work properly and it would have been very diffi

cult to acquire them in pharaoh's palace. So that in the development of Mos

character these forty years were veryvltal. Moses was not ready for them.

The same is true of the Israe1Ites as they were on there way to Canaan. God

said at Kadeth Barnea, March up into Canaan and take the land, and the Israel

ites were afraid and they refused to obey God and God said, All right you were

born in the wilderness here, you will all of you die and a new genereatlon

will come up and it was the failure of that generation, definitely. It was

sin for which they were punishable and they were punished, but it was also

part of God's plan. There should be a new generation which had not known

Egypt which should go into the land. It was part of God's plan and here it

w4as God's plan that Moses should be a man of forty years of this other

experience on top of the first fory years before he was ready to do the

remendous worn that God had for him to do. You might say why couldn't John

Wesley when he graduated from Oxford and was the great highly trained young

Englishman, why couldn't he go out and build up the great movement of Enh

land which he carried on. He wasn't ready. He came over to Georgia as a

missionary. He thought he made a terrific failure of it. He got into diffi

culty here in America. He had problems and troubles. He found himself into

asituation where he was ready to listen to the voice of God 7fç

in a way in which he would not have listened to it when he first came out of

Oxford and John Wesley was prepared for that experience that God gave him whi

he vent back from here and the work that J. Wesley did in one day in

later life, the accomplishment vP rhth more than all the years in Georgia
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put together, but it wouldn't have been probably without the training that

he had first. (question 74)Yes, forty is a round number. It is a general

term for a period about that length of time (question) the day of captivity

using the 70 years, a round number, sometimes it is just a round number,

other times it is exact. It was after the Jews rejected Christ and Christ

was crucified, it was forty years before Jerusalem was destroyed and in the

providence of God there are doubtless ways in which things fit together $Ié$

with remarkable exactness, but there is a great deal of it which we cannot

possibly know. There are so many factors beyond our knowledge that when we

get beyond the things that are clearly stated in the Bible I think we are

apt to run %%{ into speculation but there are

doubtless many things that have a real meaning and purpose in the way things

84 There Moses time in

the wilderness was not merely for his own spiritual development. He learned

a great deal in the wilderness that was very vital for a man to lead the

people for 38 years of wilderness journeyings, so it all was a very vital

of God's (end of lecture)

To Miss Russell, here which applies to Church History. I think it can be

mentioned profitably right here. She told me that the books that we put on

the Reserve Shelf for Church History are disappearing from the room and we

have enough books for everyone to do the assignment all right - but not e

nough that anyone can have the book when they are not using it. There are

not enough to go around that way. I figured it so that I thought four people

could use the book a day to get , and certainly it can be done for

that amny, but now somebody takes it and it isn't in use, and so we really

ought to have the books checked right in the room there so that when you are

not using it someone else will have it and at least someone will have the

peace of mind that knowing when they can't get it, seeing somebody actually

using it. She says that it is easier to study in a room on a fairly long

reading section and of course that is true, aid I wouldn't see any harm in

using it in your room if it was arranged with her in advance and if it was
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brought back immediately after being used. But if you take it without ar

rangement with her, then of course, no one else knows where it is and theie

is the danger of you yourself being interrupted or something and just laying'

it down and leaving it there and then someone else has to come to class with

out your assignment and you wouldn't want someone else to fair the course on

account of your negligence, so I wish that you would not take them aut of the

mom at all unless with special arrangement with her and be sure to bring ti

right back as soon as you are through with it. Now we were speaking, and

by the way, somebody told me yesterday that one of the assignments, the one

on the city of God was 187 long and I think that they must have gotten the

digit rong, it must have been 87 instead of 187, (laughter) Each of these

assignments are sugposed to take about two hours. In the big books, there

are the two books with different sized pages. In the big book you certainly

ought to be able to cover sixty pages in the two hours and I wouldn't think

it would be much more than that in the assignment. In the little book there

is such tiny pages (laughter) certainly not over a hundred pages. So

if it gets beyond that length just stop at that point. Now we were pseaking

yesterday about Moses and we noticed that we just got to Moses flight to

MIdian and of course Moses flight to Midian was failure on his part. He

tried to do a thing and he failed and he fled, but it was part of God's plan.'

A fellow asked me a question after class the oth day which I think is vorht

spending a minute on at this time. He asked if tlwe was such a thing as God's

second best/? Is there God's best pèan and then God's second best plan Well

it all depends on how you look at it. If you look at it from a viewpoint of

God's plan for the world, of his plan for the universe, certainly everything

is best. There is no second best for God. God does everything the very

best. But if you look at it from the relation of God's dealings with us,

then certainly the very best would be if we never . The very best would

be if we simply always obeyed his 1a, if Adam had not fallen, if we were all

living lives that are in accordance with His will. That would be the best.
2nd

And so anything that we experience after Adam's fill is not best, but 10th
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best or 100th best. As far as we are concerned, that is not God's fault,

that is our fault. God ahose to give us the opportunity of following him

because we love Him rather than that he press the button and made us do it.

He gave Adam a choice and he gives us a certain power of choice that is tee

mendously injured by the fact that Adam sinned and its affect upon us. And

so from the vivpoint of ourselves, I think we can safely say this. That any

one of us whenever we make a mistake, whenever we do something that is

wrong, whenever we commit a sin, we can say that that certainly is not

God's best. And we can say that our lives certainly don't from our viewpoint

would be better if we had not made that mistake, if we didnt commit that sin.

If we did not do that thing that was wrong, our lives would be better and

our lies are definitely inferior becau&e we fail to follow God as we should.

And there isn't a person here who could not improve their servic e to God

and their life 20% today over what it was yesterday by doing certn simple

things which would be definitely 14 ;/3 by which you probably would have

difficulty to ,%think of what they would be. You could improve and if you

did, your life today would be far better than it would without them, but it

wouldn't make yesterday better than it was. We certainly cannot say that our

lives from our viewpoint are as they should be. They are very far below, but

it is the result of our sin. But on the other hand, God in his p&an for the

unierse utilizes our weakness and our sin. He utilizes our mistakes. He

makes the wrath of wicked men to praise him and of even of sin

of righteous people to praise him. He utilized it all as part of His great

plan. 15 as you look back and you see places where you have

failed in your (end of record)
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you
But it is also possible in the providence of God that $,é may be able to look

bake and see how He used your mistake for His glory and how as a result of

it He fits you for something that you could not have done otherX wise. The

sin and the very life
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and made him the one that is who God used to so very great an extent.

And so when we consider and look it from God's viewpoint, you don't know how
a

exactly our flarlures and our shortcomings, our sins my enter into his parti
if

cular pattern and it may be that you did nto, were not guilty of your sin,

He might use you in a different way. It might appear to you inferior, it

might actually be superior in His sight, but it might appear to you inferior

and that partlaular thing you might utilize somebody else to do, but he
plan

utilized your sin aid your weaknesses as part of his great 6$j{ but

His will for you is that you avoid them and that you do exactly what is

his will 2 . Now that, I think, is a few words which fit in view

of this situation of Moses. Moses fled into Midian. Moses started to do

the task in his own strength in his own self-righteousness. He saw a tre

mendous need and instead of falling on his knee and praying God to help

him to fit himself to perform the need and to learn to perform it in the

way in which it could be performed, he jumped right into the task jimmied

lately when he was unfitted to perform it, he jumped into it in a way that

1 could not perform it. He jumped into it in a way that only he could not
performance

perform it now, but that would tremendously handicap him for any l/Ø/;I
Because once

of it in the near future. He was tagged as having done this sort of thing

he no longer had the opportunity of developing himself to be the leader that

will deliver the Israelites from bondage. It was a sin, it was a mistake, it

was wickedness on his part, it was failure, He fled into Midian. But in
bein

God's plan his in Midian for kO years developed qualities in his

character which were vital if he were going to be God's great leader. Now

might have gotten those qualities in Egypt. He might have learned to pray
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and to trust in God to get those qualities without having to be in the wil

derness, but the way he did get them was through the desert experience and

in addition to that he learned the desert. He learned the life in the desert

and he learned many many things there which were invaluable in the leading

of the Israelites in the kO years of the desert. And so it was part of God's

plan as we look back on it, but the one he used as his leader in bringing

the Israelites out of the Egyptian experience and the desert experiende and

should have had the experience of a great mistake and a great failure so

he tried ot do a good thing in the wrong way, to have had that experience

which helped to fit him for God's leading later. So as I say, he could have

gotten that experience much in a different way. I remember that when I

was in my late teens a number of friends had sudden attacks of appendicitis

and it impressed me very much and I became very much afraid of the operation

and ttmisery which came before me in that particular way that it had come

to the friends. And I began to pray that the Lord would keep me from having

anything like that and then I got to thinking it over and I decided that that

wasn't the prayer. I decided that the way to pray was that God would enable

me to be responsive to Him and to learn the lessons that he would like to

41 that it may be necessary to teach through suffering. That he would

enable me to learn the lessons in some other way as one certainly can. If

He was subject to God and responsive to God. But that if I do not thus res

pond to God that he then give me what ever suffering be necessary to give

the lesson he wants. And I think it is true that whatever comes into the

life of the Christian has a purpose in God's plan. I think that God can

give us in a much less disagreeable way all of the blessings that he can

give us through disagreeable ways, but we have to be more responsive than

most of us are to get them in that way. And so I have tried ever since to

pray In that way that God would enable me to learn the lesson without the

disagreeable experience, to learn the lesson without it, but above all

that he would give me the lesson and that he would not fail to give me
et

the lesson because I did not 1e it without the disagreeableness. And we
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know that what he sends, he will send despite the 5 if we trust

Him and look to him whatever oornes. (question 5*) You know that if there is

any sin in you you are not doing God's best. You know that. You know that

so long as you are following your own selfish ideas any of the time as we

all do a good bit of the time, you know that to that extent you have gone

vedy very far short of God's best. It is one of the greatest hindrances to

the Christian work. The way that people observe the lives of others whom

they hear give wonderful presentations of Christian truth and then they look

to their lives for a representation of that and perhaps they expect their

lives to hold a standard that is humanly impossible, or perhaps they expect

a standard that is way superior to what they ever think or having. Perhaps

they are unreasonable often in this. Never the less it is true that there

is a large element of reasoning in it that if our lives at every step were

responsive to God In the little things of life as well as the big ones

we would be doing God's best and no one of us here, I don't bhink anybody's
2nd

doing it, that I know of, is doing God's best, but few are doing his 100th

best while most of us 320th best. So if we have the conscienciousness of
our

sin in our life and of filute moment by moment and day by day to do ex

actly that he wants, we certainly are not doing his first best and the vital

question is, whether you are working in the Nebraska or Indo China or in

Tibet or in Kansas City that is not the vital question. The vital question

isn't even whether you are a minister or a preacher or a business man, the

vital question is that step by step and minute by minute you are living for
peaking

God's glory and His me%$44sages as he wants them spoken. And if

you are, he will lead on these other points in the way that is in accordance

with his willi (qustion) No, but there is our response to God which varies

with every individual. Salvation is entirely of Grace. Justification is

entirely of God's grace but sanctification in the Christian life is something
in
which our wills are extremely importznt whether we cooperate with God's

grace or not in our lives and no one of us can . (question) 8*

could happen four times as fast a it does if we were less, if we
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not struggling so hard to get it, if we were more suanissive. Well,

with Moses here, was certainly not doing God's best in 9 but

what Moses did God used for his glory and it was part of God's plan. The

brothers of Joseph were certainly not doing God's best in sellingToesph into

Egypt, but God used it and vhn they came down to Egypt eventually Joseph

said God sent me down here in order to prepare a place for you to be safe

through the famine. It was part of God's plan. It was used for God's pur

poses even though there was sin and wickedness and there was failure that

tered into different steps in it. Well, now Moses is in Midian for these

forty years and then in chapter 3 we have the call of Moses and now we have

the great change in his attitude. Moses of his first forty years

as a young man was impetuous and was ready to step forward in full confi

dence of his ability and do whatever he throught was needed. First he was

going to deliver the Israelites and oppression of Egypt and then he was

going to cause them to live in perfect peace And harmony among themselves.

He was ready to do anything. He has got the strength for everything.

Well, then he gets slapped down once or twice and finds that he can't and

then after than he touch anything. He goes from one extreme to the

other. It is just the opposite of what they say about amateurs. I have

often heard that if a person is an amateur singer, player or something, and

they are at your house, you try to get them to perform for you and you can't

get them started. They gust won't, they are too modest, they are too bash

fil, they won't touch it, No, they are not good enough. But once you get

them started you can't stop them. (laughter) They will go on forever. They

will go on to one extreme to another. Well, Moses did it the opposite way

and we all do. We are readyust to do anything and then when we find that

we just can't do anything, then we won't try to do the first thing. We go

from one extreme to the ohter and God wants us to find what we are capable

of and to do that and if we do it he will give us capability to do more.

(question ll)No, that is interpreting the Scripture as a whole. I am not

reading anything into it, that isn't implied in the Scripture, and I think
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in the light of the life of Moses as a whole, that that interpretation of

these few words here is altogether definite, in fact, even apart from that

the fact of anything else, read vs. ll,"Moses was grown, and he vent out

unto his brethren, and looked on their burdens; and he spied an Egytian

smiting an Hebrew, one of his brethren. And he looked this way and that

way, and when he saw the there was no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid

him in the sand." Well, now we are not reading anything into it but trying'

to make sense out of it as it stands as we have to do with any in any

language. What does this say? Does this say that Moses was a pugnacious
who liked

sort of a fellow to kill people and he went and decided to

1d11 the Egyptian. That is not the idea here. Does it say that Moses was

careless and killed an Egyptian? What it says here is that Moses tried to

deliver his, the other Hebrew who was being , doesn't it? This man

was being smitten, )'ithis Hebrew by an Egyptian and Moses saw it and it

doesn't say that he said that he must protect this man, I must help him, but

if that isn't vaht he thought then there is no sense in the narrative what

e'er . That is very evident what he thought. Now, some people would do that

and they would see a man smiting another and then they would look one way

and then the ohter way and then they would say this man has some good

jewelry on and if I kill him I can take it and they would look one way or

the other and when tIr see that nobody was looking they would kill him and

take the jewelry. Now it would be absurd to read anything like that into

the story. Moses had a motive. That fact is told that hvat he did and

how he did it, the motive is obvious in it. The motive is to deliver the

Hebrew. Now it doesnt sayhere that Moses is starting out to deliver all
a friend of

the Hebrews, no, nor does it say that this manias his. Now maybe this was

a special friend of his and he was only interested in this one man. We

might read that into it. I think in the latter of the story we are just

about thatit was just a Hebrew and a brother of Moses in the

sense that all Hebrews are brothers of Moses and Moses saw a Hebrew being

smited by an Egyptian and Moses said I am going to deliver this tman and
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he slew the Egyptian. Well, now it doesn't say that Moses started out and

said I am going to deliver all of the Hebrews, and it is rather obvious

that he didn't. If he had any sense he wouldn't kill one Egyptian to deliver

all the Hebrews and he certainly had a good deal of sense, but what he

was doing was that he was trying to solve the immediate situation that was

part of the whole picture. There would be no in arrestin one Hebrew

if immediately the Egyptians would cthose in and mistreat that Hebrew twice

as bad as he did abefore. It was an evident attempt to resue a man who was

in difficulty in a way which wouldn't have complicated things and it was a

part of an attempt whith would accomplish nothing unless he went ahead and

rescued all of the Hebrews so what I said, I think, is not really anything

15 but it doesn't mean that Moses had a

(end of record)

study and learn this whole situation and when the time comes I am going

to the Hebrews out of this, I am going todeliver them all. But he

attempted immediately to deal with the first tSf that he saw and he did it

in a way that he couldn't do it. (question fl Yes, Stephen tells us some

thing about the inner heart of man but I think that what he tells us you

could get , but Stephen, I think there gives a per

haps you read any verse of Bhripture you do not heve the ans

wer simply by quoting those words. They are not magical words. The

is what is the idea in them. To get the idea and to study

into it and see what the motive, the purpose, what the outreach of it is.

Well, it is very easy to read over it and a very valuable I think

is made agaist reading into Scripture something that is not there. But we

want to read out of it what is there and then it is always good to look to

other gparts of Scripture and see if you find elswwhere in the Scripture

something that corroborates and check what you have read out of it and

shows that is the correct thing you read out of it and we have here in the

N.T. the evidence that that is what Stephen read out of it exactly what I

just read out of it and the fact that Stephen was at this time not giving an
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ordinary talk but he was standing before the judgement there just before
he said

his death and that the Holy Spirit thought %%/%'1 words

2 it is pretty good evidence that this is the correct

interpretation to them. But a very valuable caution is raised, let us be

very careful that we read out only so that we don't read anything

into it and it is difficult, it is a difficult thing. Interpreting Scrip

ture is not a simple task. It is a difficult task, but it is a most ab

sorbing task there is because it is the way to learn God's will for us.

(question 2 1/3) No, I didn't say that, but phen said it. (laughter) I

would in fact that particular feature, I woild hesitate just how much we

could read into that particular statement there and how much we could take

out of that particular statement of Stephens. I think this is undoubtedly

true as you read the statement bere. That Moses saw the Egyptians smiting

the Hebrew and he said, I am going to rescue this Hebrew and he killed the

Egyptian and then the next day when he saw two Hebrews fighting, he thought

he had a right to help the Hebrews and have them quit there fighting among

themselves. Well now, he being brought up in the knowledge of God, there

must have been at least in the back of his mind, the idea that this was

part of God's plan. Now whether Stephen's statement would lead us to

think that God had made an actual revelation to him before this 3 1/3

I don't think that we have to get that out of phen's state-

ment, if we did it would seem to be rather strange in line of the fact that

his having so evidently made such a here, I am inclined to think that

hestated, certainly the way was not God's way, but I would incline to thirk

that the aspiration perhaps in his soul , but not explicitly

given to him by revelation of God up to this time. (question k) I think that

is going a little bit far in the latter patt of your statement. The people

were under this oppression and they certainly needed to look to God for

help, but not to fight among themselves and anyone who it seems might be

delivered from God they should have had a different attitude towards him
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than this Hebrew had and he should have had a different attitude toward

Moses in the wilderness than they did, certnly that is true, but Spien

said that Moses supposed they would have known 41 , he doesn't

say that they actually did know, and went against it at that time, that was

in Moses' mind. Well, we will go on from there into the wilderness then and

we have many interesting problems in this section here and we want to look

at the different problems enough to get something of a clue to the answer,

though we will not be able to spend enough time on it or go into it as fully

as we might because of the amount of ground there is to cover, but we want

to atleast look at a good many problems. Chapter 3 begins there with Moses'

forty years later and when God calls on him WO to servtce, we find Moses

making all kinds of excuses in the succeeding chapters. He just feels his

insufficiency and he just is not ready to step forward, not ready to try,

not ready to do anything, but before that we have God making his revelation

to him and we have a very interesting statement in chapter 3:ll. There

Moses said, "What is his name". "The God of your fathers hath sent me

unto you; and they shall say to me, What is his name? What shall I say unto

them?" And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said" I heard a

modernist give a great sermon once at a YNCA camp and he said that htIs

would be more correctly translated in the Hebrew I WIll be what I will be,

and it showed the unfolding and developing of the evolutionary character

of the God of the body. I will be what I will be. Well, that is a mis-

interpretation of the Hebrew tense. It is the imperfect of the Hebrew
if an imperfect

tense and you always interpret i%%$ as the future, why you may

be lead into that conclusion. It is not of course the correct Ingerpretation

here. God said to Moses, Asha asha asha. And he said Thus shalt thou say

unto the children of Israel, Asha hath sent me unto you. And then we find

them calling the Lord by the name that is spelled with the letters ( )

which is a perfect to the same thing only it is in the third person

instead of in the first peison and so the name is given, the name of God to

the people. I, imperfect 7 the continuous I am, I
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continue to be. I continue to be what I continue to be. That is he is

the self existing one, and the othr word ( ) possibly the ( )

represents the same route, the route( ) of ( ) in lexicon

means to happen or to be 71 . The idea of being is secondary

later developed. It is that God. Someone, I heard once,

interpret it God is the one who causeth everything to happen. He is the one

who 18 himself self existent but he is the one who causes events. He is the

one from whom everything comes. He is the one who controls all things and

here particularly the name is given, as a name to be given to the children

of Israel who he is going to redeem, to deliver out of Egypt. It is a

prominent name of God in his close relationship with his people. In the

N.T. they quote this name simply asing the word that the septuagint uses

to refer to it, the word ( ) which of course to every Jew who knew it

in the Hebrew or at least in the Aramaic, the Greek was simply a reminder

of what was in the original. And so it reminded them of this name which

has this particular meaning. It does not mean the dominating one, $A God'

is the dominating one, God is the Lord, he is the master, but that is not

what this particular name means. And so the N.T. reproduces it simply with

an indication of it and the A.V. similarly indicates it with the word (LORD )

sometime with GOD in captial leters and instead of trying to

pnounce the sacred annie of God it gives GOD or LORD in capital letters and

I think it is good when you read it to be sure you read it in a tone that

indicated clearly that it is capital &etters and not our English word Lord.

Which is an entirely different word, which has an entirely different idea.

This is the personal name of God. Gbd is a name of a type of b1ing, a God,

a man, but this word is the personal name of God. It is like you might say

Abraham, the man, we give this name to God. Well, he reveals this name here

to Moses and he tells him to give this name to the Israelites. Now the name

is used in Genesis. I don't think that there is any reason to think that

the patriarchs didn't know this namel, but ordinarily God revealed himself

under the other name of E1-shaddai, the nourishing one, the one that cares
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for them, but this name the name of God $p' as redeemer, they probably knew

it already for it is used a good many times in Genesis, but now it is to

appear in its full significance, the significance of God the great control

ling one, Ø$/ the one who begins all things, that he is going to be the

redeeming God of his people, to bring them out of Egypt. And so He reveals

the name here in ch. 3:1k and we doubtless have a reference to this pas

sage in John 8:58. There we have our Lord Jesus Christ . When the

Jews said to him "Thou art not yet 50 years old and hast thou seen Abraham",

Jesus said unto them, "Verily ver1y I say unto you, before Abraham was,

I am." The very same vor we find back here, I am that I am. Before Abra

ham was, I am." And wke-i he gave this claim that he was the very God of

Israel then they took up stones to cast at him and so ye have this reference

11 which is the fact of sacred IBme of

God. Now in chapter k we enter a very difficult subject, one on which I

think we ought to do a little clear thinking. Perhaps some of you have

already done it in connection with the other courses. I am sure that a good

many have not and under those circumstances we don't want to take too much

time on it, but enoggh to try to make the concept clear. In chapter k we

have a word given which is used frequently in the English Bible but for

which there is no exact Hebrew equivalent and that is the word miracle!

The beginning f chapter k:"And Moses answered and said, But, behold they

will not believe me, nor hearken unto my voice; for they will say, The LORD

bath not appeared unto thee. And the LORD said unto him, What is that

in thine hand? And he said, a rod. And he said, Cast it on the ground and

he cast it on eht greound, and it became a serpent: and Moses fled form

before it." Well, now this is what we call a miracle. We find over in vs.

17 there is a statement after this having him put his hand in his bosom and

having it become lepros, we find in vs. 17 he says , "Thou shalt take this

rod in thine hand, wherewith thou shalt do signs." Vs. 9 is the same, "And

it shall come to pass if they will not believe also these two signs, nether
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hearken unto they voice, that thou shalt take of the water of the river, and

pour it upon the dry land: adnd the water which thou takest out of the river

sahil become blood upon the dry land." Now in both cases it is called signs.

And this Hebrew word signs is often translated signs in the English, but

sometimes translated miracle. In fact this word ( ) is more commonly,

I that is the word miracle represents this word more than it represents any

other word in the Hebrew. There is a sounding word ( ) which

occurs only nine time, if I remember correctly, in the O.T. which is also

translated miracle. But sign is translated here far more often than mira

cle so that the translateing of it is introducing a theological concept here,

and the question is do we have this particular theological concept taught

any verse in the Scripture. Well, what is the purpose of this, these signs?

These were indications that God had spoken to him. These were indications

to the people that he was indeed God's messenger. Now what kind of a sign,

what king of an indication is this? in order to prove to the people that

you are God's messenger. Well, there is no sign that will completely prove

it. There is no doubt of that. There is absolutely nothing that you can

do that will be a sign to enable a finite mind to be sure, absolutely sure

that you have received this from God, because the finite mind by human nature

is . Ifi you had an infinite mind, it would be very easy to give

such a sign. But a finite mind, there is no particular sign which in itself

is absolute proof, and therefore God gave him one sign and He said, here is

another sign and if they won't believe these two signs then he is a third

sign. Why isn't one sufficient. "
(end of record)
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Well, here comes Moses, a man who has been in the wilderness. He has done

something that they do not understand. They have no way of knowing just how

he would be able to learn how to do these things and they would say, Well, it

looks as if he is telling the truth. He said God gave him this. We do not

know how else he could have gotten it, it looks as if he is telling the

truth. Well, here is another sign. This other sign is an accumulated

evidence, but in the Christian minds in the medievil period looked at this

and thought about it and said this was not the complete truth unless except

it were by the immediate power of God, otherwise it doesn't prove it and

therefore they said a miracle must be defined as an event from the external

world wrought by the immediate power of God and intended as a agin or at

testation. Now if you leave out the part about the immediate power of God

I think you have a good indication of what it really is. It is an event

in the external world which is intended as a sign or attestation. Well, the

very word ( i ) means a sign. It is an event intended as a sign or at

testation, but what makes it to be a sign or attestation. Well, if you can

not conceive how it could have been done except by the immediate power fo

God then it becomes a sign to that extent to you. But to say that it must

necessarily be wrought be the immediate power of God or it is not a miracle,

is Introducing a concept for which there is no scriptural 2 . And there

is no particular scriptural teaching anywhere about them. After all It'

God holds all things in the powere of his hand. God mtrols everything and

everything that happens God has planned long ago. Well, now isn't it just

as much an evidence that God is in something if he causes amny forces to

come together to produce something so that a certain thing happens right

at the time he says it is going to happen. Isn't that just as good an

evidence as it would be if he simply all of a sudden reaches out his hand

and changes the universe around and does something different. For an in
necessary to have something that

finite mind we might say that it is absolutely definitely the immediate power

of God impending nothing else, but for the infinite mind you don't need

xything. You know it all already. These signs are intended for the finite
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mind. Moses was going to those people there and doing something that was

supposed to be an evidence to them and the Hebrew word sign is used as the

token on the door when they put blood on the door, a sign. It is used here

where God said to Moses this shall be a sign to you, you shall worship in

this mount. In other words you look forward when the time comes you come

right to this place with the Israelites and you say, My, that is exactly

what God said, that is a sign. And here is a sign for you to give, you cast

your rod on the ground and it becomes a serpent. There is a concept that

God has made a certain definite natural world and having mdde this world,

that is that. That is one separate thing and then that is distinct alto

gether from this thing which he has made and then if God reaches his finger

to this world that is a miracle. Well, it is not quite as simple as that

at all. We don't know where the limit ends between the natural world. We

don't know what God has made to work in a certain way, $//W% and God

never made anything and just left it. God controls and directs it all the

time. And so this statemetn by the immediate power of God gives something

of an idea but is a statement we must we careful. A miracle may be some

thing, a sign may be something which is just as much a creative act of God

as the original creation or it may be something which simply is the working

together of the forces he has put here on the earth in order to bring a

certn. result at a certain time. It is the means which God is usng to

bring a conviction, an intellectual conviction to the mind of a certain
he

person and it may be anywhere along the line and if $4 wanted to give us

this particular concept, he would have given us a special word for it, but

he does not in the Scripture. There is this word ( )5 mostly, ( )

a few times, but ( ) Øin itself doesn't always mean something that is

supernatural. Now that is perhaps a general introduction into the subject

which is purely in a theoretical way but we will ntocie as we go along varioi.z

instances where it applies actually and there will be some who will feel

rather agreed as we apply this to the individual instances, but I am con

iinced that it is perhaps not as helpful. People like to be prejudiced and
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like to see something actual black and white that 1sparate and different,

but I think that if we are going to interpret the Scripture as it stands,

we must recognize that this is the fundamental 5 3/k. That the sign is

not something that is necessarily by the immediate power of God. We don't

know. It may be. But a sign is sthmething that is beyond our understanding

and therefore that it is an evidence that God is working and it is

Now these two then would seem to be something that is strictly outside of

human ability, these two signs that were given to Moses here. And they

certainly were something that there is no way to know how he could figure

them out apart fromthe divine revelation and they were intended to convince

the poeple, but if they didn't convince them sufficiently then there was

another sign given and even after those he had his difficulties with the

people. Well, now perhaps I shobd have left this material bout the miracle

until a little later when we get into some of these particular miracles, as

we get into a good many, but please keep it in mind and you will look next

at the next thing in the story. But first before the next incident, the

matter about the spokesman. Moses said unto the Lord, I am not elequent and

in k:iO the Lord said, who made man's mouth? If I have told you to do this

you will be able to do it if you really try. If you will really do your

best and do the Lord's will when I command you o do this then you will be

able to, but Moses said, My lord, pray thee send by the hand of him whom

you will, but don't send na The anger of the Lord was kindled and he said

that we ill give you AAron to speak for you and so Aaron was Moses spokes-

man for quite a while and finally Moses got up his courage and later on

you find him doing most of the speaking for himself, but for quite awhile

Aaron is his spokesman which is certainly, we won't say God's second best

here, but it was one step lower than what would have been before. It was

one down Moses was to go and speak himself, he actually refuses, and

God instead of doing 8 with one of us when we make all kinds of

excuses, and just saying all right you go and, do what you want to and I will

use soi body else, in this case God stopps to Moses weakness and prov&des.
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I don't think that we are justified as taking this as an example of evidence

that God will necessarily stoop to our weakness also. Here was a situation

for which Moses had been prepared all this time and Moses showed this great

weakness and God stoops to his weakness. Most of us are not that imprtant
won't

83.in and most of us if we f/% bother and get busy and learn

to speak for ourselves we needn't expect God to send along some unusual way

in making up for the deficiency. God has given us the material equipment

to learn to speak. He has given us the tongue, he has given us the brain,

but most of us don't bother and that is one of the reasons why the work of

God goes so slowly these days. So many people get up with a very very fine
puts

message aarefully worked out and they give it in a tone of voice that people

right to sleep and naturally nothing is accomplished. God told Moses ,hat

God had made his mouth and it was up to him to use it, but God stopped to

Moses' weakness and God sent Aaron in his place and Aaron was Moses mouth

piece. And then, let's see, we have three minutes left, maybe we have time

for this very interesting incident in ch. k:2k-26. Now let us not read

anything into this incident, but let us read out of it what is in it. Let us

not just pass it by and say well, we don't understand it, let us see if we

can understand it. Why did God put it here? What is the purpose of it?

Moses is on his way to Egypt and "it came to pass by the way in the inn, that

the Lord met him, and sought to kill him. Then Zlpporah took a sharp stone

and cut off the foreskin of her son, and cast it at his feet and said, surely

a bloody husband art thou to me. So he let him go: then she said, A bloody

husband thou art because of the circumeision." We have a book in the library

that arranges the documents of the hexeteuch, of the first five

books according to their original documents, the J and the P and the E

documents and in that book there is, and on this passage it says here we

get a glimpse of the original character of ( )io before he was taken

up by the prophets and made the great God of Israel. And here is a little

passage that comes from the early primitive conception of ( ), he was

a friendly God of that went on a terror occassionally that killed any
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one who got in his way and Moses was here inthe inn and ( ) came in and

Moses was in his way and he was going to kill him and Zipporah knew that

the sight of blook might satisfy him and so she circumcized her son and the

sight of the blook appeased the thufider god of and she said that

surely a bloody husband art thou to me and so God let Moses go and she said

a bloody husband thou art because of the circumsision. Now that is the

modernistic interpretation of the passage and I don't think that we highly

except that interpretation as the correct interpretation but I think that we

ought to give some thought to this why is this stop'y here. What does God

mean by it. What is it purpose, what does it indicate, what does it teach?

Does it haze a meaning for us? But I feel that we have to live till Thursday

to finish. (laughter) (end of lecture)

Chapter 6 for today pertaining to the questions 11-15 is Monday and 15-20

is Tueaday and that completes all the assignments up as fan as next week

Tuesday. (laughter) Now we last time at the end of the hour had gotten

Moses part way to Egypt and there as he was in the innon the way to Egypt

we found that God went on a wild terror seeking to kill hvoever might get

in the way and OXM Moses happened to get in the way and so he was in

danger of being killed and Zipporah knew that when the thundergod

was raging around the only way, that he could be appeased was if he saw
a

blood and she cut off portion of her son and cast it at the feet of the

God and the God was appeased and he let Moses go at least for the time be

ing and so he let him go and she said a bloody husband thou art because of

the circumcision and here we learn something about the early 13 idea

of before these stories were put together and the writers'

elements on it, but this one somebody overlooked. Well, I

told you t{ that is not my opinion of interpretation However,

it is h in the passage, the story here. This is God's word. Moses was

writing under the inspiration of the H.S. in telling these incidences then

what he says must be true. There must be a meaning in it. Well now the
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Bible is not a collection of magical words. If you grab up a few words

and you say 14 wonderful and they give you a great b1essing just to

hear those words. There are many wonderful verses which are wonderful not

tmase of themselves, but because they summarize the pieces of facts. Be

cause they give the conclusion that is carefuliy elaborated and developed

and presented. Sometimes I wonder when the 14 evangelical

students was first begun. Before that they had an interseminary conference

and the representative from Princeton Seminary, m roomate and

I heard all about ,him later that at the meeting they said what were the

14 i/k ? They had representatives from Europe, and of

some of these other seminaries present, what shall we unite on? Let us

imagine now that we are getting all the churches together on a good o1id

basis and what basis can it be and they discussed this basis and that basis

and they couldn't agree. (end of record)
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the only begotten son, and the other one said, Oh, if you exegete this

passage properly, you get that idea out of it end so you ouuld take that

for a foundation because when we repeet John 3:16 we think of the ideas that

we know are contained in it and we do not get all of those ideas out of the

The verse sums up the teaching of much of Scripture. We get the

ideas out of Scripture and we acquire them, we compare them, we analize

them, we see what these words mean and they are wonderful words, but stan

ding absolutely alone there would be many many different possible ways

to interpret them and you could interpret them in such a way as to get'

rid of almost any one particular idea you have. The question is in

the light of context 'what do they mean and it is quite evident and easy

to determine what they mean. But this passage is a bit more difficult thii

that. You have to go beyond the immediate words. You have to think what is

the significance of the words here. Well, it says the Lord met him and sougft

to kill him. Well, the Lord met him, doesn't mean that he happened upon

him here, it means the Lord came to him, the Lord seized upon him, reached
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him, now it is a conseleous deliberate effort of God. God is l

and this influence was stch as to make it evident that Moses life was in

danger, and the Lord was doing something. They had no doubt that the Lord

was acting. Z was God's presence that was active and God was doing some

thing which threatened Moses life. Well, they did not consider it, of

course in the light of the rest of Exoduz as just like getting in the way

of a man or animal or something , getting in the way of something that has

crazy ideas, they believed in a God of reason and so it is perfectly clear

that what they understood that there was some reason why Moses life was in

danger because of some unfaithfulness to God. That was evident. Moses might

be perfectly safe as long as he was not attempting to be a leader and go

along and you can be an ordinary Christian, you can do this and you can do

that, and maybe Satan won't bother you and maybe the Lord won't particularly

cncern himself about you. You don't do much harm, you don't do much good.

YOu dust move along that's all, but once you step out to take a place of

leadership in God's work, you are a marked person. You are a marked person

whom Satan is going to lead astray if he can. He is going to injure you

if he can. He is going to interfere with your work going forward and you are

a person of whom God requires fidelity. You can get along with carelessness

and slip shodness in a way through this life when you don't accomplish much

for the Lord, well, you are just one of the mass of Christians and that is

all. God doens't like it. He wou'd rather you would step out and serve him

and rather you would be sanctified and go forward in the Christian life but

you are Oust not. But when you step forward and you are a leader and you

are doing God's work, God expects you to maintain a standard that is an

example to the people. He expects you to maintain a standard tI seeks to

know his will k a good many other things and

seeks to try to represent what his desire is and God may even have to cast

you on the scrapheap if you are a leader in His work and you are causing

harm and detriment to the work of God because of your failrue at some point

which perhaps wouldn't seem to be so much harm if you were just an ordinary
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individual. God would not desire it, he wants you to do better, but it

wouldn't perhaps do the same harm if you were just one of the mass as if you

were upon a pedestal leading. You have got to have a different 4 -12

There is one sense in which double standard is certably wrong. Every

Christian that follows God's law and every Christian is expected of God

to stand up to his standard, but there is another sense in which the an

who is a leader has to maintain a standard that is hi,ier than what is nece

ssary to be maintained by the ordinary person if he is going to accomplish

his work. Now you remember that over in Samurl we have the story about

when David started to bring back the ark, they disregarded God's command that

the ark was to be carried on staves by the Levitess and they put it on a

cart and they started away arid they ark started to tip and the men jumped

up to steady it and the Lord smote him dead. It was an example again that

in an important thing as that that bringing up the ark, God wished his

commands obeyed to the letter and it didn't mean just in every,$IM indi

vidual alike, God would smite a man dead for some breach of the ceremonial

law. God does not deal with us that way as ordinary individuals, but He

uses serious measures sometimes with those who are leaders or would be 1ed

ers in the work of the Gospel. Well, now here that must apply in some way

here. On the way in the inn the Lord met him and sought to kill him. Some

thing happened tht they both recognized, this 24th verse as you see is

one which we cannot take just word for word, we have to say what do the

words mean? and the words mean that something happened that they knew

was the Lord's direct activity and that if they moved meant danger to

Moses. We are not told why or how exactly, but we do know this that their

interpretation was correct. You and I may get into some situation we think

there is a supernatural reason for and our interpretation may be uttexr wror

And such things are often true that people read into things meanings which

are not there. Our truth is in the world.- We must interpret the word and

apply it. I remember one case of a man who was called to go and candidate

for a work up in Canada and he started up into Canada and when he got half
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way he lost his nerve. He was a seminary graduate. Not of this seminary.

He was half way up htere (laughter) a good Christian man, a very great lover

of the Scripture. He got half way to Canada and he lost his nerve and turned

around and came back and he didn't go on. Well, he said he was sick and

wasn't feeling well and I expect he was. I think his nervousness over the

trial and everything upset him and he came back and then he was here a

little while and he went and candidated in a church in this country and

there he was called and he was a good preacher and he gave good sermons and

tie people liked him, but he had absolutely no 8* . None, whatever.

He made an announcement about one of his people that was a student in a

school somewhere. He told about it and somebody told him afterward that he

looked sour when he said it. Well instead of laughing it off, he tried to

prove to her that she was taking the wrong attitude towards him. She was

wrong in reading things into his expression. He talked an hour and a ha1

and made an enemy &nstead of passing up the thing as easily as he could have

and there were a lot of little things like that and finally the situation

got pretty bad and it was his attitude on little things purely, and it got

so bad that he just left the church and told them he would resign if they did

so and so, and they did it and he resigned and he left and he got a job as

a salesman somewhere and did excellent and for the next number of years he

was in secular work, but he never was happy. He was a good preacher, he

knew the Lord, he knew the Scripture, he had wanted to serve the Lord, but

he had made a failure at it and so when he came to some$one and when he

talked 'rth them and they told me about it and he said to him, you know, he

said, I think my mistake was, he said, I am not in the path that the Lord

znted me. I was halfway up to Canada and I turned around and came back and

I didn't go on where I should have gone and now the only thing that I can do

is to go back to Canada. Well, you see, he was very wrong there. What he

needed to do was to learn some tack and learn how to handle people and that

which was there and it didn't matter whether he served the Lord in Canada

or in U.$. or in but what mattered was how he served the Lord, not
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where he served the Lord. Well, we are all inclined to find the

hand of the Lord in some little thing either here or there &r in the other

place vhre the Lord doesn't ordinarily speak that way so if one of you tells

me that the Lord tries to kill you *00 one of these nights, I will tell

you the chances are you ate some food that you shouldn't have eaten or some-

thing and that your interpretation is probably entirely, wrong, but in this
these days
case it is given by inspiration of God and when it says the Lord met him and

sought to kill him we know that the interpretation is correct. We

know that they interpret it that vay and that they were correct in inter

preting that way. We don't know how they were sure, we don't know what

would make them sure, but they were sure. Well, now what happened. Was

Moses taken desperately ill, was there something that happened that just

made it evident that he seemed to be on the point of risking his life and

they know it was the Lord's doing, we do not know how it was. But another

thing is OIXAM plain,- from what follows this is plain that either the

critics are right that the sight of blood would appease the angry ,
teaching of

which is utterly contrary to the Scripture ll or else Zipporah

knew what the reason was for the danger to Moses life. She knew what was

required to remedy it and she stepped in and she did what was necessary.

Now it seems to me that this latter is the only possible alternative. She

stepped in and she did what was necessary. She performed the circumsision

it was evident that the failure to circumcise her son was the reason why

Moses was in danger of losing his life. Well, now, we can tell one more

thing about it. When she circumeised her son, she didn't do it very happily.

What is the meaning of this? She cast it at his feetf and she said surely

a bloody husband art thou to me, she said a bloody husband because of the

circumcision. I think it is very plain that she is showing her attitude

about the whole matter. She has got to circumclze the child or 1oMoses,

and he prefers to circumclze the child rather than to lose Moses and so
like

she does it, but she doesn't $Xf to do it. She is unhappy about doing it.

And so she makes this statement that she does and then Moses can go on and
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meet Aaron and can carry on the work of leadership of God's people to which
for

God has told. So we see here that Moses who carried out the leadership which

he should have, it was necessary that his son be circumcized, we see that

Moses had put off the circumcision of his son and thereby had disobeyed

God's conmiand,that God's followers should perform the command which he had

given ){ and to circumcize his son, we see that the reason that he hadn't

circumeized the son was because Zipporah had 131 and the men had

given into his wife and had followed her desire on this and no harm hd

come god had talked to him and given him

his , but now Moses was stepping forward to take leadership for God

and it was necessary that Moses carry out the righteousness of God and to

fulfill the command that God had given and so this is dramatized here in this

scene. It is made clear to us that God insisted on the carrying out of his

command by the one who is to be a leader. Now I think itis easy to imagine

what the situation must have been. Zipporah must have said, Oh, i don't

want to circumcize the child. Wait until he grows up. Wit until he can

make up his own mind. Let him be older and to think the thing thxoggh. He

can decide for himself. Let him decide whether he wants to be circumcized

for hemseif. (laughter) but Moses said God's command is on the 8th day that

the child of God's people is to be clrcumcized. God has said that this

commandment is to be carried out. We should carry it out. Zipporah says,

oh, let's wait until he is older, he can make up his own mind and he can do

what he wants to then and so they put it off and they didnd't do it and
called

nothing happened until God Moses to a position of leadership and at

that time there was real danger of the work being tremendously hampered be-

use of the fact that God's command had not been carried out to circumcize

the son of . If that is not the purpose of it, I don't see any

sense in it here unless you don't 15 unless you are

going to take what men say, I don't see what it can possibly mean except

that when God commands (end of record)
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of his faith in the Christ who he knew was yet to come, as the and

seal of his cleansing from sin, as the evidence that he was united with

Christ who died for him on the cross and as the sign of his entrance into

the family of God, that God commanded him then, he said, your children are

to be clrc'umcized, and they are to be brought up in the knowledgeof the faith

they are to be taught ( machine skips could not distinguish)

to them
blessing generation after generation and this is the sign of the covenant

of
w%hich you are to perform and Moses had here neglected the sign the

covenant. (question 1) Well, the confession that we got later when the

father comes and talks with Moses is that right with him. He is one

whom God sends to $%$/ them to be a leader and so I don't think wehave,

Midian is not a God, it is a region and so I think that we have every reason

to think that he was to be, I don't think we have any reason to think that

There is nothing to suggest that. (question 2) She

says surely a bloody husband thou art to me. Well, that is not impossible

but as you look at the text, I wouldn't think likely. We have no mention

of the son as yet, do we? But I mean in the immeci ate passage, and you read

this passage, vs. 23, you should immediately look at the previous verse and

see if the context of vs. 24 vs. 23, it is not. Vs. 23 nds. "Behold, I

will slay thy son, even thy firstborn. And it came to pass by the way in the

inn, that the LORD met him, the son even thy firstborn, and sought to kill

him. Then Zipporah took a sharp stone and..." Is that correct? Ø Every

body agrees, I am sure, that verse 23 is the end of a paragraph and a

paragraph is related to the paragraph that follows in that it tells what

happens before Moses starts the journey and the next paragraph tells what

happens on the way, but vs. 23 is not related to vs. 24 except as the end of

the previous paragraph, it is telling about Pharaoh's son and so if it is

directly related, then it means that on the way God met Pharaoh's son in the

inn, and the Lord sought to kill pharaoh's son. Well, now it is perfectly
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clear that it isn't that. 24 starts a new section. It is Moses we have

been reading of before, Moses who the Lord has been talking to telling Moses

what to say to pharaoh, telling Moses to tell pharaoh tht God will kill

pharaoh's son if he doesn't let God's children which is Israel go, and wehn

Moses is going to give this message to pharaoh, it is important that Moses

fulfill all righteousness and give his son the sign and seal of the covenant

which God has commanded him to give. (question k) What chapters? about

That is a very interesting suggestion which, if it is true, I am inclined

to think the critics must be right because unreasonable

,41- oh, his lips, (laughter)Oh, his lips

were not yet cirauncized, and that is exactly the way with us today, we

have answered the call of God and we have received the sign of the cove

rent and we have been cleansed from our sin and justified, but sactification

is a long along process and everyone of us should say, I am a man of unclr

cumsized lips and everyone of us should look to the Lord to cleanse our

lips and our whole being, but the sign of the covenant, Moses certainly

5 whatever, the sign of the covenant

had not been given to the child and so Moses was unfit for leadership and

he was in danger, of course, and his life was in danger, now Ifi there was

any mention of the son previous to 24, I would see no of jection to saying

that the Lord was going to kill the son so that Moses would at least not

have a son in whom God's command had not been carried out when this happened,

but that would not seem reasonable to punish the poor infant for it, it

would seem more reasonable to punish Moses for it, after all it was his

fault, not the sons fault, if he listened tohis wife's urging and refused

to carrI y out God's command (question 6Ø.) You mean I have gone to far

in my presentation, actual . I didn't mean to say that it would be

utterly unreasonable, but it certainly is more reasonable for the father

to be punished than the son and in the case of David the taking away of

that son, there are a lot of things 6 1/3 One of them is this,

the son, of coarse, wasn't punished, he was simply and that was the
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punishment for the father, David, who was tremendously devoted to that son,
and it was terrific punishment for him to lose the son,
but the son, in his whole life would have been under a 64 . That

particular son was an illigitiment son, he was the son of David's terrible

sin, he would have been under a stigma all of his life, under the circum

stances he probably was better off that the Lord had to take him and David

said, will go to him, and he looked forward to being reunited with his

son. But in this case we have nothing like that of course, this is simply

a matter if Moses is going to be the proper leader of God's people, well,

then Moses must fulfill God's command and must give the sign and seal of

membership in the family of God to those to whom God has commanded that Ø

it shall be given. (question 7 ) There is nothing in the passage to suggest

that. It would impress me that the reason; now, if Moses was so sich he

couldn't do anything, that is entirely possible, but that is no reason for

in such a case as that. The impression

I would get would be that Zipporah was refusing to give permission, kept

refusing and now when she comes up to the crisis, she gives in completely

but not with very good grace. (question 8) Normally it should have 8

but Zipporah was the one who was evidently , and

under the circumstances Moses was probably not in fit shape to do anything.

(question 8) What chapter (17:13) it is a very strong command that God

gives here, very strong command and of course, doubtless they were expecting

he would be circumcized when he became older, but Moses as the leader, he

must be one who is carrying out God's command fully in giving the sign of

the covenant to the child in the right place. Well, now, if you term it

that way, it gives a good sense, it fits in with the whole situation, it

shows th%e standard which God requires of his leaders, loyalty to His word,

and of carrying out his commands. If you interpret the way the critics do,

it fits i/t,$to their approach to the Scripture. I don't know of ay ether

way to interpret it except . Well, after that Moses comes time

bo the people. vs. 27-28, a separate paragraph that tells us Moses meeting
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Aaron and then we have 29, Moses and Aaron meeting with the people. Now

after this we will run through rapidly now just the rest of Moses life. We

deal with him as a man in C. Moses steadfastness before pharaoh was the

most striking quality of Moses. They way he stands true to God, before

pharaoh and the way he leads the people in this difficult situation when the

people say to him in vs. 21: "the Lord look upon you, and judge; because ye

have made our savour to be abhorred in the eyes of Pharaoh, and in the eyes cf

hsi servants, to put a sword in their hand to slay us." And that is the

experience that we all will have if we truly serve the Lord. You do

something for people. You do a tremendous lot for them, and it doesn't dome

out quite right, and they blame you for it and they blame you and think that

you should; why it is just like the silly attitude that some people have

taken in recent times in criticizing XXX MacArthur because the army had

gone up there to the end of the territory and some people criticize him and

said that spoiled the whole thing, utterly fantastic. And that is exactly

what you are going to meet in your service and what Moses did, hv didn't

answer tham back but Moses felt keeu1y about it. You notice what he did, he

went to the Lord in prayer, nd he said, Lord why have you so evilly treated

this peoe and why have you sent me, because, he said, since I came to

Pharoah to speak tn your name, he has done evil to the people, neither hast

thou delivered thy people at all. He went to God in prayer and he was feelirg

pretty miserable because the way the people, instead of any appreciation of

what he had come to do was blaming him for the whole situation. Utterly

unreasonable, but he had to face, as anyone will who serves the Lord and

leads people, he had to face misunderstanding, he had to face criticism which

was some of it utterly unjustified, other parts of it were true criticism,

his failure, and we all make failures, but the people making the criticism

probably make far worse failures if they had tried to do the job that he

was doing. Criticism under the circumstances, in all of the excellent way

he was doing it were certainly out of place. But Moses in the face of all

at showed a meekness, a tremendous meekness and when we readlater on tht
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Moses was the neeknst man in all the world. Some people say that Moses

couldn't possibly have vrittne that statement. They say how cold Moses

have made such a statement of himself? Why they say, if he made that state

ment, a great theologian said, if he made that statement, he would be the

mose egotistical man that ever lived. He said, that must have been written

by a later writer. So he includes that the whole Pent, was written by

someone in the time of David and not by Moses tt all on the basis of that and

one or two statements like it. Actually you will find that that is just

what the case is, that what Moses put up with with the people, that the

criticism that he got and didn't answer back against, the treatment he

received and simply went forward being true to God and not allowing himself
not

to be upset by it is a marvelous . Well, now one of us would say

he was the meekest man 13 if we were writing a book about

ourselves, but what one of us would not possibly write an objective book

like the Bible, in fact no one else has ever written a book that is s ob

jective as the Bible. Moses points out his weaknesses. He points out his

errors, he points out his sin and he also points out his strong points. The

writers do that all through the Scripture. Theytell you of David the great

hero, and they show David's sin. They tell you that they glorify Israel,

their own land that they love so much, and yet they speak in the strongest

language of the sins of the people. Thre is no other nation under heaven
their

that has a book that they glorify and praise that speaks of nation with

1/10 of the criticism that you find of Israel in this book that the Israel

ites have admired and loved all through the ages. The language it gives

about the people is perfectly terrific. As you knwo it is God's gook and

it is only because it is God's book that the people would ever think of

repeating such a book as this. It is objective in its statements. It tells

14 and it makes this true statement about Moses. It tells this

good feature about him, and it also tells us his mistakes and weaknesses, but

his meekness in all of his dealings with the people is almost unbelievable.

Another feature of Moses that s outstanding is his intercession. He is our
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great example of intercession. When God says to Moses, let me destroy this

people, let me wipe them out from the face of the earth, and I will make a

people out of you a great people from you, Moses pray<s toGod in Ex. 32

there is one good instaace of it and there are many others where Moses prays

to God and intercedes for the people and prays t1 God will turn away his

wrath from his people and Moses says here in Ex. 32:31-32, "Oh, Lord this

people have sinned a great sin, and have made them gods of gold. Yet now, if.,

thou wilt forgive their sin; and if not, bot me, .1 pray thee, out of thy

book which thou hast written.' The intercession of Moses is unselfish and

pleading for his people, is one of the great examples of intercessory

prayer. In the whole of history there is hardly anthing to be compared with

it. Then, of course, there is Moses' sin. 15 Moses is under
some

stood by people in a way which you could interpret

whatever you want (end of record)
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meekness, his point of patience, gives way. It is at his strongest point

his point of humility before God, of honoring God he gives way and takes the.

credit for himself and even from Moses God cannot take that. Even from Moses

who is honored above almost anyone in the Scripture, even from Moses who was

so to the Lord, it is necessary that God shall punish this sin in order

that it be evident what God thinks of sin, in order that it be plain his

attitude towards sin. And we have a story of it in Num. 20:2-13 We have

the people there Bomplalning, and complaining and blaming Moses for bringing

them out because there is no water there. Previously Gd has given them

water out of the rock and previously God has given them so many blessings

but now when things go wrong the people forget all about it and Moses and

Aaron go and fall on their faces before the Lord and the glory of the Lord

appears to $/ them. And in vs. 8;"Take the rod, and gather thou the

assembly together , thou, and Aaron thy brother, and speak ye unto the

rock before their eyes; and it shall give forth his water, and thou shalt

bring forth to them water out of the rock; so thou shalt give the congregaticI).
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Now what does God mean when he said "Thou shalt bring forth water to them
He meant

out of the rock." You will be OX my instrument to bring water. He didn't

mean Moses had the power to bring water. If you take the words exactly as

they stand would suggest that, but in the light of the context we know that

what they mean is God is going to give Moses to be his instrument

to bring; '.thou shalt bring forth unto them water, so shalt thou give
"

And Moses took the rod from before the Lord, as he commanded him and Moses...

and he said unto them, Hear now, ye rebels; must we fetch you water out of

this rock?" And his sin is that he does not glorify God - , but that he

takes the credit to himself in this situation and when we compare it with

all of Moses great goodness which he , when you compare it with the

wonderful qualities that Moses in our sight it seems a mighty little thing

that he would have lost his patience this once and that he would this mo

ment taken the glory for himself. It seems a mighty little thing 'to us in

comparison, but the Lord didn't want people to worship Moses great as he was,

and he didn't want them to put Moses up on too high a pedestal, great as

he was, one of the greatest men who ever lived, because he simply was a
rep




resentative of God's glory and a wonderful man whom God onderfully

used, but there would be if it was not made perfectly clear to the

people of Moses failure and Moses sin. And so the Lord God did something to

Moses which didn't hurt Moses at all. He did something to Moses which did

not take away from the great things that Moses had or from the great ac

complishment that he had done. He did something though which Moses hated

to have happened and it was such a disappointment to Moses, that it made

its span as something that can fulfill his purpose of being a n example to

us and a warning to us of how God hates sin and how he wishes us to gloriy

him and to be humble before him and so we read that in vs. 12: "Because

believed me not, to sanctify me. in the eyes. of the children of Israel,

therefore ye shall not bring this congregation into the land which I have

given them." And then we find that over in Numbers 27:14 we find the

mention there :"And the Lord said unto Moses,et thee up into this mount
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Abarim, and see the land which I have given unto the children of Israel.

And when thou hast seen it, thou also, shalt be gathered unto thy people,

as Aaron thy brother was gathered. For ye rebelled against my commandment

in the desert of Zin in the strife of the congregation, to sanctify me at

the water before their eyes; that is the water of Meribah in Kadesh in the

wilderness of Zin." And then in Detteronomy 32:51 we have it referred to

again, 7 we have the statement made where he is commanded to go up there,

"Because ye trespassed against me among the children of Israel at the waters

of Meribah-Kadesh, in the wilderness of Zin; because ye sanctified me not in

the midst of the children of Israel." Doubtless a reference to the same

act of God in telling Moses that the end of his life was at hand. He was

to go up on the mountain and to look upon the land but he was not to go in

to it. The Scripture tells us what happened. It shows God's wonderful act

and his works,-but it also is given for a revelation of the character of

God and in the wonderful meekness of Moses we have the revelation of God's

character. In the wonderful character of Moses we see what God could do

and did do to a man that was devoted to God, but even in this case, God

'wished us to see the thought and to see the failure and to see God's pun

ishment of the failure in order that we should realize what a terrible

thing sin in and rebellion against God even when contrasted with all the

great, the one thing among all of the great things that Moses did. But the

actual punishment, you see, is more something of an example to us, than

something that actually hurt Moses. It was a disappointment to Moses, yes,

for he would have liked to carry the people into the promised land. He

would like to have lead them in, he would like to do that, but it was of

course God's will sthat someone else do it end so this is thus serves its

purpose to us in showing t$% of sin, but didn't really hurt Moses.

(question 6 3/1I.)Well, where do we read tkt the rock would be smitten but

once? How many nails were there in the cross? (laughter) I mean he could

have struck ten times 7 rather than once, maybe the twice
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would stand for the two arms of the cross. I don't see why the type isn't

just as good with two strikes as one. (question ry ) Well, now (hits the

pulpit twice) isn't that one smite? It may be actually two touches, but

only one act isn't it? laughter) (question) Speak unto the rock that it

bring forth water. I think that is quite evident in the context that he

is saying here that you are to go out and be my representative in causng

water to come out of the rock. Actually he doesn't mean the rock can bring

water and that you say to the rock, and it'll do it, nothing of the

kind. It is simply a way of commanding Moses to go out and bring water out/i

of the rock as he has done before. Which only means that Moses goes out and

makes the motions and God causes the water to come forth. (question 8-i-)

Yes, but he took his rod with him. He said, take the rod and go. He was

supposed to touch the rock evidently or theVe wouldn't be much point in the

rock . I think the detials of it are not the vital thing anymore than

with this fellow whether he vhould go to Candda or to South America or where,

in order 9 the important thing is what he does, the

important thing is the attitude of the heart toward God. The important

thing is whether it will glorify God in our lives and in our statements and

in our examples and in this particular case, Moses lost his temper and he

took credit unto himself for that that should have been God's credit. I

mean, that is perfectly evident in the story. Now, it does say, he smote

the rock twice and what does that mean? Well, there are two ways of inter

preting, one is to see what the idea of smiting it caused, it's impatience.

He doesn't go up there in a dignified way, here is God's command this is

what God is going to do, God is going to bring you water, out it comes. He

goes up there and he is in anger, he is impatient, he is out of sorts, hits

that thing twice and it simply is an indication of his temper
10
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and to say that God would watch whether you hit it once or twice would

be the thing. My what lthne you have to walk if that's the way that God

treats us. God gives us his command He expects us to obey it but it's

the heart attitude and not the detail that is invthlved. In that txt

instance there that we just had about the circumcisionk, my wife feels

that it indicates that when a person today does not have their child

baptized that they are disobedient to God and that they can't expect

God's full blessing upon us in His service. Personally I take a more

charitable attitude, that if people misinterpret tk the Scriptures

or misunderstand I think that afterall there are far greater

I think that if we're putting our stress on the great things of the

deity of Christ and salvation by His blood and giving that message,

God will i forgive us for misunderstanding some of these thingv a that

arent made crystal clear. I think that if a person understands the

Scriptural teaching on this point and realizes that their child ought

o be baptized and then neglect it why then certainly they couldn't

expect the Lord to use them in any great way in Christian xa service.

I think that the Lord forgives our misunderstandings, and I think that

our stress ought to be on the big things or the Word and we're doing the

big things that He wants us to do. It It's hard to say what are big

things and what are small things in our interpretation of the work for

what seems to be small often has results tht are big but to my mind

this is certainly of far less importance in our age at least than the

great things of leading people to look to Christ and to Him alone for

salvation. The type of forms and cermonies are a little more important

in that age then they are now for this reason that people in that time

didn't understand the fxgk full story of Jesus Christ as we do, they

didn't have the Gospel as we do they didn't have the Epistles and there-
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fore the types that God gave carried to them lessons perhaps in a way

that was more vital than the forms and ceremonies are to us forinstance

.n circumcision He gives the details of the fn and all this, but in

baptism He doesn*t even tell us what the mode is He doesnt tgo ii

into those details, it doesn't matter so much in our age, the vital

thing is that we have (laughter)

In this case the vital thing is not in whether Moses emote the rock on

or twice, it seems to me that perhaps it 1* is not such a great error

in itself, but it's a step in the direction in a very harmful attitude

toward the Scriptures. It isn't whether you do a thing tgktx once

or whether you do it twice, it's what is the thought of the , end the

thought Is of the is Moses attitude here and his failure to glorify

God not that at some point he perhaps didn't do a thing exactly the

right way. (end of the record)
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We notice how vital it is that in a man as great as Moses that in a

man as outstanding as he is and as seemingly remote from sin and from

evil in his life we saw how important it is that we shouldn't get any

false impressions about him and so the Lord punished him for a sin and

he deserved punishment for a sin but I think that there is a special

point in it that we should realize that he was one of the greatest men

that ever lived and one of the most Godly men that ever lived he was a

sinner like unto us and so here was thi s sin that might easily be pass

ed over but we are given to understand that as a resultof Moses' sin

Moses wasn't able to enter into the Promised Land. Well in case you

might say How very arbitrary of God here is this man who has done so
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much, he has worked all these years, he has just worn himself almost

dead with the terrific effort of leading these people out and caring

for them, he stood for God alone against most of the people, he has
for

interceded xtk the people with God, he has shown such a wonderful

attiride and yet here hehas lost his temper, onee he makes a mistake

once he takes the credit to himself which belongs to God and for this

one case God says Moses, you can't enter into the promised land, you

can't lead the people in. Isn't it a terrible way to treat Moses?

Well thayb it 1, if you interpret the Scriptures as meaning that just

because Moses onx one accassion failed to give God the glory, when he

was giving God the glory so wonderfully on all these other occassions,

just because one one occassion he made a slip and there's aplenty

in the background and situation to make it understandable t how he

would make a slip, just because of that God gave him a terrific pun

ishment. Well I think; that if we look a little deeper into it we find

that this is an alitogether superficial interpretation of the situation.

It is not becauseMoses makes one little slip that God gives him a

terrific punishment, not at all, Moses is implicated in the sin that is

upon the human race and as a result of the sin upon the human race, most

peeple have to die. God delivers us from the eternal results of our

death as a result of what Jesus Christ did on Calvary and only being

redeemed by the death of Christ on CAlvary does not have to suffer

eternal death, but he is implicated with the rest of us in this world f

sin and there is death in this world. Well now some you might say like

Enoch and Elijah were taken up into heaven and didn't pass through the

experience of death. Yes, but in Moses case here the terrible punishment

given Moses isnJt to pass through the terrible experience of death
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stop
it to have a xtxRR to his work; it is that he cannot lead the people

into Palestine, for in this world of sin every single one of us has

a stop to our work. That is true of every individual and it is a. result

of our sin, it is a resultof the sine which is in the world, and it is

a result of sin which is in us. We make great plans and we know what

we would like to do and it would take us a few thousand years to do it

satisfactorily and a few years go by and our strength begins to fail

and we find oixbeelves weakening in this potnt ,rid thrt i:it nd

eventually we have to give o.p. Some of us are cut short by a sudden

death our work is cut short, others have what I think is a. much worse

fate and that is to have a terrific illness come on that leaves you

years of invalidism in which you cannot accomplish anything in this lifb

but a but which ever happens for all of us there is an end to

our accompbishment to our work in this world and Moses was along with

the rest of us in that. Now this one particular slip is not so import

ant for the slip but for the revelation of the fact that wonderful as

M0oes was and great as his character was insok many ways he nevertheless

was a sinful fallible human bving and as such he was subject to death

as it is set upon all the human race and his work must come to a. stop

at some point. He would love to have led the people into the promised

land, not just out of Egypt and after they were in the promised land,

he wwuld have loved to protect them from their enemies and to lead them

tkffm in a knowledge of the Lord and to them and on any point at

all it would be danger if you would take Moses away if you stop what's

going to happen. You still them, there must be a. break somewhvre
L)

and the work to which God had called Moses was the work of leading the

peop out of Egypt and leading them through the wilderness and he called
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another man, a younger man for the work of leading them into the

Promised Land. And so it was a point of God's definite plan that Moses

should not lead the people into the Promised Land, you can't say that

if Mses had just been a little more careful just held himself in check

this time as he had on so many other ti4es, he wouldn't have had the

dissapointment, he could have led them all in - No, the discipline is

part of the discipline that we all get as & result of sin upon the

human race and the face that Moses is included in this sin is indicated

in this one case where the sin came into visible defintte expression

into his life. The punishment was not n punishment which is a special

type, it was merely that he remained subject to limitation of human

life that his work had to stop before he could carry out the further

part of the task of bringing them in. And so I think that the matter

about Moses sin and about his punishmnt is largely k a matter of

teaching us and showing us the true situation rather than that Moses hFd

a particular greet punishment or that he made one particular slip. I

think the idea that he hit the stone twice instead of once had anything

to do with it is rather sillwy , it nowhere says how many times he is

to hit the stone , there's nothing said about that before there's nothing

said afterward in relation as to how many times he hit the stone no

reference made to it. Question Answer Now if God had just

said hold the rod, don't touch the rock on any condition, just hpld the

rod and speak He probably would have said so. If we to say that becu

Moses didnJt infer when God didn;t say smite that therefore u16ss this

is different from the other and you mustn't ±t smite why we'd all be

in a pretty hard position trying to fulfil God's commands. (question)

8 But if he is going to punish us terrifically for something we do

and if he is going to make it clear to us in front of the world that he

has punished us for that, we can be sure to two things. One, that he
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will tell us in advance about it and second that he will make it evi

dent to those who know of the punishment the reason why we are being

punished. We can be sure of that. God might have wanted him to smite,

or might not have wanted, it wouldn't matter, but if his punishment had

something to do with his msiting then we can be mighty sure that God

would have given us the detail of the command to that extent, that we
water

would know of. (question 8 3/k) He said, must we bring G. out of

the rock for you? It means that he took to himself the glory . He

didn't sanctify God, he said, must we bring it . It was the matter

of his speaking which is fully understandable in view of the anger

and irratation that would naturally come in the midst of all the situ

ation here, the wonder is that it didn't show up more often. As men

go there are very few would show as little of it as he did and yet it

is definitely sin and shows that he is still implicated in the

sufferng of the human race and in the death which means the end of

hid projectof this time. (qition 9-) His ministry came to some

time after this. It was quite a bit after this, but at that time, he

said, that because you did not sanctify me at this ,point you are not
d

to lea$' the people into the land and so he told Moses to say good by to

the people and we have several chapters of his saying good by before

he went up on the mount and died there. No one knows his grave. No ore

knows where he was buried and so Prof. of the Univ. of Berlin

reached the conclusion that therefore the real situation must be that

the Jews rose up in anger against him and killed and he was maryred,

and then Professor the founder of the Institute of

Psychology read what said and being a great old

testament scholar, whatever he said must be the truth about it, and so

decided what was the true origin of monetheism. He wrote a

very interesting book about Moses and monetheism and in the book he te

us, one of the last books that ever wrote, he tells us in the

book how Moses was an Egyptian, an egyptian nobleman and he knew the
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Egyptian King who some called a great king and others

called the first monetheist in history and from him Moses learned the

idaa of monetheism and 11 and then wI the Egyptian

people turned against Moses, this EgyptiRn nobleman went

to a group of Hebrew slaves and he taught them the wonderful

teachings he had learned from pharaoh and teaching these wonderful teath

ings learned from them, pharaoh who is now deceased, he lead the people

out and delivered them from bondage and lead them in the wilderness

and there in the wilderness, Floyd tells us the people rose 'gainst

Moses and killed him because Saline said that is what happened and of

course the Bible says no one knows where he is buried and so then Floyd

explains it that they having killed him had selfconsci$ousrs

and it affected the minds of the race, of the Jewish race, and that

would pass on and on from generation to generation for about five cen

turies and then about five centuries after tht, liosea and Amos, the

great prophets of the 8th century B.C., that came into full

consciousness and brought back to their realization of the wonderful

ching that the great Egyptian Nobleman, Moses, had procured from t1

pharaoh and so they taught monetheism and that is how the

Jews came to be monetheists. It is one of the last books that the

great psychologist ever wrote. (question 12) Yes, that is very inter

esting and let us turn to that and get the exact words before us, the,

in the book of Jude we find a statement made in which he says in vs. 8

Xt "Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise

dominion, and speak evil of dignities. Yet Michael the archange, when

contending with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, durst

not bring against him e railing accusation, but said, the Lord rebuke

thee." Now we find nothing in the Scripture about Michael the archangel

contending with he devil about the body of Moses or that the Lord be

buked him. There is an apocrophe book in which such a statement is

made and there are those who say, well if Jude quotes an apocraphbo&
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this way, that shows that he thinks that this apocrpha book is God's word

and too independable. But this doesn't say 13

a certain fact. It doesn't say anything of the kind. It doesn't even refer

to the book. This refers to smething as a fact. Now there is no reason

why apochypha books could not contain recollections or which might

be true. The only thing is that as long as these are in apocrypha books,

you have no way of knowing whether they are true or not and therefore we

cannot put any face upon it as beigg true. Anything that is true and that

God said was important that we should know is in the Scripture. The Roman

catholics say that Mary after her death was taken into Heaven and they say

that she was bodily taken up into heaven that way. They say that rests on

tradition and the church now says it is a point of doctrine. lk

there have been great churches to that great

doctrine so the great body of the Roman Catholic church has believed that

before now, but the Pope has now said that it is a doctrine that every

Roman Catholic must accept (end of record)
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Mary's body was not taken up into heaven. We have no way from the Scripture

that her body was taken up into heaven. We have no way of knowing it wasn't

taken p into He/aven. Enoch was taken up into Heavenbodily, vhy hot
Mary? /

Well, the Bible says Enoch was, and the Bible doesn't say Mary yaw.

That doesn't mean Mary wasn't. That doesn't mean Mary wasn't. It just

means that we don't know anything about it. say she was or

she wasn't, but in this particular case, there you have this traditim,

and whether the tradition goes back to the 12th century or the 5th century

A.D. or back to the very time of the apot1es is something which is ex

tremely difficult to prove, but the Pope says it is authoritative that the

Roman Catholic means it is true. 1' something in the

apocrypha books may be true, it may not be true, we don't know, and there

fore we would be very silly to things . It can give an

interesting suggestion to investigate, to study, to see if there may be sone
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truth to it, but if we don't find proof some where we had better say a

bout it, well, I guess I just don't know. Well, now, in this case Jude

refers to somehing as a fact. And something that people had heard but not

from the Bible. Now that does not mean that the book from which they

had read it is neceasarily inspired or true or or anything else in

the book is true, but it does mean that this thing to which Jude refers is

actually fact. Now, of course, there is no great importance to us knowing

the devil tried to do something with the body of Moses and Michael the

archangel interferred. I mean, that sort of thing doesn't affect our lives.

There are belief in any particular worry it would give the Lord would 2

, but here what he is trying to do is to say that a man has

speaking evil e had better realize with what we have to deal. And

here is an evil . Here is a wicked dominion, the prince of the power

of the earth. The prince of this world and yet even the angel could con

tend against Moses only as aginst the devil only as God gives him the power

and God gives him . And if we go out in our own strength to contend

against the devil we are sure to fail because we have no strength which is

sufficent against the devil, but if we trust in the Lord and rely upon

H1m, then we can go forward in absosute lack of fear of the devil becauee

he cannot hurt if we are truly fotlowinghim. Well, he is trying to bring

out that very important truth of our relation to Satan and that is very

vital for us to know and this is an illustration about it about fact

in connection with Moses, a fact wich we would not otherwise know to be

true.. It is not particularly important in connection with Moses, but it

is important as an illustration of the attitude we had better have in re

lation to Satan. Now the Pent. tells a. little about this, the teaching and

understandthng about Satan is largely left for later books and God didn't

go into that particular 3-- (question)

There are three reasons why you can quote. ou can quote a statement from

someone because he has expressed an idea beautifully and for that you can

quote from any pagan literature any statement of philosophy, any fiction
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anything you ever want to show that n idea has been beautifully expres

sed. That doean't prove the idea , but you can simply qote some

thing that is a good expression of an idea that we know from other sources

to be true, only you can quote from any sort of literature as an illustrat5n

of something which you know to be true. You know this is true, you observe

it in life. Now if Shakespeare tells us that King Leo did a certain

thing that doesn't prove anything to us about human nature, proves absolut

nothing, it is Shakespear's imagination. But if it corresponds to things

that we have observed it may drive it home and be helpful and therefore

a quotation from Shakespear is very helpful because it brings to our at

tention something that we have observed in life and haven't clearly under

stood and from that you find a quotation from any sort of fiction is verir

useful. But there is a third reason why we may quote and that is to prove

a fact. If you want to prove that it is possible for a person to jump over

a great cliff and land at the bottom safe and unharmed, you won't spy King

Leo in Shakespear's play, jumps over the cliff, blind man falls to the bot
if

torn absolutely unharmed and you want a proven fact even that it is possible

for a man to jump off for 2 feet and fall down and think he has fallen a

tremendous distance, you won't quote from Shakespear, but that is what

King Leo actually did and the people talked to him and said that they

saw him 6 . You could use this to bring to mind

things that you are , but but you don't
prove a fact because it is not fact it is

quote King Lear to bring to

$j//Ø imagination. If you want to prove that Geo. Washington was once

president of the U.S. ypu don't quote some literary work, you go to his

torical documenta and here if he wants to prove that Stan is a dangerous

adversary whom a man dare not approach in his own strength he doesn't say

why even Shakespear in his play that even an angel can't oppose him, then

you say, who is Shakespear, and what does he know about it. It proves

nothing and the fact that he refers to this, not as an illustration, not as

simply an expression of a truth, but as something which is drawing forward
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a fact as evidence to us. It would lose its value for that purpose if it

were not a fact and so our does not in anyway say that that is a

dependable book $%$ but does say that this is an actual fact, this thing

that is here. I think that is veryimportant in connection with quotations

and even N.T. use of 0.T. quotations. We should ask ourselves, is he quotiig

something as a fact. I she quoting something as an illustration? Or is

he quoting something simply as an illusion, as a method of expression and

it is possible for a N.T. writer to quote the 0.T. in any of the three

ways. But if he quotes in 7 just lice the Apostle Paul says in

titles, hesays, one of their own are always liars

and he gives that quotation well that is

not a fact, that doesn't prove any but it does show that

somebody at that time recognizes this to be the character of 8

and Paul says, Don't blame me for it if I feel that way toward him, I dis

cussed it with one of their own men . Dr. weimer I heard tell

once how he was in the Turkish empire before the first world war and he

was in a copy house there selling copies of the Bible, the gospel, sections

of the Bible and a number of the Turkish officers were buying them and

he was getting quite a 1hiving sale of them and thinking that it would get

some of these men to reading the Bible and then he said, the proprietor

of the copy house who belonged to the Greek orthodox church said to one of

these Turkish officers, what is that book you are reading? He said that is

not a good book. I am a Christian and I know Christian books and he said

that is not a good book, referring to the protestant literature. He was

a Greek orthodox, and that these Church officers ought not to read it and

so he told them that is not a good book. He said one of them came around

to Dr. Zeimer and said, I would like my money back. I don't want this

book and the other one saidu/M it too, and another and another and he

begaih to lose all of his sales and he began to wonder what he could do

about it and when he found out that the source came from this proprietor

and it so happened that the proprietor was a Gr." and so he turned to one
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of the officers and he said, Well, no wonder that (-- doesn't like this

book because this book tells about his race, and he says here, look at this,

and he turns to Titus and they looked at Titus add they said that Cretans

are always liars and slowbellies, (laughter) and t]Turkish officer says

that is right, he says, that must be a pretty good book.(laughter) And so

a quotation from a heathen source quoted by the apostle Paul was used to

get Mohammedans to buy the Scripture. Well, now, Moses then was buried

and nobody knows where he was buried. Nobody knows his burial piece and

so we read here that the archangel disputed with the devil over the body

of Moses and I can well imagine that what the devil would like to see done

with Moses' body was not to have it be destroyed, but to have it brought

back to the Israelites in order that the Israelites could embalm it and

put it up into a wonderful place where thy could worship it and think of
that

this great man who had done so much for them and adore his body. And y{y

is what Satan would be happiest to have done to the body of one and have

them put him up in place of the Lord and so John Calvin when he died,

guarded against any such thing and gave very strict orders to be buried in

the middle of the night and nobody was to know where he was buried and so

his budy was buried and there was no mark to indicate it whatever, simply

because he didn't want to run any danger that these people whom in the

latter years of his life had hung on his words and were tremendously inter

ested in all the truths that he had 11 would run any danger

of gtvtng him an honor that was born to God alone and so he tried to avoid

that danger. Now God saw to it that the danger was avoided in the case of

Moses, having his body disappear as ar as the Israelites were concerned.

He stood on the mount and we are told he saw the land into which the people

were going. He looked up and down through the land. But his feet as far
i

as we know never stood Øn the land of Palestine until at least 1200 years

later. And at least 1200 years later he stood on a different mount inthe

land of Palestine and instead of looking from the south east and across

up to the Land of Palestine, he now stood at the Northern section of the
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land and looked down across the whole land of Palestine, you all remember

that instance, of course. Now E. is the struggle with Pharaoh. D was

Moses. We ran through his life rapidly, his caracter and now we go back

to look at what happened when he got to Egypt. His struggle with Pharaoh

is E and under that is 1, the attitude of the Israelites. We need not lin

er over it, we have alre4r referred to the lessons we have derived from it.

Moses was not there to serve the Isrealites, but he was there to serve God.

If he had been there to serve the Israelites, he would have stopped long

before and that is true of all of us. It is so easy to become discouraged
we

about the attitude of those who are trying to help and many a person be

gins a great work of service, a great work of human betterment or

even a great work for God, and then stops because he finds no proper grati

tude, no proper interest, no proper willingness to follow his leading and

he stops and gets discouraged and says, Oh, let them do as they want, and

he goes off and forgets it, but the fact of the matter is, if a person is

serving God, his eye should be on the Lord and on him alone and it should

be his application ? 13 and he should know that he would get

these things. He should know that hese attitudes will comebecause all

people have sin within them and in addition to that he has sin within

himself which shows that trait where he doesn't realize it and a

violent reaction and hostility on the part of those who, if they were able

to over look his fault would be thoroughly supporting him and never

taking an attitude 1312 , but the important thing is, what is

God's desire, not what is the people's desire and that is vital to remem

ber. What is the people's need is what is tremendously important, but

what is God's desire is the thing we should . (question )lk

Yes, we don't know the full history of it. We have the statement in

Stephen in the Book of Acts where he says that Moses thought they should

have known that he was the one whom God was sending to deliver. Now whether

that means that Moses deliverately set out to deliver tbm, in kiln g the

Egyptian, or whether it means that Moses suddenly seen the Egyptian oppres-
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sing the life, was filled with wrath and got the feeling in him, well, now

I must put a stop to this. God has given me this wonderful opportunity, I

have always ik and I should step forward and put a

stop to this, we just don't know. But atleast it was in the back of his

mind if not in the front, that he was going to deliver his people. And in

the front, for he was going to deliver this particular person. We are not

given any reason to think that he was tremendously innocent in this one as

a person. He seems to be interested in that one as an Israelite who was

being oppressed. (end of record)
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But you can hear about a million people starving somewhere, and you'll

say, My isn't that too bad and you'd go on and eat your big dinner, but

if instead of hearing of a million people starving somewhere there is a

hungry person across the street yoa What we see, the lndlvhdual

is the effective thing and all mission bods know and instead of going

and trying to tell people here's a tremendous missionary work for which

you should give money they come and say, Here is a missionary to whom

or for you should give money they try to put an indivudual. They try tp

tell you of a particular, case, they try to get a specific

And in this case, Moses might have heard about all the

suffering of the K:ip gt±i Israelites from the Egyptians but here

he saw one of them, he saw it happen and he said I'm going to do some

thing about that but he wasn't ready and he tried to do it in the energy

o the flesh. Number two is the character of Pharaoh and we should

realize something of his ±power and authority so I'll make that a small

a under this point. The power and authority of hareoh. He was the

greatest ruler of the day; he was the most powerful ruler of his time;

he had a tremendous empire and in thes empire, he was absolutes; there

was no ruler anywhere in Mesopotamia who had anything like theip power

that the Pharaoh of Egypt had at this time. In Mesopotamia the kings

were leaders of the people who had a great deal of authority but nothing

vital could be decided without there being called a council to decide

it. They could not send their armies over across the seas unless they

had the willingness of the people, the decision of the council. +hey

had not that power They were in a way, con

stitutional monarchs, that is fully developed in the January 1951 issue

of the National GeograhicMagazine, they even have pictures of it, bring

ing out this situation in Mesopotamia. Now Egypt was utterly different.

In Egypt, they referred to the Pharaoh regularly as k great god.
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His inscriptions speak of him as a great god. When he died they say,

the great god has ascended into heaven o join his brethern, the other

gods. The people who are subject to Pharaoh in Egypt, worèhipped him ;

that is practically unknown in Mesopotamia, occassionaly a weak king

tried to bolster up his power by trying to make people think that he was

a god and usually but they are not used by most of the stron±pzt kirgs

of Mesopotamia , they are contrary to the general attitude, but in Egypt

they are part of the whole system. Pharaoh is considered and treated as

a god. There is a worshibpful attitude of his supporting - You have pictires

in Egypt that show a great battle and they will show Pharaoh a -great pic

ture of him with big arrows, or bow and arrow shooting arrows and then in

front of him there will be a thousand people pictured a thousand of them

together not being as large a the Pharaoh along. He is represented as

the great and powerful figure of Egypt. Rameses II tells about the bmax

battle of Kadesh which was almost another rout for the Egyptians and in

which it was prevented from being a rout and as he tells in copy after

copy of the great glorification of that batt& k it sounds as if 1C were

Pharaohs own personal intervention that changed the battle

and iprevented the ambush of the Hittites from meaning a destruction for

the Egyptians and turndit into what he called a great Egyptian victory.

Here he was represented as a great god and so treated and his power within

his tremendous empire at this time was absolute. And so Gódj. in sending

Moses to appear before Pharaoh and to ask for the setting free of the

Israelites was ging against the great god of the day, the most powerful

political figure of the day, He was setting himself up againt 'the other

one and making the comparison and that is important to recognize. It is

not a story of a little group of people being freed from some place where

they are in difficulty, it is a. story of the great discourse of the day

being met head on and compelled to . It is exactly as if
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someone today were to face Stalin in Moscow and to demand some tre

mendous step be taken effecting the f'elationship of that pwer which holds

half the world today under its complete domination. Except that Stalin

has not yet been make a god, Lenin has; Lenin is practically worshipped;

hds body is embalmed and preserved there in Moscow for people pctica1)y

to worship; Stalin'sk picture of course, there are probably a dozen

copies of it in every Russian headquarters of any kind o± any satellite

in the world. He's treated as near as a man can be treated as a god

without actually being one; that probably doesn't come until after his

death, but Pharaoh was actually treaxted so during his life. And so to

fully understand this story, we must recognize the tremendous power and

authorty of Pharoh. T But there is a second aspect of Pharaoh; (s) His

power and authority, (b) His personal attitude. Now let us suppose that

God were to desire to that God is God, that God is supreme;

that even the greatest earthly power was inferior to God. That no human

being can call himself a god would prove that no one is even worth

mentioning in comparison with God and we were to say, "I'll prove it to

you". Here are these people subject to Pharaoh the greatest person on

earth, the greatest god in the eyes of the people of the earth. Now I

will prove it to you, I will free these people from him. And so suppose

Moses went up to Pharaoh and say, Pharaoh, God says you must let these

people igo. And Pharaoh was to say, Well, I don't want these people any

way, I*m getting tired of having them around Sure, take them, go ahead.

Well, that would prove nothing about GodJs power would it? It would prve

nothing whatsoever of Godssüpremacy over Pharaoh; it would bw a xlitt]e

on the part of Pharaoh. It would be Pharaoh feeling himself so far

over, that he could aford to do silly things, and people get kk into tht

frame of mind often when they are absolute, and that is why Stalin keeps
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a Politburo in Moscow so that he can call these men together and discuss

'what he does with them and that will give him a little slpv up from doing

hasty things. Of course if they actually oppose him on it and he tkti

thinks it important he just shoots them, arid puts other men in their plas

But he gives them the opporUtnity to discuss minor things and to stow him

lip is a helpful thing in keeping his authority arid power strong. Well,

flow Pharaoh didn't have anything like that, he had no one who would dare

speak to him and say you are 'wrong you are foolish, there was just nobody

in a position 'where he could do that. And so there is the possibility

that Pharaoh might destroy this grdat evidence to the 'world of God's

power and supremacy over the greatest by simply giving in and

saying Oh, You can have them, what do I care. And so we fine that God

said that I am not going to permit this to happen, I'm going to cause

that Pharaoh will by stubborn, I'm going to xxxx cause that Pharaoh show

in his actions the true attitude of his heart. And in his outwards dealings

in this particular instance he will show the inner attitude which is true

of him in the great bulk of the actions of his life. Iwill cause that he

be obstinate arid that he just doesn't just give way to his 'whims and say

Oh you can have the people, what difference does it make, and anyway,

I'd like to be rid of them. We found that when Moses was up there in

the land of the Gideon that God said to him in Exodus k:20 He said, When

fhou goest and return unto Wgt Egypt, see that thou do all of these wor

ders before Pharaoh, that I will put in thy hand and then he didn't go on

to say that as soon Pharaoh sees these wonders that you can do He'll say,

All right, Isee you represent God you do these wonders, you take them and

go. No, He said, see that thou do all these wonders before Pharaoh 'which

I have put in thine hand, but I will harden his herrt that he shall not

let the people go. He said, When you go to Pharaoh and present these things

and these evidences of your 'wonderful power that Rod has given you, and

when you make he said, Do not feel terribly discouraged if Pharaoh
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doesn't prove to be in a happy mood that day and say All right take them,

don't feel discouragedk if wyou do not win success right away, because

actually I'm going to prevent you from winning success right way. lam

going to cause that they shall optional. The shall not be like

putty which is torn this way or that and is moved according to the whim

of the moment but that he shall show his true attitude in what he does

in this particular fifld. That there shall be a firmness in his heart

so that in this particular object there will b shown that which is

characteristic of him in . I will harden his heart. And so he makes

this statement to Moses before he ever goes down there into Egypt. Now

we have in the Bible a good many cases where there is reference made to

the hardness of Pharaohs heart, I have them all listed here, I haven't

counted them, but I'd say off hand about twenty cases where reference is

made to Pharaoh's heart being hardened. The very interesting thing about

it is that this was actully is the one Hebrew word which is translated

as hardened in English, the word is used in this particular case

in Exodus k:2]. and in the next case where it occurs in in Chapter 7:3

where it says Pharaohs heart is hardened and there it is he-skew that is

used. The one in Chapter 7'lk another reference is made to Pharaoh's

heart being hardened and caveith is the word which is used - to make

sharp, the iond means to make firm, one means to make heavy, they're

quite different but they are all in the physical sphere to represent

a fearful fact, and a spiritual fact is a definite idea and the

trans-latorsof the Authorized version thought that this one English word,

they could express this idea here. Now very quickly in the Bible, you

have one Hebrew word which four or five English words ± used to tanslate

Where you have these different Hebrew words and they are translated ir
ways

&n f± differnt irs in other passages but when they refer to Pharaoh

whether it says hths heart is heavy; whether it says that he makes his
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heart burn; whether it says ie makes his heart sharp, they are all

translated hardened to give you the modern English expression to convey

the general idea that these various It is not the idea

that his heart is made xmdax wicked no one of these words have anything

to do with the idea of wickedness, neither to be heavy which is the root

from which k glory comes nor to be sharp, nor to be firm, nvither of

them have anything to do with wicked. In fact they are all words which

are fine words that are used about a good man. He is sharp, he is poind

in his determination to do what is right, he is firm and steadfast; In his

determination to follow God; he is heavy with words, with the understandig

of Gods purpose. The three can be used of a good man just as we'l as of

a bad man. They mean an attitude of determination, and attitude of in

flexibility, and attitude k which in the case of a good m man we call

determination, in the case of a bad man we call stubborni And in this

case, of course, it is the latter. Here it is that Pharaoh ) showed

his true character. The hardening does not affect Pharaoh , it causes

him to reveal his and to destroy it and it is God's ±xRpurpose

that there shall be a display here of a ±u conflict between

the greatest figure of the
agefrn

earth and God the true God.

In order to show God's supremacy over Pharaoh; in order to impress the

Israelite pep1e with GodJs power, with God's majesty, with God's

greatness, with God's goodness to such an extent that the impression will

remain with them throught their days. And so we find this English word

is used so many k±aa different times in expressing these differctt Hebrew

words. Right at the beginning we have a it stated in Chapter k:2lkt, in

Chapter '7:3 God says to Moses I will harden Pharaoh's heart. But then

after God tells Moses that he will hardddn Pharaoh's heart (tunn

the record) and He won't let the people go, then we read that Moses did
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his wonders and Pharaoh hardened his heart, then a plague came, and the

people were in terrible misery in Egypt and they and

Pharaoh said I'&& do whatever you want just give us relief from the plague

and they were given refief and then after they got refief Pharaoh hardened

his heart and did not let the people go. And so about ten times we have

the translations that Pharaoh hardened his heart and in these cases ailt

three of these words are z used, sometimes one, sometimes the other. But

when we gt to chapter 10 after chapter nine there's only one more case

where he re told that Pharaoh hardened his heart but there are eight cases

after that where we read that God hardened Pharaoh's heart. So yu see

that about half the cases God hardened Pharaoh's heart about half of them

say that Pharaoh hardened his heart but firt two are God's predictions

that he ig is going to harden Pharaoh's heart, and then Pharaoh harden

ed his heart and IE he insists on his stubborn determination to do what he

wantsand you might say that he insists on it until his stubborness gets to

an end and he gets to the point where he says that he might as well get rid

of them, and then God steps in and hardens his heart in order that the

concept shall continue until the point there it is made clear to all the

world that God is superior to even the greatest figure of the day. The

God had predicted in His wrath, God planned it in His wth in fact we are

told in the New Testament that Pharaoh had even been brought into existen

and given his in order that he might be able to display to all

the world the futility of fighting against God, Not it is of course for this

purpose did I raise thee up in oder to and so as Paul says

Whom he will, He hardeneth and on whom He will, He will have mercy. When

a person is wicked,whn a person is sinful, God may use their sin*and their

wickedness for His own purposes. He makes even the wrath of God

He causes the stubborn xzmx one who is going on

shall continue in the way he is going in particular point where
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becomes undrinkable. Now fish that have bee n caught in the ppols will

of course die of the 1321 . Frogs naturally find their way

from the water to the dry land and may easily be so numerous as to be

nuisance. The pools breed quantities of mosquitoes and these in turn pro-

duce distressing forms of skin disease. Thunder storms accompanied by
alarming

heavy hail are rare in Egypt but they do eccur and are naturally 14

(laughter) ik- the miracle which the

quotes will consist of nothing more than the coincidence of all of these
sentence as I say,

events and their exceptional severity. Now that last xMilOy

has a tone to it which I do not think is correct or right, although it has

certain facts in it which are valuable, even the last , but the

previous sentences point out that everyone of these plagues except the

last one is something that is associated with that land and which occassion
se

ally occurs th%ere to at least some extent and sometimes very verally.

The plagues then are all of them things that do occur to some ext ent in

Egypt (end of record)
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elected from all eternity, to compel them to accept Christ as their Saviour.

Now #3, The plagues themselves. I would like to point this out that you

lO now here is pharaoh in Egypt and pharaoh

in Egypt has set himself up against God and refusng to allow God to have

His way in the relief of God's peqie. Now under those circumstances what

should God do in order to cause pharaoh to recognize God's power and to

let the people go. Well, one tAng he might conceivable do would be to

cause a great hord of polar bears rush down from the artic region and would

rush across the land of Egypt. (laughter) One thing that he might do would

be to cause that the Nile river would suddenly instead of flowing down hill

to flow up hill and to carry the water of the Mediterranean Sea uphill

which would lal be salt water and would bea terrific plagee upon the Egypt

ians. That is to say there are all sorts of and unnatural things

which could certainly be done by the tremendous power of God if that was

what He chose to do. But the interesting thing is that the plagues we find

are which were typical of thatkind of country. They were all of them

things that occurred in that sort of region. They were typical of a coun

try like Egypt, typical of a desert semi-arid region, typical of the gen

eral situation there. In fact, there is no one of them which did not in

some way or other occur at some time in the history of Egypt. Perhaps not

to a great extent of these particular plagues, perhaps not as intensely as

these, but o some extent. T. H. Robinson, the English theologian, in his

History of Israel 1932, p. 85 makes a statement about them of which of the

fact that I am going to read to you all but the last sentence is quite true.

The last sentence has a tone in it which I think is quite unjustified. But

except for the last sentence that I am going to read to you, it is quite ture

to fact. He says none of these plagues except the last; what is the last

plague, the death of all the firsborn of Egypt. None of these plagues

except the last contains anything strange or abnormal. All are events
may

which naturally take place at the end of the inundation of the Nile. The

stagnent water left as the River goes down often re,ddens with 131 and
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and prevented that lesser consideration t should turn him aside from going
for

ward in the line of his true nature, his true attitude and his true de

sire. And so after he reached about themiddle of the plagues and pharaoh

gets to the point where he might say, well, what is the use of all this bo

ther about it all, all this trouble over these israelites, let's-let them go

and forget it. that God made him stubborn, to go ahead and to stand right to

the end from the attitude that he took in the beginning. God hardened

pharaoh in order that Pharaoh might be a true representation of that charac

ter , whcih was the character of pharaoh, which represented all of that

part of the word which is contrary to God. He raised pharaoh up into his

position for the purpose of bsoving forth the true nature of sin, the true

nature of ungodliness, the true nature of hostility to God and of giving

this great exhibition before all the world, of the superiority of God to

the greates force in this world. Now it is entirely wrong to draw from this

teaching or the teaching in the N.T. that God makes any man wicked. The

Scripture never features that God manes any man wicked. God does not de

sire that any man be wicked. He desires that all men should turn to Christ

and be saved, but for those who are set in the wickedness of their heart, if

they do not turn to Christ and be saved, there is an inevitable hardening.

God causes that everyone go forward constantly in one direction or the other.

You never stay still. Those who do not except the truth, he gives over to

believe a lie. Those who refuse to accept Christ go on in the direction in

which they have set their feet in order that their wickedness may be more

clear to themselves and to the world. And so God is not the author of evil.

Every man is punished for his own sin, but God uses the wickedness of sinful
should

man for his own purpose and God prevents the little incidental factors $%Ø')21

4)l becloud the true situation. He raised Pharaoh up in order to indi

cate this. He uses the wrath of wicked men to , but he desires that

all should come to Christ. He gives the opportunity freely to -all to ac

cept Christ as Saviour and He sends his irrisistable Grace to those He has
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How were the ten commandments given? Did God give them to Moses? Did

God write them on something and the people read them? Did Gods cause that

the people should look up and see them written in the heavens? Did God

cause that the people should actually hear a voice that actually spote

these commandments? or what was the method that God used to give the ten

commandments? I will not answer any questions until after I have collected

the papers, and then I'll be glad to do so. We will not take chapters

21 to 25 we will not go ahwad right now on this section of Exodus, but we

will devote the lesson for Thursday to a review lesson, partly in review

for the examination but I only suggest that you review for Thursday spec

fically review these kwptizi twenty chapters and have a rather definite

idea what is in the chapters; have a rabber definite idea of the contents

the main contents of each of these chapters and of course you can start

your review of the whole semesters work for the final exam which will be

a week from next Friday. Well now we were discussing lest time, the

struggle with Pharaoh and at the end of the hourx we were speaking of

number (2) The hardening of Pharaoh. And we noted that God said to Moses

I will harden Pharaoh's heart, then we notice about ten times Pharaoh

hardened his heart and then we have *t about ten times that God hardened

Pharaoh's heart, and so we see that thestubborness of Pharaoh was partly

Bthe outworking of his own nature, his determination to stand for what he

wasted and to pay no attention to what God wanted but we see also tht

God caused him to go forward in the direction in which his character

propelled him
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it fits in with God's ±articu1ar purpose. But it is at this place

of the character which is in the sinful man. It is impoDtant to note

that there God condemns people because of klIt* s their sin, He punishes

us for the sin that is in us, the sin that we received from Adam and the

sin that we richly deservefor the sins that we commit ourselves. God

gives mercy freely entirely of his own grace to those whom He chooses

to extend His wonderful grace. God does not say that Urn going to ar

bitrarily destroy this man, No, but destroys us on account of our sin,

those who are following in sin and continuing in sin have eternal punish

ment but those to whom God shall choose to have mercy have nothing to

glory of in themselves because it is entirely of God to choose to show

mercy to them.

Now we had chapters sixteen to twenty of the book of Exodus, so if each

one of you would take a peice of paper and write your name on it, we will

have two very simple questions about the chapters. They are rather simple

questions and yet there is in them questions of fact which you should have

noticed in the reading of them, if you didn't notice them, dontt feel'

kpx too badly it won't mean a failure for you if you get one of the two.

The first question relates to the fifteenth chapter and the question is

this, hat did Manna taste like, one sentence Xmx should be quite suffic

ient for that, and you either know, or you don't know so if you know, its

one sentence, and if you don't why just leave a blank. Now the second

question is this, Well if you don't know the answer to the first, make a

guess if you wnat to, but label it a guess and put, I guessed. Therewas

a great deal about manna in these chapters but what was it, what did it

taste like? If it tasted like castor p oil, did it taste like roast beef,

what did it taste like. The second question is this
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easily have caus&.the earth to change its rotation and cause d %% to go in

the opposite direction. He could have caused the polar bears to come down

and he could have caused the Nile to go in the opposite direction, he could

have caused anything to happen,which he chose. Bot what he did choose to

happen were things whith do happen in Egypt, in that same region. That was
the

what God chose to happen and of course if we take Scriptural word about

it that these are the signs that God gave, we have no difficulty whatever

with them. God who controls all things caused certain things to happen
displeasure if

which werW signs of his and of his ,li. But instead of taking

the Hebrew word signs, we substitute for it the English word miracle and we

subsitute the definition that a miracle must be something which is wroughi

by the immediate powers of God, then we have to say that everyone of these

first 9 plagues cannot be anything that ever happened in Egypt before, it

must be something utterly different. Something that only a supernatural

power of God could produce and could not come about in any other way. And

if we thus insert our English word instead of the Hebrew word and insert
r

the ohter idea instead of the idea that l peBent, we than cannot

help wondering why God didn't do something similar to the grotesque and

instead of doing things that were typical of the land of Egypt

and that do occur at other times. I tltnk that it is very important that we

see just what the facts are and the afacts are that there are certain ele

ments here which are definitely supernatural elements in the plague. Cdr_

tri elements that show God's iand, but it is not a matter of God doing the

bazaar and unnatural things which necessaryily reverse the laws of nature.

God has made all, the laws of nature, he controls them and he can cause them

to work in such a way as to 2 And so we find certain sup

ernatural aspects in them. Now #1 of these is . Everyone of

these 9 plagues occurs. Well, they occur in intensified force. They occur

much stronger than they usually occur in the land of Egypt. #2 These plagues

occur in Egypt but sometimes you can make a pretty good guess when they are
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#2
going to occur and sometimes you will be entirely wrong about them. # is
Prediction

%1L4. God enables Moses to save when they would occur. It is a defini-

tely supernatural to predict with accuracy is one of the hardest things
Roosevelt

in the world to do. Ø/ set to work in the depression and to im-

prove the economic situation of the country and things began, and he said

that we are going to make everything better and he and things be

gan to improve and then after they improved they suddenly began to back and

then they went down aways and then they come up again and after they came

up again, Roosevelt looked back to the depression and said we planned it that

way. Why it would have carried a lot more force with it if he had stated

ahead of time and told us that that was the way that he had planned. Pre

diction is eemely difficult.( question k) Yes, well that is anticipating

next year course in the prophetical books just a little bit. But I think a

owrd about it would be worth while right here. It is a very good suggestion

Mr. Blomquist, the word prediction in the ordinary use for just saying any

thing about what is going to happen in the future, while the word prophecy

we use as r ule about some divine act, but I would like to mention this,

the prophets are foretellers as well as forecasters. In fact they are pri

marily foretellers. The prophets do foretell, but they are primarily fore

tellers and there fore in the portion of the prophetic books, I like to use

the word prophecy for giving nod's message, whatever that message may be.

God give s the prophet a message and the prophet passes it one. That is pro

phecy. Now that message may be entirely denunciation of sin. It may be

entirely an exhortation to turn to God, it may be entirely pointing out

God's goodness in the past and the reason why people should be true to him

now. There are many things which may enter into it. One thing which may

enter into it is the telling about the future and for that reason in order

to distinguish it that way, I like to use the 4word prediction in connec

tion with Biblical studies, for it simply to mean to tell what is going to

happen in the future. And of course anyone can attempt to predict, but a

person is pretty apt to fail, references made to the weather. I remember one
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time I had four days free and I had three days work to do and I wanted to

take a walk for one day. So I said, aliright, I will look in the newspaper

and see 'what the weather will be tomorrow and I will take the walk tomorrow

if it is good weather. And the newspaper said rain tomorrow, so I stayed

home and. studied. And then that night I looked at the paper and the next

day was to be rain so I stayed home end studied for both of those days. And

it was perfect weather, just perfect. So the second night I looked in the

paper and it said rain tomorrow, so the third day I stayed home and studied,

and agin it was a beautiful lovely day. Well, I had one day left and I looked

at the paper that night and the paper said, clear and bright tomorrow and so

the next day I 'went walking and after about three hours it began to rain and

it poured for the rest of the day. Now if the weather forecasting service

had only bad the strength of their convictions and stood by their predic

tion of rain, they would have eventually have hit it, (laughter), but in

stead they changed their conviction 6- . Of course there are

sections in the U.S. where it is veryeasy to predict weather, but in this

section 'where many currents come together it is extremely difficult. Now

this is not a prediction of our weather system here, but this is to point

out that prediction of any sort is extremely difficult. Human beings bry

to predict and they don't realize how difficult it is because when Drew

Pearson says something that comes six months later, he tells it to all
says

the world that it is exactly as I predicted and so $)é nothing as in other

things he predicted that didn't come true and that perople have forgotten

all about. I just happened to hear him once last May when he predicted that

on July 2kthe the armies of Russia 'would march against Yugoslavia. And now

later on he may discover it was 1954 he really meant instead of 1950, but

the way he spoke it sounded like it was this summer, July 24th. Now, I haven't

heard anylftilng at all about his telling people how wrong he was. They for

get the wrong predictions, but when human beings try to predict, the are

9-10 against them. It is extremely difficult to predict the future of any

sort. There are so many elements that enter in and things happen so very very
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differently than we expect and so when God prophesies he is telling us what

his will and is and it is not his will that we know all about the future and

so he doesn't give us ill the details of the future, but he makes certain

specific predictions to give us a seal and an evidence to the fact that he

was talking and of course to prepare us of certain particular things which

he wants us to ready for and so for that reason I prefer the word predic

tion here rather than prophecy as 8 back situation.

Even though prophecy is only what God does end prediction might be done by

a man, might be tried by a man, and once in a while he will hit it right,

he can't help occassionally hitting it right, but in most cases it is

apt to be wrong. There are just too many factors that enter into making

successful predictions in most cases. I remember in Northwestern Univ. a

bout 10 years ago, an IQ examination to entering students and they picked
dinners

the top 5% and they gave to these 5%, and there were all sorts of

things they did for them, for this little group, because they said these

are the people who are going to be outstanding students, the outstanding

members of . And then somebody noticed that 2 years later, these

few whom they had selected and given their dinners to, there were a few of

them who were indeed the top leaders of the time, but there were an equal

number who had dropped out of school, sevr*al who had flunked out, and there

were quite a number who were absolutely mediocre in their work. Therer are

other factors which enter in 1$ which we have no way of telling and while we

can make better success with prediction if we get more scientific methods

and learn more about it, there is always an uncertain factor and a very great

uncertain factor when we try to predict events in the future. Well, now here

are 10 plagues and every one of them Moses predicted what was going to hap

pen and it came as he predicted. Some human being might have predicted two

or three of them, and hit it right, but for a human being to hit more then

2 or 3, out of the 10 would be extremely unlikely and so this is the second

supernatural aspect of these,., prediction, as God permitted Moses to predict
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what would occur and to give it correctly. Now a third supernatural element

in these plagues, is discrimination. The p&agues fell on both sections of

Egypt which were inhabited by Egyptian, and the land of Goshen was exempted

from the plagues. That is brought in a number of . The place where

the great mass of the Israelites were was exempted form the plagues, a dis

crimination in their application and of course this is particularly the case

of the last plagues. That the first born of the Egyptians are all killed and

the firsbord ofi the Israelites are spared, providing of course that they had

performed the Passover . There is this great element of discrimination.

Now there are two other elements that we might note about these. #k is or

derliness. There is an orderly arrangement of the plagues. There is an

increasing intensification. They came in such an order as to present God's

message. And #5 There is a Moral perpose, of course, in them as they came.

In the account of them, they were plagues against the Egyptians. They were

plagues against the Gods of Egypt, against the Egyptian false belief and

false attitude. The orderliness and moral purposes are two additimal features

of the plagues which were put there by divine control, but the three, inten

sification, prediction and discrimination are the three elements that you

would not find in any succession of plagues,that you might find in them one

or two, but not in the whole succession. Now perhaps in intensificationX,

we shoudi include not only the fact that each of them were greater, but that

they all came together in a space of two of three years, but they came one

after another in this fazhlon. God caused these natural things to appear in

such a way as to convey his message, to occur more severally than usually.

He gave Moses to predict when they would come and he caused that the sections

where the Israelites were bould be given a certain immunity from them.

(question 121) No, I don't mean to say that everyone of them had this spe

cific discrimination, but it happened in a good many cases. I wouldn't

infer; if it happened in all the ohter 8, you might say perhaps it did,

you might even say probably, but it certainly couldn't 13

(question) 13 That is Pharaoh would not have known it, if God had not told
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him. That's prediction; telling in advance what will happen. If I tell you

that there wthll be an examination a week from Friday, that is prediction,

that is telling something about the future. Now in a case like that the

chances are correct, (laughter) but that is because I have opportunity

to have a personal hand in the fulfillment of the prediction. (laughter)

(question 13k) No, I think that the Egyptians worshipped the various forces

of nature and these various forces of nature were overcome, bit when it comes

to trying to stress particularly something whom 14

a general fact but it is not in every case that everyone of them represented

a particular Egyptian God that is not the case. But it

is generally true and . (question ik*) No, I don't

believe so. I don't think it was actually




4 whether it was God's

blood or human blood, I think that it simply means that it looks like blood

and and that we do have occur in the land with

the growth of the little substances which come in stagnant water,

it does occur and turns it that way and makes it disagreeable. Well, in a

way, you might say they are similar to blood, organic matter, very similar

to blood, but whether it was actually animal o human blood, or anything like

that I don't think the Scripture . (end of record)
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actually had flowing human blood T animal blood (question) No,
serpent

I would say this, exactly what is the ? I mean I don't think that

it goes into the biological situation. I do think this that Moses had some

thing in his hand which was doubtless /j/){ and Moses took

this thing and he threw it down and it began to writher around and he was

scared of it, Well, somekind of a snake it would seem to have been. Now as

to the exact situation there as to whether it was an actual serpents of the

types that are described in bologIcal studies or what kind of wood that was
rod

in the 4/that we just don't know anything about, but we read of course that

the Egyptians turned their rods into serpents 1 Moses the
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Egyptians turned their rods into serpents. I have heard the suggestion made

that the Egyptians had learned some way of paralyzing the serpent so that it

looked like a rod, it was stiff, and they would bring it out of that

1 3/k and if there is naything to that I don't know, but that the
to

Egians actually had the pover$ a take a piece of wood and change it to

living organic matter, that I don't believe. But it says that the Egyptians

turned rods into serpents. That is what it actually says, and it means that

the Egyptians actually did something which appeared to pharaoh exactly like

what Aaron did, exactly the same, but of course, Aaron's rod , the

serpents and . (question 2 1/3) I read a statement not

long ago, I guess it was ten years ago, there was a man who had said as a

former presbyterian missionary in Syria wrote a little book published in

California, telling about the anti-Christ that he had met in Syria , and he

knew him and he described this man and told how this man was going to

himself in the next five years and so forth, and make himself visible to the

whole world, aid he said that this man would just reach out his finger and

wood would set fire he was seen raising people from the dead and

all that sort of thing and then he went on to say some of the things he did,

ordinary miracles like theX sages of India 3 1/3

Now, what he told about the man who was going to be anit-christ doing all

these wonders, that is not impossible, but I would4/% require a lot more

proof than his immediate word if there is anything to it, but he went onto

say how the sages were doing all these things . That immuediatly

put him in the realm of the fantastic. Any such things we hear in our day

it is well to be extremely skeptical, extremely skeptical. Changes are they

trickery and fraud. Now Satan could do that if he choses today, bur ordin

arily there is plenty ef trickery and fraud in the world for his purpose.

Now it is altogether possible that Satan may enable those Egyptians to do

sething that was actually in the sphere of the supernatural, but it is

rather unlikely. I think it was much more likely that it was fraud. The

actually turning of wood into living animalmatter is something which I don't
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think is extremely likely could ever be done except by the actual action

of God himself. I would not think that ordinarily he would choose to do

that if there was another way that would the purpose of

his will. We just don't know, but we know that something happened there

that impressed the Egyptians as being far beyond their strength, beyond

their power andwe know that in the face of these great plagues that some

thing happened which was so intensified that came in such a series and

which Moses predicted in such a way that it is pretty hard to mistake
conclusion

the that there was definite supernatural action involved. (question)

5 Well, I would think it very very likely that God actually caueed

this piece of wood an acutal serpent. I would think that likely but I

wouldn't be dogmatic, I mean I wouldn't rule out that it is absolutly

impossible that if there was anything to their having actually

serpents that 'looked like ros, I wouldn't rule it out as impossible,

5 God might have let Aaron to do the same thing, but it shows

I wouldn't rule that out

as utterly impossible, but I would say it is very unlikely. I think it much

more likely that God caused actually a piece of wood to become an animal,

but I certainly don't think the Egyptian did, and I think it extremely
Un

likely that God would permit Satan to do it for the Egyptian, likely but

not impossible. (question 6) Well, we don't know. There are all kinds of

possiblities. We don't know what God might do. All we know is whet is

stated in the Scripture. When it says in the Scrpture that something

turns to something else, it may mean that it took on the appearaace. It

doesn't have to mean that there is an actual change of substance. You

need your complex to decide exactly what (question 6-) Well,

whatever these words mean is absolutely true. It is inspired, they are

actually true, but it doesn't mean that the superficial interpretation is

necessarily the correct one. It does mean that it is wise for us to be

very careful about departing from the ltera1 sense of the words unless we
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have some evidence for it. I think that ve definite. And it seems to

me extremely probably that when it says that the water was turned to blook,

that it means that the water became red and became like blood in that

respect rather than it actually had the various qualities of human blood,

or elephant's blood, etc., (question 7) Well maybe it is I, maybe it is I,

I don't know I just think it unlikely. I wouldn't insist that it wasn't

natural blood. (laughter) 8 (question) No, I don't say a sign is without

the immediate power of God, I say that the sign is something that God chooses

to happen in any way that he chooses to . It would be a sign if

God causes the world to turn upside down. That is a sign. But if he turns

meinto a dog and then changes me back into a man, then that is a sing, but
that

if he causes something that may hanker to anything (laughter) somebody shall

be able to predict when it will happen and to do it in a number of cases,

that 8 3/k and God can choose to use any kind of sign

that he wants to use and God cert8±lly does, the Scripture teaches it on

certain cause things to happen which are so utterly different

from the ordinary course of nature that it seems extremely llkley that in

those cases instead of using the normal fashion of implanting certain

forces in this world which agree which will bring about the result he wants

at the time he wants, but in these certain cases he has caused a definite

interference with the normal course of nature, but that he does that a

great deal is contrary to general . I don't mean to say that he

doesn't do it occasionally, and I certainly don't mean to say that he

couldn't do it any time he chose, I mrerely say that ordinarily he doesn't

choose to do that sort of thing. (question 9') Yes, I think so. Of course

there is he one big argument between the Roman Catholic end the Lutheran

and the Protestants where it says this is my body. The R. C. says that

means that the priest has the power to take a piece of bread and to change

it into the actual body of Christ and that is actually the body of Christ,

which he has and which he breaks and it is actually Christ's body. That is

the belief of the R.C. church. Now Martin L. said I don't believe for a
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minute that is 10 . Martin says this says this is my body and

therefore it must be actually Christ's body and therefore he says Christ

body is in with and under the bread. And so when he said this is my body,

he didn't mean the bread, he meant that which is in and with and under the

bread is his body and therefore in the communion service it is actually

the body of Christ there though the bread is still bread but 10
other

Now most protestats feel that when Christ said this is

my body, he meant that this thing represents the idea, it presents to you

what is to be done with my body, which is broken for you, and to us it

seems very unlikely that when Christ was sitting there at the table with

the disciples and took the bread and said this is my body, that he meant

that they should think that actually hIs body was not only there sitting

but also in his hand being broken. That is what you might say the word

in the Øé extreme literalists mean by there point after point in the

Scriptures wIe if you take that interpretation you get into ˆ%)'{7 utter

nonsense. When I was in we had a professor in philosophy there,

he is now professor in the Univ. of Chicago divinity school who had a

tremendous influence among the students and he used to start each year tith

this big course in philosophy and he would say, "How many of you here be

lieve that the Bible is to be taken literally? And most of the class did.

Because most of them came from othodox Christian homes and then he would

say all right, "You believe the old Testament to be taken literally." Well

you read in the 0.T. that the people are going tth go into a land flowing

with milk and honey. Does that mean that there is milk and honey flowing

through the streets? Well, the c&ass said No. Oh, then you don't take the

O.T. literally? Well, then he would say, "Now maybe there is somebody here

who doesn't take the O.T. literally but who takes the N.T. 1itera1ly'and

most of them are hesitant by this time but there will be a few who would

raise their hands.7 And so hewould say, "All right, you take the N T. liter
brought

alky. Well, then they a message to Jesus from Herod, Jesus said, Go tell

that Box , Now does j Herod was a four footed beast?"
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And they would say, "No." Well, then they didn't take the N.T. literally,

either. And then they would forget the Bible a minute, now that we have

disposed of the Bible, now we can deal with human blood, and settle the

problem of the blood. Well, the reason that those people could have their

faith destroyed 91 so easily as that was because they did not have a clear

understanding at all what we mean by saying that the Bible the word of

God. We don't mean that you take every word of it literally like any other

docent, it is full of figures o speech, but those figures of speech often

present the idea much moBe clearly than the literal statement looks.

They have definite literal meanings and whia Christ says, "Go tell that Fox,"

He didn't mean that Herod was a four footed beast, but he did mean that

Herod those qualities which we ordinarily associate with a fox, of wiseness,

of subt1l trying to do things to his own advantage and that sort of

thing. He was applying certain characteristics to him and the language is

used just as in the ohter book and if you take the Bible and don't try to

treat it's work in a different way that you would treat the words in

another book, but try to see exactly what 13 /1J. do mean in

the light of the context, you find that you have God's truth and it will

stand up against any investigation that can be properly but

if you insist upon taking a word in an absolutely literal way in every

the way you wouldn't do with another document you read, you

can get into all sorts of . Now when it says the water was turned

into blood, it may mean that that water became some actual kind ofvater and

God could certainly do that if he chose. It may mean that, but it is my

impression in line with the statements of Scripture elsewhere and with the

general attitude of Scripture it is my impression that what it means is

that the water looked like blood, where the water became undrinkable, that

the water was made rather useless that is for the people 14

Now that is my impression there. I incline to think that is

the correct interpretation of this verse, but if someone takes the other I

that, ,
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have no objections. You may be right and I wrong, in this particular case.

The important thing is that we recognize this. It shows that some terrible

thing happened that God predicted that this terrible thing would happen, that

it was not something that was a blessing, but something that was a punish

ment, something that was disagreeable for the something that was an i$ndi

cation of the divine power. Now if it was actual blood there, I think it

was unlikely, but that doesn't matter. (question 15) Yes, we might do that

next time. (end of record)
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But to pick out the firstborn out of all the land of Egypt who died in that

night to discriminate beyond any chance or accident. And so this last

plague u is one which could not possibility be doubted it was actually

the hand of GOd, and the band of God in a way to cause more misery than any

of the others. Question: Is there any other record of that particular

plague? Answer: No, of course as far as we of today are conderned we have

only this uzt!ttw ku, Scripture, we have no other evidence about it.

Now perhaps just a word there, I'll speak about it a little more about it

next semester, we're going to look a little more at Egyptian archeology, but

I should say this about Egyptian archeology that most that we have

of Egypt is what the people wanted us to have. The Pharaoh's put up monumen

to celebratetheir great victories and that's what we have today where he

didn't put up to celebrate their great victories, most people do, but of

course sometimes there are things which would tell us these things and tell'

us of weaknesses. NOw in Egypt there's very little to do that, though there

would doubtless be great evidence in the delta somewhwre in Egypt of the

defeats and miseries axd of Egyptians at different peridds, but the delta is

an area that is growing constantly as an overfbow of the Nile, and as you

go down there low in the delta region, as you dig down very far, you get into

watery region that wouldn't be well preserved and it's very expensive to

excavate and you go further south away from the sea and it's dry and easy tp

work and you find a tremendous aniourxd af vaiable material consequently,

we just aren't able to say what might be, but in that other section where it

is easy to excavate what we have are largely tombs add monuments put up

and there it tells us what they wanted people to know and so Professor

Pete who was an utter sceptic and a scoffer so admits it would be possible

for such a tremendous calamity as that described in the losing of the Israel

ites from Egypt against the will of the Pharaoh to happen and leave no
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trace, but zhe thinks of that lightly, he says worse catrosophes than

that have ! happened to Egypt and left no trace that we can discover,

that is from the nature of our material. No trace that can be discovered

would mean at present abailable, of course if you have half a billion dollars

available to investigate that problem, you certainly could find many many

to the evidence that we have and we might be able to get an answer.

But with the amount of material athailable for research it is only natural

to spend it where you get most results and k the delta region is not such

a place, and so our knowledge of the first born rests entirely IN= from the

statements from the Word of God and for the Christian that is quite sufficlext

but for the unbeliever it is not an nxd answer for this particular miracle.

WE have in the plague an exhibititiwi. of the majesty of God and we have the

revelation of God as Savior particularly in connection with the last of the

plagues, and the last of the plagues has balled up with it somethingz that

deserves a separate heading, D was the struggle with Pharaoh, and E is the

Passover.




The Passover which comes in is introduced incidentally

The Israelites are told what to do introduced very incidentally.

But actually it's a matter of tremendous importance, something whh lasts

far longer than any tk of the other things and at this time it is an intco-

duction to one of the great features of Israelite reigion. So E, the Pass

over, Number one, the meaning of the word. The word the Hebrew word

means to leap, or to jump over, or to spare, and the Passover celebrates,

God's sparing of the Israelites, God's leaping over, God's passing by the doT

He passed them over, now that is a most remarkable thing. Where a people

being delivered from the land, from opression in Egypt and rescued

and brought out into safety should not have as a great comniemoratia occas$iai

the feast of the deliverance, the feast of the rescue, the feast of the

escape from Egypt but should have the feast of the Passover, the feast of

God's passing over the Iuu Israelitesk and not including them in the punish-
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nent upon the sins of the Egyptians. It is a most remarkable thing, ou'll

find hardly anything like it in any ether . Our great national day

here is the 4th of July on which we celebrate our declarence of our independ

ence from British tyranny; there's no mention of any of anything

wrong wlith us in any she or form in connection with that day which celebrates

the foundation of our nation. It is the deliverance of the gallant Americans

from the opressive tyrannical British, that is the whole thought of that

day in its origin. Now you take the French, thMr great national day is

Bastile Day and Bastile Day they celebrate the day when the people rose up

and destroyed the great prison which was being used for the opression of the

people. That is natural to the natur& human being, that you will cel

ebrate the time Xxx when you have done some great thing, when you've made

some great accomplikment, or even when there has come upon you some great

deliverance, but that's not the thought of the Passover, although there's

plenty of reason for such a thought at the time. It is the greatest thing

in Israelitsh history, deliverance from Egypt, freedom from the opression

of Pharaoh, yet that isn't the title of the Passover, nor is it primarily

represented by the symbolism of the Passover. It is a most remarkable thing.

It is utterly unparalelled in the great national celebration of other countries

There are people of course that look upon the Old Testament as simply the bock

of the glorification of the Jews, it's a great Jewish national book, and whi

I was talking with a young Jew once from Philedelphia and mentioned something

about some great thing in connection with the Bible in the Old Testament

I mentioned another great thing about the Passover, Oh Yes, he says,

and he felt that this was the great book of the great Jewish literature.

Well we have gta great books of literature of many nations but you will not

find a nation in the world, I believe, that had a xw tzaiuk±x lit

erature that speaks about the people, the nation that produced the literature

in one tenthof the criticisms of them that you find so frequently in the
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Old Testament. It is a book that was given through the Jews, but it is

not the Jews book, it is God's bokk. And the condemnation of the Jews

for their sin over and over in the Old Testament repeatedly, is something

that is unparaliled in the national literature of any other natthon, it is

the sort of thing that may be written in other nations, but the people

cast it aside and forget about it. We don't put it up on a pedestal and

glorify it. It is a great evidence of the fact that this is not Jewish

national literature but it is God's literature He gave through the Jews

shoving His attitude toward all people and shoving the sin ± of all the

nations and showing equally much the sin of the Jewish people and the sin

of the Israelites, the sin of thy Hebrews, and so we have this great fes

tival, the greatest in all k±ztx Israelite hisbry celebrating the

great deliverance which stands at the beginning of their national history

and the central theme in it is God's passing well and over rather than

punish them for their sins; it is a recognition of national sin and the

recogntion of individual sin. But another remarkable thing about it, our

national festival in all our country are times when we celebrate something

which we as a nation have done and we think of oursetves as one grand

unitstanding together against all the wickedness of the oth nation. But

here in the passover, you have the individual note being right there in

the beginning of Israelite history, each individual family must partake of

the Passover and must make the mark of the blood on the doors as a sign

that they have made the sacrifice, that they had done that which God had

commanded. They were giving the indication to the angel, not that they were

the but that they were thi one who was doing as God commanded

as H's means of provision whereby he was passvd over that family in his

punishment for sin. And so there is a recognition of the need of in

dividual salvation and a recognttion of the readiness of God to provide

that individual salvation in response to tha which He orders, to the means

of salvation which He provides, the acceptance of the indication in advance

of the wonderful mercy which lie show by the sacrifice which he will
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provide. The lamb without blemish, the lamb slain for the household.

Now number (i), the meaning of the word, k Number (2) The Historical

purpose of the occasion. God caused that in this tremendously important

and excited time of the leaving of the Lsraelites from Egypt, they would

take time to stop and to view these things in order to impress these things

on their mifids, God knew which families were Israelites and God knew which

families were true to Him. He knew which ones would do His will, He dkdn't

need to have some blood to look at in order to know; the purpose of putting

the blood on the door isn't in order to tell the angel so the angel wouldn't

make a mistake, the purpose of putting the blood on the door is to ti
on

impress the individual Israelite and the individual Israelite family the fact

that as we are only under the blood that we can be saved; the fact that we

need the individual salvation; the fadt that we are sinners just ax as much

as the Egyptians and except as we avail ourselves of the means of salvation

which God provides, we must suffer the same fate as they did. And so at this

time which made such an impression on the imagination of the people

and effected thir recollection for all future ages they were given this

ceremony to be carried on year after year, century after centpny as an object

lesson, as a typew of these great vital matters, so thatis the historical

purpose of the zzmw occasion . Number (3), the Sacrifice. The center of

the Passover, of course, is the sacf'ifice. And it is stressed and stressed

very strongly, the nature of the sacrifice. Now the sacrifices of the Israel

ites as described in the Bible are fundementally different from the sacrifices

ka of Egypt, or the sacrifiees of Mesopotamia. Those sacrifiees are primar

ily he sacrifices of Cain not of Able that is to say the idea of the

sacrifices of Egypt of which there was a tremendous number was that a present

was given, an offering was given, some vegetation was brought, something that

had been saved up was presented to the country or to the spirit of the dead,

or to the god, the particular god. It is a making out of present that is the
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sacrifiee primarily in Egypt or in Mesopotamia. The idea of the shedding

of blood of the central feature of the sacrifice is not present in the

gyptian sacrifices, sacficiál system. That is something which is different

from Egypt from which they came out but it is something that is

in the Biblical presentation because of God's intention to make clear to

them people, that without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin.

The sacrifice in accordance with God's command is the very center of the

Passover. We find it described fully in Exodus 12 where we have the account

of the slaying of the lamb without blemish and the eating of the sacrifice

and the putting of the blood on the door, one lamb per household. We have

some impurtant Beferences to it in Exodus 311.:2k, Numbers 9:7, and then we

have, of course, there are many but I'm giving some outstanding ones, Ex.

31.:2k, Numbers 9:7 and then in ICor 5 we have the New Testament explanation

of the meaning of this Passover sacrifice. We take I Cor 5:7-8 Purge out

therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump as ye are unleavened

the removal of all wmleaven from the houses, the ± sign of the Jxu±

tx±l removal ofall evidence of sin. It is not sufficient to say, Christ

died for me, and then go out and live as you did before, if you sincerely

accept His sacrifice for you, you are anxious to have the sanctification

which He is ready to z provide. You are anxious to get rid of the leaven

out of your heart of all that stands for malice (end of side

For even Christ our passover is sacrificed for us;

tXf* therefore let us keep the feast not with old leaven, neither with

the leaven of malice and wickedness; btt ti with the unleavened bread of

sincerity and truth. Now, I'll not take time at this point to discuss

naturalistic explanations which afterall are based purely on thevry, with

no evidence for it, the theory of an attempt to exp&&in on some natural

basis how the people would have gotten stated having such a ceremony as
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this, we have the explanation given from the Bible, and if you're not

going to accept it you can make all kinds of theories and you can try one

and try another but afterall, it's easy to let the imagination run. The

question is, Whkt is the evidence and there is no evidence to prove any

such tkx theories to be time, but the Bible kRa tells us how it started

and what it means and it is pretty bard to think of people extablishing

such ceremony like this merely on a natural basis. So we will mention number

(4) the importance on meaning of the Passover. And of coarse that is *uite
There is

obvious from I Cor 5:7-8. xtj much more meaning than the ceremony

than would have been apparent to the Israelites that night when they were

making their rapid preparations for the passover. There is much more than

may have been realized by the Irae1itea at many times in their experiences

but it is packed in there so that the pictb.re of salvation and what it means

and what is necessary and it is there for the Israelites all through their
to realize it

history to see, before themxw±zwxtt, to study it, and eventually, if th

eyes were open to see Christ, the Lamb without blemish and wibtout spot,
for us

and of course tkx the meaning of these passages is of tremendous

importance today to drive home to our heartsand minds that which is the

very center of our religious life, our redemption from sin, going forth

unto even from the deliverance from Egypt which was wrough t by the power

of God and by that alone. F. the Departure from Egypt and escape to the

Red Sea. Now the people left Egypt and they started away as Pharaoh told

them Get out, Get out in a hurry, Go quickly, and they started and they

stasrted and thy went on and we read that they found themselves closed

in tn the land and they coutdn't get any further by going back and going

around and then they looked and they saw Pharaoh and his forces coming

after them. And so we have the account of that situation where God led the

people get enang1ed in the Red lea get thrown back to the point where

it seemed as if they couldn't get out txtkux without coming back and
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going around and Pharaoh was coming behind them. We read in Chapter ik:8

The Lord hardedned the heart of Pharaohking of Egypt and he pursudd after

the children of Israel. The Lord made Pharaoh's heart stubborn, Pharaoh

had said, I'll let you go, get out as quickly as you can, Pharaoh said,

the people are entangled in the land the wilderness has shut them in, he

said I will go add I will bring them back into slavery.. Arid so Pharaoh

comes after them and they are in this situation which God let them get into

thnder that He might again impress upon the mind the great lesson of His

power and Hi& leadership and of their inability to go without Him. And so

in verse 13 we read that Moses sais to the people 'Fear not, stand still,

and see the salvation of the Lord, The Lord will fight for you and you will

hold your peace. Then the Lord said to Moses Wherefore criest thou unto

me? Speak unto the children of Israel that they go forward, but lift thou

up they rod, and stretch out thine hand over the sea, and divide: and the

children of Israel shall go on dry groundthrough the midst of the sea. What

does it mean through the midst of the sea? Does that mean underneath the

sea? it probably means sea on both sides, thiigh the midst of the sea, it

a place for the Red Sea/ They would go on dry ground thrigh the midst of

the sea and so we read on in verse 21 that MOses stretched out his hand over

the sea; and the Lord caused the sea to go back by a strong east wind all

that night and made the sea dry land and the waters were divided and the

children of Israel went into the m dst of the sea upon the dry ground, and tt

waters were a wall unto them on their right hand and on their left. Now when

Christ said of Herod, Go tell that fox, He didn't mean that Herod was a four

footed beast nor did He mean ttt Herod made the sort of sounds that a fox

makes. He was using the word fox as a figure to show what Herod was, to show

his character. NOw when we read that the waters were a xt wall to them

on the right hand and on the left, does that meaa that these waters were

changed into a wall? that instead of having any water there, you had a wall
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with wall paper on it? Or does it mean that the Lkx water took on some

of the qualities of wall? Does it mean that even as Herod had certain

qualities typiMed by a fox that the water had certain qu&&ities which are

characteristic of a wall so that it is a figure of sppech, that the waters

fulfilled the functions of a wall. Is that what it means? Or which of the

two does it mean? Well, it would be either one certainly it could mean

etther, we have to read the context and see which one it was. But we find

that the way that it happened was that the Lord caused the winds , the sea

to go by a strong ast wind all
"-

that night and made the sea dry land

and the waters were divided. NOw somebody has said, This is perfectly silty

it is utterly impossible because if you had such a terrifically strong wind

blowing through there that it held the waters up on both sides in a great

wall because of this great force of air goth1fi Ek thii through that nobody

could walk throughk it would just knock you over when you started and tried

to walk through. Although that is evidently not what the wind did. But the

wind caused the sea to go back all that night and made the sea dry land and

the waters were divided. Well we have the words here, we have the account;

we know that just as the Israelites were there, as they needed help, God gave

them help, and He gave them help by means of a wlnd,and a result of giving

of help was a divinon of water so that the water was a wall to them on both

sides and they were able to cross through the sea on dry ground, not under

the sea but it means where the sea was, it means with sea on both sides. Not

T.H.Robinson gives an interpretation of it which in his language falls again

as in the last sentence of the previous thing which I read to you from him

±x into a rather sneering attitude vi-itch is certaIn'y utterly wrong, and

yet I think he has some facts here which are impottant to consider and I thixk

the fadts not interpreted as he interpreted them but correctly interpreted

are of importance as giving us what I think is the most probably explanation
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of what these words mean. But of course it would be perfectly easy for God

thf He chose to simply reach down and pick up the people and put them over on*

the other dtm side, He could have done that very easily, or He could have

picked them up and put them down in Palestine someplace, or He could have

done it any way that He chose to but the way that He chose to do it, was

to cause a wind to make the sea go back and kk make the sea dry land so it -

sou2ids as if the wind was the factor which God used for the purpose, so if
interpoitn

was something that was a direct supernatural txtxtk±xxof God it would

sound as if that was he creation of the wind rather than the turning of the

water into the wall, ormaking water in some supernatur& way to stand upright

in stead of leveling out. It wodli sound as if the wind was the factor which

God introduded, that God produced for the purpose that God used it. Well, nor

I'll read what Robinson has to say. He says we have no means of knowing for

certain where the crossing took place, the sandy stretch between Suez and

the southern end of the Bittr lakesis raised only a few feet above sea level

and ±x it's probably wholly or partially covered with water in ancient tim.

Shallow water of this kind may easily be diven back by a strong wind, leavlrg

the sands bare. With the dropping of the wind thy water returns coming pro

bably under the sand first as it does in many such places with the tide, and

forming a quicksand in which the wheels of the chariots would first sink.

Finally as the dry space filled with water the infantry and the others would

be caught and dDwned. Now so far it seems to me very reason&ble, now he

begins to show his attitude. he says we must remember that for the most

part, Israel was unfamiliar with the sea, and movements of this kind would

almost inevitably appear miraculous. There can be little doubt that some

unusual coincidence facilitated the escape of at least a portion of the tribe

and that this was ever afterwards remembered as the first great interference

of Jawway on behalf of the people. Now you see his attitude toward the end

is utterly unChristian, utterly wrong, but that doesn't mean to say t1 the
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facts he alleges mght not be what it meant by the account. We"re not

told as we said that God k lifted the people up and put them over there,

and he caused that they should suddenly disappear from this spot and be

at another, there is nothing said about His causing the waters to freeze so

that there were two perpendicular walls on either side of them, ti it was

not cold that was the agent which God used here, it was wind, and the

statement that the Scripture makes is that the Lord caused the sea to go

back by a strong east wind all that night and made the sea dry land and the

waters were divided. It impressed me as the most colorful interpretation

ofit , but you have an area there which is somewhat like this, so that the

water comes here, and you have over on this siád eight feet of water, and you

can't tell as you look at that xk water which sides are comparably shallow

and which sides may be six feet deep, you can tell, particularly when you

come to it there, and you haven't been there bery long and you're looking

around for the best way to go and you look around and you see the Egyptians.

Now under those circumstances, God sent them over and told the people to

stand still and see how the Lord will give them victory. The Lord will

deliver them when they go through the sea on dy &and. Then God caused a

great east rind to blow all through the night and so the wind blows and the

water is blown in this direction and the result is that the water heaps up

over have somewhere so that to the level it is higher over there then over

hereand would natur&&ly occur from such a wind and the level over here comes

down to about here. And the result is that this protrud.ence under the water,

this irregularity in the water is now dry land and there is water on both

sides so that Pharaoh's troops can't come in here and attack you, or in here

and attack you, there is a will there preventing him frpIl dping that, there

is water there protecting from both sides, there is no way he can get at

you excekt by coming directly this way from behind. And consequently the

people are able to walk across on dry land and then when Pharaoh's armies
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start to pursue them through tkmxt here, the winds stops blowing, the

waters come back, the chariot wheels are caught in the sand mired there

and they are covered over. Now that seems to be to me that what the verse

here describes rather than the water stood upright or anything like that.

Question What is a wall? Is a wall something that is upright, or

is a wall something that is a barrier? I think that the wall here

is not perpendicularity nor hardness, but it is impassibility, that on

both sides there is water which makes a protection, a barrier, or a wall.

(question 15 ) (laughter) Yes, because that is what this verse says.

"And Moses thretched out his hand over the sea; and the LORD caused the sea

to go back by a strong eaxt wind all that night, and made the sea dry land,

and the waters were divided." Now, it sounds to me as it it were the wind

that did it. (end of record)
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According to my diagram of the coast is flat and only shows one dimension,

two dimensions. It shows the, you are one of the children of Israel head

ing flow toward that and that is to the right and to the left of you and

straight ahead. That merely is a , and of course

in this direction, it would extend quite a ways too naturally. (question)

1 No, it isn't water flowing, it is a lake. (question) No, they crossed

in the middle of the lake. You see, it is not a river, it is a lake. The

Red Sea, but it isn't Red Sea in the Hebrew, it is Sea of Weeäs, the word

is ( ), Sea of Weeds. It is translated in the Greek as Red Sea, but

the Hebrew is the Sea of Weeds. And it means simply a lake there that they

came to, a body of water, and any lake, if you have a strong wind blowing

in one direction, you will find that the level of the water is higher at

one end of the lake than at the other and if the water was blown by the

east wind, blw-w it over here, a mile or two over this lake, you might have

the water over there several feet higher and then the water would level

out again when the wind was not there driving it over. (question 2) That

is the 15th chapter which you are reading, which is the song of Moses,

the poetic song of Moses in praising the whole situation. In vs. 8,"the

blast of thy nostrils the waters were gathered together, the floods stood

upright as an heap, and the depths were congealed in the heart of the sea"

You see that doesn't mean that God had a nose there that was , it is

a poetic praise to God and from that poetry, you may get further light on

it definitly, but it is much more apt to contain figures of expression than

the account of the event. The real one made. But it will contain more
inevitably

in a song such as this. (question 3) Well, the flood means

a great body of water. The word flood simply means a great body of water,

a lot of water. (question 3) I will have to look up the Hebrew on that, I

don't know. I mean this particular word is rather uncommon, I couldn't

say. (question 3 1/3) No, I would think it likely that that peiticular place

they would be going north to South or South to North, that particular place,
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because it speaks of the east wind blowing. Now, of course, it might not be,

but as you go through this wilderness you go different directions to go to

places naturally that is a general line of direction. (question 3 3/k)

Yes, but not right here now. You see this is a big lake. It could go seve

ral miles in this direction and the water from this part goes over towards

that side and would be that maybe a mile over here 412

but over on that side it could be quite a bit higher than here

because . (question k) Yes, but the Scripture says that

there was water on both sides. Yes, there was an obstruction. (laughter)

And so if the water was on both sides, it would seem that { if the wind
it

was blowing in the opposite direction that on this side it would be a

depth as on the other. (question 5 1/3) Well, that is just like the question

of the fox. When the Lord said, "Herod, thou fox, we know then, that he

didn't mean of course the four footed beast. Well, now you can use in

Scripture my as a figure. I mean that there is hardly a word in Scrip

ture that Put you will find soineplaces used in a figuative way. You do not

have a succession of words all used as figurative. That wouldn't make

sense. passgges primarily literal, but in the course of it there

may be individual words used ma figurative way and whenit says the waters

were a wall to them on this side and on that, they were a wall to them.

It is like where you read that God says to Moses, he says, you go and you

will be a God to pharaoh, and Aaron will be to you a prophet. Well, now

Aaron wasn't a prophet and Moses wasn't a god, but he meant that ØMoses

toward pharaoh, to pharaoh, Moses would seem like a god because he would

have the qualities of a god, he would be one that would be able to do things

far beyond could be, so it would look that way to pharaoh, and he

meant that Aaron wouldn't be a prophet, Moses was the prophet, but Aaron

would be Moses' spokesman just as a prophet is God's spokesman. He used

the word God in the figurative sense, end he uses prophet in the figurative

sense. He says you will be a god to pharaoh, and I$ Aaron will be a

prophet to you and here he says the waters were a wall unto them. It doesn't
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say the waters were a wall. They didn't change into metal, or into wood

or something. They didn't become a wall. It could be easy to get waters

perpendiculat, all you have to do is freeze them, but that is not what he

ways, they didn't become a wall, they became a wall to them, that is a pro

tection for them on both sides. Well, now if someone wants to think of

what proba1y happened here, instead of this the Lord made the east wind

blow these waters up perpendicular and these perpendicular here and you

have two perpendicular piles of water on both sides of you between wich

you walk, why I can't see any great harm in thinking that, but it doesn't

seam to me that is what the Scripture says. It seems to me that what the

Scripture says corresponds ordinarily to what I've . (queston 7-)

I can't think of any other way. So that actually where you stood on the

shore you were lower than the water, and the water was higher and you were

lower because the wind was blowing. I know they could do that in Long Is

land, it could conceivably do it over in (question 8 3/k) Now I would

think that this might have been 20 or 30 feet here, but I would think that

three or four would do just as well. (question 9) Yes, probably it was

more than three or four because it drowned the Egyptians. Probably it was

at least 8 or 10. Well, now I am merly trying to take the verse in the

Scripture and see how to interpret it. It says that the Lo& caused the

sea to go back by a strong east wind. The word back is not in the orginAl.

The Lord cause the sea to go by strong east wind and made the sea dry

land. Well, now that seems to me to requre that they were going from

North to South or South to North because I cannot see, it is not merely

that it would be difficult for them to walk with the tind hitting them from

back ro front that was strong enough to move w4ter to make two walls. I

don't see how the wind would do it anyway. I can't imagine a wind going

against the lake directly in such a way as to make two walls of it. God

could certainly cause the waters to be frozen and you have a like
what we are

that, but that is not told 4j happened. (question 10) You mean instead

of its being so wide bbt narrower? Shallow, it is covered with water or-
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dinarily. (discussion io) Yes, and it might be that way instead of this.

It might be narrower at the top and getting wider, be sort of triangular

across, but covered ordinarily. There may be a wall on both sides as

a wall to them. As a protectionto them from the waters around. (question)

11 At this particular spot I would think it likely they would. Because

the East Wind did it, but of course th doesn't mean that when the Scrip

ture says the east wind it doesn't mean that the wind would have to come firom

due east, it might be a southeast wind or it might be a traveling northwest.

We are not told the exact direction of the wind, but I would think that

most likely they were traveling moror less at right angles to the wind.

Although as Mr. Zurnbach points out, the wind could have been from directly

behind them and then there would be just a little shallow place first to

go ,hroggh and then after that they weuld be on this triangular piece.

(question 11)No, we don't. Well, there is quite a lot of country throt*i.

there and it is hard to know exactly where it would be, but Robinson found

a spot that he thought fit rather naturally with what it may have been. I

thin a good many places might have been, (question 12) but of course when

it comes to making soundings and seeing where, you have shallow places

like that under water most anywhere you want to go. You will be going in

a lake or a bay and you come along and ill of a sudden your ship, if you

have a boat that takes any depth, all of a sudden it grounds and that is

why we have charts made to show where the shallow places are to avoid

in navigation. (question 1221) Oh, the Red Sea is the Greek translation of

Gaza, the Hebrew is the Sea of Weeds. We don't know just where it is,

but there are the bigger lakes up north of the Red Sea which would seem

most likely to be the place and I would think it likely that here it wasn't

more than a half a mile or a mile in fact. (question 13) I dont' know, it

comes mighty fast. (laughter) (question ) The Red Sea as we know it is

a very large body of water, not so trrrifcally wide, but long, and it has

two long branches like a Y . A very long thing that reaches a very long

distance and in the portion of that that is near here, which most doubtless
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fits the description the most in that, and it doesn't say Red Sea, it says

the Sea of Weeds. But, of course, the matter of names for lakes is a

matter which varies from period to period anyway greatly and thereare many

different names given to natural places. We don't have any marker to put

there at the time to show just where it is. We arenot sure of it, we have

the /4f7j%Scriptura1 aecount of the type of thing which happened

and if you read what the wind dd something like I did or what Mr. Zumbach

suggested, seems to be a carrying out of what this verse here says. And I

don't know of anything else that did. It doesn't seem to me that to say

the waters were a wall to them means that the waters stood up perpendicular.

I think it would be very easy for God to make them stand up perpendicular,

if he wanted. All he had to do was to cause them to freeze there and make

them ice, but lk and we have no right to

at the time. (question ik) Nb1 particularly. Why what pharaoh

said in the beginning was they are entangled in the wilderness. That is

what he said this, and I would think It was entirely possible that the

Egyptians had planned out the whole thing 15

they would go clear around and headed the

but the accoun6 we have they suddenly decided that

quickly they hadn't dreamed of such a thing as this happening

and it might happen again or a several hundred years later, but at least

it doesn't happen often enough to be something that a person would stand

on and count on and here it happened just at the time when it was needed.

(question) (end of record)
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The author of it is a great student of Science. I believe he studied

Eduaational Psychology (laughter) and Science to great lengths

according to the description. I didn't see anything that lead me to think
astronomy

he had any particular amount of scientific training in /i%7j or in

physics or in archaeology and my impression is that his knowledge in those
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things is largely second hand from reading what other people say without

himself having done any great amount of work in this field. The impression
his

I get of %{ stories, is that they are theories of whith it would be pretty

difficult to say they could not have occurred. It would be altogether

possible that such momentous happenings in the, among the heavenly bodies

could happen as he describes, but they are too remarkable and unusual to

be accepted without very definite evidence. With what evidence of others
ntt

have worked in it, you have very definite evidence about the fact which

he assumes in it and it seems to me that he goes way beyond what we have

any evidence on. And as it is it only explains a certain, comparatively

small amount of the event s in Scripture if 1% 3/k were true,

they don't relate to the flood at all, for instance, or certain other

aspects of Scripture statements. According to his theory the world used

to revolve from west to east and then it changed and went from east to

west in Joshua's time. Well, now, I would think if that was the case

that in ancient records and pictures we would have pretty definite evidence

of the sun. before that time rose in the west and set in the east and I

don't know of any archaeology scholars who believe that to have been the

case. Now it might have been the case and we just not realize it, but it

seems to me to be too tremendous a thing to take simply on the basis of

the suggestions of a man who doesn't seem to be a specialist in this at

all, and so this is the sort of thing that might personal recommendation is

that a person stay away from and be very leary of and there may be something

to it but let us get a lot more evidence and be absolutely sure before

we anything on it or amke anybody think the truth of our religion rests

upon theory, There has only one man persented and he not a speci

alist in that field. That is the impression I would have of that book.

(question 3 1/3) Because he read it in a hurry. Well what would be the

difficulty with that? (discussion 3 3/k) Yes, well now I think there are

two points in the question that Mr. Palmer has raised and I think it is'
(question )

very good for us to glance at. Oh, yes a whole lot of difference. (laughter)
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There are two points in the question that Mr. Palmer has raised that I

think it would be good for us to take note of. And what is this that at
sight

first you will find numerous apparent contradictions in the Scripture.

You can find them anywhere at first sight as you can in any book. Ad if

in 3/14 of the cases you will find that where people find contradictions or

discrepancies that on close examination you find that they simply had not

read the passage carefully. You will find that in the bulk of the cases
(alarm goes off, much laughter)

that is true. Somebody must have put this up here to wake you fellows.

I hope everyone of you will follow this example at home. (laughter) That

is one thing to remember about apparent contradictions, it is 00 follow

ing the passage carefully, you will find that in most cases they disap

pear on examination. AVery often, for instance you will find the state

ment made which on close examination is simply giving the meaning of the

thing, or giving the future intrepretation or the way in which it is to

be used in future days. Now in this case Mr. Palmer has raised, we are

told that the poeple are to leave the land of Egypt in haste. God is going

to permit them to leave suddenly with nothing holding them back. He is

to make pharaoh to permit them to go with nothing holding, but it is to

be done hastily. Pharaoh gives the word and out theygo and conse

quently they are not to take the time to raise the bread. They are to

go in haste and we read in vs. 34 "The people took their dough before

it was leaven." We read in vs. 34 in this chaapter. That was a feature

that showed the haste of their going. Then we read in the command that

is given that if they are observing the passover, in all their habitations

they shall eat nothing but unleavened bread. The command is related to

the situation. Now that is one point we are to notice in connection with

what he said. There is another which is also interestng and important

which is quite different from this. He spoke of haste as being the only

thing apparent here and yet later on we seem to think it rather as having

another meaning 8 . And that is very important in the understandirg

of the ceremonial or memorial. The cermonial and memorial remifids you of
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the original debt and consequently the fact that at the passover they

keep all leaven out to indicate the haste, you can bake up flat cakes

in a hurry. You don't have to take the time for it to rise. You don't

have to take the time to mix the leaven with it. It is a memorial of the

way in which they are rushed out of Egypt in haste when the deliverence

finally came. That in the memorial God also has spiritual lessons and

God causes that this removal of leaven which originally indicates haste

shall come to indicate the removal of that which is sinful, the indication

of all that in the heart, in the home which is to be taken out. And so

in any case of a ceremony, you have two things in it, perhaps, you have

simply a memorial of an event,and you have to have a spiritual typical

representation of a lesson which God wants to give and so ths being the

case why it may seem to be a contradiction, but as you look closely you

find that there are the two aspects and you will find them in just about

anything. The ceremony is not the important thing. The important thing

is what it signifies, but the signification may sometimes I-we these two

different aspects mingled with it. Looking in the back of the room I see

that the alarmclock was by several . There is room up

here for six or eight of you if you would like to come up here. There is

plenty of room here. You will hear better I believe. Now Mr. Palmer's

question of course dealing with last semester's work but it is very

closely conneced with things we are going to discuss this semester. Most

of you were with us last semester. We have a few who are new this semester

who are in this class and in that connection I would like to mention for

your benefit that we have been looking at the history of the O.T. history

and have now gone up to the 20th chapter of Exodus. We have been arranging'

it under an outline and we are going to continue with the same outline that

we have arranged. For those who were here last semester we expect them to

be constantly reviewthng, we will cnstantly be referring to material of last

semester. It is a four course rather than a half year course, but for

those who come in at this time, we will give them some special work to take
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the place of the reviewing so they won't feel left out and they will be

able to get their full value out of the semester. (laughter). Now another

thing to mention about is that this course requires Hebrew in process as

a prerequisite, and as the semester goes on we refer more and more to He

brew words and we will be using it. But in this course it is not a feature

that takes a great part of the coe and consequently I always make a prac

tice of permitting individuals who do not yet have the Hebrew to take the

course with the understanding that before he receives his final credit,

they have some extra work to do to make up for what they miss,by not having

the Hebrew portion of this course. It is not a great amount but it l1

their credit in this course until that is done. So that the few

who have the Hebrew in the process should not feel that you are terrifically

hampered when we discuss things that you don't have the Hebrew background

for. We can't go very far into the Hebrew here because half of the class

have only started this last semester and consequently we have to be very

restricted, but there are places where 12

from the Hebrew. One other thing, we have two in the class who began it

two years ago, in the middle of the year and are now taking the other half
et as far

they didn't have or we didn't this semester as far as we did

then so there will be a little overlapping, but I don't think that will

hurt them, we will expect them to know that portion exra well. And one

more thing I ought to mention is the lesson for next time. For next

Thursday, I'll not assign the numberization of the words of the Ten Com

mandments. I hope a good many of you know that already, but I will ask

you to know the order of the 10 commandments. So that you will know what

each cammandment is talking about, each of the ten commandments. The

order of the 10 commandments and then to read two passages, ps. 119, 97-113,

and Pa. 19:7-1g. Now these two passages you will find deal with God's

law. I want you to look at these two passages and to write a brief dis

cussion of them. I would like you to gather from these passages just

what is the purpose of God's law. Do these passges indicate that God's
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is that which if we fail on some point dve are lost and if we manage to

carry it out fully we are saved? I shouldn't say we, I should say those to

whom it is addressed. Is that the purpose of it? Is God's law something
good thing

that is spiritual, that is meant for an earthyl people that is not a

but is a and an inry from which they would fain escape. Is it a

burden under ihich the Psalmist groan? Or does he feel that God's law is

.a good thing? What is his attitude toward the law of God in these verses?

Waht different views about it? You won't have any revieving

to do about next time so you can put the two hours on it, besides learning

the ten commandments and the study of these two passages and bringin

Thursday at our class Thursday morning the statements of your conclusions.

And then we will begin now with 7% V. Israel in the Wilderness. We

will call it Israel in the wilderness in our discussion in class we have

just come up to the crossing of the Red Sea, the flight from Egypt and the

excape to the Red Sea and now there is quite an important change in the

hsitorical situation and so we take up this heading. (end of record)
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in the wilderness which runs through the rest of the passage. And the

importance of this section can be divided into two aspects. One, the his

torical importance. It is important for us to know how these facts occur.

It is important for us to understand how God took the people after they

left Egypt and how He$ brought them into the Promised land. lb is important

for us to see the fact that these things actually did occur and that the$y

are not contrary to that which is historically proved. Of course, if we

believe in God, we know that God could easily if he chose, simply lifted

these people up out of these places where they 1 were oppressed in Egypt

and have laid the'm down in the middle of Palestine. He could have easily

done that, but that is not what God did. God acted within human circumstances.

God intervened in some ways contrary to and superior to the normal wokking

of events of this world, but in the general he acted inthe midst of human

circumstances. And consequently it is important for us to understand that

this is a historical event which has many great similarities to many other

historical events even though there are certain points at which God inter

vened in supernatural ways. In a historical situation, that details of the

action are tremendously important and vital for any Christian to know. When

I was taking graduate work some years ago at the Univ. of Penna., the head

of the Semitic department there made a statement to me one day. He was very

much irritated, disgusted, because the instructor in History in the same

university had made the statement in his class, Hebrew History, that the

Hebrew language is something that Christians had invented in order to throw

mystery around the foundation of their religion. That in a Universtiy in

which there was a department in Semitics, advanced scholars teaching the

details g of these historical matters, this historical Iangugge. He was

tremendously disgusted about t, he himself 3 stated

to me that a great part of the liberalism is superficially denying things

that we know nothing about. Well, now there is no great advang)

to the cause of Christ in our taking the opposite extreme and just superfI-
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cially affirming things without understanding them or knowing what they

mean. It is vital to know that htis Bible is not 4'4 built on kidnly com

bined myths or legends. It is not something that is made up out of whole

clothe, it is absolute fact, that God did work in these ways, that these

things occurred, that you can trace back the history of Israel and

the separation for the coming of Christ to these steps here described. And

then there is a second reason vhy this section by the history is
food

important . #2, Spiritual lessons. The Bible, all of it, for all

God's people. Some of it is food for particular kinds of particular situ

ations, but in all of it you find the principles that are vital for God's

people in their life and in their actions. And so in any part of the Bible

you will find spiritual lessons which are vital for each one of us. We may

be lead astray if we try to interpret these spiritual lessons without under

standing the historical situation and knowing the factual matters involved.

But we can devote our attention exclusvely to the historical situation and

pass right over the spiritual lessons and receive no value from them, but

God wills that we take time to study it from that viewpoint end to see wh

it means for us and this is a section that is es4ecially filled with spi-

ritual lessons. We will not, of course, attempt to deal with the lessons
ouch

now, but we will look up Ømany of them as we pass thr$4 them . But I will

simply mention A. here, that it has many spiritual lessons for the bhurch

as a whole. In Acts 7:38 we find that ephen made the statement before

the Barihedrin referring to Moses, "This is he that was in the church in

the wilderness." He f'$refers to the fact that the church was there in the

wilderness, that Israel was the true church then. It was a church of those

who were professing belief in God and a&lvation by the means which God pro

vided and so in this section we have many lessons for the church as a whole,

and ben B, we have lessons for the individual believer. There are a few

setions of the old Teatement which are more important for the individual

believer than this section which runs from.Exodus 12 to the end of Deuteronomy.

It is a very important section because it is the section which deals with the
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wilderness journey of the Israelites and this wilderness journey of the

believer. The bliever like the people of Israel have been redeemed

6* . The bulk of the poeple of the world are in Egypt. They are'

under the oppression of sin. They are in a %4{ situation from which

they can't excape and form which they do not want to escape except occas

ionally when the oppression becomes so severe that most anything would be

preferable. They are in a disastrous terrible situation, the end whereof

is death. They feel the terrible need of something better, but they are so

tied to it that it requred a supernatural intervention to cause them to really

be ready to step out and to leave and to make it possible for them to

leave. The Christian is not in Egypt. He has been delivered from bondage,

he has been set free, he has come out of Egypt and there are many Chris

tians who think of themselves as back in Egypt and have the feeling of

peril that they make some little infraction of the law that will land them
as

in misery and eternal suffering, they feel if they &re back there and their

behaviour toward God and his law often is like that of the people under the

oppression of Pharaoh. We naed to realize that if we have bálieved in Christ

we have come out of Egypt, that with our deliverer, we are free, that we

have a permanent salvation, we are entirely

away from it, as Moses said to the hosts of pharaoh, you shall see them no

more. They will never again return to your jurisdiction. And that is very

important and a great deal of worry and suffering and misery comes in the

life that many Christians, not so much in these days, when general indifferen

is so common in all types of human society, but in many ages of the world

history and for some extent today, this is a danger and a trouble that bothers

many Christians. They do not realize that they are out of Egypt, that they

have been delivered, that Christ has redeemed them. They have passed through

the passover, they have passed ghrough the Red Sea, they have come out of

Egypt and so there are many spiritual lessons in this section which deals

with those who have come out of Egypt. Now, there is not only that aspect,

there is the other aspect! they are in the wilderness journey and they are on
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their way to the promised Land. And I think you fill find more trouble

with Christians who today in our particular day of more individuals, are

making an error on the other side rather than on the first side. They are

not so apt to think they are still in Egypt as to think that they have al

ready reached the Promised Land. And they expect that they are going to be

in the Promised Land and they look around and they find they aren't and

then they become discouraged and some of them begin to long for the leaks

and the garlic of Egypt and others of them blame it all on the people

around them and think they are living in the Promised Land and it is only

the other people who have fallen short. And the $ff%% Epistle to the

Hebrews tells us ey clearly that we are like Abraham, those that seek a

country, that our citizenship is in Heaven, but we cannot expect in this

wilderness journey to find things as they will be in the Promised land. We

have come out of Egypt. We areentirely free from the dominion of sin. We

have been redeemed from the control of Satan. Our eternal salvation &s

assured as we have believed in Christ and have come out from Egypt. We will

never return, but we are not yet in the Promised Land. We are those that

seek a eountry. We are heading towards the Promiedd Land, but as long as

we are in this life, if the Lord tarries, we are in the wilderness journey.

We have God leading us with the pillar of cloud and the pillar of fire

%$ rather than the close personal intimacy that you can have when you see

Him face to face and know Him fully. WE are in a transition state end the
historically

Israelites were in a transition state at that time and cnsequently there

is hardly a thing in the history of the progress of the Israelites from

Egypt to the promised Land which does not, which is not filled t th spiritual

lessons for the Christian, showing him the dangers he will fall into, showing

him the misconceptions that he can get, shoving him errors and mistakes

that he must avoid if his life is to be fully used as the Lord would have

it to be used and fully satisfactory to himself. There is so much on the

general importance of the provision of the wilderness journey. Now C, note

in general, things which refer both to the wilderness journey of the church
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and of the individual believer. Small c under 11 the foundation,

note in general the foundation of the wilderness journey , and

that we must never forget. The Israelites in the wilderness journey are

always under the shadow of the deliverance from Egypt. They always are

rejoicin gin the deliverance from Egypt, or should be. It is something

that is a vital constant factor in their lives. It is not the only factor.

They do not stay on the of these, it is always look what we havecome

out of, and spend their whole time there, thy move on and eshould in our

Christian life. We should move on. God did not call us to just salvation.

The first was the whole thing, there is more to do and he didn't

tell us to spend all our time in it is simply getting others across

that first, but most vital dividing line. Note that is very very important

as it is the foundation. It is constantly to be kept in mind. It is con-

antly to be stressed, but we move on beyond, but we neve± leave Him. We

will find the most orthodox creeds you vver want to find

13 . Many a minister will find the most orthodox p{/ creed you

want and yet you can listen to his sermons4inday after Sunday and

you would never suspect that these were the things that he believed. I re

member back in Los Angeles one time, I was taking some notes in the Bible

institue of Los Angeles and they had some ministers come in to tell about

their partiuclar denomination and they had the past or of the largets

Presbyterian church in town come in and they asked him to talk about doc

trinal creeds and he did and he gave a very fine message, but he began with

showing us that at one time people had come to him and said, we wish you

would give us some doctrinal sermons. We would like to know what we believe.

And he said that he told them, do you think that I want to empty my church,

why 14 thing, why I would empty my church. And they said,

Well, give us one or two, and he said that to his amazement he started in

giving them doctrinal sermons and the crowd increased and so he decided that

he might as well keep on giveing them. Well, there was a man who had found
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all the creeds you want in the 14 but the impression he gave to us

was what would get the people into the church.

God doesn't want us to not care whether we get them in, He wants us to get

them in, He wants them to come. But the purpose for the minister is not to

entertain people and keep them coming, but the purpose of the minister is to

give them what they need and the one thing that they need to is the

knowledge of how to be saved through the Lord Jesus Christ. And I have al

ways felt that if you will hear a minister two or three sermons and in

the course of them you do not hear a presentation of the way of salvation

thru faith in the shed blood of Jesus Christ, and that alone, I have always

felt that he can find all the creeds he wants to find, but the question of

whether he believes in these creeds is something that I am apt to suspect

is negative (end of record)
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How can you speak to people who need this message and not make it clear?

I always feel that a trulyChristian sermon must at least once with

in the sermon some$4where bring out clearly that fact that salvation is

through Christ's death, and that only, must make that point clear. A mini

ster should at least once 4/t in every two or three sermons devote a good

bit of the time in making this clear to people. The foundation of our wil

derness journey is the redemption and we can never leave this foundation.

#2. We find in the wilderness journey that there is a goal and that this

goal, we are they that seek a country. God has an objective for us. He

has something toward which we are to go. It is very vital that we do all

we can to lead souls into his kingdom, that is extremely vital. But that is

not the whole thing, and not in our indl*ldual lives either, for each one
Justification

of us he has a goal in our wilderness journey. Once and for all, but sanc

tification is a process and he does not want us after having preached $y

to others to be ourselves a cast-way. By that he does not mean that we

lose our salvation. If we are saved once, we are saved eternally. But it is,
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He has a vital purpose for each one of us, our development, our sanctification,

our direction toward the goal that he has in mind for us. And so He has

direct, He has preparation necessary, He has a definite purpose for each one

of us in what we are individually to do and how we are to progress in the

wilderness journey. And so it is vital that we have the goal in mind for

each of our individual lives and to give others direction how they may head

toward the goal that he has for them. #3 All through this account of the

wilderness jonrney we find God's care for His people. God gives them water

out of the rock. He gives them supernatural manifestations of remarkable

care . And it was a difficult and tremendous thing to take a great number
Egypt

of people like this throggh the wilderness from ZI to the Promised Lend,

but it is even more wonderful to take human beings who have been cursed by

sin and who still have the influence of sin in their lives and in their

outlook, to take them to the promised land. It requires supernatural care

and the resources of God's care for our spiritual lives are and

abundantly present, and it is vital that we see the examples of how he cared

for his people, inspite of their unfitness and unworthiness, and when we

apply them to our lives and learn to get the manna that he desires to give

to us, and to get the supnatural care for our spiritual lives that is abso

lutely necessary if we are to make our joluney seccessful. #'4

of our wilderness journey, we find near the beginning of it the
law

giving of God's God gavethe law to the people and told them the prin

ciples that he wanted used in law. He told them how he wanted them to live.

He went into considerable detail on points of special difficulties. He gave

them the principles and a great many specific details in showing them how

their livev should there be conducted in accordance with God's law. And the

Christian cannot simply direct his life according to the tay he feels, or

according to inferences from a few vital basic facts. He has the word of

God. He has God's law as his guide, giving him his direction, giving him

the principles, giving him the matters that God wants him to have in his
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journey. And the Lord said to Joshua, this book of the law shall not depart

out of thy mouth. Thou shalt meditate in it day and night. The Christian

cannot ever live a satisfactory lire simply by the repetition of three or

four or even a dozen wonderful verses in the Scripture, vital as those

verses may be. He needs all the Scripture. He needs the whole of the law

that God has given. It is a wonderful provision that God has made for our

wilderness journey, giving us His Word; as our book of principles, our book

of direction, our book to show us what is vital for our . And so it

is, this wilderness ourney of the Israelites is exceptionally important for

teh Christian because it corresponds to the period exactly where we are and

of the situations where we are and as we learn the principles from it we

find much that makes it easier for us to understand the hand of God and his

purpose in our own lifes. (question 6) You cannot make any type

there always is a point which will bring out the vital and then

there are the others that do not exactly correspond. Now in Hebrews the

apostel says that we have gone thru the Passover, we have passed through the

Red Sea, and he says, Let us not be like those who rnurmer and of whom so many

died. in the wilderness. I would think for the Christian life that these

were examples of the terrible results which you might say could fall if we

were not eternally redeemed in Christ. That is, God wants us to W,t

trust in Him and rest in Him and know that we need never fear the loss of
doesn't

our salvation. But He does not want us to have the idea that all that matter

I can do as I please, that is not His object at all. The terrible results of

sin are in what happened to the Israelites in the wilderness and

they are the results which won't happen to us if we did not look to Christ

constantly for help and direction and for leadership, but if we are truly

saved we will b/f'.{dkepp on looking to Him. We may have lapses, we may seem

to fall back, we may have terrible periods of falling back in our Christian

lives, but if we are truly saved, God will bring us out of Egypt and turn

marching
our faces again toward the Promised Land. The Israelites at times were 44t

in the direction of Egypt, but they eventually reached the promised land. Now
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those individuals there, I think are given us as an example of the danger

and the importance of it rather than that we need any of us fear the fate

which is 8 . Now there is a fifth point

under this to note in general at this point. That is the duration of the

wilderness journey. How long was the wilderness journey. Well, it wa until

the people were ready to come in. The people marched out of Egypt and it

was an 11 days march. They could have gone right into the promised land. God

had the power to overcome the Canaanites. Caleb and Joshua said, God can

open up the land to us, let us march into it. Moses said, Go forward and the

people refused to go forward. God said, You have refused to follow God's will,

$4 the whole generation whall die in the wilderness and they spent kO years

in the wilderness before they vent in. But this does not mean that God started

out with a wonderful plan and had to revise his plan because they didn't come

up to it. It was all a part of His plan. His plan had in it the effect and

the result of sin which is in the world and the people were punished for their

sin tbre, but his plan was in addition that they should be ready to go into

the Promised Land when they wanted to. His was that the nation as

a nation should be first and cleansed by the dropping by the wayside of all

those who were infected with Egypt. Even Moses himself remained in the wil

derness. and did not enter into the promised land. And it is God's will that

before any one of us aftually in the promised land, that we drop by the way

side the many thing very very dear to us which have come with us out of

Egypt, which we cannot shed, simply it is not the way that God is working

in this regard in our lives, but we must be shedded along the way until we'

reach the place where Egypt is entirely gone and it is a new creature, not

merely a new creature in essence, a new creature in the sight of God, but

a new creature completely sanctified throughout ready for the eternal desti

ny that God has for us. And so the duration is according to God's definite

plan and the Israelites left behind those marks 4f and traces of Egyptian

life and culture which could not be eradicated physically from this generation.

They were left behind. It was a new generation which went in as in the indivi
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Christian. It is an entirely new creature made over, not merely in essence

before God as we through salvation, but made over completely, which enter into

the Promised Land. The duration is according to His plan and so we can

pray that God will keep our feet in the direction that he wants them to go,

to keep our eyes on his purposes for us, will keep us remembering the foundatiai

of his wonderful redemption ftiat he has provided, but we will know why point

after point where that comes into our lives,thich we do not like and we can't

see any reason for it and we just think, why on earth could this happen, we

can know that it wouldn't happen if it wasn't God's will for us and that it

has some meaning, some purpose, some place in our sanctification in our pre

paration toward entering into His Promised Land. The individual in his life

can know that everything that comes in is part of God's purpose and God's

plan for { him and has a meaning and a lesson that is important, but the

question is, will he get the lesson from it. Well he behave in it as God

wants him to. Will he step forward as rapidly as God wikhes him to in the

situation whi$ch comes around and of course none of us do that fully, but we
do it

want to learn to $ more and more fully. It is one of the discouraging things

to read how in the life of the Israelites, the same incidents happen over and

over. They say, we are thirsty, and they say, we are going to die here in

the wilderness, and God gives them water out of the rock. And they rejoice

and praise God for it and in a little while you find them saying all over

again, we have no water, we are going to die of thirst, we and our animals,

there is just no hope and God has to give them water all over again, and you

say what silly people, cana't they remember what God did for them before, how

can they lose their trust in Him so badly, and yet you will find individual

Christians, people who are glorying in the salvation that God has given them.

People who are rejoicing in salvation through Christ, who will just worry and

fret about the things that come into their lives/ and the situations they

face and as if God had no part. As if God hadn't brought the water out of

the rock for them wonderfully in the past and wasn't perfectly able to do it
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immediately if that was His particular will for them. But if he permits a

tk2g to cthme into their lives, He has a purpose in it and if we have to

pass through it we can know that he has some meaning for us 1321

and it may be that many of these could be escapes if we would be more

responsive to his will and learn his lesson without having to go through the

hard experience which are necessary in most of our cases in order that we

shall these . On the other hand there are times when

he gives some of us the wonderful privilege of going through experiences

that are very difficult for us in order that we may be able $nore effectively

to serve Him in our dealing with others. And that we may be able to show

forth what He can do in our lives and how His wonderful grace can.work in

us and bring blessing to many others through us. We may not know the whole

reason of these experiences that he gives us, but we know that the duration

of it all is important to His plan and that He controls it at every single

step. lk the importance of this section. fl, God's

care for His people. This deals in general with the substan.ce from chapter

13-ch.2e, but we touch upon the principles which $ relate to a grat many

sections to the book of Numbers and then we will pass through it rather rapidly,

our time is not very (end of record)
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God's care for His people. #1 God's pillar of fire and cloud.
first part

(cannot get record because needle slips on first part)

The Christian can know of God's presence and know that He is leading, and

directing. 2. Facing difficulties only when ready. God does not give us

all the strength today that we will need for thw whole year. He fits us and

makes us stronger in order to be ready for the things that are to tome, but

his supernatural grace comes when we reach the situation where we need it.

Ex. 13:17. "And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had let the people go that

God led them not through the way of the land of the Philistines, although that

was near; for God said, Lest peradventure the people repent when they see war,

and they return to Egypt." But God led the people not the direct way but

all that round about way through the wilderness, and you say why on earth,

didn't he go right straight up and it would have been so easy. Well, they

weren't ready. They weren't ready to meet the difficulties. God had to

get them ready first before He cared to take them up there. And so He let

them have what seemed to them to be a round about way, but he was preparing

them to face those difficulties . The supernatural power came when

it was needed, but the direction was in his hands. #3. It is filled with

object lessons like the deliverence from the Red Sea, object lessons of God's

wonderful grace which has meaninga and blessings for each one of us. #k.
bitter

The water sweetened by God's provision, Ex. l5:23f26. The bitter waters

are there and we will often find them. Here God provided the means of puri

fying them. God could have had them pure before they got there so there

wouldn't be any bitter waters there when they came, but he had spiritual

lessons there for them. He pnrified the waters in their presence in front

of them. They saw it happen to give them the spiritual lessons. And we

will have many similar experiences in our lives. Ex. 15-23-27. Oh, I forget

the clock is five minutes fast and so we have another f1e minutes before

class is through. #5 and the men. He proided the food for them
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and not merely the food that was in abundance and plentiful and sufficient,

the manna, but he provided the quails for variety, which he gave them when

they murmured. He provided a different type, 3 3/k and He

gave it in such abundance that they were tired of it. He gave plenty of

variety. He provided all that they needed and we can know no matter how hard
journey ahead

the is, God has the provision and can make it. It may be His wilithat

we k . The people didn't sit in their cabins or in

their tents and all of a sudden the manna fall on the table and landed inthe

dishes, they had to go out and get it. God sent the quail and the people

had to go out and strike them down and clean them. He has a part for them to

do in it. They might have to work very hard to get it, but the provision is

there and is sufficient for them, and he did not expect them to take so much

time in getting it that they would not be able to do the other things that

He wanted them to do. It was proportional to their means. #6. T1 waters

proided. Ex. 17: 1-7 The smitbng of the rock. Now you ask about thet, does

that mean that all of a sudden God supernaturally created water so that it

would come out of the rock, or does it mean that there was water there in

the ground, there was a spring the, there was plenty of water there already

and had been ready for centuries perhaps, all that was needed y'.rW was to

break a thin layer of rock and the water would gush out and God lead Moses

to strike it in the right place to open up the Spring and let the waters

gush out. You ask which it is, and some would think that it was wonderfully

supernatural that God created the water on the spot, but almost blasphemous

to think that the water was there all the time ready for a little obstruction

to be broken through And the water would come out. Well, I can't see how

it makes the least bit of difference in our knowledge of God's wonderful

power which of the two is true, nor can I see how we have any way of knowing

which of the two it is, because does not tell, He gives us no specific state

ment about that. He says that Moses struck the rock and water gushed out of

the rock. It doesn't say where the water came from, but if he just sunddenly

caused molecules in the air to come together and form water at that spot or
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whether he caused water to come out of the rock that was already in back of

the rock waiting to come, he doesn1t say, abut whithever it was it was the

same God who did it, the same God who had it ready at the place where it was

needed, the same God who caused Moses to strike at the same place, and above

all, the same God who had lessons to give the Israelites in the event, and

in the situation and the wonderful thing in it was the giving that

God able to provide and that .he does provide for his people. And then #7

is victory over Amalek. There was the strife with the Amalekites in ch. 17:8

16. They did not go by the way of the Philistines, w1e they would meet the

mighty armies that were not yet ready ){ to meet the mighty armies. They

had a group to skirmish with, which perhaps in later days they would have looked

on as a rather small outfit, but this time, it seemed like a great obstacke,

and it was a very great one indeed in the present state of preparedness. And

when they. met this group there, God gave an example to them of a spiritual

lesson which is for us. He had Moses hold his band up and as long as his

hand was pointing to God, the victory game and when Moses hand came down, the

others won. He gave them the lesson there that it is not the lesson that they

were supernatural povere in Moses arms, and it was vital whether he had them

up or down, but the lesson is that God can give victory in ways that are not

in accordance with our understanding or our and when our attention

is entirely focused on Him, we can accept victory in ways that we would other

wise never have. He gave them the wonderful lesson theme, the lesson that

we are saved once and for all, but it is necessary for us to constantly keep

looking upward, that we constantly look to him and that we constantly have

His front in us. We cannot live a single day satisfactorily without Him. And

everyone of us will forget this. Everyone of us, like Moses, will drop the
tired

hand and we will become ZZ41 become indifferent, become discouraged, and

Aaron and Hur held up his hand and helped him in it and He wants us to help

one another, to keep looking up and to keep drawing us to Him. (end of lec

ture)The lesson for Monday and Tuesday has two parts to it. The first pat

would run for all of Monday's lesson and perhaps 2/3 of Tuesday and this is
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it. Outline Ex. 20-30. Lists its narrative portions. List all moral laws

or verses, that contain moral laws, civil laws, ceremonial laws. Now we will

discuss whatthose three mean here this morning. But if you would just note

it down, I want to know out of Ex. 20-30, excuse me 20-kO, a day and a half

rahter, outline the content of these 21 chapters and list what is narrative,

what is moral law, what is civil raw, and what is ceremonial law. It is not

a very long assignment, it covers a lot of material, but it is fairly simple

the thing that you are, to óo 'wi]h it. Be at least to ch. 33 by Monday, have

that much at least done y Monday and hand in the whole thing Tuesdya. Now

the 2nd part of the lesson wlich applies to Tuesday only has two phases

to it. For those of you who are now in 2nd year Hebrew, hrer is the question,

Did Moses evert do what the Hebrew verb in graven image represents? Now

is that clear? Isn't it? Supposing I were to ask you did Mr. Screiber ever

do what the verb in stolen goods represents? In other words,did he ever

steal? And of course,.you would say, no, immediately. Well, it won't be

quite so simple to say yes or no on this. You will have to look for evidence.

I didn't ask you the English verb, because that is the Old English and none

of you were living 200 years ago, so probably no one in the room knows what

that English word means, but the Hebrew verb, the people with 2nd year

Hebrew will have no difficulty in looking and then determining this. Now

I would like to have you write out your answer to this Tuesday and if you

turn in an income tax return, you are always expected to tell who helped

you in it. If you had an agent help you, you have to specify about it. So

I would like to have you tell me in addition to this, how did you get this

result? Tell me what you did to get it, and if anybody helped you living or

dead (laughter) sate what the source of help was if you had any. Or if you

did it yourself, state how you did it, and the materials that you used in

reaching the results. Now that is for those in 2nd year Hebrew, end I believe

in another month the first year Hebrew could do this' assignment, but today

perhaps it is a little ahead of them, and for all others than for those who

have second year Hebrew., we give a different assignment. It is this. Look
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at the word "kill" in Young Concordance. Find out and write out what verse

in the 0.T. are translated kill. Now if you had had hebrew you would of

course write it in the Hebrew, but if you have not had Hebrew, it will be

sàtisfactory for the purpose of this particular assignment fth the two or

three who___'Just entered this semester to write them out in the transliteration

that is given in Young's concordance. And what verb is used here in the

ten Commandments to mean kill. What is the word? Is it katel, or what?

And how is this word translated elsewhere in the 0.T.? Is it always tran

slated kill? How is it translated elsewhere? Young's Concordance will

tell you. Not on the same page, but elsewhere in the book and as you look

at the was that it si translated, elsewhere notice what is the vital sign

ificance of this particular word. In other words if it says, "Thou a1t

not Does that mean that you cannot step on a fly? Does it mean that

you might not kill a worm? Does it mean that you mustn't commit suicide?

Does it mean that you must not execute a murderer? Does it, mean that you

must not kill an enemy soldier in war? Does the word "kill" cover all of

this. Our English word 'kill' does. In India they do not, of course, have

our ten commandments, but they have something somehwat similar to this

command in the religion and I understand that in South India when

a walks down the street, he has servants going before him with

sweeping up the road in front of him to be sure that no little

worm or insects that we know he might step on them and inadvertently kill

them because if he killed he would break one of the great commandments and

probably in the next life he. would be incarnated into an animal himself if

he were to commit such a heinous" sin. Now is that the meaning of the com

mandment in the 10 commandment Thou shalt not kill. Well, you can't tell

anything about it by looking up the English, the question is what Hebrew

word does is represent? And if one has had no Hebrew at all they still could

get a satisfactory answer to this question by the use of Young's Concordance.

(end of record)
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is the easiest way to get this particular answer even now. Now there are

other ways just as good perhaps for those who have had Hebrew. For those

of you in second year Hebrew I am not assigning this about kill, but i you

are interest/ is aroused in it, in about 2 minutes you can do this part

of the assignment just for your own curiosity. (question 3/11) No, the outline

is not a very detailed outline, because you have 21 chapters for three

hours. It is not a very detailled outline. It is an outline that will show

you what is there and if you have ten chapters dealing with very definitely

the same thing you can run them together. For instance, if you have ten

chapters dealing with the climate of Wilmington, and you find that the first

five of them climate in the city, and the next five the climate of

the suburbs, you gould just put down climate of Wilmington, 10 chapters,

within the city 5 and outside 5. And if it should go down the streets and

take the streets one by one, you wouldn't need to go into that much detail

in this particular assignment. In all of this there is not a great deal of

detail but you get the big vital feature of it, but then this other question,

what is narrative, just what versesare narrative, what verses are moral

law, what verses are civil law, and what verses are ceremonial law, you will

not have any difficulty in writing them out separately within the limit of

that time, in fact less time. You will see that when you look at them.

(question 2 1/3) No, the word in is outside the phrase. What I want is the

verb in the phrase, '0 Lord, whatever it is graven imaged. Now if you say

in English, stolen property, the verb is stolen. If you say graven image,

the verb is grave. Now that is a good Old English word, verb, grave, and

anybody in the time of Queen Elizabeth would have read this and would im

mediately have known exactly what it means, but it is shameful to relate that

there are thousands of Americans have repeated this command as if they knew

what it meant and had no idea in the world what the gord grave meant, but they

never used it, it is not a modern word, and one should either not repeat it

or follow it up and see what it means, but of course, it is not particularly
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important to us what this English word means because after all it is only

a translation, but the question is what does it translate? And in' the He

brew, then it translates, what is the verb that is involved. I didn't say,

the verb, but the verb that is involved in it. When you look at it you

will not have any difficulty in seeing what I mean. Now we were discussing

esterday; oh y the way, the other part of the assignment today, the dis

cussion of Psalm 119 and 19, it is too bad Mr. Mare didn't speak over the

radio yesterday instead of today, and you could have taken down the answer

that he gave over he radio to this question. This morning wa a little

late for that, but that paper will either get to me at the end of the hour

or preferably turned in at the office, either way, just so we get this this

morning. Now in our discussion then, we were just at point #8. We mentioned

very briefly these seven, the victory over Amelek. God's care over the

people. Bringing them into .a strife, into a crisis, which was severe enough

to give them a very severe testing but which was not like that. of going thru

the land of the Philistines where they would have met far greater enemies

than Amelek. It was something that wa s suited to their particular capabili-

ties and we do not to ask God simply to give us ordinary peace and quiet
or

all the time. That is not why we are here. What we are here for in this

life. We are here to receive training and to receive development, but we

want Him to give us tests that will be up to our ability and a little beyond

them, because that will stimulate us and develope us and that is what he did

here. He gave them a test f4/Mar less than if theyhad gone through the

land of the Philistines through wTh.ich He did not lead them. He gave them

one which was a little above their ability, near enough to their ability

so that they could really accomplish something in it, and yet enough above that

they learned t utter dependence upon Him and He gave them visible evidence

of it. He had Moses hold his arms up and had them see that when Moses

held his arms up, they won, and when Moses arms dropped, they lost, and it

was simply a means of showing them that it was God who was giving the victory

and Moses' holding up his arms was meerely an evidence to them, it was not the
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means of securing them at all. It was an evidence to them and then when

Aaron and Hur held up Moses arms it was an example to us the importance of

holding up one another before God and helping one another in our trials ahead.

(question 6) Oh, it wann1t magical. If you lift your arm and this happens

and then but your arm down and that happens, but God did it. God told him

that He would-do it in relation to this thing sxhply as an evidence to him

of His power and of His presence. Moses couldn't have lifted up his arms

if God hadn't said that. He couldn't have lifted them up another time and

6 1/3 .The arm of Moses had nothing to do with it except as

an implication from God. In connection with the lifting up of the arm I

think that it is worth mentioning here that the important thing for us all

to remember today. Here was Moses, the great man from God. Moses, who

outlived everyone here. Moses, who when he was an old man, we read, his

eye was not dim and his strength was not weakened. You would say of all men

that need any help from me, Moses is'the last one. Moses can help the rest

of us, there is no reason why we should help him and yet Aaron and Hur had

to help him to hold Moses arms up. And wên you find yourself in company

of someone who seems to you spiritually to be way ahead of you, to be way

beyond you, to have, gone far beyond anything you ever attained and will at

tain for a long time, it is very easy to do gone of two things; to look simply

for a blessing for yourself from him and God may give you wonderfully bss

ings from him or simply to feel that wei1, here is someone that there is iw

xson in the world that I should try to be of help to. He is so far beyond

me that I can't do anything for him. I will just relax and never thing of

any opportunity to be of Christian witness or Christian kelp to him. That

very person, yet, who is' so far ahead of you, may be having a spiritual cri

sis or a spiritual problem, which the right word from you might help him

solve, and the right word from you might give him, might point his eyes back

to the Lord from which they have wandered for the moment and might be

the turning point in some great crisis that you know nothing about and at
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least not telling you of it. God wants us to strengthen one another and to

ehip one another and you never know when the weakest of us may be a very real

and substantial help to the strong, and even Aaron and Hu.r, who under other

circumstances were far inferior to Moses, on this occasion had

the opportunity of being of tremendous help to Moses in a task that they could

not possibly have undertaken themselves When Aaron stepped forward and

tried to say he was just as good as Moses, God intervened and put him in

his place, very definitely, as you remember in Numbers. We have others

trying to say tha1 they1 were as good as Aaron, and God put them in their

place. God had given particular gifts and particular duties and he had

some of these people for these duties, but nevertheless, the man who had

the lesser duty and the lesser talent, might nevertheless find that the
service

first /that he had was one of the. most extreme importance and-that

whether he was faithful or not in his service might humanly speaking deter

mine the wble course of he . Well, s' much for this brief glance

at #7. One more we will briefly glance at in God's care for His people.

One which is less known than these. One which we take not from Exodus, but
clothing

from Deuteronomy. It is the preservation of the i4'$f1 of the people, the,

preservation of their clothing, and I've no way to explain it except as a

marvelous intervention of the power of God causing that to happen which would

never happen under ordinary circumstances. In Deut. 29 when the people were

about to enter the Promised Land, shortly before Moses death. Deut. 29:5

Moses said, "And I have led you forty years in the wilderness: your clothes

are not waxen old upon you, and thy shoe is not waxen old upon they foot."

The marvelous care of God for the people and in these circumstances where

their clothes could not be replenished, He provided that they should last

and that they should be preserved. The marvelous care of God for the

people in the wilderness as we look at these eight instances. Anyone of them

we could spend much longer on, but we have a very long section to cover so

we move on rapidly to C, the givthng of the law,, and we find out in Exodus

20, we rapidly looked over the sections tj from Exodus 13-19, now after this
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19-20, we have the giving of the law. And under that very briefly #1,: How

it was given. How was the 'law given? Of course, everyone who was here 1ast

semester knows that the 10 commandments were given but the law was given in

the first i , that the first presentation of the law was by direct

word of God to all so that all the people heard Him speaking. They all knew

that that was what was happened. Deut k:l2. We find it very clearly brought

out there, where Moses says to the people, "And the LORD spake unto you out of

the midst of the fire: ye heard the voice of the words, but saw no simili

tude; only ye heard a voice.7 And He declared unto you His covenant, which

He commanded you to perform, even ten commandments; and he wrote them upon

two tables of stone." God wrote the commandments on the tables of stone, but

He did not give them that way in the first instance. He first gave them

orally so that all, of the people heard them before the mount. (question)

Deut. k:12 He declared that commanded the commandments in such a way that

all heard them and then He wrote them upon the tables of stone so that they

would have them preserved. We heed both steps. We need to hear. the truth

and we need to preserve the truth. It is good for you to hear the lectures

but Ofor most of you it does little good unless yo'u:take good notes down

and' preserve them after you hear them. But the first step is to hear them

and. God gave them the commandments so that they all heard them. That is

told us in Ex. 20 in the accouna of the giving of the ten commandments, but

it is not brought out quite as expliciy there as here in Deut. Vs. 1

"And God spake all these words, saying," And then verses 18 and 19,; "And
all the people saw the thunderings, and the lightnings, and the noise of the
trumpet, and the pountain smoking: and when the people saw it, they removed,

and stood afar off. And they said unto Moses, Speak thou with us, and we will

hear: but let not God speak with us, lest we die. And Moses said unto the

people, Fear Not; for God is come to prove you, and that his fear may be be

fore your faces, that ye sin not." God has just declared the commandments,

and they did not wish to hear further directly from God except through the

mouth of Moses. So direct word of God to all was by

God's writing'. We notice that in Deuteronomy k:13 that he wrote the ten
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commandments. And in Deut. 5:22 we find that he says: "These words the Lord

spake unto all your assembly in the mount out of the midst of the, fire, of

the cloud, and of the thick darkness, with a great voice: and he added no

more. And he wrote them in two tables of stone and delivered them unto me."'

Moses raised the two tables of stone and God wrote upon the stone the

ten commandments and Moses took them down out of the mount. SoD then is

God's writing. C, tke third way that God gave . forth the Law was by God

revealing to Moses. God revealed to Moses. The people said, let God speak

to you and then you tell us, and Moses-went up into the Mount. Well, im

mediately before Moses went up into the mount, in ch. 10, the Lord said

unto Moses,. Chap. 2Q:22, "And the Lord.said unto Moses, 'Thus thou shalt say

unto the' children of Israek, Ye have seen that I have talked with you from

heaven." (end o± record)
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You ax' do btless most of you familiar with the material in it, and

you never can get
ty

full value out of itsMXXX lessons for you. God's

care for His people. No. 1 -- the pillar of cloud and fire. A definite

leading l and the Christian can know of God's purpose and

know that he is leading arid directing. And No. 2 Facing difficulties only

when ready--God does not give us all the strength today that we need for the

whole year. He fits us and makes us stronger in order to be ready for the

things that are to come for his supernatural grace comes where we reach a

situation where we need it. In Exodus 13:17 "And it came to pass, wen

Pharaoh had let the people go, that God led them not through the way of the

land of the Philistines, although that was near;for God said, Lest perad

venture the people repent when they see war, and they return to Egypt." And

God led the people not the direct way but all that round about way through

the wilderness. And you say,"Why didn't they go right straight on through"

Well, they weren't ready. They weren't ready to meet those difficulties

God had to get them ready first XX before he cared to take them up there, so

he led them by what seemed to them a round about way, but he was preparing

them for things of difficulty up there. The supernatural power came when

it was needed, but the direction was in his hands. No. 3 It is filled with

object lessons like the deliverance from the Red Sea. Objects lessons of

God's wonderful grace which has meaning and blessing for each one of us.

No. k The bitter water sweetened by God's provision Exodus 15:22-27

The bitter waters were there, and we will often find it, but here God

provided the need of purifying it, and God could NK have had it pure before

they got there, so there wouldn't have been any bitter water, but he had

spiritual lessons for them. He purified the water in their presence in

front of them to give them a spiritual lesson. And we will have many similar

experiences in our lives. Exodus 15:23-27. Oh, I forgot the clock is five

minutes after, and we have another five minutes. NO. 5 The quail and the mans

He provided the food for them and not merely the food that was abundant and

plentiful and sufficient the manna, but he provided the quail for IX o
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for variety when they murmured. He provided a different type .... k.......

to give them plenty of variety. He provided all that they needed and we

can know no matter how hard the journey ahead that God has the provisions.

It may be His will that he make it a little hard to get. The people didn't

sit in their cabins or in their tents and all of a sudden the manna fell on

the table and ran in the dishes. (Laughter) They had to go out and gather

it. God sent the quail and the people had to go out and get them down, clean

them, and bring them in. He had a part for them to do in it. They might

have to work very hard to get it, but His provision was there NM and was

sufficient for them, and he did not expect them to take so much time in

getting it that they would not be able to do the other things that he wanted

done. It was sufficient for their needs. No.6 The water provided--Exodus

17:1-7-- The smiting of the rock. Now, youask about that--Does that mean

that all of a sudden God supernaturally created X water so that it would

come out of the rock, or does it mean that there was water there in the groung

there was a spring there, there was plenty of water there already -- had

been ready for XXXMX centuries perhaps-- all that it 1 needed was to

break a think layer of rock and the water would gush out and God led Moses

to strike it in the right place to open up the spring and let the water gush

out. You ask which it is and some will think that it is wonderfully

supernaturally--God created the water on the spot .512 think that

the water was there all the time, ready forthe little obstruction to be

broken through and the water to come out. Well, I can't see how it makes

the least bit of difference in our knowledge of God's wonderful power which

of the two is true, now can I see how we have any way of knowing which of

them is true, XX because God does not tell us. He gives us no specific

statement about that. He says that Moses struck the rock and water gushed

out of the rock. He doesn't say where the water came from, whether he just

suddenly caused molecules in the air to come together and O16X16X

form water at that spot or whether he caused water to come out of the rock

which was already in back of the rock. He doesn't say. But which ever it

was, it was the same God who did it, the same God who had it ready at the plaee
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where it was needed--the same God that caused Moses to strike at the same

place, and above all, the same God who had lessons to give the Israelites

i,, these situations. And the vital thing in it was giving them the lesson

that God is able to provide and that He does provide for his people in

giving us the same lessons. And then No. 7--The victory over Arnalek--

There is the strife with the Arnalekites in Chap. 17:8-15. They did not go

by the way of the Philistines where they would meet the mighty army. They

were not yet ready to meet the mighty army. They had a group to squirmish

with which perhaps in later years they wouldhave looked on it as a rather

small obstacle. But at this time, it seemed like a very great obstacle, and
present

it was indeed in there/state of preparedness. And when they met this group

there God gave an example to all of us and a spiritual lesson for us. He

had Moses hold his hand up and as long as his hand pointed to God the victory

came. And when Moses hand came down the others won. He gave them the lesson

that it is not the lesson that there was supernatural power in his arm,

whether it was vital whether he held it up or held it down, but he led them

that God X could give victory in ways that are not in accordance with our

understanding or our desires, and that when our attention is entirely focused

on Him, we can expect victory in ways which we would otherwise not. He

gave them the wonderful lesson that we are saved once and for all, but it

is necessary that we constantly keep looking upward--that we constantly look

to him--and that we constantly have his strength in us we cannot live a

satisfactory day without it. And every one of us will forget this. Every

one of us like Moses will drop our hand and become indifferent. We will

become discouraged, and XXX Aaron] Hur held up his arms and helped him, and

he wants us to help one another to keep looking up and to keep drawing our

strength from Him. I think now our time is up. We will continue next time.

Maybe I'll give it for two times since there isn't so much time between Mon.

and Tues. The lesson for Mon. and Tues. has two parts to it. The first part

which runs for all of Mon.'s lesson and perhaps a half or two-thirds of Tues.
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is this. Outline Exodus 20 to 30--list it's narrative portion--list all

verses which contain moral lawa, civil, laws, ceremonial laws. Now we will

discuss what those three mean this morning. So if you will just note it down

that I W16TN want to know out of Exodus 20 to 30 excuse me 20 to M0--that's

two days-a day and a half rather- outline the content of the 21 chapters and

list what is narrative, what is moral law, what is civil law, and what is

ceremonial law. It is not a very long assignments; it covers a loti of material

but it's faily simple the thing you are to do with it. Be at least to Chap.

33 XX by Mon. Have that much at least done by Mon. and in your hands and

turn in the whole thing Tues. Now the second part of the lesson which applies

to Tues. has two phases to it. For those of you who are now in second year

Heb. For those in Second Year Heb. here is the question. Did Moses ever do
words

(would you write that down please) what the Hebrew/ in graven image

represents. I think that is clear isn't it. Suppose that I were to ask you
word

X Mr ever do what the/Ø$ in stolen goods represents? You would

say did he ever steal? Of course you would say "no" immediately. (Laughter)

It isn't quite so simple to say yes or no on this. You have to look for
word

evidence. Did Moses ever do what the Heb./Ø'$ in graven image represents?
word

I do not give the English//Ø'$ because that was the old English and none of

you were living 200 years ago, so probably noone in the room knows what that
word

English/Ø'$ means, but the Heb. Ø'$ word the people with second hear Heb.

will have no difficulty in looking up and then determining. Now, I'd like

you to write out your answer for this for Tuesday and if you turn in an income

tax report you are always expected to tell who helped you with it. If you

had an agent helping you you have to specify it. So I would like you to tell

me in addition to the answer to this: How did you get this result? Tell

me what you did to get it, and if anybody helps you, living or dead, (Laughter)

state what your source of help was if you had any. Or if you did it yourself

state how you did it. State what materials you used in reaching this result/

Now that's for those who are in second year Heb. I think in another month

the first year Heb. students could do this assignment, but today perhaps it's

a little ahead of them. So for them and for all others than those who have
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second year Heb. we give a different assignment. It is this. Look up the

word "kill" in Young's Concordance. Look it up. Find out and write out

what verb in the 0. T. are transalated kill. Now, if you have had Heb. you

will of course write them in the Heb. If you have not had Heb. it will be

satisfactory for the purpose of this particular assignment for two or three

who have just entered this semester to write them out in the transliteration

that is give in Young's Concordance. And then what verb is used here in the

Ten Commandments? What is the word? XX And how is this verb transalated

elsewhere in the 0. T. Is it always transalted kill? How is it transalated?

The Young's Concordance will tell you not on the same page X1AXXXXIX does

it give this information but elsewhere in the book. And as you look at the

ways that it is transalated elsewhere notice what is the vital significance

of this particular word. In other words, when it says "Thou shalt not kill"

does that mean that you musn't step on a block. Does it mean that you musn't

kill a worm? Does it mean that you musn't commit suicide? Does it mean that

you must not execute a murder? Does it mean that you must not kill an enemy

soldier in war? Does the word kill cover all of those? Our English work

kill does. In India they do not of course have our Ten Commandments, but they

have something XXXXWXX somewhat similar to these commands in their religion.

And I understand that in South India when a Brahman walks down the street,

he has servants walking before him with a broom sweeping up the road in front

of him to be sure that no little worm or insect was there that he might step

on, because if he killed hewould break one of the Ten Commandments and probably

his next life would be reincarnated into some lower animal himself. Now, XX

is that the real meaning of the commandment in the Ten Commandments, "Thou

shalt not kill." Well, you cannot tell anything about it by looking at the

English because it doesn't tell. The question is what Heb. word does it

represent? And if one has had no Heb. at all, they still could get a satis-

faCtory answer to this question End of 0 120

0 121...........

... although there are one or two other ways just as good perhaps
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for one who has had Heb. For those of you in ;second year Heb. I'm not

assigning this about kill, but if you are interested for your own curiousity ....

, but your assignment is the other. Yes, sir? Student

AAM: Yes, we meet tomorrow at 8 o'clock. Student AAM: The

outline is not a very detailed outline. 21 chapters for three hours. It

is an outline which will show you what is there and if you have ten chapters

dealing with very definitely the same thing you can lump them together, but

if you have ten chapters dealing with the climate of Wilmington and you find

that the first five of them discuss the climate in the city and the next five

discuss the climte of the suburbs you can just put down climate of Wilmington

ten chapters within the city five and outside the city five. ANd if it

should go down the streets and take the streets one by one you wouldn't need,

to go into that much detail.in this particular assignment. It's not a lot

of detail, but you are getting the big vital features of it, but then this

other question: What is narrative? Just what verses are narrative? What

verses are moral law, civil law, and ceremonial law you will not have any

difficulty in writing them up XXIX separately within the limit ofthat

time. Perhaps less time. You will see that when you look at them. Yes?

Student AAM: What I want is the verb in the phrase. Now, as you

say in English stolen property the verb is stolen. But as you say graven

image the verb is grave. And that's a good old English verb. And anybody

in the time of Queen Elizabeth would have recognize this and would immediately

have known just what it means. But it is shameful to relate that thousands

of Americans have repeated this as if they knew what it meant and had no idea

in the world what the word grave meant, because they never use it. It's not

a modern word. And one should not repeated it or one should find out what

it means. But while it is not particularly important to us what this English

verb means, because after all that's only a trarisklation. The question is:

What does it translate? X1XX What is the verb that is involved? XXXXXXX'

When you look at it you will have no difficulty in seeing what I mean. Now,

by the way, the other part of the assignment today your discussion of Psalm

119 and 19. It's too bad Mr. Mayer didn't speak over the radio yesterday and
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you xould have taken down the answers he gave to this question. This morning

was a little late for that but that paper either give to me at the end of
it

the hour or separately just so we get/this borning. Now, in our discussion

yesterday we were just at point no. 8. We mentioned very briefly the

seventh the Victory over Amalk. God's care over the people in bringing them

crisis which was severe enough to give them a very severe testing, but

it was not like that of going through the land of the Philistines where they

would hve met far greater enemies in battle than Amalek. It was a suffering

that was suited to their particular capabilities and we do not want to ask

God simply to give us ordinary peace and quiet all the time. That's not

what we are here for, but we're here K to receive training and to receive

development. But we want to ask him to give us tests that will be up to our

abilities and a little beyond them, that will stimulate us and develop us.

That's what he did here. He gave them a test for less than if they had gone

through the land of he Philistines where he did not lead them. He gave

them one which was a little above their abilities, near enough to their

abilities that they could really accomplish something in it and yet enough

above that they learned that they are utterly dependent upon Him and he

gave a visible evidence of it. X He had Moses hold his arms up and he had

them see that when Moses held his arms up that he won and when they dropped

they lost. And it was simply a means of showing then that it was God who

was giving the victory and Moses holding up ]XX his arms was merely an

evidence to them. It was not of course, the means of security at all. It

was an evidence to them. Then when Aaron and Hur held up Moses' arms it

was again an example for us of the importance of holdingkup one another before

God and helping one another in our tasks before the Lord. Student.................

AAM: Well, it means it wasn't magical. If you lift you arm and this

happens, God did it, but God told him that he would do it in relation to ..6.

simply as an evidence to them of His power. Moses couldn't have lifted up

his arms if God hadn't have said that. XX The arm of Moses had nothing to

do with it except as an indication from God. In connection with the lifting

up of the arm I think that it is worth mentioning ZX an important thing for
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us all to remember today. Here was Moses, the great man of God. Moses,

who outlived Aaron and Hur, Moses, who when he was an old man we read his

eye was not dimmed and his strengt was not weakened. You will, say of all

men that need any help from me, Moses is the last one. Moses can help the

rest of us. There's no reason we should help him and yet Aaron and Hur

were helping to hold Moses' arms up. And when you find yourself in company

with someone who seems to you spiritually to be way ahead of you to be way

beyond you, who have gone far beyond X1X1( anything that you have attained or

perhaps will attain for a long time, it is very easy to do one of two things.

To look simply for a blessing for yourself from him and God may give you

wonderful blessings from him or secondly feel now here is someone there's

no reason why I should be of help to. He is so far beyond me. XX I can't

do anything for him. I'll just relax and never think of any opportunity

of being a Christian witness or Christian help to him. And yet, that very

person who is so far ahead of you may be having a spiritual crisis or a

spiritual problem which the right word from you might help him solve and the

right word from you might point his eyes back to the Lord from which they

have wandered for a moment and might be the turning point in some great crisis

which you know nothing about that he's not telling you about. God wants

us to strengthen one anot&er and to help one another and we never know when

the weakest words may be of very real and substantial help to the strongest.

And even Aaron and Hur who under other circumstances were far inferior

to Moses on this occasion had the opportunity of being a tremendous help to

Moses.in the task that they could not possible have undertaken EJOXX

themselves. When Aaron stepped forward and tried to say that he was just

as good as Moses God intervened and put him in his place very definitely as

you remember. We have others in Numbers trying to say that they were as

good as Aaron and God put them in their place. God had given particular

gifts for particular duties and he had appointed these people for these

duties. But nevertheless the man who had the lesser duty and the lesser task

might nevertheless find XX that the service he had was one of the most

extreme importance. And that whether he was faithful or not in his serviee
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might humanly speaking determine the whole course of the gospel. Well, so

much for this brief glance at no. 7-- One more that we will briefly glance

at -- God's care for His people. One which is less known than these. One
but

which we take not from Exodus/from Deut. / It is the preservation of the

clothing of the people. I know of no way to explain it except as a marvelous

intervention of the power of God causing that to happen which would never

happen under ordinary circumstances. I n Deut. 29 where the people were about

promised land shortly before Moses' death. Deut. 29:5 o'ses said, "And

I have led you ko years in the wilderness your clothes are not waxen old

upon you, and thy shoe is not waxen old upon thy foot." The marvelous care
could not

of God for the people. Under these circumstances were there clothes/to be
replenished.

He provided that they should last, that they should be preserved. The

marvelous care of God for the people in the wilderness . We have looked at

these eight instances. Any one of them we could spend much longer on, but

we have a very long section to cover so we move on to after they did see the

giving of the law and we find that in Exodus 20. We have rapidly looked over

the sectin from Exodus 13 to 19. And now after the 19 and 20th we have the

giving of the law. And under that very briefly No. 1: How was the law given?

Of course everyone who was here last semester knows that the Ten Commandments

were given--that the law was given in the first instance--that the first

presentation of the IAiIXMK law was by direct word of God to all, so that

all the people heard him speak. They all knew that that was what was happen

ing. We find it in Deut. 4:12. We find it very clearly brought out there.

where Moses says to the people
" And the Lord spake unto you out of the

midst of the fire: ye heard the voice of the words, but saw no similitude;

only ye heard a voice." "ANd he declared unto you his covenant, which he

commanded you to perform, even ten commandments; and he wrote them upon two

tales of stone." God wrote them upon two tables of stone, but he did not

give them that way in the first instance. He first IX gave them orally so

that all the people heard them there. Yes? Student............... AAM: He

gave the commandments in such a way that they all heard them and then he
wrote them on the tablets of stone so that they would have them ireserved. WE- - - - - 4. 1-t n 4- 4- In g%-tr t.1r1 1 , a
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need both sets. W need to hear the truth arid we need to preserve the truth.

It is good for you o hear the lecture, but for most of you it doesn't do

a bit of good unless you take good notes and preserve them after you hear them

But the first step is the hearing, and God gave the commandments so that

they all heard them. That is told us in Exodus 20 in the account of the

giving of the ten Commandments, but it is not brought out quite as explicitly

there as over here. Vers 1 God spake all these words saying," and

then verses 18 and 19 say "And all the people saw the thunderings, and the

lightnings, and the noise of the trmmpet, and the mountain smoking: and when

the people saw it, they removed, and stood afar off. And they said unto

Moses, Speak thou with us, and we will hear: but let not God speak with us,

lest we die." God had just declared the commandments. They did not wish to

hear further directly from God but through the mouth of Moses. So A then

was direct word of God to all and B was by God writing. We notice in

Deut. 11:13 that he wrote the ten commandments, and in Deut. 5:22 we find

that he sayd "These words the Lord spake unto all your assembly in the

mount out of the midst of the fire, of the cloud, and of the thick darkness,

with a great voice: and he added not more. And he wrote them in two tables

of stone, and delivered them unto me." Moses gave the two tables of XX

stone and then God wrote upon them the Ten Commandments and gave them to

Moses and Moses took them down out of the mountain. So B then is God writing.

And then C -- the third way in which God gave portions of the law is by God

revealing to Moses. X The people said "Let God speak to you and you tell us"

and Moses went up into the mount. MY= Well, immediately before Moses went
Thus,

up into the mount in Chap. 20--The Lord said unto Moses Ifl shalt thou say

unto the children of Israel in Chap. 20:22--Ye have seen that I lave talked

with you from heaven .......End of record.
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Later on Moses went up into the Mount and brought back the . I

would rather say, revealed.toMoses, because part of it was God talking and

part was probably showing him things. He may have shown-.him, for instance,

a picture or a plan of the tabernacle. There is no reason to say that he

necessarily gave it all in words. He may have given some of it in blue

print, or'in pictures which Moses saw, but He revealed it to Moses. It

came from God's mind to Mosest mind either in words or pictures or in such

ways that God chose to giveit. And so these are the. three wars that the

law was given and then$#2 I formerly entitles parts of the law, but lam'

tempted to change it to kinds of law. Now that doesn't altogether suit me,

.for I don't think of:a ward that gives exactly the. sensed that I mean hear,

in such away that is. clear as this and not something else. 1 don't.mean

that you take a whole l4 and you break it up-into 1,2,3, sections. I don't

mean that. I don't mean.that you take the law and you divide it up into

those sections that deal with man's relation to God and those that deal with

mane's relation to man,. or some such division according to subject matter.

My division here in #2 is according to types.'of law and the word type would.

perhaps be good here, except that it has other meanings that don't fit in
conne

this particular étion here. Our English"language is such a difficult

one' to lecture with and. try to be clear because, almost any word that we

use 'has two or three possible meanings arid it is very hard to be sure that

you have 'picked one, that, someone won't understand to mean a different meaning

altogether because the English language is such a poor language for the

transmission of thought. But you don't-understand the, Hebrew well enough

for me to use the Hebrew language (laughter) so we will have to stick to it

and do the best we can But there are these three X' different types and

kinds of law and I will entitle them, A Moral, B. Civil, C Ceremonial and

you will find examples of all three in the assignment for next Monday. Moral

Civil and Ceremonial Now God doesn't say, now I want to give you -A moral

law. Now I am going to give you a civil lqy, Now I am going to give you a

ceremoniái:,law. He doesn't say that,,' but, it is:not. a cripta1
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terminology, but is an observation of Script, but all three of these types

of law are given, but there is a differett purpose and a different signi

ficance and a different duration to each of them from the other and there

fore it is helpful for us if we classify the law under these headings and

one of the laws may have two or three aspects, that is not common but it

does occur. Usually -a law, you can say, is one of the three, sometimes it

has aspectsxunder two of these and even under three. Now let us thin for

a minute, what do they mean? What do we mean by a moral law? Well, a

moral law is something that is right because it is right. It is part of

the constitution of the universe. Abraham said, shall not the judge of all

the earth do right? That doesn't mean that there is someone or something

superior to God. God is supreme. But that doesn't mean that God will change

the moral law. The moral law is in the very essence of the being of God.

It is the way that he does things. The moral law is what is right and God

does everthing right and he presents what is right. And it is right be

cause God does it and God does it because it S right. But a moral law is

that which is essential and lasting and-permanent and fixed in the very nature

of the universe. Well, now, there are certain principles then that are

moral principles and the moral law cannot be made by any man nor can it be

abrogated by any man. A man may observe it. He may discover what it is, He

may yy to follow whathe has discovered. He may misinterpret it. He may

express it wrong, but that doesn't change the nature of the moral lRw. The

moral law is fixed, although no man has ever altogether understood it. We

understand certain portions of it and we may learn toundersta.nd more about

it and it is vital that we understand as much of it as we can and it si ex

tremely vital that e can follow all of it that we can understand. But the

moral law, then, deals with the great principles of right and of wrong.

Now the second type of. law is Civil law. Well, you might say it is morally

wrong for one man to drive his car in such a way that he makes it difficult

and dangerous for other people to drive. That is morally wrong. It is mor-

------------------------- - - -
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ally wrong for one pe5rsonto take up all the road and make it impossible'

for others to get by. It is morally wrong for t$ one to drive so fast that

he is a danger to life and life of others by reason of himself. Those are

morally right and wrong. Well, now then you say, car shall drive always

on the right hand side of the oad.a That is not a moral law, it is a

civil law.. You could just as well say, they do in Englafid, a car shall al

ways drive on the left hand side of the road and it is 'no more moral to

drive on the right hand side of the road as we do than it is to drive on

the left band side of the road as they do in England. One is just as moral

as the ohter. It is not a moral principle. But it is a civil law. Well,

now some people get the impression that a civil law is anything the govern

ment decides. The Government decides that it is nice to do this and that is

a civil law and everybody has got to obey. Well, that isn't really the

case. A civil law in a way may be anything that the government decides to

maek,. but actually a civil law should be and usually is an attempt of the

government to apply the principles of the moral law to a particular situ-

ation, to a particular local, or a definite type of situation which may
from

change and does change, $time, to time. It is no more moral for the Amer

icans to drive on the right hand side of the road than it is for the Engi

ia to driv on the left, but it is utter immoral for the English to come

to .AmericaI and to drive on the left hand side of the road all of the time,

or for an American to go over to England and drive on the right hand side

of the road all the time. Either one of those would be utterly immoral. It

would be obstructing raffic, and it would be creating danger to

those around. It would be an an obstinate selfish disregard for the

welfare of the.people of the community. It would be immoral, so an act would

be immoral in Englafid which would be moral in America or vice-versa. Because

the act is not per së, no act is per se, moral or immoral - it is its rela

tionship to other acts and to other situations that make at moral or immoral

and civil law deals with the situation. Civil law saysunder these cirvim

stances, in America to drive on the right side of the road is the moral thing
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to do. It is the moral thing to do because it is vital that we all do one.

or the other. And we can arbitrarily sllect either one, but then we make

a civil law to carry it out and thus we are carrying out the moral principle,

and so properly a legislature' in a godly community, a legislature,would be

concerned with two things. First, what is God's moral law. Second, what

are the reasonable ways of making-civil laws to carry out this moral law in

our community. That is what a legislature should-consider. As a matter of

fact in this world which is Satan's kingdom, our legislaters consern them

selves rather with what sort of thing would appeal to my constituency and

get my reelected rather than what is the way to car±'y out the moral law of

God to a proper civil law. I don't think it was that way in the early days

of our republic. They were interested then in-making civil laws which would

carry out what the Bible told them to be the correct moral principles. Well,

now in the Scripture youwill find that there are civil laws which are like

this of going on the right of left ,side of the road. Laws, which, it isn't

morally important whether you do it this' way, or that way, but it is 'necessary

for the welfare of the community that la decision be made and one is

selected and that is carried out. You will find civil laws of that type.

And you sill find civil laws which are more closely bound to the, moral law,

that is to say, it is quite obvious in same cases that there is a certain

principle of the moral law and that that principle of the moral law is

represented, carried out in our situation best by certain requirements. In

our situation, these are reqi±ed. So you see then, the civil law and the

moral law requires to be just so, in a certain circumstance and the civil

law may be one way or the other,' but to carry out the moral law properly

you should select one of them. The civil law then' is changeable. There

may be civil la for the wilderness that doesn't fit at all in the light

10 land.. And there maybe civil law in the settled land

that doesn't fit in the wilderness. The civil law may be changed from one

century to another and even from one year to anoth. It varies with cir

cumstances. It should be an attempt' to carry out the 'moral law, it is not
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always that, but it is always variable depending on circumstances and situ

ations. There is no reason why a person today should take the civil law and

try to follow it today. It is not applicable to our circumstances. There is

no reason why anyone today should feel free from any portion of the moral

law. It is applicable to all circumstances, it is part of the constitution

of the universe. Now there is a third type of law, remonial law and ceremon

ial law is altogether different from these two. Ceremonial law does not

relate the way in which people shall treat one another, the way in which tey

shall live together in harmony, the way they shall handle controversies or

troubles that come up among them, it is not something that is described the

details of it, as required by the moral law. It is a different sort of thing.

A ceremonial law is something which God institutes as a ceremony which he

wishes his people to perform and the purpose of the ceremony is to bring

certain truths to their attention. It is to stress certain things to their

minds. Now a ceremonial law may be very important at one time when God wants

a certain idea stressed. It may be very important under a certain circum

stance when a certain ida is vital other circumstances. It may be

His preference that this ceremony be abandoned altogether or be laid aside

for a period. Ceremonial law may change from time Uo time as God's desire

of impressing certain truths may or not change from time to time. It is not

permanently fixed in the constitution of the universe like the moral law, and

in dddition to that the ceremonial law is not something that does something

in itself. It is soothing that represents something, which conveys an idea,

which impresses something upon the mind. Now if a person is losing sight of

the fundamental idea which the ceremonial law represents, it becomes very

vital to stress that ceremony and to bring back again to that person the

idea that God wishes to represent. But if a person puts his stress upon the

and forgets the thing it represents or misinterprets it, it may

be His desire to do away with it altogether. In the wilderness the people

were bitten at one time with poisonous snakes and God cried that Moses shouRld-
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put up a brazen serpent and that the people when theyer-bittèoild

look to the brazen serpent and recover. It was a way of showing them that
sin

the bite of %x{, that the misery that is the result of sin-is something

that can be cured only by the provision which God made and Jesus Christ

shows us the full meaning of it when he said in John 3 that as Moses lifted

up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the on of Man be lifted up

and whosoever believeth on Him should not perish but have eternal life. It

was a presentation, in symbolic form of.a very vital lesson. It was to

bring this thought to the people's mind and it was done in the wilderness,

but later on, the people began to worship that serpent and they forgot that

the brazen serpent represents. They forgot the lesson, the idea that it

contained and they worshipped the thing, itself, and Hezekiah showed his

loyalty to God by taking that brazen serpent and destroying it utterly in

order to remove from the people something that had become to them a snare

and a source of evil. A ceremony then is good or bad according as it

brings to the mind those matters that aGod wishes to us through the m nd,

and a ceremony in itself is absolutely nothing. A ceremony without thought

of what it represents is absolutely worthless. But the ceremony as a means

of representing something in a spritual sphere may be extremely important

and of course the ceremony before the coming of Christ were far more im

portant then, than any ceremony after the coming of Christ, because we

knew so much less of the details of God's plan and of God's method of

salvation and therefore it was necessary that we use these ceremon 15

to present the ideas to our minds and to give us the impressions that God

wishs us to have, many of which we cairn (end of record)
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the death of Christ on the cross for our sins without knowing many of the

details about it. We look back on it and we know a great deal of the details

and consequently the great amount of the deremonial law is looked forward to

the death of Christ and has been done sway with and we have instead of it a
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very very little ceremony that is ever referred to in the N. T. Not one

thirtieth. as much ceremony is even suggested in the N. T. as it is in the

O.T. That doesn't mean that ceremony may not be an excellent thing now, but

it is something that we can be more free about. We can use a means of im

pressing on people's minds the great truth for we hate full authority to chose

right there, we can go back to it, we can see it, we can study it, but in

their case it was more to impress us ideas on the minds and consequently

there are these gxt details of ceremony that is given in order to carry

out God's purpose. Three different kinds of law. If you build a tabernacle

and you have various specifications in it. Just how all this is to be done,

there are men to take a spiritual ideas or prefigurations of what God was

going to do in the future and impress into people's minds ceremonial

lw the instructions how to build the tabernacle that will carry out these

laws. ou have all this vast amount of ceremthny in the O.T. and it is very

important for them and what it means is very important to us. But most of

what it means we can find explained clearly enough in the N. T. and our im

pression can be focused on the explanation rather than upon the ceremony.

(question 2) Well, only this difference, that the ritual and the ceremony
Theirs

as used in the 0. T. times was prescribed of God. is not specifically

described in the Bible. It is prescribed of God specifically in order that

it shall bring ideas to the mind which the people would not fully understand

perhaps and which can be suggested and presented in this way, some of which

we understand and more in the suggestion. Now that pupose could not at

present exist and so God has not fully prescribed any ritual today. And even

those that He has suggested are comparatively few today. Well, now, today,

if you can make a high, episcapal ceremony which will take the great meanings

of the Gospel truth and of Gospel teachings and of Gospel, the important

spiritual truths and present them to the mind and impress them and guide

them home, I would say was an excellent thing, but if a person sees a cere

mon and thinks of ceremony and not of these spiritual truths it becomes like

the brazen serpent that became to be worshipped. I would imagine that many
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of those elements in the High Episcopal ceremony have been onderf ully

used of God at times to convey great blessing to those who have thought

what those particular mean, but I fear that in a good many cases it

has become merely an end in itself and has lost its significance and then

becomes extremely harmful when that happens. The ceremony is not so nece

ssary now. We can worship God in the, plainest of circumstances, satisfact

orily today. We don't have to have all these things because we have the,

full presentation. We can also use ceremony which help-to impress on our

minds and drive things home and that would be a great help to us, but when

we do we must be careful for there is a tremendous danger. If we get to

thinking that the vital thing is that you do this ceremony, you do this

in this particular way rather than that way, instead of saying the vital thing

is that you know the truth that this ceremony represents, that you realize

your relationship to Christ and what He means
.

, a very dan

gerous 1. " Now you could have that danger, of course, before, but

there was more justification running the risk of the danger .then when you

didn't have the full understanding and explanation of it, which we have today.

Now, of course, in the Roman Catholic church there is a great

deal of ceremonial and this ceremonial has this danger of people thinking

of the ceremonial instead of the t%y{hing that is signified, but in additii

to that, there is the fact that a great deal of it signifies something that

is not Scriptural and that is not true, and so a great of the Roman

Catholic system is not that you have so much ceremonial, but that a great

al of the ceremony represents things that are unChristian. (question 5)

Yes, I think you could say that. That's rather broad circumstances.

Like there is in Los Angeles. There used to be as you went to whrer I

lived in Highland park as you went into the center of town, you went thru

a tunnel and on that tunnel there was a big sign which said, lOO.OOdollars

fine for riding or driving or propelling any vehicle through this tunnel

at a rate faster than 8 miles per hour. And for many years that sign stood , "

there and I never saw a car go under there under 40 in my life. (laughter)
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When that sign was put up, automobiles were probably not even 6

and the sign stayed there and the last time I was out there I was glad to

see that somebody had become progressive and had taken down the sign. But

the sign was completely out of date. Circumstances had changed. Now there

was some reason, I don't know what, why they thought it was tremendously

important at one time that you shouldn't go more than,8 miles per hour thru.

it, but circumstances changed such that it would be very harmful if you wer

to go as slow as 8 miles through it and circumstances change and, of

and, of course, it is much safer to take the revelation and

then to interpret the circumstances. We may mistakes in interpreting, but

we have to attempt. (question 6,1/2) Yes, I will say that definitely. I

was meaning that no act was per se moral law. The think that makes

the act belong to the moral law is its relation to other acts or other

situations. The act by itself is not. For me to take a knife and stick it

into the chest of one of you would be an immoral law, but for a surgeon

to do it, might be a very moral act. (laughter) The act itself is neither

moral or immoral, it depends on who does it and why it is done and what are

the circumstances. So much then for the general explanation of this

matter now. #3 The. decalogue. The ten commandments, the foundation of the

moral law. The ten commandments, you will all agree, are primarily moral

law. We all agree that most of the ten commandments are moral law. I think

that you will all agree that the ten commandments are the foundation of the

moral law, but all the ten commandments exclusively moral law? Well, if you

take not simply the ten in this condensed form you all give to me just now,

but in the full form that is contained in the Scripture, there are in. some

of them sections that é/ go into civil applications of the moral law.

There may be even ceremonial law involved, but the 10 commandments primarily

moral law. Now somebody asked which version of the ten commandments did

we want. There is a premable. The Lord thy God is one God. That preamble

that you consider to be the first commandment. 6bristians consider that as

only the preamb . Then what we consider as a second dommandmeflt, the Roman
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Catholics and the Lutherans and the Jews consider to be part of the first,

and then when we consider the 10th, the R. C. and the Luth. divide it in

two, the 9th and the 10th. They are just different in the ways that we

say which just exactly, how to divide the ten commandments. There will be

three or four different ways. 1 expected to give our reform away in your

paper, but if you specified one of the other, it is perfectly all right.

(question 9 1/3) It all depends. There was no sign on i tand we haven't

discussed it and I believe you used to belong to the Lutheran church, didn't

you, so you may very well have given, the Lutheran one and I will remember that

about you and any other one who has a Lutheran background I will take it

into account. (question 10) Well, you might say it doesn't make any difference,

but it says there were tne. It says these are t1 10 and then it gives us a

body of material. Well, now when you say here, 10, and you have a-body of

material, we would be very lacking in curiosity in trying not to decide just

how you would divide them into the ten. But I 'quite agree that it doesn't

matter which of the one's we use' as long as we have that material there.

Now the chapel service we thought of having' up 'here this morning, but we will

not, we will have it down in the 'church building, arid I trust none of you will

break your arms or legs thn the way there. I think if you are careful ....

(end of lecture)

Today is an extra class to 'take the place' of one later 'on when I will be

away and consequently there is no assignment today, 'but" there will be one

on that date when I will be away. 'In our discussion yesterday we c$$MØame

to #3, the Decalogue. Now this word is a more accurate word than our Eng

lish statement 4{f ten commandments because the phrase, ten commandments

never occurred in the Scripture. Now what is' the difference between decalogt

and ten commandments? Deca is ten, isn't it. Well, what is loga? Decalogue

means 10 words. The Scripture says that he wrote the ten words. Now, of

course the Hebrew word
' '

may be just a combination of

letters that make one brief unit but it may be a phrase, a matter, an expres

sion, a thing. So it doesn't mean just one individual word. It does not
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specify that they are commands. They are words of God and the word of God

is naturally to be obeyed, so that being God's word throughout, they naturally

are to have to us a force of commandment. But that doesn't mean that every

where it must necessarily be what we would usually )t{ speak of as a command.

Well, no'w that our problem of knowing just exactly what is wach

of these ten words is somewhat complicated. We know that the of

them is. There is no difficulty whatever. We have here in Ex. 20, we have

this statement beginning with verse 2 and ending with vs. 17, a very delimi

ted and is the ten words that God gives and then we have over in Deut. we

have it repeated with a few comparatively slight changes, but the basic

matters are identical. And so we have this material here and in the Scrip

ture it is called the ten words. Now the important thing is that we take

this as basic law whiQh God has given, that we study it, that

we understand it, that we apply it in the say that He wishes it applied.

Thatis what is basic and vital. It is not extremely vital that we say

here-ends the second word, and here begins the third. That is not vital,

but then he calls it ten words, we would be kery lacking in curiosity if

we didn't divide and wonder what made up each of the ten words. Now, on

this, the had had a certain viewpoint which no group of Christians

has exactlyfallowed. This is merely on the matter of the division,-on it.

When it domes to what is the l 1/3 of it is, we all agree. It

is in the Bible. It is said. That is God's statement. These are

but yet how to divide into , the Jews say to begin; I am the

Lord thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the

house of bondage." All right they would say that was the first word. That

is the first word o God. The 'Christian group have always considered that

as a preamble to the ten words,. introductory to all of them and not a sepa

rate word by itself. They consider verse 2 a preamble to all ten. And

certainly as this would apply equal to all ten, it He i is

is who gives us the commandments and He has done in the past warrant

attention to what He says 15 . And so (muffled to end of reco
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The Lord thy God visiting the inguity of the fathers upon the children
y
upon the third and fourth generation of them that hate me and show mercy

upon thousands of them that love me and keep my commandments verses 3-6

fourth verses whh the Jewa consider gtg as being the second word, and

then there's no difficulty in seeing how they stake out the rest of them.

They would take the third as Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy

God in vain and so on, the fourth, remember the Sabbath dal, and so on, the

fifth Honor thy father and mother and so on, the sixth, Thou shalt not kill

seventth, thou shalt not commit adultry, the itkg eighth thou shalt not

steal, the ninth Thou shalt not bear fase:witness and so on , the tenth

Thou shalt not covet. Those are the ten words according to the Jewish
division div
!xi. Now no good did I hear of that follows the Jewish pr

vision into the ten words we've read . All the Christians have

considered that the first verse is a preamble and introduces simply the
verse

ten commandmn.ts, and actually there's no commandment in the Xzt

It is a word though and so it can be considered one if you want to take it

tthat way. But the first things I want to consider that as an introduction

as to the whole ten. Well then, that being the case, the all Christians

have considered that is all groups of Christians have considerdd that

Thou shalt have no other.gods before me is either the first commandment

or the beginning of the first commandment. The first commandment starts

there according tx tp the Christians. But then you read on in the next

three verses ,5,6, Thou shalt make unto thee. any graven image, or any

likeness± of any thing that is in heaven above, or earth beneath or the

water under the earth, hou shalt not bow down thyself to them, to serve

themfor I .the Lord thy od am a jealous God, and so on, which the Christians

have divided on. The Roman Catholics say, this is "a part of the first comm

andment. Thou she)± not have any other gods before thee or make any images

or anything like that that's tto other god bow down before, that's a very
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logical condition. And the Roman Catholics and the Lutherans take a very

very logical view point, Where all these verses azz verses 2-x are of

one commandment and at this point, nothing can be said against the logic

af the Roman Catholics and the Lutherans, and they agree on it with the Jews

because the Jews have exactly the same commandment here as the Roman Catholics

and the LUtherans excppt that the Jews say This is the second commandment

The Roman Ctho1ics and the Lutherans-say no precedded the preamble
agree

this is the first commandment., but they Ed it as one commandment. Now the

Greek Catholics differ. The GReek Catholics say no, there are two commandments

here. We've not yet t reached the pont in Clumch History where there w

a split between the eastern and western half of Cbristomdom, and of course

in the western half, the Bihhop of Rome said he was the supreme head in the

chirch and everybody should obey him, and the eastern half they said

no the Bihhop of Rome is a patriarch and has great authority in the west,

but in the east we have our patriarchs of Antioch and Constantinople and.

Alexandria and tey are perhaps second in to the Roman Bishop, but

equal to him in authority and superior in their area to m any authority

that he would have. He has no more right in their area than they have in

his area, and start to give commands. And so differed over that, but the

thing ax came to a crisis when they had a great difference over images

and the eastern church mgzzad the Greeks said, it is wrong to worhhip, you

should have no ku other images in the churchk look at this commandment

Thou kkk shalt not make unto thee any gx graven image or anyjjg

likeness ,bf anything that is in heaven above or in earth beneath, thou

shalt not bow thyself to them nor serve them, and by next Monday, you'll

know what the graven image is, that's not our present question he's speakix

about any image here, or if you take the rest of the verse together You shalt

not make these nor bow down to them and so the Greekk went into the church

in the east nd destroyed the images and the west insisted on keeping them,
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In the churches, and that was one of the big things that entered into the

division betwenn east and west. Later on the Greeks departed from their

position on which they had separEed and they now have images in all the

churches in the Greek Catholic churches but at that time, that was one of

the big divisions. Well it's very natural that the Greeks understanding

said that this was two commandments, the first is

against having any other god, but the second is against false worship of

God, it is against worshipping him under the form of anotr . But

most scholars today think they are not supposed to represent

a false god, it was supposed to pepresent the god of Israel. They feel

that the calf of Jeroboam put up and said, these are thy gods oh Irae1

which brought thee out of the land of Eg pt but this he meant to represent

Jehovah the God of Israel and not a false god, and they say that he was

breaking not the first conlnLandnlent.E Thou shalt m have no other gods before

me, but the second commandment Thou shalt make any image and bow down to

it. And so the Greeks say these are two commandments, the first and the

second and in the west the Lutherans have followed the usage of the Roman

Cahholics and the Jews, but the reformed churches have at this point diff

ered from the Lutherans, and the Reformed churches have here said here are

two distinct commandments they have followed the usage of the Grekk Churth

and so you have that difference today between Lutheran and Greek churches

and Lutheran and Reformed churches and I must say that as far as this pthint

is concerned it is ipretty difficult to make a decision. You can make

a good argument either way here, you can make a good argument that this is

one commandment Youi are to have one xamaxdmaxt God here below, you are

not to worship any other god, or any idols or anything like that, and I

think on the other hand you could tmake a good argument and say this little

brief statement is one command, Thou shalt have no other gods

before me and then these other three verses together they make another

commandment which is that you mustn't worship an image whether that image
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is intended to worship a false god, or whether it is intended to

worship a true god, you mustn't worship with an image, you must wnrship

God alone and of course we found in Israel that when Heichiah destroyed

the brazen serpent he was not destroying a false idol, he was destroying

something that God had institutd God had ordained, but the people were

worshipping it and consequently should be destroyed. You can make a good
L)

argument either way, You can say yes but when the began worship-

ing it they were making another god besides that, theywere makeing

arod even if You cthuld argue either way, and so on this present

point I twould say that you'll have a mighty hard job proving whether the

Roman Catholics and the Lutherans on one hand are correct or whether the

Reformed churches and the Greek Cathlics on the ot1r hand are corr3ct, end

if you study the four verses and sekk to follow them, I don't think it makes

a great deal of difference at this 1point whether you call this one command

ment or two commandments. Mr. raak did you have a question?

The Scripture does not say this is one commandment this is another. And so

up to this point now we should't take too much time one hi1iis, because this

is not a very vital thing how you are going to divide it, but I think you

ought to know what the opinions, up to this point we've noticed we have

a first verse that doesn't command anything, The Jews say that's the first

word, we say the words are commandments that the preamble to all ten,

I mean CbTistia.a say that, and I think our position there is more lthgical

thatn the Jewh, I don't think it kt matters particularly , but I

think that we are more logical than they are. Now as to whether you have

as the Jews say a second commandment in the verses 2-6 or whether you have,

the Roman Catholics and the LUtherans agree en the first commandment, but

you take that as one comniandmdnt on one hand or whether on the k other

hand you say this is a tww commandments as the Greek CAtholic and the Re

fommed churchesz say, I don't think that you can say either is fiecessary
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at this ±point. It is a question then on which on the matter of it itself

you cannot decide, context must enter into it, you must read the context

and see if that gives you light. Always look at a passage first and see

what you get from it and if it is clear, contexts cannot change it and must

not change it, but every sentence &n every languae has zz more than one

possibility of meaning and if there are two possibilities which are vital

at all, there's a difference between them if it does not ultimately amount

to the dame thing then go on to tontext and see if it will help you decide

and in the end you may decide it doesn't matter, on the other hand context

iay show you. Now we look at the next commandment and every one agrees

Thou shalt not take the name of "the Lord thy God in vain, for the Lord will

not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain. That the Jews say

is the third word, The Roman Catholics and th Lutherans say it is the

second word, the GReek Catholics and the Reformed Churches say it is the

third word, but we all agree that it is a unified commandment, there's no

question there. All right then, lets go on to the next one,. Remeber the

Sabbath day to keep it holy and then you have verses , 10, and 11 elabor

ation of this relation to it but verses 8,9,10, and 11 are

one commandment and no one differs on it. ONly is it? And the Jews
Greek

and the Romax Catholics and the Reformed say is it the fourth commandment

or isi it as the Lutherans and the Roman Catholics say, it is the third?

Well it is one commandment anyway. Now verse 12, Honr thy father and thy

mother that thy days m±kk may be long upon the lend which the Lord thy

God giveth thee, now according to the Jews and the Greek Catholics and the

Reformed Churches this is the fifth commandment; accorc.±ng to the Romn

Catholics and the Lutherans it is the fourth commandment, they tkke it the

fourth, we take it the fifth but we all agree that it is one commandment,

there's no difference here. The next, thou shalt, not kill, we allagree that

is one commandment. Thou shalt not commtht adultry, we all agree that's one

commandmen, whether it be the seventh, or whether it be the sixth. Thou
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shalt not steal, we all agree, one comnianthnent whether it be the eighth

or the seventh, Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor

one commandment whether it b the ninth commandment as the Jews and the

Reformed Churches and the Greek Catholic Church or whether it be the eighth

commandment as the Lutherans and the Roman Catholics say, but now, comes

a difficult point. We have one verse left, verse 17, we have one verse

left, "and according to the Jews we have completed nine words, according

to the Greek Catholic and theReformed Churches we have completed nine

commandments, but according to the Roman Catholics and the LUtherans we

have only completed eight commandments, now how are you going to get two

more commandments out of verse 17? Well we'll have to do it. Well why not

say there are only nine commandments, you can't say that because the

S.th'ipture says that there are ten words. There must be ten, that is
- U

Scripture. Well now then according to the Lutheran view and the Roman

Catholic view, verse 17 must be two commandments. Well we say, all right

Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's house, there's one commandment that's

the ninth one, Thou shalt not covet th neighbor's house, now the tenth

commandment is Thou shalt not covet they nightbors wife, nor his manservant

nor 1j.is maidservant, nor his. oxnor his ass,' nor anything that is thy

neighbors. That's the tenth one, well now the Greek Catholics and the

Reformed Churches said no, this is the commandment against coveteousness

, this is one commandment, tenth commandment-t. if you say two command

ments the nththbors house shouldn't be coveted as one and if you covet his

wife or his manservant, or' his maidservant or is ox or his ass, or anythirg

that is his except his house where

does the furniture bengg? with the house, or with the anting else? It

might be the hether it is the ninth commandment or the tenth

commandment. But there are, two . different kinds of coveting making two

different cmmmandments, and some say .tEX± it is much more honoring
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to woman kind than the reformed view, because they give the wife the

separate commandment instead of throwing her in with the house as we do/

They can do that if the wife was first and then the house, it would-be

easy to give a commandment to herself but if it is it's the house actually

not the wife that gets the commandment itself, but when the wife is thrown

in i with the manservant and the maidservant and the ox and the ass

(laughter) and so it is an argument but not one that standsup on examin

ation. But now there is one very strong argument against this position,

and that is that it doesn't divide very logically. txm Covet seems

to be one speeific thing here, which covers whatever you covet and to divide

it up to make the house one thing and the rest another, doesn't deem very

lgical, as a matter of fact, in the Scripture the word house

(end of side
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certainly x±gx means everythng that apertains to a man, that is

to say his family, his wife, his fathily, his property, his possessions

the whole thing is his household, he is the head of the house, and that is,

spoken of as his house, the house of DAvid is not the building he lived

in, but it is the whole family situation including personal and property.

And then in the normal use of the word house in-the Old Testathent, the word

house includes everyting that follows and covet ty1'i thy neighbors

house is a general statement which is particularized beginning withthe

most important thing, his wife, and then going on to other RtRK føathz

features of thea man's household. So thatit is not very logical to divide

this last one into two commandments. And then going back to the statment

that afterall it is much more honoring to consider that coveting the

neighbors wife i different from coveting his house his manservant, his

maidservant, his ox and his as and other thiggs E that are his, although

we decided that it doesn't work out because the wife is in the m1e neither
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one end or the other in addition to that it is a little hard to make a

sharpdifference between Thou shalt not commit adultry and Thou shalt covet

thy neighbors wife. The two-would " seam so closely bound together that there

doesn't seem to be a great deal of reason to give, Thou shalt not covet

thy neighbor's house a separate section. Well now, or else you might say,

Thou shalt not steal or else that would refer to the rest coveting is the

first step toward stealing, and this is the first step towd the other

but it doesn't seem so very reasonable to think that you have to have to

commandments about . Now the matter seems to me to be 'clinched when

we look at the parallel passages. We find that thirty eight year after

God gave the commandment in Deut. 5 we find that Moses stood before the

people shortry his death and Moses reminded them of the fact that they

had heard God speak all these words and then Moses goes on to repeat the

words which the Lord sdhad spoken, and the words which the Lord had spokai

are here given in Deut/ 5 beginning with verse 6 and continuing through

verse 21 and it is almost identical with Exodaa, a few minor changes. But

it is almost identical, the order of the material is identical in most

instances, it seems that the changes, the small differences w±1i which

seem to be small differences to bring out some other aspect of meaning,

not in any way to contradict and there we find that Moses said after the

commandment Neither shalt thou bear false witness against thy mi neighbor

he haid, neighter kstat shalt thou desire thy neighbor's wife, neither

shalt thou covetthy neighbour's house, his field, or his manservant

or his maidservant, or his ox, or his ass, or anything that is thy neigh

bour's, and so as arranged here wife comes first, and the house comes

second and the arrangement in the other place the house comes first, and

the wife comes second. Now if these were two dibinct cornmdirients and

when God spthke of ten words, one of these was the ninth and the other was

the tenth we surely would expect that the order of the words would have
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been kept distinct in the two places that that at least, would not be
order

confused and we find most confusion of any other although we have

some mthnor ±±±E± differences within the hortatory material abbut

and so it seems to me that this is a clinching argument in additinn

to the others I have mentioned which would seems to me to show that on this

point the Jews and the Greek Catholics and the REformed Churches are logical

in saying that the commandm on coveting is one commandment and not two

commandments and if thatis the case, then the Roman catholics and the Luth

eranscannot be correct becausew in that case it only makes nine commandments.

Mr Dayton? No I would think that in this case he is possibl after

thityeight years of experience with the people in the wilderness where

there was very little property for them to haggle ôer, very pessibl M

Moses in giving them felt constrained to put first the element

that had caused the most trouble among the people. Question

Certainly, you can include everything udder the house, now you can think

of the wife as being sufficiently important as to be kept separate from the

house, but in both places the wife were put first, I think it might be a

good argument' possible could be made that the wife had a separEe commandmait

for herself but when you have the wife in one place second, and in the okk

k other place first it books to me if it was not a distinct order, and as

to whether the wife would come under the house or not I don't think that

that matters so much, I don't see reason for having one commandment that

would include the house and the other that would include both the wife

and the other things in the house. Question
U

Mr. Buswell. You base this argument on the fact that the commands would

have been kept in order the way God gave them? Well if God said, I give

you ten words and then. Moses repeats, here are the ten words which God gave

I would think that he wouldn't take two of the words and mix them up toget1D

and put half before and haf after the other one.

Mr. Heil?
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Deut. 1o:k said that he wrote on the tales according to the first writing

the ten commandments. N8w I'm going to look at that because it's my im

pression that the word translated command there is words.

Many people say, why should I learn Hebrew or Greek,. those scholars can

make a much better translation than I can make, bhose men who have given

us the Scripture and that is absolutely right, you can't, but you can't

expect to make a better translation than they make, but there is no

translation of any book that represents it exactly, because very seldom

dees one word in a language, correspond to a word in another language.

There is usually some difference in the meaning, a word is not a

a word is an and consequently you cannot say that in most cases

here is the name of the word this is just exactly that Hebw word, we don't

have it. Of course it is true that the Bible having been used so much it

has entered into the warp and woofi of our language, nd we've taken over

and we've developed the meaning of a great many words out of the Bible,

but that is much less than it was a few years ago, but our world

has gotten away from teh influence of the Scripture, 4%,{ to a very large

extent, but the words have a different significance and you can look at

the passage and with a comparatively small M knowledge,of the language,

you can see 11 3/k well, how are you going to

translate the into English? Well, the matter, what does matter

mean? What matter anyway? In English it is rather vague, matter, isn't
"

it? 12 but yet matter has significance to us

that doesn't have. The difference between mind and matter, there

is no difference There are significance in this

word matter. There are circumstances where that might be the best palce to

put . . might be the best place to put it. Now

it inferred the that is a type of a of pre-

sentation and I quite agree with Mr. Watson that matter, that word doesn't

exactly focus in English and the writers of the A.V. thought these are the
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ten commandments God gave, that word means the ten command

ments, and perhaps they were right. The last commandment is nearer

if you just said the ten matter, well mabe that is good but it

seems to me pretty vague to the average English speaking person, I don't

think 13 and there is case after case where you

have a word and you know exactly what that word means, but you find

a word to express it in our language. I rember over in Germany when I

was first there, I was talking to my landlady and I saw a man go by and I

said, "Oh, there goes a friend of mine." "Oh, is he a friend of yours?"

"Well, yes, I was introduced to him yesterday." "Oh. "she said, "You were

introduced to him yesterday and you call him your friend?" Why, she was

amazed. Well, now in Germany the Germans have a word and it sounds

like our English word friend, and you look up in the dictionary and

it says friend, but the German word and the English word are so

different that she was utterly amazed when I said that the man was a friend

of mine and I had only met him the day before. "Well," I said, "What would

you call a person you had met yesterday?" "Oh," she said, "an acquaintance."

Well, now when does this person become a friend, what is the difference?

"Oh," she said, "A friend is a person whom you address in familiar terms.

You say you, instead of thee, you use the familiar form of thou instead of

t4 you." Well, we don'thave it in English, so the distinction doesn't

eist. To them it is a very marked classification. Well, now, there are

these people that live in this next apartment to yours. They have lived

there for twenty years and you've lived here. Every day or two they went

back and forth and chatted and had drank coffee together, and so on. I

said, "Would you calithém friends of yours.?" t5Oh," she said, "No, just

very good acquaintances, I wouldn't calã them friends." I said, "How

many f%riends do you have?" "Oh," she said, "I had one, but she died."

(laughter)So, you see the word 'friend' to a German, "a friend that sticketh

closer than a brother." A friend, to them, is a very intimate relationship
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It is almost more intimate than a relatie. It often is more than a rela

tive. A friend is a real close relation, 15 but it

is someone with whom you have an intimacy. Well, now in English,

we don't have a word for . Well, now when you are reading

in German and he says that man is my friend, the only way we can brthng

it out in English is to put a warm tone into it, like "friend"(laughter)

that is a vague idea, but it holds and to

translate German into English " a para

graph here and there of explanatory mateial to tell just what they mean

by these words which-sound-like ours but thef actuall meaning is so dif

ferent from oars and you find that over and over and over in German. It

is the most important " even in

the French in the German language
(end of record)
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In fact that is true of the great bulk of things that you will find.

I've known of some peoplej who are so much determined that it's vital

that in all of our church services every little detail be exactly as the

Scripture prescribes it, but the Scripture doesn't prescribe every little

detail. I kkow one man who gas very much against singing of secular

hymns. We shouldn't sing hynmnal words, we must only sin the song, so he

wanted to sing only the songs in his church and he got a book ito

sing them with which had the songs, not as they are in the King James, in

the beau.fiful language of the King James but twisted around to make a

metric version which would be fine if you make a good version, but it

was atrocious in that particular book, the English of it was teriible, and

he was inQistent upon so many little points exactly hew it should be

and then he got to thinking this, What more do we have in the Scripture

for preaching in hrnan voice, we should present the Word of God and we

shouldn't use 4our own human voice. Well you can see where that sort of

thing leads you. God gives us His teaching, and He wants us to present

it in any way we can that would make it known to people and in the days

before we had the full details of Christ visible for us,He laid out

in great detail a great many ceremonies and in order to present

a theistic mind, and drive them home, we don't need that today, we have

and that sort of thing now. Question:

Well it varies tremendously depending on the circumstance, you have to know

the heart to know what the true situation is, but then you take

the words that are used, the very fact of speaking so lightly of God, having

such a superficial attitude of God, of using His name in such light ways

it certailly is , now if the person doesn't realize the

significance in God's sight it ± certainly isn't so bad as someone who does.

I remember being at the Presidion in SanFransico, and the fellows around

there triming, the language they used actually was terrific, and I remember

a young fellow that came in there from a good moral home, I don't know if
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a good Christian home or not, but a good moral home, and he had never heard

such language as thin in all his life, he came in there and he heard this

language all around and in about a week, he egan using a little of it, and
twice

at the end of the month why he used (tj as much as anyone else in

the camp. I remember one of the follows saying My won't it be interesting

to see him when he gets home, He'll say, Mother, pass' the blankety bliik

butter, and they were quite amused to see what a portion it had become of

his vocabulary. Well in that case he vent into it wi a background very

different from it, he was shocked by it at first, he deliberately faced it,

which is quite different from a person who had just slid into it without

being ready to He faced the thingand gave into it and he was

more responsible in God's sight than someone who had simply

never realized its true significance. Of course, it is all a degeneration

from the idea of actual doing something with the Word of God, using it as

a means for your own selfish purposes. As it is now it's merely a means

you might say, of letting off emotional feeling, but surely one could find
fourth

a means that wouldn't dishonor God1at the same time. Now the %{commandment
fourth

begins very strangely. In Exodus 2:what is the fiBtt word of the %t%
fourth

commandment? In Deut. 5 what is the first word of the commandment?

What is the first word ft the fourth commandment? in Deut 5 Now what

difference. Is one a matter of will, and the other a matter of intellect?

Is that the difference? I don't think so at all. Keep the Sabbath day

to sanctify it is a statment you might say of the law, here's god's law

Keep the seventh day, keep the Sabbath day, that is the commandment, Now

here we have a commandment in Exodus that is m than a commandment. In

addition to making a commandment it contains an interesting inference. Re

member the Sabbath day. Now you say, here's whatI want you to do, I

want you o do this and I want you to do that and don't forget iDdo this,

remember this. The implication is that he is not now giving them, in ny

sense a new commandment, it is that he is j presenting to them a reminder
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of something whch they have always known was part of God's law and he is

simply taking up into the unified presentation of the law something which

is already familiar. It's an old commandment repeaed. Remember the

Sabbath day, now keep the Sabbath day, that would be perfectly all right

give the law, and one feature of the law is ± the keeping of the Sabbath

day, but here he simply reiterates what as previously known. Renieber the

Sabbath day to keep it holy. Does the Sabbath day begin here at Sinai? Is

this where it starts? It is not. If it was he would say, There is some

thing I want you to do. I want you to establish a sequence of days so that

every seventh day you'll set aside for eertain purposes, that's not what he

says. He says Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy . Evidently then,

this is something that the people had known long before was God's law and

they are now merely reminded of it. The Sabbath didnot begin at Sinai, it

is not simply a portion of God's law to Israel. It is a part of God's un

iversal law given long before this time, familiar to the people and stressed

to them this time, and placed in its proper place along with the other

commandments which he gave them at Sinai. Remmber the Sabbath day to keep

it holy. Well now tk we know that there is a reference to the Sabbath day

though not an exp&anation of it, it's not a command specifically given, but

reference to it back in Genesis 2, in what is properly the last part of

chapter 1 but it comes after eur unfortunate verse division here andso it

is placed in chapter 2, and God blessed the sventh day and sanctified it

because that in it he had rested from all his work which God created and

made. There is a statement there of the foundation of it, it rests back

upon creation, it was given in the account of creation, and then we get over

here to Exodus 16 before the giving the law of Sinai we found there in

Exodus 16 the statement was made about the verses 4,5 that the people were

to bging in. the mannah and the sixth day he gave them twice as much as he

gave them on other days, and the seventh day then they were not to gather

I
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any. And in verse 25 of Chap 16 we read And Moses said Eat that today;

for today is a sabbath unto the Lord: today you hall not find it in the

field. Six days /ye shall gather it; but on the seventh day/ j which

is the sabbath in it there shall be none. A reminder to the people of the

law with which they were already familiar., We find the reference to the

to the week already in the book of Genesis in chap 29

verse 27 where Laban said, Fulfill her week and verse 28 and Jacob did no

add fulfilled her week, and in that case it was a week of years of course

that is the weeks of years modeled after the week of days, and so while

the week a is not something that we find in other lands It is something

that the poewillingly put out of their minds and when people now days

turn away from God, one of the first things they are apt to x± forget is

the Sabbath day and d's command for it. mother words it was a part of

GodJs command a part of god's will from the very beginning and definitely

so before the giving of the. ten, commandments at Mount Sinai. Now you have

here the presentation Remmber the Snbbath day to keep it holy, six days

shalt thou labor and do all thy work. There is . professor in the Pacific

School of Religion who' says that most people talk'.a great deal about verse

8 and verse 10, but they overlook verse nine and his students say that this

is one verse that this man rea1l believes in. Of course I know tht there

isn't much else in the Bible that this particular man belies but he does

believe this. Six days sbalt thou labor and do all thy work. He says that

if we're to have God's blessing, xkzxe we must not merely rest on the seventh

day but we must work on thesix, Mr. R± Kirkwood? (question) Well as

to whether the previous commands before this one had been specifically given

before I don't know,Thou shalt have no other God's before me, I'd say that

would stand to reason, I don't know that it has ever been expressed, Thou

shalt not make any graven' image, bow down or serve them, there's no specific

presentation of it ±i anywhere before, Thou shalt not t4e the nave of the

Lord thy God in vain, is similar, but when we come to this fourth one
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he evidently wanted to stress that this is not a new thing but that this

was something that was already known. Of course it is true that the ten

commandments are the presentation of the ineral law of God and the moral law

is inherent in the structure cbf the universe, the difference between

right and woong is established from all eternity and consequently it isn't

that this is you say now, here are the rules, ibu are not to park in this

particular block, in this block you can park for one hour and no longer,

you are to drive on the right hand side of the streeli and other things thpt

you can make it this way or that way, this is the law today, tomorrow you

may do it a different way, the.ten commandments are not that The

ten commandments are the moral law of the universe, they are in the structure

of the un.iverse,.a they are the difference between right and wrong, and con

seguently a person should be familiar with all of them, but when we come to

this one, for some reason he felt it desirable to stress that one, that this

was not a new thing, that E this was something like the otirs was inherent

in the structure thf the universe and which was familiar to them aredy

and he's merely stressing it to keep them remembering. Mr. Buswell? I

can't see how that word remember

If I say we're going to establish a new system, tomorrow I want you to get

here on time, but now if I say, remember to be here on time, that implies

that you already know it, the result is the same but there is an implication

that isn't in the other. And when he says Remember the Sabbath day he

implies, you can'r remember if you don't already know it, like the negro

who said, }tow can I mo-lasses, when I haven't had any lasses yet. You have

to already know if or you can't remember it. It doesn't change the

comaandiemt it's just. an Mr. Bates (question) And if in, Deut

5//J$iJ hich is identical with this, most of the commandments are word
for :

word ii Deut. 5 to what we have here. And if here it said remember and

there it says remember, if here it said peace and there it said peace, I

wouldn't feel quite so convinced that /7 there is a real importance to th
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the fact that this particular word is used. 15 a differ

word is used than it is here. It seems to me that there is some reason

for the difference and the normal thing, the natural thing // would be

that at the first time he gives it he says people, and the second time

he gives it he says any number the last

time he gives it, he simply gives the commandments, here they are, here is

what they are to do. But the.

first time in one case among them instead of giving it in its

he Z/puts in this other word remember and he is reminding them

of those experiences in the wilderness when the man who went out and tried

to gather manna on the Sabbath and it didn'.t work and He is reminding them

of God's original creation, and he is reminding them of all this. (question)

(end of record)
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We don't know, at least the essence of all of these commandments. Certainly

there is no question, but the essence of all these commandments was known

to them, there is no question about it and the essence of these, of

most of them, the essence, you might say, is known to all people, but when

the people were in Egypt and the people around about them would say, Yes,

worship your own God, don't worship some other god, and they would say,

don't put something else in the way of God. The Egyptians have all these

statues of these gods, but those statues that represent them, they don't

think that statue here, select the being and this

statue is a means of 1 1/3 but the statue and to

misude the implications with their Egyptian gods they would

and stealing and killing and committing adultery and so on, they

would be known to people, but when you come to this point, the Egyptians

didn't have any The Babylonians had something somehwat simi

lar, but not exactly. It might seem to some of the Israelites, well, now

here is something, what business does this being . These

other/ things are known to everybody. These are great moral principles of
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the universe, but now here is a specific little matter of ceremony about

taking a particular day and treating it in a certain way, what is the idea

of putting this in. God says remember this. This is nothing new, this is

a part of it. This is something that I ned'to remind you of, because while

the people all around you will recognize the others they may hot be familiar

with this. In fact, in Rome, we know, that they ridiculed the Jews for the

keeping of the Sabbath. They thought it was very silly. Why should people

not be willing to work seven days? Wehy should they. take one ?

The Romans ridiculted theni..It was one thing that made it difficult for the

Romans, for the Jews in those days in Rome. When you have the word here

different from any other, anddifferent from Deuteronomy, you don't want at

build too much upon a word, but we want to' see whether there is an impli

cation or not, and if we find what may be an implication of it, then we look

throu.h the Scripture to see if the implication fits with a piece in the

Scripture elsewhere and if we had no reference to-Sabbath befa this time

and we have no reference to it in Exodus here, or anything until you get

here, Well, you might say, now hu is giving a brand new command here. It

is a new thing, apart from the covenant, why then did He

put in the word 'remember'? we can't understand the reason for it, but

the implication is that it is not a new thing, it. simply is a reiteration

of something that was already known, as ofcourse, the other side too, but

in this you might not' think it ., and so He puts the word in, and you look

back and you find the evidence that it' was a1rady known. (question 3 )

Yes, a very good question. What is our relationship to it? Well, what is

our relation to the other commandments here? That is an interesting and an

important question. What is the relation of the Christian to God's comman

dments and what is his relation specifically to this commandient? Are all

the other 9 affective today1 And this one not? Is that the case? Or

are no one of them affective today? Or what is the situation? Well, those

are rather basic questions and I don't know whether we should plan to discuss

them fully at this point. We should' discuss the large general questions. We
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want to do it before we are through, but as to the relation of this to the

others, there is one thing I want to ask. What about those three kinds of

law that we mentioned? Moral law, civil law and Ceremonial law? Are the

ten commandments meral, are they civil law, or are they ceremonial 18w?

Well, I think you could say the ten commandments are moral law. "But that
of

doesn't mean that they are only moral law. There may be elements '%'I% the

other types of law involved in them. And when we take there is a

moral principle there that it is God's will that there be a rytbmn in life.

That things do not go along exactly the same, that there is a quite

5 at which you turn aside from the ordinary things of life. There

is a certain part of it to be devoted exclusively to His service, and not

only that there is a certain part of it devoted to and changes

in the situation and looking back over what you've done and looking ahead

of this time, there is an interruption, there is a period of looking back,

of looking ahead, a period of looking to Him exclusively, there is a moral

principle there, which He has established in the constitution of the universe.

And they say that even with material things, that with regular rests you

accomplish more with them than without it. I read that some cooporation

have said, that if we have a third world war they are not going to do like

they did in the second world war, and to put their time in on a seven day

basis, they said that they found in the last war that then they started

working seven days a week, at first they increased production and there was

quite a bit more produced in the week, but before very long, that the work

man were actually producing less in the seven days than they had previously

been producing in the six days. This is the way God established it. This

is a part of the constitution of the universe and so it is part of the moral

law. But it also is part of the ceremonial law. The ceremonial law is the

giving of the means by which we are to worship God and those principles which

we are to use in driving home to our mind and remaining, of things that he

wants us to remember. And here we have the Sabbath day which reminds of the
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fact that God created the world in a orderly fashion. That it is divided

into Six: stages, six definite stages, which reach a. climax in a seventh
He.

point in which ceased from His labors, and looked back over that which

he had done. It is a reminder to us of God's creative activity. It is

a reminder to us ,2' that there is a goal in God's creative activity, that

it looks forward to an accomplishment, toan end, to a purpose. It is a

reminder to us of the. fact that in the constitution of God's universe

there is a purpose. In other words it is eschatological, it shows an end,.

it shows a goal, it shows a purpose, that God in His creation has not just

created the world just to go on and on and on and on, but that it,goes on

and reaches the goal for which He has established it and then there is the

sabbath law. And so we have a purpose of driving home to the mind certain

truths of God's character, of God's purpose, of God's method of working and

we find these driven home to the people's minds all through the O.T. dis

pensations and we now find that it is vital that the same truths be driven

home to our minds, but there is an additional truth connected with them

today. There is the truth that Christ after He had accomplished His great

work of dying for our sins on the cross, that He ceased from His labors.

He said, it is finished, and he went into the tomb, he ceased from his

labors and then on the first day of the week, He came out from the tomb, He

came out from the tomb as proof of our justification, as proof of the

accomplishment, that is the foundation of our Christian religion and so it

came to be changed in the early days so that we no longer observe the7th

day but we observe the first day and we remember the moral principles and

the ceremonial principles thatl are involved in the seventh day and we add

to them this most important thing of the XMX centrality of the resurrection

of Christ,4/ the foundation of our lives. (question 9) The question, of

course, is in all of these commandments. The question is, what is the moral'
God ives

law, what is ceremonial law, what is civil law. Ceremonial

for the purpose of driving truths home to us, and He may change ceremonial
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law under different circumbtances and different situations. Civil law is

the enforcement of the moral principle or should be and it will vary with

different situations. Now in the N.T., the moral principle of the sabbath,

is preserved and maintained and stressed again in the N.T., the moral prin

ciple of it, but the civil raw of it, is something that is subject to change,

and the details of the Jewish tradition as to how the Sabbath is to be

kept or how other ceremonies are to be carried out is something from which

we are free and in which we are not to be in any way in bondage to Jewish

tradition and we do not have in the N.T. an explicit command of the change

of the time, but we have the evidence that it did occur in apostalic days.

That the Christians who at first observed two days, then came to put it

all upon the one day, and it is pretty good evidence that it is not contrary

to the Lord's will that that change should be made for He' in no way inter

vened to suggest they were doing wrong. (question 11) No, I say the Jewish

civil law would be the laws like you have among the Jews today where I was

reading just the other day where there was a meeting of Jews somewhere and

they were meeting on a Saturday evening I believe, and the metting finished,

and they went out of the building and the JanitOr had gone home, a gentile

janitor had gone home, and I read in the paper, they were quite upset,'

they didn't know what to do' because it is against the present Jewish law to

do any work such as lighting a fire or putting out a fire on the sabbath

day, and here was a light and how dould they turn out the light on the

bbath day and yet, being good Jews they didn't want to leave a burninglight

on(laughter) so one of them went out on the street and he came across a

very kindly Gentile and asked him if he would be good enough to come in and

turn out the light. I read that in the paper. Now Christ said, you made

the word of God to no affect through your tradition, but what He maant wasn't

that the principles which were being carried out were wrong, but He meant'

that there was tradition which these principles all sorts of

little details so that people paid their attention to the details rather

than to the principles. They were not keeking the sabbath day any better
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because they wouldn't turn the light switch. It was a matter of making more

of the details of the thing instead of the great moral principle that God

was presenting. Now here we find that it is later. on given how far they are
on

to walk Zgˆa the saath day. There was a sabbath day journey. Now that

is civil law. That is the way in which in the agricultural community, in

which people were engaged in physical labors through the week, on the sabballi.

day there was to be a cessation of physical labor and it is restricted to

a comparatively little physical exertion on the basis from which they were

to have their rest from physical labor. Now in the case of a person who

was doing mental labor, a long walk might be one of the best ways

of resting 134 but i. should be a rest from mental

labor. (question 1321) Well, that is part of the ceremonial law rather than

of the moral you might say. Then too, there are ministers who $very defi

nitely break the sabbath working seven days a week, but under the circum

stances the seventh day is their busiest day, that is the day when they do

most of their work. Well, to carry out the sabbath principle, they should

take some other day in which they take a complete-break and a complete change

and get the rest. (question 14 )Yes, well, did H%e change the significance

of it or did He point out another feature of it. (question lk*) I think that

is important about all of these commandments. The commandment is not a

particular way of doing' little details. The commandment is a great moral

principle and if you have the spirit and of the moral principle, you

will in the circumstances in which you find

yourself. And the circumstances will change in the means of application

but the moral principle remains firm and vital. Now I think our

time is up. (questhn 15) No, God never changes the moral law. When it comes

to the civil law, when it comes.to the ceremonial law, we find Him stressing

details of ceremonial law Christ, not after, but when it comes to civil law

there seems to have been a great deal of liberty in the O.T for people to
use their brains of applying the moral law.

(end of record)
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Well, now the Hebrew and the Greek re very different in their usage, and

the ten..words, what it says is words, not word in our English language,
t

perhaps matter, but that may $00 . Actually they seem to be com-

mandments. They are what God gave and wanted us to follow and to obey and

nine of them, at least, are definite things 1 so that

it doesn't seem to me that it would beat all wrong in saying that what

He has given is definite commandments for us. But we can't say

The Jews want to say that fji( the preamble is the first, well,

I would say this way, if. you can find ten distinct commandments it would

be reasonable to say that is what God has given, ten commandments. If you

can only find nine real commandments then you might say that there is a

presentation of an idea which is vital, which is not a command, but might

be one of the ten words. And so it seems to me that actually the Jewish

view is much more logical here than the R.C. or the Luth. view, because

they divide up what seems to be very definitely one commandment. There

is no definite logical division of it at the end, and they

break it up into two. It seems to me the Jewish is mo±'e logical than

that. I think that the reformed view is somewhat more logical than the

Jewish in that it has all ten of the words to be actually commanded and

not merely words or matter. It is somewhat more logical and that it is

much more logical than either the R.C. or Luth. But of. course, the vital

thing is very definitely not how you divide it, but what you do with the

divisions that you have. And I want to say a little big about them. The

irst word, as the Jews take it, I don't think there. is too much to say

about it, it is the beginning of the introduction of them all. It is the

ground on which God gives these things. He is Jehovah, their God. He is

the one o has redeemed them. He is not saying do these things and I will

redeem you. He is not saying do these things and see what wonderful bless

ings you get from them, He is saying, I am the one who has-redeemed you

and it is on the basis of a relationship w1iich God already has with them

and in relation$ to what he has already given them and to the redemption
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He has already %7f presented that he is giving them this law that He wants

them to do. He is not here saying, Now if you want to t saved here is

the way to do it. You follow these commandments and then see what I do.

He is not saying that. He is 5jing, I have redeemed you. I have brought

you out of Egypt. I have given you wonderful blessings, and here is what

I want you to do. It is gratitude then to God that is presented. It is

the claim of God as our redeemer, as our Saviour, that it is presented, t

rather than an offer to us that if we will do something, then we may hope

to receive his favor. So the first is very important, but I think logical]y

there be nine commandments, at least it is logical to think we have

ten commandments, here, when it is spoken as ten matters, or ten words.

Now, the first commandment then is that thou shalt have no other nods be

fore me and, Of course, it says in this commandment that there isn't any

other God . Some will say that -there is no monetheism in this command.

This commandment they say is pI1fectly consistent with their bing yother

gods. This one doesn't say that you are to believe that there is only one

god. It isn't talking about what you are to believe but what you are to

do. He is saying nothing else is to take precidence in your life, in your

heart, in your mind over me. Nothing else, no god of the heathen, no image,

no idol, no desire of your own, no friend of yours, nothing that means a

lot to you is to take the place of a god to you. Thou shalt have no other

gods before me. It is a practical command, and it is not a doctrinal pre

sentation. It is not a presenttion of monetheism here, it certainly does

"not contradict monetheism, nor does it assume that there is any other god,

but neither does it stress that there isn't any other god. It does state

that as far asyou are concerned, your relationship is to only to the one

God, no other god is to take a place of pecedence before him in your mind

or attempt 5 . Well, now if we divide it into two commandments,

it does not seem to me to be absolutely necessary here, but tt does seem to

me to be necessary at the end we have the covenanting of one commandriflit
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and therefore if the peramble is not the accepted word, it would seem to

me that we must have twos. If we make that division, then the second

commandment here is against false worship and that would include worship

of others, but it would also include worshipping God under a likeness. Now,

of course the Mohammedans take this second commandment in its literal sense,

and it is part of the Mohammedan religion in its literal sense. Thou

ø'fZshalt not make unto me any graven image or any likeness or anything in

heaven above or earth beneath or in the water under the earth. Therefore

they say, sculpture is wrong, painting is wrong, anything that makes a

likeness of an actual thing, or personal or a natural animal is wrong, they

say, and while the Eastern Mohammedans in Persia and in throtgi there have

not followed it the way the western ones have, you will find that in Egypt

and in Palestine and in those great Mohammedan lands that they avoid all

fiction, and all representation, and it is the most marvelous thing in

Jerusalem to go into the dome of the , that great Mohammedan mosque

on the sight of Solomon's temple which took the revenue of for eight years

from Egypt to vuild, a very expensive thing, built in the middle ages by

the Mohammedans and to find that it is one of the most beautiful structures

anywhere in the woid. It is not extremely large. It has a big open

space around it, occupying a great part of the area where Solomon's temple

was, but it is most exquistiely made, The art of it is wonderful and yet

not a picture in it. It is entirely geometric figures, they strictly fol

lowed the command, taking it in the literal sense, thou shalt not make

any image or likeness of anything. Well, we do not feel that this is to

be taken that way. We do not feel that. It actually means that it says

in the most literal sense. Thou shalt not make '// any image or like

ness. We feel that verse 5.should be taken in close conjunction with it.

What it is saying is that you must not make an image or a likeness in order

to worship it. Thou shalt now bow down thyself to them nor serve them.

Let no emage or likeness is to be made as something to worship and we feel

that the R. C. come mighty close to the breaking of this command and that
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many of the individuals actually do break it, although the church officially

states its belief in such a way as to be very careful to avoid breaking it.

But as you get away from the and get the attitude of the great

bulk of the z34 people, I fear that it would be very hard to avoid

8 a great many of them actually do break this command. They bow

down and worship statues and images whether supposed to represent god or

supposed to represent godts people. (question 8) Yes, worship is similar

to bow down. Well, is worship used in this verse here? It says bow down

or serve them. The word here translated bow down in also translated then

worship. It means to take an attitude of adoring reverence before one whom

you XXX regard as divine. People sometimes say let us worship God with

our collection. That is not worship. That is ridiculous. It is an act

of service to God which God desires. We have altogether too little real

worship in our churches, we have much emphasis on the service of God, and

that., is right and fine, but the attitude of adoring contemplation of God,

ofbowing yourself before Him and meditating upon and adoring His great

ness and His goodness, the attitude of true worship is something that God

has commanded and which should be a very great factor in our lives. It is

something which He has promised real blessings to us if e do, but

most of us are too busy to bother.$/ We go to him and ask for some

present or some gift, if we are real thoughtful we. will thank Him for the

gift He gives us, but if we would take the time to tually worship Him as

Re desires us to be. It is something that 9 blessing, but on

the other hand there are those who.worship not only God, but perhaps more

than Godii in pictures and so on and we could learn something from them

actually worship, but e should direct our worship towards God

and not toward anything of any likeness even a likeness of the Lord Jesus

Christ or of one of his great saints, or even of his blessed mother.

(question 10) Well, even so, thou shalt not bow down thyself to them or

serve them, it has the image in between. (question)

I don't think , I don't think.they would. I think they
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use two different words. I think they say that i is wrong to worship the

virgin Mary, I think they would say that,. that only God, only Christ, can

beworshipped, but they would say that the virgin Mary can have great reve

rence, great reverence 11 but I

think that they technically would deny her any actualy worship,. (end of

lecI%ture) The ten commandments or the ten words or matter, it is pretty

hardto know just exactly how to express it in English, the iØdea is

very clear, but we don't happen tohave aword that is exactly the same as

the meaning of this Hebrew word ( ), bit we have tried different in the

divisions of them last time and I think it is important that everything you

look at in the Scripture, to notice that there are some things that $I
so

aren't Zif clear, theremay be differences of interpretation, there

are other tillings that are absolutely clear. Which way of the three are you

going to divide these in ten words, not particulary important, but less

you include everything 'that is included in them is tremendsouly impoEtant.

Now we looked at the introduction to it which we do consider to be the

first of the ten words and it is extremely important. I think an argument

might be made for making it the first of the ten words on the ground of its

importance. It tells what we have here. God tells those who are greatful

to him for redeeming them Rhat he wants them to do. He gives them the

pattern that He wants them to follow. He shows the type of life that He

wishes for those who He has redeemed from bondage. This doesn -t tell you

how to be redeemed, but it tells you how you are to live after you are re

deemed. Well, now the first of the commandments as the reformed inter

pretation takes it, is just verse 3, Thou shalt have no other gods before

me. We spoke of that br'iefly last time, an extremely important command.,

one which does not merely mean a divider of not outwardly worshiping gods CC
of

other names, gods, but not putting anything else in the position of a god

in your life or in your heart. You must have no other gods before Him..Thi

verses 11.,5,6, whether we take them as we do, as a second command, or as the
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Roman Catholics and the Lutherans do as part of the first command, are ex

tremely important in either case. Wrong worship, not to worship a thing

which represents God to the point where it becomes an end in itself. God

isa jealous God. Jealous even of those matters which represent Hifini if they

to us become so important that they blot out His face.. I heard a statement

made some years ago that if you could go down to the corner of a city and

you could blaspheme Christ and God, you could take the name of God in

vain and you could take the name of Christ in vain, and you could say all

sorts of wicked things about Him and it would be very unlikely that you

would get into any trouble, something that you would not like to hear what

they said, but they would pass you by. But they said, if you would go to

the same corner and would start speaking harshly at the Presbyrians and

the Baptists or the Methodists of some other church or the Roman Catholicx

you would probably get knocked down among other things. Now whether that

is a true statement or not, I do not'know, but at least, it is typical of

the fact that it is so easy for us to put objectives in a place

that is prominent, ahead of 15 . The secondary objec-,

tives are important. They have their right place, and it is an important

place, but it is important only because it comes from that that is primary

and first, and if our love to a certain church even to a creed, even to the

teaching of the Bible, even to the Bible itself, would get into the place

that would become more important to us than our love of God and our desire

to follow Him, it would then be something indeed of which God would be

jealous. Something that we were putting ahead of Him, something at which

we were bowing down and serving Him, and even though it was His,

(end of record)
at 127

a great deal of ours is Bible worshipper and if a person did worship the

Bible instead of worshippingGod, that would be utterly false and wrong.

The accusation is a verible accusation to make, but I don't thinkthat it

is true. I do not think there may beØ some people yet who put the Bible
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up on the shelf and look at it admiringly and never read it, but worship

the Bible, but I don't think that there are very many of them. And the

people the modernist are speaking of are not that sort of peeple at all..

There are people who are using the Bible as a means of knowing God. There

interested in God, but the Bible' is God's inspired and infallible way of

coming to know Him. We believe that is entirely true and free from error,

but we do not worship it and I don't think that we have much to fear at

this point of worshipping the Bible, but it is all so easy for us to put "

a human organization or a human objective, or a human instrument or a

human institution which should be occuppied by God alone. Anything that

comes between us and Him is wrong. Anything which points us to Him is

good. Anything which is a means of making His truth known is good so long
for it

as it remains a challenge, but oh, how easy it is to become an end in itself

I think that those, perhaps perhaps no greater danger' than this, than each'

one of us to watch more carefully then that we avoid falling into this,

which will really be an infraction of the spirit. Here, I think the com

mand is against farce. 'I don't think it is against making pictures or

against making images, but it is against laying down the instrument of

worship to something that comes between us and God. In the time of Christ,

the Jews would not hesitate to make pictures, in their synogogues. We

have a synogogue in Capernaum which has been excavated, which comes form

not the time of Christ, but not very long after, probably the 2nd century,

but in that synagogue at Caperñaum we find pictures oil the wall of fruit

trees, pictures of the candle sticks, pictures of various things from the

temple. There is art work on the walls of this sysnogogue. People did

not consider that this commandment was against art, but only that it was

against bowing down and worshipping representations. In later times, the

Jews 'took the commandment more like the Mohammedans do - I lieve, as

far as their religious life is concerned, and later synogogues do not have

pictures and representations of any sort in them. They followed the same
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tendency which we find so readily in our protestant charshes, that when

we get away from the spirit of God's teaching, it is so easy to put an
features

undue importance to various of the letter, making them in a way

in which they were not intended. As long as the protestant churches put

Christ and His atonement at the center, they occassionally use the symbol

of the cross, but it was not something that was tremendously stressed. But

you will find that among the modernist churches which have given up al

together belief in the saving power of Christ, there is a tendancy to put

up and symbols and to stress that sort of thing much more. Now

the next commandment is he one that we usually take. as the third comman
they

dment, Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord God in vain, for theLord

will not hold them guiltless that taketh His name in vain and this in

its origiMi meaning has rather disappeared from modern civilization
get at

and consequently we do not )1 first sight its real significance. lit

is a prohibition against magic., It is a prohibition against using the

name of the Lord for vain purposes. It is a prohibition against trying to
be spells

use His name as a means to or secure for us the things that we want,

using His mme as our magical instrument. It is originally then, a command

against magic, against using the name of the Lord for a vain purpose.

And right there we get into what is, I think, basic in all relations, the

difference between religion and magic. We may not, have magic in that form

today, but we have magic in its reality, in its essence today. Religion is

you trying Ui find what the diety wants you to do and how you can worship

Him in line with His desire, his magic as you try to make the diety do

what you want Him to do for your interest and your purpose. There are peo

today who do not have much belief in the Scripture or in His teachings, but

ty think to have it preached and taught because it makes a better civili

zation, it makes for better order, and it will clean out some of our child

dilthnquency. Many a person who has no belief in the Scripture will give

money for the preaching of the Gospel because he thinks it is good-for the

community. He is using it as a means to get something that he think S
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it
vital and to that extent is % magic and not religion. He is taking the

name of the Lord God and using it for a purpose of securing 2fhis end rahta

than in order to carry out God's purpose. I read a story in a very Godly

lately, I don't know whether I told it in this class or not, if it was, it

is to stress a little different point. I came across it a few years ago

in a,very godly paper, the account of a person whose family were away, the

father and mother were away in a truck, they were carrying a lot of stuff

in a truck and the children thought now, we wonder if there is danger that

the parnts might have an adcident and might not get home and so they prayed

and I read in this very godly paper, exhorting people to pray and giving

instances of fulfill%/ ment answers to prayer, and they prayed that God

ould protect the father and mother and bring them home safely, and then the

time came when the father and mother should get there and they didn't get

there and an hour or two passed and then they arrived, and they said, oh,

how fortunate we were, they said, the truck went over the bank and turned

ovdr and was completely demolished and all the stuff destroyed, but it real*

seemed miraculous, we fell out the winder as it went over and landed

safely on the soft grass and neither of us was injured at all. And the

chi1ren said, oh, why didn't we pray for the Lo to save the truck as

well as the parents when we were praying. (laughter) Well, that is magic,

that is not religion. Prayer is something that you could do that would

get you what you wanted, and if only you said the right words and thought

to include the truck in it, why they would have been saved as well as the

parents. That is not Scriptural phayer. Scriptural prayer is athild comirg

to his father. It is the one whom God has redeemed coming to the one

who. knows better than he does what is good for them, and asking him for

His blessing and seeking to do those things that God wants him to do and

whether we say the words in just the, right way or not or use just the

right form, does not make a differende in what God does, it is our attitude

toward God and 44 there are scores of ways of saying things that He has

given us to impress on our minds the things that he wants us to have, but
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the vital thing is our relation to him and not whether we do the thing in

just the right way to get just the right results. Many a person has an

attitude toward salvation that gets mighty miracle magic rather than reli

gion, who has the attitude that if a person will only say a certain word

he is saved. You just say this and you are saved. Well, salvation is not

anything of the kind. Salvation is the heart attitude toward God. It is

something that we cannot earn, that God gives us, but the essence is the

heart attitude, it is the change of viewpoint toward Him and it isn't simp]

saying yes to certain words or even repeating, certain words. (question) 9 ]

Yes, from the use of these words in Scripture as a whole. (question) Yes,
to

use it for vain or wrong ungodly purpose. It doesn't mean for, it

means for purposes that are not God's purpose, for nothing, for wrongness,

for that which is contrary to His will for us. It is an exhortation against

magic. Now, of course, in our day it has degenerated until we have some

thing that in our days you might say in a way worse from magic in the middle

ages it was customary when, a person wanted to hope for something, they

would invoke God to give them the blessing, or they would call upon God

to show His wrath upon the person 1ho they thought was conthary to what

they want. That was a form of magic, it was calling upon God to do this

thingfor your own selfish interest. Now, when you get to use that phrase

ology with no thought of its real meaning, and simply use it in thelight

way as a means of a tool, 1hy it is the 'same thing, you might say, carried

a degree worse, because it is simply regarding God in a very light and

meaningless way and so it starts with magic, our cursing and swearing of

today is a development from magic, but it is a development in which people

have lost faith in its having any cy and it is really accomplis1

ing anything and it takes a superficial attitude toward God altogether.

Now, of course, the great bulk of the people who swear and curse today are

"
simply repeating phrases that they have heard other people say, and not.

thinking of the significance, but, when they do think of the significance,

that is what it is. (question ii) Yes, well, I think you refer
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to the say in Numbers where a man accuses his wife of faithlessness and

there is no evidence one way or the ether and it is laid out there that

there is certain things she is to drink, certain water that is to have

the scrapings from the altar or from the ground around the altar and this

material she would drink and the priest is to pray that-,God will cause

that she will be upset and misery if she is guilty and that she will not

if she is innocent. Now, that of course, was a looking to God to give an

answer to the question of whether she was innocent or not. I had-a doctor

who worked out a theory about the particular types of material that

:the ark and under the ark, the particular cbmeicals that would

be involved, and he has a thoeDy that there would be some specific

material result from the drinking of that particular material, I don't know

whether we know enough about it to know but what the passage teaches is not

the people could not compel God to do something but that God laid out

means by which He promised to make it possible .to either clear the Roman

of unjust charges, or to convict her of just charges even where there was

no . I think one instance of real magic from the Scriptures

is where the sons of Elah s&d when the hilistines were defeating them,

Let"s take the ark of God and if you have the ark of God there in the battle

then of course the Philistines can',t possibly hurt us because God's ark

is there, and so they bring the ark out into the battle and they went out

wthth the ark and said x now we can't help defeating the Philistines, we've

got God right here in the ark, but it wasn't God's will that they should

defeat the Philistines. They were doing it as magic, trying to use it

God's instruments for their own purpose instead of putting themselves in

line with His purpose, and the result was that the Philistines completely

defeated them and destroyed them and killed the sons of Eli and took the

ark captive, but after the Philistines had the ark captured, it was not

God's will that they should keep it and Gpd intervefied to make the Philitines

into such misery that they decided to send the ark back. It is the diff-
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erence whether it. is God's purpose you're seeking, or whether it

is a means of carrying out the purpose that you have. Question.

(end of record)
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And we notice that in that commandment there is a moral principle, a moral
in'

principle of rest /rythmn. There is a moral principle there of

setting a certain portion of time aside exclusively to the Lord. There is

a moral principle there of observing this reminder, of course, that gts ova?

into the Ceremonial law. Perhaps you bad beter put that other under the

ceremonial.. Then the Ceremonial uld perhaps be the reminder aspect, re

minding one of God's creative activity Reminding of the fact that God's

activity is orderly and that it has a goal That it is not just aimless ac

tivity but that the six days of cBeatlon looked toward the seventh, the day

when He ceases from his labor And, of course, the N T combines that with

the remembrance of the resurrection of Christ Christ the coal of our life,

the return of Christ, that toward which our age moves, that the ressurection

of Christ is the foundation of everything And so we put it at the very be

ginning, the very beginning 4,t' upon which all of our life is based (question

2) Well, in most of these laws, you will have no difficulty in telling whether

.,are
civil, ceremonial or-moral. This is one of the few-cases where you

do have difficu]1j The reason you have difficulty here is that because there

are all three in it It has a .moral principle in it which perhaps is some

times overlooked, but which I think we ,.are justified in saying is definitely

there It also has a ceremonial aspect which is a very important part of it,

both before and after the coming of Christ and therefore it is very easy for
most stressed

that aspect of it to become and. then in its application there is

civil law So in this law all three are there, usually only two, but when

ever you have a moral law, you may have civil laws go ing out of it as a

means of a promise (question 3) Yes, that is true (discussion) Well, as Mr.

Buswell has pinted out, there is no separation of church and state among the

Ie.12..tes God was the ruler, they were God's people, it was God's kingdom,

and therefore what was contrary to God's will was every bit as important as

what was contrary to the means of people getting along well together in

their, ordinary pursuits of life and so there isn't a sharp distinction there
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betweea civil and ceremonial, but I would say that in general there the

ceremonial is that which takes religious knowledge and has a particular way

$ of doing them. Usually with a purpose-:of expressing certainideas whcih

are to be impressed upon the mind. Well, now, you might say that this is

very close to the civil in that it is something that God does for a purpose

and would change when the purpose changes, but the civil ordinarily is that

which man is rather free to change as he chooses in order that his object in

them should be to apply the moral law. A group of people does not have the

right ot make any sort of law the- -,T want, the law whih the ereiThoLnir1 LI -

op-It" of i;h couet uIht pass, but which would be immoal, The people

had no fight before God to pass laws which were not intended to be in some

way an application of moral principles to the light of the community and in

back of any law that is a just law, there is a moral-principle which it is

being attempted to carry out and to apply. But in the application judgment

must be applied and judgmentdiffersand in the application condition varies

mm tme to time and therefore civil laws are alvays subject to change,

moral principles are immutably established and never chard. And in the

" Sabbath law we have the moral principle which the foundation of the

" universe which adheres in the constitution of mankind and in the

constitution of the universe as God has made it. But the moral principle is

not so bbvious there as the ceremonial aspect of it, which, of course, is a

very important aspect, both before and after the coming of Christ. And then

the civil aspect of it is brought out in many different places. Where there

are civil laws and the civil law is not so much in these cases to carry out

the ceremonial aspect of it. It is not so much to impress on people's

minds this lesson as it is to enable them to properly secure from it the rest

that they need and so the civil laws are somewhat Eariable and we find: a good:

many of them in the O.T. connected with the sabbath laws as we have civil la
also

connected with some other moral principles. (question. 6-113) . Yes, as to

our present attitude, it is a rest upon the practice of the N.T. church. A
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practice which as a change in practice which was made during the days of the

etab1isbment of the N.T. church wen the apostles, appointed of Christ, were

very definitely in supervision and direction-of things as they went on and tle

Sbhtiptu.re was being written and if a vital error had been made we would

expect the Lord to make that clear in His word. I don't know whether there

is much more we need to say about it. I .have here a list of maybe 50 verses

on it which, if we were further along in our material, I would take time to

look up all of them with you, but I tnk perhaps we will pass on. Maybe I

will mention two or three N.T. references, Romans 14:5,6, Galations 4:10,

l1/; Col. 2?16,17; Hebrews 3?4. In Hebrews we-have considerable stress on

the Sabbath principle. There remaineth therefore a rest for. the people of

God. Now we will go on then to #4. No, I went to look at the other com

mandments, some of them briefly. 1 don't want to take much time on them.

This is number 4, #5, we should glance at. Honor thy father and thy mother,

that thy days may be long on the land that the Lord thy God giveth thee. The

N.T. lays that it is a first commandment with . It is the first one

whthh has a specific promise connected with it. That thy days may be long

upon the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee. You might say tl in a way

is a variation of the Golden Rule, to do unto others as you think they should

do unto you. If you would like a long life, why do what you can to help your

parents to have a long and happy life. Honor they father and thy mother that

thy days may be long//' upon the land that the Lord thy God giveth thee. You

notice that he does not say Obey thy father and thy mother. In the N.T. we

read children obey your parents. Some parents get the idea that their chil

dren no matter how old they are should obey them, but there is no suggestion

of a such thing in the Scripture. A parent has a duty to keep the child

from lying, 9 to his right upbringing and help him to

develop himself to be an independent member of God's family, but when a

person is of age, he has not only the right, but the duty and the reponsibili

to make his own decision and if wrong decisions are made end his life is

ruined, he cannot in the end give the excuse that I was doing what my parents
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told me to do. -When a man becomes mature', he reaches the time when it is

necessary. to make his own decisions' and he cannot shift the responsibilty for

them upon onto his parents. even though he would like to do so and even if

they would like to keep on assuming responsibility for him. If theman-says

nothing about $%/64 a grown pezson obeyng his parents in any regard, obe

dience is to the Lord,, but there is honor which is due and properly due to

the father and the mother. The most silly thing that in the in the

Presbyterian church of the U.S.A. of the members of the Independent

Board, they had to have a moral principle on whth to try ministers for be

longing to the Ind. Board for..Pres. forg.ign..missions, and they couldn't

say what we are trying for you is trying to spread the gospel. . They

couldn't give.-that as it wouldn't sond very good for a reading, so they

put it under this command. They said they were disobeying the 5th command-

ment, honor thy father and thh mother,

command-

101 the church

the faith of. the father and the mother. It was so obsrd, it

was the rule on which they were put out of. their churches and expelled from

the church was Dor of this commandment, but it is so obsurd %
a
,1/claim that it is no wonder that in the Harlem Memorial Church in Phi-la.

when the sexton of the church was appointed by the Presbytery as the pros-

ecutor for the members of the church who. were in the Independent board,and
one of them

he read his speech, which probably had $,/written £or him. When he came
to

say they had broken the commandment he looked down at the paper and he

misread the number of the chapter and he said they had broken the command

ment as 'contained in Ex. 19:12 and he misread the 20 and so he opened the

Bible and he read the commandment they had broken and thou shalt set y{

bounds unto the people round about, saying, Take heed, to yourselves, that

ye go not up into the mount, or touch the border of it: whosoever touch

eth the mount shall be surely put to death. And he 'went right on with his,

speech and never noticed that anything was wrong. (laughter): The other res

ponsibilities to obey the commandments whether we have a sponsibility to

interpret them reasonably. Now that leads veay.naturall,y to, the. next commandnmt
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Thou shalt no kill. And to those of you-who arenot in 2nd year Hebrew,

I assigned thait.for today. Thou shalt not kill. I asked you to look up

in Young's Concordance and see what is the, what other uses we have for the

word that is here translated kill and what other words are used for it in

the O.T. Now those who are in 2nd year Hebrew and consequently know some

thing of methodology and the study of words, why they had a harder

task to for today if their curiosity was aroused including, 3 or k

minutes they probably did this-assignment as well, but to those who are npt

that far in Hebrew, I thought it was a fair assignment for these in addition

to the outline for' yesterday and today. And so we take the command that is

translated in English, Thou shalt not kill, and our English Bible has the

word 'kill' in it a good many times. How many Hebrew words does this Eng

lish word, represent Mr. Giióhrist? Ten'Hebre words. And does it represent

the Hebrew word that is translated here more frequently than any other, would

you say that? It is not, is it. I noti"ced that there is a Hebrew word ( )

which we all learned in beginning Hebrew meaning,' kill' which is translated

'kill once' and that is not the one which i translates. There is the word

to die, in the 0 ( ) 14 meaning to cause to die wbibh is used è.

good many times, M% a very general idea, or there is the word ( )

to slay, which is used a good many times and is translated kill, then there

"is the word ( ), which is very different from the one used here. What

is the' difference between and the ( ) of ? Will someone

tell me that? ( ) we know is used a good many times. Surely everyone

here knows what means by this time. (question) ( ) is to kill an

animal and it is also translated sacrifice because it is used in connection

with sacrifice. It is also is used to just kill, as an animal, but it is

only translated killabout five or six times. It is usually translated

sacrifice, but it means to kill an animal. Well, this is not the word used

here. It is not a command not to kill an animal. There is another word ( )

which also 'means to kill an animal,, the word usedfor a butcher today; a

word taken from this ( ), but it is not that word. It is not the common
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word for slay, and it is not ( ) to put to death. (end of record).

otl3l

To strike or to smite and then occassionally it in the process means to

strike so hard soit is sometimes translated 'kill.' Really to smite or

to strike would be more exact rendering. Then the is the word ( )

which is also used for killing animals. That word is used in Jewish cere

monials today. ( ) is a participle of'itand is used today and:is set

aprt for ceremonial killing. ( ) What is the particular word used in

Exodus here? ( . ) The last letter in it looks:like a which often

is hard for us to distinguishfrom a the. two look ye y similar.

But a very
.
important thing to remember is that in the Hebrew ( ) are

practically never confused. They evidently set them very carefully apart in

their language. And this word ( ) is translated kill six times in the

0. T. And in. these six times, how many of them refer to animals? 'How many

of them refer to suicide? None of them do. They'are always used as sequel

to someone else. Now is this word ever, used except in the meaning

here translated? How nmy know': the answer to that? Everyone 2

Is this word ( ) which is translated 'kill' in Exodus

20 and in Deut. 5 in the ten commandments in both places, is this word ever

used in the Bible with any other meaning?, any other translation? How many

know and have looked it up and know? It should be everyone who is not in

2nd year Hebrew have done it. Now, if someone doesn't know how to do it,

why thye should find out because it is.a very simple thing to do. In

Young's concordance you look in the back where it has all the Hebrew words

listed with their translations and as it occurs in' the
A.V.)And

the Young's
con

'cordance makes it very easy to transliterate them into latin letters and

it ±s not a very scientific transliteration. '
wy about that be

cause its got a certain representation here and then it is arranged under

that under that, so anyone who can read English letters can look up Hebrew

words in one Concordance. And you look in the beck here and you have this
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word ( ), not ( ) which is like the which means except

or accomplish, but this is ( ) and we find that there it is translated

kill six times and murder once, but in the participle it is translated

manslayer, murderer, and slayer, and in the ( )be slain, and. ( )

murder, and the participle murder used twice, slain once and then the

participle translated slayer once k . So in every case

there we have the note of slaying or of murdering and if you look at

the instances under these different heads, you can look them up in

Young Concordance, or if you look under this one, where it is translated

kill by the translaters of the A.V. it speaks of the revender of blood,

killing the slayer, the one whom should kill his neighbor t,tØ$ under

, hast thou killed and taken possession Elijah said to Nabar, said

to Ahab after Nabar had been %%L murdered. It would seem to

have a meaning of killing according to a plan and as a result of hate.

It would ordinarily have that meaning. There are one or two cases where

it is used as one killing his neighbor unawares. Well, it would seem

to mean accidentally kill someone, but it appears to others as inten

tional murder. It is used also in cases where the killing is in the

result of a fued, someone else has killed a relative and the revenger

of blood seizes 1e one and kills him and this word is used, so it is

always used of a human being and it is usually in connection with hatred.

It is never used of animals, it is never used of suicide, it is never

used of war, it is never used of the action of he state in killing a

criminal, and consequently the command in English, thou shalt not kill,

is f%% truly translated. It is far too broad, a vague meaning, way

beyond anything that the Hebrew word here says. WAen you translate it

thou shalt not kill, you make it into an act instead of a situation and

no moral principles relate to an per se. There is no act which is per

se right or wrong. It all depends on what the eircumstances are and

the manner in which the act is performed. And in the case of this worfl,
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it would be much *etter if it had been translated Thou shalt do no murder,

Thou shalt not murder, for that is what the word really means as used else

where in the Scripture. The Scripture does not say thou shalt not carry

with, in thou shalt not steal, it means carry wood that belongs to somebody

else, like unless you are doing it at his request. The act of taking any

thing is not immoral. There is nothing in the world that a person cannot

entirely properly lift up and crary from one place to another, or take to

himself under proper arrangements with the one who owns it. Thou shatt not

steal means taking something that does not belong to you. And this com

mandment does not mean, not put an end to life, it means not to put an end

to life under conditions that it is morally wrong to do so. And our Eng

lish word murder comes rather near to expressing the idea. Not exactly

the idea, but rather near to it. It has nothing to do with war. It has

nothing to do with capital punishment. It has nothing to do with killing

of animals. (question 7*) I would say so, yes. It would seem to me that

I know of/no cases in Scripture where this word is used in connection

with , they always used a different word. And consequently, while

I think the case is not quite so clear as it is in the other case,

because in the matter of animals, other words than this are always used,

now suicide, of course, in the human being. In the case of war, God ex

plicitly commands it under certain circumstances. In the case of capi

tol punishment, it is explicitly commanded in the Scripture. In relation

to suicide, it is of a human being, and there certainly is no permission

font anywhere in the Scripture, and therefore I would not be ready dogmati

cally to say that this verse does not apply, for I certainly would not

think that the verse alone would be, one would be warned necessarily

t.t it related to that. Because the idea of murder, while suicide maybe

self murder, yet, I don't think it is quite the normal use of this parti

ailar word. (question 9) You mean that it was just translated kill in the

general sense? That would be a very interesting question. You will find
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Waltz's Polyglot in the library, it's a very heavy book, and you can look

enough to look into that, first yoa look 4 up this verse you will find thexe
Greek

tkat he gives two or three different translations The Septauagint and two

or three other Greek translations that give the Old Latin, that gives the

Syriac and the Armenian and several versions and you'll have no difficulty

in seeing what they all say because under each one of them there's a Latin

translation, and you'll be able to see exactly, if you'll look it up and

bring it to report . 411 right, I don't know how i s translated in the

ann.tent versions 0 ( ) it p is not a proof on any

thing but it is suggested and maybe important for the ancient versions

do with any work. NOv this is extrrnemly important what an ancient version

does with a word, if the word is one that occurs rarely in the Scriptures

because in that case you have little evidence of exatly what it means, but

when you have ten words translated kill in the Scriptitre and when these

vprds are used a good many times as we've just pointed out then you have

sufficient evidence in the Scripttrea to cmmpare Scriptime with Scripture

and learn what it means. That is the thing that determines what a ur word

means. The versions show you that somebody thought it meant, and this pern

may be someone who got his Hebrew second hand or lived long after it had

become a dead language and so the versions are nothing of the importance

that the comparison of passages and so in this connection I sonsider that

purely a matter of interest, but it is a very interesting matter. So when

you get a rare word in the Scriptures then the versions are just about the

only thing you have to decide, and then they become of real importance.

NOV then the other part of the assignment today given to those who are

in aecond year Hebrew vent back to the second commandment and so right here

perhaps we ought to refer to it. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven

image, the English translates it, and I asked you what is the verb, I asked

you did Moses do what the Hebrew verb connected with this verse represents.

Now the most Hebrew words are derived fran a verb, not all, it has been an

error in Hebrew study sometimes in the past of trying to derive every word
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from the verb, in fact it is the great error of any sort of linguistic stu

that people get so interested in the fact that they find certain principles

that apply very widely that pretty soon they start making principles nd

trying to make the Hebfew writers, or the writers of other languages always

write in accordance with their principles, then they find that they don't

do it. They find that the trouble tis that they don't understand really

the situation in the languag, the way to understand is not it to make

up principles and say the language has got fo follow them but to study the

language and see what principles are in it itself. And so when we look at

English and find that a great many nouns are derived from verbs a. great maw

a building is something that is built, an x automobile is something that
moves

by itself as fa as the formation of the word is concerned, and a

great many English words are derived from verbs kkit but by no means

the majority of English words. In Hebrew, the majority of nouns are derived

from verbs and consequently it has become customary in Hebrew study to

usually take the verb form as the root and then derive words from it. (

) because in most cases that is the fact but by now means a.

in father,- in son, in house and in a great many other common words they

were very definitely nouns originally and not therbs, but the majority of

Hebrew words are derived from verbs. And so you look,1 up this verb, the

graven image and what did you find the word was from gPaven image? Mr. Bets

Who remembers the exact words? Now that noun is derived from the

verb katal, and you might say that instead of sayng a graven image

we said a gra&en queen, there's nothing of the idea of image in that word

the idea of it is the idea of graven. It is something that is graven, we've

found two kinds of images in the Scripture, graven images and mthlten images

4-1he word mthlten is derived from the verbj and the wrd

( ) then is a. graven term. Now that word graven I'm using the old

Eng]A*h$ word which is never used today and which nobthdy knowsj what it

means unless they look it up in an old English dictionary.
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I use the word refering to a Scriptural teaching, that's the way tht

many of us use it, in referring to a Scritpuml teaching ( )

in that one case where I cane acrossthia 4Ø/% use of it I wondered if

you were using it correctly, in that particular case, But 8.t lest the way

he uses graven here does not correspond to the Hebrew word

(end of the record)
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Now of course our English word axgxy engrave, comes from grave and engrave

is ;t$.é to grave into, to hew into, to make marks down into. But grave

isn't ( ) so a graven image is an image that is made not by taking

some mud and putting it in the floor and sme11ng, but an image that s

made by carving or cutting. You can do that with wood, or with salt

it might even, in some cases be done with metal, but it's much more

difficult than the ( ). We 1,afer then not to the material that is

in it, but the way in which the mateid.al is handled, and did Moses ever

) anyting? Yes the English Bible says Hew thee two tablets of

stone and Moses hewed two tablets of stone and that's the word ( ).

When God wrote on the tablets of stone the ten commandments, but in that

case the word ( ) was not used of the engraving or of the making

the marks on the commandments, on the stone, the word means to carve or to

hew, and so Moses did that which is involved in the graven image but he

didn't do it to the image, he did it to the ten commandments. ( )

Aaron we find said I C ) and out came this calf and the fact of tt

matter was that they put the gold in to the mold, the golden calf was not

a graven image, it was a molten. Question:

Well then, we looked at the sixth commandment Thou shalt not kill which

does not mean to perform the act of hitting someone, it doesn't mean to

perform the act of bringing life to a man, it means murder, Yes?

o because it continues, or any likeness, Thou shalt not make any graven

image, that is the commonest type of idol worship and therterm, the commont

type might be used in a. general sense of all, or it might mean speciffcally

only the one/. If it stooped there, somebody could say, Thou shalt not

nake any graven image, which covers the principle of making images, they

u1d. apply to molten as well they would come under the big ( ).

But he goes on and he says, or any likeness of any thing, Thou shalt not

( ) . Qkestion. I think the fifth verse shows that the fourth

means an image for the purpose ofworshi*. I don't think it is a condemnation
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of statues, though some of the Mohammedans think it is. 5

(question) 5 1/3 engineering is

a very interesting question and they were way beyond what we moderns are

apt to think of them as having gone. There were many regards in which the

ancients were extremely good in engineering lines, but in Egypt at some

time before the time of Moses, the smelting of metal in a closed mold is

one of the greatest 5 3/11. I know

but there is considerable evidence and of

course we have abundant references in the Scripture the

old attitude toward the Scripture was to assume that everything of civili

zation was modern and that whereever you have a t'eference to a war or a

suggestion of anything, that implies that people had advanced knowledge

in any way, it must show that that passage is late, that they actually

didn't have it in early times and thus as you turn to the book of Judges

for a second, we find an interesting illustration of this, ch. 8:13 -

Gideon the son of Joash returned from battle before the sun was up.

And caught a young man of the men of Succoth, and enquired of him: and

he described unto him the princes of Succoth, and the elders thereof, even

threescore and seventeen men, "the Hebrew says 77 men, and the old English

says threescore and seventeen men. I remember one student said to me it

is a strange thing how much briefer Hebrew is than English. He found one

word in the Hebrew which it took four English words to represent. The

four English words were ' threescore and ten', and the Hebrew word just

said seventeen. Well, now in this case it is 77 men. He describes them,

and so Gideon brought this description of these seventy-seven men, we

read here and the young man that he caught here described them to

him. Now who, here, has a Hebrew bible with them now? Mr. Kim has one

right here and Mr. Kim could you find quickly Judges 8:1k? Could you read

here, I will read the English and you follow until we come to the work that
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I want you o get. Vs. 14. And caught a young man of the men of Succoth,

and enquired of him: add he what, yes, the

( ) and Mr. Wildellan what is the route of ( )? ( ) and how

would you translate it? Yes you are right Now theword

( ) Occurs maybe 150 times, I don't know how many, but a great many

in the O.T. And in practically every case it is translated

9 except in the book of Joshua where it speaks about the border of the

tribes and in this one case here and in most cases it is translated des

cribed. Now as you read this in the English, Gideon said to the young

man, he caught this young man, he asked him, and the young man described

the princes of Succoth. Well, what the Hebrew says is that he wrote down

the princes of Succoth. 77 men I am sure if I were in Gideon's place

I would have asked him to write them down rather than just tell me about

them, for if I heard him describe 77 I wouldn't probably remember any of

them in a few minutes, but why then does our English versXion says he

describes them when the Hebrew says wrote down and that is the vame He

brew word that is translated write just about everywheres else. I can

think of no reason for it except the 17th century skepticism. That is to

say that the translators of the A.V. when they came to this they said,

well now, here is just a young man at random in this little town down on

the Jordon valley and Gideon catches this man up the country there, and

he seized the young man and he asks him and he gets this information from

him. Now would the young man, caught at random like that, write down

what 10 as early as Gideon? Anybody could write

to say nothing of a man just caught at random there why it must

really mean that he just described, so they said that he described. But

the Hebrew doesn't say describe, it says he wrote down and it is an evi

dence that at that time in the Jordan valley literacy was much more common

than it is today. The evolution in that region has gone backwards instead

of forwards from that time. (laughter) Writing was quite common at that

time and all through that area and he could just take the young man at random
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and say, here, write this down and the young man wrote down what he

wanted. And it shows us the advanced stage of knowledge in that regard

in that area and new evidence has come to light, much new evidence to

show that the picture that it gives of civilization at that time is en

tirely true. A great many people take it for granted that everything that

Christ said, must have been written down a few decades later as people tried

to remember it. Well, how do you know that there were not people there

with notebookd? What reason do they have to say that there weren't? En

rolled at that time, men had factories where they would have a hundred

slaves and they would read to them and the men would all write it down

and in that way they could prepare a hundred books faster than we could

make the lines and set up the linotype for a book in America today. Of

course, since you've got your up here, you can make a few thousands,

but they would have a hundred of them put out like that. Writing W85 very

common as early as the time of Gideon. And we find that in many aspects

of technical understanding the people were as the rule very advances, but

of course, in other regards they were what we considered very backwards.

They didn't have any atom bombs or automobiles or telephones, but they did

have some things that in some regards are ahead of what we have made in

modern times. There are certain lines in which we haven't discovered the

secrets of the ancient Egyptians and perhaps they are not vital enough for

us for a great many people have worked on that particular line, but there

are points in which their civilization was more advanced than ours is today.

And the Israelites going up through the wilderness would make a Oxx

moltan image of a calf, is pretty good evidence that they were not just a

bunch of rages. It shows a pretty high knowledge along a good many diffe

rent lines. (question 121) A graving tool, I don't remember the particular

word there, whether it is (( ) or some other word is used there, but

they doubtless had various types of tools that they used for it. I would

imagine that it would be something like a chisel, that they would chisel

off a section, but I don't know. Well, now the seventh commandment; Thou
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shalt not commit adultery. It is very good that in this case it has been

translated in the English in a way that does not describe an act, but which

refers to a relation. Because that is a situation regarding all the com

mandment. There is no act in itself is right or wrong. In the early

Christian church, we say early, we mean a few centuries after the birth

of Christ, but very far back from now, there were large portions of the

church which in reaction against the prevelent licentiousness, and the life

of low morality of the Roman empire, took an attitude as this which were

reserved to all sexual relationship, that is not what the verse refers to,

at all. And in the Roman Catholic Church, it is today considered, that the

mark of very great holiness that the young girls that are in their early

teens will take a vow of chastity for her whole life, and that she may be

held up as a great saint, in fact, most of these Roman Catholic saints.

That is one of their great 141 that

is not . The commandment has nothing whatever of that sort

of a suggestion. In this, as in relation to sovereignty, in relation to 11

these other things it is a matter $/I,zM relationship, it

is amatter of whether things are done in %f,0 proper fashion and under

proper circumstances. And that which God has established as a part of

His there is no where in the Scripture anywhere a suggestion that
verse

could be considered as per se wrong. Some people take the in sin did

my mother conceive me, from one of the Psalms, as proof that all conception

is wicked, utterly 15 . Of course, David is pointing

out the great truth of original sin, nd wickedness tht is in his heart

and life and which is true of all but it has no relation whatever to a

misunderstanding of that which God has established and so I am gld that

in the 13th verse here the translation made is one which gives a very accu

rate idea of what is involved rather than let the give a very

general statement that covers all sorts of things that are not (end of reca)
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steal is very clear to all. It means to take something that doesn't

belong to us. It doesn't mean simply to carry or take away or transfer
authori

ownership, but it means to take withou proper 41Lzation. No. 16, Thou

shalt hot bear false witness against thy neighbor. The N.T. says that l1

hers will be case into the Lake of Fire. But the Commandment does not

speak in terminology that says that ti is utterly wrong to say anything

which does not give an absolutely precise and complete presentation of

truth. Because that is impossible with the ency .t$ of language

and the difficulty of knowing situations fully. The commandment here puts

the stress on the inten'%tá to do harm. That, of course, does not mean

that we knowingly say what is untrue is fXalse, it is permissable,

Rev, makes that very clear when it speaks of all liars being case in the

Lake of Fire, but the commandment puts a stress upon the heart. Thou shalt

not bear false witness against thy neighbor. Thou shalt not say things

about your neighbor which are ca1cu1at to injure him and not true.

(end of lecture) Ceremonial element involved in it. Now we look at Honor

thy Father and they Mother and we looked at the 6th, Thou shalt not kill,

and we noticed that that is not a very good translation. It is much too

general, it is not the meaning of the Hebrew word. Thou shlt not oomniit
false

aultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear witness against thy

neighbor, we were speaking of at the efid. And we noticed that the com-

mandment as given here involves two things. It involves the falsity and
involves the factthet

ft involves the against. It is not in accordance with ruth and it involves

the fact that there is an intention of malice involved in it. This is

because these 10 commandments are not an attempt to state, they are all

the details of a perfect ideal, but they are to bring out those great moral

matters which it is vital for us to take of the foundations of our moral

and spiritual life. And in that relation the matter of truth and falsity,

is one which is a very sometimes an extremely delicate point. Rev. 20

says all hers shall be cast into the Lake of Fire, but it is sometimes

difficult to define just exactly what a liar is. You can take a true statent
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which is absolutely true and yet which gives an utterly false impression.

You can say words that are veriably just exact, but the impression given

is wrong. There have been teachers in the Roman Catholic Church, they are

not in the majority by any means, but there have been teachers who have

claimed that it is all right to say something that deceives somebody else

provided that the whole words that you said were ture, even though part of

them were not audible to the other person. Thus you could say, somebody

could say, Did you take sometiing out of that barn? Arid you could, Why

I didn't even enter that barn, and under your breath, you cohi say, During

the last half hour. And they wouldn't have to hear it, but what you said

was absolutely true, and you were not a liar. Now there have been leaders

and prominent leaders in the Roman Catholic teaching course that have held

the fact that that was justified and the Jesuit order h1s been widely ac

cused d'holding that as a pat of its principle. It denies that its prin

ciples go as far as that, it denies it very definitely, but they do go a

certain distance in that direction. The matter though, if your duty is to

give everybody else a full and complete idea of anything that is in your

mind at any time that thoj take a notion to want to know about, you can sped

allyour time explaining and rexplaining and going over what you said, be

cause the human language is that that it is very hard to make an exact

confession. I think the Scripture definitely teaches that we are to speak

the truth at all times and that we are not to attempt to deceive, but a

great part of the heinousness ofceit rests upon Ø/ its purpose.

A great pat of it, and this command says - bear false witness against thy

neighbor - and a person may say something which is fantastically untrue,

but say it with the idea of a joke and it is probably not the right thing

to do and in some cases very serious injury results from it. Neverheless,

something that is verbly correct and only gives an impression only sght1y

contrary to fact may be done in such a way as very seriously to injure some

one else with malice . And the motive in any acts of human

beings is a very large part of the basis for judgement and so this cornmandnmt
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does not say in any way that at any time, it is permissable to say some

thing that you know to be false. It does not say that, but it does put

the stress upon the matter of injuring someone by something which is at

varience with the truth. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy

neighbor. IF a person is accused of something serious and in danger of

being punished for it and you know that he is not guilty and you meBely

keep quiet, you can be bearing false witness in that way. And you may be

breaking the commandment more seriously in that way than you would in a
involves

nother infringement of the commandment which very definite statements

contrary to the truth. (question 6 3/h) I would say that if this commandmert

stoud absolutely alone, it would be pretty hard to draw from it much con

clusion as to the duty of absolute truth at all times, but in the book of

Revelation we have the statement that all liars stnll have their place in

the Lake of Fire which is a very very strong statement and $/which doe

sn't stress the matter of the injuries then, but the tatter of departure

from the truth. And it seems to me that we have to bring that into con

sideration, in considering the ethical matters, but these ten commandments

do not attempt to deal with these things in a full way. They attempt to

give us certain great vital principles which are fundamental and it is

an important matter having your word being so dependable that wirn you

say something people will know that when you say a thing it is true. The

attitude which the early quakers took had much in its favor. They refused

to swear to the truth because they said, we will always speak the truth.

It is not necessary that we take an oath that this is true, as if /{f%

as long as we didn't take the oath, we could say anything we wanted to.

Everything we say is true and the early quakers got such a reputation for

truth that people would simply say well, will you affirm that this is true

and if he would affirm it it was considered sufficient because of his re

ligious profession and because of the reputation of the quakers for truth.

And as a result right inthe Constitution of the U.S., it is stated that a
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man has the privil%ege of affirming instead of swearing, but that doesn't

mean that somebody simply doenn't want to swear so he affirms, it means that

a person of a which considers that they have such reputation

for truth that their word is just as good as somebody's oath, they can

make that statement and I believe the lawholds that they affirm just as

much as they would hold someone else for taking the oath, but of other

people they take the practice of making them take oaths that you

can't trust their word except when they are under oath. Well, now the

matter of being one whose word is dependable is certainly God's desire

for us, but the great stress of the commandment is using words in order to

in juTe somebody else, the great stress of this commandment is on the

And the, and I think this should be said that while it is a vital

and important thing that the Christians word should be dependable and that

if he makes a statemeht the people should be able to depend upon it, that

this is not the great objective of that is there are other factors

on other matters which are tremendously important and I think that there is

this that can be said that the objection to the requTement to tell the truth

does not mean that we have to disclose all of our affairs to anybody

that asks of them. There are people who have a right to ask and it is

our dity to disclose them to those people and under those circumstances,

there are other people and other circumstances which have no right to

ask certain questions and neither do they have the right then to ask a

question in such a way that we have to give them an answer whether we

want to or not. The O.T. has a number of cases where a man was told to

make a true statement which was a vital thing in his activities but was far

from being the principle reason or the principle thing and he gives this

zt8.tement to people who have no right to ask about the principle thing so

God sent Samuel to anoint David, the purpose of Samuel's going to David

was to anoint a man to succeed Saul. That was God's purpose. God set

David apart for it. It was not God's intention that this should be revealed
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to Saul at that time. And therefore God sent Samuel to do this and Smuel

said to the Lord, if Saul hears I have gone to anoint another king he will

kill me, and the Lord said to Samuel, You say that you are going to Bethle

hem in order to hold a sacrifice. Now the statement was enjtirely true,

for he was going there to hold . sacrifice and he did hold n sacrifice

there. Nevertheless it as an evasion because it was not the whole truth,

it was not the primary purpose of his going, but it was a concealment of

the primary purpose of his going to individuals who had no right in enquire

what tas the primary purpose of his going. And so at this point, the
the right of

point of concealing they were evading questions of people who do not have

a right to inquire regarding these certain points and on that there is
I

often great difficulty in determining exactly what . And I

would say that in general, it is far better to error on the side of being

so clearly mistaken that nobody would question that you have told them the

truth. Then it is far better to do that than it is to run any risk of

iiaking a statement that errs a little on the other side for the sake of

12 . Well, now, we could take a month on this, I don't think

we had better take (question 12 1/3) Yes, in that case there

are a number of considerations here, one is this, Rehab was a heathen woman

who was not a member of God's people, who was not acting under the command

of Moses for Joshua. She is held up to us as an example of one who saw

that God was with the Israelites and that their conquest was part of His

will and who decided to throu her lot not with those to whom she was re

lated by blood but with those to whom she saw were God's people, and that

about her is very praiseworthy and is praised in the

Scripture and given a reward and she becomes an ancestor to the

Lord Jesus Christ, but that does not mean that she was a character who

we can take as an example as we can take the Lord Jesus Christ, and parti

cularly while she was still a heathen woman, not even yet merely mo

ving in that direction giving help to the Israelites. That is true and per

haps that is sufficient to rule her out as far as a source of decision on
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this question is conserned, but nevertheless, I think we also can say in

connection that it was not her duty to reveal to those who were opposed

to God and Israel, to reveal the circumstances which would have at

their mercy and destroyed their life of those who were doing God's will.

I think we can say that that therefore she was certainly justified in ma

king any proper evasion. Well, now whether her evasion went beyond what

was proper or not, the Scripture doesn't state specifically, (question 14 ])

Abraham told a white lie. He told something which was true, for she was

his sister, and he thought it was just a little white lie that wasn't going

to hurt naybody, and so he told it, but as a matter of fact it is concealed

the most important fact about her, that

she wasn't merely his sister, bit concealed the most important fact and

the fact that people have the right to know, because it would naturally

tremendously effect her relation to Abraham and to her and what seemed to

Abraham to be merely a white lie almost caused the death of pharaoh

and Abiilech and the Lord told him that they were almost dead men s the,

result of what he had done and he tried to excuse it on the ground that

I realize that you are not altogether

trustful in the matter óand if you make you will

be spared , but you almost caused very serious injury to other people,

with what Abraham thought was a little white lie. (end of record)
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and said the same thing about his 'wife which was not true at all, and so it
had very serious

supposedly (question)

Yes, now that question takes up a whole big field. You can say here is a

young man and he comes from a Christian home and he wants to serve the Lord

and he goes to a so-called Christian college and he gets into a class in

philosophy and the professor begins to ridicule the Bible in a ery subtle

fashion, as I have seen it done and I have seen young fellows with the finest
college

of Christian zeal as far as anybody could see outward, going to this

with a great reputation for a great Christian School and I have seen them in

this class gradually lose their belief that there is anything true in the

Scripture and I have seen them go out into a life of sin, a life of repr

oach to everything that is right, and you might say, well what does that

person have to do with it, after all the professor , well, the

Lord doesn't let 1 the fact of the matter is that he takes

it into consideration very definitely, and a man who deliberately sets out

to disobey God is punishable in the Lord's sight far more than the one who

is lead into it through someone elses lies or someone elses wickedness. But

there is responsibility in everyone of us not to follow 2 not

even to follow anyother human being's statements, but

and to find out 'what the fac ts are and
go

to on them. And so Eve tried in the temptation to throw, dam threw the

blame onto Eve and Eve through the blame onto the serpent, and God dealt/

with the serpent and then he turned right back and dealt with Adam and Eve.

We cannot escape the consequences of

our wrongdoing because someone else has lead u, but it is true that God

deals differently with human beings today. (question 2 )Yes, David was the

head of the people, he was the leader, the king, the representative, David

had great victories in war. He had succeeded in destroying the enemies

the enemies that were holding the people down, he went on $ and

conquered the land round about and made a. great empire. Then he said, we

haven't got a now we are going to number the people
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and we are going to study the situation so thoroughly that we can use all

the energy that we have to go on and made still greater conquests and bring

glory to ourselves and doubtless the great number of the people shared in

David's attitude and the numbering of the pepple which was contrary to God's

command, was contrary to God's command, was contrary to God's command be

cause it wa.; something that a totalitarian ruler would come to use for

an aggresssive purpose and simply for human pride, vain glory and not for
interested

God's purpose and consequetnly the people were doubtless along with David

in it and David lost the great pt of his army and the great part of his

strength as the result of it and was injtued in the point in which he had

sinned in the matter and doubitess a good many people were implicated in it

too. Although as far as the people wre concerned, I wouldn't say that

in the individuals case that it was so much a punishment k

there are divisions and epidemics at times and

we can't say that everytime anybody dies it is a punishment of God upon him,

but in this case the cutting down of the usable force of the people was defi

nitely a Now in your chapters for Monday you

will see the people numbered and you will be interested in seeing what

punishment God brought upon Moses there for numbering the people. (question)

k Yes, and there is a question there which is a little difficult to this

point. Just as to who these midwives were, we don't know. They certainly

are not set up to us as necessarily examples of no human

being is perfect, but there was a point here of their disobeying a power

ful ruler in his wicke d designs and opposing them. And for them they were

regarded;, but it doesn't say that it was God's will that they should tell

the untruth./ (question) 5 There is great danger in any decision that we

that is in the conduct oflies, there is great danger. There is

danger; it would be much easier if we could just sit back and be perfectly

good because we didn't do anything good or bad, but we have to do things and

the Lord wants us to accomplish things; he wants us to be his instruments

for carrying on his work here and the minute you set out to try to do some-
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thing you come into all kinds of that are very difficult to decide.

There is a great danger and once you enter into activity you have points on

the one hand where it will be easier to just sit down and do nothing, and

that is not accomplishing anything and on the other hand there is a way to

do it that is perfectly right, but if you don't find that way, there is a

danger of doing wrong. Now once I begin, for instance, to teach 8 class, and

I decide that I am to occassionally going to spring an unnannounced test,

I enter into this danger immediately because I have to decide this question.

Now someone for instance 7 well now

do I have to saythe next test is on such and such a day? If I do that;

Someone will say are we going to have a test next Tuesday in this c'1ass?

Are you going to be away next Tuesday somebody says? (laughter) Somebody

asked me a question like that. Well, it is not his right to question me

about what I am trying to do and where I am going to be, is

why his right to ask whether there is going to be an announced test and

furthermore if I tell him, I am doing an unjust and wicked act, because

if I spring a test, it is only fair that it be sprtg on everybody and it

would be utterly unfair to tell one or two people unless I told everybody

about it and therefore I have a duty if it is going to be sprung un

announced to conceal it from everybody. Now, when somebody asked me a

question, the answer of which would reveal the situation, I have to either

give up the idea of giving unannounced tests at all or else I have to write

a ststement to him which will be true but which will not give him the

answer to the particular thing that he is trying to detect. (laughter) But

I am saying that Abraham had a difficult thing to dthcide and he decided

wrong. We all have difficult things to decide and we have a duty to de

cide them right, but you remember the old story about the man who hired a

coachmen and he asked how close to the edge of the precipice can you drive

and not go over the edge? And one man said I can go within en inch, and

the next one said I can go wThhin a half-Inch, and the third one said I

don't know, because I always keep as far as 4ossible from the edge and the
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man doing the hiring said, that is the one I want, the one o doesn't take

chances. I will hire him instead of the ohter two. Well, now if he was

always g% drive on big wide roads, that certainly as the wise thing to

do, to take the man who was always careful, but I am not sure that that

question necessarily proves whether a man was careful or not, but if you are

going to drive in places of danger, you would like someone who had been

through some places of danger and has an idea how near he can safely go.

To keep well over in on the inner edge all the time is good as long as it is

possible, but there are times when the road is narrow and you have to make

a decision and it is vital to know how to make the right decision, and we

cannot make as our whole object in right, that everybody I ever taught to

I am going to give a whole and complete picture of everything and unless we

do that some people are sometimes going to think that we have told them an

untruth. I have had this happen. I have made the statement. I don't ex

pect to give a test next week. I have made that statent and I have made

that statement with absolutely no intention in my mind of giving a est

(laughter) . Then I have looked over a paper of something that has come in

and I have decided that now it is about time that there i/ was an unannounced

test and I have forgotten that I have made that statement and I have given

the test and I have had people think that I have told a dileberate mistruth

in this connection. Well now, there are many cases which people are going

to have a misunderstanding about, and the question is just how often is it

necessary that we take our time trying to clear up all such matters or

whether it isn't right that we decide before the Lord how to keep just as

close as we possible can to the standard of truth, but to act in such a way

that we will accomplish through Him. We have the problem to decide. Now

Abraham in his situation had a circumstance which it was people's right to

know. This woman was his wife and there was a situation there of relationship

between them which was wrong to conceal. It probably is wrong for any one

at any time to conceal the fact of marriage. A secret marriage is pro'bab1y

just as bad as what Abraham did. It is something that people have a right to
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know. And under those circumstances, Abraham should either keep our % of

Egypt or trust the Lord to protect him in Egypt. But if Abraham ahd sometime

up in the land of Mesopotamia told the people there that he didn't like

Egyptians, it wasn't his duty when he got to Egypt to tell anybody, now, I

don't like you, he would have a perfect right to take as pleasant an attitude

towards them as he could, and when statements were made about Egypt, if he

detested the flies there and if he hated the terrific heat there, if wo]id be

much wiser for him to talk about the beautiful sunset and about the attrac

tive things and just keep quiet about the the other matters. (laughter)

(question 11 3w/k) You say, if he had just been protecting someone else,

it may be his duty to protect someone else. Now as to whehter that duty

would ever LZ involve making which is contrary to fact, I

wouldn't want to say. I certainly am not ready to say tht 12

it is a matter that the individual will have to decide. But I believe

such a serious situation as that is no warrant for telling somebody that

you like their hat just because you are afraid you will offend them if you

don', when actually you think that it is the most terrible thing you everj

saw. (1aighter) That is a statement which is contrary to truth and for e

purpose which certainly is not the least bit like . In

no way whatever. Well now we could spend a month on this, but I tlmk that

we have touched upon the main principles and I think that if any of you will

meditate upon these principles and tblnk them through a good bit and examine

the Scripture on them, I think you will find them helpful. As far smy

understanding of them is concerned, tt is a result of thought over a good meny

years. Now possibly if you will think over these for a few years you will

find ways in which you can improve my understanding of them end I will be

very greatful to have ti-El from you, but I don't think we have the time now

to take a month or so on it as much as I would like to do it. But we have

touched upon all that I think of what re the basic principles involved in them.

And so, perhaps, (question 1321) Well, then shall we go on then to the next

commandment, Thou shalt not covet's thy neighbor's house, thy neighbor's wife
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or his manservant or his maidservant. Now this is certainly a far more

difficult command than the command about lying, about givng false witness.

Take the false witness not that way, but take it lying, take it, say anything

contrary to truth in any way, shape, or form, to give anybody any possible

misunderstanding and it still is easier to manage then this 17, or this 10

commandment. Thou shalt not coves, literally, thou shalt not desire. Are you

completely satisfied with what you have? Will you ever wish that you had

the amount that stature that somebody else has or the amount of strength

he has, or the amount of brains he has, or the amount of money he has or

something else that is his? That is if you take this commandment to the

extreme, it is something that is absolutely impossible for a human being to

live up to. Of course, the monks try to live up to this. They go out into

the wilderness and will say, I don't want anything. I want absolutely nothing.

I want to just live here with as little as possible of everything. One meal

every two days, and then a couple of crusts of bread and no of any

kind. (laughter)No human companionship, just abstaining from anything, I

don't want any sor t of desire. Well, that is not the idea of what the

Scripture presents. God wants us to desire. Covet earnestly the best things,

the Scripture says, and the Lord wants us to desire better things in every

way. He wants us to be advanced and improvement. It is the main

spring of all activity and he wants us to have it, but he wants our desires

to be placed on that which is to the advancement of his kingdom and his

purpose (end of record)
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Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven. If you seek first the kingdom of God
ever

and His righteousness and then you will be able to live without wishing

you had anything to eat or anything like that. He didn't say that. He

said, and then all these things shall be added unto you. He said, the

God who has made the sparrows and not a sparrow can fall to the ground with

out His knowledge. He knows what you need. He knows your need. He knows
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that which is necessary for your life and for your happiness, for your conti

nuance in this life. He knows that and 11e can take care of that if you will

'prefer his honor, his glory, his purpose, his desires. And there are too

many people who are so moved by the desire to have just s good as the next

person has in regard to the physical things of this life that even though

they maybe sincerely in their heart desiring to serve the Lord, they will

let all sorts of things, and at all sorts of points, let that matter Beside,

the matter of what it means to them, decide what decisions they are going to
doing a good work

make. There is many a man in a church who sees the hand of God leading him

to go to another church just as soon as he hears that the salary is quite

a bit bigger than the salary in the church where he is. Well, now, that

doesn't mean that he wants you to go to the extreme, that I have known some
with smallest sairy

people who take it who say, well now, I must take the church and to

take the situation that has the least of iis worlds good. That is a monas

tic idea and I don't think that is the idea of the Scripture. The idea of

the Scripture is to decide really which is the greatest opportunity for ser

vice to God. Which is the situation in which you can most effectively serve

Him and salary enters i'nto that. It is not something that is left out, but

it is one of the lesser considerations and sincerely decide on the basis en

tirely upon where you can more truly end effectively serve the Lord and when

you decide that, the Lord will provide for you just s many of the things

of this world as He desires you to have. And so this commandment is a diffi

cult one because it strikes not of our external acts but of our internal mo

tives, es a matter of fact, that is true to a large extent of all the commend

ments. The thing that is vital in them is our internel moti. It is our

true desire, it is what we re really trying for, whether we ere really try

ing to work for the glory of God or whehter we are really trying to get that

that which feeds either our personal lust for the flesh, our personal com

fort, our personal enjoyment of the physical things of this life, or our per

sonal pride. And soenof the men who are freest from seeking personal pleasure
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in this life as an end in itself and some of thos who are freest from the

sins of the flesh as we describe them, are finding that they fall t this point

of human pride which is after all, one of the worst of all, the seeking of

your own prestige and of your own reputation. God han take care of that too.

I remember hearing Dr. R. A. Torrey, the great evangelist, say at the end

of his life, tell this story, He said that one time a man said to him, a

man much younger then I am and engaged in mission work, I believe at the

time, Torrey, he said, you realize that you and I are the two men who will

be most used of the Lord in America today? And he said, that he turned to

the man and said, Don't you ever say such a thing and don't even think it?

He says that if you get the idea that you are so important o God's ser

vice, it is your praying, your standing is so great that you are justified

in making a statement like that, he says, the 044' Lord can lay you on the

shelf so quick you won't know what happened, and he said, that within a

year, that marl absolutely disappeared from any . He doesn't

give the dtai1s. I don't know what happened, or what the situation was,

but in a year, he had completely disappeared from interested

in Christian work and he said that when he told the story, we wouldn't

even know the name of the man if he were to mention it because although the

man had been very prominent, he had just completely disappeared from sight

as a result of his givng over to this desire of personal pride, personal

prestige and personal honor. Now the Lord won't allow you to do that. The

Lord may use a person regularly, and to a very very great extent, but you

may be sure that it enters into God's judgement at the person. He may not

seemingly give him any rebuke in this life, but you may be sure that there

will be some . And the commandment here is very very similar to the

great commandment that Christ made, it is to put Christ first and it doesn't

mean you notice something and you say, my, wouldn't it be nice if I had that,

and it doesn't mean that. It means that your interest is so fixed upon God's

will and upon God's purposes in fulfilling His great desires in this wicked

age, that it is comparatively indifferent you have these good
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things of life. And it doesn't mean that you necessarily will be without

them. God may choose that you should live a life in which you have ery

little of these. He may choose that you should glorify them by the happy

way in which you submit to all sorts of privations and troubles in life and

on the other hand He may choose that you have a smuch or more of these than

the next fellow. We don't know His will. But His desire that these not be

the primary things in our lives. Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His

righteousness and all these things will be added unto you and they certainly

will, but whether it will be in this life or whether it will be in the next

we do not know. (question 61)Exoduz 20?, Well, what do you think Ex. 20 means?

(discussion)Well, all of these are , it is true, but the is

involved. You might say that the very first, Thou shalt not have any other
carry

gods before me woudi 7I as a positive but you do

not make a god of your desire for a house or for a manservant or for a maid

servant or some particular thing. the the

Lord would be your guide and your say in your life end if you are going to say

I won't covet my neighbors house, but I am going to covet the building of ours

to be better than my neighbors, why you have as far as the

command says (laughter)(question 7 3/k) I am rather

skeptical of that (laughter) Well, now the #k I was hoping to

make big progress on today, but I see that we have only one minute

and so we will say the irpose of the law negatively, 1. It does not apply

to Abrahamic covenant. Do you find evidence in Ex. 19 of that or not? How

about alations3:6-l8. Does that say anything about it? #2 It does not pre

ceed God's grace to Israel. What does Ex. say about that? #3. It was not

the condition of Israel entering the promised land. You might say that is

negative, but what does Ex. day? How about Jeremiah :23, does that say any

thirgabout that? #k is which would determine Israel's contin

nuance to be God's people. It was not that which would determine Israel's

continuance to be God's people. In ot1 words, he frequently tells that

they will have deliverence after repentance and prayer from worship. He
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doesn't say that they will not continue to be God's people. Anyway, even

when they sin. He certainly doesn't say that this is is not

represented that the means of securing s&lvation. It is not represented as

the means of securing salvation. Now, if for further light on that, see what

Exodus 19 says, and what Ex. 20 says, and if you don't find sufficient notes

read the note on page 93 in the Schofield Bible. (end of record)
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We began our study last time of. Number k, The Purpose of the Law, and I

gave you certain headings under Negatively, I gave you the first four

headings but I think we ought to say a few words about these even thought

I don't think it is necessary to linger over them. They are ( )

which are well known and are absolutely clear in Scripture, there is nothing

the least bit uncertain in these five points which I mentioned as Negatively

as to what is not the purpose of the lay, they are clear in Scripture, they

are recognized by all groups of people. ( ) w recognize them

and then forget about them, we recognize that certain things are not true

and then we act as if they were. We recognize that certain things are

( ) and then we go right ahead as if they weren't. And so it {

is necessary to repeat these, not as a matter of presenting anything intell

ectually new because they are clear and definite and actually known to just

about everybody but in order to stress them because they are fC% vital

and it is vital that we do not assume that they are not true when they are

therefore I want to take just a little more time on these five points.

What was the purpose ofGodix?. giving the law Negatively? Number 1, It does

not suplant the Abrabàmic covenant and we find that in Exodus 19. The chap.

Ex. .19 begins when Moses said, Moses went up before God, verse 3, and the

Lord said to MosesThus shklt thou say to the house of Jacob and the.

Children of Israel Ye haveseen what I did unto the Egyptians and How I

bare you on eagles wings and brought you unto myself Now therefore if ye will

obey my voe indeed and keep my covenant then ye shall be a peculiar

treasure unto me above, all people for all the earth is mine and,ye shall be

unto me a kingdom of priests and an holy nation. He says nothing here about

any of the five points that we have mentioned as negatively not being the

cause of the law. And so this passage is. intorductoryto all these points

because he implied he is going to give them the law and he does not say that

it is in any sense to supplant the Abrahamic covenant. There's no suggestion
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anywhere in the Scriptures that the Iraelistes were given a choice, Do you

want to continue under the wonderful covenant of promise to Abraham, or do

you want to exchange promise for something else? Do you want to adopt a

different relation to God? Would you be willing to enter into this different

attitude /$% ( ) or do you prefer to stay by the other? Nthing

of the king is ever suggested. He says you have seen what I've done ( )

No if you will indeed obey me and keep my covenants and e a peculiar people

for me and a kingdom of priests here is what I want you to do , ( )

the Abrahamic covenant and that is brought out very clearly bythe Apostle

Paul in various places, one e.xampleis Galatians 3:6-18 where he says, Even

as Abraham believed God and it was accounted to him for righteousness Know

ye therefore that they whichx are of the faith the same are the children f

of Abraham, the same are the Children of Abraham. verse 16 Now to Abraham and

hs seed were the promises made, verse 17 And this I say that the covenant

that j was confirmed before of God in Christ/i' the law what was four hundred

and thirty pears after can not disannul that it should make the plu*iise of

none efectX. God gave it to Abraham by promise, the promise given to Abra

ham is still a prothise to us today it is a promise to all of Abraham's seed

and Paul says that they which are of faith are the children of Abraham

in all periods and he says that the iaw four hundred and thirty years after

the time of Abraham c could not disannul the promise of God. That- doesn't
trdes.

mean of course that the law Z( to disannul the promise of God, God never

attempted to such a thing but people sometimes misunderstand the purpose of

the law and think it in someway disannuled the promises of God. So A, it does

not XMJX supplant the Abrahamic aovenat. 2, Thdoes not preceede God's

grace to Israel, that was made very clear in the introduction to it in chap

19 where he says to them You have seen what I've done how I've borne you

on eagled wings you have seen my wonderful grace to you and now here is

law, and we find in thebeginning of Chap 20, it is the very beginning

of the ten commandments where it said, I am the Lord which brought thee out

of the land of Egypt out { of the house of bondage, now if you will obey my &
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law, then I wi11give you wonderful grace and ring you out of Egypt. No,

they are alreadybrought out. God has shown His grace, He has given His

redemption, He has performed His mighty works for them, before He gives

them the law and in beginning to give the law, at least lie states clearly

that it is based upon His relation to them. It is not a means of entering

in relation with Him. #3. It was not the condition of Israel entering the

Promised Land. He nowheres here says if you will keep my law then you

will be permitted to enter the Promised Land. No such thing is every sta

ted. God brought them out of Egypt in order to bring them into the Pro

mised Land. It was His will and His purpose to brirg them into the Pro

mised Land.. He nowheres says if they would obey Him they would come into

the Promised Land. In fact Jeremiah says that quite the opposite is true

and in Jer. 7:23 f -- "But this thing commanded I them, hen they came out

of Egypt) Obey my voice, and I will be your God, and ye shall be my people;

and walk ye in all the ways that I have commanded you, that it may be well

unto you. But they hearkened not, not inclined their ear, but walked in

the counsels and in the imagination of their evil heart, and went backward,

and not forward. Since the day that your fathers came forth out of the land

of Egypt unto this day I have even sent unto you all my servants the pro

phets, dailty rising up early and sending them: Yet they hearkened not

unto me, nor inclined their ear."' In other words Jeremiah is saying,

If keeping the law is the condition of entering the Promised Land, your

fathers would never have entered the Promised Land. It was not the condi

tion of entering the Promised Land. #k. It was not that which would deter

mine Israel's continuing to be God's pecle. He doesn't say, if you won't

keep my law, I will cast you off. He doesn't say, If you keep my law,

why then you will continue to be the" ones whom I will bless. He tells them

in various places that when they have sinned then, He has set them into

captivity, then if they will repent, and turn back to Him and confess their

sind and ask for mercy, He will deliver them and will bring tBm back to the

Promised Land. Deliverence is upon repentence and prayer for mercy,
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it is pEedicted that they will fall and that they will fail and expected
law

them. The is not given at that which will determine whehter they

will continue to be God's people. #5. The Law is not represented as the

means of securing salvation. It is no wheres stated in the O.T. that if

you will keep the law you will then be saved. There isn't anywhere in the

N.T. stated that anyone ever had the opportunity of being saved through

keeping the law. We are lost in Adam's sin. We are all afflicted with a

simple nature as a result of Adam's sin which makes it impossible for any

one. to keep the law and God knows that very throoughly, and He re bring

ing us the knowledge of salvation whereby He gives us justification, where

by He give s us freedom of the guilt of the law by His own act of unmerited

favor and then by this He proceeds to cleanse us and to sanctify us and

as a gradual process until that wonderful time when we shall be like Him

when we shall see Him as He is and nowhere in the Old or New testament is

it represented that there was ever anyother means of securing salvation.

Nor is their the slightest suggestion in the 0. or N. Tetament that anyone

ever did secure salvation by any other means except throggh the shed blood

of Jesus Christ. A greater part of the space which is given to the law then

%Ø'in the O.T. is taken up with the ceremonial law and specifically with the

sacrifices which describes how they prefigured in advance what Jesus Christ

would do on Calvary's cross and showed the people that the only possiblility

of salvation was through Faith in the unmerited grace of God, represented

by the sacrifices which they would perform by signifying in advance the

means which God would provide of saving them from their sins. There is a

very fine note on page 93 of the Scofield Bible. I do not have my Scofield

Bible iwth me at this moment. I had it with me last time and we didn't

get to that note, to this point of the notes, and today I have a different

Bible without this in them, but that note I sometimes usually at this point

have read publically, but it is a very excellent statement of the fact that

the people were saved, they were redeemed, they were brought out of Egypt

before God gave them His law and then He gave them the law, not as a means
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of salvation, but as that which they 4{ if they should follow, they would

be a peculiar treasure and a kingdom of priests and a holy nation, as

stated in ch. 19:12. The man who wrote the footnotes in Exodus did a very

excellent job in the SchoXfield Bible, in waiting that note and there are

very excellent notes at many. many points in the Scho!ield Bible which give

ill doctrines of the Christian doctrines

in the understanding of Scripture. Occasionally we find them most written

by a particular contributer who did not have nearly as good an insight and

over in Galations somehweres there is another note which contradicts this

point in Ex. 19. Whoever was the writer of the notes in Gal. there pro

bably didn't realize he was contradicting the writer of the notes in Ex.,

but he says that Israel rashly expected the law, in that note in Gal., 5/

sharply contradicting the note in Ex.. Israel was rash in doing what God
As if

wanted them to do. God gave them any choice in the matter what

ever. God said, you have seen what wonderful things I have done for you,

my redemption, my deliverence in Egypt, now here is what I want you to do

for me. giving them my law. Now how was it rash for them to say,

all that you say XXXX we will do? How was that rash? In fact, if they

had done the opposite, it would have been ungreatful, it would have been a
in

sign of utter right of for Israel to have been any way

to refuse the law here . God was giving it to those to whom
forth

He had redeemed, whom He had brought out of Egypt, a statement of the law

which He wished them to observe and the people forHis

great goodness to them in giving them the clear presentation of the type

of life which He desired them to live. It is never represented in the

Old or the New Testament as a means of securing salvation. Now B. Positively.

What then was the purpose f the law? #1 It gave a comprehensive and de
as

tailed statement for the guidance of a nation XaX God's own people. He

says, You've seen how I delivered you from Egypt. You have seen how I

have, born you on Eagle's wings, now if you will obey my voice and keep my'

covenant then you will be a peculiar above all people and a
-
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kingdom of priests %f a Holy nation. In other words He is giving a

comprehensive and detailed statement for the guidance of a nation of God's

own people. God: dealing with one man Abraham, might tell Abraham speci

fical matters for particular occasions, what he wants him to do and He

rill rebuke Abraham for his disobedience to those great moral principles

which are clearly written in the constitution of the universe, over those

matters that he had already revealed to Abrrham. We did not yet have the

written, but now God was dealing with whole nation and it was His desire

that every individual in the nation should not have to work out from the

few moral principles of the universe the details and exact application and

every point. (en1oft record)
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guidance as to the way in which God's people should live. It shows the

path of sactification and blessing. It was never meant as a means of sal

vation or what we must do if we are to be saved or what we must do if we

are to continue to be God's people. The Roman Catholic idea is utterly

false (machine skipping) 0 - 1

watch your seep and go to oonfession and get the proper indulgences and

in every way make up for whatever sins you commit and you must: have

in order to be sure to et away from

teh sins you've committed, after that time that you may be sure that yu

go to purgatory instead of to or that you may have only a

few thousand years instead of many thousand years in purgatory. There is

nothing about it in Scripture. The Scripture, teaching is that those who

God has redeemed are His own. That those whom He has saved from sin are
saved.




That the witness of Christ is laid to their account, that His

death on Calvary ±s in their 'stead and they are saved that their

sanctification is a gradual process and that the light of blessing that

God wishes them to live can only be lived if they are listening for his
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voice and seeking to follow His will. And so He gives a full statement of

His law in order to show the path of sanctification, the path of blessing

which He wishes His people to follow. #3 (question 2) The law is a

schoolmaster to show us the path of sanctification and blessing,

but that is not the meaning of that particular passage, we will mention it

in a different sense, but we will come to that later. There were other

uses of the law, these are the first two 3

It represented in typical and symbolical form great truths of God's nature

and of God's plan so as to impress it upon the minds and hearts of His

people. 3 It is represented in typical and symbolical form - theerection

of the tabernacle, for one thing. It had a typical and symbolic form.

It took great truths and made them evident to all. 't rpresented

tyical and symbolic form great truths of God's nature and of God's plan.

So as to impress them upon the minds and hearts of ØHis people. The tab

ernacle was a good example of that. Here in the tabernacle we have a lot

of details of it. god does not give the details today as to how He wishes

out churches to be built . Some use one form, some use another form and

there are all sorts of form. In these days we have the gospel, we have t1

full sUory of Christ. We can read it, we can study it, in fulldetail, and

then'ork out our own method of presenting it to the minds and hearts of

the people in order to make them living to them and sometimes it is best

to have a church that is empty and cold and very unattractive in order .t

that there will, be nothing to distract that thought from the word of God

and paying attention to God Himself, and others make their church such that

there is all sorts of pictures and decorations and elaborate things that

are suppose to take the things of the Scripture and drive them home to

people's minds and impress them upon them. And for one type of person,one

sort of church is much more effective thatn for the other, which the ohter

ype is better. And God leads us free to work out the type of building

that will be useful for our own purpose depending on the type of people
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with whom we are going to have to deal. But in dealing with the Israelites

He gave in His law precise commands and reasons for every detail of the

Tabernacle and the reason for this was that they did not yet have the whole

story of the life of Christ and of His death and the full detail of God's

wonderful way of salvation and so He provided in the tabernacle a visible

picture of it in order that from that picture there would be impressed upal

their minds and hearts many of the great truths of God's way of salvation.

So you have the various parts of the tabernacle which represent in a won

derful way, various aspects of the person of the Lord Jesus Christ and of

His wonderful work for us and of His way of salvation through justificatiai

5 right into the very Holy of Holies

whree we come into the presence of Him. The tabernacle is one oustanding

work but there are many features of the law w:Jhbh fir #3, that is to day,

#3 is a description of the ceremonial aspect of the law. Which did, of

course, not apply to the moral law, but it is a; picture of the ceremonial

aspect of the law. #k. It provthded a step forward in God's revelation to

the individual. By widening his knowledge of the righteousness of God

It provided a step forward in God's revelation to the individual

by widening his knowledge of the righteousness God requires. Of course,

need to know a few simple principles and then when we come to know more ab

out God then it is vital that we learn more of the details of His will and

as we proceed in grace and the knowledge of God we are naturally expected

to advance in sanctification and that which might have been excusale erra

on our pert before, becomes absolutely inexcusable because e are to move

forward in our understanding of His righteousness and of what He requIres.

#5. It gave men a measuring stick. Now this is nowhere mentioned in the

giving of the law, but it is something which can be observed about it and

which the new Testamtnet gives out clearly. It gave a measuring stick to

show man his failure and unworthiness and necthssity of a Saviour. It was

not a meansof salvation. It was not presented as salvation. It is never
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that, a person,
is suggested anywhere in the 0. or the N. Testament, if

they would keep the law. will be saved, 7..

It is given for an entirely different purpose and this particular

purpose of the law is not mentioned in the O.T., it comes out, of course,

in its actual application because you have the whole, tremendously involved

system of scrifices which is to impress upon the person's mind that they

need a Saviour, they need redemption, they need the grace of God, but the

N.T. under the Greek word, of which an English tran-

sliteration was quoted to us by Mr. Field just a few minutes ago ( )

the word wh:th was used of a slave, who took a child of a well-to-do

family in Rome and conducted him to a schoolhouse where he would learn

something. Our English translation, ' s choolmaster' is not a good tran

slation at all for that word, though the word pentagogue has come to mean

a schoolmaster and not . But is a one

who guides or leads one who brings the boy to the school ard

Paul says the law/ is like the who brings t1 boy to school. That is

to say, it shows his meaning. It brings them to the point where he is.

ready to get the answer to his . It is not answer to

It is something which means this indication of the sancti-

fication and blessing, this picture of the righteousness God provides of

necessity inevitably becomes a measuring stick even though that is not

stated in the word in the statement on the surface, but it is given, and

as we look back we can see it and Paul looked back and saw what it was and
h then

so how people were misunderstanding it in is day, and they should not

have misunderstood it, that as far as salvation yˆ was concerned the only

function of the law would be that, it would be a measuring stick to show a
r,

man his failuées and his unworthiness and his need of a Saviour and that

when he would see how far short he fell of God's law he would realize his

need of sacrifice, his need of redemption, his need of the grace of God aid

so the law becomes a schoolmaster, or( ) to lead us to Christ. It -.

becomes something that points us in the direction of the grace of God but h
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that is not its primary purpose, and that is never mentioned in the O.T.

its purpose. The O.T. gives its purpose is to show us the path of san

ctification and blessing and show us the line along which we are to pro

ceed if we are to those who are to be a peculiar people, a kingdom of

priests and a holy nation. Well now. #6. (question lO)1ITim. 2:9, There

is a great deal of confusion which can easily come into the understanding

of N.T. teaching on this point because of the fact that the word law in

the 00T, is used in many different ways. Paul says that there is within

me a law that leads me to witness and he means by that that there is a'

force. The word law is used in a number of different senses.

but 11 Ø(laughter)

He said, "Some having desiring to be teachers of the law,

understanding neither what they say nor what they have learned. For we

know that the law is good that a man use it lawfully. But the law is not

made for a righteous man but for the lawless and disobedient, ungodly

for sinners, for unholy and profane, for murderers of father, murderes of

mothers, for manslayers, for whoremongers, for them that defile themselves

with man1ind, for manstealers, for hers, for persons, and if there

be any other thing that is contrary to sound doctrine." He says the law

is good if a man keep it lawfully. He doesn't mean there if an umright-

eous man a mur ..... uses it lawfully, he means that i anyone uses

it lawfully. The law is good if it is used properly, if used rightly, but

the law as far as any means of salvation is concerned is not. A righteous

man does not look for the law for salvation, a righteous man is righteous

because God has redeemed him by the means of the law he figures "in its

picture of the sacrifice and then he looks to the law not for salvation,

but he uses is lawfully 13 as sBiowing

him the path of sactification and of blessing. The.u.nrighteous man heeds

the law and sees himself pictured in a mirror there and sees thereby that

he does not attain salvation and so Paul says the i.aw does not bring Sal

vation to anybody. The law is good if a man use it lawfully. It doesn't
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mean the law is the means by which the imgodless, the disobedient, the

minders . .. . . .. . obtain salvation because certainly, a man that had murdered

his mother began today to keep the law perfectly the rest of his life no

body would ever suggest 1312

Paul's language here is just a bit rhetorical and he doesn't try to

give the whole of his meaning here, but I think in line with his

teaching elsewhere it is easy to see how it fits in and any

just doesn't fit with the facts. (question 111.) Well, I would have to

interpret it in line with verse 8 also in which it says that th4 law

is good if it is used lawfully, what does he mean? ,,Use it lawfully? Does

he mean ? Well, then it must be that the law is a good thing for

the righteous man because he uses it lawfully. But the only possible in
if

terepretation of vs. 9 is that the law t( to be used in an incorrect way,

has no significance to the righteous man, but that it

might be a help to the unrighteous man even if still

(question 15): They are not to steal,

murder or commit adultery or have other gods before him or to break any

of the commandments. (question) (End of record)
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(answering a student's question 0-i) There are certainZ regards

but the moral and ceremonial law of

God is changed. But we will look at that later, a little further on. #6.

Dispensationally, it was a step forward over the previous stages. It was

itself later superceded by another forward steb. Dispensationally it

marked a steep forward over the previous stages, but was itself later

superceded by another forward step. (a) The law is a blessing not a curse.

The law is a blessing not a curse. A person can be under the curse of

the law. Now I will give you two or three references under this head.

This is something that is perfectly clear to everyone who stops to

think about it, and is something that is not realized and is often for

gotten in discussion. The law is a blessing not a curse. Deut. k:7,8.

"For what nat is there so great, who hath God sonigh unto them, as the

Lord our God is in all things that we call upon him for? And what nation

is there so great, that hath statutes and judgments so righteous as all

this law, which I set before you this day?" And which you have been so

rash as to accept. Thatwould be absurd wouldn't it? He said, isn't it

wonderful the law that God has given us, no% other nation has been so

blessed to be given such a law as this. It is a blessing and not a curse.

It is something that God gives as a sign of God's wonderful love to them.

Psm l!I.7:l9,20 - He sheweth his word unto Jacob, his statutes and his

judgments unto Israel. He hath hot dealt so / with any nation: andas

for his judgments they have not known them. Praise ye the Lord. -

Praise the Lord for His wonderful goodness in giving us the law, which we

were so rash as to accept. Now Romans 9:k,5 - He is telling of God's

wonderful goodness to Israel -- For I could wish that myself were ac

cursed from Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh: Who

are Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adoption, and. the glory, and the

covenants, and the giving of the law, and the service of God, and the pro

mises; Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh Christ
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came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen. Not as though the

word of God hath taken none effect. For they are not an Israel, which

are of Israel: Neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they

all children: but In Isaac shall thy seed be called -- because 'they

who are truly of faith, they are the seed of Abraham, regardless, as Paul

says, of the physical geneology. So the law is a blessing, not a curse,

and being evident in these same passages, a sign of God's love, The law

is a sign of God's love. And then (c) It is not merely external but spi

ritual in its in tention. There are many passages that we might look

in this connection, but we call your attention just to one passage, Rom.

2:28,29. - For he is not a Jew, which is one outwardly; neither is that

circumcision, which is outward in the flesh: But he is a Jew, which is

one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not

in the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of God. -- There are the

people who take the attitude there were the Jews and God gave them a

means of salvation, an earthly means by keeping the law, and here are the

Christians contrasted with the Jew. The Christians qre the higher sprint

ual people and the Jews are the eartThiy physical people. The Jews ,Iave

to keep the law to be saved, the Christian is saved through grace. Now

there is no such teaching in the Scripture anywhere of that, but Paul' says

he is not a Jew which is one outwardly. Here are people who are to

the temple very solemnly wearing certain kind of clothes, all that they axe

not necessarily Jews. That doesn't make aman a Jew, he says, he is not

a Jew which is one outwardly, neither is that circumcision which is Qutwald

in the flesh, but he is a Jew which is one inwardly and circumcision is

that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter3 whose praise is:

not of men but of God. So the law, then was not merely external, but was

spiritual in its intention as brought out in many many passages in the

N.T. (question 7) Circumcision is one of the outstanding features of the

law and when the Christian church was no longer under the O.T. law, one
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of the evidences of it was that they ceased to circumcision as you

correctly pointed out, circumcision did not begin at Sinai, it as given

to Abraham before, but circumcision came to be considered as particularly

a sign 71 and it was Paul's great fight that the

Gentiles do not need to practice circumsision, so it is a sign ofthe law,

a representation of the law, even though, it, like all other features of the

law really flow out of the covenant of God with and

His blessings to him. (question 8 ) Well, that is in Galatians. Here is a

very similar statement. Circumcision is not heart in spirit

and not of the letter. It is a very similar statement. I would rather speak

about this partiaular one since we don't have the other before us. It is

the spirit of the law which matters and not the . Now you can

not ordinarily have the spirit withut the law. You may have the spirit with

out having correctly observed every detail of it, but you can have a great

deal of the letter without having the spirit and the letter is absolutely

worthless without the spirit. Like some people say, oh, I wouldn't tell a

lie for anything in the world. They observe the letter of being truthful

in their statements and yet they will do with somebody whom they think is

perfectly silly and ridiculous and they fill like making fun of them and

9 I know Mr. Cápman, when they left this

person who had been in a tour they had been on, they said, you have made

an impression me that I will never forget. And now, the statement as it

sounded to them sounded as if they were praising him when actually the

other people were snickering behind their backs. It wasa lie, though er

bally it was the truth. But as far as the letter is concerned, it was true,

but as far as the spirit was concerned it was another lie because it was cal

culated to give an impression the exact opposite of what was really meant.

And so you cannot contract the letter and the spirit in a full way. The

letter doesn't matter if the spirit matters. You can rarely have the spirit

in anything without having at least a part of the latter, and if you truly
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have the spirit then you are pretty apt to have all the letter in most

cases, but you can get a great deal of the letter without having the spirit

itself, and that, of course, is never favored by God at any time any place.

To say that the letter is what matters and not the spirit. Now the Moham

medans take the letter and not the. spirit. Theyconsider that it is commanded

that they must fast for the 10 For a whole month they don't eat.

There is not a single day of that month on which they touch food, nor water.

They don't touch food or water on any day of the month of . But

as soon as the day is over, and you hear the go out announcing that

the day is over, if you are in Moslem Jerusalem, you will hear the cry,

Praise the Lord, the day is over, now we can eat. (laughter) So they preceed

to feast during the night and then the next day they fast again all day and

thus . And in Roman Oabholicism and in Jud

aeism there are all sorts of exactly like that which are observing

the letter and ignoring the spirit and they are absolutely worthless, so

in that regard we can say, the letter kills, that is if you are trying to

carry out specific details of the letter without any interest in spirit, any

interest in purpose, the letter kills, but if you are going to observe the

spirit of almost any law, you will find that if you fully observe it you

will as a rule carry out the 11 (question)No, that was not

the purpose of the spirit, but the Holy Spirit was given to the man who

built the tabernacle in order that he could carry out that portion of the

law. God bestowed His spirit upon him and made him a cunning worker in

all sorts of metal in order that he could carry out that phase of the law.

As we look to the H.S. for blessing we will make a progress in sanctification

through and apart from it we can not attain it.

But that of course, is - 12

Now. (c) it is not merely external, but spiritual in its intention. In

fact, it is primarily spiritual. Paul says, he is not a Jew who is one

outwardly, he is a Jew who is one inwardly. Circumcision is that in the

heart in the spirit and not in the letter, whose is not of men but of
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God. But (d) it is a forward step in training. The law is a forward step

in training. It is a step forward in showing us how we can live as God

wants us to live. What are the details of the working out of His righteous

ness in our hearts and in our lives. It is a step forward in tráing. He

gives the simple commands to Abraham, there is the comparatively simple

method of leading and then we have now the nation involved and we have the

more detailed law given in order that people can study the details of God's

law and can work out better understanding of the sort of lives that God

wants us to live. It is a forward step in training. (e) It is also a for

ward step in testing. Now, this of course, gets nearer to the aspect of

it which Paul describes as a schoolmaster( ). God has used through

the ages various means of testing humanity and of showing the failure of

humanity, the inability of humanity 1! the

wickedness of humanity, the fact that humanity deserves the punishment

whcih he is going to give 14 And

so God at various periods have used various methods of testing humanity

and of making evident and clear his righteousness in dealing with humanity,

as he does here. It is a forward step in testing. He tested Abraham by

the very simple personal relationship with him and the Israelites

He tested the people here with giving them the law in full detail

and they failed. He tests people in our age in giving them just the simple

means of coming and excepting that which we can understand more fully since

it has already happened, and our age has failed miserably and in the mille

nium He will give us a situation in which everything external will be such

as is calculated to omote righteousness and peace and people today say,

oh I can't help it my companions How

I am not responsible, it is just the

situation that I have been in, so what Well,

that is no excuse before God and He is going to make that abundantly clear

in the millenium when he will have all the external circumstances to be

such as conduce goodness rather than wickedness and promote an extea1 attitu
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of righteousness on everyone's pa and yet relief for a little

season you will find the t there is a great multitude which is ready to

fall. Even under that dispensation, as under the earlier dispensation

that man has failed and has failed miserably. (end of record)
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This is not a word which occurs in this in the Scripture but it is

a word that has been used for more and

meant by a dispensation, a period in which God has a different meaning

some have written and spoken in such a way as to lead others th think they

mean that, but no true Christian has ever that God at any time has

ever made the possibility that any individual would ever be safe in any

other way because it is clearly taught in the Scripture that there is no

other name given under heaven whereby a man has ever been saved or ever

can be saved or ever will be saved except through the Lord Jesus Christ,

It is unity of the covenant all through the ages and a dispensation is not

a period when there is a different method of salvation and just about any

writer on the subject who is a Christian will make that clear. Some, I

think is right, although noone is gj{ fully consistent and some of us will

say a thing and then write as if we didn't believe it in other portions of

our writing, but that much is clear in the Scxpture that Christ, the light

of the world, the Son of God is the one who takes the sins of the world away

and is the only one and no one was every saved and ever will be saved from

Adam down to the very end of the millenium except by belief in the Lord

Jesus Christ and what He has done as the means of salvation even though it

is not always possible to know the full details of but

as Christ said, Abraham saw my day, and wasblessed and without fully under

standing what it was, the Israelites brought a lamb, and as Paul says, the

blood of bulls and goats ou ld not take away sin(the writer of the Hebrews

says) he says, they did not get rid of sin by the blood of bulls and goats,

bit it symbolized that in which they had faith inthe provision of God was
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going to make, that they didn't fully understand, but that they knew they

could symbolize and so we have the unity of the covenant as very

clearly brings out. We have the unity of the covenant and we havesalvation

in one through one person and through one means at all times, but there are

different periods, different periods in which God uses aarious means of tes

ting humanity and. of making evident man's state and man's sin and these

different periods are very generally been called dispensations. Now, how

many different dispendations are there. Now #7 is a beautiful number, a

number which is much stressed in certain portions of the Scripture and there

fore there are many who feel that if there are going to be dispensations there

ought to be 7 dispensations and I remember the young an hearing a lecture

in which the man stood up and described the seven dispensations and gave a

idscussion of them and it was very interesting and he found it very logical
give

and then I heard another equally noted Bible teacher another lecture the

next month on the 7 dispensations and the arangement was different from

that which the first one had made and when it comes to dividing up into

seven dispensations you will find that there are points in which you have to

arbitrary twist in whcih you have to do in order to get seven dispenãations.

God, nowhere says that everything is going to be arranged exactly in seven.

It may be that there are only seven dispensations, but He has not given us

a clear evidence of such a thing, that there are seven specific and distinct

dispensations. He has given evidence that there are distinct dispensations,

at certain points the division is absolutely clear, but there is no ques

tion that there is a separation, that there is a distinction in the dis

pensation that preceeded the death t4 of Christ and that which follows. There

is no qjiestion that there is a distinction between the present dispensation

and the dispensation which will come in with the return of Christ. We have

there at least three and definite and distinct dispensation's. Now before

the giving of the law, just where you are going to draw the line is sometimes

rather difficult to say and the lines are not strictly clear and the Lord

does no where says that there are just so many dispensations and are arranged
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just exactly this way. He has no wheres said that. And there are some that

hold that all human beings regardless of viewpoint or approach have a ten

dency to try to get everything to 5 systemetize

arrangements, and wheEe things don't fit they force things into the arrange

ment. I don't know of any school of thought that doesn't tend to do that

in certain places, but I think that that which is most honoring to the Lord

is for us to see what is clear in the Scripture and stand upon it and where

things aren't clear to try to push them into a groove, but to say at this

point I dn't know, the Scripture doesn't make it clear. Now, I see that

we are going to over and if Mr. McLatchie can ask the question tomor

row at the beginning of the hour we will take it up(lecture ends)

Today, I believe that we have chapters 1-1k, wasn't it. Maybe it would be

good if you would close up your gooks and take a piece of paper and put your

names on this paper and underneath that say what is the place where the
turning point

great in the wilderness journey occurred? That is the great

turning point in the history of Israel during this long period. I da't

mean the whole of Israel, but the history dtring this period. Yes

it is the fourteenth, what is the .(laughter_)

6' I mean what is the name of the places, what is the location of the,

(question) (long pause and collection of papers) And the lesson for next

time is the next five chapters. It is the next five chapters, 15-19 for

Thursday and if you get into legal sections, plse note that you may not

have many answers to the questions that we had for 11-1k that we did in the
such

legal sections, but in case, you canalways indicate which verses deal

with civil law, which was moral law, and which was ceremonial. That will be

a substitute that will tide you over. l5-.9 for Thursday. This morning just

before I left to come over the pnone rang and I lifted it up and thought

I heard a fire horn or something, but it proved to be Dr. Harris who wasn't

(lat,ghter) He evidently overstrained his voice yesterday, and it

sounded to me like rather bad larengitus and he asked me to announce that he
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would not be in his classes today, (much murniurings and discussions) Now

yesterday we were speaking at the end of the hour about #6 and under that

about (e), that it was a forward step in testing and under that we noticed

that the different periods when different methods of application

are used, are spoken of as dispensations. If you will take the Schofield

Bible and read the Introduction to it you will find in there a discussion

of what is meant by dispensation and it is pointed out there that what is

meant in that book by dispensations is periods i,n which people are tested

in different ways. But as to the method of salvation it is common through

out .1l periods. There is one covenant, there is one method of salvation,

no one was ever saved in any way except through the Lord Jesus Christ and
whereby

never will be in any way for there is one name under heaven %{% man may

be saved and that is the name of Lord Jesus Christ. Tha is the unity of

the covenant through all periods and some have so stressed the unity of the

covenant that they have overlooked the differences of dispensation. As the

result of that there has been confusion and misunderstanding at various

"
points and then others have reacted against that and have so stressed the

failed
differences at different periods that they have to put proper stress

on the unity of the covenant and thereby have been lead to make many state

ments which are self-contradictory, contrary to one another and often if

carried out logically extremely harmful. And so on this as on so many other

"
points it is very dangerous and harmful to go to an extreme one way or the

other. One must find the correct situation in regard to it and it may not

be an exact point, but there may be an area within which you somewhere. the

exact situation is ingard to this. There is diversity in the Scripture.

There are differences in dispensation. On the other hand, there is unity

in the Scrkpture. There is one method of salvation. The Scripture is all

given for all of God's people at all times. Some parts of it have special

relevant to the people at one particular time. The detailed commandments

about bow to perform the sacrifices were of great importance in order that

the priests could perform every detail exactly right and it was very iDital
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that they performed every detail exactly right because otherwise they might

miss some point that carried a lesson, a prefiguration of how those who

believed in Christ would be saved through what He would do. Now that w

know the full story of what Christ. did and we hay the full meaning clearly

and do not need these particular types and ceremony. It is not nearly so'

important for us to be familiar with every detail of the sacrificial rule

of the Book of Leviticus, but they still have great value for us with their
of Christ

picture of the sacrifice and with the things that they stress about it.

So every part of God's word is of importance of value to all the people throu

out all ages, else God would not have included it in His word. Some parts

of it are of tremendous importance in one period or in one particular

situation and some in another situation and some thLch may at one time have

been a tremendous importance to God's people may at present be not of such

great immediate relevance, but may be con th in the future. Now

thus far in what I have said I have touched upon two distinct aspects of this

matter, of dispensation, because there are two line along which these errors

may be made although in both of them equally serious errors may be made if

the proper point is not noticed and that one goes to the opposite

But these two points are one of them imagining that God has or every suggested

one method of salvation or His sinful people. After the fall of Adam there

is only one way of salvation and that way was when it was declared

that the seed of the woman would bruise the serpent's head and that one

way is the way by which Adam was saved, if he was saved, and we believe

that he was, it was the way by which Abraham was saved and the way by which

everyone of God's people who have every' been saved . Through

all the ages and from now on to the very end of the millenium. And the
daner

other point in this connection is the /of dividing up the Scrip-

ture into divisions in such a way as to think that certain parts of it has

no relevant for God's people at particular times. There is a group that
c

has a lot of churches in Chiago,. North Congregational church, and which has

quite active meetings in differ' t parts of the country who follow an
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English people named Bullinger, an Englishman who was a very acute student

and he worked out some very excellent things.. He made very fine distinctions

of the Scripture at points where 14-1/3

and some of the erroneous parts of Bullinger's teaching had been stressed

by this particular group which is often spoken of as Bullingerites and they

hold meetings in different ts of the country and have quite a few outreaches

here and there and they cling to a good many points that the true gospel

teaches. There is much that is good in what is presented, but they mke

their central emphasis on something that is definitely unbiblical. They

divide the LT. up into five or six different dispensationa and they have,
about

when they get through with it the principle are 8,11 that have that

have any relevant for the Christian and they have three or four dispensations

between the time of Christ and the present and certh books of the O.T. are

of no value for us and if we quthte a prayer from the words of our Lord Jesus

Christ, they will say that is one of the different dispensations that has

no relevant to the Christian. Our Lord Jesus Christ said to one of his

disciples, when you pay, here is the way you are to pray. (end of record)

1
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But that must not lead us to gá to the opposite extreme and put all the

Scripti on a dead level in such a way as to confuse it. I have known

people to whom the very word dispensation has been an and who

have considered if anyone used this word dispensation or was in any

sense a dispensationalist that such a person was per se very wrong and

the tell you that many people who have taken such an attitude and

who have-been very great admirers of Charles Hodge have evidently never

read his works because he insists on at least four dispensations. (question)

1 (laughter) It is: very hard to know what ones, what one would mean by it

there is a sense in which we should all be right now. Our life "

should'be hid with Christ we should be enjoying the great

blessing of God's people during this age and there is a great

which we should be entitled but it is something to which all of God's

people at all times have been entitled if they would lay hold upon it tho

it has been-much harder for people to do so before the writing of the N.T.

because they knew not the way that is clearly explained in.tbe N.T. even

though it was prefigured and given in the O.T. Just

what she meant, I don't know, but it maybe that she had hold on a real

truth that was given in such away and such a time It was

evidently something whith would be only applicable now or which would put

..her in position which she could-.look down on other Christians which

is never true. The more advanced we are in spiritual things the more humble

we should be (question)2 1/3 Yes, well then very likely

the glbry that she imagined she had was an erroneous one. I think that if

a pers&r has the true glory of Christ they will never except for

purposes of gathering data and that not very often an

unbelieving But-the Scipture clearly commands us not

to forsaking the assembling together with others of God's children and the

true Christians will seek out a place which is not merely a church building/I

but is a place where God's people gather and worship and

when anyone thinks they are too good to go to church, the probability is
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the witness is 3 (question) Now that may be one of their

claims. They have several similar to that, but I have never studied it

through very thoroughly. They write quite a good bit, that is true, but

they do not have anything

3Thetrouble is it is an approach c{arried

to an extreme, an approach which has an element of truth in it, an element

which can easily carried to an extreme, and also an element of truth whcih

can be neglected and we notice Charles says that there are four

dispensations and we all must agree that there are four dispensations. Now

whether there are four or more is a matter on, which things may differ.

Hodge is very definitely wrong when he makes this age of grace the last

dis pensation. You can only do so by twisting a number of different

passages in such a way so that if you carried it through log1c.lly, you

would twist others in the same way, you would be rid of the bodily resur

rection of Christ salvation through: Him . But

I don't think that Hodge on that particular point of Eschatology ever de

voted a great deal of time and study 03 to that particular matter with

such a tremendous amount of wor] and with such excellent work that other

that both he Warfieldneglected that aspect and simply laid it

aside and touched-upon it càmparitively slightly but in both cases

,j and so when he speaks of this as the last dispensation

he is definitely wrong but he he speaks of the fact that before

the coming of Christ was a distinctive he is simply giirng a

generalization which is necessary if one is to understand . Them

are differences of dispensation, there are at least four dispensations, that

the number seven 1 is applicable here it is extremely questionable. In 4

order to get seven you have to twist things around a bit and I uestion

very seriously if . But the important thing is no how many

dispensations %{% there are, the important thing is when are they.

And they are not periods in which something is given of God which is of
//
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no relevanceto other peridds t because verythirg that He gives , that

He caused to'- be given in His wordis iiipertntforlI perthods,r and-they

are not periods in which- main ws Offered "sa1vatio by Any different-- method

because salvation has always been and'alwars &fll 'be 'b' the ie meth,

the aimp1e faith iii. -the' shed brood of the Lord -Jesus Christ'. The trouble

with thi word dispensation, it i' with good any-other words is that

people it" up-, eCs*xx9X abnne1 instead of'so?Iethingtost'tady

and there' Dë' some p&ople to whom' if you a1e not

pensationalist you' aie arathma' id there 'Ware Others to whbnf if you ar'e

a dipenSationalist yo are th"emá; aid iffböth ;cases"the question as to

just how to inrret the Yörd. *of teT crry hazy. If' Te xeine exactly

what- the Sit'txPe sâys' Oil' thisT -'particular na'tter I d.Oti't tbik

Now this was then E, now F, a small F, and this is ver Ithpertaht" F -i's

the law while giving greater knowledge. YOu've seen that the law is a

in the sight of God's love. It is spiritual, it is a forward step

in two ways and so all that is resume that the law while giving

greater knowledge, but now we go on. by its very nature lead to

either of two harmful consequences, can a good thing lead to harmful con

sequences? God gave Adam the power of decidng whether he would obey God

or not and the good thing that God gave Adam, the freedom of the world could

lead to the fall and to sin. A good thing an lead to Ø% harmful con

sequences there is always that danger in any good thing but there is no

reason to avoid the good thing, there are to many of us that avththd good

things because we see bad possibilities in them. We should take the good

and use it for the Lord's $Ø glory. Now the law while giving knowledge

might by it very nature lead to either of two harmful consuquences, Number

one exterl ee4,and this is what is sometimes spoken of as following

the the l-r instead of the spirit. Exter1¬.e4 tht is a danger

which is very great in connection with any kind of law. A law is an attempt

to secure a certain result, it is an attempt to lay down a principle, which
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w111 follow out into a definite result, but 'the L difficulty 'is that you

would haveo put' ypur prnciple in. hthnan. wddS and I human words are; 1a

very weak intrumeit and whofl pedle g by the letter,* instead:' of the

spirt what we 1en ih' t-that yoi should abandon. t1e lett and fbliow the

spirtf there I's no uch thiilgj if- yo1 follow" th iritprbperly you will

Zt properly fô'llorthe letter but what it 'means is they 'take spbts of ti7e

which my 'be isunder stood'or' it may applIed in such way as

toleav the true -spirit ofrneanixigut of it 'and thtis'to got"s-omething

that is utterl ontmry to its purpo; A ,good exriiple of ternatI'ty

is the cast o the certain in Africa who was zealous who went about in

bands in North Africa and who opposed so vigonously those who differed with

them but they never used swords because Christ said to Peter, Put up thy

sword,- and so following the wordS of -the Lord Put up Thy s1'ord they never used

swords but they
-: clubs . Now that of course is the

thing that is so easy to f1-I' intb t rnf poirit. YU take; something

and to apply its letter in such a way s to move its Spirit-,as to say,

its the spirit and riot th letter that matters' and to 'a'bsndoh or Tgnore the

letter is utterly false but to s what the true spirit d' purpose of

any statement 1ST arid to seek tb carif 'Out' that purpose' l's the right th'Uri'g

in 'all cases nd in all' reàationshi'p arid there xe Instances in.' connaetion

with the Scripture or in connection with any law where we may find it nec

essary to abandoil 'the 'ork t'o "even go against what was. the apparent letter

in'order to ree'ch "th tru'e me'an'ing, the trae; spirit.
" 'Now such' cases are

comparitively raB'e arid when we fo1lOr "such a ase we are;; tkingupoii dursevle s

, great responsibility 'of' interpretation and we inaf esiIy miss it 'there,

and sometinies it' is safé to follow the Ièttex'. just as' i'1nters d6"but when

yousend a book to be printed the printer takes V'a't you wttt 'a'nd he linotypes

and the result' is that 'he has 'this tyë which is thadé whih1ie put 'th6e things

which you've writt'èn. on to The 'type and then he takes a p'ie'ce -of' paptr

and put it over and take a proof of it and they send it to you. And you lock
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over the proof and see what words he's misspelled and mark them for him to

correct and in each case of correction he has to do the whole line over

and my observation is that usually have to do one line in

six over because he's very carelss about missellin the words, he lust

doesn't bother abubt them, and of course he has to do % it over what ever

you mark wrong, and you don't have to pay for it, for its up to him to do it

the ay you said, but if you decided that you didn't express yourself just

right and you ought to make a change then for doing that line over, you have

to pay and pay heavily because that is an correction and tbpt is

very heavily charged and there are alwasys author's corrections, but you try

to keep them to a minimum. Now there's this about it, I've heard it

remarked and it's been my observation also that while the printer

may take what you write and misspell any conceivable way and you have to go

over and over to catch all the things% that he but
1if you should misspell

a word in what you've done he would assume that you spelled it that way for

a purpose, that was part of; your intention and do it exactly the way you did

it and then if you tell him to change it that is an author's correction

and therfore of coarse you have to pay for it. In other words he follows t1B

the letter very very closely. Now you see the danger there,if he didn't

follow the letter very closely he could easily make a change at a point

where you spelled something a certain way with a definite purpose, you

mean it to be this way, I've giuen things to typists occassionaly not in

recent years, but I've given things to typists which have been returned to me

with something on where they have chagged the thing because they thought it

wasn't the way I means it, and it did't look sensible to them and. sometimes

their judgment has been faulty on the matter and the way I put it was xact]

the way I did mean. Now if I had mis expressed myself or f I had m sstat.

I was very very thankful for this suggestion or correction or the change, bit

if I exa Uy and if someone misundertands what I mean and do

it another way and you may not even notice it in reading the

proof until the last minute, or you may not at all it's rather irrathing
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and so the' Safe thing is to foll'ow the lettth but the Vise-thing,' the proper

thins to do is to seek what the spirit is and' then to follow, the letter but

to follow th& letter in such 'way s td carry 'out' the spirit, the spirit

because after all the puTpse of 't'he lbttbr~'Is to 'present the

'Tuyoiisee with any'lavthat you maké therers possibi'li'ty

f or under 'bertaih biiãumstances the' letter' caxf'b e'5aOtly followed *'and can

get just' ecactl' the"'opost df' ˆha't the* spirit or 'the prO'e And.

it is possIbilto put so much stress on 'thë details Of the' Ietter' that you

simply overlook the think that is the real purpose of the statement in other

words that is it's spirit and so there is this danger in law, by its very

nature, it doesn't mean that law is bad, it's much better to have law than

it is not ho have iTh. Without law, c'ivilization would be in a very 'bad

situation, 'but any law you make there is this 'danger of externality in inter

pretation and it is a' danger into which the Rorrian Ctholië Church

and the Jews both have fallen very very severely. It is one of the outstand

ing errors of 'those two groups is the' externalit/ and a"pPlicat'ión of the

law, I remember hearing about a monk 'in Moscow who when he became a 'monk

took a vow that hjshnds'wou1d'hevëi' touch money, the would nevdr again

touch money,' he took" the vow- bf
'
hI's hands would never 'again touch

money, but before he became a monk he had been a great gambler and after a

short time as 'a' mon1c he foimdr the urge of gambling returned upon him but he

had taken this vow nérer'agai±i tb let-his had' tdüch' ionè and consequently

he had a new gown make fdrhimselfthat had very ig leèes'

a'nd he developed with' ; little practice the' ability' 'to %' ic1 up the money

in his sleeves, and hold ittlaer'e and be became one of the 'outstanding gamblers

of Mexico and way' known irhèreever gam5ling ras cari"ied on/y' as a 'very

shrewd and-careful and outstanding gambler but he ièver broke' hi's vows,' he

never picked 'up'mthièy'with iis hinds,'he l"ays used his sleeves. Now
,
that

is ëxterna1ty. Again' I avoid-that-'itis something similar when you read in

the paper right nowdays of a Jéi'h me'et'inj
' '' '
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as a definite purpose and it doesn't mean

specifically and exactly this way to be carried out. So that is the danger

of all law, it is inherent in the ery nature of law, the danger of exter

nality and when people go to an extreme on this point in externality, and

when they interpret law or pay such attention to the little minute details

of it that they m/$' deglect and loose the spirit and the purpose of the law

there is a very helpful reaction that could very easily become unhelpful

by going to the opposite extreme and; taking an attitutde that the details

of the words do not matter. NOw Paul never went to this extreme, Paul

never took the position that the details of Gods law do not matter, he neve

took that p1tion, but he did become extremely excited zxxxkKt and rightly

so over the externality show4 toward th law and over the attitude of ca.rryjg

out the precise letter while ignoring the spirit and our Lord Jesus Christ

also became very excited about this matter, and the result was that each one

of them used language in rebuking the externality of peoples attitude toward

the law which can easily be misinterpreted to show an attitude of dislike

toward the law peru se or of opposition of any attempt to sv whet words

mean. So then for Number one, externality, Number two Another danger which

can easily follow from the giving of any law but a danger thich should not

follow, it is a, danger inherent in the nature of the law. And this second

danger is the danger of Lack of freedom, and attitude of fear rather than

of love. The danger of lack of fgeedom the danger of the attitide of fear

rather than of love. NOw it was not the purpe of the lair to destroy peoples

freedom and it was not the purpose of the law ever to produce a harmful fee?

in the heart, there is no reason why God's law should ever produce an attitiñg

of anxiety or fear within a Christian. Of course-there is'a tM%/$Ø true

fear. there is he fear of God which we are tˆ commanded to have, it is all

in reverance before God, there is the fear of breking God!s commandment,

the fear of displeasing Him, it is something that we are all commanded

have. But perfect love casts out fear and this doesn't mean the fear of God
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, it means an attitude of. anxiety, or hesitation. Have I made a little

mistake here, Have I done this just exactly right? Did I miss this thing?

And that is not what God desires and the O.T. law was never

intended to cause a lack of freedom or to engender an attitude of fear. But

it is in here that the nature of the law, that it may do so, and it did so

in many cases, the misinterpretation of the law given and consequently this

was another point which the apostle Paul stressed at various times, that a

wrong attitude toward law relates to a life of freedom and could lead to

an attiitce of fear which is..not God's desire for his children at any time

whatever. Now you find Pail using , with the

greatest praise for God's law, describing it as a blessing to Israel; speak

ing of the man who performs the law of God and has God's blessing as the

O.T. constantly speaks. You will find Paul in other places speaking of the
think

law in such a way as taken by itself might lead people to that he

thought that it was 4n awful curse, that God had put upon tie world in giving

his law and a very foolish thing that the people of Israel at Sinai to rashly

except God's law. Any such desicion is based upon misinterpretation of the

real meaning of Paul's words and upon taking a particular emphasis which is

vital and true and tearing it out of proport%ion and disregarding other

aspects of Paul's teaching. The law then can lead to these consequences and
N. T.

did in O.T. times in the present Jewish body and in the Roman Catholic

Church, but that doesn't mean that law is bad, it means that we must avoid

these dangers which. are and it is, of course, one of the

glories of the present dispensation that it introduces means of emphasizing

the edom of the Christian from these two harmful condequences and em

phasizing the privilege of the truth of being entirely free from these

consequences, if he should be and the Jews also should be if é they in

terpreted the 'law correct. I guess that much then will cover #k the purpose

of the law. #5 The relation of the Law to the Christian. Under that we

should note(a) the unity of the Church. (1) Salvation is always is through
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Christ That is anyone who is a member of God's church at any time

from Adam on to the end of the is saved through Christ and through Him

alone. Number 2, The believers in all ages form one organism, not one Federal

Council or one National Council, not one unified material organization, but

one organism% is formed by the believers, by those whom God has saved, in

all ages and in all dispensations, and that of course is very clerly brought

out bythe apostle Paul in Romans 11 where he speaks beginning in between

verses 17 and 24 Romans 11:17-2k he speaks about an olive tree and he's not

talng about an olive tree even though he talks about an olive tree. If

anyone takes all the Bible literally they interpret it that he was acta.l]y

talking about an olive treed. Of course no one can take the Bible literly

any more than they take any other was written entirely literal, but yo.i

must seek to see what it does mean and the great bulk of it would be literal

but it will contain figurative expressions that any literature or writing do

And the figurative expressions will always contribute to clarity not to ob

curity. And so here he says in verse 17 if some of the branches be broken

off and thou being a wild olive tree were graffed in among them and with

them partakest of the root and fatness of the olive tree, now here we have

definitely someil-ing from the agricultural sphere except for one word. 1e

lost the rd thou and it's strictly an agricultural presentation. Here is

an olive tree and some of the branches bf this alive tree have been broken

off and some oTher branches z.2 mX from a wild olive tree have been grafted

in among these branches and both sets of branches are partkking the root

and fatness of the olive tree. They are both partaking thne is gone

and it has been rp1aced by another, no such thing, it doesn't say that one

has been knocked off and another put oij, he says some of the branches are

broken ff and branches of a wile olive tree have been grafted in among them

and with them are partaking of the root and fatness of the olive tree and the

,4/W/ only thing that is to make us thin is's not literal but figurative

is that he says Thou and he is quite evidently not speaking to an olive

branch. He's talking ito somehuman being and we find back in verse 13
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e.s:aysI speak to:youGent11es because as I:ani the apost1 f the Gentiles

I magnify-my -office, and so quite evidently .e i.shere ta1kingto:Genti1es

Qhr-isians,he is talking to those.

Qentiles who_.have.:believed, on Christ and :he says that Thou-Ji, those-,- Gentiles

who hav.e;e1iave-dth bTist are:from w1dc:o1r.etree but, are now grafted

namongcthe branched-of oCdifferent olive tree and with thes branches

partakingr.ofthe room-.and fatnessoftthe:.olive tree

with them not aftert-henvjr not;- succeeding them, bu.twit-hthem.: There is. auni

therei'and'combinationnwhich the branches of:the o1ivetree have be

mostly some of them..are f-rom different origen

but have now -become bya grafting, part of'the same-tree,: tht-'is one tree.

And- he sa.in verse--.18-iBoaattnotragainst thebrarrches; ifyou'boast you don't
the

bear ;.the T root;: root -bears you -.Yu say..then, the branches werebrokn off

that-Imight be grafted in.. %-1et us turn away--. fromthe Jews and turn: to the

Gentiles; they! rebr-oke-noff:andwe'regrafted-in but Paul- -says, because of

unbelief-.-those -branches, not all -the;tree by. any. means; but those bra.ches

because'.of-unbthlief-;were broken:, off-a-nd you:iwere standing., yfaith, :.donot

be;proud,-'b.ut fear becaus:e ifGod didn't spare/the natural branches take

heed--lest he' spare-not
-- thee;- Behold therefore-the good ass andseveritr

of God,. we 11 skip the, next-- as not., being too verse 23---as rather

germain -to. our present pint-,--They :a1so -if the rabide'not stIll in, unbelief

shall.;be' grafted in- for Gad. - s able to rafthem.inagain; for;is thou were

cut out of the olive tree which-., is bu nature.3andwert grafted

contrary to--nature -intoa good olive---tree Ihow much thore shall thesewhich

be thenatnral branchesbegraftedc1nto-their own olive:itree? ForI:would

not bréthern- that ye sho beignorantof he;niy-sterie lest-ye;shoid be

wise-in your own conceits;,," that blindnes4:in part-As hppenedto;isrel

unti1tthe fulness of the Gentilebe:corne- in, and so all Israel shall.

be saved. .there::i .,one -olive tree

and from this olive tree certain branches have been broken off and others

,grafted in and after the fulness of the Gentiles comes the other brnches
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wili.b graftd'in.gainñd soill Israelw111 still be, saved. And soyou

have as'Paul presents it ônëcoitinuous organism, not""a race; oran orgaz.

notañ organization, butn organism. :One continuous, organism,,-. God's tes

tithoñ and the .ity of Gbd's poplean organismwhii:beganwith Adam and

whichincludes Abrahamand Jacob-J. which includes the people:of God in1l

ages and included alltho were savedthrough -the LoitdJesus; Christ 'whethe..

bug 'befoie Hi"scomingor long.after;Hjscom±ng The. believers... in-, -all, ages

thexfbrmöneorganism. so muchfor. 'A):Now (b).Although. the same truths

areital 'ii all" ages; with:thone organism, wened the same truths,' if we

werésáved.in the same way; e:nee'dthe same*- truths, if salvation.. ia-..the

same is the organism.-is.:the'samv, if the relation to Christ is-, the. same, we

need the' same triths; soLaltbough the, same truths. are.. vital in.all-agez;

the 'inn'ë change .for.anyof three reasons.. Although

th&'sme truths reviltal':in all ages, and we are ;savedin the smeway!s

Adatha.ñdAbrha'and- Davjdere svde'xactlthe same,.and."the seme%%{%

truth a±e vital in all age. but themanner of presentation may change for

any of''tbrèe reasons.'TThat'.was'(b) we'll put, under'thislof one,of;~-,the three

reasons is a ôha±igei'n he had "a tabernacle-in the

wilderness and' this tablerhcIë'wasused:.of.God as-- a. center for His,; worship

and as'- a' mèans''of typifying to the people s'arvation- through the 'Lord-..Jesus

Cistä'd' tht 'the' Lrd .Tsiis ist would be ;f or the people,. and then a fter

Th±üsaléth was taken a great-temple was1 built' and God put this blessing upon

the buding,'d .tiitemple,there;was.no new dispensation, there .wàs no.

greatchahge in God's economy. but there i's' a. change in external circnnstances

people bád wandered- throughthewilder'ness," the.peOp.had

had a life in Palw'tine" somat rioiadi1c sub-ject tó fr.éent conquests,

freqih' fleeing's, re.'uHtX c1ians --of thejr' '1 'duarters"of Tthr worip

'but' 'n tl1iey re'etabished' in''be place' and the temple 'is ppopriate

thdh the tàberna6le was befo'. And so changes' of "external ct6cumstarr

may lead to the manner of change in the manner of presentation.,
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This other thing is that is the matters which are vital

and that these be shown imn some way that still preserved the main pur

pose but which (question 15) Yes, a matter. of presen

tation of the truth, details of words that are details of the law, so that

the manner of presentation of the, vital truths of God's salvation may be

changed on account of a change external 'surface then (2) changed

on account of progress of revelation. Now we see througha glass darkly

at one time, which later an account of further revelation from God, an

account of. the progress of revelation and now made clearer and it is not

made necessry to portray them in the same way (end of record)
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That is just another word on the chance of external-circumstances thn an a

gricultural community, in Israel the.t4.people doing heavy manual labor

all week. There is a stress in the civil law about the Sabboth that they

are not to 1 to avoid

manual labor, they were not to make

and labor of a Biblical type. on the Sabboth day was forbidden because

the Sabbath day was a day-of rest. Now when a .change comes in external

circumstances in such a way that a person's activity is primarily daring

the week an activity of. nerves and of mind

the way of honoring God's sabbath and resting oneself is not any,

longer primarily a matter of, rest of the physical body, it is a matter of

rest of the nerves and of the. mind the same

type of activity in that regard as we did through the week, but farther

does not do physical labor on that day and didn't on the other days

either 2 the

external circumstances may. change the vital thing is the principle thing

involved. And I mentioned . progress of Revelation of coarse,

but as things the meanings of presenting them may become less

vital . . account of the revelation as it progresses

never means that any previous, revelation of God is shown to be false. God

doesn't tell us one thing and then later change it, but God gives us a

certain amount of knowledge and he later gives us farther knowledge and in

the light of the farther knowledge we may see where we may have misinter

preted the . of the knowledge previously given, but if we-would.

take it exactly as He gave, we will find that it is entirely true, every

thing He gave, only it was incomplete, and, of course, hat we have now is

incomplete. We will never know Him fully until we see' Him as He is, that

day when we know even as we are known. (3) The occarance of the event typ

ified. The typifying of an event in advance may be intended to present

certain great principles, certain great purposes, and these great matters

God is going to when they have occurred, i maybe desired
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a different method of obserting them ceremonially as used or

even this particular aspect of. ceremonial law be.laid aside altogether
since
and it is no longer necessary since we now have, the whole story and the

of
full detail. (C) Application %4 these principles to the Christian. The

moral law is always binding on all people at all times. The great moral

principles of God's universe can never be . They

are always binding and it is vital that we study God's law for the light

it gives on them. Now the great body of them are repeated in the N.T. There

is stress on the moral law of God in the N.T. on most 'aspects of it and

we can get further light on it, further understanding of it as we study it

in the O.T. as well. Well, of course, there is the civil law and the civil

law is application of the moral law, the particular circumstances and these

may change in an individual life, they may change in the situation of a

community, they may change in the situation of a country, they may change

in the partUicar points, that involve economy and so civil law is extremely

important but is subject to' change from ime to time'and then in ceremonial

law, partiolarly the progress of revelation and the occurance of the event

typified may cause a change in 'ceremonial law. There was one great change

which was made which was not explicitly commanded in the N.T. but which

the N.T. church under the leadership of the apostle: carried out gradually,

but within a few years, was definitly and completely carried out. That is

the change from tIo observation of the seventh day to the observation of

the.first dy, observint the vital' principles of the. sabhath, observing its

vital purpose, but binding with it the understanding of the resurrection of

Christ and observing.it.on the first. day. Now there are two which are

specifically commanded in the N.T. One of these ths the substitution of

for the passover of the Lord's Supper. Christ. is our passover and in the

Lord's supper we remember exactly the. same principles as those which were

observed by the Jews in the Passover, but we use a different form, a dif

ferent, as being more fitted to our' greater knowledge of he precise de

tail/s, for more stress to be made upon the external details purhaps unless
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these be ma upon the particular lesson and meaning which perhaps would.

be more 6 than it is in the Lord's supper. The Lord's Supper

brings out more definitely the relation to Christ, than the other does, then

.of course, circumcision, which was the central entering right of the Jewish

church, the sign, a seal, of the faith tht Abraham had in God, the sign of

God's cleansing of him and by virtue of the sacEif ice of Christ

which was to occur, and had been substituted since the time

of Christ, Baptism which means.thxactly the same thing which circumcision

meant. And so we have these as still valid, the, ceremonial law is still

valid although changed. don't observe Baptism at all.

And the Quakers do not baptize, and the Salvation Army, I believe, do not

baptize, and I think that all three groups are in error on this point. I

think that the ceremonial law is binding on it, but now that we know the

full teaching on these things, the most vital thing is do they have the

truth that these symbols signify. If they do have, I believe the Lord will
he

overlook far, more readily the fact oftheir error on the sin, than Xyli will

the error of someone else who misinterprets the meaning of the symbol even

though he observes. Well, .now. we will continue there next time. (end of
tu

lecre). The children of Israel found a man who gathered sticks on the

Sabbath day. That, of course, is an historical event thus far, and they

brought him and they put him in the guard house as it was not

yet determined what would be done to him, so they are up to this point, in

quiring what is the law? Now the Lord gives the law. A man shell be put to

death. All the congregation shall stone him with stones without the camp.

This is an indication of the particular punishment given in this particular

sin in these particular circumstances. That would be civil law. That is,

it would vane tremendously according to the circumstance, the punishment.

The moral principle, that when God has given the command that they were not

to gather on the Sabbath day, when he had. laid down this law from Israel,

thatthe moral principles here are assumed rather than stated. Here you

are dealing with civil law on the basis of the already established moral law.
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It would stand to reason that they would not stone everybody that gathered

sticks on the Sabbath day at anytime anymore than God's strikes dead every

one whotells a lie But here at the beginning of the

Christian church it was ita1 that God's great standard of purity and

truthfulness within the church be made evident and clear to everyone by

giving that striking manifestation of his hatred against ungodliness and

lying in the death of Ananius nd here in this early wilderness journey

where God was stressing the importance of the things that were to be MJc%/

followed, it was important to take A--striking case nd deal with it right

immediately. It does not lay down a permanent lw and it is not the de

claration of amoral principle, but it is the civil application in this

moral principle in this particular situation. And, of course, even in %$

additin to that, when a man does a thing like that on the sabbath day, there

are various considerations that should enter in. Now, here, he is not giving

a final law, but he is stating that this particular man is to be treated in

this particular way and all the circumstances, of his mind, heart, ba'ckground,

everything are in God's mind when he gives it. It is very definitely civil

law, rather than, the application of the particular particular

circumstance rather than the declaration of great moral (question 10) No,

not at all. Not any more than is his intnetion to let people go' ree the

people who lie to the H.S. in this age. God, at the very beginning of the

church, He wished to make manifest to all of us the nature of His hatred

against lying and of his hatred against misrepresentation in. the things of

God and therefore put Ananius, and.Saphira and made a definite example of

them showing in the way he treated them the-.treatment which we all deserve

and which would follow upon us all if.. it were 'not for the mercy of

and this is similar. It is-not a matter'of here is an exact

punishment for an exact sin, it is not. that. You won't find that in this

life anywhere. God will do that in His time. But in this life, to a very

great extent, governmental action to 'a. very great extent, are for their

effect-upon others rather than that it is. an exact manifestation of justice
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in this perticular case. And in these two cases, Ananius the

Lord did not go a bit beyond the deserving of the men, we all deserve the

punishment and the fact of the shortening of the life here is

a very smell part of the punishment ll- but it didn't go
the actual

a bit beyond deserve, but it did go beyond the usual epplicetion

which he does in cases and He

went beyond it for e specific purpose. I think those ere very god questions,

and' I think they are getting into the heart of some of these rnetters. Are

there any further questions at this time. If not we will proceed further

we were looking at the relation of the law to the Christian end the ques

tion that we have just been looking at illustrate the point that the 1ev

is not a matter of the exactly, just exactly follow these particular

details but it is a matter of the application of the morel law end of the

great k$ principles of God's dealings in the hearts of people and conse

quetnly it is a spiritual /$' matter and that there are any number of vitel

lessons for the %0hristien in the sight of these laws and in observing just

how and to what extent thj apply to our own lives and so we notice that

(a) the unity of the church, that the believers in all ages form one organ

ism and seivetion always is through Christ and therefore while there are

different matters of persente.tion, yet tbre is a ,relevance to it of every

thing in the Scripture, a greater or less relevance to every one. And

then (b) although e same truths are vital in ell ages, the nenner of pre

sentation may change. Because the change of extennal circumstances are

a progress of revelation or occurence of the event typified, of course,

particularly with tie manner of the ceremonial law, although also to some

extent with the moral law, that the external circumstances require e differeno

of application in particular situations end so also does the progress of

revelation. Moses permitted this for the herdness of

your heart. He didn't mean that the hearts were a

great deal harder in the day of Moses than they ere in the days of Christ

and now everybody ismuch softer heafted and a dthfferent situation applies,
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He didn't mean that at all. He just meant that a further revelntion has been

given, that we have more understanding of the things. of God. That we can

see more specifically and exactly the outworking of that whibh God has des

cribed and has typified and that therefore in the length of this, 1l the

moral principles are exactly the same, that it is altogether reasonable that
attainment in

we are expected to show a somewhat higher $/M our moral activities

and in our moral standards by which we lire. That might be expected of

those who, have less light and the application, see the application of these

principles to the Christian, the moral law, of course, is always binding at

all times upon everybody, but the application of the, moral law varies to

some extent, although the principles are always true and always vital. The

civil law varies greatly and requires careful thought to see

how to apply t in particular situation. The ceremonial lw is a matter of

taking the great truths and guiding them home to people's hearts and in the

old dispensation the Lord gave, the passover and the Lord's supper as two

outstanding ceremonies among many that he gave re the two most outstanding,

the passover and the Lord's supper, and the circumcision, too, of course, to
the hearts of

drive home these ideas to )Z the people, and he has given us baptism nd

the Lord's supper (question)

15 (end of record)
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I didn't mean to go into the matter before the creation and after, I mean I

don't know how much light we" have on that, but as far as any period of which

we have any knowledge is concerned, truth is always

taking that which is not ones is always wrong, doing that which is

contrary to the great moral principles 'is always wrong at any time for

anybody. (question 3/k) Well, as far as that is concerned, you might say

perhaps, you might say it in this way in Los Angeles when I w there ten

years ago there was a law on the conductors must not shoot

rabbits when they are riding along on the streetcar. (laughter) Well, now

there are reasons why it would hot be desirable for streetcar conductors to



be shooting at rabbits as the car goes along and there are morel principles

involved there that wll always be but as far as the application is

concerned, when I was in Los Angles, the city has rbwn up so extensiviely

there are no rabbits within reach of the streetcars nd that

particular lawlwssness the purpose of the lw would apply

of other relation and other desires, but that particular civil

application of the w is no longer of any special importance. Just wht

under eternal conditions, there are a good mny of the laws whcih the

patticular situation will not be in existence, but I think tht the principle

would still be applicable inmost cases 2 . Certainly

the first commandments will always be valid, thou shlt have no other God

before me and not to use the Lord's name in vain. !1aich under eternal

2 (question ) It is a problem which for

instance every minister in his life. Here is minister and he says

here is the law, people have to be married according to the law, people have

to go through a ceremony, they will have to do certain things. Now the

minister says it is sinful, sin, anything that the wicked

man is sin. He is in sin in our regard. Well, what is the point of going

through a ceremony with this man and having him go through the form with

the church blessing it of being married when he actually is in sin in every

thing he does. What he needs is to ccept the Lord Jesus Christ. What

right dows he have to come. to a minister and ask to be married thfore he

You might say the minister has no reason to concern himself with

anything about the person who has not first accepted the Lord Jesus Christ

as his saviour. Well, now, the Scripture clearly teaches us that that is
lost and everything

true, but morally, a person is he does is wrong unless

he accepts the Lord as his Saviour,, but that nevertheless there are certain

standards which are binding upon all people, whether they are God's people

or not and epople are condemned if they don't obey them and which

are necessary for ordinarily good orderliness even in a world in which sin

is rampant and a minister has the duty to uphold right and moral principles
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and to do what he can to make his community better nd to do wht he cn to
in

.how the external things what God's standards re and he should

try to stress them more . But if he has a proper plce, a place in

the world is primarily that of lending people to accept Christ and then

showing tm how to live after: they have accepted Him, but it is not only

that there is a definite adjustment of relationship to those o are not

Christians. The church has a definite relationship, the individual minister

has a definite relationship, the person who is going to live in1-ie imunity

which is under God's law has an obligation to quite an extent to conform to

it and it is honorable that he should be brought in line with them to the

point where he will see his sin and where he will ccept Christ and become

a full fledged member. One man said to me once, what do I cre about pro

hibition. If a man is going to hell, what is the difference whether he goes

drunk or sober. Well, t$ there is lot of truth to that. ht difference

does it make if he is going to Hell whether he goes drunk or sober. But on

the other hand, God has a purpose for Christians to exemplify righteousness

in a world in which they live and to thet

people as they see them will see that these people are stending for whet is

right and will perhaps be convicted of their own failure and of their own

falling short and brought to desire . It bs a definite purpose,

we have a definite purpose in grying to meke this world Ps good a world Ps

we can while we are here, even though our primary purpose is to leed the

whole world to be received into the kingdom of God. All of these laws, ell

of these customs have, as Mr. Fowler put his finger on e very vital point

here, ad you will find a great many vital points in this, we could spend

a year going through these laws and get much that would be of tremendous

value for our lives today and for our service to Christ. I wish thet we had

the time to do it. But. I think that you can pick up a good many things if

p.i would go through them yourselves, while you ere getting the mein 1ectors

Ppdof it which I think are vital. (question 7) Baptism the Lord's Supper ere

cãremoniel laws. (question) Well, that is different. You don't find thet
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the stranger in Israel is circimcised unless he accepted the lw, unless he
th t

realizes his need of a Saviour and desires to come under the provision t'

God// made and that are presented in tie sacrifices 7 They

would not circumcise apersonwho is just visiting. (question) I do think

that when we undertake to say who is saved and who is lost, we cn run into

some very serious dangers. I think tht is is best to present the principles

and in general to let the person, to plce upon the person himself the o

bligation of making the discrimination who feel

that the minister should examine the man and decide whether he is worthy of

the Lord's supper and perhaps there is something to be said for tht, but

this is very important. The Lord's Supper is not simply passing out some

grape juice to just everybody who feels like it, the Lord's supper, is

for Christians, believing that they are lost sinners, deserving eternal

punishment, showing the Lord's death until he comes by giving a visible

example to the world, a symbol of their belief. That they aria saved only

by partaking of Christ and what he has done. Now, if a mn does this un
than

worthily he drinketh unto damnation rather unto salvation. It hink that is

very important is stress that, but there is many a time when a person will

seem to us to be a very very fine person who actually in his heart is on

the path of perditkn and it is pertty hard for us to be sure. The man ought

to know, and the Lord knows, but another person can be deceived and the

opposite of this is true too, a person can be a sincere ernest C1iristin in

his heart and yet can be one that externally is hard for us to realize the

true situation. There are some, as far as external there re

some who find it very easy as the result of their background of their tern

perment of their training, of their general experience, find it very easy to

live a life that sems very excellent to bystanders that actually may be

life lived in selfishness and greed. And there are others who are moved with

tremendous passions and tremendous temptations that don't even assail to

ordinary person, and the Lord can give them victory over those, nd the

Lord will if they , but thhow great an extent 10
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is something very hard for the bystander to see. But to say that the Lord's

Supper is something that just anyone can partake of, I wouldn't say that.

do say that a good argument can be made that it would be better to permit

three people to partake of it to their own damnation, if we have warned them

and they insist, than to exclude one who properly deserves to partake of it

because we were not capable of making proper judgment. Well, now, this is,

you see we are getting into the matter of civil law what shall be done as

to determine who shall partake of it and who shall not. I don't think that

is with most us a particularly a great problem today. If you were in a place

like Geneva., when at the beginning of the REformation, Geneva as a city,

adopted certain standards or take early New England in this country, and a

person who did not partake of the Lord's supper was putting himself in the

postion before the community of dishonor. They would wonder what is the

matter with the person? He would disgrace himself, more or less. Now in

a situation like that, it might be wise and right to make a civil law in

the church that a person should not partake unless the minister, or the

elders had discussion with himself that they had some sort of credible evi-

nce that he was . In our present day when it doesn't give any

particular 1112 most cases, I think that we still are

not absolved from the duties of making very clear to the people the res

ponsibility that they take not to make a false statement, but I think that

we can very well . civil law in relation to

the ceremonial because the situation varies. Well, now this is a very

important matter here, if there is anything else you would like to bring

up and say a word about it, (question 12). A man is looking for an excuse

if does not genuine

satisfactory excuse. "The thing is that the man or the community according

to the situation. As you study the question of how the moral law applies

to the situation. It is not actually a simple matter. All the moral prin

ciples are not simple . They are confused by the

situation of our present world. They are so confused that it si often diffic1t
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to tell and. the dttyis upon us to study them and to find out where

If we are looking for excuses, we will find excuses anywhere,

but if we are looking for a true presentation of what the moral law is,

then we are, you will find that the Lord will help us. Now take in this

country for instance, I shouldn't say so much about world wide conditions

today, but when I was studying. in Germany, in this country, I
Christians

some very very fine in this country. 14

and I dthd not feel that it was a sin in her case. Now there are

cases where it is, but there were cases where there were women who would

dress up with a lot of flashy clothes and vivid coloring on their face and

they would be fine Christian people in this country. Now, over in Germany

i you saw a woman go that way on the streets, everybody would immediately

conclude without question that she was a fraud, because nobody there would

think of dressing that way in Germany. I remember going to the American

Express Company over there in Germany and we got in there where there were

maybe 30 American woman standing around and when he saw these altogether,

he was horrified. (laughter) He had never seen anyone in Germany dressed

that way except and if you go down the streets in Berlin

20 years ago, you would see one and another and another and it was just

utterly different from the German woman and their faces 15

Well, now, under those circumstances, there I would say

would be very very wise to conform to

the German (laughter) very very wise. (end or record.)
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in which hç general attitude and what people take from it, it they con

sider it to meanmakes big difference in whet we should do about it. Now,

I don't think that the Lord wants us to look like scarecrows, I don't think

that horors the Lord in any way shape or form, I. think he wants us to do that

which will fit in with the general attitude ,of our area, but avoiding nythirg

3/k morally wrong or suggesting

Now it is not a simple thing that a person can simply decide right off hnd.

You have got to consider. circumstances end situations. But the greet morl

principles are in all cases. (question l)Well, now 1 would agree

with Paul on that, rather than . . (laughter).(discussion)

Paul very clearly felt . and it

was exactly . .. There is no such .

But Paul discusses that rather fully in Romans. (question 2-) The

Lord does not want us to have an attitude of fear on little minor points. TI

Lord wants us to do the best we can and leave the results to Him, but the best

we can is not being done unless we give a certain amount of serious thought

to it and it is true that there is practically nothing that you can do but

will offend somebody and it is not a oerson's duty to be too much interested

" in what everybody else thinks. We are interested in what the Lord thinks

not waht everybody else thinks. But I think we should keep our eyes open

for one thing to what there is in a practice which is inherently harmful

regardless of the atbitude of the community. Now there is a point. You will

find that todya among Christian groups of people, people that are aboslutyly

thoroughly Christian, you will find that in their amusements you till often

find them doing things, which if they would stthp end think about they would

recognize them as wrong, but there is so much in our whole civilization that

we just don't realize and I think that we have a dutyto think through all

of these things and to decide for ourselves whether there is something in it

that is intensively harmful and that we should avoid. I think that we have

a very definite duty there. But then, we have the other matter about itof

thinking what impression is it going to make on people as a whole of our
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particular area or our particular civilization and I don't think we have

to conform our lives to every partidular individual or even every particular

group of individuals to what they may think. I think that would be utterly

contrary to God's will. We have to thinkwhat is the purpose involved in it

and then we can find some people that have a strong feeling against some

thing, I think that we should stop and think the thing through and decide

for ourselves. First place, is the thing definitely wrongand we haven't

realized it? Well, if so, well, then let's make a change. Second place,

does the thing bring offense because of its suggestion to civilization or
not

the way a good many people regard it. and consequently even though wrong, in

itself, it is something that e ought to avoid. Thirdly, is the thing some

thing which is not wrong in itself, and something that does not do harm in

the impression it makes on our. community, but which people have a rather

s$illy idea in regard to it. Now, if we come to the third conclusion,

I don't think that we should enter into a. big argument . or make it

a big point of issue, but I think that we should simple in a quiet way go

ahead and do what we feel is in accordance with God's will, and not be too

much concerned about what people are going to think. (question) 5/i- You are

right. The principle as stated is absolutely correct. Just because Satan

has taken a thing over is no reason why we should give it to him. On the

other hand if Satan has so-taken the thing over that as it is used in our

civilization it is connected in everyone's mind with the harmful aspects of
the

th thing, it might be wise course . for us

to avoid. I think personally that it is important that we distinguish

that from the matter of liquor. The Scripture definitely teaches that it

is wrong, drunkeness. It is definitely contrary to the Lord's will. It is

sinfu. for a person to become drunk. Well now that does not say that if you

take a little bit of material that has alcohol in it into your system, is

per se in any sense a sin aaInst the Lord. 4t does not say t1t, and it

would be very foolish to let anybody think that you thought that that had

become a sin. It has not become a sin. It never, has become a. sin. If your
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taking of liquor has a danger of leading someone else into drunkeness, to

that extent it may be sinful. Well, you have to consider the situation and

circumstance, sivilitation or period in which you live, what is the situation

as far as this is concerned. If you are living in a. community like it was

in Germany before the war when there were thousands of people who drank a

little bit of weak beer or-weak wine, and you felt that you would like to

partake in this which was the ordinary practice of the mass of the people

who never thought of drunkeness or going to an extreme on it, I would tell

anybody of being a sinner in that rgard. Now

in this country there are coparatively few who drink for purely social

purposes, most drink not for the taste but for the kick. (laughter) flat is

the attitude in this country? Threfore in this country I don't see how

there is any question that for the Christian in this country drun

keness is sin, but for the Christian in this country the wise and expedient

policy is absolutely keeping themselves removed from any kind of liquor or

alcoholic beverage. I used to feel that you could, when I went to Germany.,'

dra a very shp distinction that way between the social situation in this

country and in Germany in hat regard. After I had studied there some time,

I came to the conclusion that the distinction was still there as I thought

it was before but not nearly so definite as I thought it was before because

I ran onto cases in Germany'whrere people considering that it was just a

perfectly proper custom, everybody did it, . took a little light wine, and

thought nothing of it and certain

condition became drunk very quickly when they never would have dreamed of

it and I knew cases where they actually were mistreated by it

as the result of their having no absolutely expectation of the thing, gotten

into the situation that they nevef would have gotten into if they simply had

stayed absolutely away from it. And when I saw the result of it as you would
aee
it %on the streets of Berlin upon people I couldn't

help thinking that the course which would be the. expedient oourse in this

country would probably. also be expedient and right course to take over there
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even thoug the situation wasn't quite as clear in that regard as it is

here. (question lO)Well, it is true that the person that drives us near to

the edge of the precipice is apt to go over the edge and it is much better

to stay a good distance away from it but on the other hand there is no reason

you should hug the side of the cliff all the time. Each of us has a res

ponsibility before the Lord to and just where the

you can't make an absolute sharp line on each matter, you have to decide

in the light of circumstances. I know people who, we had a. student here

at one time who came from a Quaker background and friends came to see him

aid he was quite shocked at this fellow. Why he said, you let people call

yourself mister, that is worldly pride. Well, now

in a community if it is mister is a sign of real standing, well, it might be

a sign of worldly pride, but to refuse to call yourself mister in our present

civilization is simple silly. There are a great many things like that. A

person has to weigh each matter thoroughly and a. person is responsible to.

God for his decision himself and he can't simply follow somebody else's

I think the principle tha.t the man you spoke of presents is a.

true principle, but tremendous 12 I don't

think the thing of carrying it too far should lead us to go to the opposite

extreme. I don't think that is honoring to the Lord, but

between that which leads ot and distorted life which is not

unto God and that which leads to falling into real sin, it is

better to go too much in that direction than in ths, but I don't think the

Lord wants us to err in either direction, he wants us to decide for ourselves

what course you shoudi take. Well, so much then to the relation of the law

to the Christian. We are not under law in the sense that we have to walk

little commands and say, am I doing this just right, is there danger that I

have made a mistake here, is there danger that I have made amistake there,

we are not under the law in that sense. We are under the law in the sense

that it is God's desire that we study the principles that He has laid down,

that we study their application as He has explained it, that we study the
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circumstances involved in situations. and that we try in all things whether

we eat .r whether we think, to do it to the glory of God and try to be sure

what will be to His glory and that we try to see how it pplies to every

thing in te Scripture has a meaning for us and if e simply take a few

verses and think that is all, we are not properly glorifying the Lord. Every

word in th Scripture has a meaning and a value for the Christian. Well

now B. The work of the spies and what follows. To my mind one of the most

tragic accounts in the whole Sc1ipture, one of the most dramatic cases in

history, o-ie of the most meaningful things for the Christian is the account

of what ocurred at Kadesh-barnea as described in the Book of Numbers. I

dontt thinic we need to take much time on it in class, because it is quite

obvious as you read it but ,I do think that it is very important that we have

it thorougfly in mind and that we apply it to our lives. They sent men to

Canaan to spie out the land. Well, God knew all about the land, why did

they need o spy it out? It shows us that although God knows everything and

He will lead us with his it is His will that we use ordinary precaution

and that w use the brains he has given us and we use the means he has given

us to get he information we need in order to try to do things in accordance

with his wll. We $j are not because of His. wonderful leading from

trying to
find

out eveything we can. But we know that there are many things

that we cannot get the full information and know that we are seeking %4

to follow hem alike, he will lead us in the results. (end of

record) .
.

(This record is on the back of 150) There .doesn't seem to be a 145
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a separation for entering into the wilderness and under

that #1 the death of the generation in the wilderness. You have noticed that

in the Book of Numbers you are not told about some of the events just when

they happened. You begin with events starting the second year after they

left Egypt and you have a good deal told about events about that time and

then you have kadesh-barnea and then the event after Kadesh-barnea and not

specifically dated. But all of a sudden you find that you are at the end

of the forty years. The material in there where the

big jump comes in that regard. But we are told at Kadesh-barnea that there

will be ~a ko year period in the wilderness and we are told later on that

Aaron dies after 38 years after htey went out of Egypt and when you get to

chapter 20 as you did at the beginning of your lesson for today and read a

bout Aaron's death, we then are already 36 or 37 years after the events

at Kadesh-barnea. There is a big space in there which is not specifically

dsignatd in the account. So #1 here the death of a generation in the wil

derness and there are two factors we might note in that. (a) The murmuring,

you remember how these people who had come out of Egypt were constantly

murmuring on account of their hard lots. They lost the luxury and the things

that the had in Egypt and they were murmuring because of the hard course

of their life in the wilderness and it was necessary that there be a race

to go into Palestine which would compare Palestine, not with Egypt, but with

the wilderness and very often the Lord has to do. that with His people. We

get so tied up with the affairs of this world and with the things that are

for thisbrief life span 1are that the Lord has to take everything away from

us for atime in order that we can be happy with the things He feels are for

our good in our life and service to Him in this world. And so the murmuring

and the discontent, seeing the earthly things as being so very great as some

thing th.t could not be ended by the death of the generation but the whole

prospective of it was changed and when tie people entered Palestine instead of
see
)ing a land here which was on the outskirts of civilization, a lend here

which had plenty of fertility in pots and which had very good qualitities
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here and there and real possibilities, but certainly was not in the class

with one of the great centers of world civilization like Egypt, a place

whrer things almost grow themselves, so very fertile, and the constant

rejuvination from the Nile, instead of that they go into a. land which they

compare with the desert where they had lived for 11.0 years and compared to

the desert it was a land flowing with milk and honey. It was a land of

utter joy and posperity in comparison with what they had been through. You

might say. that in comparison Israel today is like that. Israel 30 years

ago except for a .few people in Russia and in Poland wh$$o were in rather

bad circumstances, the Jews as a whole were getting along in countries

like Germany and oter countries, getting along excellently and gradually

becoming masters of the country, acquiring more and more of the property

and more and more of the leadership in all of the different lands. They

had everything that anybody in the country had and a. great deal more and

had no idea of going up to Palestine, which was something that didntt appeal

to them at all. They were willing to give a few pennies in order to support

the refugee Jews which come' from different sections of the world and go to

" Palestine, but the: thought of going-themselves was something that would never

have entered into their head. And then came the persecution and suffering

and miser that they. went through in the last 15 years and now Palestine

has becoame to them the Promised Land, the land of hope, it is the land to

ward which in the t 10 iyéars millions have been turning their eyes and

(b) is the end of Egyptian influence. Now we spoke under (a.)

of the end of the comparison of the Egyptians s far 'as the luzury was con

cerned, but it was not only, desirable to get 'the people out of Egypt, but

to get Egypt out of the people and the generation which had come out of

Egypt was, of course, very much of an Egyptianized generation. Now the

end of the Egyptian influence, in a. way, you might say it was too bad to

lose all the arts and crafts. Of course, that happened in the time of the

flood, too, they were good artists in iron 'and copper and civilization had

ma great progress before the flood and while Noah was a good religious
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leader he doesn't seem to have been a great engineer and as far s we know

he wasn't skilled metal or anything until after the flod and along these

lines it took a long time before they made progress up to the point that

had been reached by the generation before the flood. They hd to strt All

over again in these lines And the ar s and crafts were largely lost so when

you examine the archaeological remains of the Israelites when they first came

into the land of Palestine you find that as far as the external trappings of

civilization are concerned, the arts and the crafts were far inferior to

what the Canaanites had before and far inferior to what the Israelites them

selves learned in succeeding centuries. They lost the arts and crafts of

Egypt which was in a way, too bad. It t put them back in mterial regard

definitely but they couldn't very well keep the rts and crafts and lose all

the Egyptian religion and Eguptian life was so permiated with the Egyptian

attitude toward its God's which went into every factor, every phse of the

different life. It was necessary completely to lose these before coming into

Canaan. And so the death of the generation in the wilderness was a part of

God's preparation of bringing a generation into Canaan which would be fitted

to do what He wanted in that land. Now there is one thing right there that

is quit interesting, that in this section of the Bible we do not have much

stress on the after life. In the N.T. we find a great deal of stress tht tI

life is not thvial thing, but that afterwards si whet is vital. You will

find here very little of that in the O.T. particularly in the early part of

the O.T. And it would seem most likr that thereason for it is that the

people in Egypt were under the influence of an attitude which tremendously

exagerated the importance of the future life and which considered the future

life under such a distorted viewpoint that it was necessary to make clean

break from it. It was very difficult to simply cleanse it And purify it

and improve it and so for a long period here you have very little stress lid

on the after life. It is clearly believed in and it is clearly touched upon

but it is not stressed or dwelled upon or talked about much and so the

great exagerated Egyptian idea of an ,after life which can be greatly influen
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by what you do here or more by your surviving people do here, an attitude

which is largely present today in the Roman Catholic Church, that attidude

was not in Christianity 4 until the R.C. got over into that tremendous

stress and the idea that we can do a great deal to help our relatives and

friends in the after life, before that and aprat form that it was quite

unknown to Christianity and it was quite unknown in Judaism, bt was very

common in ancient Egypt. A great part of a mant s endeavor and time nd

effort in ancient Egypt was spent in making sacrifices in order to improve

the be of his ancestors. In order to help the ones who had recently died,

and who had gone to the after life, you had to supply them with everything

they needed there. You had to bring offerings of all the things they would

need and sometimes you could fool the spirits of the after life and bring

pictures that would do just as well, so you often find pictures and images

put in. Sometimes, for instance, if a man dies, you could take his horse

and kill it with him uo that he would have a horse in tie after life and then

they decided that maybe they could fool the spirits and put in a picture

of a horse, so you have pictures of all these things they were supposed to

in some way give them %/the equivilent in the after life. You have food

put there and clothing, and all sorts of things. It was a tremendous dis

torted emphasis in Egyptian civilization and th/Øe sort of thing that

is hard to simply remove at will once you have gotten your mind filled kith

it, but the generation dies and the new generation had never been under that

influence although of course, they could have heard a good bit of it rm

their parents and so the very idea of the afterlife God clearly taught is

not stressed in the early part of the Bible. #2. The preliminary campaign,

the great conquest of Canaan was something that was left for Joshua, but the

life of Moses was not entirely a peaceful life and particularly the last few

years of it. Now they began to move forward and to head up at t1- end of

the 38 years in the wilderness, they began to head up toward Canaan, their

first military difficulty there, their first sight of the fact that they
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would meet opposition and difficulties from others even before going itno

Canaan comes in Numbers 20 when they sat a very peaceful letter to the

people of Edom and reminded, the people of Edom that they were the sons of

Esau, the brother of J.cob and Edomites had been quite well off. They hd
stayed
taken this territory 'near Mt. down in the southeastern part of Palestine

where Esau had gone nd they had become very prosperous and-very-well to do

down there and Jacob as they pointed out had been in Egypt and had there come

into bondage and now they were free from Egypt and were coming back to his

won land and wished his brother the Edomites to give them passage through,

they said, they were going on the kings highway, the march through the land,.

We will pay for the water we use, we will provide our own food, we will buy

at regular prices anything we need, we don't want anything but just to get

through. But the Edomites didn't know whether that was a very safe thing to

do to let this group in there. It is a lot easier to keep a group outside

of the, land than to rest them once they get inside and made a motion contraiy

to what they and while it is true that the ancestry was related to

Jacob and Esau, yet we have no evidence that the Edomites had remained true

to the Lord. It seems that they had been worshipping other Gods. They didn't

have their religious bond with them. They had no teaching of loyalty to

in their own religion and for that reason they distrusted the pro-

mises of the Israelites and so they refused to let them through and told

them that they could not come through their land and so the Israelites at

this point, instead of fighting, made a circle around which made a much long

er trip to get up towards the land. And now as they go around the land of

Edom, they came to - 13 You read

about that today in chapter 21. The king of the Canaanites over in

the Southeastern portion there of Palestine, southeast of the Edomites

resisted the coming of the Israelites and the Lord aided them to overcome.

It was a substantial force but much inferior to the power of the Israelites.

There we have a parenthesis which bears religious importance reserves the

heading that for the purpose of the outline here we will simple put in ( ).
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(question) In.the outline we are in caol E, Preparation fro entering into
defeat

Canaan, small 2 preliminary campaign, small b the %/of .Araat at

and add to that in parenthesis(the serpent of brass 21:5-9). Religiously

it deserves a whole hedding to itself. It is a very important matter, but

as it is told here, it is given in a historical setting, it is

in the midst of these campaigns as the people are moving forward going ground

the land of Moab and Edom, to compass the land of ]dom. (end of record)

otlk7

We read that there the Lord sent firey serpents among the people and they
how

bit the people and most of the people died. Now why did the Lord send the

firey serpents among them here? Does it mean that the Lord created firey

serpents for the purpose whthch killed a lot of people or does it mean that

He lead the people through the area where the firey serpents were or does

it mean that He caused that the people going through the are a where the

firey serpents were should not receive the special protection that He would

otherwise have given them. We, of curse, have no way of knowing between

those three possibilities. We are told that the Lord sent Cirey serpents

among the people and that means that it was God's definite and certainly

it was God's will that it should happen but the serpents are in that same

area today, venomous serpents and a. good many of them. If you have read

that very interesting book by T.E. Lawrence, the seven pillars of Wisdom,

a book which takes its title from.the Book of Proverbs and has nothing more

to do with Proverbs, than taking the title from it, the account of his fight

between 1914 and 1917 in the wilderness there as he lead the Arabs against

the Turks. You have doubtless been impressed with his account of their

going through a region in this general area which would seem perhaps

to be the same region and his account of the various number of these venomous
cam

serpents that were in that particular area. He tells how they would

there on the ground there at night and the serpents would come up and would

lie right against, lie straight against the body, and the result was that

the first ran to get up in the morning would have to get up with very great
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care, very quietly so as not to disturb the serpents and irritate it O

that it might bite, and then after he was up, he would take a pole and go

around and would pull the serpents away from the otr men in order that they

could get He tells there of two young Arab fellows that were

there with the group who were always playing practical jokes and these two

fellows were constantly, and they would say, oh, there is a serpent and they

would jump and there wouldn't be any there, so after they had done that FI.

times finally he gave them a good strong scolding and told them they

mustn't do it anymore and then after awhile if he was sitting in one place

he noticed one of them kind of snickering and looking at the other and the

other kind of snickering and winking at the other and they didn't say any

thing and he began to wonder what the matter was and after a while he looked

down and right beside him was a great big serpent all coiled ready to strike,

and he said 3 (laughter) and it is a very vivid picture it draws

of the difficulty of going through that particular area and avoiding the

serpents there and the Lord lead the people through that area there and wha

the people were murmuring again and they bit the people and much people of

Israel died and the people came to Moses and said we have sinned, we have

spoken against the Lord and against thee. Say unto the Lord that I1e take

away the serpent from us and Moses prayed for the people but the Lord did

not take the serpents away. It is a picture of our life now. We have

prayed, 0 Lord, to cleanse this world from sin. We pray him to remove from

us war and strife and difficulty and troiftie and God is going to do it, but

no yet. He is going to create a peaceful world upon this earth here , a

world in whii everything external will be condusive to righteousness, but

His present purpose is that we shall learn something from the privtions and

the difficulties and the trials that we go throguh which are of course are

much worse for some of us than others and for others sometimes, but God has

a definite purpose in it and so He keeps us here and He has this definite

purpose, but it is His will that everyone of us shall find personal deli-.

verence and personal redemption and personal reedomswe look to him and
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for that which He provides. And so he gives the Israelites at this time

a symbol, a type, or a sign of what He was going to do and He had Moses

take copper and make a serpent of it and put up this copper serpent on a

pole so that if 'a serpent had bit anyone when he would see this copper

serpent and look to it, he would live and a person could look to that

which God provided and find deliverance through it. Up at Penn State

yesterday afternoon in the question period, one of the boys asked me,

man fell and sin came into the world. He said, why didn't God send Christ

right away to atone for us and do away with it immediately. Well, it is

the same situation that is here. Why didn't God take the serpents away

right away? Well, I gave him an illustration about the Seminary in Answer.

I said, every now and then a student comes to me And tells me /just how the

Seminary ought to be run, and I said, very often I give them suggestions

that are very good and for which I'am very grateful and try to follow them,

but nine times out of 'ten when a suggestion is made, I spy, Well, now if

I were to' do that this would come, if I would do that, it would cause this

difficulty here. It wouldn't work out for this reason and nine times out of k

ten the suggestion that is made is something which I knew immediately for

I perhaps had considered that very thing before and knew immediately many

reasons why it wouldn't work out at all and yet until it is exlined the

person 'says why on earth don't they show a little sense around this Seminary,

I would do it this way. Well, you can't explain everything. You can't take

time' to. But in the situation where you are trying to direct the thing and

handle it, you have far more in your mind than anyone can have who

is merely an onlooker or a member. Now I said the difference between a

student and an administrator of the Seminary is not one thousandth as great

a far as the experience is concerned, And knowledge, than the difference

between anyone of us and the Lord who created the Universe. And when it coma

to the reason for his plan, the, reason He works things in a certain way,

there are times when we can see the reasons. There re times when we cn

understand just why He does it this way, but there are a great many times
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when we can't and a great-many times when we simply haven't the intelligence

or the knowledge to know all the factors that are involved. We can't

possibly, but we do know that His knowledge is far greater than ours and

more important, of course, we know that His goodness is far greater than

ours. We know his purpose of love in everything that He does and so a

great deal of what we find in the universe we simple have to accept as

being for the best or God wouldn't do it that way. And when the serpents

came in, God could simply have not had the serpents to come in the first

place or he could have removed the serpents immediately but instead of

that He chose to provide a method of individual salvation, to provide a

method where the individual should learn to trust God more, where the indi

vidual in the difficulty would turn to the Lord and would look to the ser

pent up on the pole and he oouldn't fully understand how it could save him,

we can't fully understand the atonement of Christ, we can only understand

certain aspects of it. There are certain aspects of it very very clear in

Scripture and we can4, understand those, but the full understanding of it

we simply cannot do, but we know this that it is God's will that when we

look to Him we live. The Lord Jesus Christ used this as,a type of himself

in Jn. 3:1k, that asMosés lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even

so must the Son of Man be lifted up, that whosoever believeth on Him should

not perish but have eternal life and so it is a onderful picture of God's

method of individual salvation which was given in the wilderness there with

the serpent and it is no wonder that they treasured that serpent and they

kept that brazen serpent and they carried it withthem in the wilderness

and they carried it with them into the land of Palestine and they greatly

treasured and loved that wonderful memento of what God had done in the

wilderness and they al kept loving that serpent until it came to King He
he

zekiah and this king took the brazen serpent and destroyed it and it tore

it up into bits and why should a good king take a thing that had been

a symbol of God's wonderful love to the people and tear

it up and destroy. It shows t1at the people had reached the point where they
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were putting the serpent ahead of God and were worshipping the serpent

and so it was necessary to destroy it and any symbol that reaches that

point in our lives, we should use the symbols right that God gives us,

but we should use them as pointing to the thing they stand for, as pointing

to the Lord Jesus Christ, a pointing to God's will for us, but any symbol,

no matter how great, no matter how fine, if. it becomes a primary factor to

us, it is then, ne.essary that it then be destroyed. I talked to a woman

one time. I was in a city some years ago where there was a little indepen

dent church and some folks who were very good friends of mine were taking

a great interest in this church and this friend was playing the piano,

and the mother was teaching Sunday School and they were taking a very very

great interest in the church and a short distance away there was a big

Presbyterian church in which there was modernistic teaching being carried

on and the woman told, me how disgusted she was with the preaching that

had been given and what an awful thing it had been for the children so now

they were going to this small testimony there and getting the word of God.

I said to her, well, so now you are a member of this small church. Oh,

no, she said, I am not a member. I was born . Presbyterian and I am going

to die a- Presbyterian and so it was necessary that she keep here mem

bership in the church where unbelief was being taught and where the Word

of God was being town to pieces, because she was born a Presbyterian and

she was going to die a Presbyterian. Now I think it is a mighty good

thing to stand for Presbyterian truths and I think it is a mighty good

thing to uphold those wonderful teachings which our great Presybterian

ancestors loved and stand for the things that are connected with them,

but if being a Presbyterian and being connected with any denomination

or any particular lesser thing like that becomes more important than

standing for the word of God and putting Christ first, it becomes an

idol, it becomes something that may even raise the point where like he

brazen serpent, like that wonderful serpent, it will be necessary that God

utterly and completely destroy it if it becomes for us an objective which
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takes a major place to us. And so this serpent of brass.,, I hate to put it

just in parenthesis, but that is the way it is given here, it is given here

as just four verses in the midst of the account of the enemies which barred

the way of the Israelites and the way that God lead them throggh. So then

they march around Edom and Moab and then we come to see the conquest of Sion,

King of the Amorites and this conquest of Sion, is begun in this same chapter

21:21 and here we find that they come to a group that is rather hard to

locate as a whole, though this particular part of it is easy becuse

the name, Arnorites, seems to be a name that covers very large portion of

the people of Palestine at this time, but there was section of them that

was under this king Sion, as described in v. 21 here. The Israelites

asked Sihon, king of the Amorites, to let them simpl march through and they

wouldntt injure anything, they would just march through, but Sihon sent

people to attach the Israelites and drive them back, but Israel smote Sthhon

and his people with the edge of the sword and possessed his land from Arnon

unto Ji.bbok, even unto the border of the children of Ammon. And so here in

verses l-2k, we have the account of the conquest of this section east of

the north portion of the Bead Sea, this section which was formerly a part

of Moab and had been conquered by them, vs. 26 tells us, by this group of

Amorties and now the Israelites took it away from them. And then G. Noth

of that there was a much larger area, this river Jabbok, you remember is

so important in connection with the life of Japheth, is a little south of

halfway of the distance between the Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea on the

eastern side. And the territory that of the Amorites had taken

from the Moabites which the Israelites now conquered is right up to the

Jabbok river and then north of the Jabbok river there is a region that is

called basin and the name basin continues all through the O.T. We find

it in the Psalms and the reference(end of record)
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was a very splendid land for the raising of cattle, and some of the

largest cattle were in that land of Bashan and Og the King of Bashan came

out against the people and came out to attack the people there and they

overcame this large and extensive and very highly develpped gˆ' area of

A3ashan and area which is one of the very finest spots of Palestine but which

has rarely anything like the state of advancement that it had at that

time. It did under the Roman empire for a brief period, Question

That's an area that I wanted to go into this summer but they told me that

Damascus was a military area and nobody was allowed in unless you made re

quest and it would take a few months so I gave it up

and went to another section. But it's'a very wonderful section if it is

properly developed but it has been rarely properly developed and you can

see the reason right now. It's the border right now between Syria and Israel

it's no-mans land there. We look doen through the eastern edge of that

our car stopped every few miles with, the ro.d blocks and questions about

who was in the car and what the situation was, its border land now; between

Syria Ii{Ø TransJOrdan and Israel, and it was a border tbDog11most of Israelite

history between Syria and Israel, a region without natural frontiers, consequ

ently a region difficult to defend. But if you ever got peace in that region

it could be come a very highly developed section, it has perhaps even greater

potentialities than the land of Canaan itself and. under Og, Og se'ned to

have a power that was sufficient % to protect its people therefore a great

perthod of two or three centuries at the most. We have a brief period there

of high sivilization in this area but then wiped out by the Israelites at ths

time, the Israelites of course resettled it but they never were able to

protect it properly. So the conest of Og king of Bhan in C?t?ph2l and

then of the preliminary campaign mentioned, there is one more which for lthgic

sake we perhaps ought to mentin at this time, although it is not mentioned

yet in Numbers, it doesn't come until Chap 31 in Numbers and that is the

campaign against the Midianites, which we find in Numbers, Numbers 31,. the
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first few verses. But now right at this point we mentioned after the cam

paign, I don't think our present outline will give it a separate heading

but we should be familiar with it, after the conquest of the Midianites this

group of Midianites that opposed them in Cahp l we find that Reuben and Gad

and half of Mann.aseh in Number 32 asked for permission to live there in

Transjordan, they see this lively country d what a mistake they made, very

often it is the wise thing, very often, last night in Phileadeiphia I got

into the train coming home and I was pretty tired after three heavy days

and a long trip yesterday and it was the train that goes to Norfolk,,and

I came down the sta1s and there were a few hundred sailors rushing down

the stairs for this train and I rushed into a car, that was completely empty

but there were about five sailors ahead of me and a couple of hundred behind

me I guess and I saw a seat that was empty that had' a good light above/,%

it, but there were fifty other seats up in the car and I thought I'd better

grab onto the first one, good seat I came to and I jumped into that seat

put my baggage lip in the rack and sat down and all , the way from there

to here not far from Phileadeiphia during a half hour, I sat on a

seat that almost burned me up. I wished that I hadn't gabbed the

first seat and had taken a: little bit of time looking for another seat.

The ipeople of Reuben and Gad, and half of Man'{asseh saw this wonderful coun

try of Bashan and these great extensive pastured lands here, and these fine

old cities that they had taken' from the' people of Bashan and from the land

of Sion king of the Amo±ites just 4 south of Bashan and they said what a

wonderful section this is, they said now they say that Canaan is a land

flowing with milk and honey, it supposed to be very very wonderfil and doubt

less it is, but they said, we've never seen it and after all there are a lot

of us and not so much territory up there, hpw do we know what we'll get over

there, let's take this new, and so they came to Moses and they said Moses,

Can we have this section for our heiritage right here? $ And Moses said

Now the people have come up here in order to conquer the land of Cana.n
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How are, we avr going to take it if you just drop off and leave us? Well,

they said, we won't do that, they said, we will establish our cattle here

and our-sheep,-we'll make homes here and only keep a small section of it at

present and leave small force to protect our. people, leave our families, are.

we'll go uper and help conquer Canaan and we'll take part in that conquest

and then. we'll come back but when the land is conquered, let us have this

a our section our terribo:by. And so the Lord gave permission and the thing

they sked for, they got and it was the tribe of Reuben, the first born son

the tribe of G1d, and half the tribe of Manisseh, which asked for this and tt

they got the ondêrful country they asked f, but it proved bb be retty

hot seat. It was a region that was exposed to the enemy, it was a region

where there was no insolation, no protection, and the result i that

Rebben and Gad nd half of Manasseh had at times a prosperity surpassing that

of most sections of Canaan but over the course of the history of th whole

they were in a very unsatisfactory situation because they were constantly

subject to raids from the desert and raids from Syria and time after time in

later history, the people of Israel had to go over into t',d Gilead there

to try to deliver some of that section from the nations that had it and all

the outward %$ excellence that was so visible ws hardly worth I%j6{

mentioning in comparision to the very unsatisfactory feature of it which was

not 'obvious in the first lace and so God gave them what they asked for and

it was.a very very fine land but it didn't,.mean that they had anything like

the place in later history that they might have had. If they had just asked

the Lord to give them what He has wanted them to have and put Him first and

been satisfied to take what he would assign them knowing that in the end that

wha$'t he had given them would be, for the best.., Some of us feel that we have

to work irsôthe'Anieric'an city and some of us feel. that if we don't go tb the

ends of the earth we aren't properly serving he Lord but God may have a

particular place for each one of us, which is much more' important and He may

give us, if we insist that we should work here, or we should work there, God
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may give us a desire in that and may use us very definitely, but He perhaps

would use us much more if we would make the vital question of how we are

serving and would leave the question where we are serving in H s. hands for

His direction as He chooses. Now number 3 we skipped over as far a the

chapters are concerned but I did it to put the preliminary campaigns to

gether. Number 2 All these preliminary campaigns, A,B,,D right up to the
/

end of Chpt 2 and then I put in E just for completelness there we jumped

ahead to '3l and 32. We go back now to chap 22, Balaam Number 3, Ctlp 22-2k

which you studied for today but which we won't have time to discuss until

tomorrow.

Number 3 Balaam, and that is a very interesting story and one that is rather

unigue in description. It comes right after number 21, we were examining

and then we jumped forward to take a brief.look 8t something similar in natain

nd E. It comes right after D of 2. We have here this account of Balaam

and we are not told anything before this about Balaam, we simply here have

his name and we know that he was right near the Moabites Mr. Leroy would %

you say? How Thiny of you would think that he was right near the Moab
kin

ites raise your hand splease. How many thing he was some distance? The

of M0ab sent representatives to get Balaam and that would suggest that he was

some little distance at least but just how far he was it is pretty hard to say

he was far enough that the messenger was invited to tay with him overnight

but that wouldn't necessarily prove that it was a very great distance. He

asked him to stay overnight so that he could ask the word of the Lord on the

matter. So that I don't see how you can say that he was very distant and now

on the other hand he ˆYW was't fight next to them. We don't know just

where he came from but it was far enough that the 'king of Moab sent messengeis

and far enogh that he thought that it was necessary that the message state

that fact that the Israelites had come, that he assumed that he did't know

about. Of course 14 a lot 'bf times ma letter like that you state the facts

even if they are already known, but there's a little implication that he

was a little distance from them, just where he was we're not told, he was in
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the land where he was at Pethor, we don't know where Pethor is, by the river

of th lid of the /$ children of his people, and we don' t know where

that s, so that we may discover something sometime that will tell us exactly

but at present all we know is that. Balaam was a man that lived some

distance away from Balak far enough,tht- the elders of Moab and the elders

of Midian were sent to get him and. to bring him back to get him to curse

Israel. Now what god, did
this.Balaa1m

worshi ? Question

Balak king of Moab had brought me arom Araiñ out of the mountains of thegIst

word Araiñ is more of a designation of a people than of a place, this

Aram. Mahorion Aram is the two rivers which is the region which Jacob got his
wife

now the other meanings were a people that were quite widely scattered

the use of the word Aram here would suggest that it was were Aramian people

were and that fits with the 'general picture that it is north and somewht

east of Moab, but just how far it doesn/t give us much light. Arm was a

very lage people and they wereall pead over and at this time they weren't

a particularly well organized people, later on the kingdom of Damascus which

we cailSyria they suggested that he was in the direction of Dm

ascus now this verse I .appreciate your %$ calling our attention to it,

it also says the mountains of "the east and that wouldseem to suggest the

mountain region and would seem to suggest that it was eastward somewhat &t

least, now it uouldn't be westward that would be it would have to be

either in the north or in the east and so it fits with the general

// impression that we get from the first chapter but it doesn't give

us enogh . But the place is named Pethor

in verse 5, of chap 22 but the refeence to the reference to the river

whch 'suggests that it might refer to Mesopotamia and the river

Euphrates but to the westward section of it and yet not

necessarily because of course there are other rivers so tht

But who did Balaarn worship? What. God did he wordhip? MR. Kimg

Over in Jude we have another reference which I thin would e very, good

to call attention to right now and if you don't find answers to our questions
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in the passage in Numbers, it is alwasy-s good to look in- the New Testament

and see " And so in this case we look at the book of Ju

and we find in Jude. that it refers inverse /ii to the way of Cain, the erra

of Balaamand the gainsying of Cored. Now what is the saying of Core Mr.

end of side 148

He claimed to be a better worshipper of the-true"GodthanAro, he claimed

to be the Lord showed he wasn't'bat%$he clmed to be. He the true.

God that'wT shipped the true god the, way he wanted instead of the way God

said. Korah claimed to be a worshipper of the true god that's not saying

he knew God but he made no cl&ms. to worship ., . His claim w&s to

be a, leader of this people in thr worip of. the true god and he said ther

no reason that you should have to follow ?Aaron in this, why should he have

exclusive rights/, we are just as much the sons of" Jacob a he is, we have j

just as much a relation.to God as he does, therefs no readon why we shouldn't

have the' prieshood as well as-he,-so Korah was a worhhipper of the true God.

Now it says Woe unto them.for'they have gone in.theway of Cain , was Cain

a worshipper of who' did. 'Cain worship? 'Cain brought sacriice, whom did

he bring it to? He brought the.. sacrjjfice to the Lord, the Lord was-displeased

with his sacrifice which irritated Cain greatly, there is no suggestion of

Cain worhsipping any god except the Lord, the trouble is that he worshipped :bim

in the wng way, he wanted God to do what he wanted instead of his dong what

God wanted so did ICorah, butneither of them made any

claim to worship a false god. Now inverse 11 of Jude in between these twol

references to the two that worshipped God in the wrong way we have the mentim

of the error of Balaam now it might be a-s as this verse is

concerned that Balaam wasshipping but it would seem a little more, log

icl if that were the case to put him at the beginning or the end wouldn't it

of the two, rather than right in the middle of the two who were false worhsippir

the true God, and what it says there about' Balam is the error of Balaam

for reward and 'you'll find a man who' says 1-believe in Buddah or in Mohammed
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and comes mob one of our cities and tries to get people to foThw him or.

tries, to present an atheistic beli and start in call it the firstchurch'

of atheists.%/'% or something like th.t you wouldn't say that he was doirg

that for a reward because in one of our cities his reward would be slow in

coming but if he takes a position in the church which. was built by good Christ

ja people in past years 'tho gave money in order to--.have a place for the

Word of-God to be proclaimed and he gets a good position and a. good salary

and really doesn't believe thing of the thing
'
that he is supposed to believe

in that church then you might say 'thathe was doing it for a reward rather

than to serve God. so it seems to me as far a. the statement in Jude is con

cerned the suggestion is that Baaam was planning at least to worship the

true God rather than he was worshipping Balaam but it doesn't say he wa,'as

f a5 Jude is concerned it doesn't prove he wasn't worshipping Baal

except the suggestion about it, and now do we have any evidence right here

in Number about what God he worshpped?" Question (Mr. Buswell) Do you thirk

it is. 'good evidence that since Balam talked about the Lord 'and all the way.

thgough he calls on the Lord and Numbers makes no mention of the fact that i

is a different Lord, it just goes on .telling about the same thing? Dr.

Macr8.e,- - Well now, is it a different Lord? Is' there any evidence whether

it is a different Lord or the same? No there's no evidence R.t that time.

Let"s turn to Numbers 22 and Mr. Buswell has pointed out the. fact, the very

vital fact in this connection that the'!iqord Lord occurs alot of times. in the

chapter, Do any of you have a Bible that the ord'Lbrd does not occur in

chap 22?. Does anybody? Well now, whose Bible ths correct? There's a vital

difference isn't there, some of you say Lord and his doesn't, well now look

at your Bible, at the word Lord, is 'ther anything unusual about th way the

word Lord is written? It's all in capitals isn't it? N0w the word Lord

occurs in the Old Testament usually all in capitals occassionally with the

first letter capital and-the it small, sometimes with even all of them small

and when you have the wori Lord written in the Bible with the ord small, it
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means the Hebrew word Lord, when you have the wore. Lord written in ft

capital letters it means that the Hebrew has the name of God, not the word

lord at all, but the name of God and the Hebrews, after the time of the exile

we don't know hOw much later that would have begun, but sometime they

began having a very great fear of taking the name of God on their lips for

fear of taking the Name o f God on profane lips and therfore when they would

to this they just say the Name and all they would just simply say the name

I will inquire of the name, that didn't make such very good sense, the name

unless you knew just exactly what they meant so some of them developed a habit
saying

instead of the name of saying the lo±d when they game to the name o

God, so our English Bible has got it just exactly turned around, th8t is to

say, the Word God in Hebrew is a common noun, just like you say here comes

a horse, a common noun, 8. horse, add a God is 8 common noun. Noi of course

we believe there is only one God but in ancient times. there were many people

who believed in other Gods and when you refer to one of them we say today

what gods did the Romans believe in, what were the gods of th Babylonians?

Who was the god of the Egyptians, we use the word god 8. a common noun just

8. you would use hse or animal or and of course if you take it you cin

use king sa common noun who is the king of England, how many kings are
one -

there in power today, but if you address you might call him king. You

wouldn't be calling him by his name, you would be using to

address someone who was a member of that class; or you can speak to 8 horse

and say horse, or you can speak to little boy and say little boy, but

that is not his name. Well now, of course, if you become convinced that there

is only one God then when you say God, you only say it to that one, and so

rather naturally it. comes to be a term used only in that connection but still t

it is a common name, a common noun used 8. a title. However, this word

that is represented in Hebrew by the letter ( ) which our revised

version presents 8. Jehovah, we know it wasn't pronounced Jehovah, but no

body knows how it was pronounced for sure. A guess is made that it was pro-

nounced and that is a pretty good guess. A few years ago, the
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critics thought it was yahoo, idthat wasn't quite so godd aguess, but for

a few years they insisted and all the books written about tht time for about

a period of five years, all-the critical books referred to it as yahoo, but

before and after that the critics just called it and they referred

to in their discussion of their critical theories of how people

became to believe in, was a thundergod of Sinai, that would go

on a terror and kill anybody that got in his way, and all those ideas which

make some of us hate to 5a7 the word . And yet it may be the pro

nunciation, at least fairly near to it. We don't know. Now Jehovah, we

know is not the pronunciation, but the thing that impresses me is we don't

know the exact pronunciation of any word of ancient times. We probably

couldn't. We have no idea how Geo. Washington pronounced his name except

that he didn't say Geo. Washington. Some people have said thRt if Geo.

Waxhington talked today, we wôuldn't understand a word he said. I don't know

whether pronunciation has changed quite that much, but pronunciation changes

little by little and in the course of-a century it changes a goo bit. To

me it is very silly to try to say and this sort of thing of

reading the Bible in 300 years ago they said instead of

loves. If you are going to try to pronounce those few sounds the way they

did, why not pronounce them-all. Instead of saying I have, say ehav.h. Which

probably was more or less the way they said it. The e's were all pronounced

when the A.V. existed and pronunciation was altogether different than it is

today. I think it is much more sensible than that sound that they wrote a

th, we pronounce when we read it, but now in this case we don't

know how this name was pronounced, but it was a name. Now if you say Lord

or the Lord and you put it in capitols, it is perfectly plain to anybody to

whom it has been explained, that what you mean is not a common noun like the

Lord, or many lords, but it is the name of God, a specific name and it-is in

no sense a common noun. There is no other meaning whatever, except that

applied to him for it is his name. Bof, of course, in English when you say

the Lord, we think of well, there is the lord of Turkey, and there is the lord
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of China, there is the lord of the factory Rnd there is the lord of the

manor, and there is a thousand lords and this is the Lord. That isn't it

at an, it is the exact opposite. It is the proper name at refers to God

and to Him alone. So our usage in our A.V. is ,I very good system provided

you always use it properly and then you say it you ught to sPy capitols, of

course, nobody will think you men a common noun, but will recognize you

mean then meaning of God. Our word God is ll right if people understnd it

is a common noun of which He is the only one and consequently very good to

use in that way. Now that is the confusion here. Now the R.V. tried to re

medy that confusion by using the word Jehovah which is name nd nobody

would take it for anything in the world but . nme nd represents wht the

Hebrew has a name, but of course, it isn't the orinl pronuncition of the

Hebrew, we know that. Whatever it was, it wasn't Jehovah, but it is a nme

that carries to us the idea of P nme nd it is interesting tht the A.V.

on several occasions uses the name Jehovah in the. &V. For instance, when

it says by thy name Jehovah was I not known to them, the A.V. to be consistent

should have said by thy name LORD was I not known to them, but that didn't

sound very sensible, so,they made it by they name Jehovah,. and you will find

Jehovah four times in the A.V but everywhere else you will find it represented

either a5 LORD or a5 GOD.. Sometimes they do it tat way. If the common

word lord occurs right next to it, they will make it god, only they will

put it in capitals. So whenever you see a word in all capitols, you know

that is the name of God which the revised version represents s Jehovh. Now

in this chapter you will find that he says to them that I might see wht the

Lord will say, and it is capitals and the angel of the Lord stood in the way

and rebuked him and vs. 18, he says, I cnn' t go beyond the word of the LORD

that will be my god, which the R.V. will say Jehovah my God. It is the name

of this particular god who was the God f Israel and so whatever anybody may

guess as to BPlaam's "ttitude toward the Lord, the God of Israel, the God

the creator of the universe, the fact is that the claim he made TS tht
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this was the God he worshipped. The claim.was that he believed in this

God and he says, I cannot go beyond the word of this particular God, my

God, he calls him, to do less or more. And so that is his and we do not

find this word used and we practically never find it used except a5 the God

or Israel, except before there was a Israel'Abraham used it, Meichisedec

didn't, he spoke of him a5 a name which we understand to be another

name of god. But it s used by Job, by Abraham, but except for a few cases,

it is used exclusively by people who were of Israel and here Balaam uses

it and speaks of him a5 his God. Was .he God who Balaam claimed to worship

repeatedly in these four chapters, is the same God, the God of Israel, and

he calls him by nam? And if some of you read the four chapters and studied

them in your lesson for yesterday and didn't realize that fact, that Balaam

was claiming to worship the God who was the God of Israel, the same God and

claiming to do what that God wanted and to stand for the word of that parti-

lar God who he said was his God, if you didn't realize that, well, what is

going to happen to the poor people in the congregation who don't have your

experience and trØ to read the All, and don't get the idea across. I mean

if you folks don't, what situation ? i fear that the two

the A"iJ is a sort of a beaturiful thing which our ancesters loved and there

fore we keep following it. It is beattiful thing and a wonderful thing,

but the vital thing is that we get what God stressed rather than what were

the words,tht people loved 300 years ago when they taught a language that

is very very different than the language that we have today. But if you

know what these four chapters mean, what the A.V. meant to mean by it, or

if you read it in the Hebrew, of course,. you wouldn't expect the first year

students to all read it in the Hebrew, it would be perfectly clear to you that,

heis saying to worship the same God that the Israelites did. (Question' 15)

(end of record)
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the
'instead of being impresses with the wonder of God who was willing to give

terror of the, daner
them such a instead they were impressed with the

which would have to be met in order to take the land, and although they had

God's definite promise .that He would give it and that He would lead them and

although He gvethem the order to go forth and to take it, they fell back

in terror and declared that they could not possibly do it and refused to

go forth a5 God commanded and then the thing that impressed me so much when

they refused and when God told them, all right you stay back here, and every

one of you who have been a partaker in this sin will die in the wilderness

your children will wander in the wilderness 0 years and a new generation

I will take into the land, then for God the terror

which had so scared them that they forgot about the greatness of God and
of the thing

thought only of the glory that they could have had. And they said, we will

do what the Lord wants us to, we are going to go up and take the land and

Moses said, you have had ,your chance, and you have turned against it and it

is gone. disobey the Lord by trying to goup and take the land and

so the thing which would have been obedient to the Lord on one day, was obe

dient on the next. The opportunity was there one day and gone on the next

day. One day if the people had marched up and attacked Canaan, they would
obeying God

have been , the next day the people marched up and attacked Can{aan

and they would have been disobeying God. God's will as to detail varies

from time to time with the particular circumstances. The great principles

are the same, but the details are apt to change. The people had the oppo

rtunity and they failed to take it and now there was no way in which they

could posbi1y get back that particular opportunity again, it was gone for

ever, but the was something quite different. The

thing for them to do now was to follow his command and go into the wilderness

and learn there the lessons that He had for them and follow His will there,

and we are told that wonderful opportunity and now when
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they said, no, that is what we want, we have got to get it, they tried and

they utterly failed and there is many a Christian who has a wonderful op
in his youth

p ortuni ty and turns his back%// on it and

fails to obey the Lord and do his will and later on in life decides that he

wants the thing he could have had in his youth and devotes himself to trying

to get it and wastes a lot of his life trying to accomplish something for

which the time has gone. The time is gone, the opportunity is past. If he

wants to serve the Lord you can't tell, we cantt tell when the opportunity

is past, it may still be, sometimes the Lord will permit us to do the parti

cular thing, but if not, if we turn fully to the Lord, he has something else,

not as good, but something definite for us to do and when we have lost one

opportunity, the thing to do isn't to spend our lives in trying to get back

something that is lost, but to see what now is God's will for us and what is

the path of service and blessing now, and in the life a person

can turn to the Lord and be used of him from that time on, but we needn't

think that we can act as if the past didn't exist and we need not think that

we can make up necessarily for that from which we turned aside. Now, of

course, the application in individual lives is soemthing that is complicated

and requires study and we shouldn't jump to conclusins regarding any parti-

ilar specific situation but the general principle is a very vital one and we

see here how it worked out for them. One day the Lord would have lead them

up and given them victory over everything, but the next day, the Lord said

if you go up you are against the Lord you will "be defeated and driven

back and. ttj were. To me, the comparison of those two chapters and the v4--s

ion of the Lord saying one thing today and tho other thing tomorrow and dealing

in opposite iays with them as far as the external circumstances are is a

very striking and vital thing But I don't think that we deed to go into

detail on the thing, you have studied it and it is very important to remember
apply .

and to j in our lives and we will go on to D the preparation for entering

into Canaan, tomorrow. (end of lecture.) 31 vs. 16 Yes, vs. 16 of ch. 31.,.

Behold, these caused the children of Israel, through the counsel of Balaam, to
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c.ommit trespass against-the Lord in the matter 'b Pe'or, and there was a plague

among the congregation of the Lord.... There is a-suggestion of ch. l:l6,

that Balaam had given advice whereby people .had-been lead to commit trespass

in the itte of Peor, and this matter Peoris discussed- elsewhere where it

tells about (you have the exact verse?.) ch. 25:2 and they called the people'

unto the sacrifices of their gods: and the people did eat, and bowed down

to their gods. And 'Israel joined himself unto Baal-peor: "and, the anger of the

Lord was kindled against israël... butthat'ñatter of the sin of:Baal

is not what I had in mmd in our particular question of nbw. It might be

necessary to bring it in connection-but here you--have these four-chapters

and in these four-chapters was alaam a true prophet 'or was he a -false pro

phet. How.many said he was a--true prophet? Most said true. How many said

he was-a false prophet? few said tht"hè wàs'a'false prophet. Mr. Wilde

man on what ground did you say :t1iat he was a false prophet. (answer) No, the

advice was in the last place. (answer) Well, these things have been pointed

out after the events of these-chapters, later 'on we find' Balaam giving

wicked advice and causing sin. '.In-these chapters we 'find attempts of

Eal&am to evade doing what he knew 'was 'his duty. But how did Balaam know

what was his duty? How did :he know that (question)?' Where is that? 2k:l

.... he went notas at' other times,' toseek for encha-tments, but he 'set his-face

toward the wilderness-...- Well you would -have bo see exactly what that word

enchantments mean 22:7 points pack -to that, the . ... and the elders of Moab

and of Midian ... Well',' it is pretty hard to go to much on' those particular

words. 'Just exactly what' the word means you would -have to-check in the

Hebrew an see, but he says 'here he didn't go previously to seek enchantments,

we will say that there is a suggestion here that' some method was ased that

might be contrary to the normal pidcedure:at least, like Elisha did. Remember

when Elisha was with the kings". over in ii Kings, 'Elisha was with the king

of Israel and the King of Judah and the great hosts and they were making a

circle around the dead Sea and' coming up against the land 'of Edom- from the

south and they got into' &.'diffi"cu-lt situation and the kthg 'of"Judah said, is
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there-,a prophe:t of the:.Lord here that- we can -enquire-and the people-said

yes, Elisha is-here who used to poi.u'.wateron the hands of -Elijahndo

they called Elish a and they said, Elisha. can you tell us in this situation

what is the word of the Lord and Elish said how can I say anything in front

of that wicked king of Israel and they said., we are in dancer-of Persihinc-,

and can't you g/ive us the word of the Lord and Elisha said call a min

strel and Elisha said, -let, him. play, and the-minstrel played and after he had

played awhile Elisha declared tl.word of the Lord. Was that enchantment?

He had to have the music bef ore .he could'hear the word "of the Lord, now was

that enchatrn.ent? Well., that, I think, is a vital thing, but we haven't come

to kings' yet, so perhaps'.weshouidn't make a decision on:'that now, but at

least we have Elisha doing:something-to try to get-the wordof the Lord in

connection with him, you have something similar with Samuel and.yet .obody

would say that Samuel and Elisha were not true' prophets, (quest' on:

Well, if the man is without sin, you--would.-.say he is a true prophet. (question)

That is the question, if 'a man has-to-,be-without sin to be a true prophet,

there is no true prophet that ever lived, but a' true prophet', is a man to

whoi God speaks, isn't-,:that what a' true prophet-,is? A man -to whom God' speaks?

How else would you define a true: prophet?
'
If by a true prophet you mean a

man.who is without sin, why we don't have any anywhere in the Bible and if

by.a' true prophet you-mean a'an who' is a' believer, 'a man who is true 'to' God

as far as he can be in the limitations of this life, the/4n every

Christian leaderthrough the ages-has been a prophet, and that is not the

senseof the word used' in the Bible. It has a'different sense, it just doesn't

mean a man that is trying to' follow the Lord. 'What -does' a phophet mean.

What is a prophet? In Deut. 18' we have' a:discusion of how we- are to tell

who is the true prophet and:who isn't and that is very interesting and I don't

think that is extremely important in our present point to' go into-detail, we

will go into that detail next fall in the discussion of prophesies, we will

go: into detaLls, but the general question 12, What is' a true

prophet. I think, though, perhaps-that we' can do it even more.-.-simply than
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that by looking at Ex 7. What is Exodus 7? Here we have ,a prophet, o

is the prophet in Ex. 7? Who is the prophet there and wh is the prophet

with Aaron, Aaron was not God's prophet, he was Moses prophet, what does

that mean? Aaron was Moses', prophet. Yes, thenext word tells us.

See, I have made thee a god 1o Pharaoh: and Aaron thy brother shall be thy

prophet. In other words as faras Pharaoh was concerned, Moses is-like a

god to Pharaoh. That is Moses speaks but not fight to his ear. Hadoes

he speakç why Aaron is hisprophét.-vs. 2... Thou slialt speak all the I command

thee: and Aaron thy brother shall speak unto Pharaoh, ,...- in other words

Moses is God's God speaks throughMoses, Aaron is Moses' prophet, Moses

speaks through Aaron. Now, of course, a prophet s not someone that speaks

for anybody else, it is someone that speaks for God arid so he says, I have

made you a god. to Pharaoh. That is, you are in relation to Pharaoh as a

god speaking to aprophet, but he really isn't a god, Moses, and Aaron really

isn't a prophet, he is in the position similar to that of a prophet. A pro

phet is ,a man who speaks for God. A true prophet is a man who-receives God's

mee and. gives it out. A false prophet is not' simply a man who doesn't

receive God's message, and-you might' say that we are all false prophets. A

falé prophet is a man who calims to receive God's message but isn't doing

it. He is a man who pretends to-be-,-a prophet but actually isn't. That is

the difference between a true anda false prophet. It doesn't mean whether

the man is a good man or notj or it doesn't mean whether he s' "free from sin

or, not, it -.,means whether he actually doe s get information from God or-whether

he just pretends to .' (queon) Tj ass was then atrue prophet. I would say

so definitely. The word prophet'-is used of a man, ordinarily you don't-have

a-ianimal being used in that way, but I would. say' that the ass was for that

brief time' a true: prophet, because he gave God's message except that of course

it isn't represented of the.ass,here is what the Lord wants you to know, the

ass talked in his own person, he-said he rebuked him for what he had done

to him, but of course, God permittedhim to do it so to that extent I would

say he was a true prophet. (question 15)' The serpent was Satan's prophet.
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Well, that :IS one of the tests given, yep,-one-test given, but even if the

same thing say e liad.better look at that Deut. 18. Now look at Deut. 18

vs. (end of-record).
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is not the matter that is in Duteronbmy. In Deuteronomy it says the pro

phet which shall presume to speak a word in my name which I have not comnian

d him not to speak or. that shall speak in the name of other God/s, oh, es,

vs. 21 says And if thou say. in thine heart, How shall we know the word

which the Lord hath not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the name of the

Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the

Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: thou

shalt not be afraid of him. But. if a prophet says the Lord says that this

is going to happen and then it doesn't happen, you know that he didn't speak
that has been proven

from the Lord, but over in Numbers there is another place 1

but there is another place in which '/ it says if a man says what is

going to happen and it happens to happen and then the man goes ahead and says

let us follow false gods, you are apt to say in that case that it was pure

accident that it happened. (question 11)

No, they didn't say that it would come right away.. They propheside that

other things would come right away. The test of a prophet, you can't al-'

ways tell whether a man is a true prophet or not by seeing what he says comes

to pass because many of them don't predict anything at all. A prophet is

not one who predicts the future. A prophet is one who gives the message that

God wants given. Now if that message includes prediction of the future and

the prediction of the future definitely relates to something fairly soon

and. the time comes and the thing doesn't come to pass, 2

false prophet. But if a prophet doesn't make a prediction relating to some
near

thing that happened in the future, then you don't have that particular way

to test him and so very often people found that it was difficult to tell who

were the truth prophets and who were the false ones. It wasn't always easy,

but there was a difference. There were true prophets and there were false

ones. (break in record) it says if a man predicts what will happen and it

doesn't come to pass, he is a false prophet, it is a negative test not a

positive ones. There are times when we have doubts, but now as far as Ba

laam here is concerned Balaam said to these men - theycame to Balaam, he is
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way out there. Hevidently knows nothing about these people of'Israel and
they
come and they say we want you to curse these people and in vs. 11 we read
ch.
4a Deut. 22,they come, maybe I can defeat them and you curse them, now you

come and curse them. In vs. 12, God said unto Balaam, Thou shalt not go with

them thou shalt not curse the people: for they are blessed. And Balaam

rose up in the morning, .and said-unto the princes of Balak, Get you into

your land: for Jehovah refuseth to give me leave to go with you. There is

no evidence that they at this time knew that the Israelites were Jehovah's

people, but there is evidence-that Balaam here believed that the Lord told

him that he should not receive the rich reward that is offered him because

it was not the Lord's will that he go and do this. Well, where did he get'

this information? 3 3/ lucky guess? Well,

people don't ordinarily make lucky guesses that are atrary to their own

advancs. That's what Balaam . The people went back to

Balak and said, Balaam won't come. Balak said, oh, he said,

He won't come because he thinks that he can get more money out of us. Well,

he says, it is important, it is worth more money. All right you can go back

and tack twice as much ,4ˆ to him. And they went and then in vs. 18 we read

that Balaam said, If Balak would give me his house full of silver and gold,

I cannot go beyond the word of the Lord my God, to do less or more. Well,

he wasn't yet at this point seeking for reward. At this point he was seeking

to know what the Lord wanted and the thing that he said the Lord said to him

was something that was contrary to his own interest and it is pretty hard to

explain this otherØ%4"than to say vs. 12 is to be taken as literally true

that God said to Balaam, that God gave Balaam a specific message and that

Balaam passed on this message and that makes Balaam a true prophet. He is

one, to whom God talked. It does not make him a perfect ham, it doesn't even

make him necessarily a saved one, but it does make him a prophet which is one

who %fP' receives a mesage directly from God and passes that message on. He

was God's means of revelation and so in ch. 22 here at the beginning of ch.

22, either Balaam mades guesses which were merely guesses which were guesses
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contrary to his own interest or else he was at this point a true prophet.

Well, then when Balaam started out we find that the Lord said to Balaam

don't go, I don't want you o go. I don't want you to take these people

And so. Balaam said he wouldn't go and then the people came baók

with more reward and Balaam said even if Balak would give me his house full

of silver and gold I won't do anything except what my God, Jehovah tells

me to do, while he said, tarry this night that I may know what "the Lord will

say unto me more and that is just what a great many times Christian people

do today. The say, here is the evidence, here is scriptural evidence. Here

the situation, here is what the Bible says, I know it is what I do, but lets

pray about it a little more and see if we can't get another answer. Let's

go a little farther about it. After all think what 6

Think what the effect would be on us. Think what opportunities that

we might lose if we follow the clear simple word of the Lord. Let us pray

a little about it and see if the Lord will give as a different answer. And
They say

so that is what Balaam did. It is wonderful that the Lord Ø'{$' for

an out and out stand for him, but How do I know that is His will for me. Wait

until he shows me, let us pray bout these things. And so, Balaam said, I

have got to pray about it. l"ll take, the night and pray, you stay, and we

will see what the Lord says. "And then we find that the Lord said in vs. 20,

the Lord says, if the men come to call thee, rise up and go with them. Now

how did the Lord say that.? That is one important thing about our writing,

Writing presents words, but it does not present tones.. 'I find it myself

the most difficult thing to write anything I am satisfied with and I think

one reason is that I have done too much talking. I have done most of my

presenting of material with this book and Ihave gotten into the habit

of saying.a great deal of what I say with emphasis and, with the artiuclation

and with the question in your voice and all that and when I write it out, it

doesn't make sense. You have to write in such a way that people don't need

your voice to understand what you mean and so it becomes almost a 'different

language if you are accustomed to speaking a goo deal and using your voice.
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And the vital part of spoken languages is the tone used and the emphasis

that you try to punt into exclamation and all of that. Well, now, when we

read we sometimes forget that and don't think what is the tone you have here

in vs. 20. What did God say to Bãlaam? God says If a man comes to call thee

rise up and go wihh them, but yet the word which I shall say unto thee, that

shalt thou do! Here is what I want you o do Balaam. Yu go with them. If

that is what He says he has contradicted what he said earlier. He contra

dicted what he said., And so I think that we have to say that %in writing

the tone is not represented. But what i,s presented here is soithing that

God said, and there is a tone in anything that you say. You can't reproduce

it in writing. But when you say it there is a tone and so God Said, Well,

He says, you insist that what you want, you are praying, you are insisting

oh, God is there some way that I can get this reward? Just look at all they

are ready to give me? Think of what I can do in the Lord's service with it.

If I could have all this money to use in the Lord's service, all of this here,

why should that If I don't go somebody else will do it. Why shouldn't

I have that money. And so the Lord says, Rise up and go with them, but the

word I say unto thee, that shalt thou do. The Lord said, all right if that

is what you insist on doing, then go ahead, but he said remember as you go

you say you are going to be true to me, well now be true, but the Lord's first

message as to stay absolutely clear of it, have nothing to do with them.

They want to do that which is contrary to the Lord's will. Well, now, he

says, all right, go with them, but keep Our stand, keep true to the Lord.

Now, after the Lord has given this, now if vs. 20 is a command, vs. 22 C ollo

is absolutely inscrutible and ununderstanding. If vs. 20 is the tone I

just suggested then the following verses are clear, because vs. 22 says

God's anger was kindled because he went. Now what kind of an inconsistent

God is this who kindles his anger when Balaam does the very thing he told him

not. to do in vs. 20. God said to Balaam go. And then it says that God's

anger was kindled because he went. (question lOt-) Well, maybe, but here the
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men have come all this distance and they are there and they are in this

house and they are waiting to know what he is going to do and they are of

fering him all this money to o, and if he hadn't gone with them they would

have too, and I don't think that e can say for

sure under the circumstances that they didn't . I just don't think we
un

know . It is just not believable that they would just go on nd

not aall him after they had come all that distance to try to persuade him
him

to come and then go away and leave . Sp I rather question

(question 11) I think that i that would enter in the Lord would make it

clear. I think the thing is, the Lord said don't

go and then when he sees all this money, this wonderful opportunity, he says

well, I had better go. Who knows, all of Moab might be concerned if only

he would go and present the word to them. Think of what this might mean

and besides he would get all this money besides. (question ll-) That's

right, I don't see how we can possibly understand these chapters except by

saying that Balaam really wanted to do what theLord wanted, to the extent

that when he went down there he stood for the word of the Lord. He presented

it and it made Balak so mad$ he was ready to hit him, and he said you have

lost all chance of reward by this.. I called you to curse the people and you

have belssed them. Now go ahead and you don't get any of these rewards. And

so if we didn't have the later chapters, if we only had 22-2k, I would feel

that we must say Balaam is a man who showed remarkable in stan

ding for the Lord in the midst of serious situations, but the word shows us

here that God's word to Balaamwas don't go with them. You are not to be on

their side, you are on the other side. That is not where you belong. Don't

you go with them. And Balaam said yes, it is a wonderful opportunity so let's

think about it a little more, let us pray, can I go with them add the Lord

said, all right, if you feel that way go, but stand by the word of God and

Balaam said, Oh, of course I wouldn't go contrary to the ord's word and he

meant it, but still he saw the money and then Balaam started out and the

Lord made the ass speak in order to show Balaam again that what the Lord want
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was that Balaam shouldn't go and that he should refuse to go and copperate

with these people who were trying to do that which was definitely contrary

to His will and then Balaam, the most remarkable thing is that after that

when Balaam went, Balaam stood for the Lord's word right straight through

this but the end of it was that he didn't convert any of them and he didn't,

win their friendship, Balak was angry at him and said you don't get any of
you

this money we promised you because haven't done what we want and then afta
w

that e had the evidence that when Balaam he hadn't really stayed as

the Lord wanted him to in the first place that lead to the path of blessing,

he had gone and shown remarkable and now here he didn't have the

money, he didn't have anything and evidently 'he thought up a way, God was

blessing the people, he thought of a way 14 and when

we start in going a little bit away from the Lord's will, most of us go a

lot faster and a lot fu±ther than Balaam did, but in tie case of Balaam even

though in the end, he kept going in the directiai

he had gone to the point where he actually did that lead them into

sin and say that he went into the way of seeking reward.

(question lk) Yes, I think there is an apparnet contradiction which is re-i

solved with the explanation (question) Well, there is three possibiliths.

The thing is hopelessly confused or the explanation I have given or

Now I don't know of any and to me
(end of record)
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doubtless will have it in first class condition by this time with that little

lee-way I gave youunless you did as I heard one man did who spent the time

studying in a big commentary on this material which of course is equally good.

Now we had only started on the discussion of Balaam last time. We spent most

of the hour on e question was he a true or a false prophet. And you might

say that this depends on what your definition of what a prophet is, and how

you interpret that word true. If you interpret the word true prophet as

being a perfect man, Balaam was not that but neither was Moses nor St. Paul

or anybody else. There is variation in character among them. Astowhich
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Is the best of the prophets, the best character, certainly Balaam was clearly

taught in the N.T. is not in the running for any such standard as that. Just

as a man, he was a 'failure. Whether he was a failure to the, extent that he

is lost or whehter he is one who is saved as by fire, the Scripture does not

say and so we are free to guess as much as we want provided we label them as

guesses and not are dogmatic about them. But I do not think the questhn of

whether a man is a true prophet means whether a man is a perfvct man or

even whether one is a saved man. Though I would ordinarily think it likelly

that one whom God used as a prophet, would be from among those who are saved.

I would expect that as at least the normal thing. Now in the case of the

prophet, I think we should look to the Scripture for the definition to know

what a prophet is, and so if you want to know what a prophet is according to

the law of first occurrence, we look at the first occurence of the word in

the Scripture and you find it in Genesis. Well, let us find this reference

Gen. 20 where Abraham had lied to Abimileck and Abraham has just told a

lie and shown that he was not a perfect man by any means and Abimileck had

taken his lies and the Lord said in 20:6 -- And God said unto him in a dream,

Yea, I know that thou didst this in the integrity of thy heart: for I also

withheld thee from sinning against me: therefore suffered I thee not to

touch her. Now therefore restore the man his wife; for he is a prophet,

and he shall pray for thee,' and thou 'shalt live:, and; if thou restore her note

know thou that thou shalt surely die, thou, and all that are thine--- Now what

do we learn about the meaning ofprophet from this verse. About all you learn

is that he is a man conncected with God in some way. A man, perhaps, whose

prayers might be unusually.vantageous. It is clear that he is not necessari

a perfect man because Abraham has just been criticized by his great sin so

if there is a law of first occurrence that the way to tell what a word means

is to find its first occurrence in Scripture it doesn't seem to

work very well in this particular case and that to make me skeptical

as to whether there is such a way.. (laughter) However, I think a better law

in this case is the second occurrence (laughter) because if you look up the
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accordance with God's.will. By no means. Was everything David said in ac

cordance with God's will? David was, a prophet. He is spoken of in the N.T.

as a prophet. He is even called a man after own heart and yet if any

body thinks that David was inspired of. God in everything that he ever said.

What about the time he wrote a note to Joab and he said Joash put this man

in the forfront of the battle, put Uriah in the front of the battle where

he will surely be killed and yet he was acting in connection with his sinful

wicked plan at the time. He was doing the wicked act of murder that any

man has every done. Just as wicked as if he himself had trust the spear

into Tjriah, the husband whom he had wronged. And yet David was a true pro

phet, a 'man who gave us those wonderful prophecies of Christ that we have

in the Psalms, a man who was even called a man after God's own tongue. He

had many errors. He fell into sin. He was human as we all and perhaps more

than most of us in many results, but he wax a man who was redeemed by the

Lord Jesus Christ and a man whom God used as an instrument of a revelation.

don't see any possible doubt that Balaam

was a true prophet. Now is a. true prophet something that one is and he

just is that from the beginning of his life and he always is that. I don't

think that is necessarily in the wordl. It could be, God could choose that

everyhe who was going to be his true prophet,' he makes such at birth and he

is always so. He told Jeremiah that God chose him before he was born and

set him apart for a time. It could be that everyone who is a true prophet

of God is a prophet and that is that and he always is and he never, is any

different, but that is after all an assumption and an assumtipn has no place

in my oppinion in scientific investigation. We must get the facts and see

what conclusions come out of the facts. However, as we look at the facts we

find that men that God greatly used at times fell into sin and at times did

what is wrong and we have many instances n the Bible of men who were used

of God very definitely and explicitly for a brief period and are otwise

not mentioned in the Scripture and I see no reason to assume that. these men

were set apart all their lives as prophets different from other men. It
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God gives him, he, then surely, is a true prophet. And so in the case of
Balaàm

the question is was he a man to whom God spoke or not. and as we

begin the account of Balaam here, we find that what Balaam" claimed, what

they thought of Baiaarn was that he was a man of , he has some

kind of supernatural power, but as far as Balaam j:5 concerned, what he says

is whatever Jehovah says I will say and I cannot do anything except wh

He desires, I aannot go except as He gives me permission. In other words

Balaam claimed to be a true prophet of God and his claim was that he would

do what God wanted and he wouldn't do what God didn't want him t do. And

en we find that when he got down there and he had the opportunity to re

ceive a great deal of money by giving things that Balak wanted him to do,

and there is many and many a preacher who knows the word of God and will

sign all the creeds you want that he believes but who finds it more advan

tageous for himself to give the thing that the people want him to give with

whom he associates. Balaam still could have believed, you might say, and

-said something that Balak wanted that didn't con.radict the truth, but he

doesn't even do that. He doesn't say anything that Balak 'wants whether it

contradicts the truth or not, he says what God wants even though it sharply

contradicts what is for his advantage and it is epplicitly stated here in

ch. 23:-. God met Balaam and Jehovah put a word in Balaam's mouth vs. 12 He'

answered must I not take heed to speak that which Jehovah has put in my mouth

Vs. 15 - and Jehovah met Balaam and put a word in his mouth and said go again

to Balak and say thus-- And we find these statements repeatedly through these

chapters that Balaam claiamed to be giving what-God has put in his moutha

and the writer of the book does not say Balaam is mistaken or is pretending

but he actually says without explanation or any words explaining it away in

any way, he says the Lord met Balaam and Jehovah put a word in his mouth. W.

under those circumstances, I do' not see if we take. the word ( ) the way

it is used in Exodus and in the Bible in general, I do not see any profitable

explanation out of these chapters other than to. say that Balaam was a true'

pphet.' Now that does not mean that everything Balaam ever said was in a
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accordance with God's.will. By no means. Was everything David said in ac

cordance with God's will? David was, a prophet. He is spoken of in the N.T.

as a prophet. He is even called a man after own heart and yet if any

body thinks that David was inspired of. God in everything that he ever said.

What about the time he wrote a note to Joab and he said Joash put this man

in the forfront of the battle, put Uriah in the front of the battle where

he will surely be killed and yet he was acting in connection with his sinful

wicked plan at the time. He was doing the wicked act of murder that any

man has every done. Just as wicked as if he himself had trust the spear

into Tjriah, the husband whom he had wronged. And yet David was a true pro

phet, a 'man who gave us those wonderful prophecies of Christ that we have

in the Psalms, a man who was even called a man after God's own tongue. He

had many errors. He fell into sin. He was human as we all and perhaps more

than most of us in many results, but he wax a man who was redeemed by the

Lord Jesus Christ and a man whom God used as an instrument of a revelation.

don't see any possible doubt that Balaam

was a true prophet. Now is a. true prophet something that one is and he

just is that from the beginning of his life and he always is that. I don't

think that is necessarily in the wordl. It could be, God could choose that

everyhe who was going to be his true prophet,' he makes such at birth and he

is always so. He told Jeremiah that God chose him before he was born and

set him apart for a time. It could be that everyone who is a true prophet

of God is a prophet and that is that and he always is and he never, is any

different, but that is after all an assumption and an assumtipn has no place

in my oppinion in scientific investigation. We must get the facts and see

what conclusions come out of the facts. However, as we look at the facts we

find that men that God greatly used at times fell into sin and at times did

what is wrong and we have many instances n the Bible of men who were used

of God very definitely and explicitly for a brief period and are otwise

not mentioned in the Scripture and I see no reason to assume that. these men

were set apart all their lives as prophets different from other men. It
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would seem to me that a prophet is any man whom God specifically used as an

.-organ of redemption and he is a -prophet in the true sense in the time that he

is being used in that way. We talk about how Pres. Washington cut down a

cherry tree when he was a boy and we talk about what Pres. Hoover does now.

Actually those nen are presedents when they are in office whether it b e two

years or four years or S or 16 years, but the'$ are presidents while they

are in office. We. extend the term to them by cou.rteousy when.we refer to

them as individuals at other times but a man is a prophet while he is a presi

dent, while he is in office and he has the title only by courteousy when he

is not actually in office and.I would incline to think that that is the case

with a prophet. God may choose to use as his organ of revelation anyone whom

he selects for that purpose and that one is a true prophet as long as God us
hope

him in that way and we $ that he would continue to be a godly man but we

have no guarantee that he will and we certainly have no guarantee that he will

be used of god continually as a prophet, as an instrument of revelation. Well

we started to look a little bit at the details of this account. We don't

want to spend a great deal of time on it, but we notice in ch. 22 there that

?Balaam said I will do whatever the Lord says and the Lord said don't go and

Balaam said Oh, you say I can't go and Balak considered he wants more money.

The man of the world says every man has his prire, by offering him money I

can get him. He simple is looking for more. That is true of the man of the

world' but with the true Christian he should look for what is God's will and

not how much money there is in it although most Christians are

-influenced by worldly considerations more than they ought to be and so we

find that when they came back Balaam said if Balak would give him his house

full of silver and gold I cannot go beyond the word of Jehovah my god to do

less or more. A wonderful statement and God had already told him he is not

to go. He could have gone on and said now therefore I am very sorry, I ap

preciate your conpliments that you have paid me in comñang and making me this

offer, but I have to do the Lord's will and-there is nothing that I can do

to help you., If it would be convenient for you to stay over night I would
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be glad to give you my hospitality, kbu: if you are in a hurry you can go

right along now, but instead of thath said 1 cannot go beyond the word of

the Lord, now therefore I pay you tarry ye also here this night that I may

know what the Lord will say unto me more. It is a time when seeking the

Lord's will is unbelief. I is disloyalty to the Lord wheh he had definitely

had revealed his will for you to say, I have got to have more evidence. If

you sincerely don't know tbe Lord's will, you should wait and know his will

before you ask. You should not let any other human being tell you what the L

Lord's will for you is, it s God's wond alone that has the right to tell yot

but when you know when it is clear to you then to say no, I-have got to have

more evidence, then it is belief. (end of record)
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or is seeing the lack of it in the other direction and so he says I have got

to investigate just a little bit further. And so Balaam said, with this

night. He flt that maybe the Lord will still let inego. He said no before

and Balaam himself later on God is not a man that he j$'/ should lie, neither

the son of man that he should repent and he said shall he not do as he do

as he spoken and shall he not make it good. God had spoken, God had said,

do not go with these men because I want to bless this people and not to curse

them. But Balaam said, I want to take one more night and see if possibly the

Lord would change a.little bit from the previous message, or perhaps I will

get a better understanding and so they stayed and then God said to him if the

men come to call thee rise up and go with them and yet the word that I shall

say unto thee that shalt thou do. Was this iE God's expression of his comniaifi

to Balaam or was this God's permission to Balaam? God's permission to go

ahead and do the thing which he determined to do but yet in the doing it stand

true to the Lord and it is true that time and again we fail to follow that

which is clearly the path of the Lord's will for us, we turn in another di

rection and it may be that in that direction we can be true to the Lord and

can serve Him effectively, but we are not apt to receive as much blessing

from Him as if we had followed in the path of his direct will and so Balaam

has permission from God, or is it a command. If it is a command it contra

dicts what is given before and it contiadict what happened immediately

thereafter. If God commanded him that night to go and then the next morning

sent the angel of the Lord to stop him from going that was apretty thncon

sistent God and in any literature when you find someone acting in that way,

if it is not a case of abnormal psychology but a description of a person

or individual of some standing of their attitude you would say the two have

to be interpreted in such a way as to be consistent together and not simple

utterly inconsistent. And it is easy to interpret them consistently together,

by saying that in verse 20 God is giving a condition rather than a command.

And so God gives Balaam the permission. He says, all right, you have set yoi.r

heart on going, if they come to ask you, all,right, go with them, but the
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word. that I say unto thee, that you ought to give and nothing else. And so

Balaam rose up and saddled his ass and went with the princes of Moab. And

then God's anger was kindled becaase he went. God, gave him permission to

go., but God's anger was kindled because he availed himself of the permission

because Balaam knew perfectly well that God had made his will clear and that

that was not his will and so God's anger was kindled and the angel of the

Lord stood in the way. Now the angel of the Lord was invisible. Now that

is not told in vs. 22 when it says the angel of the Lord stood inthe way.

But you have to read into vs. 22 that it was invisible. Is it justifiable

to read anything int the Scripture. Yes, when a ,thing is clearly taught

a few verses later on. You have to read it into the verse before, (laughter)

you cannot take it as just a group of words, isolated statements, you have to

take them together and read into one part that which is in another. Yu

have to do that in anything that anybody ever writes. You would have all

ands of contradictions and no matter who writes it. And so here you

read into the statement in vs. 22 that which you derive reasonably from what

is stated in the later verses even though it is not clearly stated any place

that that is the situation. In vs. 31 the Lord opened the eyes of Balaam and

he say the angel of the Lord standing in the way. retty good implication

that he didn't see him before but not a statement to that extent at that

time and up to that it is merely implied and not stated that Balaam didn't

see it. But the angel of the Lord stood there invisible to Balaam and he

was riding on his ass with his two servants with him, and doubtless the
ass saw

princes of Moab behind them and Balaam was leading the way and the

the angel of the Lord of the standing in the way with his sword drawn in his

hand and the ass turned aside of the way and went into the field and Balaam

smote the ass that turneth out of the way even as anyone would have done unda

those circumstances. And then the angel of the Lord stood in the path of the

vineyard, another place where it was closed in and you couldn't turn aside

and the ass saw the angel of the Lord and pressed herself into the wall and
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crushed Balaam's foot against th wall and then he smote her as just about

anybody would under those circumstances. -(laughter) And then the angel of the

Lord went further and stood in a narrow place where there was absobutely

no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left and now the ass couldrL

turn aside one way or the other. He couldn't even run his leg into the wall

get out of the way, nothing she could do so she just lay down. Now it is

rahter irritating when a donkey lies down underneath you. (laughter) I don't

know. as I have had one that lied down underneath me, but I have been goigg

up a mountain pass with a donkey laden with stuff and the donkey has laid

down th all my stuff on it and it was. very irritating. (chuckles) and I

found at that time that that donkey had a great habit of doing that when it

would get tired it would just lie down and it was very hard to get up again.

You would have to take all the stuff off and stand her up and put the stuff

off this side and Depack it and everything and if whan the donkey got half

way down and you gave her a good kick, it would stand up again. (laughter)

And so when the donkey laid down Balaam's anger was kindled and it was

very and he smote the ass with a staff and the Lord opened the

mouth of the ass. Some people think that the Bible is a book of fairly

tales, a book like Aesop's fables, well here you have a donkey talking.

Back in Gen. 3 you have a serpent talking. But I don't recall any other

instance in tie Scripture, they are isolated instances as far as I know. It

is not characteristic of the Scripture that such things happen. Some people

think that the Bible is a book in which you have some queer on every

page. It is nothing of the kind. It is a book telling of God's relation

with human peings and God chooses occasionally to do very very strange unu

sual things but that is not his ordinary course of prodedure. Ordinarily he

deals in line with the established procedure which he has put into the

world. But here are two cases where he departed from it in this particular

feature of allowing an animal to speak. In one case the serpent spoke for

Satan and in this case God allows the donkey to speak that which is natural

for one in the situ'ationi and the donkey said, what have I done to you
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that you have smitten me these three times? And when somebody has run your

leg into the wall and then has laid down under you why it seems like a rather

superfluous question. (laughter) And Balaam answered, because thou hast mocked

me. I would that there were a sword in my hand for now I would kill thee.

And I think that most anybody who rented a donkey and started out on a trip

on it and had that experience would feel just as he did and so instead of

buying a donkey you had rented it, you would turn around probably and take

it back and say I want another one, I don't want to use this creature. The

donkey now answered with another argument which is vital in all experience,

in everything that we do. The ass said to Balaam, Am not I thine ass, upon

which thou hast ridden ever since I was thine unto this day? was I ever

wont to do so unto thee? And he said, Nay. In other words this was not a

donkey that Balaam had just started to use and was learning what a perverse

creature it was and would like to kill it or get rid of it. This was one

which he had used for a long time and had found gave him good service and

therefore it was required by all the laws of reason and logic that when it

began to act in an altogether and unusual and different way, he should say

what is the reason for this. He should say there must be something livolved

or something that is contrary to ordinary situations,. there must be some

reason. I C somebody comes to class here and is always prepared and is alwa

answering correctly and turns in papers always on time and then all of a

sudden I get a paper that is just terrible or all of a sudden they fall down

like everything, I have an experience with them over a period of time and

for me then, immediately to begome very indifferent to what they are doing

would be foolish, it is only reasonabl.e to assume that there is some cause

that something happene. I immediately wonder if there is some sickness or

some trouble at home that has upset them and caused them to prevent them to

do their normal type of work. You figure there is something unusual .n it

when a situation changes with which you have had experience. If it happens

the first or second or third day of school and you haven't known this person
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before you are apt to think it is characteristic of them and it may take a

while to change your judgment. But when your judgment has been established

by an experience of time in any particular result then it is reasonable and

required that when a change comes you look for the reason to change and

don't jump to conclusions and so Balaam should be criticized here for his

hasty judgment and yet not overly so because while it is uttey wrong it is

something that is very common and characteristic of most of us. (question ll

I would say that if the donkey were always this way it could be righteous

indignation, but if the donkey was a good cfeature which didn't do this thing

ordinarily and did this once then it is unrighteous judgment because it was

wrath without knowing what was the cause of the situation when there was

good evidence that the situation was unusual. And so the donkey did just the

right thing. She started in in her answer, she didn't say well now, why

shouldn't I go on this way, here is this situation, here is this person in

front f me, here is this thing. Well, we naturally would say, what kind of

fool things are you making up?l What sort of a queer excuse are you making

for your perverse conduct? But the donkey started in where Balaam and

brought to him something that was familiar to him that he hadiV' in his mind

that he knew that he should have thought of and he was ignored and thatis a

mighty good principle when you are dealing with any person. You should

start where that person ends and bring them to their attention the things

that they already know and show how they are inconsistent with what they

already know and lead on from there to the other truths that they don't yet

know. And so the donkey brings this truth to Balaam's attention that she

has been a good donkey and one with whom he has had good experience in the

past and therefore if all of a sudden she turns perverse, it is reasonble

to ask whether there is some cause of it. (question 13) Well, I think that

this is true, that ourminds never comprehend all the facts that we know and

our attention is focused upon certain things and upon other things and con

sequently if we deal with something tin accàrd*nce with our full experience

we will deal with it one way, but we don't usually stop and think long enuf
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to do that. We leave certain facts out of consideration. Now Balaam had

left out the consideration her past habits. He was just angry and the

situation here compelled him and now under those circumstances I can easily

imagine why being excited about thesituation to such a great extent it would

seem natural to have it answer. Now I don't think it is. I think that it

would happen to any one of us. (question 14 1/3) That is true he may have

been very much surprized but I don't think that i is necessary to consider

that. I don't think that we have any right to say we knew he wasn't surp

rised, but it is altogether possible that he was and it wasn't mentioned.

But there is a discussion between him and it here that represents the ideas
are treatino

that were, in the mind and when you hit an animal like that you

it as a creature which is responsible. You are assuming that it is.

- (end of record)
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and they will speak as if it could understand, which of course, is contrary

to common sense. They know it can't and yet they will talk to it exactly

as if it could and that is an assumption contrary to
'

that it can

understand you and that it knows what you are doing or else there is no

sense in hitting it certainly, unless you assuØ'me that it

gets the idea of what you are talking about and in the situation it is

altogether possible that Balaam was much surprised and wondered about this

and said well, after all it is talking I had better deal ittith it myself.

(laughter) I think it is equally possible that in ,a situation like this he

just didn't realize it. (question l)Well, I think that he may have done

that but I think that when he was much excited bout wh%y the donkey had

layeddown under him, that was the thing that was bothering him, that was

the real thing he was concerned about and he was willing to leave his ques

tions of animal psychology until later. (laughter) The which was

perfectly true. Now I have always treated you decently. I have never donw

this until today, have i1 And he said, no, that is right , you haven't.
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(laughter) He realized then that he was wrong that-he was wrong in the

-way in which he had treated the animal that he should have considered the

fact, and then the Lord opened the eyes of Balaam and he saw the angel of

the Lord standing in the way and for the man who had heard the Lord talk the

night before and knew it was God talking, for the man who actually saw the

angel of the LordX with a sword drawn in his hand, for a man who had ex

periences like that, itwouldbe very very unusualf thing of God causing

the donkey actually to speak would be a lesser wonder than these others.

And so the Lord f aw the angel of the Lord with the sword drawn and

now Balaam bowed down his head and fell on his face and if the Lord had

simply opened alaam's eyes and had him see the angel he wouldn't have

been psychologically prepared for the situation. He would have bee1JHere

is he is going ahead and what is the matter with this situation and

now here is this creature getting in the way and causing more trouble as

the donkey has been doing. There is a phychological preparation for it

convicting him of his sin in showing him that he is giving away to his tem

per against the donkey. The same thing could be done by a human being. It

might be a very good thing to happen under the circumstances. It could per

haps been done just as well by one of the servants speaking to him, saying

well, why are you hurting the donkey. That 's been your donkey for a long

time and has it ever treated you that way before. It might have caused him

to stop the same way 3 1/3 what business is it of yours. Let me

deal with the donkey. Why don't you keep quiet and let me deal with the

donkey and of course that praticular reaction is prevented here, by its being

actually the donkey through him the Lord gives him . (question 3)

And if we found donkeys talking a great deal in the Scripture, it would be

a very great but here is an isolated case in Scripture. Here is the

case of a man who is very angry and in the situation a true statement is

given to him in the mouth of the donkey from the donkey. I think that we are

justified in saying that what actually happened was that Balaam heard these

words which he understoodto come from the donkey. Now whether the Lord plac.
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a microphone down in the Donkey's throat(laughter) and he broadcased sounds

that would come out and do that or whether the Lord caused it by some ven

triloquism he would have it, or that God changed this particular donkey's or

gans just for a few seconds and changed them back again, or whether there

wasn't actually any sound at all, but that the donkey. looked upin bewilderment

and he saw the eyes of the donkey, the sounds came into his ear which God

caused I mean just what the Lord did, we don't know. And

it would be fuolish for us to insist upon one particular method or other,

because certainly the Scripture does not teach that donkeys talk in general,

nor that this one ever did any other time, but it does say that in this situ

ation God caused Balaam to see that he was dealing wrongly with his donkey,

that he was treating him unfairly and there is uch a thing as decent treat

ment of an animal. There. is such a thing as dealing fairly and justly with

an animal that deals fairly and justly with you and he was caused to see that

and to feel his sin and then when he saw the angel standing in the way, he

saw the cause of it and he saw the fact that the Lord had d message for him

which was being given to him in that way and many a time in the lives of every

one of us when we find things that don't work out right and we get into situ

ations w just feel like lashing out and hitting at somebody or something

who are disgusted at it and if you stop and think you find that God has a

message for us in it and God has a prupose in it, God is trying to stop us in

our headstrong way of going forward doing what we want and to tell us to stop

and think and consider what God's will is for you. (question 6) We don't

know. God caused Balaam to see something and what he saw was really there.

And had been seen by the donkey, but whether what he sw was something that

was made up of atoms and electrons or what he aw was something which had

a spiritual existence whibh was real, was just as real asi anything that is

hre, as real as a house, but not made of material substance, we don't know,

but it was something that was really there, which he saw that God had caused

to be there to give him a definite impression and whether the opeining of the
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eyes was to see a spiritual thing that was there byt wasn't made up of

physical electrons or'to'see something that was made up of. physical elec

trons which was invisible, (question 7), That is right. That is the big

vital lesson in the thing; but the specific thing was that he did see the

angel of the Lord. I think actually it must be recognized as being also

there. That God caused him to see that fact, but the donkey hadn't simply.

been perverse but that God had caused something to be there to distress the

donkey hnd for us to say that is obsurd and silly that the donkey see some

thing that Balaam couldn't see, after all, you can take a whistle and you.

can blow on it and a dog can here it a block a way and come running to you

and yet a human being couldn't here the whistle, at all. So there are all

sorts of things even in the physical sphere which might possibly be visible

to a donkey and not visible to a man except as God chose to permit it to

be. (question 8) The chief purpose of the incident, I think, is probably

a lesson for us all. It is lesson for us that we should not make Balaam's

mistake of following after what we want instead of what God wants

thinking that we can,, continue to be true to him in it. Usually we won't be,

usually we will fall but sometimes we will be true to God even though we

have made a mistake and gone in the wrong direction, we may be true to God

in that and God will bless us if we do, but the blessing is not what it

would have been otherwise had we - I think you mean that in the particular

section here while this is a smaller part of the larger lesson of which I

just spoke, but Balaan-i here has started out to go in the way that he wants

with God's permission but agaisnt what he knew to be God's will and desire

and he started out in the way and God is determined here to make Balaam so

conscieüs of the fact that Balaam will be doubly determined that he will

stckto whatever God says in the process and that he won't go further and

when he gets there he wont be giving in to the King desire and do what is

against the Lord's will. It is to impress on Balaam's mind the fact that he

has done one bad sin in starting out this way, now don't do another just

because 9- It is to impress that on his mind.
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That God here causes him to see that he is starting out, he is going in the

direction against the Lord's /will and the Lord says that I want you to speak

my word only, not to go down: there and.curse them as they say, and he says

well, if you go, be sure to speak my word, it is to impress that on the mind

and then, of course, it has the purpose of bringing to us the lessnn of watho

ing out the application at point after point in the lives of Christian

(question lo) Yes, he is told, now he has made his start, he has told the

men he is going, that is accepted, that is taken, and it happens many a

time, but many a time a person, makes a mistake and the thing to do is to

turn around in an about-face, but there are other times when a mistake has

been made and it is wrong, one is for it, . but there is nothing done

about it. It has been done, the thing to do then is to go ahead and from

that point on to be true to the Lord and that was the situation here. The

Lord makes the wrath of wicked men praise him and 'he makes even the mistakes

of righteousness to..praise him, but particula]iy after they have made their,

mistakes they resolve that from that time on, they will be true to all and

so the angel of the' lord, when Balaam saw the. ang of the Lord, he was now

in a penitent mood, 'rather than in an angry mood'. He knew that he had sinned

against the donkey and he sqw the reason dow and he realized that he had

sinned against the Lord and the angel of the Lord said to him wherefore have

thou smitten thine ass these three times? Behold I went out to withstand th

because thy way is perverse before- me. Very likely Balaam as he came is

saying my, isn't this fine. The Lord has given me permission to come to do
has

this and,' my, look at all those gifts Balak.//% ivthme and therewill

be more when I get there and I am going to .be ,,true to the Lord and I am not

going to do anything that is wrong, but my, think what I am going to get out

of it. Think of all the good I am going to do and think of all the presents

I am. going to get, but after this' experience he goes on and that is forgotter

and as he goes on now, the thought is i must be true to the Lord whatever

happens. I must give his word and only his word. It makes a change in his

mental attitude, not a change in what he thought he would do, not a change in
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what he expected he would do, but a change in that which was implanted in

his mind and upon which the stress was placed.-And that made it much easier

form him to stay true to the Lord, as he wont on. And so Balaam said to the

igel, I have sinned, I knew not that-thou stoodest in the way against.me.

Now, therefore if it displease thee, I will get me back again. And here he

is completely penitent, completely humble, he is going to turn around and

go back. Having gone this far, now, having made this step, there is not sin

in the fact of going to these people, there is not sin in the fact of speak

ing to them, -there will be great sin if he goes and curses Israel, and he has

made this step, h has taken this, the thing is not sin in itself, but it

is somhing that can easily lead to serious sin,.but there is no 13

but he says be sure you speak just exactly what I say and nothing else.

(question 131/3) Yes, very good analogy. Very good. I think so, yes, and

yet on the end the ending was much like theirs, they died in the wilderness

and so did he, he died in the conquest of the Israelites. He was not welcome

as an ally and friend or anything like that, but. he actually gave his support

in theend.to the . But there is a great similarity to it.

I hadn't thought of that before. There is a remarkable similarity. They

as he was told what the will of the-Lord was,-tiey, asherefused to obey

the will of the Lord, they were given an alternative which is God's permis

sive will, another circumstance and of course there is this difference that'

when the Israelites saw that the wandering pin the wilderness-was the alter

native, then they wanted to lk* - what had been pro

mi before then they repented, but in this caae, he was-humbly willing to

give up the good thing which seemed to be ahead, but in both cases God asid

that is past, this is the thing to do and there are times when we can com

pletely change what we have done in the wrong %n the past and other times

when the thing that we have to do is to recognize that our life b as

having done the wrong in the past, but that the thing that we were to go ahé

in the future was to makeup for what was in the past. It varies with circum-
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stance and so in this case, he :goes and when Baãk hears that he iscoming

he goes to the city of Moab on he border of Ar and visits him and meets

him and Balak said, why did you take so long coming? 15 great

honour and Balaam said I am come to you but what good is it going to do you

do I have any power to speak anything but what the Lord puts in my mouth?

That is what I am going to speak, what good is it going to do you? You have

insisted-on my coming. We11, Bãlak, he is.just looking for, he is trying to

make me realize that this is a tremendous thing he has done, and to increase

the amount of the reward, that is the way (end or record)
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And they went up to the place 1ere he could see up to the peak

a very good sized section of the Israelites from this and then he went

up there and our next chpter tells us how he gave the word that God gave

him and slid that Israel was going to become, in verse 10 who can count the

dust of Jacoband the number of the fourth part of Israel? Let me die the 4{

death of the righteous and let my last end be like his and my my, you think

how can it be, % he stands up here and makes this great statement, Let

me die the death of the righternis, let my last end be like his and then he

comes down and after it's. all over, he tells them how t seduce the Israelites

and cause them to be displeasing to God and lead them astray. How can a

man do such a thing? Well it is, there is anytime a man there

is a psychological reaetion 4 which can easily come after

wards and one needs to watch but for it and when you are pouring yourself out

in devotion to the Lord and exhorting people to obey him and serve him

and come to believe on Him and when it's over and your tired, watch out that

you don't fall not merely what might seem to you to be alight sin, not

merely what seems to be like a little thing but some of the men who brave

been most used of God have fallen into some of the grosst and most terrible

sinein the reastion after thy have been giving the most wonderful statements

and there are great evangelists in this country

and true of some and it does not mean that they we hypocrites, in some in

dividual case it may be but it means that Satan is watching out for,-a chance

to injure anyone who is serving the Lord and in the reaction right after

you pour out yourself in service to the Lord right then Satan might grab

a hold of you and you may do some terrible things if you don't watch closely

but first we have these wonderful statements of Balaam

which I believe that Balaam was perfectly sincere in making. Mr. Field?

The lesson for next Monday is Oahp 31-36 and the lesson for Tuesday is outlire

in general the Book of Leviticus and study specifically two of its chapters
three

25 and 26 and of these two chapters there are simply 4 questions that I

wart -you to note. 1) Write out a general outline of each chapter, tat
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doesn't mean getting every verse in but what are the main subjects involved

2) Note-types of law in these two uhapters anything that is legal, what is

it civil is it ceremonial, is it moral? and 3) note any predictiOns.of the

furutre in these two chapters.

We were still speaking about Balaam, but we. ntist finish up with him, it is

a very interesting subject and theres much more that we'd like to say about

his life and about what he said and I hope that in fubure gears, you'll

study what he said and, the various details of it what I'm sure you'll find

of much value but for our present purpose we've noticed the wonderful preach

ing, the wonderful teaching that Balaam presented and then we have evidence

in Jude that suggests that his later life waa not in conformity with the won

derful preaching that he gave Nw that is true of many a Christian preaher

unfortunately in the history of the world it is true of a great many, it is %

true. that many a man speaks just a s forthrightly and just as truely in his

younger days as Babaai. did. and then in later years drifted away into seeking

his own desires, his own pleasures., his own purposes there's many an instance

of it, but this / does not mean that these men are lost it is pretty hard

to judge in particular cases whether a man has gone along with others and

" preached the Wd as a .thing that is popular, a thing that people admire that

/j/$'4' brings results but without any heart belief hiijself and has gorn

back to $%% a situation which his true heart attiude later, or

.,whether a man has lost his out and out stand for the faith and for Christ

but was saved and is saved as by fire Paul says we shall lose our rewa

but be saved as. by fire in such a case, and so we cannot:, judge indtviiduals,

and I say until a man. is .dead..and gone,. dont.t.make a judgment on. him whether

he's a saved man or not He should know in his heart whether he has. $$'X

truly beineved on the Lord Jesus Christ for salvation and is 7#$? born again

through him, but you can'T tell by external appearances, you simply do not

know because you don't know his heart, God knows his hart,andrIie.if'hë

will in4pect his heart and examine, 'he'.hould be able to know it, we ould
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be able to have absolute certainty about our salvation, the Lord nowhare says

that we can have absolute certaih4hy about some other individual about sal
as

vation. Balaain speaks wonderfully as any man that ever lived, the

two chapters, these three messages are marvelous in their loyalty to God in

their declaration of God's power, God's justice, and God's judgment of the

necessity of absolute loralty to him and Balaam repeats/ over and over of how

no matter hat they give him he will not go beyond the commandment of the Lord

and do either good or bad. After reading these it's hard to believe that he

could have done what is contrary to God's will later and yet Jude tells us

that he did and so we have to believe it and we can take it as a warning to

us as such. Not that we should bring our preaching down to the level of our

lives not at all, but we should make aur preaching rn accord with God's word

what God once said and then that we should pray that God will help us to brirg

the lel of our lives up to our preachingI and to hld it steady. The part

of Balaam prophecy which is most frequently quoted is from t1e last portion Or

his message, the very last, in Chap 24:lO and he smote his hands together,

and Balak said to Balaam I called thee. to curse mine enemies and Behold, thou

hast altogether blessed them these three times. Therefore now flee thou to UT

place : I thoughto promote thee to great honour but 10, the Lord hath kept

thee back from honour. and Balaam said to Balak, Didn't I tell rnar messengers

when they came to me If Balak would give me his house full of silver and gold

I cannot go beyond the commandment of the Lord to do either good or bad of

my oi mind but what the LoEds says, that I will speak. And now behold, I go

unto my people come and I will inform you what this people are going to do to

your people later on. This said adv,rtize it looks like an early form of a

vertizing but it doesn't it with the thought at all, the modern English word

does not have any application here in this verse. In old 3lish perhaps

advertize means to inform you and that's what advdrtizing should do but in

modern usage, advertize is narrowed down to a specific meanthng which it evid

ently did't have in old English at least it doeai't have in this verse. So
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now I go to 'my people cometherefore and I will inform you what this people

will do to your people and this next phrase which is translated
" in the

later days" we will probably take lime next year in Poets and Prophets to

look into this phrase -and find its uses in the Scripture, but the Hebrew word

exactly which are translated in the latter days are words which mean in the

something of days. And the ord %j whibh is XAX used before the "of days"

is the Hebrew word aharoim and that word is a noun derived from the adjective

aker which means after End the after part you may say is the latter part of

the last one but really what it means is the part beyond, the part on the ot1-r

side, the part that is byond the other parts, aker"nieans after or beyond.

If you: say he comes aker me, you don't mean that he's my back parts, you mean

that %.' he is in back of me. The word that foI1ow aker is apt to be that

which it is in back of or which it isbehind or after or beond and we have

this word akaroim which in accordance I% with etymology that which is

beyond and it is used in the Psalm where he says If I dwell in the uttermost

parts of the sea and you all think of the man going way off across the Atlanta c
hundred

or Pacific ocean until he's only three or fourmiles this side of the other

continent and there he gets. in xa a houseboat or swims around on a faft or

something and he dwells in the uttermost part of the sea, but that's not what

the Hebrews sard, The Hebrews said the akerim of the sea, beyond the sea the

other side of the sea even though I go over unto the otha sideof the sea, evea

there will the Lord leadeth. YOu seeI the meaning: that etymologicaly fits

that is the other side or beyond o± after is the one which makes more sense/

but now, most interpreters of the Scripture do not as they
and see

should take the Hebrew word
1exactly

what it means and then try to get the

interpretation from it, it something has "been left by beatng used from

many many centuries, we would simply adopt that even if they know the Hebrew

well, they're apt to adopt that and not go bakk to that to see what the Heb

rew really does say and conseuntly you will find that writers will say what

is the latter days, well that must be the last days before the very end of

the age. When we speak of something in the Old Testament as being in the
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latter days in the last days 'it means just before the return of the-'Christ

in the last days and then they find references in the Old Tstament that tell

out the last days and they say it is posible

to use the phrase the-last days in such.a way as to refer to the hole time

after the first coming of 6hrist and when they find the last das and the

latter days that is used right after the exile and they say well its possibid

to use it in such a way that it comes clear back to tie time of the

and then. they find the lastdays fØs used in such a way and

they say oh well and ihnally you 4' find that Joshua

says I know he says to the elders that after my death in the latter days

you will '% turn away from God. ' What 'does it mean when Joshua says

I know that after my death - way on six thougand years or more at the end

of the age then youwill turn away, or does he mean in the next verse that

after my death, you will remain true to the faith for awhile but after a time

you will turn away and actually the very next verse tellsus how the Israelites

remained true to /1/ God as. long as the elders lived who had been'

with Johhua in the conquest but afterü4 their death they turned aay

and God sold them into captivity.-.And so the latter days, the

last days, you might say can mean '
' time at the

end of the age and some will say in this case' and then' anotier will think that

it way in this one
- -

but it's not a very

logical vay of taking it, and yet the last days, or the latter days include

all of these,////// if 'you' take it that way. But if you take

it in accordance with the principle meaning of the word, what it means is

here is a situation something is

going to hhppen
'

and then after it, something
- ' ' end

is going to happen, it is not relating it to%$Ø, but relating it to now

and-after a length a time something is going to A11 happen. I think that
-

we've already spo1tB. about- the

1..5 Ohapt of Genesis we've noticed how there that Jacob says that he will
.1
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what will happen to them in the latter days and so

when. I was speaking in another siminary a man who was head of the department

there (end of side of record),

and I was in the same department and so he asked me to look it over and give

some preliminary suggestions a dnd &o I loo1ed over the paper and I found thab

this student took Genesis 49 "and he said it is written in order to tell what

will happen in the last days, at the end of the age, n.Twhat does it say, and

so he took up each verse and showed different commentatthrs, some this way,

some that, some the other and he came to the conclusion that we con't know

what any of it means, it doesn't mena anything leteral anyway it's just great

piritual truths there just as well not be any and there are

those ho interpret prophecy that way. It never says anything but what you

know already, it just great spiritual principles you already know written in

a language that nobody aan understand and therefore tt would have been just

as well not to have any well of coirse you take that with

a passage like that and then you go on and take all the predictions of

the return of Christ, of His garious reign afterward and you interpret them

in such a way that they mean nothing at all, they don't mean anything but

what you find elsewhere and the conclusion is prophecy never gives you any

knowledge, this is directly contrary to ehe teaching of the Apostle Paul who

said all Scripture is proitable for doctrine. It didn't say merely the

didactic portions of the New Trstament, he said all Scriptures is /profitable

for dictorine, but in this particular case, I think the fundemental error

which has misled somany oornmentators is the fact that when Jacob s

to his sons in chap 14.9:1 I'll tell you what will befall you in the last days

they take that word last days as really what it means in the English, instead

of looking at the Hebrew what will happen to you after a time

and a you go through the verses you will find that in the case of a number

of them we know exactly what happened to the tribes after they came in to the

land of Palestine exactly as what s described here exactly and in the case

of others we do not know but as a matter of fact we don/t know a great deal
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about the histry of the tribes in Palestine. Dining that long history after

the Israelites came in to Palestine there are thousand s of events that we

don't know anything about. The Scripture goes through and tells us those

of them that are vital in the history of God's relation to the people of

the and the preparation of the coming of Christ and therefthre i-% %

itis, I would say definitely if we knew the whole story of those days of thor

years we would see how everything in Genesis 49 followed exact fulfillment

in something that happened in the life, and career of one of those tribes

of those tribes in Palestine, and some of them would say, we know exactly

how they were fulfilled, the sceptre shall not depart out of Ix Judah

nor a lawgiver from between his feet until Shiloh he whose it is shall come

until the one who is.entitled to reign shall come, now hardid Jacob know

that David would become king of Israel? It is a prediction of David a clear

prediction of the fact that David becomes a ruler and comes from Judah and,

that they continue f'/ their successor- continue as children of Judah and

the statment of Levi there, that Levi I will divide them and Jacob

and scatter them in Israel, the Tribe of Simeon was given the southern

territory which was a a nice land but was exposed to the enemy and they sppn

drifted out and disappeared the tribe being scattered in Israel, Levi on the

other hand who followed God in the Ø4( wilderness they were

not given an area in the first place but were put throughout Israel as God's

representatives, Instance after instance it is asy to see how the word

was fu]iilled in their time in Israel and probably would be easrier with

the rest, easier if we had the full story, well now then, why not take thie

ford as the Hebrew expresses it instead of taking it as the

Englh has expressed it following the 'atin and the Greek which it does not

seem to give a very good rendering, the Septaugin senders it the last ddys

and it doea not give the idea of the original where it is dificll to trans

late from one language to another. anyway, but it certainly doesn't fit in a

great many of these cases, the phras is taken up in the New Testament, the
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phrase which is familar to people from the Septuagint as the

New Trstament and we have., the question where the hrase is used Does

it represent what the original menat in the Hebrew or does it represent what

these Greek words mean being now taken over and-used in the New.Testament

in this sense, the sense of the Greek word. It 'doesn't matter which it means

because: when you get to the New Testhnient most of the uses do refer to the

end of the age but in the Old Testament comparitively few. Question

As far as ffl know all the translations and all the simply follow the

Septuagint, but it doean't make sense in Gen. 49 and in Joshua and in case

$' after case, of course you can think of this as you want, yes you can make

sense 4' out of it this way, just as some people seem to think that

before Copernicus that people were rather stupid in not realizing that the

sun was the center of the universe instead of, the earth, they weren't stupid

they were brilliant, what they did was taking the earth,as the center, they

studied the planets and saw how here's the earth and earth's this %plant that

goes around this way and here's this one that goes around this way and this

planet goes fat up here and slow down here and they worked out the system wilh

all sorts of mathematical formulae and they could tell you exactly where any

year an/-y time an planet was going to be and the wonderful system that they

had worked out eplained just how the planet moves in this direction and,

speeds up here and goes along and slows up here but its all according to a

regular system of formlae which was very involved, it took great deal of time

to figure out but Copernicus suggested the very simple idea that if you assurie

that the sun is in the center instead of the earth then instead of the plan

sometimes going fast and sometimes slow and going in these' strange eliptical

arrangements that they go in more or less circular courses around the sun

and at a rather uniform rate of speed and it made so much simpler an ex

planation that people didn't say that.there's any proof that the earth i

in the center instead of the sun, the sun's in the center instead of the

earth, but they said that it made a much sthmpler explanation and' consequently
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it is most likely to be the trae arrangement and it works out without all

thses complicated formulae. Well now here, you oould take all this corn-'

plicated arrangement if you wanted to say that it means the last days

but if you take the Hebrew as it snds it's very simple

Questions, There"s no way to. tell, because the predictions which the

Old Testanent gives which relate to the time before the coththng of Christ

are not quthted and consequently the Nes Testament writer might

have gone back and said He predicted th and this happened but he doesn't

in anyone of thses cases. He describes them as still ahead and he

refers to them and gives the quotation and Ms inter

est is in showing the exact fulfillment of the Old Testament statments that.

he doesn't go into The Septuagint translated this

way, it doesn't
mislead people about these particular things, the New Tes

tament writer doesn't sit down to give you a full complete descussion of

particular Old Testament' passages but he tries to show you how

they relate to his situation , how they advance the events which he's describ

ing and he interprets them truely and correctly, but not completely. He does

n'tattempt to o, that. {$ And when he speaks of the last' days that of

which he speaks is definitely the last days because that is the only thing

the New Testament does predictbeyondthis . is that which we call the

last days. Question. If you want to say the last days is

days that end at the end of the age and start anywhere you want to. you can

say the last ddys started with the flood because you can think of it as

gingtbrough from the flood right on up to the very end but you talk about

things that happened right after the flood and call that the last ddys and

on another, time you can call the last ddys that which happened after the

first coming '4of, Christ. Another you can call the last days that which

happened in the last ten years before the end,. another you can call the last

{Ø days what happened after the Israelites entered Palestine, you can take

any point and say, this is the last days if you consider it going clear to
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the end for after all, puie not talking about end, youe talking about

the beginning of this period you're speaking of. If you want to take it that

way %%,Y7%% it is, just like assuming that the earth is in the middle you can

" work it out in wonderful mathematical formula, it's perfectly all right, but

the other is a much simpler way, to say 'as the Hebrew word said It is that

which is beyond days that which is after a while and of course you see tww well

it fits with the Psalm across the swirl or across the

ocean instead of going and living in a.houseboat somewhere in the ocean

the uttermost past of the ocean. See the word makes much more sense and the

word from which it is derived aketh is lused regularly of that which isbehiR.

me, not that which is a back part of me, but that which is

behind *e. Pirther up we find that Balak uses the word in a place to mean

the same thing, He says, let me die the death of'the righteous and.máy my

akareithbe like his . Well does he mean may I-die the death of righteous

may the last part of my life be like his, or does he mean let me die the

death of the righteous and may that which is beyond death be like that which

is his? It seems much more reasonable th think that that's what he meant

that he is referring to ihat follows death rather than that which is just

shortly before. Question Hebrew.vord ( ) at the region, you

see it is derived from ( question l1) I don't know whether we should take

time for this right now bécau youbetter look it up ch. 2, vs. 23

II Samuel - the word here used is not akareith that we are just speaking of,

but it is the plural 13

now Idon't know what to use in the English smote him with

the back ârt of the spear, the back'part instead of the sharp side, Abner

with the hinder part of the spear smote him under the fifth rib, that the

spear came out behind him; and he fell down there, and died in the same

place; and it came to pass, that -- or did you mean the latter part, behind

him? Do you mean whehter the behind him means his last part or means after

(laughter) (end of record
"
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that part of him from that which is I would ink the latter

part means that rather than that the was in

the latter pat of him, but the first part of it, the hinder pat , I don't

know what that means. I don't know why a man would turn his spear around

and hit a man with the blunt end and I don't know what it means. It isn't

but it is derived from it I don't know what

it is, I will have to look into it. (question 3/k)Yes, but it takes an

awfully big Jblow to make it actually go clear through and to do it with the

blunt part so that it would come through, iaybe thatis right, I don't know

but at least I don't think that this proves the common inter

pretation of. or rather than the last part of (question 1 3/4

Yes, but let us bring that up a little bit later ,-because this section that

I have just began was introductory to the. question and I would like to

discuss that questinn, so will you bring it up later? The reason why I

was speaking about this akareith was not because it deals with,

not because it introduces you to Old Testament . in general, for we

will do that next year in the prophetic books, but because it occurs here

in this phrase and misleads you if you do not the meaning

of the word or at least notice the parallel to other passages in the

Scripture which deals with compare it to deal

with times anly a few years after so that as we go on in this pas

sage this last great aprediction that Balaam made, vs. 15, Balaam took up

his and he said ... Balaam the son of Beor, hath said, and the man whose
that means the man that God has permitted to see the truth

eyes are open/hath said: He hath said, which heard the words of God, and

knew the knowledge of the most High, which saw the vision of the Almighty

falling into a trance, but having his eyes open:..Now he stresses here how

it is from God and God has given it to him and it is something that he

wouldn't know himself but it is, from God and therefore should be believed.

And the reason he does all this, of course, is because he has previously been

blessing Israel when B.lak wanted Israel cursed and that was bad from Balak's
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viewpoint, 1 mean it is not the most awful thing he could do, but

I am going to advertise you what this people will do to your people.

If you say, if someone were to say to Roosevelt if you at

Yalta. agreed to give. Stalin a third of the world go on and conquer

many other countries. Well, someone will say, that is too bad,, that is

unfortunate, we argóingto be.great and conquer all of this, it is

$Ø too bad but then, after all, Roosevelt might why shouldn't he get

the but suppose he had gone on and said, if you give this to Stalin

he will go on and he willdrop atomic bombs on-the IJS. andperhaps conquer

the U.S. You'd feel very different than if he had merely said that he would

conquer different countries. You shouldn't perhaps the Chinese

and the Bulgarians and the Hungarians and the Poles and the etc and a

dozen other countries and subject them to tyranny and-terror and-misery

ia thing in which we shouldn't-sit y

bu1 to say that our own country might be would arouse ten times the

etional feeling.on the part of everyone thatmo . And the Constitution

of the U.S. says that a person cannot make-.a treaty except with the consent

ofthe Senate, yet all the promises and agreements that Roosevelt made at

Yalta, the Senate probably felt, oha few of the other countries, we won't

worry, but when they thought it actually involved this country, they pro

bably would have made a fuss about it right then and-said we have got to

be consulted on these thinga: and-the constitution requires we do. Well,

now Balak here, hearing. Balaam tell that Israel is going to grow great and

bestrong and conquer many nations, he heard all that, and he said, my I

wanted them to curse them and he is blessing them, but that is not mearly

the- reaction if Balaam had said the-people of Israel and going to conquer

Balak's people, are going to destroy the people,-,or to overwhelm the people

of Moab. That would be different wouldn't it And consequently in the

previous prediction he does not ever specifically say that, he doesn't go

that far, but now at the very end, Balaam says, I am going to tell you what,
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this people will do to your people in the latter days and having made that

statement he in vs. :16 stresses the fact that what- I am going to say now
has given

is what God and I can't help it. I have fallen into a trance, I

am not able to do whà.t I feel 6 - but m eyes are

open, I see the facts that -He vants given,-so.-now he goes on to advertsie

to Balak what will be.-done; Israel will do to Moab and to-the different

people connected with Balak in the latter-days. Well, now what is his

answer? vs. l: he says,-here is what I see....

I shall see him, but not now: I shall behold him, but not nigh:... that is

to say it is aftera time and it is after quite a time. It is not immedi

ately, it is not next year, and it is not bhe year after, and I am not talking

about Joshuasconquest, GideOnts conquest, I am going bn at least acen

tury or two. I behold him not now .... there shall come a star out of Jacob,

and a Scepptre shall rise out of Israel, and -shall smite the corners of Mob,

and destroy all the children of Sheth. And Edom shall be a possession, Seir

shall also be 'a possession for his enemies; and Israel shall do valieantly..

Out of Jacob shall come he that shall have dominion, and-shall destroy.

him that remaineth of the city And so he predicts. He says, I am going

to tell -you what is going to happen to your people. after a time by this

people, what this people will-do--to your people, not in your life, not-,

now, the Israelites aren't going to conquer you, but after a time something

-is going to happen. What is goIng to happen? -A star out of Jacob, a

Sceptre-will rise ut of Israel 73/11:

will rise out of -Israel and will smite the corners of Moab and Edom will

be a possession. These other countries names are mentioned, "of course, but

Edom and Moab are hetwo great powers that he says are going to be con

quered by this Sp'ceptrewliich will come up out of Israel. Now those of

you who were in the class -làstsemester studied the descriptions of a con

quest of Moab and f Edóm and who was it that lead-in this conquest? Who

was the conqueror who conquered bothMoab and Edom. -David was the king under
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whom thej were conquered, Joab was the head of his hosts. David was the

king, the Star that rose out of Jacob, the Sceptre that rose out of Israel,

went on a long period under the Judges in which the Isrelites would

occasionally drive back attØ/4acks of one nation o another. They would

be in captivity and they were given their freedom, but they never thought

that they would ever conquer any other nation. And then came the reign of

King Saul and the Israelites were independent and sometimes under the Phili

stines, ending with the Philistines completely overrunning the, land, and.

who would think that out of this people, barely maintaining an

existence, 9
.

there would come a ruler who would be

able to conquer the mighty nations of M and Edom and make them a posses

sion subject to Israel. Who would think that would ever happen? But Balaam

said to Baak, I am going to advertise you what this people will do to your

people after a time and so a few centuries went by and then David came and

David learned how to fight in a technical way which was unknown to

Saul, his previous successor. He may have been just as brave but he didn't

have the technical knowledge that David had and the armies of Israel now

altogether gained their freedom from the Philistine, but as you study care

fully in II Samuel went on and conquered Edom and Mob and made them a

possession, and Moab and Edom remained a pcession for some time after

David's time finally Moab gained his freedom, but Edom was held in subjection

for 'a long time after Moab gained its freedom and finally did also gain their

freedom. Well, that, then is what is predicted here and it is precisely and

exactly what is predicted and was precisely and exactly fulfilled. (question

10) Yes, it described his vision, in his vision, he is looking forward to

it.
'

.' it indicates that

he looks forward to it and sees them, but not right immediately

Israel is. not going to rise up and destroy Moab and Edom now. It is going

to fight its way up to Palestine and conquer Palestine, but latr on, not

immediately but after a time the Star comes out of Jacob and a Sceptre comes

out of Israel and smites the corners of Moab and of Edom also is going to be-
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come a possession which means that Edom will be a possession . And

then in ch. 2-1- it goes on down and tells how other people, the Amalekites

the Kenites are going to be conquered completely. The Kenites are going to

last up untthl the Assyrian invasion vs. 23. He goes on. and pic

tures the eutre going up clear to the Assyrian invasion here in vs. 22.

Well, now as you see here is a beautiful phrase, a Star out of Jacob, a

beautiful phrase, a Sceptre out of Israel and Däbid was a Star and David; was

a Sceptre, David was a ruler, he fulfilled those things. He was like a

star, he shot suddenly out of Israel that was " He shot out to the

extent that he conquered all these territories ery quickly and was never

expected in his time, a star king, a scepter rose and conquered these na

tions roung about " I was exactly and literallyand completely fulfilled.

Now, of course, the Scrure tells us later-on-that David sgothg to have a

greater son who will follow him and will sit upon his throne, who will rule

and itis altogether proper to say that would be said of David can naturally

be applied if we want by analogy to David's/ greater and David's

greater was even greater than David in all and will fulfill

the wonderful promises of David. So if you want to use this.in a figurative

sense of Christ, there is no harm of doing it, but we should notice that the

direct literal application of it is to David and that is all that it necess

arily contained in it and it is not here in the context a prediction of

Christ, but it is a prediction of David. Ithink that is right. The O.T.

is filled with predictions of what is going to happen in the next few cen

turies here there and-the other places and if youwanted to go through

those and whenever yufind a word that sounds like it might be

taken out of the context and apply it later on and just leave those apply

ing to situations inthose times which you cannot twist to apply /*'

to Christ in some way, why it is not a reasonable way to interpret O.T. Scrip-
pre

ture, but if you take any of the ditions applying to those days, as many

of them clearly do, then this one is specifically saying what that people

will do to your peole and it desces uxactly what David did do, it is (f
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I'/aly reasonable to say that is the fulfillment of the prediction. (question

14)I would not express ti that eay. I would say that it had its full

and complete fulfillment in David, but 14 that

David is going to have a greater part then it is altogether reasonable to

say that anything that is said about David has an application to Christ, but

to take the prediction as a direct application to Christ, is certainly

Ik (end of record)
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adked about the matter of Balaam being a -vorshipper- of God and yet not

being described of one of-Israel's and it is something which may seem strange

to some of us and to some of the Israelites. who had anything that is not

in the direct described here which is nevertheless described as wor

shipping the true G$od and we find that Peter could;hardly realize such

a thing. It just didn't seem-to him possible. ,How could it-be that

could be worshipping a true God when;h wasn't a member of the trace

of Israel, he hadn't been circumeized and made a member of the race of Israel,

ad how could it be and he didn't want to go and see him and God gave him

a vision and God said that that-which God hath cleansed

and when he came up there and met Cornelius, we find that in Acts 10:3k,

Peter said to Cornelius, Of a _truth I perceive that God is no respecter of

persons But in every nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness

is accepted with him. Peter-then was amazed that God was dealing with

people who were not even yet circumcized and Peter didn't say, .I see that

the old dispensation is coming-to an end, it used tomean that you had to

be a member of Israel, but I see-that now God is going-to extend his mercies

to the Gentiles. That is all true, but that isnotwhatPeter-says i this

passage. But Peter says here is not something that- is a new change but

something that is a revelation of the charactrof God. I .perceive that

God is no respecter of persons,. but in every nation, he that feareth him

and works righteousness is acceptable to.Him and then hegoes on to say,
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The Word which God sent unto the children of Israel, preaching
add

peace by Jesus Christ .. I am going to give, of course,in -the

did Testament we.have Abraham who was not an

Israelite recognizing there something whom Abraham recog

nized as his God. We have Job described with no mention of any relation

to Israel or the Israelite covenant, or the Israelit sacrifice on the

part of Job. We have here this case where Balaam was a worshipper of

God and therefore we have tosay that what Peter recognized as being a

truth is a fact that God in every nation those who follow him

but that it is not the 3 - on the nation

but the nations turn their back-on Him and the world as a whole turned

orgi%nally turned its back-more and more,-little by little on Him until

God gave his revelation of-Israel in order to keep alive the- knowledge of

His truth which people had put out of their --minds. But God 3

in a different way :than through the Revelation.of Israel, but this

we know that there is no other name under Heaven whereby man can be saved

but the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ. And if aman like Ghandi comes

and hears wonderful

but says, no, I will not accept Christ as my Saviour. I will take some of

the great ethical lessons I-get but I am notgoing to accept Christ as my

Saviour and turns his back on Christ and then goes-on., even though he has

some wonderful ethical teachings and has some-very -fine- spiritual-ideas

which he tries to connect up to the old India teachings and goes. on that

way denying Christ, there is no suggestion anyrheres in the Scripture that

such a man /%$ is saved, but everysuggestion to the contrary. (question

24.) He came from the river of his people, the river of the land of (ques-.

tinn)This people and your peqpie, but now I am going -back to my people. That

is if he had gone to the Israelites, we have a right to read into that that

that -is what he meant, although until afterwards but

what he did and it isn't what -say. There is one interpretation

he might have meant by it if he wanted-to conceal from them the fact of
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he was going to them and et actually had it 5

(question ) You sometimes hear it said that in China there is a memory

of the original revelation in that the 5 and

made the sacrifice as to the God of Heaven, but that particular thing I

would recommend you not, to, repeat as evidence of the preservation of the'

original revelation becaus when I heard more details on that, I found that

there were four offered, And I forgot the son of

or the son of but there are these four altars and the emporor made

sacrifices on each of the four altars and Heaven was not the leading one

of the four, so that' is a case where a missionary had a sort of half-know-

ledge of and to take alone, it sounds wonderful, but it does
ture

not actually prove any by the emporers of God (end of lec)

the book of Joshua and specific study of the 1st. two hapters., the general

survey of the book, just the main divisions, and then of course, study the

first three chapters for Thursday.' Answer the questions about spiritual

lessons etc. Yesterday, we discussed somting about Balaam being one who was

not of the family of Israel, and what it meant, looking at references from

Acts and from the O.T. as to people outside the covenant of Israel. We

looked briefly at the question of how God's some

thing of how he knew what God's will was and what we might know about it to

day. We went on to the matter of the last days of Moses and we looked at

a, the appointment of the successor and we mentioned b, the addresses bf

Moses that the addresses of Moses in the book of Deut. are recognized by'

students of literature as being of very high quality, from the viewpoint of

oratory and literature and are absolutely oustanding. We notice that

the first address is i:6-k:kO. In this address Moses makes a survey of the

past history of how God has lead the people, particularly how he has lead

them in the wilderness and shows them how God has been with them leading

and blessing is an intertroduction to his exhortation that the people should

follow him and should be true to God "even after Moses is gone. The second
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address in ch. 25 - 26% begins with-the repitition of the 10 commandments,

the basic law of Israel and thencontinueswith adiscussion of various

laws and-distressing-these laws. That's very different from the book of

Leviticus. The Book of Leviticus is the book of law for-the priests,,, it

s the levitical book and in it it goes into minute detail onatters which

are to be available for knowing exactly what to do under certain circumstances

and-particularly the- matters that concern only the priëstx In Detu. here

he is speaking to all the people and trying to impress on their minds the

vital--features of law that is-necessary that they.-should know. It might

be very much for someone to make a speech to the people of the

UriS. be sure ".to get your income statements in on time and be.sure to fill

one out if-you have any income and a few things like that, but when it

comes to going into the precise details of the Income. Tax for a person in
discussing these things

the month of June to make a speech to the U.S. would be an utter waste of

time. Nobody would remember it by the next March. It-would-have absolutely

no value to put them down in -a book for people to study when the time comes

is valuable. In June it would be-worth while to stress things that you

want everybody to know and remembeTr, but particular detailled regulations

should be studied when the situation arises wiftiout have it much -place

in a faire11 address as Moses gave it. And so you have a striking difference,

this book of Deut. and the Book of Lev. There is a great difference apa

Moses is. here giving oration to the people urging the people to be true to

God after Moses' death and so he takes particular lawsthat people might

be tempted to forget or to lay aside on account of the-natural deprivity of

human nature or on account of the laziness of--human nature. He takes these

and stresses them and urges. them. to follow these laws and to remember them.

And so g5-26 is what the-name-of-the-book means, Deuteronomy, the giving

of the law, but it is not a second giving of the law, it is a repetition

driving home , a-stressing to peoe's minds. Well, there is a third address

in ch. 27 and 28 in which he tells them how after they go into the Promised

land they are to make a cereomial op.on Ebal and Gerezim in. which they will
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provide the "cvrses-upon the-.people if they leave God and blessings upon

them if they follow Him and these various measures to drive home to their

hearts and minds the law that-God has given. This is, after all, one of

the greatpurposes of the church services and of all of our religious faith.

Our one purpose is to teach - great purposes to drive home to our

minds, to impress upon us, then as we mention the brief-address of the

ratification of the covenant in ch. 29 and 3Q,- Now we call this a repetition

of the law, the-second giving of the law, but it should be noted that it

is not merely a repetition. "- There is- a difference and the difference is

partly due to the situation , and that is very, very vital, but

thai; is to the fact of its being an-oration to all the people rather than

a book-for people to look up in, although, of course, it will still have

that latter point develop-it.-.but there is another, , the law was on

ginially. given in the 2nd year after leaving- Egypt in the first: month of

the second year. There-were at Sinai and the law-was-,given. Now, in the

kO thyear after-leaving-Egypt that Deut. is--given. kO years have passed

and in the course. of 110 years there may. be some change-.1n- the law, naturally

There may be some matters on which---civil law-which-would-experience

S -desirable to put it-.a little differently or to change some

aspect and stress some other features.-'40 years has gone by and that is

very important, but it is very importait 'more for another reason than
41

simply a lapse of time. - - . - - you a -law that Moses

gives-on-the
- 40th year after leaving Egypt- would be -quite different in

some regards from a -law that is given to the people at the beginning of

the 2nd year after Lving Egypt-. --Why should there be any difference? How

many-would have an immediate -answer that you might give?. I hope that there

are no backsliders .back in there, but there are quite a .few in this room,

and - . S -.
ëverybody-would:-ealize it that in the

40th year, the kO- years of war and the is -almost at an end and the

second year the wilderness journey is at its beginning and why would this

make any difference-to the- law. Supposing that you wee.in-1the heart of
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Africa going through the jungle. Would there be much point in your learning

traffic laws? Would there be anything-gained-in your learninghow=far

away from a fire plug you are allowed to pant? l 1/3 that

you are in Wilmington, -living here, would there be any point here

as to just what arrangements you should make, in, setting up a camp, whre

you should get your drinking watex,-up stream or downstream, and so on?

-If you are out thn the wilderness,' those rulesare very impertant, if you

are here an entirely different group of--rules are important. The moral

principsT are exactly the same. There can 'be no ëhange -in the moral law.

The ceremonial law by virture of its,,, not apt to be.much change

at the end of the wilderness journey at the end as it is at' the beg-inning.

It is possible that there may be some changes i'fl view of the.

but the civil law was apt to be b being given to a people who

are soon going to be living in settled.-towns instead of living in-the wil-

derness as they-had done--f-or k0years. (end or-.record) - -
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of the entrance into Canaan and.tese. may be put under k general heads.

1. Matters of Phraseology, - towns instead of previously men-

tions of the camp. The law i given at the beginning of the wilderness Jour

ney and there was no particular reason to talk about towns. They are not

going to be in towns in the near futue, but they are living in these camps

or near the camp and so they often refer to the cam-p. Now they are going

to be in towns before long and now they refer to houses and towns and city

gates and the various things-that.-.-are important in towns. There are these

vital changes in phraseology showing thd near apprach to Canaan. Now, of

course, there are those who will say that these references to towns so

this wasn't given in the wilderness at. all, it was given to people who had

been living in towns for many years. Now, of course, there is no point to

an argument like that. It would be a very, strange. kind of law given to,

people who were in the next couple of months going into the land to live in

towns, they would put a stress on the camp, would be a very silly kind of

a law to give. Well stands it is given to tell people how to live

who are just going to go into Canaan and it sounds exactly like that for

the previous law has given stress upon life in the wilderness. Now a second

point there are minor changes of law to adopt the situation to the new

circumstance. All the animals were supposed to be brought to the door of

the tabernacle to be killed for food. In the wilderness all the animals

were to be brought to the door of the tabernacle to be killed for food.

Everything was under direct supervision. You could watch for sanitary pro

vision etc. very definitely and very easily and, of course, the 2

was all in one place, it wasn't very far to bring them in. But when they

get into the land of Canaan, it might take three or four days to walk to

the tabernacle, that would be extremely and so we find that in the

new law they are told that they. are permitted to slay animals for food in

the town in which they reside. In the wilderness they are told that firstlin

of animala must be offered to God on the 8th day. In Deut. they are told

that the Sacrifice may be postponed until the owner comes up to.the sanctuary.
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at the annual feast. There are similar instances re you see that it is

given-to: a people prior to be scattered over the earth instead of a.people

encamped close together. #.In Deut.. we find particular intreest in the

classes, the Levites,- the strangers to protect

them from oppression and from trouble-. Now in the wilderness when the

people were altogether, Moses had -supervision to-his representatives

over everything that happened. When they are scattered about in the land

and have no radio and no telephones, t takes two or three days to-get com

munication from one-section to another, it becomes very important even as

it is; important- now - -
- to- have provisions that will -protect

these people as they are scattered out in-the wilderness. In the wilderness

the Levites are altogehter and it- is jeasy to protect themselves under those

circumstances and they are under Moses direct-supervision. In the landthe

Levites are to be - scattered through the land here and there but

only- a few together it is very easy for the peole in the different areas to

forget what they owe to the Levites and howthey-should treat them. It is

necessary to stress this. Itis necessary to-stress what is to the relation

to strangers. Suppose you have a hundred-strangers in the camp, 100 foreig

nors, a hundred visitors, they are altogether in this big camp. Moses- has

supervision over the whole thing,- you can be sure of that if any ouble comes

or any difficulty comes--from-these strangers, you can be sure that Moses

knows of it immediately, he is in a position to protect them, furthermore

they are altogether- propably as they are not in any particular danger of

mistreatment anymore han.anybody else. You get the people scattered out

in hundreds of towns, If-you-have ahundred strangers in the lafid they are

apt to be one or two to a town and it is very important- then that the people

understand what their duty of hospitality is towards strangers because it is

very easy when you are in -a land where-you are the only one in a large area,

if you -are not careful, it is. very easy to get into trouble. The law for

protection of strangers- and orphans, protection of people who might have

killed soemone by accident and the friends of the peDpon that thr killed would
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of course, naturally be very indignant thnd the person might be subject to

people who might kill him first and think about it later. . Now that condition

woudln't happen when they were all in the big encampment. Moses had control

over everything. The minute that any crime of violence occurred, his re

presentaties were right there on the spot to do something about it. If you

-have the people scattered around on little farms and in towns up and down

the land of Canaan, and. you don't have that same supervision for them, and

it is important that it be stressed what is to be their attitude towards

Now these are three marks of entrance to Canaan. The 4th might

be put under the. second. It is really a part of the second, but it is

sufficiently stressed in one chapter of Deut.12, it is worth remembering the

chapter in this connection. It is sufficiently stressed. there and suffici

ently important in the future religious history of the people and suf

ficiently important in the history of the higher criticism of the country,

to be noted particularly as a separate point, and that point is, an insis

tance upon the fact that there is to be one altar where the sacrifices to

God are to be presented. One altar, one place where they sacrificed. Now,

of course, in the wilderness they sacrificed-at many places. In camp it was

in one spot and they sacrificed there. The encampment moved and they-sacri

fices there and whreever they encampment-was, they sacrificed. The Sacrj

fice was always under Moses direct supervision, it was conducted by Aaran

and the preists, it was in the one place, it was, there was no danger of

great diversions of habits 6f developthng, as two places would be widely

separated from one another, there was no danger of utter misunderstanding

etc. It was. altogebher there, naturally in the wilderness. There would have

been no point at the beginning of the wilderness journey in stressing, now

remember, all your sacrifices are to be done in one place. It-was justhere

- together, it was just naturally in one place. Moses had supervision over

them.- Now they would be going into the land and would be scattered up and

down. What are they going to do? Are-they going to have a little altar

for every town? Sacrifices everywhere? Or are they to continue to have the
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unity that they had in the wilderness. Well, Deut. gives an answer to

that, of course.-The question arises as they get up near Canaan, the:

answer is given before the need presents-itself there. Moses said ou are

to sacrifice in one place in the land, a place where God puts-his name

is to be the place where the sacrifices are to be carried on. It is to e

a centralized worship. They are to have their ceremonies annually in which

theyafl come up to this one place. A.f.ter all, it is not such a tremendous

land but what they can do that. They can all come up andually and some of

them more than-once a year to this place and the sacrifices and the head

quarters of the religious observances--can be in the one place and so he

devotes one chapter, ch. 12 to stressing this. Now, some people have thought

that that was the whole purpose of Deuteronomy. It is not. It is confined

to this one chapter. You have little, or nothng elsewhere about it in the

book of Deut. But it is strongly stressed in the one chapter, it is impor-

tant and it was an important mark of the near entrance to Canaan. Now, I
has

hope that yone in this class that not have the Pent, course last year

the Pent course be4 fully aware

of what we have just said about tIimportance of the one altar in Palestine

and its place in the Book of Deut. All those of you who were in the Pent.

course last-year, will be, of course, be prepared on our final exam to dis

cuss fu1ly the importance of this in relation to the whole question. (questio

9 No, that is not exactly what I meant to say. In the-wilderness animals
- towns

slain for food were brought-to the door-of the tabernacle and in the XXM

they were slay for food, but sacrifices had to he at the one place. Now, of

course, in the wilderness, you distinguish between sacrifices and

the slaying for food because they were all slain at the one place. They

were all under the supervision of Moses. But in the town, they can slay,

natura1lr, you can't make them bring all that they slay for food up to the

one place, it is too far, but the sacrifices are all to be done at the one

place. (question 10) Size of the camp, No, I don't know how large it would

be, but still it might be 8 miles across, but it wouldn't be -too far to
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bring their animals to kill. :It would be älittle bit of . journey, but not

bad, not as if you had a hundred miles. There is no trains to carry it back.

Well, now, those are the four features and they are very important and the

4th one, but they are all important in connection with the understanding of

Deuteronomy, and they are all important in connection with the critical

problem and especially the 4th. Now C is the Death of Moses. This was

small b the addresses of Moses and now c ,we have the death of Moses which

accurs at thend of Deut; and it tells about his death and it gives an

extimate of his life, and it tells how no one knows where he was buried and

this had been a big problem with people. The death of Moses here, how could

Moses right the story of his death? How then, can you believe that Moses

wrote Deuteronomy? How can you believe Moses wrote the Pent? How can you" all
believe Moses wrote anything? Well, -I think that it comes foom much later

times from people's imaginations. Well, of course, we don't have to say

that Moses wrote the story "of his death. We can believe that Moses wrote

the Pent, and if we want to think that Joshua wrote the story of his
The Bible

death after'hedied, we can believe that if we wantto, $A%/%I doesn't

say that Joshua didn't write it.,. but it doesn't say he did. And if you beliee

that Moses wrote-all-the Pent. except this little section at the end which

was added afterwards, in fact, even if you believe that an occassional sen

tencO was added for clarification here and there in the Pent, it does not

affect the Mosaic authorship as a whole, but I don't think that there is any

reason why it is necessary to believe that. ITb-at information do

you have in this last chapter that Moses didn't know before he died. God

said to Moses you are to goup into the mountain-and there-you willdie,

4/$the chapter says so Moses, a servant of the Lord, died there in the

land of Moab according to the word of the Lord arid he buried him in -a valley

in the land of Moab over against but no man knthteth of his sepulchre

til this day, and Moses was a hundred and 20 years old when he died. He pro

bably knew that andhis eye was not dim, no his natural for - and

the children of Israel wept for Moses in the plains of Moab3odayssothe
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days of weeping and mourning for Moses ended-and- Joshua, the -son of Nun.

was filled with the spirit, of-wisdom ,... And there rose not aprophet

sináe in Israel like unto Moses whom the Lord knew face to face, In all the

signs and the wonders, whili the Lord sent him to do,. Now you may think
ere

that these statements about unto this day and tb arose not one,..meana

that -these words were added long after, perhaps they were, but I do-not

see any difficulty in believing that God told Moses that was to be the

situation and permitted him to write it. I don't believe that we have to

believe it one way or the other. I don't see how it affects

the-Mosaic of the Pent. (question 14) Moses, I think undoubtedly had
scribes




I don't think that, he may have written some of it--with his own hand,

but to say he wrote it all in his own hand, I think is very -inlikely with

all the work he had to do with the-oversight of all-the people and all this

it would seem to me very unreasonable that he would fail to take advantage

of that custom so-prevalent in Egypt of having
-- that he dictated to,

but it would sem -to me almost certalriy that he would have been- giving it

to others to do the actual mechanical writing. (-end of record) -

- -- -- "-- - otl6O

or he may have given-it to them as God said what would happen or Joshua

may have told them what to write afterwards. After all he was in control

after Moses' death.- NowVI is the Book of Joshua- and in the Book of - Joshua

A. Is the Conquest of Canaan. (question 3/k) Yes, I was just thinking of.

little c which came under k -the last days-of Moses whichwas under 5, the

Wilderness Journey, and this is Roman Numeral 6, The -Book of Joshua and in

the Book of Joshua, A is - the Conquest of Canaan and we have that as-subject

A under the book of Joshua because it does not ddscribe the whole -book of

Joshua but by Thursday you will all know just-how. much of Joshua it does de-.

cribe and what else is- in the book. 1. The new Leader.- We have already told

about him briefly. Just for purposes of we will put him in here and

tell -a little more about it. - What was the training of the new leader?- Was

he a man untried, simply taken- from - - - -and put in this position of great
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responsibility, no, he was one who had lived with Moses and worked with Moss

and Joshua was fairly familiar with Moses? methods. He was well trained.

Was he a member of the tribe of Judah? The sceptre shall not depart from

Judah. Joshua, Was Moses a member of the trite of Judah? What tribe was

Moses from? Everybody should know, of course, that Moses was of the tribe

of Levités. Not everybody would be expected to know which tribe Joshua was

a member of, but Joshua was a member of the trbe of Ephraim, the mc

importsnt son of Joseph t1iigh second in age. And from the tribe of Ephraim

came Joshua and he is the new leader to bring the people into the Promised

Land. His selected was according to the Lord's definite word shortly be

fore Moses' death that is something that had been preshadowed long before

when he had been working with Moses and leading under Moses and had taken
of

a prominent part even though no definite fixed responsibility or authority.

Now what is the relation %$ of the new leader to God's word? Moses had al

ready written under God's command a large portion of the Word of God.. Five

books of the Pent. Books, of which a portion of it we study a great deal

of in our Sunday Sechool and other protions we hardly look at. But the

book of Deut. one of the greatest boots, we look at very little, but it

is all very important. It is the foundation of the word of God and it is

that of which God speaks to Joshua when he says in Joshua l?8, that ver

that would be goode for everyone to remember. It would be a good verse to

memorize, to remember, and above all to observe in your life. Of course,

you would take it as applying to the whole Bible. Joshua could only apply

it to the first five books because that was all that was available to him.

His relation to God's word then, Josh. 1:8. Then it is interesting that he

is given a charge as he is installed, the Lord gives him a charge here and

the charge contains in verses 6,7,9, and 18, four different verses an exhor

tation to be strong and courageous. Joshua had been second. He had been

doing what Moses said. Now he is in the position of leadership and authorir

and his attitude will communicate itself to quite an extent to the attitude
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of the other people. Then he was subject to Moses the proper attitude for

him was one of respectful observance of Moses and trying to carry them

out. Now that he is in command and the proper attitude is one of courage,

one of strength, one that will inspire and nthuse the people. As an under

ling, it was his purpose to inspire them to follow Moses and to be obedient

to Moses as the leader he should inspire them to courage and to loyal obe

dience to God and so he is commanded in these four verses that. which is tre

mendously important for him and for the hwole campaign. Be strong and be

courageous, have not I commanded thee. Be not afraid, neither be thou dis
for .

mayed $Ø% .the Lord thy God is with thee withersoever thou goest. An ex

hortation to be strong and courageous is not simply whistling in tie dark.

It is facing a difficult situation, but it is not facing it alone, it. is

facing it with God and if God is with you, you can face anything and if you

are doing it alone, you are in difficulty no matter what it is you attempt ID

do. You cannot tell what tremendous errors you will make, or what difficul s

you may rim into if you leave Him out of account, but with Him, we can all

follow the command here to Joshua to be strong and courageous. Now #2 is the

general plan of campaign. This is something that I think is important for

us to look at now. The land of Canaan is attacked. God could say to the

people,march up into Canaan, I will cause that all the people will drop

down dead and follow you. I will do better than that, I will lift them up

and remove them out of the land. When yO1 come in there is nobody there.

There is all htese wonderful houses, lands and everything and you ust take

them over and these wicked Canaanites are gone and the land is yours. God

could have done that if he chose, but the Bible is not a book in which we

have Godts picture as doing all sorts of things that are utterly contrary

to the normal working of this, world that he has established. The Bible is a,

book in which God leads his people within this world . the situatiorB

of this world and gives them strength to do the things that he wants done arfi

occassionally he performs mighty works as a not to accomplish the works

as a rule, but to give them a special sign that they will find it easier to
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believe onHmand know that it is,actuallyHethatis a:cting and consequent

he did-not do that. God gave -them-strength to take the land and He gave..-,..

them widom in entering into it and-Joshua-was a man--with a spirit of wisdom

and he proceeded. with a reasonable plan of campaign to take the land. They

did not simply march in and say, now God is going to open it up and we will

walk into it, but that could have been done, but that was not God's will,-it

was not the way God did it. Instead of that, God: had, that they::should, work

according to a reasonable-,plan of attack. Here is a map of

before the conflict. Now you-remember that down- here in Kadesh-Barnea,

there is 'a question... you don'-t need to see the date because there isa.-qu

ti'on after the name anyway, it is' somehwere-'in- this area, we don't know .-

xactly where, but down-here in-this southern area here the-ofiginal'idea was-
certainly

to march straight up and take the land and. God IWIV could do that. He

could simply do that if he chose, but we know that-was not God's will-that

should be done. At"Kadesh-Barnea--there was a-test to the ,people's courage..

A test to the pebpl'e loyalty to God and their willingness to follow him'..

Ka.esh-Barnea here the people, showed themselves unwilling asGod knew, of

course, before that theywould do, and they did not use this method that

God could. have used to give them the land. -God,' instead, caused them to

go clear around and around the-kingdom of .Moab.- Here they capture the king

doms of Ammon and,Sidon,theycofne clear up here noEth f the Dead Sea, then

they go ac$ross and 'capture JeriCho. and then they go. North a ways and

they come up here near Mt. Ebal and Mt. Gerazim and. then they come up into

that area as you see:-they are in the, middle of the land, There-is- about

half of it north of - them and about half south'. And so the plan of campaign

is not to attack the land at onecend.and give the people therel,the feeling

that the land is being attacked by a great enemy,'and',that t would be very.

wise for them to try to get together.--and forget:'their little squabbles and

differences', bickerings and disputings and join together at least until they

had disposed of this tremendous menace that is facing them. 'Instead of doig

that and unifying the people of Canaan- by the attack upon them from the: end,
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they come in,.-from the middle andthey come in the middle and. separate the,

land into two sections. Into two sections that had no means of cornmunicati.

of one another. :O-naan is at-this time divided into little towns, hostile

to.one another, constantly fighting and bickering. They could not inimediat

swing into an alliance to stand; together, but if they .were giai some time

while ones at the end were fighting the rest see what would happen, would

overcome their bickerings and would join together to-resist the invader,- but
God

of course, would give them- pover to resist, to overcome, a complete

united defence by the Canaanites, but instead-of- that they proceeded in such

a way as to prevent s-ich a united defence and they attack the land here in

the middle and they seize a sizable bit-of territory in the middle here.

They, perhaps, already have a foothold in the.middle there because you notice

they came right up to this town Schechem betweeri.Ebal and Gerezim and there

is. no account of their -having conquered Shechem and you remember in Genesis

the sons of Jacob conquered Shechem though it "is.possiUe.they had a foothold

already in Shechem.: Some of them had stayed and held that town all-the time.

they were in Egypt, we don't-know. Bible doesn't say, but at any rate they

come in now,. and they get-this little-section-here and that way they can

attack each side separately, Now, of-course, if it was a irnified.area, that

wouldn't work because if you would attack in the -middle both sides would

attack-you simultaneously, but it is-not, it is a divided area and coming

in the middle it prevents them-from getting together..(question.12). Did

Joshua realize-it, or. did only God realize it, we don't know. It is entirely

-possible that God lead in this way without their understanding exactly what

is-being done. On the other hand, Joshua wasla man who. had spied out the

land. He had gone through it,. he is a man-who had lead the army in previous

battles. Moses, you know was up on the mountain, Joshua was leading the

army while Aaron held up Moses -arm,- Joshua had been closely linked with

Moses, he had doubtless heard a great deal of discussion which is not contained

in the Pent. He had thought a great deal about these things, he actually

walked through the land and seen it, thus on of the reasons for selection..
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of Joshua might be his knowledge of the-land and his understanding of the

strategy may have very well be one of the reasons why-God selected him and

on the other hand it is not so stated inthe Scripture and it is probably that

the plan was only in the mind of God and revealed to Joshua little by little.

We just don't know. (question.l3'-) -Whenever there is a dirét command of--

God . justified. In other words, people

today make up all sorts of minor which .ther make into major and they

have no warrant for it.- The major end of."-man upon this earth is to know

God and to glorify him and to carryoütGod'-s great purpose. Now, the idea

that because a people have lived in a little area of this world for a few

centuries, that they have a right to hold that little section of this world

and resist the progress of the world, is sonhing that is unreasonable.- On

the other hand it is utterly wicked for a large simply to desire for

advancement and greed to overcome another . TØhe. idea of (end of record)
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I
some things that are utterly w±o g and wicked and other things that are right

and proper and most of our of that type are the end which

are not major and it has let that thing which today in most of the modernist

churches and particularly in the Methodist church so stressed as if it were

the great end of Existence, the prevention of lling pacifism or the

right of taking of human life whatever. It stresses that that is the

greatest thing in life. Now, that, of course, is utterly silly. The taking

a life before it is God's will that that life is at an end, is utterr wrong,

it is wDong because it is interference with the plan of God. The taking of

a life to satisfy one's own selfish purpose is wrong, the taking of a life

in private vengeance is utteñy wrong, all these things are wrong, but there

are far more important nters in the universe then whether a man's life

which is limited to the most to 120 years and usually not over 8O or 90, whe

ther that life is to only 30 years or only 60 or 90 there are other things

far more important in the world than that, but the Lord forbids us

to commit murder but there are other commands every bit as important in the

Scripture. The vital thing is are we serving him and the Lord definitely

commands capitol punishment, he definitely commands war in the Scripture,
imperialistic

and he definitely commands expanseion in the Scripture but it

is an imperialistic expansion of the people whom he has selected for a speci-

fic purpose to destroy those people who have sunk into such wickedness and
for

sin that it is necessary t'% God's economy that they be removed and instead

of using bacteria, or other means that he could easily have used, he used

the Israelites for that purpose. Now that, of course is getting it into a

big question, the question of the extermination of Cannanites, which we look

at a little latr on, but the question that Mr. Wanstall raised is a very good

one and a very vital one. You cannot take the Scripture and use it as a

means by which you can decide just what of a lot of minor ends are the right

and the wrong of it. The minor ends must all be related to your major end,

and your major end is to do GodTs will and to serve H m and to establish in

this world a light of the type that, he would establish here and when we make
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minor, ends -,major in the end wéresult in destroying other .important ends which

even anyone would recognize usually as just as right ,i4{ as those particular

ones. The Scripture condemned wars ofagession-ànd greed, very definitely,

and it is wrong for a Christian to take part in such war, but-the ScrIp

ture doe not condemn war per se because it definitely commands war under

certain specific circumstances. Now, 'this plan of campaign that is made and

they come in in the middle there. At firsts of course, they had to make

their way up to the middle so-they encamped here at Gilgal, they take Jericho

the great fortress that guards against the entrance into the land here, they

come up the ordan valley a distance and they--g5 on up here to Shechem and

then they make their headquarters there seize-,a section in the -center, then
arouses

having seized that central area, -but naturally it the people to the

Soifth against that, the-people who are, nearer to them. The people in the

north are also arounsed, but th&y are somewhat slower and beforethe people

in the north are ready and are properly aroused, the campaign is carried on

in the South and that's -Joshua - and so from this section here they

come south and. they take and destroy' the grOat opposition against them down

here and then they come back to the. center there and by this time the North

erners are fully aroused against them and. now they -proceed to the north and

destroy the northern opposition. And thus there is a carefully worked out

plan of campaign. Now, whether this-is a plan only In God's mind, or whether

it is in the mind of Joshua,. also we cannot say, but it seems likely that it

was in the mind of- Joshua. It is not God's will that we should. think that we

aan necessarily map out a complete plan and carry it out. Circumstances may

ter it and. it may prove not to be God's plan at all. It thay- be that we

simply going-forward- anddoing the next step as seems best may find as we

look back over our lives-that God has lead and has directed and worked it out

so that a carefully worked out plan has actually been worked wh is entirely

his leading. But as a rule, the one who accomplishes much for him is not

fixing a fixed. plan that he has got -to go by no matter what happens, but it

is planning ahead looking to the -distance and. people criticize the great
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founder of the China Inland Mission when he began his great work in China.

Theycriticized himrêry strongly. They said, you entered China here, you

have come to a district where there are many-unbelievers and you walkedright

past them and didn't stop to preach to them. 4hy don't you stop he Of

co'rse, he didn't stay in the port city for there were other missionaries

'there '
already, but he came to villages and he yent right past and never stopped.

People said why don't you stop and preach to these people, why -do you keep

going?. Preach here, and when you preach here, stop in the next place and

so on. He said no, Ihavea plan. He went in each province and to the capitol

city of the' province and he began his work there and then after he had worked

in the capitol city and had a little work started in the capital city then

he went out to the lösser cities and people would say, where does this man

come from. Are these folks coming from something ,Tray off in some Coreigh

land, some outlandish 4jidea they are presenting, no, these p.ople have come

formthe papitbl city of the province. There is actually a 'group, there that

believes in these things. What is thes, this is worth-looking into. It is

already established in the capitol city and so. he comes to the next city

that is important and establishes a work, there and then the people in the

smaller towns around are interested in something that came f4om that metro

politan center in the neighborhood and then he went out from the larger to

the smaller places and carried the prestige with him by getting a start in

the place that had more pretige. It was a plan.,- a plan of operation which

resulted in his reaching out 'much more wisely and ideiy'and much more rapidly

than possibly he could have if he had just gone straight ahead--and taken each

place as he came to 'it. 'TIe was a manthat followed God very closely, who

was determined above all things to doGod's will,' but was also a man who

faced and studied situations and tried to find the 'best 'means of advancing

the work of God and of securing that the actual ends desired would be accom

plished.' ( end of lecutre.) For Monday-and Tuesdaywe will continue in the

Book of Judges, of' Joshua rather, take five chapters for Monday and five for

Tuesday and that will bring you throgh chapter 12. And these chapters are
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chapters that are rich in-spiritual lessons. I want you to be sure to note
the spiritual -

carefully here to lessons that you find in them for your own soul End for

passing on to others. Of. course, also notethe geographical places mentioned

that there are 20 place mentioned in the, chapteil, I -don't want you to re

member the whole 20, but in such a case, what are the most-important 5,

what are the places, -I won' give 5 as an exact number, but the places that

are really vital, in the chapter, that are stressed. Those should certainly

be noted and remembered and, of course, these historical events in the

chapter,,---so please write out the answers to these questions,' the five-ques

tions that we are having on those chapters of Nuthhers in relation to these

chapters in Joshua. Now yesterday we were at #k crossing the ,Jordan and

we want to say just a word more-at this point in connection with the matter

of miracles. We do not want to-take a great deal of time here, because for
already ed

one thing we want to discuss ti in connection with Eg.pt and we will touch

upon it in connection with later subjects.. For another tTh.ng there are other
classes . .

4$%I which deal with it and so we would not want to take much time but

I think that there are a few things which are important 4 to mention here.

The one thing that is interesting is widespread 'ideas, very common today

that there are such things as natural laws which God could hardly. break. It

is a very interesting idea, a very widespread idea. Wo it be possible for

God to break a pattral law. Now,of course, one would ask, what is a natual.

law? And I do not know who could give a satisfactory answe r to that question.

The assumption it seems to me is to be a puTe. assumption with no proof what

ever, yet there is such a thing as a natural law which God cannot break and it

is of course a proper and right that 1Ø we should' all assume that there

is a regularity in the.phenomina of nature.- We do not assume this a some

thing without any proof which we simply say that it must be so, that would

be utterly silly, but what we do is to observe in our life that there is a

regularity and as a result of our observation of regularity which repeats

over and over, we draw these natural conclusions that there is something that

makes the regularity and that it is natural k.% to expect that it will continue
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that way at least for along time. But when it comes to anybody making the

statement that it will always -be as it is today, that is a -pure guess whflk

he may actually . And for anybody to say it, always has been as it

is today, that is a pure guess for which there is no warrant. If you make

five eperiments and you get the same results, 'you find and discover anew

medicine, a new combination of materials that" is. good for medical purposes

and you take people who have cancer and you .give five of thm this medicine

and you say, all right, here is a natural law, this is your chance that if

a person with cancer should take this medicine they will get well, well,

any scientist or medical man would laugh at you for, such a statement.

They say, that is utterly absurd, you will have, to find at least 300 cancer

cases that are cured by ti before. we would think of. saying such a thing that

that would cure cancer. There may be some other .- which has entered into

these five, there may be something which has nothing to do wit the medicine,

maybe they didn't have cancer in the 'first place and maybe they were' mistaken

in the diagnosis, there are all sorts of' possibilites and. so after he h

examined 300 cases and . and.% we say this -is .a pretty goog thing

to use in cure-of cancer and then he sets to work and, tries to. find the

reason and try to figure out why-it is and how it . ' and whether there

are certain factors in it which could be changed and you still get the same
what are

result and /$%'thefacbors that cannot be changed in /it.- We don't move

forward on an inductive basis before we can make a rule and say this is a

natural law that can naver be broken, we would havebe examine all stages,

and it is only if we examine -a great many and find that our assumption fits

those cases that we are justified tn saying this seems to be pretty well evi

dent as a regular feature in the operation of nature and this seems to be the

reason-for it. . 13 ' natural laws is to-quite an.extent
are ,

uncertain, a thing has a high degree of certainty after it has been tested

over a long period of time and found to apply, but there alwaysis the possibili

that on further examination of more cases we will find that the principle
correctly ' '

there has been in /state by prev and yet as
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it 'should be stated it involves certain characteristics that we hadn't thought

of before and therefore there may be cases which we would previously have

thought of as coming into it which now do not. To me outstand

ing example is the matter of gravitation. During the middle ages, people

said, the earth cannot be round. If the earth was round, people on the other

side would fall off from it, therefore it can't be round and that sounds

silly and ridiculous today, but it was actually a very very sensible state

ment. It was a fact of universal apriation. People had observed for cen

turies that things fall down. You drop something out of your hand and it

falls down. Everything falls down.- That was universally observed. Thou

sand and thousands of people had observed it. Nobody had ever seen an ex-

ception to it. They had never see ything fall to the right or to the left,
therefore,

things always fell down and /¬Ø/ it was only logical that if things

fall down, God couldn't make a world that would be round because he would

have to break natural laws in order to have things on the other side of the

world stay on the world and not fall down away from the world. That was only

logical common sense. But when as a.result of of the study of the heavenly

bodies, new (end or record)
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it was seen that there was phenomena in the Universe which ne,L%Weded some

explanation which was not available and one day Newton saw an apple fall and

it is commonly saw that he then thought of the law of gravitation and very

few people realize what it means, but what it means is that when he saw the

apple fall he was reminded of the fact that he already knew that things fall

towards the earth and the propbleni he was thinking of was, not why things

fall towards the earth at all, but the propblem was why do the heavenly

bodies behave (skip) and had observed the heavens before for

ko years with his telescope, much inferior to present ones but yet sufficient

to get a great deal of data and Newton was trying to explain this data in

the heavens and then he was reminded that on earth here things fall down and

he that instead of falling down they actually fall towards the

earth and that there is a force which threw things towards each other and

that if this is so that would explain the movement of t heaveny bodies and

therefore he advanced the suggestion which wa contrary to all previous ob

servation that things don't fall down, but the reason that he could advance

it was that all the p?evious thousands, yes millions of observations of things

falling down were observations made near this earth and therefore what people

said hen people said down could just as wJ. mean towards the earth and it

could be that down had nothing in the world to do with it, that it was simply

that you happened to be near the earth and so the new law, as Newton suggested

it was entirely different from the old law and it took care of the old phen

omina and of a great many more and it exluded phenbmina, or ideas that were

assumed to come under the old, law. Now, it seems to me then that there is no

one living who. has enough to say of anything that this is a law of na

ture which God cannot break. There is no one living who could say such a

thing. A person can sing without a hundredth or a thousandth or a millionth

of observation, we generalize the result, we assume that we try to suggest

an explanation for them, we find an explanation which seems to us to meet all

the possibilities that we have looked at but we cannot deny that it may be

some other factor that we haven't notice.d that is more- impathant than the factors
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that we have, taken into account in our definition. We to revise

our definition, just as completely as the idea that things fall down was

revised by Newton as the result of observation of the movement-.-of the

heavenly lodies. It is always possible that any so-called law of nature may

prove not to be a law at all, but merely a false statement of the situation

in some other state and gathered together with the data that we have observed

and a lot more and would leave out certain data that we would have thought

came under this and prove that they don' come under this thing at all. (que

stion 3-) Well, personally, my answer would be the argument that Dr. Machen

gives in Dr. Machen's little biographical sketch in the book on contemporary
and he said that he got it from

theolcical leaders. He made this statement

Dr. Warfield. He said, that Dr. Wàrfiel.d said and he was much impressed as

a student to he.ar Dr. Warfield say that if a person had to cross the ocean

you had to cross the ocean, there is no question about it. We have to do

aomething in relation to eternity. We will go to eternity, we can't help

ourselves, we will. We estimate the trip. Now. suppose you have to cross

the ocean and here is a boat that is starting and, the boat has a captain that

is well experienced and it has acrew which has been highlyspoken of and

everything that you have heard of it is good and you know thousands of people

whd have trusted themselves to that boat and all your evidence is that they

have made the trip safe. Then, he says, here is another boat beside it and

this other boat has a drunken captain and it is full of holes, it looks as

if-it mightn't go very many miles safely. The crew is constantly fighting

among themselves over the principles of navagation and you look at the two

boats and you say, well, now, all the evidence that I have points to the fact

that this boat herewith this experienced captain that so many people trust

so well is fully capable of making the journey. Well, how do I know that it

is, maybe after all there is ahole omewhe±'è in it, màybe 'a leak will be

sprung, maybe there is a leak somewheres that I don't know about, therefore

I am going to take the other boat.
'
Well, now, you say, what kind of a silly

fool '
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a lot of people are going o be.' Well, not that is an argument which some

people would call probability argument ad they would say that it is 'fan

tastic and. you have got to have servants. Well, they would sit-down on the

dock and wait for servants. I don't know how long they would wait because

the fact of the matter is that you have the one boat and the fact of the

matter is that there are thousands-in the state of the one we mentioned. The

fact is that if you want to say I got to be certain that-the Bible is God's

word and therefore I am going to just presuppose it is God's word then I am

certain,,I can't see any difference from and putting his.head in the

sand like an ostrich and sy nobody is chasing me-and I m just going to' say

nobody is chasing'thé' Ithéan, 'I-cannot see how that give you any possible

evidence for anything. But to look at the-facts and to say here- is some]ing

that is, strongly evidence that is in God's word arid there is uthing else

that has one thousandth of the evidence for its be-ing God's word. There

are many things which are ,'people's theory, but most of them can be

quite easily demolished as far-as anthing positive is concened.. We have

something that is very well evident to. seeing God's word, something for which

there are many, 'many evidences-as to its proof, its' accuracy, its reliability,

and above all its great effect inhuman life. We have that and if we do

not take that, we have nothing 'to compare with it that has any such claim

of being God's-word. We have only the guess that there is maybe a god after'

all, and if there is we don't know anything about him and the observation

that we caimake on our little are all that we can build a judgment on as

to how to make a boat that can, carry us across the ocean. I do not personally

think 'that it is possible to rule the element' of- probability out on any argument

on an intellectual basis. I do' believe that when one excepts Christ-that the

Holy Spirit works i-n his,--mind a conviction. I believe that the Holy Spirit

W/ testifies to us that the Bible is, the word of God. . Now, that is not a

argument you can us'e with'an unbeliever, but the thing of the unbeliever is to

sh,-i him his need of' God, to show him his sin, to show him his guilt, to show

him the facts of eternity, to show him his need of help and here is the help
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is the help
the only help- tht is really worth anythirig/whcih the Scripture gives

and.when he'comes to Christ--as Saviour then it is important-that herealize,

that this is God's word T . Well, flow then being that the idea of a

universal law of nature that God cannot beak is purely Xx an idea-'with no

evidence, no foundation whatever. On the other hand-we-find many peole a

ssuiming that and saying our proof that God-is God is that he breaks these

laws. Now, it seems. to me that that is not as harmful as the idea that there

are laws that God can't break and therefore they can't be miracles, but that

it is ust about as silly. I don't know what it can possibly be based upon,

now it may be so, I am not saying t isn't so, but I am saying that I don't

know what there is that anybody can base it on, It is a common idea, here

we have the lawsof nature, a ,miracle is that God comes in and turns them

upside down and does something the opposite way and that proves that he

God and there is no evidence in the Scripture of any such claim. The fact

is is that God made the laws and he could change them if he -chooses. I don't

see how anybody could deny that. God could change any la if there is such a

thing, if he chooses-, but T don't see what right we have to say that a law

-of nature is anything but the way God has chosen to have phenomina act, to

have things act and that he chooses that in our present world., and our present

universe they act that way and whether in the new Heaven-and the new Earth

01/w He will have them work that-way or a different way, is something on

which 1e has absolute choice and-we have no right to say and He may have

certain phenomena in this galiy and He might conceive we have other phenomina

in another galaxy and hemight have phenomena in this earth and other phenomena

on anther planet and in such. a case he probably will have something iitbru

mental in Ita He may have different substance here and He may have different

medals here and different things that will make different situntioñs. That,

of course, he is free to do as he chooses. (question lOt) I am not speaking

of universal and eternal - . There. are universal and ete

-rnal moral principles and logical' principles; That seems to be pretty dif

fiOult to get away Cii. That is that 0o%// his nature, in his
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nature is god and not--bad, and there is adiffrence in goodness and badness

and God iñ his nature is truth and there is a difference in what is and

what isn't true. Those are-great-fixed eternal principles. But as to whether

onets substance is false toward another, what makes a true ? I does

so because God chooses to, and He has established it that way and we observe,
his

and we observe 4 acting in a certain sphere and we draw certain conälu-

"
sions from it and we say it will, we expect that it will continue to act that

way and if in the limited period of a few centuries, we have been observing

" it as such and. therefore we are quite justified in going ahead on the expec

tation that it will continue to-do such during the remainder of the present

age of the world, but when God creates the new heaven and new earth he could

make changes in his way of-doing things if he chooses to do so. It is for our
chooses

convenience and his convenjen'that he them.to work in certain definite

ways rather than because they have to. I mean, I don't see how anybody can

get away from that. There is nothing on which anyone can Dace the idea that

there are certain laws which are so fixed that God couldn't change them be

cause what ", how do they come to be? If you had observed everything

in the universe through billions and billions of years you could say everything

I have every observed up to this point acts this way, so that has been a

fixed law in the past, but that wouldn't: justify that anything be fixed inthe

future, and the little bberatidn that we can do doesn't 121

(question) No, I say that we do not have enough knowledge to' saythat. I

never s anything is or is not. contrary to law. I do not know but I insist

that God co.ld change any natural law i he chooses and,I insist that God

can change any natural law if He-chooses, he could do a way with what we might

think is a .natural law. He can do anything he chooses in the world he has

made, but I don't think that we know exidügh about it to say when he does or

when he doesn't. (question l3 If God chooses that a thing shall always act

in a certain way during the existence of our present earth, if he chooses

that for a period of 10,000, of lO0,o000000000 or whaterver years that a

thing shall always happen in a certain.way, that makesthat thing a natural law.
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Well, nov, if-that is the :case,-,., nothing could happen contrary to it un

less God chose to make it s'b.' if there is a natural law which has been

during the- billion years or how long the existence of our universe is, if there

is such a thing and if God establishes it that way, it would seem likely that

- rather than simply arbitrarily making an exception he would avail himself

of another natural, it seems likely but we don't know. There, it seems to me,

there are two opposite errors which are related to the same original funda

mental assumption, theassumptionthat there are fixed laws in nature that we

can't get around. The man in India assumes that water always flows. (end of

record)
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up in a heap. in a frozen and the-air all around it may be warm and yet

here is this frozen column of ice and he sees that and contrary to the law

of nature, because water flows and then hefinds that actually his idea of

the laws of. nature must be extended because .when a substance gets. below
the

a certain temperature which varies different substance it changes from

a liquid to a solid and no longer-flows and it changed the previous idea of

water altogether and science moves forward that way. And our Science, if you

take all the knowledge of the universe as being in this room, our science

would prove from there up to here and any scientist would recognize

that there is at least that much difference between what we know and what we

do not, and that may greatly alter our formulation of it , but the

vital thing is that what we are formulating is what we observe of how nature

acts and we have no right to say this is a law of nature which can't be broken,

for in the first place our formulation may be wrong, further ata may greatly

effect our formulation and in the second place on what does it base the idea
there

that % must always be l we see a regularity and we say there

is a regularity there must continue to be a regularity. Well, it has always

been, it is reasonable to think that it will continue during our present age

and what is beyond our present age is anybody's guess, but why is it this way?

Isn't it because God chose that it should be this way, well, then if God chose
is

it to be this way, and to say that God couldn't break the natural law

on the one hand, on the other hand to say that every

time that a sign is given, it has to be a breaking of natural law is equally

absurd. It is equally absurd because for the first thing, the Bible doesn't

say any such tling, but that a miracle is generally defined as a direct act of

God given as a sign to a message or messenger. A direct act of

God, not an indirect one. Well, now how do we know what a direct act or
an indirect one

what is 2 3/k and the Bible doesn't say that anywhere, it doesn't give

that distinction. You take the word sign and trace it through the scripture,

you find that when God says he will give a sign He means either that he will

give something that presents a truth in such form as to make it clear to your
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he wouldn't have to tell us about it so that God can make a sign by'using

laws of-nature- we know 'nothing 'about. God can.make a sign by.having a parti

cular situation prepared at some particular place without our knowing any

thing- about it and God can make a sign by completely changing and going utter

ly contrary to all the established laws He has made. But whether any parti

cular miracle is different from one or the other of these categories, which
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mind, he may use it in' that sense. A sign my be simply. a picture or. He may

use it in the sense that He 'gives you an evidence. 'or an indication, something

that should produce acertainassurance. in.your -mind 'and'we have made a Latin

word, miracle, and we' -have, takn'sbme of these'.'sins and -applied the word

miracle to them and-we have said a miracle is a breaking of the'. law of nature.

Well, the Bible never said any such-thing-and'he±e are people who know one

one hundredth of one'èrc'eñt':'Of the laws of nature, Well, we say if God-is
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going to prove that He is God he has got to do something'whiqh goes beyond

all the laws of nature.-': Well; to say that, if that 'had 'any validity he would

have to tell' them all the laws inOrder that thywould'know that it was-be

yond, there is no evidence' in the"Scriptu.e of 'any such--thing. So I would

say that if God gives us a sign,' a sign is soriething.'that. should naturally:

provoke, arouse a feeling, an idea, that this:isso in' our minds and it would

be' something that is 'contrary to -oCir 'usual experience, not--contrary to a law'

of nature, necessarily, though it might be. That is a:sign and God might

choose 'at any time' to do something by üsing laws of-nature of wbch we don't

know. hy,1 on earth should-1è have to make new ones for a 'particular sign.

'He could make a new--one . if He chooses or God might 'choose

in any particular case to have made a law or a situation in the past which.'

would be suited to the particular situation. He might have'. cause, for in

stance, if He chose, at the Jordan there to have had:a:hole under 'the éartti.'

There are thousands of holes and cavs "in the earth,: there are many rivers

that go under ground. -It would be entirely possible' for: the'. Jordan' Riven

to do 'like the -River does in Calif. The flow as a big river-on the.

surface and then disappear into the earth for many miles' and then come out

again. It would be entirely possible for God to ' - the 'Jordon flow that

way, and then to have had the entrance of the hole'get filled up with silt

in the flow through its natural' channel and to have it break through' the' hole

and go underground again and then'to have a lot of rocks come down and fill up

the hole and have it flow on top again. He could have prepared the situation

that way for a part'iculàr sign anywhere in the world, he chose to do so. And

5
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Peoplea few years agosaid, It is fantastic to think of carrying a message

over a wire. You talk and somebody hears you, but to say that you can make -.

a. little wire carry it across the country is utterly fantastic.: And then they

put a wire and carried a message all the way from Baltimore to Washington

and, that convinced people. It said that Pres. Polk.had been nominated for

President and, that convinced: people that youcould.carry a message over a wire

and so nobody was surprised when they carried it overa.:wire clear across

the country or even across the ocean. Butthén, eventually somebody came

alongand said that you can carry a message without a wire, even. ndI.cer

tainly he seemedutterly crazy. How could you-cause that what I say here would

be heard in Italy without getting a wire stretching from here tp. there. Well,

he thought Marconi was utterly stu4id to-advance such a silly idea as that,

but. there were forces in the universe that' nobody-previously had ever-dreamed

of which made it possible to carry that. Now, 'I read just recently in a

magazine that somebody has. made a house in which the air in the house might

be the temperature-of 10- abote zero and a person can sit in their shirtshleeves

in absolute comfort in that house for the air in the house could be at a

temperature of 110 degrees 6r 120, and a person could sit there. wthth a fur

coat on and. not b warm and it sounds utterly fantastic, but 11? is simply

utilizing principles now known, radiation of heat in such a way that the heat

is radiated into the room and that everything-else-.in the room simply reflects

the heat back and doesn't obsorb it except the.individual there and conse

quently he suggested that it is now possible to make a-house i11 which you

don't need to heat-the air only you have to. heat the person and you can prove

(laughter)Well, as I understand it that seems to be quite definitly not con

trary to present theory and even it is such tobe working out in a .practical

sense today . It is contrary to our. previous ideas of heating a -house. Now,

if we can do that, God:-could if he chose,, cause that in some way, heat could
as in the house

be radiated here and cbldcouldbe projected here there in

such a-way as to freeze the Jordan at; oneparticular point without causeing

any great difficulty to peôpl'é not far-away-from-it. He could have chosen...
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to do that, to utilize natural law that people were not familiar with. He

could have hhosen to have something prepared at that particular place that

we didn't know of, to chose either of these,-or he could choose to simple make

a complete change in natural law and do something utterly contradictory. We

dn' t know which and we have no right to say that God: coulen' t do any one of

-the three he chose. Now, in this parficilar case, the Scripture says, does

not go into the matter of full explanation of whether God cpletely nat

ural law or not in-this situation, it doesn't go into it. But the Scripture

does make some rather-specificstatements. It says in vs. 13 that when the

priests that bare the ark of the Lord...,.

shallrest. in the waters of Jordan, that the waters of Jordan shall be cut off

from the waters -that come down from above and they shall stand upon an heap.

/#Z-....and if you take the verse absolutely alone you can picture water

standing up on a heap like here--and going down there. and you walk right next
0

t$% that heap and could reach out and touch the heap, but it doesn't say

you could reach out and touch the heap. It doesn't say when the heap is,

it simply gives you to understand that the waters are down below, there are

no waters coming from above and somewhere there is a heap, it doean't say

where, the heap is presumably above something, but it doesn't say where and

somebody may say that is fantastic to read intthat when it says that it

will stand in a heap, it must mean a ,heap right beside you, itcan't mean up

the river somewhere, that is fantastic and this avery iportant principle

of exegesis, when it says in vs. 13 that they will stand up on a heap does

it say that they stand on heap right beside them, it is an extremely iñi

portant principle of exegesis to know whe we are justified-in drawing such

an inference because there are many other places where we do draw such in

ferences and often i believe wrong ones. In the first case there is no ques

tion about ±t, because when you read on to vs. 16... vs. 13 God told oshua

what was goih to hàppen,* and God didn't give him all the details.. God didn't

explain to Joshua how lie was going to do it. He didn't say whether He was

going to break natural law or not. He didn't say whether the, waters were going
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to stand on a heap so you could reach out and touch it a half anlle up or

ten miles up or where, he just said they were goi to stand on a heap and

then in vs. 16 we read what happened arid it says the waters that come down

from above /Z///stood and rose up upon an heap very far from the city Adam,

that is beside Zaretan:... Idon'tknow why they say very far from the city
it is

Adam bese Zaretan in our translation, that doens'nt make much sense very

far from the city. It means way up from where-they were and beside the city,

that is from where the city was of Adam beside Zaretan,- there they were stand

ing in .a heap and below they went on failed and were cut off: and the people

passed over right against Jericho. Well, now where is the city of Adam. There

is a place today that uses the sae Hebrew as this English word Adam al

tho we pronounce it today using the modern arabic word as Adamiac, the Arabs

have a modern ending on it, an ending meaning a place, and I crossed the

Jordan at Adainiac, but they weren't kihd enough to stand in a heap for me,

I had to get in a little boat, so we got in this little boat, let me see,

there were five oS us, four westerners of us,- one born in S.A., one in N.A.,

one in'Europe, one in Asia, (end of record)

- ot.l6k
-

but we crossed at this place of Adamia and in-this book I have here, the

foundation of Bible History written br üch and such., on page 31 and 37 a

reference to Adamia. I will just say a word about this book. The Foundation

of Bible History is a book which was published in America in 1931. The first

American edition was in 1931,-1 don't know what the date was in England, but

not much before this, perhaps the year before, I don't know. It is written

by John - stein who is a professor in Leverpool Univ. in'England who was

for quite a time director of antiquities in Palestine in charge over all ar

chaeological workin Palestine.- He, himself, was the excavator of Jericho,

was many years excavating at Jericho and processor Garshein wrote this book

on Joshua and Judges in which he goes through these books in order and gives

archaeological material dealing with statements of the books and then n the

end of the book, he has what is much more valuable than the rest of the book,
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he has an appendix on places i.archaeôloy in which he takes up different

places in Palestine and tells the factsaiout these places, the observations

of the materials there and thiwast past of thebook is very valuable. In

he goes through and looks at things he

is giving his theory in relation to them and sometimes his theories are very

good and sometimes they are very bad and in reading anybody's theories it is

good to go through and see what are the. facts iron which he bases his theory,

and distinguish the facts that may be valuable from the theory. Unfortunately

some of his theories are pretty bad. Others are pretty good, but he is a

good observer of facts,. a good observer, a good worker, a good accurate ar

chaeologist and when he makes a statement of facts it is qutie dependable

that that is what he saw or what he read in. a book written by someone else

who was in authority n that particular area. Thatis a very interesting thing

about this book is that Dr. Garstein is familiar with the theory of the

critics that the Pent. is made up of doe. J,D. E, P,. and he that theory

and he knows that the critics divide up Joshua and Judges as they do the,

Pent. even though it is much less certain in Joshua and Judges then the

Pent. they divide it up into these documents, J,E, the earlier documents

3 Well, now G.arstein says (end o record)

/
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and he brings us the statements inJ, and E, and he shows us how remarkable

- at point after point archaeological evidence fitting with-this-

statement of document J and E In the Bible. 'Now he says in his introduction

there are also most strangely, I have found quite strangely a number of things

where statements in P seem to be evidence for archaeology, place that I hav

en't bothered to give in the book because after all that is--a different sub

ject and we are not particularly interested in whether they happen to be things

accurate in the /late document of Pbut the he gives relaies to J.

and D. Well, now the whole-thety of J,E,P, is in my opinion based upon

utterly approaches to literature. We discussed that last year and we

will discuss it again next year but for our present purpose here, we note that

Garstein does not say there is any evidence of inaccuracy or undependability

in those parts of Joshua and Judges which belong to P. In fact quite to the

contrary there is some evidence of remarkable accuracy in those statements;

but the thing that we-are interested in is that there are parts of Joshua

and Judges relating to the which he thins that he has most remarkable evi

dence of accuracy and we don' tparticülary care whether they were in,, J or E

or P and so he gives these evidences and as I say, his theories some of them

do not to all other, scholars, but his facts are reliable, he is

a solid dependable man, he doesn't twist facts to fit his theories, he some

times twists interpretations of facts to fit his theories. I talked with him

in Chicago when he had just written the book proving that Jericho was des

troyed at a certain time and he had marshalled his evidence and one of the

leading features of his evidence was a certain building andI read the book

and was going to discuss it with him and he said, just a minute, before you

discuss it with me, I would like to give you this miograph statement for you

to read, and the mimeograph statement he had made was 2

entirely wrong, t is actually al5O years later than he says because this

building is one of the leading things in Jerich o as he describes it has evi

dence in it Y_X/ it comes from a time 150 years after the "tirne Jericho

was fallen and Dr. Albright gave evidence there drawn from the facts that Gar-
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stein had presented he balled attention to certain phenomena which he said

are -cliarly related and gave-reasons for " And G-arstein in his

mimeograph sheet said that he as greateful to AlbrigIt-for pointing out these

evidences in coimeôtion with thid particular building showing that it was

later than the date he had -said and therefore he said we just recognize that

this building comes from a later time and actually this city comes from the

time he said, but this one building comes from a later time. Well, that is

not a matter of twisting facts around, but it is changing his theory rather

radically in relation to something that was shown him about the facts. There

were certain facts that he had overlooked in this building. Well, now he might

be right, and the rest of it might he

says, but to make quite a rpid a change in relation to it from his book that

was just recently published sort of shook my faith ii.- his theories byt his

l acts are pretty well set, that is he is a careful observer and a good arch

aeologist and anybody who wants :to examine his theories. Well, now

he says an interesting statement here on page 136-137 of this book. ie says

people , trained to scientific thought today are not supposed to

believe in the possibility of anything prominent that' defies the law of human

experience .... Now that is a rather absurd statement. What defies the laws

of human. experience? Something may be contrary to the observation of humans-

during a long period of time but-it doesn't defy any law of human experience,

but ....,.... no one in this case is it necessary to do so. Joshua-was in p05

session of the east bank of the Jordan as far noBth as the river abath thus

including the //site of Adamia, this is doubtless the same as Adam or Adma of

the narative. It is found about 16 miles up the river above- Jericho and its

position is marked bya small brown raised tell raised upon a terrace just

above the general lowland plain about which it is surrounded about half a mile

eastward fri the best ford of the middle Jordan, 5 . It so happens,

he says, that the river near this ford is liable to to blocked at intervals by

great landslides.Some of these are on records. The earliest occurs dates from

.D. 1266 when the Sultan
-
ordered a bridge to be built across the Jordan
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in the neighborhood of Aamia. The task was found: to be difficult oin to

the rise of the waters but in the night preceding the 8th of Dec. 1267, a

which overlooked the river on the west fell into it and dammed

it up so that the water of the river ceased to flow and then remained to

this' day. The water spread over the valley above the dam and none flowed

down the bed for some 16 hours. There was nother similar occureñce in the
a

vear 1906--and the most recent earthquakes of 1927. -On this last

occasion the high west bank thmmediateiy below the ford collapsed carrying

with it the roadway as seen in the photo. that-he has here, says he was

there at that time, and just ow a section of the cliff which here rises to

the height of 150 feet fell bodily across the river and completely-damned

it so that no water flowed down the river bed for 211 hours. Meanwhile

the waters gradually filled pthe plain around and found its way

back eventually to the river bed when the temporary barrage was in turn

destroyed and normal conditions were gradually resumed. During this time

it is asserted by several living witnesses that they crossed and recrossed

the bed of the river freely on foot, and an exactly similar -occurence seems

to be described in Joshua 3:16. So that the Bible here says it happened

at Adam, or . -It says that happened, the-description of

what it says happened is exactly what happened there in 1927. Now, of course

that doesn't mean that it is not a wonderful sign. That is, suppose it hap

pens on the average of every 600 rears, well, you better not, when-you-want

to cross the iltordan simply sit down and wait for it to happen, you may wait

a long time. God caused thatit happened right at the time-when needed and

He caused that it be predicted in advance that this was going to happen. They

were given the sign and then it was predicted that this was going to happen,

the thing happened. It was a wonderful thing, "a remarkable thing, a very

unusual thing, it was calculated to give the Israelites confidence as they

went into the land to know that God was with them and that God could control

the forces of nature a He might choose. Now, in this particular case, "then

re have to saw that God prepared the land in advance so that things would-act
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as lie wanted them to. We have to say that. We do not say that here

that God changed the laws of nature at this particular instance. That doesn't

prove anything about other miracles in Scripture. It just shows us in this

case that God, instead of being like some of us would be. I know out in

Chicago there is a very wealthy organization there which built a very fine

place and they had the thing al built, .a great expensive place and they

got it built and they found they forget to put a stairway in-it,, so they

had to tear down a section of it and put in a stairway. They had just for

gotten about the stairway when they built it, and they had spent several

hundred thousand dollars in building it. Well, now, God maybe got tb this

place and he found the Israelites were ready to cross and he said, Oh, my,

I didn't make any provision for them to cross here, let us change the natural
a

laws thnd the way I have been doing things in order to make % changie so that

I can get them across there and give them this . Or did God say, I

want this to happen and He knew from before the foundation of the world

the Israelites would get there and he arranged aeveything in such a way

that it would happen just as he desired and at the time he desired and would

give the Israelites 8 3/k Well,

we will continue there then next Monday. (end of lecture) and the vowels of

Adamia are really very similar to the vowels of Adam ai±yway, they are much

less changed than you might expect in the course of so {many thousands

of years. I read to you here a statement that at this place a few miles

north of Jericho 16 miles up the river from Jericho, the inner gorge there

of the river is quite narrow. Now the Jordan valley is a valley which is

perhaps 10 to 15 miles in width in many places. It has high walls or- both

sides and it has as much as 3000 feet high, that is not sheer at all, but

pretty steep in places, these rather steep hills going up to about 3000feet

above the Jordan valley on both sides, some places a good deal more than that.

But the vey, while at some places is not over 5 miles in width, other

laces it is much as 10 or 15, and inside of this valley t1e is an inner

-- iVP
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is very wide and you would hardly notice so much of a drop within the main

valley down to this inner valley where the river is. There are other places:

where it is fairly narrow and where you have a drop of maybe 100 or 200 feet

quth steep. Now at this place at Adamia the inner gorges quite narrow and

it is rather soft soil on both sides and occasionally there are laslides

that dam up a good bit of this inner gorge and hold the water back until itit

forces its way through and then goes down again as before, tell sof

an instance in .1267 of another n 1906 and of another in 1927. There is no

reason to think that this occurred frequently, but it probably accrs as

least onee in every 600 or 800 years. Here we have two cases recorded since

190O.uring the middle ages we don't have very full records of that area.

In fact, very little was known about the Jordan tvei valley until about 80

years ago when a Lt. Lynch of the U.S. navy took a boat and went over through

the sea of Galilee and made a trip from there and went down to the DeadSea

and gave us our first full description of the Jordan valley and of the Jordan

River. But this place was described on account of the Sultan desiring the

bridge being built there, he described this in 1267 and, of course, since

1900 there have been a good many more people in the area than there re

before. in this book gives a picture showing the situation there

and he tells us how there is a natural occurence at 'this place which makes

it such that once in awhile it is possible to cross the river at Jericho

without getting your feet wet. Now in this case it was predicted of the

Lord that it would come and it happened just at the time when the people

needed it. Now, of course this modern evidence as to what happened there

wouldn't lead us to he sure as to what happened in Joshua's time. We might

say, that perhaps, nowadays there are once in every feww hundred years such

things happen here, but at that time, it was entirely ifferent. God worked

it in a different way. We would not he justified in saying with certainty

this is what happened, but we would be justified in saying that there is a

possibility of it. If it were not for the atatements in the Bible which

definitely onnect it up with the be this happened in 1906 and
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1927. was at the city of Adam that he waters were stopped.

(question 13) I imagine the great bulk of them never knew what happened.

I think rightly there were some that did, probablyMoses did because when

you have as many people as that gathered there (discussion) yes, Joshua

would, (laughter) yes, when you have as many people as that gathered there,

expecting to make a hostile invasion into Canaan, he would certainly have

iepresentatives out at least 20 and. 30 $miles away in different direcoris

watching in case there should bea sudden attack on them, and-so I -do not

think he had anyway of knowing that this might happen. 1 dot think

anybody could have known even if they had examined all the country, very

carefully. Now, if a person could have been there and watched for tl pre

vious 600 years and seen it happen:once before they bight know that it might

happen sometime, but I doubt that even with the best of scientific instru

ments you could predict within two or three years when it would happen.

(question 14 ) Oh, there are thousands of details not mentioned inthe Bible.

Practically everything that it-tells, if the details were all mentioned, we
stopped

would have a book of terrific length, but the Bible says that it &ˆ

the waters stopped at the city of Adam quite a distance up from Jericho.

Well, now how did they know they stopped at Adam? Maybe God simply revealed

to Joshua when he wrote it and he wrote it in the book without having had

previous knowledge of it, that is altogebher possible. On theohterhand I

think it is more likely that he, perhaps, had a representative at Adam

there at the time Itho saw what happened and told it to him and he recorded

it in this book. (question 15) It is very interesting to note here in Joshua

how you have, if you take, the one statement about it and try to question
(edd of record)
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you read this prediction and you say, well, now, here is the water flowing

full heighth, alright, the preist walk up and ste4 into Lt- just as they

step in, the water on this, side stops coming and the water here goes on and

it just makes a sharp division . You can get that impression from
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vs. $'13, but when you read on a little further and you find the account of

what happened and you read in vs. 15 that as they that bear the ark were

come unto Jordan, and the feet of the preists that carrying the ark were

dipped in the brim of the water; for Jordan ove floweth all its banks all

the time of harvest, that the waters which came down from above stood and

rose up upon a heap very far form the city Adam that is beside Jericho,

that is beside Zaretan: that is sixteen miles above where they were and those

that came down toward the sea of the plain, even the salt sea, failed, and

were out off: and the people passed over right against Jericho .... So that

when the priests feet went into the brim of water which was overflowing, being

high water season, the waters were cut off and stopped 16 miles up. Well,

now, they probably had to wait awhile before they cut off Perhaps

as they stepped into the water the waters began' to subside, began to go down,

but it doesn't mean instantaneous, but up there' 16 miles up the instantaneous

cut off occurred as described here and then the waters flowed on down arid

the waters in front of them got less and less and after a little time there

was no water running and then they walked across the dry land. (question 2)

The Hebrew word is used for the dry land in distimtion to the ocean.

God divided the earth into two parts, dry land and the ocean. (question 2*)

No, it wouldn't mean that. Now, of course the ottom of a river bed varies

tremendously. It depends 4/ a great deal upon the type of strata thugh

which it is going at thth particular place and it would be very likely, I would

think that the place to which the Lord had lead them here was one which they

had a somewhat rocky bottom rather than That is, if it
mid

were a deep they would have to wait a few days until it got dry enuf

to go through without sinking up to your knees. But it is hardly likely to be

something like that, but probably there was a hlf an inch of mud. (question

3) Yes, that is not a very good translation of it. t doesn't mean a lot

that as they stepped in the waters / came vry far from the city of Adam

as beyond Zaietan. you find exactly where the city is if you mean

very far above, from it, it means it was far from but from the city
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means beside the city. 't means at this place by the city. It was a
distance




from them, but it was city Adam. It is not a-good

translation. Then last night I heard a very eleoquent and moving sermo4

but in the course of it the man quoted form II Cor. but it really was,

2 Ocr. 8Moreover brethren, we do you to wit, of the race of God




He says, we do you wit .. ... and I wondered how many people there, if some-.

body said, I do you to wit,that had any idea what he was talking about.

You might as well talk Latin or use sothe othbr non-English language as b

use these words used 300 years ago. One of the greatest needs to foreig

missions is to get the Bible in the language of the people of the country

and I doubt, myself, whether there will be any great forward movement in

Christianity in this country until we have a Bible that we can agree upon

using which is is the language of the people today, instead of the language

that nobody understands. 5 our A.V. is beautifil

stately English and it is a wonderful translation into the language of kOO

years ago, but it has little, meaning, I fear, to the people of today.

(question 5) (laughter) As the woman said if the King James version is

good enough for St. Paul it is good enuf for me. (question 5) You see,

from Adam, the word from, means opposite to, over against, and. in modern

English at would be a great deal better than from. (question 6) The King

James version represents the English language of abotit l50 and
up to

the American Stand rd Version has brought it about 1650, (1au.

ter) but when I was teaching a class in Hebrew and one of the boys ren

dered a statement, AbimIleck get him up to the top of the hill and I noti

that is what the A.S.V. said, through up my hands and said, if you can't

bring it later than 'that, what is the use of bothering. The A.S.V.is a

definite step forward, but I h Ddly think it is enuf of a one that makes

it worth giving up the stately English of the King James

but it is a definite step,.and. in lot of places like this where it is a

very real truth, but there is 'so many where.-,.-it isn't, it really is veiy
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Well, the crossing then of the Jordan was a sign, a sign of God's marvel-

ous goodness to the people, a sign of His love and His dealing with them

and showing them that He was going to open up the way before them. Now,

ordinarily God opens up ways before us in ways that we don't understand.

He wants us to work and struggle and to think and to pray and as we go

forward, we accomplish for Him and we are working our very utmost and He

is leading and the two work together, but there "are times like at this

point where God thn this marvelous goodness gives us something to encourage

us and to lead us o step forward bravely, because of an added assurance

it gives us of the fact that in all things He is with us even though we

do not ordinarily see His hand as clearly as they did at this point, and

so at this particular point as they are entering Canaan, He gave them cer

tain marvelous signs to show his presence with them and one of thern.was

this marvelous ease which he gave them in crossing the Jordan. #5. The'

Conquest of Jericho is another marvelous sign which God gave the people.

It was not that it was his will that every city that they wanted to take

would simply fall down before them, not at all, they had to do some mighty

hard fighting in the years that follow and they had some pretty hard clim'

ahead as God lead them, he blessed them, he used them, but he did not

simply cause walls to fall down before them except in this one case in the

beginning here. He gave them the sign, this encouragement, this assurance

of His presence with them. We don't need to take time, now looking at the

details of the conquest of Jericho, we want to simply look at the conlu

sion on it. (question 9) We are going to look at that. That is a very

important point and we will look at that. I want to look at the end of.

the conquest, that is the matter of the walls, very definitely. God com

manded the people to march around the city and they marched around it. Arfi

"
every day they marched around it for six days and then on the seventh day

He commanded them, to march around it seven times, and after all that meh

ing they would be rather tired and you wouldn't think in good condition to

fight a big hard fight, but they didn't have to have a hard fight. They
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marched. around it 7' times and then they blew their trumpets and just then

the walls fell down, and so the people were able to march right straight

up before them and take the city. Now, that is the account we have here.

Before we look at the matter of the walls falling, let us look for a mi

nute at the end of it. We find th in vs. 26 Joshua ... adjured them at

that time, saying, Cursed be the man before the Lord, that riseth up and

huildeth this city Jericho: he shall lay the foundation thereof in his

firstborn, and in his youngest son shall he set up the gates of it. So

the Lord was with Joshua: and his fame was noised throughout all the

court-try.....Well, you find that statement in ch. 6;26 and then when you go

on to I kings 16:311. and you read... In his days did Iiiel the Bethelite

build Jericho: he laid the foundation thereof in Abiram his firshorn,

and set up the gates thereof in his youngest son Segub, according to the

word of th e Lord, which he spake by Joshua the son of Nun ..... Well, now

this then says that Jericho was destroyed and Joshua set a curse upon any

one who would rebuild it and that this curse was fulfilled n the days of

King Ahab, many centuries later, about 1850. Wli.ether Jericho was destroyed

about 111.00 or about 1250, this was not until about 1850, at least four

centuries later than was the city rebuilt. And so the Bible says that

there was no fortified city at Jericho during this period from 1.1. to 600

years. Well, it was about 1906 that the German excavaters undertook

the excavation of Jericho. They mane a good study of the Old Tell, Old

Jericho, they examined the walls there and though they didn't do any tho

rough job of it, their funds were quite limited, but they examined a good

many features of it and they made a map of it and they showed one set

of walls that vent together in blue ink and another set in red ink in order

to show where the walls of these to different cities were and they reach.

the conlusion that the city whose walls they represented with red ink weie

the ones at the time of Joshua. So that has since been called the Canaan

ite red city on account of the red ink that they used and the Canaan±te

blue city is one from an earlier time. Well, above that Canaanite red
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they did not find evidence of sttlement with the type of civilization

that coes after that in the rest.of Palestine. In fact they found a.

gap there , next settlement above it showed evidence of the

type of civilization of the later Israelite kingdom and there was this
fits

big gap in between and that" /44$% exactly, of cours,, with the statement

here that there was no fortified city at Jericho there in this period

from TOO-6OO years. Well,-that is just as far as the German excavaters

went at that time. Now professor Garstein continued excavation there

20 years later, about" 1929, he went for two or three years excavating at

Jericho, Sir Charles Martin gave a good bit of the funds fDr the excava-

tions that started at the Lachish.. settlement and gent on down little by
" he
little until got backto prehistoric days and then Martin lost interest,

but Garstein was really interested then, and amanaged to get funds else

where and went on quite a bit further and he thought Jericho might be the

oldest city in the world because he found the prehistoric remains going

back so very very far, but we are not interested in the-earliest Jericho,

we ai?e interested in the Jericho in the time of Joshua. Now there was a

statemenethat aame out then in one of the newspaper accounts which spoke

of his having found there -under these gates, having found there a skeleton

of a young man under the gates. He doesn't include any mention of this

in his book about Joshua and Judges, but auch a discovery would be just

what you would think, youwould expect, only you wonldntt necessarily

expect it in view of the statement of the curse. Joshua's statement of

the curse was undoubtedly meant... cursed be the man before the Lord that

riseth up and buildeth this city Jericho: he will loose his firstborn

in connection with the laying of -the foundation. He will loose his young

son in connection with the setting up of the gate. In other words, this

man is going "t have misfortune, is going to have both sons killed in

connection with the establishment of the city. Of course, in building a

city in any kind of large building there is always danger of that, and I

accidents tO(SO he
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There would be no wayto tell, hutLt would be rather unexpected to find

anyone buried there under ti and so it would be a possibility that when

the man was killed there in connection with the laying of the gate, that

someone might have said, well, now this is exactly what Joshua foretold,

now the cures has been fulfilled and now the it is removed, now we can

go forward without durther danger, let us bury him here under the gate

asa recognition of the fact that the curse bas been fulfilled. Now, that

is purely conjectural and consequently i don't think there is much to be

laid upon it in any case, but finding a akeleton underneath if they did,

that was published in popular account, it is not contained in Garstein's

book, if they did, may fit in with such a possibility. We have no proof

that the curse was fulfilled aside from the specific statement in

Icings. (question l-)You mean to kill their sons? But, was the

God of the Moabites, (discussion) and of course Bethel was at this time

where they had the golden calves and he held the Bethelites, you mean

might possibly lhave followed such a wicked custom and killed his two sons

in connection with this. That is a possibility. (discussion), but hardly

among the Israelites as a regular practice, but it is altogehter possible

that this man might have followed a wicked custom, it is altogether possible.

Those are the two possibilites, and I don't know of any other,.but the

two that there was acutally a wicked matter

of sacrifice, of killing of -a man's son but it

seems a rather strange curse for Joshua. 2

and for that rason I am inclined toward the other, but I don't know.

:(question ) Yes, that is to keep people from doing it. That is to say

that God desires that this city of Jericho lie here as a ruin in order

that the people of future centuries shall look at this ruin here and

remmber how$the Lord turned over this fortress entrance to Canaan to his

people and it would be a sign. and a reminder to them of what God had done,

and so for that ,&eason, he said, let. no' one rebuild it, cursed be the man

that rebuilds it. Jericho was treated differently than other cities were.
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In other cities, the people were free to take ,.in Jericho they

were told to. take no that everything was simply to be destroyed ex

cept silver, gold, copper and iron and they were to be brought to the

treasury of the house of the Lord. n otherctiés the people could take

all kinds off and could keep it themselves. (question k) Now

as to the walls falling down. It tells us that when the people blew the

trumpets, vs. 16.... when the priests blew the trumpets, Joshua said unto

the people, Shout; for the Lord hath given you the city.... And then in

vs. 20.... So the people shouted when the priests blew 'With the trumpets

and it came to pass, when the people heard the sound of the trumpet, and th

people shouted with a great shout, that the wall fell down flat, so that' i

the people went 'up into the city, every man straight beore him, and they

took the city Well, we. are now told that of. any other city. It

puts Jericho asset apart. And, of course, there is a reason why God

worked differently with the others. Well, now what does it mean? Does

it say here God caued at that instant He caused something that happened

which'required an excOrciseof power that all natural laws,

something that broke all natural laws, all these big-walls suddenly fell

right down. Does he tell us that? He doesn't say that. It says that

when the people shouted the walls fell. Does he say the people's shout

caused the wall to fall? Does he say the vibrations from the trumpets

caused the wall to fall? It doesn't say anhing of the kind. It says

that when they ble the trumpet and that when they shouted-that the walls

fell down flat. So we are told nothing in the Scripture as to what the

means were which God used.for.this purpose and whether it was a great

supernatural overithelming event which was contrary to all laws, whether

it utilized natural forces that we know nothing about as yet which we

might conceivably discover. in the future, and e might never discover, or

whether it was something which comparatively common natural forces were

used in a very unusual and uncommon way, something which we are not told

at all. But we are told that this-is what happened and naturally when
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Garstein excavated he was interested to find out what evidence there was

-as--to anything strange that happened in connection with the walls of that

city of Jericho. And so as he examined it he found that the city of

Jericho, just-like most ancient cities had been destroyed, but he found tI

instead of its been destroyed-like most ancient cities, he found that the

situation was very different from the usual situation. Now, of course,

son one might ask, would Jericho have been destroyed by earthquake? You

will find statements very often which say that thee was an earthquake at

this time and the walls fell and the superstitious Israelites thought

that their God had. sent the earthquake and causedthem to fall. Tell, Gar

stein was interested enough and he found that Palestine was subject to

earthquakes and particularly this area around Jericho. In 1837, 11000

people were killed in in galilee. In 1927, the havoc caused

by the earthquakes amounted to a anational disaster. At Jericho itself

in 1927, a hotel collapsed with fatal consequences and the ends of the

over the Jordan were displaced. He said Jericho lies parti

cularly within the particular zone and on that occasion

violent shocks were recorded k days out of seven, so then he says, the

possibility of the walls of Jericho having been damaged by earthquake must

be admitted, but an examination.--of the -remains of the walls, hardly sub

stantiated the suggestion. Both walls lie in ruin, but the

are preserved to a height varying from one to three yards according to the

depth of the ground. Neither the inner now the outer wall show much sign

of transverse He says, the evidence then of an earthquake having

caused the fall ofthe walls is not such as you would look for as having b.

an earthquake that caused the destruction of Jericho. But he found the

condition of the walls to be very unusual and he called in Pierre

the dominican of Jerusalem, who is one of the very oustanding scholars of

Palestinian archaeology and Pierre Vincent had been in Jerusalem many

years and had contact with most excavations that had been carried on there

and it was recognized, is today, recognized.as one of the best, if jiot the
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student of
best Palestinian archaeology and Piere Vincent examined what

Garstine had found there and a joint statement was issued by the two of

them which is printed on plk5 and 146 of this book, the Foundations of

Bible History, signed at Jericho an Mar. 2, 1935, the very Rev. Piere

Vincent and the present writer. Last summer when I was in there

was an Irish lay brother of the order that was :showing me some

remains there and as he would discuss them he would say, now PiereVincent

says this, and he with his Irish accent called him. Vincent, but his name

is, of course, Pierre Vincent, he bthing a: French Dominican. Well, this

statement the two of them signed and Dr. Fisher of Norr.istownPenna.

who spent so many years in Palestine and was perhaps a good a practical

archaeologist, that is one dealing with the actual methods of excavations

as Palestine has ever known. He died a few years ago in Palestine, lived'

a great many years there, he began most of our great excavations in Pale

stine. He was the one who for the first to or three years was in charge

and extablished the methods of foundation of the excavations, of most of

the great excavations . Dr. Clarence Fisher endorsed this stateme±

after which archaeological conclusions the

statement is as follows.: the main defensive of Jericho in the late Bronze

Age, 1600-1200 B.C. followed the upper brink of the city' nd comprized

two parallel walls the, outer six feet and the inner twelve feet six.

Investigations along the west side-show continuous signs-of destruction

The outer wall suffered most. Its remains falling down the

slope. The inner wall is preserved only where the upon the

or tower to a height of 18 feet. Elsewhere it is found largely tb:.hav

fallen together with the remains of buildings "upon it into the space

between the wall twhich are filled with ruins and debris. Places of

intea.e fire are plain to see includg reddened masses of brick, cracked

stone, charred timbers and ass. Houses alongsMe the wall are burned

to the ground their roofs fallen upoft. the domestic potery within. That's
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the end of the statemnt. And then Garstang continues "As to the main

fact then, there remains no doubt, the.walls fell outward so completely

that the attackers would be able to clamber up and over the ruins into

the city. Now the natural way would be for the ws to fall inward rather

than outward. It is quite an unusual situ4tion and for the walls to fall

like this all around in this way isvery strange and uynusual. Tell now

wha t caused it? Garstang is quite onvincëd that though this is in the

earthquake region, that it did not / happen as a result of an earth

quake. There's an Englishman who wrote a book on it on which he had an

interesting solution to it. He said the reason the people marched around

the city was to distract the attention of the people of Jericho, instead

of looking at their walls, theyT&be looking at the people marching around

and the reult was that a few Israelites could arawl up the edge Øof the

wall and dig 4under and under mine it, and they wouldn/t even be noticed

because everybody would be watching the marching people in the distance,

and consequently during the six days when they were marching around these

people were crawling up to the city and digging underneath the wall until

they had undermined it sufficiently that just at the right moment, why the

whole wall tumbles over. A very clever and ingenious suggestion but I doi

think that it would be one that would beat all practical. I don't wee

why people would have their passion aroed by people marching in the dis

tance xwouid fail to like they were near and see if ay of them were

gettiang near. Seems to me rather fantastic but yet nevertheless 4 it is

not at all possible that 1% it is along the line of the view. e

don"t know what we get perhaps because 4'some sort of material to h

that nobody knows anything about that nobody has discovered that

would simply cause the walls to fly outward in that way

We don't know anything about it. But it is not at all imposible that

the Lord rgght have caused-:that in some way the walls would be come under

mined. Why it would be *a very unusual way to have them undermined all

the way around the city7 with the exception of one place or another there
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might be something that would dig out Jaoles underneath naturally there

are caves an. holes in the ground here and there and there are naturally
record) ot 8

waves in which such an(end of It is a very sthange thing and yet it

would seem to me that it is at least a possile guess that something like

that might be the method the Lord used. That perhaps the Lord simply said

let the walls fall at this instant or perhaps the Lord prepared it
decided

centuries in advance so that at the instaht Z,/this thing would

happen what lie did we don't know, but we do know that the scripture says

that when the people shouted and when they blew the trumpets ri4ht then

the walls fell down flat it says abob that they were o know that God

had given than the city but the 20th verse says nothing about the Lord

agency in it, it is predicted that it is the Lord who will do

it and the excavations show that the walls there instead of being not

in with . sledge as is usually done when a breach is made in a wall by

an attacking arm, instead of that, that they fell down, they weren't

pulled down, it is a different situation altogether from what it would

be (question 2) Yes, that man didn't knock them down in any way. If you

are building a wall, you naturally build it so that it slopes inward in

stead of out. I never heard of a wall that slopes outward. In fact, of tai

there is a slope on the outside that comes up this way, but naturally the

thing is that on the inside if yoir wal/'{%%l begins to go inward, you

can always put more stuff up against it to protect it. You can build it

stranger on the inside and keep it from toppling inside, but if your wall

had a little bit of a tilt outward, or any danger of such a tilt, if it

had started to go outward and there was an enemy out there there is nothir

in the world they could do about it and of course you are going to be up
throwing things

on top of the wall down at the enemy trying to drive them away

and trying to watch for thecoming of an enemy from the top of the wall

and all sorts of things that naturally would make a wall tend to tilt

a little you have to make it good and strong but your strength
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is quite sure to be already there from the outside because that is where you

can't reenforce it any, so that a wall is almost certain, if there is any

tilt at all to tilt inside. I would say, it is almost certain to have a lit

tilt inward direction. (question 2) Idon't think he enters into it. If he

simply entered into the facts that it did fall. He has written a book on

Jericho, later than this, a book in which he gives the presentation of the

facts there in more popular form with a lot of interesting pictures and his

desire of the book is to try to prove that the destruction was about lkOO B.C..

He becamØ'e very much excited about trying to prove a particular date, but

his son has an appendix to the book in which he gives all sorts of rather

vierd naturalistic explanations of the Biblical history. Telling, for instár

of when they marched through the wilderness how from a volcano ahead they

saw the cbud of smoke coming up and that was the pillar of cloud and all that

sort of rather fantastic thing. But I think that is his son, rather than

Garstang 3 (question) It was not a large city.

Well, it was not of course, a very extremely large city anyway, but then, it

was a city which was a place of protection for the people who would normally

live out along the river in little farms and it is a place where one would

crowd in for portection when an enemy came near and then go out again to

their farms. It, was not an industrial center or anything like anyof the

cities of Judah later were where life would continue normally in the city

with a good many people living there continuously. It was a s and it

was not particularly large. (question k) I think he walked rather fast and

of course if he walked close enough to go around in that length of time,

why anybody on the wall could have killed him by throwing stones at him, so

that the Israelites were a little further than that away; thit it is not large.

Yes, two walls. (question 4-) No, you see the inner one fell outward

and. filled the mote and the outer one fell outward beyond that slope

of the hill so they could come right up over the top of the debris (question

5)Yes, if you had the voice of Caruso and the exact idea, exact feeling for
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tone, that Caruso had, you can take a little thin as Caruso often

used to do and he would hit it and he would hear that exact little sound and

then he would come out with a great tremendous musical note which was exactly

the note and the thing would break up into little tiny pieces, because his

note was axactly the note of that, but a pile of dirt and rock, it doesn't

seem to me would have any exact note like- a
-

would, and I don't know

i it did how a lot of people- could give that exact note in their yell, (lau

ghter) and the marching would cause the vibration that would cause that to

happen, I am sure it would have been done in the middle ages a great many
-

times. (qustion 6) I think that is some theory,. (laughter) I hear

there is a -place -in Wilmington here where you can be taught every Sunday

how you-can bring your life into vibration with the vibrations of the tJni

verse and Mr. LeRoy(question 6-) (laughter)They would certainly have fallen

inward in such a case and they weren't just strong enough for the people,

you have to, so that if you can't have a great many people on them because

other wls8 no matter how strong your wall was, if you couldn't have people

on top of it throwi$'ng stuff at the besiegers it would be easy enough to

come up and take ahold of ft and come in. Your wall is not something that

gives you absolute protection, it is-something that has itself to be pro

tected and, of course, it gives you a great deal of protection.,- but in additn

to that, you have to be able to keep people away from it, otherwie it would-
so -much

be quite easy to break a hole in the wall - Well, the

for #5, The Conquest of Jericho, and now comes #6 and the Lord had one lesson

to give to the People, the lessob. of His ability to destroythings and to

open up the way and to give them all immediately if he chose. - It

was not his will to give it to them that way, it was His will that they should

have to fight for it and to fight hard for it and so now there are two other

leasons he had to give them. The one, this lesson of His great power, and

His determination to use His power in their behalf, but a second lesson,

the third is one most stressed in our ordinary-study and the second is com

pletely overlooked, but the second is also vital, that is the lesson of
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coincidence. You can know that the Lord is able and that the Lord'

will accomplish what He chooses, but that doesn't mean that you an lie down

and be wafted to the skies on flowery beds of ease, it doesn't mean that

at all. It doesn't mean that you can say, all right, the Lord wants to do it,

let Him do it. That is not his will and so when they saw ths powerful city

of Jericho fall down, the people sent spies up to look at the next city and

in ch. 7 vs. 2, we read that they went up and viewed Ai and so we will call

#6 Ai, d when these men looked at Al they had just seen that powerful city

of Jericho destroyed and so they cane back and they said, to Joshua in vs. 3

... Let not all the people go up; but let about two or three thousand men go

up and smite Ai; and make not all the people to labour thither; for they are

but few .... So they sent up just about 3000 men, just a little group of men

went up there andin vs. kthey fled before the men of Al and the men of Al

smote of them about thirty six men for they chased them from before the gate

even unto Shebarirn, and smote them in the going down wherefore the hearts of

the people melted, and becamse as water and Joshua rent his clothes, and fell

the earth upon his "face before the ark of the Lord until the eveningtide...

and here they were, they had God had given them one and so they come

to another 9 and they said, oh, that is nothing, just

send a few men, that is nothing at all, and it is a thing that can happen to

any of us when the Lord gives us a great vicory, we become overconfident,

and we think that we can step forward and do anything and we in our own strength

think that we can do that which may be small in comparison with the thing

the Lord has just given us, but yet which the Lord wants us to consider and exa

mine and see how to do and do with all of our might and therefor when, the

people said, oh, it is just a little city, and they went up there and they

sent just a few men, they were driven back and smitten and the lesson the Lord

tried to teach them, he lesson that over confidence in yourself is wrong and

you have no right to assume the Lord is going to give you things without effort

on your part, yes,, (question li-) that is the third lesson, but this is the

second and they (question) I just read vs. 3 well, the third matter of sin in
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the camp was taken care of and dealt with, -but after it was dealt withthey

did not return to their overconfidence, they sent all the people and they

later planned and they had an ambush up on one side of the city and they had

an attack from the other and they did it ma way and they carried

it out as they should have-carried it out in the first place. -Tow, of course,

is they had done that in the 1st place, God wnld.n't have-give




n them the vic

tory when there was sin in the camp, but I think it is very cl-ear- that he two

matters enter into it and God had three lessons to teach them. At Jericho

his power, that. he was going before them and if they trust in Elm.they will

succeed and then at Ai, two lessons, first that that doesn't mean that they

can he overconfident and go ahead in their own strength and g ahead without

proper effort and 2nd if theydo not follow him and do whatHe says.,-if they

let sin come into the camp, He won't give them the victory nomatter whet they

do (question ll*)I don't think so, no. I don't think if there wasn't sin in

the camp that 3000 men would have been able to take the city, but I think per-

haps that the Lord would have made it clear to them some way %other than their
and some of them killed

having to be driven back from the city, because àfter 12

they didn't just let 3000 men, they went at it in a reasonable way then, Well,

we will continue there in the morning (end of lecture) Please take a piece of

paper and on it write just one word, the name of the city which- was the head

of the northern confederacy in the five chapters that you studied for today.

Just the one word, and your name. You don't- nedd over 20 seconds. I think

everybody is readynow, so Mr. Blomquist will you collect them, please and

bring them up to us. I had better assign the lesson for next time. Ch. 1-5

in Judges and the following -l0 of Judges, and then the same questions that

we had on 11 - the principle characters of each chapter, the historical
suggested

events, problems facts about God, spiritual lessons. A - general,

B - examples to follow, and C -errors to avoid. This is for Monday and Tuesday.

We will not meet this cZlass next Friday. We were speaking last time about

the defeat at Ai and we noticed that the first thing we find in ch. is over

confidence, and the overconfidence of. the people resulted in a terrific defeat.
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and that is just what you would have exp6ted. They had had their. great

victory at Jericho, God had just one lesson to teach them, and they went to

" the opposite extreme now, and we are all apt to do that. 1 have had the ex

perience of being connected with an organization whe we have looked for a

man to take the position of considerable responsibility and we have asked

a man to fill in and we have had the right man in mind, but he wouldn't be

available for a couple of months (end of reco rd)
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unsatisfactory for a brief period though not for long, and he with

fear and. trembling. He was sure that he wasn't up to it, he didn't know

why He asked him to do it. He had to be greatly prevailed upon to take it,

but we said, it is only for a couple of months, it is just to fill in, and

so on and finally he agreed to do it and when he got ahold of it and he thought

he couldn't possibly handle it, but he ound that he was able to do about as

we had expected he would, that is well enuf to get along for two months, but

to his great amazement when he found that he was doing as well as that, he

soon decided that he ought to have it permanently and when the end of the 2

months came, he gave us a speech in which he told us bow there were only 2

people in the world qualified for this position, one of them was on the other

side "of the globe and the other was himself, and he gave all the characteristics

and reasons why he was the one who was sufficient for this posi4'tion. The

resultof which his future usefulness to the organization was only half of what

it would have been if he had recognized the true state of affairs and conti

nued with them He underestimated himself and then when he was forced

to see that he was wrong in underestimation, then he over estimated himself,

and we all do that. We go from one extreme to the other. They say that if J
have a group of people, and there is a man who is a poor piano player at

you
a party and you want to get him to play for you, it may be very very./

difficulty, he may be modest and retiring and hold back about it, but if you

finally prevail on him and get him started, then you can't get him stopped,

then he wants to keep on for the rest of the evening. We go from one extreme

to the other. It is human nature and the Lord knows it and the Lord deals

with it and that i the reason why people find contradictions in the Scrip

ture, they take a section that is dealing with one phase and then they take

a section that is dealing with the opposite phase and they put them together
seem to

and they XxiHxli contradict $Iwhen they don't, 4/ tr are trying to get

a proper balance. You find a person in July wearing a fur coat, and you say,

how perfectly silly to go around in a fur cot, you will get overheated and

then you find the same person in December going around with short sleeves and
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low necks and you say, what is the matter, haven't you got any sense? And

the thing is you have to get the place in between, that i the proper balance

in almost everything and so God wanted to show the people at Jericho that his

power was sufficient and he wanted to show the people at Ai that his power

wou.d not be exerted in their behalf unless they did the best they could and

were determined to be &ntirely true to Him. Now, of course, as we go on

we find other great lessons, big important lessons, the lesson that enters
on which

in here and XXO also we can go to extremes one y or the other. (question 3)

Why, I cannot tell. don't know often why God does one thing one way,

(question 3-) Yes, well, I presented the fact here and I presented

you my interpretation and you can interpret it differently if you want, if

is entirely a free choice, but 1 -think it is very vital that we see what the

facts are. 1. The first fact is that when they went up there and they could

see only a little place, 2 or 3,000 people will be quite sufficient and then

after God had removed Aiken from them, then they sent the whole body up,

not 2 or 3 thousand. Now if two or three thousand couldn't take it when they
was

had sin in the camp, w&ll, surely after that Zremov4 1000 would have

been quite able, wouldn't it? Even 2 or 3 thousand after that, but that is

not what they did. What they did was to send a whole Armed volume, and

not merely to send them up as they sent the 26r 3 thousand, just marching up

to take it, but they sent them up in two groups and made n ambush and they

planned the thing carefully and they went at it in a right way, not if

they had gone at it in the right way in the first place, they would not have

then taken it, because there was another sufficient reason, God would have

given them the defeat even if they had done it the right way in he first

place, but God gave them, in the first place, He gave them the two lessons

and the one about Aiken is the one which meets the stress because if is out

of the ordinary, it is one which needed particular attention, but the other

one is also there or else you wouldn't find the marked difference between

what they did at the start and what they did at the finish. They certainly

would have sent only a thousand or mayboe two or three thousand. Now of
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course/, we don't know all that the Lord said to Joshua, we don't know

what all was revealed in all this. We don't know how much Joshua considered

the whole matter, and thought about it. We do know that the matter of Aiken

which would nothave been obvious is. stressed and made clear. The other

matter is made obvious, by the difference of what they did at the first, and

what they did at the second. But as to further explanation of it, if somebody

desired that thing be accidental, then at the end, they took the whole force

instead of two or three thousand they took at the beginning, that it was

purely chance that they did so, it is just a matte of interpretation, Mr.

Fowler (question 5 3/11.) Yes, but you would think that the might in the first

place make sure, wouldn't you? But when they had all those troops in the

first place to send two or three thousand wea certainly a mistake, as far as

I see it , it isjmt a matter of interpretation' here. These are the facts

and I don't see any-need to explain further. (question 6-i) So 6,000 they

might have used instead of 12,000. Mr. Mood (question 6 34) That is right,

and in the first place they in their over confidence sent only 2 ot 3,000.

You mean,thá.t if they had looked more closely in the Lord's direction in the

first place, he would have told them to get rid of Aiken before the went

and al//so to take all of the people. (quiop. 7)And the important thing

is how we connect them, but that we know them both and have them both in mind,

because they will'ät time after time in our life we will fall, on one or the

otler or on both of these points if we don't watch out and we mustn't let our

faillure on one of these points he an excuse to us for overlooking the other

one. Now, 'you note that the people here didn't say, well, we only took two

or three thousand then, we had the mistake, now this matter of Aiken doesn't

matter, no, they tried to find both causes. On the, other hand, they didn't

say, now we have settled this matter of Aiken, all right, let us send the

thousand men to take the land, no, they sent all the body as the Lord com

manded. Well, this, then, is the first matter, the matter of overconfidence,

which was a vital part of the failure else if it was God's will they shoudi

go in with three thousand men why they would surely have won with 3000 mend.
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And the other matter is the sin in the camp and on that it is very easy for

us to go t one extreme" or to the other. The vital thing, here-is,
'
that there

is not an ordinarily here, there is a sin such as struck at the very

foundation of their relation to God. There is not that there is a thief among

the people of Israel, that is not the sin. It is that there is a man there

which has stolen that which God has specifically declared is to be destroyed.

That that, which is the foundation of God's dealing with the people has been

denied andhas been interfered with. The 'people are pretending to be flat

tering Godin God's conquest of the nation and God says at Jericho, everything

is to be dstroyed. That doesn't mean that it is to be ever'vhere. At i

they are allowed to take. but at Jer±cho, everything is destroyed and a

man transgressed God's clear command in relation to this. In 'other words

God's word is at stake. Th integrity of God's truth is here at stake. Here

is one that is pretending to be a follower of God and is actually denying his

words and ~oing against that whiii. isv1tal in the progress of God's kingdom.

And therefre God showed the people that until they removed this from their

midst they could not have his blessing. Now we go to extremes. 1. We say

the Lord is with us, He will give us the victory and we fail to deal with the

sin that is in our midst. We go to the other extreme and we say something

goes wrong, there must e an Achan here, I find something, my friend here is

not completely sanctified, someone else here has some sir, and therefore' we

havegot to deal harshly and strongly with him before we can expect progress.

So there are the two things to remember. On the one hand a body has to truly

desire to serve God and be rid of those who are claiming to serve him and

actually doing as they want instead of what He wants and denying his word be

fore they can expect His blessing, but we have to iemember on the other hand

that we are in this wicked world. It is a world in which Satan is the prince

of the world, that we all of us have sin within our hearts and within our

attitudes and which by the Grace of God we will be eventually entirely cleansed

but no one of us is yet, or will attain that stage during this life and that if

you look for perfection before you can make accomplishment, you will never get
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it and so we have to find the proper place n between these two. I have found

both extremes. I have found people that will denie God's word or will let

others deny it and"still think that they can cooperate with them and work

with them in the same organization and expect God's belssing upon the organi

zation, I have found others who when things don't go forward, instead of

looking for the means which would improve it, will blame it upon some rather

common sin on the part of soem other individual, never themselves, some indi

vidual in the' group, not recognizing that every group of human beings is

tainted with sin. (question 12) Well, in the case of Achan, he was the

would say. It varies in different cases, but in his case he

was a fault. No true believer who is disobedient is every taken

121




He is one wb. is putting his own desire ahead of the

word of God. Now, a disobedient one my be saved and intending to-follow

God and yet is lead away by God seems to stop him. (question 13) That

is right. And it is one difference between Jericho and other cities that

are excavated, that inØ/ others you find a good deal of metal in the

remains, well, in JeriOho, it seems to be pretty well taken out and very little

metal has been found\in the remains. Now, of course, these things were all

s apart for the Lord. This word, acuTsed, here is sometimes, rendered set

apart. It isn't that the other-things were accursed and the silver and old

were blessed, but;it is all set apart for the Lord and that which is metal is

set apart for Him, put into His treâsuiy, that of other things was se apart

f or Him and burned, and no member of the congregation was to touch either

one at Jericho. When they got to other places, both were available to them,
for

but this was God's specific command, this specific place, "and not his general

command in connection with the conquest. And this specific command God, it

was God's specific words. It s easy for people to say, well, there is nothing

wrong in taking these things. When we et to other cities we take them, it

is going to be permitted that we take them, well, why on earth if it be right

in Ai should it be wrong in Jericho? There is no sense to that. Here is a

nice thing that I would like to have, why shouldn't I take it now, why should
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I wait until Ai. That is to say, it is not a matter of logic, it is not 'a

matter of what appears reasohable for the individual, it is* a matter of what

is God's will, (end or reord) ot 170

trying to do things in'accordance with His will and His word or whether it S

your own desire and your own reasoning that is your primary authority. And

I find thn this' matter of Achan, I find that people will spend their lives
serve the Lord with

trying to associates in the same bodies in which they were denying God's

truth. Perhaps they are in , church where the literature that comes in
word

is denying God's will, filled with little denials of the atthenticity of

the books, of the Bible with the things that are undermining Christian truth

and they will simply start in bootlegging other literature other than

in their own denomination literature and try to keep this influence 'out

and they will try to stand for the Lord in the face 6f a situation where they

are united together , with those who are doing exactly what'

Achan did, ho were substituting their own will and their own purposes for

the will of the Lord and people will (skip) year after rear and year after

year it takes dynamite to blast them loose, but a funny thing is that onee

they get blasted loose, they are so apt to go over to the other extremem and

then once they are blaCted loose they are apt to say, well, now, we mustn't

have any Achan in the camp, we ijust be absolutely true to the Lord and they

insist that their interpretation of the Scripture has got to be accepted by

everybody esse on every little detail. And the result is that people seem

in general to either to be on this extreme or lying down with sinful bedfel

lows and 'just getting the matter of having ybur group loyal to the Lord or

.they go to the other extreme %/ where everybody is an Achan who doesn't

agree within 1/1000 percent. 2 to be so

determined to stand by the Lord's will that you split and split and split

until there is nobody left but yourself, that is far far-better than to unite

and unite and unite until you are with people who are far more removed from

the Lord's will than Mohammedan or Buddhist would be. It is far better, but

it is not the Lord's will that we go to either one of these extremes. It is
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His will that we get the Achans out of the camp and that' we reduce the work

in the cmp that happens to have Achans in it, but it is His will that when

we recognize that we recognized in a camp from which the Achans have been re

moved that the rest like ouselves are sinners and that there are differences

of opinion that we should try toheip each other to seek God's will and to

follow, rather than that we should try to carry that which relates to the

Achans down into lower brackets where it does not relate. Now, it is a thing

that is vital in ery phase of our Christian service. It is the penalty to

go to one extreme to the other instead of finding that balanced reasonable

position that God desires us to have. I remember having a man tell me once,

he was a very fine Bible teacher, a man who was much in demand through the

country as a Bible teacher, and he worked with people who had different views

on the milleniuai. Sometimes one would be post milleniel, a-milleniel, pre-Sometimes

and he would go to their church and he would present his messages

and the matter of prophecy had, I think, its rightful place in his messages,

it 1.Ta not forgotten by any means, nor was it the only thing It was given

its proper place, but he told me that time after time, he would be at a place

where the minister.wóuld start tearing into pre-milleniellism, tearing into

the view and the pe@e who held it and taking a very extremem attitude tow

ards it and he said, of course, was utterly wrong, and he said that the thing

was that he found that when he would talk with thise men and reason with them

and showed them the Scriptural evidence they would very frequently become con

vinced and except the pre-milleniel teachings of the Scripture, but he said,

then how often they would go to the opposit extreme and then they didn't see

how wnybody with any sense could fail to see that and were just as hostile
he

to people with the opposite view as had been before with their view and

that, of course, disappointed him very greatly. It is better to have a wrong

attitude I' for the truth than have the wrong attitude against the truth but

God doesn't iant us to have it either way. He wants us to hot go to extreme,

but to stand absolutely on those great issues of hie word and on the lesser

issues to try to lead the people, to try to win them and try to help them, but
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not to make a demand for fellowship that insists upon such a standard of

santification as you do not find in this world, or such a standard of uni

formity as you do not find in any world, except in the Communist party, and

you get only there by killing off a third of the party for. deviating rom the

standard set by the leader. (alaughter) Well, now, we don't need to go into

the dtails of this about Achan, the Lord here specifically shows them what

was wrong, and He specifically indicated who was wrong in this particular

case and then when Achan had been pointed out, Achan confessed his sin, he

had taken a good Babylonian garment, a garment which shou.d have been burned

in the fire and he had taken a wedge of gold of 50 shekels weight, which of

course, should have been -put in the treasury of the Lord. He had taken from

both categories, but is really one categorie, everything was set apart to the

Lord, either to be burned, or to be put in the 'treasury of the Lord. (ques

tion 6) The Lord in the 0.T. times and to some extent in the N.T. times

spoke directly to his people in ways which he does not, ordinarily use now,

and gave them specific information which He ordinarily does not give us now.

He expects us to-take the examples He has given where he has dealt with situ

ations and to whe principles from them and to apply them in our own lives

and 'in our own experience. Now here we have a case where God gave specific

information'and we are told that in vs. 10 - the Lord spoke to Joshua and

he said there is an accursed thing and therefor there we know that there

was a giving of specific words with his method of revelation, but then in vs.

14 he said... In the morning therefore ye shall be brought according to your

tribes: and it shall be, that the tribe which the Lord taketh shall cone ac

cording to the families thereof: arid the family which the Lord shal

take shall come by households and the household which the Lord shall take shall

come man by man So it is clear that in some way the Lord said that he

was going to designate one out of each selection. Well; we have the same

thing tappening over with Saul later' on. We have various cases, and we are

not told in the Scripture exactly how it was. The implication was that it

would he some sort of a watch, some sort of designation whereby out of two
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some indication would say it is this on and not that one and I think the

reason that the Lord does not give us the specific details is that He was

not there layin down enough of it for us to use in getting His will. e' at

that time used a method like that, and he doesn't give us the specific details

becaus in these days it is not His will that He use that method of revelation,

but th method of revelation here and occasionally in the Scripture is a me-

od whereby two choices are selected by the Lord and he selects one out of the

two, and that would sound as if it were something in the nature of

Now Ai then, we find that Achan was removed from the camp, was, stoned for his

sin, for his hypocrosy, for his wickedness, and then in ch. 8 1-29 the Lord

giveus the victory over' Ai and this time He said, in vs. 2, you shall

go to Ai and her king as thou didst unto Jericho and her king: only

the spoil thereof, and the cattle thereof, shall ye take for a prey unto

yourselves: laythee an ambush for. the city behind it The Lord says,

now you are not limited as you were in Jericho, but 'these for whch Achan

was killed for doing, everyone is to be permitted to do at Al. The thing

in itself was not good or bad, it is the thing in relation to the circumstances

and Jericho God said this one is the first of the conquest, this one

is dedicated to the Lord. This ixt one was one of the ms of the places and

they were made available f or the people who took tbrn and the Lord gave the

explicit command in vs. 2.. la' an-ambush for the city behind it... don't

just march straight up like you did before, even now that the sin is out of

the camp. Even now that Achan is gone, you cannot use that brash method of

attempting to take it as you did in the beginning of chapter 7. You must get

over this overconfidence,-you must use proper methods in all the wars to

which the Lord does call you. (question lO)No, he was wrong, His confession

was just a recognition of guilt. No, I don't think catcgorically he was
lost '

we cannot speak regarding any individual, whether that individual

was saved or not. Te do not know the workings of the Lord and the spirit,

I merely say that it impresses me as extremely unlikely, almost certainly,

unlikly, almost certainly not the fact that God would have had him stoned if
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he were , but my impression here is that when it was pointed out

you notice they said, there is sin in the camp. Well, Achan didn't come forth,

and then tt said which tribe is it, and he took the tribe of Judah, and then

Achan didn't come forward, and then out of the tribe of Judah they took the,
he

Zarehites and iIØ'f didn't come forward. They went down step by step, by step

and he never confessed until it was. absosutely pointed out that he was the

one, and so I don't see that there is any evidence that his confession being

anything but when there was nothing else he could do but admitting his guilt.

I do think that if Achan had come forward. earlier it could be possib e that

God would have not have killed him. Of course, we do not know the full state

of His heart, and if he came forward earlier, it is just a chance of getting

out if it, I don' tthink that there was any chance. Now in ch. 8 then the

Lord commands then to do it right, not simplto say, Oh, well, the Lord has

given us Jericho, we can take anything we want, so they take now, not a thou

sand man as you think might be enough- if, 3000 weren't enough bef'ore the sin

was taken out. They don't take the same 3000 again, they do not say they

will send one 3000 to hide and another 3000 to attack, they send ten times as

many as they sent before. Joshua chose out 30,000 mighty men of valor and

sent them away by night and these 30,000 go and they are the ambush, ten times

as many as the whole group that went before are just the ambush and then

the rest of the peopel come and attack the city from the front and so they

come and they attack the city and there is an interesting thing in vs. 17

which I wonder if many people notice when they read the account of the de

struction of Ai. Vs. 21, you read where he took about 5000 men, vs. 9 says,

they uen and layed in ambush and abode tetween Bethel and Ail, on the west

side of Ai: but Joshua lodged that nigh among the people. Vs. 12.. h took

about 5,000 men and sent them to lie in ambush between Bethel and Ai, and

then in vs. 17, all the men that were in i were called together to pursue

after them, vs. 16, 17, nd there as not a man left in Ai or Bethel tha'

went not out after Israel. Vs. 18......nd the Lord said unto Joshua, Stretch

out the spear that is in thy hand toward Ai: for I will give it into thine hand
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" Well, now they didn't go up to attack Bethel, they went to
attack

Al, and

the great victory was that Al was tae and yet we read that there was not a

man left in Ai or Bethel that went not out after Israel. Now how does Bethel

get in here, what does. . The thing they are attacking is Al not Bethel and

yet Bethel, not a man was left in Bethel that didn't come out. Well, it is

important that we recognize this fact, that the Bible is not a book in which

God has attempted to give us all the information. It is not a great Encyclop

edia that covers all fields ofknowledge, that is not its purpose, but it t

touchds on geology, physics, etc. it is correct,, but it does not touch on

it enough to enable us to build up full accounts of any of those things. Well,

this thing is even true of history. The Bible is not written to give us a

-'universal history of the world or even to give us a complete history of Is

real. The Bible is not written as a military textbook to tell,is how the

the %Israelites conquered the kingdoms, but in all of these matters there

are points where they are touchec upon and we can learn much from it, but

the Bible is "written to tell us of God's dealings with His people, and of

His preparation fro the coming of the Load Jesus Christ into the

rld and therefore we will find that our history, as our science in the Bible

while absolutely accurat, is necessarily incomplete and' there are matters

sometimes omitted inthe history which would be extremely important if you

were writing the hostory, but which are not particularly importatn from the

point of showing God's dealings with the people and their relat to Him and

therefore are left out or perhaps touched upon points incidentally. And con

sequently when it comes to reconstructing the histDry we have to remember that

there are often very important things not, stated in the Bible, or possibly

to be gathered merely from very small inferences because(end of record)
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Did not tell us here about the conquest of Bethel, but you clan be quite sure

that with 30,000 men in ambush there, and then with a great iost of people

out in the fron t attacking that when all the people of Ai ad Bethel came

out so that there wasn't a man left in either and their purpse was to con

quer all of Canaan anyway, you can be quite sure that they idn't say, well,

these people of Bethel have come over to help Ai, but after all we must re

member that the sor t of 38th parallel between Bethel and Aiand there or.

the other side of that and though they can come over an attack us, we mustn't

go over there and attack them, we will just leave their city even though

Bethel i absolutely empty and all the people are out here fighting, why we'

will Z he bery careful not to touch Bethel, it might hurt heir feelings,;

if we did and after they have killed as many as oUT men as. they can, we

will let them go back to Bethel. You can be quite sure that even though some

human beings might use such little sense, occasionally, that was

not the Israelites method here in their conquering Canaan as -od has comman

ded them to take. And consequently when I read here that there was not ,a man

left inAi or Beth1, I think we can feel quite definitely that they took

Bethel then as well as Ai. Well, now the matter of the conquest o Ai here,

you rarely find Bethel mentioned in connection with it when people talk about

it. As you see, it is not stated here, it is infered and the lesson, of cours

Ai, they thought, was just a little, place, a few men could take it, and then

they found Achan's sin and then, of course, we don't ordinarily ntoice the

fact or remember it that all of the people went, this great mass, and so on

in the end, Bethel's connection with it' is pretty well not known and it doesn't

have to be from the viewpoint of religious teaching, but from the viewpoint of

history it is a vital matter. Nov it became vital in recent years when Madam

Margue went to Ai to excavate there, let us see, it was about 1929, or 1930,

I think, I forget the exact year, but she went there to excavate Ai and

she excavated Ai and she found a great fortress there. She fond the town

there is called today, vhich.means the Tell and that name

goes hack along time. We don't know when it was first called he ruins, but
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this mound is undoubtedly the sight of Ai. -It says here that they were

of Ai, between Ai and Bethel. Well, do we know where Bethel is? The

town is still there today and from Bethel you go east from Bethel and you will

find a deep valley and on the other side of it you have a high hill on which

there is called and it was practically certain that would be the sight

of Ai, and it just fits with the account of just where it should be. And Ma

dam I'1arque excavated there and she found. there the remains of a great fortress.

Powerful walls, very large strong walls, and great thick ruins and it was a

vdry powerful fortress, but she found that the evidence showed that the for

tress was destroyed at about 2000 B. C. and she found that this great and im

portant city which as ted there for some centuries came to n end about

2000 B.C. and she found no evidence of a city there after 200 BC. and there

fore people said the story of Jericho seems to be generally right. Jericho

was destroyed about the time of Joshua, and what they said, and they just

don't mention about the walls falling, they might as a sort f footnote, they

recognize that the destruction was placed in about the righ time, but when

it comes to Ai, Ai was destroyed in 2000 B.C. and therefore, of course, we

have a tradition of the destruction of Ai passed on and spme way through some

confusion has gotten into the Biblical acoount here after Jeiicho even though
conquest -

there was no town there at the time and of course, it is a pretty bad blemish

on the historical accuracy of the Pent. And, of course, no man at the time

of Joshua could have written such a thing and have gotten it 'so mixed, but

of course, at a latter time of the Israelite kingdom, could have gotten it

all mixed up, and of course, the Critics all hold that the Hexateuk and the

Pent. Joshua, were written hundreds of years later when nobody knew very much

about accurate details on these matters. They are just confused from

an earlier time. Well, that fact about.Ai seems to fit with that and it was

a problem and Dr. Aibright presented a suggestion which seemed to me to be

a very interesting and ingenious suggestion. He said there i a confusion

here, the people conquered Bethel, but in the account they got it twisted

and it means Ai instead of Bethel, and, it is Bebhel they conquered. But th
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suggestion that someone made, I forget who it is, made this suggestion, but it

seems to me to be a very good suggestion is this, that the people of Bethel,

thatcit which was continuing to this time there in the not so far

inland from the Jordan, but having this old fortress and this strong point on

the hill between them and the Jordan valley had an outpost there, that is they

had a garrison there and consequently Ai was a place subject to Bethel. Now,

the word king is a word which is used or heads over great territories and

heads over small territories, their kings were under other kings leadership,

so the reference to king of Ai has no objection to thi suggestion, but ac

cording to this suggestion, Ai was at this time an outpost for Jericho and

simply an outpost there there was a small group.of peole .which might be

strong warriors, perhaps they lived there with their fmilies, but it is not

a large group and lived there at Ai and, of coirse, the Israelites

coming up, Ai is the thing they see, they ãnn't particdlarly see Bethel,

Ai is the point of attack and so it is Ai tbey go to to attack as that is

the thing that is next to them, they attack it and the are driven back, it is

their failure to take Ai that is the big point of consideration, but we notice

that eventually before they oould take Ai they had to ake Bethel too, even

tually the men of Bethel also came and were engaged in the Battle and doubt

lessly took Bethel also. (question) Now, that is the suggestion that this

Englishman, I forget his name, made some years ago. (question 71) Trace of

life s pretty strong words. The thing is that they way that we know. If

you find a skeleton, you can't tell, at least without scientific tests on

carbon, you can't tell. Whether they can tell quite precise as that, I don't

know and I don't think there are any pb.rticular

skeletons in this particular place. I mean a skeleton in general won't tell

you. The way you tell the date is by the dishes, that is the principle way.

Now, of course, inscriptions is an excellent way, but inscriptions unless

" they are made on stone and rock won't last. You write on paper

but it all disintegrates just if this building was left here in ruins,

inside of two centuries, there would be no paper left. Anybody coming and
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examining would think that we were illiterate hero, there would be no sign

of writing, except the brass plate out front, and nothing else would remain

in 2 ce%nturies, unless the writing is chiseled in stone or, unless they use

clay tablets, there would no writing remain and the method of telling is by

the remaining dishes, the style of t1 dishes, the broken dishes. Tell,

there are a great many of those from before 2000. Now, with a small garrison

as this, some mighr conceivably be lift, but they wouldn't necessarily be

(qestulon 9-)Te don't know. I mean we dontt know what the situation was,

I am merly mentinning the theory that this man suggested and I am saying that

it seemed to me possible t such a theory. Now it may not be, there

may be another interpretation on it altogether, I certainly incline very much

to think that what Dr. Albright suggestion that it was Bethel instead of Ai,

is not and one reason why I think it isn't right is because it mentions

Bethel here. If it only mentioned Ai and it didn't mention Bethel at all, it

would be altogether possible that Ai was another name for Bethel used in that

time and subsequently forgotten and this was all about Bethel, but we have a

number of cases here where Bethel and Ai are both metioned toget1

and so that would seem to me pretty strongly to suggest that the two cities

in mind and then it mentions that there was a valley between Bethel and Ai,

west of Al, so that, seems to me quite evident that Ai was the point that

they %1Ø/ claimed there. Well, now, most critical scholars today feel

that this la a very great difficulty with the exceptance of the text as truth.

That Al was destroyed at about 2000 B.C. Now I was with a, this summer I was

at Ai with a Jesuite who is a teacher in what is thought to be the leading

Roman Catholic 3hool of Biblical study from the war and he told me that there

dare teachers in practically all Roman Catholic Schools of any standing. There

are teachers of Biblical sZ/tudies trained in his school and he teaches

archeology in that shcool and he was much interested in going to make a re

exarnnation of the ruins at Al this summer and as we looked at it and we wer

greatly impressed by the strong fortification of Al, this great remains, you

can't tell from the but it was the pottery which was picked up in
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connection with it showed that the great settlement there was about 2000 B.C.

I suggested to him the possibility that this might have been something of an

outpost add it didn't impress him at all. He thought that if this was much

of a city, this size, there would be considerable remains, and then I called

his attention to chap. 7 here where it says that the people said, let not all

of the people go up, but let about 2,or 3000 go up and smite Ai and make not

all the people go for they are but few and the suggestion about its being a

small place and he was much impressed by it because i you look at that great

fortification that is there, it doesn't fit with a little place . It

was a really important place, about 2000 B.C. strong fortificatm

that is not fortification against weapons, but against there type of

fighting, that material, those walls would have been a great deal of effort to

build and they we strong and, a fort in back of those walls could

make a pretty strong defense without any great force being required.

on the side, you have ery trong walls there, and it would be quite easy for

a little force to keep it, and so I don't say that it is the correct inter

pretation of it that this was an outpost for Bethel, there may he some other,

and it impresses me much better than any I have seen yet and I am convinced of

this that the account as originally written is correct and historically true,

even though it makes no attempt to give us/the whole of the historical situ

ation. (question 131) Well, now, of course, that %' continued so until this

day may mean a thing is still present, it wasn't changed since it was done,

and from that viewpoint, you could say it a year later. You could say that

thing was done there, it wasn't ust cleared ray and comp]ely removed, it

was left as a sign and continues until this day, why you can see, it could be

said a year later and it could have been said 1000 years later. I don't think

it is an indication there of . great length Now ti-we are two possibili

ties on that, and one of them is that the writer shortly after the time of the

event pointed out that it was not removed or changed, but left

the othr possiblity is that in a fdw places like that a note was inserted
later

like that by a writer some centuries but I do not think that it is right to S
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that it is true ik- (question)No, the big problem was

that no attention was, paid to the fact that small, there was a city of

Ai which was difficult to take. Here is the place of Ai where we find

evidence ofa strong city there 2000 B.C., 6 or 800 rears before Joshua,

therefore there was no city there for him to destroy, just some ruins. (question

01-i, yes, definitely Joshua was not earlier than 1450 and not later than
pertty

1200, of that we can be abs.olutly certain. About tht we can nearly say

between 1250 and .1400. (question) (end of record) H ot 172

and we notice that the Lord caused him to have a big! setback and we notice

two things involve the setback and one of those was he fact that there was

sin in the camp. As long as you have human beings there is sin, but in this

case there was rebellion against God. There was a vtal,command which God

had given about how they were to treat Jericho, and .chan had broken this

command and had secretly stolen a considerable amount of material from Jericho

and so God's favor did not rest upon the people until Achan was removed. How
they

much better it would Jiave been if had found out in the first place,

if they had made certain that they we right with God before they began their

original attack against Ai, if they had removed Achax from the camp before they

ever started, and then, of course, had proceeded to make their start as they

did at the end so that in a careful well planned way instead of becoming over-

nfident and doing it the way they did in the first place. Now. I think there

is a big lesson for that in our lives. HOW often we go ahead into things

without stopping to make the two important decisions. 1. Is my heart right be

fore God? Am I in the position to undertake anything for himd? Is there some

thing i. ni heart that should be cleansed before I go, foreirard for him? Am

I -going forward in Ø/'/ self will and spiritual pride
instead of going

forward with the certainty that I am right with Him ad in the second place

if we go forward in spritual pride as they did without stopping to investigate,

whether we are truly right with God there is also the great danger that we

will go to the othD extreme, and our spiritual pride go forward without careful

planning and in overconfidnCe of the flesh, instead of doing as they had to do
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at the end' Z% setting their careful plans and doing it in a way that could

be reasonably expected to get results, It is not a little thing as that, Isn't

this just a little task? 2 or 3,000 people are enough. God never wants us to

figure that way. He wants us to be humble before him and to do the thing that

is ressary/ Now we notice that in vs. 17 that it says that all the people

were drawn out of Bethel also, and that little statement about Bethel is a

very peculiar one. A]1 the people were drawn out of Bethel. If this were a

complete account of the conquest, if it were an attnnpttotell us all the

important military and geographical details, surely this statement would

Either not be made, or it would be axplained. There was not a man left in

Bethel that didn't go out after Israel. Well, if 'Israel were defeated and

driven back you might say it didn't matter so much they had the help bthc

people, but in this case the people of Ai and Bethel both uent out and pur

sued after them and then Joshua gave the signal and the people who were hidden

in back of A rose up and attacked the city and set it afire and under the

circumstances it would be very strange indeed if Bethel were simply left un-

uched, especially when Bethel was a part of the lafid that God had promised

to give them and which they were to conquer. So that I think that we must

say that the exact relationship of Bethel to this is something that is not
that

explained although there was a definite relation is here in

the text very clearly. Was Ai an outpost of Bethel? as 'some have suggested.

The Scripture hasn't said it as or it wasn't, we don't know, but as far as

the archaeological evidence goes,, it accords with the statement with the spies

when they came back and said, it is only a little city, Ai is just a little

city. It is not an important place, it is just a little town, and that would

suggest that it is not the important city which existed here several hundred

years earlier, but that it either is a rather small and unimportant city

which left nothing that has been detected in the remains or that it was just

an outpost of the important city of Bethel. (question 4 3/4) There is a very

good question. As you read verse 12 here, vs. 11 tell s how all the people

went and drew nigh and came before the city and pitched on the north side of Ai.
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Now Jero of course is far south of Ai. So they have goat up to the north

side of Ai, and they have come up thre.evident1y by day because vs 10 says

they rose up early in ) the morning. They vent up there and came to the

north side of Ai coming from the south all these people and they %/

pitched on the north side of Ai, and then in verse 12 we read

that he took about 5,000 men and set them between Bethel and Ai on the

vest side of the city. Now it would stand to reason as Mr.

has pointed out that if all the people1marched up from the south past Ai

through the north the people of Ai would be mighty interested in what was

happening and watch pretty close. Then for him to take 5,000 of those men

and send them around from the north to the back and to fi west to

on the west side of the city there wouldn't be much " And so it is

just another of those many indications of the fact that in i1e scripture things

are not always told in strictly chronilogical

order. There not in any way. But in English we have other tenses to indicate

a change in time which the Hebrew does not posess, and consequently in the

Hebrew the statements often indicate something that has happened without

telling the exact time or order of the event listed. We fou±id in Genesis 2

that that was so if that were not so Gensis 2 would sharply contridict Genesis

1 and also would sharply contridict 21 ordinary common sense because in

Geness 2 there are a number of places where the statement of the thing

that happens in the future or the thing /that happened after he stresses anoth

thaing had happened is best as an English pluperfedt. It is

something t%/ which had been done formerly. It is something that this man

did which is now told because it becomed. of 45 importane in this

connection. And so we read in vs. 12 He took and it stands to reason in

this context tiat it means that this is something that Joshua did

but not necessarily something which Joshua did after vs. 11. It can very

well be something which Joshua had done prior to that which was done in v. 11.
sent

He had taken about 5,000 men and them to ahich was between Bethel and

Ai on the west side of the city. Now when did these people lie in ambush
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on the west side of the city? Well we go back to vs. 3 and we read that Joshua.

rose and all the people of war to go up again to Ai and when did Johsua rise.

in the morning or in the night? Well he arose and all the people were to go

up against Al and Joshua chose out 30,000 men of valor and sent them away by

night, so that it either means that Joshua and.. the people rose up in

the.morning and went up to'Ai but the night before he had 'sant some people

for ambush or it means that Joshua one day had all the people come to

gether and discuss his plan with them and said now we are going to send these

people away by night and then he discussed with thepeople what they were to do

to go,. and then that night they went and then the next morning the rest of them

There is no attmpt made to ay this happened d and a few minutes later
that
%t happened and an hour later that happened. But they tell what happened,

they tell who did it, and while in general there is a sucess in order there are

a' good many places where in English we might use another tense. We wouldn't

even necessarily. Even in Eglish you might sa.y that general MacArthur led

his troops up the west side of Korea to attack a certain place

j/and you might say, and the, General sent other troops up the east side

so that they would be ready at the ri4ht time when these fanpi test

raehed a certain point, and it might mean that the time he sent theni

was eariler than the time he sent these others. We might use the pluperfect

but we wouldn't necessarily use the pluperfe Ct

then in English. And so in this case the only can. see there is the

fact that in vs. 3 it said he sent 30,000 men for an ambush and in vs. 12 Ø it

said he took about 5,000 men and set them to lie on )11 the west side of the

'city, and I would gather from that that the other 25, were perhaps back in

the hills to back up these five thousand in some other place but were simply

their atte\ation was called to the very vital point where these 5,00ere

already hid. (question 101




) The thing is the grammar permits various possibili

ties. If I say that there is a crowd of men coming up the street, well, my

statement crowd doesn't say whether there are one hundred'in the crowd or

300., and in this case, the phrase used doesn't say whether he sent them after
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the other people were already visible there or before, but common sense shows

that he sent them before and the statement back in vs. 3 tells us that fact,

s-I would say that it was a necessary interpretation, buto as far as the gram-

mar is concerned, it is an interpretation which fits with the grammar, but whith

is not required by the grammar. (question ll-)0f course, that would be a

possible thing, but down in vs. 14 we read that the kirof Al hasted and rose

up early and went out against Israel to battle, he and all his people, at a

time appthinted, before the plain, but he wist not that there were .thers in

ambuhh aginst.him behind the city. And if the fact was that he wist not

there were 30,000, but he did wist that there were 3,000, 5,000, why I think

it would make some mention, of it 12 (question)

I would think so, yes/. At least part of. them were, just where. the others

were it doema't say. I would imagine that the 30,000 were in different

spots, 5,000, that you can distinguish f±om the west de and from behind,

I don't think. They probably is facing the Jordan, facing
be

down, and that would be east and a little bit south, that would probably what

he would think of.. And then he says that these were behind were between, the

city of Ai and Bethel . but they attacked from the North so that I

would incline to think' that /4{Z/ the same general area covers the whole

Well, now #7 (question 13-) Yes, God says that he visits the

iniquities of the fathers on the of the third and fourth generation,

(question 14) The result of the fathers iniquitie inevitably affects the chil

dren and we are all affected by the iniquity of our father dam, and we are

all lost as a result of whathe did, but we all have opportunity to be saved

from it through accept%ance of the salvation of what is available through

Christ. Now God says he visits the iniquity of the fathers upon the children

of the 3rd and 4th generation, but that he shows loving kindness to thousands

of generations to 'those' that love him and so his love goes on much further into

the than his than" the iniquitie, but the fact is that every

one of us is are affected 'both by the goodness and bb the iniquity of our

fathers and each one of us can be saved only through salvation through Christ
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Now, the statement that you:quote. i ot a statement of God's dealing but

it is a statement of a man to the people of Israel in their judgement, in ;
to

their legal decisions, that they are punish men for their own sins and not

to punish the children for the crime that the fathers commit. (end of reOord)
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not only would they probably kill that man, but they would prohab
ill all

of his children. It wasquite common, then, but is is for

bidden that the Israelites do that. You see the Israelites, re in

their human civil are tO deal with each one on the individual

basis and not, for the iniquity of the parent. Now

in this case God 10,01101 punishes the children of Achan. Over a
Korab

gainst that we find that in the case of we have the rebellion
Korah Datian

of thˆ?/and of Dathan Abiram in Numbers and we find that and

Abiram and all their chilthen and all their families, all their
Korah

wer swallowed up alive, but we find that was killed and his

family 31were family were not and so I think that it is clear

that God makes distinction, He knowing the of the individual,

and I would conclude from this two things, one that Achan's whole

family were definitely with him in the thing, they were participating

in this, they were conscieous of what he had done, they we rejoicing

in it and they were definity iplicated in the sin of Achan and

2 that God wished to give an example to all of the people how terrible

the sin was by routing out the entire family

from them as an example to the people. Not as an example of how they

were to treat, but as an evidence and

how important that it was - (Question i) In that case it

He wasn't alone, he had a group of men

with himwho assisted him and he had hired but not his family

who evidently were not interested in that particular case. He probably

had and they wee not impli.ted in it at

all and God separated them from him and caused that when he should be

punished, he was with a group of his associates, but they were away

from where th'y found him. (question 2-) Well, he was the only one,

and all the rest (question 3) Definity, whereabouts in the N.T.? You

mean the N.T. people are they affected by Adam's sin? (laughter)

It, is a little hard to draw an exact parallel when it comes to
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because here you havean nations dealing. You have God dealing with a

nation in judicial waysand in a number of instances in the O.T. and we

have very little that is to give it one way or the

other. We have, of course, the case of Ananius and Sapphira, but we

have no evidence to whether they had any children, so we can't draw any

conclusion one way or anther on that, so as to the niatterof implications

of children in the guilt of the parents, or the iniquity of the parents

affecting the cUldrefi, I d not off hand think of any N. T. verse that

would teach e O.T. viewpoint on this, but I certainly do not know of

any thing to the contrary and when th is 'rio evidence in the N.T of

a change in the O.T. teaching, a change in vie of new conditions, I

think of it as being very dangerous for us to assume that it was the

same. (question k-) That is, of course, a different sort of thing, but

the same principle would apply and it does seen, to show a definite re-

lationship of even to an unbelieving member of the family and a very
.L

definite . t is a fact of observation to-4

day as in those days and my guess would be that there would be N. T.

verses other than that-would bear it out, but the actual judicial

actions of the O.T. we just do not have a similar type of organization

in the N.T. but always in the O.T. and in the N.T.

while the child in implicated and is affected by the sin and iniquity of

the parent, all of the children have the opportunity of accepting Christ

as their Saviour and breaking tie chain and finding deliverance. But it

is less likley. you will, find that the great mass of hristian people

whose children that is to say you do not, you take a nation like

ours and you take the Christian people in one generàtionand you take

the :real Christian people in the next generation and you will find that

90% of thethr children are children of Christian parents, but you may have

a great increase, you may have a graat decrease, but you do not have a

group, this numbe of professing Christians in, this generation, in the
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next generation, they grew 6 in the next generation a ,,group

of about the same size and find that only bout 20 of that group were"
children of
professing parents. It doesn't work thatway. You will find that 'the

greatmajority of instances where you find a person who has been wonder

fully converted after a 1ifeof sin, you w±11 find that they had Chris

tian.-parents, and Christian bakcgoun.d and there are cases, wonderful cases,

where people from an utterly heathen background are won to the Lord, but

the great bulk of oin cases are cases the mercy of the

Lord is sufficient to reach anyone 7

Someone can ask whether that s just, whether that is right, that chil

dren Zshould haveabetter opportunity if they, are children of Chris

parents, and fter all we cannot judge, we can only say what the

Lord does, nust be right and this is the fact that this is the way he

is doin g it and this is the fact th he does give the opportunity to

l1 who will and he gives us the command to bring the children that

they may have opportunities t understand what it means. I 'Vas interested

in the testimony of the young orporàl the %other day, who came from a'

Christian family, his father, 'gospel'preacher and went into the

Army and for 10 years lived a life of sin,' and eventually the Spirit

reachedhim and he was wonderfully converted and brought to the Lord, but

of his cmpanions who had been in his life of sin, the number who were

are very very few. But in this case it was a man with this

ackgrond of Christian up, (questi

Well, as to that, we are not given. It sounds to me at the beginning

of ch. 7 at this point the strategy was very very poorly planned. Jo

shua sent men from Jericho to Ai and said to them to go up and view the

'country and they went up and viewed Ai and they came down and said, don't

let all of the people go p just two or three thousand, it is just a

little-place. Well, now that doesn't sound as if Joshua's intelligence

was very good in any evant, because in the en they sent up the whole

nation and even the little-ambush was 30,000 and here he sent only 2 or
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3 thousand altogether, so the inteflegenee ras rather poor that

Joshua used at that time and the men he sent could very easily seeing

this fortress, strong fortification. On the
edgeoif

the pro-.

bably hitting away. in back of him not even.visibl from the place from

which they looked, they could easily considered .t at that was

.and,not even be conscious. of it. Now, of course in the end, Bethel

was just as well taken as if they had actually attacked Bethel. The plan

of attack gained Bethel as well as Ai and in the nd, the way it worked

out it was aperfect.plan in getting Bethel too, ut not in its first stage.

In the first stage the mistake was that Joshua hi self made the mistake,

or that Joshua simply made a mistake intending in ufficiently trained.

men to gain the information or even if they were rained, they didn't go

far .enouh. ±t is often one can be easily decei ed when you look up at

a situation and to go right up and look at it car fully would be very dif

ficult after Jericho was taken for most people we e on their gnard. The

psies couldnpt get right up in the midst of it ye y well and they didn't

have *lanes to fly over and to get a good view of it so that perhaps-it is

"
understandable. (question 10) Well, a good many. The only evidence that

we have, I beliee, is the . numbers, it se ms to me-about 500,000,

(question ). Well, I am not sure that the 500,000 were actually involved.

in military operation. I heard it said that here in. this country it takes

20 girls with typewriters to support one man with a hayonette at a time,

and they didn't have the girls or the tyewriters, but the chances are

that out of their men who gave them military service that a good many of

them would be engaged in the attack so that the actual number might, have
" . " smaller .,

been a great deal thn the total number and, of course, they doubtless

U camp at JeIicho . but some

" of theee figures we don't have today to know fully. (question.1I) guess

would be that i meant all of the. striking forc'e To move the Ithole con-

greagation would be to move a new cmp and they would want a new camp

that could be protected and it was evidently that Ai was near enough that
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they could go up and go back and it would seem very reasonable to say that

but we are not fully given the details on it. There are : great

many details, of course, in this in which we are not given. We have an ac

count of something that took a number of years, chapters

here and the purpose of the account is not to give us a full understanding

of the strategy or of the history but it is to give us an account of God's

dealings with the people to-show us how marvelously God gave them the land

and to




-give us a touch of the historical details as are necessary to get a

full apprehension of God's dealings with them. (question 121) Yes, he ar-

ose, and all the people of war, to' go up against A1 that I would think

meant the striking force 13

and then, of course, this is to be remembered yˆ too, that the 2

had stopped over on the other side of the Jordan' and they had, and Moses
said

had objected to their- stopping and you must help take Canaan, and they said,

we will go and take Canaan. Nevertheless, they did hold that territory over

there. They left their families over there. It would be only reasonable

that they left a certain number over there to guard them. They must have

left a sizable number over there, even 'though their best s.oldiers and the

considerable number were here -with Joshua. #7 Mt. Ebal. Mt. Ebal is re-.

corded in vs. 30-35, and ir. vs. 30 - 35' you read .... Then Joshua built an

altar unto the Lord God of Israel-in Mount Ebal... Now, I believe most of

you know where Mt. Ebal is, 11 hope so, but I -will just get the maps out -

(end of record) ot l7

Jericho, well then(question ) and here Ai is to the north and he knows'

it isn't so far from Jericho and from the north it is a comparatively

short distance, up near the top ôf'thehillhere,,Ai,

well, then Mt. Ebal is righthere. Now you see how far that is? Here is

the camp at Gilgal. Here is 'Jericho, Here. is Ai, right here With Bethel

right beyond it, but.Mt.Ebal is way up there and sá we find that after it

tells about the conflict at Al inch. 8l-29, then we readin vs. 30 then







Joshua built an altar unto the Lord God of Israe in Mt. Ebal and thn in

ch. 10 we read.., it came' topass,
'
when all the kings heard this they ga

thered themselves together and'vs. 3 of ch. 9 and when the inhabitants of

Gibeon heard that Joshua had done unito Jericho and to Al, They sent repr

esentatives and in vs. 6 they went thJoshua unto the camp at Gilgal, and

now, when did the men from Gibeon/ in ch. 9 came to Joshua when they

came to the camp down here at Gilgal, and in between the conquest of Ai

and the coming of the Gibeonités to thej camp of Gilgal, we have an

account of the building of an altar up here in Mt. Ebal. As you caxi see

that is a good sizabledistance north. '' 1 star

ted to walk from here to Al and it took me several hours to get there

before the time I had to go back to Jerusalem but

from Bel-hazor there, you look north and the farthest thing you see, is

Mt. Ebal there to the north. Well, now the peopled not move all of them

up here to Mt. Ebal and then come, back again to Gilgal. Mt. Ebal is quite

a distance away from them and it is very clear that ch. 9 takes place

between ch. 8:29 and ch. 8:30. (question 2) Well, we read in vs. 33 what

happened up there and all Israel', and their elders, and officers, and their

judges, stood on this side the ark and on that side before the priests the

Levites, which bare the ark of the covenant of the -Lord. Half of them were

over against Mt. GerAzim and, half of them over-against Mt. Ebal; as Moses

the servant of the Lord had-commanded before, that they should bless the

people of Israel. Well, now that involves most of the people going. up there.

It is a trip which would be at least 25 miles each way and from Gilgal it
or

would be nearer +o, but f$ them to get from Gilgal up there to Jericho,

they had to spend at least a day on the way each way and they had to camp

over night and had to take all that group up there, when as we read in

the beginning of èh. 9, the people all up and down through the cities

there were excited and' wondering what was going to happen and making plans

to attack them, it would have been, -I think, impossible. They wouldhave
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had to pass quite.a number of cities on the way which would.-have been

very hostile to -them and it would seem to me to be practically a certainty

that what is described here in cli. 9 takesplace later than was described

at the end of. ch. 8 (question k) Well, now, ch. 6 tells of the conquest

of Jericho. 7 and 8 tell' what came immediately after the conquest of Jeri

cho. 9 Tells of the Gibeonite league and.rom 10 -- we have the accounts

of the further details of the conquest of Canaan. Now, somewhere in the

course of that, there came this event at tit. Ebal, described in verses

30-35 of ch. 8 Somewhere in between. A little group could have gone 111i

to Ebal at any time, but for a large group as descrThOdhere to have done,

it would impress me that it would have required, considerable part of it

therefore should have been conquered first and so' it looks to me extrem

ely likely that this account of their. giving the blessings and the cursings

which the Lord have them to give is put here after the first great. conquest

in the beginning of the land, rather than being placed in the exact place

chronthlogically where it happened and that t ' is placed there in order to

show their determination to follow God's lallr~ and-their celebration of the

mount of victory that he has alr,ea given them, but that the actual time

when it happened, was probably not quite as early' as this. Now, of course,

that is a conjecture which might conceivably be ir±bng, if it were only a

few people who 'went, , I would think that Mr. Ni1bti' s suggestion of their

going up right now would not be impossible, but even then I would hesitate

about it but with so many people described in it here, it would impress

me as extremely unlikely that' it happen in this case at this time. Now,

//%S/ I would take it as a warning against, another warning against

being too sure that the order in which events are stated is necessarily the

chronological order in the historical accounts. Well, 'now that isn't so
1 ,

expremely mportan, but I think we should notice it as we go along, but we

want to look briefly at' this #7 Ebal. The thing that happened here is that

Joshuabuilds this altar and they carry out the command Moses had given th
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at this place they are to write on the stones the copy of the law of

Moses and that they are there to read. aloud the curses and the blessings

which Moses had given them to be given on Mt. Ebal and upon Mt. Gerizim,

and this great mass of people giving fom one side the blessings God

promises to them if they will follow his law and on the other side, the

national troubles that are to come if they disobey the law and it was a

very impressive thing, something calculated to drive home to their minds

the fact that. it wasn't simply in XXX their own strength they were conque

ring, but it was God's doing and they were to be God's people and they

were to obey his will and vs. 35 says there was not a word of all that Moses c

commanded, which Joshua read not before all the congregation of Israel, with

the women, and the little ones, and the strangers that were conversant a

mong them..., and so it was something that would involve pretty much the

whole people and it would impress me as hardly likely that it comes right

at this point. (question 7 3/k) Well., just about how much was written on

the stones we don't know, we don't know how large the stones were. (ques

tion 8) that means that the stones did not have any cut across, they were

complete stones. (question) There,may have been plaster put over the. stones,

they often did that, but just how large the altar was we arenot told and

also we are not told how large or how small the writing. It could have been

Oust the words of the 10 cmdmts or it could have been a very large volume,

it rather hard to tell, that question is one which becomes of interest be

cause in connection with the. Pent, of criticism, it enters in very definitely

there but that is an aspect that we better not go into here. (question 9)

It is a natural amphitheatre there, Mt. Ebal and Mt. Gerezim and the voice

would go a. long distance and it would be possible to be heard to a very

great number of people at that particular spot. (question 9) No, what is

read here, you see what is written on the stones, was the law of Moses, but

just how much that was, whether that included everything, we just don't know,

but as to what they read, well all of the words of the law and the blessings

and the cursings from the law that was written in the book of the law, well,
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back in Deut. 27 we were told that when they get into the land they are to go

4-to Mt. E'oal and Mt. Gorezim and they are given special words there that Ui

are to say, that they are to read, and so that-if would be, we can be.sure

at least these words were said. In vs. 12 of oh. 27 Deut. says..'.These

shall stand on upon mount Gerizim to bless the people, when ye are come

over Jordan... certain tribes and then certain tribes will stand on Mt.

Ehal to curse and the Levites shall speak and say unto all the men of Isra

with a loud oice, Cursed be the man that maketh any and then it

tells what the Levites have to say and it gives the cursings that they are

give and then in the next'chapter it gives the blessings they are to give

and it is possible that what they said was these two or three chapters rat

then in and then how much of the law was read in addition, it is

not made lOO clear. Well no this important thing was carried out ha-e,

a very vital thing that as the Israelites carried on the war, God wanted

them to remember what they were fighting for. It is so easy in any war,

once you get 4Ø started, you are fighting because of your hatred of the

enemy and because you want to win the war, that is the big thing. The que

t±on is, are you going to win it? And that is one reason while the U.S.

has always won its wars ahus fare, it has usually lost the peace after the

war is because after the war" started they usually have forgotten what they

were fighting for and made their objective simply to win the war. In the

last war the British were anxious to end the war in such a way that they

would do away with Hitler dictatorship and would not let Stalin's dicta

torship supercede it and so Churchill argued at conference after conferenc

in fact up to the Balkans then would cut off Europe from Russia and would

hold it for the west, but Eisethower and Roosevelt and the other Americans

insisted that our whole object now is to win tie war and we have no intere

in anything that would off ent Russia and consequently' they argued Churchil

and his men down and they insisted that winning the war is all that matter

and it is a great failing which America is suceptible to time after time.

Well, now, it is 'a failing which any nation-can easily become susceptible
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It is a very easy thins to fallnto ,too and one reason for the reading of

the-se, things at Mt. Ebal was to make 'it clear to the people right through

what they were fighting for and not to have them be merely fighting to win

a war. The Lord knows how easy it is or human measure to make-that very

sertous blunder that we made in this last-War and therefore he had the Is

realites tQpat Mt. Ebal and repeats what is involved and, stressed their

loyalty to God. They were not there simply to kill the Oanaanites, that

was a comparatively incidental thing, they were fighting. in order to es

tablish sthe land in which God's will would be done. And then #8 is the

Ø%$Ø'%Gibeonite League and that we find told. in ch. 9 and. in ch. 9 we read

that the people were at Gilgal and that the word came of what they had don

and so people over in the coastlands heard of it and gathered themselves

together to fight with Joshua and with Israel, but up in the hill country

there was one group of people that decided that it was better for them not

to fight against the Israelites, that they didn't have much chance of sue-

ss that way and so instead of standing wih the others, they came to try

to make aleague with the Israelites. But instead of coming to the Israelt

and saying we recognize that your God is right and your principles ar

right and we want to turn aside formthe wickedness of our past and we want

to become fellow servants of God with you and instead of doing that, and

not being sure how the Israelites would take it if they did, they worked o -it.

a clever trick to make the Israelites think that they were not involved in

their present world, but were people from a very far country who wanted to

/Make friends with them and so they came and the disguised themselves and

tjey made their clothes somewhatworn and they took old food and said that

it was fresh when they left home and they told all of these lies and we read

in vs. 14 of the- Israelites looked at what they had and saw the evidence

and did not ask cusel of the motuh of the Lord and Joshua made peace with

them and made a league with them. And they made this peace, this league

(end of record)
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a warning against making alliances about which we haven't fully known

what we were doing and with whom the people are with whom we are making

the alligance and whether t is the Lord's will that we make i and the

Israelites, here acted hastily, they were in a great tremendous land thei

with a great many enemies,

and that is the way the Israelites felt to some extent (question 3/2-1)

The people lied to the Israelites, but the Israelites did not investigate

The Israelites took an oath that they should not have taken, but the Isr

ites were bound by the oath and in later years the Lord severly punished

them There were great hardhsi for the Is

raelites later. Of course the Israelites had made their oath and now they

were bound to it. Now there are cases where an oath can be but th S

is not such a case. In this case, the Israelites had not investigated as

they should and the Lord held them forl it. (question 1 3/l.!-)Well, if they

are serving the Lord under. the direction of men who are hostile to the

Lord, that is sin, and such a relationship is broken as soon as possible

of course, one cannot serve God and mannon but

if they have the transportation expense

or train it would se1n to be that some of it should be re

pafed, but that obligation does not involve going on

what as dose wrong in the past should be broken and then arrangements for

repayment should be made.' (question 3) Well, we cannot look into cases wit

outmore detail on it, but in this particular case, God held them to their

league, but God did not hold the Israelites to an oath for doing something

that was wrong, they were not held. to do what was wrong, but they were under'

and oath to have the disadvantage upon them

- (end of lecture and not at all clear)

the first question is this, yesterday at the end of the hour we were speak
CT b

ing about the Gibeonites, where did they come from, where is $ieon? You

have already covered that in your study of Joshua, so you probably knew it
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awhile ago, maybe you reviewed it a little in connection with preparation

for today's lesson. Where is Gibeon? And the second question is from

the study that was to be handed in this morning, the second question is a

brief answer to this, who was Abimileck? I don't mean the one in Genesis,

I mean the one in today's preparation. Just a brief answer to each of these

questions. Four words will do for one and three for the other. Five maybe.

And now will you please turn them into the middle and we will ask the

folks frome back to bring them up and then Mr. will bring them

up from there. (laughter)The lesson for next time, by the way, is the next

5 chapters, 11-15, the historical and geographical facts, of course, and

the spirittal lessons of each chapter. (question 6 ) Yes I guess that would

be under the historical events, yes, would

not be minor ones, not the ones that are not outstanding

Please turn this in quickly because I want to discuss (question) Well,I

had before on a different assignment, I had the students take on

geography, but I see I to miss one. They were 1. Principles chara

cters of each chapter. 2. Historical events and under historical events just

the most outstanding geographical , 1 wouldn't include the minor
whether

ones, but if an important historical event is as to ØzØ Gibeon

was near a naturally would be vital enough to know where it was,

but not into the minor or even the intermediate geographical, I hadn't

assigned that to you. I had previously at other times but not on this one.

But the historical events would include the main geographical places, but

not the intermediate. Then k. Facts about God and 5. Spiritual lessons

which include gneral, examples to follow, errors . Now the first

of these questions relates to the subject we were discussion, the Gibeonite

League #8. Now, where did you say Gibeon was Mr. Grames? (laughter) Well,

we have, the which is Plaestine and we have an important fact that

it is in the second of the great region which puts it in the area which

they were to conquer and so I wouldn't consider that an incorrect ansØwer
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but I think you could make it a little more specific and it would be more

helpful than that even. Mr. O-ilchrist, what wa.uld you say? Yes, in the

second section, that is the hill country and about inthe center. That is

good and a briefer way to do tt that is equally good, would be to say

a short distance north of Jerusalem. Directly west of Gilgal would be all

right. A short distance away from Gilgal or a short.distance north of

Jerusalem. North of Jerusalem would put it in the hill country, the 2nd

region, but est of Gilgal would be all right. Mr. G-rames answer I wouldn't

consider wrong, but it leaves such a wide territory north and south, if he

had said somehweres near the center, it would be a little better. (discus

sion 9 3/k) Yes, but of course, you say where is Gibeon, it would be a

correct answer to say in the same galixy as we belong to. It is in this

portion of the universe rather than off in one of the more diant regions.

But usually I think it is safe to interpret a question somewhat in relaton

to the situation, that is in this case, ,the situation is thatthese people

deceived Joshua, and therefore it is quite important to know where Gibeon

is, to know that it was in the region that Joshua was supposed to conquer

and to know thatit was not distance from him, that is very

closely related to this whole general subject and so you could define, if

you were making a survey of Palestine, you would want to define Gibeon a

great deal more carefully than we have and if you were surveying the univer,

our galixy would be sufficient, but a question like this, you usually relate

I think to these general historical situations and so I think

what we said (question 11) Yes, they were probably a

racial group, they were one of. the racial groups

which occuppthed this general area, well Gibeon is the name of the town, so

Gieonite is galling them by the name of their town for geographical reasons,

the other is by racial group. (question ll-)Yes, in words the

under the situation, it isn't simply Joshua did something without calling on

the Lord, he should every single seep make a specific inquiry of the Lord,

it is not that, God didn't plan that Joshua should be .a puppet that if you
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push the button he goes this way of that. He idn't plan that Johhua"

should be an underling who had to have specifi directions for everything,

like the great general that they told us, the reat general of the French

army in 1940, a-rind he was supposed to be one of the greatest generals be

cause he knew every command that Napolean had ever given, in all of Napo

lean's career. every comma-id, but the trouble was that

ien the Germans broke into France and their taks came up here and Nap o

lean hadn't ever said anything about tanks or lanes so the poor general

was up against it. He was just simply followi-ig words given to him with

out thought and that is not the way God wants any of us to be. And Joshua

was not expected at every single step he took o have a specific divine

revelation, but Joshua had a specific devine revelation that he was here

for the purpose of conquering Canaan, that it as God's will to give Canaan

to the Israelites, that God was going to give t to him and that God's power
league

was sufficient, and therefore any was in danger of contradicting God's

service and no league was apt to be particularly helpful in it because

God had planned and God was leading them into t, they were to conquer all

of this, there was no section of it thatthey culdn't make a league, a

region at a distance would be of no special
et

to them, that is, it was

not a situation in whthch it was a reasonable ting to simply say yes, it

was a situation that was outside the sphere of altogehter or which

might be something and so under the circumstances, in this
el

case, the IsraZ$ites, as they think of the ter ible task before them and

feeling that it would be wonderful to have as ociates, some league riends,

someone that they could fall back on for moral support and looking at the

external evidence and they certainly should have said, well, we

lk

after we have conquered Canaan and.you still want alliance

but it was an indication of a failure of faith in God and it isn't simply

arnatter "(end of record)
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The thing is that under the circumstances there was no reason to do it

unless. they had a specific revelation. There was no reason to think that

it would help in their work and every reason to think that it might pos

sibly be and do harm and they moved too rapidly in the situa

tion. They went by appearances without taking time for a thorough inves

tigation. They did something that looked as if it might be contrary to

the word of God if everything wasn't exactly as represented and they didn't

have any specific command of God for doing such things and consequently

it was entirely wrong and they made this contract with them. It wa not

an immoral contract, it was not an arrangment that would break God's law,

there was no reason why thewouldhave a right to say they had sinned

in making this contract and we can be excused etc. There was no reason

to say that. They had obligated themselves and having obligated themselves

to a thing which was in no sense contrary to God's law, it was God's will

that they should aarry out their obligation. I have known one or two in

stances of where people who have become Christians after having previously

been divorced and under the circumstances I think there are some people

who have a rather silly idea that the matter of marriage and divorce is

a matter in which there are a few very definite rules that they have to

follow and strictly to the letter. I do not think that is the divine

command. But I do think that a person in a situation like that has a very

important duty of considering have they injured another human being. By

their negligence or by their carelessness or by their selfishness have they

in4ured another human being and if they have, just as a person who has

stolen money who is converted has a duty to make restitution, a person

who is converted after a situation like, that has a duty to examine carefully

whether there is a possibli-y of making a restitution and making up to a

person the injury that has been done and it is the Lord's will then that

we should in these matters consider whether we have taken any obligation

in relation to which we may be doing what is contrary to his moral law.

Now in this case, they hadn't, they had done something that was silly, somei
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that was wrong, something that was something that was injurious

to-them, but had not done something which wrecks God's purpoe, nor had

they done something which was injurious to other human beings. Another

circEiistances, GOd held them strictly up to account for the foolish con

tract that they had made and when the Israelites, century

later seemed in danger of neglecting to carry out the contract they had mad

God punished them severly for it. They had to carry out the contract they

had made, but the contract which they had made produced very serious harm

to Israel in days to come andyou notice Gibeon is right onthis back bone

of the hill coutry here, you have the backbone of the hill country here,

you have the southern area of Israel here, you have the northern ar you

have this rather narrow bakcbone here and Gibeon is.-just about here. Re

member the difference Gibea and Gibeon, two entirely distinct towns.

Dr. 1-larris and I visited both of them this summer

of course, we were in the car, but we walked up to Gibea here which is

just a deserted hill. You doubtless could think of two important events

in connection with Gibea, but then north of Gibea and a little bit west you

come to this town of $Gibeon, which is an active town today with a sizable

population in it and there are a few old ruins around, but little excavation

has-been done because you have your town there. This one is just a deserted

place, so you could very well excavte it. Now Gibea and Gibeon there

and the other towns are here along this hill country and this is a very

rough country With steep drops in both directions and the result s that

your great section of Palestine up thre and your section down here are se

parated by an area where for about 15 miles here you have Coregn cities,

foreign towns which were subject to the Israelites but which were not Israel,

and the result is that it made a dividing point in the middle of the land of

Isarel and it contributed to the later division of the and it con

tributed to a disunity all through Israel's history and so it was very in

jurious to the whole history of Israel, the leaving of this foreign group

there occupying this central section of the "land and it was contrary to the
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commission God had given them of out all of the Canaanites, but

they having made the contract were obligated to stand by it. Thea#9.. '1el]

maybe we should just mention II Sam. 21 where we find how the. failure to

carry out this contract in the time of David, Saul and David, led to very

harmful . We studied -this in II Sam last semester. #9 The Southern

Campaign. We find in chapter 10 that as soon as Adonizedec, the king of

Jerusalem, had heard how Joshua had taken Ai and heard about the peace with

the Gilbeonites, he made an attack and.planned an attack against Gibeon.

And so the southern 4I kings gathered together to attack Gibeon and this

central area there and the $Gibe%onites sent to Joshua and asked for help.

And Gibeon now, instead of being in any way, a help to the Israelites, be

came something simply that they-had to defend, sthmply an added weight for

them and so the southern campaign consisted in defending the Gibeonites,

against the southern kings and then going on , of course, and conquering

the soutin area and so we bae the battle of Gibeon here and they cam? up

there quickly from Gilgal and vs. l00And the Lord discomfited them

before Israel, and slew them with a. great slaughter at Gibeon, and chased

them along the way that goeth up to ethhoron, and smote them to Azekah

and unto Makkedah.which are towns which are in a westerly direction from

Gibeon, westerly, quite definitely, westerly. Beth-horon, we visited this

summer, is on the way still in Arab territory, here is Beth-horon here

you notice, and westerly from Gibeon,headin out into the plains and the

people pursued them out in that area and we read in vs. 11 that they fled

from them before Israel and were in the going down to Beth-horon, that the

Lord cast down great stones from heaven. upon them unto Azekah, and they

dkies: .... Nq the Lord cast down great stones from heaven upon them and

they died. Can you imagine some artist making.a picture showing the Lord

like a great big man standing on a cloud and picking up big stones and cas

ting them down and these stones are hitting the people down below. That

would be an ultra-literal interpretation of the word of this part of the

verse. The Lord c4t down great stones from the heaven upon them, but is
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by no means, a necessary interpretation. The Lord caused the great stones

to fall-upon them. Now, a stone necessarily, a stone is something that is

mineral matter, it is not a mineral, but it is hard and it is unorganic,

we know what a stone is. If we build a house of stone, you would know it

wasn't a house made of bricks, you would know that it wasn't a house made

of gold or silver, you would know that it wasn't a house made of anything

but what we call stone, and the Lord cast down stone upon them and where

did these stones come from? Well, you read the last part of the verse and

it says that the people that died of the hailstones were more than died

by the Israelites with the sword. And so the last part of the verse made

it perfectly clear that when he says the Lord cast down treat stones from

heaven upon them, it is a picturesque way of saying that the Lord caused

a great/ hailstorm as they were fleeing. That the Lord caused a great

hailstorm. It was not that the Lord created some new stones up in the sky

which ordinarily you find down on the seashore, that he created these new

stones and threw them down, but that he caused that there should be a great

hailstorm and the hailstorms today do a terrific damage in our country o

cassionally and hailstones ocasionally in this country are pretty large

and a storm of hailstones when they were fleeing here after the battle

could be a pretty injurious one, and so the first part of the verse then,

if 'you want to take it absolutely without the last part, you could insist

upon a rather grotesque picture, but it is very clear from the last part

that rhat happened was that God used natural means to secure the accomplish

ment of the purpose which He desired. He caused that a hailstorm of unu

sual severity should, occur at this particular time when it would be a help

to the Israelites that were facing this very large force, but not facing it

now, they had defeated them, they were fleeing, but it helped them in

making a rather decicive destruction of these forces that would soon regath

and attack them. ( question 11)1 would say so, yes, I would think they were

large stones of hail, and 'you get hit with pieces of ice.,' it is just as

hard as stones exactly, and the force of it varies, as it comes down, and yw.
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put a good wind with it and it can be mighty disagreeable and sometimes

frequently a good sized hailstone coming down can be very in

jurious, particularly when you are fleeing and in a disorganized condition.

(question II 3/k) It says they that died with hailstones were // iore

than they whom the children of Israel slew with the siord. Yes, that is

what it says. I have never heard today of a person being killed with hail-

stones, but I have known of people being killed with pieces of a top of
as the-result-of hailstones

a bilding that had dropped. knocking them over. (question 121)

Well, some of us, our skulls are harder than cars (laughter) (question 12*)

There is no suggestion here that any of the Israelites were killed by it,

and consequently it would suggest that those whome the hailstones injured

were some distance from them. I don't know that it would have to be a

terrific distance from them. Hailstorms are quite localized. Mr. Nilson,

you come from the hail area done't you? (answer) And, they are, I believe,

quite generally Aocalized. Of course, if you had the battle going on and

the Israelites and the Oananites all were mixed together, well, naturally

it would be pretty hard for it to hurt one more than it would the other,

in a flight like this, it wouldn't be so difficulty for only a section to

be hurt. Well, that is what the statement says here and I have never heard

anyone interpreting the first part of the verse as a great creative act of

God. God could have done a great creative act; God could have simply said

let the Oanaanites not be here in the land and move them all to Alaska,

and suddenly they would all have disappeared from Palestine into Alaska,

but God chose instead of that that the Israelites should conquer the Canaan

ites and the Israelites conquered the Canaanites in most of the time in

normal fashion, with rather severe efforts, but there were occasions in it

as n the conquest of Jericiio, there were ocassions in it when the Lord

intervened with special power to encourange the people and show them that

He was definitely on their sthde and to give them a special help in this

particulary crisis when the help was particularly needed And I think that
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is true in. God'ts dealingsithiis people all through the ages. Now we

find that we have looked at vs. we go on to vs. 12,13 and you fined some

very interesting statements. Then spoke Joshua to the Lord in the day when

the Lord delivered up the Amorites before the chi1ren of Israel, and he

said in the sight of Israel, Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon: and thou,

Moon, in the valley of Ajalon. And the sun stood still, and the moon

stayed, until the people had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not

this written in the book of Jasher? So the sun. stood still in the midst of

heaven, and hasted not to go down about a whole day. (end of record)
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that the Lord harkened unto the voice of a man for the Lord fought for

Israel... Now, how did the Lord fight for Israel? Well, for one thing, He

sent the hailstones. Now what lse did the Lord do? You nitice that-he

didn't lift up the Canaanites and simply transport them to Alaska which

would have been so easy to be done, but he didn't cause that a swarm of

mosquitos laden with some tropical disease should attack the Oanaanites

so that when the Israelites got up there they were all lying dying or dead

in their houses. The Lord didn't cause that. to ahppen. We read back in

verse 9 and 10 that the people had been defeated, the Israelites bad

conquered the Canaanites. The Lord discomfited them before Israel and

smote them with a great slaughter and the ailstones killed a good many of

them and in that situation when they were pursuing them and trying to des

troy them, te read these words of Joshua and then we read that there was

no day like that . before it or after it, that the Lord hearkened unto the

voice of a man: for the Lord fought for Israel.. Now exactly what do these

words mean here? Joshua said sun stand thou still upon Gibeon: and thou

Moon, in the valley of Ajalon and the Sun stood still, and the moon stayed,

until the people had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not this

itten in the book of Jasher? So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven

and hasted not to go down about whole day .... And there was no day like

that before it or after it, that the Lord hearkened unto the voice of a

man: for the Lord fouht for Israel. Well, now some people say that the

ible is a silly out of date book because it says that God caused the

world to stop going around and stand still and anybody knows that if the

earth stoned going around why they law of gravitation all the buildings

gould. fall over and everything would be wrecked and therefore it is per

fectly silly for the Bible to suggest something like that. Well, of course,

any such argument of that is crazy because if God had the power to cause

the world to stop, he certainly would have the power to keep gravitationin

same way to be offset or affected by some othr force so that would
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not cause everything to pall down and to be wrecked. The one whO could

cause the world to go around in the first place could altar its course

as He might, choose and He certainly, the one who made gravitation, if he

could make the earth stop going around, he certainly could make the gravita

to work in such fashion as He desired it to do. . And so it is very silly

that God could creat a world, but that he couldn't stop it revolving i

he chose to do so. It is very silly to say, things like that. That doesn't

mean, however, that we should try to prove, that the Lord has caused every

thing, or that we might think that could happen simply because we believe

that He could do it. AsI say, he could have lifted the people offand

had them be in Alaska very &asily, or he could have sent a swarm of

insects with tropical diseases to kill then off so that Israelites would

h:ve to do nothing whatever. In fact, he did something more or less like

that when the Pilgrim fathers came to the U. S. The Pilgrim fathers came

to this country to found a home, where they could worship God according to

the dictates of their consciences and they came and were a little group of

little people from England-and it was a errifIc struggl for them to get

away from England against King James . the policeman who were watch

ing that no one leave England without the kings permission and that they

had t cause to give enough to the co/mpany that brought them over here

to pay what would amount to working about 12 hours a day for the next ten

years and giving everything beyond the very bearest subsistence to pay for

their way over here and when they got over they came to a region that was

not like the regions of California and New Mexico, that area where the

winters are comparatively mild, and it is fairly easy to live throuh the

winter and whre the Indians were lazy and sluggish and h they

came to a region where the winters were terrificaly cold and disagreeable

and hard to live through without a good deal of equipment and where the

Indians. were very ferocious and very horrible and 'very skillful and power

ful and they came to this area and they landed on the coast of Massa chuset...................................
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and under normal circumstances they would have been completely wiped out,

in fact half of them did die of the winter that year, though there was

hardly anybody else to die of disease for the next 8-10 years, but that

winter nearly finished them. Just half of the little coiony. And the

Indians would certainly have taken the rest under normal circumstances and

the thing would have died out and as it was it did die out in the course

of 100 years, a peculiar little group with their own special ideas of the
else -

o1o that nobody in the world agreed with and within the hundred years they

dis appeared and were simply , but of course having come they

proved by their coming that it was possible to establish a colony over

here, for a little group of people without much money, or much training to

e.Ktablish a colony to get along and having proved that, the other of

England with money and skill and experience and numbers came over and made

other settlements and within the next ten years, within the next 20 years

you had 50 times as many people as the Pilgrim fathers from other grupps

that came over and you had the foundation of that section of the U.s. as

a result of what the Pilgrim fathers . Well under normal circumstances

they couldn't have proved it. They wouldn't have lasted, but in the provi

dence of God and utterly unknown to them, there had been a small pox epi

demic in Massachusetts in the previous, two years and 9%lO o the Indians

had died of the small pox in the previous two years and when the Pilgrims

got here they found a little group of Indians very few left out of the

great number that had been there before, been there even 3 years before,

very few left and those' C ew greatly chasténed by the miserable experience

they had gone through with people dying on every hand, and as it was the

Pilgrim fathers had some difficulties with them, but the difficulties were

by no means beyond what they could handle under the circumstances. Now

in the providence of God, God prepared the way for the coming of the Pilgrim

fathers in a very natural way and a very simple way. He cause it to happen

at the right tthm to lay the foundation of that section of the U.S. Now
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in this case the Lord could have done anything like that i± he chose for'

the Israelites, but what he chose was to give this marvelous exhibition

at Jericho of the walls falling down and that great fortress falling into

their hands so easily. It gave them that great exhibition there and then

they came up here to d'ef end the Giøeonites, whom they should not have made

their agreement in the first place, the-K,7, came up to defend them and they

met the attacking force from the South and they defeated the attacking

force and the attackers were fleeing and God sent a hailstorm to kill more

of them than the Israelites had killed and here they are fleeing and the

Israelites are pursuing and under those circumstances, if the Lord chose

he could very easily say, let the world stop going around for a week in

order that all of the Canaanites could be killed by the Israelites and

an end can be put to this. He could very easily choose to do that if he

chose, but we should not try to interpret that way, unless that is quite

clearly what the Scripture says and there is this about miracles in the

Scripture. That when our Lord Jesus Christ was asked for a sign time afiter

time, he refused and when you look at the great and wonderful signs that'

he gave you find that he did not simply give signs for the sake of doing

something wonderful. Satan said to him on the temple, cast yourself down

here, the angels will hold you up in 44 their hands, you won't be injured

and what a wonderful vision it will give the people and they will, see you

throw yourself down from the top of the temple in front of everybody and

you won't hit the ground, you will just sort of float off into space and

aldn there safely and everybody will come running up and say how wonderful

what has happened and you will say, I am the Son of God. I can do this i

I choose and they will say, isn't that grand nd they will immediately fall

down and worship him and he will establish the kingdom of heaven on earht

immediately. And Christ said to Satan' that he would not do that, that that

was not the way he was going to do things and you find that the miracles of

the O.T. and the N.T. are not pointless exhibitions of power, simply given
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in order% to attract attention and startle people, they have the pur-

se often of accrediting a message or a messenger, but when the Lord does

something remarkable, ft usually has a definite purpose, which accom

plishes something and there is a




OXX real accomplishment ) it. The

hungry fed, the ple are encouraged and the mighty city of Jericho

given over to them. There is some definite purpose in the accompiishme.:ib

DI' d's economy which is sufficient to carrant the thin3 that is done,

and in this case hero, we have the Cana.nites already fleeing after having

been terrifically defetei :n the they are fleeing now, from them,

God sends the hailstones that cause tremendous injury to them and now, in

that situation, it seems to be the reasonable thing to expect that in or

der that in this one of the many battles at the end of this, one of the

many battles that it took to conquer Canaan that this particular time it

will be God's purpose, in order to let them kill a few more of those that

are fleeing now, that he shall stop the whole universe in its axis. God

certainly could do it if he chose, but it is so contrary to the normal

sort of miracles, to have something, so great a thing, with so seemingly

little point or purpose in it, was comparatively trivial in effect, in one

of the many battles, and a battle already won to give opportunity simply

to have a somewhat greater use of that particular victory. It does not

seem to be a purpose, a situation here in which we would expect that such

an act of God would have any desired purpose in it and therefore we should

scan it with much care and before excepting it that what this teaches is

that God caused the world to cease in its going around for a few hours, we

should make mighty sure that it what is clearly stated in the passage and

the passage is a rather, is a very poetic passage and not a very clear pas-

sage as to just exactly what did happen Sun, stand thou still upon Gi

beon; and thou, Moon, in the valley of Ajalon What is the purpose of

having the moon stand still? What is accomplished by that particularly?

The sun stood still and the moon stayed untill the people had avenged them

selves on their enemies, I s not this written in the book of Jashar? So
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the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down about

a whole day. And there was no day like that before it or after it, that

the Lord hearkened unto the voice of a man: for the Lord fought for Israel...

Now there have been various interpretations of these words and I do not

know, for sure just what the correct interpretation is. Dr. Robert Dick

Wilson, the great defender of the integrity and the accuracy and dependa

bility of the O.T. thought that it meant an eclipse. He thought that there

was an eclipse and it became dark and then it was light again, and that was

his guess as to what this passage means. Does it mean that in the midst of

it, Joshua in the exhilaration of the situation, in the desire that they shall

accomplish their purpose, that he says, Oh, let the day be longer, sun stand

still, give us more time to get more of this and that the day seemed to them

to be a long day because of the amount that they accomplished in it,

that the Lord sent the hailstones which, of course, wlIould make it dark, and

would make it seem to them that the day was perhaps getting near its end

and they said, oh, we won't finish up all we want to do in this situation,

give us more time and the Lord gave them increased strength, the Lord caused

that they should carry out successfully what they were trying to. Now, I

am not at all sure that these words require that they be taken that there

was a cessation in the revolution of the earth at this time, and it does not

seem to me to be at all reasonable in this situation to expect that God would

do something like that. It would seem to me like a rather pointless mi

racle. It doesn't accomplish anything much here. If the Lord was going to

give us a mighty exhibition of His power in caus$ing the I earth to stand

still, I think it would be more natural thatile would either do it when a great

deal would be accomplished by it, or if He was going to do it simply for an

exhibition, to do it at a time when people would be in the mood to watch an

exhibition, not in the middle of chasing other people. Perhaps in a situation

like you take on Mt. Carmel when the people were saying, who is the Lord, is

Baal the Lord, who is God, is Baal, or is the Lord? Well, Now,
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God is going to give you an absolute truth that He is the Lord. He is going

to make that sun stay right up there for another day, you just watch and

they stood there for a good in4any hours and they would have time to look

at their hourglass and to consider things and to compare and to lookand all

the people around would be saying, what is happening, look at this,

Elijah could have sent the Israelites out as missionaries and to all the

regions around and saying you have all seen what happened, you have seen how

the sun stood still for so long. God did that, Elijah predicted that it

would have happened, but it would have been better yet, if before this hap

pened if they sent the missionaries out and they said to everybody, now look

at what is going to happen. The Lord is going to cause that this will hap

pen. It will be a great exhibition (end of record)
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he said, a sign will not be given and he did give many signs, but the signs

were those that had purpose, they had means that fit into situations, (ques

tion ) Yes, Isaiah 38 .... the sun dial of Ahaz went back ten degrees ....

the degrees by which it had gone down. I don't know how the Lord caused

that to happen, but I don't think it would be particularly difficult for him

to devise a way. It doesn't say that all the sundials in all the world

went back 10 degrees. Maybe they did, I don't know, but I think the Lord

could have caused it easily enough if He chose to. If he wanted to give a

sign to Hezekiah, I would imagine that something which would be very unusual

could cause the sun dial to go back there ten degrees without necessarily

affecting it elsewhere. Someone has made the statement that if you trace

the history of the universe, you take the time when everything has been

created and you figure up to today, and there is a day, 2 hours and a certain

number of minutes missing and you find that if you put in the day the sun

stood still and thths here, of the sundial, you get exactly the count. ell,

I don't know I have never been able to figure what is meant

by that statement. It is one that I but there was a man
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who was sent by the U.S. army to drill soldiers at Yale uni-

versity and he wrote a little book on the sun standing still, and sinde

many people speak of this great professor at Yale university who wrote

this book, that proves from asthonomy how the sun stood still, but as ar

as I, don't know what the scientific foundation of it is alleged to be.

Now, this wrote his book, and I believe he is quite a student of

or some%4 science like that, he has supposed to have stu

died a good many years in it, and he has written a book in which he says that

the world rotated in one direction and then due to the coming of a comet,

or some great celestial body, there was a change in gravitation so the

earth stopped rotating that way and started rotating the other way and that

when that happened that made the long day of Joshua. Well, I would not s

at all that it was impossible that such a thing might have happened, but I

do think that we would need many times the evidence that we have been ble

to produce before we would be justified in believing that such a thing

was what happened in the ordinary course of nature and if it did, I don't

see how particularly it would be a proof of the of God. (question 3)

Well, the power was broken on that day and then he goes on and takes the

king and then we read on for instance, in vs. 33 the king of Gezer came up

to help Lachish: and Joshua smote him and his people, until he had left

him none remaining. And from Lachish Joshua passed unto Eglon, and all

Isreal with him; and they encamped against it, and fought against it .....

and we have a succession of tLng of various cities after that here and

then later on we find that a number of cities are very strong and have to

be taken all over again, that is they were evidently the great force was

destroyed, but they still (question k) It might be, but they had many

battles and it doesn't seei to rL1 that there is sufficient in this occasion

to warrant the use of such . sin. If it clearly says that there is, why

then I would certainly would say, what every the Scripture clearly says and

teaches is true and it God's power to do this, but I would think
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that a couple of verses of very poetic type here have gotten an undue a

*iount of attention perhaps abstuacted attention from the great spiritual

lesson and the very great historical facts described in the boot of Joshua.

(question 5) WXeII, as it stands in the English, it sounds rather matter

of fact, yes, the Hebrew is not quite as as it is here. (question 5-)

There was no day like it before or after that the Lord hearkened unto the

voice of a man: for the Lord fought for Israel . ... Of course, there was no

day like it before or after. We do fine various statements of the

Lord's action here, but I don't think 6 (question) I

do not think that this would be at all difficult that the Lord could cause

some sort of a vapor to cause the rays of light to curb, the sun, or course

doesn't go down anyway. The sun didn't go down, the sun

looks to us as if it were going down. The light from the sun ceases to hit

this particular section of our world at this angle. There is nothing said

about the revolution of the earth. It speaks about the sun going down,

and it means the suns rays hitting the earth and it would be perfectly simple

if the Lord chose for him to cause some sort of a lense like affect to be

made that would curb the rays of light and cause the light to continue longer

at this section then usual. He could do that, but I

do not to think that the whole world ceased from its spinning. (end

of lecture) Mr. Walters is going to get maried next Saturday night. If

this is true, we will suspend classes all next week. (laughter)two weeks..

(laughter)Now, we were looking last time at #9 the southern campaign and

just a wore, I am not going to assign a lesson now, we will not meet this

Friday in either this class or the Chnrch History class and we have had

3 special meetings in this class and there will be a few times in the near

future when I will not be able to be here and w e will make up those, but

I didn't assign a lesson for the times when we had special meetings on Fri

day. There will be lessons assigned for some, at least, of our regular

meeting hours even though we don't meet those hours. So maybe some other

c]Ses will avail themselves of those hours on the way at certain times.
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will post lessons, but I am not ready to tell you right now, but I would

like to give a suggestion that the lessons during the rest of the semester

will include among them, a study of the chapter in the book, Modern Science

and Christian Faith, a chapter I wrote on archaeology and the Bible inthat

book. There are two editions of the book. There is the earlier edition,

there is a new edition just recently out. Some of the articles in the

book are greatly changed. Some omitted and some put in. In my chapter,

I think there are three words that 4re changed so that you can use either

edition as far as this assignment is concerned. In the earlier book

of Calument, Mich. as one of the three leading copper districts of the world,

of the U.S., it )fused to be the leading one a good many years ago. Then it

was one of the three leading ones when I was there. A critic of the book

objected that today it is actually not, so instead of saying that it is one

of the three leading, I said it was one of the leading. Now with th one

change, I believe it still stands as an accurate presentation of the rela

t1i of archaethlogy (laughter) I don't think that will mislead you particularly

if you get the earlier edition instead of the later one. (question 10) Well,
who

I am not competent to judge on that particularly, but I know that those )1Ø

were in charge of the volume felt that considerable improvement had been made

on the second one, and particulariy there is an entirely new articbe in an

thropology. There was much disatisfaction with the old one and there is an

entirely new one, but I am not competent in that the1d to judge or have I

studied them particular)y carefully, so I couldn't say, but I know that

in many of the other articles there was a considerable number of changed

made and they were made because the authors and the editors felt they were

improved, but I haven't studied through the changes so I don't feel competent

the greater part of them because they are not in my field. A good

many of the articles before the first edition, I went through ery tarefully,

but I did it to study their relation tothe Bible and whenever they refered

to Hebrew words or anything like that rather than I would be aompetent judge

of their theology or botany, etc. (question 11) Anthropology is a very very
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difficult field to write satisfactorily in because it is a comparatively

new find. And in a comparatively new science there is apt to be great

divergence of opinion on even certain basic points and also a perhaps a

greater degree of dogmatism on the part of those that hold the different

views than in a science that has become more settled, and consequently

I couldn't say. I would imagine that there would be many ways in which

this article in athropology could be improved, but the probability is that

the tremendous improvement over the but I don't know. I am merely

giving what I think i likely. (question 11 3/u) I douldn't say on that

for I havent't seen the reviews of it but I know that there was

a group of a hundred or 150 men all of them claiming science who saw most

of the articles before they came out in manuscript form and expressed their
and

suggestions j a great many changes were made as the result of those sug

gestions and some articles were acually lliminated, in fact, in the ori

ginal volume there were three entirely distinct articles in anthropology.

That is, the first was presented and discareded, thesecond was, and then

the third went into it but there has been a great deal

of effort on the part of men of considerable confidence that I would not

expect of people who are fundamentally opposed to Christianity or the

Bible would be with the book as a whole and I am sure that anything

tha covers as wide a field as this is, there would be bound to be a good

many statements to which any one particular person might disagree, but the hor

is that it wouldn't be the same as people disagree, that all

the statements or most of them would receive approval of a great majority

of those who read and I think that is probably . Now there is an

other assignment that I am goling to include in the rear future and that is

from the natlional geographic. Dr. E. Speiser, professor of oriental 4an

guages of the Univ. of Penna. wrote an article for the national geographic

magazine of Jan. this year which is called the light which did not fail,

Mesopotamia, the light that did not fail. A rather flowery title, but what

it amounts to is a discussion by Dr. Speiser about 3000 words in length,
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I believe, of the history and archaeology of Mesopotamia and while it is

given in somewhat popular form,I say only somewhat beaause some parts, par

ticularly the first part you might find it a bit heavy reading, but it is

written by one who knows asmuch about this field as any man living and

whose atatments are dependable as those of any writer in the field. There

are points of which some will disagree with him, but probably less points

as if almost anybody é esle had written the article. He was asked about

three years ago to write the article and they were so an.xiour to get him

that vhen he agreed to they inimediatly sent him a $1000 advance before he

had lifted his pen towards the writing of it but he planned the article

and planned quite a number of pictures illustrating $Ø Mesopotamia and

for these pictures he drew from his great knowledge of ancient material

from Mesopotamia, pictures, statues, and etc. and tried to plan

pictures that would show approximately what conditions were at different

times in the different phases of the life of the people and then they sent

him, the geographic sent him a professional artist to have him explain what

he wanted and then the artist would paint the picture and then eh would

make suggestions and then they would make alterations and so the pictures

are a joint his planning and this artist (end of record)
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contact with the O.T. 4/ˆ than in 4ny other field in archaeology. I
all

think we can say that it has as much contact as in 4j/other field of

archaeology put together with the O.T. and consequently it is very

important for the of the Bible to know vomething about Mesopotamia

archaeology and in this article you find a very interesting and useful

approach the January issue of the National Geographic Magazine.

I have secured five copies of it which t shall put in the Library so that

there will be five copies of it avai1ble there, but is well worth any-
wo

body's buying it Those t4we will certainly assign and

then I would like to suggest take this one out of

the library, I haven't put it on reserve but I should, a book by Melvin

Kirjath-Sether. It is the name of a city in Palestine and

Melvin it may

be that that is the full title, but Melvin who

excavated with Dr. Albright in Palestine in this city for a number of years

has written a great many technical works about the excavation of the city.

Dr. wrote this rather popular book and it gives you a survey of

the whole subject and brings out a good many contacts to the O.T. in a very

interesting way and it deals particularly with the period of the judges.

Consequently I am mentioning it right at this time. It is in the field of

Palestinian archaeology in which we introduced to some extent last semester

and if we had several copies in the library, I probably would assign the

whole book to the whole class. I looked up whether we have one or

two, but I will certainly in the course of the Spring expect all of you to

be familiar with at least some portion of this particular book. We will,

later on, in this connection briefly introduce Egyptian and Mesopotamian

archaeology, we gave Palestinian last Semester. So this book, if you can

pick it up anyw1es, it is well worth having, this book of Melvin

on Kirjath-Sether, and he has a great deal of material in it and it gives

a very excellent introduction to that whole general field. Now, I want to

metion another book which enters into the field into which we wre goming now,
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In Palestinian Archaeology, and that is Sir Charles Marston., the Bible comes

alive. We better put that on reserve too, I will ask that nobody take it

from the library. If says in a subhead under that, Bible evidence summarized.

New Bible evidence summarized, that is the name of his previous book. Mar

ston had the habit of writing a book and then he would write another one and

he would take the first book and condense it in half the space and sake it

the first half of the new one and he wrote the third and he would take the

second and condense it in half the space and it would be half the new book,
more than

and he went on like that. This one is the fifth and is worth all the rest

of them put together. It is far better than any earlier book 1e wrote and

the best part of it is the last half, the part that is not a summary of any

of his earlier books. (lugiiter) The reason for that is this. øt/Sir
une

Chas. Marston is an English motercycle manufacturer who made a fort%$ in

that field and a very capable man and saw the great havoc that was being

wrought to British life by the departure from the word of God and so he

was interested in increasing faith in the word of God and he began giving

money for archaeologcal excavation. One man he gave money to for this

purpose was Garstang, whose book on Joshua and Judges I assigned and I

think Garstang is much more conservtive than he was before Marston began

contributing towards his excavations. I don't think that Garstang has

been insincere, but I think that in his contacts with him and in his desire

to please him in the work, he has put his stress on certain phases of it

which he wouldn't have been previously to notice so particularly other

wise and Garstang is far from conservative but he is much more than he was

and particulary on certain points, he is very strong and in favour of what

we would call a conservative viewpoint. Marson is very definitely a believer

in the Word, but he is not a trained archaeologst, but he has talked with

many of them, and he has an acute mind and he has studied various fields of

archaeology trying to relate them to the Scriptures. I think he did a pretty

good job of it in his relation to Jericho, but wthi he gets in to the
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material from and when he gets into certain other phases he builds

up theories which I think are rather fantastic and his book New Bible Evid.

ence has a good many of them in it, so I don't particu1ai3jreconnnend that

book. Now, that book is condensed in the first half of the Bible Comes to

Life. In it the material on Jericho I think is very good, but the other

parts it has so many questionable suggestions of interpretations that we

have to take many hours to examine them more fully here, we haven't time in

this class so I simply do not recommend the rest of the first half of his

book though there is some suggestion here that is good, but there are lots

that aren't good, but the last half of the book, the Bible 6omes otLife,

tell3 about the excavations at Lachish in connection with thich Marston

gave a portion of the funds and he took a great interest in it and he has

given a very good picture of what they actually found there and its relation'

to the Bible and that is the last half of his book, The Bible Comes to Life,

is one of the best introductions to actual practical working physical archa

eology in relation to the Bible as shown in one particular place that I know

of. I don't mean that I would accept everything he says in it, but I would

say far the majority, in fact, most of what he says, is very excel

lent and very useful and is very well stated, very well put, so that some

times we will look into that last half very definitely in time, so I mention

those four and if some of you get ahead on any one of the four, it will give

you that much leeway later on when we take them up. (question 7) The article

ofi the American Scientific Affiliation,é for the purpose of this class,

I am not zo interested in your getting the precise details of the various

illustrations I give of relation of archaeology to the Bible, I think they

are very important and usefull, they are the most practical part of the

article. Some of them we take up as we come to them in class here, but th

is not my primary purpose, that is the introduction to the subject in general

and the introduction to each of the countries and the general problem which

relates to the Bible. That I would like you to note by the end of the
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semester, not to be ready to write up in the examination about it, but not

necessarily the article in the National Geographic

anyone who knows nothing about Mesopotamia or Mesopotamian archaeology, I

would not expect them to know all that is in it, by any means, but as you go

through it, notice particularly what seems to you important to relation to

the value. I think I will assign you that when I assign that. Writing up

those matters in it which impress you as particularly important in relation

to the Bible , I think that would help you to focus yourattenition on its

relation to the Bible. I would recommend perhaps that before you read the

article on Mesopotamia, and you read the portion on Mesopotamia in

that portion you could read in 10 minutes anytime, it would perhaps focus

your attention a little more forr eading the article in the Nat. Geo. Well,

now we are speaking now of (question 9) Well, this is quite recent. Oh, you

mean new copies. Yes, well, I wrote a letter to them a few weeks ago, and

I said I would like so many copies of the Jan. 1951 issue and so many of

the December issue and by the way, the December issue has got a very nice

article in it on a recent visit to Palestine. Thee are some good pictures

and also an article on ancient Persia which is very much worth

but nei)ther of them, of course, are of great importante to us as is Jan.

issue. I wrote and said will you please send me so many copies of each of

these and enclosed 50 cents a piece for each copie and about 2 weeks later

the copies arrived and so you can usually pick up copies three or four years

old in the second hand store for a dime or a quarter, but anything as recent

as this, you probably would have to get directly from them. But this article
they

of Dr. Speiser, may run out of one of these days. If you want to order,

you probably ought to soon, because he has received letters from all over

the world about it and there is a great deal of interest in it and a great

many extra copies have been purchased, but I imagine they make enough to give

a supply for a considerable number of requests. (question 10) I don't think

so. I think it very unlike. They had this same article 15 or 20 years

net1ent some by Dr. /R. Carpenter, an outstanding authority in that
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field, they had one on Greece, an authority in that field, they had one in

Egypt, and now they have this one in Mesopotamia, and the same artist drew

the pictures for all of them following the plans of the man who wrote the

article. I haven't seen the other articles, but if they are one half as good

as this one is, if the four of them could be put together into one book, I

think that it would be extremely valuable, but it is not my impression that

the Nat. Geo. does that sort of thing. They have a great many articles

printed which would make separate books for reprnt, but I have never come

across any. (question ii) Why that is in the field of the course in ØM

Phophetical books rather than O.T. History and so that question would be in

order next year rather than this year. (laughter)Well, now, we were speaking

last time about the southern campaign and the va and then the pursuit.

And in the course of it we had these two or three sentences here which have

been variously interpreted by various readers, by various students of it,

and which evidently have at least a relationship of something in the book

of Jashar, the book, the name of a book which means , it is a book

of songs celebrating the victory and JoshuaJs statement, sun, stand thou

still on Gieon, now what does it mean, stand still in this place? One

man I know made a figuring and tried to figure the date by where the sun

would be and where the moon would be. That sounds rather fantastic, I

don't see how, and you don't know just where Joshua was when he said it

and the moon was even five miles from his standing would make such a tre

mendous difference in where the places were, where the sun or the moon would

stand, but it was an utterance of Joshua, the desire that he might have a

longer day and of the, which seems to have had a very successful pursuit

of this one of many different battles, in the course of the conquest. If

the Bible clearly and unmistakeably said that the earth ceased rotating for

a period of a number of hours, to me there would be no difficulty whatever

in believing that God did such a thing, certainly there would be no difficulty

in my mind in believing that he could do such a thing at any time whatever.

But, I do not find it, myself to fit in with the impression I get %from
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the Bible as a whole of the nature of the miracles that God did. That is,

they had a practical purpose and the purpose someway constant with the

of it. Most of them were in some way related to general conditions

of the country, general situation where it happened. It does not impress

me. It is true he had the motive of being a great evidence that God existed

and how he could do such a thing, it does not impress me that

in the middle of a battle when everybody is excited and only a comparatively

few people who knew anything about it would be quite the time to do such a

thing. And so, I personally incline to think that these verses here do not

mean that God cause d that sort of a cosmic event to occur at that time. Now

if anyone interprets the verse as meaning that I certainly see

no reason in the world why God could not have done it, but I simply do not

think you should be dogmatic around it, but that i what he did

(question ilk) Yes, theory

is that the earth rotated from west to east before, well which way does it

rotab, it rotated from east to west before and now we rotate from west to

east, that it stopped and started going the other way and that gave you

two days , now that is his theory. Now if we would find clear state

ments bellIng how a man in Palestine looked out to the west over the Medi

terranean sea and saw the sun rising in the morning and clear statements

how a man looked out over the desert and saw it setting in the east and we

had a few statements like that before, and then, of course, we know what it

is now, that would be quite conclusive evidence that had taken place,

but w/f/'/e would want very substantial definite evidence, we wouldn't

want just one or two people's statements which might be misinterpreted,

to be our evidence for that and I am not sure that even that, and I

think has based it on some pictures (qaes

tion (end of record) ot 17'9

the rising of the sun. It is a rather common statement. If it were only

one or two statements, I would say quite readily that it is very simply

"1-
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to refer to that area by the term used of later time, but in this case

Moses wote it. And Moses would have been writing when the sun rose in the

west at that time and so it does seem to me Mr.

has suggested a very definite obstacle to that particular view. Now, if the

sun stood still right in the same place and you had a naval observatory

watching, or you had Mt. Wilson observatory taking *ictures every 5 minutes

of the sun, according to the clock and all that sort of thing, why we would

be sure to have the record, but they didn't have a clock of our types in those

days and they %didn't have the sort of material, the sort of observations

that we have, in those days. If some body said there is a rumor that next

month on a certain day that the sun Is going to stand still for so many

hours, why with the crudest kind of implements you could be ready to watch

and to see and to observe, but with most of us and without clocks and these

instruments, we simply go from where the sun is as to how far the day is done,

and you look up and you say, oh, my is it 5:00 o'clock already? Well, I

didn't think it was more than two or three. We do not with our natural
are

feelings and observations keep close tabs except those who specialized to

do that and of course, all of us, to a greater extent than before because

fthe watch and clock (que1on 1)Well, I was just saying that it would be

altogether possible for it not to be realized. It would, certainly people

would say, My, I am getting qvfully tired, I never got so tired in one days

work before (laughter) that sun must be well, really this day should have

been over long ago (laughter) and somebody would say, what is the matter
Well,

tth you you are just getting lazy, and youcould have a big argument.without

a watch or a clock to go by, for the way you tell time is by the sun and you

could have a gig argument with the people who said that the sun had stayed

up longer than usual, you could be marked down as lazy by the other people

and I don't think that without our present equipment that it would be possible

to prove a thing like that after it happened. If you had. warning in add.ance

it would be possib even with any kind of equipment, with warning in advance
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you could watch for it and be ready and investigate whether it happened or

not, and of course, that is one great difference between experi4mental

science and historical science. In experimental science you have a theory

and you perform an experience to see if your theory is right, /%% and

if your experience proves your theory wrong, you say, maybe I did the ex

periment wrong and let us do it over again and you try a good many times

you try very definitely to control your experiment to see what other factors

might possibly enter into changingresults, but when it comes to dealing with

history the thing that has only happened once with a situation that has only

occurred one time or perhaps two or three times widely separated and without

expectation or warning, it is not in the same situation. A geologist ob

servint the situation of the strata in the earth today and a geologist

telling what happened and what may have been the condition three million

years ago, are two entirely different situationsj. He may find evidence

today which may say a great deal abott how it used to be, but it is nothing

like the sort of thing of something that you can experiment with or know

that %% the Lord will say, I am going I can make the sun stand

still. Now there are going to be five times in the next year that this

will happen. Without any clocks ar anthing like that we could be watching.

When it happened once all of a sudden like that, peole would say, well,

now this day is unusually long, something is wrong, and others would figure

it just liziness,/ /%{/% Well, he would say, just watch and see if it

isn't that way again a week later it didn't happen again and when it didn't

happen, people thought that the ohters were lazy were quite convinced, Now

if it were to happen every week, that would be something which would be

proven so under the circumstances it is altogether possible that this might

have happened and affected the whole world and no record of it been left,

it is altogether possib'e, and it is al,ótogether ppssible in a think like

this that others wouldn't expect at all, that you might find suggestions here

and there that wouldn't prove the point, because they weren't expecting the
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thing like this or looking for it so it doesn't seem to me the sort of thing

that would be adpted for a great world wide evidence /Ø and proof

of Gods The plagues of Egypt were an evidence of God's superiority

to the God's of Egypt. They were predicted in advance. People could know

that this was miraculous, it had been said that it was going to happen for

a man who said he was speaking for God delcared that it was going to happen,

he told of men, he told pharaoh and the people of Egypt that it would

happen and it did happen as he said it would happen and it came to an end

when he prayed that it would come to an end and there were all these marks

for the unbeliever tying it up with the Lord . The

Canaanites perhaps would find in it a proof that God was with the Israelites,

but I think they were running too fast to stop to examine the evidence.

(question 5)Yes, I would say that the day seemed long, that God enabled

them to accomplish more(discussion)well, the prase, that day, occurred a

'eat many times in the Scripture. There are students in prophecy say that

thenever it says in that day, it means the great day of the Lord just before

the millenium, but I don't think they are justified in that. I think it is

just a common term identifying a particular day, (question 6-) Very little,

the word means he sinks, and there are a few quotations from it in the

O.T. this is not the only one and the quotations are usually to praise

or rejoicing 4 over Israel and so (question 6 3/k) No, it was lost,

long ago, long before the time of the Exile, but there are just these few

quotitions from it in tie Bible showing that where we have in the 15 ch. of

Exodus we have Miriam singing a song, erjoicing over the crossing of the

/Red Sea and then we have in Judges 5, we have the song of Deborah and

B and in these songs they use very poetic language as you are apt t o in

a song of rejoicing and praise, and it would seem most likely, I think all

ft us would agree who have thought about the

matter, that the book of Jashar wa book of songs of celebration of

victory, but that is about all we can say. In Numb. we have reference to

the book of the wars of the Lord which would seem to be another book of the
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same type or might be een another name for the same book for all we know.

(question 7 3,4)oh, they could compute the length of the days easy enough,

hut the va$'y they computed them was by the sun as a rule, (discussion) 8

they would have if they were told to watch and see if this was an unusually

long day, they would be perfectly confident to determine it, but if all of

a sudden in the midst of the ordinary activities of life, your day runs on

longer, you would say, what is the matter with me, am I dreaming? And they

were not ready to investigate it or watching for it or anything. The days,

if the days vary so that one day was twice as long as the one before And the

next day i/k as long, but if they shifted around a lot, you can be sure that

the Mesopotamia astronomers would have worked out a system of observing very

carefully and observing just how long the day was, but since the days ordi

narily are just about the same time, there is no particular reason for them

to set out a system of measuring the length of successive days as they came,

one after the other. The Mesopotmaian astronomers did their work at night,

rather than in the daytime. They could see the stars at night and they deter

mined for instance in the early days of Mesopotamia we have records like

this... on a certain night, the watcher up on the hill saw the moon coming

up and so they flashed the word all over, the moon has begun to come up,

that is the new month, and the word month means moon and a month is the time

from when the moon began to appear when it gets large and then it gets small

again and disappears and that is a month. Well, now, of course, the trouble is

sometimes it is 29 days and sometimes it is 28 days, it varies, I mean it

isn't exact. According to our figuring. A month is an exact length of time

but it is not an exact number of days and consequently to tell how many days

it is in those times the way they had to do was to tatch and see, now is'

the month going to start tomorrow or next day? Well, they had to watch care

fully because there were thousands of people were paying interest so much a

month and it made a big difference to them if they got an extra day or not,

but they had to watch. (laughter) Well, now later onZ after they had watched

over a long period of years then they w to systemize and they had a system
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of months which followed pretty definitely so the month would start when

the moon would start and they had this system worked out and after that they

had a regular system so many months, but the year is not an exact number of

months you know, you cannot divide a year into months. And the result was

that there you had so many months and 10 pretty soon they would find that

Spring was coming along, and that it was getting hot along in Springtime,

according to the sun, so then they would ˆ/ throw in a couple of extra

months to make up the difference and so then they worked that out to a

system and the Jews still have a system today whereby the Jeh calender

today is a calender which goes by months, but it has an extra month every so

many years and it is worked out according to a defin4ite system so that if you

take the day what it is on the Jewish calender, it won't be the same day

next year, it may be five or ten days off and the next year it will be so

many days off and then after three or four years there is an extra month

inserted, so it gets back earlier and the Jews have a year

like that. Now, the Mohammedans didn't go to all that bother. They have a

calender which goes by the month and the following year in length was not

exactly it is a week or two off, so the result is that if you read that the

conquered a city on a certain dy, and it was a very very hot day,

that very same dat in the Moslem calender today may be in the middle of winter

with snow on the ground because it doesn't pay any attention to the sun, it

just goes around with the moon and it is approximately a year, but about ever

ten or 11 years, they have an extra year, because of the way it doesn't fit

It is a strange thng the way the Lord made the universe. The

number of revelutions of the earth is not exactly into the month and the month

doesn't go exactly into the year and the number of weeks doesn't go into the

year and as a matter of fact the number of days doesn't go into a year.

year, if I remember exactly, is 365 days and 5 hours and about 29 minutes and

a certain number of seconds long. It has been figured now, exactly. The

people in those days weren't capable of figuring quite that exact. They didn't
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have instruments to do that and if somebody in Mesopotamia had said, you

know a marvelous thing happened, you know that the moon didn't arise when

it should have, it arose a day later, the moon ust skipped a day, it is

supposed to be the eginning of the new moon in the early morning and the

old creseent was supposed to come up and it didn't and it came up the next

day and according to all of our calenders that we have been figuring up all

these years, it whould have come up then, somebody would come and say that,

you would say, Oh, you have been drinking toomuch. You were dreaming. Now

if soiody had said in advance it is going to be so, it would be easy for

them to post watchers to watch, but when you say one isolated thing like

that did happen and after it is over and there is no further way to check

it it is pretty hard to get edidence and so the Mesopotamian could have been

a day twice as long as the ordinary day and although you

would sort of think that from among all the people of Mesopotamia somewhere

it would have caused quite a dislocation and there is apt to be quite a record

left, but we have no such thing as far as I know of. Then, of course, we

don't know when it was. The date of that particular period are not given

in the Scripture and it is rather indefinite as to exactly when this occured.

And another thing we should notice here about these battles is this, as you

read the account in Joshua, you find the 'wonderful victory God gave the people,
they

and the army overcame Jericho and it was left in ruin and then conquered

Al and then they went up here and they conquered this southern confederacy

ai then they 'went up north and they conquered the northern confederacy and

all these cities were taken and everything was left, the 'whole land seemed to

be taken, and then the land is divided up among them and then you get to the

end and you find the list of all the things that they didn't take and you come

on to Judges and you find that the Israelites have got strong Canaan

ite cities around them, they in the hafid of the Canaanltes, but there

airight in the midst of them is this strong foreign fortress of Jerusalem

which remains for a couple of hundred years until David overcomes it. But
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ou have a great deal of territory that is not at all and so it

becomes clear that the conquest of Joshua was not what the impression thatwe

mgiht draw from (end of record)
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(0 - ( skipping)And so the conquest is in two stases. There is the great

big conquest of Joshua in which a tremendous force is overcome which would

have just completely shut them out of the land and now he has over come,

with his great victories, with all the people , then after that you

have a great many Canaanites left and a great many strong cities left and

it is a gradual thing which extends over a period of years before' eventually

they have the whole land in their possession. nd under those circumstances

that in this first one, in one of those battles, not a great vic

tory but simple enable them to kill a few more of the people they were pur

suing in that one pursuit after the battle 11

would have occurred, would be not natural, not to be it would be

very strange and, of course, it would be absolutely useless unless God also

gave them a great increase of strength. If He did that he must have done

the other because the men had been fighting this great battle, now they were

pursuing after the other and I can imagine that under those circumstances

when night actually came, it would be mighty welcome to the tired out Israel

ites and an extra day to keep straight on fighting, the Lord would work a

nother miracle and give additional strength in their bodies to keep on a

nother day and of course he could do that very easily, but there were so many

days in the year, it does not impress me as what we could expect unless we

found it so clearly stated that that was the situation and there was no

getting around it. (question 2-i) Well, there are various interpretations

which could be made of it and I don't really know which is the correct one.

The suggestion that Dr. Robert Dick Wilson makes is an exceptional one, the

suggestion that someone else might make is that the hailstorm, the darkness

coming, lead Joshua to think that the day was about at an end, and that he

prayed that they wouldn't come to an end, but that he could keep on an d finish

the day and that tt didn't actually get dark, it got light again. (question)

My inclination would be to think that the Lord gave them additional strength

fo1 it, there was no such day, the Lord fought for them, He

gave them the strength to accomplish more than you would have thought possible
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in a day, but I don't know. I certainly don't want to be dogmatic on it,

but to me the big problem in all this is this. The attitude that some people

have toward the Bible is, the Bible is an account of God's dealings which

shows that there is a God which does just whatever He feels like anytime he

feels like and He will stop the world and He will cause it to stand still

for awhile, and He will cause the most strange and bazaar things to happen

anytime he takes a notion. The Bible is just full of these statements 6

on every page. Well, you find page after page in the Bible

where no such remark is uttered. You find that the big thing in the Bible

is God's dealings with His people. You will find that the Bible is given

to show us God's power and His sovereignty and His existence, btt more parti

cularly to show us how we may be saved through Christ and to show us His

dealings with the world. Well, now if the Bible tells of a world which is

utterly different from ours and God did the most fantastic things constantly

at one time and today He doesn't do anything of that kind, to me, it tends

to put the Bible off into a different and unnatural realm which has little

into our own life. I don't find that that is what the Bible Ia I

find that God does things which are absolutely contrary to what one might

expect in the course of nature as we see it at certain times in great crisis,

but that these crisis are comparatively few and there always is a situation

which fully explains why He would choose to do those things for the purpose

which He wished to accomplish in holding His people true and preparing the

way for the coming of His son into the world. (question 5) I don't think

so, No. Yes, it says that there was no day like it when the Lord fogught for

Israel. It doesn't say there was no day like it when the sun stood still.

There was no day like it when the Lord fought for Israel. The Lord did what

ever was necessay for the victory of Israel then. Its such a tremendous

day that the people said that there was never any day like it, but I don't take

that as meaning necessarily that there was just absolutely no day, in any

way comparable with it at any time. I mean, we have many such statements
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in talking about battles and victories. (question 6) I say that I do not see

any reason in the situation why God would do something which was utterly

in variance with his normal act of doing things. Now if the Lord caused the

time when the protestants in Europe were fighting for their lives, if He

caused at that time one of the days would become twice as long in order to

help them, and if He caused it, I mean if He did this sort of thing every

century or so for His people, we would say this is God's normal way of doing

things and there is no reason in the world why He shouldn't do things in any

way He chooses, but we find as a matter of fact, that God restricts

events to a few definite periods in history and they are done for

the purpose of establishing His witness in the world and enabling it to con

tnue and they are confined pretty much to the spitit. In connection with the

whole night and day, for instance, you think of anything,that is certainly

one of the most important things in the whole Bible, is the life of David and

God's relation to it, but if you think of anything in connection with th

life which was quite contrary to normal observation of the working of nature

as God works. God changes it for gre purposes and I don't see any purpose

here which vould,t warrant such a tremendous change. Now, if it was, I would

incline to think that He did it by inserting some sort of a lense which wotid

make the day longer which, of course, He could easily do if He chose to, ra

ther than to simply curve the rays, as they do curve to some extent around

everyIj4 heavenly body, that he would simply make the curve a little

larger temporarily which would be quite easy to do with some sort of a lense,

and would thus for this particular area made the day somewhat longer, it is

possible that God did that, but when you say, Sun stand sti1l, you don't mean

that the sun stood still, but what you mean is an idiom, a figuarative ex

pression for the earth standing still and the Bible doesn't say the earth

stood still at all, for what it ways is that they gained the impression

that the sun stood still. Now did they gain the impreson through a lense,

did they gain the impression through strength which made a longer day, did

they gain the impression through an eclipse that came to an end, did they
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gain it through a Hailstorm not being the end of the day as they thought,

hwo did they gain it, I don't know. (question 8 3/k) It novheres tes in the

book who wrote it . The usual edition of conservatives is that Joshua wrote

it, but as far as I know, that is only an inference from the fact that he would

be a very natural one to have written it. t might have been written under

His directlm by someone else then. I think it very unlikley that it was

written after the time. (question 9) He lived 20 gears after the end of the

conquest, so it could have been written in his later life. I don't think

he stopped in he middle of battles to write a chapter in the book. I think

that if Joshua wrote it he wrote it later on in these peaceful years. (ques

tion 9) It may be. We don't know. There are no quotation marks there, but

there aren't any anyplace. (no record for next lecture) It would be very

good if I would put a notiee on the board any time and 4.1 anybody thinks

that I made a mistake you will come and talk to me about it but not make

changes on the notice, because while of course ordinarily a persons common

sense and intelligence may be correct and a printed thing may have a typa

graphical error in it, there is always that poribility, yet there is also

that possibility//é/ that there may be some factor in the thing that you'

simply are not familiar with and that you did not have in mind when you made

the change. Last night I went and looked at the notice which I typed out

in Arizona and mailed it in about what the lessons for yesterday and today

were and it mentioned yesterday I Kings 1-5, today, 13:8-11 and somebody

had taken the eight and taken a pencil and had written a 6 over on top of

the 8 and last night I took my pencil and changed the six back into an 8

as it was in the original typing, but I am sure that anyone of you that went

by the erroneously corrected statement on the board had a difficult tkme get

ting valuable spiritual lessons out of ch. 6 and 7 and I am sure also that

you had a difficult time finding much historical importance in those chapters.

You could say as far as history is concerned, you could say it in three

words. Solomon built a temple and Hiram helped him, that is your whole his-
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ory of the two chapters so that I believe that those yf you who did start

with 6 and 7 didn't waste any time for with a glance you could see that was

ai) itory and as far as spiritual lessons are concerned, if you want to

make a thorough study of the typology of the temple you will take a few months

at it, but what you could gather in a quick look at the two chapters would

harkly take you more than a sentence or two at the most in your paper, but

chapters 8-11 which I had assigned e quite different I think you all realize,

when you began to study them. They are chapters rich in spiritual significance

and extremely important in the historical viewpoint. I don't mean, of course,

to say that 6 and 7' could just be cut out of the Bible, that they don't matter,

not at all. Every word in the Bible is important and everything in there is

put there for our edification. It is like democracy, every individual is

important and we do not rate one more important than another, but one is of

importance for certain purposes and another is of importance for certain

other purposes. One student may be a much better fighter with a rifle than

another with a bayonet, while a second one would be a much better student

of science than the first and it is an utter perversion of democracy to

think that they have to be both treated vqually and W equally good in all

regards. One is very good in one regard and one in another regard and de

mocracy means give them each a chance to show what he is good at and our

belief in the Bible does not mean that you pick up a few words or a few

sentences and it is equally important anywhere. It means that every part of

it has its purpose which is very vital but that you get much more value out

of it by seeking it for certain purposes and then taking up other purposes

and for that reason it is occasionally reasonable to skip over rapidly cer
in

tam chapters which on another occasion you may study very great detail.

No the assignment then is 8-11 for today and for that gets us to the end
ig

of the re ?n of Solomon. I think that next time if you were to take the

next four chapters, they are chapters with a good deal of meat in and I

think four will probalby keep you busy for next time so ch. 12-15 of I Kings

for next Thursday (question 15) Well, there were five or six questions, but
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the questions dealt with sp±ritual lessons and with historic facts. They

were specifically limited to those. Of course, history includes geography

quite to an extent, it doesn't include all the details of geography, but it

includes an understanding of the importance of places of areas of the geo

graphy w'fithout which you can't understand the history. But that is what

our present assignment is is the historical and the spiritual and the archi

ctectural and there is the typical of the ldldings and the ceremonies and so

on is very valuable and interesting but not at present (endof record)
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lectures to our class assignments and especially if we have certain other

aspects of it with which we wish to deal. And so yesterday, I simply took

one phase of Judges which I thought would particularly interesting for these

principles that it brings out, principles of interpretation. There are two

important matters of principles of interpretation in this story to $,ˆ{4/
one of them

Deborah and Barak,is the matter of the prophecy, the interpretation of the

prophecy, the way in which the words of Deborah are to be interpreted. That

has in a way more value for next year's course in 0.T. Prophetical books

than for this year, although in this year in tie study of Kings we will find

a great deal of important relationship to the prophets to the history and

we cannot skip it and it is important in a field into which we are coming

right now in our studies, the matter of the interpretation of Deborah's

words and exactly how they were fulfilled. But that thich is most directly
important
f%/in connection with our present verse is the interpretation of

the history involved. And of course, here we recognize the purpose of God's

word is primarily spiritual. The purpose is to teach is of God's dealings

with mankind and to show how he prepared the way for the coming of His Son

into the world and so even as you do not get a full account of physics or

chemistry or geography from the Bible, but it is true that it touches upon

those fields and whatever it says is accurate and correct, similarly when

you speak of history it touches upon history far more than upon any of these
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other sciences, but yet even then, the purpose in history is incidental

to the primary purpose which is spiritual and consequently the Bible does

not attempt to give us a full and complete history of Israel. That is not

its purpose. Its purpose is to show God's dealings with mankind and it gives

you that historical background which is necessa'y o understand it and a

great deal of it is necessary, but there are important points historically

which are not so important for the purpose of the Scriptures and are not

stressed in the Scripture, often simply to be infered. We are interested

spiritually in knowing how the people fell into sin. We are interested in
was

knowing how, I{ God's messenger and interpreter during the period of their

captivity. We axe interested in knowing how God delivered them through the

hand of Deborah and Barak. That is of tremendous importance and is well

told here in the chapter, but when it comes to the specific historical ar

rangements of it they are sketchy. The way in which Barak claimed his men,

the way he drew them up for the attack, may things of that sort are not gone

into at all. And the matter of the means which the Lord used to give this

great mass of unequipped Israelites and untrained in the elements of the

advanced warfare which the Canaanites had, the means which he gave t1n to

overcome the far better brained and better equipped Canaanites is something

which is hinted at sufficiently, touched upon sufficiently in the two cha

pters that we can gain enough evidence to give us absolute certainty as to

the method, but it does not lie on the surface. It is not obvious. You have

got to look into it a little bit and we did rather rapidly at the end of the

hour, but I think we did sufficiently to make clear the method of the con

questj./. God, could, of course, simply say, let all the Cannanites be

dead, let the Israelites be in control, but He doesn't ordinarily work in that

way. God sent the rain and he caused that the Isrealites should be at the placE

where the rain would be affect&ve in making it possible for them to speedily

win the victory over the far better equipped Canaanites. Now, Is there

any question about this matter? (question k) Let us leave that until the
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next, thank you for mentioning that, let us take that up, but first let us

ask this question. Is there any question about this matter that it was ar

ranged that a rain came at that time that that was the thing that God used

to give them the victory, that that was, I would say, almost absolutely

certainly what Deborah had in mind when the first went up there, $%/ because

it was certainly what she meant when she said thsi is the day that the Lord

hath delivered Sisera into thine hand: is not the Lord gone out before thee?

She' meant, don't you set the storm? Don't you see it beginning? Don't

you see the signs of evidence that God is working and preparing the way

for your great victory? I don't think in view of the situation as described

in chapter k and the specific words of the hxnn of praise in the next chapter

that there is any question about it and if no one has any question about it

we will move on to the question which Mr. Smick has raised which is one

at which we are to look. What about the ethics of Jael killing Sisera. Well,

what does the Scripture say about the ethics of it? It doesn't mention the

ehtics of it. It does say Blessed above women be the wife of Heber.

praises the woman, Deborah and Barak in their hymn praise here, the Scripture

in general says nothing specific about her act, but we notice that this

woman Jael here is not an Israelite women. She is not 'one who is pictured

to us as one who is bearing out the covenant of God and obeying His law,

neither is she, of course, one who is opposing it. She is one of another

group of people, the wandering smiths perhaps who are in this area and they

are tenting there, they are on friendly relations with Israel. You notice
Canaan

that there was peace between Jabin the king of Hazorand the house of Heber,
the Kenite

we are told that in vs. 17 of ch. k, they are not considered as Israelites

at all. And so she is not represented to us as a model of what an Israelite

shoudi do or what an Iaraelite should not do, she is a woman outside the

group of Israel. Now what we are told here is what happened and the primary

importance of what happened is that it shows the fulfillment of Deborah's

prophecy and is the indication that the r%{ain and Sisera's impetuous
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corning to that spot are not a matter simply of Deborah's marvelous insight,

of her observation of meterology or of psychology, but they aresomething which

God, in this case, specifically controled. I don't say that Deborah didn't

observe these things. I don't say that Deborah hadn't been thinking about

them for many years and wishing for a situation in which these various cir

cumstances would come to gether in such a way that this victory could be

secured. I don't say that, I don't say that the whole thing is simply a re

velation to Deborah and something that she had never thought of. She probably

had thought keenly and long upon these matters, but the Lord, had in this

case, specifically revealed to here that this was the time that this could

be worked and He wald work it in such a way that it could be done. He would

cause that Sisera would not happen to be a little more cautious than usual,

or perhaps hit a hammer on his thumb or something and not be unable to come

with the army at the beginning of it and the second in comn.nd who would lead

in the planning of the camp would be a little more cautious than Sisera and

plan a place a little further away. God prevented any incidental thing which

would cause that it wouldn't work out and then it might be that this was a

normal time for such a thunderstorm. That you might expect that there was a

good possibility, a good probability of one, but that wouldn't mean that one

would certainly come, you could have no{ certainly about this thing. But

God gave the certainly. God said it was going to happen this way and then

He gives us further evidence in this little seal of the fact that it is God

who is doing it, it is not accident , it is not Deborah's clever thinking only,

although her thinking could have entered into it, but it is not only that,

He gave his definlite sign of the end of Sisera and then we are told just how

it happened. Now we notice about this woman/'% Jael, then that she is not

described as a Godly woman, she is not described as a woman who is representing

hte Lord's will or who was told of the Lord what to do or who was meditating

on the law of the Lord and trying to think how to carry it out, she is not

represented as anything of that kind. She is a woman who is outside the fold,
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she is a kenite woman. But then, another thing we have to think about the

situation in that land, the situation of womankind in general. It was very

interesting back in 1929 when I was going on horseback through the land of

Palestine when you could visit and you could see Arab communities and Jewish

communities all intermixed together. I don't mean intermixed, not in the sense

that there was one community, but intermixed in the sense as you would come

to one and then you would come to another. They were next to each other and

it was just before the 1929 riot and before they had begun to have to gather

themselves in larger groups for protection against each other, and, of course,

it was long before the present development in which you have all of the one

on one side and all of the other together on the other side and barbed wire

in between, but you can't see them both now, you can only see one or the

other. At that time you would go throug the country and you would come to

a community of Israelites and there you would imagine that you were in the

east side of N.Y. You would see the Jewish boys out doing the same things

they would be doing in this country. You would see the Jewish men out at

their work, you would see the Jewish girls out there with short skirts and

low necks and painted faces and you would think that you were in N.Y. And

then you would walk a mile or two up the street and you would come bo an

Arab community and when you came into that community you would never see men

and women at the same time. As you came into the community in the afternoon

you would only see men, the women were in the inside of the houses working,

they were in there working hard, the 4men were outside lounging around under

the trees telling stories and enjoying themselves and they were very friendly

to anyone who came through and they would tell you just vh to go, (laughter)

if you had directions in mind, you would ask the Arab for help and they were

only too gldd to help you out, it gave you something interesting to discuss

and they were very helpful and you could always depend on what they said up

to the limite of their knowledge. Of course, if you asked them where a certain

great hero of ancient times was buried or where some great archaeological
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event had occurred, and they knew they would give them a good tip if J/~~ they

told %$ you where it waa, even if they hadn't heard of it before, they might

invent a place because after all they would get a good tip for it, but aside

from something like that if you asked them where a certain town was ro the

way to go womewhere they would immediately give it to you and they were very

friendly. If you came through in the morning you wouldn't see a single Arab

man. I suppose they were all sleeping, I don't know, at least they were all

outof sight. And you saw Arab women and the women were very busy, the woman

were wearing their long pajamas and they had their hjeads largely covered

and, of course, in the towns they had veils so that no strange man could look'

upon their faces, in the country they didn't have the veils the same way,

but were extremely modest and it was a terrible thing for a man, not of their

family to look upon their face, and they were busy rushing around gathering

wood, bringing in water to the house, and doing all these many jobs that have

to be done and as they work at this and some stranger came, they didn't know

what was going to happen, they were afraid and their idea was to get rid of

you as quickly as possible. They might run and hide, they would try to keep

from having to talk with you, but if they had to talk with you, if you were

right there and there was no escape from it then the thing they would do was

to try to get rid of you as quickly as possible and so you could pay no at

tention to anything they aaid. Where is this town? How do we get to such and

such a place? Well, they would probably name the place that would get you

most quickly away from their village and they would try to get rid of you so

that they would not be in danger either in physical danger from your danger

of misunderstanding from the jealousy of the men of the family, they wanted

to have as little to do with you as possible and so the attitude there of the

woman towards strange men is something that is very different from the attitude

of the Jewish or Americans. Well, that, of course, is not identical with

ancient times. People talk of the unchanging east, and there is actually no

thing more changing in the world than the east is. The main reason that we
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e,rou,b
think that it is unchanging is because there is /fiM difference from it that

we don't know the important features of it and we don't know how rapidly they

do change. Never the less there are certain features which were very similar

in ancient times in some respects as to what they are now in contradistincithn

to the areas to which we are familiar. And in this regard, this woman Jael,

saw this strong man coming and she was placed in a very difficult situation

and she was placed in a situation where a lie would simply not get r&d of him.

He was looking for help and for protection and you might say she had fallen

in a way between two armies. If she opposes him her life is in danger from

him, and if she gives in to him, then she is in danger from the Israelites,

and in eitlw case she is in danger from a misunderstanding on the part of her

husband who is away at the time. Now most woman of that area, of that time

would have tried to hide or flee and to keep from having anything to do with

this man who was coming. Well, this was impossible evidently in this situation.

The best thing she could do w to face it and try to think of a way out of the

difficulty and so she comes out to meet him and she thinks of a way which

takes her out of the delema. As far as he is concerned she shows a friendly

attitude toward him. SHe avoids any danger of attack and destruction him

thereby. She takes a friendly attitude towards him and she brings him into

her tent and hides him and thereby she puts herself into great danger as far

as the Israelites are concerned (end of record)
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It is an account of a particular situation that you have to know something

ft the background of that situation, we see what the woman did and we see

that the woman instead of throwing in her lot with the enemies

of God's peole has thrown in her lot with God's people and has in a way be

come one of their soldiers disposing of their enemies and therefore she wins

praise form Deborah and Barak. They consider her on their side instead as

on the other side but there is no sense in which the Scripture can be said to'

present her as an example to deal specifically with the ethics of what she

did. (question i)it could be either more than or from aomong, it could

teeither one. Blessed above woman, that is an English translation of it.

I am not so sure that we are exactly (discussion) it could be a consruct

but I would think that the construct would hardly naturally be translated

above or could be, but it is nothing that has to be translated above, what

does it mean anyway? More bleseed than any woman? That would be absurd. It

is simply a general way to say, here is a woman that was placed in a situation

where she had to make a decision and she made her decision stand on the side

of God's people rather than on the other side and I think that is all that is

involved in any way. Blessed is a word anyway which we are apt to think

of it as a very , but I doubt if it is 2 14

it is hard to analyse exactly what it does mean. Well, it can be, I suppose,

a very wprd or it can be a comparatively small degree of blessing.

It at least means that she is on the side of those whom God has blessed. (ques
he asked for water

tion 2 3/k) What it says is/that she gave him milk, she brought forth butter

in a dish. Now if you see the ad for ovaltine they will say that you

can't sleep at night drink a glass of ovaltine and it will put you to sleep.

The fact is that the { man laid down there and she took a nail of the tent

and sent softly to him and smote the nail into his temple while he was fast

asleep and . Now a man may be very weary escaping from a battle like

that an running down to this place, but never the less in the excitment of

the terror If it and being in there and not knowing whether he could trust her
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or not, or whether he could trust Heber or not, or the Israelites viiLcatch

him, it would seem very reasonable that before she could venture in to take

a chance that he was asleep she would have some certainty that he was asleep

and when the stress is made on the fact that he asked for water and she gave

him milk, I think it is not 100% certain but it is quite probably that she

had an idea that whatever she gave him would speed up the process of his

becoming unconscious. (question ) That is very probable the way he took it..

we don't know, (laughter) but I think perhaps that

we have covered that which is vital for us in the story of Debarah and Barak,

the story of Gideon is a story which is well known to you and I don't think

we need to go into the details of it, everyone has had it in Sunday School

many times and you have studied it thoroughly in your papers you gave me

last month, but I would like simply to call attention to one phase of it and

that is this. How did God tell Gthdeon that he wanted him to serve Him?

Well, in chapter 6, I am not going into all the details of this just for lack

of time, but just this one thing I want to know. How did Gideon know that

God wanted him to serve him? Well, in chapter 6 here we read how -the Midianite:

conquered the Israelites and held them and then as you go on in chapter 6 you

rad about how the angel of the ord in vs. 12 appeared to Gideon and the

angel of the lord said to Gideon in vs. lJ.... Go in this thy might, and thou
nd

shalt save Israel from the hay{ of the Midianites have not I sent thee?

God has specifically spoken to Gideon. Gideon has God's word that he is to

go and overcome the Midianites and in vs. 15 Gideon answered and he said,

how could I do it, my family is poor in Manasseh and I am the least in my

father's house. He said, I am not in any condition to do this, but the Lord

said to him.. Surely I will be with thee, and thou shalt smite the Midianites

as one man...Here are two different specific statements of God to Gideon

that He is to overcome the Midianites. Gideon says it looks unreasonable,

it is not possible, I am just a poor man out of a poor family out of a poor

tribe, why should we bethe ones, why should the victory come through me?
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but the Lord said, you are to go and smite Midian and then the Lord repeats

it. Surely I will be with thee and thou shalt smite the Midianites as one

man.... And so here we have these two specific definite statements of God's

will for Gideon. Now, there aren't many of us who have a specific statement

of a specific thing we are to do in that wa'y from the Lord. God does not

ordinarily work in that way today. But God gives us his word and in the word

he gives us the principles of His working and He shows what He wants us to

do and when we find it in His word, He wants us to step out and do it, it is

God's word, it is God's till for me, I am going to do it. He said, to

Gideon, you are to go and conquer the Midianites and Gide6n said, How can I

I haven't got the strength, yes, but I want you to do it, I am going to be

with you, you will be able to do it. So Gideon has the definni specific

command of God as to what he is to do. And then Gideon makes a

skirmish, he JJK destroys the altar of Baal here and his life is in danger

fo r it, but he is not injured and it is an evidence to him of the fact that

he is able to be carried through this smaller thing, that he will be able to

do the greater. So now Gideon knows what God's tll is. God has told him in

the clearest possible language what he is to do and he has given him a smaller

victory in evidence that he is to have a larger one and then the spirit of

the Lord came on Gideon and he blew a trumpet in vs 3... and the people

of the area came with him and he sent messengers throughout all Manasseh and

he sent messengers to Zebulon, and Ashar and Naphtali and they came. You

notice none to Judah, none to the southern area, this is trict1y a northern

group, but he said to them and they came u co meet him and then we read in

verse 36 And Gideon said unto God, If thou wilt save Israel by mine hand,

as thou hast aaid In other words Gideon knows that God has said that

he is going to save Israel by his band i. as thou hast said Now is

he saying is God really truthful? God has said that he is going to save Is

rael by my hand. Well, how do I kriw that God is telling the truth? There

fore I asked God if you are going to do that, why give me proof by doing this.
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Well, that would be a rather silly thing to do. How would you prove some

one's truthfulness by asking them to do something else? I might say to one

of you, go up to Phila. and get me something up there. Now look here, I am

going to give you a hundred dollars to get that with up there, how do I knew

that you will come back. Hew do I know you won't squander my hundred dollars?

Well, I will find out. I will give you a nickel and tell you to go and get

me a candy bar and if you do that it will prove to me of your truthfulness.

Well, that will be utterly ridiculous. Well, now if Gideon knows that God

has said he is going to do this and therefore this thing that he asks cannot

be a proof of God's truthfulness, it wouldn't prove it at all. Is it a proof
fleece

of God's power then? If God can make a be wet and the ground dry and
fleece

then make the ground be wet and the dry, then God is able, has the power,

to enable Gideon to win the victory. A proof of God's power, vli, maybe

so, maybe it is a proof of God's power. But it seems rather strange that

Gideon would need such proof of God's power as this that he wouldn't know

more of God's power than to have to have this to see that God has the

power to do what God has said. But this we note about it, whether it is a

proof of God's truthfulness which seems to me rather unreasonable, or whether

it is a proof of God's power which is somewhat more reasonable, there is

this evident, it is not an effort to learn what God's will is because God

has already told him his will. He has told him twice in the clearest lang

guage and G&deon said in beginning the fleece episode, if thou wilt save

Israel by thine hand as thou hast said, not as I think perhaps you are inter

ested in doin, not as somebody else tells me you are, not as might be, but

as thou hast said. In other words God has said what his will is.. Gideon

knows what God wills and now the fleece e4isode is to find out if God

is going to do what God has said He was going to do. Well, it doesn't seem

to have much use as far as Gideon is concerned and so it seems to me that

there is only one reasonable interpretation of it and that is that Gideon

is asking for an evidence to assure the people of the fact that Gideon is
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God's man. These people have not heard Gideon, the angel tell Gideon what

he is to do in the first place, but you notice in vs. 34 and 35 Gideon has

already sent messengers out and now a person doesn't ordinarily decide I

am going to go to S. America as a missionary and go out and raise money for

he purpose and buy a whole outfit and get al ready to go and everything is

done, and then say, now I am going to lay out a fleece if God wants me to go.

People often talk about laying out the fleece but it is usually before they

tart in getting their preparation to go instead of after they have made all

these preparations. Now here Gideon has gathered all these people and if

he brought all of these people in and they have all left hteir work and they

have rent the anger of the Midianites by oming in and if they go back again,

they may not be able to go back because they have declared war against the

Midianites by coming to join with Gideon to fight against them and now Gideon

says let us see if God wants us to fight, and if the fleece is wet and the

ground is wet too, therefore God doesn't want us to fight, now you can all

go back home, we are not going to have a fight. It would have been perfectly

silly. Gideon had already made his preparation, he had already called the

people in, he has already told them what God wants, so now he says to the

Lord, if you will saye Israel by my hand as you have said, please give us

this sign and the only reasonable interpretation of it is, Gideon is looking

for something to assure the people of the fact that God has spoken to GiØ-

dei$n. He is looking for something toencouage them and to cause them to
him

stand behind t14 and to fight vali4ntly with him and so he asks the

Lord give me this sign, not to tell Gideon what to do, the statement of laying

out the fleece to find God's will is an unScriptu.ral statement. It is an

utter misinterpretation of this fact here, because Gideon did not lay out the

fleece to find out what God's will was. There are two ways of interpreting

circumstances. There are wh.n God tells you to do something, when you find

in God's word something that is God's will for you, there are two kinds of

circumstances. There are the circumstances that God sends to make it easy for
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you to go. When he putteth foxi his fZ sheep he goeth before them and

you know whether God wants you to go, He will open up the way and lead and

so God is directing, God is controlling, God isrnaking it easier forus . But

there are other circumstances which God permits the Devil to put in your way.

Circumstances which are there in order to make it difficult for you, circum

stances which God want you to make your way through in order to do His will,

and so regarding any particular circumstance, you cannot as you look at

the circumstance whether this is a circumstance of God or this is a circumstnac

that the Devil has put in your way to prevent you, to hinder you, and which

God is permitting to remain there in order to test you and to strengthen you.

(end of record) ot 183

The fleece did not tell Gideon God would. The fleece was Gideon's method

of trying to have the Lord help him by giving 11 the other people evidence

of the fact that he was God's chosen leader. It had nothing in the world to

do with God not guiding Gideon. Some people think that perhaps Gideon was

slow of faith because one night he let the fleece be wet and the ground dry

and then the next time he said, oh, Lord, he said, don't be angry with me,

but he says, just once more do this thing, let the leece be dry and let the

ground be wet, and you say, Gideon didn't have faith enough to decide from
knew in the first place

one, he had to hade a second one. No, Gideon thou

hast said. This had nothing to do with Gideon's faith here as to what God

had said or of Gideon' s knowledge of what God wanted, that

was made abundantly clear already. This was the means of assuring the people

that they should follow Gideon and Ø Gideon asked God to give this remar

kable sign and God gave the remarkable sign so that this is in no sense an

example of how w'{e should learn God's will. It was not to learn God's will

at that time at all. £t had an entirely different purpose. Well, Gideon

did this and this is a case where God stopps to Gideon's method because Gi

de%on thought if I am going to conquer these people it is very important

that the Israelites know I am the leader, that theyall stand behind me and fight
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valiantly and How can I convince them that God is really going to use me?

And thereforehe prayed God to give these two wonderful signs and God gave

the two wonderful signs and the people all knew that Gideon was God's chosen

one to fight and to destroy the Midianites and then after they knew that

Gideon thought, now we will march out with all this great host of Israelites

and we will defeat the Midianites and they were all encouraged and

that God has given the sign that He is going to give the victory through

me, but Gideon thought wrong. Gideon knew what God's will was. God had
fleece

told him. He didn't need the to tell him and he didn't use the
fleece
1% to try to find out. But Gideon used the fleece to advance what he

thought was the method of doing God's willand the method was wrong. It

was another of our great human force, people's enthusiasm stirred up to go

out in that great incoherent mass M in order to win for God and God said,

no, that is, Gideon, what you think is to be done, and I even cooperated tith

you to this extent by giving these signs to encourage them, but that is not

the method that we are going to use at all. And so after Gideon had used

the fleece in order to advance his method of overcoming the Midianites be

cause they had this great mass of people against them, then God said to

Gideon in the beginning of chapter 7, he said, the people with thee are too

jany for me to give the Midianites into their hands, lest Israel vaaunt

tiernselves against me, saying, Mine own hand hath saved me. God, said No,

you have used this method to try to get the Israelites to all stand behind

you and know they should fight with you. Very good, but that is not the

method that I am going to use at all, I am going to use an entily different

nhod this time. I can use that method another time. He did other times.

But this time he is 4ing to use an entiiy different method and he said,

Now go to proclaim in the ears of the people, saying, whosoever is fearful

and afraid, let him return and depart early from mount Gilead. And 22,000

people said, well, we are afraid, we are going home. And all of 10,000

people remained and that is a great way to build an army isn't it. Instead

of drafting everybody, you just say, let us get the people who are confident/
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and courageous and let the rest go home and you might have a better army in

the end than you had in the first place. And so in this case there returned

/'ˆØ of the people 22,000 and 10,000 remained. Now you have that group

that is full of courage, surely you could build them into a real army that

will accomplish something, but the Lord said, Yes, humanly speaking you are

better off now than you were before because you have got a good number of

real men which is far better than a great mass of ca , far more

effective and far more useful, but he said, I am not even going to do that

for you. He said, I am going to do it in a different way this time to give

an evidence for suer that it is God who is winning and not the human strength

and human and so the Lord said the people are still too many. Take

them down to the water and he took them down to the water and he told them'

here, they had come down to the wr and there they were and now they could

take a drink of the water and they came and some of them came down there and

they thought well, now the Midianites are naturally pretty much aroused be

cause we are making this attempt to oppose them and they w going to try

to destroy them, and so we had better be pretty careful and so they said,

we will keep our eyes open and be ready in case of any sudden attack and we

can just take our hands and gather up a little water quickly and we won't

run any risk. And others said we have a strong powerful leader Gideon,

and he knows what is happening and we can trust him and we will get down

on our k flees and put our faces in the water and shall drink in comfortable

fashion. And so they got down and some got one way and some of them another,

and Gide%,on watched and he took them that were on their gu7ard

and he put them over here and those who were trusting him 4{ instead of

ready to do something in an thnergency and he put them over here and out of

the 10,000 there were only 300 of theones who were really alert and these

three hundred the Lord said, here are three hundred men who are wide awake

and on to what they are doing and he said, ou just take this little grnup
defeating

of 300, it is utterly absurd to think of %{/a terrific host of Midianites

th 300, even if these 300 are by far the best men of the 22,000, it is utter
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ard when you get as few as that, he said, but I want to show you that I

am the one who gives the victory and therefore you just take these and send

the rest home. (question 6 3/k) Yes, but a dog takes his tongue and pulls

the water up to its mouth, yes just like pulling it up like that. A dog
vi

uses his tongue. The one that lapped like a dog lapp )Ith his tongue.

(question 7)Well, he said the number of them that lapped, putting their hands

to their mouth were three hundred, but all the rest of the people bowed upon

their knees to drink water, vs. 6. If I don't have a cup,

which I think is the most useful instrument in civilization when you are in

the wilderness is a cup, it is a grand thing to have, but if I don't have a

cup, why the comfortable thing to do is to get down on my knees and put my

face right down in the water and you can drink with a fair amount of comfort

although nothing like with a cup, but there are times when it is too soggy

and dirty and disagreeable by the shore to get down on your knees that way

and you just take your hands and it is not very comfortable or satisfactory

way to do, but it is a much more alert way and one can use it in a pinch.

(queatinn 8*) This is a very good question of Mr. LeRoy's is that the icture

here is not complete. It gives us the main facts and there is a great deal

that has to be infered. For Gideon to examine everyone of 10,000 men would

take him several days. Now you take a drink, I want to see how you do it.

You would hardly do that. This is something that they did all more or less

at once and there is no way that Gideon could observe it of all, and it is

very clear that Gideon had a gr/oup of men who observed and there is an

organization and a method of things worked out about which we are simply not

told about here. (question 9)That is right, if you stop and think about it,

that is why you think we are perfectly safe, we might as well be comfortable,

but if you have, but there are many many times when it looks comfortable and

it looks safe and isn't and the person who has of mind, you are ready

for battle, you don't know what is going to happen, you are going to be

even in this situation where you might say you are perfectly'
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safe. He observed the precaution and you might say it would be reasonable

to say that is all right to lie down but after all nor 100% reasonable because

s'&y times when you think that you are perfectly safe a sudden attack would

come. (question 10) Yes, that is right. I would say probably in general

it would divide them along the line I said, but there would be exceptions.

There would be some mighty good soldiers left out and there would be some men

who just didn't want to get their knees wet who really didn't belong in the

three hundred, but in general it probably would get a group that was quite

generã.l like you wanted. (question io-) Yes, that is the primary thing,

rtainly, the other is incidental. (question) But I am not sure how many

garments these folks had, so I doubt if that would enter into it, in this

particular case. It might in other cases, very definit%ely. (end of record)
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From chapters 12-15 I believe, these four chapters of I Kings and for next

Monday take chapters 16 of I King and then take the book ofi I Chron. and

go through the material, we will make this Monday and Tuesday, go through

the material in Chronicles that corresponds to the part of Kings th you
Solomon al

have looked at after , that is the part of Chron. deZing with the

end of Solomon's reign and what follows up as far as chapter 16 of Kings

goes and compare the two and note where you have the same thing told in both

or what one has that the other hasn't and of course in these questionj4s

you have been answering you have been dealing with the historical geographical

facts, I would like you particularly as you compare Kings and Chron. in this

section that you notice references to the relationship of the Kings of Ju

dah and the Kings of Israel. You know who was reigning in Judah and who was

reigning in Israel, and visa-versa, whatever statements are given there

and note the names of any foreign kings mentioned in either Kings or Chron.

That will be an assignment for two days. t is a little short for two days

but a little long for one aZnd it makes a unified assignment so we will

make it for Monday and Tuesday and bring in that material written out by

Tuesday. Now that is our advanced assignment in Kings. Last week at the

end of the hour we were just mentioning how Gideon summoned all the people,

lead an insurrection, had great multitudes come' together with him in

order to make an attack against the Midianites and then said Lord if you

are going to save Israel by my hand please give this wonderful sign and it

was clearly not, in any case, a sign to tell Gideon whether he should attack

the Midianites. God had already given him his word for that. He said, as

thou hast said, and he had assurance as to what he was to do and Gideon had

gone so far along the course that it was un1etraceable. He had summoned

the people. He had taken a place of leadership. Even as they said, there is

no hope, we are all going home, Gideon was now a marked man, and would have

been killed by the Midianites if he had not proceeded with the course which

e had undertaken. It was not to find out whether he should attack the
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Midianites that he put out the fleece. It was, the question asked was

whether God was going to save Israel by his hand. Whether the attack was

going to be auccessful, not whether the attack should be made. It was not

a method of guidance, it was a method of assurance that God was going to

give them the victory and he said do this as thou h said and he had acted

on what God had said. You might say it would give him further assurance of

the victory and accomplishing the thing which he was doing already in response

to God's command if God gave him this sign, but it would seem quite evident

that the primary purpose of it was to give assurance to tie mitititude of the

people that God was going to give the victory and therefore they needn't be

afraid. Therefore they could press forward affectivelr and accomplish the

thing for which they had undertaken and so Gideon got this tremendous multi

tude to do it and then God accoinmadated himself to Gideon's request and gave

them the sign and then didn't use the method that Gideon asked after all.
so

He did this to assure the multitude {,//that the fearful people would

be encouraged and then God said, anybody that is fearful let him go home.

And he cut them down about 2/3 and then he took the rest and he cut down

a lot again, and then just kept a very small group of the very best and

God proceeded to show that God could give the victory without the great

mu1tiude that Gideon had tried to encourage by giving this wonderful sign.

(question k)i don't think that is not in this case because

in this case if God gthves him the victory that is proof, certainly that God

spoke to him, God said, go out and I will give you the victory. Now, f

he gives him the victory it is the proof, you have got it right there, but

this was to encourage the people. But God said you don't have to enooui'gge

the people if they are discouraged just send them home and in this case I

am going to give you the victory. But it is a misuse of Scripture to use

Gideon's putting out the fleece as an example for us, to determine what we

should do. It was not to determine what Gideon whould do, it was not ame

thod of guidance at all. God had already said what he should do and Gideon
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Was acting a1reay on what he had said and when God's will is clear in

his word, he wants us to go ahead and act on it, not to demand a further

sign or a further evidence about /it. Well, then he went ahead and ac

complished the great victory by this remarkable strategy and you remember

how God encouranged Gideon, how Gideon went as a spy among t Midianites

ard there he heard someone telling how he had a dream that they were going

to be defeated by Gideon. God caused that this man was to have this dream

and have these ideas that would tell it just when Gideon was there as a

means of encouraging Gideon and Gideon took his little band and went out in

a small group and won the victory that God gave him. Now there is one other

thing that I would like to call your attention to, one interesting verse

here. What about the literacy of people in those days? Were the people

able to write in the days of Gideon? Did they have perhaps two or three

among them who could write and the rest were illiterate? Did they, there

fore record these, remember the stories of all of these events and passed

them on by word of mouth, year after year, century after century, until

finally they came into a/%1iterate age Mt'Z wherithey wrote them down.

We have a verse in Judges here in the story of Gideon which throws consi

derable light upon it. ou find it in the 8th chapter when in the Gideon

is anxious to punish the people of Succoth for their opposition and so in

vs. 13 - 14 you find that Gideon came up from the battle in the early morn

ing and he caught a young man of the men of Succoth and he inquired of him,

Judges 8:1k and what did he want to find out from this young man of Succoth?

Mr. Shultz? (answer
')

Why did Gideon describe them to this man? What

was the purpose? Mr. Shuitheis? Then who wanted to find out? Gideon. Then

who did the describ1ng? Gideon caught the man of Succoth and the man of

Succoth gave him information. Gideon seized this young man who was out

there. Sucooth was trying to be neutral in the wair, was staying out of

it. They refused to help Gideon and to give them provisions they we staying

out and so he seizes this young man out of the country there, someone who

hnnneñ to be there and he seizes him and we read t.ht. h qr1Hd to him
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Now that doesn't mean Gideon described to him does it? It means that t]

young man described it. jGideon in other words interigated the young mai

and we're not told he interigated him that is skipped over, but we're t

told the result of }1% the interigation. The man described to Gideon tle

princes of Succoth and the elders, and how many en did this man describe

to Gideon? He described 77 men. Now if our entering class next fall

should be 77 why Dr. Stain would describe to me the 77 men who were

coming in the fall. I would have about as much idea of the men as I

would have this fall if he had described the 45 to me that came this

fall. After he finished describing them about how many of them would

you think I would know mui about. There wouldn't be very much of ann

impression made on my mind at least if he had described 45 men to me

one right after another that were unfimiliar to me. 4J' Now if you

descri$be 77 men %/{/ unless you have a tape reaorded there or some

thing to take it down and be able to hear it over again there is not a

great deal of value in the description, is there? Now who is there

here who has a Hebrew Bible with them? Mr. Bates would you read us this

vs. in the Hebrew. The word are familiar words and there should be no

difficulty. Judges 8: 14 Pronounce the first word for me. ( )

It means to selae or to catah. And he caught - and what is your next

word - means a young man - perhaps a servent or boy or servant or

young man ( ) what did the man do? what's next? Bt it ( )

Yes. ( ) What is the Hebrew word? How many here know 4I the

Hebrew word ( ) Mr. Schultz how did you translate the word( )

You usually translate ( ) as describe? you usually translate it

right. and if you translate it right it makes a lot more sense doesn't

it? He caught this young man and said here is a piece of paper.

Write out for ma a description of the readers of Succoth and he wrote

out a description of 77 leaders. and when he had athat he had some

information in hand that would be useful. He either had to have,
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that or have some secretaries ther to write it down, as the young man

told him, but what this says is that the young man wrote and he wrote.

Well tien that suggests that the young man that he zf just caught at.

random that way was able to write, doesn"t it? Now why is it not here

translated {e he wrote , why isik it here translated he described.
God

It is not questiondg doubt of %but it is a skepticism, it is a

doubting that it would be possible that a young man caught at random

in circles at such an early a 0 time as that would be able to wrthte out

this 141 information when asked., to just grab somebody and say,here

write this out and he could do it. %% It is a question lii% as to that
if

Ø%t historic fact and perhaps skeptisthsm is justified, 00ˆ you
source of

have no other/information except the Bible here you may say well now

the Bible says he wrote it but it just doesn't seem reasonable to me

perhaps that ward has some%){ other meaning there and it doesn't mean

wrote at all, although I would think ih/$d such a case the right

thing to do would be to put the word wrote and then in a ffotenote you

say does the word here mean describe or something else. Our version

here puts describe and says nothing about writing, and a revised versicn

also puts descrthbed but its my impression that the revivers have a fote

note that says Hebrev - wrote down.-and if the (I5 Bebrew says wrote

down then the Hebrew is out authority and the English is the translation

of the Hebrew why gould you say describe, why don't you say

If the Hebrew say write w.y don't you day it? Well, 1he translators

of the auth;orized version absolutely says this is 01 what the Bible

says bfit it must be that it means something else because we don't

quite t'1%1/ think that possible
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Now when you come to the revisers, they didn't say

two possible interpretations. They checked the A.V. translation and they

put the footnote Heb. which I think is going one step further inthe

direction that is wrong than what the A.V. . The A.V. evidently

thought the word meant described and they , but the Revised

says no, the Bible doesn't say described it says write. But yet they

put up into the text something that isn't what the Hebrew is, so I would

say that the R.V. is very definitely worse than the A.V. but it is an

interesting example of wh something can be worse bt can be better.

It is worse from the viewpoint of the judgment of it, but it is better

from the viewpoint of usefulness for us because from it we can learn

what the facts are and even if you don't take time to look into your

Hebrew Bible about the matteror even if a person doesn't know any Hebrew

at all in the R.V. when he finds that the translaters of the R.V. say

described, but that they say that the Hebrew says write, he can say am

I going to believe God or man? Well, God wrote the Hebrew and it says

write and men wrote the English and it says describe, so it must be

write. Well, now is it possible that a young man, just caught %at

random like that would be able to write, these facts about these 77 men?

Is it possible? Well, maybe the A.V. translaters are right and the word

means described after all. Let us see. So we look it up in the Bible 90

and we find that out of a couple of hundred cases, I forget the exact

number, but it is quite large that anybody could get this information

by looking in Briggs or in Young's Concordance, in almost

any book that gives you the facts 4i' the Bible will give it. Young's

Concordance is a very handy one. You will find in there that it gives

the uses of the word and it is translated right in practically

all cases. It is my impression that it is about 200 cases translated

write. Now it is translated describe in 6 ot 7 cases where it is in the

book of Joshua telling about the men sent out to describe the area that
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they are going to give to the ribes and so a surveying party went

out and they went through the land and they tnade borders between the

tribes and they say this border comes up here and goes to the left of

this city and across this hill and down and it says and the

translation given is describe, and what it means there is like a surveya1

for the tribes. He takes his information, he goes and he makes the

exact details and he writes them down and so describe there means that

he wrote down exactly the details and conseuqently it is a good tran

slation and means about the sane thing. Perhaps write would be more

literal, but describe means wrote down in that case. Now in this case

you would never think of describe as meaning write down. It would never

occur to you and since in all of the other cases in the Bible except

the listing of the borders of the tribes, the word is translated

write, wouldn't it be a more accurate way of treating the Bible to

put down write when it says it and if you do, it gives you a claim that

literacy was much more common in Palestine than it is today. Palestine

was a literate land and consequently the idea that the stories in the

book of Numbers o'/jr in Joshua or in Judges had to be passed on by word

of mouth for a long long time until finally they could be written down

is something which does not correspond at all to the claim of the book

and of the claim that this book of Judges as to the amount of literacy
the

in $$$'% lands there in the time of . And of course, what archa

eological evidence we have abundantly fits with this claim jhere. We

do not find a great deal of writing in Palestine of this time, but the

reason is that they wrote on paper and if the U.S. should be overun by

the Communist one of these days and they should leave a ruin and someone

would come here three centuries from now and look for evidence of civili

ation they would probably find very little writing because if you just,

even if you didn't drop any atomic bomb, if you just lef t the houses

here in ruins with rain and weather, pra.ttically all of our paper would
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disintegrate in a century. Most of it in 50 years would go completely

to pieces. You would have some paper from 1800 that would last longer

than some that we have today because they used better materials then

than we do, but most of ours is very shodly made today and will last a

very short time and even that made in 1800 would probably all disin

tegrate within k or 5 hundred years and if it was a couple of thousand

years there, you would say this is an illiterate land. People here cou:ld

not read or vrite, but then you would go down and on the fron t of a

building you would see an inscription marked there and the inscription

would say such and such a bank built in such and such a year and you

would say, somebody could write or they couldn't have made that mark

there and then you would find a few such marks and you would say a few

people were here who could read and write at least, whether there were

more than that or not. Now in Palestine we do not have much writing

from these days because the writing material disintegrated and disappears

ed. But we have a few inscriptions of a type which suggests that writirg

was quite common. Just for instance when you find from the time of

Gide%on you will find scribbled on the stones on the side of a building

somewhere you find scribbled there Jacob loves Miriam. Well, you

know that that wasn't an inscription put up by the city for which the

great writer was honored, you know that somebody just made a scribbling

on there and you don't find that sort of thing unless there are a good

many ordinary people who are able to read and write and the inscriptions

that have been preserved from Palestine from this period, are largely

that sort of thing. They don't give much historical information.

Jacob loves Miriam isn't very helpful historically to us. (laughter) but

it does give us an idea that there were people who would bother to

scribble like that on the side of walls and things learned to write not

just for that purpose and that they had material available with which

they did a great deal of writing. It is not the sort of thing that...
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we might hire a great expert to come up here from Texas to put the

name on the front of the bak for us, but we wouldn't hire him to do

something like that and so there is quite a bit of that sort of writing

in Palestine which is the best kind of evidence of the literacy of the

people even though it is not a particularly good historical aid to the

reconstruction of facts about them. (question 7)No. The writing of

the type of which I was just speaking is the alphabetic type of writing

such as we find in our Hebrew Bible. It is an earlier type of this

and that writing starts at around the time of Moses. That particular

type of writing, but there is another type of writing, the cuneiform

writing which we find in Mesopotamia and the hyrogllyphics of Egypt,

some of which goes back to nearly 3000 B.C. They both start at just

about the same time and we have evidence of the way in which the cuneif

writing started in Mesopotamia, that is we have found its early stages

and we have the evidence that that is where writing began and we can

trace the stages of it from just little marks to indicate ownership of

things in a caravan or something offered in a temple to where tLgets

to where it is an actual literate system and the Egyption we don't have

evidence of development like that, but it seems to come into existence

quite suddenly to suggest that somebody was familiar with what happened

in Mesopotamia and had the same idea and applied it to Egyption material

And then we find that the same original simply signs which were used in

the beginning of the Mesopotamian writing found their way- clear across

Asia over {/Ø/ to China and over in China some centuries later, a

system of writing started which was based upon exactly the same founda

tion, but it developed in an entirely different way as the Egyptians

developed in a different way and there is no system of writing in the

world of which there is any evidence ever existed which cannot be traced

back to that ariginal so that while no one can say that

it is impossible that there may have been some sort of writing somewher

else that has completely disappeared, we can say there is absolutely no
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evidence for any such thing, but we do have evidence of about 3000 B.C.

fo the beginning of writing in Mesopotamia and then it spread in all di

rections and the writing which they had was a very cumbersome sort of

writing. t was not as bad as our present English system, but it was

much worse than most systems which are in use in the world. You would

look at a Mesopotamian sgn and you would know that it meant either call,

rip, rob, or die, one of those four syllables. At least you knew it was

one of those four. ou look at an English combination of letters and

the only way you found out what it means is to ask somebody and so it

is not as bad as our present system, but it is far worse than the Hebrew.

Becasue in the Hebrew a letter means a sj{ound and when you see that

letter it means a sound, and when an English letter means any one of six

or 8 sounds and you can't tell which unless you ask, but the cuneiform

system of Babylonia is about halfway Inbetween in difficulty between the

Hebrew and the present English and it was cumbersome and difficult and

about 14 or 1500 B.C. a new system started based upon probably the Egypt

ian helroglyphics system which is the original alphabetic system and ev

alphabetic system the world knows has come either as a development of

that system or as something which was invented in an artificial way but

by someone who was familiar with it, like when someone w'{went among an

Indian tribe in America here and invented a system in which you make

a straight bark for one vowel and two straight barks for another vowel

and three for another and it is all very logical and systematic and arti

ficial, but that would never have occurred to anybody who did not alrea

know Our alphabet is it is not an artificial system,

consequently it is even used in Latin where it was a good alphabet, it

was a and not particularly logically constructed and the Hebrew

alphabet is that and from the Hebrew alphabet is that and from the Hebr

alphabet every alphabet the world has ever known has come most of them

directly, a very few as the result of the ll
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but here in Palestine we find writing in that early Hebrew alphabet and

it is writing of a general nature, writing on pieces of pottery, writirg

on bricks, writing on the sides of walls, there is not much of it, but

there is enough of it to show that the picture that we have here of the

background of the situation of that time is a correct figure and that %

those people were literate people and thatif they wanted to write down

a long story they had the means available and the information available

with which to do it. (question 12) I imagine that our English word

paper is derived from the old word papyrus. I am not sure exactly how

it is derived, but the papyrus is a material made from a plant which

grew in Egypt and this plant grew in Egypt along the Nile and you could

take the plant and from the pulp of it press out a very fine type of

paper, much better than anything we have or that we use now, but of

course, sometimes they make very fine paper here, but of ordinary use,

even of quite good use here, it wouldn't be as good as the papyrus

which was ordinarily used there. But, of course, you had to have the

material to make it of, and they used the papyrus in Egypt a great deal.

This papyrus was taken from Egypt to Mesopotamia and other countries and

sold there and it was the common writing material everywhere except in

Mesopotamia. It was sold in Palestine and Greese and so on, except in

Mesopotamia it was the ordinary writing material until parchment came in

at about 2 or 3 hundred B.C. and of course parchment was much more ex

pensive being made from the skin of animals. Our modern paper is a much

cheaper sort of thing, but I think it is fundamentally similar in the

general process of the old papyrus, but I don't know enough about the

prosess to b/W/% know the details on that. So I think this story

of Gideon here is important and vailable as a great historical fact

but has this little incidental thing in it that from the viewpoint of'

our knowledge and background of those days it is even more important

and whows us the fact that it was a literate civiliaation in Palestine.
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It was much more literate than the civilization of Palestine today or

at least far more literate than it s 30 years ago before the British

educational system which was there from about 1917 until about 3 years

ago. Well, now in the rest of the book of Judges you have the account

of other There is much that is interesting, much that is sprig

ritually valuable and helpful to us in these accounts. There are variots

historical problems, some of which are clear, some of which are difficult

and the chronology of it is something on which our information is ex

tremely incomplete. The first half of I Sam. the first half is still,

of course, in the period of the prophets. It deals with the childhood
judes

of %'f/ Samuel, the last of the 4j5%$'/and it seems that the man who

was judging Israel before him there was Eli the high priest in Shiloh

and we are told in the book y'/%4 how Samuel was brought to Eli, how

he served there in the temple, how the Lord called Samuel and told Samu

el these awful things that were going to happen to the house of Eli and

the reason that these things were going to happen in the house of Eli

was not because Eli was a bad man (end of record)
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and who showed a most wonderful attitude when Samuel brought him God's

word of punishment, wonderful attitude Eli showed. But Eli had failed

in his duty before the Lord of bringing up his son in the nurture and

admonition of the Lord and so the good old man had two wicked hypocriti

cal sons and on account of the wickedness of these sons, the house of

Eli was to be punished. This is the case where God brought the sin

of the children upon the parents and it went back to the neglect of the

parents in relation to the child. And I have heard about children

of some of the finest evangelists, some of them oustanding Christian

leaders who have felt that their parents were so busy

serving the Lord in a larger sphere that they utterly neglected them

the children and theá/re have been cases where the children have

grown up and have been won to the Lord t/%éhru other agencies and

have become very fine servants of God and there have been cases where

they have grown up and have gone completely away from the Lord, but in

many cases of both types it has been due to the parents neglecting

this phase of the service to God. If he has children it is his duty to

give time and attention to bringing them up as the Lord would have them

brought up. Eli had been so busy judging Israel and trying to teach

Israel to serve the Lord that he had neglected teaching his children to

serve the Lord and so God caused Samuel to rebuke Eli for the wickedness

of his children and to give the declaration that the iniquity of Eli's

house would not be pur with sacrifice or offerings forever. And so

chapter k we have the case where the battle came with the Philistines

and the elders of Israel said, we need a little religion here. We are

not winning our battle as we ought to, and if we can introduce a little

religion it will help the country and they said, here is this ark of

the Lord, they said, let us bring the ark WXM out and we have God's

ark of the covenant and then of course, we will have to win the
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battle. We can't h1p it. And so they vent and they brought the ark of

covenant to the Lord and when the Philistines heard it they were afraid

of their lives. Woe unto us, who shall deliver us from the hands of th

mighty gods. These are the gods that smote the Egyptians with all the

plagues in the wilderness, but then that 9th verse is a wonderful verse..

The Philistines said they are filled with terror in this awful situation

but they said in vs. 9 the situation is terrible it is desperate, let us

leave. No, it is terrible, it is desperate, therefore let us do our

best, we have got to fight and so they said vs. 9, a wonder

ful verse . .... Be strong, and quite yourselves like men, 0 ye Phili

stines, that ye be not servants unto the Hebrews, as they have been to

you: quitØ' yourselves like men, and fight And the Philistines in

the face of a hopeless impossible situation because the Israelites had

the ark of the covenant and God with them, made a great vow and won and

Israel was smitten and defeated and the Philistines took the ark of God

and the Israelites were slain. And God showed that He is a god of justie

and not a god of magic and no matter how much something has been used

of God to represent his wonderful glory and to show forth his grace,

when we start to use it as an instrument of magic to try to force God

to do what we want him to do, we are apt to find that it is no help at

all and it is a natural human tendancy to think that a building or a

book or some kind of a thing that God has blessed in the past is going

to bring us bessing now if we keep close to him, but anyhthing that

gets between us and God is an idol and can be injurious and harmful.

And even the ark of the Covenant proved to be such when people put there

trust in the ark of the covenant instead of having a humble and contrite
le

heart and seeking to be such that God could bass them and so the sons

were killed and Eli himself fell back and died and the Philistines took

the . And then we have this very interesting account of how in

this case though God had shown that We would not give the people victory
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simply because they carried his ark. You can't force God that way.

He showed that, but nevertheless he showed that he had a purpose for

the ark and he still had, Israel was still His people even thoughthey

had failed miserably here and God wished to show the Philistines that

they could not tamper with the ark of God and so after letting the Is

raelites lose out completely when they trusted in the ark, God proceeded

with His own power to convince the Philistines they had better give the

ark back and so we have now the story of how down among the Philistines

God sent plagues among them, he destroyed their idols, he sent plies

among them, he lead the Philistines to decide that the wide thing to do

was to send this ark back and so in chap. 6 we find the Philistines said

well, we will see whether there is a supernatural agency acting here.

They said, let us take a new cart and two new cows that have never been

yoked at all and we will tie them to the cart and we will take their

calves away from them and you take a cow and you take its calf away from

it and then you fasten it to an ark, to a and it has sever been used

before for pulling things and you take two of them and you pull them

that way and if you feel like trying it some day it is rather interestirg

to see what will bppen and that was givng a pretty hard test here and

it wasn't God's people saying God has got to work a miracle to show us

what his will is. It wasn't God's people saying we are going to drift

with the circumstances and do what the circumstances say and think that

that is God's way of telling us His will. It was a people who were aga

the will of God but who here were submitting to it and God in that

situation gave a wonderful evidence of his power and of His control and

God caused, professor Almsted of t1eTJniv. of Chicago says in his

book on History of Pä.lestine and Assyria, he says that the two cows

lowing as they went as if in protest against the divine compulsion that

pushed them to go, headed right straight up from the valley up there into

the land of the Israelites, heading right in the right direction pulling
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the cart. And, of course, that is exactly what the Bible here says

happened and so it is interesting to have the professor of ancient

history in the Univ. of Chicago say the same thing in his book on

Palestine and Assyria and it would be a f/very very fine f4f41 illus

tration of 0 a naturalistic historian accepting the atatments of the

Word of God if we could convince ourselves that Prof. Almstead wasn't

speaking sarcastically when he made the statement. In view of his

many other statements in the book, it is pretty hard to think that he

meant and yet when he writes a thing like ththat he doesn't
le

mean and quite carly doesn't mean, it makes it pretty hard to know

what to believe in his book and so I wanted to mention to you that

book of Prof. Almstead of the Univ. of Chicago, history of Palestine

and Assyria, a book which is published in a very fine binding and very

nice paper and w'{ith splendid pictures of Palestine is written a

bout 15 years ago now, but there was no man, perhaps, certainly not

more than 3 or k at the very most who knew more, hardly anybody who

kndw as much of the archaeological material from the land of Palestine

as did this professor. He was niliar with the material and if Prof.

Almeted had given us the evidence he had and showed its relation to the

Biblical story it would be one of the most valuable books that I know

of, but as it is, unfortuneately the book is not particularly valuable

because while it has in it as fine material on the archaeology of Pales

tine as any book I know of, urifortuneately he felt it was necessary to

answer every problem and to tell you just what happened in every situa

tion and the besult is that the book includes archaeological facts in

relation to the History of Palestine, very excellently and it includes

guesses that most scholars would agree on, very well presumed, that in-

cludes guesses wlich Professor Almstead has made and pretty good guesses
with

presented quite clearly and it includes guesses which he made which no

body on earth could possibly agree and there is no difference between

the difference between the differant types of statements except that if
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anything there is more dogmatism in the statements in whith he would

stand ab4solutely alone. It is a strange instance of a book which con

tains such extremely valuable material and yet which is written in such

a way that unless you are real expert in the field it is comparatively

and that is very unfortunate that he did know the material, he

knew it very very well, but his idea of history was to tell everything

that happened and when he didn't have evidence he let his imagination

run wild and sometimes letting your imagination run you can hit upon sone

pretty good things. It is a good idea to do provided you label when you

are letting it run on, provided you proceed to check it and see whether

there is evidence supporting your guesses or whether the evidence is

against and you let the people know the facts. And so if you even have

a chance to pick the book up second hand, I think it would be well

worth your having it, but I question that it is worth the new price for

anybody on account of the difficulties I have mentioned about it. But
of

it has very fine sections in it and many things it has a very good ac

count of, but it just ha so much material in it that is just pure guess

work on his part. It tremendously cuts down its value. (question 11)

Olmstead. Very unfortuneately he gives very few footnotes in the book

and he tells you in the book how he wrote this history of Assyria which

is a very fine history of Assyria, a few years earlier and he wrote an

accompanying series of articles on the evidence for hisstatements on the

Ø'/i/ hthstory of Assyria and then he says when the history of Assyria

was reviewd people criticized some of his statements for which he had

given abundant evidence in his articles and didn't pay any attentinn to

the articles, so he said, what is the use of writing articles, nd he

thought he could give his ideas now without any evidence and it is very

unfortuneate . (question) No, he died about k years ago. He

was a scholar who covered a tremendous amount of material and did some

very fine work. e stated in the early stage and kept studying forward

and forward and forward and at the end of his life he was studying the
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N.T. And he wrote a book on the life of Jesus and he said in the in

troduction to the book that it is most remarkable that a figure so

important in the thought of the world as Jesus of Nazareth, should up

to this time have only been studied by religious people or by people

who were studying {4 it 3j from religious or philosophical vieEs and

never have been properly studied by a real scientific historian. Now

he has made a study and he sais, now, at long last Jesus stands in the

full light of history and his book on the life of Jesus therefore is

the last word, of course, on the subject and it is a very interesting

book because he didn't pay any attention to what the critics said at
to

all. He went to the sources and the material and he figured up

what sort of a man he thought Jesus was and the Univ. of Chicago divini1

school with its wonderful synoptic theories and all of these modern

scientific liberal concepts of it was quite disgusted with what he

wrote, very disgusted and he told me, he said, this divinity school,

after all, isn't recognized everywhere, he said. (laughter) And he was

quite indignant about it but he said when you find a difference between

the synoptic gospels and John stick to John, you will find that John

is most dependable and, of course, the attitude of the ordinary critic

is that you can get some information from the synoptic gospels, but

John, after all is just a 13 3/k but he said he vent

through the historic statements of John. Oh, he said, of conrse, the

discourse and all that is just imagination, but he said the rest of the

historic statements of John and the things about where he mentions places

and where he mentions Greek history and Roman history andbackground. and
to find

situations and like that and he was amazed at point after point $/the

remarkable historical evidence of the accuracy of the background of the

gospel of John and he said, whatever is true or false about the synoptics

you can depend upon the book of John and, of course, that is the exact

opposite of what the and so it is very interesting to have
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Jesus in the whole light of history now, but in the book you have the

same difficulty you have in his history of Palestine and ASsyria that'

he doesn't distinguish between his guesses and things where he has good

evidence, but he does give you more evidence than 141-2

(question) He starts it back in about 15,000 B.C. He tells you about

the (end of record)

The lesson is already assigned for next Monday and Tuesday and now a

rapid survey of this part of 0.T. history we were looking yesterday at

the taking of the ark and the bringing back of it early in the book of

Samuel and the conquest by the Philistines at that time would seem to

have resulted in the destruction of Shiloh. It is not so stated in the

Scripture, but there are later referenced to Shiloh the example

of what happens when a city is destroyed and there isno further mention

of it as an important center in Israel after this, and so it is an extr

mely important historical question, was Shiloh destroyed at this time,

which the Lord does not 'ive us the answer, but He gives us material

sufficient to make us quite sure that at this time the Philistines

destroyed Shiloh. Shiloh was the great religious center of Israel pre

vious to this time. (que1on 1) I haven't been using numbers (laughter)

the subject of O.T. History is one that you cannot cover in a year and

rather than give about the same amount of to the whole tbng,

I think ftis more valuable ( indistinctive)

and so I am passing rapidly over

(Question) The fact that Shiloh was destroyed at this time, we deduced

from a number of different sources. One of them is the fact that it is

not mentioned again and another is the fact that in Jeremith

the Lord referred to the terrible fate of Shiloh as a terrible example

to the religious center of that day, Jerusalem which implies very clearly

that Shiloh has been terribly destroyed in sometime past and then the

archaeological evidence is that the city was of importance at the time

of the judges, but that there was nothing there later on. We do not
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have such evidence 2 as we

of Jericho, but then it wasn't that kind of a city. (question) Would

you look that up in a Concordance and bring it in Monday. I don't recall

any such thing. It is possible that he rebuilt a place there, but I do not

think so. do not recollect it. Bethel was where he built his

(indistinct and fuzzy) Now the life of Samuel from this time

on is a life in which the Israelites are more or less subjection to the

Philistines all of the time. They have been more or less in that condition

all through the book of Judges. It is a sign of Israelite weakness, the

whole book of Judges and all through up to the time of David. It is a time

of Israelite weakness, with some moments of strength and

some brief series of freedom but as a whole it is a period of weiess and

now the light of Smauel is a time when Samuel is going to maintain the moral

of the people and he is going among them and giving them the sacrifice at

this place and that and the other. Previous to this they were all at Sh11o1

and that is pretty good evidence that Shiloh was no longer the center, also

evidence that the people were not strong enough to have one strong center.

Samuel travelled about from one place to another and the people are pretty

much under the control of the Philistines and the people become quite dis

gusted at this situation of being subject to the Philistines and they keep

thinking that if they had a king, it is not that they don't like Samuel,

S4mue1 is a fine leader, he is a fine representative of the Lord, they are

glad to follow Samuel, but a difficu1 comes as Samuel gérows older, his

son are not the proper type of men o succeed him - it is quite evident that

his sons are very inferior to him and Samuel probably hopes that the people

will take his sons as is suggested, but they did not feel inclined to do

so. Thyy were not wicked sons as were Eli's sons, but they were very

definitely inferior to Samuel and so as time went on the people felt more and

more if they had a man of war as their leader that they would have a chan4Ce

of being free from the Philistines and so the people began calling for a kirg
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and God. gave them a king and God selected for them a king who was the type

of king they wanted, a man who was strong and powerful and able and would

make a good war rul.t and he gave them King Saul. We will not have time in

the course of this year with the many other things thatwe have to go over

to examine the details of career or to examine the details of Saul's

spiritual experience. They are not particularly difficult to understand,

but they are familiar to most of you, I think, f4rom Sunday School studies

and they should be familiar to all of you from the assignment we have given

in the study of each chapter. But I do want to call your attention now to

one matter of great importance historically and that is the question, why

c)'ould a small group of Philistines hold this great group of Israelites

subject for a long period. Why could they do that? And How did they do

that? What is the physical means used? An the anser to that would seem to

be that the Philistines were the first great leadersof the iron age in that

are. Previously to that bronze was the material in use . The people previB

to this had very fine weapons and armour of bronze, but bronze is expensive

and it was hard to make and it is not, there was not sufficient of it to

be made in large quantities. The beginning of the iron age does not mean

that their weapons and materials are particularly better than those of the

bronze age. Bronze was a tremendous stet over at about 3000 B.C. over stone

because it meant that they were able, instead of having to chisel off the

material off the stone and form it into the right shape, and they were also

doing that to copper at that tine it mea'nt that they could melt it and they

could fit it into shppes that they couldn't possibly get out of stone and do

it much more quickly so bronze was a tremendous step over stone. Iron, now

is a step forward over bronze principally because larger amounts of it seemed

to be available and the Philistines would seem to have access to the sources

of iron and to know how to handle it, to understand the art of smithing the

iron and consequently we find evidences as the Israelties were coming

into the land of it being the beginning of the Iron Age, you remember the
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king of had an iron bedstead. Why should we bother to mention that

in the Scriptures, it is simply an evidence of the beginning of the iron
thing

age when the king was able to get one important of this rather rare metal

at that time. It was just beginning to come in then. The Philistines

would seem to have come into the land in great numbers after the israelites

came in and to have come into this region on the seacoast, probably coming

from the sea and to have brought with them the knowledge of iron and the

knowledge of sources of iron wXhich the Israelites did not have. (question

9) Yes, I guess I should have said it this way that they came in great

numbers and there is a very important historical problem there. The Phili

stines as far as our historical evidence goes, we find them in great numbers

at the time of the Israelites and we have no historical evidence as yet

of their presence in the land before and we have great evidence of their

presence later on and we have evidence of their having come perhaps from

Crete or perhaps from Asia Minor, we don't know where, we have evidence of

their having come from the sea and we have evidence of their having made a

great attack upon Egypt which was driven back. It would seem to have been

part of a great migration movement. Now this being the case and the Phili

stines are very important historically from this time an and not before, it

would look as if the Philistines entered the land after the Israelites. If

it were not for one of three things, one that in the book of Genesis we read

about the king going down through the land of the Philistines, we read about

Abimilek the king of the Philistines and when they came up out of Egypt, God

did not lead them by the way of the Philistines, which was near, and we

find an occasional mention of them in the land of the Philistines. Now, the

way of the Philistines and the land of the Philistines might be a later title

used to show the place which was not called by that earlier time, that is

entirely possible. You can take a book today and you can New Y

when it really was New Amsterdam it is

very common to use. We say Columbus discovered America and I don't know that
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Columbus ever heard of America or not. We say he discovered it and nobody

considered it as a false statement when they say that. He discovered the

land which later came to be named after the Florentine explorer, Mmericas

and very few of us know anything about this but we used

his name all the time for our country and Columbus, we all know about and

we say he discovered America which is telling It is a matter of

later use of a name, but it might be that

the name had been substituted later in order to disignate the place. That

is entirely possible, but the real difficulty here, of course, i the

account of the dealings with Abimilek of Isaac and that is definite %W$

of Abraham and Isaac in the book of Genesis. And for the explanation of that

Dr. Petrie, the great Egyptian excavator, founder of Palestinian excavation

has a theory that the Philistines had their headquarters at the time of Abra

ham somewhrres in the Mediteranean and that they had a colony here at this

and that the purpose of this colony was to gather the grain for ex

port to their ports and that these were representatives of theirs in this

area and their theory is entirely possible but we have no proof of it. It

may not be so. However, it is not necessary that we know the exact situaticn

and it is easy enough to consider the possibility of a small and a

much larger group coming that is possible. It might have been the

start of the some centuries before

The study of the Philistines is difficult for the reason that their gr

strength was out on the sea coast in an area which continued to be a great

and important area long after the time of the Philistines. In the time of

Obrist, Atheinians would come over to Gaza, one of the leading Philistine

cities, or had been one of the leading cities on the sea coast there and

Athenians would come over there in order to study Athenian philosophy. They

would come to Gaza because Gaza was a great center of Greek and

Greek culture, in some ways superior to Athens Itself at the time of Christ,

and this area, the Philistine area was a very important area %during that

time. Well, we are not particularly interested in that time. Naturally we
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much more interested in Greece and Rome than we are in Philistia during that

period, and if you want to learn about Philistia in the earlier periods, you

can't just simply go with a steam shovel and 5 take all the remains of the

later period out of the way and begin digging in the earlier period. The

whole world of scholarshthp would be so utter, disgusted with anyone who

would do anything like that that he wo3ñ have no standing whatever afterwar

They, would of course say it is necessary that you excavate 14

it is necessary that you start at the top and excavate everything

and learn the important iinformation about each period and don't destroy

anything as long as it is there, it is there. But once you dig it up, it

is gone forever, and you'll never know the information, so if there is some

body who has a few thousand dollars and a good training and desire to put

in a few years of work learning about the later history of these periods,

after he has done that get down to the city that we are inte

rested, then we would learn a great deal about it

Bible, but it is a difficulty which has prevented much working in that area

as yet. There are other places in Plaestine, many many of them where you

can start excavating right at the time of the later Israelite kingdom.

Places which were abandoned after that and never replaced and if anyone has

a pretty good sum of money to go and excavate and a certain amount of time,

at their disposal and has had proper training to do it right (end of record)
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When a person can do that the know there is nothing which

makes you in studying about the Philistine area in the

Roman So it leaves a

in that area as far as our knowledge of the Philistines went before

the time of Sail. We don't know a great deal about it from

(Question) Yes, but I do not have the date in mind exactly but

it was the time of the reign of King Rameses the Third, he is the last in

the great deries of Ramesese the Third and he has left a monument

showing the pictures of his attack of the sea people , I've seen the

monument in Southeren Egypt which shows the sea people attacking by land

and seaand how he drove them back and to be one of the great thirds

but his wasn't partial to the new land but it was protecting

Egypt from the attack and there is no one after him like him. Consequently

he stands out as a great figure are fairly well

agreed on his date. I do not recall his exact date. Ramesese the third.
say

Just off hand jut as pure guess I'd somewhere shortlyf before eleven

hundred but I might be a century off. (Question) The evidence that

they greatly out-numbered thein%4 The

Israelites greatly out-numbered the Philistines. (Question) for one thing

the Israelites are described as living in a very large area all over

Palestine, the Philistines are restred to considerably small sections

down tre in the south east. Before this

time as they are only one of many people in Palestine after this time, after

the time of David the Philistines are one of a many people surrounding the

Israelites Here for a period of nearly a centmiy they are the

out standing force with which they soon have force

but the Philistines they are restricted

to that one comparitively small area and they were very numerous people

kThat is the evidence. There is a
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lot of little evidences but for I don't think any of them

$Z&t $4t But the Philistines were a group which in number

was only a fraction in size, of the Israelites. But at this time they

controled them pretty definately And the reason that they control
humanly

ed them is because of the Phillistines technical knowledge, that is %1

speaking. God of course could have 00 overrul&d it od could have
but




God used it and this is what he used. They have technical

knowledge of and they doubtless had excess to sources of it but they

had this knowledge which was not in the hands of the Israelites and we find

proof of that in the Scriptures c 13 of I Sam, vs 19 you all studied this

as you were going hrough I Sam. last semester. Notiee the statement there
all

in I Sam. 13 vs. 19 Now there was no smith found throughout/the land of

Israel: for thePhilistines said, Lest the Hebrews make them swords or

spears: Blut all the Israelites went down to the Philistines, to sharpen

every man his share, and his coulter, and his axe, and his mattock. Yet

they had a file for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks

and for the axes, and to sharpen the goads. So if they wanted to make them

if they wanted anything done that required a smih they had to go and get it

from the Philistines and the Philistines permitted them agricultural 441

irnpliments of iron but did not permit theLm munitions of war. Very

sensible thing. A means by which they could hold the Israelites in sub

juction and to maintain peace in the land and so we read in vs. 22 So it

came to pass in the day of battle , that there was neither

sword nor dpear found in the hand of nay of the people that were with Saul

and Jonathan: but with Saul and with Jonathan his son was therefound. That

is the king and his son. By virtue of the position and prominance and of t]

recognition they were to receive they were able to get %{ hold of good

arm and good weapong and so they had them but the rest of the pepple did not

at this time. And in excivationin cities in Palestines we find in Israelite

cities we find it is a fact that iron agricultural impliments appear
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a long time befere iron weapons. This of course would not be the case f

they produced them themselves. And so this is the means whereby they were

able to hold the Israelites in subjection this way. Now we find that a litt

later on we find that when the Philistines made war against the Israelites

we find in ch. 17 that there was a stDnng Philistine who challenged the

Israelities to private and individual combat and when this was the case they

a Saul was the great strong Israelite leader who certainly should have been

the one to go out and fight j{,4 him, but evidently Saul did not feel able

to do so and Saul held back and t no1 Israelite felt able to do it and it

looks as if the Philistines without having to have a battle would simply

vine out by the fear of this one mar' But then the young man David

a sturdy young man who had been accustomed to the activities of a shepherd

the fighting the bears and the wolves that attack the sheep and jto

being constantly alert , active this young man came to the battle and saw

what was happening and then he said I'm willing to go out and attempt it.

He said there is a great cause at atake here Is there not a cause, al

and the great cause is here and no one else seems ab to meet it and I'm

consequently ready to offer myself to see if the Lord may use me for the

purpose and then we read in vs. 38 of ch. 17 - And Saul armed David with

his armour, and he put an helmet of bronze upon his head; the English says

brass which is an unfortunate translation I'm sure he didn't wear bEass the

Hebrew word for( ) means copperand is used for any alloy of copper whether
weak

it be the/shiny brass or the stvng bronze the word means copper and repre

sents any alloy of copper. The difference between brass and bronze is brou

home in one great with the metal expert of the Co.

and if I understant correctly he told me that a penny is good bronze though

it is about 60% of copper and about 40% .Z zink I believe and 60% copper

and that makes it brass. 60% of cppper and about kO zink. But you take

that brass and ou put in half of one percent of tin which you see is very

very little so little you could never see it and you put that little bit of

tin into it and that makes it ,4I{ bronze instead of brass and makes it 2
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times as Strong as it would be if the tin wasn't in it. Well, this was

doubtless bronze and not brass which was in all that period.

They sent some of their representatives even as far as Britain to get the

very vital tin for the bronze, but Saul armed David with his armour and put

a helmet of bronze on his head and armed him in a coat of mail and in vs.

39 of I Sam 17, do we find that David says, No, I am not going to meet this

man in a suit of armour, God will not bless the use of armour, that it not

what we need, I am going out in the strength of God and what He wants me

to use is a slibngshot rather than armour, why should I use armour, that

would be distrusting God to wear a physical thing like an armour and go

out and fight Goliath and consequently David do say that he refuses

to use the armour on that ground. That is not what the text says. It is

unfortunate that in all of our splendid lessons about David and Goliath in

our Sunday School, this very important feature is usually ignored, but it is

a very important feature in it. Saul put his armour on David and David did

not refuse to take it. David put it on, and David in vs. 39 girded his

sword upon his armour, and he assayed to go; for he had not proved it.

The Hebrew word that is translated for, may also be translated but, and I

don't think it matters which is translated here because it is about half

each. That is to say, David put the armour on and the sword on and he tried

to se$p out in this strong armour and to take this sword he assayed to go,

for he hadn't proved it.ifHe was accustomed to going around like this he

wouldn't have to assay to go. He would simply go, but he assayed to go be

cause he hadn't proved it, or he assayed to M go but he hadn't proved it.

He had never used armour like this. He was not familiar with its use, he

was not familiar with the sword, he was a very agile young man, he was an

able young man, but it takes more than ability and agility to take a brand

new technic and tse it immediately without previos experience and David then

said. to Saul, I cannot go with these. He didn't say, I won't go with these,

because the Lor d doesn't want me to take a physical means and use it here,
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the Lord is going to give me the victory purely by spiritual means. He said

I cannot go with these for I have not proved them. I haven't tested them,

I haven't learned to use them. I haven't acquired the necessary technic for

these materials. Now evidently David did not immediately realize this fact.

He put the armour on and he tried to use it. Saul said, now look here, if

are going to go out and fight this man, it would be perfectly silly for you

to go without the protection of armour. And it would be perfectly silly

foryou to go out with being armed with a stone or something and try to

fight this man fully armed, this strong powerful man, here take my sword.

David said, I have not learned the technic of using these things and there

fore it would be senseless for me to try to use them. And so David said,

I have not proved them and that is the reason he didn't take them and David

took them off. Now here is the situation then, here is the ilistine

coming against them and here is a tremendous need, here is the great cause

and there is no Israelite who has the experience and training with armour

who is big enough and strong enough to meet this Philistine satisfactorily.

and he knows he is inadequate to it at this time, therefore

he knows that there is no use in just going out and trying to fight this

man who is so much beyond him, for it would mean he would be killed. Well,
beyond

now, he is more beyond David than é/' Saul, because Saul, perhaps he

is not as strong a man as David, not as agile a man as David, yet he is

very strong and very agile and a real leader in the wan, and Saul is accustom

ed to the use of the armour and well trained in it and David is not. So

if Saul is not able to meet this need, David is far less able than Saul is

to meet the need. But David has something that Saul does not have. David

has a trust in God, a trust in God that David has doesn't simply mean that

here is a need, no matter what it is I can step out and do it. Not at all.

What he has is a conviction that this is a tremendous crisis that is a crisls

in the progress of God's kingdom, that it is a crisis in the work of the Loin

there is a cause here. God cause is at stake. The future of God's people s
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at stake here and consequnetly it is doubitess it is God's will to give the

victory to the Israelites and it bethng God's will to give the victory to the

Israelites, God's cause being at stake and the man who is true to God having

an obligation to stand out forthright for God in that situation, David be

lieves that in that situation it is proper to have faith that God will give

the victory, and therefore he stepped forward in faith. Faith doesn't simply

mean presumption. It doesn't mean simply you the good things,

therefore you can do it, not at all. It means that you are convinced that it

is God'sLll. It means that you are convinced that it is what is required,

is what is to be true to the Lord and follow the teachings of his word and

bherefore being convinced of that and their being no AaOXX one present to

be able to do the task better than you who is better trained than you, who

has more faith than you, you feel that you may be God's instrument for it

and are willing to step out in faith that you will be used as an instrument

and let Him use you and if you find that you are wrong, you are innocent in

the cause that you are willing to die for Him here, but it would be silly

to give your life for nothing, give your life in the hope that you are the

one that God will use to accomplish the purpose and so David had that

strength, he had agility, he was an able yougn fellow (end of record)
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to use the armour but he does not have the experience of the use of the

armour and he can't get it now before the battle. You can't put three years

of training I no matter what happens

a million men would spring to arms over night and if they spring to arms

over night training in how to use them and

David didn't try to use the thing that he didn't know how to use. He said,

I cannot go with these for I have not proved them and David put them aside,

and he said, the Lord will give me the %ictory in some other way. The Lord

will take the thing that I already have and He will us it and so David step

forward without the heavy army to his movements, without the sword

that he was not trained to use, and he stepped down to the brook there and 1e
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took five big smooth stones out of the brook. It will show you today there

in the book of stones that are about twice as big as this which are

smooth and strong, I can lift one of them with a certain amount of effort,

and those were the type of stones which David used. Well, now maybe

it is. Maybe they were little stones, we don't know. The evidence of the

place looks in favor of their being big ones. Now the sling shot wasn't the

sort of thing that you pull like we have. The sling shot that he used was

a long thing which you can swing around and around and a strong man would
take

a pretty big stone and hurl it and what he used we are not sure, but

that is what most archaeologists believe (question 2) Yes, we have no evi

dence as to the siyze of the Philistine people because danger

of excavation there, but the pictures that we he of them in Egypt which

are doubtless Philistines and the evidence that we have does not suggest that

they were on the whole a race of giants. They were probably a race of large

men and among these large men, this one was very unusually large, much

larger, probably Zthan the rest, but there is no reason to think that there
nd

were many like that in the la4{. Of course, if there had been a lot like
there would be nothing accomplished by killing one.

him 2 (indistinct)

If I was lying on the ground and a table landed on my forehead, it probably

would sink in, though I doubt 3 (question) They

were small enough that one man of the great strength of David could

lift five. perhaps exagerated a little when I said I could lift one of

them. I think I could probably lift two of them. (laughter) I don't think

that I could lift five of the stones. (question 11) That is old

English David put the armour on and tried it,

but he put the armour on, he didn't just reject it immediately, he gave it

an examination but it didn't take much examination to convince him that he

was not sufficiently trained to use this armour. In fact he had no trainix

in something, and there are some things thatyou can use without any training

but most things you can't and to use armour it takes a great deal of trainirg
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and David was probably much nearer using it without training than most

people were because he was a very agile and strong and able young man, but

he saw that it would be silly for him to go out to meet this man with the

equipment wuith which he was not sufficiently familiar and he said, I will

be better without it and so he took the means with which he was accustomed.

He took the thing that he was accustomed to use against bears and against

lions in his defense of the and he took them and he vent out against

the Philistines and he said to the Philistines,.. Thou comest to me with

a sword, and with a spear, and with a shield:..That didn't mean to say I
have a

wouldn't use a sword or spear, it meant you /%f tremendous advantage

over me, that is what it means. You come with a sword, a spear and a shield.

I might come against you with a sword, a spear and a shld if I were trained

to use them, if I did you would think the battle was more even even though

even then the Philistine would have a great advantage with his size and his

But he said, you seem to have a tremendous advantage over me, you

come with a sword and a spear and a shield, but I come to you with the name

of the Lord of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel whom you have defied.

And he said, I have a tremendous advantage over you, the Lord is going to

deliver you into my hands and David using the simple means for which he was

accustomed and in which he was thoroughly trained, but with his faith in

God, won this one tremendous fight in this one great fight God used the

fa,%)'1/aith of David to use him in this great conquest. And thereafter, yeais

later David went against the Philistines as king of Israel. He conquered

the Philistines completely, he subjected them entirely to his rule and he

vent out and he attacked the other nations around about and he conquered an

empire four times as the area of Israel itself, and when he did so, we never

read of his going with a sling shot into any one of these battles. Never.

David had not proved the armour, he had not learned to use it, but later he

learned to use it. He became a great expert in the use of armour. Later on

David lived with the Philistines for awhile when he was in danger of his life

from Saul, he lived among the Philistines and you may be sure that he and his
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people, when they were living among the Philistines fully learned how the

smithing was done and fully learned the best use of these good weapons, how

they used them and how to make them and when David became King of Israel he

had the technical knowledge which the 7 0 Philistines had and with the

technical knowledge in the hands of the Israelites, then with the far greatr

number of the Israelites, David was able with tne sraelites not merely to

conquer the Philistines, that was then a compapatively simply part of the

task, but he conquered the philistines and a great many nations round about

and built up an empire such as Israel has never known before or since and

held a tremendous area in subjection, building this great empire and

and so I think that is one ofthe great lessons for us in this

situation. ere is a great crisis and in this great crisis a man is willing

to come forward with what he has and God will use him to win the great vic

tory. The Lord was with the people over across the Sea of Gaililee and

there were 5000 people there and they were hungry and there was nothing to

eat and the Modernist will tell you that what happened was that the Lord

brought a little boy to show generosity and take up the little bit he had

and that when he did it it so shamed the others that they all brought out

the food that they had hidden away in their sacks and the result was that

there was plenty of food because the Lord made this little boy set an examp

that shamed the others and they brought out theirs. Now that is a modern

theory that accounts for the miracle and deduced it as an example of genero

sity. Now it is a thing which could have been done, but it is not what is

said in the Script.ire to have been done. It does not say that they had food

like this and brought it out. But the Scripture says thatkthe Lord multip

lied the food. But we know this that the little boy placed t their dis

posal what he had in the crisis and the Lord used it to feed the 5000 people.

Well, after the church was established, you don't find the Lord taking a

little bit of bread and increasing it to feed all of the people. We find

that thereafter there was normal means used in having gifts and of people
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working hard and getting money to buy it with and of getting the food that

they needed. In the crisis, if a man will take everything that he has and

put it in the Lord's hand, no matter how little it is, the Lord may use it

as he did David's knowledge of the slingshot to win a great victory in a

particular crisis. But after that particular crisis is over, the Lord does

not expect people to go on using the sort of means that he used in that

crisis as a regular thing, in the progress of his kingdom. But he expects

the people to fill up their lack and their need and their inafficiency by

acquiring the skill and securing the means that they did not have before in

order that they may place these greater means at his disposal and that he

may use it in the greater way. There is no limit to what God may do in a

great crisis 10 if we put it

and he will give us His praise and his blessing for it, but he is not

satisfied if we then think that we can go on using that as accompliing

for him " He wants us to learn to use the arms. He wants us to acquire

the best that is available in our day and to become thoroughly trained in

it suse and to place it at his disposal in order that we may win the great

victories with it as we won them with David in later ye. And so this

little thread through here of the Philistine's technical use of iron XMI

is of importance here is something that is ordinarily not recognized as very

clear in the account and I think there are vital spiritual lessons forus

in our service for the Lord. Now you have studied already the books of

I and II Samuel, in II Sham. we put very particularly stress on the deve

lopment of David's kingdom and upon the means that were used and on the

planning of it and the direction of it and on the many spiritual lessons.

II Sam is one of the richest books in the whole Bible in spCiritual lessons.

Maybe not so much in the direct statement of them in the material which we

can easily infer. (quion 12) Yes, it says chariots of iron. It

had 900 chariots of iron. You read in I. Sam that the Philistines had many

thousands of chariots of iron. Sisera the iron was just beginning to come

in and 900 chariots was enough to give them a tremendous advance, but the
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900 chariots of Sisera were just crmnon thing in comparison with the

means of the Philistines. It is Lost like comparing Civil war means

with the means of our day, say the 191k day and now which was moving

forward rapidly at that period. Now the history of the reign of David, we

haven't time to study it carefully this semester and you know what a tremen

dous difference there is in Israelite history between the kingdom of Saul

which was a kingdom largly subject to the Philistines, maintaining a certain

precarious independence and winning an occasional battle, but in general,

subject to constan't danger from them and much of the Israelite area under

actually their control. Between that an the kingdom of David which beginnlrg

after the defeat under Saul, succeeded gradually through a period of

years to vthn its independence, but having on its independence it went on

rapidly to completely subjugate the Philistines and not only them but all te

many different Assyrian groups to the north and the Aminites and the Moabit

and the various Edomites, and the various groups to the East and built an

empire which was three or four times as large as the territory that the

Israelites actually possessed, dwelt in it self was four or five times

as large as the territory in which the Philistines actually lived. And

then that David not only conquered that territory, but he held it so Born

p'1et1y f% under his control, established control so well that his son was

able to succeed him and was able to hold it with little danger of

There was hardly anything that Solomon had to do in a military way. ko yea1

of Solomon's reign, all these people come together simply through direct

of the power of David. I suppose there were garrisons here and

there, I suppose there was a certain amount of force, but there was no

great insurrection, no great danger conquest

which David made. David was a very great conqueror and a very great

and Solomon carried on the empire and did it wisely, but did not deal wisely
for
XXXX the people and it fell apart right after Solomon's death. Now we want

to look quite briefly at the reign of Solomon and the question of eyIdenc
as to whether it actually and I want one of these days to look a

(end of record)
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